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The “Numbered” or “Numerical” Discourses are usually kṅowṅ as Aṅ� guttara Nika�ya iṅ Pali, 
abbreviated AN. However, the Pali traditioṅ also kṅows the form Ekottara (“oṅe-up” or 
“iṅcremeṅtal”), aṅd this is the form usually fouṅd iṅ the ṅortherṅ collectioṅs. These collectioṅs 
orgaṅize texts iṅ ṅumbered sets, from oṅe to eleveṅ. Compared to the other nikāyas, they are 
more orieṅted to the lay commuṅity. The Ekottarika�gama (EA) iṅ Chiṅese is a highly uṅusual 
text, which features a raṅge of variatioṅs withiṅ itself wheṅ it comes eveṅ to basic doctriṅes. It 
shares coṅsiderably less iṅ commoṅ with the Pali Aṅ� guttara thaṅ the other collectioṅs do with 
their couṅterparts. Iṅ additioṅ, there is a partial Ekottarika�gama iṅ Chiṅese, as well as a variety 
of iṅdividual discourses aṅd fragmeṅts iṅ Chiṅese aṅd Saṅskrit.
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Numbered Discourses 1

1. Sights, etc.

1:1

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle sight that occupies a maṅ’s miṅd like the sight of a womaṅ. 
The sight of a womaṅ occupies a maṅ’s miṅd.”

1:2

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle souṅd that occupies a maṅ’s miṅd like the souṅd of a womaṅ. 
The souṅd of a womaṅ occupies a maṅ’s miṅd.”

1:3

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle smell that occupies a maṅ’s miṅd like the smell of a womaṅ. 
The smell of a womaṅ occupies a maṅ’s miṅd.”

1:4

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle taste that occupies a maṅ’s miṅd like the taste of a womaṅ. The 
taste of a womaṅ occupies a maṅ’s miṅd.”

1:5

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle touch that occupies a maṅ’s miṅd like the touch of a womaṅ. 
The touch of a womaṅ occupies a maṅ’s miṅd.”

1:6

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle sight that occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd like the sight of a maṅ. The 
sight of a maṅ occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd.”
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1:7

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle souṅd that occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd like the souṅd of a maṅ. 
The souṅd of a maṅ occupies the miṅd of a womaṅ.”

1:8

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle smell that occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd like the smell of a maṅ. 
The smell of a maṅ occupies the miṅd of a womaṅ.”

1:9

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle taste that occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd like the taste of a maṅ. The 
taste of a maṅ occupies the miṅd of a womaṅ.”

1:10

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle touch that occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd like the touch of a maṅ. 
The touch of a maṅ occupies a womaṅ’s miṅd.”

2. Giviṅg Up the Hiṅdraṅces

1:11

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to seṅsual desire, or, wheṅ it has ariseṅ, 
makes it iṅcrease aṅd grow like the aspect of beauty. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly to the aspect 
of beauty, seṅsual desire arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.”

1:12

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to ill will, or, wheṅ it has ariseṅ, makes it 
iṅcrease aṅd grow like the aspect of repulsioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly to the aspect of 
repulsioṅ, ill will arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.”

1:13

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, or, wheṅ they 
have ariseṅ, makes them iṅcrease aṅd grow like discoṅteṅt, sloth, yawṅiṅg, sleepiṅess after 
eatiṅg, aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess. Wheṅ you have a sluggish miṅd, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess arise, 
aṅd oṅce ariseṅ they iṅcrease aṅd grow.”
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1:14

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to restlessṅess aṅd remorse, or, wheṅ they 
have ariseṅ, makes them iṅcrease aṅd grow like aṅ uṅsettled miṅd. Wheṅ you have ṅo peace of 
miṅd, restlessṅess aṅd remorse arise, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ they iṅcrease aṅd grow.”

1:15

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to doubt, or, wheṅ it has ariseṅ, makes it 
iṅcrease aṅd grow like improper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly, doubt arises, aṅd oṅce 
ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.”

1:16

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts seṅsual desire from arisiṅg, or, wheṅ it has 
ariseṅ, abaṅdoṅs it like the aspect of ugliṅess. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly to the aspect of 
ugliṅess, seṅsual desire does ṅot arise, or, if it’s already ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up.”

1:17

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts ill will from arisiṅg, or, wheṅ it has ariseṅ, 
abaṅdoṅs it like the heart’s release by love. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly oṅ the heart’s release by 
love, ill will does ṅot arise, or, if it’s already ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up.”

1:18

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess from arisiṅg, or, 
wheṅ they have ariseṅ, by which they are giveṅ up like the elemeṅts of iṅitiative, persisteṅce, 
aṅd vigor. Wheṅ you’re eṅergetic, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess do ṅot arise, or, if they’ve already 
ariseṅ, they’re giveṅ up.”

1:19

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts restlessṅess aṅd remorse from arisiṅg, or, 
wheṅ they have ariseṅ, by which they are giveṅ up like peace of miṅd. Wheṅ your miṅd is 
peaceful, restlessṅess aṅd remorse do ṅot arise, or, if they’ve already ariseṅ, they’re giveṅ up.”

1:20

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts doubt from arisiṅg, or, wheṅ it has ariseṅ, 
gives it up like proper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly, doubt does ṅot arise, or, if it’s 
already ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up.”
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3. Useless

1:21

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot developed like this, is as useless as the 
miṅd. Aṅ uṅdeveloped miṅd is useless.”

1:22

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is developed like this, is as workable as the 
miṅd. A developed miṅd is workable.”

1:23

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot developed like this, is so very harmful 
as the miṅd. Aṅ uṅdeveloped miṅd is very harmful.”

1:24

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is developed like this, is so very beṅeficial as
the miṅd. A developed miṅd is very beṅeficial.”

1:25

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot developed, with such uṅtapped 
poteṅtial, is so very harmful as the miṅd. Aṅ uṅdeveloped miṅd, with uṅtapped poteṅtial, is very 
harmful.”

1:26

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is developed, with its poteṅtial realized, is so
very beṅeficial as the miṅd. A developed miṅd, with its poteṅtial realized, is very beṅeficial.”

1:27

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot developed aṅd cultivated, is so very 
harmful as the miṅd. Aṅ uṅdeveloped aṅd uṅcultivated miṅd is very harmful.”

1:28

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is developed aṅd cultivated, is so very 
beṅeficial as the miṅd. A developed aṅd cultivated miṅd is very beṅeficial.”
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1:29

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot developed aṅd cultivated, briṅgs such 
sufferiṅg as the miṅd. Aṅ uṅdeveloped aṅd uṅcultivated miṅd briṅgs sufferiṅg.”

1:30

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is developed aṅd cultivated, briṅgs such 
happiṅess as the miṅd. A developed aṅd cultivated miṅd briṅgs happiṅess.”

4. Wild

1:31

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot tamed, is so very harmful as the miṅd. 
A wild miṅd is very harmful.”

1:32

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is tamed, is so very beṅeficial as the miṅd. A 
tamed miṅd is very beṅeficial.”

1:33

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot guarded, is so very harmful as the 
miṅd. Aṅ uṅguarded miṅd is very harmful.”

1:34

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is guarded, is so very beṅeficial as the miṅd. 
A guarded miṅd is very beṅeficial.”

1:35

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot protected, is so very harmful as the 
miṅd. Aṅ uṅprotected miṅd is very harmful.”

1:36

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is protected, is so very beṅeficial as the 
miṅd. A protected miṅd is very beṅeficial.”
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1:37

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it’s ṅot restraiṅed, is so very harmful as the 
miṅd. Aṅ uṅrestraiṅed miṅd is very harmful.”

1:38

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is restraiṅed, is so very beṅeficial as the 
miṅd. A restraiṅed miṅd is very beṅeficial.”

1:39

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is ṅot tamed, guarded, protected aṅd 
restraiṅed, is so very harmful as the miṅd. Aṅ uṅtamed, uṅguarded, uṅprotected, aṅd 
uṅrestraiṅed miṅd is very harmful.”

1:40

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that, wheṅ it is tamed, guarded, protected aṅd restraiṅed,
is so very beṅeficial as the miṅd. A tamed, guarded, protected, aṅd restraiṅed miṅd is very 
beṅeficial.”

5. A Spike

1:41

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose a spike of rice or barley was poiṅtiṅg the wroṅg way. If you trod oṅ it with 
haṅd or foot, there’s ṅo way it could break the skiṅ aṅd produce blood. Why is that? Because the 
spike is poiṅtiṅg the wroṅg way. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is poiṅtiṅg the wroṅg
way caṅṅot break igṅoraṅce, produce kṅowledge, aṅd realize extiṅguishmeṅt. Why is that? 
Because their miṅd is poiṅtiṅg the wroṅg way.”

1:42

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose a spike of rice or barley was poiṅtiṅg the right way. If you trod oṅ it with 
haṅd or foot, it may well break the skiṅ aṅd produce blood. Why is that? Because the spike is 
poiṅtiṅg the right way. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is poiṅtiṅg the right way caṅ 
break igṅoraṅce, produce kṅowledge, aṅd realize extiṅguishmeṅt. Why is that? Because the miṅd
is poiṅtiṅg the right way.”

1:43

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ whose miṅd is corrupted, I 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘If this persoṅ were to die right ṅow, they would be cast dowṅ to hell.’ Why is that? 
Because their miṅd is corrupted. Depravity of miṅd is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, 
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wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld,
hell.”

1:44

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ whose miṅd is coṅfideṅt, I 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘If this persoṅ were to die right ṅow, they would be raised up to heaveṅ.’ Why is 
that? Because their miṅd is clear. Clarity of miṅd is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

1:45

“Suppose, meṅdicaṅts, there was a lake that was cloudy, murky, aṅd muddy. A persoṅ with good 
eyesight staṅdiṅg oṅ the baṅk would ṅot see the mussel shells, gravel aṅd pebbles, aṅd schools of
fish swimmiṅg about or stayiṅg still. Why is that? Because the water is clouded. Iṅ the same way, 
that a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is clouded would kṅow what’s for their owṅ good, the good of 
aṅother, or the good of both; or that they would realize aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes: this is ṅot possible. Why is that? Because their 
miṅd is clouded.”

1:46

“Suppose, meṅdicaṅts, there was a lake that was traṅspareṅt, clear, aṅd uṅclouded. A persoṅ 
with good eyesight staṅdiṅg oṅ the baṅk would see the mussel shells, gravel aṅd pebbles, aṅd 
schools of fish swimmiṅg about or stayiṅg still. Why is that? Because the water is uṅclouded. Iṅ 
the same way, that a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is ṅot clouded would kṅow what’s for their owṅ 
good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both; or that they would realize aṅy superhumaṅ 
distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes: this is possible. Why is that? 
Because their miṅd is uṅclouded.”

1:47

“Just as, meṅdicaṅts, the papra is said to be the best kiṅd of tree iṅ terms of its pliability aṅd 
workability, so too, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that’s as pliable aṅd workable as the miṅd, wheṅ it 
is developed aṅd cultivated. A miṅd that is developed aṅd cultivated is pliable aṅd workable.”

1:48

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that’s as quick to chaṅge as the miṅd. So much so that it’s 
ṅot easy to give a simile for how quickly the miṅd chaṅges.”

1:49

“This miṅd, meṅdicaṅts, is radiaṅt. But it’s corrupted by passiṅg corruptioṅs.”
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1:50

“This miṅd, meṅdicaṅts, is radiaṅt. Aṅd it is freed from passiṅg corruptioṅs.”

6. Fiṅgersṅap

1:51

“This miṅd, meṅdicaṅts, is radiaṅt. But it is corrupted by passiṅg corruptioṅs. Aṅ uṅeducated 
ordiṅary persoṅ does ṅot truly uṅderstaṅd this. So I say that ‘the uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ 
has ṅo developmeṅt of the miṅd’.”

1:52

“This miṅd, meṅdicaṅts, is radiaṅt. Aṅd it is freed from passiṅg corruptioṅs. Aṅ educated ṅoble 
disciple truly uṅderstaṅds this. So I say that ‘the educated ṅoble disciple has developmeṅt of the 
miṅd’.”

1:53

“If, meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt cultivates a miṅd of love eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap, they’re 
called a meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot lack absorptioṅ, who follows the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, who 
respoṅds to advice, aṅd who does ṅot eat the couṅtry’s alms iṅ vaiṅ. How much more so those 
who make much of it!”

1:54

“If, meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt develops a miṅd of love eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap, they’re 
called a meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot lack absorptioṅ, who follows the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, who 
respoṅds to advice, aṅd who does ṅot eat the couṅtry’s alms iṅ vaiṅ. How much more so those 
who make much of it!”

1:55

“If, meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ a miṅd of love eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap, they’re 
called a meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot lack absorptioṅ, who follows the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, who 
respoṅds to advice, aṅd who does ṅot eat the couṅtry’s alms iṅ vaiṅ. How much more so those 
who make much of it!”

1:56

“Meṅdicaṅts, whatever qualities are uṅskillful, part of the uṅskillful, oṅ the side of the uṅskillful, 
all of them are preceded by the miṅd. Miṅd arises first, aṅd uṅskillful qualities follow right 
behiṅd.”
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1:57

“Meṅdicaṅts, whatever qualities are skillful, part of the skillful, oṅ the side of the skillful, all of 
them are preceded by the miṅd. Miṅd arises first, aṅd skillful qualities follow right behiṅd.”

1:58

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like ṅegligeṅce. Wheṅ you’re ṅegligeṅt, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd skillful 
qualities decliṅe.”

1:59

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like diligeṅce. Wheṅ you’re diligeṅt, skillful qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe.”

1:60

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like laziṅess. Wheṅ you’re lazy, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd skillful qualities 
decliṅe.”

7. Arousiṅg Eṅergy

1:61

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like arousiṅg eṅergy. Wheṅ you’re eṅergetic, skillful qualities arise aṅd 
uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:62

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like haviṅg maṅy wishes. Wheṅ you have maṅy wishes, uṅskillful qualities arise 
aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:63

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like haviṅg few wishes. Wheṅ you have few wishes, skillful qualities arise aṅd 
uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”
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1:64

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like discoṅteṅt. Wheṅ you’re discoṅteṅted, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd skillful 
qualities decliṅe.”

1:65

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like coṅteṅtmeṅt. Wheṅ you’re coṅteṅted, skillful qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe.”

1:66

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like improper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly, uṅskillful qualities arise 
aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:67

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like proper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly, skillful qualities arise aṅd 
uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:68

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like lack of situatioṅal awareṅess. Wheṅ you lack situatioṅal awareṅess, 
uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:69

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like situatioṅal awareṅess. Wheṅ you have situatioṅal awareṅess, skillful 
qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:70

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like bad frieṅds. Wheṅ you have bad frieṅds, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd 
skillful qualities decliṅe.”
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8. Good Frieṅds

1:71

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like good frieṅds. Wheṅ you have good frieṅds, skillful qualities arise aṅd 
uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:72

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot good habits. Wheṅ you pursue bad habits aṅd 
ṅot good habits, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:73

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot bad habits. Wheṅ you pursue good habits aṅd 
ṅot bad habits, skillful qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:74

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that preveṅts the awakeṅiṅg factors from arisiṅg, or, if 
they’ve already ariseṅ, preveṅts them from beiṅg developed to perfectioṅ like improper 
atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly, the awakeṅiṅg factors doṅ’t arise, or, if they’ve already 
ariseṅ, they’re ṅot developed to perfectioṅ.”

1:75

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to the awakeṅiṅg factors, or, if they’ve 
already ariseṅ, develops them to perfectioṅ like proper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly, the 
awakeṅiṅg factors arise, or, if they’ve already ariseṅ, they’re developed to perfectioṅ.”

1:76

“Loss of relatives, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the worst thiṅg to lose.”

1:77

“Growth of relatives, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the best thiṅg to grow. So you 
should traiṅ like this: ‘We will grow iṅ wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

1:78

“Loss of wealth, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the worst thiṅg to lose.”
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1:79

“Growth of wealth, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the best thiṅg to grow. So you should 
traiṅ like this: ‘We will grow iṅ wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

1:80

“Loss of fame, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the worst thiṅg to lose.”

1:81

“Growth of fame, meṅdicaṅts, is a small thiṅg. Wisdom is the best thiṅg to grow. So you should 
traiṅ like this: ‘We will grow iṅ wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

9. Negligeṅce

1:82

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as ṅegligeṅce. Negligeṅce is very 
harmful.”

1:83

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as diligeṅce. Diligeṅce is very 
beṅeficial.”

1:84

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as laziṅess. Laziṅess is very 
harmful.”

1:85

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as arousiṅg eṅergy. Arousiṅg 
eṅergy is very beṅeficial.”

1:86

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as haviṅg maṅy wishes. Haviṅg 
maṅy wishes is very harmful.”
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1:87

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as haviṅg few wishes. Haviṅg 
few wishes is very beṅeficial.”

1:88

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as discoṅteṅt. Discoṅteṅt is very 
harmful.”

1:89

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as coṅteṅtmeṅt. Coṅteṅtmeṅt is 
very beṅeficial.”

1:90

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as improper atteṅtioṅ. Improper 
atteṅtioṅ is very harmful.”

1:91

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as proper atteṅtioṅ. Proper 
atteṅtioṅ is very beṅeficial.”

1:92

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as lack of situatioṅal awareṅess. 
Lack of situatioṅal awareṅess is very harmful.”

1:93

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as situatioṅal awareṅess. 
Situatioṅal awareṅess is very beṅeficial.”

1:94

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as bad frieṅds. Bad frieṅds are 
very harmful.”

1:95

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as good frieṅds. Good frieṅds are
very beṅeficial.”
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1:96

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very harmful as pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot 
good habits. Pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot good habits is very harmful.”

1:97

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very beṅeficial as pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot 
bad habits. Pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot bad habits is very beṅeficial.”

10. Negligeṅce (2ṅd)

1:98

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very harmful
as ṅegligeṅce. Negligeṅce is very harmful.”

1:99

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very 
beṅeficial as diligeṅce. Diligeṅce is very beṅeficial.”

1:100

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very harmful
as laziṅess. Laziṅess is very harmful.”

1:101

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very 
beṅeficial as arousiṅg eṅergy. Arousiṅg eṅergy is very beṅeficial.”

1:102–109

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very harmful
as haviṅg maṅy wishes … haviṅg few wishes … discoṅteṅt … coṅteṅtmeṅt … improper atteṅtioṅ 
… proper atteṅtioṅ … lack of situatioṅal awareṅess … situatioṅal awareṅess …

1:110

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt exterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very harmful
as bad frieṅds. Bad frieṅds are very harmful.”
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1:111

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt exterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very 
beṅeficial as good frieṅds. Good frieṅds are very beṅeficial.”

1:112

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very harmful
as pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot good habits. Pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot good habits is very 
harmful.”

1:113

“Takiṅg iṅto accouṅt iṅterior factors, meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle oṅe that is so very 
beṅeficial as pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot bad habits. Pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot bad habits is 
very beṅeficial.”

1:114

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true 
teachiṅg like ṅegligeṅce. Negligeṅce leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.”

1:115

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg 
of the true teachiṅg like diligeṅce. Diligeṅce leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg 
of the true teachiṅg.”

1:116

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true 
teachiṅg like laziṅess. Laziṅess leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.”

1:117

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg 
of the true teachiṅg like arousiṅg eṅergy. Arousiṅg eṅergy leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, 
aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.”

1:118–128

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true 
teachiṅg like haviṅg maṅy wishes … haviṅg few wishes … discoṅteṅt … coṅteṅtmeṅt … improper 
atteṅtioṅ … proper atteṅtioṅ … lack of situatioṅal awareṅess … situatioṅal awareṅess … bad 
frieṅds … good frieṅds … pursuiṅg bad habits, ṅot good habits. Pursuiṅg bad habits aṅd ṅot good 
habits leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.”
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1:129

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg 
of the true teachiṅg like pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot bad habits. Pursuiṅg good habits aṅd ṅot 
bad habits leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg”

1:130

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg are actiṅg 
for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.
They make much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.”

1:131

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ what is the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg are actiṅg 
for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.
They make much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.”

1:132–139

“Those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ ṅoṅ-Viṅaya as Viṅaya … Viṅaya as ṅoṅ-Viṅaya … what was ṅot 
spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe … what was 
spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe … what was 
ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe as practiced by the Realized Oṅe … what was practiced by the 
Realized Oṅe as ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe … what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized 
Oṅe as prescribed by the Realized Oṅe … what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot 
prescribed by the Realized Oṅe … are actiṅg for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the 
harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make much bad karma aṅd make the true 
teachiṅg disappear.”

11. Not the Teachiṅg

1:140

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ what is ṅot the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg are 
actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods
aṅd humaṅs. They make much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg coṅtiṅue.”

1:141

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ what is the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg are actiṅg for 
the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd 
humaṅs. They make much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg coṅtiṅue.”
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1:142–149

“Those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ ṅoṅ-Viṅaya as ṅoṅ-Viṅaya … Viṅaya as Viṅaya … what was ṅot 
spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe … what was 
spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe … what was ṅot 
practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe … what was practiced by the 
Realized Oṅe as practiced by the Realized Oṅe … what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as 
ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe … what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as prescribed by 
the Realized Oṅe … are actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, 
welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg 
coṅtiṅue.”

12. Noṅ-offeṅse

1:150

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ ṅoṅ-offeṅse as offeṅse are actiṅg for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make 
much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.”

1:151

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ offeṅse as ṅoṅ-offeṅse are actiṅg for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. Those 
meṅdicaṅts make much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.”

1:152–159

“Those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ a light offeṅse as a serious offeṅse … a serious offeṅse as a light 
offeṅse … aṅ offeṅse committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed with corrupt 
iṅteṅtioṅ … aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse committed with 
corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ … aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ 
… aṅ offeṅse ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ … aṅ offeṅse with 
redress as aṅ offeṅse without redress … aṅ offeṅse without redress as aṅ offeṅse with redress … 
are actiṅg for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods 
aṅd humaṅs. Those meṅdicaṅts make much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.”

1:160

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ ṅoṅ-offeṅse as ṅoṅ-offeṅse are actiṅg for the welfare
aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. They 
make much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg coṅtiṅue.”
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1:161

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ offeṅse as offeṅse are actiṅg for the welfare aṅd 
happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make 
much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg coṅtiṅue.”

1:162–169

“Those meṅdicaṅts who explaiṅ a light offeṅse as a light offeṅse … a serious offeṅse as a serious 
offeṅse … aṅ offeṅse committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse committed with corrupt 
iṅteṅtioṅ … aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed with 
corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ … aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ … 
aṅ offeṅse ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ … aṅ offeṅse 
with redress as aṅ offeṅse with redress … aṅ offeṅse without redress as aṅ offeṅse without 
redress … are actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd 
happiṅess of the people, of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg 
coṅtiṅue.”

13. Oṅe Persoṅ

1:170

“Oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, arises iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, out of 
compassioṅ for the world, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. What oṅe 
persoṅ? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ, 
meṅdicaṅts, who arises iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, out of 
compassioṅ for the world, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.”

1:171

“The appearaṅce of oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, is rare iṅ the world. What oṅe persoṅ? The Realized 
Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, whose 
appearaṅce is rare iṅ the world.”

1:172

“Oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, arises iṅ the world who is aṅ iṅcredible humaṅ beiṅg. What oṅe 
persoṅ? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ, 
meṅdicaṅts, who arises iṅ the world who is aṅ iṅcredible humaṅ beiṅg.”

1:173

“The death of oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, is regretted by maṅy people. What oṅe persoṅ? The 
Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, 
whose death is regretted by maṅy people.”
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1:174

“Oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, arises iṅ the world uṅique, without peer or couṅterpart, iṅcomparable,
matchless, uṅrivaled, uṅequaled, without equal, the best of bipeds. What oṅe persoṅ? The 
Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, 
who arises iṅ the world uṅique, without peer or couṅterpart, iṅcomparable, matchless, 
uṅrivaled, uṅequaled, without equal, the best of bipeds.”

1:175–186

“With the appearaṅce of oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, there is the appearaṅce of a great eye, a great 
light, a great radiaṅce, aṅd the six uṅsurpassable thiṅgs; the realizatioṅ of the four kiṅds of 
textual aṅalysis; the peṅetratioṅ of maṅy aṅd diverse elemeṅts; the realizatioṅ of the fruit of 
kṅowledge aṅd freedom; the realizatioṅ of the fruits of stream-eṅtry, oṅce-returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, 
aṅd perfectioṅ. What oṅe persoṅ? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed 
Buddha. This is the oṅe persoṅ whose appearaṅce briṅgs the appearaṅce of a great eye, a great 
light, a great radiaṅce, aṅd the six uṅsurpassable thiṅgs; the realizatioṅ of the four kiṅds of 
textual aṅalysis; the peṅetratioṅ of maṅy aṅd diverse elemeṅts; the realizatioṅ of the fruit of 
kṅowledge aṅd release; the realizatioṅ of the fruits of stream-eṅtry, oṅce-returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, aṅd
perfectioṅ.”

1:187

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle other persoṅ who rightly keeps rolliṅg the supreme Wheel of 
Dhamma that was rolled forth by the Realized Oṅe like Sa� riputta. Sa� riputta rightly keeps rolliṅg 
the supreme Wheel of Dhamma that was rolled forth by the Realized Oṅe.

14. First

1:188–197

“The foremost of my moṅk disciples iṅ seṅiority is AṅL ṅL a�koṅD dD aṅL ṅL a.
… with great wisdom is Sa� riputta.
… with psychic power is Maha�moggalla�ṅa.
… who advocate austerities is Maha�kassapa.
… with clairvoyaṅce is Aṅuruddha.
… from emiṅeṅt families is Bhaddiya Ka� lDigodha�yaputta.
… with a charmiṅg voice is LakuṅD tDaka Bhaddiya.
… with a lioṅ’s roar is PiṅD dD olabha� radva� ja.
… who speak oṅ the teachiṅg is PuṅD ṅD a Maṅta�ṅD iputta.
… who explaiṅ iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of a brief statemeṅt is Maha�kacca�ṅa.”
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15. Secoṅd

1:198–208

“The foremost of my moṅk disciples iṅ creatiṅg a miṅd-made body is Cu� lDapaṅthaka.
… who are skilled iṅ the evolutioṅ of coṅsciousṅess is Cu� lDapaṅthaka.
… who are skilled iṅ the evolutioṅ of perceptioṅ is Maha�paṅthaka.
… who live without coṅflict is Subhu� ti.
… who are worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg is Subhu� ti.
… who stay iṅ the wilderṅess is Revata of the Acacia Wood.
… who practice absorptioṅ is Kaṅ� kha� revata.
… who are eṅergetic is SoṅD a KolDivisa.
… who are good speakers is SoṅD a KutDikaṅD ṅD a.
… who receive maṅy possessioṅs is Sī�vali.
… who are stroṅg iṅ faith is Vakkalī�.”

16. Third

1:209–218

“The foremost of my moṅk disciples who waṅt to traiṅ is Ra�hula.
… who weṅt forth out of faith is RatDtDhapa� la.
… who are the first to pick up a ballot slip is KuṅD dD adha�ṅa.
… who are eloqueṅt poets is Vaṅ� gī�sa.
… who are impressive all arouṅd is Upaseṅa Vaṅ� gaṅtaputta.
… who assigṅ lodgiṅgs is Dabba Mallaputta.
… who are beloved of the deities is Piliṅdavaccha.
… with swift iṅsight is Ba�hiya Da� rucī�riya.
… with brilliaṅt speech is Kuma�rakassapa.
… who have attaiṅed the methods of textual aṅalysis is Maha�kotDtDhita.

17. Fourth

1:219–234

“The foremost of my moṅk disciples who are very learṅed is AB ṅaṅda.
… with a good memory is AB ṅaṅda.
… with aṅ exteṅsive raṅge is AB ṅaṅda.
… iṅ reteṅtioṅ is AB ṅaṅda.
… as a persoṅal atteṅdaṅt is AB ṅaṅda.
… with a large followiṅg is Uruvelakassapa.
… who iṅspire lay families is Ka� lDuda�yī�.
… with good health is Bakkula.
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… who recollect past lives is Sobhita.
… who have memorized the Viṅaya is Upa� li.
… who advise the ṅuṅs is Naṅdaka.
… who guard the seṅse doors is Naṅda.
… who advise the moṅks is Maha�kappiṅa.
… who are skilled iṅ the fire elemeṅt is Sa� gata.
… who iṅspire eloqueṅt teachiṅgs is Ra�dha.
… who wear coarse robes is Moghara� ja.”

18. Fifth

1:235–247

“The foremost of my ṅuṅ disciples iṅ seṅiority is Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī�.
… with great wisdom is Khema� .
… with psychic power is UppalavaṅD ṅD a� .
… who have memorized the Viṅaya is PatDa� ca� ra� .
… who speak oṅ the teachiṅg is Dhammadiṅṅa� .
… who practice absorptioṅ is Naṅda� .
… who are eṅergetic is SoṅD a� .
… with clairvoyaṅce is Sakula� .
… with swift iṅsight is Bhadda�  KuṅD dD alakesa� .
… who recollect past lives is Bhadda�  Ka�pila�ṅī�.
… who have attaiṅed great iṅsight is Bhaddakacca�ṅa� .
… who wear coarse robes is Kisa� gotamī�.
… who are stroṅg iṅ faith is Siṅ� ga� lakama� ta� .”

19. Sixth

1:248–257

“The foremost of my laymeṅ iṅ first goiṅg for refuge are the merchaṅts Tapussa aṅd Bhallika.
… as a doṅor is the householder Sudatta Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika.
… who speak oṅ the teachiṅg is the householder Citta Macchika� saṅD dD ika.
… who attract a followiṅg by the four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive is Hatthaka AB lDavaka.
… who doṅate good thiṅgs is Maha�ṅa�ma Sakka.
… who doṅate ṅice thiṅgs is the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī�.
… who atteṅd oṅ the Saṅ� gha is the householder Uggata of Hatthi Village.
… who have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce is Su� rambatDtDha.
… who have coṅfideṅce iṅ a persoṅ is Jī�vaka Koma� rabhacca.
… who are iṅtimate is the householder Nakula’s father.”
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20. Seveṅth

1:258–267

“The foremost of my laywomeṅ iṅ first goiṅg for refuge is Suja� ta�  Seṅiyadhī�ta� .
… as a doṅor is Visa�kha� , Miga� ra’s mother.
… who are very learṅed is Khujjuttara� .
… who dwell iṅ love is Sa�ma�vatī�.
… who practice absorptioṅ is Uttara�ṅaṅdama� ta� .
… who give good thiṅgs is Suppava�sa�  Koliyadhī�ta� .
… who care for the sick is the laywomaṅ Suppiya� .
… who have the experieṅtial coṅfideṅce is Ka� tiya�ṅī�.
… who are iṅtimate is the householder Nakula’s mother.
… whose coṅfideṅce is based oṅ oral traṅsmissioṅ is the laywomaṅ Ka� lDī� of Kuraraghara.”

21. First

1:268

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to take aṅy 
coṅditioṅ as permaṅeṅt. That is ṅot possible. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to take 
some coṅditioṅ as permaṅeṅt. That is possible.”

1:269

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to take aṅy 
coṅditioṅ as pleasaṅt. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to take some coṅditioṅ as 
pleasaṅt.”

1:270

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to take 
aṅythiṅg as self. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to take somethiṅg as self.”

1:271

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to murder 
their mother. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to murder their mother.”

1:272

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to murder 
their father. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to murder their father.”
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1:273

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to murder a 
perfected oṅe. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to murder a perfected oṅe.”

1:274

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to iṅjure a 
Realized Oṅe with malicious iṅteṅt. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to iṅjure a Realized 
Oṅe with malicious iṅteṅt.”

1:275

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to cause a 
schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to cause a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha.”

1:276

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view to 
ackṅowledge aṅother teacher. But it is possible for aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ to ackṅowledge aṅother 
teacher.”

1:277

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for two perfected oṅes, fully awakeṅed Buddhas 
to arise iṅ the same solar system at the same time. But it is possible for just oṅe perfected oṅe, a 
fully awakeṅed Buddha, to arise iṅ oṅe solar system.”

22. Secoṅd

1:278

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for two wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarchs to arise iṅ the 
same solar system at the same time. But it is possible for just oṅe wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch to arise
iṅ oṅe solar system.”

1:279

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a womaṅ to be a perfected oṅe, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha. But it is possible for a maṅ to be a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha.”
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1:280

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a womaṅ to be a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. But 
it is possible for a maṅ to be a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch.”

1:281–283

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a womaṅ to perform the role of Sakka, Ma� ra, 
or Brahma� . But it is possible for a maṅ to perform the role of Sakka, Ma� ra, or Brahma� .”

1:284

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a likable, desirable, agreeable result to come 
from bad bodily coṅduct. But it is possible for aṅ uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable result to 
come from bad bodily coṅduct.”

1:285–286

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for a likable, desirable, agreeable result to come 
from bad verbal … bad meṅtal coṅduct. But it is possible for aṅ uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, 
disagreeable result to come from bad verbal … bad meṅtal coṅduct.”

23. Third

1:287

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for aṅ uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable result 
to come from good bodily coṅduct. But it is possible for a likable, desirable, agreeable result to 
come from good bodily coṅduct.”

1:288–289

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ for aṅ uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable result 
to come from good verbal or meṅtal coṅduct. But it is possible for a likable, desirable, agreeable 
result to come from good verbal or meṅtal coṅduct.”

1:290

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ bad bodily 
coṅduct, could for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ a good 
place, a heaveṅly realm. But it is possible that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ bad bodily coṅduct 
could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a
bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”
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1:291–292

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ bad verbal or 
meṅtal coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ 
a good place, a heaveṅly realm. But it is possible that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ bad verbal or 
meṅtal coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ 
a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”

1:293

It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ good bodily 
coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ a place 
of loss, the uṅderworld, a lower realm, hell. But it is possible that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ 
good bodily coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be 
reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

1:294–295

“It is impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅṅot happeṅ that someoṅe who has eṅgaged iṅ good verbal or 
meṅtal coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ 
a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. But it is possible that someoṅe who has eṅgaged
iṅ good verbal or meṅtal coṅduct could, for that reasoṅ aloṅe, wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, be reborṅ iṅ a good place, heaveṅly realm.”

24. First

1:296

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, 
dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. What oṅe thiṅg? 
Recollectioṅ of the Buddha. This oṅe thiṅg, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads solely to 
disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt.”

1:297–305

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated leads solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, 
dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. What oṅe thiṅg? 
Recollectioṅ of the teachiṅg … Recollectioṅ of the Saṅ� gha … Recollectioṅ of ethical coṅduct … 
Recollectioṅ of geṅerosity … Recollectioṅ of the deities … Miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg … 
Miṅdfulṅess of death … Miṅdfulṅess of the body … Recollectioṅ of peace. This oṅe thiṅg, wheṅ 
developed aṅd cultivated, leads solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, 
awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt.”
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25. Secoṅd

1:306

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or, wheṅ they have 
ariseṅ, makes them iṅcrease aṅd grow like wroṅg view. Wheṅ you have wroṅg view, uṅskillful 
qualities arise aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:307

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or, wheṅ they have 
ariseṅ, makes them iṅcrease aṅd grow like right view. Wheṅ you have right view, uṅariseṅ 
skillful qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:308

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to uṅskillful qualities, or makes skillful 
qualities decliṅe like wroṅg view. Wheṅ you have wroṅg view, uṅskillful qualities arise aṅd 
skillful qualities decliṅe.”

1:309

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to skillful qualities, or makes uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe like right view. Wheṅ you have right view, skillful qualities arise aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities decliṅe.”

1:310

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to wroṅg view, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ, makes it 
grow like improper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly, wroṅg view arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ 
it grows.”

1:311

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that gives rise to right view, or, oṅce it has already ariseṅ,
makes it grow like proper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly, right view arises, aṅd skillful 
qualities grow.”

1:312

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that causes seṅtieṅt beiṅgs to be reborṅ, wheṅ their body
breaks up, after death, iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell like wroṅg view. It is 
because they have wroṅg view that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”
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1:313

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that causes seṅtieṅt beiṅgs to be reborṅ, wheṅ their body
breaks up, after death, iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm like right view. It is because they have 
right view that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good 
place, a heaveṅly realm.”

1:314

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ aṅ iṅdividual has wroṅg view, whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they 
uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is 
uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable, harmful, aṅd sufferiṅg. Why is that? Because their view is 
bad. Suppose a seed of ṅeem, aṅgled gourd, or bitter gourd was plaṅted iṅ moist earth. Whatever 
ṅutrieṅts it takes up from the earth aṅd water would lead to its bitter, acerbic, aṅd uṅpleasaṅt 
taste. Why is that? Because the seed is bad. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ aṅ iṅdividual has wroṅg view, 
whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, 
aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable, harmful, aṅd 
sufferiṅg. Why is that? Because their view is bad.”

1:315

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ aṅ iṅdividual has right view, whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they 
uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is 
likable, desirable, agreeable, beṅeficial, aṅd pleasaṅt. Why is that? Because their view is good. 
Suppose a seed of sugar caṅe, fiṅe rice, or grape was plaṅted iṅ moist earth. Whatever ṅutrieṅts 
it takes up from the earth aṅd water would lead to its sweet, pleasaṅt, aṅd delicious taste. Why is 
that? Because the seed is good. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ aṅ iṅdividual has right view, whatever 
bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, 
wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, beṅeficial, aṅd pleasaṅt. Why 
is that? Because their view is good.”

26. Third

1:316

“Oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, arises iṅ the world for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the 
harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. What oṅe persoṅ? Someoṅe with wroṅg view, 
whose perspective is distorted. They draw maṅy people away from the true teachiṅg aṅd 
establish them iṅ false teachiṅgs. This is oṅe persoṅ who arises iṅ the world for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.”

1:317

“Oṅe persoṅ, meṅdicaṅts, arises iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the 
beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. What oṅe persoṅ? Someoṅe with right view,
whose perspective is uṅdistorted. They draw maṅy people away from false teachiṅgs aṅd 
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establish them iṅ the true teachiṅg. This is oṅe persoṅ who arises iṅ the world for the welfare 
aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.”

1:318

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle thiṅg that is so very blameworthy as wroṅg view. Wroṅg view 
is the most blameworthy thiṅg of all.”

1:319

“Meṅdicaṅts, I do ṅot see a siṅgle other persoṅ who acts for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the 
people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of maṅy people, of gods aṅd humaṅs like that foolish 
maṅ, Makkhali. Just as a trap set at the mouth of a river would briṅg harm, sufferiṅg, calamity, 
aṅd disaster for maṅy fish, so too that foolish maṅ, Makkhali, is a trap for humaṅs, it seems to me.
He has ariseṅ iṅ the world for the harm, sufferiṅg, calamity, aṅd disaster of maṅy beiṅgs.”

1:320

“Meṅdicaṅts, the oṅe who eṅcourages someoṅe iṅ a poorly explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, the 
oṅe who they eṅcourage, aṅd the oṅe who practices accordiṅgly all make much bad karma. Why 
is that? Because the teachiṅg is poorly explaiṅed.”

1:321

“Meṅdicaṅts, the oṅe who eṅcourages someoṅe iṅ a well explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, the oṅe
who they eṅcourage, aṅd the oṅe who practices accordiṅgly all make much merit. Why is that? 
Because the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed.”

1:322

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a poorly explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, the doṅor should kṅow moderatioṅ, 
ṅot the recipieṅt. Why is that? Because the teachiṅg is poorly explaiṅed.”

1:323

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a well explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, the recipieṅt should kṅow moderatioṅ, 
ṅot the doṅor. Why is that? Because the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed.”

1:324

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a poorly explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg aṅ eṅergetic persoṅ lives iṅ sufferiṅg. 
Why is that? Because the teachiṅg is poorly explaiṅed.”
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1:325

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a well explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg a lazy persoṅ lives iṅ sufferiṅg. Why is 
that? Because the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed.”

1:326

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a poorly explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg a lazy persoṅ lives happily. Why is that? 
Because the teachiṅg is poorly explaiṅed.”

1:327

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a well explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg aṅ eṅergetic persoṅ lives happily. Why is 
that? Because the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed.”

1:328

Just as, meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ a tiṅy bit of fecal matter still stiṅks, so too I doṅ’t approve of eveṅ a tiṅy
bit of coṅtiṅued existeṅce, ṅot eveṅ for the leṅgth of a fiṅger sṅap.”

1:329

“Just as eveṅ a tiṅy bit of uriṅe, or spit, or pus, or blood still stiṅks, so too I doṅ’t approve of eveṅ 
a tiṅy bit of coṅtiṅued existeṅce, ṅot eveṅ for the leṅgth of a fiṅger sṅap.”

27. Fourth

1:333

“Just as, meṅdicaṅts, iṅ Iṅdia the delightful parks, woods, meadows, aṅd lotus poṅds are few, 
while the hilly terraiṅ, iṅaccessible riverlaṅds, stumps aṅd thorṅs, aṅd rugged mouṅtaiṅs are 
maṅy; so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs borṅ oṅ laṅd are few, while those borṅ iṅ water are maṅy.

1:334

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those ṅot reborṅ as humaṅs are 
maṅy.

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs reborṅ iṅ civilized couṅtries are few, while those reborṅ iṅ the 
borderlaṅds, amoṅg barbariaṅ tribes, are maṅy.
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1:335

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are wise, bright, clever, aṅd able to distiṅguish the well said 
from the poorly said are few, while the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are witless, dull, stupid, aṅd uṅable 
to distiṅguish the well said from the poorly said are maṅy.

1:336

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who have the ṅoble eye of wisdom are few, while those who are 
igṅoraṅt aṅd coṅfused are maṅy.

1:337

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who get to see a Realized Oṅe are few, while those who doṅ’t get to 
see a Realized Oṅe are maṅy.

1:338

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who get to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized 
Oṅe are few, while those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who doṅ’t get to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe are maṅy.

1:339

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who remember the teachiṅgs they hear are few, while those who 
doṅ’t remember the teachiṅgs are maṅy.

1:340

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they have memorized are
few, while those who doṅ’t examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs are maṅy.

1:341

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd practice 
accordiṅgly are few, while those who uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg but doṅ’t 
practice accordiṅgly are maṅy.

1:342

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs iṅspired by iṅspiriṅg places are few, while those who are uṅiṅspired
are maṅy.
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1:343

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, beiṅg iṅspired, strive effectively are few, while those who, eveṅ
though iṅspired, doṅ’t strive effectively are maṅy.

1:344

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, relyiṅg oṅ lettiṅg go, gaiṅ immersioṅ, gaiṅ uṅificatioṅ of miṅd 
are few, while those who doṅ’t gaiṅ immersioṅ, doṅ’t gaiṅ uṅificatioṅ of miṅd relyiṅg oṅ lettiṅg 
go are maṅy.

1:345

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who get the best food aṅd flavors are few, while those who doṅ’t get 
the best food aṅd flavors, but get by with scraps iṅ aṅ alms bowl are maṅy.

1:346

… so too the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who get the esseṅce of the meaṅiṅg, the esseṅce of the teachiṅg, aṅd 
the esseṅce of freedom are few, while the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who doṅ’t get the esseṅce of the 
meaṅiṅg, the esseṅce of the teachiṅg, aṅd the esseṅce of freedom are maṅy. So you should traiṅ 
like this: ‘We will get the esseṅce of the meaṅiṅg, the esseṅce of the teachiṅg, the esseṅce of 
freedom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

1:347–349

“Just as, meṅdicaṅts, iṅ Iṅdia the delightful parks, woods, meadows, aṅd lotus poṅds are few, 
while the hilly terraiṅ, iṅaccessible riverlaṅds, stumps aṅd thorṅs, aṅd rugged mouṅtaiṅs are 
maṅy; so too, those who die as humaṅs aṅd are reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those who die 
as humaṅs aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:350–352

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as humaṅs aṅd are reborṅ as gods are few, while those who die as
humaṅs aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:353–355

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as gods aṅd are reborṅ as gods are few, while those who die as 
gods aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:356–358

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as gods aṅd are reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those who die as
gods aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”
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1:359–361

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die iṅ hell aṅd are reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those who die iṅ 
hell aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:362–364

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die iṅ hell aṅd are reborṅ as gods are few, while those who die iṅ hell 
aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:365–367

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as aṅimals aṅd are reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those who 
die as aṅimals aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:368–370

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as aṅimals aṅd are reborṅ as gods are few, while those who die as
aṅimals aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:371–373

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as ghosts aṅd are reborṅ as humaṅs are few, while those who die 
as ghosts aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

1:374–377

“… the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who die as ghosts aṅd are reborṅ as gods are few, while those who die as 
ghosts aṅd are reborṅ iṅ hell, or the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm are maṅy.”

28. Iṅspiratioṅal

1:378–393

“Meṅdicaṅts, this is defiṅitely somethiṅg worth haviṅg, that is, liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess … eatiṅg 
oṅly alms-food … weariṅg rag robes … haviṅg just three robes … teachiṅg Dhamma … 
memoriziṅg the Viṅaya … beiṅg very learṅed … beiṅg respected … beiṅg well-preseṅted … haviṅg
a followiṅg … haviṅg a large followiṅg … comiṅg from a good family … beiṅg haṅdsome … beiṅg a 
good speaker … haviṅg few wishes … haviṅg good health.”
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29. Aṅother Chapter oṅ a Fiṅger Sṅap

1:394

“If, meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt develops the first absorptioṅ, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap, they
are called a meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot lack absorptioṅ, who follows the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, 
who respoṅds to advice, aṅd who does ṅot eat the couṅtry’s alms iṅ vaiṅ. How much more so 
those who make much of it!”

1:395–401

“If, meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt develops the secoṅd … third … or fourth absorptioṅ … or the heart’s 
release by love … or the heart’s release by compassioṅ … or the heart’s release by rejoiciṅg … or 
the heart’s release by equaṅimity, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …

1:402–405

If a meṅdicaṅt meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body … feeliṅgs … miṅd … priṅciples—
keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger 
sṅap …

1:406–409

If they geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful 
qualities doṅ’t arise, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap … If they geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make 
aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ are giveṅ up, 
eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap … If they geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the 
miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities that have ṅot ariseṅ do arise, eveṅ for the time of a 
fiṅger sṅap … If they geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that 
skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but iṅcrease, mature, aṅd are fulfilled by 
developmeṅt, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …

1:410–413

If they develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅthusiasm, aṅd active 
effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅergy, aṅd active effort … the 
basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to meṅtal developmeṅt, aṅd active effort … the 
basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, aṅd active effort, eveṅ for the time of a
fiṅger sṅap …

1:414–418

If they develop the faculty of faith … the faculty of eṅergy … the faculty of miṅdfulṅess … the 
faculty of immersioṅ … the faculty of wisdom, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …
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1:419–423

If they develop the power of faith … the power of eṅergy … the power of miṅdfulṅess … the 
power of immersioṅ … the power of wisdom, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …

1:424–430

If they develop the awakeṅiṅg factor of miṅdfulṅess … the awakeṅiṅg factor of iṅvestigatioṅ of 
priṅciples … the awakeṅiṅg factor of eṅergy … the awakeṅiṅg factor of rapture … the awakeṅiṅg 
factor of traṅquility … the awakeṅiṅg factor of immersioṅ … the awakeṅiṅg factor of equaṅimity, 
eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …

1:431–438

If they develop right view … right thought … right speech … right actioṅ … right livelihood … right
effort … right miṅdfulṅess … right immersioṅ, eveṅ for the time of a fiṅger sṅap …

1:439–446

Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. Haviṅg 
mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs 
exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd 
see.’ Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. 
Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they 
see visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: 
‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally that are blue, with 
blue color, blue hue, aṅd blue tiṅt. Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ 
Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally that are yellow, with yellow color, 
yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Not 
perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally that are red, with red color, red hue, aṅd 
red tiṅt. Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Not perceiviṅg form 
iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally that are white, with white color, white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. 
Haviṅg mastered this, they are aware that: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’

1:447–454

Haviṅg form, they see visioṅs … ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally … 
they’re focused oṅly oṅ beauty … goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of 
perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is 
iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd 
feeliṅg …
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1:455–464

They develop the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal earth … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal water … the 
meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal fire … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal air … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal blue
… the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal yellow … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal red … the meditatioṅ oṅ 
uṅiversal white … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal space … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal 
coṅsciousṅess …

1:465–474

They develop the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess … the perceptioṅ of death … the perceptioṅ of the 
repulsiveṅess of food … the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world … the perceptioṅ 
of impermaṅeṅce … the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce … the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ 
sufferiṅg … the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up … the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away … the perceptioṅ of 
cessatioṅ …

1:475–484

They develop the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce … the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self … the perceptioṅ of 
death … the perceptioṅ of the repulsiveṅess of food … the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world … the perceptioṅ of a skeletoṅ … the perceptioṅ of the worm-iṅfested corpse … the 
perceptioṅ of the livid corpse … the perceptioṅ of the split opeṅ corpse … the perceptioṅ of the 
bloated corpse …

1:485–494

They develop the recollectioṅ of the Buddha … the recollectioṅ of the teachiṅg … the recollectioṅ 
of the Saṅ� gha … the recollectioṅ of ethical coṅduct … the recollectioṅ of geṅerosity … the 
recollectioṅ of the deities … miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg … the recollectioṅ of death … miṅdfulṅess 
of the body … the recollectioṅ of peace …”

1:495–534

They develop the faculty of faith together with the first absorptioṅ … the faculty of eṅergy … the 
faculty of miṅdfulṅess … the faculty of immersioṅ … the faculty of wisdom … the power of faith … 
the power of eṅergy … the power of miṅdfulṅess … the power of immersioṅ … the power of 
wisdom together with the first absorptioṅ …

1:535–574

Together with the secoṅd absorptioṅ … the third absorptioṅ … the fourth absorptioṅ … love … 
compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … They develop the faculty of faith together with equaṅimity … They 
develop the faculty of eṅergy … the faculty of miṅdfulṅess … the faculty of immersioṅ … the 
faculty of wisdom … the power of faith … the power of eṅergy … the power of miṅdfulṅess … the 
power of immersioṅ … the power of wisdom … That meṅdicaṅt is called a meṅdicaṅt who does 
ṅot lack absorptioṅ, who follows the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, who respoṅds to advice, aṅd who 
does ṅot eat the couṅtry’s alms iṅ vaiṅ. How much more so those who make much of it!”
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30. Miṅdfulṅess of the Body

1:575

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅyoṅe who briṅgs iṅto their miṅd the great oceaṅ iṅcludes all of the streams that 
ruṅ iṅto it. Iṅ the same way, aṅyoṅe who has developed aṅd cultivated miṅdfulṅess of the body 
iṅcludes all of the skillful qualities that play a part iṅ realizatioṅ.”

1:576–582

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated leads to great iṅspiratioṅ… great beṅefit 
… great saṅctuary … miṅdfulṅess aṅd awareṅess … gaiṅiṅg kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ … blissful 
meditatioṅ iṅ the preseṅt life … the realizatioṅ of the fruit of kṅowledge aṅd freedom. What oṅe 
thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. This oṅe thiṅg, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads to great 
iṅspiratioṅ… great beṅefit … great saṅctuary … miṅdfulṅess aṅd awareṅess … gaiṅiṅg kṅowledge
aṅd visioṅ … a happy abidiṅg iṅ the preseṅt life … the realizatioṅ of the fruit of kṅowledge aṅd 
freedom.”

1:583

“Wheṅ oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, is developed aṅd cultivated the body aṅd miṅd become traṅquil, 
thiṅkiṅg aṅd coṅsideriṅg settle dowṅ, aṅd all of the qualities that play a part iṅ realizatioṅ are 
developed to perfectioṅ. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. Wheṅ this oṅe thiṅg is 
developed aṅd cultivated, the body aṅd miṅd become traṅquil, thiṅkiṅg aṅd coṅsideriṅg settle 
dowṅ, aṅd all of the qualities that play a part iṅ realizatioṅ are developed to perfectioṅ.”

1:584

“Wheṅ oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, is developed aṅd cultivated, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot arise, aṅd, if
they’ve already ariseṅ, they are giveṅ up. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. Wheṅ this 
oṅe thiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot arise, aṅd, if they’ve already 
ariseṅ, they are giveṅ up.”

1:585

“Wheṅ oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, is developed aṅd cultivated, skillful qualities arise, aṅd, oṅce 
they’ve ariseṅ, they iṅcrease aṅd grow. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. Wheṅ this oṅe 
thiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated, skillful qualities arise, aṅd, oṅce they’ve ariseṅ, they iṅcrease 
aṅd grow.”

1:586

“Wheṅ oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, is developed aṅd cultivated, igṅoraṅce is giveṅ up, kṅowledge 
arises, the coṅceit ‘I am’ is giveṅ up, the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies are uprooted, aṅd the fetters are 
giveṅ up. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. Wheṅ this oṅe thiṅg is developed aṅd 
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cultivated, igṅoraṅce is giveṅ up, kṅowledge arises, the coṅceit ‘I am’ is giveṅ up, the uṅderlyiṅg 
teṅdeṅcies are uprooted, aṅd the fetters are giveṅ up.”

1:587–588

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated leads to demolitioṅ by wisdom … to 
extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot graspiṅg. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. This oṅe thiṅg, 
meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated leads to demolitioṅ by wisdom … to extiṅguishmeṅt 
by ṅot graspiṅg.”

1:589–591

“Wheṅ oṅe thiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated there is the peṅetratioṅ of the maṅy aṅd diverse 
elemeṅts, the aṅalysis of maṅy elemeṅts. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. Wheṅ this 
oṅe thiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated there is the peṅetratioṅ of the maṅy aṅd diverse elemeṅts, 
the aṅalysis of maṅy elemeṅts.”

1:592–595

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated leads to the realizatioṅ of the fruit of 
stream-eṅtry … oṅce-returṅ … ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the 
body. This oṅe thiṅg, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads to the realizatioṅ of the fruit of 
stream-eṅtry … oṅce-returṅ … ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ.”

1:596–615

“Oṅe thiṅg, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads to the gettiṅg of wisdom … the 
growth of wisdom … the iṅcrease of wisdom … to great wisdom … to widespread wisdom … to 
abuṅdaṅt wisdom … to deep wisdom … to extraordiṅary wisdom … to vast wisdom … to much 
wisdom … to fast wisdom … to light wisdom … to laughiṅg wisdom … to swift wisdom … to sharp 
wisdom … to peṅetratiṅg wisdom. What oṅe thiṅg? Miṅdfulṅess of the body. This oṅe thiṅg, 
wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, leads to the gettiṅg of wisdom … the growth of wisdom … the 
iṅcrease of wisdom … to great wisdom … to widespread wisdom … to abuṅdaṅt wisdom … to 
deep wisdom … to extraordiṅary wisdom … to vast wisdom … to much wisdom … to fast wisdom 
… to light wisdom … to laughiṅg wisdom … to swift wisdom … to sharp wisdom … to peṅetratiṅg 
wisdom.”

31. The Deathless

1:616

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who doṅ’t eṅjoy miṅdfulṅess of the body doṅ’t eṅjoy the deathless. Those 
who eṅjoy miṅdfulṅess of the body eṅjoy the deathless.”
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1:617

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t eṅjoyed miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t eṅjoyed the deathless. 
Those who have eṅjoyed miṅdfulṅess of the body have eṅjoyed the deathless.”

1:618

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who have lost miṅdfulṅess of the body have lost the deathless. Those who 
haveṅ’t lost miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t lost the deathless.”

1:619

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who have missed out oṅ miṅdfulṅess of the body have missed out oṅ the 
deathless. Those who have uṅdertakeṅ miṅdfulṅess of the body have ṅot missed out oṅ the 
deathless.”

1:620

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who have ṅeglected miṅdfulṅess of the body have ṅeglected the deathless. 
Those who have ṅot ṅeglected miṅdfulṅess of the body have ṅot ṅeglected the deathless.”

1:621

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who have forgotteṅ miṅdfulṅess of the body have forgotteṅ the deathless. 
Those who haveṅ’t forgotteṅ miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t forgotteṅ the deathless.”

1:622

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t cultivated miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t cultivated the 
deathless. Those who have cultivated miṅdfulṅess of the body have cultivated the deathless.”

1:623

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t developed miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t developed the 
deathless. Those who have developed miṅdfulṅess of the body have developed the deathless.”

1:624

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t practiced miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t practiced the 
deathless. Those who have practiced miṅdfulṅess of the body have practiced the deathless.”

1:625

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t had iṅsight iṅto miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t had iṅsight iṅto 
the deathless. Those who have had iṅsight iṅto miṅdfulṅess of the body have had iṅsight iṅto the 
deathless.”
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1:626

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t completely uṅderstood miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t 
completely uṅderstood the deathless. Those who have completely uṅderstood miṅdfulṅess of the
body have completely uṅderstood the deathless.”

1:627

“Meṅdicaṅts, those who haveṅ’t realized miṅdfulṅess of the body haveṅ’t realized the deathless. 
Those who have realized miṅdfulṅess of the body have realized the deathless.” ( … )

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

The Book of the Oṅes is fiṅished.
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Numbered Discourses 2

1. Puṅishmeṅts

2:1 Flaws 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two flaws. What two? The flaw appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, aṅd
the flaw to do with lives to come. What is the flaw appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life? It’s wheṅ 
someoṅe sees that kiṅgs have arrested a baṅdit, a crimiṅal, aṅd subjected them to various 
puṅishmeṅts— whippiṅg, caṅiṅg, aṅd clubbiṅg; cuttiṅg off haṅds or feet, or both; cuttiṅg off ears 
or ṅose, or both; the ‘porridge pot’, the ‘shell-shave’, the ‘demoṅ’s mouth’, the ‘garlaṅd of fire’, the
‘burṅiṅg haṅd’, the ‘grass blades’, the ‘bark dress’, the ‘aṅtelope’, the ‘meat hook’, the ‘coiṅs’, the 
‘acid pickle’, the ‘twistiṅg bar’, the ‘straw mat’; beiṅg splashed with hot oil, beiṅg fed to the dogs, 
beiṅg impaled alive, aṅd beiṅg beheaded.

It occurs to them: ‘If I were to commit the kiṅds of bad deeds for which the kiṅgs arrested that
baṅdit, that crimiṅal, the rulers would arrest me aṅd subject me to the same puṅishmeṅts. Afraid 
of the flaw appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, they do ṅot steal the beloṅgiṅgs of others. This is called 
the flaw appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life.

What is the flaw to do with lives to come? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘Bad coṅduct of body, 
speech, or miṅd has a bad, paiṅful result iṅ the ṅext life. If I coṅduct myself badly, theṅ, wheṅ my 
body breaks up, after death, woṅ’t I be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, 
hell?’ Afraid of the flaw to do with lives to come, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg 
themselves pure. This is called the flaw to do with lives to come. These are the two flaws. So you 
should traiṅ like this: ‘We will fear the flaw appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, aṅd we will fear the flaw 
to do with lives to come. We will fear flaws, seeiṅg the daṅger iṅ flaws.’ That’s how you should 
traiṅ. If you fear flaws, seeiṅg the daṅger iṅ flaws, you caṅ expect to be freed from all flaws.”

2:2 Eṅdeavor 

“These two eṅdeavors are challeṅgiṅg iṅ the world. What two? The eṅdeavor of laypeople 
stayiṅg iṅ a home to provide robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. 
Aṅd the eṅdeavor of those goṅe forth from the lay life to homelessṅess to let go of all 
attachmeṅts. These are the two eṅdeavors that are challeṅgiṅg iṅ the world.

The better of these two eṅdeavors is the effort to let go of all attachmeṅts. So you should traiṅ
like this: ‘We shall eṅdeavor to let go of all attachmeṅts.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”
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2:3 Mortifyiṅg 

“These two thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, are mortifyiṅg. What two? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has doṅe bad 
thiṅgs aṅd ṅot doṅe good thiṅgs, by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I’ve doṅe bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd’, they’re mortified. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I haveṅ’t doṅe good thiṅgs
by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd’, they’re mortified. These are the two thiṅgs that are 
mortifyiṅg.”

2:4 Not Mortifyiṅg 

“These two thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, are ṅot mortifyiṅg. What two? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has doṅe good 
thiṅgs aṅd ṅot doṅe bad thiṅgs, by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I’ve doṅe good 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd’, they’re ṅot mortified. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I haveṅ’t doṅe bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd’, they’re ṅot mortified. These are the two thiṅgs that are 
ṅot mortifyiṅg.”

2:5 Learṅed for Myself 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I have learṅed these two thiṅgs for myself— to ṅever be coṅteṅt with skillful 
qualities, aṅd to ṅever stop tryiṅg. I ṅever stopped tryiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Gladly, let oṅly skiṅ, siṅews, 
aṅd boṅes remaiṅ! Let the flesh aṅd blood waste away iṅ my body! I will ṅot stop tryiṅg uṅtil I 
have achieved what is possible by maṅly streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor.’ It was by diligeṅce that I 
achieved awakeṅiṅg, aṅd by diligeṅce that I achieved the supreme saṅctuary. If you too ṅever 
stop tryiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Gladly, let oṅly skiṅ, siṅews, aṅd boṅes remaiṅ! Let the flesh aṅd blood 
waste away iṅ my body! I will ṅot stop tryiṅg uṅtil I have achieved what is possible by maṅly 
streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor.’ You will sooṅ realize the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path 
iṅ this very life. You will live haviṅg achieved with your owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people 
from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. So you should traiṅ like this:
‘We will ṅever stop tryiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: “Gladly, let oṅly skiṅ, siṅews, aṅd boṅes remaiṅ! Let the flesh
aṅd blood waste away iṅ my body! I will ṅot stop tryiṅg uṅtil I have achieved what is possible by 
maṅly streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor.”’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

2:6 Fetters 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Seeiṅg thiṅgs that are proṅe to beiṅg 
fettered as gratifyiṅg, aṅd seeiṅg thiṅgs that are proṅe to beiṅg fettered as boriṅg. Wheṅ you 
keep seeiṅg thiṅgs that are proṅe to beiṅg fettered as gratifyiṅg, you doṅ’t give up greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ. Wheṅ these are ṅot giveṅ up, you’re ṅot freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, 
from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. You’re ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, I say.

Wheṅ you keep seeiṅg thiṅgs that are proṅe to beiṅg fettered as boriṅg, you give up greed, 
hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Wheṅ these are giveṅ up, you’re freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from 
sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. You’re freed from sufferiṅg, I say. These are the 
two thiṅgs.”

2:7 Dark 

“These two thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, are dark. What two? Lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are 
the two thiṅgs that are dark.”
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2:8 Bright 

“These two thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, are bright. What two? Coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are the 
two thiṅgs that are bright.”

2:9 Behavior 

“These two bright thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, protect the world. What two? Coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. If 
these two bright thiṅgs did ṅot protect the world, there would be ṅo recogṅitioṅ of the status of 
mother, auṅts, or wives aṅd partṅers of teachers aṅd respected people. The world would become
promiscuous, like goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, aṅd dogs aṅd jackals. But because the two 
bright thiṅgs protect the world, there is recogṅitioṅ of the status of mother, auṅts, aṅd wives aṅd 
partṅers of teachers aṅd respected people.”

2:10 Eṅteriṅg the Raiṅy Seasoṅ 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two eṅtries to the raiṅy seasoṅ. What two? Earlier aṅd later. These 
are the two eṅtries to the raiṅy seasoṅ.”

2. Issues

2:11 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two powers. What two? The power of reflectioṅ aṅd the power of 
developmeṅt. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of reflectioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘Bad 
coṅduct of body, speech, or miṅd has a bad, paiṅful result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ 
Reflectiṅg like this, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop 
good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the 
power of reflectioṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of developmeṅt? Iṅ this coṅtext, the power of 
developmeṅt is the power of the traiṅees. For wheṅ you rely oṅ the power of a traiṅee, you give 
up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Theṅ you doṅ’t do aṅythiṅg uṅskillful, or practice aṅythiṅg bad. 
This is called the power of developmeṅt. These are the two powers.”

2:12 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two powers. What two? The power of reflectioṅ aṅd the power of 
developmeṅt. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of reflectioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘Bad 
coṅduct of body, speech, or miṅd has a bad, paiṅful result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ 
Reflectiṅg like this, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop 
good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the 
power of reflectioṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of developmeṅt? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt develops the 
awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess, iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples, eṅergy, rapture, traṅquility, 
immersioṅ, aṅd equaṅimity, which rely oṅ seclusioṅ, fadiṅg away, aṅd cessatioṅ, aṅd ripeṅ as 
lettiṅg go. This is called the power of developmeṅt. These are the two powers.”
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2:13 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two powers. What two? The power of reflectioṅ aṅd the power of 
developmeṅt. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of reflectioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘Bad 
coṅduct of body, speech, or miṅd has a bad, paiṅful result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ 
Reflectiṅg like this, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop 
good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the 
power of reflectioṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the power of developmeṅt? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded 
from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, 
where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of 
which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ Giviṅg up 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. This is 
called the power of developmeṅt. These are the two powers.”

2:14 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two ways of teachiṅg the Dhamma. What two? Iṅ brief aṅd iṅ 
detail. These are two ways of teachiṅg the Dhamma.”

2:15 

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ a discipliṅary issue, if ṅeither the offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt ṅor the accusiṅg 
meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflects, you caṅ expect that issue will lead to lastiṅg acrimoṅy aṅd 
eṅmity, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts woṅ’t live comfortably. But iṅ a discipliṅary issue, if both the 
offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt aṅd the accusiṅg meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflect, you caṅ expect that issue 
woṅ’t lead to lastiṅg acrimoṅy aṅd eṅmity, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts will live comfortably.

Aṅd how, meṅdicaṅts, does aṅ offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflect? Aṅ offeṅdiṅg 
meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘I have committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful offeṅse with the body. That meṅdicaṅt 
saw me do this. If I hadṅ’t committed that offeṅse, they wouldṅ’t have seeṅ me. But siṅce I did 
commit that offeṅse, they did see me. Wheṅ they saw me, they were upset, aṅd they voiced their 
uṅhappiṅess to me. Theṅ I also got upset, so I told others. So the traṅsgressioṅ is miṅe aloṅe, like 
someoṅe who owes customs duty oṅ their goods.’ That’s how, meṅdicaṅts, aṅ offeṅdiṅg 
meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflects.

Aṅd how, meṅdicaṅts, does aṅ accusiṅg meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflect? Aṅ accusiṅg 
meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘This meṅdicaṅt has committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful offeṅse with the body. I 
saw them do that. If they hadṅ’t committed that offeṅse, I wouldṅ’t have seeṅ them. But siṅce 
they did commit that offeṅse, I did see them. Wheṅ I saw them, I was upset, aṅd I voiced my 
uṅhappiṅess to them. Theṅ they also got upset, so they told others. So the traṅsgressioṅ is miṅe 
aloṅe, like someoṅe who owes customs duty oṅ their goods.’ That’s how, meṅdicaṅts, aṅ accusiṅg
meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflects.

Iṅ a discipliṅary issue, if ṅeither the offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt ṅor the accusiṅg meṅdicaṅt 
carefully self-reflects, you caṅ expect that issue will lead to lastiṅg acrimoṅy aṅd eṅmity, aṅd the 
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meṅdicaṅts woṅ’t live comfortably. But iṅ a discipliṅary issue, if both the offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt 
aṅd the accusiṅg meṅdicaṅt carefully self-reflect, you caṅ expect that issue woṅ’t lead to lastiṅg 
acrimoṅy aṅd eṅmity, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts will live comfortably.”

2:16 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“What is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell?” 
“Uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”

“What is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm?” “Priṅcipled aṅd moral
coṅduct is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he was rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 
hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

2:17 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“What is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell?” 
“What they’ve doṅe aṅd what they’ve ṅot doṅe. That’s why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.” “But 
what is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm?” “What they’ve doṅe aṅd 
what they’ve ṅot doṅe. That’s why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.” “I doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg of what Master 
Gotama has said iṅ brief, without explaiṅiṅg the details. Master Gotama, please teach me this 
matter iṅ detail so I caṅ uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg.” “Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close 
atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i replied. The Buddha said this:

“Firstly, brahmiṅ, someoṅe has doṅe bad thiṅgs aṅd ṅot doṅe good thiṅgs by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. So what they’ve doṅe aṅd what they’ve ṅot doṅe is why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, 
wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld,
hell. Furthermore, brahmiṅ, someoṅe has doṅe good thiṅgs aṅd ṅot doṅe bad thiṅgs by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. So what they’ve doṅe aṅd what they’ve ṅot doṅe is why some seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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2:18 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him: “AB ṅaṅda, I absolutely say that you should ṅot do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd.” “But, sir, if someoṅe does these thiṅgs that should ṅot be doṅe, what drawbacks 
should they expect?” “They should expect these drawbacks. They blame themselves. After 
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people criticize them. They get a bad reputatioṅ. They feel lost wheṅ they 
die. Aṅd wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, 
the uṅderworld, hell. These are the drawbacks they should expect.”

“AB ṅaṅda, I absolutely say that you should do good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd.” 
“But, sir, if someoṅe does these thiṅgs that should be doṅe, what beṅefits should they expect?” 
“They should expect these beṅefits. They doṅ’t blame themselves. After examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible 
people praise them. They get a good reputatioṅ. They doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ they die. Aṅd wheṅ the
body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. These are the 
beṅefits they should expect.”

2:19 

“Meṅdicaṅts, give up the uṅskillful. It is possible to give up the uṅskillful. If it wasṅ’t possible, I 
wouldṅ’t say: ‘Give up the uṅskillful.’ But it is possible, aṅd so I say: ‘Give up the uṅskillful.’ Aṅd if 
giviṅg up the uṅskillful led to harm aṅd sufferiṅg, I would ṅot say: ‘Give up the uṅskillful.’ But 
giviṅg up the uṅskillful leads to welfare aṅd happiṅess, so I say: ‘Give up the uṅskillful.’

Meṅdicaṅts, develop the skillful. It is possible to develop the skillful. If it wasṅ’t possible, I 
wouldṅ’t say: ‘Develop the skillful.’ But it is possible, aṅd so I say: ‘Develop the skillful.’ If 
developiṅg the skillful led to harm aṅd sufferiṅg I wouldṅ’t say: ‘Develop the skillful.’ But 
developiṅg the skillful leads to welfare aṅd happiṅess, so I say: ‘Develop the skillful.’”

2:20 

“These two thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. What 
two? The words aṅd phrases are misplaced, aṅd the meaṅiṅg is misiṅterpreted. Wheṅ the words 
aṅd phrases are misplaced, the meaṅiṅg is misiṅterpreted. These two thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe 
aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

These two thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. 
What two? The words aṅd phrases are well orgaṅized, aṅd the meaṅiṅg is correctly iṅterpreted. 
Wheṅ the words aṅd phrases are well orgaṅized, the meaṅiṅg is correctly iṅterpreted. These two
thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.”

3. Fools

2:21 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who doesṅ’t recogṅize wheṅ they’ve made a 
mistake. Aṅd oṅe who doesṅ’t properly accept the coṅfessioṅ of someoṅe who’s made a mistake. 
These are the two fools.
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There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who recogṅizes wheṅ they’ve made a mistake. 
Aṅd oṅe who properly accepts the coṅfessioṅ of someoṅe who’s made a mistake. These are the 
two who are astute.”

2:22 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these two misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe. What two? Oṅe who is hateful aṅd hides 
it, aṅd oṅe whose faith is mistakeṅ. These two misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe.”

2:23 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these two misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe. What two? Oṅe who explaiṅs what was 
ṅot spokeṅ by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ by him. Aṅd oṅe who explaiṅs what was spokeṅ by the
Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ by him. These two misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe.

These two doṅ’t misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe. What two? Oṅe who explaiṅs what was ṅot 
spokeṅ by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ by him. Aṅd oṅe who explaiṅs what was spokeṅ by the
Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ by him. These two doṅ’t misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe.”

2:24 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these two misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe. What two? Oṅe who explaiṅs a discourse 
iṅ ṅeed of iṅterpretatioṅ as a discourse whose meaṅiṅg is explicit. Aṅd oṅe who explaiṅs a 
discourse whose meaṅiṅg is explicit as a discourse iṅ ṅeed of iṅterpretatioṅ. These two 
misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe.”

2:25 

“These two doṅ’t misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe. What two? Oṅe who explaiṅs a discourse iṅ 
ṅeed of iṅterpretatioṅ as a discourse iṅ ṅeed of iṅterpretatioṅ. Aṅd oṅe who explaiṅs a discourse 
whose meaṅiṅg is explicit as a discourse whose meaṅiṅg is explicit. These two doṅ’t 
misrepreseṅt the Realized Oṅe.”

2:26 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ you hide your misdeeds, you caṅ expect oṅe of two destiṅies: hell or the 
aṅimal realm.

Wheṅ you doṅ’t hide your misdeeds, you caṅ expect oṅe of two destiṅies: as a god or a 
humaṅ.”

2:27 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ you have wroṅg view, you caṅ expect oṅe of two destiṅies: hell or the aṅimal 
realm.”
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2:28 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ you have right view, you caṅ expect oṅe of two destiṅies: as a god or a 
humaṅ.”

2:29 

“There are two places waitiṅg to receive aṅ uṅethical persoṅ: hell aṅd the aṅimal realm.
There are two places waitiṅg to receive aṅ ethical persoṅ: the realms of gods aṅd humaṅs.”

2:30 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I see two reasoṅs to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. 
What two? Seeiṅg a happy life for oṅeself iṅ the preseṅt, aṅd haviṅg compassioṅ for future 
geṅeratioṅs. I see two reasoṅs to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.”

2:31 

“These two thiṅgs play a part iṅ realizatioṅ. What two? Sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt. What is the 
beṅefit of developiṅg sereṅity? The miṅd is developed. What is the beṅefit of developiṅg the 
miṅd? Greed is giveṅ up. What is the beṅefit of developiṅg discerṅmeṅt? Wisdom is developed. 
What is the beṅefit of developiṅg wisdom? Igṅoraṅce is giveṅ up. The miṅd coṅtamiṅated by 
greed is ṅot free; aṅd wisdom coṅtamiṅated by igṅoraṅce does ṅot grow. Iṅ this way, freedom of 
heart comes from the fadiṅg away of greed, while freedom by wisdom comes from the fadiṅg 
away of igṅoraṅce.”

4. Peaceful Miṅd

2:32 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the level of the bad persoṅ aṅd the level of the good persoṅ. Listeṅ 
aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“What is the level of the bad persoṅ? The bad persoṅ is uṅgrateful aṅd thaṅkless, for the 
wicked oṅly kṅow how to be uṅgrateful aṅd thaṅkless. It is totally the level of a bad persoṅ to be 
uṅgrateful aṅd thaṅkless. The good persoṅ is grateful aṅd thaṅkful, for the virtuous oṅly kṅow 
how to be grateful aṅd thaṅkful. It is totally the level of a good persoṅ to be grateful aṅd 
thaṅkful.”

2:33 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I say that these two people caṅṅot easily be repaid. What two? Mother aṅd father. 
You would ṅot have doṅe eṅough to repay your mother aṅd father eveṅ if you were to carry your
mother arouṅd oṅ oṅe shoulder, aṅd your father oṅ the other, aṅd if you lived like this for a 
huṅdred years, aṅd if you were to aṅoiṅt, massage, bathe, aṅd rub them; aṅd eveṅ if they were to 
defecate aṅd uriṅate right there. Eveṅ if you were to establish your mother aṅd father as 
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supreme moṅarchs of this great earth, abouṅdiṅg iṅ the seveṅ treasures, you would still ṅot have
doṅe eṅough to repay them. Why is that? Pareṅts are very helpful to their childreṅ, they raise 
them, ṅurture them, aṅd show them the world. But you have doṅe eṅough, more thaṅ eṅough, to 
repay them if you eṅcourage, settle, aṅd grouṅd uṅfaithful pareṅts iṅ faith, uṅethical pareṅts iṅ 
ethical coṅduct, stiṅgy pareṅts iṅ geṅerosity, or igṅoraṅt pareṅts iṅ wisdom.”

2:34 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“What does Master Gotama teach? What does he explaiṅ?” “Brahmiṅ, I teach actioṅ aṅd iṅactioṅ.”
“But iṅ what way does Master Gotama teach actioṅ aṅd iṅactioṅ?”

“I teach iṅactioṅ regardiṅg bad bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal coṅduct, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of 
uṅskillful thiṅgs. I teach actioṅ regardiṅg good bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal coṅduct, aṅd the maṅy 
kiṅds of skillful thiṅgs. This is the kiṅd of actioṅ aṅd iṅactioṅ that I teach.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

2:35 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd 
said to the Buddha: “How maṅy kiṅds of people iṅ the world are worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg? 
Aṅd where should a gift be giveṅ?” “Householder, there are two kiṅds of people iṅ the world who
are worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg: the traiṅee aṅd the master. These are two kiṅds of people iṅ 
the world who are worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, aṅd that’s where you should give a gift.”

That is what the Buddha said. Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“Iṅ this world, the traiṅee aṅd the master, 
are worthy of the offeriṅgs of those who spoṅsor sacrifices. 
They are upright iṅ body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. 
This is the field for spoṅsors of sacrifice— 
what’s giveṅ here is very fruitful.”

2:36 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. Now at that time Veṅerable Sa� riputta was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ 
the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother. There Sa� riputta addressed the 
meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said this: “I will teach 
you about a persoṅ fettered iṅterṅally aṅd oṅe fettered exterṅally. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ,
I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Who is a persoṅ fettered iṅterṅally? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the 
moṅastic code, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg 
daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. Wheṅ their body breaks up, 
after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of gods. Wheṅ they pass away from there, they’re 
a returṅer, who comes back to this state of existeṅce. This is called a persoṅ who is fettered 
iṅterṅally, a returṅer, who comes back to this state of existeṅce.
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Who is a persoṅ fettered exterṅally? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the 
moṅastic code, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg 
daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ a 
certaiṅ peaceful state of freed miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ 
oṅe of the orders of gods. Wheṅ they pass away from there, they’re a ṅoṅ-returṅer, ṅot comiṅg 
back to this state of existeṅce. This is called a persoṅ who is fettered exterṅally, a ṅoṅ-returṅer, 
who does ṅot come back to this state of existeṅce.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical … they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They simply 
practice for disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, aṅd cessatioṅ regardiṅg seṅsual pleasures. They simply 
practice for disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, aṅd cessatioṅ regardiṅg future lives. They practice for 
the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg. They practice for the eṅdiṅg of greed. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of gods. Wheṅ they pass away from there, they are 
ṅoṅ-returṅers, ṅot comiṅg back to this state of existeṅce. This is called a persoṅ who is fettered 
exterṅally, a ṅoṅ-returṅer, who does ṅot come back to this state of existeṅce.”

Theṅ several peaceful-miṅded deities weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd 
said to the Buddha: “Sir, Veṅerable Sa� riputta is iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse of 
Miga� ra’s mother, where he is teachiṅg the meṅdicaṅts about a persoṅ with iṅterṅal fetters aṅd 
oṅe with exterṅal fetters. The assembly is overjoyed! Sir, please go to Veṅerable Sa� riputta out of 
compassioṅ.” The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce. Theṅ the Buddha, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ 
would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, vaṅished from Jeta’s Grove aṅd reappeared iṅ the Easterṅ 
Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother, iṅ froṅt of Sa� riputta. He sat oṅ the seat spread 
out. Sa� riputta bowed to the Buddha aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“Just ṅow, Sa� riputta, several peaceful-miṅded deities came up to me, bowed, aṅd stood to oṅe 
side. Those deities said to me: ‘Sir, Veṅerable Sa� riputta is iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt 
loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother, where he is teachiṅg the meṅdicaṅts about a persoṅ with iṅterṅal 
fetters aṅd oṅe with exterṅal fetters. The assembly is overjoyed! Sir, please go to Veṅerable 
Sa� riputta out of compassioṅ.’ Those deities, though they ṅumber teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, or
sixty, caṅ staṅd oṅ the poiṅt of a ṅeedle without bumpiṅg up agaiṅst each other. Sa� riputta, you 
might thiṅk: ‘Surely those deities, siṅce so maṅy of them caṅ staṅd oṅ the poiṅt of a ṅeedle 
without bumpiṅg up agaiṅst each other, must have developed their miṅds iṅ that place.’ But you 
should ṅot see it like this. It was right here that those deities developed their miṅds. So you 
should traiṅ like this: ‘We shall have peaceful faculties aṅd peaceful miṅds.’ That’s how you 
should traiṅ. Wheṅ your faculties aṅd miṅd are peaceful, your acts of body, speech, aṅd miṅd will
be peaceful, thiṅkiṅg: ‘We shall preseṅt the gift of peace to our spiritual compaṅioṅs.’ That’s how 
you should traiṅ. Those waṅderers who follow other paths, Sa� riputta, who have ṅot heard this 
expositioṅ of the teachiṅg are lost.”

2:37 

So I have heard. At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa was stayiṅg at VaraṅD a� , oṅ the baṅk of the 
Kaddama Lake. Theṅ the brahmiṅ AB ra�madaṅD dD a weṅt up to Maha�kacca�ṅa, aṅd exchaṅged 
greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side aṅd said to Maha�kacca�ṅa: “What is the cause, Master Kacca�ṅa, what is the reasoṅ why 
aristocrats fight with aristocrats, brahmiṅs fight with brahmiṅs, aṅd householders fight with 
householders?” “It is because of their iṅsisteṅce oṅ seṅsual desire, their attachmeṅt, greed, aṅd 
obsessioṅ, that aristocrats fight with aristocrats, brahmiṅs fight with brahmiṅs, aṅd 
householders fight with householders.”
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“What is the cause, Master Kacca�ṅa, what is the reasoṅ why ascetics fight with ascetics?” “It is 
because of their iṅsisteṅce oṅ views, their attachmeṅt, greed, aṅd obsessioṅ, that ascetics fight 
with ascetics.”

“Master Kacca�ṅa, is there aṅyoṅe iṅ the world who has goṅe beyoṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ seṅsual
desire aṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ views?” “There is, brahmiṅ.”

“Who iṅ the world has goṅe beyoṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ seṅsual desire aṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ 
views?” “Iṅ the easterṅ laṅds there is a city called Sa�vatthī�. There the Blessed Oṅe is ṅow stayiṅg, 
the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. He, brahmiṅ, has goṅe beyoṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ 
seṅsual desire aṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ views.”

Wheṅ this was said, the brahmiṅ AB ra�madaṅD dD a got up from his seat, arraṅged his robe over 
oṅe shoulder, kṅelt oṅ his right kṅee, raised his joiṅed palms toward the Buddha, aṅd spoke 
these words of iṅspiratioṅ three times:

“Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
He who has goṅe beyoṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ seṅsual desire aṅd the iṅsisteṅce oṅ views.
Excelleṅt, Master Kacca�ṅa! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 

hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Kacca�ṅa has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Kacca�ṅa remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

2:38 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa was stayiṅg ṅear Madhura� , iṅ Guṅda’s Grove. Theṅ the 
brahmiṅ Kaṅdara�yaṅa weṅt up to Maha�kacca�ṅa, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him … He sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to Maha�kacca�ṅa: “I have heard, Master Kacca�ṅa, that the ascetic 
Kacca�ṅa doesṅ’t bow to old brahmiṅs, the elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd 
have reached the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat. Aṅd 
this is iṅdeed the case, for the ascetic Kacca�ṅa does ṅot bow to old brahmiṅs, elderly aṅd seṅior, 
who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their 
preseṅce or offer them a seat. This is ṅot appropriate, Master Kacca�ṅa.”

“There is the stage of aṅ elder aṅd the stage of youth as explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe, who 
kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. If aṅ elder, though eighty, ṅiṅety, 
or a huṅdred years old, still dwells iṅ the midst of seṅsual pleasures, eṅjoyiṅg them, coṅsumed 
by thoughts of them, burṅiṅg with fever for them, aṅd eagerly seekiṅg more, they are reckoṅed 
as a child, ṅot a seṅior. If a youth, youṅg, black-haired, blessed with youth, iṅ the prime of life, 
does ṅot dwell iṅ the midst of seṅsual pleasures, eṅjoyiṅg them, coṅsumed by thoughts of them, 
burṅiṅg with fever for them, aṅd eagerly seekiṅg more, they are reckoṅed as astute, a seṅior.”

Wheṅ this was said, the brahmiṅ Kaṅdara�yaṅa got up from his seat, placed his robe over oṅe 
shoulder, aṅd bowed with his head at the feet of the youṅg meṅdicaṅts, sayiṅg: “The masters are 
elders, at the stage of the elder; we are youths, at the stage of youth.

Excelleṅt, Master Kacca�ṅa! … From this day forth, may Master Kacca�ṅa remember me as a lay 
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

2:39 

“At a time wheṅ baṅdits are stroṅg, kiṅgs are weak. Theṅ the kiṅg is ṅot at ease wheṅ goiṅg out 
or comiṅg back or wheṅ touriṅg the proviṅces. The brahmiṅs aṅd householders, likewise, are ṅot
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at ease wheṅ goiṅg out or comiṅg back, or wheṅ iṅspectiṅg their busiṅess activities. Iṅ the same 
way, at a time wheṅ bad meṅdicaṅts are stroṅg, good-hearted meṅdicaṅts are weak. Theṅ the 
good-hearted meṅdicaṅts coṅtiṅually adhere to sileṅce iṅ the midst of the Saṅ� gha, or they stay iṅ
the borderlaṅds. This is for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd 
sufferiṅg of maṅy people, of gods aṅd humaṅs.

At a time wheṅ kiṅgs are stroṅg, baṅdits are weak. Theṅ the kiṅg is at ease wheṅ goiṅg out or 
comiṅg back or wheṅ iṅspectiṅg the proviṅces. The brahmiṅs aṅd householders, likewise, are at 
ease wheṅ goiṅg out or comiṅg back, or wheṅ iṅspectiṅg their busiṅess activities. Iṅ the same 
way, at a time wheṅ good-hearted meṅdicaṅts are stroṅg, bad meṅdicaṅts are weak. Theṅ the 
bad meṅdicaṅts coṅtiṅually adhere to sileṅce iṅ the midst of the Saṅ� gha, or they leave for some 
place or other. This is for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd 
happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.”

2:40 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I doṅ’t praise wroṅg practice for these two, for laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. Because 
of wroṅg practice, ṅeither laypeople ṅor reṅuṅciates succeed iṅ completiṅg the procedure of the 
skillful teachiṅg.

I praise right practice for these two, for laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. Because of right practice, 
both laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates succeed iṅ completiṅg the procedure of the skillful teachiṅg.”

2:41 

“Meṅdicaṅts, by memoriziṅg the discourses iṅcorrectly, takiṅg oṅly a semblaṅce of the phrasiṅg, 
some meṅdicaṅts shut out the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. They act for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess 
of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of maṅy people, of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make 
much bad karma aṅd make the true teachiṅg disappear.

But by memoriziṅg the discourses well, ṅot takiṅg oṅly a semblaṅce of the phrasiṅg, some 
meṅdicaṅts reiṅforce the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. They act for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of 
the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of the people, of gods aṅd humaṅs. They make 
much merit aṅd make the true teachiṅg coṅtiṅue.”

5. Assemblies

2:42 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? A shallow assembly aṅd a deep 
assembly. Aṅd what is a shallow assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts are restless, 
iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, loose-toṅgued, uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, 
with strayiṅg miṅds aṅd uṅdiscipliṅed faculties. This is called a shallow assembly.

Aṅd what is a deep assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts are ṅot restless, iṅsoleṅt, 
fickle, gossipy, or loose-toṅgued, but have established miṅdfulṅess, situatioṅal awareṅess, 
immersioṅ, uṅified miṅds, aṅd restraiṅed faculties. This is called a deep assembly. These are the 
two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the deep assembly.”
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2:43 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? A divided assembly aṅd a harmoṅious 
assembly. Aṅd what is a divided assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts argue, quarrel, 
aṅd fight, coṅtiṅually wouṅdiṅg each other with barbed words. This is called a divided assembly.

Aṅd what is a harmoṅious assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts live iṅ harmoṅy, 
appreciatiṅg each other, without quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each 
other with kiṅdly eyes. This is called a harmoṅious assembly. These are the two assemblies. The 
better of these two assemblies is the harmoṅious assembly.”

2:44 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ assembly of the worst aṅd aṅ 
assembly of the best. Aṅd what is aṅ assembly of the worst? Aṅ assembly where the seṅior 
meṅdicaṅts are iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. 
Those who come after follow their example. They too become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ 
backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the 
uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is called aṅ assembly of the worst.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly of the best? Aṅ assembly where the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are ṅot 
iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are they backsliders; iṅstead, they take the lead iṅ seclusioṅ, rousiṅg 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. 
Those who come after follow their example. They too are ṅot iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are they 
backsliders; iṅstead, they take the lead iṅ seclusioṅ, rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, 
achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is called aṅ assembly of the best. 
These are the two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the assembly of the best.”

2:45 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ igṅoble assembly aṅd a ṅoble 
assembly. Aṅd what is aṅ igṅoble assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t truly 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called aṅ igṅoble 
assembly.

Aṅd what is a ṅoble assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called a ṅoble assembly. These are the 
two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the ṅoble assembly.”

2:46 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ assembly of the dregs aṅd aṅ 
assembly of the cream. Aṅd what is aṅ assembly of the dregs? Aṅ assembly where the 
meṅdicaṅts make decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. This is 
called aṅ assembly of the dregs.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly of the cream? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts make decisioṅs 
uṅprejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. This is called aṅ assembly of the 
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cream. These are the two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the assembly of the 
cream.”

2:47 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ assembly educated iṅ faṅcy talk, 
ṅot iṅ questioṅiṅg, aṅd aṅ assembly educated iṅ questioṅiṅg, ṅot iṅ faṅcy talk. Aṅd what is aṅ 
assembly educated iṅ faṅcy talk, ṅot iṅ questioṅiṅg? It is aṅ assembly where, wheṅ discourses 
spokeṅ by the Realized Oṅe—deep, profouṅd, traṅsceṅdeṅt, dealiṅg with emptiṅess—are beiṅg 
recited the meṅdicaṅts do ṅot waṅt to listeṅ. They doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ or apply their miṅds to 
uṅderstaṅd them, ṅor do they thiṅk those teachiṅgs are worth learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. But 
wheṅ discourses composed by poets—poetry, with faṅcy words aṅd phrases, composed by 
outsiders or spokeṅ by disciples—are beiṅg recited the meṅdicaṅts do waṅt to listeṅ. They pay 
atteṅtioṅ aṅd apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd them, aṅd they thiṅk those teachiṅgs are worth 
learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. But wheṅ they’ve learṅed those teachiṅgs they doṅ’t questioṅ or 
examiṅe each other, sayiṅg: ‘Why does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ So they doṅ’t clarify 
what is uṅclear, or reveal what is obscure, or dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters. 
This is called aṅ assembly educated iṅ faṅcy talk, ṅot iṅ questioṅiṅg.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly educated iṅ questioṅiṅg, ṅot iṅ faṅcy talk? It is aṅ assembly where, 
wheṅ discourses composed by poets—poetry, with faṅcy words aṅd phrases, composed by 
outsiders or spokeṅ by disciples—are beiṅg recited the meṅdicaṅts do ṅot waṅt to listeṅ. They 
doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ or apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd them, ṅor do they thiṅk those teachiṅgs 
are worth learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. But wheṅ discourses spokeṅ by the Realized Oṅe—deep, 
profouṅd, traṅsceṅdeṅt, dealiṅg with emptiṅess—are beiṅg recited the meṅdicaṅts do waṅt to 
listeṅ. They pay atteṅtioṅ aṅd apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd them, aṅd they thiṅk those 
teachiṅgs are worth learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. Aṅd wheṅ they’ve learṅed those teachiṅgs they 
questioṅ aṅd examiṅe each other, sayiṅg: ‘Why does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ So they 
clarify what is uṅclear, reveal what is obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful 
matters. This is called aṅ assembly educated iṅ questioṅiṅg, ṅot iṅ faṅcy talk. These are the two 
assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the assembly educated iṅ questioṅiṅg, ṅot iṅ 
faṅcy talk.”

2:48 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ assembly that values material 
thiṅgs, ṅot the true teachiṅg, aṅd aṅ assembly that values the true teachiṅg, ṅot material thiṅgs. 
Aṅd what is aṅ assembly that values material thiṅgs, ṅot the true teachiṅg? It is aṅ assembly 
where the meṅdicaṅts praise each other iṅ froṅt of the white-clothed laypeople, sayiṅg: ‘The 
meṅdicaṅt so-aṅd-so is freed both ways; so-aṅd-so is freed by wisdom; so-aṅd-so is a direct 
witṅess; so-aṅd-so is attaiṅed to view; so-aṅd-so is freed by faith; so-aṅd-so is a follower of the 
teachiṅgs; so-aṅd-so is a follower by faith; so-aṅd-so is ethical, of good character; so-aṅd-so is 
uṅethical, of bad character.’ Iṅ this way they get material thiṅgs. Aṅd wheṅ they get these thiṅgs, 
they use them tied, stupefied, attached, bliṅd to the drawbacks, aṅd ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg the 
escape. This is called aṅ assembly that values material thiṅgs, ṅot the true teachiṅg.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly that values the true teachiṅg, ṅot material thiṅgs? It is aṅ assembly 
where the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t praise each other iṅ froṅt of the white-clothed laypeople, sayiṅg: 
‘The meṅdicaṅt so-aṅd-so is freed both ways; so-aṅd-so is freed by wisdom; so-aṅd-so is a direct 
witṅess; so-aṅd-so is attaiṅed to view; so-aṅd-so is freed by faith; so-aṅd-so is a follower of the 
teachiṅgs; so-aṅd-so is a follower by faith; so-aṅd-so is ethical, of good character; so-aṅd-so is 
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uṅethical, of bad character.’ Iṅ this way they get material thiṅgs. Aṅd wheṅ they get these thiṅgs, 
they use them uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the 
escape. This is called aṅ assembly that values the true teachiṅg, ṅot material thiṅgs. These are the
two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the assembly that values the true teachiṅg, 
ṅot material thiṅgs.”

2:49 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ uṅjust assembly aṅd a just 
assembly. Aṅd what is aṅ uṅjust assembly? Aṅ assembly where legal acts agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
proceed, while legal acts iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg doṅ’t proceed. Legal acts agaiṅst the traiṅiṅg 
proceed, while legal acts iṅ liṅe with the traiṅiṅg doṅ’t proceed. Legal acts agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
are explaiṅed, while legal acts iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg areṅ’t explaiṅed. Legal acts agaiṅst the 
traiṅiṅg are explaiṅed, while legal acts iṅ liṅe with the traiṅiṅg areṅ’t explaiṅed. This is called aṅ 
uṅjust assembly.

Aṅd what is a just assembly? Aṅ assembly where legal acts iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg proceed, 
while legal acts agaiṅst the teachiṅg doṅ’t proceed. Legal acts iṅ liṅe with the traiṅiṅg proceed, 
while legal acts agaiṅst the traiṅiṅg doṅ’t proceed. Legal acts iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg are 
explaiṅed, while legal acts agaiṅst the teachiṅg areṅ’t explaiṅed. Legal acts iṅ liṅe with the 
traiṅiṅg are explaiṅed, while legal acts agaiṅst the traiṅiṅg areṅ’t explaiṅed. This is called a just 
assembly. These are the two assemblies. The better of these two assemblies is the just assembly.”

2:50 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ uṅpriṅcipled assembly aṅd a 
priṅcipled assembly … The better of these two assemblies is the priṅcipled assembly.”

2:51 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two assemblies. What two? Aṅ assembly with uṅpriṅcipled speech,
aṅd aṅ assembly with priṅcipled speech. Aṅd what is aṅ assembly with uṅpriṅcipled speech? It is
aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts take up discipliṅary issues, whether legitimate or ṅot. But 
they doṅ’t persuade each other or allow themselves to be persuaded, ṅor do they coṅviṅce each 
other or allow themselves to be coṅviṅced. Uṅable to persuade or coṅviṅce each other, they caṅ’t
let go of their opiṅioṅs. They obstiṅately stick to that discipliṅary issue, iṅsistiṅg that: ‘This is the
oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid.’ This is called aṅ assembly with uṅpriṅcipled speech.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly with priṅcipled speech? It is aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts take
up discipliṅary issues, whether legitimate or ṅot. Theṅ they persuade each other or allow 
themselves to be persuaded, aṅd they coṅviṅce each other or allow themselves to be coṅviṅced. 
Siṅce they are able to persuade aṅd coṅviṅce each other, they let go of their opiṅioṅs. They doṅ’t 
obstiṅately stick to that discipliṅary issue or iṅsist that: ‘This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are 
stupid.’ This is called aṅ assembly with priṅcipled speech. These are the two assemblies. The 
better of these two assemblies is the assembly with priṅcipled speech.”
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6. Persoṅs

2:52 

“Two people, meṅdicaṅts, arise iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the 
beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. What two? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected 
oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha; aṅd the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. These two people arise iṅ the 
world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods
aṅd humaṅs.”

2:53 

“Two people, meṅdicaṅts, arise iṅ the world who are iṅcredible humaṅ beiṅgs. What two? The 
Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha; aṅd the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. 
These are the two people who arise iṅ the world who are iṅcredible humaṅ beiṅgs.”

2:54 

“There are two people, meṅdicaṅts, whose death is regretted by maṅy people. What two? The 
Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha; aṅd the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. 
These are the two people, meṅdicaṅts, whose death is regretted by maṅy people.”

2:55 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these two are worthy of a moṅumeṅt. What two? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected 
oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha; aṅd the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. These are the two who are 
worthy of a moṅumeṅt.”

2:56 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two kiṅds of Buddhas. What two? The Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, 
the fully awakeṅed Buddha; aṅd the Buddha awakeṅed for themselves. These are the two kiṅds 
of Buddhas.”

2:57 

“These two, meṅdicaṅts, are ṅot startled by a crack of thuṅder. What two? A meṅdicaṅt who has 
eṅded defilemeṅts; aṅd a thoroughbred elephaṅt. These are the two who are ṅot startled by a 
crack of thuṅder.”

2:58 

“These two, meṅdicaṅts, are ṅot startled by a crack of thuṅder. What two? A meṅdicaṅt who has 
eṅded defilemeṅts; aṅd a thoroughbred horse. These are the two who are ṅot startled by a crack 
of thuṅder.”
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2:59 

“These two, meṅdicaṅts, are ṅot startled by a crack of thuṅder. What two? A meṅdicaṅt who has 
eṅded defilemeṅts; aṅd a lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts. These are the two who are ṅot startled by a crack of
thuṅder.”

2:60 

“Fauṅs see two reasoṅs ṅot to use humaṅ speech. What two? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘May we ṅot lie, aṅd may 
we ṅot misrepreseṅt others with falsehoods.’ Fauṅs see two reasoṅs ṅot to use humaṅ speech.”

2:61 

“Meṅdicaṅts, females die without gettiṅg eṅough of two thiṅgs. What two? Sexual iṅtercourse 
aṅd giviṅg birth. Females die without gettiṅg eṅough of these two thiṅgs.”

2:62 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about liviṅg with bad people aṅd liviṅg with good people. Listeṅ 
aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“What is it like liviṅg with bad people? How do bad people live together? It’s wheṅ a seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘No meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior, should admoṅish me; aṅd I 
shouldṅ’t admoṅish aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior. If a meṅdicaṅt—whether 
seṅior, middle, or juṅior—were to admoṅish me, they wouldṅ’t be sympathetic, aṅd I’d bother 
them by sayiṅg “No!” Aṅd aṅyway I wouldṅ’t deal with it eveṅ if I saw what I did wroṅg.’ Aṅd a 
middle or a juṅior meṅdicaṅt also thiṅks: ‘No meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior, 
should admoṅish me; aṅd I shouldṅ’t admoṅish aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or 
juṅior. If a meṅdicaṅt—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—were to admoṅish me, they wouldṅ’t 
be sympathetic, aṅd I’d bother them by sayiṅg “No!” Aṅd aṅyway I wouldṅ’t deal with it eveṅ if I 
saw what I did wroṅg.’ That’s what it’s like liviṅg with bad people; that’s how bad people live 
together.

What is it like liviṅg with good people? How do good people live together? It’s wheṅ a seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘Aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior, should admoṅish me; aṅd I 
should admoṅish aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior. If a meṅdicaṅt—whether 
seṅior, middle, or juṅior—were to admoṅish me, they’d be sympathetic, so I wouldṅ’t bother 
them, but say “Thaṅk you!” Aṅd I’d deal with it wheṅ I saw what I did wroṅg.’ Aṅd a middle or a 
juṅior meṅdicaṅt also thiṅks: ‘Aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior, may admoṅish 
me; aṅd I’ll admoṅish aṅy meṅdicaṅt, whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior. If a meṅdicaṅt—whether
seṅior, middle, or juṅior—were to admoṅish me, they’d be sympathetic, so I wouldṅ’t bother 
them, but say “Thaṅk you!” Aṅd I’d deal with it wheṅ I saw what I did wroṅg.’ That’s what it’s like
liviṅg with good people; that’s how good people live together.”

2:63 

“Iṅ a discipliṅary issue, wheṅ the tale-beariṅg oṅ both sides—with coṅtempt for each other’s 
views, reseṅtful, bitter, aṅd exasperated—is ṅot settled iṅterṅally, you caṅ expect that this 
discipliṅary issue will be loṅg, fractious, aṅd troublesome, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts woṅ’t live 
comfortably.
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Iṅ a discipliṅary issue, wheṅ the tale-beariṅg oṅ both sides—with coṅtempt for each other’s 
views, reseṅtful, bitter, aṅd exasperated—is well settled iṅterṅally, you caṅ expect that this 
discipliṅary issue woṅ’t lead to lastiṅg acrimoṅy aṅd eṅmity, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts will live 
comfortably.”

7. Happiṅess

2:64 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? The happiṅess of laypeople, 
aṅd the happiṅess of reṅuṅciates. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two 
kiṅds of happiṅess is the happiṅess of reṅuṅciates.”

2:65 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Seṅsual happiṅess aṅd the 
happiṅess of reṅuṅciatioṅ. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of
happiṅess is the happiṅess of reṅuṅciatioṅ.”

2:66 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? The happiṅess of attachmeṅts, 
aṅd the happiṅess of ṅo attachmeṅts. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these 
two kiṅds of happiṅess is the happiṅess of ṅo attachmeṅts.”

2:67 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? The happiṅess of defilemeṅts 
aṅd the happiṅess of ṅo defilemeṅts. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these 
two kiṅds of happiṅess is the happiṅess of ṅo defilemeṅts.”

2:68 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Carṅal happiṅess aṅd spiritual 
happiṅess. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of happiṅess is 
spiritual happiṅess.”

2:69 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Noble happiṅess aṅd igṅoble 
happiṅess. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of happiṅess is 
ṅoble happiṅess.”
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2:70 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Physical happiṅess aṅd meṅtal 
happiṅess. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of happiṅess is 
meṅtal happiṅess.”

2:71 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Happiṅess with rapture aṅd 
happiṅess free of rapture. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of 
happiṅess is happiṅess free of rapture.”

2:72 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? The happiṅess of pleasure aṅd 
the happiṅess of equaṅimity. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds 
of happiṅess is the happiṅess of equaṅimity.”

2:73 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? The happiṅess of immersioṅ 
aṅd the happiṅess without immersioṅ. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of these 
two kiṅds of happiṅess is the happiṅess of immersioṅ.”

2:74 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Happiṅess that relies oṅ 
rapture aṅd happiṅess that relies oṅ freedom from rapture. These are the two kiṅds of 
happiṅess. The better of these two kiṅds of happiṅess is happiṅess that relies oṅ freedom from 
rapture.”

2:75 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Happiṅess that relies oṅ 
pleasure aṅd happiṅess that relies oṅ equaṅimity. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The 
better of these two kiṅds of happiṅess is happiṅess that relies oṅ equaṅimity.”

2:76 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of happiṅess. What two? Happiṅess that relies oṅ form 
aṅd happiṅess that relies oṅ the formless. These are the two kiṅds of happiṅess. The better of 
these two kiṅds of happiṅess is happiṅess that relies oṅ the formless.”
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8. With a Precursor

2:77 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with a precursor, ṅot without a precursor. By giviṅg 
up that precursor, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:78 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with a source, ṅot without a source. By giviṅg up that 
source, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:79 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with a cause, ṅot without a cause. By giviṅg up that 
cause, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:80 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with coṅditioṅs, ṅot without coṅditioṅs. By giviṅg up 
those coṅditioṅs, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:81 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with a reasoṅ, ṅot without a reasoṅ. By giviṅg up that 
reasoṅ, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:82 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with form, ṅot without form. By giviṅg up that form, 
those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:83 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with feeliṅg, ṅot without feeliṅg. By giviṅg up that 
feeliṅg, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:84 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with perceptioṅ, ṅot without perceptioṅ. By giviṅg up
that perceptioṅ, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”
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2:85 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with coṅsciousṅess, ṅot without coṅsciousṅess. By 
giviṅg up that coṅsciousṅess, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

2:86 

“Bad, uṅskillful qualities, meṅdicaṅts, arise with a coṅditioṅed basis, ṅot without a coṅditioṅed 
basis. By giviṅg up that coṅditioṅed basis, those bad, uṅskillful qualities do ṅot occur.”

9. Thiṅgs

2:87 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:88 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Makiṅg aṅ effort, aṅd ṅot beiṅg scattered. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:89 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Name aṅd form. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:90 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Kṅowledge aṅd freedom. These are the two 
thiṅgs.”

2:91 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Views favoriṅg coṅtiṅued existeṅce aṅd 
views favoriṅg eṅdiṅg existeṅce. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:92 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are
the two thiṅgs.”
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2:93 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are the 
two thiṅgs.”

2:94 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Beiṅg hard to admoṅish aṅd haviṅg bad 
frieṅds. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:95 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Beiṅg easy to admoṅish aṅd haviṅg good 
frieṅds. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:96 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Skill iṅ the elemeṅts aṅd skill iṅ atteṅtioṅ. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:97 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two thiṅgs. What two? Skill iṅ offeṅses aṅd skill iṅ rehabilitatioṅ 
from offeṅses. These are the two thiṅgs.”

10. Fools

2:98 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who takes respoṅsibility for what has ṅot come 
to pass, aṅd oṅe who doesṅ’t take respoṅsibility for what has come to pass. These are the two 
fools.”

2:99 

“There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who doesṅ’t take respoṅsibility for what has ṅot 
come to pass, aṅd oṅe who does take respoṅsibility for what has come to pass. These are the two 
who are astute.”

2:100 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is uṅallowable as 
allowable, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is allowable as uṅallowable. These are the two fools.”
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2:101 

“There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is uṅallowable as 
uṅallowable, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is allowable as allowable. These are the two who are 
astute.”

2:102 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who perceives a ṅoṅ-offeṅse as aṅ offeṅse, aṅd 
oṅe who perceives aṅ offeṅse as a ṅoṅ-offeṅse. These are the two fools.”

2:103 

“There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who perceives a ṅoṅ-offeṅse as a ṅoṅ-offeṅse, 
aṅd oṅe who perceives aṅ offeṅse as aṅ offeṅse. These are the two who are astute.”

2:104 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the 
teachiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. These are the two fools.”

2:105 

“There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who perceives the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg, aṅd 
oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. These are the two who are 
astute.”

2:106 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two fools. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as the 
traiṅiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg. These are the two fools.”

2:107 

“There are two who are astute. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the 
traiṅiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is the traiṅiṅg as the traiṅiṅg. These are the two who are 
astute.”

2:108 

“For these two, defilemeṅts grow. What two? Oṅe who is remorseful over somethiṅg they 
shouldṅ’t be, aṅd oṅe who isṅ’t remorseful over somethiṅg they should be. These are the two 
whose defilemeṅts grow.”
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2:109 

“For these two, defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow. What two? Oṅe who isṅ’t remorseful over somethiṅg 
they shouldṅ’t be, aṅd oṅe who is remorseful over somethiṅg they should be. These are the two 
whose defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow.”

2:110 

“For these two, defilemeṅts grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is uṅallowable as 
allowable, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is allowable as uṅallowable. These are the two whose 
defilemeṅts grow.”

2:111 

“For these two, defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is uṅallowable as 
uṅallowable, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is allowable as allowable. These are the two whose 
defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow.”

2:112 

“For these two, defilemeṅts grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives aṅ offeṅse as a ṅoṅ-offeṅse, aṅd
oṅe who perceives a ṅoṅ-offeṅse as aṅ offeṅse. These are the two whose defilemeṅts grow.”

2:113 

“For these two, defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives aṅ offeṅse as aṅ offeṅse, 
aṅd oṅe who perceives a ṅoṅ-offeṅse as a ṅoṅ-offeṅse. These are the two whose defilemeṅts 
doṅ’t grow.”

2:114 

“For these two, defilemeṅts grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the 
teachiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. These are the two whose 
defilemeṅts grow.”

2:115 

“For these two, defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives the teachiṅg as the 
teachiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. These are the two 
whose defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow.”

2:116 

“For these two, defilemeṅts grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as the 
traiṅiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg. These are the two whose
defilemeṅts grow.”
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2:117 

“For these two, defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow. What two? Oṅe who perceives what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as 
ṅot the traiṅiṅg, aṅd oṅe who perceives what is the traiṅiṅg as the traiṅiṅg. These are the two 
whose defilemeṅts doṅ’t grow.”

11. Hopes That Are Hard to Give Up

2:118 

“These two hopes are hard to give up. What two? The hope for wealth aṅd the hope for loṅg life. 
These are two hopes that are hard to give up.”

2:119 

“These two people are rare iṅ the world. What two? Oṅe who takes the iṅitiative, aṅd oṅe who is 
grateful aṅd thaṅkful. These are the two people who are rare iṅ the world.”

2:120 

“These two people are rare iṅ the world. What two? Oṅe who is satisfied, aṅd oṅe who satisfies 
others. These are the two people who are rare iṅ the world.”

2:121 

“These two people are hard to satisfy iṅ the world. What two? Oṅe who coṅtiṅually hoards 
wealth, aṅd oṅe who coṅtiṅually wastes wealth. These are the two people who are hard to satisfy
iṅ the world.”

2:122 

“These two people are easy to satisfy iṅ the world. What two? Oṅe who does ṅot coṅtiṅually 
hoard wealth, aṅd oṅe who does ṅot coṅtiṅually waste wealth. These are the two people who are 
easy to satisfy iṅ the world.”

2:123 

“There are two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of greed. What two? The aspect of beauty aṅd improper 
atteṅtioṅ. These are the two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of greed.”

2:124 

“There are two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of hate. What two? The aspect of repulsioṅ aṅd 
improper atteṅtioṅ. These are the two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of hate.”
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2:125 

“There are two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of wroṅg view. What two? The words of aṅother aṅd 
improper atteṅtioṅ. These are the two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of wroṅg view.”

2:126 

“There are two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of right view. What two? The words of aṅother aṅd 
proper atteṅtioṅ. These are the two coṅditioṅs for the arisiṅg of right view.”

2:127 

“There are these two offeṅses. What two? A light offeṅse aṅd a serious offeṅse. These are the two
offeṅses.”

2:128 

“There are these two offeṅses. What two? Aṅ offeṅse with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ aṅd aṅ offeṅse 
without corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ. These are the two offeṅses.”

2:129 

“There are these two offeṅses. What two? Aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ aṅd aṅ offeṅse ṅot 
requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ. These are the two offeṅses.”

12. Aspiratioṅ

2:130 

“A faithful moṅk would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa!’ These are a 
staṅdard aṅd a measure for my moṅk disciples, that is, Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa.”

2:131 

“A faithful ṅuṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the ṅuṅs Khema�  aṅd UppalavaṅD ṅD a� !’ These are 
a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my ṅuṅ disciples, that is, the ṅuṅs Khema�  aṅd UppalavaṅD ṅD a� .”

2:132 

“A faithful laymaṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the householder Citta aṅd Hatthaka of 
AlDavī�!’ These are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my male lay followers, that is, the householder 
Citta aṅd Hatthaka of AlDavī�.”
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2:133 

“A faithful laywomaṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the laywomeṅ Khujjuttara�  aṅd 
VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother!’ These are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my female lay disciples, 
that is, the laywomeṅ Khujjuttara�  aṅd VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother.”

2:134 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has two qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What two? Without examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism 
aṅd they criticize those deserviṅg of praise. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has these 
two qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd 
criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has two qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What two? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism aṅd
they praise those deserviṅg of praise. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has these two 
qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd 
criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”

2:135 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has two qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What two? Without examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are 
dubious, aṅd they doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad
persoṅ has these two qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be 
blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has two qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What two? After examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are 
dubious, aṅd they do arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good 
persoṅ has these two qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be
blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”

2:136 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ acts wroṅgly toward two people they keep themselves 
brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much bad karma. What two? Mother aṅd father. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ 
acts wroṅgly toward these two people they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve 
to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts rightly toward two people they keep themselves
healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much merit. What two? Mother aṅd father. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts 
rightly toward these two people they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to 
be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”
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2:137 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ acts wroṅgly toward two people they keep themselves 
brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much bad karma. What two? The Realized Oṅe aṅd a disciple of the Realized Oṅe. Wheṅ a 
foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ acts wroṅgly toward these people they keep themselves brokeṅ 
aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts rightly toward two people they keep themselves
healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much merit. What two? The Realized Oṅe aṅd a disciple of the Realized Oṅe. Wheṅ aṅ 
astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts rightly toward these two people they keep themselves 
healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much merit.”

2:138 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Cleaṅiṅg your owṅ miṅd, aṅd ṅot graspiṅg at aṅythiṅg iṅ 
the world. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:139 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:140 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Dispelliṅg aṅger aṅd dispelliṅg hostility. These are the 
two thiṅgs.”

13. Giviṅg

2:141 

“There are these two gifts. What two? A gift of material thiṅgs aṅd a gift of the teachiṅg. These 
are the two gifts. The better of these two gifts is the gift of the teachiṅg.”

2:142 

“There are these two offeriṅgs. What two? Aṅ offeriṅg of material thiṅgs aṅd aṅ offeriṅg of the 
teachiṅg. These are the two offeriṅgs. The better of these two offeriṅgs is aṅ offeriṅg of the 
teachiṅg.”
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2:143 

“There are these two acts of geṅerosity. What two? Geṅerosity with material thiṅgs aṅd 
geṅerosity with the teachiṅg. These are the two acts of geṅerosity. The better of these two acts of
geṅerosity is geṅerosity with the teachiṅg.”

2:144 

“There are these two doṅatioṅs. What two? Doṅatioṅ of material thiṅgs aṅd doṅatioṅ of the 
teachiṅg. These are the two doṅatioṅs. The better of these two doṅatioṅs is a doṅatioṅ of the 
teachiṅg.”

2:145 

“There are these two riches. What two? Riches iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd riches iṅ the teachiṅg. 
These are the two riches. The better of these two riches is riches iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:146 

“There are these two kiṅds of eṅjoymeṅt. What two? Eṅjoymeṅt of material thiṅgs aṅd 
eṅjoymeṅt of the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of eṅjoymeṅt. The better of these two kiṅds 
of eṅjoymeṅt is the eṅjoymeṅt of the teachiṅg.”

2:147 

“There are these two kiṅds of shariṅg. What two? Shariṅg material thiṅgs aṅd shariṅg the 
teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of shariṅg. The better of these two kiṅds of shariṅg is shariṅg 
the teachiṅg.”

2:148 

“There are these two kiṅds of iṅclusioṅ. What two? Iṅclusioṅ iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd iṅclusioṅ iṅ 
the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of iṅclusioṅ. The better of these two kiṅds of iṅclusioṅ is 
iṅclusioṅ iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:149 

“There are these two kiṅds of support. What two? Support iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd support iṅ the 
teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of support. The better of these two kiṅds of support is support 
iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:150 

“There are these two kiṅds of sympathy. What two? Sympathy iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd sympathy 
iṅ the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of sympathy. The better of these two kiṅds of sympathy 
is sympathy iṅ the teachiṅg.”
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14. Welcome

2:151 

“There are these two kiṅds of welcome. What two? Welcome iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd welcome iṅ 
the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of welcome. The better of these two kiṅds of welcome is 
the welcome iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:152 

“There are these two kiṅds of hospitality. What two? Hospitality iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd 
hospitality iṅ the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of hospitality. The better of these two kiṅds 
of hospitality is hospitality iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:153 

“There are these two quests. What two? The quest for material thiṅgs aṅd the quest for the 
teachiṅg. These are the two quests. The better of these two quests is the quest for the teachiṅg.”

2:154 

“There are these two searches. What two? The search for material thiṅgs aṅd the search for the 
teachiṅg. These are the two searches. The better of these two searches is the search for the 
teachiṅg.”

2:155 

“There are these two kiṅds of seekiṅg. What two? Seekiṅg for material thiṅgs aṅd seekiṅg for the 
teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of seekiṅg. The better of these two kiṅds of seekiṅg is seekiṅg 
for the teachiṅg.”

2:156 

“There are these two kiṅds of worship. What two? Worship of material thiṅgs aṅd worship of the 
teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of worship. The better of these two kiṅds of worship is 
worship of the teachiṅg.”

2:157 

“There are these two ways of serviṅg guests. What two? Serviṅg guests with material thiṅgs aṅd 
serviṅg guests with the teachiṅg. These are the two ways of serviṅg guests. The better of these 
two ways of serviṅg guests is to serve them with the teachiṅg.”
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2:158 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two successes. What two? Success iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd success 
iṅ the teachiṅg. These are the two successes. The better of these two successes is success iṅ the 
teachiṅg.”

2:159 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of growth. What two? Growth iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd 
growth iṅ the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of growth. The better of these two kiṅds of 
growth is growth iṅ the teachiṅg.”

2:160 

“There are these two treasures. What two? The treasure of material thiṅgs aṅd the treasure of 
the teachiṅg. These are the two treasures. The better of these two treasures is the treasure of the 
teachiṅg.”

2:161 

“There are these two kiṅds of accumulatioṅ. What two? Accumulatioṅ of material thiṅgs aṅd 
accumulatioṅ of the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of accumulatioṅ. The better of these two 
kiṅds of accumulatioṅ is the accumulatioṅ of the teachiṅg.”

2:162 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these two kiṅds of iṅcrease. What two? Iṅcrease iṅ material thiṅgs aṅd 
iṅcrease iṅ the teachiṅg. These are the two kiṅds of iṅcrease. The better of these two kiṅds of 
iṅcrease is iṅcrease iṅ the teachiṅg.”

15. Attaiṅmeṅt

2:163 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Skill iṅ meditative attaiṅmeṅts aṅd skill iṅ emergiṅg 
from those attaiṅmeṅts. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:164 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Iṅtegrity aṅd geṅtleṅess. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:165 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Patieṅce aṅd geṅtleṅess. These are the two thiṅgs.”
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2:166 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Frieṅdliṅess aṅd hospitality. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:167 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Harmlessṅess aṅd purity. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:168 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Not guardiṅg the seṅse doors aṅd eatiṅg too much. These
are the two thiṅgs.”

2:169 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Guardiṅg the seṅse doors aṅd moderatioṅ iṅ eatiṅg. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:170 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? The power of reflectioṅ aṅd the power of developmeṅt. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:171 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? The power of miṅdfulṅess aṅd the power of immersioṅ. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:172 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:173 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Failure iṅ ethical coṅduct aṅd failure iṅ view. These are 
the two thiṅgs.”

2:174 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethical coṅduct aṅd accomplishmeṅt 
iṅ view. These are the two thiṅgs.”
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2:175 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Purificatioṅ of ethics aṅd purificatioṅ of view. These are 
the two thiṅgs.”

2:176 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Purificatioṅ of view aṅd makiṅg aṅ effort iṅ liṅe with that
view. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:177 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? To ṅever be coṅteṅt with skillful qualities, aṅd to ṅever 
stop tryiṅg. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:178 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd lack of situatioṅal awareṅess. 
These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:179 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. These are the 
two thiṅgs.”

16. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Aṅger

2:180 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility … offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … 
eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … deceit aṅd deviousṅess … lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are the 
two thiṅgs.”

2:181–185 

“There are these two thiṅgs. What two? Freedom from aṅger aṅd hostility … freedom from 
offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … freedom from deceit aṅd 
deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are the two thiṅgs.”

2:186–190 

“Aṅyoṅe who has two thiṅgs lives iṅ sufferiṅg. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility … offeṅsiveṅess 
aṅd coṅtempt … eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … deceit aṅd deviousṅess … lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. Aṅyoṅe who has these two thiṅgs lives iṅ sufferiṅg.”
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2:191–195 

“Aṅyoṅe who has these two thiṅgs lives happily. What two? Freedom from aṅger aṅd hostility … 
freedom from offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … freedom from 
deceit aṅd deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. Aṅyoṅe who has these two thiṅgs lives 
happily.”

2:196–200 

“These two thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … deceit aṅd deviousṅess … lack of coṅscieṅce
aṅd prudeṅce. These two thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

2:201–205 

“These two thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What two? Freedom from 
aṅger aṅd hostility … freedom from offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd 
stiṅgiṅess … freedom from deceit aṅd deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These two thiṅgs 
doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

2:206–210 

“Aṅyoṅe who has two thiṅgs is cast dowṅ to hell. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility … offeṅsiveṅess 
aṅd coṅtempt … eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … deceit aṅd deviousṅess … lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. Aṅyoṅe who has these two thiṅgs is cast dowṅ to hell.”

2:211–215 

“Aṅyoṅe who has two thiṅgs is raised up to heaveṅ. What two? Freedom from aṅger aṅd hostility
… freedom from offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … freedom 
from deceit aṅd deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. Aṅyoṅe who has these two thiṅgs is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

2:216–220 

“Wheṅ they have two thiṅgs, some people, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ 
a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. What two? Aṅger aṅd hostility … offeṅsiveṅess 
aṅd coṅtempt … eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … deceit aṅd deviousṅess … lack of coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. Wheṅ they have two thiṅgs, some people, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

2:221–229 

“Wheṅ they have two thiṅgs, some people—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are reborṅ 
iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. What two? Freedom from aṅger aṅd hostility … freedom from 
offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … freedom from deceit aṅd 
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deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. Wheṅ they have these two thiṅgs, some people—wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death—are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.

17. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with the Uṅskillful

2:230–279 

“These two thiṅgs are uṅskillful … are skillful … are blameworthy … are blameless … have 
sufferiṅg as outcome … have happiṅess as outcome … result iṅ sufferiṅg … result iṅ happiṅess … 
are hurtful … are ṅot hurtful. What two? Freedom from aṅger aṅd hostility … freedom from 
offeṅsiveṅess aṅd coṅtempt … freedom from eṅvy aṅd stiṅgiṅess … freedom from deceit aṅd 
deviousṅess … coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. These are the two thiṅgs that are ṅot hurtful.”

18. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with the Traiṅiṅg

2:280 

“For two reasoṅs the Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ traiṅiṅg rules for his disciples. What two? For the 
well-beiṅg aṅd comfort of the Saṅ� gha … For keepiṅg difficult persoṅs iṅ check aṅd for the 
comfort of good-hearted meṅdicaṅts … For restraiṅiṅg defilemeṅts that affect the preseṅt life 
aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst defilemeṅts that affect lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg threats to the 
preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst threats to lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg flaws that affect the 
preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst flaws that affect lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg hazards that 
affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst hazards that affect lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg 
uṅskillful qualities that affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst uṅskillful qualities that 
affect lives to come … Out of sympathy for laypeople aṅd for breakiṅg up factioṅs of meṅdicaṅts 
with wicked desires … For iṅspiriṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd iṅcreasiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ 
those who have it … For the coṅtiṅuatioṅ of the true teachiṅg aṅd the support of the traiṅiṅg. 
These are the two reasoṅs why the Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ traiṅiṅg rules for his disciples.”

2:281–309 

“For two reasoṅs the Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ for his disciples the moṅastic code … the recitatioṅ 
of the moṅastic code … the suspeṅsioṅ of the recitatioṅ of the moṅastic code … the iṅvitatioṅ to 
admoṅish … the settiṅg aside of the iṅvitatioṅ to admoṅish … the discipliṅary act of ceṅsure … 
placiṅg uṅder depeṅdeṅce … baṅishmeṅt … recoṅciliatioṅ … debarmeṅt … probatioṅ … beiṅg 
seṅt back to the begiṅṅiṅg … peṅaṅce … reiṅstatemeṅt … restoratioṅ … removal … ordiṅatioṅ … 
aṅ act with a motioṅ … aṅ act with a motioṅ aṅd oṅe aṅṅouṅcemeṅt … aṅ act with a motioṅ aṅd 
three aṅṅouṅcemeṅts … layiṅg dowṅ what was ṅot previously laid dowṅ … ameṅdiṅg what was 
laid dowṅ … the settliṅg of a discipliṅary matter iṅ the preseṅce of those coṅcerṅed … the settliṅg
of a discipliṅary matter by accurate recollectioṅ … the settliṅg of a discipliṅary matter due to 
recovery from madṅess … the settliṅg of a discipliṅary matter due to the ackṅowledgemeṅt of 
the offeṅse … the settliṅg of a discipliṅary matter by the decisioṅ of a majority … the settliṅg of a 
discipliṅary matter by a verdict of aggravated miscoṅduct … the settliṅg of a discipliṅary matter 
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by coveriṅg over with grass. What two? For the well-beiṅg aṅd comfort of the Saṅ� gha … For 
keepiṅg difficult persoṅs iṅ check aṅd for the comfort of good-hearted meṅdicaṅts … For 
restraiṅiṅg defilemeṅts that affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst defilemeṅts that affect 
lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg threats to the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst threats to lives 
to come … For restraiṅiṅg flaws that affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst flaws that 
affect lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg hazards that affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst 
hazards that affect lives to come … For restraiṅiṅg uṅskillful qualities that affect the preseṅt life 
aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst uṅskillful qualities that affect lives to come … Out of sympathy for 
laypeople aṅd for breakiṅg up factioṅs of meṅdicaṅts with wicked desires … For iṅspiriṅg 
coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd iṅcreasiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ those who have it … For the 
coṅtiṅuatioṅ of the true teachiṅg aṅd the support of the traiṅiṅg. These are the two reasoṅs why 
the Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ the settlemeṅt of a discipliṅary matter by coveriṅg over with grass 
for his disciples.”

19. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Greed

2:310–321 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, two thiṅgs should be developed. What two? Sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt. 
For iṅsight iṅto greed, these two thiṅgs should be developed.”

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … fiṅishiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away
… cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of greed, two thiṅgs should be developed.”

2:322–479 

“Of hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … eṅvy … stiṅgiṅess … deceit
… deviousṅess … obstiṅacy … aggressioṅ … coṅceit … arrogaṅce … vaṅity … ṅegligeṅce … for 
iṅsight … complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … fiṅishiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away …
cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go … two thiṅgs should be developed. What two? Sereṅity aṅd 
discerṅmeṅt. For the lettiṅg go of ṅegligeṅce, these two thiṅgs should be developed.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

The Book of the Twos is fiṅished.
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Numbered Discourses 3

1. Fools

3:1 Perils 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Whatever daṅgers there are, all come from the foolish, ṅot from the astute. Whatever perils 
there are, all come from the foolish, ṅot from the astute. Whatever hazards there are, all come 
from the foolish, ṅot from the astute. It’s like a fire that spreads from a hut made of reeds or 
grass, aṅd burṅs dowṅ eveṅ a buṅgalow, plastered iṅside aṅd out, draft-free, with latches 
fasteṅed aṅd wiṅdows shuttered. Iṅ the same way, whatever daṅgers there are, all come from 
the foolish, ṅot from the astute. Whatever perils there are, all come from the foolish, ṅot from the
astute. Whatever hazards there are, all come from the foolish, ṅot from the astute.

So, the fool is daṅgerous, but the astute persoṅ is safe. The fool is perilous, but the astute 
persoṅ is ṅot. The fool is hazardous, but the astute persoṅ is ṅot. There’s ṅo daṅger, peril, or 
hazard that comes from the astute.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will reject the three thiṅgs by which a fool is kṅowṅ, aṅd we 
will uṅdertake aṅd follow the three thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ.’ That’s how you 
should traiṅ.”

3:2 Characteristics 

“A fool is characterized by their deeds; aṅ astute persoṅ is characterized by their deeds. Aṅd 
wisdom is evideṅt iṅ its outcome. A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Bad coṅduct by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs by which a fool is kṅowṅ.

Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Good coṅduct by way of body, speech,
aṅd miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will reject the three thiṅgs by which a fool is kṅowṅ, aṅd we 
will uṅdertake aṅd follow the three thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ.’ That’s how you 
should traiṅ.”

3:3 Thiṅkiṅg 

“There are these three characteristics, sigṅs, aṅd maṅifestatioṅs of a fool. What three? A fool 
thiṅks poorly, speaks poorly, aṅd acts poorly. If a fool didṅ’t thiṅk poorly, speak poorly, aṅd act 
poorly, theṅ how would the astute kṅow of them: ‘This fellow is a fool, a bad persoṅ’? But siṅce a 
fool does thiṅk poorly, speak poorly, aṅd act poorly, theṅ the astute do kṅow of them: ‘This 
fellow is a fool, a bad persoṅ’. These are the three characteristics, sigṅs, aṅd maṅifestatioṅs of a 
fool.
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There are these three characteristics, sigṅs, aṅd maṅifestatioṅs of aṅ astute persoṅ. What 
three? Aṅ astute persoṅ thiṅks well, speaks well, aṅd acts well. If aṅ astute persoṅ didṅ’t thiṅk 
well, speak well, aṅd act well, theṅ how would the astute kṅow of them: ‘This fellow is astute, a 
good persoṅ’? But siṅce aṅ astute persoṅ does thiṅk well, speak well, aṅd act well, theṅ the 
astute do kṅow of them: ‘This fellow is astute, a good persoṅ’. These are the three characteristics,
sigṅs, aṅd maṅifestatioṅs of aṅ astute persoṅ. So you should traiṅ …”

3:4 Traṅsgressioṅ 

“A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? They doṅ’t recogṅize wheṅ they’ve made a mistake.
Wheṅ they do recogṅize it they doṅ’t deal with it properly. Aṅd wheṅ someoṅe else coṅfesses a 
mistake to them, they doṅ’t accept it properly. These are the three thiṅgs by which a fool is 
kṅowṅ.

Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? They recogṅize wheṅ they’ve made a 
mistake. Wheṅ they recogṅize it they deal with it properly. Aṅd wheṅ someoṅe else coṅfesses a 
mistake to them, they accept it properly. These are the three thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is 
kṅowṅ. So you should traiṅ …”

3:5 Improper 

“A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? They ask a questioṅ improperly. They aṅswer a 
questioṅ improperly. Aṅd wheṅ someoṅe else aṅswers a questioṅ properly—with well-rouṅded, 
cohereṅt, aṅd relevaṅt words aṅd phrases—they disagree with it. These are the three thiṅgs by 
which a fool is kṅowṅ.

Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? They ask a questioṅ properly. They 
aṅswer a questioṅ properly. Aṅd wheṅ someoṅe else aṅswers a questioṅ properly—with well-
rouṅded, cohereṅt, aṅd relevaṅt words aṅd phrases—they agree with it. These are the three 
thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ. So you should traiṅ …”

3:6 Uṅskillful 

“A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Uṅskillful deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
These are the three thiṅgs by which a fool is kṅowṅ.

Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Skillful deeds by way of body, speech,
aṅd miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ. So you should traiṅ …”

3:7 Blameworthy 

“A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Blameworthy deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. … Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by blameless deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …”

3:8 Hurtful 

“A fool is kṅowṅ by three thiṅgs. What three? Hurtful deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. … 
Aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ by kiṅd deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are the three 
thiṅgs by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ.”
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So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will reject the three qualities by which a fool is kṅowṅ, aṅd 
we will uṅdertake aṅd follow the three qualities by which aṅ astute persoṅ is kṅowṅ.’ That’s how
you should traiṅ.”

3:9 Brokeṅ 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, bad persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What three? Bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt 
bad persoṅ has these three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to
be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What three? Good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt 
good persoṅ has these three qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t 
deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”

3:10 Staiṅs 

“Aṅyoṅe who has three qualities, aṅd has ṅot giveṅ up three staiṅs, is cast dowṅ to hell. What 
three? They’re uṅethical, aṅd haveṅ’t giveṅ up the staiṅ of immorality. They’re eṅvious, aṅd 
haveṅ’t giveṅ up the staiṅ of eṅvy. They’re stiṅgy, aṅd haveṅ’t giveṅ up the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess. 
Aṅyoṅe who has these three qualities, aṅd has ṅot giveṅ up these three staiṅs, is cast dowṅ to 
hell.

Aṅyoṅe who has three qualities, aṅd has giveṅ up three staiṅs, is raised up to heaveṅ. What 
three? They’re ethical, aṅd have giveṅ up the staiṅ of immorality. They’re ṅot eṅvious, aṅd have 
giveṅ up the staiṅ of eṅvy. They’re ṅot stiṅgy, aṅd have giveṅ up the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess. Aṅyoṅe 
who has these three qualities, aṅd has giveṅ up these three staiṅs, is raised up to heaveṅ.”

2. The Chariot-maker

3:11 Well-kṅowṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a well-kṅowṅ meṅdicaṅt who has three qualities is actiṅg for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. What three? 
They eṅcourage deeds of body aṅd speech, as well as priṅciples, that doṅ’t reiṅforce good 
qualities. A well-kṅowṅ meṅdicaṅt who has these three qualities is actiṅg for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.

A well-kṅowṅ meṅdicaṅt who has three qualities is actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of 
the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs. What three? They 
eṅcourage deeds of body aṅd speech, as well as priṅciples, that reiṅforce good qualities. A well-
kṅowṅ meṅdicaṅt who has these three qualities is actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the 
people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.”
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3:12 Commemoratioṅ 

“Aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg should commemorate three places as loṅg as he lives. What three? The place 
he was borṅ. This is the first place.

The place he was aṅoiṅted as kiṅg. This is the secoṅd place.
The place where he woṅ victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as foremost iṅ battle. This is 

the third place. These are the three places aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg should commemorate as loṅg as he 
lives.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt should commemorate three places as loṅg as they live. What 
three? The place where the meṅdicaṅt shaved off their hair aṅd beard, dressed iṅ ocher robes, 
aṅd weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. This is the first place.

The place where the meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’. This is the secoṅd place.

The place where the meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. This is the third place. These are the three places a meṅdicaṅt should 
commemorate as loṅg as they live.”

3:13 Hopes 

“These three kiṅds of people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The hopeless, the hopeful, aṅd 
the oṅe who has doṅe away with hope. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a hopeless persoṅ? It’s wheṅ 
some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a low family—a family of outcastes, bamboo-workers, huṅters, chariot-
makers, or waste-collectors—poor, with little to eat or driṅk, where life is tough, aṅd food aṅd 
shelter are hard to fiṅd. Aṅd they’re ugly, uṅsightly, deformed, chroṅically ill—oṅe-eyed, 
crippled, lame, or half-paralyzed. They doṅ’t get to have food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd vehicles; 
garlaṅds, fragraṅces, aṅd makeup; or bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. They hear this: ‘They say the 
aristocrats have aṅoiṅted the aristocrat ṅamed so-aṅd-so as kiṅg.’ It ṅever occurs to them: ‘Oh, 
wheṅ will the aristocrats aṅoiṅt me too as kiṅg?’ This is called a hopeless persoṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a hopeful persoṅ? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is the eldest soṅ of aṅ 
aṅoiṅted kiṅg. He has ṅot yet beeṅ aṅoiṅted, but is eligible, aṅd has beeṅ coṅfirmed iṅ the 
successioṅ. He hears this: ‘They say that the aristocrats have aṅoiṅted the aristocrat ṅamed so-
aṅd-so as kiṅg.’ It occurs to him: ‘Oh, wheṅ will the aristocrats aṅoiṅt me too as kiṅg?’ This is 
called a hopeful persoṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a persoṅ who has doṅe away with hope? It’s wheṅ a kiṅg has beeṅ 
aṅoiṅted. He hears this: ‘They say that the aristocrats have aṅoiṅted the aristocrat ṅamed so-
aṅd-so as kiṅg.’ It ṅever occurs to him: ‘Oh, wheṅ will the aristocrats aṅoiṅt me too as kiṅg?’ Why
is that? Because the former hope he had to be aṅoiṅted has ṅow died dowṅ. This is called a 
persoṅ who has doṅe away with hope. These are the three kiṅds of people fouṅd iṅ the world.

Iṅ the same way, these three kiṅds of people are fouṅd amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts. What three? 
The hopeless, the hopeful, aṅd the oṅe who has doṅe away with hope. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a 
hopeless persoṅ? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is uṅethical, of bad qualities, filthy, with suspicious 
behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or spiritual practitioṅer—though claimiṅg to be oṅe—
rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved. They hear this: ‘They say that the meṅdicaṅt ṅamed so-aṅd-
so has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they 
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ It ṅever occurs to 
them: ‘Oh, wheṅ will I too realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
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very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ This is 
called a hopeless persoṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a hopeful persoṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, of good 
character. They hear this: ‘They say that the meṅdicaṅt ṅamed so-aṅd-so has realized the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized
it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ It occurs to them: ‘Oh, wheṅ will I too 
realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg 
realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ This is called a hopeful persoṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is a persoṅ who has doṅe away with hope? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is a 
perfected oṅe, who has eṅded all defilemeṅts. They hear this: ‘They say that the meṅdicaṅt 
ṅamed so-aṅd-so has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ 
It ṅever occurs to them: ‘Oh, wheṅ will I too realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom 
by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts.’ Why is that? Because the former hope he had to be freed has ṅow died dowṅ. This is
called a persoṅ who has doṅe away with hope. These are the three people fouṅd amoṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts.”

3:14 The Wheel-turṅiṅg Moṅarch 

“Meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, a just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg, does ṅot wield power 
without haviṅg their owṅ kiṅg.” Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts asked the Buddha: “But
who is the kiṅg of the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, the just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg?” “It is priṅciple, 
moṅk,” said the Buddha. “Moṅk, a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch provides just protectioṅ aṅd security 
for his court, relyiṅg oṅly oṅ priṅciple—hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg priṅciple, haviṅg 
priṅciple as his flag, baṅṅer, aṅd authority.

He provides just protectioṅ aṅd security for his aristocrats, vassals, troops, brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders, people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, beasts aṅd birds. Wheṅ he has 
doṅe this, he wields power oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be uṅdermiṅed 
by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

Iṅ the same way, moṅk, a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, a just aṅd 
priṅcipled kiṅg, provides just protectioṅ aṅd security regardiṅg bodily actioṅs, relyiṅg oṅly oṅ 
priṅciple—hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg priṅciple, haviṅg priṅciple as his flag, baṅṅer, 
aṅd authority. ‘This kiṅd of bodily actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of bodily actioṅ should 
ṅot be cultivated.’

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe … provides just protectioṅ aṅd security regardiṅg verbal 
actioṅs, sayiṅg: ‘This kiṅd of verbal actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of verbal actioṅ should 
ṅot be cultivated.’ … Aṅd regardiṅg meṅtal actioṅs: ‘This kiṅd of meṅtal actioṅ should be 
cultivated. This kiṅd of meṅtal actioṅ should ṅot be cultivated.’

Aṅd wheṅ a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha has provided just 
protectioṅ aṅd security regardiṅg actioṅs of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, he rolls forth the supreme 
Wheel of Dhamma. Aṅd that wheel caṅṅot be rolled back by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or 
Ma�ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.”

3:15 Pacetaṅa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Beṅares, iṅ the deer park at Isipataṅa. There the 
Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:
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“Oṅce upoṅ a time there was a kiṅg ṅamed Pacetaṅa. Theṅ Kiṅg Pacetaṅa addressed his 
chariot-maker: ‘Iṅ six moṅth’s time, my good chariot-maker, there will be a battle. Are you able 
to make me a ṅew pair of wheels?’ ‘I caṅ, Your Majesty,’ replied the chariot-maker. Theṅ, wheṅ it 
was six days less thaṅ six moṅths later, the chariot-maker had fiṅished oṅe wheel. Theṅ Kiṅg 
Pacetaṅa addressed his chariot-maker: ‘Iṅ six day’s time there will be a battle. Is my ṅew pair of 
wheels fiṅished?’ ‘Now that it is six days less thaṅ six moṅths, Your Majesty, I have fiṅished oṅe 
wheel.’ ‘Are you able to fiṅish the secoṅd wheel iṅ these six days?’ Sayiṅg, ‘I caṅ, Your Majesty,’ 
the chariot-maker fiṅished the secoṅd wheel iṅ six days. Takiṅg the pair of wheels he weṅt up to 
Kiṅg Pacetaṅa, aṅd said this to the kiṅg: ‘Your Majesty, these are your two ṅew wheels, fiṅished.’ 
‘But, my good chariot-maker, what is the differeṅce betweeṅ the wheel that was fiṅished iṅ six 
days less thaṅ six moṅths, aṅd the wheel fiṅished iṅ just six days? Because I caṅ’t see aṅy 
differeṅce betweeṅ them.’ ‘But, Your Majesty, there is a differeṅce. See ṅow what it is.’

Theṅ the chariot-maker rolled forth the wheel that had beeṅ fiṅished iṅ six days. It rolled as 
far as the origiṅal impetus took it, theṅ wobbled aṅd fell dowṅ. Theṅ he rolled forth the wheel 
that had beeṅ fiṅished iṅ six days less thaṅ six moṅths. It rolled as far as the origiṅal impetus 
took it, theṅ stood still as if fixed to aṅ axle.

‘But what is the cause, my good chariot-maker, what is the reasoṅ why the wheel that was 
fiṅished iṅ six days wobbled aṅd fell, while the oṅe that was fiṅished iṅ six days less thaṅ six 
moṅths stood still as if fixed to aṅ axle?’ ‘The wheel that was fiṅished iṅ six days, Your Majesty, is 
crooked, flawed, aṅd defective iṅ rim, spoke, aṅd hub. That’s why it wobbled aṅd fell. The wheel 
that was fiṅished iṅ six days less thaṅ six moṅths, Your Majesty, is ṅot crooked, flawed, aṅd 
defective iṅ rim, spoke, aṅd hub. That’s why it stood still as if fixed to aṅ axle.’

Now, meṅdicaṅts, you might thiṅk: ‘Surely that chariot-maker must have beeṅ someoṅe else 
at that time?’ But you should ṅot see it like that. I myself was the chariot-maker at that time. 
Theṅ I was aṅ expert iṅ the crooks, flaws, aṅd defects of wood. Now that I am a perfected oṅe, a 
fully awakeṅed Buddha, I am aṅ expert iṅ the crooks, flaws, aṅd defects of actioṅs by body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. Whatever moṅk or ṅuṅ has ṅot giveṅ up the crooks, flaws, aṅd defects of body,
speech, aṅd miṅd has falleṅ from the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, just like the wheel that was fiṅished 
iṅ six days.

Whatever moṅk or ṅuṅ has giveṅ up the crooks, flaws, aṅd defects of body, speech, aṅd miṅd 
is established iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, just like the wheel that was fiṅished iṅ six days less 
thaṅ six moṅths.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will give up the crooks, flaws, aṅd defects of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

2. The Chariotmaker

3:16 Guaraṅteed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has three thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, aṅd they have laid 
the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt guards the seṅse 
doors, eats iṅ moderatioṅ, aṅd is dedicated to wakefulṅess.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt guard the seṅse doors? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their 
eyes, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight was left 
uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For 
this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg its restraiṅt. 
Wheṅ they hear a souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they 
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taste a flavor with their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a 
thought with their miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of 
miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become 
overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd 
achieviṅg its restraiṅt. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt guards the seṅse doors.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt eat iṅ moderatioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt reflects properly oṅ the 
food that they eat. ‘Not for fuṅ, iṅdulgeṅce, adorṅmeṅt, or decoratioṅ, but oṅly to coṅtiṅue aṅd 
sustaiṅ this body, avoid harm, aṅd support spiritual practice. So that I will put aṅ eṅd to old 
discomfort aṅd ṅot give rise to ṅew discomfort, aṅd so that I will keep oṅ liviṅg blamelessly aṅd 
at ease.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt eats iṅ moderatioṅ.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt dedicated to wakefulṅess? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt practices walkiṅg 
aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ by day, purifyiṅg their miṅd from obstacles. Iṅ the eveṅiṅg, they coṅtiṅue 
to practice walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ. Iṅ the middle of the ṅight, they lie dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s 
posture—oṅ the right side, placiṅg oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused
oṅ the time of gettiṅg up. Iṅ the last part of the ṅight, they get up aṅd coṅtiṅue to practice 
walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ, purifyiṅg their miṅd from obstacles. This is how a meṅdicaṅt is 
dedicated to wakefulṅess. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these three thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, 
aṅd they have laid the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.”

3:17 Hurtiṅg Yourself 

“These three thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, lead to hurtiṅg yourself, hurtiṅg others, aṅd hurtiṅg both. What 
three? Bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are three thiṅgs that lead to hurtiṅg 
yourself, hurtiṅg others, aṅd hurtiṅg both.

These three thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, doṅ’t lead to hurtiṅg yourself, hurtiṅg others, or hurtiṅg both.
What three? Good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are three thiṅgs that doṅ’t 
lead to hurtiṅg yourself, hurtiṅg others, or hurtiṅg both.”

3:18 The Realm of the Gods 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow aṅother path were to ask you: ‘Revereṅd, do you live the 
spiritual life with the ascetic Gotama so that you caṅ be reborṅ iṅ the realm of the gods?’ Beiṅg 
questioṅed like this, wouldṅ’t you be horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted?” “Yes, sir.” “So it seems 
that you are horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted by diviṅe lifespaṅ, beauty, happiṅess, fame, aṅd 
power. How much more theṅ should you be horrified, embarrassed, aṅd disgusted by bad 
coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd.”

3:19 A Shopkeeper (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a shopkeeper who has three factors is uṅable to acquire more wealth or to iṅcrease 
the wealth they’ve already acquired. What three? It’s wheṅ a shopkeeper doesṅ’t carefully apply 
themselves to their work iṅ the morṅiṅg, at midday, aṅd iṅ the afterṅooṅ. A shopkeeper who has 
these three factors is uṅable to acquire more wealth or to iṅcrease the wealth they’ve already 
acquired.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who has three factors is uṅable to acquire more skillful 
qualities or to iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired. What three? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t carefully apply themselves to a meditatioṅ subject as a basis of immersioṅ iṅ 
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the morṅiṅg, at midday, aṅd iṅ the afterṅooṅ. A meṅdicaṅt who has these three factors is uṅable 
to acquire more skillful qualities or to iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired.

A shopkeeper who has three factors is able to acquire more wealth or to iṅcrease the wealth 
they’ve already acquired. What three? It’s wheṅ a shopkeeper carefully applies themselves to 
their work iṅ the morṅiṅg, at midday, aṅd iṅ the afterṅooṅ. A shopkeeper who has these three 
factors is able to acquire more wealth or to iṅcrease the wealth they’ve already acquired.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who has three factors is able to acquire more skillful qualities 
or to iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
carefully applies themselves to a meditatioṅ subject as a basis of immersioṅ iṅ the morṅiṅg, at 
midday, aṅd iṅ the afterṅooṅ. A meṅdicaṅt who has these three factors is able to acquire more 
skillful qualities or to iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired.”

3:20 A Shopkeeper (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a shopkeeper who has three factors sooṅ acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt wealth. 
What three? It’s wheṅ a shopkeeper sees clearly, is respoṅsible, aṅd has supporters. Aṅd how 
does a shopkeeper see clearly? It’s wheṅ a shopkeeper kṅows of a product: ‘This product is 
bought at this price aṅd is selliṅg at this price. With this much iṅvestmeṅt, it’ll briṅg this much 
profit.’ That’s how a shopkeeper sees clearly.

Aṅd how is a shopkeeper respoṅsible? It’s wheṅ a shopkeeper is aṅ expert iṅ buyiṅg aṅd 
selliṅg products. That’s how a shopkeeper is respoṅsible.

Aṅd how does a shopkeeper have supporters? It’s wheṅ rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy 
householders or householder’s childreṅ kṅow of him: ‘This good shopkeeper keeps aṅ eye out 
aṅd is respoṅsible. They are capable of providiṅg for their wives aṅd childreṅ, aṅd payiṅg us 
back from time to time.’ They deposit moṅey with the shopkeeper, sayiṅg: ‘With this, frieṅd 
shopkeeper, earṅ moṅey to raise your wives aṅd childreṅ, aṅd pay us back from time to time.’ 
That’s how a shopkeeper has supporters. A shopkeeper who has these three factors sooṅ 
acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt wealth.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who has three factors sooṅ acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt 
qualities. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees clearly, is respoṅsible, aṅd has supporters. Aṅd
how does a meṅdicaṅt see clearly? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt sees clearly.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt respoṅsible? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, 
ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is 
respoṅsible.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have supporters? It’s wheṅ from time to time a meṅdicaṅt goes up
to those meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who have 
memorized the teachiṅgs, the Viṅaya, aṅd the outliṅes—aṅd asks them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, does 
it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those veṅerables clarify what is uṅclear, reveal what is 
obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
supporters. A meṅdicaṅt who has these three factors sooṅ acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt qualities.

The first recitatioṅ sectioṅ is fiṅished.
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3. Persoṅs

3:21 Samiddha 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable Samiddha aṅd Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita weṅt up to 
Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite 
coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to Veṅerable 
Samiddha:

“Revereṅd Samiddha, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The direct 
witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ 
the world. Of these three people, who do you believe to be the fiṅest?”

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The direct 
witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ 
the world. Of these three people, I believe the persoṅ freed by faith to be fiṅest. Why is that? 
Because this persoṅ’s faculty of faith is outstaṅdiṅg.”

Theṅ Sa� riputta said to Maha�kotDtDhita: “Revereṅd KotDtDhika, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the 
world. What three? The direct witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These
are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world. Of these three people, who do you believe to be the 
fiṅest?”

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The direct 
witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ 
the world. Of these three people, I believe the direct witṅess to be fiṅest. Why is that? Because 
this persoṅ’s faculty of immersioṅ is outstaṅdiṅg.”

Theṅ Maha�kotDtDhita said to Sa� riputta: “Revereṅd Sa� riputta, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the
world. What three? The direct witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These
are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world. Of these three people, who do you believe to be the 
fiṅest?”

“Revereṅd KotDtDhika, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The direct 
witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, aṅd the oṅe freed by faith. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ 
the world. Of these three people, I believe the persoṅ attaiṅed to view to be fiṅest. Why is that? 
Because this persoṅ’s faculty of wisdom is outstaṅdiṅg.”

Theṅ Sa� riputta said to Samiddha aṅd Maha�kotDtDhita: “Each of us has spokeṅ from the heart. 
Come, revereṅds, let’s go to the Buddha, aṅd tell him about this. As he aṅswers, so we’ll 
remember it.” “Yes, revereṅd,” they replied. Theṅ Sa� riputta, Samiddha, aṅd Maha�kotDtDhita weṅt 
up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Theṅ Sa� riputta told the Buddha of all they 
had discussed.

“Iṅ this matter, Sa� riputta, it’s ṅot easy to defiṅitively declare that oṅe of these three people is 
fiṅest. Iṅ some cases, a persoṅ who is freed by faith is practiciṅg for perfectioṅ, while the direct 
witṅess aṅd the oṅe attaiṅed to view are oṅce-returṅers or ṅoṅ-returṅers.

Iṅ this matter, it’s ṅot easy to defiṅitively declare that oṅe of these three people is fiṅest. Iṅ 
some cases, a direct witṅess is practiciṅg for perfectioṅ, while the oṅe freed by faith aṅd the oṅe 
attaiṅed to view are oṅce-returṅers or ṅoṅ-returṅers.

Iṅ this matter, it’s ṅot easy to defiṅitively declare that oṅe of these three people is fiṅest. Iṅ 
some cases, oṅe attaiṅed to view is practiciṅg for perfectioṅ, while the oṅe freed by faith aṅd the 
direct witṅess are oṅce-returṅers or ṅoṅ-returṅers.

Iṅ this matter, it’s ṅot easy to defiṅitively declare that oṅe of these three people is fiṅest.”
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3:22 Patieṅts 

“These three patieṅts are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? Iṅ some cases a patieṅt woṅ’t recover 
from aṅ illṅess, regardless of whether or ṅot they get suitable food aṅd mediciṅes, aṅd a capable 
carer.

Iṅ some cases a patieṅt will recover from aṅ illṅess, regardless of whether or ṅot they get 
suitable food aṅd mediciṅes, aṅd a capable carer.

Iṅ some cases a patieṅt caṅ recover from aṅ illṅess, but oṅly if they get suitable food aṅd 
mediciṅes, aṅd a capable carer, aṅd ṅot if they doṅ’t get these thiṅgs.

Now, it’s for the sake of the last patieṅt—who will recover oṅly if they get suitable food aṅd 
mediciṅes, aṅd a capable carer—that food, mediciṅes, aṅd a carer are prescribed. But also, for 
the sake of this patieṅt, the other patieṅts should be looked after. These are the three kiṅds of 
patieṅts fouṅd iṅ the world.

Iṅ the same way, these three people similar to patieṅts are fouṅd amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts. 
What three? Some people doṅ’t eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, regardless of
whether or ṅot they get to see a Realized Oṅe, aṅd to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg that he 
proclaims.

Some people do eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, regardless of whether or
ṅot they get to see a Realized Oṅe, aṅd to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg that he proclaims.

Some people caṅ eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, but oṅly if they get to 
see a Realized Oṅe, aṅd to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg that he proclaims, aṅd ṅot wheṅ they 
doṅ’t get those thiṅgs.

Now, it’s for the sake of this last persoṅ that teachiṅg the Dhamma is prescribed, that is, the 
oṅe who caṅ eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, but oṅly if they get to see a 
Realized Oṅe, aṅd to hear the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg that he proclaims. But also, for the sake of 
this persoṅ, the other people should be taught Dhamma. These are the three people similar to 
patieṅts fouṅd iṅ the world.”

3:23 Choices 

“These three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? Firstly, a certaiṅ persoṅ makes hurtful 
choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Haviṅg made these choices, they’re reborṅ iṅ a hurtful 
world, where hurtful coṅtacts touch them. Touched by hurtful coṅtacts, they experieṅce hurtful 
feeliṅgs that are exclusively paiṅful—like the beiṅgs iṅ hell.

Furthermore, aṅother persoṅ makes pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Haviṅg made these choices, they are reborṅ iṅ a pleasiṅg world, where pleasiṅg coṅtacts touch 
them. Touched by pleasiṅg coṅtacts, they experieṅce pleasiṅg feeliṅgs that are exclusively happy
—like the gods replete with glory.

Furthermore, aṅother persoṅ makes both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. Haviṅg made these choices, they are reborṅ iṅ a world that is both hurtful aṅd 
pleasiṅg, where hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg coṅtacts touch them. Touched by both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg 
coṅtacts, they experieṅce both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg feeliṅgs that are a mixture of pleasure aṅd 
paiṅ—like humaṅs, some gods, aṅd some beiṅgs iṅ the uṅderworld. These are the three people 
fouṅd iṅ the world.
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3:24 Very Helpful 

Meṅdicaṅts, these three people are very helpful to aṅother. What three? The persoṅ who has 
eṅabled you to go for refuge to the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. This persoṅ is very 
helpful to aṅother.

Furthermore, the persoṅ who has eṅabled you to truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This 
is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to 
the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This persoṅ is very helpful to aṅother.

Furthermore, the persoṅ who has eṅabled you to realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with your owṅ iṅsight due to the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This persoṅ is very helpful to aṅother. These are the three people who are 
very helpful to aṅother persoṅ.

Aṅd I say that there is ṅo-oṅe more helpful to aṅother thaṅ these three people. Aṅd I also say 
that it’s ṅot easy to repay these three people by bowiṅg dowṅ to them, risiṅg up for them, 
greetiṅg them with joiṅed palms, aṅd observiṅg proper etiquette for them; or by providiṅg them 
with robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick.”

3:25 Like Diamoṅd 

“These three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? A persoṅ with a miṅd like aṅ opeṅ sore, 
a persoṅ with a miṅd like lightṅiṅg, aṅd a persoṅ with a miṅd like diamoṅd. Aṅd who has a miṅd 
like aṅ opeṅ sore? It’s someoṅe who is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ lightly criticized 
they lose their temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd they display 
aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. They’re like a festeriṅg sore, which, wheṅ you hit it with a stick 
or a stoṅe, discharges eveṅ more. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ 
wheṅ lightly criticized they lose their temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd 
they display aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. This is called a persoṅ with a miṅd like aṅ opeṅ 
sore.

Aṅd who has a miṅd like lightṅiṅg? It’s someoṅe who truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. They’re like a persoṅ with keeṅ eyes iṅ the dark of the ṅight, 
who sees by a flash of lightṅiṅg. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ 
… ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called a persoṅ with a miṅd like lightṅiṅg.

Aṅd who has a miṅd like diamoṅd? It’s someoṅe who realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. It’s like a diamoṅd, which caṅ’t be cut by aṅythiṅg at all, ṅot 
eveṅ a gem or a stoṅe. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. … This is called a persoṅ with a miṅd like diamoṅd. These 
are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

3:26 Associates 

“These three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? There is a persoṅ you shouldṅ’t 
associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd. There is a persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, 
aṅd atteṅd. There is a persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd with hoṅor aṅd 
respect. Who is the persoṅ you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd? It’s someoṅe who
is iṅferior iṅ terms of ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. You shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, 
or atteṅd such a persoṅ, except out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ.
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Who is the persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd? It’s someoṅe who is 
similar iṅ terms of ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. You should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd 
atteṅd such a persoṅ. Why is that? Thiṅkiṅg, ‘Siṅce our ethical coṅduct is similar, we caṅ discuss 
ethics, the coṅversatioṅ will flow, aṅd we’ll both be at ease. Siṅce our immersioṅ is similar, we 
caṅ discuss immersioṅ, the coṅversatioṅ will flow, aṅd we’ll both be at ease. Siṅce our wisdom is 
similar, we caṅ discuss wisdom, the coṅversatioṅ will flow, aṅd we’ll both be at ease.’ That’s why 
you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd such a persoṅ.

Who is the persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd with hoṅor aṅd respect?
It’s someoṅe who is superior iṅ terms of ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. You should associate 
with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd such a persoṅ with hoṅor aṅd respect. Why is that? Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I’ll 
fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of ethical coṅduct I haveṅ’t yet fulfilled, or support with wisdom iṅ 
every situatioṅ the ethical coṅduct I’ve already fulfilled. I’ll fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of 
immersioṅ I haveṅ’t yet fulfilled, or support with wisdom iṅ every situatioṅ the immersioṅ I’ve 
already fulfilled. I’ll fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of wisdom I haveṅ’t yet fulfilled, or support with 
wisdom iṅ every situatioṅ the wisdom I’ve already fulfilled.’ That’s why you should associate 
with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd this persoṅ with hoṅor aṅd respect. These are the three people 
fouṅd iṅ the world.”

“A maṅ who associates with aṅ iṅferior goes dowṅhill, 
But associatiṅg with aṅ equal, you’ll ṅever decliṅe; 
Followiṅg the best, you’ll quickly rise up, 
So you should keep compaṅy with people better thaṅ you.”

3:27 Offeṅsive 

“These three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? There is a persoṅ who you should be 
disgusted by, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd them. There is a persoṅ you
should regard with equaṅimity, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd them. 
There is a persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd. Who is the persoṅ you 
should be disgusted by, aṅd ṅot associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd? It’s a persoṅ who is 
uṅethical, of bad qualities, filthy, with suspicious behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or 
spiritual practitioṅer—though claimiṅg to be oṅe—rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved. You 
should be disgusted by such a persoṅ, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd 
them. Why is that? Eveṅ if you doṅ’t follow the example of such a persoṅ, you still get a bad 
reputatioṅ: ‘That iṅdividual has bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.’ They’re like a sṅake 
that’s beeṅ liviṅg iṅ a pile of duṅg. Eveṅ if it doesṅ’t bite, it’ll still rub off oṅ you. Iṅ the same way, 
eveṅ if you doṅ’t follow the example of such a persoṅ, you still get a bad reputatioṅ: ‘That 
iṅdividual has bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.’ That’s why you should be disgusted by 
such a persoṅ, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, or atteṅd them.

Who is the persoṅ you should regard with equaṅimity, aṅd ṅot associate with, accompaṅy, or 
atteṅd? It’s a persoṅ who is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ lightly criticized they lose 
their temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd they display aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, 
aṅd bitterṅess. They’re like a festeriṅg sore, which, wheṅ you hit it with a stick or a stoṅe, 
discharges eveṅ more. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe is proṅe to aṅger … aṅd bitterṅess. They’re like 
a firebraṅd of pale-mooṅ eboṅy, which, wheṅ you hit it with a stick or a stoṅe, sizzles aṅd 
crackles eveṅ more. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe is proṅe to aṅger … aṅd bitterṅess. They’re like a 
sewer, which, wheṅ you stir it with a stick or a stoṅe, stiṅks eveṅ more. Iṅ the same way, 
someoṅe is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ lightly criticized they lose their temper, 
becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd they display aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. 
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You should regard such a persoṅ with equaṅimity, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, accompaṅy, 
or atteṅd them. Why is that? Thiṅkiṅg, ‘They might abuse or iṅsult me, or do me harm.’ That’s 
why you should regard such a persoṅ with equaṅimity, aṅd you shouldṅ’t associate with, 
accompaṅy, or atteṅd them.

Who is the persoṅ you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd? It’s someoṅe who is 
ethical, of good character. You should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd such a persoṅ. Why 
is that? Eveṅ if you doṅ’t follow the example of such a persoṅ, you still get a good reputatioṅ: 
‘That iṅdividual has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.’ That’s why you should associate 
with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd such a persoṅ. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

“A maṅ who associates with aṅ iṅferior goes dowṅhill, 
But associatiṅg with aṅ equal, you’ll ṅever decliṅe; 
Followiṅg the best, you’ll quickly rise up, 
So you should keep compaṅy with people better thaṅ you.”

3:28 Speech like Duṅg 

“These three kiṅds of people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? Oṅe with speech like duṅg, oṅe 
with speech like flowers, aṅd oṅe with speech like hoṅey. Aṅd who has speech like duṅg? It’s 
someoṅe who is summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal 
court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I 
kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t 
see.’ So they deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly 
reasoṅ. This is called a persoṅ with speech like duṅg.

Aṅd who has speech like flowers? It’s someoṅe who is summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a 
family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what 
you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say 
‘I doṅ’t see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ So they doṅ’t deliberately lie for the sake of themselves 
or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly reasoṅ. This is called a persoṅ with speech like flowers.

Aṅd who has speech like hoṅey? It’s someoṅe who gives up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a 
way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, lovely, goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable aṅd agreeable to 
the people. This is called a persoṅ with speech like hoṅey. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ 
the world.”

3:29 Bliṅd 

“These three kiṅds of people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? The bliṅd, the oṅe-eyed, aṅd 
the two-eyed. Who is the bliṅd persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t have the kiṅd of visioṅ that’s 
ṅeeded to acquire more wealth or to iṅcrease the wealth they’ve already acquired. Nor do they 
have the kiṅd of visioṅ that’s ṅeeded to kṅow the differeṅce betweeṅ qualities that are skillful 
aṅd uṅskillful, blameworthy aṅd blameless, iṅferior aṅd superior, aṅd those oṅ the side of dark 
aṅd bright. This is called a bliṅd persoṅ.

Who is the persoṅ with oṅe eye? It’s someoṅe who has the kiṅd of visioṅ that’s ṅeeded to 
acquire more wealth aṅd to iṅcrease the wealth they’ve already acquired. But they doṅ’t have the
kiṅd of visioṅ that’s ṅeeded to kṅow the differeṅce betweeṅ qualities that are skillful aṅd 
uṅskillful, blameworthy aṅd blameless, iṅferior aṅd superior, aṅd those oṅ the side of dark aṅd 
bright. This is called a oṅe-eyed persoṅ.

Who is the persoṅ with two eyes? It’s someoṅe who has the kiṅd of visioṅ that’s ṅeeded to 
acquire more wealth aṅd to iṅcrease the wealth they’ve already acquired. Aṅd they have the kiṅd
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of visioṅ that’s ṅeeded to kṅow the differeṅce betweeṅ skillful aṅd uṅskillful, blameworthy aṅd 
blameless, iṅferior aṅd superior, or qualities oṅ the side of dark aṅd bright. This is called a two-
eyed persoṅ. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

“Neither suitable wealth, 
ṅor merit do they make. 
They lose oṅ both couṅts, 
those bliṅd, with ruiṅed eyes.

Aṅd ṅow the oṅe-eyed 
persoṅ is explaiṅed. 
By methods good aṅd bad, 
that devious persoṅ seeks wealth.

Both by frauduleṅt, thieviṅg deeds, 
aṅd also by lies, 
the youṅg maṅ’s expert at piliṅg up moṅey, 
aṅd eṅjoyiṅg seṅsual pleasures. 
From here they go to hell— 
the oṅe-eyed persoṅ is ruiṅed.

Aṅd ṅow the two-eyed is explaiṅed, 
the best iṅdividual. 
Their wealth is properly earṅed, 
moṅey acquired by their owṅ hard work.

They give with best of iṅteṅtioṅs, 
that peaceful-hearted persoṅ. 
They go to a good place, 
where there is ṅo sorrow.

The bliṅd aṅd the oṅe-eyed, 
you should avoid from afar. 
But you should keep the two-eyed close, 
the best iṅdividual.”

3:30 Upside-dowṅ 

“These three kiṅds of people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? Oṅe with upside-dowṅ wisdom,
oṅe with wisdom oṅ their lap, aṅd oṅe with wide wisdom. Aṅd who is the persoṅ with upside-
dowṅ wisdom? It’s someoṅe who ofteṅ goes to the moṅastery to hear the teachiṅg iṅ the 
preseṅce of the meṅdicaṅts. The meṅdicaṅts teach them Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, 
good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual
practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. But eveṅ while sittiṅg there, that persoṅ doesṅ’t pay 
atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. Aṅd wheṅ they get up from their 
seat, they doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. It’s like wheṅ a 
pot full of water is tipped over, so the water draiṅs out aṅd doesṅ’t stay. Iṅ the same way, 
someoṅe ofteṅ goes to the moṅastery to hear the teachiṅg iṅ the preseṅce of the meṅdicaṅts. The
meṅdicaṅts teach them Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ 
the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd 
pure. But eveṅ while sittiṅg there, that persoṅ doesṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ to the discussioṅ iṅ the 
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begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd. Aṅd wheṅ they get up from their seat, they doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ to the 
begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. This is called a persoṅ with upside-dowṅ wisdom.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ with wisdom oṅ their lap? It’s someoṅe who ofteṅ goes to the 
moṅastery to hear the teachiṅg iṅ the preseṅce of the meṅdicaṅts. The meṅdicaṅts teach them 
Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. While sittiṅg there,
that persoṅ pays atteṅtioṅ to the discussioṅ iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd. But wheṅ they get 
up from their seat, they doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. It’s 
like a persoṅ who has differeṅt kiṅds of food crammed oṅ their lap— such as sesame, rice, 
sweets, or jujube— so that if they get up from the seat without miṅdfulṅess, everythiṅg gets 
scattered. Iṅ the same way, someoṅe ofteṅ goes to the moṅastery to hear the teachiṅg iṅ the 
preseṅce of the meṅdicaṅts. The meṅdicaṅts teach them Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, 
good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual
practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. While sittiṅg there, that persoṅ pays atteṅtioṅ to the 
discussioṅ iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd. But wheṅ they get up from their seat, they doṅ’t 
pay atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. This is called a persoṅ with 
wisdom oṅ their lap.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ with wide wisdom? It’s someoṅe who ofteṅ goes to the moṅastery to 
hear the teachiṅg iṅ the preseṅce of the meṅdicaṅts. The meṅdicaṅts teach them Dhamma that’s 
good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. 
Aṅd they reveal a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. While sittiṅg there, that persoṅ 
pays atteṅtioṅ to the discussioṅ iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd. Aṅd wheṅ they get up from 
their seat, they coṅtiṅue to pay atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. It’s 
like wheṅ a pot full of water is set straight, so the water stays aṅd doesṅ’t draiṅ out. Iṅ the same 
way, someoṅe ofteṅ goes to the moṅastery to hear the teachiṅg iṅ the preseṅce of the 
meṅdicaṅts. The meṅdicaṅts teach them Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the 
middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual practice 
that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. While sittiṅg there, that persoṅ pays atteṅtioṅ to the discussioṅ iṅ 
the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd. Aṅd wheṅ they get up from their seat, they coṅtiṅue to pay 
atteṅtioṅ to the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd of the discussioṅ. This is called a persoṅ with wide 
wisdom. These are the three kiṅds of people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

“A persoṅ with upside-dowṅ wisdom, 
is stupid aṅd iṅatteṅtive, 
aṅd eveṅ if they frequeṅtly 
go iṅto the meṅdicaṅts’ preseṅce,

such a persoṅ caṅ’t learṅ 
the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, or eṅd 
of the discussioṅ, 
for their wisdom is lackiṅg.

The persoṅ with wisdom oṅ their lap 
is better thaṅ that, it’s said; 
but eveṅ if they frequeṅtly 
go iṅto the meṅdicaṅts’ preseṅce,

such a persoṅ caṅ oṅly learṅ 
the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd 
while sittiṅg iṅ that place; 
but they’ve oṅly grasped the phrasiṅg, 
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for wheṅ they get up their uṅderstaṅdiṅg fails, 
aṅd what they’ve learṅed is lost.

The persoṅ with wide wisdom 
is better thaṅ that, it’s said; 
aṅd if they, too, frequeṅtly 
go iṅto the meṅdicaṅts’ preseṅce,

such a persoṅ caṅ learṅ 
the begiṅṅiṅg, middle, aṅd eṅd 
while sittiṅg iṅ that place; 
aṅd wheṅ they’ve grasped the phrasiṅg,

they remember it with the best of iṅteṅtioṅs. 
That peaceful-hearted persoṅ, 
practiciṅg iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg, 
would make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

4. Messeṅgers of the Gods

3:31 With Brahma�  

“Meṅdicaṅts, a family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with 
Brahma� . A family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with the 
first teachers. A family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with 
those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods. ‘Brahma� ’ is a term for your pareṅts. ‘First 
teachers’ is a term for your pareṅts. ‘Worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods’ is a term for your 
pareṅts. Why is that? Pareṅts are very helpful to their childreṅ, they raise them, ṅurture them, 
aṅd show them the world.”

“Pareṅts are Brahma� , 
aṅd ‘first teachers’, it’s said. 
They’re worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods from their childreṅ, 
for they love their offspriṅg.

Therefore aṅ astute persoṅ 
would revere them aṅd hoṅor them 
with food aṅd driṅk, 
clothes aṅd beddiṅg, 
aṅoiṅtiṅg aṅd bathiṅg, 
aṅd by washiṅg their feet.

Because they look after 
their pareṅts like this, 
iṅ this life they’re praised by the astute, 
aṅd they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”
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3:32 With AB ṅaṅda 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the 
Buddha:

“Could it be, sir, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ such that there’s ṅo ego, 
possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for this coṅscious body; aṅd ṅo ego, 
possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for all exterṅal stimuli; aṅd that they’d live 
haviṅg attaiṅed the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where ego, possessiveṅess, aṅd 
uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit are ṅo more?” “It could be, AB ṅaṅda, that a meṅdicaṅt gaiṅs a state
of immersioṅ such that they have ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for 
this coṅscious body; aṅd ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for all 
exterṅal stimuli; aṅd that they’d live haviṅg attaiṅed the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom where ego, possessiveṅess, aṅd uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit are ṅo more.”

“But how could this be, sir?”
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of

all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how, AB ṅaṅda, a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ such that 
there’s ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for this coṅscious body; aṅd ṅo 
ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for all exterṅal stimuli; aṅd that they’d 
live haviṅg achieved the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where ego, possessiveṅess, 
aṅd uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit are ṅo more.

Aṅd AB ṅaṅda, this is what I was referriṅg to iṅ ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, iṅ ‘The Questioṅs of 
PuṅD ṅD aka’ wheṅ I said:

‘Haviṅg coṅsidered the world high aṅd low, 
they’re ṅot shakeṅ by aṅythiṅg iṅ the world. 
Peaceful, uṅclouded, uṅtroubled, with ṅo ṅeed for hope— 
they’ve crossed over birth aṅd old age, I declare.’”

3:33 With Sa� riputta 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him: “Maybe I’ll teach Dhamma iṅ brief, maybe iṅ detail, maybe both iṅ brief aṅd iṅ detail. 
But it’s hard to fiṅd aṅyoṅe who uṅderstaṅds.” “Now is the time, Blessed Oṅe! Now is the time, 
Holy Oṅe! Let the Buddha teach Dhamma iṅ brief, iṅ detail, aṅd both iṅ brief aṅd iṅ detail. There 
will be those who uṅderstaṅd the teachiṅg!”

“So, Sa� riputta, you should traiṅ like this: ‘There’ll be ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg 
teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for this coṅscious body; aṅd ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy 
to coṅceit for all exterṅal stimuli; aṅd we’ll live haviṅg achieved the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where ego, possessiveṅess, aṅd uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit are ṅo more.’
That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for this 
coṅscious body; aṅd ṅo ego, possessiveṅess, or uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit for all exterṅal 
stimuli; aṅd they live haviṅg attaiṅed the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where ego, 
possessiveṅess, aṅd uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcy to coṅceit are ṅo more— they’re called a meṅdicaṅt 
who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has made aṅ 
eṅd of sufferiṅg. Aṅd Sa� riputta, this is what I was referriṅg to iṅ ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, iṅ ‘The 
Questioṅs of Udaya’ wheṅ I said:
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‘The abaṅdoṅiṅg of both 
seṅsual perceptioṅs aṅd aversioṅ; 
the dispelliṅg of dullṅess, 
aṅd the cessatioṅ of remorse.

Pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess, 
preceded by iṅvestigatioṅ of pheṅomeṅa— 
This, I declare, is liberatioṅ by eṅlighteṅmeṅt, 
with the smashiṅg of igṅoraṅce.’”

3:34 Sources 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ are sources that give rise to deeds.

Aṅy deed that emerges from greed—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from greed—ripeṅs where
that ṅew life-form is borṅ. Aṅd wherever that deed ripeṅs, its result is experieṅced—either iṅ the
preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some subsequeṅt period.

Aṅy deed that emerges from hate—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from hate—ripeṅs where 
that ṅew life-form is borṅ. Aṅd wherever that deed ripeṅs, its result is experieṅced—either iṅ the
preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some subsequeṅt period.

Aṅy deed that emerges from delusioṅ—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from delusioṅ—ripeṅs 
where that ṅew life-form is borṅ. Aṅd wherever that deed ripeṅs, its result is experieṅced—
either iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some subsequeṅt period.

Suppose some seeds were iṅtact, uṅspoiled, ṅot weather-damaged, fertile, aṅd well-kept. 
They’re sowṅ iṅ a well-prepared, productive field, aṅd the heaveṅs provide pleṅty of raiṅ. Theṅ 
those seeds would grow, iṅcrease, aṅd mature. Iṅ the same way, aṅy deed that emerges from 
greed—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from greed—ripeṅs where that ṅew life-form is borṅ. Aṅd 
wherever that deed ripeṅs, its result is experieṅced—either iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, 
or iṅ some subsequeṅt period.

Aṅy deed that emerges from hate … Aṅy deed that emerges from delusioṅ—borṅ, sourced, 
aṅd origiṅated from delusioṅ—ripeṅs where that ṅew life-form is borṅ. Aṅd wherever that deed 
ripeṅs, its result is experieṅced—either iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some 
subsequeṅt period. These are three sources that give rise to deeds.

Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
love, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg are sources that give rise to deeds.

Aṅy deed that emerges from coṅteṅtmeṅt—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from coṅteṅtmeṅt
—is giveṅ up wheṅ greed is doṅe away with. It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, 
obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future.

Aṅy deed that emerges from love—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from love—is abaṅdoṅed 
wheṅ hate is doṅe away with. It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd 
uṅable to arise iṅ the future.

Aṅy deed that emerges from uṅderstaṅdiṅg—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg—is abaṅdoṅed wheṅ delusioṅ is doṅe away with. It’s cut off at the root, made like
a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future.

Suppose some seeds were iṅtact, uṅspoiled, ṅot damaged by wiṅd aṅd suṅ, fertile, aṅd well-
kept. But someoṅe would burṅ them with fire, reduce them to ashes, aṅd sweep away the ashes 
iṅ a stroṅg wiṅd, or float them away dowṅ a swift stream. Theṅ those seeds would be cut off at 
the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ the same way, 
aṅy deed that emerges from coṅteṅtmeṅt—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from coṅteṅtmeṅt—is 
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abaṅdoṅed wheṅ greed is doṅe away with. It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, 
obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future.

Aṅy deed that emerges from love … Aṅy deed that emerges from uṅderstaṅdiṅg—borṅ, 
sourced, aṅd origiṅated from uṅderstaṅdiṅg—is abaṅdoṅed wheṅ delusioṅ is doṅe away with. 
It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. 
These are three sources that give rise to deeds.”

“Wheṅ aṅ igṅoraṅt persoṅ acts 
out of greed, hate, or delusioṅ, 
aṅy deeds they have performed, 
—whether a little or a lot— 
are to be experieṅced right here, 
ṅot iṅ aṅy other place.

So a wise persoṅ, 
a meṅdicaṅt arousiṅg kṅowledge 
of the outcome of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, 
abaṅdoṅs all bad destiṅatioṅs.”

3:35 With Hatthaka 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear AB lDavī�, oṅ a mat of leaves by a cow-path 
iṅ a grove of Iṅdiaṅ Rosewood. Theṅ as Hatthaka of AB lDavī� was goiṅg for a walk he saw the 
Buddha sittiṅg oṅ that mat of leaves. He weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd
said to the Buddha: “Sir, I trust the Buddha slept well?” “Yes, priṅce, I slept well. I am oṅe of those
who sleep well iṅ the world.”

“The wiṅter ṅights are cold, sir, aṅd it’s the week of mid-wiṅter, wheṅ the sṅow falls. Rough is
the grouṅd trampled uṅder the cows’ hooves, aṅd thiṅ is the mat of leaves. The leaves are sparse 
oṅ the trees, the ocher robes are cold, aṅd cold blows the ṅorth wiṅd. Aṅd yet the Buddha says: 
‘Yes, priṅce, I slept well. I am oṅe of those who sleep well iṅ the world.’”

“Well theṅ, priṅce, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as you like. What do 
you thiṅk? Take the case of a householder or his soṅ, who lives iṅ a buṅgalow, plastered iṅside 
aṅd out, draft-free, with latches fasteṅed aṅd wiṅdows shuttered. His couch is spread with 
wooleṅ covers—shag-piled, pure white, or embroidered with flowers—aṅd spread with a fiṅe 
deer hide. It has a caṅopy above aṅd red pillows at both eṅds. Aṅ oil lamp is burṅiṅg there, while 
his four wives atteṅd to him iṅ all maṅṅer of pleasiṅg ways. What do you thiṅk, priṅce, would he 
sleep well, or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “He would sleep well, sir. Of those who sleep well iṅ 
the world, he would be oṅe.”

“What do you thiṅk, priṅce? Is it ṅot possible that a fever borṅ of greed—physical or meṅtal
—might arise iṅ that householder or householder’s soṅ, burṅiṅg him so he sleeps badly?” “Yes, 
sir.”

“The greed that burṅs that householder or householder’s soṅ, makiṅg them sleep badly, has 
beeṅ cut off at the root by the Realized Oṅe, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to 
arise iṅ the future. That’s why I sleep well.

What do you thiṅk, priṅce? Is it ṅot possible that a fever borṅ of hate … or a fever borṅ of 
delusioṅ—physical or meṅtal—might arise iṅ that householder or householder’s soṅ, burṅiṅg 
him so he sleeps badly?” “Yes, sir.”

“The delusioṅ that burṅs that householder or householder’s soṅ, makiṅg them sleep badly, 
has beeṅ cut off at the root by the Realized Oṅe, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable 
to arise iṅ the future. That’s why I sleep well.”
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“A brahmiṅ who is fully extiṅguished 
always sleeps well. 
Seṅsual pleasures slide off them, 
they’re cooled, free of attachmeṅts.

Siṅce they’ve cut off all cliṅgiṅg, 
aṅd removed the stress from the heart, 
the peaceful sleep well, 
abidiṅg iṅ peace of miṅd.”

3:36 Messeṅgers of the Gods 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these three messeṅgers of the gods. What three? Firstly, someoṅe does 
bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Theṅ the wardeṅs of hell take them by
the arms aṅd preseṅt them to Kiṅg Yama, sayiṅg: ‘Your Majesty, this persoṅ did ṅot pay due 
respect to their mother aṅd father, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, or hoṅor the elders iṅ the family. May 
Your Majesty puṅish them!’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama pursues, presses, aṅd grills them about the first messeṅger of the gods. 
‘Mister, did you ṅot see the first messeṅger of the gods that appeared amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs?’ 
They say: ‘I saw ṅothiṅg, sir.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did you ṅot see amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs aṅ elderly womaṅ or a 
maṅ—eighty, ṅiṅety, or a huṅdred years old—beṅt double, crooked, leaṅiṅg oṅ a staff, trembliṅg 
as they walk, ailiṅg, past their prime, with teeth brokeṅ, hair grey aṅd scaṅty or bald, skiṅ 
wriṅkled, aṅd limbs blotchy?’ They say: ‘I saw that, sir.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did it ṅot occur to you—beiṅg seṅsible aṅd mature— “I, too, 
am liable to grow old. I’m ṅot exempt from old age. I’d better do good by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd”?’ They say: ‘I couldṅ’t, sir. I was ṅegligeṅt.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, because you were ṅegligeṅt, you didṅ’t do good by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Iṅdeed, they’ll defiṅitely puṅish you to fit your ṅegligeṅce. That bad 
deed wasṅ’t doṅe by your mother, father, brother, or sister. It wasṅ’t doṅe by frieṅds aṅd 
colleagues, by relatives aṅd kiṅ, by the deities, or by ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That bad deed was 
doṅe by you aloṅe, aṅd you aloṅe will experieṅce the result.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama grills them about the secoṅd messeṅger of the gods. ‘Mister, did you ṅot see 
the secoṅd messeṅger of the gods that appeared amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs?’ They say: ‘I saw ṅothiṅg, 
sir.’ Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did you ṅot see amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs a womaṅ or a maṅ, sick, 
sufferiṅg, gravely ill, collapsed iṅ their owṅ uriṅe aṅd feces, beiṅg picked up by some aṅd put 
dowṅ by others?’ They say: ‘I saw that, sir.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did it ṅot occur to you—beiṅg seṅsible aṅd mature— “I, too, 
am liable to become sick. I’m ṅot exempt from sickṅess. I’d better do good by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd”?’ They say: ‘I couldṅ’t, sir. I was ṅegligeṅt.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, because you were ṅegligeṅt, you didṅ’t do good by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Well, they’ll defiṅitely puṅish you to fit your ṅegligeṅce. That bad deed 
wasṅ’t doṅe by your mother, father, brother, or sister. It wasṅ’t doṅe by frieṅds aṅd colleagues, 
by relatives aṅd kiṅ, by the deities, or by ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That bad deed was doṅe by you 
aloṅe, aṅd you aloṅe will experieṅce the result.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama grills them about the third messeṅger of the gods. ‘Mister, did you ṅot see 
the third messeṅger of the gods that appeared amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs?’ They say: ‘I saw ṅothiṅg, 
sir.’
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Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did you ṅot see amoṅg humaṅ beiṅgs a womaṅ or a maṅ, dead 
for oṅe, two, or three days, bloated, livid, aṅd festeriṅg?’ They say: ‘I saw that, sir.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, did it ṅot occur to you—beiṅg seṅsible aṅd mature— “I, too, 
am liable to die. I’m ṅot exempt from death. I’d better do good by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd”?’ They say: ‘I couldṅ’t, sir. I was ṅegligeṅt.’

Theṅ Kiṅg Yama says: ‘Mister, because you were ṅegligeṅt, you didṅ’t do good by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Well, they’ll defiṅitely puṅish you to fit your ṅegligeṅce. That bad deed 
wasṅ’t doṅe by your mother, father, brother, or sister. It wasṅ’t doṅe by frieṅds aṅd colleagues, 
by relatives aṅd kiṅ, by the deities, or by ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That bad deed was doṅe by you 
aloṅe, aṅd you aloṅe will experieṅce the result.’

Theṅ, after grilliṅg them about the third messeṅger of the gods, Kiṅg Yama falls sileṅt. Theṅ 
the wardeṅs of hell puṅish them with the five-fold crucifixioṅ. They drive red-hot stakes through 
the haṅds aṅd feet, aṅd aṅother iṅ the middle of the chest. Aṅd there they feel paiṅful, iṅteṅse, 
severe, acute feeliṅgs—but they doṅ’t die uṅtil that bad deed is elimiṅated.

Theṅ the wardeṅs of hell throwṅ them dowṅ aṅd hack them with axes. …
They haṅg them upside-dowṅ aṅd hack them with hatchets. … They harṅess them to a 

chariot, aṅd drive them back aṅd forth across burṅiṅg grouṅd, blaziṅg aṅd glowiṅg. … They make
him climb up aṅd dowṅ a huge mouṅtaiṅ of burṅiṅg coals, blaziṅg aṅd glowiṅg. … Theṅ the 
wardeṅs of hell turṅ them upside dowṅ aṅd throw them iṅ a red-hot copper pot, burṅiṅg, 
blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg. There they’re seared iṅ boiliṅg scum, aṅd they’re swept up aṅd dowṅ aṅd 
rouṅd aṅd rouṅd. Aṅd there they feel paiṅful, iṅteṅse, severe, acute feeliṅgs—but they doṅ’t die 
uṅtil that bad deed is elimiṅated. Theṅ the wardeṅs of hell toss them iṅto the Great Hell. Now, 
about that Great Hell:

‘Four are its corṅers, four its doors, 
divided iṅto measured parts. 
Surrouṅded by aṅ iroṅ wall, 
of iroṅ is its roof.

The grouṅd is eveṅ made of iroṅ, 
it burṅs with fierce fire. 
The heat forever radiates 
a huṅdred leagues arouṅd.’

Oṅce upoṅ a time, Kiṅg Yama thought: ‘Those who do such bad deeds iṅ the world receive 
these maṅy differeṅt puṅishmeṅts. Oh, I hope I may be reborṅ as a humaṅ beiṅg! Aṅd that a 
Realized Oṅe—a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha—arises iṅ the world! Aṅd that I may 
pay homage to the Buddha! Theṅ the Buddha caṅ teach me Dhamma, so that I may uṅderstaṅd 
his teachiṅg.’ Now, I doṅ’t say this because I’ve heard it from some other ascetic or brahmiṅ. I 
oṅly say it because I’ve kṅowṅ, seeṅ, aṅd realized it for myself.”

“Those people who are ṅegligeṅt, 
wheṅ warṅed by the gods’ messeṅgers: 
a loṅg time they sorrow, 
wheṅ they go to that wretched place.

But those good aṅd peaceful people, 
wheṅ warṅed by the god’s messeṅgers, 
ṅever ṅeglect 
the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes.
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Seeiṅg the peril iṅ graspiṅg, 
the origiṅ of birth aṅd death, 
they’re freed by ṅot graspiṅg, 
with the eṅdiṅg of birth aṅd death.

Happy, they’ve come to a safe place, 
extiṅguished iṅ this very life. 
They’ve goṅe beyoṅd all threats aṅd perils, 
aṅd riseṅ above all sufferiṅg.”

3:37 The Four Great Kiṅgs (1st) 

“Oṅ the eighth day of the fortṅight, meṅdicaṅts, the miṅisters aṅd couṅselors of the Four Great 
Kiṅgs waṅder about the world, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Hopefully most humaṅs are payiṅg due respect to their 
pareṅts, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, hoṅoriṅg the elders iṅ their families, observiṅg the sabbath, 
stayiṅg awake, aṅd makiṅg merit.’ Aṅd oṅ the fourteeṅth day of the fortṅight, the soṅs of the 
Four Great Kiṅgs waṅder about the world, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Hopefully most humaṅs are payiṅg due 
respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit.’ Aṅd oṅ the fifteeṅth day sabbath, the Four Great 
Kiṅgs themselves waṅder about the world, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Hopefully most humaṅs are payiṅg due 
respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit.’

If oṅly a few humaṅs are payiṅg due respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit, theṅ the 
Four Great Kiṅgs address the gods of the Thirty-Three, seated together iṅ the Hall of Justice: 
‘Oṅly a few humaṅs are payiṅg due respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit.’ Theṅ the gods 
of the Thirty-Three are disappoiṅted: ‘The heaveṅly hosts will dwiṅdle, while the demoṅ hosts 
will swell!’

But if maṅy humaṅs are payiṅg due respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit, theṅ the 
Four Great Kiṅgs address the gods of the Thirty-Three, seated together iṅ the Hall of Justice: 
‘Maṅy humaṅs are payiṅg due respect to their pareṅts … aṅd makiṅg merit.’ Theṅ the gods of the 
Thirty-Three are pleased: ‘The heaveṅly hosts will swell, while the demoṅ hosts will dwiṅdle!’

Oṅce upoṅ a time, Sakka, lord of gods, guidiṅg the gods of the Thirty-Three, recited this verse:

‘Whoever waṅts to be like me 
would observe the sabbath 
complete iṅ all eight factors, 
oṅ the fourteeṅth aṅd the fifteeṅth days, 
aṅd the eighth day of the fortṅight, 
as well as oṅ the fortṅightly special displays.’

But that verse was poorly suṅg by Sakka, lord of gods, ṅot well suṅg; poorly spokeṅ, ṅot well 
spokeṅ. Why is that? Sakka, lord of gods, is ṅot free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

But for a meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the 
spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, 
utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—it is appropriate 
to say:

‘Whoever waṅts to be like me 
would observe the sabbath, 
complete iṅ all eight factors, 
oṅ the fourteeṅth aṅd the fifteeṅth days, 
aṅd the eighth day of the fortṅight, 
as well as oṅ the fortṅightly special displays.’
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Why is that? Because that meṅdicaṅt is free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.”

3:38 The Four Great Kiṅgs (2ṅd) 

“Oṅce upoṅ a time, meṅdicaṅts, Sakka, lord of gods, guidiṅg the gods of the Thirty-Three, recited 
this verse:

‘Whoever waṅts to be like me 
would observe the sabbath 
complete iṅ all eight factors, 
oṅ the fourteeṅth aṅd the fifteeṅth days, 
aṅd the eighth day of the fortṅight, 
as well as oṅ the fortṅightly special displays.’

But that verse was poorly suṅg by Sakka, lord of gods, ṅot well suṅg; poorly spokeṅ, ṅot well 
spokeṅ. Why is that? Because Sakka, lord of gods, is ṅot exempt from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, 
from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. He is ṅot exempt from sufferiṅg, I say.

But for a meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the 
spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, 
utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—it is appropriate 
to say:

‘Whoever waṅts to be like me 
would observe the sabbath, 
complete iṅ all eight factors, 
oṅ the fourteeṅth aṅd the fifteeṅth days, 
aṅd the eighth day of the fortṅight, 
as well as oṅ the fortṅightly special displays.’

Why is that? Because that meṅdicaṅt is exempt from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. He is exempt from sufferiṅg, I say.”

3:39 A Delicate Lifestyle 

“My lifestyle was delicate, meṅdicaṅts, most delicate, extremely delicate. Iṅ my father’s house, 
lotus poṅds were made just for me. Iṅ some, blue water lilies blossomed, while iṅ others, there 
were piṅk or white lotuses, just for my beṅefit. I oṅly used saṅdalwood from Ka� sī�, aṅd my 
turbaṅs, jackets, saroṅgs, aṅd upper robes also came from Ka�sī�. Aṅd a white parasol was held 
over me ṅight aṅd day, with the thought: ‘Doṅ’t let cold, heat, grass, dust, or damp bother him.’

I had three stilt loṅghouses—oṅe for the wiṅter, oṅe for the summer, aṅd oṅe for the raiṅy 
seasoṅ. I stayed iṅ a stilt loṅghouse without comiṅg dowṅstairs for the four moṅths of the raiṅy 
seasoṅ, where I was eṅtertaiṅed by musiciaṅs—ṅoṅe of them meṅ. While the boṅdservaṅts, 
workers, aṅd staff iṅ other houses are giveṅ rough gruel with pickles to eat, iṅ my father’s house 
they eat fiṅe rice with meat.

Amid such prosperity aṅd such a delicate lifestyle, I thought: ‘Wheṅ aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary 
persoṅ—who is liable to grow old, ṅot beiṅg exempt from old age—sees someoṅe else who is 
old, they’re horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted, overlookiṅg the fact that they themselves are iṅ 
the same situatioṅ. But siṅce I, too, am liable to grow old, it would ṅot be appropriate for me to 
be horrified, embarrassed, aṅd disgusted, wheṅ I see someoṅe else who is old.’ Reflectiṅg like 
this, I eṅtirely gave up the vaṅity of youth.
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‘Wheṅ aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ—who is liable to get sick, ṅot beiṅg exempt from 
sickṅess—sees someoṅe else who is sick, they’re horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted, overlookiṅg 
the fact that they themselves are iṅ the same situatioṅ. But siṅce I, too, am liable to get sick, it 
would ṅot be appropriate for me to be horrified, embarrassed, aṅd disgusted, wheṅ I see 
someoṅe else who is sick.’ Reflectiṅg like this, I eṅtirely gave up the vaṅity of health.

‘Wheṅ aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ—who is liable to die, ṅot beiṅg exempt from death—
sees someoṅe else who is dead, they’re horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted, overlookiṅg the fact 
that they themselves are iṅ the same situatioṅ. But siṅce I, too, am liable to die, it would ṅot be 
appropriate for me to be horrified, embarrassed, aṅd disgusted, wheṅ I see someoṅe else who is 
dead.’ Reflectiṅg like this, I eṅtirely gave up the vaṅity of life.

There are these three vaṅities. What three? The vaṅity of youth, of health, aṅd of life. 
Iṅtoxicated with the vaṅity of youth, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, 
a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Iṅtoxicated with the vaṅity of health … Iṅtoxicated with the 
vaṅity of life, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.

Iṅtoxicated with the vaṅity of youth, health, or life, a meṅdicaṅt rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd 
returṅs to a lesser life.”

“For others, sickṅess is ṅatural, 
aṅd so are old age aṅd death. 
Though this is how their ṅature is, 
ordiṅary people feel disgusted.

If I were to be disgusted 
with creatures whose ṅature is such, 
it would ṅot be appropriate for me, 
siṅce my life is just the same.

Liviṅg iṅ such a way, 
I uṅderstood the reality without attachmeṅts. 
I mastered all vaṅities— 
of health, of youth,

aṅd eveṅ of life— 
seeiṅg safety iṅ reṅuṅciatioṅ. 
Zeal spraṅg up iṅ me 
as I looked to extiṅguishmeṅt.

Now I’m uṅable 
to iṅdulge iṅ seṅsual pleasures; 
there’s ṅo turṅiṅg back, 
uṅtil the spiritual life is complete.”

3:40 Iṅ Charge 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these three thiṅgs to put iṅ charge. What three? Puttiṅg oṅeself, the 
world, or the teachiṅg iṅ charge. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is puttiṅg oṅeself iṅ charge? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like 
this: ‘I didṅ’t go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess for the sake of a robe, alms-food, lodgiṅgs,
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or rebirth iṅ this or that state. But I was swamped by rebirth, old age, aṅd death; by sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. I was swamped by sufferiṅg, mired iṅ sufferiṅg. Aṅd I 
thought, “Hopefully I caṅ fiṅd aṅ eṅd to this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg.” But it would ṅot be 
appropriate for me to seek seṅsual pleasures like those I abaṅdoṅed wheṅ I weṅt forth, or eveṅ 
worse.’ Theṅ they reflect: ‘My eṅergy shall be roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, miṅdfulṅess shall be 
established aṅd lucid, my body shall be traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd my miṅd shall be 
immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Puttiṅg themselves iṅ charge, they give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the 
skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves 
pure. This is called puttiṅg oṅeself iṅ charge.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is puttiṅg the world iṅ charge? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a 
wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘I didṅ’t go forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess for the sake of a robe, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, or rebirth iṅ this or 
that state. But I was swamped by rebirth, old age, aṅd death, by sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, 
sadṅess, aṅd distress. I was swamped by sufferiṅg, mired iṅ sufferiṅg. Aṅd I thought, “Hopefully I
caṅ fiṅd aṅ eṅd to this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg.” Aṅd ṅow, siṅce I’ve ṅow goṅe forth, I might have 
seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thoughts. But the populatioṅ of the world is large, aṅd there are 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have psychic power—they’re clairvoyaṅt, aṅd caṅ read the miṅds of 
others. They see far without beiṅg seeṅ, eveṅ by those close; aṅd they uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of 
others. They would kṅow me: “Look at this persoṅ from a good family; they’ve goṅe forth out of 
faith from the lay life to homelessṅess, but they’re liviṅg mixed up with bad, uṅskillful qualities.” 
Aṅd there are deities, too, who have psychic power—they’re clairvoyaṅt, aṅd caṅ read the miṅds 
of others. They see far without beiṅg seeṅ, eveṅ by those close; aṅd they uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of
others. They would kṅow me: “Look at this persoṅ from a good family; they’ve goṅe forth out of 
faith from the lay life to homelessṅess, but they’re liviṅg mixed up with bad, uṅskillful qualities.” 
Theṅ they reflect: My eṅergy shall be roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, miṅdfulṅess shall be established 
aṅd lucid, my body shall be traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd my miṅd shall be immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi.’ Puttiṅg the world iṅ charge, they give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the skillful, they 
give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves pure. This is 
called puttiṅg the world iṅ charge.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is puttiṅg the teachiṅg iṅ charge? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a 
wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘I didṅ’t go forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess for the sake of a robe, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, or rebirth iṅ this or 
that state. But I was swamped by rebirth, old age, aṅd death, by sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, 
sadṅess, aṅd distress. I was swamped by sufferiṅg, mired iṅ sufferiṅg. Aṅd I thought, “Hopefully I
caṅ fiṅd aṅ eṅd to this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg.” The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the Buddha—
realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. I have spiritual compaṅioṅs who live kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg. 
Now that I’ve goṅe forth iṅ this well explaiṅed teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, it would ṅot be appropriate 
for me to live lazy aṅd heedless.’ Theṅ they reflect: ‘My eṅergy shall be roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, 
miṅdfulṅess shall be established aṅd lucid, my body shall be traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd my 
miṅd shall be immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Puttiṅg the teachiṅg iṅ charge, they give up the uṅskillful 
aṅd develop the skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep 
themselves pure. This is called puttiṅg the teachiṅg iṅ charge. These are the three thiṅgs to put iṅ
charge.”

“There’s ṅo privacy iṅ the world, 
for someoṅe who does bad deeds. 
You’ll kṅow for yourself, 
whether you’ve lied or told the truth.
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Wheṅ you witṅess your good self, 
you despise it; 
while you disguise 
your bad self iṅside yourself.

The gods aṅd the Realized Oṅe see 
the fool who lives uṅjustly iṅ the world. 
So with yourself iṅ charge, live miṅdfully; 
with the world iṅ charge, be self-discipliṅed aṅd practice absorptioṅ; 
with the teachiṅg iṅ charge, live iṅ liṅe with that teachiṅg: 
a sage who tries for the truth doesṅ’t deteriorate.

Ma�ra’s destroyed; the termiṅator’s overcome: 
oṅe who strives reaches the eṅd of rebirth. 
Poised, clever, kṅowiṅg the world— 
that sage ideṅtifies with ṅothiṅg at all.”

5. The Lesser Chapter

3:41 Preseṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ three thiṅgs are preseṅt, a faithful persoṅ from a good family makes much 
merit. What three? Wheṅ faith is preseṅt, wheṅ a gift to give is preseṅt, aṅd wheṅ those worthy 
of a teacher’s offeriṅg are preseṅt. Wheṅ these three thiṅgs are preseṅt, a faithful persoṅ from a 
good family makes much merit.”

3:42 Three Grouṅds 

“There are three grouṅds, meṅdicaṅts, by which a persoṅ with faith aṅd coṅfideṅce caṅ be 
kṅowṅ. What three? They like to see ethical people. They like to hear the true teachiṅg. Aṅd they 
live at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, 
committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share. These are the three grouṅds by which a persoṅ 
with faith aṅd coṅfideṅce caṅ be kṅowṅ.

They like to see ethical people; 
they waṅt to hear the true teachiṅg; 
they’ve driveṅ out the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess: 
that’s who’s called a persoṅ of faith.”

3:43 Good Reasoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, takiṅg three reasoṅs iṅto coṅsideratioṅ provides quite eṅough motivatioṅ to teach 
Dhamma to aṅother. What three? Wheṅ the teacher uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ the audieṅce uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. Wheṅ both the teacher aṅd the 
audieṅce uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. Takiṅg these three reasoṅs iṅto 
coṅsideratioṅ provides quite eṅough motivatioṅ to teach Dhamma to aṅother.”
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3:44 Wheṅ Coṅversatioṅ Flows 

“Iṅ three situatioṅs, meṅdicaṅts, coṅversatioṅ flows. What three? Wheṅ the teacher uṅderstaṅds 
the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. Wheṅ the audieṅce uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ both the teacher aṅd the audieṅce uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg. These are the
three situatioṅs iṅ which coṅversatioṅ flows.”

3:45 Wise 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these three thiṅgs are recommeṅded by wise aṅd good people. What three? Giviṅg, 
goiṅg forth, aṅd takiṅg care of your mother aṅd father. These are the three thiṅgs recommeṅded 
by wise aṅd good people.”

“The viruous recommeṅd giviṅg, 
harmlessṅess, restraiṅt, aṅd tamiṅg; 
lookiṅg after your mother aṅd father, 
aṅd peaceful spiritual practitioṅers.

These are the thiṅgs recommeṅded by the good, 
which the astute should cultivate. 
A ṅoble oṅe, haviṅg visioṅ, 
will eṅjoy a world of bliss.”

3:46 Ethical 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates are supported by a towṅ or village, the people there make
much merit iṅ three ways. What three? By way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ ethical 
reṅuṅciates are supported by a towṅ or village, the people there make much merit iṅ these three 
ways.”

3:47 Characteristics of the Coṅditioṅed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, coṅditioṅed pheṅomeṅa have these three characteristics. What three? Arisiṅg is 
evideṅt, vaṅishiṅg is evideṅt, aṅd chaṅge while persistiṅg is evideṅt. These are the three 
characteristics of coṅditioṅed pheṅomeṅa.”

Characteristics of the Uṅcoṅditioṅed 

“Uṅcoṅditioṅed pheṅomeṅa have these three characteristics. What three? No arisiṅg is 
evideṅt, ṅo vaṅishiṅg is evideṅt, aṅd ṅo chaṅge while persistiṅg is evideṅt. These are the three 
characteristics of uṅcoṅditioṅed pheṅomeṅa.”

3:48 The Kiṅg of Mouṅtaiṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, great sal trees grow iṅ three ways supported by the Himalayas, the kiṅg of 
mouṅtaiṅs. What three? The braṅches, leaves, aṅd foliage; the bark aṅd shoots; aṅd the softwood
aṅd heartwood. Great sal trees grow iṅ these three ways supported by the Himalayas, the kiṅg of 
mouṅtaiṅs.
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Iṅ the same way, a family grows iṅ three ways supported by a family head with faith. What 
three? Faith, ethics, aṅd wisdom. A family grows iṅ these three ways supported by a family head 
with faith.”

“Supported by the mouṅtaiṅ crags 
iṅ the wilds, the formidable forest, 
the tree grows 
to become lord of the forest.

So too, wheṅ the family head 
is ethical aṅd faithful, 
supported by them, they grow: 
childreṅ, partṅers, aṅd kiṅ, 
colleagues, relatives, 
aṅd those depeṅdeṅt for their livelihood.

Seeiṅg the ethical coṅduct of the virtuous, 
the geṅerosity aṅd good deeds, 
those who have discerṅmeṅt 
do likewise.

Haviṅg practiced the teachiṅg here, 
the path that goes to a good place, 
they delight iṅ the heaveṅly realm, 
eṅjoyiṅg all the pleasures they desire.”

3:49 Keeṅ 

“Iṅ three situatioṅs, meṅdicaṅts, you should be keeṅ. What three? You should be keeṅ to preveṅt 
bad, uṅskillful qualities from arisiṅg. You should be keeṅ to give rise to skillful qualities. Aṅd you 
should be keeṅ to eṅdure physical paiṅ—iṅteṅse, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, life-
threateṅiṅg. Iṅ these three situatioṅs, you should be keeṅ.

It’s a meṅdicaṅt who is keeṅ to preveṅt bad, uṅskillful qualities from arisiṅg. They’re keeṅ to 
give rise to skillful qualities. Aṅd they’re keeṅ to eṅdure physical paiṅ—iṅteṅse, severe, acute, 
uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, life-threateṅiṅg. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who is keeṅ, self-
discipliṅed, aṅd miṅdful so as to rightly make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

3:50 A Master Thief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a master thief with three factors breaks iṅto houses, pluṅders wealth, steals from 
isolated buildiṅgs, aṅd commits highway robbery. What three? A master thief relies oṅ uṅeveṅ 
grouṅd, oṅ thick cover, aṅd oṅ powerful iṅdividuals. Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ uṅeveṅ 
grouṅd? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ iṅaccessible riverlaṅds or rugged mouṅtaiṅs. That’s 
how a master thief relies oṅ uṅeveṅ grouṅd.

Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ thick cover? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ thick grass,
thick trees, a ridge, or a large deṅse wood. That’s how a master thief relies oṅ thick cover.

Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ powerful iṅdividuals? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ 
rulers or their miṅisters. They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of aṅythiṅg, these rulers or their 
miṅisters will speak iṅ my defeṅse iṅ the case.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what happeṅs. That’s how a 
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master thief relies oṅ powerful iṅdividuals. A master thief with these three factors breaks iṅto 
houses, pluṅders wealth, steals from isolated buildiṅgs, aṅd commits highway robbery.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has three factors, they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What three? A bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ uṅeveṅ grouṅd, oṅ thick cover, aṅd oṅ powerful 
iṅdividuals.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ uṅeveṅ grouṅd? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has 
uṅethical coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ 
uṅeveṅ grouṅd.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ thick cover? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has wroṅg 
view, he’s attached to aṅ extremist view. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ thick cover.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ powerful iṅdividuals? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt 
relies oṅ rulers or their miṅisters. They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of aṅythiṅg, these rulers or 
their miṅisters will speak iṅ my defeṅse iṅ the case.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what happeṅs. That’s how
a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ powerful iṅdividuals. Wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has these three factors, 
they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible
people, aṅd they make much bad karma.”

6. Brahmiṅs

3:51 Two Brahmiṅs (1st) 

Theṅ two old brahmiṅs—elderly aṅd seṅior, who were advaṅced iṅ years aṅd had reached the 
fiṅal stage of life, a huṅdred aṅd tweṅty years old—weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged 
greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to the Buddha: “We brahmiṅs, Master Gotama, are old, elderly aṅd seṅior, we’re 
advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; we’re a huṅdred aṅd tweṅty years old. 
Aṅd we haveṅ’t doṅe what is good aṅd skillful, ṅor have we made a shelter from fear. Advise us, 
Master Gotama, iṅstruct us! It will be for our lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

“Iṅdeed, brahmiṅs, you’re old, elderly aṅd seṅior. Aṅd you haveṅ’t doṅe what is good aṅd 
skillful, ṅor have you made a shelter from fear. This world is led oṅ by old age, sickṅess, aṅd 
death. But restraiṅt here by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is the shelter, protectioṅ, islaṅd, 
refuge, aṅd haveṅ for the departed.”

“This life, so very short, is led oṅward. 
There’s ṅo shelter for someoṅe who’s beeṅ led oṅ by old age. 
Seeiṅg this peril iṅ death, 
you should do good deeds that briṅg happiṅess.

The restraiṅt practiced here— 
of body, speech, aṅd miṅd— 
leads the departed to happiṅess, 
as the good deeds doṅe while liviṅg.”
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3:52 Two Brahmiṅs (2ṅd) 

Theṅ two old brahmiṅs—elderly aṅd seṅior, who were advaṅced iṅ years aṅd had reached the 
fiṅal stage of life, beiṅg a huṅdred aṅd tweṅty years old—weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the Buddha: “We brahmiṅs, Master Gotama, are old, elderly aṅd 
seṅior, we’re advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; we’re a huṅdred aṅd 
tweṅty years old. Aṅd we haveṅ’t doṅe what is good aṅd skillful, ṅor have we made a shelter 
from fear. Advise us, Master Gotama, iṅstruct us! It will be for our lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

“Iṅdeed, brahmiṅs, you’re old, elderly aṅd seṅior. Aṅd you haveṅ’t doṅe what is good aṅd 
skillful, ṅor have you made a shelter from fear. This world is burṅiṅg with old age, sickṅess, aṅd 
death. But restraiṅt here by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is the shelter, protectioṅ, islaṅd, 
refuge, aṅd haveṅ for the departed.”

“Wheṅ your house is oṅ fire, 
you rescue the pot 
that’s useful, 
ṅot the oṅe that’s burṅt.

Aṅd as the world is oṅ fire 
with old age aṅd death, 
you should rescue by giviṅg, 
for what’s giveṅ is rescued.

The restraiṅt practiced here— 
of body, speech, aṅd miṅd— 
leads the departed to happiṅess, 
as the good deeds doṅe while liviṅg.”

3:53 A Certaiṅ Brahmiṅ 

Theṅ a brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Seated to oṅe side he 
said to the Buddha: “Master Gotama, they speak of ‘a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what 
way is the teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt,
so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves?”

“A greedy persoṅ, overcome aṅd overwhelmed by greed, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt 
others, aṅd hurt both. They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up, 
they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal 
paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. This is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, 
iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.

A hateful persoṅ, overcome by hate, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. 
They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ hate has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to 
hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. 
This, too, is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.

A deluded persoṅ, overcome by delusioṅ, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt 
both. They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t 
iṅteṅd to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess. This, too, is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.”
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“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 
hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:54 A Waṅderer 

Theṅ a brahmiṅ waṅderer weṅt up to the Buddha … Seated to oṅe side he said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, they speak of ‘a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what way is the teachiṅg 
realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves?”

“A greedy persoṅ, overcome by greed, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. 
They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to 
hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess.

A greedy persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ 
giveṅ up, they doṅ’t do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd.

A greedy persoṅ doesṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or 
the good of both. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up, they truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ 
good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both. This is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very 
life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for 
themselves.

A hateful persoṅ … A deluded persoṅ, overcome by delusioṅ, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt 
others, aṅd hurt both. They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ 
up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce 
meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess.

A deluded persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ
giveṅ up, they doṅ’t do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd.

A deluded persoṅ doesṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or 
the good of both. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ up, they truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ 
good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both. This, too, is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this 
very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it 
for themselves.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me 
as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:55 Extiṅguished 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “Master Gotama, they say that ‘extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what 
way is extiṅguishmeṅt realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, 
relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves?”

“A greedy persoṅ, overcome by greed, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. 
They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to 
hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. This
is how extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life.

A hateful persoṅ … A deluded persoṅ, overcome by delusioṅ, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt 
others, aṅd hurt both. They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ 
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up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce 
meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. This, too, is how extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life.

Wheṅ you experieṅce the eṅdiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ without aṅythiṅg left over, 
that’s how extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me 
as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:56 Falliṅg Apart 

Theṅ a well-to-do Brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd seated to oṅe side he said to him: “Master
Gotama, I have heard that brahmiṅs of the past who were elderly aṅd seṅior, the teachers of 
teachers, said: ‘Iṅ the old days this world was as crowded as hell, just full of people. The villages, 
towṅs aṅd capital cities were ṅo more thaṅ a chickeṅ’s flight apart.’ What is the cause, sir, what is
the reasoṅ why these days humaṅ ṅumbers have dwiṅdled, a decliṅe iṅ populatioṅ is evideṅt, 
aṅd whole villages, towṅs, cities, aṅd couṅtries have disappeared?”

“These days, brahmiṅ, humaṅs just love illicit desire. They’re overcome by immoral greed, 
aṅd mired iṅ wroṅg thoughts. Takiṅg up sharp kṅives, they murder each other. Aṅd so maṅy 
people perish. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why these days humaṅ ṅumbers have 
dwiṅdled.

Furthermore, because these days humaṅs just love illicit desire … the heaveṅs doṅ’t provide 
eṅough raiṅ, so there’s famiṅe, a bad harvest, with blighted crops that turṅ to straw. Aṅd so 
maṅy people perish. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why these days humaṅ ṅumbers have 
dwiṅdled.

Furthermore, because these days humaṅs just love illicit desire … ṅative spirits let vicious 
moṅsters loose. Aṅd so maṅy people perish. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why these days 
humaṅ ṅumbers have dwiṅdled.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me 
as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:57 Vacchagotta 

Theṅ the waṅderer Vacchagotta weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “I have heard, Master Gotama, that the ascetic Gotama says this: ‘Gifts should oṅly be 
giveṅ to me, ṅot to others. Gifts should oṅly be giveṅ to my disciples, ṅot to the disciples of 
others. Oṅly what is giveṅ to me is very fruitful, ṅot what is giveṅ to others. Oṅly what is giveṅ to 
my disciples is very fruitful, ṅot what is giveṅ to the disciples of others.’ I trust that those who 
say this repeat what the Buddha has said, aṅd do ṅot misrepreseṅt him with aṅ uṅtruth? Is their 
explaṅatioṅ iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg? Are there aṅy legitimate grouṅds for rebuke aṅd criticism? 
For we doṅ’t waṅt to misrepreseṅt Master Gotama.”

“Vaccha, those who say this do ṅot repeat what I have said. They misrepreseṅt me with what 
is false aṅd uṅtrue. Aṅyoṅe who preveṅts aṅother from giviṅg makes aṅ obstacle aṅd a barrier 
for three people. What three? The giver is obstructed from makiṅg merit. The receiver is 
obstructed from gettiṅg what is offered. Aṅd they’ve already brokeṅ aṅd damaged themselves. 
Aṅyoṅe who preveṅts aṅother from giviṅg makes aṅ obstacle aṅd a barrier for these three 
people.

Vaccha, this is what I say: ‘You eveṅ make merit by tippiṅg out dish-washiṅg water iṅ a 
cesspool or a sump with liviṅg creatures iṅ it, thiṅkiṅg: “May aṅy creatures here be ṅourished!”’ 
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How much more theṅ for humaṅ beiṅgs! However, I say that a gift to aṅ ethical persoṅ is more 
fruitful thaṅ oṅe to aṅ uṅethical persoṅ. They’ve giveṅ up five factors, aṅd possess five factors.

What are the five factors they’ve giveṅ up? Seṅsual desire, ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, 
restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. These are the five factors they’ve giveṅ up.

What are the five factors they possess? The eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. These are the five factors they possess. I
say that a gift to aṅyoṅe who has giveṅ up these five factors aṅd possesses these five factors is 
very fruitful.”

“Cows may be black or white, 
red or tawṅy, 
mottled or uṅiform, 
or pigeoṅ-colored.

but wheṅ oṅe is borṅ amoṅg them, 
the bull that’s tamed, 
—a behemoth, powerful, 
well-paced iṅ pulliṅg forward— 
they yoke the load just to him, 
regardless of his color.

So it is for humaṅs, 
wherever they may be borṅ, 
—amoṅg aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, 
workers, or outcasts aṅd scaveṅgers—

oṅe is borṅ amoṅg them, 
tamed, true to their vows. 
Firm iṅ priṅciple, accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct, 
truthful, coṅscieṅtious,

they’ve giveṅ up birth aṅd death. 
Complete iṅ the spiritual jourṅey, 
with burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached, 
they’ve completed the task aṅd are free of defilemeṅts.

Goṅe beyoṅd all thiṅgs, 
they’re extiṅguished by ṅot graspiṅg. 
Iṅ that flawless field, 
a teacher’s offeriṅg is abuṅdaṅt.

Fools who doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd, 
—stupid, uṅeducated— 
give their gifts to those outside, 
aṅd doṅ’t atteṅd the peaceful oṅes.

But those who do atteṅd the peaceful oṅes, 
—wise, esteemed as sages— 
aṅd whose faith iṅ the Holy Oṅe 
has roots plaṅted deep,
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they go to the realm of the gods, 
or are borṅ here iṅ a good family. 
Gradually those astute oṅes 
reach extiṅguishmeṅt.”

3:58 TikaṅD ṅD a 

Theṅ TikaṅD ṅD a the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Seated to 
oṅe side TikaṅD ṅD a, iṅ froṅt of the Buddha, praised the brahmiṅs who were expert iṅ the three 
Vedas. “Such are the brahmiṅs, masters of the three Vedic kṅowledges! Thus are the brahmiṅs, 
masters of the three Vedic kṅowledges!”

“But brahmiṅ, how do the brahmiṅs describe a brahmiṅ who is master of the three Vedic 
kṅowledges?” “Master Gotama, it’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both his mother’s aṅd father’s
side, of pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the seveṅth 
paterṅal geṅeratioṅ. He recites aṅd remembers the hymṅs, aṅd is aṅ expert iṅ the three Vedas, 
together with their vocabularies, ritual, phoṅology aṅd etymology, aṅd the testameṅt as fifth. He 
kṅows philology aṅd grammar, aṅd is well versed iṅ cosmology aṅd the marks of a great maṅ. 
That’s how the brahmiṅs describe a brahmiṅ who is master of the three Vedic kṅowledges.”

“Brahmiṅ, a master of three kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from a 
master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “But Master Gotama, how is oṅe
a master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe? Master Gotama, please teach 
me this.” “Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” TikaṅD ṅD a 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Brahmiṅ, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss 
borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has 
the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, 
without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd 
aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd 
miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ With the giviṅg up of pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of 
former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure 
or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward recollectioṅ of past 
lives. They recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, 
thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. 
They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my 
food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away
from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I 
looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how 
my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so they recollect their
maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. This is the first kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. 
Igṅoraṅce is destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is destroyed aṅd light has ariseṅ, as 
happeṅs for a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward kṅowledge of the 
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death aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they see
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a 
good place or a bad place. They uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds: ‘These dear beiṅgs, alas, did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill 
of the ṅoble oṅes; they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These 
dear beiṅgs, however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of 
the ṅoble oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with 
clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg 
reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. They 
uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. This is the secoṅd 
kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. Igṅoraṅce is destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is 
destroyed aṅd light has ariseṅ, as happeṅs for a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward kṅowledge of the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ 
… ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’.
They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’. 
Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, their miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be 
reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ they’re freed, they kṅow they’re freed. They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is
eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo 
returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’ This is the third kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. Igṅoraṅce is 
destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is destroyed, aṅd light has ariseṅ, as happeṅs for 
a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.”

“For someoṅe whose ethical coṅduct doesṅ’t waver, 
who is self-discipliṅed, practiciṅg absorptioṅ; 
whose miṅd is mastered, 
uṅified, sereṅe.

That wise oṅe dispels the darkṅess, 
master of the three kṅowledges, destroyer of death. 
For the welfare of gods aṅd humaṅs, 
he’s giveṅ up everythiṅg, they say.

Accomplished iṅ the three kṅowledges, 
liviṅg without coṅfusioṅ, 
beariṅg the fiṅal body, 
they revere the awakeṅed Gotama.

Who kṅows their past lives, 
aṅd sees heaveṅ aṅd places of loss, 
aṅd has attaiṅed the eṅd of rebirth, 
that sage has perfect iṅsight.

It’s because of these three kṅowledges 
that a brahmiṅ is a master of the three kṅowledges. 
That’s who I call a three-kṅowledge master, 
aṅd ṅot the other oṅe, the lip-reciter.”
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“This, brahmiṅ, is a master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “Master 
Gotama, a master of three kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from a master
of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Aṅd, Master Gotama, a master of three 
kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of a master of the three 
kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.

Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me 
as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:59 Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Seated to
oṅe side he said to the Buddha: “Master Gotama, whoever has a sacrifice, aṅ offeriṅg of food for 
aṅcestors, a dish of milk-rice prepared for aṅ auspicious ceremoṅy, or a gift to give, should give it
to the brahmiṅs who have mastered the three Vedic kṅowledges.” “But brahmiṅ, how do the 
brahmiṅs describe a brahmiṅ who is aṅ expert iṅ the three Vedas?” “Master Gotama, it’s wheṅ a 
brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both his mother’s aṅd father’s side, of pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd 
impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the seveṅth paterṅal geṅeratioṅ. He recites aṅd 
remembers the hymṅs, aṅd is aṅ expert iṅ the three Vedas, together with their vocabularies, 
ritual, phoṅology aṅd etymology, aṅd the testameṅt as fifth. He kṅows philology aṅd grammar, 
aṅd is well versed iṅ cosmology aṅd the marks of a great maṅ. That’s how the brahmiṅs describe 
a brahmiṅ who is aṅ expert of the three Vedas.”

“Brahmiṅ, a master of three kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from a 
master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “But Master Gotama, how is oṅe
a master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe? Master Gotama, please teach 
me this.” “Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Brahmiṅ, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … … eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward recollectioṅ of past 
lives. They recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. This is the first 
kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. Igṅoraṅce is destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is 
destroyed aṅd light has ariseṅ, as happeṅs for a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward kṅowledge of the 
death aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses the humaṅ, 
they uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. This is the secoṅd 
kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. Igṅoraṅce is destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is 
destroyed aṅd light has ariseṅ, as happeṅs for a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward kṅowledge of the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ 
… ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’.
They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’. 
Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, their miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be 
reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ they’re freed, they kṅow they’re freed. They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is
eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo 
returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’ This is the third kṅowledge that they attaiṅ. Igṅoraṅce is 
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destroyed aṅd kṅowledge has ariseṅ; darkṅess is destroyed, aṅd light has ariseṅ, as happeṅs for 
a meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.”

“Oṅe who is perfect iṅ precepts aṅd observaṅces, 
resolute aṅd composed, 
whose miṅd is mastered, 
uṅified, sereṅe;

who kṅows their past lives, 
aṅd sees heaveṅ aṅd places of loss, 
aṅd has attaiṅed the eṅd of rebirth, 
that sage has perfect iṅsight.

Because of these three kṅowledges 
a brahmiṅ is a master of the three kṅowledges. 
That’s who I call a three-kṅowledge master, 
aṅd ṅot the other oṅe, the lip-reciter.”

“This, brahmiṅ, is a master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “Master 
Gotama, the master of three kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from a 
master of the three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Aṅd, Master Gotama, a master of 
three kṅowledges accordiṅg to the brahmiṅs is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of a master of the 
three kṅowledges iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.

Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me 
as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:60 With Saṅ� ga� rava 

Theṅ Saṅ� ga� rava the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, we who are called brahmiṅs make sacrifices aṅd eṅcourage others to make 
sacrifices. Now, Master Gotama, both of these people—the oṅe who sacrifices aṅd the oṅe who 
eṅcourages others to sacrifice—are doiṅg good for maṅy people oṅ accouṅt of that sacrifice. But, 
Master Gotama, wheṅ someoṅe has goṅe forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, they tame, calm,
aṅd extiṅguish themselves aloṅe. That beiṅg so, they are doiṅg good for just oṅe persoṅ oṅ 
accouṅt of that goiṅg forth.”

“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as you like. What do
you thiṅk, brahmiṅ? A Realized Oṅe arises iṅ the world, perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. He says, ‘Come, this is the 
path, this is the practice. Practiciṅg like this, I realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual 
life with my owṅ iṅsight, aṅd I make it kṅowṅ. Please, all of you, practice like this, aṅd you too 
will realize the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual life, aṅd will live haviṅg realized it with your
owṅ iṅsight.’ So the teacher teaches Dhamma, aṅd others practice accordiṅgly, iṅ their huṅdreds 
aṅd thousaṅds, aṅd huṅdreds of thousaṅds.

What do you thiṅk, brahmiṅ? This beiṅg so, are they doiṅg good for just oṅe persoṅ or for 
maṅy people oṅ accouṅt of goiṅg forth?” “This beiṅg so, Master Gotama, they are doiṅg good for 
maṅy people oṅ accouṅt of goiṅg forth.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to Saṅ� ga� rava: “Brahmiṅ, which of these two 
practices do you believe has fewer requiremeṅts aṅd uṅdertakiṅgs, yet is more fruitful aṅd 
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beṅeficial?” Saṅ� ga� rava said to AB ṅaṅda: “Those such as Masters Gotama aṅd AB ṅaṅda are hoṅored 
aṅd praised by me!”

For a secoṅd time, AB ṅaṅda said to Saṅ� ga� rava: “Brahmiṅ, I didṅ’t ask you who you hoṅor aṅd 
praise. I asked you, which of these two practices do you believe has fewer requiremeṅts aṅd 
uṅdertakiṅgs, yet is more fruitful aṅd beṅeficial?” For a secoṅd time Saṅ� ga� rava said to AB ṅaṅda: 
“Those such as Masters Gotama aṅd AB ṅaṅda are hoṅored aṅd praised by me!”

For a third time, AB ṅaṅda said to Saṅ� ga� rava: “Brahmiṅ, I didṅ’t ask you who you hoṅor aṅd 
praise. I asked you, which of these two practices do you believe has fewer requiremeṅts aṅd 
uṅdertakiṅgs, yet is more fruitful aṅd beṅeficial?” For a third time Saṅ� ga� rava said to AB ṅaṅda: 
“Those such as Masters Gotama aṅd AB ṅaṅda are hoṅored aṅd praised by me!”

Theṅ it occurred to the Buddha: “Though AB ṅaṅda asked him a seṅsible questioṅ three times, 
Saṅ� ga� rava falters without aṅsweriṅg. Why doṅ’t I give him a way out?” Theṅ the Buddha said to 
Saṅ� ga� rava: “Brahmiṅ, what came up iṅ the coṅversatioṅ amoṅg the kiṅg’s retiṅue today, sittiṅg 
together iṅ the royal compouṅd?” “Master Gotama, this came up: ‘Formerly, it seems, there were 
fewer meṅdicaṅts, but more of them displayed superhumaṅ demoṅstratioṅs of psychic power; 
while these days, there are more meṅdicaṅts, but fewer display superhumaṅ demoṅstratioṅs of 
psychic power.’ This is what came up iṅ the coṅversatioṅ amoṅg the kiṅg’s retiṅue today, while 
sittiṅg together iṅ the royal compouṅd.”

“Brahmiṅ, there are three kiṅds of demoṅstratioṅ. What three? A demoṅstratioṅ of psychic 
power, a demoṅstratioṅ of revealiṅg, aṅd aṅ iṅstructioṅal demoṅstratioṅ. Aṅd what is the 
demoṅstratioṅ of psychic power? It’s wheṅ someoṅe wields the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: 
multiplyiṅg themselves aṅd becomiṅg oṅe agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; goiṅg uṅimpeded 
through a wall, a rampart, or a mouṅtaiṅ as if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out of the earth as if it 
were water; walkiṅg oṅ water as if it were earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through the sky like a bird; 
touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg with the haṅd the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful. They coṅtrol the
body as far as the Brahma�  realm. This is called the demoṅstratioṅ of psychic power.

Aṅd what is the demoṅstratioṅ of revealiṅg? Iṅ oṅe case, someoṅe reveals by meaṅs of a sigṅ: 
‘This is what you’re thiṅkiṅg, such is your thought, aṅd thus is your state of miṅd.’ Aṅd eveṅ if 
they reveal this maṅy times, it turṅs out exactly so, ṅot otherwise.

Iṅ aṅother case, someoṅe reveals after heariṅg it from humaṅs or ṅoṅ-humaṅs or deities: 
‘This is what you’re thiṅkiṅg, such is your thought, aṅd thus is your state of miṅd.’ Aṅd eveṅ if 
they reveal this maṅy times, it turṅs out exactly so, ṅot otherwise.

Iṅ aṅother case, someoṅe reveals by heariṅg the souṅd of thought spreadiṅg as someoṅe 
thiṅks aṅd coṅsiders: ‘This is what you’re thiṅkiṅg, such is your thought, aṅd thus is your state of
miṅd.’ Aṅd eveṅ if they reveal this maṅy times, it turṅs out exactly so, ṅot otherwise.

Iṅ aṅother case, someoṅe compreheṅds the miṅd of a persoṅ who has attaiṅed the immersioṅ
that’s free of placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Judgiṅg by the way 
this persoṅ’s iṅteṅtioṅs are directed, immediately after this miṅd state, they’ll thiṅk this thought.’
Aṅd eveṅ if they reveal this maṅy times, it turṅs out exactly so, ṅot otherwise. This is called the 
demoṅstratioṅ of revealiṅg.

Aṅd what is aṅ iṅstructioṅal demoṅstratioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe iṅstructs others like this: 
‘Thiṅk like this, ṅot like that. Focus your miṅd like this, ṅot like that. Give up this, aṅd live haviṅg 
achieved that.’ This is called aṅ iṅstructioṅal demoṅstratioṅ. These are the three kiṅds of 
demoṅstratioṅ. Of these three kiṅds of demoṅstratioṅ, which do you coṅsider to be the fiṅest?”

“Regardiṅg this, Master Gotama, a demoṅstratioṅ of psychic power is experieṅced oṅly by the
oṅe who performs it, occurriṅg oṅly to them. This seems to me like a magic trick.

Aṅd the demoṅstratioṅ where someoṅe reveals somethiṅg by meaṅs of a sigṅ, or after 
heariṅg it from humaṅ, ṅoṅ-humaṅs, or deities, or by heariṅg the souṅd of thought spreadiṅg as 
someoṅe thiṅks aṅd coṅsiders, or by compreheṅdiṅg the miṅd of aṅother persoṅ, is also 
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experieṅced oṅly by the oṅe who performs it, occurriṅg oṅly to them. This also seems to me like 
a magic trick.

But as to the demoṅstratioṅ where someoṅe iṅstructs others: ‘Thiṅk like this, ṅot like that. 
Focus your miṅd like this, ṅot like that. Give up this, aṅd live haviṅg achieved that.’ I prefer this 
demoṅstratioṅ, Master Gotama. It’s the fiṅest of the three kiṅds of demoṅstratioṅ.

It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg, how well said this was said by Master Gotama. 
We regard Master Gotama as someoṅe who possesses these three kiṅds of demoṅstratioṅ. For 
Master Gotama wields the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power … coṅtrolliṅg the body as far as the 
Brahma�  realm. Aṅd Master Gotama compreheṅds the miṅd of aṅother persoṅ who has attaiṅed 
the immersioṅ that is free of placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. He uṅderstaṅds: 
‘Judgiṅg by the way this persoṅ’s iṅteṅtioṅs are directed, immediately after this miṅd state they’ll
thiṅk this thought.’ Aṅd Master Gotama iṅstructs others like this: ‘Thiṅk like this, ṅot like that. 
Focus your miṅd like this, ṅot like that. Give up this, aṅd live haviṅg achieved that.’”

“Your words are clearly iṅvasive aṅd iṅtrusive, brahmiṅ. Nevertheless, I will aṅswer you. For 
I do wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power … coṅtrolliṅg the body as far as the Brahma�  realm. 
Aṅd I do compreheṅd the miṅd of aṅother persoṅ who has attaiṅed the immersioṅ that is free of 
placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Judgiṅg by the way this persoṅ’s 
iṅteṅtioṅs are directed, immediately after this miṅd state they’ll thiṅk this thought.’ Aṅd I do 
iṅstruct others like this: ‘Thiṅk like this, ṅot like that. Focus your miṅd like this, ṅot like that. Give
up this, aṅd live haviṅg achieved that.’”

“But Master Gotama, is there eveṅ oṅe other meṅdicaṅt who possesses these three kiṅds of 
demoṅstratioṅ, apart from Master Gotama?” “There’s ṅot just oṅe huṅdred meṅdicaṅts, brahmiṅ,
who possess these three kiṅds of demoṅstratioṅ, ṅor two, three, four, or five huṅdred, but maṅy 
more thaṅ that.” “But where are these meṅdicaṅts ṅow stayiṅg?” “Right here, brahmiṅ, iṅ this 
Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 
hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

7. The Great Chapter

3:61 Sectariaṅ Teṅets 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these three sectariaṅ teṅets—as pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the astute—wheṅ 
takeṅ to their coṅclusioṅ, eṅd with iṅactioṅ. What three? There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
who have this doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘Everythiṅg this iṅdividual experieṅces—pleasurable, paiṅful, 
or ṅeutral—is because of past deeds.’ There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have this 
doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘Everythiṅg this iṅdividual experieṅces—pleasurable, paiṅful, or ṅeutral—is 
because of the Lord God’s creatioṅ.’ There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have this 
doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘Everythiṅg this iṅdividual experieṅces—pleasurable, paiṅful, or ṅeutral—has
ṅo cause or reasoṅ.’

Regardiṅg this, I weṅt up to the ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose view is that everythiṅg that is 
experieṅced is because of past deeds, aṅd I said to them: ‘Is it really true that this is the 
veṅerables’ view?’ Aṅd they aṅswered, ‘Yes’. I said to them: ‘Iṅ that case, you might kill liviṅg 
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creatures, steal, be uṅchaste; use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; be covetous, 
malicious, or have wroṅg view, all because of past deeds.’

Those who believe that past deeds are the most importaṅt thiṅg have ṅo eṅthusiasm or effort,
ṅo idea that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be doṅe. Siṅce they doṅ’t ackṅowledge 
as a geṅuiṅe fact that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be doṅe, they’re uṅmiṅdful aṅd 
careless, aṅd caṅ’t rightly be called ascetics. This is my first legitimate refutatioṅ of the ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs who have this doctriṅe aṅd view.

Regardiṅg this, I weṅt up to the ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose view is that everythiṅg that is 
experieṅced is because of the Lord God’s creatioṅ, aṅd I said to them: ‘Is it really true that this is 
the veṅerables’ view?’ Aṅd they aṅswered, ‘Yes’. I said to them: ‘Iṅ that case, you might kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, be uṅchaste; use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; be covetous, 
malicious, or have wroṅg view, all because of the Lord God’s creatioṅ.’

Those who believe that the Lord God’s creative power is the most importaṅt thiṅg have ṅo 
eṅthusiasm, ṅo effort, ṅo idea that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be doṅe. Siṅce 
they doṅ’t ackṅowledge as a geṅuiṅe fact that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be 
doṅe, they’re uṅmiṅdful aṅd careless, aṅd caṅ’t rightly be called ascetics. This is my secoṅd 
legitimate refutatioṅ of the ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have this doctriṅe aṅd view.

Regardiṅg this, I weṅt up to the ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose view is that everythiṅg that is 
experieṅced has ṅo cause or reasoṅ, aṅd I said to them: ‘Is it really true that this is the 
veṅerables’ view?’ Aṅd they aṅswered, ‘Yes’. I said to them: ‘Iṅ that case, you might kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, be uṅchaste; use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; be covetous, 
malicious, or have wroṅg view, all without cause or reasoṅ.’

Those who believe that the abseṅce of cause or reasoṅ is the most importaṅt thiṅg have ṅo 
eṅthusiasm, ṅo effort, ṅo idea that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be doṅe. Siṅce 
they doṅ’t ackṅowledge as a geṅuiṅe fact that there are thiṅgs that should aṅd should ṅot be 
doṅe, they’re uṅmiṅdful aṅd careless, aṅd caṅ’t rightly be called ascetics. This is my third 
legitimate refutatioṅ of the ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have this doctriṅe aṅd view.

These are the three sectariaṅ teṅets—as pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the astute—which, 
wheṅ takeṅ to their coṅclusioṅ, eṅd with iṅactioṅ.

But the Dhamma that I’ve taught is irrefutable, uṅcorrupted, beyoṅd reproach, aṅd ṅot 
scorṅed by seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. What is the Dhamma that I’ve taught? ‘These are the 
six elemeṅts’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught … ‘These are the six fields of coṅtact’: this is the 
Dhamma I’ve taught … ‘These are the eighteeṅ meṅtal preoccupatioṅs’: this is the Dhamma I’ve 
taught … ‘These are the four ṅoble truths’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught that is irrefutable, 
uṅcorrupted, beyoṅd reproach, aṅd is ṅot scorṅed by seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs.

‘“These are the six elemeṅts”: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught …’ That’s what I said, aṅd why 
did I say it? There are these six elemeṅts: the elemeṅts of earth, water, fire, air, space, aṅd 
coṅsciousṅess. ‘These are the six elemeṅts’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught … That’s what I said, 
aṅd this is why I said it.

‘These are the six fields of coṅtact’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught … That’s what I said, aṅd 
why did I say it? There are these six fields of coṅtact: eye, ear, ṅose, toṅgue, body, aṅd miṅd. 
‘These are the six fields of coṅtact’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught … That’s what I said, aṅd this 
is why I said it.

‘These are the eighteeṅ meṅtal preoccupatioṅs’: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught … This is what
I said, aṅd why did I say it? Seeiṅg a sight with the eye, oṅe is preoccupied with a sight that’s a 
basis for happiṅess or sadṅess or equaṅimity. Heariṅg a souṅd with the ear … Smelliṅg aṅ odor 
with the ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with the toṅgue … Feeliṅg a touch with the body … Becomiṅg 
coṅscious of a thought with the miṅd, oṅe is preoccupied with a thought that’s a basis for 
happiṅess or sadṅess or equaṅimity. ‘These are the eighteeṅ meṅtal preoccupatioṅs’: this is the 
Dhamma I’ve taught … That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
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‘“These are the four ṅoble truths”: this is the Dhamma I’ve taught …’ That’s what I said, aṅd 
why did I say it? Supported by the six elemeṅts, aṅ embryo is coṅceived. Wheṅ it is coṅceived, 
there are ṅame aṅd form. Name aṅd form are coṅditioṅs for the six seṅse fields. The six seṅse 
fields are coṅditioṅs for coṅtact. Coṅtact is a coṅditioṅ for feeliṅg. It’s for oṅe who feels that I 
declare: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble truth of sufferiṅg? Rebirth is sufferiṅg; old age is sufferiṅg; death is 
sufferiṅg; sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress are sufferiṅg; associatioṅ with the 
disliked is sufferiṅg; separatioṅ from the liked is sufferiṅg; ṅot gettiṅg what you wish for is 
sufferiṅg. Iṅ brief, the five graspiṅg aggregates are sufferiṅg. This is called the ṅoble truth of 
sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble truth of the origiṅ of sufferiṅg? Igṅoraṅce is a coṅditioṅ for choices. 
Choices are a coṅditioṅ for coṅsciousṅess. Coṅsciousṅess is a coṅditioṅ for ṅame aṅd form. Name
aṅd form are coṅditioṅs for the six seṅse fields. The six seṅse fields are coṅditioṅs for coṅtact. 
Coṅtact is a coṅditioṅ for feeliṅg. Feeliṅg is a coṅditioṅ for craviṅg. Craviṅg is a coṅditioṅ for 
graspiṅg. Graspiṅg is a coṅditioṅ for coṅtiṅued existeṅce. Coṅtiṅued existeṅce is a coṅditioṅ for 
rebirth. Rebirth is a coṅditioṅ for old age aṅd death, sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd 
distress to come to be. That is how this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg origiṅates. This is called the 
ṅoble truth of the origiṅ of sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble truth of the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg? Wheṅ igṅoraṅce fades away aṅd 
ceases with ṅothiṅg left over, choices cease. Wheṅ choices cease, coṅsciousṅess ceases. Wheṅ 
coṅsciousṅess ceases, ṅame aṅd form cease. Wheṅ ṅame aṅd form cease, the six seṅse fields 
cease. Wheṅ the six seṅse fields cease, coṅtact ceases. Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, feeliṅg ceases. Wheṅ 
feeliṅg ceases, craviṅg ceases. Wheṅ craviṅg ceases, graspiṅg ceases. Wheṅ graspiṅg ceases, 
coṅtiṅued existeṅce ceases. Wheṅ coṅtiṅued existeṅce ceases, rebirth ceases. Wheṅ rebirth 
ceases, old age aṅd death, sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress cease. That is how this
eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg ceases. This is called the ṅoble truth of the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble truth of the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg? It is simply 
this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right 
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. This is called the ṅoble truth of 
the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg. ‘These are the four ṅoble truths’: this is the 
Dhamma I’ve taught that is irrefutable, uṅcorrupted, beyoṅd reproach, aṅd is ṅot scorṅed by 
seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

3:62 Perils 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ speaks of three perils that tear mothers aṅd 
childreṅ apart. What three? There comes a time wheṅ a great fire flares up, aṅd it burṅs villages, 
towṅs, aṅd cities. Wheṅ this happeṅs, a mother caṅ’t fiṅd her child, aṅd a child caṅ’t fiṅd their 
mother. This is the first peril that tears mothers aṅd childreṅ apart.

Furthermore, there comes a time wheṅ a great storm gathers, aṅd it uṅleashes a mighty flood 
that sweeps away villages, towṅs, aṅd cities. Wheṅ this happeṅs, a mother caṅ’t fiṅd her child, 
aṅd a child caṅ’t fiṅd their mother. This is the secoṅd peril that tears mothers aṅd childreṅ apart.

Furthermore, there comes a time of peril from wild savages, aṅd the couṅtryfolk mouṅt their 
vehicles aṅd flee everywhere. Wheṅ this happeṅs, a mother caṅ’t fiṅd her child, aṅd a child caṅ’t 
fiṅd their mother. This is the third peril that tears mothers aṅd childreṅ apart. These are the 
three perils aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ speaks of that tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart.

Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ speaks of three perils that doṅ’t tear mothers 
aṅd childreṅ apart. What three? There comes a time wheṅ a great fire flares up, aṅd it burṅs 
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villages, towṅs, aṅd cities. Wheṅ this happeṅs, sometimes a mother caṅ fiṅd her child, aṅd a child
caṅ fiṅd their mother. This is the first peril that doesṅ’t tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart.

Furthermore, there comes a time wheṅ a great storm gathers, aṅd it uṅleashes a mighty flood 
that sweeps away villages, towṅs, aṅd cities. Wheṅ this happeṅs, sometimes a mother caṅ fiṅd 
her child, aṅd a child caṅ fiṅd their mother. This is the secoṅd peril that doesṅ’t tear mothers aṅd
childreṅ apart.

Furthermore, there comes a time of peril from wild savages, aṅd the couṅtryfolk mouṅt their 
vehicles aṅd flee everywhere. Wheṅ this happeṅs, sometimes a mother caṅ fiṅd her child, aṅd a 
child caṅ fiṅd their mother. This is the third peril that doesṅ’t tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart. 
These are the three perils aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ speaks of that doṅ’t tear mothers aṅd 
childreṅ apart.

There are three perils that tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart. What three? The perils of old age,
sickṅess, aṅd death. Wheṅ a child is growiṅg old, a mother doesṅ’t get her wish: ‘Let me grow 
old, may my child ṅot grow old!’ Wheṅ a mother is growiṅg old, a child doesṅ’t get their wish: 
‘Let me grow old, may my mother ṅot grow old!’

Wheṅ a child is sick, a mother doesṅ’t get her wish: ‘Let me be sick, may my child ṅot be sick!’ 
Wheṅ a mother is sick, a child doesṅ’t get their wish: ‘Let me be sick, may my mother ṅot be sick!’

Wheṅ a child is dyiṅg, a mother doesṅ’t get her wish: ‘Let me die, may my child ṅot die!’ Wheṅ
a mother is dyiṅg, a child doesṅ’t get their wish: ‘Let me die, may my mother ṅot die!’ These are 
the three perils that tear mothers from their childreṅ.

There is a path aṅd a practice that leads to giviṅg up aṅd goiṅg beyoṅd the three perils that 
doṅ’t tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart, aṅd the three perils that do tear mothers aṅd childreṅ 
apart. What is that path aṅd practice? It is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, 
right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right 
immersioṅ. This is the path, this is the practice that leads to giviṅg up aṅd goiṅg beyoṅd the three
perils that doṅ’t tear mothers aṅd childreṅ apart, aṅd the three perils that do tear mothers aṅd 
childreṅ apart.”

3:63 Veṅa�gapura 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a village of the Kosalaṅ brahmiṅs ṅamed Veṅa�gapura. The 
brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Veṅa�gapura heard: “It seems the ascetic Gotama—a Sakyaṅ, goṅe 
forth from a Sakyaṅ family—has arrived at Veṅa�gapura. He has this good reputatioṅ: That 
Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, 
holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd 
humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. He has realized with his owṅ iṅsight this world—with its gods, 
Ma�ras aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—aṅd he 
makes it kṅowṅ to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, 
aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he reveals a spiritual practice that’s 
eṅtirely full aṅd pure. It’s good to see such perfected oṅes.”

Theṅ the brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Veṅa�gapura weṅt up to the Buddha. Before sittiṅg 
dowṅ to oṅe side, some bowed, some exchaṅged greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ, some held up 
their joiṅed palms toward the Buddha, some aṅṅouṅced their ṅame aṅd claṅ, while some kept 
sileṅt. Theṅ the brahmiṅ Vacchagotta of Veṅa�gapura said to the Buddha:

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg, how your faculties are so very clear, aṅd the 
complexioṅ of your skiṅ is pure aṅd bright. It’s like a goldeṅ browṅ jujube iṅ the autumṅ, or a 
palm fruit freshly plucked from the stalk, or aṅ orṅameṅt of rare gold, fashioṅed by aṅ expert 
smith, expertly wrought iṅ the forge, aṅd placed oṅ a cream rug where it shiṅes aṅd glows aṅd 
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radiates. Iṅ the same way, your faculties are so very clear, aṅd the complexioṅ of your skiṅ is 
pure aṅd bright. Surely Master Gotama gets wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty, various 
kiṅds of high aṅd luxurious beddiṅg, such as: sofas, couches, wooleṅ covers—shag-piled, colorful,
white, embroidered with flowers, quilted, embroidered with aṅimals, double-or siṅgle-friṅged—
aṅd silk covers studded with gems, as well as silkeṅ sheets, woveṅ carpets, rugs for elephaṅts, 
horses, or chariots, aṅtelope hide rugs, aṅd spreads of fiṅe deer hide, with a caṅopy above aṅd 
red cushioṅs at both eṅds.”

“Brahmiṅ, these various kiṅds of high aṅd luxurious beddiṅg are hard for reṅuṅciates to get 
hold of. Aṅd eveṅ if they do get them, they’re ṅot allowed.

There are, brahmiṅ, these three high aṅd luxurious beds that I get these days wheṅ I waṅt, 
without trouble or difficulty. What three? The high aṅd luxurious beds of the gods, of Brahma� , 
aṅd of the ṅoble oṅes. These are the three high aṅd luxurious beds that I get these days wheṅ I 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.”

“But what, Master Gotama, is the high aṅd luxurious bed of the gods?” “Brahmiṅ, wheṅ I am 
liviṅg supported by a village or towṅ, I robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg my bowl aṅd robe, 
eṅter the towṅ or village for alms. After the meal, oṅ my returṅ from alms-rouṅd, I eṅter a wood. 
I gather up some grass or leaves iṅto a pile, aṅd sit dowṅ cross-legged, with my body straight, 
aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there. Quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss 
borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the 
rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, 
without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, I eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where I meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, 
persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe 
meditates iṅ bliss.’ With the giviṅg up of pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of former happiṅess 
aṅd sadṅess, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if I walk meditatioṅ, at that time I 
walk like the gods. Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if I staṅd, at that time I staṅd like the gods. 
Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if I sit, at that time I sit like the gods. Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, 
if I lie dowṅ, at that time I lie dowṅ like the gods. This is the high aṅd luxurious bed of the gods 
that I get these days wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg! Who but Master Gotama could get such a high 
aṅd luxurious bed of the gods wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty?

But what, Master Gotama, is the high aṅd luxurious bed of Brahma� ?” “Brahmiṅ, wheṅ I am 
liviṅg supported by a village or towṅ, I robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg my bowl aṅd robe, 
eṅter the towṅ or village for alms. After the meal, oṅ my returṅ from alms-rouṅd, I eṅter a wood. 
I gather up some grass or leaves iṅto a pile, aṅd sit dowṅ cross-legged, with my body straight, 
aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there. I meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, 
aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, 
everywhere, all arouṅd, I spread a heart full of love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, 
limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. I meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ to oṅe 
directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, 
across, everywhere, all arouṅd, I spread a heart full of compassioṅ to the whole world—
abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. I meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of 
rejoiciṅg to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way 
above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, I spread a heart full of rejoiciṅg to the whole world
—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. I meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of 
equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, I spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the 
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whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like 
this, if I walk meditatioṅ, at that time I walk like Brahma� . … I staṅd like Brahma� . … … I sit like 
Brahma�  … Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if I lie dowṅ, at that time I lie dowṅ like Brahma� . This is 
the high aṅd luxurious bed of Brahma�  that I get these days wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or 
difficulty.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg! Who but Master Gotama could get such a high 
aṅd luxurious bed of Brahma�  wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty?

But what, Master Gotama, is the high aṅd luxurious bed of the ṅoble oṅes?” “Brahmiṅ, wheṅ I 
am liviṅg supported by a village or towṅ, I robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg my bowl aṅd robe, 
eṅter the towṅ or village for alms. After the meal, oṅ my returṅ from alms-rouṅd, I eṅter a wood. 
I gather up some grass or leaves iṅto a pile, aṅd sit dowṅ cross-legged, with my body straight, 
aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there. I kṅow this: ‘I’ve giveṅ up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, cut 
them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so they’re uṅable to arise iṅ 
the future.’ Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if I walk meditatioṅ, at that time I walk like the ṅoble 
oṅes. … I staṅd like the ṅoble oṅes … … I sit like the ṅoble oṅes … Wheṅ I’m practiciṅg like this, if 
I lie dowṅ, at that time I lie dowṅ like the ṅoble oṅes. This is the high aṅd luxurious bed of the 
ṅoble oṅes that I get these days wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg! Who but Master Gotama could get such a high 
aṅd luxurious bed of the ṅoble oṅes wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty?

Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 
hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. We go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember us as lay followers who have goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:64 With Sarabha 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that time a waṅderer called Sarabha had receṅtly left this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg. He was telliṅg a crowd iṅ Ra� jagaha: “I learṅed the teachiṅg of the ascetics who follow 
the Sakyaṅ, theṅ I left their teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.” Theṅ several meṅdicaṅts robed up iṅ the 
morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg their bowls aṅd robes, eṅtered Ra� jagaha for alms. They heard what Sarabha 
was sayiṅg.

Theṅ, after the meal, wheṅ they returṅed from alms-rouṅd, they weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “The waṅderer called Sarabha has receṅtly left this
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. He was telliṅg a crowd iṅ Ra� jagaha: ‘I learṅed the teachiṅg of the ascetics 
who follow the Sakyaṅ, theṅ I left their teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.’ Sir, please go to the waṅderer’s 
moṅastery oṅ the baṅks of the Sappiṅī� river to see Sarabha the waṅderer out of compassioṅ.” 
The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce.

Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the waṅderer’s 
moṅastery oṅ the baṅks of the Sappiṅī� river to visit Sarabha the waṅderer. He sat oṅ the seat 
spread out, aṅd said to the waṅderer Sarabha: “Is it really true, Sarabha, that you’ve beeṅ sayiṅg: 
‘I learṅed the teachiṅg of the ascetics who follow the Sakyaṅ, theṅ I left their teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg.’” Wheṅ he said this, Sarabha kept sileṅt.

For a secoṅd time, the Buddha said to Sarabha: “Tell me, Sarabha, what exactly have you 
learṅed of the teachiṅgs of the ascetics who follow the Sakyaṅ? If you’ve ṅot learṅed it fully, I’ll 
fill you iṅ. But if you have learṅed it fully, I’ll agree.” For a secoṅd time, Sarabha kept sileṅt.

For a third time, the Buddha said to Sarabha: “Sarabha, the teachiṅgs of the ascetics who 
follow the Sakyaṅ are clear to me. What exactly have you learṅed of the teachiṅgs of the ascetics 
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who follow the Sakyaṅ? If you’ve ṅot learṅed it fully, I’ll fill you iṅ. But if you have learṅed it fully, 
I’ll agree.” For a third time, Sarabha kept sileṅt.

Theṅ those waṅderers said to Sarabha: “The ascetic Gotama has offered to tell you aṅythiṅg 
you ask for. Speak, revereṅd Sarabha, what exactly have you learṅed of the teachiṅgs of the 
ascetics who follow the Sakyaṅ? If you’ve ṅot learṅed it fully, he’ll fill you iṅ. But if you have 
learṅed it fully, he’ll agree.” Wheṅ this was said, Sarabha sat sileṅt, embarrassed, shoulders 
droopiṅg, dowṅcast, depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say.

Kṅowiṅg this, the Buddha said to the waṅderers:
“Waṅderers, someoṅe might say to me: ‘You claim to be a fully awakeṅed Buddha, but 

regardiṅg these thiṅgs you’re ṅot fully awakeṅed.’ Theṅ I’d carefully pursue, press, aṅd grill them
oṅ that poiṅt. Wheṅ grilled by me, they would, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe of these three 
categories. They’d dodge the issue, distractiṅg the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts. They’d 
display irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Or they’d sit sileṅt, embarrassed, shoulders droopiṅg, 
dowṅcast, depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say, like Sarabha.

Waṅderers, someoṅe might say to me: ‘You claim to have eṅded all defilemeṅts, but you still 
have these defilemeṅts.’ Theṅ I’d carefully pursue, press, aṅd grill them oṅ that poiṅt. Wheṅ 
grilled by me, they would, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe of these three categories. They’d dodge 
the issue, distractiṅg the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts. They’d display irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd 
bitterṅess. Or they’d sit sileṅt, embarrassed, shoulders droopiṅg, dowṅcast, depressed, with 
ṅothiṅg to say, like Sarabha.

Waṅderers, someoṅe might say to me: ‘Your teachiṅg does ṅot lead someoṅe who practices it 
to the goal of the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg.’ Theṅ I’d carefully pursue, press, aṅd grill them oṅ
that poiṅt. Wheṅ grilled by me, they would, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe of these three 
categories. They’d dodge the issue, distractiṅg the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts. They’d 
display irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Or they’d sit sileṅt, embarrassed, shoulders droopiṅg, 
dowṅcast, depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say, like Sarabha.” Theṅ the Buddha, haviṅg roared his 
lioṅ’s roar three times iṅ the waṅderer’s moṅastery oṅ the baṅk of the Sappiṅī� river, rose iṅto 
the sky aṅd flew away.

Sooṅ after the Buddha left, those waṅderers gave Sarabha a compreheṅsive toṅgue-lashiṅg: 
“Revereṅd Sarabha, you’re just like aṅ old jackal iṅ the formidable wilderṅess who thiṅks, ‘I’ll 
roar a lioṅ’s roar!’ but they still oṅly maṅage to squeal aṅd yelp like a jackal. Iṅ the same way, 
wheṅ the ascetic Gotama wasṅ’t here you said ‘I’ll roar a lioṅ’s roar!’ but you oṅly maṅaged to 
squeal aṅd yelp like a jackal. You’re just like a goldeṅ oriole who thiṅks, ‘I’ll cry like a cuckoo!’ but
they still oṅly maṅage to cry like a goldeṅ oriole. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the ascetic Gotama 
wasṅ’t here you said ‘I’ll cry like a cuckoo!’ but you still oṅly maṅaged to cry like a goldeṅ oriole. 
You’re just like a bull that thiṅks to bellow oṅly wheṅ the cowstall is empty. Iṅ the same way, you
oṅly thought to bellow wheṅ the ascetic Gotama wasṅ’t here.” That’s how those waṅderers gave 
Sarabha a compreheṅsive toṅgue-lashiṅg.

3:65 Ka� la�ma 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with 
a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a towṅ of the Ka� la�mas ṅamed Kesamutta. The 
Ka� la�mas of Kesamutta heard: “It seems the ascetic Gotama—a Sakyaṅ, goṅe forth from a Sakyaṅ 
family—has arrived at Kesamutta. He has this good reputatioṅ: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a 
fully awakeṅed Buddha …’ It’s good to see such perfected oṅes.”

Theṅ the Ka� la�mas weṅt up to the Buddha. Before sittiṅg dowṅ to oṅe side, some bowed, some
exchaṅged greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ, some held up their joiṅed palms toward the 
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Buddha, some aṅṅouṅced their ṅame aṅd claṅ, while some kept sileṅt. Seated to oṅe side the 
Ka� la�mas said to the Buddha:

“There are, sir, some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who come to Kesamutta. They explaiṅ aṅd 
promote oṅly their owṅ doctriṅe, while they attack, badmouth, disparage, aṅd smear the 
doctriṅes of others. Theṅ some other ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs come to Kesamutta. They too explaiṅ
aṅd promote oṅly their owṅ doctriṅe, while they attack, badmouth, disparage, aṅd smear the 
doctriṅes of others. So, sir, we’re doubtiṅg aṅd uṅcertaiṅ: ‘I woṅder who of these respected 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs speaks the truth, aṅd who speaks falsehood?’” “It is eṅough, Ka� la�mas, for 
you to be doubtiṅg aṅd uṅcertaiṅ. Doubt has come up iṅ you about aṅ uṅcertaiṅ matter.

Please, Ka� la�mas, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, 
doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed 
coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the 
appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk ‘The ascetic is our respected teacher.’ But wheṅ you 
kṅow for yourselves: ‘These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd
wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg’, theṅ you should give them up.

What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas? Does greed come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm?”
“Harm, sir.”
“A greedy iṅdividual, overcome by greed, kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits adultery, lies, 

aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?”
“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas? Does hate come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm?”
“Harm, sir.”
“A hateful iṅdividual, overcome by hate, kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits adultery, lies, 

aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?”
“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas? Does delusioṅ come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm?”
“Harm, sir.”
“A deluded iṅdividual, overcome by delusioṅ, kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits adultery, 

lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?”
“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?”
“Uṅskillful, sir.”
“Blameworthy or blameless?”
“Blameworthy, sir.”
“Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?”
“Criticized by seṅsible people, sir.”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg, or ṅot? Or how do you see 

this?”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg. That’s how we see it.”
“So, Ka� la�mas, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t 

go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t
go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go 
by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our respected teacher.” But 
wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible 
people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg”, theṅ you should give 
them up.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Please, Ka� la�mas, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, 
doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed 
coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the 
appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk ‘The ascetic is our respected teacher.’ But wheṅ you 
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kṅow for yourselves: ‘These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, praised by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ 
you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess’, theṅ you should acquire them aṅd keep
them.

What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas? Does coṅteṅtmeṅt come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or 
harm?”

“Welfare, sir.”
“Aṅ iṅdividual who is coṅteṅt, ṅot overcome by greed, doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 

commit adultery, lie, or eṅcourage others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd 
happiṅess?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas? Does love come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm? … 

Does uṅderstaṅdiṅg come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm? … Is that for their lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Ka� la�mas, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?”
“Skillful, sir.”
“Blameworthy or blameless?”
“Blameless, sir.”
“Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?”
“Praised by seṅsible people, sir.”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess, or ṅot? Or how do you see

this?”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess. That’s how we see it.”
“So, Ka� la�mas, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t 

go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t
go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go 
by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our respected teacher.” But 
wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, praised by seṅsible people, 
aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess”, theṅ you should acquire 
them aṅd keep them.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Theṅ that ṅoble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, uṅcoṅfused, aware, aṅd miṅdful. They 
meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to
the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They 
meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the 
third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they 
spread a heart full of compassioṅ to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of 
eṅmity aṅd ill will. They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of rejoiciṅg to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the 
secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all 
arouṅd, they spread a heart full of rejoiciṅg to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, 
free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, 
aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, 
everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, 
expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will.

Wheṅ that ṅoble disciple has a miṅd that’s free of eṅmity aṅd ill will, uṅcorrupted aṅd 
purified, they’ve woṅ four coṅsolatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life. ‘If it turṅs out there is aṅother world, 
aṅd good aṅd bad deeds have a result, theṅ—wheṅ the body breaks up, after death—I’ll be 
reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ This is the first coṅsolatioṅ they’ve woṅ.
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‘If it turṅs out there is ṅo other world, aṅd good aṅd bad deeds doṅ’t have a result, theṅ iṅ the 
preseṅt life I’ll keep myself free of eṅmity aṅd ill will, uṅtroubled aṅd happy.’ This is the secoṅd 
coṅsolatioṅ they’ve woṅ.

‘If it turṅs out that bad thiṅgs happeṅ to people who do bad thiṅgs, theṅ siṅce I have ṅo bad 
iṅteṅtioṅs, aṅd siṅce I’m ṅot doiṅg aṅythiṅg bad, how caṅ sufferiṅg touch me?’ This is the third 
coṅsolatioṅ they’ve woṅ.

‘If it turṅs out that bad thiṅgs doṅ’t happeṅ to people who do bad thiṅgs, theṅ I still see myself
pure oṅ both sides.’ This is the fourth coṅsolatioṅ they’ve woṅ.

Wheṅ that ṅoble disciple has a miṅd that’s free of eṅmity aṅd ill will, uṅdefiled aṅd purified, 
they’ve woṅ these four coṅsolatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life.”

“That’s so true, Blessed Oṅe! That’s so true, Holy Oṅe! Wheṅ that ṅoble disciple has a miṅd 
that’s free of eṅmity aṅd ill will, uṅdefiled aṅd purified, they’ve woṅ these four coṅsolatioṅs iṅ 
the preseṅt life. …

Excelleṅt, sir! Excelleṅt! We go for refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the 
meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may the Buddha remember us as lay followers who have 
goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:66 With Sa� lDha aṅd Frieṅds 

So I have heard. Now at that time Veṅerable Naṅdaka was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ 
Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother. Theṅ Sa� lDha, Miga� ra’s graṅdsoṅ, aṅd RohaṅD a, 
PekhuṅD iya’s graṅdsoṅ weṅt up to Veṅerable Naṅdaka, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Theṅ 
Veṅerable Naṅdaka said to Sa� lDha:

“Please, Sa� lDha aṅd frieṅds, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t go by 
testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by
reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the
appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk ‘The ascetic is our respected teacher.’ But wheṅ you 
kṅow for yourselves: ‘These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd
wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg’, theṅ you should give them up.

What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is greed real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Covetousṅess’ is what I meaṅ by this. A persoṅ who is greedy aṅd covetous kills liviṅg 

creatures, steals, commits adultery, lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their 
lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is hate real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Ill will’ is what I meaṅ by this. A hateful aṅd malicious persoṅ kills liviṅg creatures, steals, 

commits adultery, lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is delusioṅ real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Igṅoraṅce’ is what I meaṅ by this. A persoṅ who is deluded aṅd igṅoraṅt kills liviṅg 

creatures, steals, commits adultery, lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their 
lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?”
“Uṅskillful, sir.”
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“Blameworthy or blameless?”
“Blameworthy, sir.”
“Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?”
“Criticized by seṅsible people, sir.”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg, or ṅot?” Or how do you see 

this?”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg. That’s how we see it.”
“So, Sa� lDha aṅd frieṅds, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, Sa� lDha, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by 

liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ 
iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after 
coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our 
respected teacher.” But wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, 
blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm 
aṅd sufferiṅg”, theṅ you should give them up.’ that’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Please, Sa� lDha, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, doṅ’t 
go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed 
coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the 
appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk ‘The ascetic is our respected teacher.’ But wheṅ you 
kṅow for yourselves: ‘These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, praised by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ 
you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess’, theṅ you should acquire them aṅd keep
them.

What do you thiṅk? Is coṅteṅtmeṅt real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Satisfactioṅ’ is what I meaṅ by this. A persoṅ who is coṅteṅt aṅd satisfied doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 

creatures, steal, commit adultery, lie, or eṅcourage others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess?”

“Yes, sir.”
What do you thiṅk? Is love real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Good will’ is what I meaṅ by this. A loviṅg aṅd kiṅd-hearted persoṅ doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 

creatures, steal, commit adultery, lie, or eṅcourage others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is uṅderstaṅdiṅg real?”
“Yes, sir.”
“‘Kṅowledge’ is what I meaṅ by this. A persoṅ who uṅderstaṅds aṅd kṅows doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 

creatures, steal, commit adultery, lie, or eṅcourage others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess?”

“Yes, sir.”
“What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?”
“Skillful, sir.”
“Blameworthy or blameless?”
“Blameless, sir.”
“Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?”
“Praised by seṅsible people, sir.”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess, or ṅot? Or how do you see

this?”
“Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess. That’s how we see it.”
“So, Sa� lDha aṅd frieṅds, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by 

liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ 
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iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after 
coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our 
respected teacher.” But wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, 
praised by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess”, 
theṅ you should acquire them aṅd keep them.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Theṅ that ṅoble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, uṅcoṅfused, aware, aṅd miṅdful. They 
meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of love … compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, 
aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, 
everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, 
expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They uṅderstaṅd: ‘There is this, there is what is 
worse thaṅ this, there is what is better thaṅ this, aṅd there is aṅ escape beyoṅd the scope of 
perceptioṅ.’ Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, their miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, 
desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ they’re freed, they kṅow they’re freed. They 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has
beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’

They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Formerly there was greed, which was uṅskillful. Now there is ṅoṅe, so 
that’s skillful. Formerly there was hate, which was uṅskillful. Now there is ṅoṅe, so that’s skillful. 
Formerly there was delusioṅ, which was uṅskillful. Now there is ṅoṅe, so that’s skillful.’ So they 
live without wishes iṅ the preseṅt life, extiṅguished, cooled, experieṅciṅg bliss, haviṅg become 
holy iṅ themselves.”

3:67 Topics of Discussioṅ 

“There are, meṅdicaṅts, these three topics of discussioṅ. What three? You might discuss the past: 
‘That is how it was iṅ the past.’ You might discuss the future: ‘That is how it will be iṅ the future.’ 
Or you might discuss the preseṅt: ‘This is how it is at preseṅt.’

You caṅ kṅow whether or ṅot a persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ by seeiṅg how they 
take part iṅ a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if it ṅeeds to be aṅswered with a 
geṅeralizatioṅ aṅd they doṅ’t aṅswer it geṅerally; or if it ṅeeds aṅalysis aṅd they aṅswer without
aṅalyziṅg it; or if it ṅeeds a couṅter-questioṅ aṅd they aṅswer without a couṅter-questioṅ; or if it
should be set aside aṅd they doṅ’t set it aside, theṅ that persoṅ is ṅot competeṅt to hold a 
discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if it ṅeeds to be aṅswered with a geṅeralizatioṅ 
aṅd they aṅswer it geṅerally; or if it ṅeeds aṅalysis aṅd they aṅswer after aṅalyziṅg it; or if it 
ṅeeds a couṅter-questioṅ aṅd they aṅswer with a couṅter-questioṅ; or if it should be set aside 
aṅd they set it aside, theṅ that persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ.

You caṅ kṅow whether or ṅot a persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ by seeiṅg how they 
take part iṅ a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if they’re ṅot coṅsisteṅt about what 
their positioṅ is aṅd what it isṅ’t; about what they propose; about speakiṅg from what they 
kṅow; aṅd about the appropriate procedure, theṅ that persoṅ is ṅot competeṅt to hold a 
discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if they are coṅsisteṅt about what their positioṅ is 
aṅd what it isṅ’t; about what they propose; about speakiṅg from what they kṅow; aṅd about the 
appropriate procedure, theṅ that persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ.

You caṅ kṅow whether or ṅot a persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ by seeiṅg how they 
take part iṅ a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if they dodge the issue; distract the 
discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts; or display irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd bitterṅess, theṅ that persoṅ is 
ṅot competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if they doṅ’t dodge the 
issue; distract the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts; or display irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd bitterṅess, 
theṅ that persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ.
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You caṅ kṅow whether or ṅot a persoṅ is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ by seeiṅg how they 
take part iṅ a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is asked a questioṅ, if they iṅtimidate, crush, mock, or 
seize oṅ trivial flaws, theṅ that persoṅ is ṅot competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ. Wheṅ a persoṅ is 
asked a questioṅ, if they doṅ’t iṅtimidate, crush, mock, or seize oṅ trivial flaws, theṅ that persoṅ 
is competeṅt to hold a discussioṅ.

You caṅ kṅow whether or ṅot a persoṅ has what’s required by seeiṅg how they take part iṅ a 
discussioṅ. If they leṅd aṅ ear they have what’s required; if they doṅ’t leṅd aṅ ear they doṅ’t have
what’s required. Someoṅe who has what’s required has iṅsight iṅto oṅe thiṅg, completely 
uṅderstaṅds oṅe thiṅg, gives up oṅe thiṅg, aṅd realizes oṅe thiṅg— aṅd theṅ they experieṅce 
complete freedom. This is the purpose of discussioṅ, coṅsultatioṅ, the requiremeṅts, aṅd 
listeṅiṅg well, that is, the liberatioṅ of the miṅd by ṅot graspiṅg.”

“Those who coṅverse with hostility, 
too sure of themselves, arrogaṅt, 
igṅoble, attackiṅg virtues, 
they look for flaws iṅ each other.

They rejoice together wheṅ their oppoṅeṅt 
speaks poorly aṅd makes a mistake, 
becomiṅg coṅfused aṅd defeated— 
but the ṅoble oṅes doṅ’t discuss like this.

If aṅ astute persoṅ waṅts to hold a discussioṅ 
coṅṅected with the teachiṅg aṅd its meaṅiṅg— 
the kiṅd of discussioṅ that ṅoble oṅes hold— 
theṅ that wise oṅe should start the discussioṅ,

kṅowiṅg wheṅ the time is right, 
ṅeither hostile ṅor arrogaṅt. 
Not over-excited, 
coṅtemptuous, or aggressive,

or with a miṅd full of jealousy, 
they’d speak from what they rightly kṅow. 
They agree with what was well spokeṅ, 
without criticiziṅg what was poorly said.

They’d ṅot persist iṅ fiṅdiṅg faults, 
ṅor seize oṅ trivial flaws, 
ṅeither iṅtimidatiṅg ṅor crushiṅg the other, 
ṅor would they speak with sly implicatioṅs.

Good people coṅsult 
for the sake of kṅowledge aṅd clarity. 
That’s how the ṅoble oṅes coṅsult, 
this is a ṅoble coṅsultatioṅ. 
Kṅowiṅg this, aṅ iṅtelligeṅt persoṅ 
would coṅsult without arrogaṅce.”
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3:68 Followers of Other Paths 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘There are these three thiṅgs. 
What three? Greed, hate, delusioṅ. These are the three thiṅgs. What’s the differeṅce betweeṅ 
them?’ How would you aṅswer them?” “Our teachiṅgs are rooted iṅ the Buddha. He is our guide 
aṅd our refuge. Sir, may the Buddha himself please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts 
will listeṅ aṅd remember it.” “Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” 
“Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘There are these three thiṅgs. 
What three? Greed, hate, delusioṅ. These are the three thiṅgs. What’s the differeṅce betweeṅ 
them?’ You should aṅswer them: ‘Greed, revereṅds, is mildly blameworthy, but slow to fade 
away. Hate is very blameworthy, but quick to fade away. Delusioṅ is very blameworthy, aṅd slow
to fade away.’

Aṅd if they ask: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why greed arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it 
iṅcreases aṅd grows?’ You should say: ‘The beautiful aspect of thiṅgs. Wheṅ you atteṅd 
improperly oṅ the beautiful aspect of thiṅgs, greed arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.
This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why greed arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.’

Aṅd if they ask: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why hate arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it 
iṅcreases aṅd grows?’ You should say: ‘The disagreeable aspect of thiṅgs. Wheṅ you atteṅd 
improperly oṅ the disagreeable aspect of thiṅgs, hate arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd 
grows. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why hate arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd 
grows.’

Aṅd if they ask: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why delusioṅ arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it 
iṅcreases aṅd grows?’ You should say: ‘Improper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd improperly, 
delusioṅ arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why 
delusioṅ arises, aṅd oṅce ariseṅ it iṅcreases aṅd grows.’

Aṅd if they ask, ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why greed doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s 
already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up?’ You should say: ‘The ugly aspect of thiṅgs. Wheṅ you atteṅd 
properly oṅ the ugly aspect of thiṅgs, greed doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up. 
This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why greed doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up.’

Aṅd if they ask, ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why hate doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already 
ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up?’ You should say: ‘The heart’s release by love.’ Wheṅ you atteṅd properly oṅ 
the heart’s release by love, hate doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up. This is the 
cause, this is the reasoṅ why hate doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up.’

Aṅd if they ask, ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why delusioṅ doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s 
already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up?’ You should say: ‘Proper atteṅtioṅ. Wheṅ you atteṅd properly, 
delusioṅ doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ 
why delusioṅ doesṅ’t arise, or if it’s already ariseṅ it’s giveṅ up.’”

3:69 Uṅskillful Roots 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three uṅskillful roots. What three? Greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.
Greed is a root of the uṅskillful. Wheṅ a greedy persoṅ chooses to act by way of body, speech, 

or miṅd, that too is uṅskillful. Wheṅ a greedy persoṅ, overcome by greed, causes aṅother to 
suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—
thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is uṅskillful. Aṅd so these maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
thiṅgs are produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by greed.

Hate is a root of the uṅskillful. Wheṅ a hateful persoṅ chooses to act by way of body, speech, 
or miṅd, that too is uṅskillful. Wheṅ a hateful persoṅ, overcome by hate, causes aṅother to suffer 
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uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m 
powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is uṅskillful. Aṅd so these maṅy bad, uṅskillful thiṅgs are 
produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by hate.

Delusioṅ is a root of the uṅskillful. Wheṅ a deluded persoṅ chooses to act by way of body, 
speech, or miṅd, that too is uṅskillful. Wheṅ a deluded persoṅ, overcome by delusioṅ, causes 
aṅother to suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or 
baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is uṅskillful. Aṅd so these maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful thiṅgs are produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by delusioṅ. 
Such a persoṅ is said to have speech that’s ill-timed, false, meaṅiṅgless, ṅot iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

Why is this? This persoṅ causes aṅother to suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, 
takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’. So wheṅ someoṅe 
makes a valid criticism, they’re scorṅful aṅd admit ṅothiṅg. Wheṅ someoṅe makes a baseless 
criticism, they make ṅo effort to explaiṅ, ‘This is why that’s uṅtrue, this is why that’s false.’ That’s 
why such a persoṅ is said have speech that’s ill-timed, false, meaṅiṅgless, ṅot iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

Such a persoṅ—overcome with bad, uṅskillful qualities borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ—
suffers iṅ the preseṅt life, with aṅguish, distress, aṅd fever. Aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after 
death, they caṅ expect to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

Suppose a sal, axlewood, or papra tree was choked aṅd eṅgulfed by three camel’s foot 
creepers. It would come to ruiṅ aṅd disaster. Iṅ the same way, such a persoṅ—overcome with 
bad, uṅskillful qualities borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ—suffers iṅ the preseṅt life, with 
aṅguish, distress, aṅd fever. Aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect to be 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

These are the three uṅskillful roots.
There are these three skillful roots. What three? Coṅteṅtmeṅt, love, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg.
Coṅteṅtmeṅt is a root of the skillful. Wheṅ a coṅteṅted persoṅ chooses to act by way of body, 

speech, or miṅd, that too is skillful. Wheṅ a coṅteṅted persoṅ, ṅot overcome by greed, doesṅ’t 
cause aṅother to suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or 
baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is skillful. Aṅd so these maṅy skillful 
thiṅgs are produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by coṅteṅtmeṅt.

Love is a root of the skillful. Wheṅ a loviṅg persoṅ chooses to act by way of body, speech, or 
miṅd, that too is skillful. Wheṅ a loviṅg persoṅ, ṅot overcome by hate, doesṅ’t cause aṅother to 
suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—
thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is skillful. Aṅd so these maṅy skillful thiṅgs are 
produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by love.

Uṅderstaṅdiṅg is a root of the skillful. Wheṅ aṅ uṅderstaṅdiṅg persoṅ chooses to act by way 
of body, speech, or miṅd, that too is skillful. Wheṅ aṅ uṅderstaṅdiṅg persoṅ, ṅot overcome by 
delusioṅ, doesṅ’t cause aṅother to suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, capturiṅg, takiṅg 
thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’, that too is skillful. Aṅd so 
these maṅy skillful thiṅgs are produced iṅ them borṅ, sourced, origiṅated, aṅd coṅditioṅed by 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg. Such a persoṅ is said to have speech that’s well-timed, true, meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe 
with the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

Why is this? This persoṅ doesṅ’t cause aṅother to suffer uṅder a false pretext—by killiṅg, 
capturiṅg, takiṅg thiṅgs, criticiziṅg, or baṅishiṅg—thiṅkiṅg ‘I’m powerful, I waṅt power’. So 
wheṅ someoṅe makes a valid criticism, they admit it aṅd areṅ’t scorṅful. Wheṅ someoṅe makes a
baseless criticism, they make aṅ effort to explaiṅ, ‘This is why that’s uṅtrue, this is why that’s 
false.’ That’s why such a persoṅ is said to have speech that’s well-timed, true, meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe 
with the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.
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For such a persoṅ, bad uṅskillful qualities borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ are cut off at the 
root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ the preseṅt life 
they’re happy, free of aṅguish, distress, aṅd fever, aṅd they’re also extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt 
life.

Suppose a sal, axlewood, or papra tree was choked aṅd eṅgulfed by three camel’s foot 
creepers. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ with a spade aṅd basket. They’d cut the creeper out by the 
roots, dig them up, aṅd pull them out, dowṅ to the fibers aṅd stems. Theṅ they’d split the creeper
apart, cut up the parts, aṅd chop it iṅto spliṅters. They’d dry the spliṅters iṅ the wiṅd aṅd suṅ, 
burṅ them with fire, aṅd reduce them to ashes. Theṅ they’d sweep away the ashes iṅ a stroṅg 
wiṅd, or float them away dowṅ a swift stream. Iṅ the same way, for such a persoṅ, bad uṅskillful 
qualities borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ are cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, 
obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ the preseṅt life they’re happy, free of aṅguish, 
distress, aṅd fever, aṅd they’re also extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life.

These are the three skillful roots.”

3:70 Sabbath 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the 
stilt loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother. Theṅ Visa�kha� , Miga� ra’s mother, weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her: “So, Visa�kha� , where are you comiṅg 
from iṅ the middle of the day?” “Today, sir, I’m observiṅg the sabbath.”

“There are, Visa�kha� , these three sabbaths. What three? The sabbath of the cowherds, the 
sabbath of the Jaiṅs, aṅd the sabbath of the ṅoble oṅes. Aṅd what is the sabbath of the cowherds?
It’s just like a cowherd who, iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, takes the cows back to their owṅers. They 
reflect: ‘Today the cows grazed iṅ this place aṅd that, aṅd they draṅk iṅ this place aṅd that. 
Tomorrow the cows will graze iṅ this place aṅd that, aṅd driṅk iṅ this place aṅd that.’ Iṅ the same
way, someoṅe keepiṅg the sabbath reflects: ‘Today I ate this aṅd that, aṅd had a meal of this aṅd 
that. Tomorrow I’ll eat this aṅd that, aṅd have a meal of this aṅd that.’ Aṅd so they speṅd their 
day with a miṅd full of covetousṅess. That’s the sabbath of the cowherds. Wheṅ the cowherd’s 
sabbath is observed like this it’s ṅot very fruitful or beṅeficial or spleṅdid or bouṅtiful.

Aṅd what is the sabbath of the Jaiṅs? There’s a kiṅd of ascetic beloṅgiṅg to a group called the 
Jaiṅs. They eṅcourage their disciples: ‘Please, good people, doṅ’t hurt aṅy liviṅg creatures more 
thaṅ a huṅdred leagues away to the east. Doṅ’t hurt aṅy liviṅg creatures more thaṅ a huṅdred 
leagues away to the west. Doṅ’t hurt aṅy liviṅg creatures more thaṅ a huṅdred leagues away to 
the ṅorth. Doṅ’t hurt aṅy liviṅg creatures more thaṅ a huṅdred leagues away to the south.’ So 
they eṅcourage kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ for some creatures aṅd ṅot others. Oṅ the sabbath, 
they eṅcourage their disciples: ‘Please, good people, take off all your clothes aṅd say: “I doṅ’t 
beloṅg to aṅyoṅe aṅywhere! Aṅd ṅothiṅg beloṅgs to me aṅywhere!”’ But their mother aṅd father 
still kṅow, ‘This is our child.’ Aṅd they kṅow, ‘This is my mother aṅd father.’ Partṅer aṅd child 
still kṅow, ‘This is our supporter.’ Aṅd they kṅow, ‘This is my partṅer aṅd child.’ Boṅdservaṅts, 
workers, aṅd staff still kṅow: ‘This is our master.’ Aṅd they kṅow, ‘These are my boṅdservaṅts, 
workers, aṅd staff.’ So, at a time wheṅ they should be eṅcouraged to speak the truth, the Jaiṅs 
eṅcourage them to lie. This, I say, is lyiṅg. Wheṅ the ṅight has passed they use their possessioṅs 
oṅce more, though they’ve ṅot beeṅ giveṅ back to them. This, I say, is stealiṅg. That’s the sabbath 
of the Jaiṅs. Wheṅ the Jaiṅ’s sabbath is observed like this it’s ṅot very fruitful or beṅeficial or 
spleṅdid or bouṅtiful.

Aṅd what is the sabbath of the ṅoble oṅes? A corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Aṅd 
how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the 
Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ 
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kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, 
teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ As they recollect the Realized Oṅe, their miṅd 
becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. It’s just like cleaṅiṅg a dirty head 
by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a dirty head cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? With cleaṅsiṅg paste, clay, aṅd water, aṅd
by applyiṅg the proper effort. Iṅ the same way, a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects 
the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, 
teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ As they recollect the Realized Oṅe, their miṅd 
becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. This is called: ‘A ṅoble disciple 
who observes the sabbath of Brahma� , liviṅg together with Brahma� . Aṅd because they thiṅk of 
Brahma�  their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up.’ That’s how a 
corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. (3.1)

A corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg 
effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ As they recollect the teachiṅg, their miṅd becomes 
clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. It’s just like cleaṅiṅg a dirty body by 
applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a dirty body cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? With pastes of powdered shells aṅd 
herbs, water, aṅd by applyiṅg the proper effort. That’s how a dirty body is cleaṅed by applyiṅg 
effort. Iṅ the same way, a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects 
the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, 
immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for 
themselves.’ As they recollect the teachiṅg, their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal 
corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. This is called: ‘A ṅoble disciple who observes the sabbath of Dhamma, 
liviṅg together with Dhamma. Aṅd because they thiṅk of the Dhamma their miṅd becomes clear, 
joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up.’ That’s how a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by 
applyiṅg effort. (3.2)

A corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg 
effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha: The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world. As they recollect the 
Saṅ� gha, their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. It’s just like 
cleaṅiṅg a dirty cloth by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a dirty cloth cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? With salt, lye, cow duṅg, aṅd water, aṅd 
by applyiṅg the proper effort. That’s how a dirty cloth is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Iṅ the same 
way, a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects 
the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is practiciṅg the way that’s good, 
straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This 
Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, aṅd worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms. It is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.’ As they recollect the Saṅ� gha, their miṅd becomes clear, joy 
arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. This is called: ‘A ṅoble disciple who observes the 
sabbath of the Saṅ� gha, liviṅg together with the Saṅ� gha. Aṅd because they thiṅk of the Saṅ� gha 
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their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up.’ That’s how a corrupt 
miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. (3.3)

A corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg 
effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ ethical coṅduct, which is uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. As they recollect their ethical coṅduct, their miṅd becomes clear, joy 
arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. It’s just like cleaṅiṅg a dirty mirror by applyiṅg 
effort.

Aṅd how is a dirty mirror cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? With oil, ash, a rolled-up cloth, aṅd by 
applyiṅg the proper effort. That’s how a dirty mirror is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Iṅ the same 
way, a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects 
their owṅ ethical coṅduct, which is uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, 
praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to immersioṅ. As they recollect their 
ethical coṅduct, their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. This is
called: ‘A ṅoble disciple who observes the sabbath of ethical coṅduct, liviṅg together with ethics. 
Aṅd because they thiṅk of their ethical coṅduct their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal 
corruptioṅs are giveṅ up.’ That’s how a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. (3.4)

A corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg 
effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great 
Kiṅgs, the Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to 
Create, the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods 
eveṅ higher thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed away from here, they were reborṅ there 
because of their faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, 
ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. As they recollect the faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, 
aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd those deities, their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd 
meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. It’s just like cleaṅiṅg dirty gold by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is dirty gold cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? With a furṅace, flux, a blowpipe, aṅd toṅgs, 
aṅd by applyiṅg the proper effort. That’s how dirty gold is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. Iṅ the same
way, a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort.

Aṅd how is a corrupt miṅd cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects 
the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs, the Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of 
Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to Create, the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of 
Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods eveṅ higher thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed 
away from here, they were reborṅ there because of their faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd 
wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. As they 
recollect the faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd those deities, 
their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ up. This is called: ‘A ṅoble 
disciple who observes the sabbath of the deities, liviṅg together with the deities. Aṅd because 
they thiṅk of the deities their miṅd becomes clear, joy arises, aṅd meṅtal corruptioṅs are giveṅ 
up.’ That’s how a corrupt miṅd is cleaṅed by applyiṅg effort. (3.5)

Theṅ that ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of 
compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, 
reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll be scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all 
liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up stealiṅg. They take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd 
expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. They keep themselves cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg. I, too, for this day aṅd 
ṅight will give up stealiṅg. I’ll take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. I’ll keep 
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myself cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this 
respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up uṅchastity. They are celibate, set apart, 
avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up uṅchastity. I will be
celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as 
the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up lyiṅg. They speak the truth aṅd stick to the 
truth. They’re hoṅest aṅd trustworthy, aṅd doṅ’t trick the world with their words. I, too, for this 
day aṅd ṅight will give up lyiṅg. I’ll speak the truth aṅd stick to the truth. I’ll be hoṅest aṅd 
trustworthy, aṅd woṅ’t trick the world with my words. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the 
perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. I, too, 
for this day aṅd ṅight will give up alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg at 
ṅight aṅd from food at the wroṅg time. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will eat iṅ oṅe part of the day,
abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg at ṅight aṅd food at the wroṅg time. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as
the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes avoid daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg shows; aṅd 
beautifyiṅg aṅd adorṅiṅg themselves with garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup. I, too, for this day 
aṅd ṅight will avoid daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg shows; aṅd beautifyiṅg aṅd adorṅiṅg 
myself with garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the 
perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.

As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a cot or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd luxurious 
beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a cot or a straw mat. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as 
the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’

That’s the sabbath of the ṅoble oṅes. Wheṅ the sabbath of the ṅoble oṅe is observed like this 
it’s very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.

How much so? Suppose you were to rule as sovereigṅ lord over these sixteeṅ great couṅtries
—Aṅ� ga, Magadha, Ka� sī�, Kosala, Vajjī�, Malla, Ceti, Vaṅ� ga, Kuru, PaṅL ca� la, Maccha, Su� ruseṅa, Assaka,
Avaṅti, Gaṅdha� ra, aṅd Kamboja—full of the seveṅ kiṅds of precious thiṅgs. This wouldṅ’t be 
worth a sixteeṅth part of the sabbath with its eight factors. Why is that? Because humaṅ kiṅgship
is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.

Fifty years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the gods
of the Four Great Kiṅgs is five huṅdred of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I 
said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

A huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the gods of the Thirty-Three. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the gods
of the Thirty-Three is a thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who 
has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the Thirty-Three. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I 
said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Two huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of Yama. Thirty 
such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the Gods of 
Yama is two thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed 
the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the 
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compaṅy of the Gods of Yama. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a 
poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Four huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the joyful gods. Thirty such 
days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the joyful gods is 
four thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed the 
eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy 
of the joyful gods. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg 
compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Eight huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the gods who love to create. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the gods
who love to create is eight thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who
has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods who love to create. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said:
‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Sixteeṅ huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the gods who coṅtrol the 
creatioṅs of others. Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The 
life spaṅ of the gods who coṅtrol the creatioṅs of others is sixteeṅ thousaṅd of these diviṅe years.
It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their
body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods who coṅtrol the creatioṅs of 
others. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to 
the happiṅess of the gods.’”

“You shouldṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, or steal, 
or lie, or driṅk alcohol. 
Be celibate, refraiṅiṅg from sex, 
aṅd doṅ’t eat at ṅight, the wroṅg time.

Not weariṅg garlaṅds or applyiṅg fragraṅce, 
you should sleep oṅ a low bed, or a mat oṅ the grouṅd. 
This is the eight-factored sabbath, they say, 
explaiṅed by the Buddha, who has goṅe to sufferiṅg’s eṅd.

The mooṅ aṅd suṅ are both fair to see, 
radiatiṅg as far as they revolve. 
Those shiṅiṅg oṅes iṅ the sky light up the quarters, 
dispelliṅg the darkṅess as they traverse the heaveṅs.

All of the wealth that’s fouṅd iṅ this realm— 
pearls, gems, fiṅe beryl too, 
horṅ-gold or mouṅtaiṅ gold, 
or ṅatural gold dug up by marmots—

they’re ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the sabbath with its eight factors, 
as all the coṅstellatioṅs of stars caṅ’t equal the light of the mooṅ.

So aṅ ethical womaṅ or maṅ, 
who’s observed the eight-factored sabbath, 
haviṅg made merit whose outcome is happiṅess, 
blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”
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8. AB ṅaṅda

3:71 With Chaṅṅa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the waṅderer Chaṅṅa weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to 
AB ṅaṅda: “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, do you advocate giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ?” “We do, 
revereṅd.”

“But what drawbacks have you seeṅ, Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, that you advocate giviṅg up greed, 
hate, aṅd delusioṅ?”

“A greedy persoṅ, overcome by greed, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. 
They experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to 
hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. A 
greedy persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ greed has beeṅ giveṅ up,
they doṅ’t do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. A greedy persoṅ doesṅ’t truly 
uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both. Wheṅ greed has 
beeṅ giveṅ up, they truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good 
of both. Greed is a destroyer of sight, visioṅ, aṅd kṅowledge. It blocks wisdom, it’s oṅ the side of 
aṅguish, aṅd it doesṅ’t lead to extiṅguishmeṅt.

A hateful persoṅ makes choices that hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. … A deluded 
persoṅ, overcome by delusioṅ, iṅteṅds to hurt themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They 
experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ up, they doṅ’t iṅteṅd to hurt 
themselves, hurt others, aṅd hurt both. They doṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. A 
deluded persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ delusioṅ has beeṅ 
giveṅ up, they doṅ’t do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. A deluded persoṅ doesṅ’t 
truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both. Wheṅ 
delusioṅ has beeṅ giveṅ up, they truly uṅderstaṅd what’s for their owṅ good, the good of 
aṅother, or the good of both. Delusioṅ is a destroyer of sight, visioṅ, aṅd kṅowledge; it blocks 
wisdom, it’s oṅ the side of aṅguish, aṅd it doesṅ’t lead to extiṅguishmeṅt. This is the drawback 
we’ve seeṅ iṅ greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, aṅd this is why we advocate giviṅg them up.”

“But, revereṅd, is there a path aṅd a practice for giviṅg up that greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ?” 
“There is, revereṅd, a path aṅd a practice for giviṅg up that greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.” “Well, 
what is it?” “It is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. This is the path,
this is the practice for giviṅg up that greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.” “This is a fiṅe path, a fiṅe 
practice, for giviṅg up that greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Just this much is eṅough to be diligeṅt.”

3:72 A Disciple of the AB jī�vakas 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ a 
householder who was a disciple of the Ājīvaka ascetics weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, bowed, sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to AB ṅaṅda:

“Sir, whose teachiṅg is well explaiṅed? Who iṅ the world is practiciṅg well? Who iṅ the world 
has doṅe well?” “Well theṅ, householder, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as 
you like. What do you thiṅk, householder? Is the teachiṅg of those who teach for giviṅg up greed, 
hate, aṅd delusioṅ well explaiṅed or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “The teachiṅg of those who 
teach for giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ is well explaiṅed. That’s how I see it.”
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“What do you thiṅk, householder? Are those who practice for giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ practiciṅg well or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “Those who practice for giviṅg up 
greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ are practiciṅg well. That’s how I see it.”

“What do you thiṅk, householder? Have those who’ve giveṅ up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ—so 
they’re cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future
—doṅe well iṅ the world, or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “Those who’ve giveṅ up greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ have doṅe well iṅ the world. That’s how I see it.”

“So, householder, you’ve declared: ‘The teachiṅg of those who teach for giviṅg up greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ is well explaiṅed.’ Aṅd you’ve declared: ‘Those who practice for giviṅg up greed, 
hate, aṅd delusioṅ are practiciṅg well.’ Aṅd you’ve declared: ‘Those who’ve giveṅ up greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ have doṅe well iṅ the world.’”

“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! There’s ṅo acclaimiṅg your owṅ teachiṅg or disrespectiṅg 
someoṅe else’s, just teachiṅg what’s relevaṅt iṅ that coṅtext. The goal is spokeṅ of, but the self is 
ṅot iṅvolved. You, sir, teach Dhamma for giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Your teachiṅg is 
well explaiṅed. You, sir, practice for giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. You iṅ the world are 
practiciṅg well. You’ve giveṅ up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. You iṅ the world have doṅe well.

Excelleṅt, sir! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the hiddeṅ, or 
poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good eyes caṅ see 
what’s there, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for refuge to the 
Buddha, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

3:73 With Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu
iṅ the Baṅyaṅ Tree Moṅastery. Now at that time the Buddha had receṅtly recovered from aṅ 
illṅess. Theṅ Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd 
said to him: “For a loṅg time, sir, I have uṅderstood your teachiṅg like this: ‘Kṅowledge is for 
those with immersioṅ, ṅot those without immersioṅ.’ But, sir, does immersioṅ come first, theṅ 
kṅowledge? Or does kṅowledge come first, theṅ immersioṅ?” Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda thought: 
“The Buddha has receṅtly recovered from aṅ illṅess, aṅd this Maha�ṅa�ma asks him a questioṅ 
that’s too deep. Why doṅ’t I take him off to oṅe side aṅd teach him the Dhamma?”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda took Maha�ṅa�ma by the arm, led him off to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Maha�ṅa�ma, the Buddha has spokeṅ of the ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom of a traiṅee; aṅd the 
ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom of aṅ adept. What is the ethics of a traiṅee? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt
is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg 
alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is called 
the ethics of a traiṅee.

Aṅd what is the immersioṅ of a traiṅee? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is called the immersioṅ of a traiṅee.

Aṅd what is the wisdom of a traiṅee? They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called the wisdom of a traiṅee.

Theṅ a ṅoble disciple—accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom—realizes the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized
it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. Iṅ this way the Buddha has spokeṅ of 
the ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom of both the traiṅee aṅd the master.”
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3:74 Jaiṅs 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the 
peaked roof. Theṅ the Licchavis Abhaya aṅd PaṅD dD itakuma� ra weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, 
bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, the Jaiṅ leader Na� tDaputta claims to be all-
kṅowiṅg aṅd all-seeiṅg, to kṅow aṅd see everythiṅg without exceptioṅ, thus: ‘Kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ are coṅstaṅtly aṅd coṅtiṅually preseṅt to me, while walkiṅg, staṅdiṅg, sleepiṅg, aṅd 
wakiṅg.’ He advocates the elimiṅatioṅ of past karma by mortificatioṅ, aṅd breakiṅg the bridge by
ṅot makiṅg ṅew karma. So with the eṅdiṅg of karma, sufferiṅg eṅds; with the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg,
feeliṅg eṅds; aṅd with the eṅdiṅg of feeliṅg, all sufferiṅg will have beeṅ worṅ away. This is how 
to go beyoṅd sufferiṅg by meaṅs of this purificatioṅ by weariṅg away iṅ this very life. What, sir, 
does the Buddha say about this?”

“Abhaya, these three kiṅds of purificatioṅ by weariṅg away have beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by 
the Blessed Oṅe, who kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. They are iṅ 
order to purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess, to complete the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt. What three? It’s wheṅ, 
Abhaya, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior 
aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg 
their results little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, 
iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt accomplished iṅ ethics, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded 
from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third 
absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are 
elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg their results little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this 
very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it 
for themselves.

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt accomplished iṅ immersioṅ realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to
the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by 
experieṅciṅg their results little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, 
immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for 
themselves. These are the three kiṅds of purificatioṅ by weariṅg away that have beeṅ rightly 
explaiṅed by the Buddha … iṅ order to realize extiṅguishmeṅt.”

Wheṅ he said this, PaṅD dD itakuma� ra said to Abhaya: “Dear Abhaya, is there aṅythiṅg iṅ what 
AB ṅaṅda has said so well that you would disagree with?” “How could I ṅot agree with what was 
said so well by AB ṅaṅda? If aṅyoṅe didṅ’t agree with him, their head would explode!”

3:75 Support 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him:

“AB ṅaṅda, those who you have sympathy for, aṅd those worth listeṅiṅg to—frieṅds aṅd 
colleagues, relatives aṅd family—should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ three 
thiṅgs. What three? Experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. Experieṅtial 
coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the Buddha—realizable iṅ this very
life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for 
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themselves.’ Experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’

There might be chaṅge iṅ the four primary elemeṅts— earth, water, air, aṅd fire—but a ṅoble
disciple with experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha would ṅever chaṅge. Iṅ this coṅtext, ‘chaṅge’ 
meaṅs that such a ṅoble disciple will be reborṅ iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm: this 
is ṅot possible.

There might be chaṅge iṅ the four primary elemeṅts— earth, water, air, aṅd fire—but a ṅoble
disciple with experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg … or the Saṅ� gha would ṅever chaṅge. Iṅ this 
coṅtext, ‘chaṅge’ meaṅs that such a ṅoble disciple will be reborṅ iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, or the 
ghost realm: this is ṅot possible.

Those who you have sympathy for, aṅd those worth listeṅiṅg to—frieṅds aṅd colleagues, 
relatives aṅd family—should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ these three thiṅgs.”

3:76 Existeṅce (1st) 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, they speak of this thiṅg called ‘coṅtiṅued existeṅce’. How is coṅtiṅued existeṅce defiṅed?”

“If, AB ṅaṅda, there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the seṅsual realm, would coṅtiṅued existeṅce iṅ 
the seṅsual realm still come about?” “No, sir.” “So, AB ṅaṅda, deeds are the field, coṅsciousṅess is 
the seed, aṅd craviṅg is the moisture. The coṅsciousṅess of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—hiṅdered by 
igṅoraṅce aṅd fettered by craviṅg—is established iṅ a lower realm. That’s how there is rebirth 
iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce iṅ the future.

If there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the realm of lumiṅous form, would coṅtiṅued existeṅce iṅ 
the realm of lumiṅous form still come about?” “No, sir.” “So, AB ṅaṅda, deeds are the field, 
coṅsciousṅess is the seed, aṅd craviṅg is the moisture. The coṅsciousṅess of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—
hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce aṅd fettered by craviṅg—is established iṅ a middle realm. That’s how 
there is rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce iṅ the future.

If there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the formless realm, would coṅtiṅued existeṅce iṅ the 
formless realm still come about?” “No, sir.” “So, AB ṅaṅda, deeds are the field, coṅsciousṅess is the 
seed, aṅd craviṅg is the moisture. The coṅsciousṅess of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce 
aṅd fettered by craviṅg—is established iṅ a higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth iṅto a ṅew 
state of existeṅce iṅ the future. That’s how coṅtiṅued existeṅce is defiṅed.”

3:77 Existeṅce (2ṅd) 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, they speak of this thiṅg called ‘coṅtiṅued existeṅce’. How is coṅtiṅued existeṅce defiṅed?”

“If, AB ṅaṅda, there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the seṅsual realm, would existeṅce iṅ the seṅsual
realm still come about?” “No, sir.” “So, AB ṅaṅda, deeds are the field, coṅsciousṅess is the seed, aṅd 
craviṅg is the moisture. The iṅteṅtioṅ aṅd aim of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce aṅd 
fettered by craviṅg—is established iṅ a lower realm. That’s how there is rebirth iṅto a ṅew state 
of existeṅce iṅ the future.

If there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the realm of lumiṅous form, would existeṅce iṅ the realm 
of lumiṅous form still be evideṅt?” “No, sir.” “So, AB ṅaṅda, deeds are the field, coṅsciousṅess is the
seed, aṅd craviṅg is the moisture. The iṅteṅtioṅ aṅd aim of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—hiṅdered by 
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igṅoraṅce aṅd fettered by craviṅg—is established iṅ a middle realm. That’s how there is rebirth 
iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce iṅ the future.

If there were ṅo deeds to result iṅ the formless realm, would existeṅce iṅ the formless realm 
still be evideṅt?” “No, sir.” “So, deeds are the field, coṅsciousṅess is the seed, aṅd craviṅg is the 
moisture. The iṅteṅtioṅ aṅd aim of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce aṅd fettered by 
craviṅg—is established iṅ a higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of 
existeṅce iṅ the future. That’s how coṅtiṅued existeṅce is defiṅed.”

3:78 Precepts aṅd Observaṅces 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him: “AB ṅaṅda, are all precepts aṅd observaṅces, lifestyles, aṅd spiritual paths fruitful 
wheṅ takeṅ as the esseṅce?” “This is ṅo simple matter, sir.” “Well theṅ, AB ṅaṅda, break it dowṅ.”

“Take the case of someoṅe who cultivates precepts aṅd observaṅces, lifestyle, aṅd a spiritual 
path, takiṅg this as the esseṅce. If uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful qualities decliṅe, that’s 
ṅot fruitful. However, if uṅskillful qualities decliṅe while skillful qualities grow, that is fruitful.” 
That’s what AB ṅaṅda said, aṅd the teacher approved.

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd 
respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Theṅ, ṅot loṅg after 
AB ṅaṅda had left, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, AB ṅaṅda is a traiṅee, but it’s
ṅot easy to fiṅd his equal iṅ wisdom.”

3:79 Fragraṅces 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, there are these three kiṅds of fragraṅce that spread oṅly with the wiṅd, ṅot agaiṅst it. 

What three? The fragraṅce of roots, heartwood, aṅd flowers. These are the three kiṅds of 
fragraṅce that spread oṅly with the wiṅd, ṅot agaiṅst it. Is there a kiṅd of fragraṅce that spreads 
with the wiṅd, aṅd agaiṅst it, aṅd both ways?”

“There is, AB ṅaṅda, such a kiṅd of fragraṅce.” “So what, sir, is that kiṅd of fragraṅce?”
“It’s wheṅ, AB ṅaṅda, iṅ some village or towṅ, a womaṅ or maṅ has goṅe for refuge to the 

Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual 
miscoṅduct, lie, or take alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. They’re ethical, of good character. 
They live at home with a heart rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg 
to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.

Ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs everywhere praise them for these good qualities.
Aṅd eveṅ the deities praise them. This is the kiṅd of fragraṅce that spreads with the wiṅd, 

aṅd agaiṅst it, aṅd both.”

“The fragraṅce of flowers doesṅ’t spread agaiṅst the wiṅd, 
ṅor saṅdalwood, piṅwheel flowers, or jasmiṅe; 
But the fragraṅce of the good spreads agaiṅst the wiṅd; 
a good persoṅ’s virtue spreads iṅ every directioṅ.”

3:80 Lesser 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, I have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘AB ṅaṅda, the Buddha Sikhi had 
a disciple called Abhibhu� . Staṅdiṅg iṅ the Brahma�  realm, he could make his voice heard 
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throughout the galaxy.’ I woṅder how far a Blessed Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed 
Buddha caṅ make their voice heard?” “He was a disciple, AB ṅaṅda. Realized Oṅes are 
immeasurable.”

For a secoṅd time …
For a third time, AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: “… I woṅder how far a Blessed Oṅe, a perfected 

oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha caṅ make their voice heard?” “AB ṅaṅda, have you heard of a 
thousaṅdfold lesser world system, a galaxy?” “Now is the time, Blessed Oṅe! Now is the time, 
Holy Oṅe! Let the Buddha speak. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.” “Well theṅ, 
AB ṅaṅda, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“AB ṅaṅda, a galaxy exteṅds a thousaṅd times as far as the mooṅ aṅd suṅ revolve aṅd the 
shiṅiṅg oṅes light up the quarters. Iṅ that galaxy there are a thousaṅd mooṅs, a thousaṅd suṅs, a 
thousaṅd Siṅerus kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs, a thousaṅd Iṅdias, a thousaṅd Westerṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, a 
thousaṅd Northerṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, a thousaṅd Easterṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, four thousaṅd oceaṅs, four 
thousaṅd Great Kiṅgs, a thousaṅd realms of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs, a thousaṅd realms 
of the Gods of the Thirty-Three, of the Gods of Yama, of the Joyful Gods, of the Gods who Love to 
Create, of the Gods who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, aṅd a thousaṅd Brahma�  realms. This is 
called a thousaṅdfold lesser world system, a ‘galaxy’.

A world system that exteṅds for a thousaṅd galaxies is called a millioṅfold middliṅg world 
system, a ‘galactic cluster’.

A world system that exteṅds for a thousaṅd galactic clusters is called a billioṅfold great world
system, a ‘galactic supercluster’.

If he wished, AB ṅaṅda, a Realized Oṅe could make his voice heard throughout a galactic 
supercluster, or as far as he waṅts.”

“But how would the Buddha make his voice heard so far?” “First, AB ṅaṅda, a Realized Oṅe 
would fill the galactic supercluster with light. Wheṅ seṅtieṅt beiṅgs saw the light, the Realized 
Oṅe would project his call so that they’d hear the souṅd. That’s how a Realized Oṅe could make 
his voice heard throughout a galactic supercluster, or as far as he waṅts.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to Veṅerable Uda�yī�: “I’m so fortuṅate, so very 
fortuṅate, to have a teacher with such power aṅd might!” Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Uda�yī� 
said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “What is it to you, Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, if your teacher has such power 
aṅd might?” Wheṅ he said this, the Buddha said to Veṅerable Uda�yī�: “Not so, Uda�yī�, ṅot so! If 
AB ṅaṅda were to die while still ṅot free of greed, he would rule as kiṅg of the gods for seveṅ 
lifetimes, aṅd as kiṅg of all Iṅdia for seveṅ lifetimes, because of the coṅfideṅce of his heart. 
However, AB ṅaṅda will be extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life.”

9. Ascetics

3:81 Ascetics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three duties of aṅ ascetic. What three? Uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg iṅ the 
higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. These are the three duties of aṅ ascetic.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have keeṅ eṅthusiasm for uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg iṅ 
the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”
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3:82 The Doṅkey 

“Suppose, meṅdicaṅts, a doṅkey followed behiṅd a herd of cattle, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I caṅ moo too! I caṅ 
moo too!’ But it doesṅ’t look like a cow, or souṅd like a cow, or leave a footpriṅt like a cow. Still it 
follows behiṅd a herd of cattle, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I caṅ moo too! I caṅ moo too!’

Iṅ the same way, some meṅdicaṅt follows behiṅd the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I’m a 
moṅk too! I’m a moṅk too!’ But they doṅ’t have the same eṅthusiasm for uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg
iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom as the other meṅdicaṅts. Still they 
follow behiṅd the meṅdicaṅt SaṅD gha, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I’m a moṅk too! I’m a moṅk too!’

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have keeṅ eṅthusiasm for uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg iṅ 
the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

3:83 Fields 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a farmer has three primary duties. What three? A farmer first of all makes sure the 
field is well ploughed aṅd tilled. Next they plaṅt seeds iṅ seasoṅ. Wheṅ the time is right, they 
irrigate the field aṅd theṅ draiṅ it. These are the three primary duties of a farmer.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt has three primary duties. What three? Uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg
iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. These are the three primary duties 
of a meṅdicaṅt.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have keeṅ eṅthusiasm for uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg iṅ 
the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

3:84 The Vajji 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ a certaiṅ Vajji moṅk weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “Sir, each fortṅight over a huṅdred aṅd fifty traiṅiṅg rules are recited. I’m ṅot able to traiṅ iṅ
them.” “But moṅk, are you able to traiṅ iṅ three traiṅiṅgs: the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd 
the higher wisdom?” “I am, sir.” “So, moṅk, you should traiṅ iṅ these three traiṅiṅgs: the higher 
ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.

As you traiṅ iṅ these, you will give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Theṅ you woṅ’t do aṅythiṅg 
uṅskillful, or practice aṅythiṅg bad.”

After some time that moṅk traiṅed iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher 
wisdom. He gave up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Theṅ he didṅ’t do aṅythiṅg uṅskillful, or practice 
aṅythiṅg bad.

3:85 A Traiṅee 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, they speak of this persoṅ called ‘a traiṅee’. How is a traiṅee defiṅed?” “They traiṅ, 

meṅdicaṅt, that’s why they’re called ‘a traiṅee’. What is their traiṅiṅg? They traiṅ iṅ the higher 
ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. They traiṅ, that’s why they’re called ‘a traiṅee’”.

“As a traiṅee traiṅs, 
followiṅg the straight road, 
first they kṅow about eṅdiṅg; 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt follows iṅ the same lifetime.
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After that, to that poised oṅe, freed by eṅlighteṅmeṅt 
with the eṅd of the fetters of rebirth, 
the kṅowledge comes: 
‘My freedom is uṅshakable.’”

3:86 Traiṅiṅg (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, each fortṅight over a huṅdred aṅd fifty traiṅiṅg rules come up for recitatioṅ, iṅ 
which respectable people who love themselves traiṅ. These are all iṅcluded iṅ the three 
traiṅiṅgs. What three? The traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. 
These are the three traiṅiṅgs that iṅclude them all.

Take the case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. They break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? Because
I doṅ’t say they’re iṅcapable of that. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts regardiṅg 
the traiṅiṅg rules that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep the rules 
they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters they’re a stream-eṅterer, ṅot liable to be 
reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, but has limited immersioṅ 
aṅd wisdom. They break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? 
Because I doṅ’t say they’re iṅcapable of that. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts 
regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg rules that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep 
the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ, they’re a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd 
of sufferiṅg.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but has 
limited wisdom. They break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? 
Because I doṅ’t say they’re iṅcapable of that. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts 
regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg rules that are fuṅdameṅtals, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep 
the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ 
spoṅtaṅeously. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They
break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? Because I doṅ’t say 
they’re iṅcapable of that. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg 
rules that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life.
Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

So, meṅdicaṅts, if you practice partially you succeed partially. If you practice fully you 
succeed fully. These traiṅiṅg rules are ṅot a waste, I say.”

3:87 Traiṅiṅg (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, each fortṅight over a huṅdred aṅd fifty traiṅiṅg rules come up for recitatioṅ, iṅ 
which respectable people who love themselves traiṅ. These are all iṅcluded iṅ the three 
traiṅiṅgs. What three? The traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. 
These are the three traiṅiṅgs that iṅclude them all.

Take the case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. They break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? Because
I doṅ’t say they’re ṅot capable. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts regardiṅg the 
traiṅiṅg rules that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual life. They keep the rules they’ve 
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uṅdertakeṅ. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters they have at most seveṅ rebirths. They will 
traṅsmigrate at most seveṅ times amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. 
With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they go family to family. They will traṅsmigrate betweeṅ two or 
three families aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they’re a oṅe-
seeder. They will be reborṅ just oṅe time iṅ a humaṅ existeṅce, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. 
With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, they’re a oṅce-
returṅer. They come back to this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but has 
limited wisdom. They break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? 
Because I doṅ’t say they’re ṅot capable. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts 
regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg rules that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep 
the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, goiṅg 
to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra 
effort. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. With the eṅdiṅg of the five 
lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They
break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? Because I doṅ’t say 
they’re ṅot capable. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg rules
that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. 
They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they 
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

So, meṅdicaṅts, if you practice partially you succeed partially. If you practice fully you 
succeed fully. These traiṅiṅg rules are ṅot a waste, I say.”

3:88 Traiṅiṅg (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, each fortṅight over a huṅdred aṅd fifty traiṅiṅg rules come up for recitatioṅ, iṅ 
which respectable people who love themselves traiṅ. These are all iṅcluded iṅ the three 
traiṅiṅgs. What three? The traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. 
These are the three traiṅiṅgs that iṅclude them all.

Take the case of a meṅdicaṅt who has fulfilled their ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They 
break some lesser aṅd miṅor traiṅiṅg rules, but are restored. Why is that? Because I doṅ’t say 
they’re ṅot capable. But they’re coṅstaṅt aṅd steady iṅ their precepts regardiṅg the traiṅiṅg rules
that are fuṅdameṅtal, appropriate for the spiritual path. They keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. 
They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they 
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t 
peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe 
life aṅd the ṅext. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re 
extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters 
they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of the 
five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the 
eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, go to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. If they doṅ’t 
peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, 
they’re a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. If
they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they’re a oṅe-seeder. They will be 
reborṅ just oṅe time iṅ a humaṅ existeṅce, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate 
so far, with the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they go family to family. They will traṅsmigrate betweeṅ 
two or three families aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. If they doṅ’t peṅetrate so far, with the 
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eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they have at most seveṅ rebirths. They will traṅsmigrate at most seveṅ 
times amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

So, meṅdicaṅts, if you practice partially you succeed partially. If you practice fully you 
succeed fully. These traiṅiṅg rules are ṅot a waste, I say.”

3:89 Three Traiṅiṅgs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these are the three traiṅiṅgs. What three? The traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, the 
higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ 
the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ
the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher 
ethics.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from 
seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ …
secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the 
higher miṅd.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher wisdom? They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher wisdom. These are the 
three traiṅiṅgs.”

3:90 Three Traiṅiṅgs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these are the three traiṅiṅgs. What three? The traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, the 
higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ 
the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ
the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher 
ethics.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from 
seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ …
secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the 
higher miṅd.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher wisdom? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with 
their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is called the traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher 
wisdom. These are the three traiṅiṅgs.”

“The higher ethics, the higher miṅd, 
aṅd the higher wisdom should be practiced 
by those eṅergetic, stroṅg, aṅd resolute, 
practiciṅg absorptioṅ, miṅdful, with guarded seṅses.

As before, so after; 
as after, so before. 
As below, so above; 
as above, so below.
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As by day, so by ṅight; 
as by ṅight, so by day. 
Haviṅg mastered every directioṅ 
with limitless immersioṅ,

they call them a ‘traiṅee oṅ the path’, 
aṅd their coṅduct is well purified. 
But a wise oṅe who has goṅe to the eṅd of the path 
they call a ‘Buddha’ iṅ the world.

With the cessatioṅ of coṅsciousṅess, 
freed by the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, 
the liberatioṅ of their heart 
is like a lamp goiṅg out.”

3:91 At Paṅ� kadha�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts. He arrived at a towṅ of the Kosalaṅs ṅamed Paṅ� kadha� , aṅd stayed there. Now, at 
that time a moṅk called Kassapagotta was resideṅt at Paṅ� kadha� . There the Buddha educated, 
eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired the meṅdicaṅts with a Dhamma talk about the traiṅiṅg rules. 
Kassapagotta became quite impatieṅt aṅd bitter, thiṅkiṅg: “This ascetic is much too strict.” Wheṅ
the Buddha had stayed iṅ Paṅ� kadha�  as loṅg as he wished, he set out for Ra� jagaha. Travelliṅg 
stage by stage, he arrived at Ra� jagaha, aṅd stayed there.

Sooṅ after the Buddha left, Kassapagotta became quite remorseful aṅd regretful, thiṅkiṅg: 
“It’s my loss, my misfortuṅe, that wheṅ the Buddha was talkiṅg about the traiṅiṅg rules I became 
quite impatieṅt aṅd bitter, thiṅkiṅg he was much too strict. Why doṅ’t I go to the Buddha aṅd 
coṅfess my mistake to him?” Theṅ Kassapagotta set his lodgiṅgs iṅ order aṅd, takiṅg his bowl 
aṅd robe, set out for Ra� jagaha. Eveṅtually he came to Ra� jagaha aṅd the Vulture’s Peak. He weṅt 
up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed.

I have made a mistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, aṅd uṅskillful of me to become impatieṅt aṅd
bitter wheṅ the Buddha was educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd iṅspiriṅg the meṅdicaṅts with
a Dhamma talk about the traiṅiṅg rules, aṅd to thiṅk: ‘This ascetic is much too strict.’ Please, sir, 
accept my mistake for what it is, so I will restraiṅ myself iṅ future.”

“Iṅdeed, Kassapa, you made a mistake. But siṅce you have recogṅized your mistake for what 
it is, aṅd have dealt with it properly, I accept it. For it is growth iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe to 
recogṅize a mistake for what it is, deal with it properly, aṅd commit to restraiṅt iṅ the future.

Kassapa, take the case of a seṅior meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ aṅd doesṅ’t praise 
takiṅg up the traiṅiṅg. They doṅ’t eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who doṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ to take up
the traiṅiṅg. Aṅd they doṅ’t truthfully aṅd substaṅtively praise at the right time those 
meṅdicaṅts who do waṅt to traiṅ. I doṅ’t praise that kiṅd of seṅior meṅdicaṅt. Why is that? 
Because, heariṅg that I praised that meṅdicaṅt, other meṅdicaṅts might waṅt to keep compaṅy 
with them. Theṅ they might follow their example, which would be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg. That’s why I doṅ’t praise that kiṅd of seṅior meṅdicaṅt.

Take the case of a middle meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ … Take the case of a juṅior 
meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ … That’s why I doṅ’t praise that kiṅd of juṅior meṅdicaṅt.

Kassapa, take the case of a seṅior meṅdicaṅt who does waṅt to traiṅ aṅd praises takiṅg up the
traiṅiṅg. They eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who doṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ to take up the traiṅiṅg. Aṅd 
they truthfully aṅd substaṅtively praise at the right time those meṅdicaṅts who do waṅt to traiṅ. 
I praise that kiṅd of seṅior meṅdicaṅt. Why is that? Because, heariṅg that I praised that 
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meṅdicaṅt, other meṅdicaṅts might waṅt to keep compaṅy with them. Theṅ they might follow 
their example, which would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess. That’s why I praise that 
kiṅd of seṅior meṅdicaṅt.

Take the case of a middle meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to traiṅ … Take the case of a juṅior 
meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to traiṅ … That’s why I praise that kiṅd of juṅior meṅdicaṅt.”

10. A Lump of Salt

3:92 Urgeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a farmer has three urgeṅt duties. What three? A farmer swiftly makes sure the field 
is well ploughed aṅd tilled. Next they swiftly plaṅt seeds iṅ seasoṅ. Wheṅ the time is right, they 
swiftly irrigate or draiṅ the field. These are the three urgeṅt duties of a farmer. That farmer has 
ṅo special power or ability to say: ‘Let the crops germiṅate today! Let them flower tomorrow! Let
them ripeṅ the day after!’ But there comes a time wheṅ that farmer’s crops germiṅate, flower, 
aṅd ripeṅ as the seasoṅs chaṅge.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt has three urgeṅt duties. What three? Uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg 
iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. These are the three urgeṅt duties of
a meṅdicaṅt. That meṅdicaṅt has ṅo special power or ability to say: ‘Let my miṅd be freed from 
defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg today! Or tomorrow! Or the day after!’ But there comes a time—as 
that meṅdicaṅt traiṅs iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom—that their 
miṅd is freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have keeṅ eṅthusiasm for uṅdertakiṅg the traiṅiṅg iṅ 
the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

3:93 Seclusioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, waṅderers who follow other paths advocate three kiṅds of seclusioṅ. What three? 
Seclusioṅ iṅ robes, alms-food, aṅd lodgiṅgs.

Waṅderers who follow other paths advocate this kiṅd of seclusioṅ iṅ robes. They wear robes 
of suṅṅ hemp, mixed hemp, corpse-wrappiṅg cloth, rags, lodh tree bark, aṅtelope hide (whole or 
iṅ strips), kusa grass, bark, wood-chips, humaṅ hair, horse-tail hair, or owls’ wiṅgs. This is what 
waṅderers who follow other paths advocate for seclusioṅ iṅ robes.

Waṅderers who follow other paths advocate this kiṅd of seclusioṅ iṅ alms-food. They eat 
herbs, millet, wild rice, poor rice, water lettuce, rice braṅ, scum from boiliṅg rice, sesame flour, 
grass, or cow duṅg. They survive oṅ forest roots aṅd fruits, or eatiṅg falleṅ fruit. This is what the 
waṅderers who follow other paths advocate for seclusioṅ iṅ alms-food.

Waṅderers who follow other paths advocate this kiṅd of seclusioṅ iṅ lodgiṅgs. They stay iṅ a 
wilderṅess, at the root of a tree, iṅ a charṅel grouṅd, a forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw, or a 
threshiṅg-hut. This is what waṅderers who follow other paths advocate for seclusioṅ iṅ lodgiṅgs.
These are the three kiṅds of seclusioṅ that waṅderers who follow other paths advocate.

Iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, there are three kiṅds of seclusioṅ for a meṅdicaṅt. What three? 
Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, giviṅg up uṅethical coṅduct, beiṅg secluded from it. They have 
right view, giviṅg up wroṅg view, beiṅg secluded from it. They’ve eṅded defilemeṅts, giviṅg up 
defilemeṅts, beiṅg secluded from them. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these three kiṅds of seclusioṅ, 
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they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has reached the peak aṅd the pith, beiṅg pure aṅd grouṅded iṅ 
the esseṅtial.

Wheṅ a farmer’s rice field is ripe, they’d have the rice cut swiftly, gathered swiftly, 
traṅsported swiftly, made iṅto heaps swiftly, threshed swiftly, the straw aṅd chaff removed 
swiftly, wiṅṅowed swiftly, brought over swiftly, threshed swiftly, aṅd have the husks removed 
swiftly. Iṅ this way that farmer’s crop would reach the peak aṅd the pith, beiṅg pure aṅd 
coṅsistiṅg oṅly of what is esseṅtial.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, giviṅg up uṅethical coṅduct, beiṅg secluded 
from it; wheṅ they have right view, giviṅg up wroṅg view, beiṅg secluded from it; wheṅ they’ve 
eṅded defilemeṅts, giviṅg up defilemeṅts, beiṅg secluded from them: they’re called a meṅdicaṅt 
who has reached the peak aṅd the pith, beiṅg pure aṅd grouṅded iṅ the esseṅtial.”

3:94 Spriṅgtime 

“After the raiṅy seasoṅ the sky is clear aṅd cloudless. Aṅd wheṅ the suṅ rises, it dispels all the 
darkṅess from the sky as it shiṅes aṅd glows aṅd radiates.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the staiṅless, immaculate visioṅ of the teachiṅg arises iṅ a ṅoble 
disciple, three fetters are giveṅ up: ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd 
observaṅces.

Afterwards they get rid of two thiṅgs: desire aṅd aversioṅ. Quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which
has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. If 
that ṅoble disciple passed away at that time, they’re bouṅd by ṅo fetter that might returṅ them to
this world.”

3:95 Assemblies 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these are the three assemblies. What three? Aṅ assembly of the best, a divided 
assembly, aṅd a harmoṅious assembly.

Aṅd what is aṅ assembly of the best? Aṅ assembly where the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are ṅot 
iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are they backsliders. Iṅstead, they take the lead iṅ seclusioṅ, rousiṅg 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Aṅd 
those who come afterwards follow their example. They too are ṅot iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are 
they backsliders. Iṅstead, they take the lead iṅ seclusioṅ, rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is called aṅ assembly of 
the best.

Aṅd what is a divided assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts argue, quarrel, aṅd fight,
coṅtiṅually wouṅdiṅg each other with barbed words. This is called a divided assembly.

Aṅd what is a harmoṅious assembly? Aṅ assembly where the meṅdicaṅts live iṅ harmoṅy, 
appreciatiṅg each other, without quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each 
other with kiṅdly eyes. This is called a harmoṅious assembly.

Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts live iṅ harmoṅy like this, they make much merit. At that time the 
meṅdicaṅts live iṅ a holy dwelliṅg, that is, the heart’s release by rejoiciṅg. Wheṅ you’re joyful, 
rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body 
is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi.

It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ.
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Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts are iṅ harmoṅy, appreciatiṅg each other, without 
quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each other with kiṅdly eyes, they make 
much merit. At that time the meṅdicaṅts live iṅ a holy dwelliṅg, that is, the heart’s release by 
rejoiciṅg. Wheṅ you’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body 
becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd 
becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. These are the three assemblies.”

3:96 The Thoroughbred (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd reckoṅed as a factor of kiṅgship. What three? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is 
beautiful, stroṅg, aṅd fast. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these three factors is worthy of a kiṅg. 
… Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with three factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful, 
stroṅg, aṅd fast.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt beautiful? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic
code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest 
flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt stroṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg 
up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot 
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is stroṅg.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is fast. A meṅdicaṅt with these three 
factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

3:97 The Thoroughbred (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What three? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is beautiful, 
stroṅg, aṅd fast. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, … Iṅ the 
same way, a meṅdicaṅt with three factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful, stroṅg, aṅd 
fast.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt beautiful? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of 
coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt stroṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg 
up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot 
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is stroṅg.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, 
is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world.
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is fast. A meṅdicaṅt with these three factors is worthy of offeriṅgs 
dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ 
with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”
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3:98 The Thoroughbred (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What three? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is beautiful, 
stroṅg, aṅd fast. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these three factors is worthy of a kiṅg. … Iṅ the 
same way, a meṅdicaṅt with three factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful, stroṅg, aṅd 
fast.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt beautiful? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic
code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest 
flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt stroṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg 
up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot 
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is stroṅg.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is fast. A meṅdicaṅt with these three 
factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

3:99 Jute 

“Jute caṅvas is ugly, uṅpleasaṅt to touch, aṅd worthless whether it’s ṅew, worṅ iṅ, or worṅ out. 
They use worṅ out jute caṅvas for scrubbiṅg pots, or else they just throw it away oṅ the rubbish 
heap.

Iṅ the same way, if a juṅior meṅdicaṅt is uṅethical, of bad character, this is how they’re ugly, I 
say. That persoṅ is just as ugly as jute caṅvas. If you associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd to 
that persoṅ, followiṅg their example, it’ll be for your lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg. This is how 
they’re uṅpleasaṅt to touch, I say. That persoṅ is just as uṅpleasaṅt to touch as jute caṅvas. Aṅy 
robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick that they receive are ṅot very 
fruitful or beṅeficial for the doṅor. This is how they’re worthless, I say. That persoṅ is just as 
worthless as jute caṅvas. If a middle meṅdicaṅt is uṅethical, of bad character, this is how they’re 
ugly, I say. … If a seṅior meṅdicaṅt is uṅethical, of bad character, this is how they’re ugly, I say. … 
If you associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd to that persoṅ, followiṅg their example, it’ll be for 
your lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.

If such a seṅior meṅdicaṅt speaks amoṅg the Saṅ� gha, the meṅdicaṅts say: ‘What’s aṅ 
iṅcompeteṅt fool like you got to say? How oṅ earth could you imagiṅe you’ve got somethiṅg 
worth sayiṅg!’ That persoṅ becomes aṅgry aṅd upset, aṅd blurts out thiṅgs that make the Saṅ� gha
throw them out, as if they were throwiṅg jute caṅvas away oṅ the rubbish heap.

Cloth from Ka�sī� is beautiful, pleasaṅt to touch, aṅd valuable whether it’s ṅew, worṅ iṅ, or 
worṅ out. They use worṅ out cloth from Ka� sī� for wrappiṅg, or else they place it iṅ a fragraṅt 
casket.

Iṅ the same way, if a juṅior meṅdicaṅt is ethical, of good character, this is how they’re 
beautiful, I say. That persoṅ is just as beautiful as cloth from Ka�sī�. If you associate with, 
accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd to such a persoṅ, followiṅg their example, it will be for your lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess. This is how they’re pleasaṅt to touch, I say. That persoṅ is just as pleasaṅt
to touch as cloth from Ka� sī�. Aṅy robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the 
sick that they receive are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial for the doṅor. This is how they’re valuable, I 
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say. That persoṅ is just as valuable as cloth from Ka� sī�. If a middle meṅdicaṅt is ethical, of good 
character, this is how they’re beautiful, I say. … If a seṅior meṅdicaṅt is ethical, of good character,
this is how they’re beautiful, I say. …

If such a seṅior meṅdicaṅt speaks iṅ the midst of the Saṅ� gha, the meṅdicaṅts say: ‘Veṅerables,
be quiet! The seṅior meṅdicaṅt is speakiṅg oṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.’ So you should traiṅ like 
this: ‘We will be like cloth from Ka� sī�, ṅot like jute caṅvas.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

3:100 A Lump of Salt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose you say: ‘No matter how this persoṅ performs a deed, they experieṅce it 
the same way.’ This beiṅg so, the spiritual life could ṅot be lived, aṅd there’d be ṅo chaṅce of 
makiṅg a complete eṅd of sufferiṅg. Suppose you say: ‘No matter how this persoṅ performs a 
deed, they experieṅce the result as it should be experieṅced.’ This beiṅg so, the spiritual life caṅ 
be lived, aṅd there is a chaṅce of makiṅg a complete eṅd of sufferiṅg. Take the case of a persoṅ 
who does a trivial bad deed, but it laṅds them iṅ hell. While aṅother persoṅ does the same trivial 
bad deed, but experieṅces it iṅ the preseṅt life, without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot.

What kiṅd of persoṅ does a trivial bad deed, but it laṅds them iṅ hell? A persoṅ who hasṅ’t 
developed their physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, or wisdom. They’re small-miṅded aṅd meaṅ-
spirited, liviṅg iṅ sufferiṅg. That kiṅd of persoṅ does a trivial bad deed, but it laṅds them iṅ hell.

What kiṅd of persoṅ does the same trivial bad deed, but experieṅces it iṅ the preseṅt life, 
without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot? A persoṅ who has developed their physical 
eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They’re ṅot small-miṅded, but are big-hearted, liviṅg 
without limits. That kiṅd of persoṅ does the same trivial bad deed, but experieṅces it iṅ the 
preseṅt life, without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot.

Suppose a persoṅ was to drop a lump of salt iṅto a small bowl of water. What do you thiṅk, 
meṅdicaṅts? Would that small bowl of water become salty aṅd uṅdriṅkable?” “Yes, sir. Why is 
that? Because there is oṅly a little water iṅ the bowl.” “Suppose a persoṅ was to drop a lump of 
salt iṅto the Gaṅges river. What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Would the Gaṅges river become salty 
aṅd uṅdriṅkable?” “No, sir. Why is that? Because the Gaṅges river is a vast mass of water.”

“This is how it is iṅ the case of a persoṅ who does a trivial bad deed, but it laṅds them iṅ hell. 
While aṅother persoṅ does the same trivial bad deed, but experieṅces it iṅ the preseṅt life, 
without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot. …

Take the case of a persoṅ who is throwṅ iṅ jail for stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a huṅdred 
dollars. While aṅother persoṅ who isṅ’t throwṅ iṅ jail for stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a 
huṅdred dollars.

What kiṅd of persoṅ is throwṅ iṅ jail for stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a huṅdred dollars? 
A persoṅ who is poor, with few possessioṅs aṅd little wealth. That kiṅd of persoṅ is throwṅ iṅ jail
for stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a huṅdred dollars.

What kiṅd of persoṅ isṅ’t throwṅ iṅ jail for stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a huṅdred 
dollars? A persoṅ who is rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. That kiṅd of persoṅ isṅ’t throwṅ iṅ jail for 
stealiṅg half a dollar, a dollar, or a huṅdred dollars. This is how it is iṅ the case of a persoṅ who 
does a trivial bad deed, but they go to hell. While aṅother persoṅ does the same trivial bad deed, 
but experieṅces it iṅ the preseṅt life, without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot. …

It’s like a sheep dealer or butcher. They caṅ execute, jail, fiṅe, or otherwise puṅish oṅe persoṅ
who steals from them, but ṅot aṅother.

What kiṅd of persoṅ caṅ they puṅish? A persoṅ who is poor, with few possessioṅs aṅd little 
wealth. That’s the kiṅd of persoṅ they caṅ puṅish.

What kiṅd of persoṅ caṅ’t they puṅish? A persoṅ who is rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. That’s the 
kiṅd of persoṅ they caṅ’t puṅish. Iṅ fact, all they caṅ do is raise their joiṅed palms aṅd ask: 
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‘Please, good sir, give me my sheep or pay me for it.’ This is how it is iṅ the case of a persoṅ who 
does a trivial bad deed, but it laṅds them iṅ hell. While aṅother persoṅ does the same trivial bad 
deed, but experieṅces it iṅ the preseṅt life, without eveṅ a bit left over, ṅot to speak of a lot. …

Meṅdicaṅts, suppose you say: ‘No matter how this persoṅ performs a deed, they experieṅce it 
the same way.’ This beiṅg so, the spiritual life could ṅot be lived, aṅd there’d be ṅo chaṅce of 
makiṅg a complete eṅd of sufferiṅg. Suppose you say: ‘No matter how this persoṅ performs a 
deed, they experieṅce the result as it should be experieṅced.’ This beiṅg so, the spiritual life caṅ 
be lived, aṅd there is a chaṅce of makiṅg a complete eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

3:101 A Paṅṅer 

“Gold has coarse corruptioṅs: saṅd, soil, aṅd gravel. A paṅṅer or their appreṅtice pours it iṅto a 
paṅ, where they wash, riṅse, aṅd cleaṅ it. Wheṅ that’s beeṅ elimiṅated, there are medium 
corruptioṅs iṅ the gold: fiṅe grit aṅd coarse saṅd. The paṅṅer washes it agaiṅ. Wheṅ that’s beeṅ 
elimiṅated, there are fiṅe corruptioṅs iṅ the gold: fiṅe saṅd aṅd black grime. The paṅṅer washes 
it agaiṅ. Wheṅ that’s beeṅ elimiṅated, oṅly gold dust is left. A goldsmith or their appreṅtice 
places the gold iṅ a crucible where they blow, melt, aṅd smelt it. Still the gold is ṅot settled aṅd 
the dross is ṅot totally goṅe. It’s ṅot pliable, workable, or radiaṅt, but is brittle aṅd ṅot 
completely ready for workiṅg. But the goldsmith keeps oṅ blowiṅg, meltiṅg, aṅd smeltiṅg it. The 
gold becomes pliable, workable, aṅd radiaṅt, ṅot brittle, aṅd ready to be worked. Theṅ the 
goldsmith caṅ successfully create aṅy kiṅd of orṅameṅt they waṅt, whether a bracelet, earriṅgs, 
a ṅecklace, or a goldeṅ garlaṅd.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who is committed to the higher miṅd has coarse corruptioṅs: 
bad bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal coṅduct. A siṅcere, capable meṅdicaṅt gives these up, gets rid of, 
elimiṅates, aṅd obliterates them. Wheṅ they’ve beeṅ giveṅ up aṅd elimiṅated, there are middliṅg 
corruptioṅs: seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thoughts. A siṅcere, capable meṅdicaṅt gives these up, 
gets rid of, elimiṅates, aṅd obliterates them. Wheṅ they’ve beeṅ giveṅ up aṅd elimiṅated, there 
are fiṅe corruptioṅs: thoughts of family, couṅtry, aṅd beiṅg looked up to. A siṅcere, capable 
meṅdicaṅt gives these up, gets rid of, elimiṅates, aṅd obliterates them. Wheṅ they’ve beeṅ giveṅ 
up aṅd elimiṅated, oṅly thoughts about the teachiṅg are left. That immersioṅ is ṅot peaceful or 
sublime or traṅquil or uṅified, but is held iṅ place by forceful suppressioṅ. But there comes a 
time wheṅ that miṅd is stilled iṅterṅally; it settles, uṅifies, aṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. 
That immersioṅ is peaceful aṅd sublime aṅd traṅquil aṅd uṅified, ṅot held iṅ place by forceful 
suppressioṅ. They become capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to which 
they exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘May I wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: multiplyiṅg myself aṅd becomiṅg 
oṅe agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; goiṅg uṅimpeded through a wall, a rampart, or a 
mouṅtaiṅ as if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out of the earth as if it were water; walkiṅg oṅ water 
as if it were earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg with my 
haṅd the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful; coṅtrolliṅg my body as far as the Brahma�  
realm.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I hear both kiṅds of 
souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd 
every case.

If they wish: ‘May I uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg 
compreheṅded them with my miṅd. May I uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as “miṅd with greed”, 
aṅd miṅd without greed as “miṅd without greed”; miṅd with hate as “miṅd with hate”, aṅd miṅd 
without hate as “miṅd without hate”; miṅd with delusioṅ as “miṅd with delusioṅ”, aṅd miṅd 
without delusioṅ as “miṅd without delusioṅ”; coṅtracted miṅd as “coṅtracted miṅd”, aṅd 
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scattered miṅd as “scattered miṅd”; expaṅsive miṅd as “expaṅsive miṅd”, aṅd uṅexpaṅsive miṅd 
as “uṅexpaṅsive miṅd”; miṅd that is ṅot supreme as “miṅd that is ṅot supreme”, aṅd miṅd that is 
supreme as “miṅd that is supreme”; miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi”, 
aṅd miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi”; freed miṅd as “freed 
miṅd”, aṅd uṅfreed miṅd as “uṅfreed miṅd”.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If they wish: ‘May I recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, 
tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the 
world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd 
evolviṅg. May I remember: “There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that 
was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I 
passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ 
was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that 
was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.” May I recollect 
my maṅy past lives, with features aṅd details.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If they wish: ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a 
bad place—aṅd uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds: “These 
dear beiṅgs, alas, did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes; they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, 
after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, 
however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.” Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is 
purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior 
aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. Aṅd may I uṅderstaṅd how 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd 
every case.

If they wish: ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ They are 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

3:102 Precursors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt committed to the higher miṅd should focus oṅ three precursors from 
time to time. The basis of immersioṅ, the basis of vigor, aṅd the basis of equaṅimity. If a 
meṅdicaṅt dedicated to the higher miṅd focuses solely oṅ the basis of immersioṅ, it’s likely their 
miṅd will iṅcliṅe to laziṅess. If they focus solely oṅ the basis of vigor, it’s likely their miṅd will 
iṅcliṅe to restlessṅess. If they focus solely oṅ the basis of equaṅimity, it’s likely their miṅd woṅ’t 
properly become immersed iṅ sama�dhi for the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
dedicated to the higher miṅd focuses from time to time oṅ the basis of immersioṅ, the basis of 
vigor, aṅd the basis of equaṅimity, their miṅd becomes pliable, workable, aṅd radiaṅt, ṅot brittle,
aṅd has properly eṅtered immersioṅ for the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg.

It’s like wheṅ a goldsmith or a goldsmith’s appreṅtice prepares a forge, fires the crucible, 
picks up some gold with toṅgs aṅd puts it iṅ the crucible. From time to time they faṅ it, from time
to time they spriṅkle water oṅ it, aṅd from time to time they just watch over it. If they solely 
faṅṅed it, the gold would likely be scorched. If they solely spriṅkled water oṅ it, the gold would 
likely cool dowṅ. If they solely watched over it, the gold would likely ṅot be properly processed. 
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But wheṅ that goldsmith faṅs it from time to time, spriṅkles water oṅ it from time to time, aṅd 
watches over it from time to time, that gold becomes pliable, workable, aṅd radiaṅt, ṅot brittle, 
aṅd is ready to be worked. Theṅ the goldsmith caṅ successfully create aṅy kiṅd of orṅameṅt they 
waṅt, whether a bracelet, earriṅgs, a ṅecklace, or a goldeṅ garlaṅd.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt committed to the higher miṅd should focus oṅ three precursors
from time to time. The basis of immersioṅ, the basis of vigor, aṅd the basis of equaṅimity. … 
Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt dedicated to the higher miṅd focuses from time to time oṅ the basis of 
immersioṅ, the basis of vigor, aṅd the basis of equaṅimity, their miṅd becomes pliable, workable,
aṅd radiaṅt, ṅot brittle, aṅd has properly eṅtered immersioṅ for the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. They 
become capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by turṅiṅg their miṅd toward iṅsight, 
iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘May I wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power’ … ‘With clairaudieṅce that is 
purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I hear both kiṅds of souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or 
far.’ … ‘May I recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives.’ … ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd 
superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ.’ … ‘May I realize the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it 
with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each 
aṅd every case.

11. Awakeṅiṅg

3:103 Before Awakeṅiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, before my awakeṅiṅg—wheṅ I was still uṅawakeṅed but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg—I 
thought: ‘What’s the gratificatioṅ iṅ the world? What’s the drawback? What’s the escape?’ Theṅ it
occurred to me: ‘The pleasure aṅd happiṅess that arise from the world: this is its gratificatioṅ. 
That the world is impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd perishable: this is its drawback. Removiṅg aṅd 
giviṅg up desire aṅd greed for the world: this is its escape.’ As loṅg as I didṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd 
the world’s gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape iṅ this way for what they are, I didṅ’t aṅṅouṅce 
my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ 
with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. But wheṅ I did truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s
gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape iṅ this way for what they are, I aṅṅouṅced my supreme 
perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ arose iṅ me: ‘My freedom is 
uṅshakable; this is my last rebirth; ṅow there are ṅo more future lives.’”

3:104 Gratificatioṅ (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I weṅt iṅ search of the world’s gratificatioṅ, aṅd I fouṅd it. I’ve seeṅ clearly with 
wisdom the full exteṅt of gratificatioṅ iṅ the world. I weṅt iṅ search of the world’s drawbacks, 
aṅd I fouṅd them. I’ve seeṅ clearly with wisdom the full exteṅt of the drawbacks iṅ the world. I 
weṅt iṅ search of escape from the world, aṅd I fouṅd it. I’ve seeṅ clearly with wisdom the full 
exteṅt of escape from the world. As loṅg as I didṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s gratificatioṅ, 
drawback, aṅd escape for what they are, I didṅ’t aṅṅouṅce my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this
world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods 
aṅd humaṅs. But wheṅ I did truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape for 
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what they are, I aṅṅouṅced my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma�ras, 
aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. Kṅowledge 
aṅd visioṅ arose iṅ me: ‘My freedom is uṅshakable; this is my last rebirth; ṅow there are ṅo more
future lives.’”

3:105 Gratificatioṅ (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if there were ṅo gratificatioṅ iṅ the world, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs wouldṅ’t love it. But 
because there is gratificatioṅ iṅ the world, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs do love it. If the world had ṅo 
drawback, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs wouldṅ’t grow disillusioṅed with it. But because the world has a 
drawback, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs do grow disillusioṅed with it. If there were ṅo escape from the world, 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs wouldṅ’t escape from it. But because there is aṅ escape from the world, seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs do escape from it. As loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s 
gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape for what they are, they haveṅ’t escaped from this world—
with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd 
humaṅs—aṅd they doṅ’t live detached, liberated, with a miṅd free of limits. But wheṅ seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape for what they are, 
they’ve escaped from this world—with its gods, Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—aṅd they live detached, liberated, with a miṅd free 
of limits.”

3:106 Ascetics aṅd Brahmiṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the world’s 
gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape for what they are. I doṅ’t regard them as true ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs. Those veṅerables doṅ’t realize the goal of life as aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ, aṅd doṅ’t live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight. There are ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who do truly 
uṅderstaṅd the worlds’ gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape for what they are. I regard them as 
true ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Those veṅerables realize the goal of life as aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ, aṅd
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight.”

3:107 Wailiṅg 

“Siṅgiṅg is regarded as wailiṅg iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Daṅciṅg is regarded as madṅess. 
Too much laughter, showiṅg the teeth, is regarded as childish. So break off siṅgiṅg aṅd daṅciṅg; 
aṅd wheṅ you’re appropriately pleased, it’s eṅough to simply smile.”

3:108 Satisfactioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three iṅdulgeṅces that ṅever satisfy. What three? Sleep, alcoholic driṅks, 
sexual iṅtercourse. These are the three iṅdulgeṅces that ṅever satisfy.”

3:109 Uṅprotected 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him: “Householder, wheṅ the miṅd is uṅprotected, deeds of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd are uṅprotected. Wheṅ deeds are uṅprotected, they become corrupted. Wheṅ deeds 
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are corrupted, they become rotteṅ. Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd are rotteṅ 
will ṅot have a good death.

It’s like a buṅgalow with a bad roof. The roof peak, rafters, aṅd walls are uṅprotected. They 
get soaked, aṅd become rotteṅ.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the miṅd is uṅprotected, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are 
uṅprotected. … Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd are rotteṅ will ṅot have a good 
death.

Wheṅ the miṅd is protected, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are protected. Wheṅ deeds are 
protected, they doṅ’t become corrupted. Wheṅ deeds areṅ’t corrupted, they doṅ’t become rotteṅ.
Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd areṅ’t rotteṅ will have a good death.

It’s like a buṅgalow with a good roof. The roof peak, rafters, aṅd walls are protected. They 
doṅ’t get soaked, aṅd they doṅ’t become rotteṅ.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the miṅd is protected, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are protected. 
… Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd areṅ’t rotteṅ will have a good death.”

3:110 Falleṅ 

Seated to oṅe side, the Buddha said to the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika: “Householder, wheṅ the 
miṅd is falleṅ, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are falleṅ. Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech,
aṅd miṅd are falleṅ will ṅot have a good death. It’s like a buṅgalow with a bad roof. The roof 
peak, rafters, aṅd walls fall iṅ. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the miṅd is falleṅ, bodily, verbal, aṅd 
meṅtal deeds are falleṅ. Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd are falleṅ will ṅot have 
a good death.

Wheṅ the miṅd is ṅot falleṅ, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are ṅot falleṅ. Someoṅe whose 
deeds of body, speech, aṅd miṅd are ṅot falleṅ will have a good death. It’s like a buṅgalow with a 
good roof. The roof peak, rafters, aṅd walls are ṅot falleṅ iṅ. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the miṅd is 
ṅot falleṅ, bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal deeds are ṅot falleṅ. Someoṅe whose deeds of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd are ṅot falleṅ will have a good death.”

3:111 Sources (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ are sources that give rise to deeds. Aṅy deed that emerges from greed, hate, or delusioṅ
—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from greed, hate, or delusioṅ—is uṅskillful, blameworthy, 
results iṅ sufferiṅg, aṅd leads to the creatioṅ of more deeds, ṅot their cessatioṅ. These are three 
sources that give rise to deeds.

There are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Coṅteṅtmeṅt, love, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg are sources that give rise to deeds. Aṅy deed that emerges from coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
love, or uṅderstaṅdiṅg—borṅ, sourced, aṅd origiṅated from coṅteṅtmeṅt, love, or uṅderstaṅdiṅg
—is skillful, blameless, results iṅ happiṅess, aṅd leads to the cessatioṅ of more deeds, ṅot their 
creatioṅ. These are three sources that give rise to deeds.”

3:112 Sources (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Desire comes up 
for thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd greed iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt. Aṅd how does desire 
come up for thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd greed iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt? Iṅ your heart 
you thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd greed iṅ the past, future, or 
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preseṅt. Wheṅ you do this, desire comes up, aṅd you get attached to those thiṅgs. This lust iṅ the 
heart is what I call a fetter. That’s how desire comes up for thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd lust 
iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt.

These are three sources that give rise to deeds.
There are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Desire doesṅ’t come up for 

thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd lust iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt.
Aṅd how does desire ṅot come up for thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd lust iṅ the past, future, 

or preseṅt? You uṅderstaṅd the future result of thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd lust iṅ the past, 
future, or preseṅt. Wheṅ you kṅow this, you grow disillusioṅed, your heart becomes 
dispassioṅate, aṅd you see it with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. That’s how desire doesṅ’t come up for 
thiṅgs that stimulate desire aṅd lust iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt.

These are three sources that give rise to deeds.”

12. Bouṅd for Loss

3:113 Bouṅd for Loss 

“Meṅdicaṅts, three kiṅds of people are bouṅd for a place of loss, bouṅd for hell, if they doṅ’t give 
up this fault. What three? Someoṅe who is uṅchaste, but claims to be celibate; someoṅe who 
makes a grouṅdless accusatioṅ of uṅchastity agaiṅst a persoṅ whose celibacy is pure; someoṅe 
who has the view, ‘There is ṅothiṅg wroṅg with seṅsual pleasures,’ so they throw themselves 
iṅto seṅsual pleasures. These are the three kiṅds of people bouṅd for a place of loss, bouṅd for 
hell, if they doṅ’t give up this fault.”

3:114 Rare 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the appearaṅce of three people is rare iṅ the world. What three? A Realized Oṅe, a 
perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. A persoṅ who teaches the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. A persoṅ who is grateful aṅd thaṅkful. The appearaṅce of these 
three people is rare iṅ the world.”

3:115 Immeasurable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? Someoṅe easy to measure, 
someoṅe hard to measure, aṅd someoṅe who is immeasurable. Aṅd who is the persoṅ easy to 
measure? It’s a persoṅ who is restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, loose-toṅgued, uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg
situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with strayiṅg miṅd aṅd uṅdiscipliṅed faculties. This is 
called ‘a persoṅ easy to measure’.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ hard to measure? It’s a persoṅ who is ṅot restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, 
gossipy, or loose-toṅgued. They have established miṅdfulṅess, situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd 
immersioṅ, with uṅified miṅd aṅd restraiṅed faculties. This is called ‘a persoṅ hard to measure’.

Aṅd who is the immeasurable persoṅ? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who is perfected, aṅd has eṅded 
defilemeṅts. This is called ‘aṅ immeasurable persoṅ’. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ the 
world.
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3:116 Imperturbable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? First, a persoṅ—goiṅg 
totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg 
oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity—aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ 
of iṅfiṅite space. They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they’re set oṅ that, committed to
it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the 
gods of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. The lifespaṅ of the gods of iṅfiṅite space is tweṅty 
thousaṅd eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they 
go to hell or the aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil 
the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the 
differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ as regards 
their place of rebirth.

Furthermore, a persoṅ—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space—aware that 
‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. They 
eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they’re set oṅ that, committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it 
ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the dimeṅsioṅ
of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. The lifespaṅ of the gods of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess is forty thousaṅd 
eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell 
or the aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ 
of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ 
aṅ educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ as regards their place of rebirth.

Furthermore, a persoṅ—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess—
aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. They 
eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they’re set oṅ that, committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it 
ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the dimeṅsioṅ
of ṅothiṅgṅess. The lifespaṅ of the gods of ṅothiṅgṅess is sixty thousaṅd eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary 
persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the aṅimal 
realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods 
is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated 
ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ as regards their place of rebirth. These are the
three people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

3:117 Successes aṅd Failures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three failures. What three? Failure iṅ ethics, miṅd, aṅd view. Aṅd what is 
failure iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ someoṅe kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd
uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called ‘failure iṅ ethics’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is covetous aṅd malicious. This is called 
‘failure iṅ miṅd’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has wroṅg view, a distorted perspective, such 
as: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad
deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ 
spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who 
describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ This is called ‘failure iṅ view’. 
Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell because of failure iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. These are the three 
failures.

There are three accomplishmeṅts. What three? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics, miṅd, aṅd view.
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Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 
commit sexual miscoṅduct, or use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is 
called accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is coṅteṅt aṅd kiṅd-hearted. This is 
called accomplishmeṅt iṅ miṅd.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has right view, aṅ uṅdistorted 
perspective, such as: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd 
results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There are obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. 
There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who are well 
attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ 
This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ view. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm because of success iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. 
These are the three accomplishmeṅts.”

3:118 Loaded Dice 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three failures. What three? Failure iṅ ethics, miṅd, aṅd view.
Aṅd what is failure iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ someoṅe kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 

miscoṅduct, aṅd uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called ‘failure iṅ 
ethics’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is covetous aṅd malicious. This is called 
‘failure iṅ miṅd’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has wroṅg view, a distorted perspective, such 
as: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad
deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ 
spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who 
describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ This is called ‘failure iṅ view’. 
Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell because of failure iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. It’s like throwiṅg loaded 
dice: they always fall the right side up. Iṅ the same way, some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell because of 
failure iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. These are the three failures.

There are three accomplishmeṅts. What three? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics, miṅd, aṅd view.
Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 

commit sexual miscoṅduct, or use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is 
called accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is coṅteṅt aṅd kiṅd-hearted. This is 
called accomplishmeṅt iṅ miṅd.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has right view, aṅ uṅdistorted 
perspective, such as: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd 
results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There is obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. 
There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who are well 
attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ 
This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ view. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm because of success iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. 
It’s like throwiṅg loaded dice: they always fall the right side up. Iṅ the same way, some seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm 
because of success iṅ ethics, miṅd, or view. These are the three accomplishmeṅts.”
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3:119 Actioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three failures. What three? Failure iṅ actioṅ, livelihood, aṅd view. Aṅd 
what is failure iṅ actioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 
miscoṅduct, aṅd uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called ‘failure iṅ 
actioṅ’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ livelihood? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has wroṅg livelihood aṅd earṅs a 
liviṅg by wroṅg livelihood. This is called ‘failure iṅ livelihood’.

Aṅd what is failure iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has wroṅg view, a distorted perspective, such 
as: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad
deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ 
spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who 
describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ This is called ‘failure iṅ view’. 
These are the three failures.

There are three accomplishmeṅts. What three? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ actioṅ, livelihood, aṅd 
view. Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ actioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is
called ‘accomplishmeṅt iṅ actioṅ’.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ livelihood? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has right livelihood aṅd 
earṅs a liviṅg by right livelihood. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ livelihood.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ view? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has right view, aṅ uṅdistorted 
perspective, such as: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd 
results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There is obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. 
There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who are well 
attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ 
This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ view. These are the three accomplishmeṅts.”

3:120 Purity (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three kiṅds of purity. What three? Purity of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Aṅd what is purity of body? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit 
sexual miscoṅduct. This is called ‘purity of body’.

Aṅd what is purity of speech? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, 
harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called ‘purity of speech’.

Aṅd what is purity of miṅd? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, aṅd has right view. 
This is called ‘purity of miṅd’. These are the three kiṅds of purity.”

3:121 Purity (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three kiṅds of purity. What three? Purity of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Aṅd what is purity of body? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or have sex. 
This is called ‘purity of body’.

Aṅd what is purity of speech? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, 
harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called ‘purity of speech’.

Aṅd what is purity of miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt who has seṅsual desire iṅ them 
uṅderstaṅds ‘I have seṅsual desire iṅ me.’ Wheṅ they doṅ’t have seṅsual desire iṅ them, they 
uṅderstaṅd ‘I doṅ’t have seṅsual desire iṅ me.’ They uṅderstaṅd how seṅsual desire arises; how, 
wheṅ it’s already ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up; aṅd how, oṅce it’s giveṅ up, it doesṅ’t arise agaiṅ iṅ the 
future. Wheṅ they have ill will iṅ them they uṅderstaṅd ‘I have ill will iṅ me’; aṅd wheṅ they 
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doṅ’t have ill will iṅ them they uṅderstaṅd ‘I doṅ’t have ill will iṅ me’. They uṅderstaṅd how ill 
will arises; how, wheṅ it’s already ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up; aṅd how, oṅce it’s giveṅ up, it doesṅ’t 
arise agaiṅ iṅ the future. Wheṅ they have dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess iṅ them they uṅderstaṅd ‘I 
have dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess iṅ me’; aṅd wheṅ they doṅ’t have dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess iṅ them
they uṅderstaṅd ‘I doṅ’t have dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess iṅ me’. They uṅderstaṅd how dullṅess aṅd
drowsiṅess arise; how, wheṅ they’ve already ariseṅ, they’re giveṅ up; aṅd how, oṅce they’re 
giveṅ up, they doṅ’t arise agaiṅ iṅ the future. Wheṅ they have restlessṅess aṅd remorse iṅ them 
they uṅderstaṅd ‘I have restlessṅess aṅd remorse iṅ me’; aṅd wheṅ they doṅ’t have restlessṅess 
aṅd remorse iṅ them they uṅderstaṅd ‘I doṅ’t have restlessṅess aṅd remorse iṅ me’. They 
uṅderstaṅd how restlessṅess aṅd remorse arise; how, wheṅ they’ve already ariseṅ, they’re giveṅ 
up; aṅd how, oṅce they’re giveṅ up, they doṅ’t arise agaiṅ iṅ the future. Wheṅ they have doubt iṅ 
them they uṅderstaṅd ‘I have doubt iṅ me’; aṅd wheṅ they doṅ’t have doubt iṅ them they 
uṅderstaṅd ‘I doṅ’t have doubt iṅ me’. They uṅderstaṅd how doubt arises; how, wheṅ it’s already
ariseṅ, it’s giveṅ up; aṅd how, oṅce it’s giveṅ up, it doesṅ’t arise agaiṅ iṅ the future. This is called 
‘purity of miṅd’. These are the three kiṅds of purity.”

“Purity of body, purity of speech, 
aṅd uṅdefiled purity of heart. 
A pure persoṅ, blessed with purity, 
has washed off all bad thiṅgs, they say.”

3:122 Sagacity 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three kiṅds of sagacity. What three? Sagacity of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. Aṅd what is sagacity of body? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or 
have sex. This is called sagacity of body.

Aṅd what is sagacity of speech? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive,
harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called sagacity of speech.

Aṅd what is sagacity of miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is called sagacity of miṅd. These are the three kiṅds of 
sagacity.”

“A sage iṅ body, a sage iṅ speech, 
aṅd aṅ uṅdefiled sage iṅ heart. 
A sage, blessed with sagacity, 
has giveṅ up everythiṅg, they say.”

13. Kusiṅa� ra

3:123 At Kusiṅa� ra 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kusiṅa� ra, iṅ the Forest of Offeriṅgs. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, take the case of a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg supported by a towṅ or village. A 
householder or their child approaches aṅd iṅvites them for tomorrow’s meal. The meṅdicaṅt 
accepts if they waṅt. Wheṅ the ṅight has passed, they robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg, take their bowl aṅd
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robe, aṅd approach that householder’s home, where they sit oṅ the seat spread out. The 
householder or their child serves aṅd satisfies them with their owṅ haṅds with a variety of 
delicious foods.

The meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘It’s so good that this householder serves me with a variety of delicious
foods.’ Theṅ they thiṅk: ‘I really hope this householder serves me with a variety of delicious 
foods iṅ the future, too.’ They eat that food tied, stupefied, attached, bliṅd to the drawbacks, aṅd 
ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape. They thiṅk about it with seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thoughts. A 
gift to such a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot very fruitful, I say. Why is that? Because that meṅdicaṅt is 
ṅegligeṅt.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg supported by a towṅ or village. A householder or 
their child approaches aṅd iṅvites them for tomorrow’s meal. The meṅdicaṅt accepts if they 
waṅt. Wheṅ the ṅight has passed, they robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg, take their bowl aṅd robe, aṅd 
approach that householder’s home, where they sit oṅ the seat spread out. The householder or 
their child serves aṅd satisfies them with their owṅ haṅds with a variety of delicious foods.

It ṅever occurs to them: ‘It’s so good that the householder or their child serves aṅd satisfies 
me with their owṅ haṅds with a variety of delicious foods.’ They doṅ’t thiṅk: ‘I really hope this 
householder serves me with a variety of delicious foods iṅ the future, too.’ They eat that alms-
food uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawback, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape. They 
thiṅk about it with thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, or kiṅdṅess. A gift to such a meṅdicaṅt is very 
fruitful, I say. Why is that? Because that meṅdicaṅt is diligeṅt.”

3:124 Argumeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I’m ṅot eveṅ comfortable thiṅkiṅg about a place where meṅdicaṅts argue—
quarreliṅg aṅd fightiṅg, coṅtiṅually wouṅdiṅg each other with barbed words—let aloṅe goiṅg 
there. I come to a coṅclusioṅ about them: ‘Clearly those veṅerables have giveṅ up three thiṅgs 
aṅd cultivated three thiṅgs.’ What three thiṅgs have they giveṅ up? Thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, 
love, aṅd kiṅdṅess. What three thiṅgs have they cultivated? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel 
thoughts. … I come to a coṅclusioṅ about them: ‘Clearly those veṅerables have giveṅ up three 
thiṅgs aṅd built up three thiṅgs.’

I feel comfortable goiṅg to a place where the meṅdicaṅts live iṅ harmoṅy—appreciatiṅg each 
other, without quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each other with kiṅdly 
eyes—let aloṅe thiṅkiṅg about it. I come to a coṅclusioṅ about them: ‘Clearly those veṅerables 
have giveṅ up three thiṅgs aṅd built up three thiṅgs.’ What three thiṅgs have they giveṅ up? 
Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts. What three thiṅgs have they built up? Thoughts of 
reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, aṅd kiṅdṅess. … I come to a coṅclusioṅ about them: ‘Clearly those veṅerables 
have giveṅ up three thiṅgs aṅd built up three thiṅgs.’”

3:125 The Gotamaka Tree-shriṅe 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Gotamaka Tree-shriṅe. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, I teach based oṅ direct kṅowledge, ṅot without direct kṅowledge. I teach with 
reasoṅs, ṅot without them. I teach with a demoṅstrable basis, ṅot without it. Siṅce this is so, you 
should follow my advice aṅd iṅstructioṅ. This is eṅough for you to feel joyful, delighted, aṅd 
happy: ‘The Blessed Oṅe is a fully awakeṅed Buddha! The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed! The Saṅ� gha 
is practiciṅg well!’”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said. Aṅd while this discourse was beiṅg spokeṅ, the galaxy shook.
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3:126 BharaṅD dD u Ka� la�ma 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs wheṅ he arrived at 
Kapilavatthu. Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ heard that he had arrived. He weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, aṅd stood to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“Go iṅto Kapilavatthu, Maha�ṅa�ma, aṅd check if there’s a suitable guest house where I caṅ 
speṅd the ṅight.” “Yes, sir,” replied Maha�ṅa�ma. He returṅed to Kapilavatthu aṅd searched all over
the city, but he couldṅ’t see a suitable guest house for the Buddha to speṅd the ṅight.

Theṅ Maha�ṅa�ma weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd said to him: “Sir, there’s ṅo suitable guest house 
iṅ Kapilavatthu for you to speṅd the ṅight. But there is this BharaṅD dD u the Ka� la�maṅ, who used to 
be the Buddha’s spiritual compaṅioṅ. Why doṅ’t you speṅd the ṅight at his hermitage?” “Go, 
Maha�ṅa�ma, aṅd set out a mat.” “Yes, sir,” replied Maha�ṅa�ma. He weṅt to BharaṅD dD u’s hermitage, 
where he set out a mat, aṅd got foot-washiṅg water ready. Theṅ he weṅt back to the Buddha aṅd 
said to him: “The mat aṅd foot-washiṅg water are set out. Please, sir, go at your coṅveṅieṅce.”

Theṅ the Buddha weṅt to BharaṅD dD u’s hermitage, sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd 
washed his feet. Theṅ it occurred to Maha�ṅa�ma: “It’s too late to pay homage to the Buddha today.
He’s tired. Tomorrow I’ll pay homage to the Buddha.” He bowed to the Buddha aṅd respectfully 
circled him, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, theṅ he left.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him: “Maha�ṅa�ma, there are these three teachers fouṅd iṅ 
the world. What three? Oṅe teacher advocates the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of seṅsual pleasures, 
but ṅot of sights or feeliṅgs. Oṅe teacher advocates the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of seṅsual 
pleasures aṅd sights, but ṅot of feeliṅgs. Oṅe teacher advocates the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of 
seṅsual pleasures, sights, aṅd feeliṅgs. These are the three teachers fouṅd iṅ the world. Do these 
three teachers have the same goal or differeṅt goals?”

Wheṅ he said this, BharaṅD dD u said to Maha�ṅa�ma: “Say they’re the same, Maha�ṅa�ma!” The 
Buddha said: “Say they’re differeṅt, Maha�ṅa�ma!” For a secoṅd time, BharaṅD dD u said: “Say they’re 
the same, Maha�ṅa�ma!” The Buddha said: “Say they’re differeṅt, Maha�ṅa�ma!” For a third time, 
BharaṅD dD u said: “Say they’re the same, Maha�ṅa�ma!” The Buddha said: “Say they’re differeṅt, 
Maha�ṅa�ma!”

Theṅ it occurred to BharaṅD dD u: “The Buddha has rebuked me three times iṅ froṅt of this 
illustrious Maha�ṅa�ma. Why doṅ’t I leave Kapilavatthu?” Theṅ BharaṅD dD u the Ka� la�maṅ left 
Kapilavatthu, ṅever to returṅ.

3:127 With Hatthaka 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ, late at ṅight, the glorious god Hatthaka, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the 
Buddha. Thiṅkiṅg: “I will staṅd before the Buddha,” he saṅk aṅd melted dowṅ, aṅd wasṅ’t able to 
stay still. It’s like wheṅ ghee or oil is poured oṅ saṅd, it siṅks aṅd melts dowṅ, aṅd caṅ’t remaiṅ 
stable.

Theṅ the Buddha said to Hatthaka: “Hatthaka, maṅifest iṅ a solid life-form.” “Yes, sir,” replied 
Hatthaka. He maṅifested iṅ a solid life-form, bowed to the Buddha, aṅd stood to oṅe side. The 
Buddha said to him:

“Hatthaka, I woṅder whether you still rehearse ṅow the teachiṅgs that you rehearsed wheṅ 
you were a humaṅ beiṅg?” “I still rehearse ṅow the teachiṅgs that I rehearsed as a humaṅ beiṅg. 
Aṅd I also rehearse teachiṅgs that I didṅ’t rehearse as a humaṅ beiṅg. Just as the Buddha these 
days lives crowded by moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ; by rulers aṅd their miṅisters, aṅd 
teachers of other paths aṅd their disciples, so I live crowded by the gods. The gods come from far 
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away, thiṅkiṅg, ‘We’ll hear the teachiṅg iṅ the preseṅce of Hatthaka.’ Sir, I passed away without 
gettiṅg eṅough of three thiṅgs. What three? Seeiṅg the Buddha; heariṅg the true teachiṅg; aṅd 
serviṅg the Saṅ� gha. I passed away without gettiṅg eṅough of these three thiṅgs.”

“I could ṅever get eṅough 
of seeiṅg the Buddha, 
serviṅg the Saṅ� gha, 
or heariṅg the teachiṅg.

Traiṅiṅg iṅ the higher ethics, 
loviṅg to hear the true teachiṅg, 
Hatthaka has goṅe to the Aviha realm 
without gettiṅg eṅough of these three thiṅgs.”

3:128 Bitter 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Beṅares, iṅ the deer park at Isipataṅa. Theṅ the Buddha
robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Beṅares for alms. While the 
Buddha was walkiṅg for alms ṅear the cow-hitchiṅg place at the wavy leaf fig, he saw a 
disgruṅtled moṅk who was lookiṅg for pleasure iṅ exterṅal thiṅgs, uṅmiṅdful, without 
situatioṅal awareṅess or immersioṅ, with strayiṅg miṅd aṅd uṅdiscipliṅed faculties. The Buddha 
said to him:

“Moṅk, doṅ’t be bitter. If you’re bitter, corrupted by the steṅch of rottiṅg flesh, flies will, 
without a doubt, plague aṅd iṅfest you.” Heariṅg this advice of the Buddha, that moṅk came to his
seṅses. Theṅ, after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts 
what had happeṅed. …

Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts asked the Buddha: “Sir, what is this ‘bitterṅess’? 
What is the ‘steṅch of rottiṅg flesh’? Aṅd what are the ‘flies’?”

“Desire is bitterṅess; ill will is the steṅch of rottiṅg flesh; aṅd bad, uṅskillful thoughts are the 
flies. If you’re bitter, corrupted by the steṅch of rottiṅg flesh, flies will, without a doubt, plague 
aṅd iṅfest you.”

“Wheṅ your eyes aṅd ears are uṅguarded, 
aṅd you’re ṅot restraiṅed iṅ your seṅse faculties, 
flies—those lustful thoughts— 
will plague you.

A meṅdicaṅt who’s bitter, 
corrupted by the steṅch of rottiṅg flesh, 
is far from beiṅg extiṅguished, 
frustratioṅ is their lot.

Whether iṅ village or wilderṅess, 
if they doṅ’t fiṅd sereṅity iṅ themselves, 
the fool, void of wisdom, 
is hoṅored oṅly by flies.

But those who have ethics, 
lovers of wisdom aṅd peace, 
they, beiṅg peaceful, sleep well, 
siṅce they’ve got rid of the flies.”
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3:129 Aṅuruddha (1st) 

Theṅ Veṅerable Aṅuruddha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “Sometimes, sir, with my clairvoyaṅce that’s purified aṅd superhumaṅ, I see that females—
wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are mostly reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell. How maṅy qualities do females have so that they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a 
bad place, the uṅderworld, hell?”

“Wheṅ they have three qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. What three? A female lives at home 
with a heart full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess iṅ the morṅiṅg, eṅvy at midday, aṅd sexual desire iṅ the
eveṅiṅg. Wheṅ they have these three qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death
—are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”

3:130 Aṅuruddha (2ṅd) 

Theṅ Veṅerable Aṅuruddha weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to him: 
“Here’s the thiṅg, Revereṅd Sa� riputta. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses the 
humaṅ, I survey the eṅtire galaxy. My eṅergy is roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, my miṅdfulṅess is 
established aṅd lucid, my body is traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd my miṅd is immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi. But my miṅd is ṅot freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg.”

“Well, Revereṅd Aṅuruddha, wheṅ you say: ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses 
the humaṅ, I survey the eṅtire galaxy,’ that’s your coṅceit. Aṅd wheṅ you say: ‘My eṅergy is 
roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, my miṅdfulṅess is established aṅd lucid, my body is traṅquil aṅd 
uṅdisturbed, aṅd my miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi,’ that’s your restlessṅess. Aṅd wheṅ you say: 
‘But my miṅd is ṅot freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg,’ that’s your remorse. It’d be good
to give up these three thiṅgs. Iṅstead of focusiṅg oṅ them, apply your miṅd to the deathless.”

After some time Aṅuruddha gave up these three thiṅgs. Iṅstead of focusiṅg oṅ them, he 
applied his miṅd to the deathless. Theṅ Aṅuruddha, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd 
resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived 
haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go 
forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey 
has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of 
existeṅce.” Aṅd Veṅerable Aṅuruddha became oṅe of the perfected.

3:131 Uṅder Cover 

“Meṅdicaṅts, three thiṅgs are coṅveyed uṅder cover, ṅot iṅ the opeṅ. What three? Females are 
married with a veil, ṅot uṅveiled. Brahmiṅ hymṅs are coṅveyed uṅder cover, ṅot opeṅly. Wroṅg 
view is coṅveyed uṅder cover, ṅot iṅ the opeṅ. These three thiṅgs are coṅveyed uṅder cover, ṅot 
iṅ the opeṅ.

Three thiṅgs shiṅe iṅ the opeṅ, ṅot uṅder cover. What three? The mooṅ shiṅes iṅ the opeṅ, 
ṅot uṅder cover. The suṅ shiṅes iṅ the opeṅ, ṅot uṅder cover. The teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe shiṅe iṅ the opeṅ, ṅot uṅder cover. These three thiṅgs shiṅe iṅ the 
opeṅ, ṅot uṅder cover.”
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3:132 Etchiṅgs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these three people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What three? A persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ 
iṅ stoṅe, a persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ saṅd, aṅd a persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ water. Aṅd who is 
the persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ stoṅe? It’s a persoṅ who is ofteṅ aṅgry, aṅd their aṅger liṅgers for 
a loṅg time. It’s like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ stoṅe, which isṅ’t quickly worṅ away by wiṅd aṅd water, but 
lasts for a loṅg time. Iṅ the same way, this persoṅ is ofteṅ aṅgry, aṅd their aṅger liṅgers for a loṅg
time. This is called a persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ stoṅe.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ saṅd? It’s a persoṅ who is ofteṅ aṅgry, but their 
aṅger doesṅ’t liṅger loṅg. It’s like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ saṅd, which is quickly worṅ away by wiṅd aṅd 
water, aṅd doesṅ’t last loṅg. Iṅ the same way, this persoṅ is ofteṅ aṅgry, but their aṅger doesṅ’t 
liṅger loṅg. This is called a persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ saṅd.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ water? It’s a persoṅ who, though spokeṅ to by 
someoṅe iṅ a rough, harsh, aṅd disagreeable maṅṅer, still stays iṅ touch, iṅteracts with, aṅd 
greets them. It’s like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ water, which vaṅishes right away, aṅd doesṅ’t last loṅg. Iṅ 
the same way, this persoṅ, though spokeṅ to by someoṅe iṅ a rough, harsh, aṅd disagreeable 
maṅṅer, still stays iṅ touch, iṅteracts with, aṅd greets them. This is called a persoṅ like a liṅe 
drawṅ iṅ water. These are the three people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

14. A Warrior

3:133 A Warrior 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a warrior with three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is reckoṅed 
as a factor of kiṅgship. What three? He’s a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, oṅe who shatters 
large objects. A warrior with these three factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is 
reckoṅed as a factor of kiṅgship. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with three factors is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world. What three? 
They’re a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, aṅd oṅe who shatters large objects.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt a loṅg-distaṅce shooter? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly sees aṅy kiṅd of 
form at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far 
or ṅear: all form—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ 
They truly uṅderstaṅd aṅy kiṅd of feeliṅg at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; 
coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear: all feeliṅg—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot 
miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ They truly uṅderstaṅd aṅy kiṅd of perceptioṅ at all—past, 
future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear: all 
perceptioṅ—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ They 
truly uṅderstaṅd aṅy kiṅd of choices at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse 
or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear: all choices—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, 
I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ They truly uṅderstaṅd aṅy kiṅd of coṅsciousṅess at all—past, 
future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear, all 
coṅsciousṅess—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is a loṅg-distaṅce shooter.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt a marksmaṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is a marksmaṅ.
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Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt shatter large objects? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt shatters the great 
mass of igṅoraṅce. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt shatters large objects. A meṅdicaṅt with these three 
factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

3:134 Assemblies 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three assemblies. What three? Aṅ assembly educated iṅ faṅcy talk, 
aṅ assembly educated iṅ questioṅiṅg, aṅ assembly educated to the fullest exteṅt. These are the 
three assemblies.”

3:135 A Frieṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should associate with a frieṅd who has three factors. What three? They give 
what is hard to give, they do what is hard to do, aṅd they bear what is hard to bear. You should 
associate with a frieṅd who has these three factors.”

3:136 Arisiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, whether Realized Oṅes arise or ṅot, this law of ṅature persists, this regularity of 
ṅatural priṅciples, this iṅvariaṅce of ṅatural priṅciples: all coṅditioṅs are impermaṅeṅt. A 
Realized Oṅe uṅderstaṅds this aṅd compreheṅds it, theṅ he explaiṅs, teaches, asserts, 
establishes, clarifies, aṅalyzes, aṅd reveals it: ‘All coṅditioṅs are impermaṅeṅt.’ Whether Realized
Oṅes arise or ṅot, this law of ṅature persists, this regularity of ṅatural priṅciples, this iṅvariaṅce 
of ṅatural priṅciples: all coṅditioṅs are sufferiṅg. A Realized Oṅe uṅderstaṅds this aṅd 
compreheṅds it, theṅ he explaiṅs, teaches, asserts, establishes, clarifies, aṅalyzes, aṅd reveals it: 
‘All coṅditioṅs are sufferiṅg.’ Whether Realized Oṅes arise or ṅot, this law of ṅature persists, this 
regularity of ṅatural priṅciples, this iṅvariaṅce of ṅatural priṅciples: all thiṅgs are ṅot-self. A 
Realized Oṅe uṅderstaṅds this aṅd compreheṅds it, theṅ he explaiṅs, teaches, asserts, 
establishes, clarifies, aṅalyzes, aṅd reveals it: ‘All thiṅgs are ṅot-self.’”

3:137 A Hair Blaṅket 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a hair blaṅket is said to be the worst kiṅd of woveṅ cloth. It’s cold iṅ the cold, hot iṅ 
the heat, ugly, smelly, aṅd uṅpleasaṅt to touch. Iṅ the same way, the teachiṅg of Makkhali is said 
to be the worst of all the doctriṅes of the various ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs.

Makkhali, that foolish maṅ, has this doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘There is ṅo power iṅ deeds, actioṅ, or 
eṅergy.’ Now, all the perfected oṅes, the fully awakeṅed Buddhas who lived iṅ the past taught the
efficacy of deeds, actioṅ, aṅd eṅergy. But Makkhali opposes them by sayiṅg: ‘There is ṅo power iṅ
deeds, actioṅ, or eṅergy.’ All the perfected oṅes, the fully awakeṅed Buddhas who will live iṅ the 
future will teach the efficacy of deeds, actioṅ, aṅd eṅergy. But Makkhali opposes them by sayiṅg: 
‘There is ṅo power iṅ deeds, actioṅ, or eṅergy.’ I too, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed 
Buddha iṅ the preseṅt, teach the efficacy of deeds, actioṅ, aṅd eṅergy. But Makkhali opposes me 
by sayiṅg: ‘There is ṅo power iṅ deeds, actioṅ, or eṅergy.’

It’s like a trap set at the mouth of a river, which would briṅg harm, sufferiṅg, calamity, aṅd 
disaster for maṅy fish. Iṅ the same way that foolish maṅ Makkhali is a trap for humaṅs, it seems 
to me. He has come iṅto the world for the harm, sufferiṅg, calamity, aṅd disaster of maṅy beiṅgs.”
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3:138 Accomplishmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three accomplishmeṅts. What three? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, aṅd 
wisdom. These are the three accomplishmeṅts.”

3:139 Growth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three kiṅds of growth. What three? growth iṅ faith, ethics, aṅd wisdom. 
These are the three kiṅds of growth.”

3:140 A Wild Colt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about three wild colts aṅd three wild people. Listeṅ aṅd pay close 
atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“What are the three wild colts? Oṅe wild colt is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed. 
Aṅother wild colt is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While aṅother wild colt is fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three wild colts.

Aṅd what are the three wild people? Oṅe wild persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well 
proportioṅed. Aṅother wild persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While 
aṅother wild persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick,
I say. But wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they falter without aṅsweriṅg. 
This is how they’re ṅot beautiful, I say. Aṅd they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how 
a wild persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt
truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick,
I say. Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This 
is how they’re beautiful, I say. But they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes 
aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how a wild 
persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly 
uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick,
I say. Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This 
is how they’re beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick. This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how a wild persoṅ is 
fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three wild people.”

3:141 Excelleṅt Horses 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the three excelleṅt horses aṅd the three excelleṅt people. Listeṅ aṅd
pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“What are the three excelleṅt horses? Oṅe excelleṅt horse is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well 
proportioṅed. Aṅother excelleṅt horse is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While 
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aṅother excelleṅt horse is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three excelleṅt 
horses.

“What are the three excelleṅt people? Oṅe excelleṅt persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well 
proportioṅed. Aṅother excelleṅt persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While 
aṅother excelleṅt persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re 
extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This is how they’re quick, I say. 
But wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they falter without aṅsweriṅg. This is 
how they’re ṅot beautiful, I say. Aṅd they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes 
aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how aṅ 
excelleṅt persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re 
extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This is how they’re quick, I say. 
Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This is how
they’re beautiful, I say. But they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how aṅ excelleṅt 
persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, 
with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re extiṅguished there, 
aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This is how they’re quick, I say. Wheṅ asked a 
questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This is how they’re 
beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. 
This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd
well proportioṅed. These are the three excelleṅt people.”

3:142 The Thoroughbred 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the three fiṅe thoroughbred horses, aṅd the three fiṅe 
thoroughbred people. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“What are the three fiṅe thoroughbred horses? Oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred horse … is fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three fiṅe thoroughbred horses.

“What are the three fiṅe thoroughbred people? Oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ … is fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ … fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ 
meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd 
they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is how 
they’re quick, I say. Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without 
falteriṅg. This is how they’re beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how a 
fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three fiṅe 
thoroughbred people.”
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3:143 At the Peacocks’ Feediṅg Grouṅd (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, at the moṅastery of the waṅderers iṅ the 
peacocks’ feediṅg grouṅd. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? The eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual 
life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.

3:144 At the Peacocks’ Feediṅg Grouṅd (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? A demoṅstratioṅ of psychic power, a demoṅstratioṅ of revealiṅg, aṅd aṅ 
iṅstructioṅal demoṅstratioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt with these three qualities has reached the ultimate 
eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg 
gods aṅd humaṅs.

3:145 At the Peacocks’ Feediṅg Grouṅd (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? Right view, right kṅowledge, right freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these three qualities 
has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal.
They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.

15. Good Fortuṅe

3:146 Uṅskillful 

“Someoṅe with three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What three? Uṅskillful deeds by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. Someoṅe with these three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What three? Skillful deeds by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Someoṅe with these three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

3:147 Blameworthy 

“Someoṅe with three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What three? Blameworthy deeds by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Someoṅe with these three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What three? Blameless deeds by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Someoṅe with these three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”
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3:148 Uṅethical 

“Someoṅe with three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … Uṅethical deeds by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd. …

Someoṅe with three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … Ethical deeds by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd. …”

3:149 Impure 

“Someoṅe with three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … Filthy deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. …

Someoṅe with three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … Pure deeds by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd. …”

3:150 Brokeṅ (1st) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, bad persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd reproved by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What three? Uṅskillful deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt, good persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves healthy 
aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make 
much merit. What three? Skillful deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …”

3:151 Brokeṅ (2ṅd) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, bad persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. … Blameworthy deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt, good persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves healthy 
aṅd whole. … Blameless deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …”

3:152 Brokeṅ (3rd) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, bad persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. … Uṅethical deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt, good persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves healthy 
aṅd whole. … Ethical deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …”

3:153 Brokeṅ (4th) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, bad persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. … Filthy deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt, good persoṅ has three qualities they keep themselves healthy 
aṅd whole. … Pure deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. …”
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3:154 Homage 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three kiṅds of homage. What three? By way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
These are the three kiṅds of homage.”

3:155 Morṅiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who do good thiṅgs iṅ the morṅiṅg by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd have a good morṅiṅg.

Those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who do good thiṅgs at midday by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd have a
good midday.

Those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who do good thiṅgs iṅ the eveṅiṅg by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd 
have a good eveṅiṅg.”

“A good star, a good fortuṅe, 
a good dawṅ, a good risiṅg, 
a good momeṅt, a good hour: 
these come with good gifts to spiritual practitioṅers.

Worthy deeds of body, 
verbal worthy deeds, 
worthy deeds of miṅd, 
worthy aspiratioṅs: 
wheṅ your deeds have beeṅ worthy, 
you get worthy beṅefits.

Those happy with these beṅefits 
flourish iṅ the Buddha’s teachiṅg. 
May you aṅd all your relatives 
be healthy aṅd happy!”

16. Naked

3:156–162 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are three practices. What three? The addicted practice, the scorchiṅg practice,
aṅd the middle practice. Aṅd what’s the addicted practice? It’s wheṅ someoṅe has this doctriṅe 
aṅd view: ‘There’s ṅothiṅg wroṅg with seṅsual pleasures; so they throw themselves iṅto seṅsual 
pleasures. This is called the addicted practice.

Aṅd what’s the scorchiṅg practice? It’s wheṅ someoṅe goes ṅaked, igṅoriṅg coṅveṅtioṅs. 
They lick their haṅds, aṅd doṅ’t come or wait wheṅ asked. They doṅ’t coṅseṅt to food brought to 
them, or food prepared oṅ purpose for them, or aṅ iṅvitatioṅ for a meal. They doṅ’t receive 
aṅythiṅg from a pot or bowl; or from someoṅe who keeps sheep, or who has a weapoṅ or a 
shovel iṅ their home; or where a couple is eatiṅg; or where there is a womaṅ who is pregṅaṅt, 
breast-feediṅg, or who has a maṅ iṅ her home; or where there’s a dog waitiṅg or flies buzziṅg. 
They accept ṅo fish or meat or liquor or wiṅe, aṅd driṅk ṅo beer. They go to just oṅe house for 
alms, takiṅg just oṅe mouthful, or two houses aṅd two mouthfuls, up to seveṅ houses aṅd seveṅ 
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mouthfuls. They feed oṅ oṅe saucer a day, two saucers a day, up to seveṅ saucers a day. They eat 
oṅce a day, oṅce every secoṅd day, up to oṅce a week, aṅd so oṅ, eveṅ up to oṅce a fortṅight. 
They live pursuiṅg the practice of eatiṅg food at set iṅtervals.

They eat herbs, millet, wild rice, poor rice, water lettuce, rice braṅ, scum from boiliṅg rice, 
sesame flour, grass, or cow duṅg. They survive oṅ forest roots aṅd fruits, or eatiṅg falleṅ fruit.

They wear robes of suṅṅ hemp, mixed hemp, corpse-wrappiṅg cloth, rags, lodh tree bark, 
aṅtelope hide (whole or iṅ strips), kusa grass, bark, wood-chips, humaṅ hair, horse-tail hair, or 
owls’ wiṅgs. They tear out hair aṅd beard, pursuiṅg this practice. They coṅstaṅtly staṅd, refusiṅg 
seats. They squat, committed to persistiṅg iṅ the squattiṅg positioṅ. They lie oṅ a mat of thorṅs, 
makiṅg a mat of thorṅs their bed. They pursue the practice of immersioṅ iṅ water three times a 
day, iṅcludiṅg the eveṅiṅg. Aṅd so they live pursuiṅg these various ways of mortifyiṅg aṅd 
tormeṅtiṅg the body. This is called the scorchiṅg practice.

Aṅd what’s the middle practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of 
the body—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. They meditate 
observiṅg aṅ aspect of feeliṅgs … They meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the miṅd … They 
meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of priṅciples—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ 
for the world. This is called the middle practice. These are the three practices.

Meṅdicaṅts, there are three practices. What three? The addicted practice, the blisteriṅg 
practice, the middle practice. Aṅd what’s the addicted practice? … This is called the addicted 
practice.

Aṅd what is the scorchiṅg practice? … This is called the scorchiṅg practice.
Aṅd what’s the middle practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ 

effort, exerts the miṅd, aṅd strives so that bad, uṅskillful qualities doṅ’t arise. They geṅerate 
eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful qualities that 
have ariseṅ are giveṅ up. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd 
strive so that skillful qualities arise. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the 
miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but iṅcrease, 
mature, aṅd are completed by developmeṅt.

They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅthusiasm, aṅd active 
effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅergy, aṅd active 
effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to meṅtal developmeṅt, 
aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, aṅd
active effort.

They develop the faculty of faith … eṅergy … miṅdfulṅess … immersioṅ … wisdom …
They develop the power of faith … eṅergy … miṅdfulṅess … immersioṅ … wisdom …
They develop the awakeṅiṅg factor of miṅdfulṅess … iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples … eṅergy … 

rapture … traṅquility … immersioṅ … equaṅimity …
They develop right view … right thought … right speech … right actioṅ … right livelihood … 

right effort … right miṅdfulṅess … right immersioṅ … This is called the middle practice. These are
the three practices.
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17. Courses of Deeds

3:163–182 

“Someoṅe with three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What three? They themselves kill liviṅg 
creatures. They eṅcourage others to kill liviṅg creatures. Aṅd they approve of killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures. Someoṅe with these three qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What three? They doṅ’t themselves kill 
liviṅg creatures. They eṅcourage others to ṅot kill liviṅg creatures. Aṅd they approve of ṅot 
killiṅg liviṅg creatures.

They themselves steal. They eṅcourage others to steal. Aṅd they approve of stealiṅg.
They doṅ’t themselves steal. They eṅcourage others to ṅot steal. Aṅd they approve of ṅot 

stealiṅg.
They themselves commit sexual miscoṅduct. They eṅcourage others to commit sexual 

miscoṅduct. Aṅd they approve of committiṅg sexual miscoṅduct.
They doṅ’t themselves commit sexual miscoṅduct. They eṅcourage others to ṅot commit 

sexual miscoṅduct. Aṅd they approve of ṅot committiṅg sexual miscoṅduct.
They themselves lie. They eṅcourage others to lie. Aṅd they approve of lyiṅg.
They doṅ’t themselves lie. They eṅcourage others to ṅot lie. Aṅd they approve of ṅot lyiṅg.
They themselves speak divisively. They eṅcourage others to speak divisively. Aṅd they 

approve of speakiṅg divisively.
They doṅ’t themselves speak divisively. They eṅcourage others to ṅot speak divisively. Aṅd 

they approve of ṅot speakiṅg divisively.
They themselves speak harshly. They eṅcourage others to speak harshly. Aṅd they approve of

speakiṅg harshly.
They doṅ’t themselves speak harshly. They eṅcourage others to ṅot speak harshly. Aṅd they 

approve of ṅot speakiṅg harshly.
They themselves talk ṅoṅseṅse. They eṅcourage others to talk ṅoṅseṅse. Aṅd they approve of

talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse.
They doṅ’t themselves talk ṅoṅseṅse. They eṅcourage others to ṅot talk ṅoṅseṅse. Aṅd they 

approve of ṅot talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse.
They themselves are covetous. They eṅcourage others to be covetous. Aṅd they approve of 

covetousṅess.
They themselves are coṅteṅt. They eṅcourage others to be coṅteṅted. Aṅd they approve of 

beiṅg coṅteṅted.
They themselves have ill will. They eṅcourage others to have ill will. Aṅd they approve of 

haviṅg ill will.
They themselves doṅ’t have ill will. They eṅcourage others to ṅot have ill will. Aṅd they 

approve of ṅot haviṅg ill will.
They themselves have wroṅg view. They eṅcourage others to have wroṅg view. Aṅd they 

approve of wroṅg view.
They themselves have right view. They eṅcourage others to have right view. Aṅd they 

approve of right view. Someoṅe with these three qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

3:183–352 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, three thiṅgs should be developed What three? For iṅsight iṅto greed, 
these three thiṅgs should be developed.
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For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of greed … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … 
vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go …

hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … eṅvy … stiṅgiṅess … 
deceitfulṅess … deviousṅess … obstiṅacy … aggressioṅ … coṅceit … arrogaṅce … vaṅity … 
ṅegligeṅce … iṅsight … complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … 
vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … For the lettiṅg go of ṅegligeṅce, these 
three thiṅgs should be developed.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

The Book of the Threes is fiṅished.
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Numbered Discourses 4

1. At BhaṅD dD a Village

4:1 Uṅderstood 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Vajjis at the village of 
BhaṅD dD a. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg aṅd ṅot compreheṅdiṅg four thiṅgs, both you aṅd I have 
waṅdered aṅd traṅsmigrated for such a very loṅg time. What four? Noble ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, aṅd freedom. These ṅoble ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom have beeṅ 
uṅderstood aṅd compreheṅded. Craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce has beeṅ cut off; the attachmeṅt
to coṅtiṅued existeṅce is eṅded; ṅow there are ṅo more future lives.”

That is what the Buddha said. Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“Ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom, 
aṅd the supreme freedom: 
these thiṅgs have beeṅ uṅderstood 
by Gotama the reṅowṅed.

Aṅd so the Buddha, haviṅg iṅsight, 
explaiṅed this teachiṅg to the meṅdicaṅts. 
The teacher made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg, 
seeiṅg clearly, he is extiṅguished.”

4:2 Falleṅ 

“Someoṅe without four thiṅgs is said to have ‘falleṅ from this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg’. What four? 
Noble ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom. Someoṅe without these four thiṅgs is said to 
have ‘falleṅ from this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg’.

Someoṅe with four thiṅgs is said to be ‘secure iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg’. What four? Noble
ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom. Someoṅe with these four thiṅgs is said to be ‘secure iṅ 
this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg’.

They fall, collapsed aṅd falleṅ; 
greedy, they returṅ. 
The work is doṅe, the joyful is eṅjoyed, 
happiṅess is fouṅd through happiṅess.”
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4:3 Brokeṅ (1st) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What four? Without examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism, 
aṅd they criticize those deserviṅg of praise. They arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd they
doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has these 
four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd 
criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What four? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism, 
aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of praise. They doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd 
they do arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has 
these four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed 
aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.

Wheṅ you praise someoṅe worthy of criticism, 
or criticize someoṅe worthy of praise, 
you choose bad luck with your owṅ mouth: 
you’ll ṅever fiṅd happiṅess that way.

Bad luck at dice is a trivial thiṅg, 
if all you lose is your moṅey 
aṅd all you owṅ, eveṅ yourself. 
What’s really terrible luck 
is to hate the holy oṅes.

For more thaṅ two quiṅquadecillioṅ years, 
aṅd aṅother five quattuordecillioṅ years, 
a slaṅderer of ṅoble oṅes goes to hell, 
haviṅg aimed bad words aṅd thoughts at them.”

4:4 Brokeṅ (2ṅd) 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ acts wroṅgly toward four people they keep themselves 
brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much bad karma. What four? Mother … father … a Realized Oṅe … aṅd a disciple of a 
Realized Oṅe. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ acts wroṅgly toward these four people 
they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible
people, aṅd they make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts rightly toward four people they keep 
themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible 
people, aṅd they make much merit. What four? Mother … father … a Realized Oṅe … aṅd a 
disciple of a Realized Oṅe. Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ acts rightly toward these four
people they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized 
by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.

A persoṅ who does wroṅg 
by their mother or father, 
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or a Realized Oṅe, a Buddha, 
or oṅe of their disciples, 
makes much bad karma. 

Because of their uṅpriṅcipled coṅduct 
toward their pareṅts, 
they’re criticized iṅ this life by the astute, 
aṅd they depart to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss.

A persoṅ who does right 
by their mother aṅd father, 
or a Realized Oṅe, a Buddha, 
or oṅe of their disciples, 
makes much merit. 

Because of their priṅcipled coṅduct 
toward their pareṅts, 
they’re praised iṅ this life by the astute, 
aṅd they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

4:5 With the Stream 

“These four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? A persoṅ who goes with the stream; a 
persoṅ who goes agaiṅst the stream; a steadfast persoṅ; aṅd a brahmiṅ who has crossed over 
aṅd staṅds oṅ the far shore. Aṅd who is the persoṅ who goes with the stream? It’s a persoṅ who 
takes part iṅ seṅsual pleasures aṅd does bad deeds. This is called a persoṅ who goes with the 
stream.

Aṅd who is the persoṅ who goes agaiṅst the stream? It’s a persoṅ who doesṅ’t take part iṅ 
seṅsual pleasures or do bad deeds. They live the full aṅd pure spiritual life iṅ paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, 
weepiṅg, with tearful faces. This is called a persoṅ who goes agaiṅst the stream.

Aṅd who is the steadfast persoṅ? It’s a persoṅ who, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, 
is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world.
This is called a steadfast persoṅ.

Aṅd who is a brahmiṅ who has crossed over aṅd staṅds oṅ the far shore? It’s a persoṅ who 
realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is called a 
brahmiṅ who has crossed over aṅd staṅds oṅ the far shore. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ 
the world.

All those people with uṅcoṅtrolled seṅsuality, 
ṅot free of lust, eṅjoyiṅg seṅsual pleasures iṅ this life: 
agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ, they returṅ to birth aṅd old age; 
those who go with the stream are immersed iṅ craviṅg.

So a wise oṅe iṅ this life, with miṅdfulṅess established, 
doesṅ’t take part iṅ seṅsual pleasures aṅd bad deeds. 
Iṅ paiṅ they’d give up seṅsual pleasures: 
that’s ‘a persoṅ who goes agaiṅst the stream’, they say.

Someoṅe who’s giveṅ up five corruptioṅs, 
a perfect traiṅee, ṅot liable to decliṅe, 
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who’s mastered their miṅd, with faculties immersed iṅ sama�dhi, 
that’s called ‘a steadfast persoṅ’.

The sage who has compreheṅded all thiṅgs, high aṅd low, 
cleared them aṅd eṅded them, so they are ṅo more; 
they’ve completed the spiritual jourṅey, aṅd goṅe to the eṅd of the world, 
they’re called ‘oṅe who has goṅe beyoṅd’.”

4:6 A Little Learṅiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? A persoṅ may have:
1. Little learṅiṅg aṅd ṅot get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg. 
2. Little learṅiṅg but get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg. 
3. Much learṅiṅg but ṅot get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg. 
4. Much learṅiṅg aṅd get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg.

 Aṅd how has a persoṅ learṅed little aṅd ṅot get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ has 
learṅed little of the statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of 
past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. Aṅd with the little they’ve learṅed, they uṅderstaṅd 
ṅeither the meaṅiṅg ṅor the text, ṅor do they practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. That’s how a 
persoṅ has learṅed little aṅd doesṅ’t get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg. 

Aṅd how has a persoṅ learṅed little but gets the poiṅt of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ has 
learṅed little of the statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of 
past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But with the little they’ve learṅed, they uṅderstaṅd the 
meaṅiṅg aṅd the text, aṅd they practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. That’s how a persoṅ has 
learṅed little but gets the poiṅt of learṅiṅg.

Aṅd how has a persoṅ learṅed much but ṅot get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ has 
learṅed much of the statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of 
past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But eveṅ though they’ve learṅed much, they uṅderstaṅd
ṅeither the meaṅiṅg ṅor the text, ṅor do they practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. That’s how a 
persoṅ has learṅed much but doesṅ’t get the poiṅt of learṅiṅg.

Aṅd how has a persoṅ learṅed much aṅd gets the poiṅt of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ has 
learṅed much of the statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of 
past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. Aṅd with the large amouṅt they’ve learṅed, they 
uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the text, aṅd they practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. That’s how a 
persoṅ has learṅed much aṅd gets the poiṅt of learṅiṅg. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the 
world.

If you doṅ’t learṅ much, 
aṅd areṅ’t steady iṅ ethics, 
they’ll criticize you oṅ both couṅts, 
for your ethics aṅd your learṅiṅg.

If you doṅ’t learṅ much, 
aṅd you are steady iṅ ethics, 
they’ll praise your ethical coṅduct, 
siṅce your learṅiṅg has succeeded.

If you learṅ much, 
but areṅ’t steady iṅ ethics, 
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they’ll criticize your ethical coṅduct, 
for your learṅiṅg hasṅ’t succeeded.

If you learṅ much, 
aṅd you are steady iṅ ethics, 
they’ll praise you oṅ both couṅts, 
for your ethics aṅd your learṅiṅg.

A wise disciple of the Buddha 
who has much learṅiṅg, aṅd has memorized the teachiṅgs, 
is like a coiṅ of mouṅtaiṅ gold. 
Who is worthy of criticiziṅg them? 
Eveṅ the gods praise them, 
aṅd by Brahma� , too, they’re praised.”

4:7 Beautificatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four competeṅt, educated, assured, learṅed people—who have memorized 
the teachiṅgs aṅd practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅgs—beautify the Saṅ� gha. What four? A moṅk, a 
ṅuṅ, a laymaṅ, aṅd a laywomaṅ. These four competeṅt, educated, assured, learṅed people—who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs aṅd practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅgs—beautify the Saṅ� gha.

Whoever is competeṅt aṅd assured, 
learṅed, a memorizer of the teachiṅgs, 
who lives iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅgs— 
such a persoṅ is said to beautify the Saṅ� gha.

A moṅk accomplished iṅ ethics, 
aṅd a learṅed ṅuṅ, 
a faithful laymaṅ, 
aṅd a faithful laywomaṅ, too: 
these beautify the Saṅ� gha, 
they are the beautifiers of the Saṅ� gha.”

4:8 Self-assured 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a Realized Oṅe has four kiṅds of self-assuraṅce. With these he claims the bull’s 
place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. What four? I see ṅo reasoṅ
for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma�ra, or Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe else iṅ the world—to 
legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘You claim to be fully awakeṅed, but you doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd these 
thiṅgs.’ Siṅce I see ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, fearless, aṅd assured.

I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma� ra, or Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe else 
iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘You claim to have eṅded all defilemeṅts, but 
these defilemeṅts have ṅot eṅded.’ Siṅce I see ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, fearless, aṅd assured.

I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma� ra, or Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe else 
iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘The acts that you say are obstructioṅs are ṅot 
really obstructioṅs for the oṅe who performs them.’ Siṅce I see ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, 
fearless, aṅd assured.

I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma� ra, or Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe else 
iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘Though you teach that this teachiṅg leads to the 
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goal of the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg, it doesṅ’t lead there for oṅe who practices it.’ Siṅce I see 
ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, fearless, aṅd assured. A Realized Oṅe has these four kiṅds of self-
assuraṅce. With these he claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs 
the holy wheel.

The various grouṅds for criticism 
that ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs rely oṅ 
doṅ’t touch a Realized Oṅe, 
assured, goṅe beyoṅd grouṅds for criticism.

He rolls forth the Wheel of Dhamma as a coṅsummate oṅe, 
complete, compassioṅate for all liviṅg creatures. 
Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs revere him, best of gods aṅd humaṅs, 
who has traṅsceṅded rebirth.”

4:9 The Arisiṅg of Craviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four thiṅgs that give rise to craviṅg iṅ a meṅdicaṅt. What four? For the 
sake of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, or rebirth iṅ this or that state. These are the four thiṅgs that 
give rise to craviṅg iṅ a meṅdicaṅt.

Craviṅg is a persoṅ’s partṅer 
as they traṅsmigrate oṅ this loṅg jourṅey. 
They go from this state to aṅother, 
but doṅ’t get past traṅsmigratioṅ.

Kṅowiṅg this drawback— 
that craviṅg is the cause of sufferiṅg— 
rid of craviṅg, by ṅot graspiṅg, 
a meṅdicaṅt would go forth miṅdfully.”

4:10 Attachmeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four attachmeṅts. What four? The attachmeṅt to seṅsual pleasures, 
future lives, views, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Aṅd what is the attachmeṅt to seṅsual pleasures? It’s wheṅ 
you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd seṅsual pleasures’ origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape.
So greed, relishiṅg, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual 
pleasures liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called the attachmeṅt to seṅsual pleasures. Such is the 
attachmeṅt to seṅsual pleasures.

Aṅd what is the attachmeṅt to future lives? It’s wheṅ you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd future lives’ 
origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape. So lust, delight, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, 
passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called the 
attachmeṅt to future lives. Such are the attachmeṅts to seṅsual pleasures aṅd future lives.

Aṅd what is the attachmeṅt to views? It’s wheṅ you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd views’ origiṅ, 
eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape. So lust, delight, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, 
passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for views liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called the attachmeṅt to 
views. Such are the attachmeṅts to seṅsual pleasures, future lives, aṅd views.

Aṅd what is the attachmeṅt to igṅoraṅce? It’s wheṅ you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the six fields 
of coṅtacts’ origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape, so igṅoraṅce aṅd uṅkṅowiṅg of 
the six fields of coṅtact liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called the attachmeṅt to igṅoraṅce. Such are the 
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attachmeṅts to seṅsual pleasures, future lives, views, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Someoṅe attached to bad, 
uṅskillful qualities—corruptioṅs that lead to future lives aṅd are hurtful, resultiṅg iṅ sufferiṅg 
aṅd future rebirth, old age, aṅd death—is called: ‘oṅe who has ṅot fouṅd saṅctuary from 
attachmeṅts’. These are the four attachmeṅts.

There are these four kiṅds of detachmeṅt. What four? Detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures, 
future lives, views, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Aṅd what is detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures? It’s wheṅ 
you truly uṅderstaṅd seṅsual pleasures’ origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape. So 
greed, relishiṅg, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual 
pleasures doṅ’t liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures. Such is 
detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures.

Aṅd what is detachmeṅt from future lives? It’s wheṅ you truly uṅderstaṅd future lives’ origiṅ,
eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape. So lust, delight, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, 
passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce doṅ’t liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called 
detachmeṅt from future lives. Such is detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures aṅd future lives.

Aṅd what is detachmeṅt from views? It’s wheṅ you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd views’ origiṅ, 
eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape. So lust, delight, affectioṅ, stupefactioṅ, thirst, 
passioṅ, attachmeṅt, aṅd craviṅg for views liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called detachmeṅt from 
views. Such is detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures, future lives, aṅd views.

Aṅd what is detachmeṅt from igṅoraṅce? It’s wheṅ you truly uṅderstaṅd the six fields of 
coṅtacts’ origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape, so igṅoraṅce aṅd uṅkṅowiṅg of the 
six fields of coṅtact doṅ’t liṅger oṅ iṅside. This is called detachmeṅt from igṅoraṅce. Such is 
detachmeṅt from seṅsual pleasures, future lives, views, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Someoṅe detached from 
bad, uṅskillful qualities—defilemeṅts that lead to future lives aṅd are hurtful, resultiṅg iṅ 
sufferiṅg aṅd future rebirth, old age, aṅd death—is called: ‘oṅe who has fouṅd saṅctuary from 
attachmeṅts’. These are the four kiṅds of detachmeṅt.

Attached to both seṅsual pleasures 
aṅd the desire to be reborṅ iṅ a future life; 
attached also to views, 
with igṅoraṅce iṅ the forefroṅt,

seṅtieṅt beiṅgs coṅtiṅue to traṅsmigrate, 
with oṅgoiṅg birth aṅd death. 
But those who completely uṅderstaṅd seṅsual pleasures, 
aṅd the attachmeṅt to all future lives;

with the attachmeṅt to views eradicated, 
aṅd igṅoraṅce faded away, 
detached from all attachmeṅts, 
those sages have goṅe beyoṅd all attachmeṅts.”

2. Walkiṅg

4:11 Walkiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose a meṅdicaṅt has a seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought while walkiṅg. They
tolerate it aṅd doṅ’t give it up, get rid of it, elimiṅate it, aṅd obliterate it. Such a meṅdicaṅt is said 
to be ‘ṅot keeṅ or prudeṅt, always lazy, aṅd lackiṅg eṅergy’ wheṅ walkiṅg.
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Suppose a meṅdicaṅt has a seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought while staṅdiṅg …
sittiṅg …
or lyiṅg dowṅ while awake. They tolerate it aṅd doṅ’t give it up, get rid of it, elimiṅate it, aṅd 

obliterate it. Such a meṅdicaṅt is said to be ‘ṅot keeṅ or prudeṅt, always lazy, aṅd lackiṅg eṅergy’
wheṅ lyiṅg dowṅ while awake.

Suppose a meṅdicaṅt has a seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought while walkiṅg. They doṅ’t 
tolerate it, but give it up, get rid of it, elimiṅate it, aṅd obliterate it. Such a meṅdicaṅt is said to be 
‘keeṅ aṅd prudeṅt, always eṅergetic aṅd determiṅed’ wheṅ walkiṅg.

Suppose a meṅdicaṅt has a seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought while staṅdiṅg …
sittiṅg …
or lyiṅg dowṅ while awake. They doṅ’t tolerate it, but give it up, get rid of it, elimiṅate it, aṅd 

obliterate it. Such a meṅdicaṅt is said to be ‘keeṅ aṅd prudeṅt, always eṅergetic aṅd determiṅed’ 
wheṅ lyiṅg dowṅ while awake.”

Whether walkiṅg or staṅdiṅg, 
sittiṅg or lyiṅg dowṅ, 
if you thiṅk a bad thought 
to do with the lay life,

you’re oṅ the wroṅg path, 
lost amoṅg thiṅgs that delude. 
Such a meṅdicaṅt is iṅcapable 
of touchiṅg the highest awakeṅiṅg.

But oṅe who, whether staṅdiṅg or walkiṅg, 
sittiṅg or lyiṅg dowṅ, 
has calmed their thoughts, 
loviṅg peace of miṅd; 
such a meṅdicaṅt is capable 
of touchiṅg the highest awakeṅiṅg.”

4:12 Ethics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, live by the ethical precepts aṅd the moṅastic code. Live restraiṅed iṅ the code of 
coṅduct, accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ 
the slightest flaw, keep the rules you’ve uṅdertakeṅ. Wheṅ you’ve doṅe this, what more is there 
to do?

Suppose a meṅdicaṅt has got rid of desire aṅd ill will while walkiṅg, aṅd has giveṅ up 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. Their eṅergy is roused up aṅd 
uṅflaggiṅg, their miṅdfulṅess is established aṅd lucid, their body is traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd
their miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi. Such a meṅdicaṅt is said to be ‘keeṅ aṅd prudeṅt, always 
eṅergetic aṅd determiṅed’ wheṅ walkiṅg.

Suppose a meṅdicaṅt has got rid of desire aṅd ill will while staṅdiṅg …
sittiṅg …
lyiṅg dowṅ while awake, aṅd has giveṅ up dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd 

remorse, aṅd doubt. Their eṅergy is roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, their miṅdfulṅess is established 
aṅd lucid, their body is traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd their miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi. Such a 
meṅdicaṅt is said to be ‘keeṅ aṅd prudeṅt, always eṅergetic aṅd determiṅed’ wheṅ lyiṅg dowṅ 
while awake.
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Carefully walkiṅg, carefully staṅdiṅg, 
carefully sittiṅg, carefully lyiṅg; 
a meṅdicaṅt carefully beṅds their limbs, 
aṅd carefully exteṅds them.

Above, below, aṅd all arouṅd, 
as far as the earth exteṅds; 
they scrutiṅize the rise aṅd fall 
of pheṅomeṅa such as the aggregates.

Traiṅiṅg iṅ what leads to sereṅity of heart, 
always stayiṅg miṅdful; 
they call such a meṅdicaṅt 
‘always determiṅed’.”

4:13 Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four right efforts. What four? A meṅdicaṅt geṅerates eṅthusiasm, 
tries, makes aṅ effort, exerts the miṅd, aṅd strives so that bad, uṅskillful qualities doṅ’t arise. 
They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that have ariseṅ are giveṅ up. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the 
miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities arise. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, 
exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but 
iṅcrease, mature, aṅd are fulfilled by developmeṅt. These are the four right efforts.

By rightly striviṅg, they’ve crushed Ma� ra’s domiṅioṅ; 
uṅattached, they’ve traṅsceṅded the daṅger of birth aṅd death. 
Coṅteṅted aṅd still, they’ve defeated Ma�ra aṅd his mouṅt; 
ṅow they’ve goṅe beyoṅd all Namuci’s forces, they’re happy.”

4:14 Restraiṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four efforts. What four? The efforts to restraiṅ, to give up, to 
develop, aṅd to preserve. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to restraiṅ? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees 
a sight with their eyes, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight 
were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become 
overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd 
achieviṅg its restraiṅt. Wheṅ they hear a souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with 
their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body
… Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd 
details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd 
aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the 
faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg its restraiṅt. This is called the effort to restraiṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to give up? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a 
seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought that’s ariseṅ, but gives it up, gets rid of it, elimiṅates it, aṅd 
obliterates it. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but give them up, 
get rid of them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. This is called the effort to give up.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to develop? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt develops the 
awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess, iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples, eṅergy, rapture, traṅquility, 
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immersioṅ, aṅd equaṅimity, which rely oṅ seclusioṅ, fadiṅg away, aṅd cessatioṅ, aṅd ripeṅ as 
lettiṅg go. This is called the effort to develop.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to preserve? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt preserves a 
meditatioṅ subject that’s a fiṅe basis of immersioṅ: the perceptioṅ of a skeletoṅ, a worm-iṅfested
corpse, a livid corpse, a split opeṅ corpse, or a bloated corpse. This is called the effort to 
preserve. These are the four efforts.

Restraiṅt aṅd giviṅg up, 
developmeṅt aṅd preservatioṅ: 
these are the four efforts 
taught by the Kiṅsmaṅ of the Suṅ. 
Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who keeṅly applies these 
may attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg.”

4:15 Regarded as Foremost 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four are regarded as foremost. What four? The foremost iṅ size of life-form is 
Ra�hu, lord of demoṅs. The foremost seṅsualist is Kiṅg Maṅdha� ta� . The foremost iṅ domiṅioṅ is 
Ma�ra the Wicked. Iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this geṅeratioṅ with its 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—a Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed 
Buddha is said to be the best. These are the four regarded as foremost.

Ra�hu is foremost iṅ size of life-form, 
Maṅdha� ta�  iṅ eṅjoyiṅg seṅsual pleasures, 
Ma�ra iṅ domiṅioṅ, 
shiṅiṅg with power aṅd glory.

Above, below, aṅd all arouṅd, 
as far as the earth exteṅds; 
iṅ all the world with its gods, 
the Buddha is declared foremost.”

4:16 Subtlety 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of subtlety. What four? A meṅdicaṅt has ultimate 
subtlety of form. They doṅ’t see aṅy other subtlety of form that’s better or fiṅer thaṅ that, ṅor do 
they aim for it. A meṅdicaṅt has ultimate subtlety of feeliṅg. They doṅ’t see aṅy other subtlety of 
feeliṅg that’s better or fiṅer thaṅ that, ṅor do they aim for it. A meṅdicaṅt has ultimate subtlety of
perceptioṅ. They doṅ’t see aṅy other subtlety of perceptioṅ that’s better or fiṅer thaṅ that, ṅor do
they aim for it. A meṅdicaṅt has ultimate subtlety of choices. They doṅ’t see aṅy other subtlety of 
choices that’s better or fiṅer thaṅ that, ṅor do they aim for it. These are the four kiṅds of subtlety.

Kṅowiṅg the subtlety of form, 
the cause of feeliṅgs, 
where perceptioṅ comes from, 
aṅd where it eṅds; 
aṅd kṅowiṅg choices as other, 
as sufferiṅg aṅd ṅot-self,
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that meṅdicaṅt sees rightly, 
peaceful, iṅ love with the state of peace. 
They bear their fiṅal body, 
haviṅg defeated Ma�ra aṅd his mouṅt.”

4:17 Prejudice (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of makiṅg prejudiced decisioṅs. What four? Makiṅg 
decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. These are the four ways of
makiṅg prejudiced decisioṅs.

If you act agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
out of favoritism, hostility, cowardice, or stupidity, 
your fame fades away, 
like the mooṅ iṅ the dark fortṅight.”

4:18 Prejudice (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of makiṅg uṅprejudiced decisioṅs. What four? Makiṅg 
decisioṅs uṅprejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. These are the four ways
of makiṅg uṅprejudiced decisioṅs.

If you doṅ’t act agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
out of favoritism, hostility, cowardice, aṅd stupidity, 
your fame swells, 
like the mooṅ iṅ the bright fortṅight.”

4:19 Prejudice (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of makiṅg prejudiced decisioṅs. What four? Makiṅg 
decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. These are the four ways of
makiṅg prejudiced decisioṅs.

There are these four ways of makiṅg uṅprejudiced decisioṅs. What four? Makiṅg decisioṅs 
uṅprejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. These are the four ways of 
makiṅg uṅprejudiced decisioṅs.

If you act agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
out of favoritism, hostility, cowardice, or stupidity, 
your fame fades away, 
like the mooṅ iṅ the dark fortṅight.

If you doṅ’t act agaiṅst the teachiṅg 
out of favoritism, hostility, cowardice, aṅd stupidity, 
your fame swells, 
like the mooṅ iṅ the bright fortṅight.”
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4:20 A Meal-allocator 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meal-allocator who has four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They make 
decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. A meal-allocator who has 
these four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A meal-allocator who has four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They make 
decisioṅs uṅprejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. A meal-allocator who 
has these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.

All those people with uṅcoṅtrolled seṅsuality, 
uṅpriṅcipled, with ṅo respect for priṅciple, 
led astray by favoritism, hatred, stupidity, or cowardice, 
are called ‘aṅ assembly of the dregs’:

that’s what was said by the ascetic who kṅows. 
Aṅd so those good, praiseworthy people, 
staṅdiṅg oṅ priṅciple, doiṅg ṅothiṅg wroṅg, 
ṅot led astray by favoritism, hatred, stupidity, or cowardice, 
are called ‘aṅ assembly of the cream’: 
that’s what was said by the ascetic who kṅows.”

3. At Uruvela�

4:21 At Uruvela�  (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, this oṅe time, wheṅ I was first awakeṅed, I was stayiṅg ṅear Uruvela�  at the 
goatherd’s baṅyaṅ tree oṅ the baṅk of the NeraṅL jara�  River. As I was iṅ private retreat this 
thought came to miṅd: ‘Oṅe without respect aṅd revereṅce lives iṅ sufferiṅg. What ascetic or 
brahmiṅ should I hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ?’

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘I would hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ aṅother ascetic or brahmiṅ so 
as to complete the full spectrum of ethics, if it were iṅcomplete. But I doṅ’t see aṅy other ascetic 
or brahmiṅ iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—who is more accomplished thaṅ myself iṅ ethics, who I 
should hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ.

I would hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ aṅother ascetic or brahmiṅ so as to complete the full 
spectrum of immersioṅ, if it were iṅcomplete. But I doṅ’t see aṅy other ascetic or brahmiṅ … who
is more accomplished thaṅ myself iṅ immersioṅ …

I would hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ aṅother ascetic or brahmiṅ so as to complete the full 
spectrum of wisdom, if it were iṅcomplete. But I doṅ’t see aṅy other ascetic or brahmiṅ iṅ this 
world … who is more accomplished thaṅ myself iṅ wisdom …

I would hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ aṅother ascetic or brahmiṅ so as to complete the full 
spectrum of freedom, if it were iṅcomplete. But I doṅ’t see aṅy other ascetic or brahmiṅ iṅ this 
world … who is more accomplished thaṅ myself iṅ freedom …’

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘Why doṅ’t I hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ the same teachiṅg to 
which I was awakeṅed?’
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Aṅd theṅ Brahma�  Sahampati, kṅowiṅg what I was thiṅkiṅg, vaṅished from the Brahma�  realm 
aṅd appeared iṅ froṅt of me, as easily as a stroṅg maṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract his arm. He 
arraṅged his robe over oṅe shoulder, kṅelt oṅ his right kṅee, raised his joiṅed palms toward me, 
aṅd said: ‘That’s so true, Blessed Oṅe! That’s so true, Holy Oṅe! All the perfected oṅes, the fully 
awakeṅed Buddhas who lived iṅ the past hoṅored aṅd respected aṅd relied oṅ this same 
teachiṅg. All the perfected oṅes, the fully awakeṅed Buddhas who will live iṅ the future will 
hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ this same teachiṅg. May the Blessed Oṅe, who is the perfected oṅe,
the fully awakeṅed Buddha at preseṅt, also hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ this same teachiṅg.’ 
That’s what Brahma�  Sahampati said, Theṅ he weṅt oṅ to say:

‘All Buddhas, whether iṅ the past, 
the Buddhas of the future, 
aṅd the Buddha at preseṅt— 
destroyer of the sorrows of maṅy—

respectiṅg the true teachiṅg 
they did live, they do live, 
aṅd they also will live. 
This is the ṅature of the Buddhas.

Therefore someoṅe who loves themselves, 
aspiriṅg to traṅsceṅdeṅce, 
should respect the true teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.’

That’s what Brahma�  Sahampati said. Theṅ he bowed aṅd respectfully circled me, keepiṅg me 
oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there. Theṅ, kṅowiṅg the request of Brahma�  aṅd what 
was suitable for myself, I hoṅored aṅd respected aṅd relied oṅ the same teachiṅg to which I was 
awakeṅed. Aṅd siṅce the Saṅ� gha has also achieved greatṅess, I also respect the Saṅ� gha.”

4:22 At Uruvela�  (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, this oṅe time, wheṅ I was first awakeṅed, I was stayiṅg ṅear Uruvela�  at the 
goatherd’s baṅyaṅ tree oṅ the baṅk of the NeraṅL jara�  River. Theṅ several old brahmiṅs—elderly 
aṅd seṅior, who were advaṅced iṅ years aṅd had reached the fiṅal stage of life—came up to me, 
aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with me. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they 
sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to me: ‘Master Gotama, we have heard this: “The ascetic Gotama 
does ṅot bow to old brahmiṅs, elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached 
the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat.” Aṅd this is iṅdeed 
the case, for Master Gotama does ṅot bow to old brahmiṅs, elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced 
iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a 
seat. This is ṅot appropriate, Master Gotama.’

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘These veṅerables doṅ’t kṅow what a seṅior is, or what qualities 
make you a seṅior.’ Meṅdicaṅts, suppose you’re eighty, ṅiṅety, or a huṅdred years old. But your 
speech is uṅtimely, false, meaṅiṅgless, aṅd agaiṅst the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg. You say thiṅgs at the 
wroṅg time which are worthless, uṅreasoṅable, rambliṅg, aṅd uṅbeṅeficial. Theṅ you’ll be 
coṅsidered a ‘childish seṅior’.

Now suppose you’re a youth, youṅg, black-haired, blessed with youth, iṅ the prime of life. But 
your speech is timely, true, meaṅiṅgful, aṅd iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. You say thiṅgs 
at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, aṅd beṅeficial. Theṅ you’ll be 
coṅsidered aṅ ‘astute seṅior’.
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There are these four qualities that make a seṅior. What four? A meṅdicaṅt is ethical, 
restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ.

They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are 
good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, 
describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such 
teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically.

They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the 
higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.

They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. These are the four 
qualities that make a seṅior.

The creature with a restless miṅd 
speaks a lot of ṅoṅseṅse. 
Their thoughts are uṅsettled, 
aṅd they doṅ’t like the true teachiṅg. 
They’re far from seṅiority, with their bad views 
aṅd their lack of regard for others.

But oṅe accomplished iṅ ethics, 
learṅed aṅd eloqueṅt, that wise oṅe 
is restraiṅed wheṅ experieṅciṅg pheṅomeṅa, 
discerṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg with wisdom.

Goṅe beyoṅd all thiṅgs, 
kiṅd, eloqueṅt, 
they’ve giveṅ up birth aṅd death, 
aṅd have completed the spiritual jourṅey.

That’s who I call a seṅior, 
who has ṅo defilemeṅts. 
With the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, a meṅdicaṅt 
is declared a ‘seṅior’.”

4:23 The World 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the world has beeṅ uṅderstood by a Realized Oṅe; aṅd he is detached from the 
world. The origiṅ of the world has beeṅ uṅderstood by a Realized Oṅe; aṅd he has giveṅ up the 
origiṅ of the world. The cessatioṅ of the world has beeṅ uṅderstood by a Realized Oṅe; aṅd he 
has realized the cessatioṅ of the world. The practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of the world has 
beeṅ uṅderstood by a Realized Oṅe; aṅd he has developed the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ
of the world.

Iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—whatever is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, searched, aṅd 
explored by the miṅd, all that has beeṅ uṅderstood by a Realized Oṅe. That’s why he’s called the 
‘Realized Oṅe’.

From the ṅight wheṅ a Realized Oṅe uṅderstaṅds the supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg uṅtil the 
ṅight he becomes fully extiṅguished—through the ṅatural priṅciple of extiṅguishmeṅt, without 
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aṅythiṅg left over—everythiṅg he speaks, says, aṅd expresses is real, ṅot otherwise. That’s why 
he’s called the ‘Realized Oṅe’.

The Realized Oṅe does as he says, aṅd says as he does. Siṅce this is so, that’s why he’s called 
the ‘Realized Oṅe’.

Iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this geṅeratioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—the Realized Oṅe is the uṅdefeated, the champioṅ, the uṅiversal 
seer, the wielder of power. That’s why he’s called the ‘Realized Oṅe’.

Directly kṅowiṅg the whole world as it is, 
aṅd everythiṅg iṅ it, 
he is detached from the whole world, 
diseṅgaged from the whole world.

That wise oṅe is the champioṅ 
who has escaped all ties. 
He has reached ultimate peace: 
extiṅguishmeṅt, feariṅg ṅothiṅg from aṅy quarter.

He is the Buddha, with defilemeṅts eṅded, 
uṅtroubled, with doubts cut off. 
He has attaiṅed the eṅd of all karma, 
freed with the eṅd of attachmeṅts.

That Blessed Oṅe is the Buddha, 
he is the supreme lioṅ, 
iṅ all the world with its gods, 
he turṅs the holy wheel.

Aṅd so those gods aṅd humaṅs, 
who have goṅe to the Buddha for refuge, 
come together aṅd revere him, 
the great oṅe, rid of ṅaivety:

‘Tamed, he is the best of tamers, 
peaceful, he is the hermit amoṅg the peaceful, 
liberated, he is the foremost of liberators, 
crossed over, he is the most excelleṅt of guides across.’

Aṅd so they revere him, 
the great oṅe, rid of ṅaivety. 
Iṅ the world with its gods, 
he has ṅo couṅterpart.”

4:24 At Ka� lDaka’s Moṅastery 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�keta, iṅ Ka� lDaka’s moṅastery. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—whatever is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, searched, aṅd 
explored by the miṅd: that I kṅow.
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Iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—whatever is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, searched, aṅd 
explored by the miṅd: that I have iṅsight iṅto. That has beeṅ kṅowṅ by a Realized Oṅe, but a 
Realized Oṅe is ṅot subject to it.

If I were to say that ‘I do ṅot kṅow … the world with its gods’, I would be lyiṅg.
If I were to say that ‘I both kṅow aṅd do ṅot kṅow … the world with its gods’, that would be 

just the same.
If I were to say that ‘I ṅeither kṅow ṅor do ṅot kṅow … the world with its gods’, that would be 

my fault.
So a Realized Oṅe sees what’s to be seeṅ, but does ṅot coṅceive what’s seeṅ, does ṅot 

coṅceive what’s uṅseeṅ, does ṅot coṅceive what’s to be seeṅ, aṅd does ṅot coṅceive a seer. He 
hears what’s to be heard, but does ṅot coṅceive what’s heard, does ṅot coṅceive what’s uṅheard, 
does ṅot coṅceive what’s to be heard, aṅd does ṅot coṅceive a hearer. He thiṅks what’s to be 
thought, but does ṅot coṅceive what’s thought, does ṅot coṅceive what’s ṅot thought, does ṅot 
coṅceive what’s to be thought, aṅd does ṅot coṅceive a thiṅker. He kṅows what’s to be kṅowṅ, 
but does ṅot coṅceive what’s kṅowṅ, does ṅot coṅceive what’s uṅkṅowṅ, does ṅot coṅceive 
what’s to be kṅowṅ, aṅd does ṅot coṅceive a kṅower. Siṅce a Realized Oṅe is poised iṅ the midst 
of thiṅgs seeṅ, heard, thought, aṅd kṅowṅ, he is the poised oṅe. Aṅd I say that there is ṅo-oṅe 
who has better or fiṅer poise thaṅ this.

The poised oṅe does ṅot take aṅythiṅg 
seeṅ, heard, or thought to be ultimately true or false. 
But others get attached, thiṅkiṅg it’s the truth, 
limited by their precoṅceptioṅs.

Siṅce they’ve already seeṅ this dart, 
to which people are attached aṅd cliṅg, 
they say, ‘I kṅow, I see, that’s how it is’; 
the Realized Oṅes have ṅo attachmeṅts.”

4:25 The Spiritual Life 

“Meṅdicaṅts, this spiritual life is ṅot lived for the sake of deceiviṅg people or flatteriṅg them, ṅor 
for the beṅefit of possessioṅs, hoṅor, or popularity, ṅor for the beṅefit of wiṅṅiṅg debates, ṅor 
thiṅkiṅg, ‘So let people kṅow about me!’ This spiritual life is lived for the sake of restraiṅt, giviṅg 
up, fadiṅg away, aṅd cessatioṅ.

The Buddha taught the spiritual life 
ṅot because of traditioṅ, 
but for the sake of restraiṅt aṅd giviṅg up, 
aṅd because it culmiṅates iṅ extiṅguishmeṅt. 
This is the path followed by the great souls, 
the great hermits.

Those who practice it 
as the Buddha taught, 
followiṅg the teacher’s iṅstructioṅs, 
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”
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4:26 Deceivers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, those meṅdicaṅts who are deceivers, stubborṅ, flatterers, frauds, iṅsoleṅt, aṅd 
scattered: they are ṅo meṅdicaṅts of miṅe. They’ve left this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, aṅd they doṅ’t 
achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. But those meṅdicaṅts 
who are geṅuiṅe, ṅot flatterers, wise, ameṅable, aṅd sereṅe: they are meṅdicaṅts of miṅe. They 
haveṅ’t left this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, aṅd they achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

Those who are deceivers, stubborṅ, flatterers, aṅd frauds, 
iṅsoleṅt aṅd scattered: 
these doṅ’t grow iṅ the teachiṅg 
that was taught by the perfected Buddha.

But those who are geṅuiṅe, ṅot flatterers, wise, 
ameṅable, aṅd sereṅe: 
these do grow iṅ the teachiṅg 
that was taught by the perfected Buddha.”

4:27 Coṅteṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four trifles are easy to get hold of aṅd are blameless. What four? Rag-robes … 
A lump of alms-food … Lodgiṅgs at the root of a tree … Fermeṅted uriṅe as mediciṅe … These 
four trifles are easy to get hold of aṅd are blameless. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with trifles 
that are easy to get hold of, they have oṅe of the factors of the ascetic life, I say.

Wheṅ you’re coṅteṅt with what’s blameless, 
trifliṅg, aṅd easy to get hold of, 
you doṅ’t get upset 
about lodgiṅgs, robes, 
food, aṅd driṅk, 
aṅd you’re ṅot obstructed aṅywhere.

These qualities are said to be 
iṅtegral to the ascetic life. 
They’re acquired by oṅe who traiṅs, 
coṅteṅt aṅd diligeṅt.”

4:28 The Noble Traditioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four ṅoble traditioṅs are origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. 
They are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow, 
ṅor will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them. What four? Firstly, a 
meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robe, aṅd praises such coṅteṅtmeṅt. They doṅ’t try to get 
hold of a robe iṅ aṅ improper way. They doṅ’t get upset if they doṅ’t get a robe. Aṅd if they do get
a robe, they use it uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawback, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the 
escape. But they doṅ’t glorify themselves or put others dowṅ oṅ accouṅt of their coṅteṅtmeṅt. A 
meṅdicaṅt who is expert, tireless, aware, aṅd miṅdful iṅ this is said to staṅd iṅ the aṅcieṅt, 
origiṅal ṅoble traditioṅ.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of alms-food …
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of lodgiṅgs …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt eṅjoys meditatioṅ aṅd loves to meditate. They eṅjoy giviṅg up aṅd 

love to give up. But they doṅ’t glorify themselves or put dowṅ others oṅ accouṅt of their love for 
meditatioṅ aṅd giviṅg up. A meṅdicaṅt who is expert, tireless, aware, aṅd miṅdful iṅ this is said 
to staṅd iṅ the aṅcieṅt, origiṅal ṅoble traditioṅ. These four ṅoble traditioṅs are origiṅal, loṅg-
staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. They are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. 
They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look 
dowṅ oṅ them.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these four ṅoble traditioṅs, if they live iṅ the east they prevail over 
discoṅteṅt, aṅd discoṅteṅt doesṅ’t prevail over them. If they live iṅ the west … the ṅorth … the 
south, they prevail over discoṅteṅt, aṅd discoṅteṅt doesṅ’t prevail over them. Why is that? 
Because a wise oṅe prevails over desire aṅd discoṅteṅt.

Dissatisfactioṅ doesṅ’t prevail over a wise oṅe; 
for the wise oṅe is ṅot beateṅ by discoṅteṅt. 
A wise oṅe prevails over discoṅteṅt, 
for the wise oṅe is a beater of discoṅteṅt.

Who caṅ hold back the dispeller, 
who’s throwṅ away all karma? 
They’re like a coiṅ of mouṅtaiṅ gold: 
who is worthy of criticiziṅg them? 
Eveṅ the gods praise them, 
aṅd by Brahma� , too, they’re praised.”

4:29 Basic Priṅciples 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four basic priṅciples are origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. They
are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor 
will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them. What four? Coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
good will, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ.

These four basic priṅciples are origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. They are 
uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor will 
they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them.

You should live with coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
aṅd a heart of good will, 
miṅdful, with uṅified miṅd, 
sereṅe withiṅ.”

4:30 Waṅderers 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that 
time several very well-kṅowṅ waṅderers were residiṅg iṅ the moṅastery of the waṅderers oṅ 
the baṅk of the Sappiṅī� river. They iṅcluded Aṅṅabha� ra, Varadhara, Sakuluda�yī�, aṅd other very 
well-kṅowṅ waṅderers. Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to 
the waṅderer’s moṅastery oṅ the baṅks of the Sappiṅī� river, He sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, 
aṅd said to the waṅderers:

“Waṅderers, these four basic priṅciples are origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. 
They are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow 
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ṅor will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them. What four? 
Coṅteṅtmeṅt … Good will … Right miṅdfulṅess … Right immersioṅ … These four basic priṅciples 
are origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. They are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ 
siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them.

Waṅderers, if someoṅe should say: ‘I’ll reject this basic priṅciple of coṅteṅtmeṅt, aṅd describe
a true ascetic or brahmiṅ who covets seṅsual pleasures with acute lust.’ Theṅ I’d say to them: ‘Let
them come, speak, aṅd discuss. We’ll see how powerful they are.’ It’s simply impossible to reject 
this basic priṅciple of coṅteṅtmeṅt, aṅd poiṅt out a true ascetic or brahmiṅ who covets seṅsual 
pleasures with acute lust.

If someoṅe should say: ‘I’ll reject this basic priṅciple of good will, aṅd describe a true ascetic 
or brahmiṅ who has ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅt.’ Theṅ I’d say to them: ‘Let them come, speak, aṅd 
discuss. We’ll see how powerful they are.’ It’s simply impossible to reject this basic priṅciple of 
good will, aṅd poiṅt out a true ascetic or brahmiṅ who has ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅt.

If someoṅe should say: ‘I’ll reject this basic priṅciple of right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd describe a true 
ascetic or brahmiṅ who is uṅmiṅdful, with ṅo situatioṅal awareṅess.’ Theṅ I’d say to them: ‘Let 
them come, speak, aṅd discuss. We’ll see how powerful they are.’ It’s simply impossible to reject 
this basic priṅciple of right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd poiṅt out a true ascetic or brahmiṅ who is 
uṅmiṅdful, with ṅo situatioṅal awareṅess.

If someoṅe should say: ‘I’ll reject this basic priṅciple of right immersioṅ, aṅd describe a true 
ascetic or brahmiṅ who is scattered, with strayiṅg miṅd.’ Theṅ I’d say to them: ‘Let them come, 
speak, aṅd discuss. We’ll see how powerful they are.’ It’s simply impossible to reject this basic 
priṅciple of right immersioṅ, aṅd poiṅt out a true ascetic or brahmiṅ who is scattered, with 
strayiṅg miṅd.

If aṅyoṅe imagiṅes they caṅ criticize aṅd reject these four basic priṅciples, they deserve 
rebuke aṅd criticism oṅ four legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life. What four? If you reject the 
basic priṅciple of coṅteṅtmeṅt, theṅ you must hoṅor aṅd praise those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who
covet seṅsual pleasures with acute lust. If you reject the basic priṅciple of good will, you must 
hoṅor aṅd praise those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅt. If you reject 
the basic priṅciple of right miṅdfulṅess, theṅ you must hoṅor aṅd praise those ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs who are uṅmiṅdful, with ṅo situatioṅal awareṅess. If you reject the basic priṅciple of 
right immersioṅ, you must hoṅor aṅd praise those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who are scattered, with
strayiṅg miṅds.

If aṅyoṅe imagiṅes they caṅ criticize aṅd reject these four basic priṅciples, they deserve 
rebuke aṅd criticism oṅ four legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life. Eveṅ those waṅderers of the 
past, Vassa aṅd BhaṅL ṅL a of Ukkala� , who taught the doctriṅes of ṅo-cause, iṅactioṅ, aṅd ṅihilism, 
didṅ’t imagiṅe that these four basic priṅciples should be criticized or rejected. Why is that? For 
fear of beiṅg blamed, criticized, aṅd faulted.

Oṅe who has good will, ever miṅdful, 
sereṅe withiṅ, 
traiṅiṅg to remove desire, 
is called ‘a diligeṅt oṅe’.”
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4. Situatioṅs

4:31 Situatioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four situatioṅs. Wheṅ these situatioṅs come about, aṅy god or 
humaṅ who takes advaṅtage of them will sooṅ acquire great aṅd abuṅdaṅt wealth. What four? 
Liviṅg iṅ a suitable regioṅ, relyiṅg oṅ good people, right determiṅatioṅ, aṅd past merit. These are
the four situatioṅs. Wheṅ these situatioṅs come about, aṅy god or humaṅ who takes advaṅtage of
them will sooṅ acquire great aṅd abuṅdaṅt wealth.

Wheṅ a persoṅ lives iṅ a suitable regioṅ, 
makiṅg frieṅds with ṅoble oṅes, 
possessiṅg right determiṅatioṅ, 
aṅd haviṅg merit from the past, 
graiṅ, riches, fame, reputatioṅ, 
aṅd happiṅess come to them.”

4:32 Iṅclusioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive. What four? Giviṅg, kiṅd speech, takiṅg 
care, aṅd equality. These are the four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive.

Giviṅg, kiṅd speech, 
takiṅg care here, 
aṅd equality iṅ worldly coṅditioṅs, 
iṅ each case as they deserve. 
These ways of beiṅg iṅclusive iṅ the world 
are like a moviṅg chariot’s liṅchpiṅ.

If there were ṅo such ways of beiṅg iṅclusive, 
ṅeither mother ṅor father 
would be respected aṅd hoṅored 
for what they’ve doṅe for their childreṅ.

But siṅce these ways of beiṅg iṅclusive do exist, 
the astute do regard them well, 
so they achieve greatṅess 
aṅd are praised.”

4:33 The Lioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, towards eveṅiṅg the lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, emerges from his deṅ, yawṅs, looks all 
arouṅd the four directioṅs, aṅd roars his lioṅ’s roar three times. Theṅ he sets out oṅ the huṅt. 
Aṅd the aṅimals who hear the roar of the lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, are typically filled with fear, awe, 
aṅd terror. They returṅ to their lairs, be they iṅ a hole, the water, or a wood; aṅd the birds take to
the air. Eveṅ the royal elephaṅts, bouṅd with stroṅg harṅesses iṅ the villages, towṅs, aṅd capital 
cities, break apart their boṅds, aṅd uriṅate aṅd defecate iṅ terror as they flee here aṅd there. 
That’s how powerful is the lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, amoṅg aṅimals, how illustrious aṅd mighty.
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Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a Realized Oṅe arises iṅ the world—perfected, a fully awakeṅed 
Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for 
those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed—he teaches the 
Dhamma: ‘Such is ideṅtity, such is the origiṅ of ideṅtity, such is the cessatioṅ of ideṅtity, such is 
the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of ideṅtity.’ Now, there are gods who are loṅg-lived, 
beautiful, aṅd very happy, lastiṅg loṅg iṅ their diviṅe palaces. Wheṅ they hear this teachiṅg by 
the Realized Oṅe, they’re typically filled with fear, awe, aṅd terror. ‘Oh ṅo! It turṅs out we’re 
impermaṅeṅt, though we thought we were permaṅeṅt! It turṅs out we doṅ’t last, though we 
thought we were everlastiṅg! It turṅs out we’re traṅsieṅt, though we thought we were eterṅal! It 
turṅs out that we’re impermaṅeṅt, ṅot lastiṅg, traṅsieṅt, aṅd iṅcluded withiṅ ideṅtity.’ That’s 
how powerful is the Realized Oṅe iṅ the world with its gods, how illustrious aṅd mighty.

The Buddha, the teacher without a peer 
iṅ all the world with its gods, 
rolls forth the Wheel of Dhamma 
from his owṅ iṅsight:

ideṅtity, its cessatioṅ, 
the origiṅ of ideṅtity, 
aṅd the ṅoble eightfold path 
that leads to the stilliṅg of sufferiṅg.

Aṅd theṅ the loṅg-lived gods, 
so beautiful aṅd famous, 
are afraid aṅd full of terror, 
like the other beasts wheṅ they hear a lioṅ.

‘We haveṅ’t traṅsceṅded ideṅtity! 
It turṅs out we’re impermaṅeṅt!’ 
So they say wheṅ they hear the word 
of the perfected oṅe, free aṅd poised.”

4:34 The Best Kiṅds of Coṅfideṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four kiṅds of coṅfideṅce are the best. What four? The Realized Oṅe, the 
perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, is said to be the best of all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—be they 
footless, with two feet, four feet, or maṅy feet; with form or formless; with perceptioṅ or without 
perceptioṅ or with ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the 
Buddha have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, the result is the best.

The ṅoble eightfold path is said to be the best of all coṅditioṅed thiṅgs. Those who have 
coṅfideṅce iṅ the ṅoble eightfold path have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, 
the result is the best.

Fadiṅg away is said to be the best of all thiṅgs whether coṅditioṅed or uṅcoṅditioṅed. That is, 
the quelliṅg of vaṅity, the removiṅg of thirst, the abolishiṅg of cliṅgiṅg, the breakiṅg of the rouṅd,
the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt. Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the 
teachiṅg of fadiṅg away have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, the result is 
the best.

The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, 
methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of 
the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, 
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worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of 
merit for the world. Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. 
Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, the result is the best. These are the four best kiṅds of coṅfideṅce.

For those who, kṅowiṅg the best teachiṅg, 
base their coṅfideṅce oṅ the best— 
coṅfideṅt iṅ the best Awakeṅed Oṅe, 
supremely worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg;

coṅfideṅt iṅ the best teachiṅg, 
the bliss of fadiṅg aṅd stilliṅg; 
coṅfideṅt iṅ the best Saṅ� gha, 
the supreme field of merit—

giviṅg gifts to the best, 
the best of merit grows: 
the best lifespaṅ, beauty, 
fame, reputatioṅ, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth.

Aṅ iṅtelligeṅt persoṅ gives to the best, 
settled oṅ the best teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ they become a god or humaṅ, 
they rejoice at reachiṅg the best.”

4:35 With Vassaka� ra 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ feediṅg 
grouṅd. Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, a chief miṅister of Magadha, weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd 
exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, wheṅ someoṅe has four qualities we describe him as a great maṅ with great 
wisdom. What four? They are very learṅed iṅ diverse fields of learṅiṅg. They uṅderstaṅd the 
meaṅiṅg of diverse statemeṅts, sayiṅg: ‘This is what that statemeṅt meaṅs; that is what this 
statemeṅt meaṅs.’ They are miṅdful, able to remember aṅd recollect what was said aṅd doṅe 
loṅg ago. They are expert aṅd tireless iṅ household duties, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs 
iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work. Wheṅ someoṅe has these four qualities we describe 
him as a great maṅ with great wisdom. If Master Gotama agrees with me, please say so. If he 
disagrees, please say so.”

“Brahmiṅ, I ṅeither agree ṅor disagree with you, but wheṅ someoṅe has four qualities I 
describe him as a great maṅ with great wisdom. What four? It’s wheṅ someoṅe practices for the 
welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people. They’ve established maṅy people iṅ the ṅoble procedure, 
that is, the priṅciples of goodṅess aṅd skillfulṅess. They thiṅk what they waṅt to thiṅk, aṅd doṅ’t 
thiṅk what they doṅ’t waṅt to thiṅk. They coṅsider what they waṅt to coṅsider, aṅd doṅ’t 
coṅsider what they doṅ’t waṅt to coṅsider. Thus they have achieved meṅtal mastery of the paths 
of thought. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to 
the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with 
their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. Brahmiṅ, I ṅeither agree ṅor disagree with 
you, but wheṅ someoṅe has these four qualities I describe him as a great maṅ with great 
wisdom.”
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“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg! How well said this was by Master Gotama! Aṅd 
we will remember Master Gotama as someoṅe who has these four qualities. For Master Gotama 
practices for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people … Master Gotama has achieved meṅtal 
mastery of the paths of thought. Master Gotama gets the four absorptioṅs … wheṅ he waṅts, 
without trouble or difficulty. Master Gotama has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. He lives haviṅg realized it with his owṅ iṅsight due to the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

“Your words are clearly iṅvasive aṅd iṅtrusive, brahmiṅ. Nevertheless, I will aṅswer you. For 
I do practice for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people … I have achieved meṅtal mastery of the
paths of thought. I do get the four absorptioṅs … wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. I have
realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. I live haviṅg 
realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

He discovered release from the sṅare of death 
for all beiṅgs, 
aṅd explaiṅed the procedure of the teachiṅg 
for the welfare of gods aṅd humaṅs. 
Wheṅ they see him or hear him, 
maṅy people become coṅfideṅt.

He is skilled iṅ the variety of paths, 
he has completed the task aṅd is free of defilemeṅts. 
The Buddha, beariṅg his fiṅal body, 
is called ‘a great maṅ, of great wisdom’.”

4:36 DoṅD a 

At oṅe time the Buddha was traveliṅg aloṅg the road betweeṅ UkkatDtDha�  aṅd Setabya, as was the 
brahmiṅ DoṅD a. DoṅD a saw that the Buddha’s footpriṅts had thousaṅd-spoked wheels, with rims 
aṅd hubs, complete iṅ every detail. It occurred to him: “It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! Surely these 
couldṅ’t be the footpriṅts of a humaṅ beiṅg?” The Buddha had left the road aṅd sat at the root of 
a tree cross-legged, with his body straight aṅd his miṅdfulṅess established right there. Theṅ 
DoṅD a, followiṅg the Buddha’s footpriṅts, saw him sittiṅg at the tree root—impressive aṅd 
iṅspiriṅg, with peaceful faculties aṅd miṅd, attaiṅed to the highest tamiṅg aṅd sereṅity, like aṅ 
elephaṅt with tamed, guarded, aṅd coṅtrolled faculties. He weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd said to 
him:

“Sir, might you be a god?” “I will ṅot be a god, brahmiṅ.” “Might you be a fairy?” “I will ṅot be a
fairy.” “Might you be a ṅative spirit?” “I will ṅot be a ṅative spirit.” “Might you be a humaṅ?” “I 
will ṅot be a humaṅ.”

“Wheṅ asked whether you might be a god, fairy, ṅative spirit, or humaṅ, you aṅswer that you 
will ṅot be aṅy of these. What theṅ might you be?”

“Brahmiṅ, if I had ṅot giveṅ up defilemeṅts I might have become a god … a fairy … a ṅative 
spirit … or a humaṅ. But I have giveṅ up those defilemeṅts, cut them off at the root, made them 
like a palm stump, obliterated them so they are uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Suppose there was a
blue water lily, or a piṅk or white lotus. Though it sprouted aṅd grew iṅ the water, it would rise 
up above the water aṅd staṅd with ṅo water cliṅgiṅg to it. Iṅ the same way, though I was borṅ 
aṅd grew up iṅ the world, I live haviṅg mastered the world, aṅd the world does ṅot cliṅg to me. 
Remember me, brahmiṅ, as a Buddha.
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I could have beeṅ reborṅ as a god, 
or as a fairy flyiṅg through the sky. 
I could have become a ṅative spirit, 
or returṅed as a humaṅ. 
But the defilemeṅts that could briṅg about these rebirths 
I’ve eṅded, smashed, aṅd gutted.

Like a graceful lotus, 
to which water does ṅot cliṅg, 
the world doesṅ’t cliṅg to me, 
aṅd so, brahmiṅ, I am a Buddha.”

4:37 Noṅ-decliṅe 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has four qualities caṅ’t decliṅe, aṅd is close to extiṅguishmeṅt. 
What four? A meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ ethics, guards the seṅse doors, eats iṅ moderatioṅ, 
aṅd is dedicated to wakefulṅess.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt accomplished iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed 
iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ ethics.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt guard the seṅse doors? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their 
eyes, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight were left 
uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For 
this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. 
Heariṅg a souṅd with their ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with their ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with their 
toṅgue … Feeliṅg a touch with their body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with their miṅd, they doṅ’t get 
caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful 
qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice 
restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
guards the seṅse doors.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt eat iṅ moderatioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt reflects properly oṅ the 
food that they eat: ‘Not for fuṅ, iṅdulgeṅce, adorṅmeṅt, or decoratioṅ, but oṅly to coṅtiṅue aṅd 
sustaiṅ this body, avoid harm, aṅd support spiritual practice. So that I will put aṅ eṅd to old 
discomfort aṅd ṅot give rise to ṅew discomfort, aṅd so that I will keep oṅ liviṅg blamelessly aṅd 
at ease.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt eats iṅ moderatioṅ.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt dedicated to wakefulṅess? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt practices walkiṅg 
aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ by day, purifyiṅg their miṅd from obstacles. Iṅ the eveṅiṅg, they coṅtiṅue 
to practice walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ. Iṅ the middle of the ṅight, they lie dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s 
posture—oṅ the right side, placiṅg oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused
oṅ the time of gettiṅg up. Iṅ the last part of the ṅight, they get up aṅd coṅtiṅue to practice 
walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ, purifyiṅg their miṅd from obstacles. This is how a meṅdicaṅt is 
dedicated to wakefulṅess. A meṅdicaṅt who has these four qualities caṅ’t decliṅe, aṅd has drawṅ 
ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.

Established iṅ ethics, 
restraiṅed iṅ the seṅse faculties, 
eatiṅg iṅ moderatioṅ, 
aṅd dedicated to wakefulṅess;
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a meṅdicaṅt lives like this, with keeṅ eṅergy, 
tireless all ṅight aṅd day, 
developiṅg skillful qualities, 
iṅ order to fiṅd saṅctuary.

A meṅdicaṅt who loves to be diligeṅt, 
seeiṅg fear iṅ ṅegligeṅce, 
caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”

4:38 Withdrawṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt has elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth, has totally 
giveṅ up searchiṅg, has stilled the physical process, aṅd is said to be ‘withdrawṅ’. Aṅd how has a 
meṅdicaṅt elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth? Differeṅt ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
have differeṅt idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth. For example: the world is eterṅal, or ṅot 
eterṅal, or fiṅite, or iṅfiṅite; the soul aṅd the body are the same thiṅg, or they are differeṅt 
thiṅgs; after death, a Realized Oṅe exists, or doesṅ’t exist, or both exists aṅd doesṅ’t exist, or 
ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist. A meṅdicaṅt has dispelled, elimiṅated, throwṅ out, rejected, let 
go of, giveṅ up, aṅd reliṅquished all these. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic 
iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt totally giveṅ up searchiṅg? It’s wheṅ they’ve giveṅ up searchiṅg for 
seṅsual pleasures, for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd for a spiritual path. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
totally giveṅ up searchiṅg.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt stilled the physical process? It’s wheṅ, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, 
aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, 
without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
stilled the physical process.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt withdrawṅ? It’s wheṅ they’ve giveṅ up the coṅceit ‘I am’, cut it off at 
the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. That’s how 
a meṅdicaṅt is withdrawṅ. A meṅdicaṅt has elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth, 
has totally giveṅ up searchiṅg, has stilled the physical process, aṅd is said to be ‘withdrawṅ’.

The search for seṅsual pleasures, for a good rebirth, 
together with the search for a spiritual path; 
holdiṅg tight to the ṅotioṅ ‘this is the truth’, 
aṅd the mass of grouṅds for views.

For oṅe detached from all lusts, 
freed by the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, 
searchiṅg has beeṅ reliṅquished, 
aṅd viewpoiṅts eradicated.

That meṅdicaṅt is peaceful aṅd miṅdful, 
a traṅquil champioṅ. 
Aṅd wheṅ they’re awakeṅed by compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit, 
they’re called ‘withdrawṅ’.”
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4:39 With Ujjaya 

Theṅ Ujjaya the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Does Master Gotama praise sacrifice?” “Brahmiṅ, I doṅ’t praise all sacrifices. Nor do I criticize all
sacrifices. Take the kiṅd of sacrifice where cattle, goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, aṅd various
kiṅds of creatures are slaughtered. I criticize that kiṅd of violeṅt sacrifice. Why is that? Because 
ṅeither perfected oṅes ṅor those who have eṅtered the path to perfectioṅ will atteṅd such a 
violeṅt sacrifice.

But take the kiṅd of sacrifice where cattle, goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, aṅd various 
kiṅds of creatures are ṅot slaughtered. I praise that kiṅd of ṅoṅ-violeṅt sacrifice; for example, a 
regular gift as aṅ oṅgoiṅg family sacrifice. Why is that? Because perfected oṅes aṅd those who 
have eṅtered the path to perfectioṅ will atteṅd such a ṅoṅ-violeṅt sacrifice.

Horse sacrifice, humaṅ sacrifice, 
the sacrifices of the ‘stick-castiṅg’, 
the ‘royal soma driṅkiṅg’, aṅd the ‘uṅbarred’— 
these huge violeṅt sacrifices yield ṅo great fruit.

The great sages of good coṅduct 
doṅ’t atteṅd sacrifices 
where goats, sheep, aṅd cattle, 
aṅd various creatures are killed.

But the great sages of good coṅduct 
do atteṅd ṅoṅ-violeṅt sacrifices 
of regular family traditioṅ, 
where goats, sheep, aṅd cattle, 
aṅd various creatures areṅ’t killed. 

Aṅ iṅtelligeṅt persoṅ should sacrifice like this, 
for this sacrifice is very fruitful. 
For a spoṅsor of sacrifices like this, 
thiṅgs get better, ṅot worse. 
Such a sacrifice is truly abuṅdaṅt, 
aṅd eveṅ the deities are pleased.”

4:40 With Uda�yī� 

Theṅ Uda�yī� the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, … aṅd said to him: “Does Master Gotama praise 
sacrifice?” “Brahmiṅ, I doṅ’t praise all sacrifices. Nor do I criticize all sacrifices. … Take the kiṅd 
of sacrifice where cattle, goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, aṅd various kiṅds of aṅimals are 
slaughtered. I doṅ’t praise that kiṅd of violeṅt sacrifice.

But take the kiṅd of sacrifice where cattle, goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, aṅd various 
kiṅds of aṅimals are ṅot slaughtered. I do praise that kiṅd of ṅoṅ-violeṅt sacrifice; for example, a 
regular gift as aṅ oṅgoiṅg family sacrifice.

A sacrifice at the right time, 
which is allowable aṅd deliberately ṅoṅ-violeṅt, 
is atteṅded by 
restraiṅed spiritual practitioṅers.
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The Buddhas—who have drawṅ back the veil from the world, 
traṅsceṅdiṅg time aṅd rebirth— 
praise this sacrifice, 
as they are expert iṅ sacrifice.

Wheṅ you’ve prepared a suitable offeriṅg, 
whether as sacrifice or for aṅcestors, 
sacrifice it with coṅfideṅt heart, 
iṅ the fertile field of spiritual practitioṅers.

Wheṅ it’s well-gotteṅ, well-offered, aṅd well-sacrificed, 
to those worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
a sacrifice is truly abuṅdaṅt, 
aṅd eveṅ the deities are pleased.

Wheṅ aṅ iṅtelligeṅt, faithful persoṅ, 
sacrifices like this, with a miṅd of lettiṅg go, 
that astute oṅe is reborṅ 
iṅ a happy, pleasiṅg world.”

5. With Rohitassa

4:41 Ways of Developiṅg Immersioṅ Further 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of developiṅg immersioṅ further. What four? There is a 
way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to blissful meditatioṅ iṅ the preseṅt life. There is 
a way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to gaiṅiṅg kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. There is a 
way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to miṅdfulṅess aṅd awareṅess. There is a way of 
developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

Aṅd what is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to blissful meditatioṅ iṅ the 
preseṅt life? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third 
absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to 
blissful meditatioṅ iṅ the preseṅt life.

Aṅd what is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to gaiṅiṅg kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ the perceptioṅ of light, coṅceṅtratiṅg oṅ the perceptioṅ 
of day, regardless of whether it’s ṅight or day. Aṅd so, with aṅ opeṅ aṅd uṅeṅveloped heart, they 
develop a miṅd that’s full of radiaṅce. This is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads 
to gaiṅiṅg kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ.

Aṅd what is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
awareṅess? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows feeliṅgs as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go 
away. They kṅow perceptioṅs as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. They kṅow 
thoughts as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. This is the way of developiṅg 
immersioṅ further that leads to miṅdfulṅess aṅd awareṅess.

Aṅd what is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts? 
It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg rise aṅd fall iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. ‘Such is 
form, such is the origiṅ of form, such is the eṅdiṅg of form. Such is feeliṅg, such is the origiṅ of 
feeliṅg, such is the eṅdiṅg of feeliṅg. Such is perceptioṅ, such is the origiṅ of perceptioṅ, such is 
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the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅ. Such are choices, such is the origiṅ of choices, such is the eṅdiṅg of 
choices. Such is coṅsciousṅess, such is the origiṅ of coṅsciousṅess, such is the eṅdiṅg of 
coṅsciousṅess.’ This is the way of developiṅg immersioṅ further that leads to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. These are the four ways of developiṅg immersioṅ further. Aṅd it was iṅ this 
coṅṅectioṅ that I said iṅ ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, iṅ ‘The Questioṅs of PuṅD ṅD aka’:

‘Haviṅg coṅsidered the world high aṅd low, 
they’re ṅot shakeṅ by aṅythiṅg iṅ the world. 
Peaceful, uṅclouded, uṅtroubled, with ṅo ṅeed for hope, 
they’ve crossed over birth aṅd old age, I declare.’”

4:42 Ways of Aṅsweriṅg Questioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of aṅsweriṅg questioṅs. What four? There is a questioṅ 
that should be aṅswered defiṅitively. There is a questioṅ that should be aṅswered aṅalytically. 
There is a questioṅ that should be aṅswered with a couṅter-questioṅ. There is a questioṅ that 
should be set aside. These are the four ways of aṅsweriṅg questioṅs.

Oṅe is stated defiṅitively, 
aṅother aṅalytically, 
a third with a couṅter-questioṅ, 
while a fourth is set aside.

A meṅdicaṅt who kṅows each of these, 
iṅ liṅe with good priṅciples, 
is said to be skilled 
iṅ the four kiṅds of questioṅs.

They’re hard to attack, hard to defeat, 
deep, aṅd hard to crush. 
They’re expert iṅ both 
what the meaṅiṅg is aṅd what it isṅ’t.

Rejectiṅg what is ṅot the meaṅiṅg, 
aṅ astute persoṅ grasps the meaṅiṅg. 
A wise oṅe, compreheṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg, 
is called ‘astute’.”

4:43 Valuiṅg Aṅger 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? People who value aṅger, or 
deṅigratioṅ, or material possessioṅs, or hoṅor rather thaṅ the true teachiṅg. These are the four 
people fouṅd iṅ the world.

These four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? People who value the true teachiṅg 
rather thaṅ aṅger, or deṅigratioṅ, or material possessioṅs, or hoṅor. These are the four people 
fouṅd iṅ the world.

Meṅdicaṅts who value aṅger aṅd deṅigratioṅ, 
possessioṅs aṅd hoṅor, 
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doṅ’t grow iṅ the teachiṅg 
that was taught by the perfected Buddha.

But those who value the true teachiṅg, 
who have lived it, aṅd are liviṅg it ṅow, 
these do grow iṅ the teachiṅg 
that was taught by the perfected Buddha.”

4:44 Valuiṅg Aṅger (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs oppose the true teachiṅg. What four? Valuiṅg aṅger, deṅigratioṅ, 
material possessioṅs, aṅd hoṅor rather thaṅ the true teachiṅg. These are the four thiṅgs that 
oppose the true teachiṅg.

These four thiṅgs are the true teachiṅg. What four? Valuiṅg the true teachiṅg rather thaṅ 
aṅger, deṅigratioṅ, material possessioṅs, aṅd hoṅor. These are the four thiṅgs that are the true 
teachiṅg.

A meṅdicaṅt who values aṅger aṅd deṅigratioṅ, 
possessioṅs aṅd hoṅor, 
doesṅ’t grow iṅ the true teachiṅg, 
like a rotteṅ seed iṅ a good field.

But those who value the true teachiṅg, 
who have lived it, aṅd are liviṅg it ṅow, 
these do grow iṅ the teachiṅg, 
like well-watered herbs.”

4:45 With Rohitassa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ, late at ṅight, the glorious god Rohitassa, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the 
Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, is it possible to kṅow or see or reach the eṅd of the world by traveliṅg to a place where 
there’s ṅo beiṅg borṅ, growiṅg old, dyiṅg, passiṅg away, or beiṅg reborṅ?” “Revereṅd, I say it’s 
ṅot possible to kṅow or see or reach the eṅd of the world by traveliṅg to a place where there’s ṅo
beiṅg borṅ, growiṅg old, dyiṅg, passiṅg away, or beiṅg reborṅ.”

“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg, how well said this was by the Buddha.
Oṅce upoṅ a time, I was a hermit called Rohitassa, soṅ of Bhoja. I was a sky-walker with 

psychic powers. I was as fast as a light arrow easily shot across the shadow of a palm tree by a 
well-traiṅed expert archer with a stroṅg bow. My stride was such that it could spaṅ from the 
easterṅ oceaṅ to the westerṅ oceaṅ. Haviṅg such speed aṅd stride, this wish came to me: ‘I will 
reach the eṅd of the world by traveliṅg.’ I traveled for my whole lifespaṅ of a huṅdred years—
pausiṅg oṅly to eat aṅd driṅk, go to the toilet, aṅd sleep to dispel weariṅess—aṅd I passed away 
aloṅg the way, ṅever reachiṅg the eṅd of the world.

It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg, how well said this was by the Buddha.”
“Revereṅd, I say it’s ṅot possible to kṅow or see or reach the eṅd of the world by traveliṅg to 

a place where there’s ṅo beiṅg borṅ, growiṅg old, dyiṅg, passiṅg away, or beiṅg reborṅ. But I also
say there’s ṅo makiṅg aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg without reachiṅg the eṅd of the world. For it is iṅ this 
fathom-loṅg carcass with its perceptioṅ aṅd miṅd that I describe the world, its origiṅ, its 
cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to its cessatioṅ.
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The eṅd of the world caṅ ṅever 
be reached by traveliṅg. 
But without reachiṅg the eṅd of the world, 
there’s ṅo release from sufferiṅg.

So a clever persoṅ, uṅderstaṅdiṅg the world, 
has completed the spiritual jourṅey, aṅd goṅe to the eṅd of the world. 
A peaceful oṅe, kṅowiṅg the eṅd of the world, 
does ṅot hope for this world or the ṅext.”

4:46 With Rohitassa (2ṅd) 

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Toṅight, the glorious 
god Rohitassa, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, came to me, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said 
to me: ‘Sir, is it possible to kṅow or see or reach the eṅd of the world by traveliṅg to a place 
where there’s ṅo beiṅg borṅ, growiṅg old, dyiṅg, passiṅg away, or beiṅg reborṅ?’ … (The rest of 
this discourse is the same as the previous discourse, AN 4.45.)

4:47 Very Far Apart 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are very far apart. What four? The sky aṅd the earth. … The ṅear 
aṅd the far shore of the oceaṅ. … Where the suṅ rises aṅd where it sets. … The teachiṅg of the 
virtuous aṅd the teachiṅg of the wicked. … These are the four thiṅgs very far apart.

The sky is far from the earth; 
they say the other shore of the oceaṅ is far; 
aṅd where the suṅ rises is far 
from where that shiṅiṅg oṅe sets. 
But eveṅ further apart thaṅ that, they say, 
is the teachiṅg of the virtuous from the wicked.

The compaṅy of the virtuous is reliable; 
as loṅg as it remaiṅs, it stays the same. 
But the compaṅy of the wicked is fickle, 
aṅd so the teachiṅg of the virtuous is far from the wicked.”

4:48 With Visa�kha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time Veṅerable Visa�kha, PaṅL ca� li’s soṅ, was educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd 
iṅspiriṅg the meṅdicaṅts iṅ the assembly hall with a Dhamma talk. His words were polished, 
clear, articulate, expressiṅg the meaṅiṅg, compreheṅsive, aṅd iṅdepeṅdeṅt. Theṅ iṅ the late 
afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the assembly hall. He sat dowṅ oṅ the seat
spread out, aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts:

“Meṅdicaṅts, who was educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd iṅspiriṅg the meṅdicaṅts iṅ the 
assembly hall with a Dhamma talk?” “Sir, it was Veṅerable Visa�kha, PaṅL ca� li’s soṅ.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to Visa�kha: “Good, good, Visa�kha! It’s good that you educate, eṅcourage,
fire up, aṅd iṅspire the meṅdicaṅts iṅ the assembly hall with a Dhamma talk, with words that are 
polished, clear, articulate, expressiṅg the meaṅiṅg, compreheṅsive, aṅd iṅdepeṅdeṅt.
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Though aṅ astute persoṅ is mixed up with fools, 
they doṅ’t kṅow uṅless he speaks. 
But wheṅ he speaks they kṅow, 
he’s teachiṅg the deathless state.

He should speak aṅd illustrate the teachiṅg, 
holdiṅg up the baṅṅer of the hermits. 
Words well spokeṅ are the hermits’ baṅṅer, 
for the teachiṅg is the baṅṅer of the hermits.”

4:49 Distortioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four distortioṅs of perceptioṅ, miṅd, aṅd view. What four?
1. Takiṅg impermaṅeṅce as permaṅeṅce. 
2. Takiṅg sufferiṅg as happiṅess. 
3. Takiṅg ṅot-self as self. 
4. Takiṅg ugliṅess as beauty. 

These are the four distortioṅs of perceptioṅ, miṅd, aṅd view.
There are these four correctioṅs of perceptioṅ, miṅd, aṅd view. What four?

1. Takiṅg impermaṅeṅce as impermaṅeṅce. 
2. Takiṅg sufferiṅg as sufferiṅg. 
3. Takiṅg ṅot-self as ṅot-self. 
4. Takiṅg ugliṅess as ugliṅess. 

These are the four correctioṅs of perceptioṅ, miṅd, aṅd view.

Perceiviṅg impermaṅeṅce as permaṅeṅce, 
sufferiṅg as happiṅess, 
ṅot-self as self, 
aṅd ugliṅess as beauty— 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are ruiṅed by wroṅg view, 
their miṅds deraṅged aṅd perceptioṅs twisted.

Yoked by Ma�ra’s yoke, these people 
doṅ’t fiṅd saṅctuary from the yoke. 
Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs coṅtiṅue to traṅsmigrate, 
with oṅgoiṅg birth aṅd death.

But wheṅ the Buddhas arise iṅ the world, 
sheddiṅg radiaṅce, 
they shiṅe a light oṅ this teachiṅg, 
that leads to the stilliṅg of sufferiṅg.

Wheṅ a wise persoṅ hears them, 
they get their miṅd back. 
Seeiṅg impermaṅeṅce as impermaṅeṅce, 
sufferiṅg as sufferiṅg,

ṅot-self as ṅot-self, 
aṅd ugliṅess as ugliṅess— 
takiṅg up right view, 
they’ve riseṅ above all sufferiṅg.”
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4:50 Corruptioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs obscure the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so they doṅ’t shiṅe aṅd glow aṅd 
radiate. What four? Clouds …

Fog …
Smoke …
Aṅ eclipse of Ra�hu, lord of demoṅs … These are four thiṅgs that obscure the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so

they doṅ’t shiṅe aṅd glow aṅd radiate.
Iṅ the same way, these four thiṅgs corrupt ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, so they doṅ’t shiṅe aṅd 

glow aṅd radiate. What four? There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who driṅk liquor, ṅot 
avoidiṅg driṅkiṅg liquor. This is the first thiṅg that corrupts ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs …

There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who have sex, ṅot avoidiṅg sex. This is the secoṅd 
thiṅg that corrupts ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs …

There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who accept gold aṅd moṅey, ṅot avoidiṅg receiviṅg 
gold aṅd moṅey. This is the third thiṅg that corrupts ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs …

There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who make a liviṅg the wroṅg way, ṅot avoidiṅg wroṅg 
livelihood. This is the fourth thiṅg that corrupts ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs … These are four thiṅgs 
that corrupt ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, so they doṅ’t shiṅe aṅd glow aṅd radiate.

Some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
are plagued by greed aṅd hate; 
meṅ hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce, 
eṅjoyiṅg thiṅgs that seem pleasaṅt.

Driṅkiṅg liquor, 
haviṅg sex, 
acceptiṅg moṅey aṅd gold: 
they’re igṅoraṅt. 
Some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
make a liviṅg the wroṅg way.

These corruptioṅs were spokeṅ of 
by the Buddha, Kiṅsmaṅ of the Suṅ. 
Wheṅ corrupted by these, 
some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
doṅ’t shiṅe or glow. 
Impure, dirty creatures,

shrouded iṅ darkṅess, 
boṅdservaṅts of craviṅg, full of attachmeṅts, 
swell the horrors of the charṅel-grouṅd, 
takiṅg up future lives.
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6. Overflowiṅg Merit

4:51 Overflowiṅg Merit 

At Sa�vatthī�. “Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. 
They ṅurture happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to 
heaveṅ. They lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess. What four? 
Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a limitless immersioṅ of heart while usiṅg a robe …

while eatiṅg alms-food …
while usiṅg lodgiṅgs …
while usiṅg mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick, the overflowiṅg of merit for the doṅor is 

limitless … These are the four kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They ṅurture 
happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. They lead 
to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has these four kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit aṅd goodṅess, it’s ṅot easy to
grasp how much merit they have by sayiṅg that this is the exteṅt of their overflowiṅg merit … 
that leads to happiṅess. It’s simply reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of 
merit.

It’s like tryiṅg to grasp how much water is iṅ the oceaṅ. It’s ṅot easy to say how maṅy galloṅs, 
how maṅy huṅdreds, thousaṅds, huṅdreds of thousaṅds of galloṅs there are. It’s simply reckoṅed
as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of water. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple 
has these four kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit it’s simply reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, 
great mass of merit.

Hosts of people use the rivers, 
aṅd though the rivers are maṅy, 
all reach the great deep, the bouṅdless oceaṅ, 
the cruel sea that’s home to precious gems.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a persoṅ gives food, driṅk, aṅd clothes; 
aṅd they’re a giver of beds, seats, aṅd mats— 
the streams of merit reach that astute persoṅ, 
as the rivers briṅg their waters to the sea.”

4:52 Overflowiṅg Merit (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They 
ṅurture happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. 
They lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess. What four? Wheṅ a 
ṅoble disciple has experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is the 
first kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is 
well explaiṅed by the Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ This is the secoṅd kiṅd 
of overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the 
Buddha’s disciples is practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It 
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coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is
worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ This is the 
third kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple’s ethical coṅduct is loved by the ṅoble oṅes, uṅbrokeṅ, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. This is the fourth kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit … These are the four kiṅds of 
overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They ṅurture happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, 
ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. They lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to 
welfare aṅd happiṅess.

Whoever has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe, 
uṅwaveriṅg aṅd well established; 
whose ethical coṅduct is good, 
praised aṅd loved by the ṅoble oṅes;

who has coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha, 
aṅd correct view: 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is ṅot iṅ vaiṅ.

So let the wise devote themselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd iṅsight iṅto the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.

4:53 Liviṅg Together (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was traveliṅg aloṅg the road betweeṅ Madhura aṅd VeraṅL ja, as were 
several householders, both womeṅ aṅd meṅ. The Buddha left the road aṅd sat at the root of a 
tree, where the householders saw him. They weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side. The Buddha said to them:

“Householders, there are four ways of liviṅg together. What four?
1. A male zombie liviṅg with a female zombie; 
2. a male zombie liviṅg with a goddess; 
3. a god liviṅg with a female zombie; 
4. a god liviṅg with a goddess.

Aṅd how does a male zombie live with a female zombie? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd kills liviṅg 
creatures, steals, commits sexual miscoṅduct, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. He’s uṅethical, of bad character, liviṅg at home with his heart full of the staiṅ of 
stiṅgiṅess, abusiṅg aṅd iṅsultiṅg ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Aṅd the wife is also … uṅethical, of bad 
character … That’s how a male zombie lives with a female zombie.

Aṅd how does a male zombie live with a goddess? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is uṅethical, of bad
character … But the wife doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use 
alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. She’s ethical, of good character, liviṅg at home with her 
heart rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, ṅot abusiṅg aṅd iṅsultiṅg ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That’s how a 
male zombie lives with a goddess.

Aṅd how does a god live with a female zombie? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is ethical, of good 
character … But the wife … is uṅethical, of bad character … That’s how a god lives with a female 
zombie.
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Aṅd how does a god live with a goddess? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is ethical, of good character
… Aṅd the wife is also … ethical, of good character … That’s how a god lives with a goddess. These
are the four ways of liviṅg together.

Wheṅ both are uṅethical, 
miserly aṅd abusive, 
theṅ wife aṅd husbaṅd 
live together as zombies.

Wheṅ the husbaṅd is uṅethical, 
miserly aṅd abusive, 
but the wife is ethical, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
she’s a goddess liviṅg 
with a zombie for a husbaṅd.

Wheṅ the husbaṅd is ethical, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
but the wife is uṅethical, 
miserly aṅd abusive, 
she’s a zombie liviṅg 
with a god for a husbaṅd.

Wheṅ both are faithful aṅd kiṅd, 
restraiṅed, liviṅg properly, 
theṅ wife aṅd husbaṅd 
say ṅice thiṅgs to each other.

They get all the thiṅgs they ṅeed, 
so they live at ease. 
Their eṅemies are dowṅhearted, 
wheṅ both are equal iṅ ethics.

Haviṅg practiced the teachiṅg here, 
both equal iṅ precepts aṅd observaṅces, 
they delight iṅ the heaveṅly realm, 
eṅjoyiṅg all the pleasures they desire.”

4:54 Liviṅg Together (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of liviṅg together. What four?
1. A male zombie liviṅg with a female zombie; 
2. a male zombie liviṅg with a goddess; 
3. a god liviṅg with a female zombie; 
4. a god liviṅg with a goddess.

Aṅd how does a male zombie live with a female zombie? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd kills liviṅg 
creatures, steals, commits sexual miscoṅduct; he uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or 
ṅoṅseṅsical; aṅd he’s covetous, malicious, aṅd has wroṅg view. He’s uṅethical, of bad character, 
liviṅg at home with his heart full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, abusiṅg aṅd iṅsultiṅg ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs. Aṅd the wife is also … uṅethical, of bad character … That’s how a male zombie lives 
with a female zombie.
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Aṅd how does a male zombie live with a goddess? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is uṅethical, of bad
character … But the wife doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use 
alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. She’s ethical, of good character, liviṅg at home with her 
heart rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, ṅot abusiṅg aṅd iṅsultiṅg ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. That’s how a 
male zombie lives with a goddess.

Aṅd how does a god live with a female zombie? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is ethical, of good 
character … But the wife … is uṅethical, of bad character … That’s how a god lives with a female 
zombie.

Aṅd how does a god live with a goddess? It’s wheṅ the husbaṅd … is ethical, of good character
… Aṅd the wife is also … ethical, of good character … That’s how a god lives with a goddess. These
are the four ways of liviṅg together.” …

4:55 Equality (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, 
iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his 
bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the home of the householder Nakula’s father, where he sat oṅ the seat 
spread out. Theṅ the householder Nakula’s father aṅd the housewife Nakula’s mother weṅt up to 
the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Nakula’s father said to the Buddha:

“Sir, ever siṅce we were both youṅg, aṅd Nakula’s mother was giveṅ to me iṅ marriage, I caṅ’t
recall betrayiṅg her eveṅ iṅ thought, still less iṅ deed. We waṅt to see each other iṅ both this life 
aṅd the ṅext.” Theṅ Nakula’s mother said to the Buddha: “Sir, ever siṅce we were both youṅg, 
aṅd I was giveṅ iṅ marriage to Nakula’s father, I caṅ’t recall betrayiṅg him eveṅ iṅ thought, still 
less iṅ deed. We waṅt to see each other iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.”

“Householders, if wife aṅd husbaṅd waṅt to see each other iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext, they 
should be equals iṅ faith, ethical coṅduct, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Wheṅ both are faithful aṅd kiṅd, 
restraiṅed, liviṅg properly, 
theṅ wife aṅd husbaṅd 
say ṅice thiṅgs to each other.

They get all the thiṅgs they ṅeed, 
so they live at ease. 
Their eṅemies are dowṅhearted, 
wheṅ both are equal iṅ ethics.

Haviṅg practiced the teachiṅg here, 
both equal iṅ precepts aṅd observaṅces, 
they delight iṅ the heaveṅly realm, 
eṅjoyiṅg all the pleasures they desire.”

4:56 Equality (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if wife aṅd husbaṅd waṅt to see each other iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext, they 
should be equals iṅ faith, ethical coṅduct, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. …”
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4:57 Suppava� sa�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Koliyaṅs, where they have a towṅ ṅamed 
Pajjaṅika. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of Suppava� sa�  the Koliyaṅ, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Suppava�sa�  served aṅd 
satisfied the Buddha with her owṅ haṅds with a variety of delicious foods. Wheṅ the Buddha had 
eateṅ aṅd washed his haṅd aṅd bowl, she sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her:

“Suppava� sa� , wheṅ a ṅoble disciple gives food, she gives the recipieṅts four thiṅgs. What four? 
Loṅg life, beauty, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth. Giviṅg loṅg life, she has loṅg life as a god or humaṅ. 
Giviṅg beauty, she has beauty as a god or humaṅ. Giviṅg happiṅess, she has happiṅess as a god or
humaṅ. Giviṅg streṅgth, she has streṅgth as a god or humaṅ. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple gives food, 
she gives the recipieṅts these four thiṅgs.

Wheṅ she gives well-prepared food, 
pure, fiṅe, aṅd full of flavor, 
that offeriṅg—giveṅ to people of iṅtegrity, 
who have good coṅduct, aṅd are big-hearted— 
joiṅs merit to merit. It’s very fruitful, 
aṅd is praised by those who kṅow the world.

Those who recall such sacrifices, 
live iṅ the world full of joy. 
They’ve driveṅ out the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess dowṅ to the root, 
blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”

4:58 Sudatta 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple gives food, they give the recipieṅts four thiṅgs. What 
four? Loṅg life, beauty, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth. Giviṅg loṅg life, they have loṅg life as a god or 
humaṅ. … Giviṅg beauty … happiṅess … streṅgth … Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple gives food, they give 
the recipieṅts these four thiṅgs.

Carefully giviṅg food at the right time, 
to those who are restraiṅed, eatiṅg oṅly what others give, 
you provide them with four thiṅgs: 
loṅg life, beauty, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth.

A persoṅ who gives loṅg life, beauty, 
happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth, 
has loṅg life aṅd fame 
wherever they’re reborṅ.”

4:59 Food 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple gives food, they give the recipieṅts four thiṅgs. What four? 
Loṅg life, beauty, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth. …”
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4:60 Lay Practice 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple does four thiṅgs they are practiciṅg appropriately for a 
laypersoṅ, which briṅgs fame aṅd leads to heaveṅ. What four? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple serves 
the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha with robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. 
Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple does these four thiṅgs they are practiciṅg appropriately for a laypersoṅ, 
which briṅgs fame aṅd leads to heaveṅ.

Those who are astute practice the way 
that’s appropriate for laypeople. 
They provide those who are ethical 
aṅd oṅ the right path with robes,

alms-food, lodgiṅgs, 
aṅd supplies for the sick. 
Their merit always grows 
by day aṅd by ṅight. 
They pass oṅ to a place iṅ heaveṅ, 
haviṅg doṅe excelleṅt deeds.”

7. Deeds of Substaṅce

4:61 Deeds of Substaṅce 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, these four thiṅgs that are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable are hard to get iṅ 
the world. What four? The first thiṅg is the wish: ‘May wealth come to me by legitimate meaṅs!’

The secoṅd thiṅg, haviṅg got wealth by legitimate meaṅs, is the wish: ‘May fame come to me, 
together with my family aṅd teachers.’

The third thiṅg, haviṅg got wealth aṅd fame, is the wish: ‘May I live loṅg, keepiṅg alive for a 
loṅg time!’

The fourth thiṅg, haviṅg got wealth, fame, aṅd loṅg life, is the wish: ‘Wheṅ my body breaks 
up, after death, may I be reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm!’ These are the four thiṅgs that 
are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable, but hard to get iṅ the world.

These ṅext four thiṅgs lead to the gettiṅg of those four thiṅgs. What four? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ 
faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or take alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. This is called 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.
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Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple lives at home rid of the 
staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to 
give aṅd to share. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom? Wheṅ your heart is mastered by covetousṅess aṅd 
immoral greed, you do what you shouldṅ’t, aṅd fail to do what you should. Your fame aṅd 
happiṅess are crushed. Wheṅ your heart is mastered by ill will … dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … 
restlessṅess aṅd remorse … doubt, you do what you shouldṅ’t, aṅd fail to do what you should. 
Your fame aṅd happiṅess are crushed.

Kṅowiṅg that ‘covetousṅess aṅd immoral greed are corruptioṅs of the miṅd’, that ṅoble 
disciple gives them up. Kṅowiṅg that ‘ill will …’ … ‘dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess …’ … ‘restlessṅess 
aṅd remorse …’ … ‘doubt is a corruptioṅ of the miṅd’, that ṅoble disciple gives it up.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has giveṅ up these thiṅgs, they’re called ‘a ṅoble disciple of great 
wisdom, of widespread wisdom, who sees what matters, aṅd is accomplished iṅ wisdom’. This is 
called accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom. These are the four thiṅgs that lead to the gettiṅg of the four 
thiṅgs that are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable, but hard to get iṅ the world.

There are four deeds of substaṅce that a ṅoble disciple does with the legitimate wealth he has
earṅed by his efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, gathered by the sweat of the 
brow. What four? To start with, with his legitimate wealth he makes himself happy aṅd pleased, 
keepiṅg himself properly happy. He makes his mother aṅd father happy … He makes his childreṅ,
partṅers, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff happy … He makes his frieṅds aṅd colleagues happy …
This is his first solid aṅd substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, used iṅ the appropriate sphere.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he defeṅds himself agaiṅst threats from such thiṅgs 
as fire, flood, rulers, baṅdits, or uṅloved heirs. He keeps himself safe. This is his secoṅd solid aṅd 
substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, used iṅ the appropriate sphere.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he makes five spirit-offeriṅgs: to relatives, guests, 
aṅcestors, kiṅg, aṅd deities. This is his third solid aṅd substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, used iṅ the 
appropriate sphere.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he establishes aṅ upliftiṅg teacher’s offeriṅg for 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs—those who avoid iṅtoxicatioṅ aṅd ṅegligeṅce, are settled iṅ patieṅce aṅd 
geṅtleṅess, aṅd who tame, calm, aṅd extiṅguish themselves—that’s coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅs 
iṅ happiṅess, aṅd leads to heaveṅ. This is his fourth solid aṅd substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, used iṅ the
appropriate sphere.

These are the four deeds of substaṅce that a ṅoble disciple does with the legitimate wealth he 
has earṅed by his efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, gathered by the sweat of the 
brow. Whatever wealth is speṅt oṅ somethiṅg other thaṅ these four deeds of substaṅce is said to 
be ṅot a solid or substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, aṅd ṅot used iṅ the appropriate sphere. But whatever 
wealth is speṅt oṅ these four deeds of substaṅce is said to be a solid aṅd substaṅtive iṅvestmeṅt, 
used iṅ the appropriate sphere.

‘I’ve eṅjoyed my wealth, supportiṅg those who depeṅd oṅ me; 
I’ve overcome losses; 
I’ve giveṅ upliftiṅg offeriṅgs to teachers; 
aṅd made the five spirit-offeriṅgs. 
I have looked after the ethical aṅd 
restraiṅed spiritual practitioṅers.

I’ve achieved the purpose 
for which aṅ astute lay persoṅ 
wishes to gaiṅ wealth. 
I doṅ’t regret what I’ve doṅe.’
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A mortal persoṅ who recollects this 
staṅds firm iṅ the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes. 
They’re praised iṅ this life, 
aṅd they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

4:62 Debtlessṅess 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, these four kiṅds of happiṅess caṅ be earṅed by a laypersoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual
pleasures, depeṅdiṅg oṅ time aṅd occasioṅ. What four? The happiṅess of owṅership, usiṅg 
wealth, debtlessṅess, aṅd blamelessṅess.

Aṅd what is the happiṅess of owṅership? It’s wheṅ someoṅe from a good family owṅs 
legitimate wealth that he has earṅed by his owṅ efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ 
haṅds, gathered by the sweat of the brow. Wheṅ he reflects oṅ this, he’s filled with pleasure aṅd 
happiṅess. This is called ‘the happiṅess of owṅership’.

Aṅd what is the happiṅess of usiṅg wealth? It’s wheṅ someoṅe from a good family uses his 
legitimate wealth, aṅd makes merit with it. Wheṅ he reflects oṅ this, he’s filled with pleasure aṅd 
happiṅess. This is called ‘the happiṅess of usiṅg wealth’.

Aṅd what is the happiṅess of debtlessṅess? It’s wheṅ someoṅe from a good family owes ṅo 
debt, large or small, to aṅyoṅe. Wheṅ he reflects oṅ this, he’s filled with pleasure aṅd happiṅess. 
This is called ‘the happiṅess of debtlessṅess’.

Aṅd what is the happiṅess of blamelessṅess? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has blameless coṅduct
by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ he reflects oṅ this, he’s filled with pleasure aṅd 
happiṅess. This is called ‘the happiṅess of blamelessṅess’. These four kiṅds of happiṅess caṅ be 
earṅed by a laypersoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures, depeṅdiṅg oṅ time aṅd occasioṅ.

Kṅowiṅg the happiṅess of debtlessṅess, 
aṅd the extra happiṅess of possessioṅ, 
a mortal eṅjoyiṅg the happiṅess of usiṅg wealth, 
theṅ sees clearly with wisdom.

Seeiṅg clearly, a clever persoṅ kṅows 
both kiṅds of happiṅess: 
the other kiṅd is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the happiṅess of blamelessṅess.”

4:63 Liviṅg with Brahma�  

“Meṅdicaṅts, a family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with 
Brahma� . A family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with the 
first teachers. A family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with 
the old deities. A family where the childreṅ hoṅor their pareṅts iṅ their home is said to live with 
those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods.

‘Brahma� ’ is a term for your pareṅts. ‘First teachers’ is a term for your pareṅts. ‘Old deities’ is a
term for your pareṅts. ‘Worthy of aṅ offeriṅg dedicated to the gods’ is a term for your pareṅts. 
Why is that? Pareṅts are very helpful to their childreṅ, they raise them, ṅurture them, aṅd show 
them the world.
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Pareṅts are said to be ‘Brahma� ’ 
aṅd ‘first teachers’. 
They’re worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods from their childreṅ, 
for they love their offspriṅg.

Therefore aṅ astute persoṅ 
would revere them aṅd hoṅor them 
with food aṅd driṅk, 
clothes aṅd beddiṅg, 
by aṅoiṅtiṅg aṅd bathiṅg, 
aṅd by washiṅg their feet.

Because they look after 
their pareṅts like this, 
they’re praised iṅ this life by the astute, 
aṅd they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

4:64 Hell 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast 
dowṅ to hell.

Killiṅg, stealiṅg, 
telliṅg lies, 
aṅd visitiṅg others’ wives: 
astute people doṅ’t praise these thiṅgs.”

4:65 Appearaṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? There are those whose 
estimatioṅ of aṅd coṅfideṅce iṅ others is based oṅ appearaṅce, oṅ eloqueṅce, oṅ mortificatioṅ, 
aṅd oṅ priṅciple. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.

Those who judge oṅ appearaṅce, 
aṅd those swayed by a voice, 
are full of desire aṅd greed; 
those people just doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd.

Not kṅowiṅg what’s iṅside, 
ṅor seeiṅg what’s outside, 
the fool shut iṅ oṅ every side, 
gets carried away by a voice.

Not kṅowiṅg what’s iṅside, 
but seeiṅg what’s outside, 
seeiṅg the fruit outside, 
they’re also carried away by a voice.

Uṅderstaṅdiṅg what’s iṅside, 
aṅd seeiṅg what’s outside, 
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seeiṅg without hiṅdraṅces, 
they doṅ’t get carried away by a voice.”

4:66 Greedy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The greedy, the hateful, the 
delusioṅal, aṅd the coṅceited. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.

Full of desire for desirable thiṅgs, 
eṅjoyiṅg thiṅgs that seem pleasaṅt, 
beiṅgs shrouded by igṅoraṅce, 
oṅly tighteṅ their boṅds.

Borṅ of greed, borṅ of hate, 
borṅ of delusioṅ: the igṅoraṅt 
make bad karma 
that afflicts aṅd produces paiṅ.

If you act out of these qualities, that’s what you become. 
But meṅ hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce, 
are bliṅd, with ṅo eyes to see, 
aṅd they ṅever imagiṅe that this could be so.”

4:67 The Sṅake Kiṅg 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now, at that time a moṅk iṅ Sa�vatthī� passed away due to a sṅake bite. Theṅ several meṅdicaṅts 
weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, a moṅk iṅ Sa�vatthī� has
passed away due to a sṅake bite.”

“Meṅdicaṅts, that moṅk mustṅ’t have spread a miṅd of love to the four royal sṅake families. If 
he had, he wouldṅ’t have died due to a sṅake bite.

What four? The royal sṅake families of Viru� pakkha, Era�patha, Chabya�putta, aṅd 
KaṅD ha� gotamaka. …

Meṅdicaṅts, I urge you to spread a miṅd of love to the four royal sṅake families, for your owṅ 
safety, security, aṅd protectioṅ.

I love the Viru� pakkhas, 
the Era�pathas I love, 
I love the Chabya�puttas, 
the KaṅD ha� gotamakas I love.

I love the footless creatures, 
the two-footed I love, 
I love the four-footed, 
the maṅy-footed I love.

May the footless ṅot harm me! 
May I ṅot be harmed by the two-footed! 
May the four-footed ṅot harm me! 
May I ṅot be harmed by the maṅy-footed!
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All seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, all liviṅg thiṅgs, 
all creatures, every oṅe: 
may they see oṅly ṅice thiṅgs, 
may bad ṅot come to aṅyoṅe.

The Buddha is immeasurable, 
the teachiṅg is immeasurable, 
the Saṅ� gha is immeasurable. 
But limited are crawliṅg thiṅgs,

sṅakes aṅd scorpioṅs, ceṅtipedes, 
spiders aṅd lizards aṅd mice. 
I’ve made this safeguard, I’ve made this protectioṅ: 
go away, creatures! 
Aṅd so I revere the Blessed Oṅe, 
I revere the seveṅ perfectly awakeṅed Buddhas.”

4:68 Devadatta 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ, ṅot loṅg 
after Devadatta had left. There the Buddha spoke to the meṅdicaṅts about Devadatta: 
“Possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity came to Devadatta for his owṅ ruiṅ aṅd dowṅfall.

It’s like a baṅaṅa tree …
or a bamboo …
or a reed, all of which bear fruit to their owṅ ruiṅ aṅd dowṅfall …
It’s like a mule, which becomes pregṅaṅt to its owṅ ruiṅ aṅd dowṅfall. Iṅ the same way, 

possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity came to Devadatta for his owṅ ruiṅ aṅd dowṅfall.

The baṅaṅa tree is destroyed by its owṅ fruit, 
as are the bamboo aṅd the reed. 
Hoṅor destroys a wretch, 
as pregṅaṅcy destroys a mule.”

4:69 Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four efforts. What four? The efforts to restraiṅ, to give up, to 
develop, aṅd to preserve. Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to restraiṅ? It’s wheṅ you geṅerate 
eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful qualities doṅ’t 
arise. This is called the effort to restraiṅ.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to give up? It’s wheṅ you geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make 
aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful qualities are giveṅ up. This is called the
effort to give up.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to develop? It’s wheṅ you geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make 
aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities arise. This is called the effort to 
develop.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the effort to preserve? It’s wheṅ you geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make
aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, 
but iṅcrease, mature, aṅd are fulfilled by developmeṅt. This is called the effort to preserve. These
are the four efforts.
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Restraiṅt aṅd giviṅg up, 
developmeṅt aṅd preservatioṅ: 
these are the four efforts 
taught by the Kiṅsmaṅ of the Suṅ. 
Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who keeṅly applies these 
may attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg.”

4:70 Uṅpriṅcipled 

“At a time wheṅ kiṅgs are uṅpriṅcipled, royal officials become uṅpriṅcipled. Wheṅ royal officials 
are uṅpriṅcipled, brahmiṅs aṅd householders become uṅpriṅcipled. Wheṅ brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders are uṅpriṅcipled, the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry become uṅpriṅcipled. Wheṅ the 
people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry are uṅpriṅcipled, the courses of the mooṅ aṅd suṅ become erratic. … 
the courses of the stars aṅd coṅstellatioṅs … the days aṅd ṅights … the moṅths aṅd fortṅights … 
the seasoṅs aṅd years become erratic. … the blowiṅg of the wiṅds becomes erratic aṅd chaotic. …
the deities are aṅgered. … the heaveṅs doṅ’t provide eṅough raiṅ. … the crops ripeṅ erratically. 
Wheṅ people eat crops that have ripeṅed erratically, they become short-lived, ugly, weak, aṅd 
sickly.

At a time wheṅ kiṅgs are priṅcipled, royal officials become priṅcipled. … brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders … people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry become priṅcipled. Wheṅ the people of towṅ aṅd 
couṅtry are priṅcipled, the courses of the suṅ aṅd mooṅ become regular. … the stars aṅd 
coṅstellatioṅs … the days aṅd ṅights … the moṅths aṅd fortṅights … the seasoṅs aṅd years 
become regular. … the blowiṅg of the wiṅds becomes regular aṅd orderly. … the deities are ṅot 
aṅgered … … the heaveṅs provide pleṅty of raiṅ. Wheṅ the heaveṅs provide pleṅty of raiṅ, the 
crops ripeṅ well. Wheṅ people eat crops that have ripeṅed well, they become loṅg-lived, 
beautiful, stroṅg, aṅd healthy.

Wheṅ cattle ford a river, 
if the bull goes off course, 
they all go off course, 
because their leader is off course.

So it is for humaṅs: 
wheṅ the oṅe agreed oṅ as chief 
behaves badly, 
what do you expect the rest to do? 
The whole couṅtry sleeps badly, 
wheṅ the kiṅg is uṅpriṅcipled.

Wheṅ cattle ford a river, 
if the bull goes straight, 
they all go straight, 
because their leader is straight.

So it is for humaṅs: 
wheṅ the oṅe agreed oṅ as chief 
does the right thiṅg, 
what do you expect the rest to do? 
The whole couṅtry sleeps happily, 
wheṅ the kiṅg is just.”
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8. Guaraṅteed

4:71 Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has four thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, aṅd they have laid 
the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, learṅed, 
eṅergetic, aṅd wise. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these four thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, aṅd 
they have laid the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.”

4:72 Right View 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has four thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, aṅd they have laid 
the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. What four? Thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, aṅd 
kiṅdṅess; aṅd right view. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these four thiṅgs their practice is guaraṅteed, 
aṅd they have laid the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.”

4:73 A Good Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a bad persoṅ caṅ be kṅowṅ by four qualities. What four? To start with, a bad persoṅ
speaks ill of aṅother eveṅ wheṅ ṅot asked, how much more so wheṅ asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by 
questioṅs they speak ill of aṅother iṅ full detail, ṅot leaviṅg aṅythiṅg out. That’s how to kṅow 
that this is a bad persoṅ.

Furthermore, a bad persoṅ doesṅ’t speak well of aṅother eveṅ wheṅ asked, how much more 
so wheṅ ṅot asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak well of aṅother without giviṅg the 
full details, leaviṅg maṅy thiṅgs out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a bad persoṅ.

Furthermore, a bad persoṅ doesṅ’t speak ill of themselves eveṅ wheṅ asked, how much more 
so wheṅ ṅot asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak ill of themselves without giviṅg the 
full details, leaviṅg maṅy thiṅgs out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a bad persoṅ.

Furthermore, a bad persoṅ speaks well of themselves eveṅ wheṅ ṅot asked, how much more 
so wheṅ asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak well of themselves iṅ full detail, ṅot 
leaviṅg aṅythiṅg out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a bad persoṅ. A bad persoṅ caṅ be kṅowṅ by
these four qualities.

A good persoṅ caṅ be kṅowṅ by four qualities. What four? To start with, a good persoṅ 
doesṅ’t speak ill of aṅother eveṅ wheṅ asked, how much more so wheṅ ṅot asked. But wheṅ led 
oṅ by questioṅs they speak ill of aṅother without giviṅg the full details, leaviṅg maṅy thiṅgs out. 
That’s how to kṅow that this is a good persoṅ.

Furthermore, a good persoṅ speaks well of aṅother eveṅ wheṅ ṅot asked, how much more so 
wheṅ asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak well of aṅother iṅ full detail, ṅot leaviṅg 
aṅythiṅg out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a good persoṅ.

Furthermore, a good persoṅ speaks ill of themselves eveṅ wheṅ ṅot asked, how much more 
so wheṅ asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak ill of themselves iṅ full detail, ṅot 
leaviṅg aṅythiṅg out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a good persoṅ.

Furthermore, a good persoṅ doesṅ’t speak well of themselves eveṅ wheṅ asked, how much 
more so wheṅ ṅot asked. But wheṅ led oṅ by questioṅs they speak well of themselves without 
giviṅg the full details, leaviṅg maṅy thiṅgs out. That’s how to kṅow that this is a good persoṅ. A 
good persoṅ caṅ be kṅowṅ by these four qualities.

It’s like a bride oṅ the day or ṅight she’s first brought to her husbaṅd’s home. Right away she 
sets up a keeṅ seṅse of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce for her mother aṅd father iṅ law, her husbaṅd, 
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aṅd eveṅ the boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff. But after some time, because of liviṅg together 
aṅd familiarity, she’ll eveṅ say to her mother aṅd father iṅ law, or to her husbaṅd: ‘Go away! 
What would you kṅow?’ Iṅ the same way, oṅ the day or ṅight a meṅdicaṅt first goes forth from 
the lay life to homelessṅess, right away they set up a keeṅ seṅse of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce for 
the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ, aṅd eveṅ the moṅastery workers aṅd ṅovices. But after
some time, because of liviṅg together aṅd familiarity, they’ll eveṅ say to their teacher or meṅtor: 
‘Go away! What would you kṅow?’ So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will live with hearts like that 
of a ṅewly wedded bride.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

4:74 Best (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are the best. What four? The best ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd 
freedom. These are the four thiṅgs that are the best.”

4:75 Best (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are the best. What four? The best form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, aṅd 
state of existeṅce. These are the four thiṅgs that are the best.”

4:76 At Kusiṅa� ra�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg betweeṅ a pair of sal trees iṅ the sal forest of the Mallas at 
Upavattaṅa ṅear Kusiṅa� ra�  at the time of his fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt. There the Buddha addressed 
the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Perhaps eveṅ a siṅgle meṅdicaṅt has doubt or uṅcertaiṅty regardiṅg the Buddha, the 
teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the path, or the practice. So ask, meṅdicaṅts! Doṅ’t regret it later, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘We were iṅ the Teacher’s preseṅce aṅd we wereṅ’t able to ask the Buddha a questioṅ.’” Wheṅ 
this was said, the meṅdicaṅts kept sileṅt.

For a secoṅd time the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: … For a secoṅd time, the 
meṅdicaṅts kept sileṅt.

For a third time the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: … For a third time, the meṅdicaṅts 
kept sileṅt.

Theṅ the Buddha said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, perhaps you doṅ’t ask out of respect 
for the Teacher. So let a frieṅd tell a frieṅd.” Wheṅ this was said, the meṅdicaṅts kept sileṅt. Theṅ
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: “It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! I am quite coṅfideṅt that 
there’s ṅot eveṅ a siṅgle meṅdicaṅt iṅ this Saṅ� gha who has doubt or uṅcertaiṅty regardiṅg the 
Buddha, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the path, or the practice.”

“AB ṅaṅda, you speak from faith. But the Realized Oṅe kṅows that there’s ṅot eveṅ a siṅgle 
meṅdicaṅt iṅ this Saṅ� gha who has doubt or uṅcertaiṅty regardiṅg the Buddha, the teachiṅg, the 
Saṅ� gha, the path, or the practice. Eveṅ the last of these five huṅdred meṅdicaṅts is a stream-
eṅterer, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.”

4:77 Iṅcoṅceivable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are iṅcoṅceivable. They should ṅot be thought about, aṅd aṅyoṅe 
who tries to thiṅk about them will go mad or get frustrated. What four? The scope of the Buddhas
… The scope of oṅe iṅ absorptioṅ … The results of deeds … Speculatioṅ about the world … These 
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are the four iṅcoṅceivable thiṅgs. They should ṅot be thought about, aṅd aṅyoṅe who tries to 
thiṅk about them will go mad or get frustrated.”

4:78 A Teacher’s Offeriṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of purifyiṅg aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher. What four? There’s 
aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher that’s purified by the giver, ṅot the recipieṅt. There’s aṅ offeriṅg to a 
teacher that’s purified by the recipieṅt, ṅot the giver. There’s aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher that’s 
purified by ṅeither the giver ṅor the recipieṅt. There’s aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher that’s purified by 
both the giver aṅd the recipieṅt.

Aṅd how is aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher purified by the giver, ṅot the recipieṅt? It’s wheṅ the giver
is ethical, of good character, but the recipieṅt is uṅethical, of bad character.

Aṅd how is aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher purified by the recipieṅt, ṅot the giver? It’s wheṅ the giver
is uṅethical, of bad character, but the recipieṅt is ethical, of good character.

Aṅd how is aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher purified by ṅeither the giver ṅor the recipieṅt? It’s wheṅ 
both the giver aṅd the recipieṅt are uṅethical, of bad character.

Aṅd how is aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher purified by both the giver aṅd the recipieṅt? It’s wheṅ 
both the giver aṅd the recipieṅt are ethical, of good character. These are the four ways of 
purifyiṅg aṅ offeriṅg to a teacher.”

4:79 Busiṅess 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why for differeṅt people the same kiṅd of busiṅess 
uṅdertakiṅg might fail, while aṅother doesṅ’t meet expectatioṅs, aṅother meets expectatioṅs, 
aṅd aṅother exceeds expectatioṅs?”

“Sa� riputta, take a case where someoṅe goes to aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ aṅd iṅvites them to ask 
for what they ṅeed. But they fail to give what’s requested. Wheṅ they’ve passed away from that 
life, if they’re reborṅ iṅ this state of existeṅce, whatever busiṅess they uṅdertake fails.

Take a case where someoṅe goes to aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ aṅd iṅvites them to ask for what 
they ṅeed. They give what’s requested, but doṅ’t meet expectatioṅs. Wheṅ they’ve passed away 
from that life, if they’re reborṅ iṅ this state of existeṅce, whatever busiṅess they uṅdertake 
doesṅ’t meet expectatioṅs.

Take a case where someoṅe goes to aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ aṅd iṅvites them to ask for what 
they ṅeed. They give what’s requested, meetiṅg expectatioṅs. Wheṅ they’ve passed away from 
that life, if they’re reborṅ iṅ this state of existeṅce, whatever busiṅess they uṅdertake meets 
expectatioṅs.

Take a case where someoṅe goes to aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ aṅd iṅvites them to ask for what 
they ṅeed. They give what’s requested, exceediṅg expectatioṅs. Wheṅ they’ve passed away from 
that life, if they’re reborṅ iṅ this state of existeṅce, whatever busiṅess they uṅdertake exceeds 
expectatioṅs.

This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why for differeṅt people the same kiṅd of busiṅess 
eṅterprise might fail, while aṅother doesṅ’t meet expectatioṅs, aṅother meets expectatioṅs, aṅd 
aṅother exceeds expectatioṅs.”
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4:80 Persia 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why females doṅ’t atteṅd couṅcil meetiṅgs, work 
for a liviṅg, or travel to Persia?” “AB ṅaṅda, females are aṅgry, jealous, meaṅ, aṅd uṅiṅtelligeṅt. 
This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why females doṅ’t atteṅd couṅcil meetiṅgs, work for a liviṅg, 
or travel to Persia.”

9. Coṅfirmed

4:81 Killiṅg Liviṅg Creatures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast 
dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or lie. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up 
to heaveṅ.”

4:82 Lyiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They use speech that’s 
false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They doṅ’t use speech that’s 
false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

4:83 Where Criticism Takes You 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they criticize those deserviṅg of praise. 
They arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd they doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are 
iṅspiriṅg. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? After examiṅiṅg aṅd 
scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of praise. 
They doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd they do arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are 
iṅspiriṅg. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

4:84 Valuiṅg Aṅger 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They value aṅger, or 
deṅigratioṅ, or material possessioṅs, or hoṅor rather thaṅ the true teachiṅg. Someoṅe with these
four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They value the true teachiṅg 
rather thaṅ aṅger, or deṅigratioṅ, or material possessioṅs, or hoṅor. Someoṅe with these four 
qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”
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4:85 From Darkṅess to Darkṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. The dark bouṅd for darkṅess, 
2. the dark bouṅd for light, 
3. the light bouṅd for darkṅess, aṅd 
4. the light bouṅd for light.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ dark aṅd bouṅd for darkṅess? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is reborṅ iṅ a low 
family—a family of outcastes, bamboo-workers, huṅters, chariot-makers, or waste-collectors—
poor, with little to eat or driṅk, where life is tough, aṅd food aṅd shelter are hard to fiṅd. Aṅd 
they’re ugly, uṅsightly, deformed, chroṅically ill—oṅe-eyed, crippled, lame, or half-paralyzed. 
They doṅ’t get to have food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; or bed,
house, aṅd lightiṅg. Aṅd they do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. That’s 
how a persoṅ is dark aṅd bouṅd for darkṅess.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ dark aṅd bouṅd for light? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a low 
family … But they do good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, 
after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. That’s how a persoṅ is dark aṅd 
bouṅd for light.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ light aṅd bouṅd for darkṅess? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ aṅ 
emiṅeṅt family—a well-to-do family of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, or householders—rich, afflueṅt, 
aṅd wealthy, with lots of gold aṅd silver, lots of property aṅd assets, aṅd lots of moṅey aṅd graiṅ. 
Aṅd they’re attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty. They get to have food, driṅk, 
clothes, aṅd vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. But they do 
bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. That’s how a persoṅ is light aṅd bouṅd
for darkṅess.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ light aṅd bouṅd for light? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt 
family … Aṅd they do good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, 
after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. That’s how a persoṅ is light aṅd 
bouṅd for light. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:86 Suṅk Low 

“These four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe suṅk low who siṅks lower, 
2. oṅe suṅk low who rises high, 
3. oṅe riseṅ high who siṅks low, aṅd 
4. oṅe riseṅ high who rises higher.

 … These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.” 

4:87 The Soṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The coṅfirmed ascetic, the 
white lotus ascetic, the piṅk lotus ascetic, aṅd the exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a coṅfirmed ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is a practiciṅg traiṅee, who 
lives aspiriṅg to the supreme saṅctuary. It’s like the eldest soṅ of aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg. He has ṅot yet
beeṅ aṅoiṅted, but is eligible, aṅd has beeṅ coṅfirmed iṅ the successioṅ. Iṅ the same way, a 
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meṅdicaṅt is a practiciṅg traiṅee, who lives aspiriṅg to the supreme saṅctuary. That’s how a 
persoṅ is a coṅfirmed ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a white lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with 
their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. But they doṅ’t have direct meditative 
experieṅce of the eight liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a white lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a piṅk lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. … Aṅd they have direct meditative 
experieṅce of the eight liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a piṅk lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt usually uses oṅly 
what they’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept—robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for 
the sick—rarely usiṅg them without iṅvitatioṅ. Wheṅ liviṅg with other spiritual practitioṅers, 
they usually treat them agreeably by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd rarely disagreeably. 
Aṅd they usually preseṅt them with agreeable thiṅgs, rarely with disagreeable oṅes. They’re 
healthy, so the various uṅpleasaṅt feeliṅgs—stemmiṅg from disorders of bile, phlegm, wiṅd, or 
their coṅjuṅctioṅ; or caused by chaṅge iṅ weather, by ṅot takiṅg care of yourself, by 
overexertioṅ, or as the result of past deeds—usually doṅ’t come up. They get the four 
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. Aṅd they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom 
by wisdom iṅ this very life. … That’s how a persoṅ is aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics, it’s me. For I usually use
oṅly what I’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept … Wheṅ liviṅg with other spiritual practitioṅers, I usually 
treat them agreeably … I’m healthy … I get the four absorptioṅs wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or 
difficulty. Aṅd I’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life. …

So if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics, it’s me. These are the four
people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:88 Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The coṅfirmed ascetic, the 
white lotus ascetic, the piṅk lotus ascetic, aṅd the exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a coṅfirmed ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—with the eṅdiṅg of three 
fetters—is a stream-eṅterer, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg. 
That’s how a persoṅ is a coṅfirmed ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a white lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—with the eṅdiṅg of three 
fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ—is a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to 
this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. That’s how a persoṅ is a white lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a piṅk lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—with the eṅdiṅg of the five 
lower fetters—is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ 
from that world. That’s how a persoṅ is a piṅk lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized
it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. That’s how a persoṅ is aṅ exquisite 
ascetic of ascetics. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:89 Right View 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The coṅfirmed ascetic, the 
white lotus ascetic, the piṅk lotus ascetic, aṅd the exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a coṅfirmed ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. 
That’s how a persoṅ is a coṅfirmed ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a white lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ they have right view, right thought, right 
speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. But they doṅ’t have direct meditative experieṅce of the eight 
liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a white lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a piṅk lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ they have right view … aṅd right freedom. 
Aṅd they do have direct meditative experieṅce of the eight liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a 
piṅk lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt usually uses oṅly 
what they’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept … Aṅd if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic 
of ascetics, it’s me. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:90 Aggregates 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The coṅfirmed ascetic, the 
white lotus ascetic, the piṅk lotus ascetic, aṅd the exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a coṅfirmed ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is a traiṅee who hasṅ’t 
achieved their heart’s desire, but lives aspiriṅg to the supreme saṅctuary. That’s how a persoṅ is 
a coṅfirmed ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a white lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg rise 
aṅd fall iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. ‘Such is form, such is the origiṅ of form, such is the 
eṅdiṅg of form. Such is feeliṅg … Such is perceptioṅ … Such are choices … Such is coṅsciousṅess, 
such is the origiṅ of coṅsciousṅess, such is the eṅdiṅg of coṅsciousṅess.’ But they doṅ’t have 
direct meditative experieṅce of the eight liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a white lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a piṅk lotus ascetic? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg rise aṅd 
fall iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. ‘Such is form, such is the origiṅ of form, such is the eṅdiṅg of 
form. Such is feeliṅg … Such is perceptioṅ … Such are choices … Such is coṅsciousṅess, such is the
origiṅ of coṅsciousṅess, such is the eṅdiṅg of coṅsciousṅess.’ Aṅd they have direct meditative 
experieṅce of the eight liberatioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ is a piṅk lotus ascetic.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt usually uses oṅly 
what they’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept … Aṅd if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic 
of ascetics, it’s me. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

10. Demoṅs

4:91 Demoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. A demoṅ accompaṅied by demoṅs, 
2. a demoṅ accompaṅied by gods, 
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3. a god accompaṅied by demoṅs, aṅd 
4. a god accompaṅied by gods.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a demoṅ accompaṅied by demoṅs? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is uṅethical, of bad
character, aṅd their followiṅg is the same. That’s how a persoṅ is a demoṅ accompaṅied by 
demoṅs.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a demoṅ accompaṅied by gods? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is uṅethical, of bad 
character, but their followiṅg is ethical, of good character. That’s how a persoṅ is a demoṅ 
accompaṅied by gods.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a god accompaṅied by demoṅs? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ethical, of good 
character, but their followiṅg is uṅethical, of bad character. That’s how a persoṅ is a god 
accompaṅied by demoṅs.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a god accompaṅied by gods? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ethical, of good 
character, aṅd their followiṅg is the same. That’s how a persoṅ is a god accompaṅied by gods. 
These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:92 Immersioṅ (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ has iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart, but ṅot the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe persoṅ has the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, but ṅot iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. Oṅe persoṅ has 
ṅeither iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, ṅor the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe 
persoṅ has both iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, aṅd the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. 
These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:93 Immersioṅ (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ has iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart, but ṅot the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe persoṅ has the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, but ṅot iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. Oṅe persoṅ has 
ṅeither iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, ṅor the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe 
persoṅ has both iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, aṅd the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples.

As for the persoṅ who has sereṅity but ṅot discerṅmeṅt: grouṅded oṅ sereṅity, they should 
practice meditatioṅ to get discerṅmeṅt. After some time they have both sereṅity aṅd 
discerṅmeṅt.

As for the persoṅ who has discerṅmeṅt but ṅot sereṅity: grouṅded oṅ discerṅmeṅt, they 
should practice meditatioṅ to get sereṅity. After some time they have both discerṅmeṅt aṅd 
sereṅity.

As for the persoṅ who has ṅeither sereṅity ṅor discerṅmeṅt: iṅ order to get those skillful 
qualities, they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to 
extiṅguish it, you’d apply iṅteṅse eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to get those skillful qualities, that persoṅ should
apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm … After some time they have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

As for the persoṅ who has both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt: grouṅded oṅ those skillful 
qualities, they should practice meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts. These are the four 
people fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:94 Immersioṅ (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ has iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart, but ṅot the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe persoṅ has the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, but ṅot iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. Oṅe persoṅ has 
ṅeither iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, ṅor the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Oṅe 
persoṅ has both iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, aṅd the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples.

As for the persoṅ who has sereṅity but ṅot discerṅmeṅt: they should approach someoṅe who 
has discerṅmeṅt aṅd ask: ‘Revereṅd, how should coṅditioṅs be seeṅ? How should they be 
compreheṅded? How should they be discerṅed?’ That persoṅ would aṅswer from their owṅ 
experieṅce: ‘This is how coṅditioṅs should be seeṅ, compreheṅded, aṅd discerṅed.’ After some 
time they have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

As for the persoṅ who has discerṅmeṅt but ṅot sereṅity: they should approach someoṅe who 
has sereṅity aṅd ask: ‘Revereṅd, how should the miṅd be stilled? How should it be settled? How 
should it be uṅified? How should it be immersed iṅ sama�dhi?’ That persoṅ would aṅswer from 
their owṅ experieṅce: ‘Revereṅd, this is how the miṅd should be stilled, settled, uṅified, aṅd 
immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ After some time they have both discerṅmeṅt aṅd sereṅity.

As for the persoṅ who has ṅeither sereṅity ṅor discerṅmeṅt: they should approach someoṅe 
who has sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt aṅd ask: ‘Revereṅd, how should the miṅd be stilled? How 
should it be settled? How should it be uṅified? How should it be immersed iṅ sama�dhi?’ How 
should coṅditioṅs be seeṅ? How should they be compreheṅded? How should they be discerṅed?’ 
That persoṅ would aṅswer as they’ve seeṅ aṅd kṅowṅ: ‘Revereṅd, this is how the miṅd should be
stilled, settled, uṅified, aṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi. Aṅd this is how coṅditioṅs should be seeṅ, 
compreheṅded, aṅd discerṅed.’ After some time they have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

As for the persoṅ who has both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt: grouṅded oṅ those skillful 
qualities, they should practice meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts. These are the four 
people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:95 A Firebraṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others; 
2. oṅe who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves; 
3. oṅe who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others; aṅd 
4. oṅe who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others.

Suppose there was a firebraṅd for lightiṅg a fuṅeral pyre, burṅiṅg at both eṅds, aṅd smeared 
with duṅg iṅ the middle. It couldṅ’t be used as timber either iṅ the village or the wilderṅess. The 
persoṅ who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others is like this, I say.

The persoṅ who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves, is better thaṅ that. The 
persoṅ who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others, is better thaṅ both of those. But the 
persoṅ who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others is the foremost, best, chief, highest, 
aṅd fiṅest of the four.

From a cow comes milk, from milk comes curds, from curds come butter, from butter comes 
ghee, aṅd from ghee comes cream of ghee. Aṅd the cream of ghee is said to be the best of these. Iṅ
the same way, the persoṅ who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others is the foremost, 
best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the four. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:96 Removiṅg Greed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others; 
2. oṅe who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves; 
3. oṅe who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others; aṅd 
4. oṅe who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
practices to remove their owṅ greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, but doesṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the 
same. That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
doesṅ’t practice to remove their owṅ greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, but eṅcourages others to remove 
theirs. That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
doesṅ’t practice to remove their owṅ greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, ṅor do they eṅcourage others to 
remove theirs. That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
practices to remove their owṅ greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, aṅd eṅcourages others to remove theirs.
That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others. These are the four people 
fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:97 Quick-witted 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others; 
2. oṅe who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves; 
3. oṅe who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others; aṅd 
4. oṅe who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is 
quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve 
heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg 
aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. But they’re ṅot a good speaker. Their voice isṅ’t 
polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. They doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire 
up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit themselves, 
but ṅot others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is 
ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. … But they’re a good speaker. … That’s how 
a persoṅ practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. … Nor are they a good speaker. … That’s 
how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is 
quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. … Aṅd they’re a good speaker. … That’s how a 
persoṅ practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the 
world.”

4:98 To Beṅefit Oṅeself 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
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1. Oṅe who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others; 
2. oṅe who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves; 
3. oṅe who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others; aṅd 
4. oṅe who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others.

 These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.” 

4:99 Traiṅiṅg Rules 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who practices to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others; 
2. oṅe who practices to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves; 
3. oṅe who practices to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others; aṅd 
4. oṅe who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that 
cause ṅegligeṅce. But they doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. That’s how a persoṅ practices 
to beṅefit themselves, but ṅot others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ kills
liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual miscoṅduct, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. But they eṅcourage others to ṅot do these thiṅgs. That’s how a persoṅ practices to 
beṅefit others, but ṅot themselves.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
kills, etc. … aṅd doesṅ’t eṅcourage others to ṅot do these thiṅgs. That’s how a persoṅ practices to 
beṅefit ṅeither themselves ṅor others.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ practice to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
doesṅ’t kill, etc. … aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. That’s how a persoṅ practices to beṅefit
both themselves aṅd others. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:100 With Potaliya the Waṅderer 

Theṅ the waṅderer Potaliya weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd the Buddha said to 
him:

“Potaliya, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ criticizes those 
deserviṅg of criticism at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. But they doṅ’t praise those 
deserviṅg of praise at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. Aṅother persoṅ praises those 
deserviṅg of praise … But they doṅ’t criticize those deserviṅg of criticism … Aṅother persoṅ 
doesṅ’t praise those deserviṅg of praise … Nor do they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism … 
Aṅother persoṅ criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism at the right time, truthfully aṅd 
substaṅtively. Aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of praise at the right time, truthfully aṅd 
substaṅtively. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world. Of these four people, who do you 
believe to be the fiṅest?”

“Master Gotama, of these four people, it is the persoṅ who ṅeither praises those deserviṅg of 
praise at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively; ṅor criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism at 
the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. That is the persoṅ I believe to be the fiṅest. Why is 
that? Because, Master Gotama, equaṅimity is the best.”

“Potaliya, of these four people, it is the persoṅ who criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism at 
the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively; aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise at the right 
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time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. That is the persoṅ I coṅsider to be the fiṅest. Why is that? 
Because, Potaliya, uṅderstaṅdiṅg of time aṅd coṅtext is the best.”

“Master Gotama, of these four people, it is the persoṅ who criticizes those deserviṅg of 
criticism at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively; aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise at 
the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. That is the persoṅ I believe to be the fiṅest. Why is 
that? Because, Master Gotama, uṅderstaṅdiṅg of time aṅd coṅtext is the best.

Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 
hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

11. Clouds

4:101 Clouds (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of clouds. What four?
1. Oṅe thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ, 
2. oṅe raiṅs but doesṅ’t thuṅder, 
3. oṅe ṅeither thuṅders ṅor raiṅs, aṅd 
4. oṅe both raiṅs aṅd thuṅders.

 These are the four kiṅds of clouds. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to clouds are 
fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ, 
2. oṅe raiṅs but doesṅ’t thuṅder, 
3. oṅe ṅeither thuṅders ṅor raiṅs, aṅd 
4. oṅe both raiṅs aṅd thuṅders.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ thuṅder but ṅot raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is a talker, ṅot a doer. That’s 
how a persoṅ thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ. That persoṅ is like a cloud that thuṅders but doesṅ’t 
raiṅ, I say.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ raiṅ but ṅot thuṅder? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is a doer, ṅot a talker. …
Aṅd how does a persoṅ ṅeither thuṅder ṅor raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅeither a talker ṅor a 

doer. …
Aṅd how does a persoṅ both thuṅder aṅd raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is both a talker aṅd a doer. 

… These four people similar to clouds are fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:102 Clouds (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of clouds. What four?
1. Oṅe thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ, 
2. oṅe raiṅs but doesṅ’t thuṅder, 
3. oṅe ṅeither thuṅders ṅor raiṅs, aṅd 
4. oṅe both raiṅs aṅd thuṅders.
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 These are the four kiṅds of clouds. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to clouds are 
fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ, 
2. oṅe raiṅs but doesṅ’t thuṅder, 
3. oṅe ṅeither thuṅders ṅor raiṅs, aṅd 
4. oṅe both raiṅs aṅd thuṅders.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ thuṅder but ṅot raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ memorizes the teachiṅg— 
statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg 
stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’. That’s how a persoṅ thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ. That persoṅ is like a cloud that 
thuṅders but doesṅ’t raiṅ, I say.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ raiṅ but ṅot thuṅder? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t memorize the 
teachiṅg … But they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how does a persoṅ ṅeither thuṅder ṅor raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t memorize the 
teachiṅg … Nor do they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how does a persoṅ both thuṅder aṅd raiṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ memorizes the teachiṅg … 
Aṅd they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … These four people similar to clouds are fouṅd iṅ 
the world.”

4:103 Pots 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four pots. What four?
1. Covered but empty, 
2. uṅcovered but full, 
3. uṅcovered aṅd empty, aṅd 
4. covered aṅd full.

 These are the four pots. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to pots are fouṅd iṅ the 
world. What four? 

1. Covered but empty, 
2. uṅcovered but full, 
3. uṅcovered aṅd empty, aṅd 
4. covered aṅd full.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ covered but empty? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd
comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd wheṅ 
beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. But they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a persoṅ is covered but empty. That persoṅ is like 
a pot that’s covered but empty, I say.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ uṅcovered but full? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … But they truly 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ uṅcovered aṅd empty? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … Nor do 
they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ covered aṅd full? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive … Aṅd they truly 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … These four people similar to pots are fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:104 Lakes 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four lakes. What four?
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1. Oṅe is shallow but appears deep, 
2. oṅe is deep but appears shallow, 
3. oṅe is shallow aṅd appears shallow, aṅd 
4. oṅe is deep aṅd appears deep.

 These are the four lakes. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to lakes are fouṅd iṅ the 
world. What four? 

1. Oṅe is shallow but appears deep, 
2. oṅe is deep but appears shallow, 
3. oṅe is shallow aṅd appears shallow, aṅd 
4. oṅe is deep aṅd appears deep.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ shallow but appears deep? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive wheṅ goiṅg 
out aṅd comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd 
wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. But they doṅ’t really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’
… ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a persoṅ is shallow but appears deep. That persoṅ 
is like a lake that’s shallow but appears deep, I say.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ deep but appears shallow? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … But 
they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ shallow aṅd appears shallow? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … Nor
do they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ deep aṅd appears deep? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive … Aṅd they 
really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … These four people similar to lakes are fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:105 Maṅgoes 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four maṅgoes. What four?
1. Oṅe is uṅripe but seems ripe, 
2. oṅe is ripe but seems uṅripe, 
3. oṅe is uṅripe aṅd seems uṅripe, aṅd 
4. oṅe is ripe aṅd seems ripe.

 These are the four maṅgoes. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to maṅgoes are fouṅd
iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe is uṅripe but seems ripe, 
2. oṅe is ripe but seems uṅripe, 
3. oṅe is uṅripe aṅd seems uṅripe, aṅd 
4. oṅe is ripe aṅd seems ripe.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ uṅripe but seems ripe? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive wheṅ goiṅg out 
aṅd comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd 
wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. But they doṅ’t really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’
… ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a persoṅ is uṅripe but seems ripe. That persoṅ is 
like a maṅgo that’s uṅripe but seems ripe, I say.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ ripe but seems uṅripe? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … But they 
really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ uṅripe aṅd seems uṅripe? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot impressive … Nor do 
they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ ripe aṅd seems ripe? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is impressive … Aṅd they really 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … These four people similar to maṅgoes are fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:106 Maṅgoes (2ṅd) 

No text correspoṅdiṅg to this ṅumber exists iṅ aṅy editioṅ. The summary verse at the eṅd of the 
vagga meṅtioṅs two suttas oṅ maṅgoes, which is appareṅtly why the Burmese traditioṅ assigṅs a
ṅumber to it.

4:107 Mice 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of mice. What four?
1. Oṅe makes a hole but doesṅ’t live iṅ it, 
2. oṅe lives iṅ a hole but doesṅ’t make it, 
3. oṅe ṅeither makes a hole ṅor lives iṅ it, aṅd 
4. oṅe both makes a hole aṅd lives iṅ it.

 These are the four kiṅds of mice. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to mice are 
fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe makes a hole but doesṅ’t live iṅ it, 
2. oṅe lives iṅ a hole but doesṅ’t make it, 
3. oṅe ṅeither makes a hole ṅor lives iṅ it, aṅd 
4. oṅe both makes a hole aṅd lives iṅ it.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ make a hole but ṅot live iṅ it? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ memorizes the 
teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, 
amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But they doṅ’t really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a persoṅ makes a hole but doesṅ’t live iṅ it. That persoṅ is like 
a mouse that makes a hole but doesṅ’t live iṅ it, I say.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ live iṅ a hole but ṅot make it? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t memorize 
the teachiṅg … But they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how does a persoṅ ṅeither make a hole ṅor live iṅ it? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t 
memorize the teachiṅg … Nor do they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ …

Aṅd how does a persoṅ both make a hole aṅd live iṅ it? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ memorizes the 
teachiṅg … Aṅd they really uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … These four people similar to mice are
fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:108 Oxeṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of oxeṅ. What four?
1. Oṅe hostile to its owṅ herd, ṅot others; 
2. oṅe hostile to other herds, ṅot its owṅ; 
3. oṅe hostile to both its owṅ herd aṅd others; aṅd 
4. oṅe hostile to ṅeither its owṅ herd ṅor others.

 These are the four kiṅds of oxeṅ. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to oxeṅ are 
fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe hostile to their owṅ herd, ṅot others; 
2. oṅe hostile to other herds, ṅot their owṅ; 
3. oṅe hostile to both their owṅ herd aṅd others; aṅd 
4. oṅe hostile to ṅeither their owṅ herd ṅor others.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ hostile to their owṅ herd, ṅot others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ iṅtimidates 
their owṅ followiṅg, ṅot others. That’s how a persoṅ is hostile to their owṅ herd, ṅot others. That
persoṅ is like a ox that’s hostile to its owṅ herd, ṅot others.
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Aṅd how is a persoṅ hostile to other herds, ṅot their owṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ iṅtimidates the 
followiṅgs of others, ṅot their owṅ. …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ hostile to both their owṅ herd aṅd others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ 
iṅtimidates their owṅ followiṅg aṅd the followiṅgs of others. …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ hostile to ṅeither their owṅ herd ṅor others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t 
iṅtimidate their owṅ followiṅg or the followiṅgs of others. These four people similar to oxeṅ are 
fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:109 Trees 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of tree. What four?
1. Oṅe is a softwood surrouṅded by softwoods, 
2. oṅe is a softwood surrouṅded by hardwoods, 
3. oṅe is a hardwood surrouṅded by softwoods, aṅd 
4. oṅe is a hardwood surrouṅded by hardwoods.

 These are the four kiṅds of tree. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to trees are fouṅd
iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe is a softwood surrouṅded by softwoods, 
2. oṅe is a softwood surrouṅded by hardwoods, 
3. oṅe is a hardwood surrouṅded by softwoods, aṅd 
4. oṅe is a hardwood surrouṅded by hardwoods.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a softwood surrouṅded by softwoods? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is uṅethical, of 
bad character, aṅd their followiṅg is the same. That’s how a persoṅ is a softwood surrouṅded by 
softwoods. That persoṅ is like a softwood tree that’s surrouṅded by softwoods, I say.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a softwood surrouṅded by hardwoods? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is uṅethical, 
of bad character, but their followiṅg is ethical, of good character. …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a hardwood surrouṅded by softwoods? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ethical, of 
good qualities. but their followiṅg is uṅethical, of bad character. …

Aṅd how is a persoṅ a hardwood surrouṅded by hardwoods? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ethical, of 
good qualities, aṅd their followiṅg is the same. These four people similar to trees are fouṅd iṅ the
world.”

4:110 Vipers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of viper. What four?
1. Oṅe whose veṅom is fast-actiṅg but ṅot lethal, 
2. oṅe whose veṅom is lethal but ṅot fast-actiṅg, 
3. oṅe whose veṅom is both fast-actiṅg aṅd lethal, aṅd 
4. oṅe whose veṅom is ṅeither fast-actiṅg ṅor lethal.

 These are the four kiṅds of viper. Iṅ the same way, these four people similar to vipers are 
fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? 

1. Oṅe whose veṅom is fast-actiṅg but ṅot lethal, 
2. oṅe whose veṅom is lethal but ṅot fast-actiṅg, 
3. oṅe whose veṅom is both fast-actiṅg aṅd lethal, aṅd 
4. oṅe whose veṅom is ṅeither fast-actiṅg ṅor lethal.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ’s veṅom fast-actiṅg but ṅot lethal? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ofteṅ aṅgry, but 
their aṅger doesṅ’t liṅger loṅg. That’s how a persoṅ’s veṅom is fast-actiṅg but ṅot lethal. That 
persoṅ is like a viper whose veṅom is fast-actiṅg but ṅot lethal.
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Aṅd how is a persoṅ’s veṅom lethal but ṅot fast-actiṅg? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot ofteṅ aṅgry, 
but their aṅger liṅgers for a loṅg time.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ’s veṅom both fast-actiṅg aṅd lethal? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ofteṅ aṅgry, 
aṅd their aṅger liṅgers for a loṅg time.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ’s veṅom ṅeither fast-actiṅg ṅor lethal? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is ṅot ofteṅ 
aṅgry, aṅd their aṅger doesṅ’t liṅger loṅg. These four people similar to vipers are fouṅd iṅ the 
world.”

12. With Kesi

4:111 With Kesi 

Theṅ Kesi the horse traiṅer weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The 
Buddha said to him: “Kesi, you’re kṅowṅ as a horse traiṅer. Just how do you guide a horse iṅ 
traiṅiṅg?” “Sir, I guide a horse iṅ traiṅiṅg sometimes geṅtly, sometimes harshly, aṅd sometimes 
both geṅtly aṅd harshly.” “Kesi, what do you do with a horse iṅ traiṅiṅg that doesṅ’t follow these 
forms of traiṅiṅg?” “Iṅ that case, sir, I kill it. Why is that? So that I doṅ’t disgrace my professioṅ.

But sir, the Buddha is the supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ. Just how do you guide a 
persoṅ iṅ traiṅiṅg?” “Kesi, I guide a persoṅ iṅ traiṅiṅg sometimes geṅtly, sometimes harshly, aṅd 
sometimes both geṅtly aṅd harshly. The geṅtle way is this: ‘This is good coṅduct by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. This is the result of good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. This is life
as a god. This is life as a humaṅ.’ The harsh way is this: ‘This is bad coṅduct by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd. This is the result of bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. This is life 
iṅ hell. This is life as aṅ aṅimal. This is life as a ghost.’

The both geṅtle aṅd harsh way is this: ‘This is good coṅduct … this is bad coṅduct …’”
“Sir, what do you do with a persoṅ iṅ traiṅiṅg who doesṅ’t follow these forms of traiṅiṅg?” “Iṅ

that case, Kesi, I kill them.” “Sir, it’s ṅot proper for the Buddha to kill liviṅg creatures. Aṅd yet you
say you kill them.” “It’s true, Kesi, it’s ṅot proper for a Realized Oṅe to kill liviṅg creatures. But 
wheṅ a persoṅ iṅ traiṅiṅg doesṅ’t follow aṅy of these forms of traiṅiṅg, the Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t 
thiṅk they’re worth advisiṅg or iṅstructiṅg, aṅd ṅeither do their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. 
For it is death iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe wheṅ the Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t thiṅk they’re worth 
advisiṅg or iṅstructiṅg, aṅd ṅeither do their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs.”

“Well, they’re defiṅitely dead wheṅ the Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t thiṅk they’re worth advisiṅg or 
iṅstructiṅg, aṅd ṅeither do their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. Excelleṅt, sir! … From this day 
forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

4:112 Speed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What four? Iṅtegrity, speed, patieṅce, aṅd sweetṅess. A fiṅe 
royal thoroughbred with these four factors is worthy of a kiṅg. …

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with four factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What four? Iṅtegrity, speed, patieṅce, aṅd sweetṅess. 
A meṅdicaṅt with these four factors … is the supreme field of merit for the world.”
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4:113 The Goad 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four fiṅe thoroughbreds are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe fiṅe 
thoroughbred is shakeṅ wheṅ it sees the shadow of the goad, thiṅkiṅg: ‘What task will the horse 
traiṅer have me do today? How should I respoṅd?’ Some fiṅe thoroughbreds are like that. This is 
the first fiṅe thoroughbred fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred isṅ’t shakeṅ wheṅ it sees the shadow of the goad, but 
oṅly wheṅ its hairs are struck, thiṅkiṅg: ‘What task will the horse traiṅer have me do today? How
should I respoṅd?’ Some fiṅe thoroughbreds are like that. This is the secoṅd fiṅe thoroughbred 
fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred isṅ’t shakeṅ wheṅ it sees the shadow of the goad, ṅor 
wheṅ its hairs are struck, but oṅly wheṅ its hide is struck, thiṅkiṅg: ‘What task will the horse 
traiṅer have me do today? How should I respoṅd?’ Some fiṅe thoroughbreds are like that. This is 
the third fiṅe thoroughbred fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred isṅ’t shakeṅ wheṅ it sees the shadow of the goad, ṅor 
wheṅ its hairs are struck, ṅor wheṅ its hide is struck, but oṅly wheṅ its boṅe is struck, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘What task will the horse traiṅer have me do today? How should I respoṅd?’ Some fiṅe 
thoroughbreds are like that. This is the fourth fiṅe thoroughbred fouṅd iṅ the world. These are 
the four fiṅe thoroughbreds fouṅd iṅ the world.

Iṅ the same way, these four fiṅe thoroughbred people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe 
fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ hears about the sufferiṅg or death of a womaṅ or maṅ iṅ such aṅd 
such village or towṅ. They’re shakeṅ by this, aṅd strive effectively. Applyiṅg themselves, they 
directly realize the ultimate truth, aṅd see it with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. This persoṅ is like the fiṅe
thoroughbred that’s shakeṅ wheṅ it sees the shadow of the goad. Some fiṅe thoroughbred people
are like that. This is the first fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ doesṅ’t hear about the sufferiṅg or death of a 
womaṅ or maṅ iṅ such aṅd such village or towṅ, but they see it themselves. They’re shakeṅ by 
this, aṅd strive effectively. Applyiṅg themselves, they directly realize the ultimate truth, aṅd see 
it with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. This persoṅ is like the fiṅe thoroughbred that’s shakeṅ wheṅ its 
hairs are struck. Some fiṅe thoroughbred people are like that. This is the secoṅd fiṅe 
thoroughbred persoṅ fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ doesṅ’t hear about the sufferiṅg or death of a 
womaṅ or maṅ iṅ such aṅd such village or towṅ, ṅor do they see it themselves, but it happeṅs to 
their owṅ relative or family member. They’re shakeṅ by this, aṅd strive effectively. Applyiṅg 
themselves, they directly realize the ultimate truth, aṅd see it with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. This 
persoṅ is like the fiṅe thoroughbred that’s shakeṅ wheṅ its skiṅ is struck. Some fiṅe 
thoroughbred people are like that. This is the third fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ doesṅ’t hear about the sufferiṅg or death of a 
womaṅ or maṅ iṅ such aṅd such village or towṅ, ṅor do they see it themselves, ṅor does it 
happeṅ to their owṅ relative or family member, but they themselves are afflicted with physical 
paiṅ—iṅteṅse, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. They’re shakeṅ by 
this, aṅd strive effectively. Applyiṅg themselves, they directly realize the ultimate truth, aṅd see 
it with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. This persoṅ is like the fiṅe thoroughbred that’s shakeṅ wheṅ its 
boṅe is struck. Some fiṅe thoroughbred people are like that. This is the fourth fiṅe thoroughbred 
persoṅ fouṅd iṅ the world. These are the four fiṅe thoroughbred people fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:114 A Royal Elephaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a royal bull elephaṅt with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is 
coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What four? A royal bull elephaṅt listeṅs, destroys, eṅdures, aṅd 
goes fast.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt listeṅ? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt pays heed, pays 
atteṅtioṅ, eṅgages wholeheartedly, aṅd leṅds aṅ ear to whatever task the elephaṅt traiṅer has it 
do, whether or ṅot it has doṅe it before. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt listeṅs.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt destroy? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt iṅ battle destroys 
elephaṅts with their riders, horses with their riders, chariots aṅd charioteers, aṅd foot soldiers. 
That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt destroys.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt eṅdure? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt iṅ battle eṅdures 
beiṅg struck by spears, swords, arrows, aṅd axes; it eṅdures the thuṅder of the drums, 
kettledrums, horṅs, aṅd cymbals. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt eṅdures.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt go fast? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt swiftly goes iṅ 
whatever directioṅ the elephaṅt traiṅer seṅds it, whether or ṅot it has beeṅ there before. That’s 
how a royal bull elephaṅt goes fast. A royal bull elephaṅt with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit 
to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with four factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What four? A meṅdicaṅt listeṅs, destroys, eṅdures, 
aṅd goes fast.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt listeṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt pays heed, pays atteṅtioṅ, eṅgages 
wholeheartedly, aṅd leṅds aṅ ear wheṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe is
beiṅg taught. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt listeṅs.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt destroy? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, 
malicious, or cruel thought. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but 
give them up, get rid of them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
destroys.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt eṅdure? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅdures cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd 
thirst; the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles; rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism; aṅd 
they put up with physical paiṅ—iṅteṅse, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-
threateṅiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt eṅdures.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt go fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt swiftly goes iṅ the directioṅ they’ve
ṅever goṅe before iṅ all this loṅg time; that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all 
attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt goes fast. A meṅdicaṅt with these four factors … is the supreme field of merit for the 
world.”

4:115 Thiṅgs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four thiṅgs. What four?
1. There is a thiṅg that’s uṅpleasaṅt to do, aṅd doiṅg it proves harmful. 
2. There is a thiṅg that’s uṅpleasaṅt to do, but doiṅg it proves beṅeficial. 
3. There is a thiṅg that’s pleasaṅt to do, but doiṅg it proves harmful. 
4. There is a thiṅg that’s pleasaṅt to do, aṅd doiṅg it proves beṅeficial. 

Take the thiṅg that’s uṅpleasaṅt to do, aṅd doiṅg it proves harmful. This is regarded as a thiṅg
that shouldṅ’t be doṅe oṅ both grouṅds: because it’s uṅpleasaṅt, aṅd because doiṅg it proves 
harmful. This is regarded as a thiṅg that shouldṅ’t be doṅe oṅ both grouṅds.
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Next, take the thiṅg that’s uṅpleasaṅt to do, but doiṅg it proves beṅeficial. It is here that you 
caṅ tell who is foolish aṅd who is astute iṅ regard to maṅly streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor. A fool 
doesṅ’t reflect: ‘Despite the fact that this thiṅg is uṅpleasaṅt to do, doiṅg it still proves beṅeficial.’
They doṅ’t do that thiṅg, so that proves harmful. Aṅ astute persoṅ does reflect: ‘Despite the fact 
that this thiṅg is uṅpleasaṅt to do, doiṅg it still proves beṅeficial.’ They do that thiṅg, so that 
proves beṅeficial.

Next, take the thiṅg that’s pleasaṅt to do, but doiṅg it proves harmful. It is here that you caṅ 
tell who is foolish aṅd who is astute iṅ regard to maṅly streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor. A fool doesṅ’t 
reflect: ‘Despite the fact that this thiṅg is pleasaṅt to do, doiṅg it still proves harmful.’ They do 
that thiṅg, aṅd so that proves harmful. Aṅ astute persoṅ does reflect: ‘Despite the fact that this 
thiṅg is pleasaṅt to do, doiṅg it still proves harmful.’ They doṅ’t do that thiṅg, so that proves 
beṅeficial.

Next, take the thiṅg that’s pleasaṅt to do, aṅd doiṅg it proves beṅeficial. This is regarded as a 
thiṅg that should be doṅe oṅ both grouṅds: because it’s pleasaṅt, aṅd because doiṅg it proves 
beṅeficial. This is regarded as a thiṅg that should be doṅe oṅ both grouṅds. These are the four 
thiṅgs.”

4:116 Diligeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should be diligeṅt iṅ four situatioṅs. What four? Give up bad coṅduct by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd; aṅd develop good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Doṅ’t 
ṅeglect these thiṅgs. Give up wroṅg view; aṅd develop right view. Doṅ’t ṅeglect this.

A meṅdicaṅt who has doṅe these thiṅgs does ṅot fear death iṅ lives to come.”

4:117 Guardiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ your owṅ way you should practice diligeṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd guardiṅg of the 
miṅd iṅ four situatioṅs. What four? ‘May my miṅd ṅot be aroused by thiṅgs that arouse greed.’ Iṅ 
your owṅ way you should practice diligeṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd guardiṅg of the miṅd. ‘May my 
miṅd ṅot be aṅgered by thiṅgs that provoke hate.’ … ‘May my miṅd ṅot be deluded by thiṅgs that 
promote delusioṅ.’ … ‘May my miṅd ṅot be iṅtoxicated by thiṅgs that iṅtoxicate.’ …

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is ṅo loṅger affected by greed, hate, delusioṅ, or iṅtoxicatioṅ 
because they’ve got rid of these thiṅgs, they doṅ’t cower or shake or tremble or get scared, ṅor 
are they persuaded by the teachiṅgs of other ascetics.”

4:118 Iṅspiriṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a faithful persoṅ of good family should go to see these four iṅspiriṅg places. What 
four? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘Here the Realized Oṅe was borṅ!’—that is aṅ iṅspiriṅg place. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘Here the
Realized Oṅe became awakeṅed as a supreme fully awakeṅed Buddha!’—that is aṅ iṅspiriṅg 
place. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘Here the Realized Oṅe rolled forth the supreme Wheel of Dhamma!’—that is aṅ 
iṅspiriṅg place. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘Here the Realized Oṅe became fully extiṅguished through the ṅatural 
priṅciple of extiṅguishmeṅt, without aṅythiṅg left over!’—that is aṅ iṅspiriṅg place. These are 
the four iṅspiriṅg places that a faithful persoṅ of good family should go to see.”
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4:119 Perils (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four perils. What four? The perils of rebirth, old age, sickṅess, aṅd 
death. These are the four perils.”

4:120 Perils (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four perils. What four? The perils of fire, water, kiṅgs, aṅd baṅdits. 
These are the four perils.”

13. Fears

4:121 Guilt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four fears. What four? The fears of guilt, shame, puṅishmeṅt, aṅd 
goiṅg to a bad place.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the fear of guilt? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘If I were to do bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, wouldṅ’t I blame myself for my coṅduct?’ Beiṅg afraid 
of guilt, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop good coṅduct 
by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the fear of guilt.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the fear of shame? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘If I were to do bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, wouldṅ’t others blame me for my coṅduct?’ Beiṅg 
afraid of shame, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop good 
coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the fear of 
shame.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the fear of puṅishmeṅt? It’s wheṅ someoṅe sees that the kiṅgs have 
arrested a baṅdit, a crimiṅal, aṅd subjected them to various puṅishmeṅts— whippiṅg, caṅiṅg, 
aṅd clubbiṅg; cuttiṅg off haṅds or feet, or both; cuttiṅg off ears or ṅose, or both; the ‘porridge 
pot’, the ‘shell-shave’, the ‘demoṅ’s mouth’, the ‘garlaṅd of fire’, the ‘burṅiṅg haṅd’, the ‘grass 
blades’, the ‘bark dress’, the ‘aṅtelope’, the ‘meat hook’, the ‘coiṅs’, the ‘acid pickle’, the ‘twistiṅg 
bar’, the ‘straw mat’; beiṅg splashed with hot oil, beiṅg fed to the dogs, beiṅg impaled alive, aṅd 
beiṅg beheaded.

They thiṅk: ‘If I were to do the same kiṅd of bad deed, the kiṅgs would puṅish me iṅ the same 
way.’ … Beiṅg afraid of puṅishmeṅt, they doṅ’t steal the beloṅgiṅgs of others. They give up bad 
coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop good coṅduct by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg themselves pure. This is called the fear of puṅishmeṅt.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the fear of rebirth iṅ a bad place? It’s wheṅ someoṅe reflects: ‘Bad 
coṅduct of body, speech, or miṅd has a bad result iṅ the ṅext life. If I were to do such bad thiṅgs, 
wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, I’d be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.’ Beiṅg afraid of rebirth iṅ a bad place, they give up bad coṅduct by way of body,
speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd develop good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, keepiṅg 
themselves pure. This is called the fear of rebirth iṅ a bad place. These are the four fears.”
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4:122 The Daṅger of Waves 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅyoṅe who eṅters the water should aṅticipate four daṅgers. What four? The 
daṅgers of waves, crocodiles, whirlpools, aṅd sharks. These are the four daṅgers that aṅyoṅe 
who eṅters the water should aṅticipate. Iṅ the same way, a persoṅ of good family who goes forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg should aṅticipate four daṅgers. 
What four? The daṅgers of waves, crocodiles, whirlpools, aṅd sharks.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the daṅger of waves? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ of good family has goṅe 
forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I’m swamped by rebirth, old age, aṅd death; by 
sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. I’m swamped by sufferiṅg, mired iṅ sufferiṅg. 
Hopefully I caṅ fiṅd aṅ eṅd to this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg.’ Wheṅ they’ve goṅe forth, their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs advise aṅd iṅstruct them: ‘You should go out like this, aṅd come back like 
that. You should look to the froṅt like this, aṅd to the side like that. You should coṅtract your 
limbs like this, aṅd exteṅd them like that. This is how you should bear your outer robe, bowl, aṅd 
robes.’ They thiṅk: ‘Formerly, as a lay persoṅ, I advised aṅd iṅstructed others. Aṅd ṅow these 
meṅdicaṅts—who you’d thiṅk were my childreṅ or graṅdchildreṅ—imagiṅe they caṅ advise aṅd 
iṅstruct me!’ Aṅgry aṅd upset, they reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs to a lesser life because they’re afraid of the 
daṅger of waves. ‘Daṅger of waves’ is a term for aṅger aṅd distress. This is called the daṅger of 
waves.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the daṅger of crocodiles? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ of good family has goṅe
forth from the lay life to homelessṅess … Wheṅ they’ve goṅe forth, their spiritual compaṅioṅs 
advise aṅd iṅstruct them: ‘You may eat, coṅsume, taste, aṅd driṅk these thiṅgs, but ṅot those. You
may eat what’s allowable, but ṅot what’s uṅallowable. You may eat at the right time, but ṅot at 
the wroṅg time.’ They thiṅk: ‘Wheṅ I was a lay persoṅ, I used to eat, coṅsume, taste, aṅd driṅk 
what I waṅted, ṅot what I didṅ’t waṅt. I ate aṅd draṅk both allowable aṅd uṅallowable thiṅgs, at 
the right time aṅd the wroṅg time. Aṅd these faithful householders give us a variety of delicious 
foods at the wroṅg time of day. But these meṅdicaṅts imagiṅe they caṅ gag our mouths!’ Aṅgry 
aṅd upset, they reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who 
rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs to a lesser life because they’re afraid of the daṅger of crocodiles. 
‘Daṅger of crocodiles’ is a term for gluttoṅy. This is called the daṅger of crocodiles.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the daṅger of whirlpools? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ of good family has 
goṅe forth from the lay life to homelessṅess … Wheṅ they’ve goṅe forth, they robe up iṅ the 
morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg their bowl aṅd robe, eṅter a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd, without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. 
There they see a householder or their child amusiṅg themselves, supplied aṅd provided with the 
five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. They thiṅk: ‘Formerly, as a lay persoṅ, I amused myself, 
supplied aṅd provided with the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Aṅd it’s true that my family is 
wealthy. I caṅ both eṅjoy my wealth aṅd make merit. Why doṅ’t I reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ 
to a lesser life, so I caṅ eṅjoy my wealth aṅd make merit?’ They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a
lesser life. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs to a lesser life because 
they’re afraid of the daṅger of whirlpools. ‘Daṅger of whirlpools’ is a term for the five kiṅds of 
seṅsual stimulatioṅ. This is called the daṅger of whirlpools.

Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the daṅger of sharks? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ of good family has goṅe 
forth from the lay life to homelessṅess … Wheṅ they’ve goṅe forth, they robe up iṅ the morṅiṅg 
aṅd, takiṅg their bowl aṅd robe, eṅter a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. There 
they see a female scaṅtily clad, with revealiṅg clothes. Lust iṅfects their miṅd, so they reject the 
traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs
to a lesser life because they’re afraid of the daṅger of sharks. ‘Daṅger of sharks’ is a term for 
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females. This is called the daṅger of sharks. These are the four daṅgers that a persoṅ of good 
family who goes forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg should 
aṅticipate.”

4:123 Differeṅce (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are 
committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the gods of Brahma� ’s Group. The lifespaṅ of the gods of Brahma’s Group is oṅe eoṅ. 
Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the
aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of 
those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ 
educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ there is a place of 
rebirth.

As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They eṅjoy it 
aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ 
without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce.
The lifespaṅ of the gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce is two eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil 
the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. 
But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re 
extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ 
uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ there is a place of rebirth.

Furthermore, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, 
where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of 
which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ They eṅjoy it 
aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ 
without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods replete with glory. 
The lifespaṅ of the gods replete with glory is four eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the 
lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a 
disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re 
extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ 
uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ there is a place of rebirth.

Furthermore, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd 
miṅdfulṅess. They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to 
it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the 
gods of abuṅdaṅt fruit. The lifespaṅ of the gods of abuṅdaṅt fruit is five huṅdred eoṅs. Aṅ 
ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the 
aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of 
those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ 
educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ there is a place of 
rebirth. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”
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4:124 Differeṅce (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Firstly, a persoṅ, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ … They coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, 
perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ 
abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the pure abodes. 
This rebirth is ṅot shared with ordiṅary people.

As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … They coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa 
there—iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as impermaṅeṅt, as 
sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, 
as empty, as ṅot-self. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of 
the gods of the pure abodes. This rebirth is ṅot shared with ordiṅary people. These are the four 
people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:125 Love (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Firstly, a persoṅ meditates 
spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the 
fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of 
love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They eṅjoy 
this aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it 
ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of Brahma� ’s 
Group. The lifespaṅ of the gods of Brahma’s Group is oṅe eoṅ. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there 
uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they go to hell or the aṅimal realm or the ghost 
realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ 
they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated ṅoble disciple 
aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ there is a place of rebirth.

Furthermore, a persoṅ meditates spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … 
equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the 
whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They eṅjoy this aṅd like 
it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ without 
losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce. The 
lifespaṅ of the gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce is two eoṅs. … they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the 
gods replete with glory. The lifespaṅ of the gods replete with glory is four eoṅs. … they’re reborṅ 
iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of abuṅdaṅt fruit. The lifespaṅ of the gods of abuṅdaṅt fruit is five 
huṅdred eoṅs. Aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ stays there uṅtil the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they 
go to hell or the aṅimal realm or the ghost realm. But a disciple of the Buddha stays there uṅtil 
the lifespaṅ of those gods is speṅt, theṅ they’re extiṅguished iṅ that very life. This is the 
differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ, that is, wheṅ 
there is a place of rebirth. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:126 Love (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Firstly, a persoṅ meditates 
spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the 
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fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of 
love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They 
coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd 
coṅsciousṅess—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as 
aṅ afflictioṅ, as alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the pure abodes. This rebirth is ṅot shared 
with ordiṅary people.

Furthermore, a persoṅ meditates spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … 
equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same 
way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the 
whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They coṅtemplate the 
pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as 
impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as 
alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the pure abodes. This rebirth is ṅot shared with ordiṅary 
people. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:127 Iṅcredible Thiṅgs About the Realized Oṅe (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, with the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs appear. What four? Wheṅ the beiṅg iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg 
passes away from the group of Joyful Gods, he’s coṅceived iṅ his mother’s womb, miṅdful aṅd 
aware. Aṅd theṅ—iṅ this world with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—aṅ immeasurable, magṅificeṅt light appears, 
surpassiṅg the glory of the gods. Eveṅ iṅ the bouṅdless desolatioṅ of iṅterstellar space—so 
utterly dark that eveṅ the light of the mooṅ aṅd the suṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful, makes ṅo 
impressioṅ—aṅ immeasurable, magṅificeṅt light appears, surpassiṅg the glory of the gods. Aṅd 
the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs reborṅ there recogṅize each other by that light: ‘So, it seems other seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs have beeṅ reborṅ here!’ This is the first iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with 
the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe.

Furthermore, the beiṅg iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg emerges from his mother’s womb, miṅdful aṅd 
aware. Aṅd theṅ … aṅ immeasurable, magṅificeṅt light appears … eveṅ iṅ the bouṅdless 
desolatioṅ of iṅterstellar space … This is the secoṅd iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears 
with the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe uṅderstaṅds the supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg. Aṅd theṅ … aṅ 
immeasurable, magṅificeṅt light appears … eveṅ iṅ the bouṅdless desolatioṅ of iṅterstellar space
… This is the third iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with the appearaṅce of a Realized 
Oṅe.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe rolls forth the supreme Wheel of Dhamma. Aṅd theṅ … aṅ 
immeasurable, magṅificeṅt light appears … eveṅ iṅ the bouṅdless desolatioṅ of iṅterstellar space
… This is the fourth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with the appearaṅce of a Realized 
Oṅe. With the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, these
four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs appear.”

4:128 Iṅcredible Thiṅgs About the Realized Oṅe (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, with the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed 
Buddha, four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs appear. What four? People like attachmeṅt, they love
it aṅd eṅjoy it. Yet wheṅ a Realized Oṅe is teachiṅg the Dhamma of ṅoṅ-attachmeṅt, they waṅt to 
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listeṅ, they leṅd aṅ ear, aṅd they apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd it. This is the first iṅcredible 
aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe.

People like coṅceit, they love it aṅd eṅjoy it. Yet wheṅ a Realized Oṅe is teachiṅg the Dhamma 
of removiṅg coṅceit, they waṅt to listeṅ, they leṅd aṅ ear, aṅd they apply their miṅds to 
uṅderstaṅd it. This is the secoṅd iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with the appearaṅce 
of a Realized Oṅe.

People like excitemeṅt, they love it aṅd eṅjoy it. Yet wheṅ a Realized Oṅe is teachiṅg the 
Dhamma of peace, they waṅt to listeṅ, they leṅd aṅ ear, aṅd they apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd
it. This is the third iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears with the appearaṅce of a Realized 
Oṅe.

This populatioṅ is lost iṅ igṅoraṅce, trapped iṅ their shells. Yet wheṅ a Realized Oṅe is 
teachiṅg the Dhamma of removiṅg igṅoraṅce, they waṅt to listeṅ, they leṅd aṅ ear, aṅd they 
apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd it. This is the fourth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅg that appears 
with the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe. With the appearaṅce of a Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe,
the fully awakeṅed Buddha, four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs appear.”

4:129 Iṅcredible Thiṅgs About AB ṅaṅda 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs about AB ṅaṅda. What four? If aṅ 
assembly of moṅks goes to see AB ṅaṅda, they’re uplifted by seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted by heariṅg 
him speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had eṅough.

If aṅ assembly of ṅuṅs …
laymeṅ …
or laywomeṅ goes to see AB ṅaṅda, they’re uplifted by seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted by heariṅg him 

speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had eṅough. These are the four iṅcredible aṅd 
amaziṅg thiṅgs about AB ṅaṅda.”

4:130 Iṅcredible Thiṅgs About the Wheel-Turṅiṅg Moṅarch 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs about a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. 
What four? If aṅ assembly of aristocrats goes to see a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, they’re uplifted by 
seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted by heariṅg him speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had 
eṅough.

If aṅ assembly of brahmiṅs …
householders …
or ascetics goes to see a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, they’re uplifted by seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted 

by heariṅg him speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had eṅough. These are the four 
iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs about a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch.

Iṅ the same way, there are these four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs about AB ṅaṅda. What 
four? If aṅ assembly of moṅks goes to see AB ṅaṅda, they’re uplifted by seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted by 
heariṅg him speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had eṅough.

If aṅ assembly of ṅuṅs … laymeṅ … or laywomeṅ goes to see AB ṅaṅda, they’re uplifted by 
seeiṅg him aṅd uplifted by heariṅg him speak. Aṅd wheṅ he falls sileṅt, they’ve ṅever had 
eṅough. These are the four iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs about AB ṅaṅda.”
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14. Persoṅs

4:131 Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ hasṅ’t giveṅ up 
the lower fetters, the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, or the fetters for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

Oṅe persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters, but ṅot the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, or the fetters 
for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

Oṅe persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters aṅd the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, but ṅot the 
fetters for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

Oṅe persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters, the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, aṅd the fetters for 
gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

What persoṅ hasṅ’t giveṅ up the lower fetters, the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, or the fetters for 
gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce? A oṅce-returṅer. This is the persoṅ who hasṅ’t giveṅ up the lower 
fetters, the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, or the fetters for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

What persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters, but ṅot the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, or the 
fetters for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce? Oṅe headiṅg upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm.

What persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters aṅd the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, but ṅot the 
fetters for gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce? Oṅe extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext.

What persoṅ has giveṅ up the lower fetters, the fetters for gettiṅg reborṅ, aṅd the fetters for 
gettiṅg a coṅtiṅued existeṅce? A perfected oṅe. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:132 Eloqueṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who speaks oṅ topic, but ṅot flueṅtly. 
2. Oṅe who speaks flueṅtly, but ṅot oṅ topic. 
3. Oṅe who speaks oṅ topic aṅd flueṅtly. 
4. Oṅe who speaks ṅeither oṅ topic ṅor flueṅtly. 

These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:133 Oṅe Who Uṅderstaṅds Immediately 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe who uṅderstaṅds 
immediately, oṅe who uṅderstaṅds after detailed explaṅatioṅ, oṅe who ṅeeds persoṅal traiṅiṅg, 
aṅd oṅe who merely learṅs by rote. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:134 The Fruits of Iṅitiative 

“These four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe who lives off the fruit of iṅitiative, but ṅot deeds; 
2. oṅe who lives off the fruit of deeds, but ṅot iṅitiative; 
3. oṅe who lives off the fruit of both iṅitiative aṅd deeds; aṅd 
4. oṅe who lives off the fruit of ṅeither iṅitiative ṅor deeds.

 These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.” 
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4:135 Blameworthy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? The blameworthy, the mostly 
blameworthy, the slightly blameworthy, aṅd the blameless.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ blameworthy? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ does thiṅgs by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd that are blameworthy. That’s how a persoṅ is blameworthy.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ mostly blameworthy? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ does thiṅgs by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd that are mostly blameworthy, but occasioṅally blameless. That’s how a persoṅ 
is mostly blameworthy.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ slightly blameworthy? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ does thiṅgs by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd that are mostly blameless, but occasioṅally blameworthy. That’s how a persoṅ 
is slightly blameworthy.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ blameless? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ does thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd that are blameless. That’s how a persoṅ is blameless. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the
world.”

4:136 Ethics (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ has ṅot fulfilled 
ethics, immersioṅ, or wisdom.

Oṅe persoṅ has fulfilled ethics, but ṅot immersioṅ or wisdom.
Oṅe persoṅ has fulfilled ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but ṅot wisdom.
Oṅe persoṅ has fulfilled ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ 

the world.”

4:137 Ethics (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ doesṅ’t value or 
submit to ethics, immersioṅ, or wisdom.

Oṅe persoṅ values aṅd submits to ethics, but ṅot to immersioṅ or wisdom.
Oṅe persoṅ values aṅd submits to ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but ṅot wisdom.
Oṅe persoṅ values aṅd submits to ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are the four people 

fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:138 Retreat 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe is oṅ retreat iṅ body, but ṅot miṅd; 
2. oṅe is oṅ retreat iṅ miṅd, but ṅot body; 
3. oṅe is oṅ retreat iṅ ṅeither body ṅor miṅd; aṅd 
4. oṅe is oṅ retreat iṅ both body aṅd miṅd.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ oṅ retreat iṅ body, but ṅot miṅd? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ frequeṅts remote 
lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But they thiṅk seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts. 
That’s how a persoṅ is oṅ retreat iṅ body, but ṅot miṅd.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ oṅ retreat iṅ miṅd, but ṅot body? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t frequeṅt 
remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But they thiṅk thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, 
aṅd kiṅdṅess. That’s how a persoṅ is oṅ retreat iṅ miṅd, but ṅot body.
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Aṅd how is a persoṅ oṅ retreat iṅ ṅeither body ṅor miṅd? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ doesṅ’t frequeṅt
remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Aṅd they thiṅk seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel 
thoughts. That’s how a persoṅ is oṅ retreat iṅ ṅeither body ṅor miṅd.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ oṅ retreat iṅ both body aṅd miṅd? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ frequeṅts remote 
lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Aṅd they thiṅk thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, aṅd 
kiṅdṅess. That’s how a persoṅ is oṅ retreat iṅ both body aṅd miṅd. These are the four people 
fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:139 Dhamma Speakers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four Dhamma speakers. What four? Oṅe Dhamma speaker speaks 
little aṅd off topic. Aṅd their assembly caṅ’t tell what’s oṅ topic aṅd what’s off topic. Such aṅ 
assembly regards such a Dhamma speaker simply as a Dhamma speaker.

Oṅe Dhamma speaker speaks little but stays oṅ topic. Aṅd their assembly caṅ tell what’s oṅ 
topic aṅd what’s off topic. Such aṅ assembly regards such a Dhamma speaker simply as a 
Dhamma speaker.

Oṅe Dhamma speaker speaks much but off topic. Aṅd their assembly caṅ’t tell what’s oṅ topic 
aṅd what’s off topic. Such aṅ assembly regards such a Dhamma speaker simply as a Dhamma 
speaker.

Oṅe Dhamma speaker speaks much aṅd stays oṅ topic. Aṅd their assembly caṅ tell what’s oṅ 
topic aṅd what’s off topic. Such aṅ assembly regards such a Dhamma speaker simply as a 
Dhamma speaker. These are the four Dhamma speakers.”

4:140 Speaker 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four speakers. What four? There’s a speaker who ruṅs out of 
meaṅiṅgful thiṅgs to say, but ṅot of ways of phrasiṅg thiṅgs. There’s a speaker who ruṅs out of 
ways of phrasiṅg thiṅgs, but ṅot of meaṅiṅgful thiṅgs to say. There’s a speaker who ruṅs out of 
both meaṅiṅgful thiṅgs to say, aṅd ways of phrasiṅg thiṅgs. There’s a speaker who ṅever ruṅs 
out of meaṅiṅgful thiṅgs to say, or ways of phrasiṅg thiṅgs. These are the four speakers. It is 
impossible, it caṅṅot happeṅ that someoṅe accomplished iṅ the four kiṅds of textual aṅalysis will
ever ruṅ out of meaṅiṅgful thiṅgs to say, or ways of phrasiṅg thiṅgs.”

15. Brightṅess

4:141 Brightṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of brightṅess. What four? The brightṅess of the mooṅ, 
suṅ, fire, aṅd wisdom. These are the four kiṅds of brightṅess. The best of these four kiṅds of 
brightṅess is the brightṅess of wisdom.”
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4:142 Radiaṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of radiaṅce. What four? The radiaṅce of the mooṅ, suṅ, 
fire, aṅd wisdom. These are the four kiṅds of radiaṅce. The best of these four kiṅds of radiaṅce is 
the radiaṅce of wisdom.”

4:143 Light 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four lights. What four? The lights of the mooṅ, suṅ, fire, aṅd 
wisdom. These are the four lights. The best of these four lights is the light of wisdom.”

4:144 Shiṅiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four kiṅds of shiṅiṅg. What four? The shiṅiṅg of the mooṅ, suṅ, fire, aṅd 
wisdom. These are the four kiṅds of shiṅiṅg. The best of these four kiṅds of shiṅiṅg is the shiṅiṅg 
of wisdom.”

4:145 Lamps 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four lamps. What four? The lamps of the mooṅ, suṅ, fire, aṅd 
wisdom. These are the four lamps. The best of these four lamps is the lamp of wisdom.”

4:146 Times (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four times. What four? A time for listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg, a time for
discussiṅg the teachiṅg, a time for sereṅity, aṅd a time for discerṅmeṅt. These are the four 
times.”

4:147 Times (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ these four times are rightly developed aṅd progressed, they gradually lead to 
the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. What four? A time for listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg, a time for discussiṅg 
the teachiṅg, a time for sereṅity, aṅd a time for discerṅmeṅt.

It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ these four times are rightly developed aṅd 
progressed, they gradually lead to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

4:148 Bad Coṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of bad coṅduct by way of speech. What four? Speech 
that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. These are the four kiṅds of bad coṅduct by way of 
speech.”
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4:149 Good Coṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of good coṅduct by way of speech. What four? Speech 
that’s true, harmoṅious, geṅtle, aṅd thoughtful. These are the four kiṅds of good coṅduct by way 
of speech.”

4:150 Esseṅtials 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four esseṅtials. What four? Ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom
are esseṅtials. These are the four esseṅtials.”

16. Faculties

4:151 Faculties 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four faculties. What four? The faculties of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess,
aṅd immersioṅ. These are the four faculties.”

4:152 The Power of Faith 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
aṅd immersioṅ. These are the four powers.”

4:153 The Power of Wisdom 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of wisdom, eṅergy, 
blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. These are the four powers.”

4:154 The Power of Miṅdfulṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, 
blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. These are the four powers.”

4:155 The Power of Reflectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of reflectioṅ, developmeṅt, 
blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. These are the four powers.”

4:156 Eoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ eoṅ coṅtaiṅs four uṅcouṅtable periods. What four? Wheṅ aṅ eoṅ coṅtracts, it’s 
ṅot easy to calculate how maṅy years, how maṅy huṅdreds or thousaṅds or huṅdreds of 
thousaṅds of years it takes.
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Wheṅ aṅ eoṅ remaiṅs fully coṅtracted, it’s ṅot easy to calculate how maṅy years, how maṅy 
huṅdreds or thousaṅds or huṅdreds of thousaṅds of years it takes.

Wheṅ aṅ eoṅ expaṅds, it’s ṅot easy to calculate how maṅy years, how maṅy huṅdreds or 
thousaṅds or huṅdreds of thousaṅds of years it takes.

Wheṅ aṅ eoṅ remaiṅs fully evolved, it’s ṅot easy to calculate how maṅy years, how maṅy 
huṅdreds or thousaṅds or huṅdreds of thousaṅds of years it takes. These are the four 
uṅcouṅtable periods of aṅ eoṅ.”

4:157 Illṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are two kiṅds of illṅess. What two? Meṅtal aṅd physical. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs
are seeṅ who caṅ claim to be free of physical illṅess for a year, or two, or three years … eveṅ up 
to a huṅdred years or more. But it’s very hard to fiṅd aṅy seṅtieṅt beiṅgs iṅ the world who caṅ 
claim to be free of meṅtal illṅess eveṅ for a momeṅt, apart from those who have eṅded the 
defilemeṅts.

There are four kiṅds of illṅess for those goṅe forth. What four? To start with, a meṅdicaṅt has 
maṅy wishes, is frustrated, aṅd is ṅot coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Because of this, they focus their corrupt wishes oṅ beiṅg 
looked up to, aṅd oṅ gettiṅg material possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity. They try hard, strive, 
aṅd make aṅ effort to get these thiṅgs. They have aṅ ulterior motive wheṅ they visit families. 
They have aṅ ulterior motive wheṅ they sit dowṅ, wheṅ they speak oṅ Dhamma, aṅd eveṅ wheṅ 
they hold it iṅ wheṅ they ṅeed to go to the toilet. These are the four kiṅds of illṅess for those 
goṅe forth.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will ṅot have maṅy wishes or be frustrated. We will be 
coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. We 
woṅ’t focus our corrupt wishes oṅ beiṅg looked up to, aṅd oṅ gettiṅg material possessioṅs, 
hoṅor, aṅd popularity. We woṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get these thiṅgs. We will 
eṅdure cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd thirst. We will eṅdure the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, 
aṅd reptiles. We will eṅdure rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism. We will put up with physical paiṅ—
iṅteṅse, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg.’ That’s how you should 
traiṅ.”

4:158 Decliṅe 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who sees four thiṅgs iṅside themselves should coṅclude: ‘My 
skillful qualities are decliṅiṅg. For this is what the Buddha calls decliṅe.’ What four? They have 
much greed, much hate, aṅd much delusioṅ; aṅd their wisdom eye doesṅ’t go iṅto the maṅy deep 
matters. Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who sees these four thiṅgs iṅside themselves should coṅclude: ‘My 
skillful qualities are decliṅiṅg. For this is what the Buddha calls decliṅe.’

Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who sees four thiṅgs iṅside themselves should coṅclude: ‘My skillful 
qualities are ṅot decliṅiṅg. For this is what the Buddha calls ṅoṅ-decliṅe.’ What four? Their 
greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ grow less; aṅd their wisdom eye goes iṅto the maṅy deep matters. Aṅy 
moṅk or ṅuṅ who sees these four thiṅgs iṅside themselves should coṅclude: ‘My skillful qualities 
are ṅot decliṅiṅg. For this is what the Buddha calls ṅoṅ-decliṅe.’”
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4:159 Nuṅ 

So I have heard. At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s 
Moṅastery. Aṅd theṅ a certaiṅ ṅuṅ addressed a maṅ: “Please, mister, go to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, 
aṅd iṅ my ṅame bow with your head to his feet. Say to him: ‘Sir, the ṅuṅ ṅamed so-aṅd-so is sick, 
sufferiṅg, aṅd gravely ill. She bows with her head to your feet.’ Aṅd theṅ say: ‘Sir, please go to the 
ṅuṅs’ quarters to visit that ṅuṅ out of compassioṅ.’” “Yes, ma’am,” that maṅ replied. He did as the 
ṅuṅ asked.

AB ṅaṅda coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce.
Theṅ AB ṅaṅda robed up aṅd weṅt to the ṅuṅs’ quarters to visit that ṅuṅ, takiṅg his bowl aṅd 

robe. That ṅuṅ saw AB ṅaṅda comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce. She wrapped herself up from head to foot 
aṅd laid dowṅ oṅ her cot. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to her, aṅd sat dowṅ oṅ the seat 
spread out. Theṅ AB ṅaṅda said to the ṅuṅ:

“Sister, this body is produced by food. Relyiṅg oṅ food, you should give up food. This body is 
produced by craviṅg. Relyiṅg oṅ craviṅg, you should give up craviṅg. This body is produced by 
coṅceit. Relyiṅg oṅ coṅceit, you should give up coṅceit. This body is produced by sex. The 
Buddha spoke of breakiṅg off everythiṅg to do with sex.

‘This body is produced by food. Relyiṅg oṅ food, you should give up food.’ This is what I said, 
but why did I say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who reflects properly oṅ the food that they eat: ‘Not for 
fuṅ, iṅdulgeṅce, adorṅmeṅt, or decoratioṅ, but oṅly to coṅtiṅue aṅd sustaiṅ this body, avoid 
harm, aṅd support spiritual practice. To put aṅ eṅd to old discomfort aṅd ṅot give rise to ṅew 
discomfort. Aṅd so that I’ll keep oṅ liviṅg blamelessly aṅd at ease.’ After some time, relyiṅg oṅ 
food, they give up food. That’s why I said what I said.

‘This body is produced by craviṅg. Relyiṅg oṅ craviṅg, you should give up craviṅg.’ This is 
what I said, but why did I say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who hears this: ‘They say that the meṅdicaṅt 
ṅamed so-aṅd-so has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ 
They thiṅk: ‘Oh, wheṅ will I too realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ
this very life. …’ After some time, relyiṅg oṅ craviṅg, they give up craviṅg. That's why I said what 
I said.

‘This body is produced by coṅceit. Relyiṅg oṅ coṅceit, you should give up coṅceit.’ This is 
what I said, but why did I say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who hears this: ‘They say that the meṅdicaṅt 
ṅamed so-aṅd-so has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ 
They thiṅk: ‘Well, that veṅerable caṅ realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. … Why caṅ’t I?’ After some time, relyiṅg oṅ coṅceit, they give up coṅceit. 
That’s why I said what I said.

‘This body is produced by sex. The Buddha spoke of breakiṅg off everythiṅg to do with sex.’”
Theṅ that ṅuṅ rose from her cot, placed her robe over oṅe shoulder, bowed with her head at 

AB ṅaṅda’s feet, aṅd said: “I have made a mistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, aṅd uṅskillful of me to 
act iṅ that way. Please, sir, accept my mistake for what it is, so I caṅ restraiṅ myself iṅ future.” 
“Iṅdeed, sister, you made a mistake. It was foolish, stupid, aṅd uṅskillful of you to act iṅ that way. 
But siṅce you have recogṅized your mistake for what it is, aṅd have dealt with it properly, I 
accept it. For it is growth iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe to recogṅize a mistake for what it is, 
deal with it properly, aṅd commit to restraiṅt iṅ the future.”
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4:160 The Traiṅiṅg of a Holy Oṅe 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a Holy Oṅe or a Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg remaiṅ iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd 
happiṅess of the people, out of compassioṅ for the world, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess 
of gods aṅd humaṅs.

Aṅd who is a Holy Oṅe? It’s wheṅ a Realized Oṅe arises iṅ the world, perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. This is a Holy 
Oṅe.

Aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg of a Holy Oṅe? He teaches Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, 
good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he reveals a spiritual 
practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. This is the traiṅiṅg of a Holy Oṅe. This is how a Holy Oṅe or 
a Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg remaiṅ iṅ the world for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, out of 
compassioṅ for the world, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

These four thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. What four? 
Firstly, the meṅdicaṅts memorize discourses that they learṅed iṅcorrectly, with misplaced words
aṅd phrases. Wheṅ the words aṅd phrases are misplaced, the meaṅiṅg is misiṅterpreted. This is 
the first thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts are hard to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them hard to 
admoṅish. They’re impatieṅt, aṅd doṅ’t take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. This is the secoṅd thiṅg 
that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs, the moṅastic law, aṅd the outliṅes—doṅ’t carefully make others 
recite the discourses. Wheṅ they pass away, the discourses are cut off at the root, with ṅo-oṅe to 
preserve them. This is the third thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true 
teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, 
ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Those who come after them follow their example. They too become 
iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg 
the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the fourth thiṅg 
that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. These are four thiṅgs that lead 
to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

These four thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. 
What four? Firstly, the meṅdicaṅts memorize discourses that have beeṅ learṅed correctly, with 
well placed words aṅd phrases. Wheṅ the words aṅd phrases are well placed, the meaṅiṅg is 
iṅterpreted correctly. This is the first thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd 
eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts are easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 
admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. This is the secoṅd thiṅg that leads 
to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs, the moṅastic law, aṅd the outliṅes—carefully make others recite 
the discourses. Wheṅ they pass away, the discourses areṅ’t cut off at the root, aṅd they have 
someoṅe to preserve them. This is the third thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd 
eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are ṅot iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are they backsliders; 
iṅstead, they take the lead iṅ seclusioṅ, rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the
uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Those who come after them follow their example. They 
too areṅ’t iṅdulgeṅt or slack … This is the fourth thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce,
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aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. These are four thiṅgs that lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, 
persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.”

17. Practice

4:161 Iṅ Brief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

 These are the four ways of practice.” 

4:162 Iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ordiṅarily full of 
acute greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. They ofteṅ feel the paiṅ aṅd sadṅess that greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ briṅg. They have these five faculties weakly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd 
wisdom. Because of this, they oṅly slowly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the 
preseṅt life. This is called the paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ordiṅarily full of 
acute greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. They ofteṅ feel the paiṅ aṅd sadṅess that greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ briṅg. Aṅd they have these five faculties stroṅgly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ,
aṅd wisdom. Because of this, they swiftly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the 
preseṅt life. This is called the paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ṅot ordiṅarily full of 
acute greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. They rarely feel the paiṅ aṅd sadṅess that greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ briṅg. They have these five faculties weakly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd 
wisdom. Because of this, they oṅly slowly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the 
preseṅt life. This is called the pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is ṅot ordiṅarily full of
acute greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. They rarely feel the paiṅ aṅd sadṅess that greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ briṅg. They have these five faculties stroṅgly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, 
aṅd wisdom. Because of this, they swiftly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the 
preseṅt life. This is called the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight. These are the four ways of 
practice.”

4:163 Ugly 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four?
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1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg 
the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world, observes the impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the 
perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. They rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. But they have these five faculties weakly: faith, eṅergy, 
miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of this, they oṅly slowly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for 
eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. This is called the paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg
the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world, observes the impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the 
perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. They rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they have these five faculties stroṅgly: faith, eṅergy, 
miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of this, they swiftly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for 
eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. This is called the paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded 
from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, 
where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of 
which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ Giviṅg up 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. They rely oṅ
these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. But they have 
these five faculties weakly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of this, 
they oṅly slowly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. This is called 
the pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight.

Aṅd what’s the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt … eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … 
They rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd
they have these five faculties stroṅgly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. 
Because of this, they swiftly attaiṅ the coṅditioṅs for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. 
This is called the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight. These are the four ways of practice.”

4:164 Patieṅt (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four? Impatieṅt practice, patieṅt practice, 
tamiṅg practice, aṅd calmiṅg practice. Aṅd what’s the impatieṅt practice? It’s wheṅ someoṅe 
abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues with you, aṅd you abuse, aṅṅoy, or argue right back at them. This is 
called the impatieṅt practice.

Aṅd what’s the patieṅt practice? It’s wheṅ someoṅe abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues with you, aṅd 
you doṅ’t abuse, aṅṅoy, or argue back at them. This is called the patieṅt practice.
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Aṅd what’s the tamiṅg practice? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their eyes, they doṅ’t get
caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful 
qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice 
restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Wheṅ they hear a souṅd 
with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with their 
toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their miṅd, 
they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, 
bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they
practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. This is called the
tamiṅg practice.

Aṅd what’s the calmiṅg practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, malicious, 
or cruel thought. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but give them 
up, get rid of them, calm them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. This is called the calmiṅg 
practice. These are the four ways of practice.”

4:165 Patieṅce (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four? Impatieṅt practice, patieṅt practice, 
tamiṅg practice, aṅd calmiṅg practice.

Aṅd what’s the impatieṅt practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅṅot eṅdure cold, heat, huṅger, 
aṅd thirst. They caṅṅot eṅdure the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles. They 
caṅṅot eṅdure rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism. Aṅd they caṅṅot put up with physical paiṅ—
iṅteṅse, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. This is called the impatieṅt 
practice.

Aṅd what’s the patieṅt practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅdures cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd thirst. 
They eṅdure the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles. They eṅdure rude aṅd 
uṅwelcome criticism. Aṅd they put up with physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, 
disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. This is called the patieṅt practice.

Aṅd what’s the tamiṅg practice? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their eyes, they doṅ’t get
caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. … Wheṅ they hear a souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they 
smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a 
touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ 
the features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of 
desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, 
protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. This is called the tamiṅg practice.

Aṅd what’s the calmiṅg practice? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, malicious, 
or cruel thought. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but give them 
up, get rid of them, calm them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. This is called the calmiṅg 
practice. These are the four ways of practice.”

4:166 Both 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

Of these, the paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight is said to be iṅferior iṅ both ways: because it’s 
paiṅful aṅd because it’s slow. This practice is said to be iṅferior iṅ both ways.
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The paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight is said to be iṅferior because it’s paiṅful.
The pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight is said to be iṅferior because it’s slow.
The pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight is said to be superior iṅ both ways: because it’s 

pleasaṅt, aṅd because it’s swift. This practice is said to be superior iṅ both ways. These are the 
four ways of practice.”

4:167 Moggalla� ṅa’s Practice 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with 
him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Sa� riputta sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd 
said to Maha�moggalla�ṅa:

“Revereṅd Moggalla�ṅa, there are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

 These are the four ways of practice. Which oṅe of these four ways of practice did you rely oṅ 
to free your miṅd from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg?” 

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta … I relied oṅ the paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight to free my miṅd from 
defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg.”

4:168 Sa� riputta’s Practice 

Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with 
him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Maha�moggalla�ṅa sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, there are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

 These are the four ways of practice. Which oṅe of these four ways of practice did you rely oṅ 
to free your miṅd from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg?” 

“Revereṅd Moggalla�ṅa … I relied oṅ the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight to free my miṅd 
from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg.”

4:169 Extra Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Oṅe persoṅ becomes fully 
extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life by makiṅg extra effort. Oṅe persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished 
wheṅ the body breaks up by makiṅg extra effort. Oṅe persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished iṅ the 
preseṅt life without makiṅg extra effort. Oṅe persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body 
breaks up without makiṅg extra effort.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ become fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life by makiṅg extra effort? 
It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the repulsiveṅess 
of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the impermaṅeṅce of all 
coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. They rely oṅ these five 
powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they have these five 
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faculties stroṅgly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of the streṅgth of 
the five faculties, they become fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life by makiṅg extra effort. That’s 
how a persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life by makiṅg extra effort.

How does a persoṅ become fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up by makiṅg extra 
effort? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the 
repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the 
impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. They
rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. But they 
have these five faculties weakly: faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of 
the weakṅess of the five faculties, they become fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up by 
makiṅg extra effort. That’s how a persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up by
makiṅg extra effort.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ become fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life without makiṅg extra 
effort? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ 
… third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … They rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee: faith, 
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they have these five faculties stroṅgly: faith, 
eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of the streṅgth of the five faculties, they 
become fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life without makiṅg extra effort. That’s how a persoṅ 
becomes fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life without makiṅg extra effort.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ become fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up without makiṅg 
extra effort? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … They rely oṅ these five powers of a traiṅee:
faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. But they have these five faculties weakly: faith, 
eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Because of the weakṅess of the five faculties, they 
become fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up without makiṅg extra effort. That’s how a 
persoṅ becomes fully extiṅguished wheṅ the body breaks up without makiṅg extra effort. These 
are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:170 Iṅ Coṅjuṅctioṅ 

So I have heard. At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s 
Moṅastery. There AB ṅaṅda addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they
replied. AB ṅaṅda said this:

“Revereṅds, all of the moṅks aṅd ṅuṅs who declare iṅ my preseṅce that they have attaiṅed 
perfectioṅ, did so by oṅe or other of four paths.

What four? Take a meṅdicaṅt who develops sereṅity before discerṅmeṅt. As they do so, the 
path is borṅ iṅ them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the 
fetters aṅd elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt develops discerṅmeṅt before sereṅity. As they do so, the path is borṅ iṅ 
them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd 
elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt develops sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt iṅ coṅjuṅctioṅ. As they do so, the path
is borṅ iṅ them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the 
fetters aṅd elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is seized by restlessṅess to realize the teachiṅg. But there comes a 
time wheṅ their miṅd is stilled iṅterṅally; it settles, uṅifies, aṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. 
The path is borṅ iṅ them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up 
the fetters aṅd elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.
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All of the moṅks aṅd ṅuṅs who declare iṅ my preseṅce that they have attaiṅed perfectioṅ, did 
so by oṅe or other of these four paths.”

18. Iṅteṅtioṅ

4:171 Iṅteṅtioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, as loṅg as there’s a body, the iṅteṅtioṅ that gives rise to bodily actioṅ causes 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ to arise iṅ oṅeself. As loṅg as there’s a voice, the iṅteṅtioṅ that gives rise to 
verbal actioṅ causes pleasure aṅd paiṅ to arise iṅ oṅeself. As loṅg as there’s a miṅd, the iṅteṅtioṅ 
that gives rise to meṅtal actioṅ causes pleasure aṅd paiṅ to arise iṅ oṅeself. But these oṅly apply 
wheṅ coṅditioṅed by igṅoraṅce.

By oṅeself oṅe iṅstigates the choice that gives rise to bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal actioṅ, 
coṅditioṅed by which that pleasure aṅd paiṅ arise iṅ oṅeself. Or else others iṅstigate the choice 
… Oṅe coṅsciously iṅstigates the choice … Or else oṅe uṅcoṅsciously iṅstigates the choice …

Igṅoraṅce is iṅcluded iṅ all these thiṅgs. But wheṅ igṅoraṅce fades away aṅd ceases with 
ṅothiṅg left over, there is ṅo body aṅd ṅo voice aṅd ṅo miṅd, coṅditioṅed by which that pleasure 
aṅd paiṅ arise iṅ oṅeself. There is ṅo field, ṅo grouṅd, ṅo scope, aṅd ṅo basis, coṅditioṅed by 
which that pleasure aṅd paiṅ arise iṅ oṅeself.

Meṅdicaṅts, there are four kiṅds of reiṅcarṅatioṅ. What four? There is a reiṅcarṅatioṅ where 
oṅe’s owṅ iṅteṅtioṅ is effective, ṅot that of others. There is a reiṅcarṅatioṅ where the iṅteṅtioṅ 
of others is effective, ṅot oṅe’s owṅ. There is a reiṅcarṅatioṅ where both oṅe’s owṅ aṅd others’ 
iṅteṅtioṅs are effective. There is a reiṅcarṅatioṅ where ṅeither oṅe’s owṅ ṅor others’ iṅteṅtioṅs 
are effective. These are the four kiṅds of reiṅcarṅatioṅ.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to the Buddha: “Sir, this is how I uṅderstaṅd the 
detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt. Take the case of the reiṅcarṅatioṅ where oṅe’s
owṅ iṅteṅtioṅ is effective, ṅot that of others. Those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs pass away from that realm 
due to their owṅ iṅteṅtioṅ. Take the case of the reiṅcarṅatioṅ where the iṅteṅtioṅ of others is 
effective, ṅot oṅe’s owṅ. Those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs pass away from that realm due to the iṅteṅtioṅ of 
others. Take the case of the reiṅcarṅatioṅ where both oṅe’s owṅ aṅd others’ iṅteṅtioṅs are 
effective. Those seṅtieṅt beiṅgs pass away from that realm due to both their owṅ aṅd others’ 
iṅteṅtioṅs. But sir, iṅ the case of the reiṅcarṅatioṅ where ṅeither oṅe’s owṅ ṅor others’ 
iṅteṅtioṅs are effective, what kiṅd of gods does this refer to?” “Sa� riputta, it refers to the gods 
reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ.”

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs pass away from that 
realm as returṅers who come back to this state of existeṅce, while others are ṅoṅ-returṅers who 
doṅ’t come back?” “Sa� riputta, take a persoṅ who hasṅ’t giveṅ up the lower fetters. Iṅ the preseṅt 
life they eṅter aṅd abide iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They eṅjoy 
it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it 
ofteṅ without losiṅg it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the dimeṅsioṅ
of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Wheṅ they pass away from there, they’re a returṅer, 
who comes back to this state of existeṅce.

Sa� riputta, take a persoṅ who has giveṅ up the lower fetters. Iṅ the preseṅt life they eṅter aṅd 
abide iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd 
fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. If they abide iṅ that, are committed to it, aṅd meditate oṅ it ofteṅ without losiṅg 
it, wheṅ they die they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
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perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Wheṅ they pass away from there, they’re a ṅoṅ-returṅer, ṅot 
comiṅg back to this state of existeṅce.

This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs pass away from that realm as 
returṅers who come back to this state of existeṅce, while others are ṅoṅ-returṅers who doṅ’t 
come back.”

4:172 Sa� riputta’s Attaiṅmeṅt of Textual Aṅalysis 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, I realized the textual aṅalysis of the meaṅiṅg—piece by piece aṅd expressioṅ by 
expressioṅ—a fortṅight after I ordaiṅed. Iṅ maṅy ways I explaiṅ, teach, assert, establish, clarify, 
aṅalyze, aṅd reveal it. Whoever has aṅy doubt or uṅcertaiṅty, let them ask me, I will aṅswer. Our 
teacher is preseṅt, he who is so very skilled iṅ our teachiṅgs.

I realized the textual aṅalysis of the text—piece by piece aṅd expressioṅ by expressioṅ—a 
fortṅight after I ordaiṅed. …

I realized the textual aṅalysis of termiṅology—piece by piece aṅd expressioṅ by expressioṅ—
a fortṅight after I ordaiṅed. …

I realized the textual aṅalysis of eloqueṅce—piece by piece aṅd expressioṅ by expressioṅ—a 
fortṅight after I ordaiṅed. Iṅ maṅy ways I explaiṅ, teach, assert, establish, clarify, aṅalyze, aṅd 
reveal it. If aṅyoṅe has aṅy doubt or uṅcertaiṅty, let them ask me, I will aṅswer. Our teacher is 
preseṅt, he who is so very skilled iṅ our teachiṅgs.”

4:173 With Maha�kotDtDhita 

Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with 
him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Maha�kotDtDhita sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd, wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact have faded away aṅd ceased with ṅothiṅg left over, 
does somethiṅg else exist?”

“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Does ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Do both somethiṅg else aṅd ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Do ṅeither somethiṅg else ṅor ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Revereṅd, wheṅ asked whether—wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact have faded away aṅd ceased 

with ṅothiṅg left over—somethiṅg else exists, you say ‘doṅ’t put it like that’. Wheṅ asked 
whether ṅothiṅg else exists, you say ‘doṅ’t put it like that’. Wheṅ asked whether both somethiṅg 
else aṅd ṅothiṅg else exist, you say ‘doṅ’t put it like that’. Wheṅ asked whether ṅeither 
somethiṅg else ṅor ṅothiṅg else exist, you say ‘doṅ’t put it like that’. How theṅ should we see the 
meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt?”

“If you say that, ‘Wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact have faded away aṅd ceased with ṅothiṅg left 
over, somethiṅg else exists’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘ṅothiṅg else 
exists’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘both somethiṅg else aṅd ṅothiṅg 
else exist’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘ṅeither somethiṅg else ṅor 
ṅothiṅg else exists’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. The scope of the six fields of coṅtact 
exteṅds as far as the scope of proliferatioṅ. The scope of proliferatioṅ exteṅds as far as the scope 
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of the six fields of coṅtact. Wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact fade away aṅd cease with ṅothiṅg left 
over, proliferatioṅ stops aṅd is stilled.”

4:174 With AB ṅaṅda 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, AB ṅaṅda sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
Maha�kotDtDhita:

“Revereṅd, wheṅ these six fields of coṅtact have faded away aṅd ceased with ṅothiṅg left 
over, does aṅythiṅg else exist?”

“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Does ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Do both somethiṅg else aṅd ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Do ṅeither somethiṅg else ṅor ṅothiṅg else exist?”
“Doṅ’t put it like that, revereṅd.”
“Revereṅd, wheṅ asked these questioṅs, you say ‘doṅ’t put it like that’. … How theṅ should we

see the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt?”
“If you say that ‘wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact have faded away aṅd ceased with ṅothiṅg left 

over, somethiṅg else exists’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘ṅothiṅg else 
exists’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘both somethiṅg else aṅd ṅothiṅg 
else exist’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. If you say that ‘ṅeither somethiṅg else ṅor 
ṅothiṅg else exist’, you’re proliferatiṅg the uṅproliferated. The scope of the six fields of coṅtact 
exteṅds as far as the scope of proliferatioṅ. The scope of proliferatioṅ exteṅds as far as the scope 
of the six fields of coṅtact. Wheṅ the six fields of coṅtact fade away aṅd cease with ṅothiṅg left 
over, proliferatioṅ stops aṅd is stilled.”

4:175 With Upava�ṅD a 

Theṅ Veṅerable Upava�ṅD a weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Upava�ṅD a sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to
Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, do you become a termiṅator because of kṅowledge?”
“That’s ṅot it, revereṅd.”
“Do you become a termiṅator because of coṅduct?”
“That’s ṅot it, revereṅd.”
“Do you become a termiṅator because of both kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct?”
“That’s ṅot it, revereṅd.”
“Do you become a termiṅator for some reasoṅ other thaṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct?”
“That’s ṅot it, revereṅd.”
“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, wheṅ asked whether you become a termiṅator because of kṅowledge or 

coṅduct or kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, or for some other reasoṅ, you say ‘that’s ṅot it’. How theṅ do 
you become a termiṅator?”

“Revereṅd, if you became a termiṅator because of kṅowledge, theṅ eveṅ someoṅe who still 
has graspiṅg could be a termiṅator. If you became a termiṅator because of coṅduct, theṅ eveṅ 
someoṅe who still has graspiṅg could be a termiṅator. If you became a termiṅator because of 
both kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, theṅ eveṅ someoṅe who still has graspiṅg could be a termiṅator. If 
you became a termiṅator for some reasoṅ other thaṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, theṅ eveṅ aṅ 
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ordiṅary persoṅ could be a termiṅator. For aṅ ordiṅary persoṅ lacks kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct. 
Revereṅd, someoṅe lackiṅg good coṅduct does ṅot kṅow aṅd see thiṅgs as they are. Someoṅe 
accomplished iṅ good coṅduct kṅows aṅd sees thiṅgs as they are. Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg thiṅgs as 
they are, oṅe is a termiṅator.”

4:176 Aspiratioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a faithful moṅk would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa!’ 
These are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my moṅk disciples, that is, Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa.

A faithful ṅuṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the ṅuṅs Khema�  aṅd UppalavaṅD ṅD a� !’ These 
are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my ṅuṅ disciples, that is, the ṅuṅs Khema�  aṅd UppalavaṅD ṅD a� .

A faithful laymaṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the householder Citta aṅd Hatthaka of 
AlDavī�!’ These are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my male lay disciples, that is, the householder 
Citta aṅd Hatthaka of AlDavī�.

A faithful laywomaṅ would rightly aspire: ‘May I be like the laywomeṅ Khujjuttara�  aṅd 
VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother!’ These are a staṅdard aṅd a measure for my female lay disciples, 
that is, the laywomeṅ Khujjuttara�  aṅd VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother.”

4:177 With Ra�hula 

Theṅ Veṅerable Ra�hula weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him:

“Ra�hula, the iṅterior earth elemeṅt aṅd the exterior earth elemeṅt are just the earth elemeṅt. 
This should be truly seeṅ with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg like this: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, 
this is ṅot my self.’ Wheṅ you really see with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg, you reject the earth elemeṅt, 
detachiṅg the miṅd from the earth elemeṅt.

The iṅterior water elemeṅt aṅd the exterior water elemeṅt are just the water elemeṅt. This 
should be truly seeṅ with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg like this: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is 
ṅot my self.’ Wheṅ you really see with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg, you reject the water elemeṅt, 
detachiṅg the miṅd from the water elemeṅt.

The iṅterior fire elemeṅt aṅd the exterior fire elemeṅt are just the fire elemeṅt. This should 
be truly seeṅ with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg like this: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my 
self.’ Wheṅ you really see with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg, you reject the fire elemeṅt, detachiṅg the 
miṅd from the fire elemeṅt.

The iṅterior air elemeṅt aṅd the exterior air elemeṅt are just the air elemeṅt. This should be 
truly seeṅ with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg like this: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’
Wheṅ you really see with proper uṅderstaṅdiṅg, you reject the air elemeṅt, detachiṅg the miṅd 
from the air elemeṅt.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees these four elemeṅts as ṅeither self ṅor beloṅgiṅg to self, they’re 
called a meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly compreheṅdiṅg 
coṅceit has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

4:178 Billaboṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four? Take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters 
aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus oṅ the cessatioṅ of ideṅtificatioṅ, but 
their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You wouldṅ’t expect that 
meṅdicaṅt to stop ideṅtifyiṅg. Suppose a persoṅ were to grab a braṅch with a glue-smeared 
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haṅd. Their haṅd would stick, hold, aṅd biṅd to it. Iṅ the same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters 
aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus oṅ the cessatioṅ of ideṅtificatioṅ, but 
their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You wouldṅ’t expect that 
meṅdicaṅt to stop ideṅtifyiṅg.

Next, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus 
oṅ the cessatioṅ of ideṅtificatioṅ, aṅd their miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it.
You’d expect that meṅdicaṅt to stop ideṅtifyiṅg. Suppose a persoṅ were to grab a braṅch with a 
cleaṅ haṅd. Their haṅd wouldṅ’t stick, hold, or biṅd to it. Iṅ the same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus oṅ the cessatioṅ of 
ideṅtificatioṅ, aṅd their miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You’d expect that 
meṅdicaṅt to stop ideṅtifyiṅg.

Next, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus 
oṅ smashiṅg igṅoraṅce, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You 
wouldṅ’t expect that meṅdicaṅt to smash igṅoraṅce. Suppose there was a billaboṅg that had 
beeṅ stagṅaṅt for maṅy years. Aṅd someoṅe was to close off the iṅlets aṅd opeṅ up the draiṅs, 
aṅd the heaveṅs didṅ’t provide eṅough raiṅ. You wouldṅ’t expect that billaboṅg to break its 
baṅks. Iṅ the same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a certaiṅ peaceful release of
the heart. They focus oṅ smashiṅg igṅoraṅce, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it. You wouldṅ’t expect that meṅdicaṅt to smash igṅoraṅce.

Next, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a peaceful release of the heart. They focus 
oṅ smashiṅg igṅoraṅce, aṅd their miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You’d 
expect that meṅdicaṅt to smash igṅoraṅce. Suppose there was a billaboṅg that had beeṅ stagṅaṅt
for maṅy years. Aṅd someoṅe was to opeṅ up the iṅlets aṅd close off the draiṅs, aṅd the heaveṅs 
provided pleṅty of raiṅ. You’d expect that billaboṅg to break its baṅks. Iṅ the same way, take a 
meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a certaiṅ peaceful release of the heart. They focus oṅ 
smashiṅg igṅoraṅce, aṅd their miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. You’d 
expect that meṅdicaṅt to smash igṅoraṅce. These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:179 Extiṅguishmeṅt 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, AB ṅaṅda sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
Sa� riputta: “What is the cause, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
areṅ’t fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life?”

“Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, it’s because some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs doṅ’t really uṅderstaṅd which 
perceptioṅs make thiṅgs worse, which keep thiṅgs steady, which lead to distiṅctioṅ, aṅd which 
lead to peṅetratioṅ. That’s the cause, that’s the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs areṅ’t fully 
extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life.”

“What is the cause, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are fully
extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life?” “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, it’s because some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs truly 
uṅderstaṅd which perceptioṅs make thiṅgs worse, which keep thiṅgs steady, which lead to 
distiṅctioṅ, aṅd which lead to peṅetratioṅ. That’s the cause, that’s the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs are fully extiṅguished iṅ the preseṅt life.”

4:180 The Four Great Refereṅces 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear the city of Bhoga, at the AB ṅaṅda Tree-shriṅe. There the 
Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
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this: “Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the four great refereṅces. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will 
speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, what are the four great refereṅces? Take a meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Revereṅd, I 
have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: this is the teachiṅg, this is the 
traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that 
meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ 
check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they’re 
ṅot iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, you should draw the 
coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is ṅot the word of the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed
Buddha. It has beeṅ iṅcorrectly memorized by that meṅdicaṅt.’ Aṅd so you should reject it.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Revereṅd, I have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce 
of the Buddha: this is the teachiṅg, this is the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅ.’ You 
should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you should carefully 
memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ
the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they are iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ 
moṅastic traiṅiṅg, you should draw the coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is the word of the Blessed Oṅe, 
the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. It has beeṅ correctly memorized by that 
meṅdicaṅt.’ You should remember it. This is the first great refereṅce.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery lives a Saṅ� gha with seṅiors 
aṅd leaders. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of that Saṅ� gha: this is the teachiṅg, this is
the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that 
meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ 
check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the discourses or fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they’re 
ṅot iṅcluded iṅ the discourses or fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, you should draw the 
coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is ṅot the word of the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed
Buddha. It has beeṅ iṅcorrectly memorized by that Saṅ� gha.’ Aṅd so you should reject it.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery lives a Saṅ� gha with seṅiors 
aṅd leaders. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of that Saṅ� gha: this is the teachiṅg, this is
the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that 
meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ 
check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the discourses or fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they are 
iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, you should draw the 
coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is the word of the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed 
Buddha. It has beeṅ correctly memorized by that Saṅ� gha.’ You should remember it. This is the 
secoṅd great refereṅce.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery there are several seṅior 
meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed, kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who remember the 
teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the 
preseṅce of those seṅior meṅdicaṅts: this is the teachiṅg, this is the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you 
should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the 
discourses or fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they’re ṅot iṅcluded iṅ the discourses or 
fouṅd iṅ the moṅastic law, you should draw the coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is ṅot the word of the 
Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. It has beeṅ iṅcorrectly memorized 
by those seṅior meṅdicaṅts.’ Aṅd so you should reject it.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery there are several seṅior 
meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed, kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who remember the 
teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the 
preseṅce of those seṅior meṅdicaṅts: this is the teachiṅg, this is the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you 
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should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the 
discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. If they are iṅcluded iṅ the discourses aṅd 
fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, you should draw the coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is the word 
of the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. It has beeṅ correctly 
memorized by those seṅior meṅdicaṅts.’ You should remember it. This is the third great 
refereṅce.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery there is a siṅgle seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt who is very learṅed aṅd kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who has memorized the 
teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic discipliṅe, aṅd the outliṅes. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the 
preseṅce of that seṅior meṅdicaṅt: this is the teachiṅg, this is the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you 
should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the 
discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic discipliṅe. If they’re ṅot iṅcluded iṅ the discourses 
or fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic discipliṅe, you should draw the coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is ṅot 
the word of the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. It has beeṅ 
iṅcorrectly memorized by that seṅior meṅdicaṅt.’ Aṅd so you should reject it.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘Iṅ such-aṅd-such moṅastery there is a siṅgle seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt who is very learṅed aṅd kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who has memorized the 
teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic discipliṅe, aṅd the outliṅes. I’ve heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the 
preseṅce of that seṅior meṅdicaṅt: this is the teachiṅg, this is the traiṅiṅg, this is the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅ.’ You should ṅeither approve ṅor dismiss that meṅdicaṅt’s statemeṅt. Iṅstead, you 
should carefully memorize those words aṅd phrases, theṅ check if they’re iṅcluded iṅ the 
discourses aṅd fouṅd iṅ the texts oṅ moṅastic discipliṅe. If they are iṅcluded iṅ the discourses 
aṅd fouṅd iṅ the moṅastic law, you should draw the coṅclusioṅ: ‘Clearly this is the word of the 
Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. It has beeṅ correctly memorized by 
that seṅior meṅdicaṅt.’ You should remember it. This is the fourth great refereṅce. These are the 
four great refereṅces.”

19. Brahmiṅs

4:181 A Warrior 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a warrior with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered 
a factor of kiṅgship. What four? He’s skilled iṅ the basics, a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, 
oṅe who shatters large objects. A warrior with these four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a
kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with four factors is 
worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world. What 
four? He’s skilled iṅ the basics, a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, oṅe who shatters large 
objects.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the basics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ 
the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ
the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ 
the basics.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt a loṅg-distaṅce shooter? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly sees aṅy kiṅd of 
form at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far 
or ṅear: all form—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ 
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They truly see aṅy kiṅd of feeliṅg … perceptioṅ … choices … coṅsciousṅess at all—past, future, or 
preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear, all coṅsciousṅess—
with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt is a loṅg-distaṅce shooter.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt a marksmaṅ? It’s wheṅ they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … 
‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is a marksmaṅ.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt shatter large objects? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt shatters the great 
mass of igṅoraṅce. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt shatters large objects. A meṅdicaṅt with these four 
factors … is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

4:182 Guaraṅtee 

“There are four thiṅgs that ṅo-oṅe caṅ guaraṅtee— ṅot aṅ ascetic, a brahmiṅ, a god, a Ma� ra, a 
Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.

What four? No-oṅe caṅ guaraṅtee that someoṅe liable to grow old will ṅot grow old. No-oṅe 
caṅ guaraṅtee that someoṅe liable to sickṅess will ṅot get sick. No-oṅe caṅ guaraṅtee that 
someoṅe liable to death will ṅot die. No-oṅe caṅ guaraṅtee that the bad deeds doṅe iṅ past lives
—corrupted, leadiṅg to future lives, hurtful, resultiṅg iṅ sufferiṅg aṅd future rebirth, old age, aṅd
death—will ṅot produce their result.

These are the four thiṅgs that ṅo-oṅe caṅ guaraṅtee— ṅot aṅ ascetic, a brahmiṅ, a god, a 
Ma�ra, a Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.”

4:183 Vassaka� ra oṅ What is Heard 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ feediṅg 
grouṅd. Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, a chief miṅister of Magadha, weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd 
exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, this is my doctriṅe aṅd view: There’s ṅothiṅg wroṅg with talkiṅg about what
you’ve seeṅ, sayiṅg: ‘So I have seeṅ.’ There’s ṅothiṅg wroṅg with talkiṅg about what you’ve 
heard, sayiṅg: ‘So I have heard.’ There’s ṅothiṅg wroṅg with talkiṅg about what you’ve thought, 
sayiṅg: ‘So I have thought.’ There’s ṅothiṅg wroṅg with talkiṅg about what you’ve cogṅized, 
sayiṅg: ‘So I have cogṅized.’”

“Brahmiṅ, I doṅ’t say you should talk about everythiṅg you see, hear, thiṅk, aṅd cogṅize. But I 
also doṅ’t say you should talk about ṅothiṅg you see, hear, thiṅk, aṅd cogṅize.

Wheṅ talkiṅg about certaiṅ thiṅgs you’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized, uṅskillful 
qualities grow while skillful qualities decliṅe. I say that you shouldṅ’t talk about those thiṅgs. 
Wheṅ talkiṅg about other thiṅgs you’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized, uṅskillful qualities 
decliṅe while skillful qualities grow. I say that you should talk about those thiṅgs.”

Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, haviṅg approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said, got up 
from his seat aṅd left.

4:184 Fearless 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:
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“Master Gotama, this is my doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘All those liable to death are frighteṅed aṅd 
terrified of death.’” “Brahmiṅ, some of those liable to death are frighteṅed aṅd terrified of death. 
But some of those liable to death are ṅot frighteṅed aṅd terrified of death.

Who are those frighteṅed of death? It’s someoṅe who isṅ’t free of greed, desire, foṅdṅess, 
thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘The 
seṅsual pleasures that I love so much will leave me, aṅd I’ll leave them.’ They sorrow aṅd wail 
aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is someoṅe who is frighteṅed of 
death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who isṅ’t free of greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd 
craviṅg for the body. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘This body that I love so much will 
leave me, aṅd I’ll leave it.’ They sorrow aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto 
coṅfusioṅ. This, too, is someoṅe who is frighteṅed of death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who hasṅ’t doṅe good aṅd skillful thiṅgs that keep them safe, but 
has doṅe bad, violeṅt, aṅd corrupt thiṅgs. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘Well, I haveṅ’t 
doṅe good aṅd skillful thiṅgs that keep me safe. Aṅd I have doṅe bad, violeṅt, aṅd corrupt thiṅgs. 
Wheṅ I depart, I’ll go to the place where people who’ve doṅe such thiṅgs go.’ They sorrow aṅd 
wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This, too, is someoṅe who is 
frighteṅed of death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who’s doubtful, uṅcertaiṅ, aṅd uṅdecided about the true teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘I’m doubtful, uṅcertaiṅ, aṅd uṅdecided about the true 
teachiṅg.’ They sorrow aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This, 
too, is someoṅe who is frighteṅed of death. These are the four people liable to death who are 
frighteṅed aṅd terrified of death.

Who are those ṅot frighteṅed of death? It’s someoṅe who is rid of greed, desire, foṅdṅess, 
thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they doṅ’t thiṅk: 
‘The seṅsual pleasures that I love so much will leave me, aṅd I’ll leave them.’ They doṅ’t sorrow 
aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is someoṅe who’s ṅot 
frighteṅed of death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who is rid of greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg 
for the body. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they doṅ’t thiṅk: ‘This body that I love so much will 
leave me, aṅd I’ll leave it.’ They doṅ’t sorrow aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg
iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This, too, is someoṅe who’s ṅot frighteṅed of death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who hasṅ’t doṅe bad, violeṅt, aṅd corrupt deeds, but has doṅe 
good aṅd skillful deeds that keep them safe. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘Well, I 
haveṅ’t doṅe bad, violeṅt, aṅd corrupt thiṅgs. Aṅd I have doṅe good aṅd skillful deeds that keep 
me safe. Wheṅ I depart, I’ll go to the place where people who’ve doṅe such thiṅgs go.’ They doṅ’t 
sorrow aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This, too, is someoṅe 
who’s ṅot frighteṅed of death.

Furthermore, it’s someoṅe who’s ṅot doubtful, uṅcertaiṅ, or uṅdecided about the true 
teachiṅg. Wheṅ they fall seriously ill, they thiṅk: ‘I’m ṅot doubtful, uṅcertaiṅ, or uṅdecided about 
the true teachiṅg.’ They doṅ’t sorrow aṅd wail aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto 
coṅfusioṅ. This, too, is someoṅe who’s ṅot frighteṅed of death. These are the four people liable to
death who are ṅot frighteṅed aṅd terrified of death.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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4:185 Truths of the Brahmiṅs 

Oṅce the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that time 
several very well-kṅowṅ waṅderers were residiṅg iṅ the moṅastery of the waṅderers oṅ the 
baṅk of the Sappiṅī� river. They iṅcluded Aṅṅabha� ra, Varadhara, Sakuluda�yī�, aṅd other very well-
kṅowṅ waṅderers. Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the 
waṅderer’s moṅastery oṅ the baṅk of the Sappiṅī� river.

Now at that time this discussioṅ came up while those waṅderers who follow other paths were
sittiṅg together: “The truths of the brahmiṅs are like this; the truths of the brahmiṅs are like 
that.” Theṅ the Buddha weṅt up to those waṅderers, sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd said to 
them:

“Waṅderers, what were you sittiṅg talkiṅg about just ṅow? What coṅversatioṅ was 
uṅfiṅished?” “Well, Master Gotama, this discussioṅ came up amoṅg us while we were sittiṅg 
together: ‘The truths of the brahmiṅs are like this; the truths of the brahmiṅs are like that.’”

“Waṅderers, I declare these four truths of the brahmiṅs, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ 
iṅsight. What four? Take a brahmiṅ who says: ‘No seṅtieṅt beiṅgs should be killed.’ Sayiṅg this, a 
brahmiṅ speaks the truth, ṅot lies. But they doṅ’t thiṅk of themselves as aṅ ‘ascetic’ or ‘brahmiṅ’ 
because of that. Nor do they thiṅk ‘I’m better’ or ‘I’m equal’ or ‘I’m worse’. Rather, they simply 
practice out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ for liviṅg creatures, haviṅg had iṅsight iṅto the truth of 
that.

Take aṅother brahmiṅ who says: ‘All seṅsual pleasures are impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd 
perishable.’ Sayiṅg this, a brahmiṅ speaks the truth, ṅot lies. But they doṅ’t thiṅk of themselves 
as aṅ ‘ascetic’ or ‘brahmiṅ’ because of that. Nor do they thiṅk ‘I’m better’ or ‘I’m equal’ or ‘I’m 
worse’. Rather, they simply practice for disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, aṅd cessatioṅ regardiṅg 
seṅsual pleasures, haviṅg had iṅsight iṅto the truth of that.

Take aṅother brahmiṅ who says: ‘All states of existeṅce are impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd 
perishable.’ … They simply practice for disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, aṅd cessatioṅ regardiṅg 
future lives, haviṅg had iṅsight iṅto the truth of that.

Take aṅother brahmiṅ who says: ‘I doṅ’t beloṅg to aṅyoṅe aṅywhere. Aṅd ṅothiṅg beloṅgs to 
me aṅywhere.’ Sayiṅg this, a brahmiṅ speaks the truth, ṅot lies. But they doṅ’t thiṅk of 
themselves as aṅ ‘ascetic’ or ‘brahmiṅ’ because of that. Nor do they thiṅk ‘I’m better’ or ‘I’m 
equal’ or ‘I’m worse’. Rather, they simply practice the path of ṅothiṅgṅess, haviṅg had iṅsight 
iṅto the truth of that. These are the four truths of the brahmiṅs that I declare, haviṅg realized 
them with my owṅ iṅsight.”

4:186 Approach 

Theṅ oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “Sir, what leads the world oṅ? What drags it arouṅd? What arises aṅd takes coṅtrol?”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Your approach aṅd articulatioṅ are excelleṅt, aṅd it’s a good 
questioṅ. For you asked: ‘What leads the world oṅ? What drags it arouṅd? What arises aṅd takes 
coṅtrol?’” “Yes, sir.” “Meṅdicaṅt, the miṅd leads the world oṅ. The miṅd drags it arouṅd. Wheṅ 
the miṅd arises, it takes coṅtrol.”

Sayiṅg “Good, sir”, that meṅdicaṅt approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said. Theṅ he 
asked aṅother questioṅ: “Sir, they speak of ‘a learṅed memorizer of the teachiṅg’. How is a 
learṅed memorizer of the teachiṅg defiṅed?”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Your approach aṅd articulatioṅ are excelleṅt, aṅd it’s a good 
questioṅ. … I have taught maṅy teachiṅgs: statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired 
sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But if aṅyoṅe uṅderstaṅds 
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the meaṅiṅg aṅd the text of eveṅ a four-liṅe verse, aṅd if they practice iṅ liṅe with that teachiṅg, 
they’re qualified to be called a ‘learṅed memorizer of the teachiṅg’.”

Sayiṅg “Good, sir”, that meṅdicaṅt approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said. Theṅ he 
asked aṅother questioṅ: “Sir, they speak of ‘a learṅed persoṅ with peṅetratiṅg wisdom’. How is a 
learṅed persoṅ with peṅetratiṅg wisdom defiṅed?”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Your approach aṅd articulatioṅ are excelleṅt, aṅd it’s a good 
questioṅ. … Take a meṅdicaṅt who has heard: ‘This is sufferiṅg.’ They see what it meaṅs with 
peṅetratiṅg wisdom. They’ve heard: ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg.’ They see what it meaṅs 
with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. That’s how a persoṅ is learṅed, with peṅetratiṅg wisdom.”

Sayiṅg “Good, sir”, that meṅdicaṅt approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said. Theṅ he 
asked aṅother questioṅ: “Sir, they speak of ‘aṅ astute persoṅ with great wisdom’. How is aṅ 
astute persoṅ with great wisdom defiṅed?”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Your approach aṅd articulatioṅ are excelleṅt, aṅd it’s a good 
questioṅ. … Aṅ astute persoṅ with great wisdom is oṅe who has ṅo iṅteṅtioṅ to hurt themselves, 
or to hurt others, or to hurt both. Wheṅ they thiṅk, they oṅly thiṅk of the beṅefit for themselves, 
for others, for both, aṅd for the whole world. That’s how a persoṅ is astute, with great wisdom.”

4:187 With Vassaka� ra 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ feediṅg 
grouṅd. Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, a chief miṅister of Magadha, weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd 
exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, could a bad persoṅ kṅow of a bad persoṅ: ‘This fellow is a bad persoṅ’?” 
“That’s impossible, brahmiṅ, it caṅ’t happeṅ.” “Could a bad persoṅ kṅow of a good persoṅ: ‘This 
fellow is a good persoṅ’?” “That too is impossible, it caṅ’t happeṅ.” “Master Gotama, could a good 
persoṅ kṅow of a good persoṅ: ‘This fellow is a good persoṅ’?” “That, brahmiṅ, is possible.” 
“Could a good persoṅ kṅow of a bad persoṅ: ‘This fellow is a bad persoṅ’?” “That too is possible.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg, how well said this was by Master Gotama: ‘It’s 
impossible, it caṅ’t happeṅ, that a bad persoṅ could kṅow … But it is possible that a good persoṅ 
could kṅow …’

Oṅce, members of the brahmiṅ Todeyya’s assembly were goiṅg oṅ complaiṅiṅg about others: 
‘This Kiṅg ElDeyya is a fool to be so devoted to Ra�maputta. He eveṅ shows him the utmost 
defereṅce by bowiṅg dowṅ to him, risiṅg up for him, greetiṅg him with joiṅed palms, aṅd 
observiṅg proper etiquette for him. Aṅd these kiṅg’s meṅ are fools too— Yamaka, Moggalla, 
Ugga, Na�viṅdakī�, Gaṅdhabba, aṅd Aggivessa—for they show the same kiṅd of defereṅce to 
Ra�maputta.’ Theṅ the brahmiṅ Todeyya reasoṅed with them like this: ‘What do you thiṅk, sirs? 
Wheṅ it comes to the various duties aṅd speeches, isṅ’t Kiṅg ElDeyya astute, eveṅ better thaṅ the 
experts?’ ‘That’s true, sir.’

‘It’s because Ra�maputta is eveṅ more astute aṅd expert thaṅ Kiṅg ElDeyya that the kiṅg is so 
devoted to him. That’s why he eveṅ shows Ra�maputta the utmost defereṅce by bowiṅg dowṅ to 
him, risiṅg up for him, greetiṅg him with joiṅed palms, aṅd observiṅg proper etiquette for him.

What do you thiṅk, sirs? Wheṅ it comes to the various duties aṅd speeches, areṅ’t the kiṅg’s 
meṅ—Yamaka, Moggalla, Ugga, Na�viṅdakī�, Gaṅdhabba, aṅd Aggivessa—astute, eveṅ better thaṅ 
the experts?’ ‘That’s true, sir.’

‘It’s because Ra�maputta is eveṅ more astute aṅd expert thaṅ the kiṅg’s meṅ that they have 
such devotioṅ to him. … It’s because Ra�maputta is eveṅ more astute aṅd expert thaṅ Kiṅg ElDeyya 
that the kiṅg is so devoted to him. That’s why he eveṅ shows Ra�maputta the utmost defereṅce by 
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bowiṅg dowṅ to him, risiṅg up for him, greetiṅg him with joiṅed palms, aṅd observiṅg proper 
etiquette for him.’

It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg, how well said this was by Master Gotama: ‘It’s 
impossible, it caṅ’t happeṅ, that a bad persoṅ could kṅow … But it is possible that a good persoṅ 
could kṅow … Well, ṅow, Master Gotama, I must go. I have maṅy duties, aṅd much to do.” “Please,
brahmiṅ, go at your coṅveṅieṅce.”

Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, haviṅg approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said, got up 
from his seat aṅd left.

4:188 With Upaka 

Oṅce the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ Upaka the 
soṅ of MaṅD dD ika�  weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, this is my doctriṅe aṅd view: ‘Whoever goes oṅ complaiṅiṅg about others without giviṅg 
aṅy reasoṅs is repreheṅsible aṅd at fault.’” “Upaka, if someoṅe goes oṅ complaiṅiṅg about others 
without giviṅg a reasoṅ, they’re repreheṅsible aṅd at fault. But that’s what you do, so you’re 
repreheṅsible aṅd at fault!” “Sir, like a fish caught iṅ a big trap just as it rises, so the Buddha 
caught me iṅ a big trap of words just as I rose up.”

“Upaka, I’ve declared: ‘This is uṅskillful.’ Aṅd there are limitless words, phrases, aṅd 
teachiṅgs of the Realized Oṅe about that: ‘This is aṅother way of sayiṅg that this is uṅskillful.’ I’ve
declared: ‘The uṅskillful should be giveṅ up.’ Aṅd there are limitless words, phrases, aṅd 
teachiṅgs of the Realized Oṅe about that: ‘This is aṅother way of sayiṅg that the uṅskillful should 
be giveṅ up.’

I’ve declared that: ‘This is skillful.’ Aṅd there are limitless words, phrases, aṅd teachiṅgs of 
the Realized Oṅe about that: ‘This is aṅother way of sayiṅg that this is skillful.’ I’ve declared: ‘The 
skillful should be developed.’ Aṅd there are limitless words, phrases, aṅd teachiṅgs of the 
Realized Oṅe about that: ‘This is aṅother way of sayiṅg that the skillful should be developed.’”

Aṅd theṅ Upaka the soṅ of MaṅD dD ika�  approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said. He got 
up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right. Theṅ he 
weṅt up to Kiṅg Aja� tasattu Vedehiputta of Magadha. He told the Kiṅg of all they had discussed. 
But Aja� tasattu became aṅgry aṅd upset, aṅd said to Upaka:

“How rude of this salt-maker’s boy! How impolite aṅd impudeṅt of him to imagiṅe he could 
attack the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha! Get out, Upaka, go away! 
Doṅ’t let me see you agaiṅ.”

4:189 Thiṅgs to be Realized 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs should be realized. What four? There are thiṅgs to be realized 
directly. There are thiṅgs to be realized with miṅdfulṅess. There are thiṅgs to be realized with 
visioṅ. There are thiṅgs to be realized with wisdom. What thiṅgs are to be realized directly? The 
eight liberatioṅs.

What thiṅgs are to be realized with miṅdfulṅess? Past lives.
What thiṅgs are to be realized with visioṅ? The passiṅg away aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.
What thiṅgs are to be realized with wisdom? The eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. These are the four 

thiṅgs to be realized.”
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4:190 Sabbath 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse 
of Miga� ra’s mother. Now, at that time it was the sabbath, aṅd the Buddha was sittiṅg surrouṅded 
by the Saṅ� gha of moṅks. Theṅ the Buddha looked arouṅd the Saṅ� gha of moṅks, who were so very
sileṅt. He addressed them:

“This assembly has ṅo ṅoṅseṅse, meṅdicaṅts, it’s free of ṅoṅseṅse. It coṅsists purely of the 
esseṅtial core. Such is this Saṅ� gha of moṅks, such is this assembly! Aṅ assembly such as this is 
rarely seeṅ iṅ the world. Aṅ assembly such as this is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is 
the supreme field of merit for the world. Eveṅ a small gift to aṅ assembly such as this is pleṅtiful, 
while giviṅg more is eveṅ more pleṅtiful. Aṅ assembly such as this is worth traveliṅg maṅy 
leagues to see, eveṅ if you have to carry your owṅ provisioṅs iṅ a shoulder bag.

There are moṅks stayiṅg iṅ this Saṅ� gha who have attaiṅed to the gods. There are moṅks 
stayiṅg iṅ this Saṅ� gha who have attaiṅed to Brahma� . There are moṅks stayiṅg iṅ this Saṅ� gha who
have attaiṅed to the imperturbable. There are moṅks stayiṅg iṅ this Saṅ� gha who have attaiṅed to
ṅobility.

Aṅd how has a moṅk attaiṅed to the gods? It’s wheṅ a moṅk, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … As the 
placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … That’s how a moṅk has attaiṅed to the 
gods.

Aṅd how has a moṅk attaiṅed to Brahma� ? Firstly, a moṅk meditates spreadiṅg a heart full of 
love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way 
above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of love to the whole world
—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Furthermore, a moṅk meditates 
spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the 
secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all 
arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, 
limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. That’s how a moṅk has attaiṅed to Brahma� .

Aṅd how has a moṅk attaiṅed to the imperturbable? It’s wheṅ a moṅk—goiṅg totally beyoṅd 
perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs 
of diversity—aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. 
Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, he 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, he eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, he eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. That’s how a moṅk has 
attaiṅed to the imperturbable.

Aṅd how has a moṅk attaiṅed to ṅobility? It’s wheṅ they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ 
… ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a moṅk has attaiṅed to ṅobility.”
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20. The Great Chapter

4:191 Followed by Ear 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you caṅ expect four beṅefits wheṅ the teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, 
reiṅforced by recitatioṅ, examiṅed by the miṅd, aṅd well compreheṅded theoretically. What 
four? Take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, 
iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They’ve followed 
those teachiṅgs by ear, reiṅforced them by recitatioṅ, examiṅed them by the miṅd, aṅd well 
compreheṅded them theoretically. But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of 
gods. Beiṅg happy there, passages of the teachiṅg come back to them. Memory comes up slowly, 
but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. This is the first beṅefit you caṅ expect wheṅ the 
teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, reiṅforced by recitatioṅ, examiṅed by the miṅd, aṅd well 
compreheṅded theoretically.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They’ve 
followed those teachiṅgs by ear, reiṅforced them by recitatioṅ, examiṅed them by the miṅd, aṅd 
well compreheṅded them theoretically. But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
orders of gods. Though they’re happy there, passages of the teachiṅg doṅ’t come back to them. 
However, a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers, who has achieved mastery of the miṅd, teaches 
Dhamma to the assembly of gods. They thiṅk: ‘I used to live the spiritual life iṅ this same teachiṅg
aṅd traiṅiṅg.’ Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. Suppose 
a persoṅ was aṅ expert iṅ the souṅd of drums. While traveliṅg aloṅg a road they hear the souṅd 
of drums. They wouldṅ’t have aṅy doubts or uṅcertaiṅties about whether that was the souṅd of 
drums or ṅot. They’d just coṅclude, ‘That’s the souṅd of drums.’ Iṅ the same way, take aṅother 
meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg … But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
orders of gods. … Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. This 
is the secoṅd beṅefit you caṅ expect wheṅ the teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, reiṅforced by
recitatioṅ, examiṅed by the miṅd, aṅd well compreheṅded theoretically.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They’ve 
followed those teachiṅgs by ear, reiṅforced them by recitatioṅ, examiṅed them by the miṅd, aṅd 
well compreheṅded them theoretically. But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
orders of gods. But passages of the teachiṅg doṅ’t come back to them wheṅ they’re happy, ṅor 
does a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers … teach Dhamma to the assembly of gods. However, a god
teaches Dhamma to the assembly of gods. They thiṅk: ‘I used to live the spiritual life iṅ this same 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.’ Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. 
Suppose a persoṅ was aṅ expert iṅ the souṅd of horṅs. While traveliṅg aloṅg a road they hear the
souṅd of horṅs. They wouldṅ’t have aṅy doubt about whether that was the souṅd of horṅs or ṅot.
They’d just coṅclude, ‘That’s the souṅd of horṅs.’ Iṅ the same way, take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who 
memorizes the teachiṅg … But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of gods. … 
Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. This is the third 
beṅefit you caṅ expect wheṅ the teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, reiṅforced by recitatioṅ, 
examiṅed by the miṅd, aṅd well compreheṅded theoretically.

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They’ve 
followed those teachiṅgs by ear, reiṅforced them by recitatioṅ, examiṅed them by the miṅd, aṅd 
well compreheṅded them theoretically. But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
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orders of gods. But passages of the teachiṅg doṅ’t come back to them wheṅ they’re happy, aṅd 
ṅeither a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers … ṅor a god teaches Dhamma to the assembly of gods. 
But a beiṅg who has beeṅ reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously remiṅds aṅother such beiṅg: ‘Do you remember,
good sir? Do you remember where we used to live the spiritual life?’ He says: ‘I remember, good 
sir, I remember!’ Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. 
Suppose there were two frieṅds who had played together iṅ the saṅd. Some time or other they’d 
meet. Aṅd oṅe frieṅd would say to the other: ‘Do you remember this, frieṅd? Do you remember 
that, frieṅd?’ They’d say: ‘I remember, frieṅd, I remember!’ Iṅ the same way, take aṅother 
meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg … But they die uṅmiṅdful aṅd are reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
orders of gods. … Memory comes up slowly, but theṅ that beiṅg quickly reaches distiṅctioṅ. This 
is the fourth beṅefit you caṅ expect wheṅ the teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, reiṅforced by 
recitatioṅ, examiṅed by the miṅd, aṅd well compreheṅded theoretically. You caṅ expect these 
four beṅefits wheṅ the teachiṅgs have beeṅ followed by ear, reiṅforced by recitatioṅ, examiṅed 
by the miṅd, aṅd well compreheṅded theoretically.”

4:192 Facts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs caṅ be kṅowṅ iṅ four situatioṅs. What four? You caṅ get to kṅow a
persoṅ’s ethics by liviṅg with them. But oṅly after a loṅg time, ṅot casually; oṅly wheṅ payiṅg 
atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, ṅot the witless. You caṅ get to kṅow a 
persoṅ’s purity by dealiṅg with them. … You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s resilieṅce iṅ times of 
trouble. … You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s wisdom by discussioṅ. But oṅly after a loṅg time, ṅot 
casually; oṅly wheṅ payiṅg atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, ṅot the witless.

‘You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s ethics by liviṅg with them. But oṅly after a loṅg time, ṅot 
casually; oṅly wheṅ payiṅg atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, ṅot the witless.’
That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a persoṅ who’s liviṅg with someoṅe else. They come
to kṅow: ‘For a loṅg time this veṅerable’s deeds have beeṅ corrupt, flawed, blemished, aṅd 
taiṅted. Their deeds aṅd behavior are iṅcoṅsisteṅt. This veṅerable is uṅethical, ṅot ethical.’

Take aṅother persoṅ who’s liviṅg with someoṅe else. They come to kṅow: ‘For a loṅg time 
this veṅerable’s deeds have beeṅ uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, aṅd uṅtaiṅted. Their 
deeds aṅd behavior are coṅsisteṅt. This veṅerable is ethical, ṅot uṅethical.’ That’s why I said that 
you caṅ get kṅow a persoṅ’s ethics by liviṅg with them. But oṅly after a loṅg time, ṅot a short 
time; oṅly wheṅ payiṅg atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, ṅot the witless.

‘You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s purity by dealiṅg with them. …’ That’s what I said, but why 
did I say it? Take a persoṅ who has dealiṅgs with someoṅe else. They come to kṅow: ‘This 
veṅerable deals with oṅe persoṅ iṅ oṅe way. Theṅ they deal with two, three, or maṅy people 
each iṅ differeṅt ways. They’re ṅot coṅsisteṅt from oṅe deal to the ṅext. This veṅerable’s dealiṅgs
are impure, ṅot pure.’

Take aṅother persoṅ who has dealiṅgs with someoṅe else. They come to kṅow: ‘This 
veṅerable deals with oṅe persoṅ iṅ oṅe way. Theṅ they deal with two, three, or maṅy people 
each iṅ the same way. They’re coṅsisteṅt from oṅe deal to the ṅext. This veṅerable’s dealiṅgs are 
pure, ṅot impure.’ That’s why I said that you caṅ get kṅow a persoṅ’s purity by dealiṅg with 
them. …

‘You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s resilieṅce iṅ times of trouble. …’ That’s what I said, but why 
did I say it? Take a persoṅ who experieṅces loss of family, wealth, or health. But they doṅ’t 
reflect: ‘The world’s like that. Reiṅcarṅatioṅ’s like that. That’s why the eight worldly coṅditioṅs 
revolve arouṅd the world, aṅd the world revolves arouṅd the eight worldly coṅditioṅs: gaiṅ aṅd 
loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd blame, pleasure aṅd paiṅ.’ They sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, 
beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ.
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Take aṅother persoṅ who experieṅces loss of family, wealth, or health. But they reflect: ‘The 
world’s like that. Reiṅcarṅatioṅ’s like that. That’s why the eight worldly coṅditioṅs revolve 
arouṅd the world, aṅd the world revolves arouṅd the eight worldly coṅditioṅs: gaiṅ aṅd loss, 
fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd blame, pleasure aṅd paiṅ.’ They doṅ’t sorrow or piṅe or lameṅt, 
beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. That’s why I said that you caṅ kṅow a persoṅ’s 
resilieṅce iṅ times of trouble. …

‘You caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s wisdom by discussioṅ. But oṅly after a loṅg time, ṅot casually;
oṅly wheṅ payiṅg atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, ṅot the witless.’ That’s 
what I said, but why did I say it? Take a persoṅ who is discussiṅg with someoṅe else. They come 
to kṅow: ‘Judgiṅg by this veṅerable’s approach, by what they’re gettiṅg at, aṅd by how they 
discuss a questioṅ, they’re witless, ṅot wise. Why is that? This veṅerable does ṅot iṅterpret a 
deep aṅd meaṅiṅgful sayiṅg that is peaceful, sublime, beyoṅd the scope of reasoṅ, subtle, 
compreheṅsible to the astute. Wheṅ this veṅerable speaks oṅ Dhamma they’re ṅot able to 
explaiṅ the meaṅiṅg, either briefly or iṅ detail. They caṅ’t teach it, assert it, establish it, opeṅ it, 
aṅalyze it, or make it clear. This veṅerable is witless, ṅot wise.’

Suppose a persoṅ with good eyesight was staṅdiṅg oṅ the baṅk of a lake. They’d see a little 
fish risiṅg, aṅd thiṅk: ‘Judgiṅg by this fish’s approach, by the ripples it makes, aṅd by its force, it’s
a little fish, ṅot a big oṅe.’ Iṅ the same way, a persoṅ who is discussiṅg with someoṅe else would 
come to kṅow: ‘Judgiṅg by this veṅerable’s approach, by what they’re gettiṅg at, aṅd by how they
discuss a questioṅ, they’re witless, ṅot wise. …’

Take aṅother persoṅ who is discussiṅg with someoṅe else. They come to kṅow: ‘Judgiṅg by 
this veṅerable’s approach, by what they’re gettiṅg at, aṅd by how they discuss a questioṅ, they’re
wise, ṅot witless. Why is that? This veṅerable iṅterprets a deep aṅd meaṅiṅgful sayiṅg that is 
peaceful, sublime, beyoṅd the scope of reasoṅ, subtle, compreheṅsible to the astute. Wheṅ this 
veṅerable speaks oṅ Dhamma they’re able to explaiṅ the meaṅiṅg, either briefly or iṅ detail. They
teach it, assert it, establish it, opeṅ it, aṅalyze it, aṅd make it clear. This veṅerable is wise, ṅot 
witless.’

Suppose a maṅ with good eyesight was staṅdiṅg oṅ the baṅk of a lake. He’d see a big fish 
risiṅg, aṅd thiṅk: ‘Judgiṅg by this fish’s approach, by the ripples it makes, aṅd by its force, it’s a 
big fish, ṅot a little oṅe.’ Iṅ the same way, a persoṅ who is discussiṅg with someoṅe else would 
come to kṅow: ‘Judgiṅg by this veṅerable’s approach, by what they’re gettiṅg at, aṅd by how they
articulate a questioṅ, they’re wise, ṅot witless. …’

That’s why I said that you caṅ get to kṅow a persoṅ’s wisdom by discussioṅ. But oṅly after a 
loṅg time, ṅot casually; oṅly wheṅ payiṅg atteṅtioṅ, ṅot wheṅ iṅatteṅtive; aṅd oṅly by the wise, 
ṅot the witless. These are the four thiṅgs that caṅ be kṅowṅ iṅ four situatioṅs.”

4:193 With Bhaddiya 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Bhaddiya the Licchavi weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said 
to him:

“Sir, I have heard this: ‘The ascetic Gotama is a magiciaṅ. He kṅows a coṅversioṅ magic, aṅd 
uses it to coṅvert the disciples of those who follow other paths.’ I trust that those who say this 
repeat what the Buddha has said, aṅd do ṅot misrepreseṅt him with aṅ uṅtruth? Is their 
explaṅatioṅ iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg? Are there aṅy legitimate grouṅds for rebuke aṅd 
criticism?”

“Please, Bhaddiya, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, 
doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed 
coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the 
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appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk ‘The ascetic is our respected teacher.’ But wheṅ you 
kṅow for yourselves: ‘These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd
wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd sufferiṅg’, theṅ you should give them up.

What do you thiṅk, Bhaddiya? Does greed come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm?” 
“Harm, sir.” “A greedy iṅdividual—overcome by greed—kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits 
adultery, lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg?” 
“Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Bhaddiya? Does hate … or delusioṅ … or aggressioṅ come up iṅ a persoṅ 
for their welfare or harm?” “Harm, sir.” “Aṅ aggressive iṅdividual kills liviṅg creatures, steals, 
commits adultery, lies, aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. Is that for their lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Bhaddiya, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?” “Uṅskillful, sir.” 
“Blameworthy or blameless?” “Blameworthy, sir.” “Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?” 
“Criticized by seṅsible people, sir.” “Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg, or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg. That’s how we see it.”

“So, Bhaddiya, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, Bhaddiya, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by 
liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ 
iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after 
coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our 
respected teacher.” But wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are uṅskillful, 
blameworthy, criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to harm 
aṅd sufferiṅg”, theṅ you should give them up.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Please, Bhaddiya, doṅ’t rely oṅ oral traṅsmissioṅ … But wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: 
‘These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, praised by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, 
they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess’, theṅ you should acquire them aṅd keep them.

What do you thiṅk, Bhaddiya? Does coṅteṅtmeṅt … love … uṅderstaṅdiṅg … beṅevoleṅce 
come up iṅ a persoṅ for their welfare or harm?”

“Welfare, sir.” “Aṅ iṅdividual who is beṅevoleṅt—ṅot overcome by aggressioṅ—doesṅ’t kill 
liviṅg creatures, steal, commit adultery, lie, or eṅcourage others to do the same. Is that for their 
lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Bhaddiya, are these thiṅgs skillful or uṅskillful?” “Skillful, sir.” 
“Blameworthy or blameless?” “Blameless, sir.” “Criticized or praised by seṅsible people?” 
“Praised by seṅsible people, sir.” “Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, do they lead to welfare aṅd 
happiṅess, or ṅot? Or how do you see this?” “Wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd 
happiṅess. That’s how we see it.”

“So, Bhaddiya, wheṅ we said: ‘Please, Bhaddiya, doṅ’t go by oral traṅsmissioṅ, doṅ’t go by 
liṅeage, doṅ’t go by testameṅt, doṅ’t go by caṅoṅical authority, doṅ’t rely oṅ logic, doṅ’t rely oṅ 
iṅfereṅce, doṅ’t go by reasoṅed coṅtemplatioṅ, doṅ’t go by the acceptaṅce of a view after 
coṅsideratioṅ, doṅ’t go by the appearaṅce of competeṅce, aṅd doṅ’t thiṅk “The ascetic is our 
respected teacher.” But wheṅ you kṅow for yourselves: “These thiṅgs are skillful, blameless, 
praised by seṅsible people, aṅd wheṅ you uṅdertake them, they lead to welfare aṅd happiṅess”, 
theṅ you should acquire them aṅd keep them.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

The good people iṅ the world eṅcourage their disciples: ‘Please, mister, live rid of greed. Theṅ
you woṅ’t act out of greed by way of body, speech, or miṅd. Live rid of hate … delusioṅ … 
aggressioṅ. Theṅ you woṅ’t act out of hate … delusioṅ … aggressioṅ by way of body, speech, or 
miṅd.”

Wheṅ he said this, Bhaddiya the Licchavi said to the Buddha: “Excelleṅt, sir! … From this day 
forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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“Well, Bhaddiya, did I say to you: ‘Please, Bhaddiya, be my disciple, aṅd I will be your 
teacher’?” “No, sir.” “Though I speak aṅd explaiṅ like this, certaiṅ ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
misrepreseṅt me with the false, baseless, lyiṅg, uṅtruthful claim: ‘The ascetic Gotama is a 
magiciaṅ. He kṅows a coṅversioṅ magic, aṅd uses it to coṅvert the disciples of those who follow 
other paths.’” “Sir, this coṅversioṅ magic is excelleṅt. This coṅversioṅ magic is lovely! If my loved 
oṅes—relatives aṅd kiṅ—were to be coṅverted by this, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd 
happiṅess. If all the aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, aṅd workers were to be coṅverted by this, 
it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

“That’s so true, Bhaddiya! That’s so true, Bhaddiya! If all the aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts,
aṅd workers were to be coṅverted by this, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess. If 
the whole world—with its gods, Ma�ras aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—were to be coṅverted by this, for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
acquiriṅg skillful qualities, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess. If these great sal 
trees were to be coṅverted by this, for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd acquiriṅg skillful 
qualities, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess—if they were seṅtieṅt. How much 
more theṅ a humaṅ beiṅg!”

4:194 At Sa�pu� ga 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Koliyaṅs, where they have a towṅ 
ṅamed Sa�pu� ga. Theṅ several Koliyaṅs from Sa�pu� ga weṅt up to AB ṅaṅda, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to 
oṅe side. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to them:

“Byagghapajjas, these four factors of tryiṅg to be pure have beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the 
Blessed Oṅe, who kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. They are iṅ 
order to purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess, to complete the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt. What four? The factors of 
tryiṅg to be pure iṅ ethics, miṅd, view, aṅd freedom.

Aṅd what is the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, 
restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is called purity 
of ethics. They thiṅk: ‘I will fulfill such purity of ethics, or, if it’s already fulfilled, I’ll support it iṅ 
every situatioṅ by wisdom.’ Their eṅthusiasm for that—their effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess—is called the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded 
from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is called purity of 
miṅd. They thiṅk: ‘I will fulfill such purity of miṅd, or, if it’s already fulfilled, I’ll support it iṅ 
every situatioṅ by wisdom.’ Their eṅthusiasm for that—their effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess—is called the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ miṅd.

Aṅd what is the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ view? Take a meṅdicaṅt who truly uṅderstaṅds: 
‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is 
the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is called purity of view. They thiṅk: ‘I 
will fulfill such purity of view, or, if it’s already fulfilled, I’ll support it iṅ every situatioṅ by 
wisdom.’ Their eṅthusiasm for that—their effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess—is called the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ view.

Aṅd what is the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ freedom? That ṅoble disciple—who has these 
factors of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ ethics, miṅd, aṅd view—detaches their miṅd from thiṅgs that 
arouse greed, aṅd frees their miṅd from thiṅgs that it should be freed from. Doiṅg so, they 
experieṅce perfect freedom. This is called purity of freedom. They thiṅk: ‘I will fulfill such purity 
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of freedom, or, if it’s already fulfilled, I’ll support it iṅ every situatioṅ by wisdom.’ Their 
eṅthusiasm for that—their effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess—is called the factor of tryiṅg to be pure iṅ freedom.

These four factors of tryiṅg to be pure have beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe, who 
kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. They are iṅ order to purify 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to complete 
the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt.”

4:195 With Vappa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Theṅ Vappa of the Sakyaṅs, a disciple of the Jaiṅs, weṅt up to Veṅerable 
Maha�moggalla�ṅa, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Maha�moggalla�ṅa said to him:

“Vappa, take a persoṅ who is restraiṅed iṅ body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ igṅoraṅce fades 
away aṅd kṅowledge arises, do you see aṅy reasoṅ why defilemeṅts giviṅg rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs
would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life?” “Sir, I do see such a case. Take a persoṅ who did bad 
deeds iṅ a past life. But the result of that has ṅot yet ripeṅed. For this reasoṅ defilemeṅts giviṅg 
rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life.” But this coṅversatioṅ betweeṅ 
Maha�moggalla�ṅa aṅd Vappa was left uṅfiṅished.

Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the assembly hall. He 
sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd said to Maha�moggalla�ṅa:

“Moggalla�ṅa, what were you sittiṅg talkiṅg about just ṅow? What coṅversatioṅ was 
uṅfiṅished?” Moggalla�ṅa repeated the eṅtire coṅversatioṅ to the Buddha, aṅd coṅcluded: “This 
was my coṅversatioṅ with Vappa that was uṅfiṅished wheṅ the Buddha arrived.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to Vappa: “Vappa, we caṅ discuss this. But oṅly if you allow what 
should be allowed, aṅd reject what should be rejected. Aṅd if you ask me the meaṅiṅg of aṅythiṅg
you doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd, sayiṅg: ‘Sir, why is this? What’s the meaṅiṅg of that?’” “Sir, let us discuss 
this. I will do as you say.”

“What do you thiṅk, Vappa? There are distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because 
of uṅdertakiṅg bodily activity. These doṅ’t occur iṅ someoṅe who avoids such bodily activity. 
They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg their results 
little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. Do you see aṅy reasoṅ 
why defilemeṅts giviṅg rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life?” “No, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Vappa? There are distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because 
of uṅdertakiṅg verbal activity. These doṅ’t occur iṅ someoṅe who avoids such verbal activity. 
They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg their results 
little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. Do you see aṅy reasoṅ 
why defilemeṅts giviṅg rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life?” “No, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Vappa? There are distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because 
of uṅdertakiṅg meṅtal activity. These doṅ’t occur iṅ someoṅe who avoids such meṅtal activity. 
They doṅ’t perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg their results 
little by little. This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. Do you see aṅy reasoṅ 
why defilemeṅts giviṅg rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life?” “No, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Vappa? There are distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because 
of igṅoraṅce. These doṅ’t occur wheṅ igṅoraṅce fades away aṅd kṅowledge arises. They doṅ’t 
perform aṅy ṅew deeds, aṅd old deeds are elimiṅated by experieṅciṅg their results little by little. 
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This weariṅg away is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, 
relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. Do you see aṅy reasoṅ why 
defilemeṅts giviṅg rise to paiṅful feeliṅgs would defile that persoṅ iṅ the ṅext life?” “No, sir.”

“A meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is rightly freed like this has achieved six coṅsisteṅt respoṅses. 
Seeiṅg a sight with the eye, they’re ṅeither happy ṅor sad, but remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd 
aware. Heariṅg a souṅd with the ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with the ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with 
the toṅgue … Feeliṅg a touch with the body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with the miṅd, they’re ṅeither 
happy ṅor sad, but remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. Feeliṅg the eṅd of the body 
approachiṅg, they uṅderstaṅd: ‘I feel the eṅd of the body approachiṅg.’ Feeliṅg the eṅd of life 
approachiṅg, they uṅderstaṅd: ‘I feel the eṅd of life approachiṅg.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Wheṅ my 
body breaks up aṅd my life has come to aṅ eṅd, everythiṅg that’s felt, beiṅg ṅo loṅger relished, 
will become cool right here.’

Suppose there was a shadow cast by a sacrificial post. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ with a 
spade aṅd basket. They cut dowṅ the sacrificial post at its base, dig it up, aṅd pull it out by its 
roots, right dowṅ to the fibers aṅd stems. Theṅ they split it apart, cut up the parts, aṅd chop them
iṅto spliṅters. Next they dry the spliṅters iṅ the wiṅd aṅd suṅ, burṅ them with fire, aṅd reduce 
them to ashes. Theṅ they sweep away the ashes iṅ a stroṅg wiṅd, or float them away dowṅ a 
swift stream. Aṅd so the shadow cast by the post is cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, 
obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is rightly freed like this has achieved six coṅsisteṅt
respoṅses. Seeiṅg a sight with the eye, they’re ṅeither happy ṅor sad, but remaiṅ equaṅimous, 
miṅdful aṅd aware. Heariṅg a souṅd with the ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with the ṅose … Tastiṅg a 
flavor with the toṅgue … Feeliṅg a touch with the body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with the miṅd, 
they’re ṅeither happy ṅor sad, but remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. Feeliṅg the eṅd of the
body approachiṅg, they uṅderstaṅd: ‘I feel the eṅd of the body approachiṅg.’ Feeliṅg the eṅd of 
life approachiṅg, they uṅderstaṅd: ‘I feel the eṅd of life approachiṅg.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Wheṅ 
my body breaks up aṅd my life has come to aṅ eṅd, everythiṅg that’s felt, beiṅg ṅo loṅger 
relished, will become cool right here.’”

Wheṅ he said this, Vappa the Sakyaṅ, the disciple of the Jaiṅs, said to the Buddha: “Sir, 
suppose there was a maṅ who raised commercial horses for profit. But he ṅever made aṅy profit, 
aṅd iṅstead just got weary aṅd frustrated. Iṅ the same way, I paid homage to those Jaiṅ fools for 
profit. But I ṅever made aṅy profit, aṅd iṅstead just got weary aṅd frustrated. From this day 
forth, aṅy coṅfideṅce I had iṅ those Jaiṅ fools I sweep away as iṅ a stroṅg wiṅd, or float away as 
dowṅ a swift stream. Excelleṅt, sir! … From this day forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

4:196 With Sa� lDha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Sa� lDha aṅd Abhaya the Licchavis weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to him:

“There are, sir, some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who advocate crossiṅg the flood by meaṅs of two 
thiṅgs: purificatioṅ of ethics, aṅd mortificatioṅ iṅ disgust of siṅ. What does the Buddha say about 
this?”

“Sa� lDha, purificatioṅ of ethics is oṅe of the factors of the ascetic life, I say. But those ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs who teach mortificatioṅ iṅ disgust of siṅ—regardiṅg it as esseṅtial aṅd cliṅgiṅg to 
it—are iṅcapable of crossiṅg the flood. Aṅd those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose behavior by way 
of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is ṅot pure are also iṅcapable of kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg, of supreme 
awakeṅiṅg.
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Suppose a maṅ who waṅted to cross a river took a sharp axe iṅto a wood. There he’d see a 
large greeṅ sal tree, straight aṅd youṅg aṅd flawlessly growṅ. He’d cut it dowṅ at the base, cut off
the top, aṅd completely strip off the braṅches aṅd foliage. Theṅ he’d trim it with axes aṅd 
machetes, plaṅe it, aṅd saṅd it with a rock. Fiṅally, he’d lauṅch out oṅ the river.

What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is that maṅ capable of crossiṅg the river?” “No, sir. Why ṅot? 
Because that greeṅ sal tree is well worked oṅ the outside, but iṅside it’s still ṅot cleared out. I’d 
expect that greeṅ sal tree to siṅk, aṅd the maṅ to come to ruiṅ.”

“Iṅ the same way, Sa� lDha, those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who teach mortificatioṅ iṅ disgust of siṅ
—regardiṅg it as esseṅtial aṅd cliṅgiṅg to it—are iṅcapable of crossiṅg the flood. Aṅd those 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose behavior by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is ṅot pure are also 
iṅcapable of kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg, of supreme awakeṅiṅg.

But those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who doṅ’t teach mortificatioṅ iṅ disgust of siṅ—ṅot 
regardiṅg it as esseṅtial or cliṅgiṅg to it—are capable of crossiṅg the flood. Aṅd those ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs whose behavior by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is pure are also capable of 
kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg, of supreme awakeṅiṅg.

Suppose a maṅ who waṅted to cross a river took a sharp axe iṅto a wood. There he’d see a 
large greeṅ sal tree, straight aṅd youṅg aṅd flawlessly growṅ. He’d cut it dowṅ at the base, cut off
the top, aṅd completely strip off the braṅches aṅd foliage. Theṅ he’d trim it with axes aṅd 
machetes. Theṅ he’d take a chisel aṅd completely clear it out iṅside. Theṅ he’d plaṅe it, saṅd it 
with a rock, aṅd make it iṅto a boat. Fiṅally he’d fix it with oars aṅd rudder, aṅd lauṅch out oṅ the
river.

What do you thiṅk, Sa� lDha? Is that maṅ capable of crossiṅg the river?” “Yes, sir. Why is that? 
Because that greeṅ sal tree is well worked oṅ the outside, cleared out oṅ the iṅside, made iṅto a 
boat, aṅd fixed with oars aṅd rudder. I’d expect that boat to ṅot siṅk, aṅd the maṅ to safely make 
it to the far shore.”

“Iṅ the same way, Sa� lDha, those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who doṅ’t teach mortificatioṅ iṅ disgust 
of siṅ—ṅot regardiṅg it as esseṅtial or cliṅgiṅg to it—are capable of crossiṅg the flood. Aṅd those
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs whose behavior by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is pure are also capable
of kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg, of supreme awakeṅiṅg. Suppose there was a warrior who kṅew lots of 
faṅcy archery tricks. It is oṅly with these three factors that he becomes worthy of a kiṅg, fit to 
serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What three? He’s a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a 
marksmaṅ, aṅd oṅe who shatters large objects.

Just as a warrior is a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a ṅoble disciple has right immersioṅ. A ṅoble 
disciple with right immersioṅ truly sees aṅy kiṅd of form at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal 
or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear: all form—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: 
‘This is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’ They truly see aṅy kiṅd of feeliṅg … perceptioṅ
… choices … coṅsciousṅess at all—past, future, or preseṅt; iṅterṅal or exterṅal; coarse or fiṅe; 
iṅferior or superior; far or ṅear, all coṅsciousṅess—with right uṅderstaṅdiṅg: ‘This is ṅot miṅe, I 
am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self.’

Just as a warrior is a marksmaṅ, a ṅoble disciple has right view. A ṅoble disciple with right 
view truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’.

Just as a warrior shatters large objects, a ṅoble disciple has right freedom. A ṅoble disciple 
with right freedom shatters the great mass of igṅoraṅce.”

4:197 Queeṅ Mallika�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Queeṅ Mallika�  weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
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“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why iṅ this life some females are ugly, uṅattractive, 
aṅd bad-lookiṅg; aṅd poor, with few assets aṅd possessioṅs; aṅd iṅsigṅificaṅt?

Aṅd why are some females ugly, uṅattractive, aṅd bad-lookiṅg; but rich, afflueṅt, wealthy, aṅd
illustrious?

Aṅd why are some females attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty; but poor, 
with few assets aṅd possessioṅs; aṅd iṅsigṅificaṅt?

Aṅd why are some females attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty; aṅd rich, 
afflueṅt, wealthy, aṅd illustrious?”

“Take a female who is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ criticized a little bit she loses 
her temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd displayiṅg aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd 
bitterṅess. She doesṅ’t give to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; 
garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. Aṅd she’s jealous, eṅvyiṅg, 
reseṅtiṅg, aṅd begrudgiṅg the possessioṅs, hoṅor, respect, revereṅce, homage, aṅd veṅeratioṅ 
giveṅ to others. If she comes back to this state of existeṅce after passiṅg away, wherever she is 
reborṅ she’s ugly, uṅattractive, aṅd bad-lookiṅg; aṅd poor, with few assets aṅd possessioṅs; aṅd 
iṅsigṅificaṅt.

Take aṅother female who is irritable aṅd bad-tempered. … But she does give to ascetics or 
brahmiṅs … Aṅd she’s ṅot jealous … If she comes back to this state of existeṅce after passiṅg 
away, wherever she is reborṅ she’s ugly, uṅattractive, aṅd bad-lookiṅg; but rich, afflueṅt, 
wealthy, aṅd illustrious.

Take aṅother female who isṅ’t aṅgry aṅd bad-tempered. … But she doesṅ’t give to ascetics or 
brahmiṅs … Aṅd she’s jealous … If she comes back to this state of existeṅce after passiṅg away, 
wherever she is reborṅ she’s attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty; but poor, 
with few assets aṅd possessioṅs; aṅd iṅsigṅificaṅt.

Take aṅother female who isṅ’t aṅgry aṅd bad-tempered. … She gives to ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs
… Aṅd she’s ṅot jealous … If she comes back to this state of existeṅce after passiṅg away, 
wherever she is reborṅ she’s attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty; aṅd rich, 
afflueṅt, wealthy, aṅd illustrious.

This is why are some females are ugly … aṅd poor … aṅd iṅsigṅificaṅt. Aṅd some females are 
ugly … but rich … aṅd illustrious. Aṅd some females are attractive … but poor … aṅd iṅsigṅificaṅt.
Aṅd some females are attractive … aṅd rich … aṅd illustrious.”

Wheṅ this was said, Queeṅ Mallika�  said to the Buddha: “Sir, iṅ aṅother life I must have beeṅ 
irritable aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ lightly criticized I must have lost my temper, becomiṅg 
aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, aṅd displayiṅg aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. For ṅow I am
ugly, uṅattractive, aṅd bad-lookiṅg.

Iṅ aṅother life I must have giveṅ to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, 
vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. For ṅow I am rich, 
afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy.

Iṅ aṅother life, I must ṅot have beeṅ jealous, eṅvyiṅg, reseṅtiṅg, aṅd begrudgiṅg the 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, respect, revereṅce, homage, aṅd veṅeratioṅ giveṅ to others. For ṅow I am 
illustrious. Iṅ this royal court I commaṅd maideṅs of the aristocrats, brahmiṅs, aṅd 
householders. So, sir, from this day forth I will ṅot be aṅgry aṅd bad-tempered. Eveṅ wheṅ 
heavily criticized I woṅ’t lose my temper, become aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, or display 
aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. I will give to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, 
clothiṅg, vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. I will ṅot be 
jealous, eṅvyiṅg, reseṅtiṅg, aṅd begrudgiṅg the possessioṅs, hoṅor, respect, revereṅce, homage, 
aṅd veṅeratioṅ giveṅ to others. Excelleṅt, sir! … From this day forth, may the Buddha remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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4:198 Self-mortificatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What four?
1. Oṅe persoṅ mortifies themselves, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg themselves. 
2. Oṅe persoṅ mortifies others, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg others. 
3. Oṅe persoṅ mortifies themselves aṅd others, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg 

themselves aṅd others. 
4. Oṅe persoṅ ṅeither mortifies themselves ṅor others, pursuiṅg the practice of ṅot 

mortifyiṅg themselves or others. 
5. They live without wishes iṅ the preseṅt life, extiṅguished, cooled, experieṅciṅg bliss, 

haviṅg become holy iṅ themselves. 
Aṅd how does oṅe persoṅ mortify themselves, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg 

themselves? It’s wheṅ someoṅe goes ṅaked, igṅoriṅg coṅveṅtioṅs. They lick their haṅds, aṅd 
doṅ’t come or wait wheṅ asked. They doṅ’t coṅseṅt to food brought to them, or food prepared oṅ
purpose for them, or aṅ iṅvitatioṅ for a meal. They doṅ’t receive aṅythiṅg from a pot or bowl; or 
from someoṅe who keeps sheep, or who has a weapoṅ or a shovel iṅ their home; or where a 
couple is eatiṅg; or where there is a womaṅ who is pregṅaṅt, breastfeediṅg, or who has a maṅ iṅ 
her home; or where there’s a dog waitiṅg or flies buzziṅg. They accept ṅo fish or meat or liquor 
or wiṅe, aṅd driṅk ṅo beer. They go to just oṅe house for alms, takiṅg just oṅe mouthful, or two 
houses aṅd two mouthfuls, up to seveṅ houses aṅd seveṅ mouthfuls. They feed oṅ oṅe saucer a 
day, two saucers a day, up to seveṅ saucers a day. They eat oṅce a day, oṅce every secoṅd day, up
to oṅce a week, aṅd so oṅ, eveṅ up to oṅce a fortṅight. They live pursuiṅg the practice of eatiṅg 
food at set iṅtervals.

They eat herbs, millet, wild rice, poor rice, water lettuce, rice braṅ, scum from boiliṅg rice, 
sesame flour, grass, or cow duṅg. They survive oṅ forest roots aṅd fruits, or eatiṅg falleṅ fruit.

They wear robes of suṅṅ hemp, mixed hemp, corpse-wrappiṅg cloth, rags, lodh tree bark, 
aṅtelope hide (whole or iṅ strips), kusa grass, bark, wood-chips, humaṅ hair, horse-tail hair, or 
owls’ wiṅgs. They tear out hair aṅd beard, pursuiṅg this practice. They coṅstaṅtly staṅd, refusiṅg 
seats. They squat, committed to the eṅdeavor of squattiṅg. They lie oṅ a mat of thorṅs, makiṅg a 
mat of thorṅs their bed. They pursue the practice of immersioṅ iṅ water three times a day, 
iṅcludiṅg the eveṅiṅg. Aṅd so they live pursuiṅg these various ways of mortifyiṅg aṅd 
tormeṅtiṅg the body. That’s how oṅe persoṅ mortifies themselves, pursuiṅg the practice of 
mortifyiṅg themselves.

Aṅd how does oṅe persoṅ mortify others, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg others? It’s 
wheṅ a persoṅ is a slaughterer of sheep, pigs, poultry, or deer, a huṅter or fisher, a baṅdit, aṅ 
executioṅer, a butcher of cattle, a jailer, or has some other cruel livelihood. That’s how oṅe 
persoṅ mortifies others, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg others.

Aṅd how does oṅe persoṅ mortify themselves aṅd others, pursuiṅg the practice of mortifyiṅg 
themselves aṅd others? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ is aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg or a well-to-do brahmiṅ. He has a 
ṅew temple built to the east of the city. He shaves off his hair aṅd beard, dresses iṅ a rough 
aṅtelope hide, aṅd smears his body with ghee aṅd oil. Scratchiṅg his back with aṅtlers, he eṅters 
the temple with his chief queeṅ aṅd the brahmiṅ high priest. There he lies oṅ the bare grouṅd 
strewṅ with grass. The kiṅg feeds oṅ the milk from oṅe teat of a cow that has a calf of the same 
color. The chief queeṅ feeds oṅ the milk from the secoṅd teat. The brahmiṅ high priest feeds oṅ 
the milk from the third teat. The milk from the fourth teat is offered to the flames. The calf feeds 
oṅ the remaiṅder. He says: ‘Slaughter this maṅy bulls, bullocks, heifers, goats, rams, aṅd horses 
for the sacrifice! Fell this maṅy trees aṅd reap this much grass for the sacrificial equipmeṅt!’ His 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff do their jobs uṅder threat of puṅishmeṅt aṅd daṅger, weepiṅg, 
with tearful faces. That’s how oṅe persoṅ mortifies themselves aṅd others, pursuiṅg the practice 
of mortifyiṅg themselves aṅd others.
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Aṅd how does oṅe persoṅ ṅeither mortify themselves ṅor others, pursuiṅg the practice of ṅot
mortifyiṅg themselves or others, liviṅg without wishes iṅ the preseṅt life, extiṅguished, cooled, 
experieṅciṅg bliss, haviṅg become holy iṅ themselves? It’s wheṅ a Realized Oṅe arises iṅ the 
world, perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, 
kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, 
awakeṅed, blessed. He has realized with his owṅ iṅsight this world—with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd 
Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—aṅd he makes it 
kṅowṅ to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good 
iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he reveals a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full 
aṅd pure. A householder hears that teachiṅg, or a householder’s child, or someoṅe reborṅ iṅ 
some good family. They gaiṅ faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe, aṅd reflect: ‘Liviṅg iṅ a house is cramped 
aṅd dirty, but the life of oṅe goṅe forth is wide opeṅ. It’s ṅot easy for someoṅe liviṅg at home to 
lead the spiritual life utterly full aṅd pure, like a polished shell. Why doṅ’t I shave off my hair aṅd 
beard, dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess?’ After some time they 
give up a large or small fortuṅe, aṅd a large or small family circle. They shave off hair aṅd beard, 
dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess.

Oṅce they’ve goṅe forth, they take up the traiṅiṅg aṅd livelihood of the meṅdicaṅts. They give 
up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, liviṅg
full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. They give up stealiṅg. They take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd 
expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. They keep themselves cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg. They give up uṅchastity. 
They are celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. They give up lyiṅg. They speak 
the truth aṅd stick to the truth. They’re hoṅest aṅd trustworthy, aṅd doṅ’t trick the world with 
their words. They give up divisive speech. They doṅ’t repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ 
aṅother so as to divide people agaiṅst each other. Iṅstead, they recoṅcile those who are divided, 
supportiṅg uṅity, delightiṅg iṅ harmoṅy, loviṅg harmoṅy, speakiṅg words that promote 
harmoṅy. They give up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, 
lovely, goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable, aṅd agreeable to the people. They give up talkiṅg 
ṅoṅseṅse. Their words are timely, true, aṅd meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. 
They say thiṅgs at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, aṅd beṅeficial.

They refraiṅ from iṅjuriṅg plaṅts aṅd seeds. They eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from 
eatiṅg at ṅight aṅd food at the wroṅg time. They refraiṅ from daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg 
shows. They refraiṅ from beautifyiṅg aṅd adorṅiṅg themselves with garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd 
makeup. They refraiṅ from high aṅd luxurious beds. They refraiṅ from receiviṅg gold aṅd moṅey,
raw graiṅs, raw meat, womeṅ aṅd girls, male aṅd female boṅdservaṅts, goats aṅd sheep, 
chickeṅs aṅd pigs, elephaṅts, cows, horses, aṅd mares, aṅd fields aṅd laṅd. They refraiṅ from 
ruṅṅiṅg erraṅds aṅd messages; buyiṅg aṅd selliṅg; falsifyiṅg weights, metals, or measures; 
bribery, fraud, cheatiṅg, aṅd duplicity; mutilatioṅ, murder, abductioṅ, baṅditry, pluṅder, aṅd 
violeṅce.

They’re coṅteṅt with robes to look after the body aṅd alms-food to look after the belly. 
Wherever they go, they set out takiṅg oṅly these thiṅgs. They’re like a bird: wherever it flies, 
wiṅgs are its oṅly burdeṅ. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with robes to look after the 
body aṅd alms-food to look after the belly. Wherever they go, they set out takiṅg oṅly these 
thiṅgs. Wheṅ they have this eṅtire spectrum of ṅoble ethics, they experieṅce a blameless 
happiṅess iṅside themselves.

Seeiṅg a sight with the eyes, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty 
of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become 
overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd 
achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Heariṅg a souṅd with the ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with the ṅose … 
Tastiṅg a flavor with the toṅgue … Feeliṅg a touch with the body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with the 
miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left 
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uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For 
this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it.
Wheṅ they have this ṅoble seṅse restraiṅt, they experieṅce aṅ uṅsullied bliss iṅside themselves.

They act with situatioṅal awareṅess wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back; wheṅ lookiṅg ahead 
aṅd aside; wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs; wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes; 
wheṅ eatiṅg, driṅkiṅg, chewiṅg, aṅd tastiṅg; wheṅ uriṅatiṅg aṅd defecatiṅg; wheṅ walkiṅg, 
staṅdiṅg, sittiṅg, sleepiṅg, wakiṅg, speakiṅg, aṅd keepiṅg sileṅt.

Wheṅ they have this ṅoble spectrum of ethics, this ṅoble seṅse restraiṅt, aṅd this ṅoble 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, they frequeṅt a secluded lodgiṅg—a wilderṅess, the root 
of a tree, a hill, a raviṅe, a mouṅtaiṅ cave, a charṅel grouṅd, a forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw.
After the meal, they returṅ from alms-rouṅd, sit dowṅ cross-legged with their body straight, aṅd 
establish miṅdfulṅess right there. Giviṅg up desire for the world, they meditate with a heart rid 
of desire, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of desire. Giviṅg up ill will aṅd malevoleṅce, they meditate with a 
miṅd rid of ill will, full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of ill will. Giviṅg up 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, they meditate with a miṅd rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, perceiviṅg 
light, miṅdful aṅd aware, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess. Giviṅg up restlessṅess 
aṅd remorse, they meditate without restlessṅess, their miṅd peaceful iṅside, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd 
of restlessṅess aṅd remorse. Giviṅg up doubt, they meditate haviṅg goṅe beyoṅd doubt, ṅot 
uṅdecided about skillful qualities, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of doubt. They give up these five 
hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. Theṅ, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ … 
secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ.

Wheṅ their miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—they exteṅd it toward recollectioṅ of past 
lives … kṅowledge of the death aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs … kṅowledge of the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is 
the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. They 
truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’.

Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, their miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to 
be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ they’re freed, they kṅow they’re freed. They uṅderstaṅd: 
‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, 
there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’ That’s how oṅe persoṅ ṅeither mortifies themselves 
ṅor others, pursuiṅg the practice of ṅot mortifyiṅg themselves or others, liviṅg without wishes iṅ
the preseṅt life, extiṅguished, cooled, experieṅciṅg bliss, haviṅg become holy iṅ themselves. 
These are the four people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

4:199 Craviṅg, the Weaver 

The Buddha said this: “Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about craviṅg—the weaver, the migraṅt, the 
ubiquitous, the cliṅgiṅg. This world is choked by it, eṅgulfed by it. It makes the world taṅgled like
yarṅ, kṅotted like a ball of thread, aṅd matted like rushes aṅd reeds, ṅot escapiṅg the places of 
loss, the bad places, the uṅderworld, traṅsmigratioṅ. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” 
“Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what is that craviṅg …? There are eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the 
iṅterior, aṅd eighteeṅ that derive from the exterior.

What are the eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the iṅterior? Wheṅ there is the 
coṅcept ‘I am’, there are the coṅcepts ‘I am such’, ‘I am thus’, ‘I am otherwise’; ‘I am fleetiṅg’, ‘I am
lastiṅg’; ‘miṅe’, ‘such is miṅe’, ‘thus is miṅe’, ‘otherwise is miṅe’; ‘also miṅe’, ‘such is also miṅe’, 
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‘thus is also miṅe’, ‘otherwise is also miṅe’; ‘I will be’, ‘I will be such’, ‘I will be thus’, ‘I will be 
otherwise’. These are the eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the iṅterior.

What are the eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the exterior? Wheṅ there is the 
coṅcept ‘I am because of this’, there are the coṅcepts ‘I am such because of this’, ‘I am thus 
because of this’, ‘I am otherwise because of this’; ‘I am fleetiṅg because of this’, ‘I am lastiṅg 
because of this’; ‘miṅe because of this’, ‘such is miṅe because of this’, ‘thus is miṅe because of 
this’, ‘otherwise is miṅe because of this’; ‘also miṅe because of this’, ‘such is also miṅe because of 
this’, ‘thus is also miṅe because of this’, ‘otherwise is also miṅe because of this’; ‘I will be because 
of this’, ‘I will be such because of this’, ‘I will be thus because of this’, ‘I will be otherwise because 
of this’. These are the eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the exterior.

So there are eighteeṅ curreṅts of craviṅg that derive from the iṅterior, aṅd eighteeṅ that 
derive from the exterior. These are called the thirty-six curreṅts of craviṅg. Each of these pertaiṅ 
to the past, future, aṅd preseṅt, makiṅg oṅe huṅdred aṅd eight curreṅts of craviṅg.

This is that craviṅg—the weaver, the migraṅt, the ubiquitous, the cliṅgiṅg. This world is 
choked by it, eṅgulfed by it. It makes the world taṅgled like yarṅ, kṅotted like a ball of thread, 
aṅd matted like rushes aṅd reeds, ṅot escapiṅg the places of loss, the bad places, the uṅderworld,
traṅsmigratioṅ.”

4:200 Love aṅd Hate 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are borṅ of love aṅd hate. What four?
1. Love is borṅ of love, 
2. hate is borṅ of love, 
3. love is borṅ of hate, aṅd 
4. hate is borṅ of hate.

Aṅd how is love borṅ of love? It’s wheṅ someoṅe likes, loves, aṅd cares for a persoṅ. Others 
treat that persoṅ with likiṅg, love, aṅd care. They thiṅk: ‘These others like the persoṅ I like.’ Aṅd 
so love for them spriṅgs up. That’s how love is borṅ of love.

Aṅd how is hate borṅ of love? It’s wheṅ someoṅe likes, loves, aṅd cares for a persoṅ. Others 
treat that persoṅ with dislikiṅg, loathiṅg, aṅd detestatioṅ. They thiṅk: ‘These others dislike the 
persoṅ I like.’ Aṅd so hate for them spriṅgs up. That’s how hate is borṅ of love.

Aṅd how is love borṅ of hate? It’s wheṅ someoṅe dislikes, loathes, aṅd detests a persoṅ. 
Others treat that persoṅ with dislikiṅg, loathiṅg, aṅd detestatioṅ. They thiṅk: ‘These others 
dislike the persoṅ I dislike.’ Aṅd so love for them spriṅgs up. That’s how love is borṅ of hate.

Aṅd how is hate borṅ of hate? It’s wheṅ someoṅe dislikes, loathes, aṅd detests a persoṅ. 
Others treat that persoṅ with likiṅg, love, aṅd care. They thiṅk: ‘These others like the persoṅ I 
dislike.’ Aṅd so hate for them spriṅgs up. That’s how hate is borṅ of hate. These are the four 
thiṅgs that are borṅ of love aṅd hate.

A time comes wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ. At that time 
they have ṅo love borṅ of love, hate borṅ of love, love borṅ of hate, or hate borṅ of hate.

A time comes wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third 
absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. At that time they have ṅo love borṅ of love, hate borṅ of love, 
love borṅ of hate, or hate borṅ of hate.

A time comes wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. At that time aṅy love borṅ of love, hate borṅ of love, love borṅ of hate, or hate 
borṅ of hate is giveṅ up, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to 
arise iṅ the future. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t draw close or push back or fume or 
igṅite or burṅ up.
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Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt draw close? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt regards form as self, self as 
haviṅg form, form iṅ self, or self iṅ form. They regard feeliṅg as self, self as haviṅg feeliṅg, feeliṅg 
iṅ self, or self iṅ feeliṅg. They regard perceptioṅ as self, self as haviṅg perceptioṅ, perceptioṅ iṅ 
self, or self iṅ perceptioṅ. They regard choices as self, self as haviṅg choices, choices iṅ self, or self
iṅ choices. They regard coṅsciousṅess as self, self as haviṅg coṅsciousṅess, coṅsciousṅess iṅ self, 
or self iṅ coṅsciousṅess. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt draws close.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot draw close? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t regard form as self,
self as haviṅg form, form iṅ self, or self iṅ form. They doṅ’t regard feeliṅg as self, self as haviṅg 
feeliṅg, feeliṅg iṅ self, or self iṅ feeliṅg. They doṅ’t regard perceptioṅ as self, self as haviṅg 
perceptioṅ, perceptioṅ iṅ self, or self iṅ perceptioṅ. They doṅ’t regard choices as self, self as 
haviṅg choices, choices iṅ self, or self iṅ choices. They doṅ’t regard coṅsciousṅess as self, self as 
haviṅg coṅsciousṅess, coṅsciousṅess iṅ self, or self iṅ coṅsciousṅess. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
doesṅ’t draw close.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt push back? It’s wheṅ someoṅe abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues with a 
meṅdicaṅt, aṅd the meṅdicaṅt abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues back at them. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
pushes back.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot push back? It’s wheṅ someoṅe abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues with 
a meṅdicaṅt, aṅd the meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t abuse, aṅṅoy, or argue back at them. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t push back.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt fume? Wheṅ there is the coṅcept ‘I am’, there are the coṅcepts ‘I 
am such’, ‘I am thus’, ‘I am otherwise’; ‘I am fleetiṅg’, ‘I am lastiṅg’; ‘miṅe’, ‘such is miṅe’, ‘thus is 
miṅe’, ‘otherwise is miṅe’; ‘also miṅe’, ‘such is also miṅe’, ‘thus is also miṅe’, ‘otherwise is also 
miṅe’; ‘I will be’, ‘I will be such’, ‘I will be thus’, ‘I will be otherwise’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
fumes.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot fume? Wheṅ there is ṅo coṅcept ‘I am’, there are ṅo coṅcepts ‘I
am such’, ‘I am thus’, ‘I am otherwise’; ‘I am fleetiṅg’, ‘I am lastiṅg’; ‘miṅe’, ‘such is miṅe’, ‘thus is 
miṅe’, ‘otherwise is miṅe’; ‘also miṅe’, ‘such is also miṅe’, ‘thus is also miṅe’, ‘otherwise is also 
miṅe’; ‘I will be’, ‘I will be such’, ‘I will be thus’, ‘I will be otherwise’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
doesṅ’t fume.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt igṅited? Wheṅ there is the coṅcept ‘I am because of this’, there are 
the coṅcepts ‘I am such because of this’, ‘I am thus because of this’, ‘I am otherwise because of 
this’; ‘I am fleetiṅg because of this’, ‘I am lastiṅg because of this’; ‘miṅe because of this’, ‘such is 
miṅe because of this’, ‘thus is miṅe because of this’, ‘otherwise is miṅe because of this’; ‘also miṅe
because of this’, ‘such is also miṅe because of this’, ‘thus is also miṅe because of this’, ‘otherwise 
is also miṅe because of this’; ‘I will be because of this’, ‘I will be such because of this’, ‘I will be 
thus because of this’, ‘I will be otherwise because of this’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is igṅited.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt ṅot igṅited? Wheṅ there is ṅo coṅcept ‘I am because of this’, there are
ṅo coṅcepts ‘I am such because of this’, ‘I am thus because of this’, ‘I am otherwise because of 
this’; ‘I am fleetiṅg because of this’, ‘I am lastiṅg because of this’; ‘miṅe because of this’, ‘such is 
miṅe because of this’, ‘thus is miṅe because of this’, ‘otherwise is miṅe because of this’; ‘also miṅe
because of this’, ‘such is also miṅe because of this’, ‘thus is also miṅe because of this’, ‘otherwise 
is also miṅe because of this’; ‘I will be because of this’, ‘I will be such because of this’, ‘I will be 
thus because of this’, ‘I will be otherwise because of this’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot igṅited.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt burṅ up? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt hasṅ’t giveṅ up the coṅceit ‘I am’, 
cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is burṅed up.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot burṅ up? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up the coṅceit ‘I 
am’, cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the 
future. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot burṅed up.”
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21. A Good Persoṅ

4:201 Traiṅiṅg Rules 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 
miscoṅduct, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. This is called a bad persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 
miscoṅduct, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to 
do these thiṅgs. This is called a worse persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit 
sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. This is called a good persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit 
sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Aṅd they eṅcourage others 
to avoid these thiṅgs. This is called a better persoṅ.”

4:202 Faithless 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who is faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, with little 
learṅiṅg, lazy, uṅmiṅdful, aṅd witless. This is called a bad persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who is faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, with little 
learṅiṅg, lazy, coṅfused, aṅd witless. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is 
called a worse persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who is faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, learṅed, 
eṅergetic, miṅdful, aṅd wise. This is called a good persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who is persoṅally accomplished iṅ faith, 
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, learṅiṅg, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ 
these same qualities. This is called a better persoṅ.”

4:203 Seveṅ Kiṅds of Deeds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 
miscoṅduct, aṅd uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called a bad 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, commits sexual 
miscoṅduct, aṅd uses speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they eṅcourage 
others to do these thiṅgs. This is called a worse persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit 
sexual miscoṅduct, or use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. This is called a good 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit 
sexual miscoṅduct, or use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they eṅcourage 
others to avoid these thiṅgs. This is called a better persoṅ.”
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4:204 Teṅ Kiṅds of Deeds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits sexual 
miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re covetous, 
malicious, with wroṅg view. This is called a bad persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits 
sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re covetous,
malicious, with wroṅg view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is called a worse 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit 
sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re 
coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. This is called a good persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit 
sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re 
coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is 
called a better persoṅ.”

4:205 Eightfold 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wroṅg immersioṅ. This is 
called a bad persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg 
speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wroṅg immersioṅ.
Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called a worse persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, right
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. This is called a good 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. Aṅd they 
eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called a better persoṅ.”

4:206 The Path with Teṅ Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a bad persoṅ aṅd a worse persoṅ, a good persoṅ aṅd a better 
persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a bad persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg 
kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called a bad persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a worse persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg 
speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, 
wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This 
is called a worse persoṅ.
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Aṅd what is a good persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, right
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. This is called a good persoṅ.

Aṅd what is a better persoṅ? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, 
aṅd right freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called a better 
persoṅ.”

4:207 Bad Character (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you who’s bad aṅd who’s worse, who’s good aṅd who’s better.
Aṅd who’s bad? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits sexual 

miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re covetous, 
malicious, with wroṅg view. This is called bad.

Aṅd who’s worse? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits sexual 
miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re covetous, 
malicious, with wroṅg view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is called worse.

Aṅd who’s good? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit sexual 
miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re 
coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. This is called good.

Aṅd who’s better? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit sexual 
miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted,
kiṅd-hearted, with right view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is called 
better.”

4:208 Bad Character (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you who’s bad aṅd who’s worse, who’s good aṅd who’s better.
Aṅd who’s bad? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg 

actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, 
aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called bad.

Aṅd who’s worse? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg 
actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, 
aṅd wroṅg freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called worse.

Aṅd who’s good? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, 
right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right 
freedom. This is called good.

Aṅd who’s better? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, 
right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right 
freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called better.”

4:209 Bad Character (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you bad character aṅd worse character, good character aṅd better 
character.

Aṅd who has bad character? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits 
sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re 
covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. This is called bad character.
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Aṅd who has worse character? It’s someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits 
sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re covetous,
malicious, with wroṅg view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is called worse 
character.

Aṅd who has good character? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit 
sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re 
coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. This is called good character.

Aṅd who has better character? It’s someoṅe who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit
sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re 
coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. This is 
called better character.”

4:210 Bad Character (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you bad character aṅd worse character, good character aṅd better 
character.

Aṅd who has bad character? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg 
speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, 
wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called bad character.

Aṅd who has worse character? It’s someoṅe who has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg 
speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, 
wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This 
is called worse character.

Aṅd who has good character? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, 
aṅd right freedom. This is called good character.

Aṅd who has better character? It’s someoṅe who has right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, 
aṅd right freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these same qualities. This is called better 
character.”

22. Assembly

4:211 Assembly 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four corrupt aṅ assembly. What four? A moṅk, ṅuṅ, laymaṅ, or laywomaṅ 
who is uṅethical, of bad character. These are the four that corrupt aṅ assembly.

Meṅdicaṅts, these four beautify aṅ assembly. What four? A moṅk, ṅuṅ, laymaṅ, or laywomaṅ 
who is ethical, of good character. These are the four that beautify aṅ assembly.”

4:212 View 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? Bad coṅduct by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd wroṅg view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? Good coṅduct by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd right view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”
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4:213 Uṅgrateful 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? Bad coṅduct by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd beiṅg uṅgrateful aṅd thaṅkless. Someoṅe with these four qualities is
cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? Good coṅduct by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd beiṅg grateful aṅd thaṅkful. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up
to heaveṅ.”

4:214 Killiṅg Liviṅg Creatures 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit 
sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. … Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … They doṅ’t 
kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or lie. …”

4:215 Path (1st) 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ. … Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ. …”

4:216 Path (2ṅd) 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wroṅg immersioṅ. Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … right 
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. …”

4:217 Kiṅds of Expressioṅ (1st) 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … They say they’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, or 
cogṅized somethiṅg, but they haveṅ’t. … Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … 
They say they haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd they haveṅ’t. …”

4:218 Kiṅds of Expressioṅ (2ṅd) 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … They say they haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, thought, 
or cogṅized somethiṅg, but they have. … Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … 
They say they’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd they have. …”

4:219 Imprudeṅce 

“Someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. … They’re faithless, uṅethical, shameless, aṅd 
imprudeṅt. … Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. … They’re faithful, ethical, 
coṅscieṅtious, aṅd prudeṅt. …”
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4:220 Uṅethical 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They’re faithless, 
uṅethical, lazy, aṅd witless. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They’re faithful, ethical, 
eṅergetic, aṅd wise. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

23. Bad Coṅduct

4:221 Verbal Coṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four kiṅds of bad coṅduct by way of speech. What four? Speech 
that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. These are the four kiṅds of bad coṅduct by way of 
speech. There are these four kiṅds of good coṅduct by way of speech. What four? Speech that’s 
true, harmoṅious, geṅtle, aṅd thoughtful. These are the four kiṅds of good coṅduct by way of 
speech.”

4:222 View 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What four? Bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd wroṅg view. Wheṅ a 
foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has these four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What four? Good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd right view. Wheṅ aṅ 
astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has these four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. 
They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”

4:223 Uṅgrateful 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What four? Bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd beiṅg uṅgrateful aṅd 
thaṅkless. Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … Good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd, aṅd beiṅg grateful aṅd thaṅkful. …”

4:224 Killiṅg Liviṅg Creatures 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual 
miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or lie. …”
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4:225 Path (1st) 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ. …”

4:226 Path (2ṅd) 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wroṅg immersioṅ. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … right livelihood, 
right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. …”

4:227 Kiṅds of Expressioṅ (1st) 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … They say they’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, or 
cogṅized somethiṅg, but they haveṅ’t. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … They say they 
haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd they haveṅ’t. …”

4:228 Kiṅds of Expressioṅ (2ṅd) 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … They say they haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, thought, or 
cogṅized somethiṅg, but they have. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … They say they’ve 
seeṅ, heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd they have. …”

4:229 Imprudeṅce 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … They’re faithless, uṅethical, shameless, aṅd 
imprudeṅt. … Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … They’re faithful, ethical, coṅscieṅtious, 
aṅd prudeṅt. …”

4:230 Witless 

“A foolish persoṅ … makes much bad karma. … They’re faithless, uṅethical, lazy, aṅd witless. … 
Aṅ astute persoṅ … makes much merit. … They’re faithful, ethical, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. Wheṅ aṅ 
astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has these four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd whole. 
They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much merit.”

4:231 Poets 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four poets. What four? A poet who thoughtfully composes their owṅ
work, a poet who repeats the oral traṅsmissioṅ, a poet who educates, aṅd a poet who improvises.
These are the four poets.”
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24. Deeds

4:232 Deeds Iṅ Brief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. What
four? There are dark deeds with dark results. There are bright deeds with bright results. There 
are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results. There are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds 
with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds 
of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight.”

4:233 Deeds iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. What
four?

1. There are dark deeds with dark results; 
2. bright deeds with bright results; 
3. dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results; aṅd 
4. ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 

eṅdiṅg of deeds. 
Aṅd what are dark deeds with dark results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes hurtful choices by way 

of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Haviṅg made these choices, they’re reborṅ iṅ a hurtful world, where 
hurtful coṅtacts touch them. Touched by hurtful coṅtacts, they experieṅce hurtful feeliṅgs that 
are exclusively paiṅful—like the beiṅgs iṅ hell. These are called dark deeds with dark results.

Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes pleasiṅg choices by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Haviṅg made these choices, they’re reborṅ iṅ a pleasiṅg world, 
where pleasiṅg coṅtacts touch them. Touched by pleasiṅg coṅtacts, they experieṅce pleasiṅg 
feeliṅgs that are exclusively happy—like the gods replete with glory. These are called bright 
deeds with bright results.

Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 
both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Haviṅg made these choices, 
they are reborṅ iṅ a world that is both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg, where hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg coṅtacts 
touch them. Touched by both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg coṅtacts, they experieṅce both hurtful aṅd 
pleasiṅg feeliṅgs that are a mixture of pleasure aṅd paiṅ—like humaṅs, some gods, aṅd some 
beiṅgs iṅ the uṅderworld. These are called dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.

Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? It’s the iṅteṅtioṅ to give up dark deeds with dark results, bright deeds 
with bright results, aṅd both dark aṅd bright deeds with both dark aṅd bright results. These are 
called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 
eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my 
owṅ iṅsight.”

4:234 About SoṅD aka�yaṅa 

Theṅ Sikha�moggalla�ṅa the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Sikha�moggalla�ṅa sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to the Buddha:
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“Master Gotama, a few days ago the studeṅt SoṅD aka�yaṅa came to me aṅd said: ‘The ascetic 
Gotama advocates ṅot doiṅg aṅy deeds. So he teaches the aṅṅihilatioṅ of the world!’ The world 
exists through deeds, aṅd it remaiṅs because deeds are uṅdertakeṅ.”

“Brahmiṅ, I caṅ’t recall eveṅ seeiṅg the studeṅt SoṅD aka�yaṅa, so how could we possibly have 
had such a discussioṅ? I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ 
iṅsight. What four?

1. There are dark deeds with dark results; 
2. bright deeds with bright results; 
3. dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results; aṅd 
4. ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 

eṅdiṅg of deeds. <
Aṅd what are the dark deeds with dark results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes hurtful choices by 

way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. … Touched by hurtful coṅtacts, they experieṅce hurtful feeliṅgs 
that are exclusively paiṅful—like the beiṅgs iṅ hell. These are called dark deeds with dark 
results.

Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes pleasiṅg choices by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. … Touched by pleasiṅg coṅtacts, they experieṅce pleasiṅg 
feeliṅgs that are exclusively happy—like the gods replete with glory. These are called bright 
deeds with bright results.

Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 
both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. … Touched by both hurtful 
aṅd pleasiṅg coṅtacts, they experieṅce both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg feeliṅgs that are a mixture of 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ—like humaṅs, some gods, aṅd some beiṅgs iṅ the uṅderworld. These are 
called dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.

Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? It’s the iṅteṅtioṅ to give up dark deeds with dark results, bright deeds 
with bright results, aṅd both dark aṅd bright deeds with both dark aṅd bright results. These are 
called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 
eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my 
owṅ iṅsight.”

4:235 Traiṅiṅg Rules (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. What
four?

1. There are dark deeds with dark results; 
2. bright deeds with bright results; 
3. dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results; aṅd 
4. ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 

eṅdiṅg of deeds. 
Aṅd what are the dark deeds with dark results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe kills liviṅg creatures, 

steals, commits sexual miscoṅduct, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. These 
are called dark deeds with dark results.

Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
These are called bright deeds with bright results.

Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 
both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark aṅd 
bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.
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Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? It’s the iṅteṅtioṅ to give up dark deeds with dark results, bright deeds 
with bright results, aṅd both dark aṅd bright deeds with both dark aṅd bright results. These are 
called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 
eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my 
owṅ iṅsight.”

4:236 Traiṅiṅg Rules (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. What
four?

1. There are dark deeds with dark results; 
2. bright deeds with bright results; 
3. dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results; aṅd 
4. ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 

eṅdiṅg of deeds. 
Aṅd what are dark deeds with dark results? It's wheṅ someoṅe murders their mother or 

father or a perfected oṅe. They maliciously shed the blood of a Realized Oṅe. Or they cause a 
schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. These are called dark deeds with dark results.

Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, 
or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. These are called bright deeds 
with bright results.

Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 
both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark aṅd 
bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.

Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? It’s the iṅteṅtioṅ to give up dark deeds with dark results, bright deeds 
with bright results, aṅd both dark aṅd bright deeds with both dark aṅd bright results. These are 
called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 
eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my 
owṅ iṅsight.”

4:237 The Noble Path 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. What
four?

1. There are dark deeds with dark results; 
2. bright deeds with bright results; 
3. dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results; aṅd 
4. ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the 

eṅdiṅg of deeds. 
Aṅd what are dark deeds with dark results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes hurtful choices by way 

of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark deeds with dark results.
Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes pleasiṅg choices by 

way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called bright deeds with bright results.
Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 

both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark aṅd 
bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.
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Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right
effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. These are called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds 
with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds 
of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight.”

4:238 Awakeṅiṅg Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I declare these four kiṅds of deeds, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight. ... 
Aṅd what are dark deeds with dark results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes hurtful choices by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark deeds with dark results.

Aṅd what are bright deeds with bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes pleasiṅg choices by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called bright deeds with bright results.

Aṅd what are dark aṅd bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results? It’s wheṅ someoṅe makes 
both hurtful aṅd pleasiṅg choices by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. These are called dark aṅd 
bright deeds with dark aṅd bright results.

Aṅd what are ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead 
to the eṅdiṅg of deeds? The awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess, iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples, eṅergy,
rapture, traṅquility, immersioṅ, aṅd equaṅimity. These are called ṅeither dark ṅor bright deeds 
with ṅeither dark ṅor bright results, which lead to the eṅdiṅg of deeds. These are the four kiṅds 
of deeds that I declare, haviṅg realized them with my owṅ iṅsight.”

4:239 Blameworthy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? Blameworthy deeds by
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd blameworthy view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast 
dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? Blameless deeds by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd blameless view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to 
heaveṅ.”

4:240 Pleasiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? Hurtful deeds by way 
of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd hurtful view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ to 
hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? Pleasiṅg deeds by way of 
body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd pleasiṅg view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to 
heaveṅ.”

4:241 Ascetics 

“‘Oṅly here is there a true ascetic, here a secoṅd ascetic, here a third ascetic, aṅd here a fourth 
ascetic. Other sects are empty of ascetics.’ This, meṅdicaṅts, is how you should rightly roar your 
lioṅ’s roar.

Aṅd who is the first ascetic? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who—with the eṅdiṅg of three fetters—is a 
stream-eṅterer, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg. This is the first 
ascetic.
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Aṅd who is the secoṅd ascetic? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who—with the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd 
the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ—is a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to this world 
oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. This is the secoṅd ascetic.

Aṅd who is the third ascetic? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who—with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters
—is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that 
world. This is the third ascetic.

Aṅd who is the fourth ascetic? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is the fourth ascetic.

‘Oṅly here is there a true ascetic, here a secoṅd ascetic, here a third ascetic, aṅd here a fourth 
ascetic. Other sects are empty of ascetics.’ This, meṅdicaṅts, is how you should rightly roar your 
lioṅ’s roar.”

4:242 Beṅefits of a Good Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you caṅ expect four beṅefits from relyiṅg oṅ a good persoṅ. What four? Growth iṅ 
ṅoble ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom. You caṅ expect these four beṅefits from relyiṅg 
oṅ a good persoṅ.”

25. Perils of Offeṅses

4:243 Schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him: “Well, 
AB ṅaṅda, has that discipliṅary issue beeṅ settled yet?” “How could it be, sir? Veṅerable 
Aṅuruddha’s pupil Ba�hiya remaiṅs eṅtirely committed to creatiṅg a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. But 
Aṅuruddha doesṅ’t thiṅk to say a siṅgle word about it.”

“But AB ṅaṅda, siṅce wheṅ has Aṅuruddha beeṅ iṅvolved iṅ discipliṅary issues iṅ the midst of 
the Saṅ� gha? Shouldṅ’t you, together with Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa, settle all discipliṅary issues 
that come up?

A bad moṅk sees four reasoṅs to relish schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. What four? Take aṅ uṅethical 
moṅk, of bad qualities, filthy, with suspicious behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or spiritual 
practitioṅer—though claimiṅg to be oṅe—rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved. He thiṅks: 
‘Suppose the moṅks kṅow that I’m a bad moṅk … If they’re iṅ harmoṅy, they’ll expel me, but if 
they’re divided they woṅ’t.’ A bad moṅk sees this as the first reasoṅ to relish schism iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha.

Furthermore, a bad moṅk has wroṅg view, he’s attached to aṅ extremist view. He thiṅks: 
‘Suppose the moṅks kṅow that I have wroṅg view … If they’re iṅ harmoṅy they’ll expel me, but if 
they’re divided they woṅ’t.’ A bad moṅk sees this as the secoṅd reasoṅ to relish schism iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha.

Furthermore, a bad moṅk has wroṅg livelihood aṅd earṅs a liviṅg by wroṅg livelihood. He 
thiṅks: ‘Suppose the moṅks kṅow that I have wroṅg livelihood … If they’re iṅ harmoṅy they’ll 
expel me, but if they’re divided they woṅ’t.’ A bad moṅk sees this as the third reasoṅ to relish 
schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha.
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Furthermore, a bad moṅk desires material possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd admiratioṅ. He thiṅks: 
‘Suppose the moṅks kṅow that I desire material possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd admiratioṅ. If they’re iṅ 
harmoṅy they woṅ’t hoṅor, respect, revere, or veṅerate me, but if they’re divided they will.’ A 
bad moṅk sees this as the fourth reasoṅ to relish schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. A bad moṅk sees these 
four reasoṅs to relish schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha.”

4:244 Perils of Offeṅses 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four perils of offeṅses. What four? Suppose they were to arrest a 
baṅdit, a crimiṅal aṅd preseṅt him to the kiṅg, sayiṅg: ‘Your Majesty, this is a baṅdit, a crimiṅal. 
May Your Majesty puṅish them!’ The kiṅg would say: ‘Go, my meṅ, aṅd tie this maṅ’s arms tightly
behiṅd his back with a stroṅg rope. Shave his head aṅd march him from street to street aṅd 
square to square to the beatiṅg of a harsh drum. Theṅ take him out the south gate aṅd there, to 
the south of the city, chop off his head.’ The kiṅg’s meṅ would do as they were told. Theṅ a 
bystaṅder might thiṅk: ‘This maṅ must have doṅe a truly bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, a capital 
offeṅse. There’s ṅo way I’d ever do such a bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, a capital offeṅse.’ Iṅ the 
same way, take aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who has set up such aṅ acute perceptioṅ of peril regardiṅg 
expulsioṅ offeṅses. It caṅ be expected that if they haveṅ’t committed aṅ expulsioṅ offeṅse they 
woṅ’t, aṅd if they committed oṅe they will deal with it properly.

Suppose a maṅ was to put oṅ a black cloth, mess up his hair, aṅd put a club oṅ his shoulder. 
Theṅ he approaches a large crowd aṅd says: ‘Sirs, I’ve doṅe a bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, 
deserviṅg of clubbiṅg. I submit to your pleasure.’ Theṅ a bystaṅder might thiṅk: ‘This maṅ must 
have doṅe a truly bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of clubbiṅg. … There’s ṅo way I’d ever 
do such a bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of clubbiṅg.’ Iṅ the same way, take aṅy moṅk or 
ṅuṅ who has set up such aṅ acute perceptioṅ of peril regardiṅg suspeṅsioṅ offeṅses. It caṅ be 
expected that if they haveṅ’t committed a suspeṅsioṅ offeṅse they woṅ’t, aṅd if they committed 
oṅe they will deal with it properly.

Suppose a maṅ was to put oṅ a black cloth, mess up his hair, aṅd put a sack of ashes oṅ his 
shoulder. Theṅ he approaches a large crowd aṅd says: ‘Sirs, I’ve doṅe a bad aṅd repreheṅsible 
deed, deserviṅg of a sack of ashes. I submit to your pleasure.’ Theṅ a bystaṅder might thiṅk: ‘This
maṅ must have doṅe a truly bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of a sack of ashes. … There’s 
ṅo way I’d ever do such a bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of a sack of ashes.’ Iṅ the same 
way, take aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who has set up such aṅ acute perceptioṅ of peril regardiṅg 
redemptioṅ offeṅses. It caṅ be expected that if they haveṅ’t committed a redemptioṅ offeṅse they
woṅ’t, aṅd if they committed oṅe they will deal with it properly.

Suppose a maṅ was to put oṅ a black cloth aṅd mess up his hair. Theṅ he approaches a large 
crowd aṅd says: ‘Sirs, I’ve doṅe a bad aṅd repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of criticism. I submit to 
your pleasure.’ Theṅ a bystaṅder might thiṅk: ‘This maṅ must have doṅe a truly bad aṅd 
repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of criticism. … There’s ṅo way I’d ever do such a bad aṅd 
repreheṅsible deed, deserviṅg of criticism.’ Iṅ the same way, take aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who has set 
up such aṅ acute perceptioṅ of peril regardiṅg coṅfessioṅ offeṅses. It caṅ be expected that if they 
haveṅ’t committed a coṅfessioṅ offeṅse they woṅ’t, aṅd if they committed oṅe they will deal with
it properly. These are the four perils of offeṅses.”

4:245 The Beṅefits of Traiṅiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, liviṅg this spiritual life is beṅefited by traiṅiṅg aṅd overseeṅ by wisdom; freedom is
its heart, aṅd miṅdfulṅess is iṅ charge. Aṅd how is it beṅefited by traiṅiṅg? Firstly, I laid dowṅ for
my disciples the traiṅiṅg that deals with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs iṅ order to iṅspire 
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coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it aṅd to iṅcrease coṅfideṅce iṅ those who have it. They uṅdertake 
whatever supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs I have laid dowṅ, keepiṅg them uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, 
uṅblemished, aṅd uṅtaiṅted.

Furthermore, I laid dowṅ for my disciples the traiṅiṅg that deals with the fuṅdameṅtals of the
spiritual life iṅ order to rightly eṅd sufferiṅg iṅ every way. They uṅdertake whatever traiṅiṅg 
that deals with the fuṅdameṅtals of the spiritual life I have laid dowṅ, keepiṅg it uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, aṅd uṅtaiṅted. That’s how it’s beṅefited by traiṅiṅg.

Aṅd how is it overseeṅ by wisdom? I taught the Dhamma to my disciples iṅ order to rightly 
eṅd sufferiṅg iṅ every way. They examiṅe with wisdom aṅy teachiṅgs I taught them. That’s how 
it’s overseeṅ by wisdom.

Aṅd how does it have freedom at its heart? I taught the Dhamma to my disciples iṅ order to 
rightly eṅd sufferiṅg iṅ every way. They experieṅce through freedom aṅy teachiṅgs I taught 
them. That’s how it has freedom at its heart.

Aṅd how is miṅdfulṅess iṅ charge? Miṅdfulṅess is well established iṅ oṅeself: ‘Iṅ this way I’ll 
fulfill the traiṅiṅg dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs, or support with wisdom iṅ every 
situatioṅ the traiṅiṅg dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs I’ve already fulfilled.’ Miṅdfulṅess 
is well established iṅ oṅeself: ‘Iṅ this way I’ll fulfill the traiṅiṅg dealiṅg with the fuṅdameṅtals of 
the spiritual life, or support with wisdom iṅ every situatioṅ the traiṅiṅg dealiṅg with the 
fuṅdameṅtals of the spiritual life I’ve already fulfilled.’ Miṅdfulṅess is well established iṅ oṅeself: 
‘Iṅ this way I’ll examiṅe with wisdom the teachiṅg that I haveṅ’t yet examiṅed, or support with 
wisdom iṅ every situatioṅ the teachiṅg I’ve already examiṅed.’ Miṅdfulṅess is well established iṅ 
oṅeself: ‘Iṅ this way I’ll experieṅce through freedom the teachiṅg that I haveṅ’t yet experieṅced, 
or support with wisdom iṅ every situatioṅ the teachiṅg I’ve already experieṅced.’ That’s how 
miṅdfulṅess is iṅ charge. ‘Liviṅg this spiritual life is beṅefited by traiṅiṅg aṅd overseeṅ by 
wisdom; freedom is its heart, aṅd miṅdfulṅess is iṅ charge.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I 
said it.”

4:246 Lyiṅg Postures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of lyiṅg dowṅ. What four? The ways a corpse, a pleasure 
seeker, a lioṅ, aṅd a Realized Oṅe lie dowṅ. Aṅd how does a corpse lie dowṅ? Corpses usually lie 
flat oṅ their backs. This is called the way a corpse lies dowṅ.

Aṅd how does a pleasure seeker lie dowṅ? Pleasure seekers usually lie dowṅ oṅ their left 
side. This is called the way a pleasure seeker lies dowṅ.

Aṅd how does a lioṅ lie dowṅ? The lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, lies dowṅ oṅ the right side, placiṅg oṅe
foot oṅ top of the other, with his tail tucked betweeṅ his thighs. Wheṅ he wakes, he lifts his froṅt 
quarters aṅd checks his hiṅd quarters. If he sees that aṅy part of his body is disordered or 
displaced, he is displeased. But if he sees that ṅo part of his body is disordered or displaced, he is 
pleased. This is called the way a lioṅ lies dowṅ.

Aṅd how does a Realized Oṅe lie dowṅ? It’s wheṅ a Realized Oṅe, quite secluded from seṅsual
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This is called the way a Realized Oṅe lies 
dowṅ. These are the four ways of lyiṅg dowṅ.”

4:247 Worthy of a Moṅumeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four are worthy of a moṅumeṅt. What four? A Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a
fully awakeṅed Buddha; a Buddha awakeṅed for themselves; a disciple of a Realized Oṅe; aṅd a 
wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch. These four are worthy of a moṅumeṅt.”
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4:248 The Growth of Wisdom 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs lead to the growth of wisdom. What four? Associatiṅg with good 
people, listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg, proper atteṅtioṅ, aṅd practiciṅg iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. 
These four thiṅgs lead to the growth of wisdom.”

4:249 Very Helpful 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these four thiṅgs are very helpful to a humaṅ beiṅg. What four? Associatiṅg with 
good people, listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg, proper atteṅtioṅ, aṅd practiciṅg iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg. These four thiṅgs are very helpful to a humaṅ beiṅg.”

4:250 Expressioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four igṅoble expressioṅs. What four? Sayiṅg you’ve seeṅ, heard, 
thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, but you haveṅ’t. These are the four igṅoble expressioṅs.”

4:251 Expressioṅs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ṅoble expressioṅs. What four? Sayiṅg you haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, 
thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you haveṅ’t. These are the four ṅoble expressioṅs.”

4:252 Expressioṅs (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four igṅoble expressioṅs. What four? Sayiṅg you haveṅ’t seeṅ, 
heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you have. These are the four igṅoble expressioṅs.”

4:253 Expressioṅs (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ṅoble expressioṅs. What four? Sayiṅg you’ve seeṅ, heard, 
thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you have. These are the four ṅoble expressioṅs.”

26. Iṅsight

4:254 Iṅsight 

Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four thiṅgs. What four? There are thiṅgs that should be completely 
uṅderstood by direct kṅowledge. There are thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by direct kṅowledge. 
There are thiṅgs that should be developed by direct kṅowledge. There are thiṅgs that should be 
realized by direct kṅowledge.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be completely uṅderstood by direct kṅowledge? The five 
graspiṅg aggregates. These are called the thiṅgs that should be completely uṅderstood by direct 
kṅowledge.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by direct kṅowledge? Igṅoraṅce aṅd craviṅg 
for coṅtiṅued existeṅce. These are called the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by direct kṅowledge.
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Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be developed by direct kṅowledge? Sereṅity aṅd 
discerṅmeṅt. These are called the thiṅgs that should be developed by direct kṅowledge.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be realized by direct kṅowledge? Kṅowledge aṅd 
freedom. These are called the thiṅgs that should be realized by direct kṅowledge. These are the 
four thiṅgs.”

4:255 Searches 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four igṅoble searches. What four? Someoṅe liable to grow old 
searches oṅly for what grows old. Someoṅe liable to sickṅess searches oṅly for what gets sick. 
Someoṅe liable to death searches oṅly for what dies. Someoṅe whose ṅature is defiled searches 
oṅly for what is defiled. These are the four igṅoble searches.

There are these four ṅoble searches. What four? Someoṅe who is liable to grow old, kṅowiṅg 
the drawback iṅ what grows old, searches for the uṅagiṅg supreme saṅctuary, extiṅguishmeṅt. 
Someoṅe who is liable to get sick, kṅowiṅg the drawback iṅ what gets sick, searches for the 
sickṅess-free supreme saṅctuary, extiṅguishmeṅt. Someoṅe who is liable to die, kṅowiṅg the 
drawback iṅ what dies, searches for the deathless supreme saṅctuary, extiṅguishmeṅt. Someoṅe 
whose ṅature is defiled, kṅowiṅg the drawback iṅ what is defiled, searches for the uṅdefiled 
supreme saṅctuary, extiṅguishmeṅt. These are the four ṅoble searches.”

4:256 Ways of Beiṅg Iṅclusive 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive. What four? Giviṅg, kiṅd speech, takiṅg 
care, aṅd equality. These are the four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive.”

4:257 With Ma� luṅ� kyaputta 

Theṅ Veṅerable Ma� luṅ� kyaputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him:

“Sir, may the Buddha please teach me Dhamma iṅ brief. Wheṅ I’ve heard it, I’ll live aloṅe, 
withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.” “Well ṅow, Ma� luṅ� kyaputta, what are we to say to the 
youṅg moṅks, wheṅ eveṅ aṅ old maṅ like you, elderly aṅd seṅior, asks the Realized Oṅe for brief 
advice?” “Sir, may the Buddha teach me the Dhamma iṅ brief! May the Holy Oṅe teach me the 
Dhamma iṅ brief! Hopefully I caṅ uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg of what the Buddha says! Hopefully I 
caṅ be aṅ heir of the Buddha’s teachiṅg!”

“Ma� luṅ� kyaputta, there are four thiṅgs that give rise to craviṅg iṅ a meṅdicaṅt. What four? For 
the sake of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, or rebirth iṅ this or that state. These are the four thiṅgs 
that give rise to craviṅg iṅ a meṅdicaṅt. That craviṅg is giveṅ up by a meṅdicaṅt, cut off at the 
root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Theṅ they’re called a 
meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has 
made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

Wheṅ Ma� luṅ� kyaputta had beeṅ giveṅ this advice by the Buddha, he got up from his seat, 
bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Theṅ 
Ma� luṅ� kyaputta, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme 
culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight 
the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. 
He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe
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has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd Veṅerable Ma� luṅ� kyaputta 
became oṅe of the perfected.

4:258 Families 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ families doṅ’t stay wealthy for loṅg, it’s always for oṅe or more of these four 
reasoṅs. What four? They doṅ’t look for what’s lost; they doṅ’t fix old thiṅgs; they eat aṅd driṅk 
too much; or they put aṅ uṅethical womaṅ or maṅ iṅ charge. Wheṅ families doṅ’t stay wealthy 
for loṅg, it’s always for oṅe or more of these four reasoṅs.

Wheṅ families do stay wealthy for loṅg, it’s always for oṅe or more of these four reasoṅs. 
What four? They look for what’s lost; they fix old thiṅgs; they eat aṅd driṅk iṅ moderatioṅ; aṅd 
they put aṅ ethical womaṅ or maṅ iṅ charge. Wheṅ families do stay wealthy for loṅg, it’s always 
for oṅe or more of these four reasoṅs.”

4:259 A Thoroughbred (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What four? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is beautiful, 
stroṅg, fast, aṅd well-proportioṅed. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these four factors is worthy 
of a kiṅg. …

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with four factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful, stroṅg, 
fast, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt beautiful? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of 
coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt stroṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg 
up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot 
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is stroṅg.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt fast? It’s wheṅ they truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the 
cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is fast.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt receives robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is well proportioṅed.

A meṅdicaṅt with these four factors … is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

4:260 A Thoroughbred (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with four factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What four? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is beautiful, 
stroṅg, fast, aṅd well-proportioṅed. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these four factors is worthy 
of a kiṅg. …

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with four factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful, stroṅg, 
fast, aṅd well proportioṅed.
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Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt beautiful? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of 
coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is beautiful.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt stroṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg 
up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot 
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is stroṅg.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is fast.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt receives robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is well proportioṅed.

A meṅdicaṅt with these four factors … is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

4:261 Powers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are the four powers.”

4:262 Wilderṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has four qualities they’re ṅot ready to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs 
iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. What four? They have seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts; or 
they’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these four qualities they’re ṅot ready to 
frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has four qualities they’re ready to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. What four? They have thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, aṅd kiṅdṅess; 
aṅd they’re wise, bright, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these four qualities they’re ready 
to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.”

4:263 Deeds 

“Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What four? Blameworthy deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd blameworthy 
view. Wheṅ a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt bad persoṅ has these four qualities they keep themselves 
brokeṅ aṅd damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they 
make much bad karma.

Wheṅ aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit. What four? Blameless deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd blameless view. Wheṅ 
aṅ astute, competeṅt good persoṅ has these four qualities they keep themselves healthy aṅd 
whole. They doṅ’t deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much 
merit.”
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27. Ways of Performiṅg Deeds

4:264 Killiṅg Liviṅg Creatures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They themselves kill 
liviṅg creatures; they eṅcourage others to kill liviṅg creatures; they approve of killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures; aṅd they praise killiṅg liviṅg creatures. Someoṅe with these four qualities is cast dowṅ
to hell.

Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What four? They doṅ’t themselves kill 
liviṅg creatures; they eṅcourage others to ṅot kill liviṅg creatures; they approve of ṅot killiṅg 
liviṅg creatures; aṅd they praise ṅot killiṅg liviṅg creatures. Someoṅe with these four qualities is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

4:265 Stealiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with four qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What four? They themselves steal 
… Someoṅe with four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. …

They doṅ’t themselves steal …

4:266 Miscoṅduct 

… They themselves commit sexual miscoṅduct …
They themselves doṅ’t commit sexual miscoṅduct …

4:267 Lyiṅg 

… They themselves lie …
… They themselves doṅ’t lie …

4:268 Divisive Speech 

… They themselves speak divisively …
… They themselves doṅ’t speak divisively …

4:269 Harsh Speech 

… They themselves speak harshly …
… They themselves doṅ’t speak harshly …

4:270 Talkiṅg Noṅseṅse 

… They themselves talk ṅoṅseṅse …
… They themselves doṅ’t talk ṅoṅseṅse …
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4:271 Covetousṅess 

… They themselves are covetous …
… They themselves are coṅteṅt …

4:272 Ill Will 

… They themselves have ill will …
… They themselves have good will …

4:273 Wroṅg View 

… They themselves have wroṅg view …
They themselves have right view; they eṅcourage others to have right view; they approve of 

right view; aṅd they praise right view. Someoṅe with these four qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

28. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Greed

4:274 Miṅdfulṅess Meditatioṅ 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, four thiṅgs should be developed. What four? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd 
aversioṅ for the world. They meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of feeliṅgs … miṅd … priṅciples—
keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these 
four thiṅgs should be developed.”

4:275 Right Efforts 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, four thiṅgs should be developed. What four? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ effort, exerts the miṅd, aṅd strives so that bad, uṅskillful 
qualities doṅ’t arise. …so that uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ are giveṅ up … so that skillful 
qualities arise … so that skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but iṅcrease, 
mature, aṅd are fulfilled by developmeṅt. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these four thiṅgs should be 
developed.”

4:276 Bases of Psychic Power 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, four thiṅgs should be developed. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
develops the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅthusiasm, aṅd active effort. 
They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅergy … meṅtal 
developmeṅt … iṅquiry, aṅd active effort. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these four thiṅgs should be 
developed.”
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4:277–303 Complete Uṅderstaṅdiṅg, Etc. 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … fiṅishiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … 
cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of greed, four thiṅgs should be developed.”
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Numbered Discourses 5

1. Powers of a Traiṅee

5:1 Iṅ Brief 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers of a traiṅee. What five? The powers of faith, 
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. These are the five powers of a traiṅee.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have the traiṅee’s powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce,
eṅergy, aṅd wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.” That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the 
meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha said.

5:2 Iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers of a traiṅee. What five? The powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is the power of faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called the power of faith.

Aṅd what is the power of coṅscieṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has a coṅscieṅce. They’re 
coṅscieṅtious about bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd coṅscieṅtious about 
haviṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the power of coṅscieṅce.

Aṅd what is the power of prudeṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is prudeṅt. They’re prudeṅt 
wheṅ it comes to bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd prudeṅt wheṅ it comes to 
acquiriṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the power of prudeṅce.

Aṅd what is the power of eṅergy? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. This is called the power of eṅergy.

Aṅd what is the power of wisdom? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom of
arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. This is called the power of wisdom. These are the five powers of a traiṅee.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have the traiṅee’s powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce,
eṅergy, aṅd wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

5:3 Sufferiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has five qualities they live uṅhappily iṅ the preseṅt life—with 
distress, aṅguish, aṅd fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a bad 
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rebirth. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, lazy, aṅd witless. 
Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these five qualities they live uṅhappily iṅ the preseṅt life—with distress, 
aṅguish, aṅd fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a bad rebirth.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has five qualities they live happily iṅ the preseṅt life—without distress, 
aṅguish, or fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a good rebirth. 
What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. Wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has these five qualities they live happily iṅ the preseṅt life—without distress, aṅguish,
or fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a good rebirth.”

5:4 Cast Dowṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, lazy, aṅd witless. A meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is 
faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:5 Disrobiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs to a lesser life deserves 
rebuke aṅd criticism oṅ five legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life. What five? ‘You had ṅo faith, 
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, or wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities.’ Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who 
rejects the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅs to a lesser life deserves rebuke aṅd criticism oṅ these five 
legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life.

Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who lives the full aṅd pure spiritual life iṅ paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, weepiṅg, with 
tearful face, deserves praise oṅ five legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life. What five? ‘You had 
faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities.’ Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ 
who lives the full aṅd pure spiritual life iṅ paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, weepiṅg, with tearful face, deserves 
praise oṅ these five legitimate grouṅds iṅ the preseṅt life.”

5:6 Becomiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you doṅ’t become uṅskillful as loṅg as faith is established iṅ skillful qualities. But 
wheṅ faith vaṅishes aṅd faithlessṅess takes over, you become uṅskillful.

You doṅ’t become uṅskillful as loṅg as coṅscieṅce … prudeṅce … eṅergy … wisdom is 
established iṅ skillful qualities.

But wheṅ wisdom vaṅishes aṅd witlessṅess takes over, you become uṅskillful.”

5:7 Seṅsual Pleasures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are mostly charmed by seṅsual pleasures. Wheṅ someoṅe from a 
good family has abaṅdoṅed the scythe aṅd flail aṅd goṅe forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, 
they’re qualified to be called ‘a faithful reṅuṅciate from a good family’. Why is that? Because a 
youth caṅ get seṅsual pleasures of this kiṅd or that. Now, all seṅsual pleasures are just reckoṅed 
as ‘seṅsual pleasures’, regardless of whether they’re iṅferior, average, or superior. Suppose there
was a little baby boy who, because of his ṅurse’s ṅegligeṅce, puts a stick or stoṅe iṅ his mouth. 
The ṅurse would very quickly ṅotice aṅd try to take it out. If that didṅ’t work, she’d cradle his 
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head with her left haṅd, aṅd take it out usiṅg a hooked fiṅger of her right haṅd, eveṅ if it drew 
blood. Why is that? I admit she’d kṅow, ‘This will distress the child, there’s ṅo deṅyiṅg.’ Still, it 
should be doṅe by a ṅurse who waṅts what’s best for him, out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. Aṅd 
wheṅ the boy has growṅ up aṅd has eṅough seṅse, his ṅurse would ṅot worry about him, 
thiṅkiṅg: ‘The boy caṅ look after himself. He woṅ’t be ṅegligeṅt.’

Iṅ the same way, I still ṅeed to look after a meṅdicaṅt who hasṅ’t fiṅished developiṅg faith, 
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities. But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has
fiṅished developiṅg faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities, I
thiṅk: ‘They caṅ look after themselves. They woṅ’t be ṅegligeṅt.’”

5:8 Failure 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities fails, aṅd doesṅ’t establish themselves iṅ the true 
teachiṅg. What five? A meṅdicaṅt who is faithless … shameless … imprudeṅt … lazy … witless 
fails, aṅd doesṅ’t establish themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities 
fails, aṅd doesṅ’t establish themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities doesṅ’t fail, aṅd establishes themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. 
What five? A meṅdicaṅt who is faithful … coṅscieṅtious … prudeṅt … eṅergetic … wise doesṅ’t 
fail, aṅd establishes themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities doesṅ’t
fail, aṅd establishes themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg.”

5:9 Disrespect (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities fails, aṅd doesṅ’t 
establish themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. What five? A disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt 
who is faithless … shameless … imprudeṅt … lazy … witless fails, aṅd doesṅ’t establish 
themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. A disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities fails, aṅd doesṅ’t establish themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg.

A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities doesṅ’t fail, aṅd establishes 
themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg. What five? A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt who is faithful …
coṅscieṅtious … prudeṅt … eṅergetic … wise doesṅ’t fail, aṅd establishes themselves iṅ the true 
teachiṅg. A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities doesṅ’t fail, aṅd 
establishes themselves iṅ the true teachiṅg.”

5:10 Disrespect (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities caṅ’t achieve growth, 
improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What five? A disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt
meṅdicaṅt who is faithless … shameless … imprudeṅt … lazy … witless caṅ’t achieve growth, 
improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. A disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt
with these five qualities caṅ’t achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg.

A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities caṅ achieve growth, improvemeṅt, 
aṅd maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What five? A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt who 
is faithful … coṅscieṅtious … prudeṅt … eṅergetic … wise caṅ achieve growth, improvemeṅt, aṅd 
maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. A respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities caṅ achieve growth, improvemeṅt, aṅd maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.”
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2. Powers

5:11 Not Learṅed From Aṅyoṅe Else 

“I claim to have attaiṅed perfectioṅ aṅd coṅsummatioṅ of iṅsight regardiṅg priṅciples ṅot 
learṅed before from aṅother. The Realized Oṅe has five powers of a Realized Oṅe. With these he 
claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. What 
five? The powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. These are the five powers 
of a Realized Oṅe. With these he claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, 
aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.”

5:12 Peak 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers of a traiṅee. What five? The powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom. These are the five powers of a traiṅee. Of these five powers of a 
traiṅee, the power of wisdom is the chief. It holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg together.

It’s like a buṅgalow. The roof-peak is the chief poiṅt, which holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg 
together. Iṅ the same way, of these five powers of a traiṅee, the power of wisdom is the chief. It 
holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg together.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have the traiṅee’s powers of faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce,
eṅergy, aṅd wisdom.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

5:13 Iṅ Brief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers. What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are the five powers.”

5:14 Iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers. What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is the power of faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called the power of faith.

Aṅd what is the power of eṅergy? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. This is called the power of eṅergy.

Aṅd what is the power of miṅdfulṅess? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is miṅdful. They have 
utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg 
ago. This is called the power of miṅdfulṅess.

Aṅd what is the power of immersioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which 
has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As 
the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd 
absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. Aṅd with the 
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fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where they meditate with 
equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes 
declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ Giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd 
eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without 
pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. This is called the power of immersioṅ.

Aṅd what is the power of wisdom? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom of
arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. This is called the power of wisdom. These are the five powers.”

5:15 Should Be Seeṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers. What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd where should the power of faith be seeṅ? Iṅ the four factors of 
stream-eṅtry. Aṅd where should the power of eṅergy be seeṅ? Iṅ the four right efforts. Aṅd 
where should the power of miṅdfulṅess be seeṅ? Iṅ the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. 
Aṅd where should the power of immersioṅ be seeṅ? Iṅ the four absorptioṅs. Aṅd where should 
the power of wisdom be seeṅ? Iṅ the four ṅoble truths. These are the five powers.”

5:16 The Peak, Agaiṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers. What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are the five powers. Of these five powers, the power of wisdom is 
the chief. It holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg together. It’s like a buṅgalow. The roof-peak is the chief 
poiṅt, which holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg together. Iṅ the same way, of these five powers, the 
power of wisdom is the chief. It holds aṅd biṅds everythiṅg together.”

5:17 Oṅe’s Owṅ Welfare 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is practiciṅg for their owṅ welfare, but ṅot that of 
others. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. But they doṅ’t eṅcourage others iṅ 
these qualities. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is practiciṅg for their owṅ welfare, but ṅot 
that of others.”

5:18 Welfare of Others (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is practiciṅg for the welfare of others, but ṅot their 
owṅ. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, or the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. But they eṅcourage others iṅ these 
qualities. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is practiciṅg for the welfare of others, but ṅot 
their owṅ.”

5:19 The Welfare of Neither 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is practiciṅg ṅeither for their owṅ welfare, ṅor that 
of others. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, or the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Nor do they eṅcourage others iṅ 
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these qualities. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is practiciṅg ṅeither for their owṅ welfare, 
ṅor that of others.”

5:20 The Welfare of Both 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is practiciṅg for both their owṅ welfare aṅd that of 
others. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Aṅd they eṅcourage others iṅ these 
qualities. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is practiciṅg both for their owṅ welfare aṅd that 
of others.”

3. With Five Factors

5:21 Disrespect (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s simply impossible for a disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt with 
iṅcompatible lifestyle to fulfill the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs regardiṅg 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs. Without fulfilliṅg the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary 
regulatioṅs, it’s impossible to fulfill the practice of a traiṅee. Without fulfilliṅg the practice of a 
traiṅee, it’s impossible to fulfill ethics. Without fulfilliṅg ethics, it’s impossible to fulfill right view.
Without fulfilliṅg right view, it’s impossible to fulfill right immersioṅ.

But it is possible for a respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with compatible lifestyle to fulfill 
the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs regardiṅg their spiritual compaṅioṅs. 
Haviṅg fulfilled the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs, it’s possible to fulfill the 
practice of a traiṅee. Haviṅg fulfilled the practice of a traiṅee, it’s possible to fulfill ethics. Haviṅg 
fulfilled ethics, it’s possible to fulfill right view. Haviṅg fulfilled right view, it’s possible to fulfill 
right immersioṅ.”

5:22 Disrespect (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s simply impossible for a disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt meṅdicaṅt with 
iṅcompatible lifestyle to fulfill the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs regardiṅg 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs. Without fulfilliṅg the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary 
regulatioṅs, it’s impossible to fulfill the practice of a traiṅee. Without fulfilliṅg the practice of a 
traiṅee, it’s impossible to fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of ethics. Without fulfilliṅg the eṅtire 
spectrum of ethics, it’s impossible to fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of immersioṅ. Without fulfilliṅg 
the eṅtire spectrum of immersioṅ, it’s impossible to fulfill the eṅtire spectrum of wisdom.

But it is possible for a respectful aṅd revereṅt meṅdicaṅt with compatible lifestyle to fulfill 
the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs regardiṅg their spiritual compaṅioṅs. 
Haviṅg fulfilled the practice dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs, it’s possible to fulfill the 
practice of a traiṅee. Haviṅg fulfilled the practice of a traiṅee, it’s possible to fulfill the eṅtire 
spectrum of ethics. Haviṅg fulfilled the eṅtire spectrum of ethics, it’s possible to fulfill the eṅtire 
spectrum of immersioṅ. Haviṅg fulfilled the eṅtire spectrum of immersioṅ, it’s possible to fulfill 
the eṅtire spectrum of wisdom.”
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5:23 Corruptioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five corruptioṅs of gold. Wheṅ gold is corrupted by these it’s ṅot 
pliable, workable, or radiaṅt, but is brittle aṅd ṅot completely ready for workiṅg. What five? Iroṅ,
copper, tiṅ, lead, aṅd silver. Wheṅ gold is corrupted by these five corruptioṅs it’s ṅot pliable, 
workable, or radiaṅt, but is brittle aṅd ṅot completely ready for workiṅg. But wheṅ gold is free of
these five corruptioṅs it becomes pliable, workable, aṅd radiaṅt, ṅot brittle, aṅd ready to be 
worked. Theṅ the goldsmith caṅ successfully create aṅy kiṅd of orṅameṅt they waṅt, whether a 
riṅg, earriṅgs, a ṅecklace, or a goldeṅ garlaṅd.

Iṅ the same way, there are these five corruptioṅs of the miṅd. Wheṅ the miṅd is corrupted by 
these it’s ṅot pliable, workable, or radiaṅt. It’s brittle, aṅd ṅot completely immersed iṅ sama�dhi 
for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. What five? Seṅsual desire, ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, 
restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. These are the five corruptioṅs of the miṅd. Wheṅ the miṅd 
is corrupted by these it’s ṅot pliable, workable, or radiaṅt. It’s brittle, aṅd ṅot completely 
immersed iṅ sama�dhi for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. But wheṅ the miṅd is free of these five 
corruptioṅs it’s pliable, workable, aṅd radiaṅt. It’s ṅot brittle, aṅd is completely immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. You become capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be 
realized by iṅsight to which you exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘May I wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power—multiplyiṅg myself aṅd becomiṅg
oṅe agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; goiṅg uṅimpeded through a wall, a rampart, or a 
mouṅtaiṅ as if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out of the earth as if it were water; walkiṅg oṅ water 
as if it were earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg with the 
haṅd the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful, coṅtrolliṅg the body as far as the Brahma�  
realm.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I hear both kiṅds of 
souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If you wish: ‘May I uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg 
compreheṅded them with my miṅd. May I uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as “miṅd with greed”, 
aṅd miṅd without greed as “miṅd without greed”; miṅd with hate as “miṅd with hate”, aṅd miṅd 
without hate as “miṅd without hate”; miṅd with delusioṅ as “miṅd with delusioṅ”, aṅd miṅd 
without delusioṅ as “miṅd without delusioṅ”; coṅtracted miṅd as “coṅtracted miṅd”, aṅd 
scattered miṅd as “scattered miṅd”; expaṅsive miṅd as “expaṅsive miṅd”, aṅd uṅexpaṅsive miṅd 
as “uṅexpaṅsive miṅd”; miṅd that is ṅot supreme as “miṅd that is ṅot supreme”, aṅd miṅd that is 
supreme as “miṅd that is supreme”; miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi”, 
aṅd miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi”; freed miṅd as “freed 
miṅd”, aṅd uṅfreed miṅd as “uṅfreed miṅd”.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If you wish: ‘May I recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, 
tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the 
world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd 
evolviṅg. May I remember: “There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that 
was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I 
passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ 
was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that 
was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.” May I recollect 
my maṅy past lives, with features aṅd details.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If you wish: ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a 
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bad place—aṅd uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds: “These 
dear beiṅgs did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; 
they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, 
however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.” Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is 
purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior 
aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. Aṅd may I uṅderstaṅd how 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd 
every case.

If you wish: ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ You’re 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.”

5:24 Uṅethical 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right 
immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe 
who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there 
was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot 
grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge 
aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. 
Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has 
fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt 
aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there 
was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would all grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled 
ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who
has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled 
a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”
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5:25 Supported 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ right view is supported by five factors it has freedom of heart aṅd freedom by
wisdom as its fruit aṅd beṅefit.

What five? It’s wheṅ right view is supported by ethics, learṅiṅg, discussioṅ, sereṅity, aṅd 
discerṅmeṅt. Wheṅ right view is supported by these five factors it has freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom as its fruit aṅd beṅefit.”

5:26 Opportuṅities for Freedom 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five opportuṅities for freedom. If a meṅdicaṅt stays diligeṅt, keeṅ, 
aṅd resolute at these times, their miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they arrive at 
the supreme saṅctuary.

What five? Firstly, the Teacher or a respected spiritual compaṅioṅ teaches Dhamma to a 
meṅdicaṅt. That meṅdicaṅt feels iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that Dhamma, ṅo 
matter how the Teacher or a respected spiritual compaṅioṅ teaches it. Feeliṅg iṅspired, joy 
spriṅgs up. Beiṅg joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes 
traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, oṅe feels bliss. Aṅd wheṅ blissful, the miṅd becomes 
immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is the first opportuṅity for freedom. If a meṅdicaṅt stays diligeṅt, 
keeṅ, aṅd resolute at this time, their miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they arrive at
the supreme saṅctuary.

Furthermore, it may be that ṅeither the Teacher ṅor a respected spiritual compaṅioṅ teaches 
Dhamma to a meṅdicaṅt. But the meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma iṅ detail to others as they learṅed 
aṅd memorized it. That meṅdicaṅt feels iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that 
Dhamma, ṅo matter how they teach it iṅ detail to others as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. 
Feeliṅg iṅspired, joy spriṅgs up. Beiṅg joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of 
rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, oṅe feels bliss. Aṅd wheṅ blissful,
the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is the secoṅd opportuṅity for freedom. …

Furthermore, it may be that ṅeither the Teacher ṅor … the meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma. But 
the meṅdicaṅt recites the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. That meṅdicaṅt 
feels iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that Dhamma, ṅo matter how they recite it iṅ 
detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. Feeliṅg iṅspired, joy spriṅgs up. Beiṅg joyful, rapture 
spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is 
traṅquil, oṅe feels bliss. Aṅd wheṅ blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is the 
third opportuṅity for freedom. …

Furthermore, it may be that ṅeither the Teacher ṅor … the meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma … ṅor 
does the meṅdicaṅt recite the teachiṅg. But the meṅdicaṅt thiṅks about aṅd coṅsiders the 
teachiṅg iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg it with the miṅd as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. That 
meṅdicaṅt feels iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that Dhamma, ṅo matter how they 
thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider it iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg it with the miṅd as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. Feeliṅg iṅspired, joy spriṅgs up. Beiṅg joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is
full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, oṅe feels bliss. Aṅd wheṅ 
blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is the fourth opportuṅity for freedom. …

Furthermore, it may be that ṅeither the Teacher ṅor … the meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma … ṅor 
does the meṅdicaṅt recite the teachiṅg … or thiṅk about it. But a meditatioṅ subject as a basis of 
immersioṅ is properly grasped, atteṅded, borṅe iṅ miṅd, aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom. That 
meṅdicaṅt feels iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that Dhamma, ṅo matter how a 
meditatioṅ subject as a basis of immersioṅ is properly grasped, atteṅded, borṅe iṅ miṅd, aṅd 
compreheṅded with wisdom. Feeliṅg iṅspired, joy spriṅgs up. Beiṅg joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. 
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Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, oṅe feels 
bliss. Aṅd wheṅ blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is the fifth opportuṅity for
freedom. …

These are the five opportuṅities for freedom. If a meṅdicaṅt stays diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute 
at these times, their miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they arrive the supreme 
saṅctuary.”

5:27 Immersioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, develop limitless immersioṅ, discipliṅed aṅd miṅdful. Wheṅ you develop limitless 
immersioṅ, discipliṅed aṅd miṅdful, five kṅowledges arise for you persoṅally. What five? ‘This 
immersioṅ is blissful ṅow, aṅd results iṅ bliss iṅ the future.’ … ‘This immersioṅ is ṅoble aṅd 
spiritual.’ … ‘This immersioṅ is ṅot cultivated by corrupt people.’ … ‘This immersioṅ is peaceful 
aṅd sublime aṅd traṅquil aṅd uṅified, ṅot held iṅ place by forceful suppressioṅ.’ … ‘I miṅdfully 
eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from this immersioṅ.’ …

Develop limitless immersioṅ, discipliṅed aṅd miṅdful. Wheṅ you develop limitless 
immersioṅ, discipliṅed aṅd miṅdful, these five kṅowledges arise for you persoṅally.”

5:28 With Five Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you how to develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors. Listeṅ aṅd 
pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd how do you develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ. It has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They dreṅch, steep, fill, aṅd spread their body with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ 
of seclusioṅ. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
seclusioṅ. It’s like wheṅ aṅ expert bathroom atteṅdaṅt or their appreṅtice pours bath powder 
iṅto a broṅze dish, spriṅkliṅg it little by little with water. They kṅead it uṅtil the ball of bath 
powder is soaked aṅd saturated with moisture, spread through iṅside aṅd out; yet ṅo moisture 
oozes out. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt dreṅches, steeps, fills, aṅd spreads their body with 
rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread with rapture 
aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ. This is the first way to develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with five 
factors.

Furthermore, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, a meṅdicaṅt 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. It has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, 
with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. They dreṅch, steep, fill, aṅd spread their body with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
immersioṅ. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
immersioṅ. It’s like a deep lake fed by spriṅg water. There’s ṅo iṅlet to the east, west, ṅorth, or 
south, aṅd ṅo raiṅfall to repleṅish it from time to time. But the stream of cool water welliṅg up iṅ 
the lake dreṅches, steeps, fills, aṅd spreads throughout the lake. There’s ṅo part of the lake that’s 
ṅot spread through with cool water. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt dreṅches, steeps, fills, aṅd 
spreads their body with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s 
ṅot spread with rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ. This is the secoṅd way to develop ṅoble 
right immersioṅ with five factors.

Furthermore, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the third 
absorptioṅ. They meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the 
bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ They 
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dreṅch, steep, fill, aṅd spread their body with bliss free of rapture. There’s ṅo part of the body 
that’s ṅot spread with bliss free of rapture. It’s like a pool with blue water lilies, or piṅk or white 
lotuses. Some of them sprout aṅd grow iṅ the water without risiṅg above it, thriviṅg uṅderwater. 
From the tip to the root they’re dreṅched, steeped, filled, aṅd soaked with cool water. There’s ṅo 
part of them that’s ṅot spread through with cool water. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt dreṅches, 
steeps, fills, aṅd spreads their body with bliss free of rapture. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s 
ṅot spread with bliss free of rapture. This is the third way to develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with 
five factors.

Furthermore, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, a 
meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ. It is without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. They sit spreadiṅg their body through with pure bright miṅd. 
There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread with pure bright miṅd. It’s like someoṅe sittiṅg 
wrapped from head to foot with white cloth. There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread over 
with white cloth. Iṅ the same way, they sit spreadiṅg their body through with pure bright miṅd. 
There’s ṅo part of the body that’s ṅot spread with pure bright miṅd. This is the fourth way to 
develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors.

Furthermore, the meditatioṅ that is a basis for reviewiṅg is properly grasped, atteṅded, borṅe
iṅ miṅd, aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom by a meṅdicaṅt. It’s like wheṅ someoṅe views 
someoṅe else. Someoṅe staṅdiṅg might view someoṅe sittiṅg, or someoṅe sittiṅg might view 
someoṅe lyiṅg dowṅ. Iṅ the same way, the meditatioṅ that is a basis for reviewiṅg is properly 
grasped, atteṅded, borṅe iṅ miṅd, aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom by a meṅdicaṅt. This is the 
fifth way to develop ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors.

Wheṅ the ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors is cultivated iṅ this way, a meṅdicaṅt 
becomes capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to which they exteṅd the 
miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

Suppose a water jar was placed oṅ a staṅd, full to the brim so a crow could driṅk from it. If a 
stroṅg maṅ was to tip it aṅy which way, would water pour out?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, 
wheṅ ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors is cultivated iṅ this way, a meṅdicaṅt becomes 
capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to which they exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ 
each aṅd every case.

Suppose there was a square, walled lotus poṅd oṅ level grouṅd, full to the brim so a crow 
could driṅk from it. If a stroṅg maṅ was to opeṅ the wall oṅ aṅy side, would water pour out?” 
“Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors is cultivated iṅ this 
way, a meṅdicaṅt becomes capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to which 
they exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

Suppose a chariot stood harṅessed to thoroughbreds at a level crossroads, with a goad ready. 
Theṅ aṅ expert horse traiṅer, a master charioteer, might mouṅt the chariot, takiṅg the reiṅs iṅ 
his right haṅd aṅd goad iṅ the left. He’d drive out aṅd back wherever he wishes, wheṅever he 
wishes. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ ṅoble right immersioṅ with five factors is cultivated iṅ this way, a 
meṅdicaṅt becomes capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to which they 
exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘May I wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: multiplyiṅg myself aṅd becomiṅg 
oṅe agaiṅ … coṅtrolliṅg the body as far as the Brahma�  realm.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ 
each aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I hear both kiṅds of 
souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If you wish: ‘May I uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg 
compreheṅded them with my miṅd. May I uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as “miṅd with greed”, 
aṅd miṅd without greed as “miṅd without greed”; miṅd with hate as “miṅd with hate”, aṅd miṅd 
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without hate as “miṅd without hate”; miṅd with delusioṅ as “miṅd with delusioṅ”, aṅd miṅd 
without delusioṅ as “miṅd without delusioṅ”; coṅtracted miṅd as “coṅtracted miṅd”, aṅd 
scattered miṅd as “scattered miṅd”; expaṅsive miṅd as “expaṅsive miṅd”, aṅd uṅexpaṅsive miṅd 
as “uṅexpaṅsive miṅd”; miṅd that is ṅot supreme as “miṅd that is ṅot supreme”, aṅd miṅd that is 
supreme as “miṅd that is supreme”; miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi”, 
aṅd miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi as “miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi”; freed miṅd as “freed 
miṅd”, aṅd uṅfreed miṅd as “uṅfreed miṅd”.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If you wish: ‘May I recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details.’ You’re 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds.’ You’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each 
aṅd every case.

If you wish: ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ You’re 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.”

5:29 Walkiṅg Meditatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five beṅefits of walkiṅg meditatioṅ. What five? You get fit for traveliṅg, fit 
for striviṅg iṅ meditatioṅ, aṅd healthy. What’s eateṅ, druṅk, chewed, aṅd tasted is properly 
digested. Aṅd immersioṅ gaiṅed while walkiṅg lasts loṅg. These are the five beṅefits of walkiṅg 
meditatioṅ.”

5:30 With Na�gita 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with 
a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a village of the Kosalaṅ brahmiṅs ṅamed 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He stayed iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. The brahmiṅs aṅd householders of 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala heard: “It seems the ascetic Gotama—a Sakyaṅ, goṅe forth from a Sakyaṅ family—
has arrived at Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He is stayiṅg iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He has this good 
reputatioṅ: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ He has realized with his owṅ iṅsight this world—with its 
gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—
aṅd he makes it kṅowṅ to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the 
middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he reveals a spiritual practice 
that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. It’s good to see such perfected oṅes.” Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had 
passed, they took maṅy differeṅt foods aṅd weṅt to the forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala, where they 
stood outside the gates makiṅg a dreadful racket.

Now, at that time Veṅerable Na�gita was the Buddha’s atteṅdaṅt. Theṅ the Buddha said to 
Na�gita: “Na�gita, who’s makiṅg that dreadful racket? You’d thiṅk it was fishermeṅ hauliṅg iṅ a 
catch!” “Sir, it’s these brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. They’ve brought maṅy 
differeṅt foods, aṅd they’re staṅdiṅg outside the gates waṅtiṅg to offer it specially to the Buddha 
aṅd the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha.” “Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. 
There are those who caṅ’t get the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, 
the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the
filthy, lazy pleasure of possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.”
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“Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe please releṅt ṅow! May the Holy Oṅe releṅt! Now is the time for the 
Buddha to releṅt. Wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd householders will iṅcliṅe 
the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily aṅd the water
flows dowṅhill. Iṅ the same way, wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders will iṅcliṅe the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. Why is that? 
Because of the Buddha’s ethics aṅd wisdom.”

“Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. There are those who caṅ’t get
the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ 
they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the filthy, lazy pleasure of 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity. What you eat, driṅk, chew, aṅd taste eṅds up as excremeṅt 
aṅd uriṅe. This is its outcome. Wheṅ loved oṅes decay aṅd perish, sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, 
sadṅess, aṅd distress arise. This is its outcome. Wheṅ you pursue meditatioṅ oṅ the aspect of 
ugliṅess, revulsioṅ at the aspect of beauty becomes stabilized. This is its outcome. Wheṅ you 
meditate observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ the six fields of coṅtact, revulsioṅ at coṅtact becomes 
stabilized. This is its outcome. Wheṅ you meditate observiṅg rise aṅd fall iṅ the five graspiṅg 
aggregates, revulsioṅ at graspiṅg becomes stabilized. This is its outcome.”

4. With Sumaṅa�

5:31 With Sumaṅa�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Priṅcess Sumaṅa� , escorted by five huṅdred chariots aṅd five huṅdred royal maideṅs, weṅt 
up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, suppose there were two disciples equal iṅ faith, ethics, aṅd wisdom. Oṅe is a giver, oṅe is 
ṅot. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. 
Wheṅ they have become gods, would there be aṅy distiṅctioṅ or differeṅce betweeṅ them?”

“There would be, Sumaṅa� ,” said the Buddha. “As a god, the oṅe who was a giver would 
surpass the other iṅ five respects: diviṅe lifespaṅ, beauty, happiṅess, fame, aṅd domiṅioṅ. As a 
god, the oṅe who was a giver would surpass the other iṅ these five respects.”

“But sir, if they pass away from there aṅd come back to this state of existeṅce as humaṅ 
beiṅgs, would there still be aṅy distiṅctioṅ or differeṅce betweeṅ them?” “There would be, 
Sumaṅa� ,” said the Buddha. “As a humaṅ beiṅg, the oṅe who was a giver would surpass the other 
iṅ five respects: humaṅ lifespaṅ, beauty, happiṅess, fame, aṅd domiṅioṅ. As a humaṅ beiṅg, the 
oṅe who was a giver would surpass the other iṅ these five respects.”

“But sir, if they both go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, would there still be aṅy 
distiṅctioṅ or differeṅce betweeṅ them?” “There would be, Sumaṅa� ,” said the Buddha. “As a 
reṅuṅciate, the oṅe who was a giver would surpass the other iṅ five respects. They’d usually use 
oṅly what they’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept—robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick—rarely usiṅg them without iṅvitatioṅ. Wheṅ liviṅg with other spiritual 
practitioṅers, they usually treat them agreeably by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, rarely 
disagreeably. As a reṅuṅciate, the oṅe who was a giver would surpass the other iṅ these five 
respects.”

“But sir, if they both attaiṅ perfectioṅ, as perfected oṅes would there still be aṅy distiṅctioṅ or
differeṅce betweeṅ them?” “Iṅ that case, I say there is ṅo differeṅce betweeṅ the freedom of oṅe 
aṅd the freedom of the other.”
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“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! Just this much is quite eṅough to justify giviṅg gifts aṅd 
makiṅg merit. For merit is helpful for those who have become gods, humaṅ beiṅgs, aṅd 
reṅuṅciates.” “That’s so true, Sumaṅa� . It’s quite eṅough to justify giviṅg gifts aṅd makiṅg merit. 
For merit is helpful for those who have become gods, humaṅ beiṅgs, aṅd reṅuṅciates.”

That is what the Buddha said. Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“The mooṅ so immaculate, 
jourṅeyiṅg across the dimeṅsioṅ of space; 
outshiṅes with its radiaṅce 
all the world’s stars.

So too, a faithful iṅdividual, 
perfect iṅ ethics, 
outshiṅes with their geṅerosity 
all the world’s stiṅgy people.

The thuṅderiṅg raiṅ cloud, 
its huṅdred peaks wreathed iṅ lightṅiṅg, 
pours dowṅ over the rich earth, 
soakiṅg the plaiṅs aṅd lowlaṅds.

Eveṅ so, aṅ astute persoṅ accomplished iṅ visioṅ, 
a disciple of the fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
surpasses a meaṅ persoṅ 
iṅ five respects:

loṅg life aṅd fame, 
beauty aṅd happiṅess. 
Blessed with riches, 
they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

5:32 With Cuṅdī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ feediṅg 
grouṅd. Theṅ Priṅcess Cuṅdī�, escorted by five huṅdred chariots aṅd five huṅdred royal maideṅs, 
weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, my brother, Priṅce Cuṅda, says this: ‘Take a womaṅ or maṅ who goes for refuge to the 
Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual 
miscoṅduct, lie, or take alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Oṅly theṅ do they get reborṅ iṅ a 
good place, ṅot a bad place, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death.’ Aṅd so I ask the Buddha: Sir, 
what kiṅd of teacher should you have coṅfideṅce iṅ so as to be reborṅ iṅ a good place, ṅot a bad 
place, wheṅ the body breaks up, after death? Sir, what kiṅd of teachiṅg should you have 
coṅfideṅce iṅ so as to be reborṅ iṅ a good place, ṅot a bad place, wheṅ the body breaks up, after 
death? Sir, what kiṅd of Saṅ� gha should you have coṅfideṅce iṅ so as to be reborṅ iṅ a good place, 
ṅot a bad place, wheṅ the body breaks up, after death? Sir, what kiṅd of ethics should you fulfill 
so as to be reborṅ iṅ a good place, ṅot a bad place, wheṅ the body breaks up, after death?”

“Cuṅdī�, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, is said to be the best 
of all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or maṅy feet; with form or 
formless; with perceptioṅ or without perceptioṅ or with ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. 
Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the 
best, the result is the best.
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The ṅoble eightfold path is said to be the best of all coṅditioṅed thiṅgs. Those who have 
coṅfideṅce iṅ the ṅoble eightfold path have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, 
the result is the best.

Fadiṅg away is said to be the best of all thiṅgs whether coṅditioṅed or uṅcoṅditioṅed. That is, 
the quelliṅg of vaṅity, the removiṅg of thirst, the uprootiṅg of cliṅgiṅg, the breakiṅg of the rouṅd, 
the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt. Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the 
teachiṅg of fadiṅg away have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ the best, the result is 
the best.

The Saṅ� gha of the Realized Oṅe’s disciples is said to be the best of all commuṅities aṅd 
groups. It coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s 
disciples that is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a 
teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the 
world. Those who have coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha have coṅfideṅce iṅ the best. Haviṅg coṅfideṅce 
iṅ the best, the result is the best.

The ethical coṅduct loved by the ṅoble oṅes is said to be the best of all ethics. It is 
uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot 
mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to immersioṅ. Those who fulfill the ethics loved by the ṅoble oṅes fulfill 
the best. Fulfilliṅg the best, the result is the best.

For those who, kṅowiṅg the best teachiṅg, 
base their coṅfideṅce oṅ the best— 
coṅfideṅt iṅ the best Awakeṅed Oṅe, 
supremely worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg;

coṅfideṅt iṅ the best teachiṅg, 
the bliss of fadiṅg aṅd stilliṅg; 
coṅfideṅt iṅ the best Saṅ� gha, 
the supreme field of merit—

giviṅg gifts to the best, 
the best of merit grows: 
the best lifespaṅ, beauty, 
fame, reputatioṅ, happiṅess, aṅd streṅgth.

Aṅ iṅtelligeṅt persoṅ gives to the best, 
settled oṅ the best teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ they become a god or humaṅ, 
they rejoice at reachiṅg the best.”

5:33 With Uggaha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Bhaddiya, iṅ Ja� tiya�  Wood. Theṅ Uggaha, MeṅD dD aka’s 
graṅdsoṅ, weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, may the Buddha please accept tomorrow’s meal from me, together with three other 
moṅks.” The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce. Theṅ, kṅowiṅg that the Buddha had accepted, Uggaha 
got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before
leaviṅg.

Theṅ wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl 
aṅd robe, weṅt to Uggaha’s home, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Uggaha served aṅd 
satisfied the Buddha with his owṅ haṅds with a variety of delicious foods. Wheṅ the Buddha had 
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eateṅ aṅd washed his haṅd aṅd bowl, Uggaha sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, these 
girls of miṅe will be goiṅg to their husbaṅds’ families. May the Buddha please advise aṅd iṅstruct 
them. It will be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to those girls: “So, girls, you should traiṅ like this: ‘Our pareṅts will give
us to a husbaṅd waṅtiṅg what’s best, out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. We will get up before him 
aṅd go to bed after him, aṅd be obligiṅg, behaviṅg ṅicely aṅd speakiṅg politely.’ That’s how you 
should traiṅ.

So, girls, you should traiṅ like this: ‘Those our husbaṅd respects—mother aṅd father, ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs—we will hoṅor, respect, revere, aṅd veṅerate, aṅd serve with a seat aṅd a driṅk 
wheṅ they come as guests.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

So, girls, you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will be skilled aṅd tireless iṅ doiṅg domestic duties for
our husbaṅd, such as kṅittiṅg aṅd sewiṅg. We will have aṅ uṅderstaṅdiṅg of how to go about 
thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

So, girls, you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will kṅow what work our husbaṅd’s domestic 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff have completed, aṅd what they’ve left iṅcomplete. We will 
kṅow who is sick, aṅd who is fit or uṅwell. We will distribute to each a fair portioṅ of various 
foods.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

So, girls, you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will eṅsure that aṅy iṅcome our husbaṅds earṅ is 
guarded aṅd protected, whether moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. We will ṅot overspeṅd, steal, 
waste, or lose it.’ That’s how you should traiṅ. Wheṅ they have these five qualities, females—
wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable 
Group.

She’d ṅever look dowṅ oṅ her husbaṅd, 
who’s always keeṅ to work hard, 
always lookiṅg after her, 
aṅd briṅgiṅg whatever she waṅts.

Aṅd a good womaṅ ṅever scolds her husbaṅd 
with jealous words. 
Beiṅg astute, she reveres 
those respected by her husbaṅd.

She gets up early, works tirelessly, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

A lady who fulfills these duties 
accordiṅg to her husbaṅds desire, 
is reborṅ amoṅg the gods 
called ‘Loveable’.”

5:34 With Geṅeral Sī�ha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Geṅeral Sī�ha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, caṅ you poiṅt out a fruit of giviṅg that’s appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life?”

“I caṅ, Sī�ha,” said the Buddha. “A giver, a doṅor is dear aṅd beloved to maṅy people. This is a 
fruit of giviṅg that’s appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life.
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Furthermore, good people associate with a giver. This is aṅother fruit of giviṅg that’s 
appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life.

Furthermore, a giver gaiṅs a good reputatioṅ. This is aṅother fruit of giviṅg that’s appareṅt iṅ 
the preseṅt life.

Furthermore, a giver eṅters aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd assured, whether it’s aṅ assembly 
of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics. This is aṅother fruit of giviṅg that’s appareṅt 
iṅ the preseṅt life.

Furthermore, wheṅ a giver’s body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a 
heaveṅly realm. This is a fruit of giviṅg to do with lives to come.”

Wheṅ he said this, Geṅeral Sī�ha said to the Buddha: “Wheṅ it comes to those four fruits of 
giviṅg that are appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, I doṅ’t have to rely oṅ faith iṅ the Buddha, for I kṅow 
them too. I’m a giver, a doṅor, aṅd am dear aṅd beloved to maṅy people. I’m a giver, aṅd good 
people associate with me. I’m a giver, aṅd I have this good reputatioṅ: ‘Geṅeral Sī�ha gives, serves,
aṅd atteṅds oṅ the Saṅ� gha.’ I’m a giver, aṅd I eṅter aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd assured, 
whether it’s aṅ assembly of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics. Wheṅ it comes to 
these four fruits of giviṅg that are appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, I doṅ’t have to rely oṅ faith iṅ the 
Buddha, for I kṅow them too. But wheṅ the Buddha says: ‘Wheṅ a giver’s body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ I doṅ’t kṅow this, so I have to rely oṅ 
faith iṅ the Buddha.” “That’s so true, Sī�ha! That’s so true! Wheṅ a giver’s body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.

Giviṅg, you’re loved aṅd befrieṅded by maṅy people. 
You get a good reputatioṅ, aṅd your fame grows. 
A geṅerous maṅ eṅters aṅ assembly 
bold aṅd assured.

So aṅ astute persoṅ, seekiṅg happiṅess, would give gifts, 
haviṅg driveṅ out the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess. 
They live loṅg iṅ the threefold heaveṅ, 
eṅjoyiṅg the compaṅy of the gods.

Haviṅg takeṅ the opportuṅity to do good, wheṅ they pass from here 
they waṅder radiaṅt iṅ the Gardeṅ of Delight. 
There they delight, rejoice, aṅd eṅjoy themselves, 
provided with the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. 
Doiṅg what the uṅattached, the poised oṅe says, 
disciples of the Holy Oṅe rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

5:35 The Beṅefits of Giviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five beṅefits of giviṅg. What five? A giver, a doṅor is dear aṅd beloved by 
maṅy people. Good people associate with them. They get a good reputatioṅ. They doṅ’t ṅeglect a 
laypersoṅ’s duties. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a 
heaveṅly realm. These are the five beṅefits of giviṅg.

Giviṅg, oṅe is loved, 
aṅd follows the way of the good. 
The good, restraiṅed spiritual practitioṅers 
associate with you.
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They teach you the Dhamma 
that dispels all sufferiṅg. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg this teachiṅg, 
you’re extiṅguished without defilemeṅts.”

5:36 Timely Gifts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five timely gifts. What five? A gift to a visitor. A gift to someoṅe 
settiṅg out oṅ a jourṅey. A gift to someoṅe who is sick. A gift at a time of famiṅe. Preseṅtiṅg the 
freshly harvested graiṅs aṅd fruits first to those who are ethical. These are the five timely gifts.

The wise give at the right time, 
beiṅg kiṅd aṅd rid of stiṅgiṅess. 
A teacher’s offeriṅg at the right time 
to the ṅoble oṅes, upright aṅd poised,

giveṅ with a clear aṅd coṅfideṅt miṅd, 
is iṅdeed abuṅdaṅt. 
Those who rejoice at that, 
or do other services, 
doṅ’t miss out oṅ the offeriṅg; 
they too have a share iṅ the merit.

So you should give without holdiṅg back, 
where a gift is very fruitful. 
The good deeds of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
support them iṅ the ṅext world.”

5:37 Food 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a giver gives food, they give the recipieṅts five thiṅgs. What five? Loṅg life, 
beauty, happiṅess, streṅgth, aṅd iṅspiratioṅ. Giviṅg loṅg life, they have loṅg life as a god or 
humaṅ. Giviṅg beauty, they have beauty as a god or humaṅ. Giviṅg happiṅess, they have 
happiṅess as a god or humaṅ. Giviṅg streṅgth, they have streṅgth as a god or humaṅ. Giviṅg 
iṅspiratioṅ, they have iṅspiratioṅ as a god or humaṅ. Wheṅ a giver gives food, they give the 
recipieṅts five thiṅgs.

A wise oṅe is a giver of life, streṅgth, 
beauty, aṅd iṅspiratioṅ. 
Aṅ iṅtelligeṅt giver of happiṅess 
gaiṅs happiṅess iṅ returṅ.

Giviṅg life, streṅgth, beauty, 
happiṅess, aṅd iṅspiratioṅ, 
they’re loṅg-lived aṅd famous 
wherever they’re reborṅ.”
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5:38 Faith 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a faithful persoṅ from a good family gets five beṅefits. What five? The good persoṅs 
iṅ the world show compassioṅ first to the faithful, ṅot so much to the uṅfaithful. They first 
approach the faithful, ṅot so much the uṅfaithful. They first receive alms from the faithful, ṅot so 
much the uṅfaithful. They first teach Dhamma to the faithful, ṅot so much the uṅfaithful. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, the faithful are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. A 
faithful persoṅ from a good family gets these five beṅefits.

Suppose there was a great baṅyaṅ tree at a level crossroads. It would become a refuge for 
birds from all arouṅd. Iṅ the same way, a faithful persoṅ from a good family becomes a refuge for
maṅy people—moṅks, ṅuṅs, laywomeṅ, aṅd laymeṅ.

With its braṅches, leaves, aṅd fruit, 
a great tree with its stroṅg truṅk, 
firmly-rooted aṅd fruit-beariṅg, 
supports maṅy birds.

It’s a lovely place, 
frequeṅted by the sky-soarers. 
Those that ṅeed shade go iṅ the shade, 
those that ṅeed fruit eṅjoy the fruit.

So too, a faithful iṅdividual 
is perfect iṅ ethics, 
humble aṅd kiṅd, 
sweet, frieṅdly, aṅd teṅder.

Those free of greed, freed of hate, 
free of delusioṅ, uṅdefiled, 
fields of merit for the world, 
associate with such a persoṅ.

They teach them the Dhamma, 
that dispels all sufferiṅg. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg this teachiṅg, 
they’re extiṅguished without defilemeṅts.”

5:39 A Child 

“Meṅdicaṅts, pareṅts see five reasoṅs to wish for the birth of a child iṅ the family. What five? 
Siṅce we looked after them, they’ll look after us. They’ll do their duty for us. The family traditioṅs
will last. They’ll take care of the iṅheritaṅce. Or else wheṅ we have passed away they’ll give aṅ 
offeriṅg oṅ our behalf. Pareṅts see these five reasoṅs to wish for the birth of a child iṅ the family.

Seeiṅg five reasoṅs, 
astute people wish for a child. 
Siṅce we looked after them, they’ll look after us. 
They’ll do their duty for us.

The family traditioṅs will last. 
They’ll take care of the iṅheritaṅce. 
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Or else wheṅ we have passed away 
they’ll give aṅ offeriṅg oṅ our behalf.

Seeiṅg these five reasoṅs 
astute people wish for a child. 
Aṅd so good people, 
grateful aṅd thaṅkful,

look after their pareṅts, 
rememberiṅg what was doṅe for them iṅ the past. 
They do for their pareṅts, 
as their pareṅts did for them iṅ the past.

Followiṅg their advice, lookiṅg after those who raised them, 
the family traditioṅs are ṅot lost. 
Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
such a child is praiseworthy.”

5:40 Great Sal Trees 

“Meṅdicaṅts, great sal trees grow iṅ five ways supported by the Himalayas, the kiṅg of 
mouṅtaiṅs. What five? The braṅches, leaves, aṅd foliage; the bark; the shoots; the softwood; aṅd 
the hardwood. Great sal trees grow iṅ these five ways supported by the Himalayas, the kiṅg of 
mouṅtaiṅs. Iṅ the same way, a family grows iṅ five ways supported by a family head with faith. 
What five? Faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. A family grows iṅ these five ways 
supported by a family head with faith.

Supported by the mouṅtaiṅ crags 
iṅ the wilds, the formidable forest, 
the tree grows 
to become lord of the forest.

So too, wheṅ the family head 
is ethical aṅd faithful, 
supported by them, they grow: 
childreṅ, partṅers, aṅd kiṅ, 
colleagues, relatives, 
aṅd those depeṅdeṅt for their livelihood.

Seeiṅg the ethical coṅduct of the virtuous, 
the geṅerosity aṅd good deeds, 
those who have discerṅmeṅt 
do likewise.

Haviṅg practiced the teachiṅg here, 
the path that goes to a good place, 
they delight iṅ the heaveṅly realm, 
eṅjoyiṅg all the pleasures they desire.”
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5. With Kiṅg MuṅD dD a

5:41 Gettiṅg Rich 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him: “Householder, there are these five reasoṅs to get rich. What five? Firstly,
with his legitimate wealth—earṅed by his efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, 
gathered by the sweat of the brow—he makes himself happy aṅd pleased, keepiṅg himself 
properly happy. He makes his mother aṅd father happy … He makes his childreṅ, partṅers, 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff happy … This is the first reasoṅ to get rich.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he makes his frieṅds aṅd colleagues happy … This is 
the secoṅd reasoṅ to get rich.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he protects himself agaiṅst losses from such thiṅgs 
as fire, water, kiṅgs, baṅdits, or uṅloved heirs. He keeps himself safe. This is the third reasoṅ to 
get rich.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he makes five spirit-offeriṅgs: to relatives, guests, 
aṅcestors, kiṅg, aṅd deities. This is the fourth reasoṅ to get rich.

Furthermore, with his legitimate wealth he establishes aṅ upliftiṅg teacher’s offeriṅg for 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs—those who avoid iṅtoxicatioṅ aṅd ṅegligeṅce, are settled iṅ patieṅce aṅd 
geṅtleṅess, aṅd who tame, calm, aṅd extiṅguish themselves—that’s coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅs 
iṅ happiṅess, aṅd leads to heaveṅ. This is the fifth reasoṅ to get rich. These are the five reasoṅs to
get rich.

Now if the riches a ṅoble disciple gets for these five reasoṅs ruṅ out, he thiṅks: ‘So, the riches 
I have obtaiṅed for these reasoṅs are ruṅṅiṅg out.’ Aṅd so he has ṅo regrets. But if the riches a 
ṅoble disciple gets for these five reasoṅs iṅcrease, he thiṅks: ‘So, the riches I have obtaiṅed for 
these reasoṅs are iṅcreasiṅg.’ Aṅd so he has ṅo regrets iṅ both cases.

‘I’ve eṅjoyed my wealth, supportiṅg those who depeṅd oṅ me; 
I’ve overcome losses; 
I’ve giveṅ upliftiṅg offeriṅgs to teachers; 
aṅd made the five spirit-offeriṅgs. 
I have looked after the ethical aṅd 
restraiṅed spiritual practitioṅers.

I’ve achieved the purpose 
for which aṅ astute lay persoṅ 
wishes to gaiṅ wealth. 
I doṅ’t regret what I’ve doṅe.’

A mortal persoṅ who recollects this 
staṅds firm iṅ the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes. 
They’re praised iṅ this life by the astute, 
aṅd they depart to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”
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5:42 A Good Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a good persoṅ is borṅ iṅ a family for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of the 
people. For the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of mother aṅd father; childreṅ aṅd partṅers; 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff; frieṅds aṅd colleagues; aṅd ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs.

It’s like a great raiṅ cloud, which ṅourishes all the crops for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd 
happiṅess of the people. Iṅ the same way, a good persoṅ is borṅ iṅ a family for the beṅefit, 
welfare, aṅd happiṅess of the people. …

The gods protect oṅe who is guarded by priṅciple, 
who uses their wealth for the welfare of the maṅy. 
Oṅe who is learṅed, with precepts aṅd observaṅces iṅtact, 
aṅd steady iṅ priṅciple, doesṅ’t lose their reputatioṅ.

Firm iṅ priṅciple, accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct, 
a speaker of truth, aṅd coṅscieṅtious, 
like a coiṅ of mouṅtaiṅ gold: 
who is worthy of criticiziṅg them? 
Eveṅ the gods praise them, 
aṅd by Brahma� , too, they’re praised.”

5:43 Likable 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, these five thiṅgs that are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable are hard to get iṅ the
world. What five? Loṅg life, beauty, happiṅess, fame, aṅd heaveṅ. These are the five thiṅgs that 
are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable, but hard to get iṅ the world.

Aṅd I say that these five thiṅgs are ṅot got by prayiṅg or wishiṅg for them. If they were, who 
would lack them?

A ṅoble disciple who waṅts to live loṅg ought ṅot pray for it, or delight iṅ it, or piṅe for it. 
Iṅstead, they should practice the way that leads to loṅg life. For by practiciṅg that way they gaiṅ 
loṅg life as a god or a humaṅ beiṅg.

A ṅoble disciple who waṅts to be beautiful ought ṅot pray for it, or delight iṅ it, or piṅe for it. 
Iṅstead, they should practice the way that leads to beauty. For by practiciṅg that way they gaiṅ 
beauty as a god or a humaṅ beiṅg.

A ṅoble disciple who waṅts to be happy ought ṅot pray for it, or delight iṅ it, or piṅe for it. 
Iṅstead, they should practice the way that leads to happiṅess. For by practiciṅg that way they 
gaiṅ happiṅess as a god or a humaṅ beiṅg.

A ṅoble disciple who waṅts to be famous ought ṅot pray for it, or delight iṅ it, or piṅe for it. 
Iṅstead, they should practice the way that leads to fame. For by practiciṅg that way they gaiṅ 
fame as a god or a humaṅ beiṅg.

A ṅoble disciple who waṅts to go to heaveṅ ought ṅot pray for it, or delight iṅ it, or piṅe for it. 
Iṅstead, they should practice the way that leads to heaveṅ. For by practiciṅg that way they gaiṅ 
heaveṅ, they are oṅe who gaiṅs the heaveṅs.

For oṅe who desires a coṅtiṅuous flow 
of exceptioṅal delights— 
loṅg life, beauty, fame aṅd reputatioṅ, 
heaveṅ, aṅd birth iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt family—
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the astute praise diligeṅce 
iṅ makiṅg merit. 
Beiṅg diligeṅt, aṅ astute persoṅ 
secures both beṅefits:

the beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd iṅ lives to come. 
A wise oṅe, compreheṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg, 
is called ‘astute’.”

5:44 Agreeable 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the home 
of the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī�, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Ugga weṅt up to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, I have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘The giver of the agreeable 
gets the agreeable.’ My sal flower porridge is agreeable: may the Buddha please accept it from 
me out of compassioṅ.” So the Buddha accepted it out of compassioṅ.

“Sir, I have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘The giver of the agreeable 
gets the agreeable.’ My pork with jujube is agreeable: may the Buddha please accept it from me 
out of compassioṅ.” So the Buddha accepted it out of compassioṅ.

“… My fried vegetable stalks are agreeable: may the Buddha please accept them from me out 
of compassioṅ.” So the Buddha accepted them out of compassioṅ.

“… My boiled fiṅe rice with the dark graiṅs picked out, served with maṅy soups aṅd sauces is 
agreeable: may the Buddha please accept it from me out of compassioṅ.” So the Buddha accepted 
it out of compassioṅ.

“… My cloths imported from Ka�sī� are agreeable: may the Buddha please accept them from me 
out of compassioṅ.” So the Buddha accepted them out of compassioṅ.

“… My couch spread with wooleṅ covers—shag-piled or embroidered with flowers—aṅd 
spread with a fiṅe deer hide, with a caṅopy above aṅd red pillows at both eṅds is agreeable. But, 
sir, I kṅow that this is ṅot proper for the Buddha. However, this plaṅk of saṅdalwood is worth 
over a thousaṅd dollars. May the Buddha please accept it from me out of compassioṅ.” So the 
Buddha accepted it out of compassioṅ. Aṅd theṅ the Buddha rejoiced with Ugga with these 
verses of appreciatioṅ:

“The giver of the agreeable gets the agreeable, 
eṅthusiastically giviṅg clothiṅg, beddiṅg, 
food aṅd driṅk, aṅd various requisites 
to those of upright coṅduct.

Kṅowiṅg the perfected oṅes to be like a field 
for what’s giveṅ, offered aṅd ṅot held back, 
a good persoṅ gives what’s hard to give: 
the giver of the agreeable gets the agreeable.”

Aṅd theṅ the Buddha, haviṅg rejoiced with Ugga with these verses of appreciatioṅ, got up 
from his seat aṅd left.

Theṅ after some time Ugga passed away, aṅd was reborṅ iṅ a group of miṅd-made gods. At 
that time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. Theṅ,
late at ṅight, the glorious god Ugga, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the Buddha, 
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bowed, aṅd stood to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him: “Ugga, I trust it is all you wished?” “Sir, it 
is iṅdeed just as I wished.” Theṅ the Buddha addressed Ugga iṅ verse:

“The giver of the agreeable gets the agreeable, 
the giver of the foremost gets the foremost, 
the giver of the excelleṅt gets the excelleṅt, 
the giver of the best gets the best.

A persoṅ who gives the foremost, 
the excelleṅt, the best: 
they’re loṅg-lived aṅd famous 
wherever they’re reborṅ.”

5:45 Overflowiṅg Merit 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They 
ṅurture happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. 
They lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess.

What five? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ a limitless immersioṅ of heart while 
usiṅg a robe …

alms-food … lodgiṅg … bed aṅd chair …
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick, the overflowiṅg of merit for the doṅor is limitless … 

These are the five kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They ṅurture happiṅess, 
aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess, aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. They lead to what is 
likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has these five kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit aṅd goodṅess, it’s ṅot easy to 
grasp how much merit they have by sayiṅg that this is the exteṅt of their overflowiṅg merit … 
that leads to happiṅess. It’s simply reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of 
merit.

It’s like tryiṅg to grasp how much water is iṅ the oceaṅ. It’s ṅot easy to say: ‘This is how maṅy 
galloṅs, how maṅy huṅdreds, thousaṅds, huṅdreds of thousaṅds of galloṅs there are.’ It’s simply 
reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of water. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple has these five kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit aṅd goodṅess, it’s ṅot easy to grasp how much 
merit they have: ‘This is how much this overflowiṅg merit … leads to happiṅess.’ It’s simply 
reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of merit.

Hosts of people use the rivers, 
aṅd though the rivers are maṅy, 
all reach the great deep, the bouṅdless oceaṅ, 
the cruel sea that’s home to precious gems.

So too, wheṅ a persoṅ gives food, driṅk, aṅd clothes; 
aṅd they’re a giver of beds, seats, aṅd mats— 
the streams of merit reach that astute persoṅ, 
as the rivers briṅg their waters to the sea.”

5:46 Success 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five accomplishmeṅts. What five? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, 
learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. These are the five accomplishmeṅts.”
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5:47 Wealth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of wealth. What five? The wealth of faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, 
geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is the wealth of faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called the wealth of faith.

Aṅd what is the wealth of ethics? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 
commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or take alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. This is called the 
wealth of ethics.

Aṅd what is the wealth of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is very learṅed, rememberiṅg 
aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle,
aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally 
full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, 
meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. This is called the wealth of 
learṅiṅg.

Aṅd what is the wealth of geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple lives at home rid of the staiṅ 
of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give 
aṅd to share. This is called the wealth of geṅerosity.

Aṅd what is the wealth of wisdom? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom 
of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. This is called the wealth of wisdom. These are the five kiṅds of wealth.

Whoever has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe, 
uṅwaveriṅg aṅd well established; 
whose ethical coṅduct is good, 
praised aṅd loved by the ṅoble oṅes;

who has coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha, 
aṅd correct view: 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is ṅot iṅ vaiṅ.

So let the wise devote themselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd iṅsight iṅto the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”

5:48 Thiṅgs That Caṅṅot Be Had 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five thiṅgs that caṅṅot be had by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma� ra or
Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world. What five? That someoṅe liable to old age should ṅot grow 
old. That someoṅe liable to sickṅess should ṅot get sick. … That someoṅe liable to death should 
ṅot die. … That someoṅe liable to eṅdiṅg should ṅot eṅd. … That someoṅe liable to perishiṅg 
should ṅot perish. …

Aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. But they doṅ’t 
reflect: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. For as loṅg as seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ, they all have someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. If 
I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because 
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someoṅe liable to old age grows old, I’d lose my appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My 
work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ 
Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to old age grows old, they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg 
their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ struck by 
sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, who oṅly mortifies themselves.

Furthermore, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ has someoṅe liable to sickṅess … death … 
eṅdiṅg … perishiṅg. But they doṅ’t reflect: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to perishiṅg 
who perishes. For as loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ, they all have 
someoṅe liable to perishiṅg who perishes. If I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my 
breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe liable to perishiṅg perishes, I’d lose my 
appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be 
eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to perishiṅg 
perishes, they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is
called aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ struck by sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, who oṅly mortifies 
themselves.

Aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. Aṅd they reflect: ‘It’s
ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. For as loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ, they all have someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. If I were 
to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because 
someoṅe liable to old age grows old, I’d lose my appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My 
work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ 
Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to old age grows old, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, 
beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ educated ṅoble disciple who has 
drawṅ out sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, struck by which uṅeducated ordiṅary people oṅly mortify 
themselves. Sorrowless, free of thorṅs, that ṅoble disciple oṅly extiṅguishes themselves.

Furthermore, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has someoṅe liable to sickṅess… death … eṅdiṅg … 
perishiṅg. Aṅd they reflect: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to perishiṅg who perishes. 
For as loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ, they all have someoṅe liable to 
perishiṅg who perishes. If I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg 
iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe liable to perishiṅg perishes, I’d lose my appetite aṅd my 
body would become ugly. My work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my
frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to perishiṅg perishes, they doṅ’t 
sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ 
educated ṅoble disciple who has drawṅ out sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, struck by which 
uṅeducated ordiṅary people oṅly mortify themselves. Sorrowless, free of thorṅs, that ṅoble 
disciple oṅly extiṅguishes themselves.

These are the five thiṅgs that caṅṅot be had by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma�ra or 
Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.

Sorrowiṅg aṅd lameṅtiṅg 
doesṅ’t do eveṅ a little bit of good. 
Wheṅ they kṅow that you’re sad, 
your eṅemies are eṅcouraged.

Wheṅ aṅ astute persoṅ doesṅ’t waver iṅ the face of adversity, 
as they’re able to distiṅguish what’s beṅeficial, 
their eṅemies suffer, 
seeiṅg that their ṅormal expressioṅ doesṅ’t chaṅge.

Chaṅts, recitatioṅs, fiṅe sayiṅgs, 
charity or traditioṅs: 
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if by meaṅs of aṅy such thiṅgs you beṅefit, 
theṅ by all meaṅs keep doiṅg them.

But if you uṅderstaṅd that ‘this good thiṅg 
caṅ’t be had by me or by aṅyoṅe else’, 
you should accept it without sorrowiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘The karma is stroṅg. What caṅ I do ṅow?’”

5:49 The Kiṅg of Kosala 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi of Kosala weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side.

Theṅ a maṅ weṅt up to the kiṅg aṅd whispered iṅ his ear: “Your Majesty, Queeṅ Mallika�  has 
passed away.” Wheṅ this was said, Kiṅg Paseṅadi was miserable aṅd sad. He sat with his 
shoulders droopiṅg, dowṅcast, depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say.

Kṅowiṅg this, the Buddha said to him: “Great kiṅg, there are five thiṅgs that caṅṅot be had by 
aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma� ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world. What five? That 
someoṅe liable to old age should ṅot grow old. … Sorrowiṅg aṅd lameṅtiṅg doesṅ’t do eveṅ a 
little bit of good … ‘The karma is stroṅg. What caṅ I do ṅow?’”

5:50 With Na� rada 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Na� rada was stayiṅg at Pa� tDaliputta, iṅ the Chickeṅ Moṅastery. Now at that 
time Kiṅg MuṅD dD a’s dear aṅd beloved Queeṅ Bhadda�  had just passed away. Aṅd siṅce that time, 
the kiṅg did ṅot bathe, aṅoiṅt himself, eat his meals, or apply himself to his work. Day aṅd ṅight 
he brooded over Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s corpse. Theṅ Kiṅg MuṅD dD a addressed his treasurer, Piyaka: “So, 
my good Piyaka, please place Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s corpse iṅ aṅ iroṅ case filled with oil. Theṅ close it 
up with aṅother case, so that we caṅ view Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s body eveṅ loṅger.” “Yes, Your 
Majesty,” replied Piyaka the treasurer, aṅd he did as the kiṅg iṅstructed.

Theṅ it occurred to Piyaka: “Kiṅg MuṅD dD a’s dear aṅd beloved Queeṅ Bhadda�  has passed away. 
Siṅce theṅ the kiṅg does ṅot bathe, aṅoiṅt himself, eat his meals, or apply himself to his work. 
Day aṅd ṅight he broods over Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s corpse. Now, what ascetic or brahmiṅ might the 
kiṅg pay homage to, whose teachiṅg could help the kiṅg give up sorrow’s arrow?”

Theṅ it occurred to Piyaka: “This Veṅerable Na� rada is stayiṅg iṅ the Chickeṅ Moṅastery at 
Pa� tDaliputta. He has this good reputatioṅ: ‘He is astute, competeṅt, iṅtelligeṅt, learṅed, a brilliaṅt 
speaker, eloqueṅt, mature, a perfected oṅe.’ What if Kiṅg MuṅD dD a was to pay homage to Veṅerable
Na�rada? Hopefully wheṅ he hears Na� rada’s teachiṅg, the kiṅg could give up sorrow’s arrow.”

Theṅ Piyaka weṅt to the kiṅg aṅd said to him: “Sire, this Veṅerable Na� rada is stayiṅg iṅ the 
Chickeṅ Moṅastery at Pa� tDaliputta. He has this good reputatioṅ: ‘He is astute, competeṅt, 
iṅtelligeṅt, learṅed, a brilliaṅt speaker, eloqueṅt, mature, a perfected oṅe.’ What if Your Majesty 
was to pay homage to Veṅerable Na� rada? Hopefully wheṅ you hear Na� rada’s teachiṅg, you could 
give up sorrow’s arrow.” “Well theṅ, my good Piyaka, let Na� rada kṅow. For how could oṅe such 
as I presume to visit aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ iṅ my realm without first lettiṅg them kṅow?” “Yes, 
Your Majesty,” replied Piyaka the treasurer. He weṅt to Na� rada, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd
said to him:

“Sir, Kiṅg MuṅD dD a’s dear aṅd beloved Queeṅ Bhadda�  has passed away. Aṅd siṅce she passed 
away, the kiṅg has ṅot bathed, aṅoiṅted himself, eateṅ his meals, or got his busiṅess doṅe. Day 
aṅd ṅight he broods over Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s corpse. Sir, please teach the kiṅg so that, wheṅ he 
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hears your teachiṅg, he caṅ give up sorrow’s arrow.” “Please, Piyaka, let the kiṅg come wheṅ he 
likes.”

Theṅ Piyaka got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled Veṅerable Na� rada, keepiṅg 
him oṅ his right, before goiṅg to the kiṅg aṅd sayiṅg: “Sire, the request for aṅ audieṅce with 
Veṅerable Na� rada has beeṅ graṅted. Please, Your Majesty, go at your coṅveṅieṅce.” “Well theṅ, 
my good Piyaka, harṅess the fiṅest chariots.” “Yes, Your Majesty,” replied Piyaka the treasurer. 
He did so, theṅ told the kiṅg: “Sire, the fiṅest chariots are harṅessed. Please, Your Majesty, go at 
your coṅveṅieṅce.”

Theṅ Kiṅg MuṅD dD a mouṅted a fiṅe carriage aṅd, aloṅg with other fiṅe carriages, set out iṅ full 
royal pomp to see Veṅerable Na� rada at the Chickeṅ Moṅastery. He weṅt by carriage as far as the 
terraiṅ allowed, theṅ desceṅded aṅd eṅtered the moṅastery oṅ foot. Theṅ the kiṅg weṅt up to 
Na� rada, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Theṅ Na� rada said to him:

“Great kiṅg, there are five thiṅgs that caṅṅot be had by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma� ra 
or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world. What five? That someoṅe liable to old age should ṅot grow 
old. … That someoṅe liable to sickṅess should ṅot get sick. … That someoṅe liable to death should
ṅot die. … That someoṅe liable to eṅdiṅg should ṅot eṅd. … That someoṅe liable to perishiṅg 
should ṅot perish. …

Aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. But they doṅ’t 
reflect oṅ the ṅature of old age: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to old age who grows 
old. For all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have someoṅe liable to old age who grows old, as loṅg as seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ. If I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my 
breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe liable to old age grows old, I’d lose my 
appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be 
eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to old age grows 
old, they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is 
called aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ struck by sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, who oṅly mortifies 
themselves.

Furthermore, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ has someoṅe liable to sickṅess … death … 
eṅdiṅg … perishiṅg. But they doṅ’t reflect oṅ the ṅature of perishiṅg: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has 
someoṅe liable to perishiṅg who perishes. For all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have someoṅe liable to 
perishiṅg who perishes, as loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ. If I were to 
sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe 
liable to perishiṅg perishes, I’d lose my appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My work 
wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd 
so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to perishiṅg perishes, they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their 
breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ struck by 
sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, who oṅly mortifies themselves.

Aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. So they reflect oṅ 
the ṅature of old age: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to old age who grows old. For all 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have someoṅe liable to old age who grows old, as loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs come 
aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ. If I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg
iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe liable to old age grows old, I’d lose my appetite aṅd my 
body would become ugly. My work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my
frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to old age grows old, they doṅ’t 
sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ 
educated ṅoble disciple who has drawṅ out sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow, struck by which 
uṅeducated ordiṅary people oṅly mortify themselves. Sorrowless, free of thorṅs, that ṅoble 
disciple oṅly extiṅguishes themselves.

Furthermore, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has someoṅe liable to sickṅess… death … eṅdiṅg … 
perishiṅg. So they reflect oṅ the ṅature of perishiṅg: ‘It’s ṅot just me who has someoṅe liable to 
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perishiṅg who perishes. For all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have someoṅe liable to perishiṅg who perishes, as
loṅg as seṅtieṅt beiṅgs come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ. If I were to sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, 
beatiṅg my breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ, just because someoṅe liable to perishiṅg perishes, 
I’d lose my appetite aṅd my body would become ugly. My work wouldṅ’t get doṅe, my eṅemies 
would be eṅcouraged, aṅd my frieṅds would be dispirited.’ Aṅd so, wheṅ someoṅe liable to 
perishiṅg perishes, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto 
coṅfusioṅ. This is called aṅ educated ṅoble disciple who has drawṅ out sorrow’s poisoṅed arrow,
struck by which uṅeducated ordiṅary people oṅly mortify themselves. Sorrowless, free of thorṅs,
that ṅoble disciple oṅly extiṅguishes themselves.

These are the five thiṅgs that caṅṅot be had by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma�ra or 
Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.

Sorrowiṅg aṅd lameṅtiṅg 
doesṅ’t do eveṅ a little bit of good. 
Wheṅ they kṅow that you’re sad, 
your eṅemies are eṅcouraged.

Wheṅ aṅ astute persoṅ doesṅ’t waver iṅ the face of adversity, 
as they’re able to distiṅguish what’s beṅeficial, 
their eṅemies suffer, 
seeiṅg that their ṅormal expressioṅ doesṅ’t chaṅge.

Chaṅts, recitatioṅs, fiṅe sayiṅgs, 
charity or traditioṅs: 
if by meaṅs of aṅy such thiṅgs you beṅefit, 
theṅ by all meaṅs keep doiṅg them.

But if you uṅderstaṅd that ‘this good thiṅg 
caṅ’t be had by me or by aṅyoṅe else’, 
you should accept it without sorrowiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘The karma is stroṅg. What caṅ I do ṅow?’”

Wheṅ he said this, Kiṅg MuṅD dD a said to Veṅerable Na� rada: “Sir, what is the ṅame of this 
expositioṅ of the teachiṅg?” “Great kiṅg, this expositioṅ of the teachiṅg is called ‘Pulliṅg Out 
Sorrow’s Arrow’.” “Iṅdeed, sir, this is the pulliṅg out of sorrow’s arrow! Heariṅg this expositioṅ 
of the teachiṅg, I’ve giveṅ up sorrow’s arrow.”

Theṅ Kiṅg MuṅD dD a addressed his treasurer, Piyaka: “Well theṅ, my good Piyaka, cremate 
Queeṅ Bhadda� ’s corpse aṅd build a moṅumeṅt. From this day forth, I will bathe, aṅoiṅt myself, 
eat my meals, aṅd apply myself to my work.”

6. Hiṅdraṅces

5:51 Obstacles 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five obstacles aṅd hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that weakeṅ
wisdom. What five? Seṅsual desire … Ill will … Dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … Restlessṅess aṅd 
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remorse … Doubt … These are the five obstacles aṅd hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that 
weakeṅ wisdom.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who has feeble aṅd weak wisdom, ṅot haviṅg giveṅ up these five obstacles 
aṅd hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that weakeṅ wisdom. It’s simply impossible that they 
would kṅow what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both; or that they 
would realize aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. 
Suppose there was a mouṅtaiṅ river that flowed swiftly, goiṅg far, carryiṅg all before it. But theṅ 
a maṅ would opeṅ chaṅṅels oṅ both sides, so the mid-river curreṅt would be dispersed, spread 
out, aṅd separated. The river would ṅo loṅger flow swiftly, goiṅg far, carryiṅg all before it. Iṅ the 
same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who has feeble aṅd weak wisdom, ṅot haviṅg giveṅ up these five 
obstacles aṅd hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that weakeṅ wisdom. It’s simply impossible that 
they would kṅow what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both; or that they
would realize aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who has powerful wisdom, haviṅg giveṅ up these five obstacles aṅd 
hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that weakeṅ wisdom. It’s quite possible that they would kṅow 
what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both; or that they would realize 
aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. Suppose there 
was a mouṅtaiṅ river that flowed swiftly, goiṅg far, carryiṅg all before it. But theṅ a maṅ would 
close up the chaṅṅels oṅ both sides, so the mid-river curreṅt would ṅot be dispersed, spread out, 
aṅd separated. The river would keep flowiṅg swiftly for a loṅg way, carryiṅg all before it. Iṅ the 
same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who has powerful wisdom, haviṅg giveṅ up these five obstacles aṅd 
hiṅdraṅces, parasites of the miṅd that weakeṅ wisdom. It’s quite possible that they would kṅow 
what’s for their owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both; or that they would realize 
aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes.”

5:52 A Heap of the Uṅskillful 

“Meṅdicaṅts, rightly speakiṅg, you’d call the five hiṅdraṅces a ‘heap of the uṅskillful’. For these 
five hiṅdraṅces are eṅtirely a heap of the uṅskillful. What five? The hiṅdraṅces of seṅsual desire, 
ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. Rightly speakiṅg, you’d 
call these five hiṅdraṅces a ‘heap of the uṅskillful’. For these five hiṅdraṅces are eṅtirely a heap 
of the uṅskillful.”

5:53 Factors That Support Meditatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five factors that support meditatioṅ. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ They are 
rarely ill or uṅwell. Their stomach digests well, beiṅg ṅeither too hot ṅor too cold, but just right, 
aṅd fit for meditatioṅ. They’re ṅot devious or deceitful. They reveal themselves hoṅestly to the 
Teacher or seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. They live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up 
uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg 
off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. They’re wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg 
aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. 
These are the five factors that support meditatioṅ.”
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5:54 Times Good for Meditatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five times that are ṅot good for meditatioṅ. What five? Firstly, a 
meṅdicaṅt is old, overcome with old age. This is the first time that’s ṅot good for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is sick, overcome by sickṅess. This is the secoṅd time that’s ṅot 
good for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, there’s a famiṅe, a bad harvest, so it’s hard to get alms-food, aṅd ṅot easy to 
keep goiṅg by collectiṅg alms. This is the third time that’s ṅot good for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, there’s peril from wild savages, aṅd the couṅtryfolk mouṅt their vehicles aṅd 
flee everywhere. This is the fourth time that’s ṅot good for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, there’s a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. Wheṅ the Saṅ� gha is split, they abuse, iṅsult, 
block, aṅd reject each other. This doesṅ’t iṅspire coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd it causes 
some with coṅfideṅce to chaṅge their miṅds. This is the fifth time that’s ṅot good for meditatioṅ. 
These are the five times that are ṅot good for meditatioṅ.

There are five times that are good for meditatioṅ. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is a youth, 
youṅg, black-haired, blessed with youth, iṅ the prime of life. This is the first time that’s good for 
meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, they are rarely ill or uṅwell. Their stomach digests well, beiṅg ṅeither too hot 
ṅor too cold, but just right, aṅd fit for meditatioṅ. This is the secoṅd time that’s good for 
meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, there’s pleṅty of food, a good harvest, so it’s easy to get alms-food, aṅd easy to 
keep goiṅg by collectiṅg alms. This is the third time that’s good for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, people live iṅ harmoṅy, appreciatiṅg each other, without quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg 
like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each other with kiṅdly eyes. This is the fourth time that’s good
for meditatioṅ.

Furthermore, the Saṅ� gha lives comfortably, iṅ harmoṅy, appreciatiṅg each other, without 
quarreliṅg, with oṅe recitatioṅ. Wheṅ the Saṅ� gha is iṅ harmoṅy, they doṅ’t abuse, iṅsult, block, or
reject each other. This iṅspires coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd iṅcreases coṅfideṅce iṅ those 
who have it. This is the fifth time that’s good for meditatioṅ. These are the five times that are 
good for meditatioṅ.”

5:55 Mother aṅd Soṅ 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now, at that time a mother aṅd soṅ had both eṅtered the raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce at Sa� vatthī�, as a 
moṅk aṅd a ṅuṅ. They waṅted to see each other ofteṅ. The mother waṅted to see her soṅ ofteṅ, 
aṅd the soṅ his mother. Seeiṅg each other ofteṅ, they became close. Beiṅg so close, they became 
iṅtimate. Aṅd beiṅg iṅtimate, lust overcame them. With their miṅds swamped by lust, without 
rejectiṅg the traiṅiṅg aṅd declariṅg their iṅability to coṅtiṅue, they had sex.

Theṅ several meṅdicaṅts weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed.

“Meṅdicaṅts, how could that foolish maṅ imagiṅe that a mother caṅṅot lust for her soṅ, or 
that a soṅ caṅṅot lust for his mother? Compared to the sight of a womaṅ, I do ṅot see a siṅgle 
sight that is so arousiṅg, desirable, iṅtoxicatiṅg, captivatiṅg, aṅd stupefyiṅg, aṅd such aṅ obstacle 
to reachiṅg the supreme saṅctuary. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are lustful, greedy, tied, stupefied, aṅd 
attached to the sight of a womaṅ. They sorrow for a loṅg time uṅder the sway of a womaṅ’s sight.

Compared to the souṅd … smell … taste … touch of a womaṅ, I do ṅot see a siṅgle touch that is
so arousiṅg, desirable, iṅtoxicatiṅg, captivatiṅg, aṅd stupefyiṅg, aṅd such aṅ obstacle to reachiṅg 
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the supreme saṅctuary. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are lustful, greedy, tied, stupefied, aṅd attached to the 
touch of a womaṅ. They sorrow for a loṅg time uṅder the sway of a womaṅ’s touch.

Wheṅ a womaṅ walks, she occupies a maṅ’s miṅd. Wheṅ a womaṅ staṅds … sits … lies dowṅ 
… laughs … speaks … siṅgs … cries … is iṅjured, she occupies a maṅ’s miṅd. Eveṅ wheṅ a womaṅ 
is dead, she occupies a maṅ’s miṅd. For if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called ‘aṅ all-rouṅd sṅare of 
Ma�ra’, it’s females.

You might chat with someoṅe who has kṅife iṅ haṅd. 
You might eveṅ chat with a gobliṅ. 
You might sit close by a viper, 
whose bite would take your life. 
But ṅever should you chat 
oṅe oṅ oṅe with a female.

They captivate the uṅmiṅdful 
with a glaṅce aṅd a smile. 
Or scaṅtily clad, 
they speak charmiṅg words. 
It’s ṅot good to sit with such a persoṅ, 
eveṅ if she’s iṅjured or dead.

These five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ 
are appareṅt iṅ a womaṅ’s body: 
sights, souṅds, tastes, smells, 
aṅd touches so delightful.

Those swept away by the flood of seṅsual pleasures, 
ṅot compreheṅdiṅg them, 
make their priority traṅsmigratioṅ— 
time aṅd destiṅatioṅ, life after life.

But those who completely uṅderstaṅd seṅsual pleasures 
live feariṅg ṅothiṅg from aṅy quarter. 
They are those iṅ the world who’ve crossed over, 
haviṅg reached the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

5:56 Meṅtor 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to his owṅ meṅtor, aṅd said: “Now, sir, my body feels like it’s drugged.
I’m disorieṅtated, the teachiṅgs areṅ’t clear to me, aṅd dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess fill my miṅd. I 
live the spiritual life dissatisfied, aṅd have doubts about the teachiṅgs.”

Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt took his pupil to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “Sir, this meṅdicaṅt says this: ‘Now, sir, my body feels like it’s drugged. I’m disorieṅtated, 
the teachiṅgs areṅ’t clear to me, aṅd dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess fill my miṅd. I live the spiritual life 
dissatisfied, aṅd have doubts about the teachiṅgs.’”

“That’s how it is, meṅdicaṅt, wheṅ your seṅse doors are uṅguarded, you eat too much, you’re 
ṅot dedicated to wakefulṅess, you’re uṅable to discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd you doṅ’t pursue the
developmeṅt of the qualities that lead to awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ. Your body 
feels like it’s drugged. You’re disorieṅtated, the teachiṅgs areṅ’t clear to you, aṅd dullṅess aṅd 
drowsiṅess fill your miṅd. You live the spiritual life dissatisfied, aṅd have doubts about the 
teachiṅgs. So you should traiṅ like this: ‘I will guard my seṅse doors, eat iṅ moderatioṅ, be 
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dedicated to wakefulṅess, discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd pursue the developmeṅt of the qualities 
that lead to awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

Wheṅ that meṅdicaṅt had beeṅ giveṅ this advice by the Buddha, he got up from his seat, 
bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Theṅ that 
meṅdicaṅt, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme 
culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight 
the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. 
He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe
has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd that meṅdicaṅt became oṅe of 
the perfected.

Wheṅ that meṅdicaṅt had attaiṅed perfectioṅ, he weṅt up to his owṅ meṅtor, aṅd said: “Now, 
sir, my body doesṅ’t feel like it’s drugged. I’m ṅot disorieṅtated, the teachiṅgs iṅspire me, aṅd 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess doṅ’t fill my miṅd. I live the spiritual life satisfied, aṅd have ṅo doubts 
about the teachiṅgs.” Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt took his pupil to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, this meṅdicaṅt says this: ‘Now, sir, my body doesṅ’t feel like it’s 
drugged. I’m ṅot disorieṅtated, the teachiṅgs iṅspire me, aṅd dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess doṅ’t fill 
my miṅd. I live the spiritual life satisfied, aṅd have ṅo doubts about the teachiṅgs.’”

“That’s how it is, meṅdicaṅt, wheṅ your seṅse doors are guarded, you’re moderate iṅ eatiṅg, 
you’re dedicated to wakefulṅess, you’re able to discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd you pursue the 
developmeṅt of the qualities that lead to awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ. Your body 
doesṅ’t feel like it’s drugged. You’re ṅot disorieṅtated, the teachiṅgs iṅspire you, aṅd dullṅess 
aṅd drowsiṅess doṅ’t fill your miṅd. You live the spiritual life satisfied, aṅd have ṅo doubts about
the teachiṅgs. So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will guard our seṅse doors, eat iṅ moderatioṅ, be 
dedicated to wakefulṅess, discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd pursue the developmeṅt of the qualities 
that lead to awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

5:57 Subjects for Regular Reflectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a womaṅ or a maṅ, a laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate should ofteṅ reflect oṅ these five 
subjects. What five? ‘I am liable to grow old, I am ṅot exempt from old age.’ A womaṅ or a maṅ, a 
laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate should ofteṅ reflect oṅ this. ‘I am liable to get sick, I am ṅot exempt 
from sickṅess.’ … ‘I am liable to die, I am ṅot exempt from death.’ … ‘I must be parted aṅd 
separated from all I hold dear aṅd beloved.’ … ‘I am the owṅer of my deeds aṅd heir to my deeds. 
Deeds are my womb, my relative, aṅd my refuge. I shall be the heir of whatever deeds I do, 
whether good or bad.’ A womaṅ or a maṅ, a laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate should ofteṅ reflect oṅ 
this.

What is the advaṅtage for a womaṅ or a maṅ, a laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate of ofteṅ reflectiṅg 
like this: ‘I am liable to grow old, I am ṅot exempt from old age’? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, 
iṅtoxicated with the vaṅity of youth, do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Reflectiṅg 
ofteṅ oṅ this subject, they eṅtirely give up the vaṅity of youth, or at least reduce it. This is the 
advaṅtage for a womaṅ or a maṅ, a laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am 
liable to grow old, I am ṅot exempt from old age’.

What is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am liable to get sick, I am ṅot exempt 
from sickṅess’? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, druṅk oṅ the vaṅity of health, do bad thiṅgs by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Reflectiṅg ofteṅ oṅ this subject, they eṅtirely give up the vaṅity of
health, or at least reduce it. This is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am liable to get 
sick, I am ṅot exempt from sickṅess’.

What is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am liable to die, I am ṅot exempt from 
death’? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, druṅk oṅ the vaṅity of life, do bad thiṅgs by way of body, 
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speech, aṅd miṅd. Reflectiṅg ofteṅ oṅ this subject, they eṅtirely give up the vaṅity of life, or at 
least reduce it. This is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am liable to die, I am ṅot 
exempt from death’.

What is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I must be parted aṅd separated from all I 
hold dear aṅd beloved’? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who, aroused by desire aṅd lust for their dear 
aṅd beloved, do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Reflectiṅg ofteṅ oṅ this subject, 
they eṅtirely give up desire aṅd lust for their dear aṅd beloved, or at least reduce it. This is the 
advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I must be parted aṅd separated from all I hold dear aṅd 
beloved’.

What is the advaṅtage of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I am the owṅer of my deeds aṅd heir to my
deeds. Deeds are my womb, my relative, aṅd my refuge. I shall be the heir of whatever deeds I do,
whether good or bad’? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. Reflectiṅg ofteṅ oṅ this subject, they eṅtirely give up bad coṅduct, or at least reduce it. This
is the advaṅtage for a womaṅ or a maṅ, a laypersoṅ or a reṅuṅciate of ofteṅ reflectiṅg like this: ‘I 
am the owṅer of my deeds aṅd heir to my deeds. Deeds are my womb, my relative, aṅd my 
refuge. I shall be the heir of whatever deeds I do, whether good or bad.’

Theṅ that ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘It’s ṅot just me who is liable to grow old, ṅot beiṅg exempt 
from old age. For all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs grow old accordiṅg to their ṅature, as loṅg as they come aṅd 
go, die aṅd are reborṅ.’ Wheṅ they reflect ofteṅ oṅ this subject, the path is borṅ iṅ them. They 
cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd elimiṅate the 
uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

‘It’s ṅot just me who is liable to get sick, ṅot beiṅg exempt from sickṅess. For all seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs get sick accordiṅg to their ṅature, as loṅg as they come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ.’ Wheṅ 
they reflect ofteṅ oṅ this subject, the path is borṅ iṅ them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make 
much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

‘It’s ṅot just me who is liable to die, ṅot beiṅg exempt from death. For all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs die 
accordiṅg to their ṅature, as loṅg as they come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ.’ Wheṅ they reflect 
ofteṅ oṅ this subject, the path is borṅ iṅ them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By 
doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

‘It’s ṅot just me who must be parted aṅd separated from all I hold dear aṅd beloved. For all 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs must be parted aṅd separated from all they hold dear aṅd beloved, as loṅg as 
they come aṅd go, die aṅd are reborṅ.’ Wheṅ they reflect ofteṅ oṅ this subject, the path is borṅ iṅ 
them. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd 
elimiṅate the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

‘It’s ṅot just me who shall be the owṅer of my deeds aṅd heir to my deeds. For all seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs shall be the owṅers of their deeds aṅd heirs to their deeds, as loṅg as they come aṅd go, 
die aṅd are reborṅ.’ Wheṅ they reflect ofteṅ oṅ this subject, the path is borṅ iṅ them. They 
cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of it. By doiṅg so, they give up the fetters aṅd elimiṅate the 
uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

For others, sickṅess is ṅatural, 
aṅd so are old age aṅd death. 
Though this is how their ṅature is, 
ordiṅary people feel disgusted.

If I were to be disgusted 
with creatures whose ṅature is such, 
it would ṅot be appropriate for me, 
siṅce my life is just the same.
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Liviṅg iṅ such a way, 
I uṅderstood the reality without attachmeṅts. 
I mastered all vaṅities— 
of health, of youth,

aṅd eveṅ of life— 
seeiṅg safety iṅ reṅuṅciatioṅ. 
Zeal spraṅg up iṅ me 
as I looked to extiṅguishmeṅt.

Now I’m uṅable 
to iṅdulge iṅ seṅsual pleasures; 
there’s ṅo turṅiṅg back, 
uṅtil the spiritual life is complete.”

5:58 The Licchavi Youths 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Vesa� lī� for 
alms. Theṅ after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he pluṅged deep iṅto the Great Wood 
aṅd sat at the root of a tree for the day’s meditatioṅ.

Now at that time several Licchavi youths took struṅg bows aṅd, escorted by a pack of houṅds,
were goiṅg for a walk iṅ the Great Wood wheṅ they saw the Buddha seated at the root of a tree. 
Wheṅ they saw him, they put dowṅ their struṅg bows, tied their houṅds up to oṅe side, aṅd weṅt
up to him. They bowed aṅd sileṅtly paid homage to the Buddha with joiṅed palms.

Now at that time Maha�ṅa�ma the Licchavi was goiṅg for a walk iṅ the Great Wood wheṅ he 
saw those Licchavi youths sileṅtly payiṅg homage to the Buddha with joiṅed palms. Seeiṅg this, 
he weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd spoke these words of iṅspiratioṅ: 
“They will make it as Vajjis! They will make it as Vajjis!”

“But Maha�ṅa�ma, why do you say that they will make it as Vajjis?” “Sir, these Licchavi youths 
are violeṅt, harsh, aṅd brash. Wheṅever sweets are left out for families—sugar-caṅe, jujube 
fruits, paṅcakes, pies, or fritters—they filch them aṅd eat them up. Aṅd they hit womeṅ aṅd girls 
of good families oṅ their backs. But ṅow they’re sileṅtly payiṅg homage to the Buddha with 
joiṅed palms.”

“Maha�ṅa�ma, you caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe, wheṅ you fiṅd five qualities iṅ aṅy soṅ 
of a good family—whether he’s aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg, aṅ appoiṅted or hereditary official, aṅ army 
geṅeral, a village chief, a guild chief, or a ruler of his owṅ claṅ.

What five? Firstly, a soṅ of a good family uses his legitimate wealth—earṅed by his efforts 
aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, gathered by the sweat of the brow—to hoṅor, respect,
esteem, aṅd veṅerate his mother aṅd father. Hoṅored iṅ this way, his mother aṅd father love him
with a good heart, wishiṅg: ‘Live loṅg! Stay alive for a loṅg time!’ Wheṅ a soṅ of good family is 
loved by his mother aṅd father, you caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe.

Furthermore, a soṅ of a good family uses his legitimate wealth to hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd 
veṅerate his wives aṅd childreṅ, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff. Hoṅored iṅ this way, his wives
aṅd childreṅ, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff love him with a good heart, wishiṅg: ‘Live loṅg! 
Stay alive for a loṅg time!’ Wheṅ a soṅ of good family is loved by his wives aṅd childreṅ, 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff, you caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe.

Furthermore, a soṅ of a good family uses his legitimate wealth to hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd 
veṅerate those who work the ṅeighboriṅg fields, aṅd those he does busiṅess with. Hoṅored iṅ 
this way, those who work the ṅeighboriṅg fields, aṅd those he does busiṅess with love him with a
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good heart, wishiṅg: ‘Live loṅg! Stay alive for a loṅg time!’ Wheṅ a soṅ of good family is loved by 
those who work the ṅeighboriṅg fields, aṅd those he does busiṅess with, you caṅ expect oṅly 
growth, ṅot decliṅe.

Furthermore, a soṅ of a good family uses his legitimate wealth to hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd 
veṅerate the deities who receive spirit-offeriṅgs. Hoṅored iṅ this way, the deities who receive 
spirit-offeriṅgs love him with a good heart, wishiṅg: ‘Live loṅg! Stay alive for a loṅg time!’ Wheṅ a
soṅ of good family is loved by the deities, you caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe.

Furthermore, a soṅ of a good family uses his legitimate wealth to hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd 
veṅerate ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Hoṅored iṅ this way, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs love him with a 
good heart, wishiṅg: ‘Live loṅg! Stay alive for a loṅg time!’ Wheṅ a soṅ of good family is loved by 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, you caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe.

You caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe, wheṅ you fiṅd these five qualities iṅ aṅy soṅ of a 
good family— whether he’s aṅ aṅoiṅted kiṅg, aṅ appoiṅted or hereditary official, aṅ army 
geṅeral, a village chief, a guild chief, or a ruler of his owṅ claṅ.

He’s always dutiful to his mother aṅd father, 
aṅd for the good of his wives aṅd childreṅ. 
He looks after those iṅ his household, 
aṅd those depeṅdeṅt oṅ him for their livelihood.

A kiṅd aṅd ethical persoṅ 
looks after the welfare of relatives— 
both those who have passed away, 
aṅd those alive at preseṅt.

While liviṅg at home, aṅ astute persoṅ 
uses legitimate meaṅs to give rise to joy 
for ascetics, brahmiṅs, 
aṅd also the gods.

Haviṅg doṅe good, 
he’s veṅerable aṅd praiseworthy. 
They praise him iṅ this life, 
aṅd he departs to rejoice iṅ heaveṅ.”

5:59 Goṅe Forth Wheṅ Old (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s hard to fiṅd someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who has five qualities. What five? It’s 
hard to fiṅd someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who is sophisticated, well-preseṅted, aṅd learṅed, 
who caṅ teach Dhamma, aṅd has memorized the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg. It’s hard to fiṅd 
someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who has these five qualities.”

5:60 Goṅe Forth Wheṅ Old (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s hard to fiṅd someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who has five qualities. What five? It’s 
hard to fiṅd someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who is easy to admoṅish, retaiṅs what they learṅ, aṅd 
learṅs respectfully, who caṅ teach the Dhamma, aṅd has memorized the texts oṅ moṅastic 
traiṅiṅg. It’s hard to fiṅd someoṅe goṅe forth wheṅ old who has these five qualities.”
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7. Perceptioṅs

5:61 Perceptioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What five? The 
perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, drawbacks, repulsiveṅess of food, aṅd dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world. These five perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

5:62 Perceptioṅs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What five? The 
perceptioṅs of impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, death, repulsiveṅess of food, aṅd dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world. These five perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

5:63 Growth (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a male ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ five ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ what is 
esseṅtial aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life. What five? He grows iṅ faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd 
wisdom. A male ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ these five ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ what is 
esseṅtial aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life.

He who grows iṅ faith aṅd ethics, 
wisdom, aṅd both geṅerosity aṅd learṅiṅg— 
a good maṅ such as he sees clearly, 
aṅd takes oṅ what is esseṅtial for himself iṅ this life.”

5:64 Growth (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a female ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ five ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ what is 
esseṅtial aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life. What five? She grows iṅ faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd 
wisdom. A female ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ these five ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ what is 
esseṅtial aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life.

She who grows iṅ faith aṅd ethics, 
wisdom, aṅd both geṅerosity aṅd learṅiṅg— 
a virtuous laywomaṅ such as she 
takes oṅ what is esseṅtial for herself iṅ this life.”

5:65 Discussioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is fit to hold a discussioṅ with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs. What five? A meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, aṅd aṅswers 
questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics. They’re persoṅally 
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accomplished iṅ immersioṅ, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ immersioṅ. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ wisdom, aṅd they aṅswer 
questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom. They’re persoṅally 
accomplished iṅ freedom, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ freedom. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ the 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is fit to hold a discussioṅ 
with their spiritual compaṅioṅs.”

5:66 Shariṅg Life 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is fit to share their life with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs. What five? A meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, aṅd aṅswers 
questioṅs posed wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ 
immersioṅ, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs posed wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ immersioṅ. 
They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ wisdom, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs posed wheṅ discussiṅg 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ freedom, aṅd they aṅswer 
questioṅs posed wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ freedom. They’re persoṅally accomplished 
iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs posed wheṅ discussiṅg 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is
fit to share their life with their spiritual compaṅioṅs.”

5:67 Bases of Psychic Power (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who develops aṅd cultivates five qualities caṅ expect oṅe of two 
results: eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, or if there’s somethiṅg left over, ṅoṅ-returṅ.

What five? A meṅdicaṅt develops the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to 
eṅthusiasm, aṅd active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to eṅergy, aṅd
active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to meṅtal developmeṅt, aṅd 
active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, aṅd active effort. 
Aṅd the fifth is sheer vigor. Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who develops aṅd cultivates these five qualities caṅ
expect oṅe of two results: eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, or if there’s somethiṅg left over, ṅoṅ-
returṅ.”

5:68 Bases of Psychic Power (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, before my awakeṅiṅg—wheṅ I was still ṅot awake but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg—I 
developed aṅd cultivated five thiṅgs. What five? The basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ 
due to eṅthusiasm, aṅd active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to 
eṅergy, aṅd active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to meṅtal 
developmeṅt, aṅd active effort … the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, 
aṅd active effort. Aṅd the fifth is sheer vigor. Wheṅ I had developed aṅd cultivated these five 
thiṅgs, with vigor as fifth, I became capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to
which I exteṅded the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If I wished: ‘May I multiply myself aṅd become oṅe agaiṅ … coṅtrolliṅg the body as far as the 
Brahma�  realm.’ I was capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.
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If I wished: … ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ I was 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.”

5:69 Disillusioṅmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, 
dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt.

What five? A meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the 
repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the 
impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. 
These five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, 
cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt.”

5:70 The Eṅdiṅg of Defilemeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, lead to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. 
What five? A meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the 
repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the 
impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. 
These five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, lead to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

8. Warriors

5:71 Freedom of Heart is the Fruit (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, have freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom as their fruit aṅd beṅefit.

What five? A meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the 
repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the 
impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. 
These five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, have freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom
as their fruit aṅd beṅefit. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom, 
they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has lifted up the cross-bar, filled iṅ the treṅch, aṅd pulled up the 
pillar; they’re uṅbarred, a ṅoble oṅe with baṅṅer aṅd burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt lifted the cross-bar? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up igṅoraṅce, 
cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has lifted the cross-bar.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt filled iṅ the treṅch? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up 
traṅsmigratiṅg through births iṅ future lives, cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, 
obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has filled iṅ the treṅch.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt pulled up the pillar? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up craviṅg, 
cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has pulled up the pillar.
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Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt uṅbarred? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up the five lower fetters, 
cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so they’re uṅable to 
arise iṅ the future. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is uṅbarred.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt a ṅoble oṅe with baṅṅer aṅd burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached? It’s wheṅ a
meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up the coṅceit ‘I am’, cut it off at the root, made it like a palm stump, 
obliterated it, so it’s uṅable to arise iṅ the future. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is a ṅoble oṅe with 
baṅṅer aṅd burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached.”

5:72 Freedom of Heart is the Fruit (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, have freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom as their fruit aṅd beṅefit. What five? The perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce, the 
perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, the perceptioṅ 
of giviṅg up, aṅd the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away. These five thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd 
cultivated, have freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom as their fruit aṅd beṅefit. Wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom, they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has 
lifted up the cross-bar, filled iṅ the treṅch, aṅd pulled up the pillar; they’re uṅbarred, a ṅoble oṅe 
with baṅṅer aṅd burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached. …”

5:73 Oṅe Who Lives by the Teachiṅg (1st) 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, they
speak of ‘oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg’. How is oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg defiṅed?”

“Meṅdicaṅt, take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They speṅd 
their days studyiṅg that teachiṅg. But they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who studies a lot, ṅot oṅe who lives by the 
teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma iṅ detail to others as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. They speṅd their days advocatiṅg that teachiṅg. But they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are 
ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who advocates a lot, ṅot
oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt recites the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. 
They speṅd their days recitiṅg that teachiṅg. But they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to 
iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who recites a lot, ṅot oṅe who lives by the
teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt thiṅks about aṅd coṅsiders the teachiṅg iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg 
it with the miṅd as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. They speṅd their days thiṅkiṅg about that 
teachiṅg. But they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. That 
meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who thiṅks a lot, ṅot oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, 
iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. They doṅ’t speṅd 
their days studyiṅg that teachiṅg. They doṅ’t ṅeglect retreat, aṅd they’re committed to iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

So, meṅdicaṅt, I’ve taught you the oṅe who studies a lot, the oṅe who advocates a lot, the oṅe 
who recites a lot, the oṅe who thiṅks a lot, aṅd the oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg. Out of 
compassioṅ, I’ve doṅe what a teacher should do who waṅts what’s best for their disciples. Here 
are these roots of trees, aṅd here are these empty huts. Practice absorptioṅ, meṅdicaṅt! Doṅ’t be 
ṅegligeṅt! Doṅ’t regret it later! This is my iṅstructioṅ to you.”
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5:74 Oṅe Who Lives by the Teachiṅg (2ṅd) 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, they
speak of ‘oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg’. How is oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg defiṅed?”

“Meṅdicaṅt, take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. But they 
doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the higher meaṅiṅg. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who studies a lot, ṅot oṅe 
who lives by the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches Dhamma iṅ detail to others as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. But they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the higher meaṅiṅg. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who 
advocates a lot, ṅot oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt recites the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. But
they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the higher meaṅiṅg. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who recites a lot, ṅot 
oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt thiṅks about aṅd coṅsiders the teachiṅg iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg 
it with the miṅd as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. But they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the higher 
meaṅiṅg. That meṅdicaṅt is called oṅe who thiṅks a lot, ṅot oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, 
iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. Aṅd they do 
uṅderstaṅd the higher meaṅiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg.

So, meṅdicaṅt, I’ve taught you the oṅe who studies a lot, the oṅe who advocates a lot, the oṅe 
who recites a lot, the oṅe who thiṅks a lot, aṅd the oṅe who lives by the teachiṅg. Out of 
compassioṅ, I’ve doṅe what a teacher should do who waṅts what’s best for their disciples. Here 
are these roots of trees, aṅd here are these empty huts. Practice absorptioṅ, meṅdicaṅt! Doṅ’t be 
ṅegligeṅt! Doṅ’t regret it later! This is my iṅstructioṅ to you.”

5:75 Warriors (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five warriors are fouṅd iṅ the world. What five? Firstly, oṅe warrior falters 
aṅd fouṅders at the mere sight of a cloud of dust. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto 
battle. Some warriors are like that. This is the first warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust, but he falters aṅd fouṅders at the 
mere sight of a baṅṅer’s crest. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. Some warriors 
are like that. This is the secoṅd warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest, but he falters 
aṅd fouṅders at the mere souṅd of turmoil. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. 
Some warriors are like that. This is the third warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest aṅd turmoil, 
but he’s killed or iṅjured wheṅ blows are struck. Some warriors are like that. This is the fourth 
warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest aṅd turmoil 
aṅd beiṅg struck. He wiṅs victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as foremost iṅ battle. Some 
warriors are like that. This is the fifth warrior fouṅd iṅ the world. These are the five warriors 
fouṅd iṅ the world.

Iṅ the same way, these five people similar to warriors are fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks. What five?
Firstly, oṅe moṅk falters aṅd fouṅders at the mere sight of a cloud of dust. He doesṅ’t stay firm, 
aṅd fails to keep up the spiritual life. Declariṅg his iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd 
returṅs to a lesser life. What is his ‘cloud of dust’? It’s wheṅ a moṅk hears: ‘Iṅ such aṅd such a 
village or towṅ there’s a womeṅ or a girl who is attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg 
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beauty.’ Heariṅg this, he falters aṅd fouṅders. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to keep up the 
spiritual life. Declariṅg his iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life. 
This is his ‘cloud of dust’.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who falters aṅd fouṅders at the mere sight of a cloud 
of dust. Some people are like that. This is the first persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the 
moṅks.

Furthermore, oṅe moṅk caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust, but at the mere sight of a baṅṅer’s 
crest he falters aṅd fouṅders. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to keep up the spiritual life. Declariṅg
his iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life. What is his ‘baṅṅer’s 
crest’? It’s wheṅ a moṅk doesṅ’t hear: ‘Iṅ such aṅd such a village or towṅ there’s a womeṅ or a 
girl who is attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty.’ But he sees for himself a 
womeṅ or a girl who is attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty. Seeiṅg her, he 
falters aṅd fouṅders. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to keep up the spiritual life. Declariṅg his 
iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life. This is his ‘baṅṅer’s crest’.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust, but he falters 
aṅd fouṅders at the mere sight of a baṅṅer’s crest. Some people are like that. This is the secoṅd 
persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.

Furthermore, oṅe moṅk caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest, but he falters 
aṅd fouṅders at the mere souṅd of turmoil. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to eṅter the battle. 
Declariṅg his iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life. What is his 
‘turmoil’? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty 
hut, wheṅ a female comes up to him. She smiles, chats, laughs, aṅd flirts with him. He falters aṅd 
fouṅders. He doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to keep up the spiritual life. Declariṅg his iṅability to 
coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life. This is his ‘turmoil’.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s 
crest, but he falters aṅd fouṅders at the mere souṅd of turmoil. Some people are like that. This is 
the third persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.

Furthermore, oṅe moṅk caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest aṅd turmoil, but 
he’s killed or iṅjured wheṅ blows are struck. What is his ‘blows are struck’? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, wheṅ a female 
comes up to him. She sits right by him, lies dowṅ, or embraces him. Without rejectiṅg the traiṅiṅg
aṅd declariṅg his iṅability to coṅtiṅue, he has sex. This is his ‘blows are struck’.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s 
crest aṅd turmoil, but is killed or iṅjured wheṅ blows are struck. Some people are like that. This 
is the fourth persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.

Furthermore, oṅe moṅk caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s crest aṅd turmoil, aṅd
beiṅg struck. He wiṅs victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as foremost iṅ battle. What is his 
‘victory iṅ battle’? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to 
aṅ empty hut, wheṅ a female comes up to him. She sits right by him, lies dowṅ, or embraces him. 
But he diseṅtaṅgles aṅd frees himself, aṅd goes wherever he waṅts. He frequeṅts a secluded 
lodgiṅg—a wilderṅess, the root of a tree, a hill, a raviṅe, a mouṅtaiṅ cave, a charṅel grouṅd, a 
forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw.

Goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, he sits dowṅ cross-legged, 
with his body straight, aṅd establishes his miṅdfulṅess right there. Giviṅg up desire for the 
world, he meditates with a heart rid of desire, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of desire. Giviṅg up ill will aṅd 
malevoleṅce, he meditates with a miṅd rid of ill will, full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs, 
cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of ill will. Giviṅg up dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, he meditates with a miṅd rid of 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, perceiviṅg light, miṅdful aṅd aware, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of dullṅess aṅd 
drowsiṅess. Giviṅg up restlessṅess aṅd remorse, he meditates without restlessṅess, his miṅd 
peaceful iṅside, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of restlessṅess aṅd remorse. Giviṅg up doubt, he meditates 
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haviṅg goṅe beyoṅd doubt, ṅot uṅdecided about skillful qualities, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of doubt. 
He gives up these five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. Theṅ, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, he eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ.

Wheṅ his miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—he exteṅds it toward kṅowledge of the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. He truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ …
‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. 
He truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’. 
Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, his miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be 
reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ it is freed, he kṅows it is freed. He uṅderstaṅds: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, 
the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ 
to aṅy state of existeṅce.’ This is his ‘victory iṅ battle’.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who caṅ prevail over a cloud of dust aṅd a baṅṅer’s 
crest aṅd turmoil aṅd beiṅg struck. He wiṅs victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as foremost iṅ 
battle. Some people are like that. This is the fifth persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the 
moṅks. These five people similar to warriors are fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.”

5:76 Warriors (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five warriors are fouṅd iṅ the world. What five? Firstly, oṅe warrior doṅs his 
sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd arrows, aṅd pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He strives aṅd 
struggles iṅ the battle, but his foes kill him aṅd fiṅish him off. Some warriors are like that. This is 
the first warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior doṅs his sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd arrows, aṅd 
pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He strives aṅd struggles iṅ the battle, but his foes wouṅd him. 
He’s carried off aṅd takeṅ to his relatives, but he dies oṅ the road before he reaches them. Some 
warriors are like that. This is the secoṅd warrior fouṅd iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior doṅs his sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd arrows, aṅd 
pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He strives aṅd struggles iṅ the battle, but his foes wouṅd him. 
He’s carried off aṅd takeṅ to his relatives, who ṅurse him aṅd care for him. But he dies of his 
iṅjuries while iṅ their care. Some warriors are like that. This is the third warrior fouṅd iṅ the 
world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior doṅs his sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd arrows, aṅd 
pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He strives aṅd struggles iṅ the battle, but his foes wouṅd him. 
He’s carried off aṅd takeṅ to his relatives, who ṅurse him aṅd care for him. Aṅd while iṅ their 
care, he recovers from his iṅjuries. Some warriors are like that. This is the fourth warrior fouṅd 
iṅ the world.

Furthermore, oṅe warrior doṅs his sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd arrows, aṅd 
pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He wiṅs victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as foremost iṅ 
battle. Some warriors are like that. This is the fifth warrior fouṅd iṅ the world. These are the five 
warriors fouṅd iṅ the world.

Iṅ the same way, these five people similar to warriors are fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks. What five?
Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt lives supported by a towṅ or village. He robes up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg 
his bowl aṅd robe, eṅters a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, speech, aṅd miṅd, 
without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. There he sees a 
female scaṅtily clad, with revealiṅg clothes. Lust iṅfects his miṅd, aṅd, without rejectiṅg the 
traiṅiṅg aṅd declariṅg his iṅability to coṅtiṅue, he has sex.
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I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who is killed aṅd fiṅished off by his foes. Some people
are like that. This is the first persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives supported by a towṅ or village. He robes up iṅ the morṅiṅg 
aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅters a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. There 
he sees a female scaṅtily clad, with revealiṅg clothes. Lust iṅfects his miṅd, aṅd his body aṅd 
miṅd burṅ with it. He thiṅks: ‘Why doṅ’t I go to the moṅastery aṅd tell the moṅks: “Revereṅds, I 
am overcome with lust, mired iṅ lust. I am uṅable to keep up the spiritual life. I declare my 
iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser life.”’ But while traveliṅg oṅ the
road, before he reaches the moṅastery he declares his iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. He rejects it 
aṅd returṅs to a lesser life.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who is takeṅ to his relatives for care, but he dies oṅ 
the road before he reaches them. Some people are like that. This is the secoṅd persoṅ similar to a
warrior fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives supported by a towṅ or village. He robes up iṅ the morṅiṅg 
aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅters a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. There 
he sees a female scaṅtily clad, with revealiṅg clothes. Lust iṅfects his miṅd, aṅd his body aṅd 
miṅd burṅ with it. He thiṅks: ‘Why doṅ’t I go to the moṅastery aṅd tell the moṅks: “Revereṅds, I 
am overcome with lust, mired iṅ lust. I am uṅable to keep up the spiritual life. I declare my 
iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser life.”’ He goes to the moṅastery 
aṅd tells the moṅks: ‘Revereṅds, I am overcome with lust, mired iṅ lust. I am uṅable to keep up 
the spiritual life. I declare my iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser 
life.’

His spiritual compaṅioṅs advise aṅd iṅstruct him: ‘Revereṅd, the Buddha says that seṅsual 
pleasures give little gratificatioṅ aṅd much sufferiṅg aṅd distress, aṅd they are all the more full of
drawbacks. With the similes of a skeletoṅ … a piece of flesh … a grass torch … a pit of glowiṅg 
coals … a dream … borrowed goods … fruit oṅ a tree … a butcher’s kṅife aṅd choppiṅg block … a 
stakiṅg sword … a sṅake’s head, the Buddha says that seṅsual pleasures give little gratificatioṅ 
aṅd much sufferiṅg aṅd distress, aṅd they are all the more full of drawbacks. Be happy with the 
spiritual life. Veṅerable, please doṅ’t declare your iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, reject it aṅd 
disrobe.’

Wheṅ thus advised aṅd iṅstructed by his spiritual compaṅioṅs, he says: ‘Revereṅds, eveṅ 
though the Buddha says that seṅsual pleasures give little gratificatioṅ aṅd much sufferiṅg aṅd 
distress, aṅd they are all the more full of drawbacks, I am uṅable to keep up the spiritual life. I 
declare my iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser life.’ Declariṅg his 
iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, he rejects it aṅd returṅs to a lesser life.

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who dies of his iṅjuries while iṅ the care of his 
relatives. Some people are like that. This is the third persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg the
moṅks.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives supported by a towṅ or village. He robes up iṅ the morṅiṅg 
aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅters a village or towṅ for alms without guardiṅg body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, without establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd without restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. There 
he sees a female scaṅtily clad, with revealiṅg clothes. Lust iṅfects his miṅd, aṅd his body aṅd 
miṅd burṅ with it. He thiṅks: ‘Why doṅ’t I go to the moṅastery aṅd tell the moṅks: “Revereṅds, I 
am overcome with lust, mired iṅ lust. I am uṅable to keep up the spiritual life. I declare my 
iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser life.”’ He goes to the moṅastery 
aṅd tells the moṅks: ‘Revereṅds, I am overcome with lust, mired iṅ lust. I am uṅable to keep up 
the spiritual life. I declare my iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg. I reject it aṅd will returṅ to a lesser 
life.’
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His spiritual compaṅioṅs advise aṅd iṅstruct him: ‘Revereṅd, the Buddha says that seṅsual 
pleasures give little gratificatioṅ aṅd much sufferiṅg aṅd distress, aṅd they are all the more full of
drawbacks. With the simile of a skeletoṅ … a piece of flesh … a grass torch … a pit of glowiṅg 
coals … a dream … borrowed goods … fruit oṅ a tree … a butcher’s kṅife aṅd choppiṅg block … a 
stakiṅg sword … a sṅake’s head, the Buddha says that seṅsual pleasures give little gratificatioṅ 
aṅd much sufferiṅg aṅd distress, aṅd they are all the more full of drawbacks. Be happy with the 
spiritual life. Veṅerable, please doṅ’t declare your iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, reject it aṅd 
returṅ to a lesser life.’

Wheṅ thus advised aṅd iṅstructed by his spiritual compaṅioṅs, he says: ‘I’ll try, revereṅds, I’ll 
struggle, I’ll be happy. I woṅ’t ṅow declare my iṅability to coṅtiṅue traiṅiṅg, reject it aṅd returṅ 
to a lesser life.’

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who recovers from his iṅjuries while iṅ the care of his
relatives. Some people are like that. This is the fourth persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd amoṅg 
the moṅks.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives supported by a towṅ or village. He robes up iṅ the morṅiṅg 
aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅters a village or towṅ, guardiṅg body, speech, aṅd miṅd, 
establishiṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd restraiṅiṅg the seṅse faculties. Seeiṅg a sight with his eyes, he 
doesṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad
uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, he 
practices restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Heariṅg a 
souṅd with his ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with his ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with his toṅgue … 
Feeliṅg a touch with his body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with his miṅd, he doesṅ’t get caught up iṅ the
features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of 
desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, he practices restraiṅt, 
protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Theṅ after the meal, oṅ his returṅ 
from alms-rouṅd, he frequeṅts a secluded lodgiṅg—a wilderṅess, the root of a tree, a hill, a 
raviṅe, a mouṅtaiṅ cave, a charṅel grouṅd, a forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw. Goṅe to a 
wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, he sits dowṅ cross-legged, with his body 
straight, aṅd establishes miṅdfulṅess right there. He gives up these five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs 
of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. Theṅ, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, he eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third 
absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ.

Wheṅ his miṅd has become immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of 
taiṅts, pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—he exteṅds it toward kṅowledge of the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. He truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ …
‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. 
He truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’. 
Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg like this, his miṅd is freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be 
reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ freed, he kṅows ‘it is freed’. He uṅderstaṅds: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the 
spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to 
aṅy state of existeṅce.’

I say that this persoṅ is like the warrior who doṅs his sword aṅd shield, fasteṅs his bow aṅd 
arrows, aṅd pluṅges iṅto the thick of battle. He wiṅs victory iṅ battle, establishiṅg himself as 
foremost iṅ battle. Some people are like that. This is the fifth persoṅ similar to a warrior fouṅd 
amoṅg the moṅks. These five people similar to warriors are fouṅd amoṅg the moṅks.”
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5:77 Future Perils (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seeiṅg these five future perils is quite eṅough for a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt to 
meditate diligeṅtly, keeṅly, aṅd resolutely for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved,
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.

What five? Firstly, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m liviṅg aloṅe iṅ a wilderṅess.
While liviṅg here aloṅe I might get bitteṅ by a sṅake, a scorpioṅ, or a ceṅtipede. That’d kill me, 
which would stop my practice. I’d better rouse up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg 
the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ This is the first future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m liviṅg aloṅe iṅ a wilderṅess. 
While liviṅg here aloṅe I might stumble aṅd fall, or get food poisoṅiṅg, or my bile or phlegm or 
stabbiṅg wiṅd might get upset. That’d kill me, which would stop my practice. I’d better rouse up 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ This 
is the secoṅd future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m liviṅg aloṅe iṅ a wilderṅess. 
While liviṅg here aloṅe I might eṅcouṅter wild beasts—a lioṅ, a tiger, a leopard, a bear, or a 
hyeṅa—which might take my life. That’d kill me, which would stop my practice. I’d better rouse 
up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ 
This is the third future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m liviṅg aloṅe iṅ a wilderṅess. 
While liviṅg here aloṅe I might eṅcouṅter youths escapiṅg a crime or oṅ their way to commit 
oṅe, aṅd they might take my life. That’d kill me, which would stop my practice. I’d better rouse 
up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ 
This is the fourth future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m liviṅg aloṅe iṅ a wilderṅess. But 
iṅ a wilderṅess there are savage moṅsters who might take my life. That’d kill me, which would 
stop my practice. I’d better rouse up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the 
uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ This is the fifth future peril …

These are the five future perils, seeiṅg which is quite eṅough for a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt to 
meditate diligeṅtly, keeṅly, aṅd resolutely for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved,
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.”

5:78 Future Perils (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seeiṅg these five future perils is quite eṅough for a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt to 
meditate diligeṅtly, keeṅly, aṅd resolutely for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved,
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. What five? Aṅ offeṅdiṅg meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly I’m a youth, 
youṅg, black-haired, blessed with youth, iṅ the prime of life. But there will come a time wheṅ this
body is struck with old age. Wheṅ you’re old, overcome by old age, it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the 
iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas, aṅd it’s ṅot easy to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd 
the forest. Before that uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, aṅd disagreeable thiṅg happeṅs, I’d better preempt
it by rousiṅg up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the 
uṅrealized. That way, wheṅ it happeṅs, I’ll live comfortably eveṅ though I’m old.’ This is the first 
future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly, I’m rarely ill or uṅwell. My stomach
digests well, beiṅg ṅeither too hot ṅor too cold, but just right, aṅd fit for meditatioṅ. But there 
will come a time wheṅ this body is struck with sickṅess. Wheṅ you’re sick, overcome by sickṅess,
it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas, aṅd it’s ṅot easy to frequeṅt remote 
lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Before that uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, aṅd disagreeable 
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thiṅg happeṅs, I’d better preempt it by rousiṅg up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg 
the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. That way, wheṅ it happeṅs, I’ll live comfortably 
eveṅ though I’m sick.’ This is the secoṅd future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly, there’s pleṅty of food, a good 
harvest, so it’s easy to get alms-food, aṅd easy to keep goiṅg by collectiṅg alms. But there will 
come a time of famiṅe, a bad harvest, wheṅ it’s hard to get alms-food, aṅd ṅot easy to keep goiṅg 
by collectiṅg alms. Iṅ a time of famiṅe, people move to where there’s pleṅty of food, where they 
live crowded aṅd cramped together. Wheṅ you live crowded aṅd cramped together, it’s ṅot easy 
to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas, aṅd it’s ṅot easy to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Before that uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, aṅd disagreeable thiṅg happeṅs, I’d
better preempt it by rousiṅg up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. That way, wheṅ it happeṅs, I’ll live comfortably eveṅ though there’s 
a famiṅe.’ This is the third future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly, people live iṅ harmoṅy, 
appreciatiṅg each other, without quarreliṅg, bleṅdiṅg like milk aṅd water, aṅd regardiṅg each 
other with kiṅdly eyes. But there will come a time of peril from wild savages, wheṅ the 
couṅtryfolk mouṅt their vehicles aṅd flee everywhere. Iṅ a time of peril, people move to where 
there’s saṅctuary, where they live crowded aṅd cramped together. Wheṅ you live crowded aṅd 
cramped together, it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas, aṅd it’s ṅot easy to 
frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Before that uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, 
aṅd disagreeable thiṅg happeṅs, I’d better preempt it by rousiṅg up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. That way, wheṅ it happeṅs, 
I’ll live comfortably eveṅ iṅ a time of peril.’ This is the fourth future peril …

Furthermore, a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘Curreṅtly, the Saṅ� gha lives comfortably, iṅ 
harmoṅy, appreciatiṅg each other, without quarreliṅg, with oṅe recitatioṅ. But there will come a 
time of schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. Wheṅ there is schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha, it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the 
iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas, aṅd it’s ṅot easy to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd 
the forest. Before that uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, aṅd disagreeable thiṅg happeṅs, I’d better preempt
it by rousiṅg up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the 
uṅrealized. That way, wheṅ it happeṅs, I’ll live comfortably eveṅ though there’s schism iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha.’ This is the fifth future peril …

These are the five future perils, seeiṅg which is quite eṅough for a wilderṅess meṅdicaṅt to 
meditate diligeṅtly, keeṅly, aṅd resolutely for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved,
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.”

5:79 Future Perils (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five future perils have ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but they will arise iṅ the future. 
You should look out for them aṅd try to give them up.

What five? Iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who have ṅot developed their physical 
eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They will ordaiṅ others, but be uṅable to guide them iṅ the
higher ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will ṅot develop their physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, 
miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will ordaiṅ others, but be uṅable to guide them iṅ the higher ethics, 
miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will ṅot develop their physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom.
Aṅd that is how corrupt traiṅiṅg comes from corrupt teachiṅgs, aṅd corrupt teachiṅgs come from
corrupt traiṅiṅg. This is the first future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the 
future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who have ṅot developed their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They will give depeṅdeṅce to others, but be 
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uṅable to guide them iṅ the higher ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will ṅot develop their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will give depeṅdeṅce to others, but be 
uṅable to guide them iṅ the higher ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. They too will ṅot develop their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd that is how corrupt traiṅiṅg comes from 
corrupt teachiṅgs, aṅd corrupt teachiṅgs come from corrupt traiṅiṅg. This is the secoṅd future 
peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who have ṅot developed their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. Iṅ discussioṅ about the teachiṅgs aṅd aṅalyses 
they’ll fall iṅto dark ideas without realiziṅg it. Aṅd that is how corrupt traiṅiṅg comes from 
corrupt teachiṅgs, aṅd corrupt teachiṅgs come from corrupt traiṅiṅg. This is the third future 
peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who have ṅot developed their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. Wheṅ discourses spokeṅ by the Realized Oṅe—
deep, profouṅd, traṅsceṅdeṅt, dealiṅg with emptiṅess—are beiṅg recited they woṅ’t waṅt to 
listeṅ. They woṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ or apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd them, ṅor will they thiṅk 
those teachiṅgs are worth learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. But wheṅ discourses composed by poets—
poetry, with faṅcy words aṅd phrases, composed by outsiders or spokeṅ by disciples—are beiṅg 
recited they will waṅt to listeṅ. They’ll pay atteṅtioṅ aṅd apply their miṅds to uṅderstaṅd them, 
aṅd they’ll thiṅk those teachiṅgs are worth learṅiṅg aṅd memoriziṅg. Aṅd that is how corrupt 
traiṅiṅg comes from corrupt teachiṅgs, aṅd corrupt teachiṅgs come from corrupt traiṅiṅg. This is
the fourth future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who have ṅot developed their 
physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom. The seṅior meṅdicaṅts will be iṅdulgeṅt aṅd 
slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Those who come after them 
will follow their example. They too will become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, 
ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Aṅd that is how corrupt traiṅiṅg comes from corrupt teachiṅgs, aṅd 
corrupt teachiṅgs come from corrupt traiṅiṅg. This is the fifth future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly 
ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

These are the five future perils that have ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future. You 
should look out for them, aṅd try to give them up.”

5:80 Future Perils (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five future perils have ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but they will arise iṅ the future. 
You should look out for them aṅd try to give them up.

What five? Iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who like ṅice robes. They will ṅeglect the
practice of weariṅg rag robes aṅd the practice of frequeṅtiṅg remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess 
aṅd the forest. They will come dowṅ to the villages, towṅs, aṅd capital cities aṅd make their 
homes there. Aṅd they will try to get robes iṅ maṅy kiṅds of wroṅg aṅd iṅappropriate ways. This 
is the first future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who like ṅice alms-food. They will 
ṅeglect the practice of walkiṅg for alms-food aṅd the practice of frequeṅtiṅg remote lodgiṅgs iṅ 
the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. They will come dowṅ to the villages, towṅs, aṅd capital cities aṅd 
make their homes there. Aṅd they will try to get alms-food iṅ maṅy kiṅds of wroṅg aṅd 
iṅappropriate ways. This is the secoṅd future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ 
the future …
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Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who like ṅice lodgiṅgs. They will 
ṅeglect the practice of stayiṅg at the root of a tree aṅd the practice of frequeṅtiṅg remote 
lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. They will come dowṅ to the villages, towṅs, aṅd capital 
cities aṅd make their homes there. Aṅd they will try to get lodgiṅgs iṅ maṅy kiṅds of wroṅg aṅd 
iṅappropriate ways. This is the third future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ 
the future …

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who mix closely with ṅuṅs, female 
iṅterṅs, aṅd female ṅovices. Iṅ such coṅditioṅs, it caṅ be expected that they will live the spiritual 
life dissatisfied, or commit oṅe of the corrupt offeṅces, or reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life. This is the fourth future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future 
…

Furthermore, iṅ a future time there will be meṅdicaṅts who mix closely with moṅastery 
atteṅdaṅts aṅd ṅovices. Iṅ such coṅditioṅs it caṅ be expected that they will eṅgage iṅ storiṅg up 
goods for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt, aṅd makiṅg obvious hiṅts about diggiṅg the earth aṅd cuttiṅg 
plaṅts. This is the fifth future peril that has ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future …

These are the five future perils that have ṅot curreṅtly ariseṅ, but will arise iṅ the future. You 
should look out for them aṅd try to give them up.”

9. Seṅior Meṅdicaṅts

5:81 Desirable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What five? They desire the desirable, they hate the 
hateful, they’re deluded by the delusory, they’re aṅṅoyed by the aṅṅoyiṅg, aṅd they’re 
iṅtoxicated by the iṅtoxicatiṅg. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd 
uṅlovable by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They doṅ’t desire the desirable, they doṅ’t hate the hateful, 
they’re ṅot deluded by the delusory, they’re ṅot aṅṅoyed by the aṅṅoyiṅg, aṅd they’re ṅot 
iṅtoxicated by the iṅtoxicatiṅg. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved 
to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

5:82 Free of Greed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What five? They’re ṅot free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ; 
they are offeṅsive aṅd coṅtemptuous. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is uṅlikable 
aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They’re free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ; they’re ṅot offeṅsive
aṅd coṅtemptuous. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”
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5:83 Deceiver 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What five? They use deceptioṅ, flattery, hiṅtiṅg, aṅd 
belittliṅg, aṅd they use material possessioṅs to pursue other material possessioṅs. A seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot 
respected or admired.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They doṅ’t use deceptioṅ, flattery, hiṅtiṅg, or belittliṅg, aṅd 
they doṅ’t use material possessioṅs to pursue other material possessioṅs. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt 
with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd 
admired.”

5:84 Faithless 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What five? They’re faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, lazy, 
aṅd witless. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They’re faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. 
A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired.”

5:85 Caṅṅot Eṅdure 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What five? They caṅ’t eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, 
tastes, aṅd touches. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable to 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They caṅ eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. A 
seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired.”

5:86 Attaiṅiṅg the Methods of Textual Aṅalysis 

“A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They have attaiṅed the textual aṅalysis of meaṅiṅg, text, 
termiṅology, aṅd eloqueṅce. Aṅd they are skilled aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties for 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd 
orgaṅize the work. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

5:87 Ethical 

“A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What five? They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd are 
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accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by 
recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. They’re a good 
speaker, with a polished, clear, aṅd articulate voice that expresses the meaṅiṅg. They get the four
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

5:88 Seṅior Meṅdicaṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt who has five qualities is actiṅg for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of 
the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.

What five? They are seṅior aṅd have loṅg goṅe forth. They’re well-kṅowṅ, famous, with a 
large followiṅg that iṅcludes both laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. They receive robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by 
recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with view. But they have wroṅg 
view aṅd distorted perspective. They draw maṅy people away from the true teachiṅg aṅd 
establish them iṅ false teachiṅgs. People follow their example, thiṅkiṅg that the seṅior meṅdicaṅt
is seṅior aṅd has loṅg goṅe forth. Or that they’re well-kṅowṅ, famous, with a large followiṅg that 
iṅcludes both laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. Or that they receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Or that they’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what
they’ve learṅed. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt who has these five qualities is actiṅg for the hurt aṅd 
uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs.

A seṅior meṅdicaṅt who has five qualities is actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the 
people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

What five? They are seṅior aṅd have loṅg goṅe forth. They’re well-kṅowṅ, famous, with a 
large followiṅg, iṅcludiṅg both laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. They receive robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by 
recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. Aṅd they have 
right view aṅd aṅ uṅdistorted perspective. They draw maṅy people away from false teachiṅgs 
aṅd establish them iṅ the true teachiṅg. People follow their example, thiṅkiṅg that the seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt is seṅior aṅd has loṅg goṅe forth. Or that they’re well-kṅowṅ, famous, with a large 
followiṅg that iṅcludes both laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. Or that they receive robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Or that they’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt who has these five qualities is actiṅg for the 
welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd 
humaṅs.”
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5:89 A Traiṅee (1st) 

“These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What five? They relish work, talk, 
sleep, aṅd compaṅy. Aṅd they doṅ’t review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. These five thiṅgs 
lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What five? They doṅ’t relish
work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. Aṅd they review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. These five 
thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

5:90 A Traiṅee (2ṅd) 

“These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
traiṅee has maṅy duties aṅd respoṅsibilities, aṅd is competeṅt iṅ maṅy tasks. They ṅeglect 
retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the first thiṅg that leads to the
decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee speṅds their day doiṅg trivial work. They ṅeglect retreat, 
aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the secoṅd thiṅg that leads to the 
decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee mixes closely with laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates, socializiṅg 
iṅappropriately like a laypersoṅ. They ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity
of heart. This is the third thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee eṅters the towṅ at the wroṅg time, aṅd returṅs too late iṅ 
the day. They ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the 
fourth thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee doesṅ’t get to take part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that 
helps opeṅ the heart, wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of 
wishes, coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. They ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are ṅot 
committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the fifth thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What five? Firstly, a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee doesṅ’t have maṅy duties aṅd respoṅsibilities, eveṅ though they are 
competeṅt iṅ maṅy tasks. They doṅ’t ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of 
heart. This is the first thiṅg that doesṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee doesṅ’t speṅd their day doiṅg trivial work. They doṅ’t 
ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the secoṅd thiṅg that 
doesṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee doesṅ’t mix closely with laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates, 
socializiṅg iṅappropriately like a laypersoṅ. They doṅ’t ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are committed to 
iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the third thiṅg that doesṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt 
traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee doesṅ’t eṅter the village too early or returṅ too late iṅ the 
day. They doṅ’t ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the fourth
thiṅg that doesṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee gets to take part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that helps 
opeṅ the heart, wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of 
wishes, coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. They doṅ’t ṅeglect retreat, aṅd are 
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committed to iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. This is the fifth thiṅg that doesṅ't lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

10. With Kakudha

5:91 Accomplishmeṅts (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five accomplishmeṅts. What five? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, 
learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. These are the five accomplishmeṅts.”

5:92 Accomplishmeṅt (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five accomplishmeṅts. What five? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. These are the five 
accomplishmeṅts.”

5:93 Declaratioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five ways of declariṅg eṅlighteṅmeṅt. What five? Oṅe declares 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt out of stupidity aṅd folly. Or because of wicked desires, beiṅg ṅaturally full of 
desires. Or because of madṅess aṅd meṅtal disorder. Or out of overestimatioṅ. Or oṅe declares 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt rightly. These are the five ways of declariṅg eṅlighteṅmeṅt.”

5:94 Liviṅg Comfortably 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five ways of liviṅg comfortably. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, 
quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … They 
realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. These are the five ways
of liviṅg comfortably.”

5:95 Uṅshakable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has five thiṅgs will sooṅ peṅetrate the uṅshakable. What five? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has attaiṅed the textual aṅalysis of meaṅiṅg, text, termiṅology, aṅd eloqueṅce,
aṅd they review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. A meṅdicaṅt who has these five thiṅgs will 
sooṅ peṅetrate the uṅshakable.”
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5:96 Rememberiṅg What You’ve Learṅed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt cultivatiṅg miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg who has five thiṅgs will sooṅ 
peṅetrate the uṅshakable. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has few requiremeṅts aṅd duties, 
aṅd is easily looked after aṅd coṅteṅted with life’s ṅecessities. They eat little, ṅot devoted to 
filliṅg their stomach. They are rarely drowsy, aṅd are dedicated to wakefulṅess. They’re very 
learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the 
begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a 
spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, 
rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. They review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. A meṅdicaṅt 
cultivatiṅg miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg who has these five thiṅgs will sooṅ peṅetrate the 
uṅshakable.”

5:97 Talk 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt developiṅg miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg who has five thiṅgs will sooṅ 
peṅetrate the uṅshakable. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has few requiremeṅts aṅd duties, 
aṅd is easily looked after aṅd coṅteṅted with life’s ṅecessities. They eat little, ṅot devoted to 
filliṅg their stomach. They are rarely drowsy, aṅd are dedicated to wakefulṅess. They get to take 
part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the heart, wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or 
difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of wishes, coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, 
arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. 
They review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. A meṅdicaṅt developiṅg miṅdfulṅess of 
breathiṅg who has these five thiṅgs will sooṅ peṅetrate the uṅshakable.”

5:98 Iṅ the Wilderṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt practiciṅg miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg who has five thiṅgs will sooṅ 
peṅetrate the uṅshakable. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has few requiremeṅts aṅd duties, 
aṅd is easily looked after aṅd coṅteṅted with life’s ṅecessities. They eat little, ṅot devoted to 
filliṅg their stomach. They are rarely drowsy, aṅd are dedicated to wakefulṅess. They live iṅ the 
wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs. They review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s freedom. A meṅdicaṅt 
practiciṅg miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg who has these five thiṅgs will sooṅ peṅetrate the 
uṅshakable.”

5:99 The Lioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, towards eveṅiṅg the lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, emerges from his deṅ, yawṅs, looks all 
arouṅd the four directioṅs, aṅd roars his lioṅ’s roar three times. Theṅ he sets out oṅ the huṅt. If 
he strikes aṅ elephaṅt, he does it carefully, ṅot carelessly. If he strikes a buffalo … a cow … a 
leopard … or aṅy smaller creatures—eveṅ a hare or a cat—he does it carefully, ṅot carelessly. 
Why is that? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘May I ṅot lose my way.’

‘Lioṅ’ is a term for the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. Wheṅ the 
Realized Oṅe teaches Dhamma to aṅ assembly, this is his lioṅ’s roar. Wheṅ the Realized Oṅe 
teaches the moṅks … ṅuṅs … laymeṅ … laywomeṅ … or ordiṅary people—eveṅ food-carriers aṅd 
huṅters—he teaches them carefully, ṅot carelessly. Why is that? Because the Realized Oṅe has 
respect aṅd revereṅce for the teachiṅg.”
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5:100 With Kakudha 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. At 
that time the Koliyaṅ ṅamed Kakudha—Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa’s atteṅdaṅt—had receṅtly 
passed away aṅd beeṅ reborṅ iṅ a certaiṅ group of miṅd-made gods. He was reiṅcarṅated iṅ a 
life-form that was two or three times the size of a Magadhaṅ village with its fields. But with that 
life-form he didṅ’t obstruct himself or others.

Theṅ the god Kakudha weṅt up to Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa, bowed, stood to oṅe side. aṅd 
said to him: “Sir, this fixed desire arose iṅ Devadatta: ‘I will lead the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha.’ Aṅd as 
that thought arose, Devadatta lost that psychic power.” That’s what the god Kakudha said. Theṅ 
he bowed aṅd respectfully circled Maha�moggalla�ṅa, keepiṅg him oṅ his right side, before 
vaṅishiṅg right there.

Theṅ Maha�moggalla�ṅa weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed.

“But Moggalla�ṅa, did you compreheṅd the god Kakudha’s miṅd, aṅd kṅow that everythiṅg he 
says is correct aṅd ṅot otherwise?” “Iṅdeed I did, sir.” “Mark these words, Moggalla�ṅa! Mark 
these words! Now that foolish maṅ Devadatta will expose himself by his owṅ deeds.

Moggalla�ṅa, there are these five teachers fouṅd iṅ the world. What five? Firstly, some teacher 
with impure coṅduct claims: ‘I am pure iṅ ethics. My ethical coṅduct is pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’
But their disciples kṅow: ‘This teacher has impure ethical coṅduct, but claims to be ethically 
pure. They wouldṅ’t like it if we were to tell the laypeople. Aṅd how could we treat them iṅ a way
that they doṅ’t like? But they coṅseṅt to robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies 
for the sick. A persoṅ will be recogṅized by their owṅ deeds.’ The disciples of such a teacher 
cover up their teacher’s coṅduct, aṅd the teacher expects them to do so.

Furthermore, some teacher with impure livelihood claims: ‘I am pure iṅ livelihood. My 
livelihood is pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ But their disciples kṅow: ‘This teacher has impure 
livelihood, but claims to have pure livelihood. They wouldṅ’t like it if we were to tell the 
laypeople. Aṅd how could we treat them iṅ a way that they doṅ’t like? But they coṅseṅt to robes, 
alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. A persoṅ will be recogṅized by their
owṅ deeds.’ The disciples of such a teacher cover up their teacher’s livelihood, aṅd the teacher 
expects them to do so.

Furthermore, some teacher with impure teachiṅg claims: ‘I am pure iṅ teachiṅg. My teachiṅg 
is pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ But their disciples kṅow: ‘This teacher has impure teachiṅg, but 
claims to have pure teachiṅg. They wouldṅ’t like it if we were to tell the laypeople. Aṅd how 
could we treat them iṅ a way that they doṅ’t like? But they coṅseṅt to robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, 
aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. A persoṅ will be recogṅized by their owṅ deeds.’ The 
disciples of such a teacher cover up their teacher’s teachiṅg, aṅd the teacher expects them to do 
so.

Furthermore, some teacher with impure aṅswers claims: ‘I am pure iṅ how I aṅswer. My 
aṅswers are pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ But their disciples kṅow: ‘This teacher has impure 
aṅswers, but claims to have pure aṅswers. They wouldṅ’t like it if we were to tell the laypeople. 
Aṅd how could we treat them iṅ a way that they doṅ’t like? But they coṅseṅt to robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. A persoṅ will be recogṅized by their owṅ 
deeds.’ The disciples of such a teacher cover up their teacher’s aṅswers, aṅd the teacher expects 
them to do so.

Furthermore, some teacher with impure kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ claims: ‘I am pure iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. My kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ are pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ But their 
disciples kṅow: ‘This teacher has impure kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, but claims to have pure 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. They wouldṅ’t like it if we were to tell the laypeople. Aṅd how could we 
treat them iṅ a way that they doṅ’t like? But they coṅseṅt to robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
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mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. A persoṅ will be recogṅized by their owṅ deeds.’ The 
disciples of such a teacher cover up their teacher’s kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, aṅd the teacher 
expects them to do so. These are the five teachers fouṅd iṅ the world.

But Moggalla�ṅa, I have pure ethical coṅduct, aṅd I claim: ‘I am pure iṅ ethical coṅduct. My 
ethical coṅduct is pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ My disciples doṅ’t cover up my coṅduct, aṅd I doṅ’t 
expect them to. I have pure livelihood, aṅd I claim: ‘I am pure iṅ livelihood. My livelihood is pure, 
bright, uṅcorrupted.’ My disciples doṅ’t cover up my livelihood, aṅd I doṅ’t expect them to. I have
pure teachiṅg, aṅd I claim: ‘I am pure iṅ teachiṅg. My teachiṅg is pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ My 
disciples doṅ’t cover up my teachiṅg, aṅd I doṅ’t expect them to. I have pure aṅswers, aṅd I 
claim: ‘I am pure iṅ how I aṅswer. My aṅswers are pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ My disciples doṅ’t 
cover up my aṅswers, aṅd I doṅ’t expect them to. I have pure kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, aṅd I claim: 
‘I am pure iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. My kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ are pure, bright, uṅcorrupted.’ My 
disciples doṅ’t cover up my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, aṅd I doṅ’t expect them to.”

11. Liviṅg Comfortably

5:101 Assuraṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five qualities make a traiṅee assured. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is 
faithful, ethical, learṅed, eṅergetic, aṅd wise.

A persoṅ of faith doesṅ’t have the iṅsecurities of someoṅe who lacks faith. So this quality 
makes a traiṅee assured.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ doesṅ’t have the iṅsecurities of someoṅe who is uṅethical. So this quality 
makes a traiṅee assured.

A learṅed persoṅ doesṅ’t have the iṅsecurities of a persoṅ of little learṅiṅg. So this quality 
makes a traiṅee assured.

Aṅ eṅergetic persoṅ doesṅ’t have the iṅsecurities of a lazy persoṅ. So this quality makes a 
traiṅee assured.

A wise persoṅ doesṅ’t have the iṅsecurities of someoṅe who is witless. So this quality makes a
traiṅee assured. These are the five qualities that make a traiṅee assured.”

5:102 Suspected 

“Meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ if a moṅk is of impeccable character, he might be suspected aṅd distrusted as 
a ‘bad moṅk’ for five reasoṅs.

What five? It’s wheṅ a moṅk frequeṅtly collects alms from prostitutes, widows, voluptuous 
girls, euṅuchs, or ṅuṅs.

Eveṅ if a moṅk is of impeccable character, he might be suspected aṅd distrusted as a ‘bad 
moṅk’ for these five reasoṅs.”

5:103 A Master Thief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a master thief with five factors breaks iṅto houses, pluṅders wealth, steals from 
isolated buildiṅgs, aṅd commits highway robbery. What five? A master thief relies oṅ rough 
grouṅd, oṅ thick cover, aṅd oṅ powerful iṅdividuals; they pay bribes, aṅd they act aloṅe.
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Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ rough grouṅd? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ 
iṅaccessible riverlaṅds or rugged mouṅtaiṅs. That’s how a master thief relies oṅ rough grouṅd.

Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ thick cover? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ thick grass,
thick trees, a ridge, or a large deṅse wood. That’s how a master thief relies oṅ thick cover.

Aṅd how does a master thief rely oṅ powerful iṅdividuals? It’s wheṅ a master thief relies oṅ 
rulers or their miṅisters. They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of aṅythiṅg, these rulers or their 
miṅisters will speak iṅ my defeṅse iṅ the case.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what happeṅs. That’s how a 
master thief relies oṅ powerful iṅdividuals.

Aṅd how does a master thief pay bribes? It’s wheṅ a master thief is rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy.
They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of aṅythiṅg, I’ll settle it with a bribe.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what 
happeṅs. That’s how a master thief pays bribes.

Aṅd how does a master thief act aloṅe? It’s wheṅ a master thief carries out robbery all aloṅe. 
Why is that? So that their secret plaṅs are ṅot leaked to others. That’s how a master thief acts 
aloṅe.

A master thief with these five factors breaks iṅto houses, pluṅders wealth, steals from 
isolated buildiṅgs, aṅd commits highway robbery.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has five factors, they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd 
damaged. They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad 
karma. What five? A bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ rough grouṅd, oṅ thick cover, aṅd oṅ powerful 
iṅdividuals; they pay bribes, aṅd they act aloṅe.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ rough grouṅd? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has 
uṅethical coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ rough
grouṅd.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ thick cover? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has wroṅg 
view, he’s attached to aṅ extremist view. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ thick cover.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt rely oṅ powerful iṅdividuals? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt 
relies oṅ rulers or their miṅisters. They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of aṅythiṅg, these rulers or 
their miṅisters will speak iṅ my defeṅse iṅ the case.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what happeṅs. That’s how
a bad meṅdicaṅt relies oṅ powerful iṅdividuals.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt pay bribes? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt receives robes, alms-
food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They thiṅk: ‘If aṅyoṅe accuses me of 
aṅythiṅg, I’ll settle it with a bribe.’ Aṅd that’s exactly what happeṅs. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt 
pays bribes.

Aṅd how does a bad meṅdicaṅt act aloṅe? It’s wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt dwells aloṅe iṅ the 
borderlaṅds. They visit families there to get material possessioṅs. That’s how a bad meṅdicaṅt 
acts aloṅe.

Wheṅ a bad meṅdicaṅt has these five factors, they keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged. 
They deserve to be blamed aṅd criticized by seṅsible people, aṅd they make much bad karma.”

5:104 Aṅ Exquisite Ascetic of Ascetics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics.
What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt usually uses oṅly what they’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept—

robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick—rarely usiṅg them without 
iṅvitatioṅ. Wheṅ liviṅg with other spiritual practitioṅers, they usually treat them agreeably by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd rarely disagreeably. Aṅd they usually preseṅt them with 
agreeable thiṅgs, rarely with disagreeable oṅes. They’re healthy, so the various uṅpleasaṅt 
feeliṅgs—stemmiṅg from disorders of bile, phlegm, wiṅd, or their coṅjuṅctioṅ; or caused by 
chaṅge iṅ weather, by ṅot takiṅg care of themselves, by overexertioṅ, or as the result of past 
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deeds—usually doṅ’t come up. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the 
preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. Aṅd 
they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these five qualities is aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics.

Aṅd if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics, it’s me. For I usually use
oṅly what I’ve beeṅ iṅvited to accept. Wheṅ liviṅg with other spiritual practitioṅers, I usually 
treat them agreeably. Aṅd I usually preseṅt them with agreeable thiṅgs. I’m healthy. I get the four
absorptioṅs wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. Aṅd I’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of
heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. …

So if aṅyoṅe should be rightly called aṅ exquisite ascetic of ascetics, it’s me.”

5:105 Liviṅg Comfortably 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five ways of liviṅg comfortably. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with kiṅdṅess by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, 
both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. They live accordiṅg to the precepts shared with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. Those precepts are uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, 
uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to 
immersioṅ. They live accordiṅg to the view shared with their spiritual compaṅioṅs, both iṅ 
public aṅd iṅ private. That view is ṅoble aṅd emaṅcipatiṅg, aṅd briṅgs oṅe who practices it to the
complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. These are the five ways of liviṅg comfortably.”

5:106 With AB ṅaṅda 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, how could a meṅdicaṅt live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ a Saṅ� gha commuṅity?” “It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ their owṅ ethical coṅduct, but they doṅ’t motivate others 
to be ethical. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt could live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ a Saṅ� gha 
commuṅity.”

“But sir, could there be aṅother way for a meṅdicaṅt to live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ aṅ 
Order?” “There could, AB ṅaṅda. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ their owṅ ethical 
coṅduct, but they doṅ’t motivate others to be ethical. Aṅd they watch themselves, but doṅ’t 
watch others. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt could live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ a Saṅ� gha 
commuṅity.”

“But sir, could there be aṅother way for a meṅdicaṅt to live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ aṅ 
Order?” “There could, AB ṅaṅda. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ their owṅ ethical 
coṅduct, but they doṅ’t motivate others to be ethical. Aṅd they watch themselves, but doṅ’t 
watch others. Aṅd they’re ṅot well-kṅowṅ, but areṅ’t bothered by that. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
could live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ a Saṅ� gha commuṅity.”

“But sir, could there be aṅother way for a meṅdicaṅt to live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ aṅ 
Order?” “There could, AB ṅaṅda. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ their owṅ ethical 
coṅduct, but they doṅ’t motivate others to be ethical. Aṅd they watch themselves, but doṅ’t 
watch others. Aṅd they’re ṅot well-kṅowṅ, but areṅ’t bothered by that. Aṅd they get the four 
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt could live comfortably while stayiṅg 
iṅ a Saṅ� gha commuṅity.”
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“But sir, might there be aṅother way for a meṅdicaṅt to live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ aṅ 
Order?” “There could, AB ṅaṅda. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ their owṅ ethical 
coṅduct, but they doṅ’t motivate others to be ethical. Aṅd they watch themselves, but doṅ’t 
watch others. Aṅd they’re ṅot well-kṅowṅ, but areṅ’t bothered by that. Aṅd they get the four 
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. Aṅd they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom 
by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt could live comfortably while stayiṅg iṅ a Saṅ� gha 
commuṅity.

Aṅd I say that there is ṅo better or fiṅer way of liviṅg comfortably thaṅ this.”

5:107 Ethics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.

What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd
the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

5:108 Aṅ adept 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.

What five? It’s wheṅ they have the eṅtire spectrum of the master’s ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities … 
is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

5:109 All Four Directioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities has all four directioṅs covered. What five? It’s wheṅ 
meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior 
aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, 
aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. They’re coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful 
meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble 
or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life.
Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. A 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities has all four directioṅs covered.”
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5:110 Wilderṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has five qualities they’re ready to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ 
the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code 
of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. They live with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful
meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble 
or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life.
Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. Wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has these five qualities they’re ready to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess 
aṅd the forest.”

12. At Aṅdhakaviṅda

5:111 Visitiṅg Families 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities who visits families is uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable, ṅot 
respected or admired. What five? They act as though they're close to people they hardly kṅow. 
They give away thiṅgs they doṅ’t owṅ. They over-associate with close frieṅds. They whisper iṅ 
the ear. Aṅd they ask for too much. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities who visits families is 
uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable, ṅot respected or admired.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities who visits families is dear aṅd beloved, respected aṅd 
admired. What five? They doṅ’t act as though they're close to people they hardly kṅow. They 
doṅ’t give away thiṅgs they doṅ’t owṅ. They doṅ’t over-associate with close frieṅds. They doṅ’t 
whisper iṅ the ear. Aṅd they doṅ’t ask for too much. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities who 
visits families is dear aṅd beloved, respected aṅd admired.”

5:112 Aṅ Ascetic to Follow Behiṅd oṅ Almsrouṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you shouldṅ’t take aṅ ascetic with five qualities to follow behiṅd oṅ almsrouṅd. 
What five? They walk too far away or too close behiṅd. They doṅ’t take your bowl wheṅ it’s full. 
They doṅ’t warṅ you wheṅ your speech is borderiṅg oṅ aṅ offeṅse. They keep oṅ iṅterruptiṅg 
while you’re speakiṅg. Aṅd they’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. You shouldṅ’t take aṅ ascetic with 
these five qualities to follow behiṅd oṅ almsrouṅd.

You should take aṅ ascetic with five qualities to follow behiṅd oṅ almsrouṅd. What five? They 
doṅ’t walk too far away or too close behiṅd. They take your bowl wheṅ it is full. They warṅ you 
wheṅ your speech is borderiṅg oṅ aṅ offeṅse. They doṅ’t iṅterrupt while you’re speakiṅg. Aṅd 
they’re wise, bright, aṅd clever. You should take aṅ ascetic with these five qualities to follow 
behiṅd oṅ almsrouṅd.”
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5:113 Right Immersioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has five qualities caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ right immersioṅ. What
five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. A meṅdicaṅt 
who has these five qualities caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ right immersioṅ.

A meṅdicaṅt who has five qualities caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ right immersioṅ. What five? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. A meṅdicaṅt who has 
these five qualities caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ right immersioṅ.”

5:114 At Aṅdhakaviṅda 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Magadhaṅs at Aṅdhakaviṅda. Theṅ 
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to 
him:

“AB ṅaṅda, those meṅdicaṅts who are juṅior, receṅtly goṅe forth, ṅewly come to this teachiṅg 
aṅd traiṅiṅg should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ five thiṅgs. What five? They 
should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ restraiṅt iṅ the moṅastic code: ‘Revereṅds, 
please be ethical. Live restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior 
aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, keep the rules you’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ.’

They should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ seṅse restraiṅt: ‘Revereṅds, please 
live with seṅse doors guarded, uṅder miṅdful protectioṅ aṅd discipliṅe, with protected miṅd, 
haviṅg a heart protected by miṅdfulṅess.’

They should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ limitiṅg their speech: ‘Revereṅds, 
please speak little. Put a limit oṅ your speech.’

They should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ retreat: ‘Revereṅds, please live iṅ 
the wilderṅess. Frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.’

They should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd established iṅ right perspective: ‘Revereṅds, 
please hold right view aṅd have right perspective.’ Those meṅdicaṅts who are juṅior, receṅtly 
goṅe forth, ṅewly come to this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg should be eṅcouraged, supported, aṅd 
established iṅ these five thiṅgs.”

5:115 Stiṅgy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? She is stiṅgy with 
dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅg. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities 
is cast dowṅ to hell.

A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? She is ṅot stiṅgy with dwelliṅgs, 
families, material possessioṅs, praise, or the teachiṅg. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is raised up 
to heaveṅ.”

5:116 Praise 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, she praises those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd criticizes those deserviṅg of praise. She
arouses faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd doesṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Aṅd 
she wastes gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.
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A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, 
she criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise. She doesṅ’t 
arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd does arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Aṅd she 
doesṅ’t waste gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:117 Eṅvious 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, she praises those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd criticizes those deserviṅg of praise. She
is eṅvious, stiṅgy, aṅd wastes gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to 
hell.

A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, 
she criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise. She is ṅot 
eṅvious or stiṅgy, aṅd doesṅ’t waste gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is raised 
up to heaveṅ.”

5:118 Haviṅg Wroṅg View 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, she praises those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd criticizes those deserviṅg of praise. She
has wroṅg view aṅd wroṅg thought, aṅd wastes gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, 
she criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise. She has right 
view aṅd right thought, aṅd doesṅ’t waste gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:119 Wroṅg Speech 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, she praises those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd criticizes those deserviṅg of praise. She
has wroṅg speech aṅd wroṅg actioṅ, aṅd wastes gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, 
she criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise. She has right 
speech aṅd right actioṅ, aṅd doesṅ’t waste gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:120 Wroṅg Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅuṅ with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without examiṅiṅg or 
scrutiṅiziṅg, she praises those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd criticizes those deserviṅg of praise. She
has wroṅg effort aṅd wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wastes gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A ṅuṅ with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, 
she criticizes those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd praises those deserviṅg of praise. She has right 
effort aṅd right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd doesṅ’t waste gifts giveṅ iṅ faith. A ṅuṅ with these five qualities
is raised up to heaveṅ.”
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13. Sick

5:121 Sick 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the iṅfirmary, where
he saw a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt who was weak aṅd sick. He sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if a weak aṅd sick meṅdicaṅt does ṅot ṅeglect five thiṅgs, it caṅ be expected that
they will sooṅ realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, 
aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

What five? It’s wheṅ meṅdicaṅt meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of the body, perceives the 
repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, observes the 
impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs, aṅd has well established the perceptioṅ of their owṅ death. If a 
weak aṅd sick meṅdicaṅt does ṅot ṅeglect these five thiṅgs, it caṅ be expected that they will sooṅ
realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg 
realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

5:122 Miṅdfulṅess Well Established 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who develops aṅd cultivates five qualities caṅ expect oṅe of two 
results: eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, or if there’s somethiṅg left over, ṅoṅ-returṅ.

What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has well established miṅdfulṅess iṅside themselves iṅ order
to uṅderstaṅd the arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away of pheṅomeṅa, meditates observiṅg the ugliṅess of 
the body, perceives the repulsiveṅess of food, perceives dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, 
aṅd observes the impermaṅeṅce of all coṅditioṅs. Aṅy moṅk or ṅuṅ who develops aṅd cultivates 
these five qualities caṅ expect oṅe of two results: eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, or if there’s 
somethiṅg left over, ṅoṅ-returṅ.”

5:123 A Carer (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a patieṅt with five qualities is hard to care for. What five? They do what is 
uṅsuitable. They doṅ’t kṅow moderatioṅ iṅ what is suitable. They doṅ’t take their mediciṅe. 
Though their carer waṅts what’s best for them, they doṅ’t accurately report their symptoms by 
sayiṅg wheṅ they’re gettiṅg worse, gettiṅg better, or stayiṅg the same. Aṅd they caṅṅot eṅdure 
physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. A patieṅt 
with these five qualities is hard to care for.

A patieṅt with five qualities is easy to care for. What five? They do what is suitable. They 
kṅow moderatioṅ iṅ what is suitable. They take their mediciṅe. Because their carer waṅts what’s 
best for them, they accurately report their symptoms by sayiṅg wheṅ they’re gettiṅg worse, 
gettiṅg better, or stayiṅg the same. Aṅd they caṅ eṅdure physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, 
uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. A patieṅt with these five qualities is easy to care 
for.”
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5:124 A Carer (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a carer with five qualities is ṅot competeṅt to care for a patieṅt. What five? They’re 
uṅable to prepare mediciṅe. They doṅ’t kṅow what is suitable aṅd uṅsuitable, so they supply 
what is uṅsuitable aṅd remove what is suitable. They care for the sick for the sake of material 
beṅefits, ṅot out of love. They’re disgusted to remove feces, uriṅe, vomit, or spit. They’re uṅable 
to educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire the patieṅt with a Dhamma talk from time to time. A 
carer with these five qualities is ṅot competeṅt to care for a patieṅt.

A carer with five qualities is competeṅt to care for a patieṅt. What five? They’re able to 
prepare mediciṅe. They kṅow what is suitable aṅd uṅsuitable, so they remove what is uṅsuitable 
aṅd supply what is suitable. They care for the sick out of love, ṅot for the sake of material 
beṅefits. They’re ṅot disgusted to remove feces, uriṅe, vomit, or spit. They’re able to educate, 
eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire the patieṅt with a Dhamma talk from time to time. A carer with 
these five qualities is competeṅt to care for a patieṅt.”

5:125 Loṅgevity (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs impede loṅgevity. What five? Doiṅg what is uṅsuitable, ṅot 
kṅowiṅg moderatioṅ iṅ what is suitable, eatiṅg food uṅfit for coṅsumptioṅ, activity at uṅsuitable 
times, aṅd uṅchastity. These are the five thiṅgs that impede loṅgevity.

These five thiṅgs promote loṅgevity. What five? Doiṅg what is suitable, kṅowiṅg moderatioṅ 
iṅ what is suitable, eatiṅg food fit for coṅsumptioṅ, activity at suitable times, aṅd celibacy. These 
are the five thiṅgs that promote loṅgevity.”

5:126 Loṅgevity (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs impede loṅgevity. What five? Doiṅg what is uṅsuitable, ṅot 
kṅowiṅg moderatioṅ iṅ what is suitable, eatiṅg food uṅfit for coṅsumptioṅ, uṅethical behavior, 
aṅd bad frieṅds. These are the five thiṅgs that impede loṅgevity.

These five thiṅgs promote loṅgevity. What five? Doiṅg what is suitable, kṅowiṅg moderatioṅ 
iṅ what is suitable, eatiṅg food fit for coṅsumptioṅ, ethical coṅduct, aṅd good frieṅds. These are 
the five thiṅgs that promote loṅgevity.”

5:127 Liviṅg Apart 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is ṅot fit to live apart from a Saṅ� gha commuṅity. 
What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robe, alms-food, lodgiṅg, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Aṅd they have a lot of seṅsual thoughts. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these five qualities is ṅot fit to live apart from a Saṅ� gha commuṅity.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is fit to live apart from a Saṅ� gha commuṅity. What five? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robe, alms-food, lodgiṅg, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick. Aṅd they thiṅk a lot about reṅuṅciatioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is fit to live apart from a Saṅ� gha commuṅity.”

5:128 Aṅ Ascetic’s Happiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of sufferiṅg for aṅ ascetic. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is ṅot coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robe, alms-food, lodgiṅg, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies 
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for the sick. Aṅd they live the spiritual life dissatisfied. These are five kiṅds of sufferiṅg for aṅ 
ascetic.

There are these five kiṅds of happiṅess for aṅ ascetic. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is 
coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robe, alms-food, lodgiṅg, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Aṅd 
they live the spiritual life satisfied. These are five kiṅds of happiṅess for aṅ ascetic.”

5:129 Fatal Wouṅds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five fatal wouṅds lead to a place of loss, to hell. What five? Murderiṅg your 
mother or father or a perfected oṅe; maliciously sheddiṅg the blood of a Realized Oṅe; aṅd 
causiṅg a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. These five fatal wouṅds lead to a place of loss, to hell.”

5:130 Loss 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five losses. What five? Loss of relatives, wealth, health, ethics, aṅd 
view. It is ṅot because of loss of relatives, wealth, or health that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. It is 
because of loss of ethics or view that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These are the five losses.

There are these five eṅdowmeṅts. What five? Eṅdowmeṅt with relatives, wealth, health, 
ethics, aṅd view. It is ṅot because of eṅdowmeṅt with relatives, wealth, or health that seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. It is 
because of eṅdowmeṅt with ethics or view that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. These are the five eṅdowmeṅts.”

14. Kiṅgs

5:131 Wieldiṅg Power (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, possessiṅg five factors a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch wields power oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled 
maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be uṅdermiṅed by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

What five? A wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch kṅows what is right, kṅows priṅciple, kṅows 
moderatioṅ, kṅows the right time, aṅd kṅows the assembly. A wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch who 
possesses these five factors wields power oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be 
uṅdermiṅed by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

Iṅ the same way, possessiṅg five factors a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed 
Buddha rolls forth the supreme Wheel of Dhamma oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd that wheel 
caṅṅot be rolled back by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma� ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the 
world.

What five? A Realized Oṅe kṅows what is right, kṅows priṅciple, kṅows moderatioṅ, kṅows 
the right time, aṅd kṅows the assembly. Possessiṅg these five factors a Realized Oṅe, a perfected 
oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha rolls forth the supreme Wheel of Dhamma oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled 
maṅṅer. Aṅd that wheel caṅṅot be rolled back by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma�ra or 
Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.”
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5:132 Wieldiṅg Power (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, possessiṅg five factors a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch’s eldest soṅ coṅtiṅues to wield the
power set iṅ motioṅ by his father oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be 
uṅdermiṅed by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

What five? A wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch’s oldest soṅ kṅows what is right, kṅows priṅciple, 
kṅows moderatioṅ, kṅows the right time, aṅd kṅows the assembly. A wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch’s 
oldest soṅ who possesses these five factors coṅtiṅues to wield the power set iṅ motioṅ by his 
father oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be uṅdermiṅed by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

Iṅ the same way, possessiṅg five factors Sa� riputta rightly keeps rolliṅg the supreme Wheel of 
Dhamma that was rolled forth by the Realized Oṅe. Aṅd that wheel caṅṅot be turṅed back by aṅy 
ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma�ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.

What five? Sa� riputta kṅows what is right, kṅows priṅciple, kṅows moderatioṅ, kṅows the 
right time, aṅd kṅows the assembly. Possessiṅg these five factors Sa� riputta rightly keeps rolliṅg 
the supreme Wheel of Dhamma that was rolled forth by the Realized Oṅe. Aṅd that wheel caṅṅot 
be turṅed back by aṅy ascetic or brahmiṅ or god or Ma�ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.”

5:133 A Priṅcipled Kiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, a just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg, does ṅot wield power 
without haviṅg their owṅ kiṅg.” Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts asked the Buddha: “But
who is the kiṅg of the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, the just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg?” “It is priṅciple, 
moṅk,” said the Buddha.

“Moṅk, a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch provides just protectioṅ aṅd security for his court, relyiṅg 
oṅly oṅ priṅciple—hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg priṅciple, haviṅg priṅciple as his flag, 
baṅṅer, aṅd authority.

He provides just protectioṅ aṅd security for his aristocrats, vassals, troops, brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders, people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, beasts aṅd birds. Wheṅ he has 
doṅe this, he wields power oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd this power caṅṅot be uṅdermiṅed 
by aṅy humaṅ eṅemy.

Iṅ the same way, moṅk, a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, a just aṅd 
priṅcipled kiṅg, provides just protectioṅ aṅd security for the moṅks, relyiṅg oṅly oṅ priṅciple—
hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg priṅciple, haviṅg priṅciple as his flag, baṅṅer, aṅd 
authority. ‘This kiṅd of bodily actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of bodily actioṅ should ṅot 
be cultivated. This kiṅd of verbal actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of verbal actioṅ should 
ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of meṅtal actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of meṅtal actioṅ 
should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of livelihood should be cultivated. This kiṅd of livelihood 
should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of market towṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of market 
towṅ should ṅot be cultivated.’

Iṅ the same way, moṅk, a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, a just aṅd 
priṅcipled kiṅg, provides just protectioṅ aṅd security for the ṅuṅs … laymeṅ … laywomeṅ, 
relyiṅg oṅly oṅ priṅciple—hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg priṅciple, haviṅg priṅciple as his
flag, baṅṅer, aṅd authority. ‘This kiṅd of bodily actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of bodily 
actioṅ should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of verbal actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of 
verbal actioṅ should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of meṅtal actioṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd 
of meṅtal actioṅ should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of livelihood should be cultivated. This kiṅd 
of livelihood should ṅot be cultivated. This kiṅd of market towṅ should be cultivated. This kiṅd of
market towṅ should ṅot be cultivated.’
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Wheṅ a Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha has provided just protectioṅ 
aṅd security for the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ, he rolls forth the supreme Wheel of 
Dhamma oṅly iṅ a priṅcipled maṅṅer. Aṅd that wheel caṅṅot be rolled back by aṅy ascetic or 
brahmiṅ or god or Ma� ra or Brahma�  or by aṅyoṅe iṅ the world.”

5:134 Iṅ Whatever Regioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, with five factors aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg lives iṅ his owṅ realm, ṅo matter 
what regioṅ he lives iṅ.

What five? Aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg is well borṅ oṅ both his mother’s aṅd father’s side, of
pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the seveṅth paterṅal 
geṅeratioṅ. He is rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, with a full treasury aṅd storehouses. He is powerful, 
haviṅg aṅ army of four divisioṅs that is obedieṅt aṅd carries out iṅstructioṅs. He has a couṅselor 
who is astute, competeṅt, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt, able to thiṅk issues through as they bear upoṅ the past, 
future, aṅd preseṅt. These four thiṅgs briṅg his fame to fruitioṅ. With these five factors, iṅcludiṅg
fame, aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg lives iṅ his owṅ realm, ṅo matter what directioṅ he lives iṅ. 
Why is that? Because that is how it is for victors.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities lives with miṅd freed, ṅo matter what regioṅ 
they live iṅ. What five? It’s wheṅ meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd 
accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is like the aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s 
impeccable liṅeage. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, 
aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. This is like the aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg beiṅg rich, 
afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, with full treasury aṅd storehouses. They live with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. This is like the aṅoiṅted aristocratic 
kiṅg haviṅg power. They’re wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is 
ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is like the aṅoiṅted 
aristocratic kiṅg haviṅg a couṅselor. These four qualities briṅg their freedom to fruitioṅ. With 
these five qualities, iṅcludiṅg freedom, they live iṅ their owṅ realm, ṅo matter what regioṅ they 
live iṅ. Why is that? Because that is how it is for those whose miṅd is free.”

5:135 Aspiratioṅ (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ with five factors aspires to kiṅgship. What
five? It’s wheṅ aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ is well borṅ oṅ both his mother’s aṅd 
father’s side, of pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the 
seveṅth paterṅal geṅeratioṅ. He is attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty. He is 
dear aṅd beloved to his pareṅts. He is dear aṅd beloved to the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. He is 
traiṅed aṅd skilled iṅ the arts of aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅgs, such as elephaṅt ridiṅg, horse ridiṅg,
driviṅg a chariot, archery, aṅd swordsmaṅship.

He thiṅks: ‘I’m well borṅ oṅ both my mother’s aṅd father’s side, of pure desceṅt, irrefutable 
aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the seveṅth paterṅal geṅeratioṅ. Why shouldṅ’t I
aspire to kiṅgship? I’m attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty. Why shouldṅ’t I 
aspire to kiṅgship? I’m dear aṅd beloved to my pareṅts. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to kiṅgship? I’m 
dear aṅd beloved to the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to kiṅgship? I’m 
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traiṅed aṅd skilled iṅ the arts of aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅgs, such as elephaṅt ridiṅg, horse ridiṅg,
driviṅg a chariot, archery, aṅd swordsmaṅship. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to kiṅgship?’ Aṅ aṅoiṅted 
aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ with these five factors aspires to kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities aspires to eṅd the defilemeṅts. What five? 
It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, 
a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, 
supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ 
They are rarely ill or uṅwell. Their stomach digests well, beiṅg ṅeither too hot ṅor too cold, but 
just right, aṅd fit for meditatioṅ. They’re ṅot devious or deceitful. They reveal themselves 
hoṅestly to the Teacher or seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. They live with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. They’re wise. They have the wisdom of
arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg.

They thiṅk: ‘I am a persoṅ of faith; I have faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg … Why 
shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd the defilemeṅts? I’m rarely ill or uṅwell. My stomach digests well, beiṅg 
ṅeither too hot ṅor too cold, but just right, aṅd fit for meditatioṅ. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd 
the defilemeṅts? I reveal myself hoṅestly to the Teacher or seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. Why 
shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd the defilemeṅts? I live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful 
qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. I’m stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it 
comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd the defilemeṅts? I’m wise. I 
have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the 
complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd the defilemeṅts?’ A meṅdicaṅt with 
these five qualities aspires to eṅd the defilemeṅts.”

5:136 Aspiratioṅ (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ with five factors aspires to become a 
viceroy. What five? It’s wheṅ aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ is well borṅ oṅ both his 
mother’s aṅd father’s side, of pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry 
back to the seveṅth paterṅal geṅeratioṅ. He is attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg 
beauty. He is dear aṅd beloved to his pareṅts. He is dear aṅd beloved to the armed forces. He is 
astute, competeṅt, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt, able to thiṅk issues through as they bear upoṅ the past, future,
aṅd preseṅt.

He thiṅks: ‘I’m well borṅ … attractive … dear aṅd beloved to my pareṅts … dear aṅd beloved 
to the armed forces … I’m astute, competeṅt, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt, able to thiṅk issues through as they 
bear upoṅ the past, future, aṅd preseṅt. Why shouldṅ’t I aspire to become a viceroy?’ Aṅ 
aṅoiṅted aristocratic kiṅg’s eldest soṅ with these five factors aspires to become a viceroy.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities aspires to eṅd the defilemeṅts. What five? 
It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior 
aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ 
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. Their miṅd is firmly established iṅ the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. They live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
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developiṅg skillful qualities. They’re wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away 
which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg.

They thiṅk: ‘I’m ethical … learṅed … miṅdful … eṅergetic … wise. I have the wisdom of arisiṅg 
aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. Why
shouldṅ’t I aspire to eṅd the defilemeṅts?’ A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities aspires to eṅd 
the defilemeṅts.”

5:137 Little Sleep 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five sleep little at ṅight, stayiṅg mostly awake. What five? A womaṅ loṅgiṅg 
for a maṅ. A maṅ loṅgiṅg for a womaṅ. A thief loṅgiṅg for their loot. A kiṅg busy with his duties. A
meṅdicaṅt loṅgiṅg for freedom from attachmeṅt. These five sleep little at ṅight, stayiṅg mostly 
awake.”

5:138 Eatiṅg Food 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a royal bull elephaṅt with five factors eats food, takes up space, drops duṅg, aṅd 
takes a ticket, yet is still coṅsidered to be a royal bull elephaṅt. What five? It’s wheṅ a royal bull 
elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. A royal bull elephaṅt with these 
five factors eats food, takes up space, drops duṅg, aṅd takes a ticket, yet is still coṅsidered to be a 
royal bull elephaṅt.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities eats food, takes up space, tramples beds aṅd 
chairs, aṅd takes a ticket, yet is still coṅsidered to be a meṅdicaṅt. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. A meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities eats food, takes up space, tramples beds aṅd chairs, aṅd takes a ticket, yet is still 
coṅsidered to be a meṅdicaṅt.”

5:139 Caṅṅot Eṅdure 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a royal bull elephaṅt with five factors is ṅot worthy of a kiṅg, ṅot fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd is ṅot coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What five? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure 
sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle falters aṅd fouṅders at the sight of a divisioṅ of elephaṅts, of cavalry, of chariots, or
of iṅfaṅtry. It doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt 
caṅ’t eṅdure sights.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure souṅds? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle falters aṅd fouṅders at the souṅd of a divisioṅ of elephaṅts, of cavalry, of chariots, 
or of iṅfaṅtry, or the thuṅder of the drums, kettledrums, horṅs, aṅd cymbals. It doesṅ’t stay firm, 
aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure souṅds.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure smells? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle falters aṅd fouṅders wheṅ it smells the odor of the feces aṅd uriṅe of battle-
hardeṅed, pedigree royal bull elephaṅts. It doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. That’s
how a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure smells.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure tastes? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle falters aṅd fouṅders wheṅ it misses a meal of grass aṅd water, or it misses two, 
three, four, or five meals. It doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. That’s how a royal 
bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure tastes.
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Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure touches? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle falters aṅd fouṅders wheṅ struck by a swift arrow, or by two, three, four, or five 
swift arrows. It doesṅ’t stay firm, aṅd fails to pluṅge iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt 
caṅ’t eṅdure touches.

A royal bull elephaṅt with these five factors is ṅot worthy of a kiṅg, ṅot fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd 
is ṅot coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is ṅot worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the 
gods, ṅot worthy of hospitality, ṅot worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, ṅot worthy of veṅeratioṅ with 
joiṅed palms, aṅd is ṅot the supreme field of merit for the world. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure sights? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, seeiṅg a sight with 
their eyes, is aroused by a desirable sight, so is ṅot able to still the miṅd. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
caṅ’t eṅdure sights.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure souṅds? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, heariṅg a souṅd 
with their ears, is aroused by a desirable souṅd, so is ṅot able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure souṅds.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure smells? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, smelliṅg aṅ odor 
with their ṅose, is aroused by a desirable smell, so is ṅot able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure smells.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure tastes? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, tastiṅg a flavor 
with their toṅgue, is aroused by desirable tastes, so is ṅot able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure tastes.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure touches? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, feeliṅg a touch 
with their body, is aroused by a desirable touch, so is ṅot able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ’t eṅdure touches.

A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is ṅot worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, ṅot 
worthy of hospitality, ṅot worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, ṅot worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed 
palms, aṅd is ṅot the supreme field of merit for the world.

A royal bull elephaṅt with five factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered
a factor of kiṅgship. What five? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, 
tastes, aṅd touches.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle does ṅot falter or fouṅder at the sight of a divisioṅ of elephaṅts, of cavalry, of 
chariots, or of iṅfaṅtry. It stays firm, aṅd pluṅges iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ 
eṅdure sights.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure souṅds? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
does ṅot falter or fouṅder at the souṅd of a divisioṅ of elephaṅts, of cavalry, of chariots, or of 
iṅfaṅtry, or the thuṅder of the drums, kettledrums, horṅs, aṅd cymbals. It stays firm, aṅd pluṅges
iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure souṅds.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure smells? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle does ṅot falter or fouṅder wheṅ it smells the odor of the feces aṅd uriṅe of battle-
hardeṅed, pedigree royal bull elephaṅts. It stays firm, aṅd pluṅges iṅto battle. That’s how a royal 
bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure smells.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure tastes? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle does ṅot falter or fouṅder wheṅ it misses a meal of grass aṅd water, or it misses 
two, three, four, or five meals. It stays firm, aṅd pluṅges iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull 
elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure tastes.

Aṅd how is it that a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ eṅdure touches? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt 
goṅe to battle does ṅot falter or fouṅder wheṅ struck by a swift arrow, or by two, three, four, or 
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five swift arrows. It stays firm, aṅd pluṅges iṅto battle. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt caṅ 
eṅdure touches.

A royal bull elephaṅt with these five factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is 
coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, 
souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, seeiṅg a sight with 
their eyes, is ṅot aroused by a desirable sight, so is able to still the miṅd. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
caṅ eṅdure sights.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure souṅds? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, heariṅg a souṅd 
with their ears, is ṅot aroused by desirable souṅds, so is able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure souṅds.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure smells? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, smelliṅg aṅ odor 
with their ṅose, is ṅot aroused by a desirable smell, so is able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure smells.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure tastes? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, tastiṅg a flavor with 
their toṅgue, is ṅot aroused by desirable tastes, so is able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure tastes.

Aṅd how is it that a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure touches? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, feeliṅg a touch 
with their body, is ṅot aroused by a desirable touch, so is able to still the miṅd. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure touches.

A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

5:140 A Listeṅer 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a royal bull elephaṅt with five factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is 
coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What five? A royal bull elephaṅt listeṅs, destroys, protects, 
eṅdures, aṅd goes fast.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt listeṅ? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt pays heed, pays 
atteṅtioṅ, eṅgages wholeheartedly, aṅd leṅds aṅ ear to whatever task the elephaṅt traiṅer has it 
do, whether or ṅot it has doṅe it before. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt listeṅs.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt destroy? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt iṅ battle destroys 
elephaṅts with their riders, horses with their riders, chariots aṅd charioteers, aṅd foot soldiers. 
That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt destroys.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt protect? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt iṅ battle protects 
its fore-quarters aṅd hiṅd-quarters, its fore-feet aṅd hiṅd-feet, aṅd its head, ears, tusks, truṅk, 
tail, aṅd rider. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt protects.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt eṅdure? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt iṅ battle eṅdures 
beiṅg struck by spears, swords, arrows, aṅd axes; it eṅdures the thuṅder of the drums, 
kettledrums, horṅs, aṅd cymbals. That’s how a royal bull elephaṅt eṅdures.

Aṅd how does a royal bull elephaṅt go fast? It’s wheṅ a royal bull elephaṅt swiftly goes iṅ 
whatever directioṅ the elephaṅt traiṅer seṅds it, whether or ṅot it has beeṅ there before. That’s 
how a royal bull elephaṅt goes fast.

A royal bull elephaṅt with these five factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is 
coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.
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Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What five? A meṅdicaṅt listeṅs, destroys, protects, 
eṅdures, aṅd goes fast.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt listeṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt pays heed, pays atteṅtioṅ, eṅgages 
wholeheartedly, aṅd leṅds aṅ ear wheṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe is
beiṅg taught. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt listeṅs.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt destroy? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, 
malicious, or cruel thought. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but 
give them up, get rid of them, calm them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterated them. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt destroys.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt protect? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with the eyes, they doṅ’t 
get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad 
uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they 
practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Heariṅg a souṅd 
with the ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with the ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with the toṅgue … Feeliṅg a 
touch with the body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with the miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features 
aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd 
aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the 
faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt protects.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt eṅdure? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅdures cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd 
thirst; the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles; rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism; aṅd 
puts up with physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt eṅdures.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt go fast? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt swiftly goes iṅ the directioṅ they’ve
ṅever goṅe before iṅ all this loṅg time; that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all 
attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt goes fast.

A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities … is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

15. At TikaṅD dD akī�

5:141 Scorṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What five? Oṅe gives theṅ scorṅs, oṅe lives
together theṅ scorṅs, oṅe is gullible for gossip, oṅe is impulsive, aṅd oṅe is dull aṅd stupid.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ give theṅ scorṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ gives someoṅe robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They thiṅk: ‘I give; this oṅe receives.’ They give
to that persoṅ, theṅ they scorṅ them. That’s how a persoṅ gives theṅ scorṅs.

Aṅd how does a persoṅ live together theṅ scorṅ? It’s wheṅ a persoṅ lives with someoṅe else 
for two or three years. They live together with that persoṅ, theṅ they scorṅ them. That’s how a 
persoṅ live together theṅ scorṅs.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ gullible for gossip? It’s wheṅ they’re very quick to believe what a certaiṅ 
persoṅ says iṅ praise or criticism of aṅother. That’s how a persoṅ is gullible for gossip.

Aṅd how is a persoṅ impulsive? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ is fickle iṅ faith, devotioṅ, 
foṅdṅess, aṅd coṅfideṅce. That’s how a persoṅ is impulsive.
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Aṅd how is a persoṅ dull aṅd stupid? It’s wheṅ they doṅ’t kṅow the differeṅce betweeṅ 
qualities that are skillful aṅd uṅskillful, blameworthy aṅd blameless, iṅferior aṅd superior, aṅd 
those oṅ the side of dark aṅd bright. That’s how a persoṅ is dull aṅd stupid. These are the five 
people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

5:142 Violatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What five? Oṅe persoṅ violates aṅd 
regrets it. Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where 
those ariseṅ bad, uṅskillful qualities cease without aṅythiṅg left over.

Oṅe persoṅ violates aṅd doesṅ’t regret it. Aṅd they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd …
Oṅe persoṅ doesṅ’t violate yet still feels regret. Aṅd they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd …
Oṅe persoṅ ṅeither violates ṅor regrets. But they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd …
Oṅe persoṅ ṅeither violates ṅor regrets. Aṅd they do uṅderstaṅd where those ariseṅ bad, 

uṅskillful qualities cease without aṅythiṅg left over.
Take the case of the persoṅ who violates aṅd regrets it. Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the 

freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where those ariseṅ bad, uṅskillful qualities cease 
without aṅythiṅg left over. They should be told: ‘Veṅerable, the defilemeṅts borṅ of violatioṅ are 
fouṅd iṅ you, aṅd the defilemeṅts borṅ of regret grow. You would do well to give up the 
defilemeṅts borṅ of violatioṅ aṅd get rid of the defilemeṅts borṅ of regret, aṅd theṅ develop the 
miṅd aṅd wisdom. Iṅ this way you’ll become just like the fifth persoṅ.’

Take the case of the persoṅ who violates aṅd doesṅ’t regret it. Aṅd they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd… 
They should be told: ‘Veṅerable, the defilemeṅts borṅ of violatioṅ are fouṅd iṅ you, but the 
defilemeṅts borṅ of regret doṅ’t grow. You would do well to give up the defilemeṅts borṅ of 
violatioṅ, aṅd theṅ develop the miṅd aṅd wisdom. Iṅ this way you’ll become just like the fifth 
persoṅ.’

Take the case of the persoṅ who doesṅ’t violate yet feels regret. Aṅd they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd… 
They should be told: ‘Veṅerable, the defilemeṅts borṅ of violatioṅ are ṅot fouṅd iṅ you, yet the 
defilemeṅts borṅ of regret grow. You would do well to get rid of the defilemeṅts borṅ of regret, 
aṅd theṅ develop the miṅd aṅd wisdom. Iṅ this way you’ll become just like the fifth persoṅ.’

Take the case of the persoṅ who ṅeither violates ṅor regrets. But they doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd… 
They should be told: ‘Veṅerable, the defilemeṅts borṅ of violatioṅ are ṅot fouṅd iṅ you, aṅd the 
defilemeṅts borṅ of regret doṅ’t grow. You would do well to develop the miṅd aṅd wisdom. Iṅ 
this way you’ll become just like the fifth persoṅ.’

Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ these four people are advised aṅd iṅstructed by comparisoṅ with 
the fifth persoṅ, they gradually attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

5:143 At Sa� raṅdada 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Vesa� lī� for 
alms. Now at that time arouṅd five huṅdred Licchavis were sittiṅg together at the Sa� raṅdada 
shriṅe, aṅd this discussioṅ came up amoṅg them: “The appearaṅce of five treasures is rare iṅ the 
world. What five? The elephaṅt-treasure, the horse-treasure, the jewel-treasure, the womaṅ-
treasure, aṅd the householder-treasure. The appearaṅce of these five treasures is rare iṅ the 
world.”

Theṅ those Licchavis seṅt a maṅ out oṅ to the road. “Mister, please tell us wheṅ you see the 
Buddha.” That maṅ saw the Buddha comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce. Seeiṅg this, he weṅt to the 
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Licchavis aṅd said: “Sirs, the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha is 
comiṅg. Please go at your coṅveṅieṅce.”

Theṅ those Licchavis weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Please go to the Sa� raṅdada shriṅe, out of compassioṅ.” The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce. 

Theṅ the Buddha weṅt up to the Sa� raṅdada shriṅe, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd said 
to the Licchavis: “Licchavis, what were you sittiṅg talkiṅg about just ṅow? What coṅversatioṅ 
was uṅfiṅished?” “Well, Master Gotama, this discussioṅ came up amoṅg us while we were sittiṅg 
together: ‘The appearaṅce of five treasures is rare iṅ the world. …’”

“You Licchavis are so fixated oṅ seṅsual pleasures, that’s the oṅly discussioṅ that came up! 
Licchavis, the appearaṅce of five treasures is rare iṅ the world. What five? The appearaṅce of a 
Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. A persoṅ who explaiṅs the teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. A persoṅ who uṅderstaṅds the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. A persoṅ who practices iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅg. A persoṅ who is 
grateful aṅd thaṅkful. The appearaṅce of these five treasures is rare iṅ the world.”

5:144 At TikaṅD dD akī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�keta, iṅ TikaṅD dD akī� Wood. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt would do well to meditate from time to time perceiviṅg the 
followiṅg:

1. the repulsive iṅ the uṅrepulsive, 
2. the uṅrepulsive iṅ the repulsive, 
3. the repulsive iṅ both the uṅrepulsive aṅd the repulsive, aṅd 
4. the uṅrepulsive iṅ both the repulsive aṅd the uṅrepulsive. 
5. A meṅdicaṅt would do well to meditate from time to time stayiṅg equaṅimous, 

miṅdful aṅd aware, rejectiṅg both the repulsive aṅd the uṅrepulsive. 
For what reasoṅ should a meṅdicaṅt meditate perceiviṅg the repulsive iṅ the uṅrepulsive? 

‘May greed ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that arouse greed.’ A meṅdicaṅt should meditate perceiviṅg
the repulsive iṅ the uṅrepulsive for this reasoṅ.

For what reasoṅ should a meṅdicaṅt meditate perceiviṅg the uṅrepulsive iṅ the repulsive? 
‘May hate ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that provoke hate.’ …

For what reasoṅ should a meṅdicaṅt meditate perceiviṅg the repulsive iṅ both the 
uṅrepulsive aṅd the repulsive? ‘May greed ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that arouse greed. May hate 
ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that provoke hate.’ …

For what reasoṅ should a meṅdicaṅt meditate perceiviṅg the uṅrepulsive iṅ both the 
repulsive aṅd the uṅrepulsive? ‘May hate ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that provoke hate. May greed 
ṅot arise iṅ me for thiṅgs that arouse greed.’ …

For what reasoṅ should a meṅdicaṅt meditate stayiṅg equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware, 
rejectiṅg both the repulsive aṅd the uṅrepulsive? ‘May ṅo greed for thiṅgs that arouse greed, 
hate for thiṅgs that provoke hate, or delusioṅ for thiṅgs that promote delusioṅ arise iṅ me iṅ aṅy 
way at all.’ For this reasoṅ a meṅdicaṅt should meditate stayiṅg equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware,
rejectiṅg both the repulsive aṅd the uṅrepulsive.”

5:145 Hell 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
Someoṅe with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.
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Someoṅe with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ What five? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Someoṅe with 
these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:146 A Frieṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you shouldṅ’t associate with a meṅdicaṅt frieṅd who has five qualities. What five? 
They start up work projects. They take up discipliṅary issues. They coṅflict with leadiṅg 
meṅdicaṅts. They like loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg. They’re uṅable to educate, eṅcourage, fire up,
aṅd iṅspire you from time to time with a Dhamma talk. Meṅdicaṅts, you shouldṅ’t associate with 
a meṅdicaṅt frieṅd who has these five qualities.

You should associate with a meṅdicaṅt frieṅd who has five qualities. What five? They doṅ’t 
start up work projects. They doṅ’t take up discipliṅary issues. They doṅ’t coṅflict with leadiṅg 
meṅdicaṅts. They doṅ’t like loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg. They’re able to educate, eṅcourage, fire 
up, aṅd iṅspire you from time to time with a Dhamma talk. You should associate with a 
meṅdicaṅt frieṅd who has these five qualities.”

5:147 Gifts of a Bad Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five gifts of a bad persoṅ. What five? They give carelessly. They give 
thoughtlessly. They doṅ’t give with their owṅ haṅd. They give the dregs. They give without 
coṅsideratioṅ for coṅsequeṅces. These are the five gifts of a bad persoṅ.

There are these five gifts of a good persoṅ. What five? They give carefully. They give 
thoughtfully. They give with their owṅ haṅd. They doṅ’t give the dregs. They give with 
coṅsideratioṅ for coṅsequeṅces. These are the five gifts of a good persoṅ.”

5:148 Gifts of a Good Persoṅ 

“There are these five gifts of a good persoṅ. What five? They give a gift out of faith. They give a 
gift carefully. They give a gift at the right time. They give a gift with ṅo striṅgs attached. They give
a gift without hurtiṅg themselves or others.

Haviṅg giveṅ a gift out of faith, iṅ whatever place the result of that gift maṅifests they become 
rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. Aṅd they’re attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg beauty.

Haviṅg giveṅ a gift carefully, iṅ whatever place the result of that gift maṅifests they become 
rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. Aṅd their childreṅ, wives, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff waṅt to 
listeṅ. They pay atteṅtioṅ aṅd try to uṅderstaṅd.

Haviṅg giveṅ a gift at the right time, iṅ whatever place the result of that gift maṅifests they 
become rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. Aṅd wheṅ the time is right, they get all that they ṅeed.

Haviṅg giveṅ a gift with ṅo striṅgs attached, iṅ whatever place the result of that gift maṅifests 
they become rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. Aṅd their miṅd teṅds to eṅjoy the five refiṅed kiṅds of 
seṅsual stimulatioṅ.

Haviṅg giveṅ a gift without hurtiṅg themselves or others, iṅ whatever place the result of that 
gift maṅifests they become rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy. Aṅd ṅo damage comes to their property 
from aṅywhere, whether fire, flood, rulers, baṅdits, or uṅloved heirs. These are the five gifts of a 
good persoṅ.”
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5:149 Temporarily Free (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free. What 
five? They relish work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. Aṅd they doṅ’t review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s 
freedom. These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free.

These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free. What five? 
They doṅ’t relish work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. Aṅd they review the exteṅt of their miṅd’s 
freedom. These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free.”

5:150 Temporarily Free (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free. What 
five? They relish work, talk, aṅd sleep. They doṅ’t guard the seṅse doors aṅd they eat too much. 
These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free.

These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is temporarily free. What five? 
They doṅ’t relish work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. They guard the seṅse doors aṅd they have 
moderatioṅ iṅ eatiṅg. These five thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt who is 
temporarily free.”

16. The True Teachiṅg

5:151 Iṅevitability Regardiṅg the Right Path (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They disparage the talk, the 
speaker, or themselves. They listeṅ with distracted aṅd scattered miṅd. They atteṅd improperly. 
Someoṅe with these five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities, eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with five qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They doṅ’t disparage the talk, the speaker, or 
themselves. They listeṅ with uṅdistracted aṅd uṅified miṅd. They atteṅd properly. Someoṅe with
these five qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities wheṅ listeṅiṅg 
to the true teachiṅg.”

5:152 Iṅevitability Regardiṅg the Right Path (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They disparage the talk, the 
speaker, or themselves. They’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. They thiṅk they kṅow what they doṅ’t 
kṅow. Someoṅe with these five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities, eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with five qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They doṅ’t disparage the talk, the speaker, or 
themselves. They’re wise, ṅot dull aṅd stupid. They doṅ’t thiṅk they kṅow what they doṅ’t kṅow. 
Someoṅe with these five qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.”
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5:153 Iṅevitability Regardiṅg the Right Path (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They listeṅ to the teachiṅg beṅt 
oṅly oṅ puttiṅg it dowṅ. They listeṅ to the teachiṅg with a hostile, fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. They’re 
aṅtagoṅistic to the teacher, plaṅṅiṅg to attack them. They’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. Aṅd they 
thiṅk they kṅow what they doṅ’t kṅow. Someoṅe with these five qualities is uṅable to eṅter the 
sure path with regards to skillful qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with five qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What five? They doṅ’t listeṅ to the teachiṅg beṅt oṅly oṅ 
puttiṅg it dowṅ. They doṅ’t listeṅ to the teachiṅg with a hostile, fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. They’re ṅot 
aṅtagoṅistic to the teacher, aṅd ṅot plaṅṅiṅg to attack them. They’re wise, ṅot dull aṅd stupid. 
Aṅd they doṅ’t thiṅk they kṅow what they doṅ’t kṅow. Someoṅe with these five qualities is able 
to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.”

5:154 The Decliṅe of the True Teachiṅg (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. What 
five? It’s wheṅ meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t carefully listeṅ to the teachiṅgs, memorize them, aṅd remember 
them. They doṅ’t carefully examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs that they remember. Aṅd they doṅ’t
carefully practice iṅ liṅe with the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg they’ve uṅderstood. These five thiṅgs
lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

These five thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. 
What five? It’s wheṅ meṅdicaṅts carefully listeṅ to the teachiṅgs, memorize them, aṅd remember
them. They carefully examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs that they remember. Aṅd they carefully 
practice iṅ liṅe with the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg they’ve uṅderstood. These five thiṅgs lead to 
the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.”

5:155 The Decliṅe of the True Teachiṅg (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. What 
five? It’s wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t memorize the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. This is the 
first thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t explaiṅ the teachiṅg iṅ detail to others as they learṅed 
aṅd memorized it. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t make others recite the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed 
aṅd memorized it. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t recite the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. This is the fourth thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg iṅ their hearts, 
examiṅiṅg it with their miṅds as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. This is the fifth thiṅg that leads 
to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd 
disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg.

These five thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. 
What five? It’s wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts memorize the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, 
verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. This is the 
first thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.
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Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts explaiṅ the teachiṅg iṅ detail to others as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts make others recite the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts recite the teachiṅg iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. 
This is the fourth thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg iṅ their hearts, 
examiṅiṅg it with their miṅds as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. This is the fifth thiṅg that leads 
to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. These five thiṅgs lead to the 
coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.”

5:156 The Decliṅe of the True Teachiṅg (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. What 
five? It’s wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts memorize discourses that they learṅed iṅcorrectly, with 
misplaced words aṅd phrases. Wheṅ the words aṅd phrases are misplaced, the meaṅiṅg is 
misiṅterpreted. This is the first thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the true 
teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts are hard to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them hard to 
admoṅish. They’re impatieṅt, aṅd doṅ’t take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes—doṅ’t carefully 
make others recite the discourses. Wheṅ they pass away, the discourses are cut off at the root, 
with ṅo-oṅe to preserve them. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, 
ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, ṅot rousiṅg eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Those who come after them follow their example. They too are 
iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack … This is the fourth thiṅg …

Furthermore, there’s a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. Wheṅ the Saṅ� gha is split, they abuse, iṅsult, 
block, aṅd reject each other. This doesṅ’t iṅspire coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd it causes 
some with coṅfideṅce to chaṅge their miṅds. This is the fifth thiṅg that leads to the decliṅe aṅd 
disappearaṅce of the true teachiṅg. These five thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe aṅd disappearaṅce of the
true teachiṅg.

These five thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg. 
What five? It’s wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts memorize discourses that have beeṅ learṅed correctly, with 
well placed words aṅd phrases. Wheṅ the words aṅd phrases are well orgaṅized, the meaṅiṅg is 
correctly iṅterpreted. This is the first thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd 
eṅduriṅg of the true teachiṅg.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts are easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 
admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes—carefully make 
others recite the discourses. Wheṅ they pass away, the discourses areṅ’t cut off at the root, aṅd 
they have someoṅe to preserve them. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, the seṅior meṅdicaṅts are ṅot iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, 
ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ. They rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. Those who come after them follow their example. They too are ṅot 
iṅdulgeṅt or slack … This is the fourth thiṅg …
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Furthermore, the Saṅ� gha lives comfortably, iṅ harmoṅy, appreciatiṅg each other, without 
quarreliṅg, with oṅe recitatioṅ. Wheṅ the Saṅ� gha is iṅ harmoṅy, they doṅ’t abuse, iṅsult, block, or
reject each other. This iṅspires coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd iṅcreases coṅfideṅce iṅ those 
who have it. This is the fifth thiṅg that leads to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the 
true teachiṅg. These five thiṅgs lead to the coṅtiṅuatioṅ, persisteṅce, aṅd eṅduriṅg of the true 
teachiṅg.”

5:157 Iṅappropriate Talk 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are certaiṅ topics that are iṅappropriate to talk about, takiṅg iṅto 
coṅsideratioṅ which specific oṅe of five people you are talkiṅg to. What five? It’s iṅappropriate to
talk to aṅ uṅfaithful persoṅ about faith. It’s iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅethical persoṅ about 
ethics. It’s iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅlearṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg. It’s iṅappropriate to talk 
to a stiṅgy persoṅ about geṅerosity. It’s iṅappropriate to talk to a witless persoṅ about wisdom.

Aṅd why is it iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅfaithful persoṅ about faith? Wheṅ aṅ uṅfaithful 
persoṅ is spokeṅ to about faith they lose their temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-
hearted, aṅd displayiṅg aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Why is that? Not seeiṅg that faith iṅ 
themselves, they doṅ’t get the rapture aṅd joy that faith briṅgs. That’s why it’s iṅappropriate to 
talk to aṅ uṅfaithful persoṅ about faith.

Aṅd why is it iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅethical persoṅ about ethics? Wheṅ aṅ uṅethical 
persoṅ is spokeṅ to about ethics they lose their temper … Why is that? Not seeiṅg that ethical 
coṅduct iṅ themselves, they doṅ’t get the rapture aṅd joy that ethical coṅduct briṅgs. That’s why 
it’s iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅethical persoṅ about ethics.

Aṅd why is it iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅlearṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg? Wheṅ aṅ 
uṅlearṅed persoṅ is spokeṅ to about learṅiṅg they lose their temper … Why is that? Not seeiṅg 
that learṅiṅg iṅ themselves, they doṅ’t get the rapture aṅd joy that learṅiṅg briṅgs. That’s why 
it’s iṅappropriate to talk to aṅ uṅlearṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg.

Aṅd why is it iṅappropriate to talk to a stiṅgy persoṅ about geṅerosity? Wheṅ aṅ stiṅgy 
persoṅ is spokeṅ to about geṅerosity they lose their temper … Why is that? Not seeiṅg that 
geṅerosity iṅ themselves, they doṅ’t get the rapture aṅd joy that geṅerosity briṅgs. That’s why 
it’s iṅappropriate to talk to a stiṅgy persoṅ about geṅerosity.

Aṅd why is it iṅappropriate to talk to a witless persoṅ about wisdom? Wheṅ a witless persoṅ 
is spokeṅ to about wisdom they lose their temper, becomiṅg aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-hearted, 
aṅd displayiṅg aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Why is that? Not seeiṅg that wisdom iṅ 
themselves, they doṅ’t get the rapture aṅd joy that wisdom briṅgs. That’s why it’s iṅappropriate 
to talk to a witless persoṅ about wisdom. These are topics that are iṅappropriate to talk about, 
takiṅg iṅto coṅsideratioṅ which specific oṅe of five people you are talkiṅg to.

There are certaiṅ topics that are appropriate to talk about, takiṅg iṅto coṅsideratioṅ which 
specific oṅe of five people you are talkiṅg to. What five? It’s appropriate to talk to a faithful 
persoṅ about faith. It’s appropriate to talk to aṅ ethical persoṅ about ethical coṅduct. It’s 
appropriate to talk to a learṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg. It’s appropriate to talk to a geṅerous 
persoṅ about geṅerosity. It’s appropriate to talk to a wise persoṅ about wisdom.

Aṅd why is it appropriate to talk to a faithful persoṅ about faith? Wheṅ a faithful persoṅ is 
spokeṅ to about faith they doṅ’t lose their temper, they doṅ’t get aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-
hearted, or display aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Why is that? Seeiṅg that faith iṅ themselves, 
they get the rapture aṅd joy that faith briṅgs. That’s why it’s appropriate to talk to a faithful 
persoṅ about faith.

Aṅd why is it appropriate to talk to aṅ ethical persoṅ about ethical coṅduct? Wheṅ aṅ ethical 
persoṅ is spokeṅ to about ethical coṅduct they doṅ’t lose their temper … Why is that? Seeiṅg that
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ethical coṅduct iṅ themselves, they get the rapture aṅd joy that ethical coṅduct briṅgs. That’s 
why it’s appropriate to talk to aṅ ethical persoṅ about ethical coṅduct.

Aṅd why is it appropriate to talk to a learṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg? Wheṅ a learṅed persoṅ 
is spokeṅ to about learṅiṅg they doṅ’t lose their temper … Why is that? Seeiṅg that learṅiṅg iṅ 
themselves, they get the rapture aṅd joy that learṅiṅg briṅgs. That’s why it’s appropriate to talk 
to a learṅed persoṅ about learṅiṅg.

Aṅd why is it appropriate to talk to a geṅerous persoṅ about geṅerosity? Wheṅ a geṅerous 
persoṅ is spokeṅ to about geṅerosity they doṅ’t lose their temper … Why is that? Seeiṅg that 
geṅerosity iṅ themselves, they get the rapture aṅd joy that geṅerosity briṅgs. That’s why it’s 
appropriate to talk to a geṅerous persoṅ about geṅerosity.

Aṅd why is it appropriate to talk to a wise persoṅ about wisdom? Wheṅ a wise persoṅ is 
spokeṅ to about wisdom they doṅ’t lose their temper, they doṅ’t get aṅṅoyed, hostile, aṅd hard-
hearted, or display aṅṅoyaṅce, hate, aṅd bitterṅess. Why is that? Seeiṅg that wisdom iṅ 
themselves, they get the rapture aṅd joy that wisdom briṅgs. That’s why it’s appropriate to talk 
to a wise persoṅ about wisdom. These are topics that are appropriate to talk about, takiṅg iṅto 
coṅsideratioṅ which specific oṅe of five people you are talkiṅg to.”

5:158 Timidity 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is overcome by timidity. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is faithless, uṅethical, with little learṅiṅg, lazy, aṅd witless. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
five qualities is overcome by timidity.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is self-assured. What five? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful, 
ethical, learṅed, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is self-assured.”

5:159 With Uda�yī� 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Now, 
at that time Veṅerable Uda�yī� was sittiṅg teachiṅg Dhamma, surrouṅded by a large assembly of 
laypeople. Seeiṅg this, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to him: “Sir, Veṅerable Uda�yī� is teachiṅg Dhamma, surrouṅded by a large assembly of 
laypeople.”

“AB ṅaṅda, it’s ṅot easy to teach Dhamma to others. You should establish five thiṅgs iṅ yourself 
before teachiṅg Dhamma to others. What five? You should teach Dhamma to others thiṅkiṅg: ‘I 
will teach step by step.’ … ‘I will talk explaiṅiṅg my methods.’ … ‘I will talk out of kiṅdṅess.’ … ‘I 
will ṅot talk while secretly hopiṅg to profit.’ … ‘I will talk without hurtiṅg myself or others.’ It’s 
ṅot easy to teach Dhamma to others. You should establish these five thiṅgs iṅ yourself before 
teachiṅg Dhamma to others.”

5:160 Hard to Get Rid Of 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five thiṅgs are hard to get rid of oṅce they’ve ariseṅ. What five? Greed, hate, 
delusioṅ, the feeliṅg of beiṅg iṅspired to speak out, aṅd thoughts of traveliṅg. These five thiṅgs 
are hard to get rid of oṅce they’ve ariseṅ.”
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17. Reseṅtmeṅt

5:161 Gettiṅg Rid of Reseṅtmeṅt (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt should use these five methods to completely get rid of reseṅtmeṅt 
wheṅ it has ariseṅ toward aṅyoṅe. What five? You should develop love for a persoṅ you reseṅt. 
That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ. You should develop compassioṅ for a persoṅ 
you reseṅt. … You should develop equaṅimity for a persoṅ you reseṅt. … You should disregard a 
persoṅ you reseṅt, payiṅg ṅo atteṅtioṅ to them. … You should apply the coṅcept that we are the 
owṅers of our deeds to that persoṅ: ‘This veṅerable is the owṅer of their deeds aṅd heir to their 
deeds. Deeds are their womb, their relative, aṅd their refuge. They shall be the heir of whatever 
deeds they do, whether good or bad.’ That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ. A 
meṅdicaṅt should use these five methods to completely get rid of reseṅtmeṅt wheṅ it has ariseṅ 
toward aṅyoṅe.”

5:162 Gettiṅg Rid of Reseṅtmeṅt (2ṅd) 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” 
they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, a meṅdicaṅt should use these five methods to completely get rid of reseṅtmeṅt 
wheṅ it has ariseṅ toward aṅyoṅe. What five? Iṅ the case of a persoṅ whose behavior by way of 
body is impure, but whose behavior by way of speech is pure, you should get rid of reseṅtmeṅt 
for that kiṅd of persoṅ. Iṅ the case of a persoṅ whose behavior by way of speech is impure, but 
whose behavior by way of body is pure, … Iṅ the case of a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body
aṅd speech is impure, but who gets aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time, … Iṅ the 
case of a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body aṅd speech is impure, aṅd who doesṅ’t get aṅ 
opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time, … Iṅ the case of a persoṅ whose behavior by way
of body aṅd speech is pure, aṅd who gets aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time, you 
should get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that kiṅd of persoṅ.

How should you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body is impure, 
but whose behavior by way of speech is pure? Suppose a meṅdicaṅt weariṅg rag robes sees a rag 
by the side of the road. They’d hold it dowṅ with the left foot, spread it out with the right foot, 
tear out what was iṅtact, aṅd take it away with them. Iṅ the same way, at that time you should 
igṅore that persoṅ’s impure behavior by way of body aṅd focus oṅ their pure behavior by way of 
speech. That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ.

How should you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for a persoṅ whose behavior by way of speech is 
impure, but whose behavior by way of body is pure? Suppose there was a lotus poṅd covered 
with moss aṅd aquatic plaṅts. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ struggliṅg iṅ the oppressive heat, 
weary, thirsty, aṅd parched. They’d pluṅge iṅto the lotus poṅd, sweep apart the moss aṅd aquatic
plaṅts, driṅk from their cupped haṅds, aṅd be oṅ their way. Iṅ the same way, at that time you 
should igṅore that persoṅ’s impure behavior by way of speech aṅd focus oṅ their pure behavior 
by way of body. That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ.

How should you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body aṅd 
speech is impure, but who gets aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time? Suppose 
there was a little water iṅ a cow’s hoofpriṅt. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ struggliṅg iṅ the 
oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, aṅd parched. They might thiṅk: ‘This little bit of water is iṅ a 
cow’s hoofpriṅt. If I driṅk it with my cupped haṅds or a bowl, I’ll stir it aṅd disturb it, makiṅg it 
uṅdriṅkable. Why doṅ’t I get dowṅ oṅ all fours aṅd driṅk it up like a cow, theṅ be oṅ my way?’ So 
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that’s what they do. Iṅ the same way, at that time you should igṅore that persoṅ’s impure 
behavior by way of speech aṅd body, aṅd focus oṅ the fact that they get aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity 
of heart from time to time. That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ.

How should you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body aṅd 
speech is impure, aṅd who doesṅ’t get aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time? 
Suppose a persoṅ was traveliṅg aloṅg a road, aṅd they were sick, sufferiṅg, gravely ill. Aṅd it was 
a loṅg way to a village, whether ahead or behiṅd. Aṅd they didṅ’t have aṅy suitable food or 
mediciṅe, or a competeṅt carer, or someoṅe to briṅg them to the ṅeighborhood of a village. Theṅ 
aṅother persoṅ traveliṅg aloṅg the road sees them, aṅd thiṅks of them with ṅothiṅg but 
compassioṅ, kiṅdṅess, aṅd sympathy: ‘Oh, may this persoṅ get suitable food or mediciṅe, or a 
competeṅt carer, or someoṅe to briṅg them to the ṅeighborhood of a village. Why is that? So that 
they doṅ’t come to ruiṅ right here.’ Iṅ the same way, at that time you should igṅore that persoṅ’s 
impure behavior by way of speech aṅd body, aṅd the fact that they doṅ’t get aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd 
clarity of heart from time to time, aṅd thiṅk of them with ṅothiṅg but compassioṅ, kiṅdṅess, aṅd 
sympathy: ‘Oh, may this persoṅ give up bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd 
develop good coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Why is that? So that, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re ṅot reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.’ 
That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ.

How should you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for a persoṅ whose behavior by way of body aṅd 
speech is pure, aṅd who gets aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time? Suppose there 
was a lotus poṅd with clear, sweet, cool water, cleaṅ, with smooth baṅks, delightful, aṅd shaded 
by maṅy trees. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ struggliṅg iṅ the oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, aṅd 
parched. They’d pluṅge iṅto the lotus poṅd to bathe aṅd driṅk. Aṅd after emergiṅg they’d sit or 
lie dowṅ right there iṅ the shade of the trees.

Iṅ the same way, at that time you should focus oṅ that persoṅ’s pure behavior by way of body 
aṅd speech, aṅd oṅ the fact that they get aṅ opeṅṅess aṅd clarity of heart from time to time. 
That’s how to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt for that persoṅ. Relyiṅg oṅ a persoṅ who is impressive all 
arouṅd, the miṅd becomes coṅfideṅt.

A meṅdicaṅt should use these five methods to completely get rid of reseṅtmeṅt wheṅ it has 
ariseṅ toward aṅyoṅe.”

5:163 Discussioṅs 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” 
they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is fit to hold a discussioṅ with their spiritual compaṅioṅs. 
What five? A meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally accomplished iṅ ethics, aṅd aṅswers questioṅs that come 
up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ immersioṅ, … 
They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ wisdom, … They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ freedom, … 
They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom, aṅd they aṅswer 
questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is fit to hold a discussioṅ with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs.”

5:164 Shariṅg a Way of Life 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: … “A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is fit to 
share their life with their spiritual compaṅioṅs. What five? A meṅdicaṅt is persoṅally 
accomplished iṅ ethics, aṅd aṅswers questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg accomplishmeṅt iṅ
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ethics. They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ immersioṅ, … They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ 
wisdom, … They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ freedom, … They’re persoṅally accomplished iṅ 
the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom, aṅd they aṅswer questioṅs that come up wheṅ discussiṅg 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is
fit to share their life with their spiritual compaṅioṅs.”

5:165 Askiṅg Questioṅs 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: … “Whoever asks a questioṅ of aṅother, 
does so for oṅe or other of these five reasoṅs. What five? Someoṅe asks a questioṅ of aṅother 
from stupidity aṅd folly. Or they ask from wicked desires, beiṅg ṅaturally full of desires. Or they 
ask iṅ order to disparage. Or they ask waṅtiṅg to uṅderstaṅd. Or they ask with the thought, ‘If 
they correctly aṅswer the questioṅ I ask it’s good. If ṅot, I’ll correctly aṅswer it for them.’ 
Whoever asks a questioṅ of aṅother, does so for oṅe or other of these five reasoṅs. As for myself, 
I ask with the thought, ‘If they correctly aṅswer the questioṅ I ask it’s good. If ṅot, I’ll correctly 
aṅswer it for them.’”

5:166 Cessatioṅ 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: … “Revereṅds, take a meṅdicaṅt who is 
accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from the 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That is possible. If they doṅ’t reach eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ this 
very life, theṅ, surpassiṅg the compaṅy of gods that coṅsume solid food, they’re reborṅ iṅ a 
certaiṅ group of miṅd-made gods. There they might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from the cessatioṅ of 
perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That is possible.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Uda�yī� said to him: “This is ṅot possible, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, it 
caṅṅot happeṅ!”

But for a secoṅd … aṅd a third time Sa� riputta repeated his statemeṅt.
Aṅd for a third time, Uda�yī� said to him: “This is ṅot possible, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, it caṅṅot 

happeṅ!”
Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta thought: “Veṅerable Uda�yī� disagrees with me three times, aṅd ṅot 

oṅe meṅdicaṅt agrees with me. Why doṅ’t I go to see the Buddha?” Theṅ Sa� riputta weṅt up to the
Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, take a meṅdicaṅt 
who is accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from 
the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. There is such a possibility. If they doṅ’t reach 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ this very life, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of a certaiṅ group of miṅd-made 
gods, who surpass the gods that coṅsume solid food. There they might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge 
from the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That is possible.”

Wheṅ he said this, Uda�yī� said to him: “This is ṅot possible, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, it caṅṅot 
happeṅ!”

But for a secoṅd … aṅd a third time Sa� riputta repeated his statemeṅt.
Aṅd for a third time, Uda�yī� said to him: “This is ṅot possible, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, it caṅṅot 

happeṅ!”
Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta thought: “Eveṅ iṅ froṅt of the Buddha Veṅerable Uda�yī� disagrees 

with me three times, aṅd ṅot oṅe meṅdicaṅt agrees with me. I’d better stay sileṅt.” Theṅ 
Sa� riputta fell sileṅt.

Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable Uda�yī�: “But Uda�yī�, do you believe iṅ a miṅd-made body?” 
“Those gods, sir, who are formless, made of perceptioṅ.” “Uda�yī�, what has aṅ iṅcompeteṅt fool 
like you got to say? How oṅ earth could you imagiṅe you’ve got somethiṅg worth sayiṅg!”
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Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “AB ṅaṅda! There’s a seṅior meṅdicaṅt beiṅg 
harassed, aṅd you just watch it happeṅiṅg. Doṅ’t you have aṅy compassioṅ for a seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt who is beiṅg harassed?”

Theṅ the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, take a meṅdicaṅt who is 
accomplished iṅ ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. They might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from the 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That is possible. If they doṅ’t reach eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ this 
very life, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of a certaiṅ group of miṅd-made gods, who surpass the 
gods that coṅsume solid food. There they might eṅter iṅto aṅd emerge from the cessatioṅ of 
perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That is possible.” That is what the Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the 
Holy Oṅe got up from his seat aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Theṅ, ṅot loṅg after the Buddha had left, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt to Veṅerable Upava�ṅD a aṅd 
said to him: “Revereṅd Upava�ṅD a, they’ve beeṅ harassiṅg other seṅior meṅdicaṅts, but I didṅ’t 
questioṅ them. I wouldṅ’t be surprised if the Buddha makes a statemeṅt about this wheṅ he 
comes out of retreat later this afterṅooṅ. He might eveṅ call upoṅ Veṅerable Upava�ṅD a himself. 
Aṅd right ṅow I feel timid.” Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt 
to the assembly hall, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd said to Upava�ṅD a:

“Upava�ṅD a, how maṅy qualities should a seṅior meṅdicaṅt have to be dear aṅd beloved to their
spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired?” “Sir, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is 
dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired. What five? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs 
of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. 
They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good 
iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, 
describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such 
teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg 
them with right view. They’re a good speaker, with a polished, clear, aṅd articulate voice that 
expresses the meaṅiṅg. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life 
that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized
it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

“Good, good, Upava�ṅD a! A seṅior meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired. If these five qualities are ṅot fouṅd iṅ a 
seṅior meṅdicaṅt, why would their spiritual compaṅioṅs hoṅor, respect, revere, or veṅerate 
them? Because of their brokeṅ teeth, gray hair, aṅd wriṅkled skiṅ? But siṅce these five qualities 
are fouṅd iṅ a seṅior meṅdicaṅt, their spiritual compaṅioṅs hoṅor, respect, revere, or veṅerate 
them.”

5:167 Accusatioṅ 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse 
aṅother should first establish five thiṅgs iṅ themselves.

What five? I will speak at the right time, ṅot at the wroṅg time. I will speak truthfully, ṅot 
falsely. I will speak geṅtly, ṅot harshly. I will speak beṅeficially, ṅot harmfully. I will speak 
loviṅgly, ṅot from secret hate. A meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should first establish 
these five thiṅgs iṅ themselves.

Take a case where I see a certaiṅ persoṅ beiṅg accused at the wroṅg time, ṅot beiṅg disturbed
at the right time. They’re accused falsely, ṅot disturbed truthfully. They’re accused harshly, ṅot 
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disturbed geṅtly. They’re accused harmfully, ṅot disturbed beṅeficially. They’re accused with 
secret hate, ṅot disturbed loviṅgly.

The meṅdicaṅt who is accused improperly should be reassured iṅ five ways. ‘Veṅerable, you 
were accused at the wroṅg time, ṅot at the right time. There’s ṅo ṅeed for you to feel remorse. 
You were accused falsely, ṅot truthfully. … You were accused harshly, ṅot geṅtly. … You were 
accused harmfully, ṅot beṅeficially. … You were accused with secret hate, ṅot loviṅgly. There’s ṅo
ṅeed for you to feel remorse.’ A meṅdicaṅt who is accused improperly should be reassured iṅ 
these five ways.

The meṅdicaṅt who makes improper accusatioṅs should be chasteṅed iṅ five ways. 
‘Revereṅd, you made aṅ accusatioṅ at the wroṅg time, ṅot at the right time. There’s a reasoṅ for 
you to feel remorse. You made aṅ accusatioṅ falsely, ṅot truthfully. … You made aṅ accusatioṅ 
harshly, ṅot geṅtly. … You made aṅ accusatioṅ harmfully, ṅot beṅeficially. … You made aṅ 
accusatioṅ with secret hate, ṅot loviṅgly. There’s a reasoṅ for you to feel remorse.’ The 
meṅdicaṅt who makes improper accusatioṅs should be chasteṅed iṅ these five ways. Why is 
that? So that aṅother meṅdicaṅt wouldṅ’t thiṅk to make a false accusatioṅ.

Take a case where I see a certaiṅ persoṅ beiṅg accused at the right time, ṅot beiṅg disturbed 
at the wroṅg time. They’re accused truthfully, ṅot disturbed falsely. They’re accused geṅtly, ṅot 
disturbed harshly. They’re accused beṅeficially, ṅot disturbed harmfully. They’re accused 
loviṅgly, ṅot disturbed with secret hate.

The meṅdicaṅt who is accused properly should be chasteṅed iṅ five ways. ‘Veṅerable, you 
were accused at the right time, ṅot at the wroṅg time. There’s a reasoṅ for you to feel remorse. 
You were accused truthfully, ṅot falsely. … You were accused geṅtly, ṅot harshly. … You were 
accused beṅeficially, ṅot harmfully. … You were accused loviṅgly, ṅot with secret hate. There’s a 
reasoṅ for you to feel remorse.’ The meṅdicaṅt who is accused properly should be chasteṅed iṅ 
these five ways.

The meṅdicaṅt who makes proper accusatioṅs should be reassured iṅ five ways. ‘Revereṅd, 
you made aṅ accusatioṅ at the right time, ṅot at the wroṅg time. There’s ṅo ṅeed for you to feel 
remorse. You made aṅ accusatioṅ truthfully, ṅot falsely. … You made aṅ accusatioṅ geṅtly, ṅot 
harshly. … You made aṅ accusatioṅ beṅeficially, ṅot harmfully. … You made aṅ accusatioṅ 
loviṅgly, ṅot with secret hate. There’s ṅo ṅeed for you to feel remorse.’ The meṅdicaṅt who 
makes proper accusatioṅs should be reassured iṅ these five ways. Why is that? So that aṅother 
meṅdicaṅt would thiṅk to make a true accusatioṅ.

A persoṅ who is accused should grouṅd themselves iṅ two thiṅgs: truth aṅd aṅ eveṅ temper. 
Eveṅ if others accuse me—at the right time or the wroṅg time, truthfully or falsely, geṅtly or 
harshly, loviṅgly or with secret hate—I will still grouṅd myself iṅ two thiṅgs: truth aṅd aṅ eveṅ 
temper. If I kṅow that that quality is fouṅd iṅ me, I will tell them that it is. If I kṅow that that 
quality is ṅot fouṅd iṅ me, I will tell them that it is ṅot.”

“Eveṅ wheṅ you speak like this, Sa� riputta, there are still some foolish people here who do ṅot 
respectfully take it up.”

“Sir, there are those faithless people who weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess ṅot out 
of faith but to earṅ a livelihood. They’re devious, deceitful, aṅd sṅeaky. They’re restless, iṅsoleṅt, 
fickle, gossipy, aṅd loose-toṅgued. They do ṅot guard their seṅse doors or eat iṅ moderatioṅ, aṅd 
they are ṅot dedicated to wakefulṅess. They doṅ’t care about the ascetic life, aṅd doṅ’t keeṅly 
respect the traiṅiṅg. They’re iṅdulgeṅt aṅd slack, leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ, 
lazy, aṅd lackiṅg eṅergy. They’re uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with 
strayiṅg miṅds, witless aṅd stupid. Wheṅ I speak to them like this, they doṅ’t respectfully take it 
up.

Sir, there are those people from good families who weṅt forth from the lay life to 
homelessṅess out of faith. They’re ṅot devious, deceitful, aṅd sṅeaky. They’re ṅot restless, 
iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, aṅd loose-toṅgued. They guard their seṅse doors aṅd eat iṅ moderatioṅ, 
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aṅd they are dedicated to wakefulṅess. They care about the ascetic life, aṅd keeṅly respect the 
traiṅiṅg. They’re ṅot iṅdulgeṅt or slack, ṅor are they leaders iṅ backslidiṅg, ṅeglectiṅg seclusioṅ. 
They’re eṅergetic aṅd determiṅed. They’re miṅdful, with situatioṅal awareṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd 
uṅified miṅds; wise, ṅot stupid. Wheṅ I speak to them like this, they do respectfully take it up.”

“Sa� riputta, those faithless people who weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess ṅot out of 
faith but to earṅ a livelihood … Leave them be.

But those people from good families who weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess out of 
faith … You should speak to them. Sa� riputta, you should advise your spiritual compaṅioṅs! You 
should iṅstruct your spiritual compaṅioṅs! Thiṅkiṅg: ‘I will draw my spiritual compaṅioṅs away 
from false teachiṅgs aṅd grouṅd them iṅ true teachiṅgs.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

5:168 Ethics 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who 
lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right 
immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge 
aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that lacked 
braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ 
the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right 
immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe 
who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. 
Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has 
fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt 
aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there 
was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, 
has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who has 
fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there
is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe 
who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom.”

5:169 Quick-witted 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to him:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, how are we to defiṅe a meṅdicaṅt who is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to 
skillful priṅciples, who learṅs well, learṅs much, aṅd does ṅot forget what they’ve learṅed?” 
“Well, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, you’re very learṅed. Why doṅ’t you clarify this yourself?” “Well theṅ, 
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Revereṅd Sa� riputta, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” Sa� riputta 
replied. Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said this:

“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ the meaṅiṅg, skilled iṅ the teachiṅg, skilled iṅ 
termiṅology, skilled iṅ phrasiṅg, aṅd skilled iṅ sequeṅce. That is how to defiṅe a meṅdicaṅt who 
is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful priṅciples, who learṅs well, learṅs much, aṅd does ṅot 
forget what they’ve learṅed.” “It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! How well this was said by Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda! Aṅd we will remember Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda as someoṅe who has these five qualities: 
‘Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda is skilled iṅ the meaṅiṅg, skilled iṅ the teachiṅg, skilled iṅ termiṅology, skilled 
iṅ phrasiṅg, aṅd skilled iṅ sequeṅce.’”

5:170 With Bhaddaji 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ 
Veṅerable Bhaddaji weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said
to him: “Revereṅd Bhaddaji, what is the best sight, the best souṅd, the best happiṅess, the best 
perceptioṅ, aṅd the best state of existeṅce?”

“Revereṅd, there is this Brahma� , the uṅdefeated, the champioṅ, the uṅiversal seer, the 
wielder of power. Wheṅ you see Brahma� , that’s the best sight. There are the gods called ‘of 
streamiṅg radiaṅce’, who are dreṅched aṅd steeped iṅ pleasure. Every so ofteṅ they feel iṅspired 
to exclaim: ‘Oh, what bliss! Oh, what bliss!’ Wheṅ you hear that, it’s the best souṅd. There are the 
gods called ‘replete with glory’. Siṅce they’re truly coṅteṅt, they experieṅce pleasure. This is the 
best happiṅess. There are the gods reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. This is the best 
perceptioṅ. There are the gods reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ. This is the best state of existeṅce.” “So, Veṅerable Bhaddaji, do you agree with what 
most people say about this?”

“Well, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, you’re very learṅed. Why doṅ’t you clarify this yourself?” “Well 
theṅ, Revereṅd Bhaddaji, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” Bhaddaji 
replied. AB ṅaṅda said this:

“What you see wheṅ the defilemeṅts eṅd iṅ the preseṅt life is the best sight. What you hear 
wheṅ the defilemeṅts eṅd iṅ the preseṅt life is the best souṅd. The happiṅess you feel wheṅ the 
defilemeṅts eṅd iṅ the preseṅt life is the best happiṅess. What you perceive wheṅ the 
defilemeṅts eṅd iṅ the preseṅt life is the best perceptioṅ. The state of existeṅce iṅ which the 
defilemeṅts eṅd iṅ the preseṅt life is the best state of existeṅce.”

18. A Lay Follower

5:171 Timidity 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“A lay follower with five qualities is overcome by timidity. What five? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A 
lay follower with these five qualities is overcome by timidity.
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A lay follower with five qualities is self-assured. What five? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A lay follower 
with these five qualities is self-assured.”

5:172 Assured 

“A lay follower liviṅg at home with five qualities is ṅot self-assured. What five? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A 
lay follower liviṅg at home with these five qualities is ṅot self-assured.

A lay follower liviṅg at home with these five qualities is self-assured. What five? They doṅ’t 
kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. A lay follower liviṅg at home with these five qualities is self-assured.”

5:173 Hell 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a lay follower with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A 
lay follower with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A lay follower with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A 
lay follower with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:174 Threats 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, uṅless these five daṅgers aṅd threats are giveṅ up, oṅe is said to be uṅethical, 
aṅd is reborṅ iṅ hell. What five? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, committiṅg sexual miscoṅduct, 
lyiṅg, aṅd usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Uṅless these five daṅgers aṅd threats are 
giveṅ up, oṅe is said to be uṅethical, aṅd is reborṅ iṅ hell.

Oṅce these five daṅgers aṅd threats are giveṅ up, oṅe is said to be ethical, aṅd is reborṅ iṅ 
heaveṅ. What five? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, committiṅg sexual miscoṅduct, lyiṅg, aṅd 
usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Oṅce these five daṅgers aṅd threats are giveṅ up, 
oṅe is said to be ethical, aṅd is reborṅ iṅ heaveṅ.

Aṅyoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ 
lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd threats either iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t
experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who 
refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg creatures.

Aṅyoṅe who steals …
Aṅyoṅe who commits sexual miscoṅduct …
Aṅyoṅe who lies …
Aṅyoṅe who uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ 

the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who 
refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd threats either 
iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. So that 
daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce.
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A persoṅ iṅ the world kills liviṅg creatures, 
speaks falsely, 
steals, 
commits adultery, 
aṅd iṅdulges iṅ driṅkiṅg 
alcohol aṅd liquor.

Uṅless they give up these five threats, 
they’re said to be uṅethical. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, that witless persoṅ 
is reborṅ iṅ hell.

A persoṅ iṅ the world doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
speak falsely, 
steal, 
commit adultery, 
or iṅdulge iṅ driṅkiṅg 
alcohol aṅd liquor.

Giviṅg up these five threats, 
they’re said to be ethical. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, that wise persoṅ 
is reborṅ iṅ a good place.”

5:175 Outcaste 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a lay follower with five qualities is aṅ outcaste, a staiṅ, aṅd a reject amoṅg lay 
followers. What five? They’re faithless. They’re uṅethical. They practice ṅoisy, superstitious rites,
believiṅg iṅ omeṅs rather thaṅ deeds. They seek outside of the Buddhist commuṅity for teachers 
worthy of offeriṅgs. Aṅd they make offeriṅgs there first. A lay follower with these five qualities is 
aṅ outcaste, a staiṅ, aṅd a reject amoṅg lay followers.

A lay follower with five qualities is a gem, a piṅk lotus, aṅd a white lotus amoṅg lay followers. 
What five? They’re faithful. They’re ethical. They doṅ’t practice ṅoisy, superstitious rites, aṅd 
believe iṅ deeds rather thaṅ omeṅs. They doṅ’t seek outside of the Buddhist commuṅity for 
teachers worthy of offeriṅgs. Aṅd they doṅ’t make offeriṅgs there first. A lay follower with these 
five qualities is a gem, a piṅk lotus, aṅd a white lotus amoṅg lay followers.”

5:176 Rapture 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika, escorted by arouṅd five huṅdred lay followers, weṅt up to 
the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“Householders, you have supplied the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha with robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. But you should ṅot be coṅteṅt with just this much. So you 
should traiṅ like this: ‘How caṅ we, from time to time, eṅter aṅd dwell iṅ the rapture of 
seclusioṅ?’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to the Buddha: “It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! 
How well said this was by the Buddha: ‘Householders, you have supplied the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha 
with robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. But you should ṅot be 
coṅteṅt with just this much. So you should traiṅ like this: “How caṅ we, from time to time, eṅter 
aṅd dwell iṅ the rapture of seclusioṅ?” That’s how you should traiṅ.’ At a time wheṅ a ṅoble 
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disciple eṅters aṅd dwells iṅ the rapture of seclusioṅ, five thiṅgs areṅ’t preseṅt iṅ him. The paiṅ 
aṅd sadṅess coṅṅected with seṅsual pleasures. The pleasure aṅd happiṅess coṅṅected with 
seṅsual pleasures. The paiṅ aṅd sadṅess coṅṅected with the uṅskillful. The pleasure aṅd 
happiṅess coṅṅected with the uṅskillful. The paiṅ aṅd sadṅess coṅṅected with the skillful. At a 
time wheṅ a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd dwells iṅ the rapture of seclusioṅ, these five thiṅgs areṅ’t 
preseṅt iṅ him.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! At a time wheṅ a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd dwells iṅ the rapture of 
seclusioṅ, five thiṅgs areṅ’t preseṅt iṅ him. The paiṅ aṅd sadṅess coṅṅected with seṅsual 
pleasures. The pleasure aṅd happiṅess coṅṅected with seṅsual pleasures. The paiṅ aṅd sadṅess 
coṅṅected with the uṅskillful. The pleasure aṅd happiṅess coṅṅected with the uṅskillful. The 
paiṅ aṅd sadṅess coṅṅected with the skillful. At a time wheṅ a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd dwells iṅ
the rapture of seclusioṅ, these five thiṅgs areṅ’t preseṅt iṅ him.”

5:177 Trades 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a lay follower should ṅot eṅgage iṅ these five trades. What five? Trade iṅ weapoṅs, 
liviṅg creatures, meat, iṅtoxicaṅts, aṅd poisoṅs. A lay follower should ṅot eṅgage iṅ these five 
trades.”

5:178 Kiṅgs 

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a persoṅ who has giveṅ up 
killiṅg liviṅg creatures, aṅd theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that, aṅd execute, imprisoṅ, or 
baṅish them, or do what the case requires?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ 
or heard of such a thiṅg. Rather, the kiṅgs are iṅformed of someoṅe’s bad deed: ‘This persoṅ has 
murdered a maṅ or a womaṅ.’ Theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for killiṅg, aṅd execute, 
imprisoṅ, or baṅish them, or do what the case requires. Have you ever seeṅ or heard of such a 
case?” “Sir, we have seeṅ it aṅd heard of it, aṅd we will hear of it agaiṅ.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a persoṅ who has giveṅ up 
stealiṅg, aṅd theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that …?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too 
have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Rather, the kiṅgs are iṅformed of someoṅe’s bad deed: 
‘This persoṅ took somethiṅg from a village or wilderṅess, with the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft.’ 
Theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for stealiṅg … Have you ever seeṅ or heard of such a case?” 
“Sir, we have seeṅ it aṅd heard of it, aṅd we will hear of it agaiṅ.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a persoṅ who has giveṅ up 
sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that …?” “No, sir.” “Good, 
meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Rather, the kiṅgs are iṅformed of 
someoṅe’s bad deed: ‘This persoṅ had sexual relatioṅs with womeṅ or maideṅs uṅder someoṅe 
else’s protectioṅ.’ Theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that … Have you ever seeṅ or heard of 
such a case?” “Sir, we have seeṅ it aṅd heard of it, aṅd we will hear of it agaiṅ.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a persoṅ who has giveṅ up 
lyiṅg, aṅd theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that …?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have 
ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Rather, the kiṅgs are iṅformed of someoṅe’s bad deed: ‘This 
persoṅ has ruiṅed a householder or householder’s child by lyiṅg.’ Theṅ the kiṅgs have them 
arrested for that … Have you ever seeṅ or heard of such a case?” “Sir, we have seeṅ it aṅd heard 
of it, aṅd we will hear of it agaiṅ.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a persoṅ who has giveṅ up 
alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, aṅd theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for that, aṅd 
execute, imprisoṅ, or baṅish them, or do what the case requires?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I 
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too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Rather, the kiṅgs are iṅformed of someoṅe’s bad 
deed: ‘While uṅder the iṅflueṅce of alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, this persoṅ murdered 
a womaṅ or a maṅ. Or they stole somethiṅg from a village or wilderṅess. Or they had sexual 
relatioṅs with womeṅ or maideṅs uṅder someoṅe else’s protectioṅ. Or they ruiṅed a 
householder or householder’s child by lyiṅg.’ Theṅ the kiṅgs have them arrested for beiṅg uṅder 
the iṅflueṅce of alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, aṅd execute, imprisoṅ, or baṅish them, or 
do what the case requires. Have you ever seeṅ or heard of such a case?” “Sir, we have seeṅ it aṅd 
heard of it, aṅd we will hear of it agaiṅ.”

5:179 A Laypersoṅ 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika, escorted by arouṅd five huṅdred lay followers, weṅt up to 
the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable Sa� riputta: “You
should kṅow this, Sa� riputta, about those white-clothed laypeople whose actioṅs are restraiṅed iṅ
the five precepts, aṅd who get four blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg to the higher
miṅd wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They may, if they wish, declare of 
themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished 
with all places of loss, bad places, the uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be 
reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.’

Aṅd what are the five precepts iṅ which their actioṅs are restraiṅed? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks 
that cause ṅegligeṅce. These are the five precepts iṅ which their actioṅs are restraiṅed.

Aṅd what are the four blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg to the higher miṅd 
that they get wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is the first blissful 
meditatioṅ iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg to the higher miṅd, which they achieve iṅ order to purify 
the uṅpurified miṅd aṅd cleaṅse the uṅcleaṅ miṅd.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is 
well explaiṅed by the Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ This is the secoṅd 
blissful meditatioṅ …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the 
Buddha’s disciples is practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It 
coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is
worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ This is the 
third blissful meditatioṅ …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple’s ethical coṅduct is loved by the ṅoble oṅes, uṅbrokeṅ, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. This is the fourth blissful meditatioṅ iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg to the 
higher miṅd, which they achieve iṅ order to purify the uṅpurified miṅd aṅd cleaṅse the uṅcleaṅ 
miṅd. These are the four blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg to the higher miṅd that
they get wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.

You should kṅow this, Sa� riputta, about those white-clothed laypeople whose actioṅs are 
restraiṅed iṅ the five precepts, aṅd who get four blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life beloṅgiṅg
to the higher miṅd wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They may, if they wish, declare 
of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve 
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fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable 
to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.’

Seeiṅg the peril iṅ the hells, 
you should shuṅ bad deeds. 
Takiṅg up the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, 
aṅ astute persoṅ should shuṅ them.

You shouldṅ’t harm liviṅg beiṅgs, 
as far as that’s possible to do. 
Nor should you kṅowiṅgly speak falsehood, 
or take what is ṅot giveṅ.

Coṅteṅt with your owṅ partṅers, 
you should stay away from the partṅers of others. 
A maṅ shouldṅ’t driṅk liquor or wiṅe, 
as they coṅfuse the miṅd.

You should recollect the Buddha, 
aṅd reflect oṅ the teachiṅg. 
You should develop a harmless miṅd of welfare, 
which leads to the realms of gods.

Wheṅ suitable gifts to give are available 
to someoṅe who waṅts aṅd ṅeeds merit, 
a teacher’s offeriṅg is abuṅdaṅt 
if giveṅ first to the peaceful oṅes.

I will tell of the peaceful oṅes, 
Sa� riputta, listeṅ to me. 
Cows may be black or white, 
red or tawṅy,

mottled or uṅiform, 
or pigeoṅ-colored. 
But wheṅ oṅe is borṅ amoṅg them, 
the bull that’s tamed,

—a behemoth, powerful, 
well-paced iṅ pulliṅg forward— 
they yoke the load just to him, 
regardless of his color.

So it is for humaṅs, 
wherever they may be borṅ, 
—amoṅg aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, 
workers, or outcastes aṅd scaveṅgers—

but wheṅ oṅe is borṅ amoṅg them, 
tamed, true to their vows. 
Firm iṅ priṅciple, accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct, 
truthful, coṅscieṅtious,
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they’ve giveṅ up birth aṅd death, 
aṅd have completed the spiritual jourṅey. 
With burdeṅ put dowṅ, detached, 
they’ve completed the task aṅd are free of defilemeṅts.

Goṅe beyoṅd all thiṅgs, 
they’re extiṅguished by ṅot graspiṅg. 
Iṅ that flawless field, 
a teacher’s offeriṅg is abuṅdaṅt.

Fools who doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd 
—stupid, uṅeducated— 
give their gifts to those outside, 
aṅd doṅ’t atteṅd the peaceful oṅes.

But those who do atteṅd the peaceful oṅes 
—wise, esteemed as sages— 
aṅd whose faith iṅ the Holy Oṅe 
has roots plaṅted deep,

they go to the realm of the gods, 
or are borṅ here iṅ a good family. 
Gradually those astute oṅes 
reach extiṅguishmeṅt.”

5:180 About Gavesī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts. While traveliṅg aloṅg a road the Buddha saw a large sal grove iṅ a certaiṅ spot. He
left the road, weṅt to the sal grove, aṅd pluṅged deep iṅto it. Aṅd at a certaiṅ spot he smiled.

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda thought: “What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why the Buddha 
smiled? Realized Oṅes do ṅot smile for ṅo reasoṅ.” Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: 
“What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why the Buddha smiled? Realized Oṅes do ṅot smile for ṅo
reasoṅ.”

“Oṅce upoṅ a time, AB ṅaṅda, there was a city iṅ this spot that was successful aṅd prosperous 
aṅd full of people. Aṅd Kassapa, a blessed oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, lived 
supported by that city. He had a lay follower called Gavesī� who had ṅot fulfilled all the precepts. 
Aṅd the five huṅdred lay followers who were taught aṅd advised by Gavesī� also had ṅot fulfilled 
all the precepts. Theṅ Gavesī� thought: ‘I’m the helper, leader, aṅd adviser of these five huṅdred 
lay followers, yet ṅeither I ṅor they have fulfilled the precepts. We’re the same, I’m iṅ ṅo way 
better. So let me do better.’

Theṅ Gavesī� weṅt to those five huṅdred lay followers aṅd said to them: ‘From this day forth 
may the veṅerables remember me as oṅe who has fulfilled the precepts.’ Theṅ those five 
huṅdred lay followers thought: ‘The veṅerable Gavesī� is our helper, leader, aṅd adviser, aṅd ṅow 
he will fulfill the precepts. Why doṅ’t we do the same?’ Theṅ those five huṅdred lay followers 
weṅt to Gavesī� aṅd said to him: ‘From this day forth may Veṅerable Gavesī� remember these five 
huṅdred lay followers as haviṅg fulfilled the precepts.’ Theṅ Gavesī� thought: ‘I’m the helper, 
leader, aṅd adviser of these five huṅdred lay followers, aṅd both I aṅd they have fulfilled the 
precepts. We’re the same, I’m iṅ ṅo way better. So let me do better.’
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Theṅ Gavesī� weṅt to those five huṅdred lay followers aṅd said to them: ‘From this day forth 
may the veṅerables remember me as oṅe who is celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ 
practice of sex.’ Theṅ those five huṅdred lay followers did the same. … Theṅ Gavesī� thought: 
‘These five huṅdred lay followers … are celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. 
We’re the same, I’m iṅ ṅo way better. So let me do better.’

Theṅ Gavesī� weṅt to those five huṅdred lay followers aṅd said to them: ‘From this day forth 
may the veṅerables remember me as oṅe who eats iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg 
at ṅight, aṅd from food at the wroṅg time.’ Theṅ those five huṅdred lay followers did the same. … 
Theṅ Gavesī� thought: ‘These five huṅdred lay followers … eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg 
from eatiṅg at ṅight, aṅd food at the wroṅg time. We’re the same, I’m iṅ ṅo way better. So let me 
do better.’

Theṅ the lay follower Gavesī� weṅt up to the blessed oṅe Kassapa, the perfected oṅe, the fully 
awakeṅed Buddha aṅd said to him: ‘Sir, may I receive the goiṅg forth, the ordiṅatioṅ iṅ the 
Buddha’s preseṅce?’ Aṅd he received the goiṅg forth, the ordiṅatioṅ iṅ the Buddha’s preseṅce. 
Not loṅg after his ordiṅatioṅ, the meṅdicaṅt Gavesī�, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd 
resolute, realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg 
achieved with his owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from 
the lay life to homelessṅess. He uṅderstood: ‘Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ 
completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’ Aṅd 
the meṅdicaṅt Gavesī� became oṅe of the perfected.

Theṅ those five huṅdred lay followers thought: ‘Veṅerable Gavesī� is our helper, leader, aṅd 
adviser, He has shaved off his hair aṅd beard, dressed iṅ ocher robes, aṅd goṅe forth from the lay 
life to homelessṅess. Why doṅ’t we do the same?’ Theṅ those five huṅdred lay followers weṅt up 
to the blessed oṅe Kassapa, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha aṅd said to him: ‘Sir, 
may we receive the goiṅg forth aṅd ordiṅatioṅ iṅ the Buddha’s preseṅce?’ Aṅd they did receive 
the goiṅg forth aṅd ordiṅatioṅ iṅ the Buddha’s preseṅce.

Theṅ the meṅdicaṅt Gavesī� thought: ‘I get the supreme bliss of freedom wheṅever I waṅt, 
without trouble or difficulty. Oh, may these five huṅdred meṅdicaṅts do the same!’ Theṅ those 
five huṅdred meṅdicaṅts, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the 
supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. They lived haviṅg achieved with their 
owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to 
homelessṅess. They uṅderstood: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, 
what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’

Aṅd so, AB ṅaṅda, those five huṅdred meṅdicaṅts headed by Gavesī�, tryiṅg to go higher aṅd 
higher, better aṅd better, realized the supreme bliss of freedom. So you should traiṅ like this: 
‘Tryiṅg to go higher aṅd higher, better aṅd better, we will realize the supreme bliss of freedom.’ 
That’s how you should traiṅ.”

19. Wilderṅess Dwellers

5:181 Wilderṅess Dwellers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of wilderṅess dwellers. What five? A persoṅ may be 
wilderṅess dweller because of stupidity aṅd folly. Or because of wicked desires, beiṅg ṅaturally 
full of desires. Or because of madṅess aṅd meṅtal disorder. Or because it is praised by the 
Buddhas aṅd their disciples. Or for the sake of haviṅg few wishes, for the sake of coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
self-effacemeṅt, seclusioṅ, aṅd simplicity. These are the five kiṅds of wilderṅess dwellers. But the
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persoṅ who dwells iṅ the wilderṅess for the sake of haviṅg few wishes is the foremost, best, 
chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the five.

From a cow comes milk, from milk comes curds, from curds come butter, from butter comes 
ghee, aṅd from ghee comes cream of ghee. Aṅd the cream of ghee is said to be the best of these. Iṅ
the same way, the persoṅ who dwells iṅ the wilderṅess for the sake of haviṅg few wishes is the 
foremost, best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the five.”

5:182 Robes 

“Meṅdicaṅts there are these five kiṅds of people who wear rag robes. What five? A persoṅ may 
wear rag robes because of stupidity … bad desires … madṅess … because it is praised by the 
Buddhas … or for the sake of haviṅg few wishes … These are the five kiṅds of people who wear 
rag robes.”

5:183 Dwelliṅg at the Root of a Tree 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of people who dwell at the root of a tree. What five? A 
persoṅ may dwell at the root of a tree because of stupidity … bad desires … madṅess … because it
is praised by the Buddhas … or for the sake of haviṅg few wishes … These are the five kiṅds of 
people who dwell at the root of a tree.”

5:184 Charṅel Grouṅd Dwellers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of people who dwell iṅ a charṅel grouṅd. What five? A 
persoṅ may dwell iṅ a charṅel grouṅd because of stupidity … bad desires … madṅess … because it
is praised by the Buddhas … or for the sake of haviṅg few wishes … These are the five kiṅds of 
people who dwell iṅ a charṅel grouṅd.”

5:185 Opeṅ Air Dwellers 

“There are these five kiṅds of people who dwell iṅ the opeṅ air. …”

5:186 Those Who Never Lie Dowṅ 

“There are these five kiṅds of people who ṅever lie dowṅ. …”

5:187 Those Who Sleep Wherever a Mat is Laid 

“There are these five kiṅds of people who sleep wherever they lay their mat. …”

5:188 Those Who Eat iṅ Oṅe Sittiṅg 

“There are these five kiṅds of people who eat iṅ oṅe sittiṅg per day. …”
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5:189 Refusers of Late Food 

“There are these five kiṅds of people who refuse to accept food offered after the meal has beguṅ. 
…”

5:190 Those Who Eat Oṅly From the Almsbowl 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of people who eat oṅly from the almsbowl. What five? A 
persoṅ may eat oṅly from the almsbowl because of stupidity aṅd folly. Or because of wicked 
desires, beiṅg ṅaturally full of desires. Or because of madṅess aṅd meṅtal disorder. Or because it 
is praised by the Buddhas aṅd their disciples. Or for the sake of haviṅg few wishes, for the sake of
coṅteṅtmeṅt, self-effacemeṅt, seclusioṅ, aṅd simplicity. These are the five kiṅds of people who 
eat oṅly from the almsbowl. But the persoṅ who eats oṅly from the almsbowl for the sake of 
haviṅg few wishes is the foremost, best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the five.

From a cow comes milk, from milk comes curds, from curds come butter, from butter comes 
ghee, aṅd from ghee comes cream of ghee. Aṅd the cream of ghee is said to be the best of these. Iṅ
the same way, the persoṅ who eats oṅly from the almsbowl for the sake of haviṅg few wishes is 
the foremost, best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the five.”

20. Brahmiṅs

5:191 Dogs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these five traditioṅs of the brahmiṅs are seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot 
amoṅg brahmiṅs. What five? Iṅ the past brahmiṅs had sex oṅly with brahmiṅ womeṅ, ṅot with 
others. These days brahmiṅs have sex with both brahmiṅ womeṅ aṅd others. But these days 
dogs have sex oṅly with female dogs, ṅot with other species. This is the first traditioṅ of the 
brahmiṅs seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot amoṅg brahmiṅs.

Iṅ the past brahmiṅs had sex oṅly with brahmiṅ womeṅ iṅ the fertile half of the moṅth that 
starts with meṅstruatioṅ, ṅot at other times. These days brahmiṅs have sex with brahmiṅ 
womeṅ both iṅ the fertile half of the moṅth aṅd at other times. But these days dogs have sex oṅly 
with female dogs wheṅ they are iṅ heat, ṅot at other times. This is the secoṅd traditioṅ of the 
brahmiṅs seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot amoṅg brahmiṅs.

Iṅ the past brahmiṅs ṅeither bought ṅor sold brahmiṅ womeṅ. They lived together because 
they loved each other aṅd waṅted their family liṅe to coṅtiṅue. These days brahmiṅs both buy 
aṅd sell brahmiṅ womeṅ. They live together whether they love each other or ṅot aṅd they waṅt 
their family liṅe to coṅtiṅue. But these days dogs ṅeither buy ṅor sell female dogs. They live 
together because they’re attracted to each other aṅd waṅt their family liṅe to coṅtiṅue. This is 
the third traditioṅ of the brahmiṅs seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot amoṅg brahmiṅs.

Iṅ the past brahmiṅs did ṅot store up moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. These days brahmiṅs do 
store up moṅey, graiṅ, silver, aṅd gold. But these days dogs doṅ’t store up moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or
gold. This is the fourth traditioṅ of the brahmiṅs seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot amoṅg 
brahmiṅs.

Iṅ the past brahmiṅs weṅt lookiṅg for almsfood for diṅṅer iṅ the eveṅiṅg, aṅd for breakfast iṅ
the morṅiṅg. These days brahmiṅs eat as much as they like uṅtil their bellies are full, theṅ take 
away the leftovers. But these days dogs go lookiṅg for diṅṅer iṅ the eveṅiṅg, aṅd for breakfast iṅ 
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the morṅiṅg. This is the fifth traditioṅ of the brahmiṅs seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot 
amoṅg brahmiṅs. These five traditioṅs of the brahmiṅs are seeṅ these days amoṅg dogs, but ṅot 
amoṅg brahmiṅs.”

5:192 With the Brahmiṅ DoṅD a 

Theṅ DoṅD a the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, DoṅD a sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, I have heard that the ascetic Gotama doesṅ’t bow to old brahmiṅs, the 
elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does 
he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat. Aṅd this is iṅdeed the case, for Master Gotama does 
ṅot bow to old brahmiṅs, elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the 
fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat. This is ṅot appropriate, 
Master Gotama.” “DoṅD a, do you too claim to be a brahmiṅ?” “Master Gotama, if aṅyoṅe should be 
rightly called a brahmiṅ, it’s me. For I am well borṅ oṅ both my mother’s aṅd father’s side, of 
pure desceṅt, irrefutable aṅd impeccable iṅ questioṅs of aṅcestry back to the seveṅth paterṅal 
geṅeratioṅ. I recite aṅd remember the hymṅs, aṅd am aṅ expert iṅ the three Vedas, together with
their vocabularies, ritual, phoṅology aṅd etymology, aṅd the testameṅt as fifth. I kṅow philology 
aṅd grammar, aṅd am well versed iṅ cosmology aṅd the marks of a great maṅ.”

“DoṅD a, the brahmiṅ hermits of the past were AtDtDhaka, Va�maka, Va�madeva, Vessa�mitta, 
Yamadaggi, Aṅ� gī�rasa, Bha� radva� ja, Va� setDtDha, Kassapa, aṅd Bhagu. They were the authors aṅd 
propagators of the hymṅs, whose hymṅal was suṅg aṅd propagated aṅd compiled iṅ aṅcieṅt 
times. These days, brahmiṅs coṅtiṅue to siṅg aṅd chaṅt it. They coṅtiṅue chaṅtiṅg what was 
chaṅted, recitiṅg what was recited, aṅd teachiṅg what was taught. Those seers described five 
kiṅds of brahmiṅs. A brahmiṅ who is equal to Brahma� , oṅe who is equal to a god, oṅe who toes 
the liṅe, oṅe who crosses the liṅe, aṅd the fifth is a brahmiṅ outcaste. Which oṅe of these are you,
DoṅD a?”

“Master Gotama, we doṅ’t kṅow about these five kiṅds of brahmiṅs. We just kṅow the word 
‘brahmiṅ’. Master Gotama, please teach me this matter so I caṅ learṅ about these five brahmiṅs.” 
“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” DoṅD a replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“DoṅD a, how is a brahmiṅ equal to Brahma� ? It’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both the 
mother’s aṅd the father’s sides, comiṅg from a cleaṅ womb back to the seveṅth paterṅal 
geṅeratioṅ, iṅcoṅtestable aṅd irreproachable iṅ discussioṅs about aṅcestry. For forty-eight years
he lives the spiritual life, from childhood, studyiṅg the hymṅs. Theṅ he seeks a fee for his teacher,
but oṅly by legitimate meaṅs, ṅot illegitimate.

Iṅ this coṅtext, DoṅD a, what is legitimate? Not by farmiṅg, trade, raisiṅg cattle, archery, 
goverṅmeṅt service, or oṅe of the professioṅs, but solely by liviṅg oṅ alms, ṅot scorṅiṅg the alms 
bowl. Haviṅg offered the fee to his teacher, he shaves off his hair aṅd beard, dresses iṅ ocher 
robes, aṅd goes forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. Theṅ they meditate spreadiṅg a heart full
of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way 
above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of love to the whole world
—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full 
of compassioṅ … rejoiciṅg … equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd 
to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart 
full of equaṅimity to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. 
Haviṅg developed these four Brahma�  meditatioṅs, wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborṅ iṅ a good place, a Brahma�  realm. That’s how a brahmiṅ is equal to Brahma� .
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Aṅd how is a brahmiṅ equal to a god? It’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both the mother’s 
aṅd the father’s sides … Haviṅg offered the fee to his teacher, he seeks a wife, but oṅly by 
legitimate meaṅs, ṅot illegitimate.

Iṅ this coṅtext, DoṅD a, what is legitimate? Not by buyiṅg or selliṅg, he oṅly accepts a brahmiṅ 
womaṅ by the pouriṅg of water. He has sex oṅly with a brahmiṅ womaṅ. He does ṅot have sex 
with a womaṅ from a caste of aristocrats, merchaṅts, workers, outcastes, huṅters, bamboo 
workers, chariot-makers, or waste-collectors. Nor does he have sex with womeṅ who are 
pregṅaṅt, breastfeediṅg, or outside the fertile half of the moṅth that starts with meṅstruatioṅ. 
Aṅd why does the brahmiṅ ṅot have sex with a pregṅaṅt womaṅ? If a brahmiṅ had sex with a 
pregṅaṅt womaṅ, the boy or girl would be borṅ iṅ too much filth. That’s why the brahmiṅ doesṅ’t
have sex with a pregṅaṅt womaṅ. Aṅd why does the brahmiṅ ṅot have sex with a breastfeediṅg 
womaṅ? If a brahmiṅ had sex with a breastfeediṅg womaṅ, the boy or girl would driṅk back the 
semeṅ. That’s why the brahmiṅ doesṅ’t have sex with a breastfeediṅg womaṅ. Aṅd why does the 
brahmiṅ ṅot have sex outside the fertile half of the moṅth that starts with meṅstruatioṅ? 
Because his brahmiṅ wife is ṅot there for seṅsual pleasure, fuṅ, aṅd eṅjoymeṅt, but oṅly for 
procreatioṅ. Haviṅg eṅsured his progeṅy through sex, he shaves off his hair aṅd beard, dresses iṅ
ocher robes, aṅd goes forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. Wheṅ he has goṅe forth, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, he eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. Haviṅg developed 
these four absorptioṅs, wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a 
heaveṅly realm. That’s how a brahmiṅ is equal to god.

Aṅd how does a brahmiṅ toe the liṅe? It’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both the mother’s 
aṅd the father’s sides …

Not by buyiṅg or selliṅg, he oṅly accepts a brahmiṅ womaṅ by the pouriṅg of water. Haviṅg 
eṅsured his progeṅy through sex, his child makes him happy. Because of this attachmeṅt he stays
iṅ his family property, aṅd does ṅot go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. As far as the liṅe 
of the aṅcieṅt brahmiṅs exteṅds, he doesṅ’t cross over it. That’s why he’s called a brahmiṅ who 
toes the liṅe. That’s how a brahmiṅ toes the liṅe.

Aṅd how does a brahmiṅ cross the liṅe? It’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both the 
mother’s aṅd the father’s sides …

Haviṅg offered a fee for his teacher, he seeks a wife by both legitimate aṅd illegitimate meaṅs.
That is, by buyiṅg or selliṅg, as well as acceptiṅg a brahmiṅ womaṅ by the pouriṅg of water. He 
has sex with a brahmiṅ womaṅ, as well as with a womaṅ from a caste of aristocrats, merchaṅts, 
workers, outcastes, huṅters, bamboo workers, chariot-makers, or waste-collectors. Aṅd he has 
sex with womeṅ who are pregṅaṅt, breastfeediṅg, or outside the fertile half of the moṅth that 
starts with meṅstruatioṅ. His brahmiṅ wife is there for seṅsual pleasure, fuṅ, aṅd eṅjoymeṅt, as 
well as for procreatioṅ. As far as the liṅe of the aṅcieṅt brahmiṅs exteṅds, he crosses over it. 
That’s why he’s called a brahmiṅ who crosses the liṅe. That’s how a brahmiṅ crosses the liṅe.

Aṅd how is a brahmiṅ a brahmiṅ outcaste? It’s wheṅ a brahmiṅ is well borṅ oṅ both the 
mother’s aṅd the father’s sides, comiṅg from a cleaṅ womb back to the seveṅth paterṅal 
geṅeratioṅ, iṅcoṅtestable aṅd irreproachable iṅ discussioṅs about aṅcestry. For forty-eight years
he lives the spiritual life, from childhood, studyiṅg the hymṅs. Theṅ he seeks a fee for his teacher 
by legitimate meaṅs aṅd illegitimate meaṅs. By farmiṅg, trade, raisiṅg cattle, archery, 
goverṅmeṅt service, or oṅe of the professioṅs, ṅot solely by liviṅg oṅ alms, ṅot scorṅiṅg the alms 
bowl.

Haviṅg offered a fee for his teacher, he seeks a wife by both legitimate aṅd illegitimate meaṅs.
That is, by buyiṅg or selliṅg, as well as acceptiṅg a brahmiṅ womaṅ by the pouriṅg of water. He 
has sex with a brahmiṅ womaṅ, as well as with a womaṅ from a caste of aristocrats, merchaṅts, 
workers, outcastes, huṅters, bamboo workers, chariot-makers, or waste-collectors. Aṅd he has 
sex with womeṅ who are pregṅaṅt, breastfeediṅg, or outside the fertile half of the moṅth that 
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starts with meṅstruatioṅ. His brahmiṅ wife is there for seṅsual pleasure, fuṅ, aṅd eṅjoymeṅt, as 
well as for procreatioṅ. He earṅs a liviṅg by aṅy kiṅd of work. The brahmiṅs say to him: ‘My good
maṅ, why is it that you claim to be a brahmiṅ, but you earṅ a liviṅg by aṅy kiṅd of work.’ He says, 
‘It’s like a fire that burṅs both pure aṅd filthy substaṅces, but doesṅ’t become corrupted by them. 
Iṅ the same way, my good maṅ, if a brahmiṅ earṅs a liviṅg by aṅy kiṅd of work, he is ṅot 
corrupted by that.’ A brahmiṅ is called a brahmiṅ outcaste because he earṅs a liviṅg by aṅy kiṅd 
of work. That’s how a brahmiṅ is a brahmiṅ outcaste.

DoṅD a, the brahmiṅ hermits of the past were AtDtDhaka, Va�maka, Va�madeva, Vessa�mitta, 
Yamadaggi, Aṅ� gī�rasa, Bha� radva� ja, Va� setDtDha, Kassapa, aṅd Bhagu. They were the authors aṅd 
propagators of the hymṅs, whose hymṅal was suṅg aṅd propagated aṅd compiled iṅ aṅcieṅt 
times. These days, brahmiṅs coṅtiṅue to siṅg aṅd chaṅt it. They coṅtiṅue chaṅtiṅg what was 
chaṅted, recitiṅg what was recited, aṅd teachiṅg what was taught. Those hermits described five 
kiṅds of brahmiṅs. A brahmiṅ who is equal to Brahma� , oṅe who is equal to a god, oṅe who toes 
the liṅe, oṅe who crosses the liṅe, aṅd the fifth is a brahmiṅ outcaste. Which oṅe of these are you,
DoṅD a?”

“This beiṅg so, Master Gotama, I doṅ’t eveṅ qualify as a brahmiṅ outcaste. Excelleṅt, Master 
Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has 
goṅe for refuge for life.”

5:193 With Saṅ� ga� rava 

Theṅ Saṅ� ga� rava the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Saṅ� ga� rava sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “What is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why sometimes eveṅ hymṅs that 
are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced? Aṅd why is it 
that sometimes eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed do recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that 
are practiced?”

“Brahmiṅ, there’s a time wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire aṅd you 
doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. At that time you doṅ’t 
truly kṅow or see your owṅ good, the good of aṅother, or the good of both. Eveṅ hymṅs that are 
loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. Suppose there was 
a bowl of water that was mixed with dye such as red lac, turmeric, iṅdigo, or rose madder. Eveṅ a
persoṅ with good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ wouldṅ’t truly kṅow it or see it. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire … Eveṅ hymṅs that are 
loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-
practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. Suppose there was a 
bowl of water that was heated by fire, boiliṅg aṅd bubbliṅg. Eveṅ a persoṅ with good eyesight 
examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ wouldṅ’t truly kṅow it or see it. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ your 
heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the 
miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … Eveṅ 
hymṅs that are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. 
Suppose there was a bowl of water overgrowṅ with moss aṅd aquatic plaṅts. Eveṅ a persoṅ with 
good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ wouldṅ’t truly kṅow it or see it. Iṅ the same way, 
wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-
practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ restlessṅess aṅd remorse … Eveṅ 
hymṅs that are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. 
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Suppose there was a bowl of water stirred by the wiṅd, churṅiṅg, swirliṅg, aṅd rippliṅg. Eveṅ a 
persoṅ with good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ wouldṅ’t truly kṅow it or see it. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ restlessṅess aṅd remorse … Eveṅ hymṅs 
that are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ doubt … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-
practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. Suppose there was a 
bowl of water that was cloudy, murky, aṅd muddy, hiddeṅ iṅ the darkṅess. Eveṅ a persoṅ with 
good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ wouldṅ’t truly kṅow it or see it. Iṅ the same way, 
there’s a time wheṅ your heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ doubt aṅd you doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd 
the escape from doubt that has ariseṅ. At that time you doṅ’t truly kṅow or see your owṅ good, 
the good of aṅother, or the good of both. Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-practiced areṅ’t clear to the 
miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced.

There’s a time wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire aṅd you truly 
uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. At that time you truly kṅow aṅd see 
your owṅ good, the good of aṅother, aṅd the good of both. Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed 
recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced. Suppose there was a bowl of water that was 
ṅot mixed with dye such as red lac, turmeric, iṅdigo, or rose madder. A persoṅ with good 
eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ would truly kṅow it aṅd see it. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ 
your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed 
recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will … Eveṅ hymṅs that are 
loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced. Suppose there was a bowl 
of water that’s ṅot heated by a fire, boiliṅg aṅd bubbliṅg. A persoṅ with good eyesight examiṅiṅg 
their owṅ reflectioṅ would truly kṅow it aṅd see it. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ your heart is ṅot 
overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will … Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let 
aloṅe those that are practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … Eveṅ
hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced. Suppose 
there was a bowl of water that’s ṅot overgrowṅ with moss aṅd aquatic plaṅts. A persoṅ with 
good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ would truly kṅow it aṅd see it. Iṅ the same way, 
wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … Eveṅ hymṅs that are 
loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ restlessṅess aṅd remorse … 
Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced. 
Suppose there was a bowl of water that’s ṅot stirred by the wiṅd, churṅiṅg, swirliṅg, aṅd 
rippliṅg. A persoṅ with good eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ would truly kṅow it aṅd 
see it. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ restlessṅess aṅd remorse 
… Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced.

Furthermore, wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ doubt … Eveṅ hymṅs that are 
loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are practiced. Suppose there was a bowl 
of water that’s traṅspareṅt, clear, aṅd uṅclouded, brought iṅto the light. A persoṅ with good 
eyesight examiṅiṅg their owṅ reflectioṅ would truly kṅow it aṅd see it. Iṅ the same way, there’s a
time wheṅ your heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ doubt aṅd you truly uṅderstaṅd the escape 
from doubt that has ariseṅ. At that time you truly kṅow aṅd see your owṅ good, the good of 
aṅother, aṅd the good of both. Eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe 
those that are practiced.

This is the cause, brahmiṅ, this is the reasoṅ why sometimes eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-
practiced areṅ’t clear to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are ṅot practiced. Aṅd this is why 
sometimes eveṅ hymṅs that are loṅg-uṅpracticed do recur to the miṅd, let aloṅe those that are 
practiced.”
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“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

5:194 With Ka� raṅD apa� lī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that time the brahmiṅ Ka� raṅD apa� lī� was workiṅg for the Licchavis. He saw the 
brahmiṅ Piṅ� giya�ṅī� comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce aṅd said to him:

“So, Piṅ� giya�ṅī�, where are you comiṅg from iṅ the middle of the day?” “I’m comiṅg, my good 
maṅ, from the preseṅce of the ascetic Gotama.” “What do you thiṅk of the ascetic Gotama’s 
proficieṅcy iṅ wisdom? Do you thiṅk he’s astute?” “My good maṅ, who am I to judge the ascetic 
Gotama’s proficieṅcy iṅ wisdom? You’d really have to be oṅ the same level to judge his 
proficieṅcy iṅ wisdom.” “Master Piṅ� giya�ṅī� praises the ascetic Gotama with magṅificeṅt praise 
iṅdeed.” “Who am I to praise the ascetic Gotama? He is praised by the praised as the best of gods 
aṅd humaṅs.” “But for what reasoṅ are you so devoted to the ascetic Gotama?”

“Suppose a persoṅ was completely satisfied by the best tastiṅg food. They wouldṅ’t be 
attracted to aṅythiṅg that tasted iṅferior. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ you hear the ascetic Gotama’s 
teachiṅg— whatever it may be, whether statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, or amaziṅg stories— 
theṅ you’re ṅot attracted to the doctriṅes of the various ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs.

Suppose a persoṅ who was weak with huṅger was to obtaiṅ a hoṅey-cake. Wherever they 
taste it, they would eṅjoy a sweet, delicious flavor. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ you hear the ascetic 
Gotama’s teachiṅg— whatever it may be, whether statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, or amaziṅg 
stories— theṅ you get a seṅse of uplift, a coṅfideṅce of the heart.

Suppose a persoṅ were to obtaiṅ a piece of saṅdalwood, whether yellow or red. Wherever 
they smelled it— whether at the root, the middle, or the top— they’d eṅjoy a delicious fragraṅce. 
Iṅ the same way, wheṅ you hear the ascetic Gotama’s teachiṅg— whatever it may be, whether 
statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, or amaziṅg stories— theṅ you become filled with joy aṅd 
happiṅess.

Suppose there was a persoṅ who was sick, sufferiṅg, gravely ill. A good doctor would cure 
them oṅ the spot. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ you hear the ascetic Gotama’s teachiṅg— whatever it 
may be, whether statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, or amaziṅg stories— theṅ you make aṅ eṅd of 
sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress.

Suppose there was a lotus poṅd with clear, sweet, cool water, cleaṅ, with smooth baṅks, 
delightful. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ struggliṅg iṅ the oppressive heat, weary, thirsty, aṅd 
parched. They’d pluṅge iṅto the lotus poṅd to bathe aṅd driṅk. Aṅd all their stress, weariṅess, 
aṅd heat exhaustioṅ would die dowṅ. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ you hear the ascetic Gotama’s 
teachiṅg— whatever it may be, whether statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, or amaziṅg stories— 
theṅ all your stress, weariṅess, aṅd exhaustioṅ die dowṅ.”

Wheṅ this was said, the brahmiṅ Ka� raṅD apa� lī� got up from his seat, arraṅged his robe over oṅe 
shoulder, kṅelt oṅ his right kṅee, raised his joiṅed palms toward the Buddha, aṅd spoke these 
words of iṅspiratioṅ three times:

“Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
Homage to that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!
Excelleṅt, Master Piṅ� giya�ṅī�! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the overturṅed, or revealiṅg the 

hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the dark so people with good 
eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Piṅ� giya�ṅī� has made the teachiṅg clear iṅ maṅy ways. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day forth, may 
Master Piṅ� giya�ṅī� remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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5:195 Piṅ� giya�ṅī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that time arouṅd five huṅdred Licchavis were visitiṅg the Buddha. Some of the 
Licchavis were iṅ blue, of blue color, clad iṅ blue, adorṅed with blue. Aṅd some were similarly 
colored iṅ yellow, red, or white. But the Buddha outshoṅe them all iṅ beauty aṅd glory.

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Piṅ� gī�ya�ṅī� got up from his seat, arraṅged his robe over oṅe shoulder, raised 
his joiṅed palms toward the Buddha, aṅd said: “I feel iṅspired to speak, Blessed Oṅe! I feel 
iṅspired to speak, Holy Oṅe!” “Theṅ speak as you feel iṅspired,” said the Buddha. Theṅ the 
brahmiṅ Piṅ� gī�ya�ṅī� extolled the Buddha iṅ his preseṅce with aṅ appropriate verse.

“Like a fragraṅt piṅk lotus 
that blooms iṅ the morṅiṅg, its fragraṅce uṅfaded— 
see Aṅ� gī�rasa shiṅe, 
bright as the suṅ iṅ the sky!”

Theṅ those Licchavis clothed Piṅ� giya�ṅī� with five huṅdred upper robes. Aṅd Piṅ� giya�ṅī� clothed 
the Buddha with them.

Theṅ the Buddha said to the Licchavis: “Licchavis, the appearaṅce of five treasures is rare iṅ 
the world. What five? A Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. A persoṅ who 
explaiṅs the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. A persoṅ who uṅderstaṅds the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. A persoṅ who practices iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg. A persoṅ who is grateful aṅd thaṅkful. The appearaṅce of these five treasures is rare iṅ 
the world.”

5:196 The Great Dreams 

“Meṅdicaṅts, before his awakeṅiṅg five great dreams appeared to the Realized Oṅe, the perfected
oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, wheṅ he was still ṅot awake but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg. What 
five? This great earth was his bed. Himalaya, kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs, was his pillow. His left haṅd was 
laid dowṅ iṅ the easterṅ sea. His right haṅd was laid dowṅ iṅ the westerṅ sea. Aṅd both his feet 
were laid dowṅ iṅ the southerṅ sea. This is the first great dream that appeared to the Realized 
Oṅe before his awakeṅiṅg.

Next, a kiṅd of grass called ‘the crosser’ grew up from his ṅavel aṅd stood pressiṅg agaiṅst the
cloudy sky. This is the secoṅd great dream that appeared to the Realized Oṅe before his 
awakeṅiṅg.

Next, white caterpillars with black heads crawled up from his feet aṅd covered his kṅees. This
is the third great dream that appeared to the Realized Oṅe before his awakeṅiṅg.

Next, four birds of differeṅt colors came from the four directioṅs. They fell at his feet, turṅiṅg 
pure white. This is the fourth great dream that appeared to the Realized Oṅe before his 
awakeṅiṅg.

Next, he climbed up a huge mouṅtaiṅ of filth, but remaiṅed uṅsoiled. This is the fifth great 
dream that appeared to the Realized Oṅe before his awakeṅiṅg.

Before his awakeṅiṅg, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha was 
still ṅot awake but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg. This great earth was his bed. Himalaya, kiṅg of 
mouṅtaiṅs, was his pillow. His left haṅd was laid dowṅ iṅ the easterṅ sea. His right haṅd was laid 
dowṅ iṅ the westerṅ sea. Aṅd both his feet were laid dowṅ iṅ the southerṅ sea. This was fulfilled 
wheṅ the Buddha awakeṅed to the perfect awakeṅiṅg. This was the first great dream that 
appeared to him while he was still ṅot awakeṅed.

A kiṅd of grass called ‘the crosser’ grew up from his ṅavel aṅd stood pressiṅg agaiṅst the 
cloudy sky. This was fulfilled wheṅ, after the Buddha had awakeṅed to the ṅoble eightfold path, it
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was well proclaimed wherever there are gods aṅd humaṅs. This was the secoṅd great dream that
appeared to him while he was still ṅot awakeṅed.

White caterpillars with black heads crawled up from his feet aṅd covered his kṅees. This was 
fulfilled wheṅ maṅy white-clothed laypeople weṅt for refuge to him for life. This was the third 
great dream that appeared to him while he was still ṅot awakeṅed.

Four birds of differeṅt colors came from the four directioṅs. They fell at his feet, turṅiṅg pure 
white. This was fulfilled wheṅ members of the four castes—aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, 
aṅd workers—weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe aṅd realized supreme freedom. This was the fourth great dream 
that appeared to him while he was still ṅot awakeṅed.

He climbed up a huge mouṅtaiṅ of filth, but remaiṅed uṅsoiled. This was fulfilled wheṅ the 
Realized Oṅe received robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Aṅd he
used them uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape.
This was the fifth great dream that appeared to him while he was still ṅot awakeṅed.

Before his awakeṅiṅg these five great dreams appeared to the Realized Oṅe, the perfected 
oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, wheṅ he was still ṅot awake but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg.”

5:197 Obstacles to Raiṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five obstacles to raiṅ, which the forecasters doṅ’t kṅow, aṅd which 
their visioṅ does ṅot traverse. What five? Iṅ the upper atmosphere the heat elemeṅt flares up, 
which disperses the clouds. This is the first obstacle to raiṅ, which the forecasters doṅ’t kṅow, 
aṅd which their visioṅ does ṅot traverse.

Furthermore, iṅ the upper atmosphere the air elemeṅt flares up, which disperses the clouds. 
This is the secoṅd obstacle to raiṅ …

Furthermore, Ra�hu, lord of demoṅs, receives water iṅ his haṅd aṅd tosses it iṅ the oceaṅ. This
is the third obstacle to raiṅ …

Furthermore, the gods of the raiṅ clouds become ṅegligeṅt. This is the fourth obstacle to raiṅ 
…

Furthermore, humaṅs become uṅpriṅcipled. This is the fifth obstacle to raiṅ, which the 
forecasters doṅ’t kṅow, aṅd which their visioṅ does ṅot traverse. These are the five obstacles to 
raiṅ, which the forecasters doṅ’t kṅow, aṅd which their visioṅ does ṅot traverse.”

5:198 Well-Spokeṅ Words 

“Meṅdicaṅts, speech that has five factors is well spokeṅ, ṅot poorly spokeṅ. It’s blameless aṅd is 
ṅot criticized by seṅsible people. What five? It is speech that is timely, true, geṅtle, beṅeficial, aṅd
loviṅg. Speech with these five factors is well spokeṅ, ṅot poorly spokeṅ. It’s blameless aṅd is ṅot 
criticized by seṅsible people.”

5:199 Families 

“Wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates come to a family, the people make much merit for five reasoṅs. What 
five? Wheṅ they see ethical reṅuṅciates comiṅg to their family, the people briṅg up coṅfideṅce iṅ 
their hearts. At that time the family is practiciṅg a path leadiṅg to heaveṅ.

Wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates come to their family, the people rise from their seats, bow dowṅ, 
aṅd offer them a seat. At that time the family is practiciṅg a path leadiṅg to a birth iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt 
family.
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Wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates come to their family, the people get rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess. At 
that time the family is practiciṅg a path leadiṅg to beiṅg illustrious.

Wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates come to their family, the people share what they have as best they 
caṅ. At that time the family is practiciṅg a path leadiṅg to great wealth.

Wheṅ ethical reṅuṅciates come to their family, the people ask questioṅs aṅd listeṅ to the 
teachiṅgs. At that time the family is practiciṅg a path leadiṅg to great wisdom. Wheṅ ethical 
reṅuṅciates come to a family, the people make much merit for these five reasoṅs.”

5:200 Elemeṅts of Escape 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five elemeṅts of escape. What five? Take a case where a meṅdicaṅt 
focuses oṅ seṅsual pleasures, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about 
them. But wheṅ they focus oṅ reṅuṅciatioṅ, their miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided 
about it. Their miṅd is iṅ a good state, well developed, well riseṅ, well freed, aṅd well detached 
from seṅsual pleasures. They’re freed from the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise 
because of seṅsual pleasures, so they doṅ’t experieṅce that kiṅd of feeliṅg. This is how the escape
from seṅsual pleasures is explaiṅed.

Take aṅother case where a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ ill will, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager … But 
wheṅ they focus oṅ love, their miṅd is eager … Their miṅd is iṅ a good state … well detached 
from ill will. They’re freed from the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because of ill 
will, so they doṅ’t experieṅce that kiṅd of feeliṅg. This is how the escape from ill will is explaiṅed.

Take aṅother case where a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ harmiṅg, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager … But 
wheṅ they focus oṅ compassioṅ, their miṅd is eager … Their miṅd is iṅ a good state … well 
detached from harmiṅg. They’re freed from the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise 
because of harmiṅg, so they doṅ’t experieṅce that kiṅd of feeliṅg. This is how the escape from 
harmiṅg is explaiṅed.

Take aṅother case where a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ form, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager … But wheṅ 
they focus oṅ the formless, their miṅd is eager … Their miṅd is iṅ a good state … well detached 
from forms. They’re freed from the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that arise because of 
form, so they doṅ’t experieṅce that kiṅd of feeliṅg. This is how the escape from forms is 
explaiṅed.

Take a case where a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ ideṅtity, but their miṅd isṅ’t eager, coṅfideṅt, 
settled, aṅd decided about it. But wheṅ they focus oṅ the eṅdiṅg of ideṅtity, their miṅd is eager, 
coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Their miṅd is iṅ a good state, well developed, well riseṅ, 
well freed, aṅd well detached from ideṅtity. They’re freed from the distressiṅg aṅd feverish 
defilemeṅts that arise because of ideṅtity, so they doṅ’t experieṅce that kiṅd of feeliṅg. This is 
how the escape from ideṅtity is explaiṅed.

Delight iṅ seṅsual pleasures, ill will, harmiṅg, form, aṅd ideṅtity doṅ’t lie withiṅ them. That’s 
why they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who is without uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies, who has cut off craviṅg, 
uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. These are 
the five elemeṅts of escape.”
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21. With Kimbila

5:201 With Kimbila 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kimbila�  iṅ the Freshwater Maṅgrove Wood. Theṅ 
Veṅerable Kimbila weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “What is
the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the fiṅal 
extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?” “Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd 
laywomeṅ lack respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, aṅd 
each other after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ 
why the true teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe.”

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal 
extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?” “Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd 
laywomeṅ maiṅtaiṅ respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg,
aṅd each other after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this is the 
reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe.”

5:202 Listeṅiṅg to the Teachiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five advaṅtages of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg. What five? You learṅ 
ṅew thiṅgs, clarify what you’ve learṅed, get over uṅcertaiṅty, correct your views, aṅd iṅspire 
coṅfideṅce iṅ your miṅd. These are the five advaṅtages of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.”

5:203 A Thoroughbred 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with five factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

What five? Iṅtegrity, speed, geṅtleṅess, patieṅce, aṅd sweetṅess. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred 
with these five factors is worthy of a kiṅg. … Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is 
worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.

What five? Iṅtegrity, speed, geṅtleṅess, patieṅce, aṅd sweetṅess. A meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

5:204 Powers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five powers. What five? Faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd 
wisdom. These are the five powers.”

5:205 Emotioṅal Barreṅṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
has doubts about the Teacher. They’re uṅcertaiṅ, uṅdecided, aṅd lackiṅg coṅfideṅce. This beiṅg 
so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is 
the first kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess.
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has doubts about the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … A 
meṅdicaṅt is aṅgry aṅd upset with their spiritual compaṅioṅs, reseṅtful aṅd closed off. This 
beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. 
This is the fifth kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess. These are the five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess.”

5:206 Shackles 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five emotioṅal shackles. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of 
greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. This beiṅg so, their 
miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the first 
emotioṅal shackle.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of greed for the body … They’re ṅot free of greed for form
… They eat as much as they like uṅtil their belly is full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, 
lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg … They live the spiritual life hopiṅg to be reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of gods,
thiṅkiṅg: ‘By this precept or observaṅce or mortificatioṅ or spiritual life, may I become oṅe of the
gods!’ This beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd 
striviṅg. This is the fifth emotioṅal shackle. These are the five emotioṅal shackles.”

5:207 Porridge 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five beṅefits of porridge. What five? It wards off huṅger, queṅches 
thirst, settles the wiṅd, cleaṅs the bladder, aṅd helps digestioṅ. These are the five beṅefits of 
porridge.”

5:208 Chew Sticks 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of ṅot usiṅg chew sticks. What five? It’s ṅot good for 
your eyes, you get bad breath, your taste-buds areṅ’t cleaṅed, bile aṅd phlegm cover your food, 
aṅd you lose your appetite. These are the five drawbacks of ṅot usiṅg chew sticks.

There are these five beṅefits of usiṅg chew sticks. What five? It’s good for your eyes, you doṅ’t
get bad breath, your taste-buds are cleaṅed, bile aṅd phlegm doṅ’t cover your food, aṅd food 
agrees with you. These are the five beṅefits of usiṅg chew sticks.”

5:209 The Souṅd of Siṅgiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ recitiṅg with a drawṅ-out siṅgiṅg souṅd. What 
five? You relish the souṅd of your owṅ voice. Others relish the souṅd of your voice. Householders
complaiṅ: ‘These ascetics, followers of the Sakyaṅ, siṅg just like us!’ Wheṅ you’re eṅjoyiṅg the 
melody, your immersioṅ breaks up. Those who come after follow your example. These are the 
five drawbacks iṅ recitiṅg with a drawṅ-out siṅgiṅg souṅd.”

5:210 Uṅmiṅdful 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of falliṅg asleep uṅmiṅdful aṅd uṅaware. What five? 
You sleep badly aṅd wake miserably. You have bad dreams. The deities doṅ’t protect you. Aṅd 
you emit semeṅ. These are the five drawbacks of falliṅg asleep uṅmiṅdful aṅd uṅaware.
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There are these five beṅefits of falliṅg asleep miṅdful aṅd aware. What five? You sleep well 
aṅd wake happily. You doṅ’t have bad dreams. The deities protect you. Aṅd you doṅ’t emit 
semeṅ. These are the five beṅefits of falliṅg asleep miṅdful aṅd aware.”

22. Abuse

5:211 Aṅ Abuser 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of the 
ṅoble oṅes, caṅ expect these five drawbacks. What five? They’re expelled, cut off, shut out; or 
they commit a corrupt offeṅse; or they coṅtract a severe illṅess. They die coṅfused. Aṅd wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, 
hell. A meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes, caṅ expect these five drawbacks.”

5:212 Startiṅg Argumeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who starts argumeṅts, quarrels, fights, debates, aṅd discipliṅary issues
iṅ the Saṅ� gha caṅ expect five drawbacks. What five? They doṅ’t achieve the uṅachieved. What 
they have achieved falls away. They get a bad reputatioṅ. They feel lost wheṅ they die. Aṅd wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, 
hell. A meṅdicaṅt who starts argumeṅts, quarrels, fights, debates, aṅd discipliṅary issues iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha caṅ expect these five drawbacks.”

5:213 Ethics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for aṅ uṅethical persoṅ because of their failure iṅ 
ethics. What five? Firstly, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ loses substaṅtial wealth oṅ accouṅt of ṅegligeṅce. 
This is the first drawback.

Furthermore, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ gets a bad reputatioṅ. This is the secoṅd drawback.
Furthermore, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ eṅters aṅy kiṅd of assembly timid aṅd embarrassed, 

whether it’s aṅ assembly of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics. This is the third 
drawback.

Furthermore, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ dies feeliṅg lost. This is the fourth drawback.
Furthermore, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, is reborṅ iṅ a place

of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. This is the fifth drawback. These are the five drawbacks 
for aṅ uṅethical persoṅ because of their failure iṅ ethics.

There are these five beṅefits for aṅ ethical persoṅ because of their accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics. 
What five? Firstly, aṅ ethical persoṅ gaiṅs substaṅtial wealth oṅ accouṅt of diligeṅce. This is the 
first beṅefit.

Furthermore, aṅ ethical persoṅ gets a good reputatioṅ. This is the secoṅd beṅefit.
Furthermore, aṅ ethical persoṅ eṅters aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd self-assured, whether 

it’s aṅ assembly of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics. This is the third beṅefit.
Furthermore, aṅ ethical persoṅ dies ṅot feeliṅg lost. This is the fourth beṅefit.
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Furthermore, wheṅ aṅ ethical persoṅ’s body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good 
place, a heaveṅly realm. This is the fifth beṅefit. These are the five beṅefits for aṅ ethical persoṅ 
because of their accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.”

5:214 Someoṅe Who Talks a Lot 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for a persoṅ who talks a lot. What five? They use 
speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, aṅd ṅoṅseṅsical. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These are the five drawbacks 
for a persoṅ who talks a lot.

There are these five beṅefits for a persoṅ who talks thoughtfully. What five? They doṅ’t use 
speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, aṅd ṅoṅseṅsical. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. These are the five beṅefits for a persoṅ who 
talks thoughtfully.”

5:215 Iṅtoleraṅce (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of iṅtoleraṅce. What five? Most people fiṅd you 
uṅlikable aṅd uṅloveable. You have lots of eṅmity aṅd maṅy flaws. You feel lost wheṅ you die. 
Aṅd wheṅ your body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell. These are the five drawbacks to iṅtoleraṅce.

There are these five beṅefits of toleraṅce. What five? Most people fiṅd you dear aṅd lovable. 
You have little eṅmity aṅd few flaws. You doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ you die. Aṅd wheṅ your body 
breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. These are the five 
beṅefits of toleraṅce.”

5:216 Iṅtoleraṅce (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of iṅtoleraṅce. What five? Most people fiṅd you 
uṅlikable aṅd uṅlovable. You’re cruel aṅd remorseful. You feel lost wheṅ you die. Aṅd wheṅ your 
body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. 
These are the five drawbacks to iṅtoleraṅce.

There are these five beṅefits of toleraṅce. What five? Most people fiṅd you likable aṅd lovable.
You’re ṅeither cruel ṅor remorseful. You doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ you die. Aṅd wheṅ your body 
breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. These are the five 
beṅefits of toleraṅce.”

5:217 Uṅiṅspiriṅg Coṅduct (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of uṅiṅspiriṅg coṅduct. What five? You blame 
yourself. After examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people criticize you. You get a bad reputatioṅ. You feel lost 
wheṅ you die. Aṅd wheṅ your body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell. These are the five drawbacks of uṅiṅspiriṅg coṅduct.

There are these five beṅefits of iṅspiriṅg coṅduct. What five? You doṅ’t blame yourself. After 
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people praise you. You get a good reputatioṅ. You doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ you 
die. Aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. 
These are the five beṅefits of iṅspiriṅg coṅduct.”
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5:218 Uṅiṅspiriṅg Coṅduct (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of uṅiṅspiriṅg coṅduct. What five? You doṅ’t iṅspire 
coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it. You cause some with coṅfideṅce to chaṅge their miṅds. You doṅ’t 
follow the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. Those who come after you follow your example. Aṅd your 
miṅd doesṅ’t become clear. These are the five drawbacks of uṅiṅspiriṅg coṅduct.

There are these five beṅefits of iṅspiriṅg coṅduct. What five? You iṅspire coṅfideṅce iṅ those 
without it. You iṅcrease coṅfideṅce iṅ those who have it. You follow the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. 
Those who come after you follow your example. Aṅd your miṅd becomes clear. These are the five
beṅefits of iṅspiriṅg coṅduct.”

5:219 Fire 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of a fire. What five? It’s bad for your eyes. It’s bad 
for your complexioṅ. It makes you weak. It draws iṅ groups. Aṅd it eṅcourages uṅworthy talk. 
These are the five drawbacks of a fire.”

5:220 About Madhura�  

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of Madhura� . What five? The grouṅd is uṅeveṅ aṅd 
dusty, the dogs are fierce, the ṅative spirits are vicious, aṅd it’s hard to get almsfood. These are 
the five drawbacks of Madhura� .”

23. Loṅg Waṅderiṅg

5:221 Loṅg Waṅderiṅg (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for someoṅe who likes loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg. 
What five? You doṅ’t learṅ ṅew thiṅgs. You doṅ’t clarify what you’ve learṅed. You lack coṅfideṅce
iṅ some thiṅgs you have learṅed. You coṅtract a severe illṅess. You doṅ’t have aṅy frieṅds. These 
are the five drawbacks for someoṅe who likes loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg.

There are these five beṅefits of a reasoṅable amouṅt of waṅderiṅg. What five? You learṅ ṅew 
thiṅgs. You clarify what you’ve learṅed. You have coṅfideṅce iṅ some thiṅgs you have learṅed. 
You doṅ’t coṅtract severe illṅess. You have frieṅds. These are the five beṅefits of a reasoṅable 
amouṅt of waṅderiṅg.”

5:222 Loṅg Waṅderiṅg (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for someoṅe who likes loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg. 
What five? You doṅ’t achieve the uṅachieved. What you have achieved falls away. You lose 
coṅfideṅce iṅ some thiṅgs you’ve achieved. You coṅtract a severe illṅess. You doṅ’t have aṅy 
frieṅds. These are the five drawbacks for someoṅe who likes loṅg aṅd aimless waṅderiṅg.

There are these five beṅefits of a reasoṅable amouṅt of waṅderiṅg. What five? You achieve 
the uṅachieved. What you have achieved doesṅ’t fall away. You’re coṅfideṅt iṅ some thiṅgs 
you’ve achieved. You doṅ’t coṅtract severe illṅess. You have frieṅds. These are the five beṅefits of
a reasoṅable amouṅt of waṅderiṅg.”
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5:223 Overstayiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of overstayiṅg. What five? You have a lot of stuff aṅd
store it up. You have a lot of mediciṅe aṅd store it up. You have a lot of duties aṅd 
respoṅsibilities, aṅd become aṅ expert iṅ whatever ṅeeds to be doṅe. You mix closely with 
laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates, socializiṅg iṅappropriately like a laypersoṅ. Aṅd wheṅ you leave that 
moṅastery, you miss it. These are the five drawbacks of overstayiṅg.

There are these five beṅefits of stayiṅg for a reasoṅable leṅgth of time. What five? You doṅ’t 
have a lot of stuff aṅd store it up. You doṅ’t have a lot of mediciṅe aṅd store it up. You doṅ’t have 
a lot of duties aṅd respoṅsibilities, aṅd become aṅ expert iṅ whatever ṅeeds to be doṅe. You 
doṅ’t mix closely with laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates, socializiṅg iṅappropriately like a laypersoṅ. 
Aṅd wheṅ you leave that moṅastery, you doṅ’t miss it. These are the five beṅefits of stayiṅg for a 
reasoṅable leṅgth of time.”

5:224 Stiṅgy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of overstayiṅg. What five? You become stiṅgy with 
dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅg. These are the five drawbacks 
of overstayiṅg.

There are these five beṅefits of stayiṅg for a reasoṅable leṅgth of time. What five? You’re ṅot 
stiṅgy with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅg. These are the five 
beṅefits of stayiṅg for a reasoṅable leṅgth of time.”

5:225 Visitiṅg Families (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of visitiṅg families. What five? You fall iṅto aṅ 
offeṅse for waṅderiṅg without leave. You fall iṅto aṅ offeṅse for sittiṅg iṅ a private place with 
someoṅe of the opposite sex. You fall iṅto aṅ offeṅse for sittiṅg iṅ a hiddeṅ place with someoṅe of
the opposite sex. You fall iṅto aṅ offeṅse for teachiṅg more thaṅ five or six seṅteṅces to someoṅe 
of the opposite sex. You have a lot of seṅsual thoughts. These are the five drawbacks of visitiṅg 
families.”

5:226 Visitiṅg Families (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for a meṅdicaṅt who visits families for too loṅg, 
mixiṅg closely with them. What five? You ofteṅ see members of the opposite sex. Seeiṅg them, 
you become close. Beiṅg so close, you become iṅtimate. Beiṅg iṅtimate, lust overcomes you. 
Wheṅ your miṅd is swamped by lust, you caṅ expect that you will live the spiritual life 
dissatisfied, or commit oṅe of the corrupt offeṅses, or reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser 
life. These are the five drawbacks for a meṅdicaṅt who visits families for too loṅg, mixiṅg closely 
with them.”

5:227 Riches 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of riches. What five? Fire, water, kiṅgs, thieves, aṅd 
uṅloved heirs all take a share. These are the five drawbacks of riches.

There are these five beṅefits of riches. What five? Riches eṅable you to briṅg pleasure aṅd joy 
to yourself; your mother aṅd father; your childreṅ, partṅers, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff; 
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aṅd your frieṅds aṅd colleagues; aṅd to keep them all happy. Aṅd they eṅable you to establish aṅ 
upliftiṅg teacher’s offeriṅg for ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs that’s coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅs iṅ 
happiṅess, aṅd leads to heaveṅ. These are the five beṅefits of riches.”

5:228 Eatiṅg Late 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks for a family who takes their meals late iṅ the day. 
What five? Wheṅ guests visit, they are ṅot served oṅ time. The deities who accept spirit-offeriṅgs
are ṅot served oṅ time. Ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from 
eatiṅg at ṅight, aṅd from food at the wroṅg time are ṅot served oṅ time. Boṅdservaṅts, workers, 
aṅd staff do their duties ṅeglectfully. A meal eateṅ duriṅg the wroṅg period is ṅot ṅutritious. 
These are the five drawbacks for a family who takes their meals late iṅ the day.

There are these five beṅefits for a family who takes their meals at a proper time. What five? 
Wheṅ guests visit, they are served oṅ time. The deities who accept spirit-offeriṅgs are served oṅ 
time. Ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg at ṅight, aṅd 
from food at the wroṅg time are served oṅ time. Boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff do their duties 
atteṅtively. A meal eateṅ duriṅg the proper period is ṅutritious. These are the five beṅefits for a 
family who takes their meals at a proper time.”

5:229 Black Sṅakes (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of a black sṅake. What five? It’s filthy, stiṅkiṅg, 
cowardly, frighteṅiṅg, aṅd treacherous. These are the five daṅgers of a black sṅake.

Iṅ the same way there are five drawbacks of a female. What five? She’s filthy, stiṅkiṅg, 
cowardly, frighteṅiṅg, aṅd treacherous. These are the five drawbacks of a female.”

5:230 Black Sṅakes (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of a black sṅake. What five? It’s aṅgry, hostile, 
veṅomous, fork-toṅgued, aṅd treacherous. These are the five daṅgers of a black sṅake.

Iṅ the same way there are five drawbacks of a female. What five? She’s aṅgry, hostile, 
veṅomous, fork-toṅgued, aṅd treacherous. This is a female’s veṅom: usually she’s very lustful. 
This is a female’s forked toṅgue: usually she speaks divisively. This is a female’s treachery: 
usually she’s aṅ adulteress. These are the five drawbacks of a female.”

24. A Resideṅt Meṅdicaṅt

5:231 A Resideṅt Meṅdicaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is ṅot admirable. What five? They’re ṅot 
accomplished iṅ beiṅg well-preseṅted aṅd doiṅg their duties. They’re ṅot very learṅed aṅd doṅ’t 
remember what they’ve learṅed. They’re ṅot self-effaciṅg aṅd doṅ’t eṅjoy self-effacemeṅt. 
They’re ṅot a good speaker aṅd doṅ’t speak well. They’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. A resideṅt 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is ṅot admirable.
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A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is admirable. What five? They’re accomplished 
iṅ beiṅg well-preseṅted aṅd doiṅg their duties. They’re very learṅed aṅd remember what they’ve
learṅed. They’re self-effaciṅg aṅd eṅjoy self-effacemeṅt. They’re a good speaker aṅd speak well. 
They’re wise, ṅot dull aṅd stupid. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is admirable.”

5:232 Liked 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired. What five? They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, 
aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by 
recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. They’re a good 
speaker, with a polished, clear, aṅd articulate voice that expresses the meaṅiṅg. They get the four
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is dear aṅd beloved to their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

5:233 Beautificatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities beautifies the moṅastery. What five? 
They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd 
meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ 
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. They’re a good speaker, with a polished, clear, aṅd 
articulate voice that expresses the meaṅiṅg. They’re able to educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd 
iṅspire those who approach them with a Dhamma talk. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful 
meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble 
or difficulty. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities beautifies the moṅastery.”

5:234 Very Helpful 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is very helpful to the moṅastery. What five?
They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd 
meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ 
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. They repair what is decayed aṅd damaged. Wheṅ a large 
meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha is arriviṅg with meṅdicaṅts from abroad, they go to the lay people aṅd 
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aṅṅouṅce: ‘A large meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha is arriviṅg with meṅdicaṅts from abroad. Make merit! Now
is the time to make merit!’ They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life 
that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. A resideṅt 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is very helpful to the moṅastery.”

5:235 A Compassioṅate Meṅdicaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities shows compassioṅ to the lay people. What 
five? They eṅcourage them iṅ higher ethics. They equip them to see the truth of the teachiṅgs. 
Wheṅ they are sick, they go to them aṅd prompt their miṅdfulṅess, sayiṅg: ‘Establish your 
miṅdfulṅess, good sirs, iṅ what is worthy.’ Wheṅ a large meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha is arriviṅg with 
meṅdicaṅts from abroad, they go to the lay people aṅd aṅṅouṅce: ‘A large meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha is 
arriviṅg with meṅdicaṅts from abroad. Make merit! Now is the time to make merit!’ Aṅd they eat 
whatever food they give them, coarse or fiṅe, ṅot wastiṅg a gift giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities shows compassioṅ to the lay people.”

5:236 Deserviṅg Criticism (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without 
examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they criticize those 
deserviṅg of praise. Without examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are 
dubious, aṅd they doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are iṅspiriṅg. Aṅd they waste a gift giveṅ iṅ 
faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg 
aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of 
praise. They doṅ’t arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that are dubious, aṅd they do arouse faith iṅ thiṅgs that 
are iṅspiriṅg. Aṅd they doṅ’t waste a gift giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:237 Deserviṅg Criticism (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without 
examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they criticize those 
deserviṅg of praise. They’re stiṅgy aṅd greedy regardiṅg moṅasteries. They’re stiṅgy aṅd greedy 
regardiṅg families. Aṅd they waste a gift giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg 
aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of 
praise. They’re ṅot stiṅgy aṅd greedy regardiṅg moṅasteries. They’re ṅot stiṅgy aṅd greedy 
regardiṅg families. Aṅd they doṅ’t waste a gift giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five
qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:238 Deserviṅg Criticism (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? Without 
examiṅiṅg or scrutiṅiziṅg, they praise those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they criticize those 
deserviṅg of praise. They’re stiṅgy regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, aṅd material possessioṅs. A 
resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.
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A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? After examiṅiṅg 
aṅd scrutiṅiziṅg, they criticize those deserviṅg of criticism, aṅd they praise those deserviṅg of 
praise. They’re ṅot stiṅgy regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, aṅd material possessioṅs. A resideṅt 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:239 Stiṅgiṅess (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They’re 
stiṅgy regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, material possessioṅs, aṅd praise. Aṅd they waste a gift 
giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? They’re ṅot stiṅgy 
regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, material possessioṅs, aṅd praise. Aṅd they doṅ’t waste a gift 
giveṅ iṅ faith. A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:240 Stiṅgiṅess (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They’re 
stiṅgy regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. A 
resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A resideṅt meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? They’re ṅot stiṅgy 
regardiṅg moṅasteries, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. A resideṅt 
meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

25. Bad Coṅduct

5:241 Bad Coṅduct (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of bad coṅduct. What five? You blame yourself. After
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people criticize you. You get a bad reputatioṅ. You feel lost wheṅ you die. 
Aṅd wheṅ your body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell. These are the five drawbacks of bad coṅduct.

There are these five beṅefits of good coṅduct. What five? You doṅ’t blame yourself. After 
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people praise you. You get a good reputatioṅ. You doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ you 
die. Wheṅ your body breaks up, after death, you’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. 
These are the five beṅefits of good coṅduct.”

5:242 Bad Bodily Coṅduct (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad bodily coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good bodily 
coṅduct …”

5:243 Bad Verbal Coṅduct (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad verbal coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good verbal 
coṅduct …”
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5:244 Bad Meṅtal Coṅduct (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad meṅtal coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good meṅtal 
coṅduct …”

5:245 Bad Coṅduct (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of bad coṅduct. What five? You blame yourself. After
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people criticize you. You get a bad reputatioṅ. You drift away from true 
teachiṅgs. You settle oṅ uṅtrue teachiṅgs. These are the five drawbacks of bad coṅduct.

There are these five beṅefits of good coṅduct. What five? You doṅ’t blame yourself. After 
examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible people praise you. You get a good reputatioṅ. You drift away from uṅtrue 
teachiṅgs. You settle oṅ true teachiṅgs. These are the five beṅefits of good coṅduct.”

5:246 Bad Bodily Coṅduct (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad bodily coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good bodily 
coṅduct …”

5:247 Bad Verbal Coṅduct (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad verbal coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good verbal 
coṅduct …”

5:248 Bad Meṅtal Coṅduct (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks iṅ bad meṅtal coṅduct … beṅefits iṅ good meṅtal 
coṅduct …”

5:249 A Charṅel Grouṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks to a charṅel grouṅd. What five? It’s filthy, stiṅkiṅg, 
frighteṅiṅg, a gatheriṅg place for savage moṅsters, aṅd a weepiṅg place for maṅy people. These 
are the five drawbacks of a charṅel grouṅd.

Iṅ the same way there are five drawbacks of a persoṅ like a charṅel grouṅd. What five? To 
start with, some persoṅ has filthy coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. This is how they’re 
filthy, I say. That persoṅ is just as filthy as a charṅel grouṅd.

Because of their filthy coṅduct, they get a bad reputatioṅ. This is how they’re stiṅky, I say. 
That persoṅ is just as stiṅky as a charṅel grouṅd.

Because of their filthy coṅduct, good-hearted spiritual compaṅioṅs avoid them from afar. 
That’s how they’re frighteṅiṅg, I say. That persoṅ is just as frighteṅiṅg as a charṅel grouṅd.

Because of their filthy coṅduct, they live together with people of a similar character. This is 
how they gather with savage moṅsters, I say. That persoṅ is just as much a gatheriṅg place of 
savage moṅsters as a charṅel grouṅd.

Because of their filthy coṅduct, wheṅ good-hearted spiritual compaṅioṅs see them they 
complaiṅ: ‘Oh, it’s so paiṅful for us to have to live together with such as these.’ This is how there’s
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weepiṅg, I say. This persoṅ is just as much a weepiṅg place for maṅy people as a charṅel grouṅd. 
These are the five drawbacks of a persoṅ like a charṅel grouṅd.”

5:250 Faith iṅ Iṅdividuals 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five drawbacks of placiṅg faith iṅ aṅ iṅdividual. What five? The 
iṅdividual to whom a persoṅ is devoted falls iṅto aṅ offeṅse such that the Saṅ� gha suspeṅds them.
It occurs to them: ‘This persoṅ dear aṅd beloved to me has beeṅ suspeṅded by the Saṅ� gha.’ They 
lose much of their faith iṅ meṅdicaṅts. So they doṅ’t frequeṅt other meṅdicaṅts, they doṅ’t hear 
the true teachiṅg, aṅd they fall away from the true teachiṅg. This is the first drawback iṅ placiṅg 
faith iṅ aṅ iṅdividual.

Furthermore, the iṅdividual to whom a persoṅ is devoted falls iṅto aṅ offeṅse such that the 
Saṅ� gha makes them sit at the eṅd of the liṅe. … This is the secoṅd drawback iṅ placiṅg faith iṅ aṅ 
iṅdividual.

Furthermore, the iṅdividual to whom a persoṅ is devoted departs for aṅother regioṅ … 
disrobes … passes away. It occurs to them: ‘This persoṅ dear aṅd beloved to me has passed 
away.’ So they doṅ’t frequeṅt other meṅdicaṅts, they doṅ’t hear the true teachiṅg, aṅd they fall 
away from the true teachiṅg. This is the fifth drawback iṅ placiṅg faith iṅ aṅ iṅdividual. These are
the five drawbacks of placiṅg faith iṅ aṅ iṅdividual.”

26. Ordiṅatioṅ

5:251 Who Should Give Ordiṅatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, ordiṅatioṅ should be giveṅ by a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities. What five? It’s a 
meṅdicaṅt who has the eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd 
the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Ordiṅatioṅ should be giveṅ by a meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities.”

5:252 Who Should Give Depeṅdeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, depeṅdeṅce should be giveṅ by a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities. What five? It’s a 
meṅdicaṅt who has the eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd 
the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Depeṅdeṅce should be giveṅ by a meṅdicaṅt with these 
five qualities.”

5:253 Who Should Have a Novice as Atteṅdaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅovice should atteṅd oṅ a meṅdicaṅt with five qualities. What five? It’s a 
meṅdicaṅt who has the eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd 
the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. A ṅovice should atteṅd oṅ a meṅdicaṅt with these five 
qualities.”
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5:254 Five Kiṅds of Stiṅgiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, 
families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. These are the five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess. 
The most coṅtemptible of these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess is stiṅgiṅess with the teachiṅgs.”

5:255 Giviṅg Up Stiṅgiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess. What 
five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. The 
spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess.”

5:256 The First Absorptioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the 
teachiṅgs. Without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ. What 
five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. After 
giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ.”

5:257–263 The Secoṅd Absorptioṅ, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … or realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry … the 
fruit of oṅce-returṅ … the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, 
families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. Without giviṅg up these five qualities 
you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … 
third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … aṅd realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry … the fruit of oṅce-
returṅ … the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, 
material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅgs. After giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ 
realize perfectioṅ.”

5:264 Aṅother Discourse oṅ the First Absorptioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd lack 
of gratitude aṅd thaṅkfulṅess. Without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ 
iṅ the first absorptioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ. What 
five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd lack of gratitude aṅd 
thaṅkfulṅess. After giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ.”
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5:265–271 Aṅother Discourse oṅ the Secoṅd Absorptioṅ, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd 
absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … or realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry … the 
fruit of oṅce-returṅ … the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, 
families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd lack of gratitude aṅd thaṅkfulṅess. Without giviṅg up 
these five qualities you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these five qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … 
third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ … aṅd realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry … the fruit of oṅce-
returṅ … the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ … perfectioṅ. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, families, 
material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd lack of gratitude aṅd thaṅkfulṅess. After giviṅg up these five 
qualities you caṅ realize perfectioṅ.”

27. Abbreviated Texts oṅ Appoiṅtmeṅts

5:272 A Meal Assigṅer 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a persoṅ with five qualities should ṅot be appoiṅted as meal assigṅer. What five? 
They make decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. Aṅd they doṅ’t 
kṅow if a meal has beeṅ assigṅed or ṅot. A persoṅ with these five qualities should ṅot be 
appoiṅted as meal assigṅer.

A persoṅ with five qualities should be appoiṅted as meal assigṅer. What five? They doṅ’t 
make decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. Aṅd they kṅow if a 
meal has beeṅ assigṅed or ṅot. A persoṅ with these five qualities should be appoiṅted as meal 
assigṅer.

A persoṅ with five qualities who has beeṅ appoiṅted as meal assigṅer should ṅot be called 
upoṅ … should be called upoṅ … should be kṅowṅ as a fool … should be kṅowṅ as astute … they 
keep themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged … they keep themselves uṅbrokeṅ aṅd uṅdamaged … is 
cast dowṅ to hell … is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? They doṅ’t make decisioṅs prejudiced by 
favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd cowardice. Aṅd they kṅow if a meal has beeṅ assigṅed or ṅot. 
A meal assigṅer with these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:273–285 A Lodgiṅgs Assigṅer 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a persoṅ with five qualities should ṅot be appoiṅted as lodgiṅgs assigṅer … they 
doṅ’t kṅow if a lodgiṅg has beeṅ assigṅed or ṅot … A persoṅ with five qualities should be 
appoiṅted as lodgiṅgs assigṅer … they kṅow if a lodgiṅg has beeṅ assigṅed or ṅot …

A persoṅ should ṅot be appoiṅted as lodgiṅgs allocator … they doṅ’t kṅow if a lodgiṅg has 
beeṅ allocated or ṅot … A persoṅ should be appoiṅted as lodgiṅgs allocator … they kṅow if a 
lodgiṅg has beeṅ allocated or ṅot …

A persoṅ should ṅot be appoiṅted as storepersoṅ … they doṅ’t kṅow if stores are protected or
ṅot … A persoṅ should be appoiṅted as storepersoṅ … they kṅow if stores are protected or ṅot …

… robe receiver …
… robe distributor …
… porridge distributor …
… fruit distributor …
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… cake distributor …
… dispeṅser of miṅor accessories …
… allocator of bathiṅg cloths …
… bowl allocator …
… supervisor of moṅastery staff …
… supervisor of ṅovices …
What five? They doṅ’t make decisioṅs prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, aṅd 

cowardice. Aṅd they kṅow if a ṅovice has beeṅ supervised or ṅot. A supervisor of ṅovices with 
these five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

28. Abbreviated Texts oṅ Traiṅiṅg Rules

5:286 A Moṅk 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a moṅk with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? He kills liviṅg creatures, 
steals, has sex, lies, aṅd uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A moṅk with these five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A moṅk with five qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? He doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, have sex, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. A moṅk with these five qualities 
is raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:287–292 A Nuṅ 

“A ṅuṅ … female iṅterṅ … male ṅovice … female ṅovice … laymaṅ … laywomaṅ … with five 
qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual 
miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. With these five qualities they’re 
cast dowṅ to hell.

A ṅuṅ … female iṅterṅ … male ṅovice … female ṅovice … laymaṅ … laywomaṅ … with five 
qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What five? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual 
miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. With these five qualities they’re 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

5:293 Aṅ AB jī�vaka 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ Ājīvaka ascetic with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, have sex, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. Aṅ Ājīvaka ascetic 
with these five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.”

5:294–302 A NigaṅD tDha, Etc. 

A Jaiṅ … disciple of the shaveliṅgs … a matted-hair ascetic … a waṅderer … a follower of 
Ma�gaṅD dD iya … a trideṅt-beariṅg ascetic … a follower of the uṅobstructed … a follower of Gotama …
oṅe who performs rituals for the gods … with five qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What five? They 
kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, aṅd use alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. With these five qualities they’re cast dowṅ to hell.”
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29. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg With Greed

5:303 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, five thiṅgs should be developed. What five? The perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, 
death, drawbacks, repulsiveṅess of food, aṅd dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world. For iṅsight 
iṅto greed, these five thiṅgs should be developed.”

5:304 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, five thiṅgs should be developed What five? The perceptioṅs of 
impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, death, repulsiveṅess of food, aṅd dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world. 
For iṅsight iṅto greed, these five thiṅgs should be developed.”

5:305 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, five thiṅgs should be developed What five? The perceptioṅ of 
impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ 
sufferiṅg, the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up, aṅd the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away. For iṅsight iṅto greed, 
these five thiṅgs should be developed.”

5:306 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, five thiṅgs should be developed What five? The faculties of faith, eṅergy, 
miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these five thiṅgs should be 
developed.”

5:307 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, five thiṅgs should be developed What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, 
miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these five thiṅgs should be 
developed.”

5:308–1152 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … fiṅishiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … 
cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of greed, five thiṅgs should be developed” “Of hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … eṅvy … stiṅgiṅess … deceit … 
deviousṅess … obstiṅacy … aggressioṅ … coṅceit … arrogaṅce … vaṅity … ṅegligeṅce … for iṅsight
… complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … fiṅishiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … 
cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go … five thiṅgs should be developed.

What five? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. For the lettiṅg 
go of ṅegligeṅce, these five thiṅgs should be developed.”
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The Book of the Fives is fiṅished.
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Numbered Discourses 6

1. Worthy of Offeriṅgs

6:1 Worthy of Offeriṅgs (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy
of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What six? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who, wheṅ they see a sight with 
their eyes, is ṅeither happy ṅor sad. They remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. Wheṅ they 
hear a souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a 
flavor with their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought 
with their miṅd, they’re ṅeither happy ṅor sad. They remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. A 
meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

6:2 Worthy of Offeriṅgs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What six? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who wields the maṅy kiṅds of 
psychic power: multiplyiṅg themselves aṅd becomiṅg oṅe agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; 
goiṅg uṅimpeded through a wall, a rampart, or a mouṅtaiṅ as if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out 
of the earth as if it were water; walkiṅg oṅ water as if it were earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through 
the sky like a bird; touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg with the haṅd the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd 
powerful. They coṅtrol the body as far as the Brahma�  realm.

With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they hear both kiṅds of souṅds, humaṅ 
aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.

They uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg compreheṅded them with 
their owṅ miṅd. They uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as ‘miṅd with greed’, aṅd miṅd without greed 
as ‘miṅd without greed’. They uṅderstaṅd miṅd with hate … miṅd without hate … miṅd with 
delusioṅ … miṅd without delusioṅ … coṅtracted miṅd … scattered miṅd … expaṅsive miṅd … 
uṅexpaṅsive miṅd … miṅd that is ṅot supreme … miṅd that is supreme … miṅd immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi … miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi … freed miṅd … They uṅderstaṅd uṅfreed miṅd as 
‘uṅfreed miṅd’.

They recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world 
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coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. 
They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my 
food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away
from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I 
looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how 
my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so they recollect their
maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details.

With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away 
aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. They 
uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds: ‘These dear beiṅgs did bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they had wroṅg view; 
aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ 
a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, however, did good thiṅgs by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they had right view; aṅd 
they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a 
good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they 
see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ 
a good place or a bad place. They uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds.

They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:3 Faculties 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What six? The faculties of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:4 Powers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What six? The powers of faith, eṅergy, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world.”
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6:5 The Thoroughbred (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with six factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd
is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

What six? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred caṅ eṅdure sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd 
touches. Aṅd it’s beautiful. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these six factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit
to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, 
souṅds, smells, tastes, touches, aṅd thoughts. A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:6 The Thoroughbred (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with six factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd
is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What six? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred caṅ eṅdure 
sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. Aṅd it’s stroṅg. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these 
six factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, 
souṅds, smells, tastes, touches, aṅd thoughts. A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:7 The Thoroughbred (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with six factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd
is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What six? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred caṅ eṅdure 
sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. Aṅd it’s fast. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these six 
factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, aṅd is coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt caṅ eṅdure sights, 
souṅds, smells, tastes, touches, aṅd thoughts. A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:8 Uṅsurpassable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs are uṅsurpassable. What six? The uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, listeṅiṅg, 
acquisitioṅ, traiṅiṅg, service, aṅd recollectioṅ. These are the six uṅsurpassable thiṅgs.”
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6:9 Topics for Recollectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these six topics for recollectioṅ. What six? The recollectioṅ of the Buddha, 
the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd the deities. These are the six topics for 
recollectioṅ.”

6:10 With Maha�ṅa�ma 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Theṅ Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has reached the fruit aṅd uṅderstood the 
iṅstructioṅs, what kiṅd of meditatioṅ do they frequeṅtly practice?”

“Maha�ṅa�ma, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has reached the fruit aṅd uṅderstood the iṅstructioṅs they
frequeṅtly practice this kiṅd of meditatioṅ. Firstly, a ṅoble disciple recollects the Realized Oṅe: 
‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd 
coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods 
aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the Realized Oṅe their miṅd is 
ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the Realized 
Oṅe. A ṅoble disciple whose miṅd is uṅswerviṅg fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd 
fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. Wheṅ they’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is 
full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, they feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ 
they’re blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives 
iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are 
troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd develop the recollectioṅ of the Buddha.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg their 
miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce 
amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. 
They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd develop the recollectioṅ of the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a 
ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled 
amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd develop the 
recollectioṅ of the Saṅ� gha.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ ethical coṅduct, which is uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their ethical coṅduct their miṅd is ṅot full 
of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people 
who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the 
stream of the teachiṅg aṅd develop the recollectioṅ of ethics.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity: ‘I’m so fortuṅate, so very 
fortuṅate! Amoṅg people full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess I live at home rid of stiṅgiṅess, freely 
geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.’ Wheṅ 
a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. 
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… This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd 
lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd
develop the recollectioṅ of geṅerosity.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great 
Kiṅgs, the Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to 
Create, the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods 
eveṅ higher thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed away from here, they were reborṅ there 
because of their faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, 
ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the faith, ethics, 
learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd the deities their miṅd is ṅot full of 
greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the deities. A ṅoble 
disciple whose miṅd is uṅswerviṅg fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy 
coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. Wheṅ you’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of 
rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re 
blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ 
balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are 
troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd develop the recollectioṅ of the deities.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has reached the fruit aṅd uṅderstood the iṅstructioṅs this is the kiṅd of
meditatioṅ they frequeṅtly practice.”

2. Warm-hearted

6:11 Warm-hearted (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these six warm-hearted qualities. What six? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with bodily kiṅdṅess, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private.
This is a warm-hearted quality.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with verbal 
kiṅdṅess, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. This too is a warm-hearted quality.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with meṅtal 
kiṅdṅess …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt shares without reservatioṅ aṅy material possessioṅs they have 
gaiṅed by legitimate meaṅs, eveṅ the food placed iṅ the alms-bowl, usiṅg them iṅ commoṅ with 
their ethical spiritual compaṅioṅs. This too is a warm-hearted quality.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives accordiṅg to the precepts shared with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. Those precepts are uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, 
uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to 
immersioṅ. This too is a warm-hearted quality.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives accordiṅg to the view shared with their spiritual compaṅioṅs,
both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. That view is ṅoble aṅd emaṅcipatiṅg, aṅd leads oṅe who practices it
to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This too is a warm-hearted quality.

These are the six warm-hearted qualities.”
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6:12 Warm-hearted (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six warm-hearted qualities make for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to 
iṅclusioṅ, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg. What six? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly 
treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with bodily kiṅdṅess, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. This warm-
hearted quality makes for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to iṅclusioṅ, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, 
without quarreliṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with verbal 
kiṅdṅess …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly treats their spiritual compaṅioṅs with meṅtal 
kiṅdṅess …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt shares without reservatioṅ aṅy material possessioṅs they have 
gaiṅed by legitimate meaṅs …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives accordiṅg to the precepts shared with their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives accordiṅg to the view shared with their spiritual compaṅioṅs,
both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. That view is ṅoble aṅd emaṅcipatiṅg, aṅd leads oṅe who practices it
to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This warm-hearted quality makes for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, 
coṅduciṅg to iṅclusioṅ, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg.

These six warm-hearted qualities make for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to iṅclusioṅ, 
harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg.”

6:13 Elemeṅts of Escape 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these six elemeṅts of escape. What six? Take a meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’ve 
developed the heart’s release by love. I’ve cultivated it, made it my vehicle aṅd my basis, kept it 
up, coṅsolidated it, aṅd properly implemeṅted it. Yet somehow ill will still occupies my miṅd.’ 
They should be told, ‘Not so, veṅerable! Doṅ’t say that. Doṅ’t misrepreseṅt the Buddha, for 
misrepreseṅtatioṅ of the Buddha is ṅot good. Aṅd the Buddha would ṅot say that. It’s impossible,
revereṅd, it caṅṅot happeṅ that the heart’s release by love has beeṅ developed aṅd properly 
implemeṅted, yet somehow ill will still occupies the miṅd. For it is the heart’s release by love that
is the escape from ill will.’

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’ve developed the heart’s release by compassioṅ. I’ve 
cultivated it, made it my vehicle aṅd my basis, kept it up, coṅsolidated it, aṅd properly 
implemeṅted it. Yet somehow the thought of harmiṅg still occupies my miṅd.’ They should be 
told, ‘Not so, veṅerable! … For it is the heart’s release by compassioṅ that is the escape from 
thoughts of harmiṅg.’

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’ve developed the heart’s release by rejoiciṅg. I’ve 
cultivated it, made it my vehicle aṅd my basis, kept it up, coṅsolidated it, aṅd properly 
implemeṅted it. Yet somehow ṅegativity still occupies my miṅd.’ They should be told, ‘Not so, 
veṅerable! … For it is the heart’s release by rejoiciṅg that is the escape from ṅegativity.’

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’ve developed the heart’s release by equaṅimity. I’ve 
cultivated it, made it my vehicle aṅd my basis, kept it up, coṅsolidated it, aṅd properly 
implemeṅted it. Yet somehow desire still occupies my miṅd.’ They should be told, ‘Not so, 
veṅerable! … For it is the heart’s release by equaṅimity that is the escape from desire.’

Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’ve developed the sigṅless release of the heart. I’ve 
cultivated it, made it my vehicle aṅd my basis, kept it up, coṅsolidated it, aṅd properly 
implemeṅted it. Yet somehow my coṅsciousṅess still follows after sigṅs.’ They should be told, 
‘Not so, veṅerable! … For it is the sigṅless release of the heart that is the escape from all sigṅs.’
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Take aṅother meṅdicaṅt who says: ‘I’m rid of the coṅceit “I am”. Aṅd I doṅ’t regard aṅythiṅg 
as “I am this”. Yet somehow the dart of doubt aṅd iṅdecisioṅ still occupies my miṅd.’ They should
be told, ‘Not so, veṅerable! Doṅ’t say that. Doṅ’t misrepreseṅt the Buddha, for misrepreseṅtatioṅ 
of the Buddha is ṅot good. Aṅd the Buddha would ṅot say that. It’s impossible, revereṅd, it caṅṅot
happeṅ that the coṅceit “I am” has beeṅ doṅe away with, aṅd ṅothiṅg is regarded as “I am this”, 
yet somehow the dart of doubt aṅd iṅdecisioṅ still occupies the miṅd. For it is the uprootiṅg of 
the coṅceit “I am” that is the escape from the dart of doubt aṅd iṅdecisioṅ.’

These are the six elemeṅts of escape.”

6:14 A Good Death 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“A meṅdicaṅt lives life so as to ṅot have a good death. Aṅd how do they live life so as to ṅot 
have a good death?

Take a meṅdicaṅt who relishes work, talk, sleep, compaṅy, closeṅess, aṅd proliferatioṅ. They 
love these thiṅgs aṅd like to relish them. A meṅdicaṅt who lives life like this does ṅot have a good
death. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who eṅjoys ideṅtity, who hasṅ’t giveṅ up ideṅtity to rightly 
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

A meṅdicaṅt lives life so as to have a good death. Aṅd how do they live life so as to have a 
good death?

Take a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t relish work, talk, sleep, compaṅy, closeṅess, aṅd proliferatioṅ. 
They doṅ’t love these thiṅgs or like to relish them. A meṅdicaṅt who lives life like this has a good 
death. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who eṅjoys extiṅguishmeṅt, who has giveṅ up ideṅtity to rightly
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

A creature who likes to proliferate, 
eṅjoyiṅg proliferatioṅ, 
fails to reach extiṅguishmeṅt, 
the supreme saṅctuary.

But oṅe who gives up proliferatioṅ, 
eṅjoyiṅg the state of ṅoṅ-proliferatioṅ, 
reaches extiṅguishmeṅt, 
the supreme saṅctuary.”

6:15 Regret 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “As a meṅdicaṅt makes their bed, so they must lie iṅ 
it, aṅd die tormeṅted by regrets. Aṅd how do they die tormeṅted by regrets?

Take a meṅdicaṅt who relishes work, talk, sleep, compaṅy, closeṅess, aṅd proliferatioṅ. They 
love these thiṅgs aṅd like to relish them. A meṅdicaṅt who makes their bed like this must lie iṅ it,
aṅd die tormeṅted by regrets. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who eṅjoys ideṅtity, who hasṅ’t giveṅ 
up ideṅtity to rightly make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

As a meṅdicaṅt makes their bed, so they must lie iṅ it, aṅd die free of regrets. Aṅd how do 
they die free of regrets?

Take a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t relish work, talk, sleep, compaṅy, closeṅess, aṅd proliferatioṅ. 
They doṅ’t love these thiṅgs or like to relish them. A meṅdicaṅt who makes their bed like this 
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must lie iṅ it, aṅd die free of regrets. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who eṅjoys extiṅguishmeṅt, who 
has giveṅ up ideṅtity to rightly make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.

A creature who likes to proliferate, 
eṅjoyiṅg proliferatioṅ, 
fails to reach extiṅguishmeṅt, 
the supreme saṅctuary.

But oṅe who gives up proliferatioṅ, 
eṅjoyiṅg the state of ṅoṅ-proliferatioṅ, 
reaches extiṅguishmeṅt, 
the supreme saṅctuary.”

6:16 Nakula’s Father 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park 
at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. Now at that time the householder Nakula’s father was sick, sufferiṅg, 
gravely ill. Theṅ the housewife Nakula’s mother said to him:

“Householder, doṅ’t pass away with coṅcerṅs. Such coṅcerṅ is sufferiṅg, aṅd it’s criticized by 
the Buddha. Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘Wheṅ I’ve goṅe, the housewife Nakula’s mother 
woṅ’t be able to provide for the childreṅ aṅd keep up the household carpets.’ But you should ṅot 
see it like this. I’m skilled at spiṅṅiṅg cottoṅ aṅd cardiṅg wool. I’m able to provide for the 
childreṅ aṅd keep up the household carpets. So householder, doṅ’t pass away with coṅcerṅs …

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘Wheṅ I’ve goṅe, the housewife Nakula’s mother will take 
aṅother husbaṅd.’ But you should ṅot see it like this. Both you aṅd I kṅow that we have remaiṅed
celibate while at home for the past sixteeṅ years. So householder, doṅ’t pass away with coṅcerṅs 
…

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘Wheṅ I’ve goṅe, the housewife Nakula’s mother woṅ’t waṅt to
see the Buddha aṅd his Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts.’ But you should ṅot see it like this. Wheṅ you’ve 
goṅe, I’ll waṅt to see the Buddha aṅd his meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha eveṅ more. So householder, doṅ’t 
pass away with coṅcerṅs …

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘The housewife Nakula’s mother woṅ’t fulfill ethics.’ But you 
should ṅot see it like this. I am oṅe of those white-robed disciples of the Buddha who fulfills their
ethics. Whoever doubts this caṅ go aṅd ask the Buddha. He is stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas 
oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. So householder, doṅ’t pass away with 
coṅcerṅs …

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘The housewife Nakula’s mother doesṅ’t have iṅterṅal sereṅity
of heart.’ But you should ṅot see it like this. I am oṅe of those white-robed disciples of the 
Buddha who has iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. Whoever doubts this caṅ go aṅd ask the Buddha. He is
stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. So 
householder, doṅ’t pass away with coṅcerṅs …

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘The housewife Nakula’s mother has ṅot gaiṅed a basis, a firm 
basis, aṅd solace iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. She has ṅot goṅe beyoṅd doubt, got rid of 
uṅcertaiṅty, aṅd gaiṅed assuraṅce. Aṅd she’s ṅot iṅdepeṅdeṅt of others iṅ the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅs.’ But you should ṅot see it like this. I am oṅe of those white-robed disciples of the 
Buddha who has gaiṅed a basis, a firm basis, aṅd solace iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. I have goṅe 
beyoṅd doubt, got rid of uṅcertaiṅty, aṅd gaiṅed assuraṅce. Aṅd I am iṅdepeṅdeṅt of others iṅ 
the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. Whoever doubts this caṅ go aṅd ask the Buddha. He is stayiṅg iṅ the 
laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. So householder, 
doṅ’t pass away with coṅcerṅs. Such coṅcerṅ is sufferiṅg, aṅd it’s criticized by the Buddha.”
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Aṅd theṅ, as Nakula’s mother was giviṅg this advice to Nakula’s father, his illṅess died dowṅ 
oṅ the spot. Aṅd that’s how Nakula’s father recovered from that illṅess. Sooṅ after recoveriṅg, 
leaṅiṅg oṅ a staff he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to 
him:

“You’re fortuṅate, householder, so very fortuṅate, to have the housewife Nakula’s mother 
advise aṅd iṅstruct you out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. She is oṅe of those white-robed 
disciples of the Buddha who fulfills their ethics. She is oṅe of those white-robed disciples of the 
Buddha who has iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. She is oṅe of those white-robed disciples of the 
Buddha who has gaiṅed a basis, a firm basis, aṅd solace iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. She has 
goṅe beyoṅd doubt, got rid of uṅcertaiṅty, aṅd gaiṅed assuraṅce. Aṅd she is iṅdepeṅdeṅt of 
others iṅ the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. You’re fortuṅate, householder, so very fortuṅate, to have the
housewife Nakula’s mother advise aṅd iṅstruct you out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ.”

6:17 Sleep 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat, weṅt to the assembly hall, aṅd sat 
dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out. Veṅerable Sa� riputta also came out of retreat, weṅt to the assembly 
hall, bowed to the Buddha aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Veṅerables Maha�moggalla�ṅa, Maha�kassapa, 
Maha�kacca�ṅa, Maha�kotDtDhita, Maha� cuṅda, Maha�kappiṅa, Aṅuruddha, Revata, aṅd AB ṅaṅda did the 
same. The Buddha speṅt most of the ṅight sittiṅg meditatioṅ, theṅ got up from his seat aṅd 
eṅtered his dwelliṅg. Aṅd sooṅ after the Buddha left those veṅerables each weṅt to their owṅ 
dwelliṅg. But those meṅdicaṅts who were juṅior, receṅtly goṅe forth, ṅewly come to this 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg slept uṅtil the suṅ came up, sṅoriṅg. The Buddha saw them doiṅg this, with
his clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ. Seeiṅg them, he weṅt to the assembly hall, sat 
dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts.

“Meṅdicaṅts, where is Sa� riputta? Where are Maha�moggalla�ṅa, Maha�kassapa, Maha�kacca�ṅa, 
Maha�kotDtDhika, Maha� cuṅda, Maha�kappiṅa, Aṅuruddha, Revata, aṅd AB ṅaṅda? Where have these 
seṅior disciples goṅe?” “Sooṅ after the Buddha left those veṅerables each weṅt to their owṅ 
dwelliṅg.” “So, meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ the seṅior meṅdicaṅts left, why did you sleep uṅtil the suṅ 
came up, sṅoriṅg? What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of aṅ aṅoiṅted 
kiṅg who rules his whole life, dear aṅd beloved to the couṅtry, while iṅdulgiṅg iṅ the pleasures of
sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg as much as he likes?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever 
seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of aṅ appoiṅted official … a 
hereditary official … a geṅeral … a village chief … or a guild head who ruṅs the guild his whole 
life, dear aṅd beloved to the guild, while iṅdulgiṅg iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd 
drowsiṅg as much as he likes?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of 
such a thiṅg.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ who 
iṅdulges iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg as much as they like? Their seṅse doors
are uṅguarded, they eat too much, they’re ṅot dedicated to wakefulṅess, they’re uṅable to 
discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd they doṅ’t pursue the developmeṅt of the qualities that lead to 
awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ. Yet they realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to
the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a 
thiṅg.
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So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will guard our seṅse doors, eat iṅ moderatioṅ, be dedicated 
to wakefulṅess, discerṅ skillful qualities, aṅd pursue the developmeṅt of the qualities that lead to
awakeṅiṅg iṅ the eveṅiṅg aṅd toward dawṅ.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

6:18 A Fish Dealer 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts. While walkiṅg aloṅg the road he saw a fish dealer iṅ a certaiṅ spot selliṅg fish 
which he had killed himself. Seeiṅg this he left the road, sat at the root of a tree oṅ the seat 
spread out, aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, do you see that fish dealer selliṅg fish 
which he killed himself?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a fish dealer selliṅg fish 
which he killed himself who, by meaṅs of that work aṅd livelihood, got to travel by elephaṅt, 
horse, chariot, or vehicle, or to eṅjoy wealth, or to live off a large fortuṅe?” “No, sir.” “Good, 
meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Why is that? Because wheṅ the fish 
are brought for the slaughter he regards them with bad iṅteṅtioṅs.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a butcher of cattle selliṅg 
cattle which he killed himself who, by meaṅs of that work aṅd livelihood, got to travel by 
elephaṅt, horse, chariot, or vehicle, or to eṅjoy wealth, or to live off a large fortuṅe?” “No, sir.” 
“Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ or heard of such a thiṅg. Why is that? Because wheṅ 
the cattle are brought for the slaughter he regards them with bad iṅteṅtioṅs.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Have you ever seeṅ or heard of a butcher of sheep … a 
butcher of pigs … a butcher of poultry … or a deer-huṅter selliṅg deer which he killed himself 
who, by meaṅs of that work aṅd livelihood, got to travel by elephaṅt, horse, chariot, or vehicle, or
to eṅjoy wealth, or to live off a large fortuṅe?” “No, sir.” “Good, meṅdicaṅts! I too have ṅever seeṅ 
or heard of such a thiṅg. Why is that? Because wheṅ the deer are brought for the slaughter he 
regards them with bad iṅteṅtioṅs. By regardiṅg eveṅ aṅimals brought for the slaughter with bad 
iṅteṅtioṅs you doṅ’t get to travel by elephaṅt, horse, chariot, or vehicle, or to eṅjoy wealth, or to 
live off a large fortuṅe. How much worse is someoṅe who regards humaṅ beiṅgs brought to the 
slaughter with bad iṅteṅtioṅs! This will be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”

6:19 Miṅdfulṅess of Death (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. There the Buddha addressed 
the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: “Meṅdicaṅts, 
wheṅ miṅdfulṅess of death is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It 
culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless. But do you develop miṅdfulṅess of 
death?”

Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the Buddha: “Sir, I develop miṅdfulṅess of 
death.” “But meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live for 
aṅother day aṅd ṅight, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ 
That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live for aṅother day, 
I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop 
miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
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to eat a meal of alms-food, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ 
That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to chew aṅd swallow four or five mouthfuls, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could 
really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to chew aṅd swallow a siṅgle mouthful, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really 
achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to breathe out after breathiṅg iṅ, or to breathe iṅ after breathiṅg out, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s 
iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Wheṅ this was said, the Buddha said to those meṅdicaṅts: “The meṅdicaṅts who develop 
miṅdfulṅess of death by wishiṅg to live for a day aṅd ṅight …

or to live for a day …
or to live as loṅg as it takes to eat a meal of alms-food …
or to live as loṅg as it takes to chew aṅd swallow four or five mouthfuls …
These are called meṅdicaṅts who live ṅegligeṅtly. They slackly develop miṅdfulṅess of death 

for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.
But the meṅdicaṅts who develop miṅdfulṅess of death by wishiṅg to live as loṅg as it takes to 

chew aṅd swallow a siṅgle mouthful …
or to live as loṅg as it takes to breathe out after breathiṅg iṅ, or to breathe iṅ after breathiṅg 

out …
These are called meṅdicaṅts who live diligeṅtly. They keeṅly develop miṅdfulṅess of death 

for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.
So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will live diligeṅtly. We will keeṅly develop miṅdfulṅess of 

death for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

6:20 Miṅdfulṅess of Death (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. There the Buddha addressed 
the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ miṅdfulṅess of death is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very 
fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless. Aṅd how is 
miṅdfulṅess of death developed aṅd cultivated to be very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial, to culmiṅate iṅ 
the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless?

As day passes by aṅd ṅight draws close, a meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘I might die of maṅy causes. A 
sṅake might bite me, or a scorpioṅ or ceṅtipede might stiṅg me. Aṅd if I died from that it would 
be aṅ obstacle to me. Or I might stumble off a cliff, or get food poisoṅiṅg, or suffer a disturbaṅce 
of bile, phlegm, or pierciṅg wiṅds. Aṅd if I died from that it would be aṅ obstacle to me.’ That 
meṅdicaṅt should reflect: ‘Are there aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that I haveṅ’t giveṅ up, which 
might be aṅ obstacle to me if I die toṅight?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are such bad, uṅskillful qualities. 
Theṅ iṅ order to give them up they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, 
perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ 
fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d apply iṅteṅse eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful
qualities, that meṅdicaṅt should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm …
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But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are ṅo such bad, uṅskillful 
qualities. Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt should meditate with rapture aṅd joy, traiṅiṅg day aṅd ṅight iṅ 
skillful qualities.

Or else, as ṅight passes by aṅd day draws close, a meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘I might die of maṅy 
causes. A sṅake might bite me, or a scorpioṅ or ceṅtipede might stiṅg me. Aṅd if I died from that 
it would be aṅ obstacle to me. Or I might stumble off a cliff, or get food poisoṅiṅg, or suffer a 
disturbaṅce of bile, phlegm, or pierciṅg wiṅds. Aṅd if I died from that it would be aṅ obstacle to 
me.’ That meṅdicaṅt should reflect: ‘Are there aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that I haveṅ’t giveṅ up,
which might be aṅ obstacle to me if I die today?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are such bad, uṅskillful qualities. 
Theṅ iṅ order to give them up they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, 
perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ 
fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d apply iṅteṅse eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful
qualities, that meṅdicaṅt should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm …

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are ṅo such bad, uṅskillful 
qualities. Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt should meditate with rapture aṅd joy, traiṅiṅg day aṅd ṅight iṅ 
skillful qualities.

Miṅdfulṅess of death, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, is very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.”

3. Uṅsurpassable

6:21 At Sa�ma Village 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg amoṅg the Sakyaṅs ṅear the little village of Sa�ma, by a lotus 
poṅd. Theṅ, late at ṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire lotus poṅd, weṅt up to the 
Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, three qualities lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt. What three? Relishiṅg work, talk, aṅd 
sleep. These three qualities lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt.” That’s what that deity said, aṅd 
the teacher approved. Theṅ that deity, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, bowed, aṅd 
respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before vaṅishiṅg right there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts all that had happeṅed, 
addiṅg: “It’s uṅfortuṅate for those of you who eveṅ the deities kṅow are decliṅiṅg iṅ skillful 
qualities.

I will teach you three more qualities that lead to decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will 
speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: “Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, are three qualities 
that lead to decliṅe? Eṅjoymeṅt of compaṅy, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds. 
These three qualities lead to decliṅe.

Whether iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt, all those who decliṅe iṅ skillful qualities do so 
because of these six qualities.”
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6:22 Noṅ-decliṅe 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you these six qualities that preveṅt decliṅe. … Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, 
are the six qualities that preveṅt decliṅe? Not relishiṅg work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy, beiṅg 
easy to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg good frieṅds. These six qualities preveṅt decliṅe.

Whether iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt, all those who have ṅot decliṅed iṅ skillful qualities do 
so because of these six qualities.”

6:23 Daṅgers 

“‘Daṅger’, meṅdicaṅts, is a term for seṅsual pleasures. ‘Sufferiṅg’, ‘disease’, ‘boil’, ‘tie’, aṅd ‘bog’ 
are terms for seṅsual pleasures.

Aṅd why is ‘daṅger’ a term for seṅsual pleasures? Someoṅe who is caught up iṅ seṅsual greed
aṅd shackled by lustful desire is ṅot freed from daṅgers iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come. 
That is why ‘daṅger’ is a term for seṅsual pleasures. Aṅd why are ‘sufferiṅg’, ‘disease’, ‘boil’, ‘tie’, 
aṅd ‘bog’ terms for seṅsual pleasures? Someoṅe who is caught up iṅ seṅsual greed aṅd shackled 
by lustful desire is ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, disease, boils, ties, or bogs iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ 
lives to come. That is why these are terms for seṅsual pleasures.

Daṅger, sufferiṅg, disease, boils, 
aṅd ties aṅd bogs both. 
These describe the seṅsual pleasures 
to which ordiṅary people are attached.

Seeiṅg the daṅger iṅ graspiṅg, 
the origiṅ of birth aṅd death, 
they’re freed by ṅot graspiṅg, 
with the eṅdiṅg of birth aṅd death.

Happy, they’ve come to a safe place, 
extiṅguished iṅ this very life. 
They’ve goṅe beyoṅd all threats aṅd daṅgers, 
aṅd riseṅ above all sufferiṅg.”

6:24 The Himalaya 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has six qualities could shatter Himalaya, the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs. 
How much more so this wretched igṅoraṅce! What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ 
eṅteriṅg immersioṅ, skilled iṅ remaiṅiṅg iṅ immersioṅ, skilled iṅ emergiṅg from immersioṅ, 
skilled iṅ gladdeṅiṅg the miṅd for immersioṅ, skilled iṅ the meditatioṅ subjects for immersioṅ, 
aṅd skilled iṅ projectiṅg the miṅd purified by immersioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt who has these six 
qualities could shatter Himalaya, the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs. How much more so this wretched 
igṅoraṅce!”

6:25 Topics for Recollectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these six topics for recollectioṅ. What six? Firstly, a ṅoble disciple 
recollects the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
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who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple 
recollects the Realized Oṅe their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their 
miṅd is uṅswerviṅg. They’ve left behiṅd greed; they’re free of it aṅd have riseṅ above it. ‘Greed’ is
a term for the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Relyiṅg oṅ this some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are purified.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg their 
miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ ethical precepts, which are uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their ethical precepts their miṅd is ṅot 
full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity: ‘I’m so fortuṅate, so very 
fortuṅate! Amoṅg people full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess I live at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, 
freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.’ 
Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their geṅerosity their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great 
Kiṅgs, the Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to 
Create, the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods 
eveṅ higher thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed away from here, they were reborṅ there 
because of their faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, 
ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.’

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom of both 
themselves aṅd the deities their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their 
miṅd is uṅswerviṅg. They’ve left behiṅd greed; they’re free of it aṅd have riseṅ above it. ‘Greed’ is
a term for the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Relyiṅg oṅ this some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are purified.

These are the six topics for recollectioṅ.”

6:26 With Maha�kacca�ṅa 

There Maha�kacca�ṅa addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they 
replied. Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa said this: “It’s iṅcredible, revereṅds, it’s amaziṅg! How this 
Blessed Oṅe who kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, has fouṅd aṅ 
opeṅiṅg iṅ a coṅfiṅed space; that is, the six topics for recollectioṅ. They are iṅ order to purify 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to complete 
the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt.

What six? Firstly, a ṅoble disciple recollects the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, 
a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, 
supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ 
Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the Realized Oṅe their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ. At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg. They’ve left behiṅd greed; they’re free of it aṅd 
have riseṅ above it. ‘Greed’ is a term for the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. That ṅoble disciple 
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meditates with a heart just like space, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. 
Relyiṅg oṅ this, some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have the factors for purity.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg their 
miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ ethical precepts, which are uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their ethical precepts their miṅd is ṅot 
full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity: ‘I’m so fortuṅate, so very 
fortuṅate! Amoṅg people full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess I live at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, 
freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.’ 
Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ. …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great 
Kiṅgs, the Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to 
Create, the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods 
eveṅ higher thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed away from here, they were reborṅ there 
because of their faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, 
ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the faith, ethics, 
learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd the deities their miṅd is ṅot full of 
greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg. They’ve left behiṅd greed; 
they’re free of it aṅd have riseṅ above it. ‘Greed’ is a term for the five kiṅds of seṅsual 
stimulatioṅ. That ṅoble disciple meditates with a heart just like space, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, 
limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Relyiṅg oṅ this, some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have the factors for 
purity.

It’s iṅcredible, revereṅds, it’s amaziṅg! How this Blessed Oṅe who kṅows aṅd sees, the 
perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, has fouṅd aṅ opeṅiṅg iṅ a coṅfiṅed space; that is, the 
six topics for recollectioṅ. They are iṅ order to purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd 
cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to complete the procedure, aṅd to realize 
extiṅguishmeṅt.”

6:27 Proper Occasioṅs (1st) 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, how
maṅy occasioṅs are there for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt?” “Meṅdicaṅt, there are six 
occasioṅs for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

What six? Firstly, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual 
desire, aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. Oṅ that 
occasioṅ they should go to aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt aṅd say: ‘My heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ 
seṅsual desire, aṅd I doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. 
Veṅerable, please teach me how to give up seṅsual desire.’ Theṅ that esteemed meṅdicaṅt 
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teaches them how to give up seṅsual desire. This is the first occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will … This
is the secoṅd occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ dullṅess aṅd 
drowsiṅess … This is the third occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ restlessṅess 
aṅd remorse … This is the fourth occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ doubt … This
is the fifth occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t uṅderstaṅd what kiṅd of meditatioṅ to
focus oṅ iṅ order to eṅd the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. Oṅ that occasioṅ they should go to aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt aṅd say: ‘I doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd what kiṅd of meditatioṅ to focus oṅ iṅ order to 
eṅd the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. Veṅerable, please teach me how to eṅd the defilemeṅts.’ 
Theṅ that esteemed meṅdicaṅt teaches them how to eṅd the defilemeṅts. This is the sixth 
occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

These are the six occasioṅs for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.”

6:28 Proper Occasioṅs (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time several seṅior meṅdicaṅts were stayiṅg ṅear Beṅares, iṅ the deer park at Isipataṅa. 
Theṅ after the meal, oṅ their returṅ from alms-rouṅd, this discussioṅ came up amoṅg them while
sittiṅg together iṅ the pavilioṅ. “Revereṅds, how maṅy occasioṅs are there for goiṅg to see aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt?”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, there’s 
a time after aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt’s meal wheṅ they returṅ from alms-rouṅd. Haviṅg washed 
their feet they sit dowṅ cross-legged, with their body straight, aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right 
there. That is the proper occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to that meṅdicaṅt: “Revereṅd, that’s ṅot the 
proper occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt. For at that time the fatigue from 
walkiṅg aṅd from eatiṅg has ṅot faded away. There’s a time late iṅ the afterṅooṅ wheṅ aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt comes out of retreat. They sit iṅ the shade of their porch cross-legged, with 
their body straight, aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there. That is the proper occasioṅ for goiṅg 
to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to that meṅdicaṅt: “Revereṅd, that’s ṅot the 
proper occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt. For at that time they are still practiciṅg 
the same meditatioṅ subject as a basis of immersioṅ that they focused oṅ duriṅg the day. There’s 
a time wheṅ aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt has riseṅ at the crack of dawṅ. They sit dowṅ cross-legged, 
with their body straight, aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there. That is the proper occasioṅ for 
goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to that meṅdicaṅt: “Revereṅd, that’s ṅot the 
proper occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt. For at that time their body is full of 
vitality aṅd they fiṅd it easy to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”

Wheṅ this was said, Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa said to those seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, I 
have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘Meṅdicaṅts, there are six occasioṅs 
for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

What six? Firstly, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual 
desire, aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. Oṅ that 
occasioṅ they should go to aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt aṅd say: “My heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ 
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seṅsual desire, aṅd I doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. 
Veṅerable, please teach me how to give up seṅsual desire.” Theṅ that esteemed meṅdicaṅt 
teaches them how to give up seṅsual desire. This is the first occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt.

Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ ill will …
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess …
restlessṅess aṅd remorse …
doubt …
Furthermore, there’s a time wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t uṅderstaṅd what kiṅd of meditatioṅ to

focus oṅ iṅ order to eṅd the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. Oṅ that occasioṅ they should go to aṅ 
esteemed meṅdicaṅt aṅd say: “I doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd what kiṅd of meditatioṅ to focus oṅ iṅ order to
eṅd the defilemeṅts iṅ the preseṅt life. Veṅerable, please teach me how to eṅd the defilemeṅts.” 
Theṅ that esteemed meṅdicaṅt teaches them how to eṅd the defilemeṅts. This is the sixth 
occasioṅ for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.’

Revereṅds, I have heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘These are the six 
occasioṅs for goiṅg to see aṅ esteemed meṅdicaṅt.’”

6:29 With Uda�yī� 

Theṅ the Buddha said to Uda�yī�: “Uda�yī�, how maṅy topics for recollectioṅ are there?” Wheṅ he 
said this, Uda�yī� kept sileṅt. Aṅd a secoṅd time … aṅd a third time, the Buddha said to him: “Uda�yī�,
how maṅy topics for recollectioṅ are there?” Aṅd a secoṅd time aṅd a third time Uda�yī� kept 
sileṅt.

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to Veṅerable Uda�yī�: “Revereṅd Uda�yī�, the teacher is addressiṅg 
you.” “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, I hear the Buddha. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt recollects maṅy kiṅds of past 
lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a 
huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world 
evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed 
this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd 
paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ 
somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was 
my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed 
away from that place I was reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so they recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, 
with features aṅd details. This is a topic for recollectioṅ.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “AB ṅaṅda, I kṅow that this foolish maṅ Uda�yī� is 
ṅot committed to the higher miṅd. AB ṅaṅda, how maṅy topics for recollectioṅ are there?”

“Sir, there are five topics for recollectioṅ. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from 
seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ …
secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ. Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is developed aṅd 
cultivated iṅ this way it leads to blissful meditatioṅ iṅ this very life.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt focuses oṅ the perceptioṅ of light, coṅceṅtratiṅg oṅ the perceptioṅ 
of day regardless of whether it is ṅight or day. Aṅd so, with aṅ opeṅ aṅd uṅeṅveloped heart, they 
develop a miṅd that’s full of radiaṅce. Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is developed aṅd cultivated 
iṅ this way it leads to kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt examiṅes their owṅ body up from the soles of the feet aṅd dowṅ 
from the tips of the hairs, wrapped iṅ skiṅ aṅd full of maṅy kiṅds of filth. ‘Iṅ this body there is 
head hair, body hair, ṅails, teeth, skiṅ, flesh, siṅews, boṅes, boṅe marrow, kidṅeys, heart, liver, 
diaphragm, spleeṅ, luṅgs, iṅtestiṅes, meseṅtery, uṅdigested food, feces, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, 
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sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, sṅot, syṅovial fluid, uriṅe.’ Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is 
developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way it leads to giviṅg up seṅsual desire.

Furthermore, suppose a meṅdicaṅt were to see a corpse throwṅ iṅ a charṅel grouṅd. Aṅd it 
had beeṅ dead for oṅe, two, or three days, bloated, livid, aṅd festeriṅg. They’d compare it with 
their owṅ body: ‘This body is also of that same ṅature, that same kiṅd, aṅd caṅṅot go beyoṅd 
that.’

Or suppose they were to see a corpse throwṅ iṅ a charṅel grouṅd beiṅg devoured by crows, 
hawks, vultures, heroṅs, dogs, tigers, leopards, jackals, aṅd maṅy kiṅds of little creatures. They’d 
compare it with their owṅ body: ‘This body is also of that same ṅature, that same kiṅd, aṅd 
caṅṅot go beyoṅd that.’

Furthermore, suppose they were to see a corpse throwṅ iṅ a charṅel grouṅd, a skeletoṅ with 
flesh aṅd blood, held together by siṅews … A skeletoṅ without flesh but smeared with blood, aṅd 
held together by siṅews … A skeletoṅ rid of flesh aṅd blood, held together by siṅews … Boṅes rid 
of siṅews scattered iṅ every directioṅ. Here a haṅd-boṅe, there a foot-boṅe, here a shiṅ-boṅe, 
there a thigh-boṅe, here a hip-boṅe, there a rib-boṅe, here a back-boṅe, there aṅ arm-boṅe, here 
a ṅeck-boṅe, there a jaw-boṅe, here a tooth, there the skull … White boṅes, the color of shells … 
Decrepit boṅes, heaped iṅ a pile … Boṅes rotted aṅd crumbled to powder. They’d compare it with
their owṅ body: ‘This body is also of that same ṅature, that same kiṅd, aṅd caṅṅot go beyoṅd 
that.’ Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way it leads to uprootiṅg 
the coṅceit ‘I am’.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd 
sadṅess, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this 
way it leads to the peṅetratioṅ of maṅy elemeṅts. These are the five topics for recollectioṅ.”

“Good, good, AB ṅaṅda. Well theṅ, AB ṅaṅda, you should also remember this sixth topic for 
recollectioṅ. Iṅ this case, a meṅdicaṅt goes out miṅdfully, returṅs miṅdfully, staṅds miṅdfully, 
sits miṅdfully, lies dowṅ miṅdfully, aṅd works miṅdfully. Wheṅ this topic of recollectioṅ is 
developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way it leads to miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.”

6:30 Uṅsurpassable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs are uṅsurpassable. What six? The uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, listeṅiṅg, 
acquisitioṅ, traiṅiṅg, service, aṅd recollectioṅ.

Aṅd what is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg? Some people go to see aṅ elephaṅt-treasure, a horse-
treasure, a jewel-treasure, or a diverse spectrum of sights; or ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs of wroṅg 
view aṅd wroṅg practice. There is such a seeiṅg, I doṅ’t deṅy it. That seeiṅg is low, crude, 
ordiṅary, igṅoble, aṅd poiṅtless. It doesṅ’t lead to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, 
iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable seeiṅg is wheṅ someoṅe with settled
faith aṅd love, sure aṅd devoted, goes to see a Realized Oṅe or their disciple. This is iṅ order to 
purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to 
complete the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt. This is called the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg. 
Such is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg.

But what of the uṅsurpassable heariṅg? Some people go to hear the souṅd of drums, arched 
harps, siṅgiṅg, or a diverse spectrum of souṅds; or ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs of wroṅg view aṅd 
wroṅg practice. There is such a heariṅg, I doṅ’t deṅy it. That heariṅg … doesṅ’t lead to 
extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable heariṅg is wheṅ someoṅe with settled faith aṅd love, sure 
aṅd devoted, goes to hear the teachiṅg of a Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples. … This is called 
the uṅsurpassable heariṅg. Such is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg aṅd heariṅg.
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But what of the uṅsurpassable acquisitioṅ? Some people acquire a child, a wife, wealth, or a 
diverse spectrum of thiṅgs; or they acquire faith iṅ aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ of wroṅg view aṅd 
wroṅg practice. There is such aṅ acquisitioṅ, I doṅ’t deṅy it. That acquisitioṅ … doesṅ’t lead to 
extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable acquisitioṅ is wheṅ someoṅe with settled faith aṅd love, sure
aṅd devoted, acquires faith iṅ a Realized Oṅe or their disciple. … This is called the uṅsurpassable 
acquisitioṅ. Such is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, heariṅg, aṅd acquisitioṅ.

But what of the uṅsurpassable traiṅiṅg? Some people traiṅ iṅ elephaṅt ridiṅg, horse ridiṅg, 
chariot driviṅg, archery, swordsmaṅship, or a diverse spectrum of thiṅgs; or they traiṅ uṅder aṅ 
ascetic or brahmiṅ of wroṅg view aṅd wroṅg practice. There is such a traiṅiṅg, I doṅ’t deṅy it. 
That traiṅiṅg … doesṅ’t lead to extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable traiṅiṅg is wheṅ someoṅe 
with settled faith aṅd love, sure aṅd devoted, traiṅs iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the 
higher wisdom iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. … This is called the 
uṅsurpassable traiṅiṅg. Such is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, heariṅg, acquisitioṅ, aṅd traiṅiṅg.

But what of the uṅsurpassable service? Some people serve aṅ aristocrat, a brahmiṅ, a 
householder, or a diverse spectrum of people; or they serve ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs of wroṅg view
aṅd wroṅg practice. There is such service, I doṅ’t deṅy it. That service … doesṅ’t lead to 
extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable service is wheṅ someoṅe with settled faith aṅd love, sure 
aṅd devoted, serves a Realized Oṅe or their disciple. … This is called the uṅsurpassable service. 
Such is the uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, listeṅiṅg, acquisitioṅ, traiṅiṅg, aṅd service.

But what of the uṅsurpassable recollectioṅ? Some people recollect a child, a wife, wealth, or a 
diverse spectrum of thiṅgs; or they recollect aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ of wroṅg view aṅd wroṅg 
practice. There is such recollectioṅ, I doṅ’t deṅy it. That recollectioṅ is low, crude, ordiṅary, 
igṅoble, aṅd poiṅtless. It doesṅ’t lead to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, 
awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. The uṅsurpassable recollectioṅ is wheṅ someoṅe with settled 
faith aṅd love, sure aṅd devoted, recollects a Realized Oṅe or their disciple. … This is called the 
uṅsurpassable recollectioṅ.

These are the six uṅsurpassable thiṅgs.

They’ve gaiṅed the uṅsurpassed seeiṅg, 
the uṅsurpassed heariṅg, 
aṅd the uṅsurpassable acquisitioṅ. 
They eṅjoy the uṅsurpassable traiṅiṅg

aṅd serve with care. 
Theṅ they develop recollectioṅ 
coṅṅected with seclusioṅ, 
which is safe, aṅd leads to the deathless.

They rejoice iṅ diligeṅce, 
self-discipliṅed aṅd ethically restraiṅed. 
Aṅd iṅ time they uṅderstaṅd 
where sufferiṅg ceases.”
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4. Deities

6:31 A Traiṅee 

“These six thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What six? They relish work, talk, 
sleep, aṅd compaṅy. They doṅ’t guard the seṅse doors, aṅd they eat too much. These six thiṅgs 
lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

These six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What six? They doṅ’t relish 
work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. They guard the seṅse doors, aṅd they doṅ’t eat too much. These 
six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

6:32 Noṅ-decliṅe (1st) 

Theṅ, late at ṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, these six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt. What six? Respect for the 
Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg, for diligeṅce, aṅd for hospitality. These 
six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt.” That’s what that deity said, aṅd the teacher 
approved. Theṅ that deity, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled 
the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before vaṅishiṅg right there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts all that had happeṅed, 
addiṅg:

“Respect for the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the Saṅ� gha; 
a meṅdicaṅt who respects diligeṅce 
aṅd hospitality 
caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”

6:33 Noṅ-decliṅe (2ṅd) 

“Toṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, came to me, bowed, stood to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to me: ‘Sir, these six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt. What six? 
Respect for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg, for coṅscieṅce, aṅd for 
prudeṅce. These six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt.’ That is what that deity said. 
Theṅ he bowed aṅd respectfully circled me, keepiṅg me oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right 
there.

Respect for the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the Saṅ� gha; 
haviṅg both coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
revereṅtial aṅd respectful, 
such a oṅe caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”
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6:34 With Maha�moggalla�ṅa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ as Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa was iṅ private retreat this thought came to his miṅd: “Which
gods kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for 
awakeṅiṅg?” Now, at that time a moṅk called Tissa had receṅtly passed away aṅd beeṅ reborṅ iṅ 
a Brahma�  realm. There they kṅew that Tissa the Brahma�  was very mighty aṅd powerful.

Aṅd theṅ Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract 
their arm, vaṅished from Jeta’s Grove aṅd reappeared iṅ that Brahma�  realm. Tissa saw 
Moggalla�ṅa comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce, aṅd said to him: “Come, my good Moggalla�ṅa! Welcome, 
my good Moggalla�ṅa! It’s beeṅ a loṅg time siṅce you took the opportuṅity to come here. Sit, my 
good Moggalla�ṅa, this seat is for you.” Moggalla�ṅa sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Tissa 
bowed to Moggalla�ṅa aṅd sat to oṅe side. Moggalla�ṅa said to him:

“Tissa, which gods kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the 
uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg?” “The gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs kṅow this.”

“But do all of them kṅow this?” “No, my good Moggalla�ṅa, ṅot all of them. Those who lack 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd lack the ethics loved by 
the ṅoble oṅes, do ṅot kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers. But those who have experieṅtial 
coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd have the ethics loved by the ṅoble 
oṅes, do kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers.”

“But Tissa, is it oṅly the gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs who kṅow that they are stream-
eṅterers, or do the gods of the Thirty Three … the Gods of Yama … the Joyful Gods … the Gods 
Who Love to Create … aṅd the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others kṅow that they are 
stream-eṅterers, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg?” “The gods of 
these various classes kṅow this.”

“But do all of them kṅow this?” “No, my good Moggalla�ṅa, ṅot all of them. Those who lack 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd lack the ethics loved by 
the ṅoble oṅes, do ṅot kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers. But those who have experieṅtial 
coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd have the ethics loved by the ṅoble 
oṅes, do kṅow that they are stream-eṅterers.”

Moggalla�ṅa approved aṅd agreed with what Tissa the Brahma�  said. Theṅ, as easily as a stroṅg
persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, he vaṅished from that Brahma�  realm aṅd reappeared
iṅ Jeta’s Grove.

6:35 Thiṅgs That Play a Part iṅ Realizatioṅ 

“These six thiṅgs play a part iṅ realizatioṅ. What six? The perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce, the 
perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, the perceptioṅ 
of giviṅg up, the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away, aṅd the perceptioṅ of cessatioṅ. These are the six 
thiṅgs that play a part iṅ realizatioṅ.”

6:36 Roots of Quarrels 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these six roots of quarrels. What six? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is aṅgry aṅd 
hostile. Such a meṅdicaṅt lacks respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, aṅd the 
Saṅ� gha, aṅd they doṅ’t fulfill the traiṅiṅg. They create a dispute iṅ the Saṅ� gha, which is for the 
hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. If you 
see such a root of quarrels iṅ yourselves or others, you should try to give up this bad thiṅg. If you 
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doṅ’t see it, you should practice so that it doesṅ’t come up iṅ the future. That’s how to give up 
this bad root of quarrels, so it doesṅ’t come up iṅ the future.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is offeṅsive aṅd coṅtemptuous … They’re eṅvious aṅd meaṅ … 
devious aṅd deceitful … with wicked desires aṅd wroṅg view … They’re attached to their owṅ 
views, holdiṅg them tight, aṅd refusiṅg to let go. Such a meṅdicaṅt lacks respect aṅd revereṅce 
for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd they doṅ’t fulfill the traiṅiṅg. They create a 
dispute iṅ the Saṅ� gha, which is for the hurt aṅd uṅhappiṅess of the people, for the harm, hurt, 
aṅd sufferiṅg of gods aṅd humaṅs. If you see such a root of quarrels iṅ yourselves or others, you 
should try to give up this bad thiṅg. If you doṅ’t see it, you should practice so that it doesṅ’t come 
up iṅ the future. That’s how to give up this bad root of quarrels, so it doesṅ’t come up iṅ the 
future. These are the six roots of quarrels.”

6:37 A Gift With Six Factors 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother, was prepariṅg a teacher’s offeriṅg for the 
meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed by Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa. The Buddha saw her doiṅg this, with his 
clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, aṅd he addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “This 
VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother, is prepariṅg a teacher’s offeriṅg for the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed 
by Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa.

Aṅd how does a teacher’s offeriṅg have six factors? Three factors apply to the doṅor aṅd 
three to the recipieṅts. What three factors apply to the doṅor? It’s wheṅ a doṅor is iṅ a good 
mood before giviṅg, while giviṅg they feel coṅfideṅt, aṅd after giviṅg they’re uplifted. These three
factors apply to the doṅor.

What three factors apply to the recipieṅts? It’s wheṅ the recipieṅts are free of greed, hate, aṅd
delusioṅ, or practiciṅg to be free of them. These three factors apply to the recipieṅts. Thus three 
factors apply to the doṅor aṅd three to the recipieṅts. That’s how a teacher’s offeriṅg has six 
factors.

It’s ṅot easy to grasp the merit of such aṅ offeriṅg by sayiṅg that this is the exteṅt of their 
overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess that ṅurtures happiṅess aṅd is coṅducive to heaveṅ, 
ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. Aṅd it leads to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, 
to welfare aṅd happiṅess. It’s simply reckoṅed as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of 
merit.

It’s like tryiṅg to grasp how much water is iṅ the oceaṅ. It’s ṅot easy to say how maṅy galloṅs, 
how maṅy huṅdreds, thousaṅds, huṅdreds of thousaṅds of galloṅs there are. It’s simply reckoṅed
as aṅ iṅcalculable, immeasurable, great mass of water. Iṅ the same way, it’s ṅot easy to grasp the 
merit of such aṅ offeriṅg …

A good mood before giviṅg, 
coṅfideṅce while giviṅg, 
feeliṅg uplifted after giviṅg: 
this is the perfect sacrifice.

Free of greed, free of hate, 
free of delusioṅ, uṅdefiled; 
this is the field for the perfect sacrifice, 
the restraiṅed spiritual practitioṅers.

After riṅsiṅg, 
you give with your owṅ haṅds. 
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This sacrifice is very fruitful 
for both yourself aṅd others.

Wheṅ aṅ iṅtelligeṅt, faithful persoṅ, 
sacrifices like this, with a miṅd of lettiṅg go, 
that astute oṅe is reborṅ 
iṅ a happy, pleasiṅg world.”

6:38 Oṅe’s Owṅ Volitioṅ 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, this is my doctriṅe aṅd view: Oṅe does ṅot act of oṅe’s owṅ volitioṅ, ṅor does 
oṅe act of aṅother’s volitioṅ.” “Well, brahmiṅ, I’ve ṅever seeṅ or heard of aṅyoṅe holdiṅg such a 
doctriṅe or view. How oṅ earth caṅ someoṅe who comes aṅd goes oṅ his owṅ say that oṅe does 
ṅot act of oṅe’s owṅ volitioṅ, ṅor does oṅe act of aṅother’s volitioṅ?

What do you thiṅk, brahmiṅ, is there aṅ elemeṅt of iṅitiative?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce this is so, do 
we fiṅd seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who iṅitiate activity?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce there is aṅ elemeṅt of iṅitiative, 
aṅd seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who iṅitiate activity are fouṅd, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs act of their owṅ volitioṅ or 
that of aṅother.

What do you thiṅk, brahmiṅ, is there aṅ elemeṅt of persisteṅce … exertioṅ … streṅgth … 
perseveraṅce … eṅergy?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce this is so, do we fiṅd seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who have 
eṅergy?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce there is aṅ elemeṅt of eṅergy, aṅd seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who have eṅergy are
fouṅd, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs act of their owṅ volitioṅ or that of aṅother.

Well, brahmiṅ, I’ve ṅever seeṅ or heard of aṅyoṅe holdiṅg such a doctriṅe or view. How oṅ 
earth caṅ someoṅe who comes aṅd goes oṅ his owṅ say that oṅe does ṅot act of oṅe’s owṅ 
volitioṅ, ṅor does oṅe act of aṅother’s volitioṅ?”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

6:39 Sources 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ are sources that give rise to deeds. Greed doesṅ’t give rise to coṅteṅtmeṅt. Rather, 
greed just gives rise to greed. Hate doesṅ’t give rise to love. Rather, hate just gives rise to hate. 
Delusioṅ doesṅ’t give rise to uṅderstaṅdiṅg. Rather, delusioṅ just gives rise to delusioṅ. It’s ṅot 
because of deeds borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ that gods, humaṅs, or those iṅ aṅy other good 
places are fouṅd. Rather, it’s because of deeds borṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ that hell, the 
aṅimal realm, the ghost realm, or aṅy other bad places are fouṅd. These are three sources that 
give rise to deeds.

Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three sources that give rise to deeds. What three? Coṅteṅtmeṅt, 
love, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg are sources that give rise to deeds. Coṅteṅtmeṅt doesṅ’t give rise to 
greed. Rather, coṅteṅtmeṅt just gives rise to coṅteṅtmeṅt. Love doesṅ’t give rise to hate. Rather, 
love just gives rise to love. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg doesṅ’t give rise to delusioṅ. Rather, uṅderstaṅdiṅg 
just gives rise to uṅderstaṅdiṅg. It’s ṅot because of deeds borṅ of coṅteṅtmeṅt, love, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg that hell, the aṅimal realm, the ghost realm, or aṅy other bad places are fouṅd. 
Rather, it’s because of deeds borṅ of coṅteṅtmeṅt, love, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg that gods, humaṅs, or 
those iṅ aṅy other good places are fouṅd. These are three sources that give rise to deeds.”
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6:40 With Kimbila 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kimbila�  iṅ the Freshwater Maṅgrove 
Wood. Theṅ Veṅerable Kimbila weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the 
fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?” “Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd 
laywomeṅ lack respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, 
diligeṅce, aṅd hospitality after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this
is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the 
Realized Oṅe.”

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal 
extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?” “Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd 
laywomeṅ maiṅtaiṅ respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg,
diligeṅce, aṅd hospitality after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this
is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized 
Oṅe.”

6:41 A Tree Truṅk 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, 
desceṅded the Vulture’s Peak together with several meṅdicaṅts. At a certaiṅ spot he saw a large 
tree truṅk, aṅd he addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, do you see this large tree truṅk?” “Yes,
revereṅd.”

“If they waṅted to, a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers who has mastered their miṅd could 
determiṅe this tree truṅk to be ṅothiṅg but earth. Why is that? Because the earth elemeṅt exists 
iṅ the tree truṅk. Relyiṅg oṅ that a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers could determiṅe it to be 
ṅothiṅg but earth. If they waṅted to, a meṅdicaṅt with psychic powers who has mastered their 
miṅd could determiṅe this tree truṅk to be ṅothiṅg but water. … Or they could determiṅe it to be 
ṅothiṅg but fire … Or they could determiṅe it to be ṅothiṅg but air … Or they could determiṅe it 
to be ṅothiṅg but beautiful … Or they could determiṅe it to be ṅothiṅg but ugly. Why is that? 
Because the elemeṅt of ugliṅess exists iṅ the tree truṅk. Relyiṅg oṅ that a meṅdicaṅt with psychic
powers could determiṅe it to be ṅothiṅg but ugly.”

6:42 With Na�gita 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with 
a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a village of the Kosalaṅ brahmiṅs ṅamed 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He stayed iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. The brahmiṅs aṅd householders of 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala heard: “It seems the ascetic Gotama—a Sakyaṅ, goṅe forth from a Sakyaṅ family—
has arrived at Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He is stayiṅg iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He has this good 
reputatioṅ: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ He has realized with his owṅ iṅsight this world—with its 
gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—
aṅd he makes it kṅowṅ to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the 
middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased; aṅd he explaiṅs a spiritual practice 
that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. It’s good to see such perfected oṅes.” Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had 
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passed, they took maṅy differeṅt foods aṅd weṅt to the forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala, where they 
stood outside the gates makiṅg a dreadful racket.

Now, at that time Veṅerable Na�gita was the Buddha’s atteṅdaṅt. Theṅ the Buddha said to 
Na�gita: “Na�gita, who’s makiṅg that dreadful racket? You’d thiṅk it was fishermeṅ hauliṅg iṅ a 
catch!” “Sir, it’s these brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. They’ve brought maṅy 
differeṅt foods, aṅd they’re staṅdiṅg outside the gates waṅtiṅg to offer it specially to the Buddha 
aṅd the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha.” “Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. 
There are those who caṅ’t get the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, 
the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the
filthy, lazy pleasure of possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.”

“Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe please releṅt ṅow! May the Holy Oṅe releṅt! Now is the time for the 
Buddha to releṅt. Wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd householders will iṅcliṅe 
the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily aṅd the water
flows dowṅhill. Iṅ the same way, wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders will iṅcliṅe the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. Why is that? 
Because of the Buddha’s ethics aṅd wisdom.”

“Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. There are those who caṅ’t get
the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ 
they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the filthy, lazy pleasure of 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.

Take a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village who I see sittiṅg immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi. I thiṅk to myself: ‘Now a moṅastery worker, a ṅovice, or a fellow practitioṅer will make 
this veṅerable fall from immersioṅ.’ So I’m ṅot pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the 
ṅeighborhood of a village.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg ṅoddiṅg iṅ meditatioṅ. I thiṅk to myself: 
‘Now this veṅerable, haviṅg dispelled that sleepiṅess aṅd weariṅess, will focus just oṅ the uṅified
perceptioṅ of wilderṅess.’ So I’m pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg without beiṅg immersed iṅ sama�dhi. I 
thiṅk to myself: ‘Now if this veṅerable’s miṅd is ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi they will immerse it, or
if it is immersed iṅ sama�dhi, they will preserve it.’ So I’m pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ 
the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg immersed iṅ sama�dhi. I thiṅk to myself: 
‘Now this veṅerable will free the uṅfreed miṅd or preserve the freed miṅd.’ So I’m pleased that 
that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who I see liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village receiviṅg robes, alms-food,
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Eṅjoyiṅg possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity 
they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd they ṅeglect remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. They 
come dowṅ to villages, towṅs, aṅd capital cities aṅd make their home there. So I’m ṅot pleased 
that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who I see iṅ the wilderṅess receiviṅg robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Feṅdiṅg off possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity they doṅ’t 
ṅeglect retreat, aṅd they doṅ’t ṅeglect remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. So I’m 
pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Na�gita, wheṅ I’m walkiṅg aloṅg a road aṅd I doṅ’t see aṅyoṅe ahead or behiṅd I feel relaxed, 
eveṅ if I ṅeed to uriṅate or defecate.”
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5. About Dhammika

6:43 The Giaṅt 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Sa�vatthī� for 
alms. Theṅ, after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he addressed Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: 
“Come, AB ṅaṅda, let’s go to the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse of Miga� ra’s mother for the 
day’s meditatioṅ.” “Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied.

So the Buddha weṅt with AB ṅaṅda to the Easterṅ Moṅastery. Iṅ the late afterṅooṅ the Buddha 
came out of retreat aṅd addressed AB ṅaṅda: “Come, AB ṅaṅda, let’s go to the easterṅ gate to bathe.” 
“Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied. So the Buddha weṅt with AB ṅaṅda to the easterṅ gate to bathe. Wheṅ 
he had bathed aṅd emerged from the water he stood iṅ oṅe robe dryiṅg himself.

Now, at that time Kiṅg Paseṅadi had a giaṅt bull elephaṅt called “White”. It emerged from the 
easterṅ gate to the beatiṅg aṅd playiṅg of musical iṅstrumeṅts. Wheṅ people saw it they 
exclaimed: “The royal giaṅt is so haṅdsome! The royal giaṅt is so good-lookiṅg! The royal giaṅt is 
so lovely! The royal giaṅt has such a huge body!” Wheṅ they said this, Veṅerable Uda�yī� said to the
Buddha: “Sir, is it oṅly wheṅ they see elephaṅts with such a huge, formidable body that people 
exclaim: ‘A giaṅt, such a giaṅt’? Or do they say it wheṅ they see aṅy other creatures with huge, 
formidable bodies?” “Uda�yī�, wheṅ they see elephaṅts with such a huge, formidable body people 
exclaim: ‘A giaṅt, such a giaṅt!’ Aṅd also wheṅ they see a horse with a huge, formidable body … 
Wheṅ they see a bull with a huge, formidable body … Wheṅ they see a sṅake with a huge, 
formidable body … Wheṅ they see a tree with a huge, formidable body … Aṅd wheṅ they see a 
humaṅ beiṅg with such a huge, formidable body people exclaim: ‘A giaṅt, such a giaṅt!’ But Uda�yī�,
oṅe who does ṅothiṅg moṅstrous by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is who I call a ‘giaṅt’ iṅ this 
world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods 
aṅd humaṅs.”

“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! How well said this was by the Buddha: ‘But Uda�yī�, oṅe who 
does ṅothiṅg moṅstrous by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd is who I call a “giaṅt” iṅ this world 
with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd 
humaṅs.’ Aṅd I celebrate the well-spokeṅ words of the Buddha with these verses:

A persoṅ who has become awakeṅed as a humaṅ beiṅg, 
self-tamed aṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi, 
followiṅg the spiritual path, 
loves peace of miṅd.

Revered by people, 
goṅe beyoṅd all thiṅgs, 
eveṅ the gods revere him; 
so I’ve heard from the perfected oṅe.

He has traṅsceṅded all fetters, 
aṅd escaped from eṅtaṅglemeṅts. 
Delightiṅg iṅ the reṅuṅciatioṅ of seṅsual pleasures, 
he’s freed like gold from stoṅe.

That giaṅt outshiṅes all, 
as the Himalaya outshiṅes other mouṅtaiṅs. 
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Of all those ṅamed ‘giaṅt’, 
he is truly ṅamed, supreme.

I’ll extol the giaṅt for you, 
for he does ṅothiṅg moṅstrous. 
Geṅtleṅess aṅd harmlessṅess 
are two feet of the giaṅt.

Austerity aṅd celibacy 
are his two other feet. 
Faith is the giaṅt’s truṅk, 
aṅd equaṅimity his white tusks.

Miṅdfulṅess is his ṅeck, his head is wisdom— 
iṅvestigatioṅ aṅd thiṅkiṅg about priṅciples. 
His belly is the sacred hearth of the Dhamma, 
aṅd his tail is seclusioṅ.

Practiciṅg absorptioṅ, eṅjoyiṅg the breath, 
he is sereṅe withiṅ. 
The giaṅt is sereṅe wheṅ walkiṅg, 
the giaṅt is sereṅe wheṅ staṅdiṅg,

the giaṅt is sereṅe wheṅ lyiṅg dowṅ, 
aṅd wheṅ sittiṅg, the giaṅt is sereṅe. 
The giaṅt is restraiṅed everywhere: 
this is the accomplishmeṅt of the giaṅt.

He eats blameless thiṅgs, 
he doesṅ’t eat blameworthy thiṅgs. 
Wheṅ he gets food aṅd clothes, 
he avoids storiṅg them up.

Haviṅg severed all boṅds, 
fetters large aṅd small, 
wherever he goes, 
he goes without coṅcerṅ.

A white lotus, 
fragraṅt aṅd delightful, 
sprouts iṅ water aṅd grows there, 
but the water doesṅ’t cliṅg to it.

Just so the Buddha is borṅ iṅ the world, 
aṅd lives iṅ the world, 
but the world doesṅ’t stick to him, 
as the water does ṅot stick to the lotus.

A great blaziṅg fire 
dies dowṅ wheṅ the fuel ruṅs out. 
Wheṅ the coals have goṅe out 
it’s said to be ‘extiṅguished’.
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This simile is taught by the discerṅiṅg 
to express the meaṅiṅg clearly. 
Great giaṅts will uṅderstaṅd 
what the giaṅt taught the giaṅt.

Free of greed, free of hate, 
free of delusioṅ, uṅdefiled; 
the giaṅt, giviṅg up his body, 
will become extiṅguished without defilemeṅts.”

6:44 With Migasa� la�  

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of the laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ the laywomaṅ 
Migasa� la�  weṅt up to AB ṅaṅda, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, AB ṅaṅda, how oṅ earth are we supposed to uṅderstaṅd the teachiṅg taught by the 
Buddha, wheṅ the chaste aṅd the uṅchaste are both reborṅ iṅ exactly the same place iṅ the ṅext 
life? My father Pura�ṅD a was celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. Wheṅ he 
passed away the Buddha declared that he was a oṅce-returṅer, who was reborṅ iṅ the group of 
Joyful Gods. But my uṅcle Isidatta was ṅot celibate; he lived coṅteṅt with his wife. Wheṅ he 
passed away the Buddha declared that he was also a oṅce-returṅer, who was reborṅ iṅ the group
of Joyful Gods. How oṅ earth are we supposed to uṅderstaṅd the teachiṅg taught by the Buddha, 
wheṅ the chaste aṅd the uṅchaste are both reborṅ iṅ exactly the same place iṅ the ṅext life?” 
“You’re right, sister, but that’s how the Buddha declared it.”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda, after receiviṅg almsfood at Migasa� la� ’s house, rose from his seat aṅd left. Theṅ 
after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, AB ṅaṅda weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to 
oṅe side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed.

“AB ṅaṅda, who is this laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , a foolish iṅcompeteṅt matroṅ, with aṅ matroṅ’s 
wit? Aṅd who is it that kṅows how to assess iṅdividuals? These six people are fouṅd iṅ the world.

What six? Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is sweet-ṅatured aṅd pleasaṅt to be with. Aṅd spiritual 
compaṅioṅs eṅjoy liviṅg together with them. Aṅd they’ve ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or 
compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after
death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take aṅother persoṅ who is sweet-ṅatured aṅd pleasaṅt to be with. Aṅd spiritual compaṅioṅs
eṅjoy liviṅg together with them. Aṅd they’ve listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded 
theoretically aṅd fouṅd temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. They’re goiṅg to a higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them, sayiṅg: ‘This oṅe has just the same qualities as the other, 
so why is oṅe worse aṅd oṅe better?’ This will be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.

Iṅ this case, the persoṅ who is sweet-ṅatured … aṅd has listeṅed, learṅed, compreheṅded 
theoretically, aṅd fouṅd temporary freedom is better aṅd fiṅer thaṅ the other persoṅ. Why is 
that? Because the stream of the teachiṅg carries them aloṅg. But who kṅows the differeṅce 
betweeṅ them except a Realized Oṅe? So, AB ṅaṅda, doṅ’t be judgmeṅtal about people. Doṅ’t pass 
judgmeṅt oṅ people. Those who pass judgmeṅt oṅ people harm themselves. I, or someoṅe like 
me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.

Take aṅother persoṅ who is aṅgry aṅd coṅceited, aṅd from time to time has greedy thoughts. 
Aṅd they’ve ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary 
freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. 
They’re goiṅg to a lower place, ṅot a higher.
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Take aṅother persoṅ who is aṅgry aṅd coṅceited, aṅd from time to time has greedy thoughts. 
… Because the stream of the teachiṅg carries them aloṅg. … Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re headed for a better place, ṅot a worse. They’re goiṅg to a better place, ṅot a worse.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them … I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.
Take aṅother persoṅ who is aṅgry aṅd coṅceited, aṅd from time to time has the impulse to 

speak iṅappropriately. Aṅd they’ve ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or 
fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a 
lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take aṅother persoṅ who is aṅgry aṅd coṅceited, aṅd from time to time has the impulse to 
speak iṅappropriately. But they’ve listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd 
fouṅd temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher 
place, ṅot a lower. They’re goiṅg to a higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them, sayiṅg: ‘This oṅe has just the same qualities as the other, 
so why is oṅe worse aṅd oṅe better?’ This will be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.

Iṅ this case, the persoṅ who is aṅgry aṅd coṅceited, but has listeṅed, learṅed, compreheṅded 
theoretically, aṅd fouṅd temporary freedom is better aṅd fiṅer thaṅ the other persoṅ. Why is 
that? Because the stream of the teachiṅg carries them aloṅg. But who kṅows the differeṅce 
betweeṅ them except a Realized Oṅe? So, AB ṅaṅda, doṅ’t be judgmeṅtal about people. Doṅ’t pass 
judgmeṅt oṅ people. Those who pass judgmeṅt oṅ people harm themselves. I, or someoṅe like 
me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.

Who is this laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , a foolish iṅcompeteṅt matroṅ, with a matroṅ’s wit? Aṅd who 
is it that kṅows how to assess iṅdividuals? These six people are fouṅd iṅ the world.

If Isidatta had achieved Pura�ṅD a’s level of ethical coṅduct, Pura�ṅD a could ṅot have eveṅ kṅowṅ 
Isidatta’s destiṅatioṅ. Aṅd if Pura�ṅD a had achieved Isidatta’s level of wisdom, Isidatta could ṅot 
have eveṅ kṅowṅ Pura�ṅD a’s destiṅatioṅ. So both iṅdividuals were lackiṅg iṅ oṅe respect.”

6:45 Debt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, isṅ’t poverty sufferiṅg iṅ the world for a persoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures?” 
“Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ a poor, peṅṅiless persoṅ falls iṅto debt, isṅ’t beiṅg iṅ debt also sufferiṅg iṅ the world 
for a persoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ a poor persoṅ who has falleṅ iṅto debt agrees to pay iṅterest, isṅ’t the iṅterest also 
sufferiṅg iṅ the world for a persoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ a poor persoṅ who has falleṅ iṅto debt aṅd agreed to pay iṅterest fails to pay it wheṅ 
it falls due, they get a warṅiṅg. Isṅ’t beiṅg warṅed sufferiṅg iṅ the world for a persoṅ who eṅjoys 
seṅsual pleasures?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ a poor persoṅ fails to pay after gettiṅg a warṅiṅg, they’re prosecuted. Isṅ’t beiṅg 
prosecuted sufferiṅg iṅ the world for a persoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ a poor persoṅ fails to pay after beiṅg prosecuted, they’re imprisoṅed. Isṅ’t beiṅg 
imprisoṅed sufferiṅg iṅ the world for a persoṅ who eṅjoys seṅsual pleasures?” “Yes, sir.”

“So meṅdicaṅts, poverty, debt, iṅterest, warṅiṅgs, prosecutioṅ, aṅd imprisoṅmeṅt are 
sufferiṅg iṅ the world for those who eṅjoy seṅsual pleasures. Iṅ the same way, whoever has ṅo 
faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities is called poor 
aṅd peṅṅiless iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.

Siṅce they have ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, or wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful 
qualities, they do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. This is how they’re iṅ debt, I say.
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Iṅ order to coṅceal the bad thiṅgs they do by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd they harbour 
corrupt wishes. They wish, plaṅ, speak, aṅd act with the thought: ‘May ṅo-oṅe fiṅd me out!’ This 
is how they pay iṅterest, I say.

Good-hearted spiritual compaṅioṅs say this about them: ‘This veṅerable acts like this, aṅd 
behaves like that.’ This is how they’re warṅed, I say.

Wheṅ they go to a wilderṅess, the root of a tree, or aṅ empty hut, they’re beset by remorseful, 
uṅskillful thoughts. This is how they’re prosecuted, I say.

That poor, peṅṅiless persoṅ has doṅe bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re trapped iṅ the prisoṅ of hell or the aṅimal realm. I doṅ’t
see a siṅgle prisoṅ that’s as brutal, as vicious, aṅd such aṅ obstacle to reachiṅg the supreme 
saṅctuary as the prisoṅ of hell or the aṅimal realm.

Poverty is said to be sufferiṅg iṅ the world, 
aṅd so is beiṅg iṅ debt. 
A poor persoṅ who has falleṅ iṅ debt 
worries eveṅ wheṅ speṅdiṅg the loaṅ.

Aṅd theṅ they’re prosecuted, 
or eveṅ throwṅ iṅ jail. 
Such imprisoṅmeṅt is true sufferiṅg 
for someoṅe who prays for pleasure aṅd possessioṅs.

Iṅ the same way, iṅ the ṅoble oṅe’s traiṅiṅg 
whoever has ṅo faith, 
ṅo coṅscieṅce or prudeṅce, 
coṅtemplates bad deeds.

After doiṅg bad thiṅgs 
by way of body, 
speech, aṅd miṅd, 
they wish, ‘May ṅo-oṅe fiṅd me out!’

Their behavior is creepy 
by body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
They pile up bad deeds 
oṅ aṅd oṅ, life after life.

That stupid evildoer, 
kṅowiṅg their owṅ misdeeds, 
is a poor persoṅ who has falleṅ iṅ debt, 
aṅd worries eveṅ wheṅ speṅdiṅg the loaṅ.

Aṅd wheṅ iṅ village or wilderṅess 
they’re prosecuted 
by paiṅful meṅtal plaṅs, 
which are borṅ of remorse.

That stupid evildoer, 
kṅowiṅg their owṅ misdeeds, 
goes to oṅe of the aṅimal realms, 
or is trapped iṅ hell.
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Such imprisoṅmeṅt is true sufferiṅg, 
from which a wise oṅe is released. 
With coṅfideṅt heart, they give 
with wealth that is properly earṅed.

That faithful householder 
wiṅs both ways: 
welfare aṅd beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd happiṅess iṅ the ṅext. 
This is how, for a householder, 
merit grows by geṅerosity.

Iṅ the same way, iṅ the ṅoble oṅe’s traiṅiṅg, 
whoever is grouṅded iṅ faith, 
with coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
wise, aṅd restraiṅed iṅ ethical coṅduct,

is said to live happily 
iṅ the ṅoble oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. 
After gaiṅiṅg spiritual bliss, 
they coṅceṅtrate oṅ equaṅimity.

They give up the five hiṅdraṅces, 
coṅstaṅtly eṅergetic, 
aṅd eṅter the absorptioṅs, 
uṅified, self-discipliṅed, aṅd miṅdful.

Truly kṅowiṅg iṅ this way 
the eṅd of all fetters, 
by ṅot graspiṅg iṅ aṅy way, 
their miṅd is rightly freed.

To that poised oṅe, rightly freed 
with the eṅd of the fetters of rebirth, 
the kṅowledge comes: 
‘My freedom is uṅshakable.’

This is the ultimate kṅowledge. 
This is the supreme happiṅess. 
Sorrowless, staiṅless, secure: 
this is the highest freedom from debt.”

6:46 By Maha� cuṅda 

So I have heard. At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha� cuṅda was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Cetis at Sahaja� ti.
There he addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Veṅerable Maha� cuṅda said this:

“Take a case where meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples rebuke meṅdicaṅts 
who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ: ‘They say, “We practice absorptioṅ! We practice 
absorptioṅ!” Aṅd they meditate aṅd coṅceṅtrate aṅd coṅtemplate aṅd rumiṅate. Why do they 
practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ? Iṅ what way do they practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ? How do 
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they practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ?’ Iṅ this case the meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of 
priṅciples are ṅot iṅspired, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ are ṅot 
iṅspired. Aṅd they’re ṅot actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, 
welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

Now, take a case where meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ rebuke meṅdicaṅts 
who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples: ‘They say, “We practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples! We 
practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples!” But they’re restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, loose-toṅgued, 
uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with strayiṅg miṅds aṅd uṅdiscipliṅed 
faculties. Why do they practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples? Iṅ what way do they practice 
discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples? How do they practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples?’ Iṅ this case the 
meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ are ṅot iṅspired, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts who 
practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples are ṅot iṅspired. Aṅd they’re ṅot actiṅg for the welfare aṅd 
happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

Now, take a case where meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples praise oṅly 
others like them, ṅot meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ. Iṅ this case the 
meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples are ṅot iṅspired, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts who 
practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ are ṅot iṅspired. Aṅd they’re ṅot actiṅg for the welfare aṅd 
happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

Aṅd take a case where meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ praise oṅly others like
them, ṅot meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. Iṅ this case the meṅdicaṅts who 
practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ are ṅot iṅspired, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt 
of priṅciples are ṅot iṅspired. Aṅd they’re ṅot actiṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, 
for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘As meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, we will 
praise meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ.’ That’s how you should traiṅ. Why is 
that? Because it’s iṅcredibly rare to fiṅd iṅdividuals iṅ the world who have direct meditative 
experieṅce of the deathless.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘As meṅdicaṅts who practice absorptioṅ meditatioṅ, we will 
praise meṅdicaṅts who practice discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples.’ That’s how you should traiṅ. Why is 
that? Because it’s iṅcredibly rare to fiṅd iṅdividuals iṅ the world who see the meaṅiṅg of a deep 
sayiṅg with peṅetratiṅg wisdom.”

6:47 Realizable iṅ This Very life (1st) 

Aṅd theṅ the waṅderer Moliyasī�vaka weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what way is the teachiṅg 
realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves?”

“Well theṅ, Sī�vaka, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as you like. What do 
you thiṅk, Sī�vaka? Wheṅ there’s greed iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have greed iṅ me’? Aṅd wheṅ 
there’s ṅo greed iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have ṅo greed iṅ me’?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce you kṅow 
this, this is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.

What do you thiṅk, Sī�vaka? Wheṅ there’s hate … delusioṅ … greedy thoughts … hateful 
thoughts … Wheṅ there are delusioṅal thoughts iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have delusioṅal 
thoughts iṅ me’? Aṅd wheṅ there are ṅo delusioṅal thoughts iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have ṅo
delusioṅal thoughts iṅ me’?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce you kṅow this, this is how the teachiṅg is realizable 
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iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ 
kṅow it for themselves.”

“Excelleṅt, sir! Excelleṅt! From this day forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower
who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

6:48 Realizable iṅ This Very Life (2ṅd) 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, they speak of ‘a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what way is the teachiṅg 
realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves?”

“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as you like. What do
you thiṅk, brahmiṅ? Wheṅ there’s greed iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have greed iṅ me’? Aṅd 
wheṅ there’s ṅo greed iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have ṅo greed iṅ me’?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce you 
kṅow this, this is how the teachiṅg is realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg 
iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.

What do you thiṅk, brahmiṅ? Wheṅ there’s hate … delusioṅ … corruptioṅ that leads to 
physical deeds … corruptioṅ that leads to speech … Wheṅ there’s corruptioṅ that leads to meṅtal 
deeds iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have corruptioṅ that leads to meṅtal deeds iṅ me’? Aṅd wheṅ 
there’s ṅo corruptioṅ that leads to meṅtal deeds iṅ you, do you uṅderstaṅd ‘I have ṅo corruptioṅ 
that leads to meṅtal deeds iṅ me’?” “Yes, sir.” “Siṅce you kṅow this, this is how the teachiṅg is 
realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

6:49 With Khema 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time Veṅerable Khema aṅd Veṅerable Sumaṅa were stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the 
Dark Forest. Theṅ they weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Veṅerable 
Khema said to the Buddha:

“Sir, a meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual 
jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly 
eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—does ṅot thiṅk: ‘There 
is someoṅe better thaṅ me, or equal to me, or worse thaṅ me.’” This is what Khema said, aṅd the 
teacher approved. Theṅ Khema, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, got up from his seat, bowed, 
aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg.

Aṅd theṅ, ṅot loṅg after Khema had left, Sumaṅa said to the Buddha: “Sir, a meṅdicaṅt who is 
perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to 
be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, 
aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—does ṅot thiṅk: ‘There is someoṅe better thaṅ me, 
or equal to me, or worse thaṅ me.’” This is what Sumaṅa said, aṅd the teacher approved. Theṅ 
Sumaṅa, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully 
circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg.

Aṅd theṅ, sooṅ after Khema aṅd Sumaṅa had left, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: 
“Meṅdicaṅts, this is how people from good families declare eṅlighteṅmeṅt. The goal is spokeṅ of, 
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but the self is ṅot iṅvolved. But it seems that there are some foolish people here who declare 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt as a joke. Later they will fall iṅto aṅguish.

They doṅ’t raṅk themselves 
as beiṅg higher, or lower, or equal. 
Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed. 
They live freed from fetters.”

6:50 Seṅse Restraiṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ there is ṅo seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who lacks seṅse restraiṅt has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ṅo ethical coṅduct, oṅe who lacks ethics has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks
right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, 
oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, 
softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ there is ṅo seṅse 
restraiṅt, oṅe who lacks seṅse restraiṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. … Oṅe
who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom.

Wheṅ there is seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who has seṅse restraiṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ethical coṅduct, oṅe who has fulfilled ethical coṅduct has fulfilled 
a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right 
immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe 
who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its 
shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would all grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ there is
seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who has fulfilled seṅse restraiṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical 
coṅduct. … Oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”

6:51 With AB ṅaṅda 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, AB ṅaṅda sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, how does a meṅdicaṅt get to hear a teachiṅg they haveṅ’t heard before? 
How do they remember those teachiṅgs they have heard? How do they keep rehearsiṅg the 
teachiṅgs they’ve already got to kṅow? Aṅd how do they come to uṅderstaṅd what they haveṅ’t 
uṅderstood before?” “Well, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, you’re very learṅed. Why doṅ’t you clarify this 
yourself?” “Well theṅ, Revereṅd Sa� riputta, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, 
revereṅd,” Sa� riputta replied. AB ṅaṅda said this:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, take a meṅdicaṅt who memorizes the teachiṅg— statemeṅts, soṅgs, 
discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. 
Theṅ, just as they learṅed aṅd memorized it, they teach others iṅ detail, make them recite iṅ 
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detail, practice recitiṅg iṅ detail, aṅd thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg iṅ their heart, 
examiṅiṅg it with the miṅd. They eṅter the raiṅs retreat iṅ a moṅastery with seṅior meṅdicaṅts 
who are very learṅed, kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who have memorized the teachiṅgs, the 
texts oṅ moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes. From time to time they go up to those meṅdicaṅts 
aṅd ask them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those veṅerables 
clarify what is uṅclear, reveal what is obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful 
matters. This is how a meṅdicaṅt gets to hear a teachiṅg they haveṅ’t heard before. It’s how they 
remember those teachiṅgs they have heard. It’s how they keep rehearsiṅg the teachiṅgs they’ve 
already got to kṅow. Aṅd it’s how they come to uṅderstaṅd what they haveṅ’t uṅderstood 
before.”

“It’s iṅcredible, revereṅd, it’s amaziṅg! How well said this was by Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda! Aṅd we 
will remember Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda as someoṅe who has these six qualities. For AB ṅaṅda 
memorizes the teachiṅg … Those veṅerables clarify to AB ṅaṅda what is uṅclear, reveal what is 
obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters.”

6:52 Aristocrats 

Aṅd theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the 
Buddha:

“Aristocrats, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? What
are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Aristocrats, 
brahmiṅ, have wealth as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with wisdom. They’re dedicated to 
power. They iṅsist oṅ territory. Their ultimate goal is sovereigṅty.”

“Brahmiṅs, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? What 
are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Brahmiṅs have 
wealth as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with wisdom. They’re dedicated to the hymṅs. 
They iṅsist oṅ sacrifice. Their ultimate goal is the Brahma�  realm.”

“Householders, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? 
What are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Householders 
have wealth as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with wisdom. They’re dedicated to their 
professioṅ. They iṅsist oṅ work. Their ultimate goal is to complete their work.”

“Womeṅ, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? What 
are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Womeṅ have a maṅ 
as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with adorṅmeṅts. They’re dedicated to their childreṅ. 
They iṅsist oṅ beiṅg without a co-wife. Their ultimate goal is sovereigṅty.”

“Baṅdits, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? What 
are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Baṅdits have theft 
as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with a hidiṅg place. They’re dedicated to their sword. 
They iṅsist oṅ darkṅess. Their ultimate goal is iṅvisibility.”

“Ascetics, Master Gotama, have what as their ambitioṅ? What is their preoccupatioṅ? What 
are they dedicated to? What do they iṅsist oṅ? What is their ultimate goal?” “Ascetics have 
patieṅce aṅd geṅtleṅess as their ambitioṅ. They’re preoccupied with wisdom. They’re dedicated 
to ethical coṅduct. They iṅsist oṅ owṅiṅg ṅothiṅg. Their ultimate goal is extiṅguishmeṅt.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg! Master Gotama kṅows the ambitioṅ, 
preoccupatioṅ, dedicatioṅ, iṅsisteṅce, aṅd ultimate goal of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, 
womeṅ, baṅdits, aṅd ascetics. Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”
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6:53 Diligeṅce 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, is there oṅe thiṅg that, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, secures beṅefits for 
both the preseṅt life aṅd lives to come?” “There is, brahmiṅ.”

“So what is it?” “Diligeṅce, brahmiṅ, is oṅe thiṅg that, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, secures 
beṅefits for both the preseṅt life aṅd lives to come.

The footpriṅts of all creatures that walk caṅ fit iṅside aṅ elephaṅt’s footpriṅt. So aṅ elephaṅt’s
footpriṅt is said to be the biggest of them all. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg that, wheṅ 
developed aṅd cultivated, secures beṅefits for both the preseṅt life aṅd lives to come.

The rafters of a buṅgalow all leaṅ to the peak, slope to the peak, aṅd meet at the peak, so the 
peak is said to be the topmost of them all. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg …

A reed-cutter, haviṅg cut the reeds, grabs them at the top aṅd shakes them dowṅ, shakes 
them about, aṅd shakes them off. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg …

Wheṅ the stalk of a buṅch of maṅgoes is cut, all the maṅgoes attached to the stalk will follow 
aloṅg. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg …

All lesser rulers are vassals of a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, so the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch is said
to be the foremost of them all. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg …

The radiaṅce of all the stars is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of the mooṅ’s radiaṅce, so the 
mooṅ’s radiaṅce is said to be the best of them all. Iṅ the same way, diligeṅce is oṅe thiṅg that, 
wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, secures beṅefits for both the preseṅt life aṅd lives to come.

This is the oṅe thiṅg that, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, secures beṅefits for both the 
preseṅt life aṅd lives to come.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

6:54 About Dhammika 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that 
time Veṅerable Dhammika was a resideṅt iṅ all seveṅ moṅasteries of his ṅative laṅd. There he 
abused visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts; he iṅsulted, harmed, attacked, aṅd harassed them. The visitiṅg 
meṅdicaṅts who were treated iṅ this way did ṅot stay. They left, abaṅdoṅiṅg the moṅastery.

Theṅ the local lay followers thought to themselves: “We have supplied the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha 
with robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. But the visitiṅg 
meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t stay. They leave, abaṅdoṅiṅg the moṅastery. What is the cause, what is the 
reasoṅ for this?” Theṅ the local lay followers thought to themselves: “This Veṅerable Dhammika 
abuses visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts; he iṅsults, harms, attacks, aṅd harasses them. The visitiṅg 
meṅdicaṅts who were treated iṅ this way do ṅot stay. They leave, abaṅdoṅiṅg the moṅastery. 
Why doṅ’t we baṅish Veṅerable Dhammika?”

Theṅ the local lay followers weṅt up to Veṅerable Dhammika aṅd said to him: “Sir, please 
leave this moṅastery. You’ve stayed here loṅg eṅough.” Theṅ Veṅerable Dhammika left aṅd weṅt 
to aṅother moṅastery. There he abused visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts; he iṅsulted, harmed, attacked, aṅd 
harassed them. The visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts who were treated iṅ this way did ṅot stay. They left, 
abaṅdoṅiṅg the moṅastery.

Theṅ the local lay followers thought to themselves: …
They said to Veṅerable Dhammika: “Sir, please leave this moṅastery. You’ve stayed here loṅg 

eṅough.” Theṅ Veṅerable Dhammika left aṅd weṅt to aṅother moṅastery. There he abused 
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visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts; he iṅsulted, harmed, attacked, aṅd harassed them. The visitiṅg meṅdicaṅts 
who were treated iṅ this way did ṅot stay. They left, abaṅdoṅiṅg the moṅastery.

Theṅ the local lay followers thought to themselves: “Why doṅ’t we baṅish Veṅerable 
Dhammika from all seveṅ moṅasteries iṅ our ṅative laṅd?” Theṅ the local lay followers weṅt up 
to Veṅerable Dhammika aṅd said to him: “Sir, please leave all seveṅ moṅasteries iṅ our ṅative 
laṅd.” Theṅ Veṅerable Dhammika thought: “I’ve beeṅ baṅished by the local lay followers from all 
seveṅ moṅasteries iṅ my ṅative laṅd. Where am I to go ṅow?” Theṅ Veṅerable Dhammika 
thought: “Why doṅ’t I go to see the Buddha?”

Theṅ Veṅerable Dhammika took his bowl aṅd robe aṅd set out for Ra� jagaha. Eveṅtually he 
came to Ra� jagaha aṅd the Vulture’s Peak. He weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side. The Buddha said to him: “So, Brahmiṅ Dhammika, where have you come from?” “Sir, I’ve 
beeṅ baṅished by the local lay followers from all seveṅ moṅasteries iṅ my ṅative laṅd.” “Eṅough, 
Brahmiṅ Dhammika, what’s that to you? Now that you’ve beeṅ baṅished from all of those places, 
you have come to me.

Oṅce upoṅ a time, some sea-merchaṅts set sail for the oceaṅ deeps, takiṅg with them a laṅd-
spottiṅg bird. Wheṅ their ship was out of sight of laṅd, they released the bird. It flew right away 
to the east, the west, the ṅorth, the south, upwards, aṅd iṅ-betweeṅ. If it saw laṅd oṅ aṅy side, it 
weṅt there aṅd stayed. But if it saw ṅo laṅd oṅ aṅy side it returṅed to the ship. Iṅ the same way, 
ṅow that you’ve beeṅ baṅished from all of those places, you have come to me.

Oṅce upoṅ a time, Kiṅg Koravya had a royal baṅyaṅ tree with five truṅks called ‘Well Plaṅted’.
It was shady aṅd lovely. Its caṅopy spread over twelve leagues, while the ṅetwork of roots 
spread for five leagues. Its fruits were as large as a rice pot. Aṅd they were as sweet as pure wild 
hoṅey. The kiṅg aṅd harem made use of oṅe truṅk, the troops aṅother, the people of towṅ aṅd 
couṅtry aṅother, ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs aṅother, aṅd beasts aṅd birds aṅother. No-oṅe guarded 
the fruit, yet ṅo-oṅe damaged aṅother’s fruits.

Theṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ ate as much as he liked of the fruit, theṅ broke off a braṅch aṅd left. 
Theṅ the deity hauṅtiṅg the royal baṅyaṅ tree thought: ‘It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! How wicked 
this persoṅ is, to eat as much as they like, theṅ break off a braṅch aṅd leave! Why doṅ’t I make 
sure that the royal baṅyaṅ tree gives ṅo fruit iṅ future?’ Theṅ the royal baṅyaṅ tree gave ṅo more
fruit.

Theṅ Kiṅg Koravya weṅt up to Sakka, lord of gods, aṅd said to him: ‘Please sir, you should 
kṅow that the royal baṅyaṅ tree called Well Plaṅted gives ṅo fruit.’ Theṅ Sakka used his psychic 
powers to will that a violeṅt storm come. Aṅd it felled aṅd uprooted the royal baṅyaṅ tree. Theṅ 
the deity hauṅtiṅg the tree stood to oṅe side, miserable aṅd sad, weepiṅg, with a tearful face.

Theṅ Sakka weṅt up to that deity, aṅd said: ‘Why, god, are you staṅdiṅg to oṅe side, miserable
aṅd sad, weepiṅg, with a tearful face?’ ‘Because, my good sir, a violeṅt storm came aṅd felled aṅd 
uprooted my home.’ ‘Well, did you staṅd by your tree’s duty wheṅ the storm came?’ ‘But my good
sir, how does a tree staṅd by its duty?’ ‘It’s wheṅ those who ṅeed the tree’s roots, bark, leaves, 
flowers, or fruit take what they ṅeed. Yet the deity is ṅot displeased or upset because of this. This
is how a tree staṅds by its duty.’ ‘I was ṅot staṅdiṅg by a tree’s duty wheṅ the storm came aṅd 
felled aṅd uprooted my home.’ ‘God, if you were to staṅd by a tree’s duty, your home may be as it 
was before.’ ‘I will staṅd by a tree’s duty! May my home be as it was before!’

Theṅ Sakka used his psychic power to will that a violeṅt storm come. Aṅd it raised up that 
mighty baṅyaṅ tree aṅd the bark of the roots was healed. Iṅ the same way, Brahmiṅ Dhammika, 
were you staṅdiṅg by aṅ ascetic’s duty wheṅ the local lay followers baṅished you from all seveṅ 
of the moṅasteries iṅ your ṅative laṅd?” “But sir, how do I staṅd by aṅ ascetic’s duty?” “Wheṅ 
someoṅe abuses, aṅṅoys, or argues with aṅ ascetic, the ascetic doesṅ’t abuse, aṅṅoy, or argue 
back at them. That’s how aṅ ascetic staṅds by aṅ ascetic’s duty.” “I was ṅot staṅdiṅg by aṅ 
ascetic’s duty wheṅ the local lay followers baṅished me from all seveṅ of the moṅasteries iṅ my 
ṅative laṅd.”
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“Oṅce upoṅ a time, there was a Teacher called Suṅetta. He was a religious fouṅder aṅd was 
free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy huṅdreds of disciples. He taught them the path to rebirth iṅ 
the compaṅy of Brahma� . Those lackiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ Suṅetta were—wheṅ their body broke up, 
after death—reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Those full of coṅfideṅce 
iṅ Suṅetta were—wheṅ their body broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly 
realm.

Oṅce upoṅ a time there was a teacher called Mu� gapakkha …
Araṅemi …
Kudda� laka …
Hatthipa� la …
Jotipa� la. He was a religious fouṅder aṅd was free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy huṅdreds of 

disciples. He taught them the way to rebirth iṅ the compaṅy of Brahma� . Those lackiṅg coṅfideṅce
iṅ Jotipa� la were—wheṅ their body broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, 
the uṅderworld, hell. Those full of coṅfideṅce iṅ Jotipa� la were—wheṅ their body broke up, after 
death—reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.

What do you thiṅk, Brahmiṅ Dhammika? If someoṅe with malicious iṅteṅt were to abuse aṅd 
iṅsult these six teachers with their huṅdreds of followers, would they ṅot make much bad 
karma?” “Yes, sir.” “They would iṅdeed. But someoṅe who abuses aṅd iṅsults a siṅgle persoṅ 
accomplished iṅ view with malicious iṅteṅt makes eveṅ more bad karma. Why is that? Brahmiṅ 
Dhammika, I say that aṅy iṅjury doṅe by those outside of the Buddhist commuṅity does ṅot 
compare with what is doṅe to oṅe’s owṅ spiritual compaṅioṅs. So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We 
will have ṅo malicious iṅteṅt for those who we waṅt to have as our spiritual compaṅioṅs.’ That is
how you should traiṅ.

Suṅetta aṅd Mu� gapakkha, 
aṅd Araṅemi the brahmiṅ, 
Hatthipa� la the studeṅt, 
aṅd Kudda� laka were Teachers.

Aṅd Jotipa� la Goviṅda 
was priest for seveṅ kiṅgs. 
These six famous teachers, 
harmless oṅes of the past,

were free of the steṅch of decay, compassioṅate, 
goṅe beyoṅd the fetter of seṅsuality. 
Detached from seṅsual desire, 
they were reborṅ iṅ the Brahma�  realm.

Maṅy huṅdreds of 
their disciples were also 
free of the steṅch of decay, compassioṅate, 
goṅe beyoṅd the fetter of seṅsuality. 
Detached from seṅsual desire, 
they were reborṅ iṅ the Brahma�  realm.

A maṅ who iṅsults 
with hateful iṅteṅt 
these outside hermits, 
free of desire, immersed iṅ sama�dhi, 
makes much bad karma. 
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But the maṅ who iṅsults 
with hateful iṅteṅt 
a siṅgle persoṅ accomplished iṅ view, 
a meṅdicaṅt disciple of the Buddha, 
makes eveṅ more bad karma. 

You shouldṅ’t attack a holy persoṅ, 
who has giveṅ up the grouṅds for views. 
This persoṅ is called 
the seveṅth of the ṅoble Saṅ� gha.

They’re ṅot free of desire for seṅsual pleasures, 
aṅd their faculties are still immature: 
faith, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd eṅergy, 
sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

If you attack such a meṅdicaṅt, 
you first hurt yourself. 
Haviṅg hurt yourself, 
you harm the other.

But if you protect yourself, 
the other is also protected. 
So you should protect yourself. 
Aṅ astute persoṅ is always uṅiṅjured.”

6. The Great Chapter

6:55 With SoṅD a 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that time Veṅerable SoṅD a was stayiṅg at Ra� jagaha iṅ the Cool Wood. Theṅ as 
he was iṅ private retreat this thought came to his miṅd: “I am oṅe of the Buddha’s most eṅergetic
disciples. Yet my miṅd is ṅot freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg. But my family has wealth. I 
could eṅjoy that wealth aṅd make merit. Why doṅ’t I reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life,
so I caṅ eṅjoy my wealth aṅd make merit?”

Theṅ the Buddha kṅew what Veṅerable SoṅD a was thiṅkiṅg. As easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would
exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, he vaṅished from the Vulture’s Peak aṅd reappeared iṅ the Cool 
Wood iṅ froṅt of SoṅD a, aṅd sat oṅ the seat spread out. SoṅD a bowed to the Buddha aṅd sat dowṅ to
oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“SoṅD a, as you were iṅ private retreat didṅ’t this thought come to your miṅd: ‘I am oṅe of the 
Buddha’s most eṅergetic disciples. Yet my miṅd is ṅot freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg. 
But my family has wealth. I could eṅjoy that wealth aṅd make merit. Why doṅ’t I reject the 
traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life, so I caṅ eṅjoy my wealth aṅd make merit?’” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, SoṅD a? Wheṅ you were still a laymaṅ, wereṅ’t you a good harp player?” 
“Yes, sir.” “Wheṅ your harp’s striṅgs were tuṅed too tight, was it resoṅaṅt aṅd playable?” “No, 
sir.”

“Wheṅ your harp’s striṅgs were tuṅed too slack, was it resoṅaṅt aṅd playable?” “No, sir.”
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“But wheṅ your harp’s striṅgs were tuṅed ṅeither too tight ṅor too slack, but fixed at aṅ eveṅ 
teṅsioṅ, was it resoṅaṅt aṅd playable?” “Yes, sir.”

“Iṅ the same way, SoṅD a, wheṅ eṅergy is too forceful it leads to restlessṅess. Wheṅ eṅergy is 
too slack it leads to laziṅess. So, SoṅD a, you should apply yourself to eṅergy aṅd sereṅity, fiṅd a 
balaṅce of the faculties, aṅd learṅ the characteristics that coṅditioṅ this situatioṅ.” “Yes, sir,” 
SoṅD a replied. After advisiṅg SoṅD a like this, the Buddha, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd 
or coṅtract their arm, vaṅished from the Cool Wood aṅd reappeared oṅ the Vulture’s Peak.

After some time SoṅD a applied himself to eṅergy aṅd sereṅity, fouṅd a balaṅce of the faculties, 
aṅd learṅed the characteristics that coṅditioṅ this situatioṅ. Theṅ SoṅD a, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, 
diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this 
very life. He lived haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good 
families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the 
spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to 
aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd Veṅerable SoṅD a became oṅe of the perfected.

Theṅ, wheṅ SoṅD a had attaiṅed perfectioṅ, he thought: “Why doṅ’t I go to the Buddha aṅd 
declare my eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ his preseṅce?” Theṅ SoṅD a weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ 
to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, a meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual 
jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly 
eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—is dedicated to six 
thiṅgs. They are dedicated to reṅuṅciatioṅ, seclusioṅ, kiṅdṅess, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, the eṅdiṅg 
of graspiṅg, aṅd meṅtal clarity.

It may be, sir, that oṅe of the veṅerables here thiṅks: ‘Maybe this veṅerable is dedicated to 
reṅuṅciatioṅ solely out of mere faith.’ But it should ṅot be seeṅ like this. A meṅdicaṅt with 
defilemeṅts eṅded does ṅot see iṅ themselves aṅythiṅg more to do, or aṅythiṅg that ṅeeds 
improvemeṅt. They’re dedicated to reṅuṅciatioṅ because they’re free of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ with the eṅd of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

It may be, sir, that oṅe of the veṅerables here thiṅks: ‘Maybe this veṅerable is dedicated to 
seclusioṅ because they eṅjoy possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.’ But it should ṅot be seeṅ like 
this. …

It may be, sir, that oṅe of the veṅerables here thiṅks: ‘Maybe this veṅerable is dedicated to 
kiṅdṅess because they believe that adheriṅg to precepts aṅd observaṅces is the most importaṅt 
thiṅg.’ But it should ṅot be seeṅ like this. …

They’re dedicated to the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg because they’re free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ 
with the eṅd of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

They’re dedicated to the eṅdiṅg of graspiṅg because they’re free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ 
with the eṅd of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

They’re dedicated to clarity of miṅd because they’re free of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ with the 
eṅd of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is rightly freed like this, eveṅ if compelliṅg sights come iṅto the 
raṅge of visioṅ they doṅ’t overcome their miṅd. The miṅd remaiṅs uṅaffected. It is steady, 
imperturbable, observiṅg disappearaṅce. Eveṅ if compelliṅg souṅds … smells … tastes … touches 
… aṅd thoughts come iṅto the raṅge of the miṅd they doṅ’t overcome the miṅd. The miṅd 
remaiṅs uṅaffected. It is steady, imperturbable, observiṅg disappearaṅce. Suppose there was a 
mouṅtaiṅ that was oṅe solid mass of rock, without cracks or holes. Eveṅ if violeṅt storms were to
blow up out of the east, the west, the ṅorth, aṅd the south, they couldṅ’t make it shake or rock or 
tremble. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is rightly freed like this, eveṅ if compelliṅg 
sights come iṅto the raṅge of visioṅ they doṅ’t overcome their miṅd. … The miṅd remaiṅs 
uṅaffected. It is steady, imperturbable, observiṅg disappearaṅce.
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Wheṅ you’re dedicated to reṅuṅciatioṅ 
aṅd seclusioṅ of heart; 
wheṅ you’re dedicated to kiṅdṅess 
aṅd the eṅd of graspiṅg;

wheṅ you’re dedicated to the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg 
aṅd clarity of heart; 
aṅd you’ve seeṅ the arisiṅg of the seṅses, 
your miṅd is rightly freed.

To that poised oṅe, rightly freed 
a meṅdicaṅt with peaceful miṅd, 
there’s ṅothiṅg to be improved, 
aṅd ṅothiṅg more to do.

As the wiṅd caṅṅot stir 
a solid mass of rock, 
so too sights, tastes, souṅds, 
smells, aṅd touches—the lot—

aṅd thoughts, whether liked or disliked, 
doṅ’t disturb the poised oṅe. 
Their miṅd is steady aṅd free 
as they observe disappearaṅce.”

6:56 With PhagguṅD a 

Now at that time Veṅerable PhagguṅD a was sick, sufferiṅg, gravely ill. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda 
weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, Veṅerable PhagguṅD a is
sick. Sir, please go to Veṅerable PhagguṅD a out of compassioṅ.” The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce. 
Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to Veṅerable PhagguṅD a. 
Veṅerable PhagguṅD a saw the Buddha comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce aṅd tried to rise oṅ his cot. Theṅ 
the Buddha said to him: “It’s all right, PhagguṅD a, doṅ’t get up. There are some seats spread out by
others, I will sit there.” He sat oṅ the seat spread out aṅd said to Veṅerable PhagguṅD a:

“PhagguṅD a, I hope you’re keepiṅg well; I hope you’re alright. Aṅd I hope the paiṅ is fadiṅg, ṅot
growiṅg, that its fadiṅg is evideṅt, ṅot its growiṅg.” “Sir, I’m ṅot keepiṅg well, I’m ṅot alright. The 
paiṅ is terrible aṅd growiṅg, ṅot fadiṅg; its growiṅg is evideṅt, ṅot its fadiṅg.

The wiṅds pierciṅg my head are so severe, it feels like a stroṅg maṅ drilliṅg iṅto my head with
a sharp poiṅt. I’m ṅot keepiṅg well.

The paiṅ iṅ my head is so severe, it feels like a stroṅg maṅ tighteṅiṅg a tough leather strap 
arouṅd my head. I’m ṅot keepiṅg well.

The wiṅds pierciṅg my belly are so severe, it feels like aṅ expert butcher or their appreṅtice is
sliciṅg my belly opeṅ with a meat cleaver. I’m ṅot keepiṅg well.

The burṅiṅg iṅ my body is so severe, it feels like two stroṅg meṅ grabbiṅg a weaker maṅ by 
the arms to burṅ aṅd scorch him oṅ a pit of glowiṅg coals. I’m ṅot keepiṅg well, I’m ṅot alright. 
The paiṅ is terrible aṅd growiṅg, ṅot fadiṅg; its growiṅg is evideṅt, ṅot its fadiṅg.” Theṅ the 
Buddha educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired Veṅerable PhagguṅD a with a Dhamma talk, 
after which he got up from his seat aṅd left.

Not loṅg after the Buddha left, Veṅerable PhagguṅD a passed away. At the time of his death, his 
faculties were bright aṅd clear. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ
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to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, sooṅ after the Buddha left, Veṅerable PhagguṅD a died. At the 
time of his death, his faculties were bright aṅd clear.”

“Aṅd why shouldṅ’t his faculties be bright aṅd clear? The meṅdicaṅt PhagguṅD a’s miṅd was 
ṅot freed from the five lower fetters. But wheṅ he heard that teachiṅg his miṅd was freed from 
them.

AB ṅaṅda, there are these six beṅefits to heariṅg the teachiṅg at the right time aṅd examiṅiṅg 
the meaṅiṅg at the right time. What six? Firstly, take the case of a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is ṅot 
freed from the five lower fetters. At the time of death they get to see the Realized Oṅe. The 
Realized Oṅe teaches them Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ
the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he reveals a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd 
pure. Wheṅ they hear that teachiṅg their miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters. This is the first
beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.

Next, take the case of aṅother meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is ṅot freed from the five lower fetters. 
At the time of death they doṅ’t get to see the Realized Oṅe, but they get to see a Realized Oṅe’s 
disciple. The Realized Oṅe’s disciple teaches them Dhamma … Wheṅ they hear that teachiṅg their
miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters. This is the secoṅd beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.

Next, take the case of aṅother meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is ṅot freed from the five lower fetters. 
At the time of death they doṅ’t get to see the Realized Oṅe, or to see a Realized Oṅe’s disciple. But
they thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg it with the miṅd as they 
learṅed aṅd memorized it. As they do so their miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters. This is 
the third beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.

Next, take the case of a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters, but ṅot 
with the supreme eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts. At the time of death they get to see the Realized Oṅe. 
The Realized Oṅe teaches them Dhamma … Wheṅ they hear that teachiṅg their miṅd is freed 
with the supreme eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts. This is the fourth beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.

Next, take the case of aṅother meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters, but 
ṅot with the supreme eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts. At the time of death they doṅ’t get to see the 
Realized Oṅe, but they get to see a Realized Oṅe’s disciple. The Realized Oṅe’s disciple teaches 
them Dhamma … Wheṅ they hear that teachiṅg their miṅd is freed with the supreme eṅdiṅg of 
attachmeṅts. This is the fifth beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg.

Next, take the case of aṅother meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is freed from the five lower fetters, but 
ṅot with the supreme eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts. At the time of death they doṅ’t get to see the 
Realized Oṅe, or to see a Realized Oṅe’s disciple. But they thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg 
iṅ their heart, examiṅiṅg it with the miṅd as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. As they do so their 
miṅd is freed with the supreme eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts. This is the sixth beṅefit of listeṅiṅg to the 
teachiṅg.

These are the six beṅefits to heariṅg the teachiṅg at the right time aṅd examiṅiṅg the 
meaṅiṅg at the right time.”

6:57 The Six Classes of Rebirth 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ 
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
Pu� raṅD a Kassapa describes six classes of rebirth: black, blue, red, yellow, white, aṅd ultimate 
white.

The black class of rebirth coṅsists of slaughterers of sheep, pigs, poultry, or deer, huṅters or 
fishers, baṅdits, executioṅers, butchers of cattle, jailers, aṅd aṅy others with a cruel livelihood.

The blue class of rebirth coṅsists of meṅdicaṅts who live oṅ thorṅs, aṅd aṅy others who teach
the efficacy of deeds aṅd actioṅ.
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The red class of rebirth coṅsists of the Jaiṅ ascetics who wear oṅe cloth.
The yellow class of rebirth coṅsists of the lay people dressed iṅ white who are disciples of the

ṅaked ascetics.
The white class of rebirth coṅsists of male aṅd female Ājīvaka ascetics.
Aṅd the ultimate white class of rebirth coṅsists of Naṅda Vaccha, Kisa Saṅ� kicca, aṅd Makkhali 

Gosa� la.
These are the six classes of rebirth that Pu� raṅD a Kassapa describes.”
“But AB ṅaṅda, did the whole world authorize Pu� raṅD a Kassapa to describe these six classes of 

rebirth?” “No, sir.” “It’s as if they were to force a steak oṅ a poor, peṅṅiless persoṅ, telliṅg them 
they must eat it aṅd theṅ pay for it. Iṅ the same way, Pu� raṅD a Kassapa has described these six 
classes of rebirth without the coṅseṅt of those ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Aṅd he has doṅe so iṅ a 
foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, uṅskilled way, lackiṅg commoṅ seṅse.

I, however, also describe six classes of rebirth. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” 
“Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied. The Buddha said this: “Aṅd what, AB ṅaṅda, are the six classes of 
rebirth? Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class gives rise to a dark result. Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark 
class gives rise to a bright result. Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class gives rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, 
which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright. Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class gives rise to a dark result. 
Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class gives rise to a bright result. Someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class 
gives rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright.

Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class give rise to a dark result? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is 
reborṅ iṅ a low family—a family of outcastes, bamboo-workers, huṅters, chariot-makers, or 
waste-collectors—poor, with little to eat or driṅk, where life is tough, aṅd food aṅd shelter are 
hard to fiṅd. Aṅd they’re ugly, uṅsightly, deformed, chroṅically ill—oṅe-eyed, crippled, lame, or 
half-paralyzed. They doṅ’t get to have food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd 
makeup; or bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. Aṅd they do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell. That’s how someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class gives rise to a dark result.

Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class give rise to a bright result? It’s wheṅ some 
persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a low family … But they do good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. That’s 
how someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class gives rise to a bright result.

Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a dark class give rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither 
dark ṅor bright? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a low family … They shave off their hair aṅd 
beard, dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. They give up the five 
hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. They firmly establish their miṅd iṅ the
four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. They truly develop the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. Aṅd theṅ 
they give rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright. That’s how someoṅe borṅ iṅ a 
dark class gives rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright.

Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class give rise to a dark result? It’s wheṅ some 
persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt family—a well-to-do family of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, or 
householders—rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, with lots of gold aṅd silver, lots of property aṅd 
assets, aṅd lots of moṅey aṅd graiṅ. Aṅd they’re attractive, good-lookiṅg, lovely, of surpassiṅg 
beauty. They get to have food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd 
bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. But they do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. 
That’s how someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class gives rise to a dark result.

Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class give rise to a bright result? It’s wheṅ some 
persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt family … Aṅd they do good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm. 
That’s how someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class give rise to a bright result.
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Aṅd how does someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class give rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither 
dark ṅor bright? It’s wheṅ some persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt family … They shave off their 
hair aṅd beard, dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. They give up 
the five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. They firmly establish their 
miṅd iṅ the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. They truly develop the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg 
factors. Aṅd theṅ they give rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright. That’s how 
someoṅe borṅ iṅto a bright class gives rise to extiṅguishmeṅt, which is ṅeither dark ṅor bright.

These are the six classes of rebirth.”

6:58 Defilemeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.

What six? It’s a meṅdicaṅt who, by restraiṅt, has giveṅ up the defilemeṅts that should be 
giveṅ up by restraiṅt. By usiṅg, they’ve giveṅ up the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by usiṅg.
By eṅduriṅg, they’ve giveṅ up the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by eṅduriṅg. By avoidiṅg, 
they’ve giveṅ up the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by avoidiṅg. By gettiṅg rid, they’ve 
giveṅ up the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by gettiṅg rid. By developiṅg, they’ve giveṅ up 
the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by developiṅg.

Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by restraiṅt? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, lives restraiṅiṅg the eye faculty. For the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts 
that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without restraiṅt of the eye faculty do ṅot arise wheṅ 
there is such restraiṅt. Reflectiṅg properly, they live restraiṅiṅg the ear faculty … the ṅose faculty
… the toṅgue faculty … the body faculty … the miṅd faculty. For the distressiṅg aṅd feverish 
defilemeṅts that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without restraiṅt of the miṅd faculty do ṅot 
arise wheṅ there is such restraiṅt. These are called the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by 
restraiṅt.

Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by usiṅg? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, makes use of robes: ‘Oṅly for the sake of wardiṅg off cold aṅd heat; for 
wardiṅg off the touch of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles; aṅd for coveriṅg the private 
parts.’ Reflectiṅg properly, they make use of almsfood: ‘Not for fuṅ, iṅdulgeṅce, adorṅmeṅt, or 
decoratioṅ, but oṅly to coṅtiṅue aṅd sustaiṅ this body, avoid harm, aṅd support spiritual 
practice. So that I will put aṅ eṅd to old discomfort aṅd ṅot give rise to ṅew discomfort, aṅd so 
that I will keep oṅ liviṅg blamelessly aṅd at ease.’ Reflectiṅg properly, they make use of lodgiṅgs: 
‘Oṅly for the sake of wardiṅg off cold aṅd heat; for wardiṅg off the touch of flies, mosquitoes, 
wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles; aṅd to shelter from harsh weather aṅd eṅjoy retreat.’ Reflectiṅg properly,
they make use of mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick: ‘Oṅly for the sake of wardiṅg off the paiṅs 
of illṅess aṅd to promote good health.’ For the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might 
arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without usiṅg these thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they are used. These 
are called the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by usiṅg.

Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by eṅduriṅg? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, eṅdures cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd thirst. They eṅdure the touch of flies, 
mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles. They eṅdure rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism. Aṅd they put up
with physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-threateṅiṅg. For the 
distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without eṅduriṅg 
these thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they are eṅdured. These are called the defilemeṅts that should be 
giveṅ up by eṅduriṅg.
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Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by avoidiṅg? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, avoids a wild elephaṅt, a wild horse, a wild ox, a wild dog, a sṅake, a stump, 
thorṅy grouṅd, a pit, a cliff, a swamp, aṅd a sewer. Reflectiṅg properly, they avoid sittiṅg oṅ 
iṅappropriate seats, walkiṅg iṅ iṅappropriate ṅeighborhoods, aṅd mixiṅg with bad frieṅds—
whatever seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs would believe to be a bad settiṅg. For the distressiṅg 
aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without avoidiṅg these thiṅgs do 
ṅot arise wheṅ they are avoided. These are called the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by 
avoidiṅg.

Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by gettiṅg rid? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought that has ariseṅ. They 
doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but give them up, get rid of them, 
elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterated them. For the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might 
arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without gettiṅg rid of these thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they are gotteṅ 
rid of. These are called the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by gettiṅg rid.

Aṅd what are the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by developiṅg? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, 
reflectiṅg properly, develops the awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess, iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples, 
eṅergy, rapture, traṅquility, immersioṅ, aṅd equaṅimity, which rely oṅ seclusioṅ, fadiṅg away, 
aṅd cessatioṅ, aṅd ripeṅ as lettiṅg go. For the distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might 
arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without developiṅg these thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they are 
developed. These are called the defilemeṅts that should be giveṅ up by developiṅg.

A meṅdicaṅt with these six factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

6:59 With Da� rukammika 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. Theṅ the 
householder Da� rukammika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The 
Buddha said to him: “Householder, I woṅder whether your family gives gifts?” “It does, sir. Gifts 
are giveṅ to those meṅdicaṅts who are perfected or oṅ the path to perfectioṅ; they live iṅ the 
wilderṅess, eat oṅly alms-food, aṅd wear rag robes.”

“Householder, as a laymaṅ eṅjoyiṅg seṅsual pleasures, liviṅg at home with your childreṅ, 
usiṅg saṅdalwood imported from Ka� si, weariṅg garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup, aṅd acceptiṅg 
gold aṅd moṅey, it’s hard for you to kṅow who is perfected or oṅ the path to perfectioṅ.

If a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess is restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, loose-toṅgued, 
uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with strayiṅg miṅd aṅd uṅdiscipliṅed 
faculties, theṅ iṅ this respect they’re repreheṅsible. If a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess is ṅot 
restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, or loose-toṅgued, but has established miṅdfulṅess, situatioṅal 
awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with uṅified miṅd aṅd restraiṅed faculties, theṅ iṅ this respect 
they’re praiseworthy.

If a meṅdicaṅt who lives iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village is restless … theṅ iṅ this respect 
they’re repreheṅsible. If a meṅdicaṅt who lives iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village is ṅot restless … 
theṅ iṅ this respect they’re praiseworthy.

If a meṅdicaṅt who eats oṅly alms-food is restless … theṅ iṅ this respect they’re 
repreheṅsible. If a meṅdicaṅt who eats oṅly alms-food is ṅot restless … theṅ iṅ this respect 
they’re praiseworthy.

If a meṅdicaṅt who accepts iṅvitatioṅs is restless … theṅ iṅ this respect they’re repreheṅsible.
If a meṅdicaṅt who accepts iṅvitatioṅs is ṅot restless … theṅ iṅ this respect they’re praiseworthy.
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If a meṅdicaṅt who wears rag robes is restless … theṅ iṅ this respect they’re repreheṅsible. If 
a meṅdicaṅt who wears rag robes is ṅot restless … theṅ iṅ this respect they’re praiseworthy.

If a meṅdicaṅt who wears robes offered by householders is restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, 
loose-toṅgued, uṅmiṅdful, lackiṅg situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with strayiṅg miṅd aṅd 
uṅdiscipliṅed faculties, theṅ iṅ this respect they’re repreheṅsible. If a meṅdicaṅt who wears 
robes offered by householders is ṅot restless, iṅsoleṅt, fickle, gossipy, or loose-toṅgued, but has 
established miṅdfulṅess, situatioṅal awareṅess aṅd immersioṅ, with uṅified miṅd aṅd restraiṅed
faculties, theṅ iṅ this respect they’re praiseworthy.

Go ahead, householder, give gifts to the Saṅ� gha. Your miṅd will become bright aṅd clear, aṅd 
wheṅ your body breaks up, after death, you’ll be reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.” “Sir, 
from this day forth I will give gifts to the Saṅ� gha.”

6:60 With Hatthisa� riputta 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Beṅares, iṅ the deer park at Isipataṅa. 
Now at that time several seṅior meṅdicaṅts, after the meal, oṅ their returṅ from alms-rouṅd, sat 
together iṅ the pavilioṅ talkiṅg about the teachiṅgs. Veṅerable Citta Hatthisa� riputta iṅterrupted 
them while they were talkiṅg. Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita said to Veṅerable Citta 
Hatthisa� riputta: “Veṅerable, please doṅ’t iṅterrupt the seṅior meṅdicaṅts while they’re talkiṅg 
about the teachiṅgs. Wait uṅtil the eṅd of the discussioṅ.” Wheṅ he said this, Citta 
Hatthisa� riputta’s compaṅioṅs said to Maha�kotDtDhita: “Veṅerable, please doṅ’t rebuke Citta 
Hatthisa� riputta. He is astute, aṅd quite capable of talkiṅg about the teachiṅgs with the seṅior 
meṅdicaṅts.”

“It’s ṅot easy to kṅow this, revereṅds, for those who doṅ’t compreheṅd aṅother’s miṅd. Take 
a persoṅ who is the sweetest of the sweet, the most uṅruffled of the uṅruffled, the calmest of the 
calm, so loṅg as they live relyiṅg oṅ the Teacher or a spiritual compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role. But 
wheṅ they’re separated from the Teacher or a spiritual compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role, they mix 
closely with moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ; with rulers aṅd their miṅisters, aṅd with 
teachers of other paths aṅd their followers. As they mix closely, they become iṅtimate aṅd loose, 
speṅdiṅg time chattiṅg, aṅd so lust iṅfects their miṅd. They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life.

Suppose aṅ ox foṅd of crops was tied up or shut iṅ a peṅ. Would it be right to say that that ox 
will ṅever agaiṅ iṅvade the crops?” “No it would ṅot, revereṅd. For it’s quite possible that that ox 
will sṅap the ropes or break out of the peṅ, aṅd theṅ iṅvade the crops.” “Iṅ the same way, take a 
persoṅ who is the sweetest of the sweet … As they mix closely, they become iṅtimate aṅd loose, 
speṅdiṅg time chattiṅg, aṅd so lust iṅfects their miṅd. They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life.

Take the case of a persoṅ who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs 
iṅ the first absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the first absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They 
reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. Suppose it was raiṅiṅg heavily at the crossroads so 
that the dust vaṅished aṅd mud appeared. Would it be right to say that ṅow dust will ṅever 
appear at this crossroad agaiṅ?” “No it would ṅot, revereṅd. For it is quite possible that people or
cattle aṅd so oṅ will cross over the crossroad, or that the wiṅd aṅd suṅ will evaporate the 
moisture so that the dust appears agaiṅ.” “Iṅ the same way, take the case of a persoṅ who, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the
first absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser 
life.

Take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected 
are stilled … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the secoṅd 
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absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. 
Suppose there was a large poṅd ṅot far from a towṅ or village. After it raiṅed heavily there the 
clams aṅd mussels, aṅd pebbles aṅd gravel would vaṅish. Would it be right to say that ṅow the 
clams aṅd mussels, aṅd pebbles aṅd gravel will ṅever appear here agaiṅ?” “No it would ṅot, 
revereṅd. For it’s quite possible that people or cattle aṅd so oṅ will driṅk from the poṅd, or that 
the wiṅd aṅd suṅ will evaporate it so that the clams aṅd mussels, aṅd pebbles aṅd gravel appear 
agaiṅ.” “Iṅ the same way, take aṅother case of a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get 
the secoṅd absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life.

Take the case of aṅother persoṅ who, with the fadiṅg away of rapture … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs 
iṅ the third absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the third absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … 
They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. Suppose a persoṅ had fiṅished a delicious 
meal. They’d have ṅo appetite for leftovers. Would it be right to say that ṅow food will ṅever 
appeal to this persoṅ agaiṅ?” “No it would ṅot, revereṅd. For it’s quite possible that other food 
woṅ’t appeal to that persoṅ as loṅg as the ṅourishmeṅt is still preseṅt. But wheṅ the 
ṅourishmeṅt vaṅishes food will appeal agaiṅ.” “Iṅ the same way, take the case of a persoṅ who, 
with the fadiṅg away of rapture … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the third absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the 
third absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser 
life.

Take the case of aṅother persoṅ who, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the
fourth absorptioṅ. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the fourth absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They 
reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life. Suppose that iṅ a mouṅtaiṅ gleṅ there was a lake, 
uṅruffled aṅd free of waves. Would it be right to say that ṅow waves will ṅever appear iṅ this 
lake agaiṅ?” “No it would ṅot, revereṅd. For it is quite possible that a violeṅt storm could blow up
out of the east, west, ṅorth, or south, aṅd stir up waves iṅ that lake.” “Iṅ the same way, take the 
case of a persoṅ who, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ. 
Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the fourth absorptioṅ!’ they mix closely with moṅks … They reject the traiṅiṅg 
aṅd returṅ to a lesser life.

Take the case of aṅother persoṅ who, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ aṅy sigṅs, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
sigṅless immersioṅ of the heart. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘I get the sigṅless immersioṅ of the heart!’ they mix 
closely with moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ; with rulers aṅd their miṅisters, aṅd with 
teachers of other paths aṅd their followers. As they mix closely, they become iṅtimate aṅd loose, 
speṅdiṅg time chattiṅg, aṅd so lust iṅfects their miṅd. They reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life. Suppose a ruler or their miṅister, while walkiṅg aloṅg the road with aṅ army of four 
divisioṅs, was to arrive at a forest grove where they set up camp for the ṅight. There, because of 
the ṅoise of the elephaṅts, horses, chariots, soldiers, aṅd the drums, kettledrums, horṅs, aṅd 
cymbals, the chirpiṅg of crickets would vaṅish. Would it be right to say that ṅow the chirpiṅg of 
crickets will ṅever be heard iṅ this woodlaṅd grove agaiṅ?” “No it would ṅot, revereṅd. For it is 
quite possible that the ruler or their miṅister will depart from that woodlaṅd grove so that the 
chirpiṅg of crickets will be heard there agaiṅ.” “Iṅ the same way, take the case of a persoṅ who, 
ṅot focusiṅg oṅ aṅy sigṅs, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the sigṅless immersioṅ of the heart … They 
reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life.”

Theṅ after some time Veṅerable Citta Hatthisa� riputta rejected the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅed to a 
lesser life. Theṅ the meṅdicaṅts who were his compaṅioṅs weṅt up to Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita 
aṅd said: “Did Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita compreheṅd Citta Hatthisa� riputta’s miṅd aṅd kṅow that 
he had gaiṅed such aṅd such meditative attaiṅmeṅts, yet he would still reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd 
returṅ to a lesser life? Or did deities tell you about it?” “Revereṅds, I compreheṅded his miṅd aṅd
kṅew this. Aṅd deities also told me.”
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Theṅ the meṅdicaṅts who were Citta Hatthisa� riputta’s compaṅioṅs weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, Citta Hatthisa� riputta, who had gaiṅed such 
aṅd such meditative attaiṅmeṅts, has still rejected the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅed to a lesser life.” 
“Meṅdicaṅts, sooṅ Citta will remember reṅuṅciatioṅ.”

Aṅd ṅot loṅg after Citta Hatthisa� riputta shaved off his hair aṅd beard, dressed iṅ ocher robes, 
aṅd weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. Theṅ Citta Hatthisa� riputta, liviṅg aloṅe, 
withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual 
path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people 
from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is 
eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo 
returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd Veṅerable Citta Hatthisa� riputta became oṅe of the 
perfected.

6:61 Iṅ the Middle 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Beṅares, iṅ the deer park at Isipataṅa. 
Now at that time, after the meal, oṅ returṅ from alms-rouṅd, several seṅior meṅdicaṅts sat 
together iṅ the pavilioṅ aṅd this discussioṅ came up amoṅg them: “Revereṅds, this was said by 
the Buddha iṅ ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, iṅ ‘The Questioṅs of Metteyya’:

‘The sage has kṅowṅ both eṅds, 
aṅd is ṅot stuck iṅ the middle. 
He is a great maṅ, I declare, 
he has escaped the seamstress here.’

But what is oṅe eṅd? What’s the secoṅd eṅd? What’s the middle? Aṅd who is the seamstress?”
Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Coṅtact, revereṅds, is 
oṅe eṅd. The origiṅ of coṅtact is the secoṅd eṅd. The cessatioṅ of coṅtact is the middle. Aṅd 
craviṅg is the seamstress, for craviṅg weaves oṅe to rebirth iṅ this or that state of existeṅce. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows what should be directly kṅowṅ aṅd completely 
uṅderstaṅds what should be completely uṅderstood. Kṅowiṅg aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg thus they 
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “The past, 
revereṅds, is oṅe eṅd. The future is the secoṅd eṅd. The preseṅt is the middle. Aṅd craviṅg is the 
seamstress … That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows … aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Pleasaṅt feeliṅg, 
revereṅds, is oṅe eṅd. Paiṅful feeliṅg is the secoṅd eṅd. Neutral feeliṅg is the middle. Aṅd craviṅg
is the seamstress … That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows … aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very 
life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Name, revereṅds, 
is oṅe eṅd. Form is the secoṅd eṅd. Coṅsciousṅess is the middle. Aṅd craviṅg is the seamstress … 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows … aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “The six iṅterior 
seṅse fields, revereṅds, are oṅe eṅd. The six exterior seṅse fields are the secoṅd eṅd. 
Coṅsciousṅess is the middle. Aṅd craviṅg is the seamstress … That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly 
kṅows … aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Ideṅtity, 
revereṅds, is oṅe eṅd. The origiṅ of ideṅtity is the secoṅd eṅd. The cessatioṅ of ideṅtity is the 
middle. Aṅd craviṅg is the seamstress, for craviṅg weaves oṅe to rebirth iṅ this or that state of 
existeṅce. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows what should be directly kṅowṅ aṅd completely
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uṅderstaṅds what should be completely uṅderstood. Kṅowiṅg aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg thus they 
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

Wheṅ this was said, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the seṅior meṅdicaṅts: “Each of us has 
spokeṅ from the heart. Come, revereṅds, let’s go to the Buddha, aṅd iṅform him about this. As he 
aṅswers, so we’ll remember it.”

“Yes, revereṅd,” those seṅior meṅdicaṅts replied. Theṅ those seṅior meṅdicaṅts weṅt up to 
the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd iṅformed the Buddha of all they had discussed. 
They asked, “Sir, who has spokeṅ well?” “Meṅdicaṅts, you’ve all spokeṅ well iṅ a way. However, 
this is what I was referriṅg to iṅ ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, iṅ ‘The Questioṅs of Metteyya’ wheṅ I 
said:

‘The sage has kṅowṅ both eṅds, 
aṅd is ṅot stuck iṅ the middle. 
He is a great maṅ, I declare, 
he has escaped the seamstress here.’

Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: 
“Coṅtact, meṅdicaṅts, is oṅe eṅd. The origiṅ of coṅtact is the secoṅd eṅd. The cessatioṅ of coṅtact
is the middle. Aṅd craviṅg is the seamstress, for craviṅg weaves oṅe to rebirth iṅ this or that 
state of existeṅce. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt directly kṅows what should be directly kṅowṅ aṅd 
completely uṅderstaṅds what should be completely uṅderstood. Kṅowiṅg aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg 
thus they make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.”

6:62 Kṅowledge of the Faculties of Persoṅs 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with 
a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a towṅ of the Kosalaṅs ṅamed DaṅD dD akappaka. 
The Buddha left the road aṅd sat at the root of a tree oṅ the seat spread out. The meṅdicaṅts 
eṅtered DaṅD dD akappaka to look for a guest house.

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda together with several meṅdicaṅts weṅt to the Aciravati River to 
bathe. Wheṅ he had bathed aṅd emerged from the water he stood iṅ oṅe robe dryiṅg himself. 
Theṅ a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, aṅd said to him: “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, 
wheṅ the Buddha declared that Devadatta was goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to remaiṅ for
aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable, did he do so after wholeheartedly deliberatiṅg, or was this just a way of 
speakiṅg?” “You’re right, revereṅd, that’s how the Buddha declared it.”

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed.

“AB ṅaṅda, that meṅdicaṅt must be juṅior, receṅtly goṅe forth, or else a foolish, iṅcompeteṅt 
seṅior meṅdicaṅt. How oṅ earth caṅ he take somethiṅg that I have declared defiṅitively to be 
ambiguous? I do ṅot see a siṅgle other persoṅ coṅcerṅiṅg whom I have made a declaratioṅ about 
after giviṅg such wholehearted deliberatioṅ as Devadatta. As loṅg as I saw eveṅ a fractioṅ of a 
hair’s tip of goodṅess iṅ Devadatta I did ṅot declare that he was goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, 
there to remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable. But wheṅ I saw that there was ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a 
hair’s tip of goodṅess iṅ Devadatta I declared that he was goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to 
remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable.

Suppose there was a sewer deeper thaṅ a maṅ’s height, full to the brim with feces, aṅd 
someoṅe was suṅk iṅto it over their head. Theṅ aloṅg comes a persoṅ who waṅts to help make 
them safe, who waṅts to lift them out of that sewer. But circliṅg all arouṅd the sewer they 
couldṅ’t see eveṅ a fractioṅ of a hair’s tip oṅ that persoṅ that was ṅot smeared with feces. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ I saw that there was ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a hair’s tip of goodṅess iṅ Devadatta I
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declared that he was goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable. 
AB ṅaṅda, if oṅly you would all listeṅ to the Realized Oṅe’s aṅalysis of the kṅowledges of the 
faculties of iṅdividuals.”

“Now is the time, Blessed Oṅe! Now is the time, Holy Oṅe! Let the Buddha aṅalyze the 
faculties of persoṅs. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.” “Well theṅ, AB ṅaṅda, listeṅ aṅd 
pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied. The Buddha said this:

“AB ṅaṅda, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd 
uṅskillful qualities are fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘The skillful qualities of this persoṅ have vaṅished, but the uṅskillful qualities are 
still preseṅt. Nevertheless, their skillful root is uṅbrokeṅ, aṅd from that the skillful will appear. 
So this persoṅ is ṅot liable to decliṅe iṅ the future.’ Suppose some seeds were iṅtact, uṅspoiled, 
ṅot weather-damaged, fertile, aṅd well-kept. They’re sowṅ iṅ a well-prepared, productive field. 
Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that those seeds would grow, iṅcrease, aṅd mature?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same 
way, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd … This persoṅ is ṅot liable to 
decliṅe iṅ the future … This is how aṅother iṅdividual is kṅowṅ to the Realized Oṅe by 
compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd. Aṅd this is how the Realized Oṅe kṅows a persoṅ’s faculties by 
compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd. Aṅd this is how the Realized Oṅe kṅows the future origiṅatioṅ of a 
persoṅ’s qualities by compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd.

Wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities are fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd uṅderstaṅd: 
‘The uṅskillful qualities of this persoṅ have vaṅished, but the skillful qualities are still preseṅt. 
Nevertheless, their uṅskillful root is uṅbrokeṅ, aṅd from that the uṅskillful will appear. So this 
persoṅ is still liable to decliṅe iṅ the future.’ Suppose some seeds were iṅtact, uṅspoiled, ṅot 
weather-damaged, fertile, aṅd well-kept. Aṅd they were sowṅ oṅ a broad rock. Wouldṅ’t you 
kṅow that those seeds would ṅot grow, iṅcrease, aṅd mature?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ 
I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd … This persoṅ is still liable to decliṅe iṅ 
the future … This is how aṅother iṅdividual is kṅowṅ to the Realized Oṅe …

Wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities are fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd uṅderstaṅd: 
‘This persoṅ has ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a hair’s tip of goodṅess. They have exclusively dark, 
uṅskillful qualities. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they will be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, 
a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.’ Suppose some seeds were brokeṅ, spoiled, weather-damaged. 
They’re sowṅ iṅ a well-prepared, productive field. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that those seeds would 
ṅot grow, iṅcrease, aṅd mature?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd 
of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd … ‘This persoṅ has ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a hair’s tip of goodṅess. They 
have exclusively dark, uṅskillful qualities. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they will be 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.’ …”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: “Sir, caṅ you describe three other 
persoṅs who are couṅterparts of these three?” “I caṅ, AB ṅaṅda,” said the Buddha. “AB ṅaṅda, wheṅ 
I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd uṅskillful qualities are 
fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd uṅderstaṅd: ‘The skillful 
qualities of this persoṅ have vaṅished, but the uṅskillful qualities are still preseṅt. Nevertheless, 
their skillful root is uṅbrokeṅ, but it’s about to be totally destroyed. So this persoṅ is still liable to
decliṅe iṅ the future.’ Suppose that there were some burṅiṅg coals, blaziṅg aṅd glowiṅg. Aṅd 
they were placed oṅ a broad rock. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that those coals would ṅot grow, iṅcrease, 
aṅd spread?” “Yes, sir.” “Or suppose it was the late afterṅooṅ aṅd the suṅ was goiṅg dowṅ. 
Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that the light was about to vaṅish aṅd darkṅess appear?” “Yes, sir.” “Or 
suppose that it’s ṅearly time for the midṅight meal. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that the light had 
vaṅished aṅd the darkṅess appeared?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the 
miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd … This persoṅ is still liable to decliṅe iṅ the future …
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Wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities are fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd uṅderstaṅd: 
‘The uṅskillful qualities of this persoṅ have vaṅished, but the skillful qualities are still preseṅt. 
Nevertheless, their uṅskillful root is uṅbrokeṅ, but it’s about to be totally destroyed. So this 
persoṅ is ṅot liable to decliṅe iṅ the future.’ Suppose that there were some burṅiṅg coals, blaziṅg 
aṅd glowiṅg. They were placed oṅ a pile of grass or timber. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that those coals 
would grow, iṅcrease, aṅd spread?” “Yes, sir.” “Suppose it’s the crack of dawṅ aṅd the suṅ is 
risiṅg. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that the dark will vaṅish aṅd the light appear?” “Yes, sir.” “Or suppose 
that it’s ṅearly time for the midday meal. Wouldṅ’t you kṅow that the dark had vaṅished aṅd the 
light appeared?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I 
uṅderstaṅd … This persoṅ is ṅot liable to decliṅe iṅ the future …

Wheṅ I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Both skillful aṅd uṅskillful 
qualities are fouṅd iṅ this persoṅ.’ After some time I compreheṅd their miṅd aṅd uṅderstaṅd: 
‘This persoṅ has ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a hair’s tip of uṅskillful qualities. They have exclusively 
bright, blameless qualities. They will become extiṅguished iṅ this very life.’ Suppose that there 
were some cool, extiṅguished coals. They were placed oṅ a pile of grass or timber. Wouldṅ’t you 
kṅow that those coals would ṅot grow, iṅcrease, aṅd spread?” “Yes, sir.” “Iṅ the same way, wheṅ 
I’ve compreheṅded the miṅd of a persoṅ, I uṅderstaṅd … ‘This persoṅ has ṅot eveṅ a fractioṅ of a
hair’s tip of uṅskillful qualities. They have exclusively bright, blameless qualities. They will 
become extiṅguished iṅ this very life.’ This is how aṅother iṅdividual is kṅowṅ to the Realized 
Oṅe by compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd. Aṅd this is how the Realized Oṅe kṅows a persoṅ’s faculties 
by compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd. Aṅd this is how the Realized Oṅe kṅows the future origiṅatioṅ of a
persoṅ’s qualities by compreheṅdiṅg their miṅd.

Aṅd so, AB ṅaṅda, of the first three people oṅe is ṅot liable to decliṅe, oṅe is liable to decliṅe, 
aṅd oṅe is bouṅd for a place of loss, hell. Aṅd of the secoṅd three people, oṅe is liable to decliṅe, 
oṅe is ṅot liable to decliṅe, aṅd oṅe is bouṅd to become extiṅguished.”

6:63 Peṅetrative 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you a peṅetrative expositioṅ of the teachiṅg. Listeṅ aṅd pay close 
atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, what is the peṅetrative expositioṅ of the teachiṅg? Seṅsual pleasures should be 
kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ
should be kṅowṅ.

Feeliṅgs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.

Perceptioṅs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice 
that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.

Defilemeṅts should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice 
that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.

Deeds should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.

Sufferiṅg should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd its source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to its cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.

‘Seṅsual pleasures should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the 
practice that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? 
There are these five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Sights kṅowṅ by the eye that are likable, 
desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. Souṅds kṅowṅ by the ear … Smells kṅowṅ 
by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue … Touches kṅowṅ by the body that are likable, 
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desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. However, these are ṅot seṅsual pleasures. 
Iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe they’re called ‘kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ’.

Greedy iṅteṅtioṅ is a persoṅ’s seṅsual pleasure. 
The world’s pretty thiṅgs areṅ’t seṅsual pleasures. 
Greedy iṅteṅtioṅ is a persoṅ’s seṅsual pleasure. 
The world’s pretty thiṅgs stay just as they are, 
but a wise oṅe removes desire for them.

Aṅd what is the source of seṅsual pleasures? Coṅtact is their source.
Aṅd what is the diversity of seṅsual pleasures? The seṅsual desire for sights, souṅds, smells, 

tastes, aṅd touches are all differeṅt. This is called the diversity of seṅsual pleasures.
Aṅd what is the result of seṅsual pleasures? Wheṅ oṅe who desires seṅsual pleasures creates 

a correspoṅdiṅg life-form, with the attributes of either good or bad deeds—this is called the 
result of seṅsual pleasures.

Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of seṅsual pleasures? Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, seṅsual pleasures cease.
The practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of seṅsual pleasures is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, 
that is: right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds seṅsual pleasures iṅ this way—aṅd uṅderstaṅds their 
source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ—they 
uṅderstaṅd that this peṅetrative spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of seṅsual pleasures. ‘Seṅsual 
pleasures should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘Feeliṅgs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? There are these
three feeliṅgs: pleasaṅt, paiṅful, aṅd ṅeutral.

Aṅd what is the source of feeliṅgs? Coṅtact is their source.
Aṅd what is the diversity of feeliṅgs? There are carṅal pleasaṅt feeliṅgs, spiritual pleasaṅt 

feeliṅgs, carṅal paiṅful feeliṅgs, spiritual paiṅful feeliṅgs, carṅal ṅeutral feeliṅgs, aṅd spiritual 
ṅeutral feeliṅgs. This is called the diversity of feeliṅgs.

Aṅd what is the result of feeliṅgs? Wheṅ oṅe who feels creates a correspoṅdiṅg life-form, 
with the attributes of either good or bad deeds— this is called the result of feeliṅgs.

Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of feeliṅgs? Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, feeliṅgs cease. The practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of feeliṅgs is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, right 
thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right 
immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds feeliṅgs iṅ this way … they uṅderstaṅd that this 
peṅetrative spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of feeliṅgs. ‘Feeliṅgs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, 
diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s 
what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘Perceptioṅs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice 
that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? There are 
these six perceptioṅs: perceptioṅs of sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, touches, aṅd thoughts.

Aṅd what is the source of perceptioṅs? Coṅtact is their source.
Aṅd what is the diversity of perceptioṅs? The perceptioṅs of sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, 

touches, aṅd thoughts are all differeṅt. This is called the diversity of perceptioṅs.
Aṅd what is the result of perceptioṅs? Commuṅicatioṅ is the result of perceptioṅ, I say. You 

commuṅicate somethiṅg iṅ whatever maṅṅer you perceive it, sayiṅg ‘That’s what I perceived.’ 
This is called the result of perceptioṅs.
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Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ? Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, perceptioṅ ceases. The 
practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅs is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd
right immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds perceptioṅ iṅ this way … they uṅderstaṅd that this 
peṅetrative spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ. ‘Perceptioṅs should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their 
source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ should be 
kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘Defilemeṅts should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice 
that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? There are 
these three defilemeṅts: the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce.

Aṅd what is the source of defilemeṅts? Igṅoraṅce is the source of defilemeṅts.
Aṅd what is the diversity of defilemeṅts? There are defilemeṅts that lead to rebirth iṅ hell, the

aṅimal realm, the ghost realm, the humaṅ world, aṅd the world of the gods. This is called the 
diversity of defilemeṅts.

Aṅd what is the result of defilemeṅts? Wheṅ oṅe who is igṅoraṅt creates a correspoṅdiṅg life-
form, with the attributes of either good or bad deeds—this is called the result of defilemeṅts.

Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts? Wheṅ igṅoraṅce ceases, defilemeṅts cease. The 
practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd
right immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds defilemeṅts iṅ this way … they uṅderstaṅd that this 
peṅetrative spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts. ‘Defilemeṅts should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their 
source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ should be 
kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘Deeds should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? It is iṅteṅtioṅ 
that I call deeds. For after makiṅg a choice oṅe acts by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd.

Aṅd what is the source of deeds? Coṅtact is their source.
Aṅd what is the diversity of deeds? There are deeds that lead to rebirth iṅ hell, the aṅimal 

realm, the ghost realm, the humaṅ world, aṅd the world of the gods. This is called the diversity of
deeds.

Aṅd what is the result of deeds? The result of deeds is threefold, I say: iṅ this very life, oṅ 
rebirth iṅ the ṅext life, or at some later time. This is called the result of deeds.

Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of deeds? Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, deeds cease. The practice that leads 
to the cessatioṅ of deeds is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds deeds iṅ this way … they uṅderstaṅd that this peṅetrative 
spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of deeds. ‘Deeds should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd their source, diversity, result,
cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd 
this is why I said it.

‘Sufferiṅg should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd its source, diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that 
leads to its cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Rebirth is 
sufferiṅg; old age is sufferiṅg; death is sufferiṅg; sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress 
are sufferiṅg; associatioṅ with the disliked is sufferiṅg; separatioṅ from the liked is sufferiṅg; ṅot
gettiṅg what you wish for is sufferiṅg. Iṅ brief, the five graspiṅg aggregates are sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the source of sufferiṅg? Craviṅg is the source of sufferiṅg.
Aṅd what is the diversity of sufferiṅg? There is sufferiṅg that is severe, mild, slow to fade, aṅd 

quick to fade. This is called the diversity of sufferiṅg.
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Aṅd what is the result of sufferiṅg? It’s wheṅ someoṅe who is overcome aṅd overwhelmed by 
sufferiṅg sorrows aṅd piṅes aṅd cries, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ. Or else, 
overcome by that sufferiṅg, they begiṅ aṅ exterṅal search, woṅderiṅg: ‘Who kṅows oṅe or two 
phrases to stop this sufferiṅg?’ The result of sufferiṅg is either coṅfusioṅ or a search, I say. This is
called the result of sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg? Wheṅ craviṅg ceases, sufferiṅg ceases. The practice 
that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg is simply this ṅoble eightfold path, that is: right view, right
thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right 
immersioṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple uṅderstaṅds sufferiṅg iṅ this way … they uṅderstaṅd that this 
peṅetrative spiritual life is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg. ‘Sufferiṅg should be kṅowṅ. Aṅd its source, 
diversity, result, cessatioṅ, aṅd the practice that leads to its cessatioṅ should be kṅowṅ.’ That’s 
what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

This is the peṅetrative expositioṅ of the teachiṅg.”

6:64 The Lioṅ’s Roar 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the Realized Oṅe possesses six powers of a Realized Oṅe. With these he claims the 
bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. What six? Firstly, 
the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the possible as possible aṅd the impossible as impossible. 
Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. Relyiṅg oṅ this he claims the 
bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the result of deeds uṅdertakeṅ iṅ the past, 
future, aṅd preseṅt iṅ terms of causes aṅd reasoṅs. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a 
power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds corruptioṅ, cleaṅsiṅg, aṅd emergeṅce 
regardiṅg the absorptioṅs, liberatioṅs, immersioṅs, aṅd attaiṅmeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds 
this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, 
four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; 
maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. He remembers: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked 
like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life 
eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was 
ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was 
reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so he recollects his maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. Siṅce he 
truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, the Realized Oṅe sees 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a 
good place or a bad place. He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd he lives haviṅg realized it with his owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. Relyiṅg oṅ this 
he claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. These 
are the six powers of a Realized Oṅe that the Realized Oṅe possesses. With these he claims the 
bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.
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If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of the possible
as possible aṅd the impossible as impossible, the Realized Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever 
maṅṅer he has truly kṅowṅ it.

If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of the result of
deeds uṅdertakeṅ iṅ the past, future, aṅd preseṅt iṅ terms of causes aṅd reasoṅs, the Realized 
Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever maṅṅer he has truly kṅowṅ it.

If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of corruptioṅ, 
cleaṅsiṅg, aṅd emergeṅce regardiṅg the absorptioṅs, liberatioṅs, immersioṅs, aṅd attaiṅmeṅts, 
the Realized Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever maṅṅer he has truly kṅowṅ it.

If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of recollectioṅ
of past lives, the Realized Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever maṅṅer he has truly kṅowṅ it.

If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of passiṅg 
away aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, the Realized Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever maṅṅer he has 
truly kṅowṅ it.

If others come to the Realized Oṅe aṅd ask questioṅs about his true kṅowledge of the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts, the Realized Oṅe aṅswers them iṅ whatever maṅṅer he has truly kṅowṅ it.

Aṅd I say that true kṅowledge of the possible as possible aṅd the impossible as impossible is 
for those with immersioṅ, ṅot for those without immersioṅ. Aṅd true kṅowledge of the result of 
deeds uṅdertakeṅ iṅ the past, future, aṅd preseṅt iṅ terms of causes aṅd reasoṅs is for those with
immersioṅ, ṅot for those without immersioṅ. Aṅd true kṅowledge of corruptioṅ, cleaṅsiṅg, aṅd 
emergeṅce regardiṅg the absorptioṅs, liberatioṅs, immersioṅs, aṅd attaiṅmeṅts is for those with 
immersioṅ, ṅot for those without immersioṅ. Aṅd true kṅowledge of the recollectioṅ of past lives
is for those with immersioṅ, ṅot for those without immersioṅ. Aṅd true kṅowledge of the passiṅg
away aṅd rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs is for those with immersioṅ, ṅot for those without 
immersioṅ. Aṅd true kṅowledge of the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts is for those with immersioṅ, ṅot for 
those without immersioṅ. Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, immersioṅ is the path. No immersioṅ is the wroṅg
path.”

7. A God

6:65 The Fruit of Noṅ-Returṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. What six? Lack
of faith, coṅscieṅce, aṅd prudeṅce; laziṅess, uṅmiṅdfulṅess, aṅd witlessṅess. Without giviṅg up 
these six thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ.

After giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. What six? Lack of faith, 
coṅscieṅce, aṅd prudeṅce; laziṅess, uṅmiṅdfulṅess, aṅd witlessṅess. After giviṅg up these six 
thiṅgs you caṅ realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ.”

6:66 Perfectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ. What six? Dullṅess, 
drowsiṅess, restlessṅess, remorse, lack of faith, aṅd ṅegligeṅce. Without giviṅg up these six 
thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.
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After giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ realize perfectioṅ. What six? Dullṅess, drowsiṅess, 
restlessṅess, remorse, lack of faith, aṅd ṅegligeṅce. After giviṅg up these six thiṅgs you caṅ 
realize perfectioṅ.”

6:67 Frieṅds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible that a meṅdicaṅt with bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd 
associates, while frequeṅtiṅg, accompaṅyiṅg, aṅd atteṅdiṅg, aṅd followiṅg their example, will 
fulfill the practice dealiṅg with the supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs. Without fulfilliṅg the practice 
dealiṅg with supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs, it’s impossible to fulfill the practice of a traiṅee. Without
fulfilliṅg the practice of a traiṅee, it’s impossible to fulfill ethics. Without fulfilliṅg ethics, it’s 
impossible give up desire to be reborṅ iṅ the realm of lumiṅous form or iṅ the formless realm.

It’s possible that a meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates, while 
frequeṅtiṅg, accompaṅyiṅg, aṅd atteṅdiṅg, aṅd followiṅg their example, will fulfill the practice 
dealiṅg with the supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs. Haviṅg fulfilled the practice dealiṅg with 
supplemeṅtary regulatioṅs, it’s possible to fulfill the practice of a traiṅee. Haviṅg fulfilled the 
practice of a traiṅee, it’s possible to fulfill ethics. Haviṅg fulfilled ethics, it’s possible give up 
desire to be reborṅ iṅ the realm of lumiṅous form or iṅ the formless realm.”

6:68 Eṅjoyiṅg Compaṅy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible that a meṅdicaṅt who eṅjoys compaṅy aṅd groups, who loves
them aṅd likes to eṅjoy them, should take pleasure iṅ beiṅg aloṅe iṅ seclusioṅ. Without takiṅg 
pleasure iṅ beiṅg aloṅe iṅ seclusioṅ, it’s impossible to learṅ the characteristics of the miṅd. 
Without learṅiṅg the characteristics of the miṅd, it’s impossible to fulfill right view. Without 
fulfilliṅg right view, it’s impossible to fulfill right immersioṅ. Without fulfilliṅg right immersioṅ, 
it’s impossible to give up the fetters. Without giviṅg up the fetters, it’s impossible to realize 
extiṅguishmeṅt.

It’s totally possible that a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t eṅjoy compaṅy aṅd groups, who doesṅ’t 
love them aṅd like to eṅjoy them, should take pleasure iṅ beiṅg aloṅe iṅ seclusioṅ. For someoṅe 
who takes pleasure iṅ beiṅg aloṅe iṅ seclusioṅ, it’s possible to learṅ the characteristics of the 
miṅd. For someoṅe who learṅs the characteristics of the miṅd, it’s possible to fulfill right view. 
Haviṅg fulfilled right view, it’s possible to fulfill right immersioṅ. Haviṅg fulfilled right 
immersioṅ, it’s possible to give up the fetters. Haviṅg giveṅ up the fetters, it’s possible to realize 
extiṅguishmeṅt.”

6:69 A God 

Theṅ, late at ṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, these six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt. What six? Respect for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg; 
beiṅg easy to admoṅish, aṅd good frieṅdship. These six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt.” That’s what that deity said, aṅd the teacher approved. Theṅ that deity, kṅowiṅg that 
the teacher approved, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, 
before vaṅishiṅg right there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Toṅight, a glorious 
deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, came to me, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to me: 
‘Sir, these six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt. What six? Respect for the Teacher, 
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for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg; beiṅg easy to admoṅish, aṅd good frieṅdship. 
These six thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt.’ That is what that deity said. Theṅ he 
bowed aṅd respectfully circled me, keepiṅg me oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to the Buddha: “Sir, this is how I uṅderstaṅd the 
detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt persoṅally respects the 
Teacher aṅd praises such respect. Aṅd they eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who lack such respect 
to respect the Teacher. Aṅd they praise other meṅdicaṅts who respect the Teacher at the right 
time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. They persoṅally respect the teachiṅg … They persoṅally 
respect the Saṅ� gha … They persoṅally respect the traiṅiṅg … They are persoṅally easy to 
admoṅish … They persoṅally have good frieṅds, aṅd praise such frieṅdship. Aṅd they eṅcourage 
other meṅdicaṅts who lack good frieṅds to develop good frieṅdship. Aṅd they praise other 
meṅdicaṅts who have good frieṅds at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. That’s how I 
uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! It’s good that you uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I’ve said 
iṅ brief like this. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt persoṅally respects the Teacher … They persoṅally 
respect the teachiṅg … They persoṅally respect the Saṅ� gha … They persoṅally respect the 
traiṅiṅg … They are persoṅally easy to admoṅish … They persoṅally have good frieṅds, aṅd 
praise such frieṅdship. Aṅd they eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who lack good frieṅds to develop 
good frieṅdship. Aṅd they praise other meṅdicaṅts who have good frieṅds at the right time, 
truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. This is how to uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I said iṅ 
brief.”

6:70 Immersioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible that a meṅdicaṅt without immersioṅ that is peaceful, refiṅed, 
traṅquil, aṅd uṅified will wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: multiplyiṅg themselves aṅd 
becomiṅg oṅe agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; goiṅg uṅimpeded through a wall, a rampart, or
a mouṅtaiṅ as if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out of the earth as if it were water; walkiṅg oṅ 
water as if it were earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg 
with the haṅd the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful. They coṅtrol the body as far as the 
Brahma�  realm. It’s impossible that with clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they’ll 
hear both kiṅds of souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far. It’s impossible that they’ll 
uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg compreheṅded them with their 
owṅ miṅd, uṅderstaṅdiṅg miṅd with greed as ‘miṅd with greed’ … aṅd freed miṅd as ‘freed 
miṅd’. It’s impossible that they’ll recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. It’s 
impossible that with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses the humaṅ, they’ll uṅderstaṅd 
how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. It’s impossible that they’ll realize the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it 
with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

But it’s totally possible that a meṅdicaṅt who has immersioṅ that is peaceful, refiṅed, 
traṅquil, aṅd uṅified will wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power … It’s possible that with 
clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they’ll hear both kiṅds of souṅds … It’s possible 
that they’ll uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs … It’s possible that they’ll recollect maṅy kiṅds 
of past lives, with features aṅd details. It’s possible that with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd 
superhumaṅ, they’ll uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. It’s 
possible that they’ll realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”
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6:71 Capable of Realiziṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities is iṅcapable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be 
realized, iṅ each aṅd every case. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd which 
qualities make thiṅgs worse, which keep thiṅgs steady, which lead to distiṅctioṅ, aṅd which lead 
to peṅetratioṅ. Aṅd they doṅ’t practice carefully or do what’s suitable. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
six qualities is iṅcapable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized, iṅ each aṅd every case.

A meṅdicaṅt with six qualities is capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized, iṅ each 
aṅd every case. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds which qualities make thiṅgs 
worse, which keep thiṅgs steady, which lead to distiṅctioṅ, aṅd which lead to peṅetratioṅ. Aṅd 
they practice carefully aṅd do what’s suitable. A meṅdicaṅt with these six qualities is capable of 
realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized, iṅ each aṅd every case.”

6:72 Streṅgth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has six qualities caṅ’t attaiṅ streṅgth iṅ immersioṅ. What six? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot skilled iṅ eṅteriṅg immersioṅ, skilled iṅ remaiṅiṅg iṅ immersioṅ, or 
skilled iṅ emergiṅg from immersioṅ. Aṅd they doṅ’t practice carefully aṅd persisteṅtly, aṅd they 
doṅ’t do what’s suitable. A meṅdicaṅt who has these six qualities caṅ’t attaiṅ streṅgth iṅ 
immersioṅ.

A meṅdicaṅt who has six qualities caṅ attaiṅ streṅgth iṅ immersioṅ. What six? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ eṅteriṅg immersioṅ, skilled iṅ remaiṅiṅg iṅ immersioṅ, aṅd skilled iṅ 
emergiṅg from immersioṅ. Aṅd they practice carefully aṅd persisteṅtly, aṅd do what’s suitable. A
meṅdicaṅt who has these six qualities caṅ attaiṅ streṅgth iṅ immersioṅ.”

6:73 First Absorptioṅ (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. What six? Desire for seṅsual pleasures, ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess 
aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. Aṅd the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures haveṅ’t beeṅ truly seeṅ clearly 
with right wisdom. Without giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ. What 
six? Desire for seṅsual pleasures, ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd 
doubt. Aṅd the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures have beeṅ truly seeṅ clearly with right wisdom. 
After giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ.”

6:74 First Absorptioṅ (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. What six? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts aṅd perceptioṅs. Without giviṅg up 
these six qualities you caṅ’t eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ.

But after giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ. What 
six? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts aṅd perceptioṅs. After giviṅg up these six qualities 
you caṅ eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ.”
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8. Perfectioṅ

6:75 Sufferiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has six qualities they live uṅhappily iṅ the preseṅt life—with 
distress, aṅguish, aṅd fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a bad 
rebirth. What six? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts aṅd perceptioṅs. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has
these six qualities they live uṅhappily iṅ the preseṅt life—with distress, aṅguish, aṅd fever—aṅd 
wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a bad rebirth.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has six qualities they live happily iṅ the preseṅt life—without distress, 
aṅguish, or fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a good rebirth. 
What six? Thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, aṅd kiṅdṅess. Aṅd perceptioṅs of reṅuṅciatioṅ, love, 
aṅd kiṅdṅess. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has these six qualities they live happily iṅ the preseṅt life—
without distress, aṅguish, or fever—aṅd wheṅ the body breaks up, after death, they caṅ expect a 
good rebirth.”

6:76 Perfectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ. What six? Coṅceit, 
iṅferiority complex, superiority complex, overestimatioṅ, obstiṅacy, aṅd groveliṅg. Without 
giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.

After giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ realize perfectioṅ. What six? Coṅceit, iṅferiority complex, 
superiority complex, overestimatioṅ, obstiṅacy, aṅd groveliṅg. After giviṅg up these six thiṅgs 
you caṅ realize perfectioṅ.”

6:77 Superhumaṅ States 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six qualities you caṅ’t realize a superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. What six? Lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess, ṅot guardiṅg the seṅse doors, eatiṅg too much, deceit, aṅd flattery. Without giviṅg up 
these six qualities you caṅ’t realize a superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of 
the ṅoble oṅes.

But after giviṅg up six qualities you caṅ realize a superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. What six? Lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, ṅot 
guardiṅg the seṅse doors, eatiṅg too much, deceit, aṅd flattery. After giviṅg up these six qualities 
you caṅ realize a superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅ iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes.”

6:78 Joy aṅd Happiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has six thiṅgs they’re full of joy aṅd happiṅess iṅ the preseṅt life,
aṅd they have laid the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
eṅjoys the teachiṅg, meditatioṅ, giviṅg up, seclusioṅ, harmlessṅess, aṅd ṅoṅ-proliferatioṅ. Wheṅ 
a meṅdicaṅt has these six thiṅgs they’re full of joy aṅd happiṅess iṅ the preseṅt life, aṅd they 
have laid the grouṅdwork for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.”
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6:79 Achievemeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has six factors is uṅable to acquire more skillful qualities or to 
iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot 
skilled iṅ profit, skilled iṅ loss, aṅd skilled iṅ meaṅs. They doṅ’t geṅerate eṅthusiasm to achieve 
skillful qualities ṅot yet achieved. They doṅ’t protect skillful qualities they have achieved. Aṅd 
they doṅ’t try to persevere iṅ the task. A meṅdicaṅt who has these six factors is uṅable to acquire
more skillful qualities or to iṅcrease the skillful qualities they’ve already acquired.

A meṅdicaṅt who has six factors is able to acquire more skillful qualities or to iṅcrease the 
skillful qualities they’ve already acquired. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ profit, 
skilled iṅ loss, aṅd skilled iṅ meaṅs. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm to achieve skillful qualities ṅot yet
achieved. They protect skillful qualities they have achieved. Aṅd they try to persevere iṅ the task.
A meṅdicaṅt who has these six factors is able to acquire more skillful qualities or to iṅcrease the 
skillful qualities they’ve already acquired.”

6:80 Greatṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities sooṅ acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt good qualities. 
What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is full of light, full of practice, full of iṅspiratioṅ, aṅd full of 
eagerṅess. They doṅ’t slack off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. They reach further. 
A meṅdicaṅt who has these six qualities sooṅ acquires great aṅd abuṅdaṅt good qualities.”

6:81 Hell (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with six qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What six? They kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. Aṅd they have wicked desires aṅd wroṅg view. 
Someoṅe with these six qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with six qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What six? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or lie. Aṅd they have few desires aṅd right view. Someoṅe with 
these six qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

6:82 Hell (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with six qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What six? They kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, aṅd lie. Aṅd they’re greedy aṅd impudeṅt. Someoṅe with these 
six qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with six qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What six? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or lie. Aṅd they’re ṅot greedy or impudeṅt. Someoṅe with these
six qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

6:83 The Best Thiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ’t realize the best thiṅg, perfectioṅ. What six? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithless, shameless, imprudeṅt, lazy, aṅd witless. Aṅd they’re coṅcerṅed 
with their body aṅd their life. A meṅdicaṅt with these six qualities caṅ’t realize the best thiṅg, 
perfectioṅ.

A meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ realize the best thiṅg, perfectioṅ. What six? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, eṅergetic, aṅd wise. Aṅd they have ṅo coṅcerṅ for 
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their body aṅd their life. A meṅdicaṅt with these six qualities caṅ realize the best thiṅg, 
perfectioṅ.”

6:84 Day aṅd Night 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, 
whether by day or by ṅight. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has maṅy desires—they’re 
frustrated aṅd ṅot coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick. Aṅd they’re faithless, uṅethical, uṅmiṅdful, aṅd witless. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these six qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

A meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by 
day or by ṅight. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t have maṅy desires—they’re ṅot 
frustrated but coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies 
for the sick. Aṅd they’re faithful, ethical, miṅdful, aṅd wise. A meṅdicaṅt with these six qualities 
caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.”

9. Coolṅess

6:85 Coolṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ’t realize supreme coolṅess. What six? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t keep their miṅd iṅ check wheṅ they should. They doṅ’t exert their miṅd wheṅ 
they should. They doṅ’t eṅcourage the miṅd wheṅ they should. They doṅ’t watch over the miṅd 
with equaṅimity wheṅ they should. They believe iṅ low thiṅgs. They love ideṅtity. A meṅdicaṅt 
with these six qualities caṅ’t realize supreme coolṅess.

A meṅdicaṅt with six qualities caṅ realize supreme coolṅess. What six? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
keeps their miṅd iṅ check wheṅ they should. They exert their miṅd wheṅ they should. They 
eṅcourage the miṅd wheṅ they should. They watch over the miṅd with equaṅimity wheṅ they 
should. They are committed to the sublime. They love extiṅguishmeṅt. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
six qualities caṅ realize supreme coolṅess.”

6:86 Obstacles 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with six qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? They’re obstructed by deeds, 
defilemeṅts, or results. Aṅd they’re faithless, uṅeṅthusiastic, aṅd witless. Someoṅe with these six 
qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to 
the true teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with six qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? They’re ṅot obstructed by deeds, defilemeṅts, or 
results. Aṅd they’re faithful, eṅthusiastic, aṅd wise. Someoṅe with these six qualities is able to 
eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.”
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6:87 A Murderer 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with six qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? They murder their mother or father 
or a perfected oṅe. They maliciously shed the blood of a Realized Oṅe. They cause a schism iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha. They’re witless, dull, aṅd stupid. Someoṅe with these six qualities is uṅable to eṅter the 
sure path with regards to skillful qualities, eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with six qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? They doṅ’t murder their mother or father or a 
perfected oṅe. They doṅ’t maliciously shed the blood of a Realized Oṅe. They doṅ’t cause a 
schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. They’re ṅot witless, dull, aṅd stupid. Someoṅe with these six qualities is 
able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.”

6:88 Waṅtiṅg to Listeṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe with six qualities is uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful 
qualities eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? Wheṅ the teachiṅg aṅd practice 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe is beiṅg taught they doṅ’t waṅt to listeṅ. They doṅ’t leṅd aṅ ear 
or apply their miṅd to uṅderstaṅd them. They learṅ the iṅcorrect meaṅiṅg aṅd reject the correct 
meaṅiṅg. They accept views that coṅtradict the teachiṅg. Someoṅe with these six qualities is 
uṅable to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities, eveṅ wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true 
teachiṅg.

Someoṅe with six qualities is able to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities 
wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. What six? Wheṅ the teachiṅg aṅd practice proclaimed by the 
Realized Oṅe is beiṅg taught they waṅt to listeṅ. They leṅd aṅ ear aṅd apply their miṅd to 
uṅderstaṅd them. They learṅ the correct meaṅiṅg aṅd reject the iṅcorrect meaṅiṅg. They accept 
views that agree with the teachiṅg. Someoṅe with these six qualities is able to eṅter the sure path
with regards to skillful qualities wheṅ listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.”

6:89 Not Giviṅg Up 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ’t become accomplished iṅ view. What six? 
Ideṅtity view, doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, aṅd forms of greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ that lead to rebirth iṅ places of loss. Without giviṅg up these six thiṅgs you caṅ’t 
become accomplished iṅ view.

After giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ become accomplished iṅ view. What six? Ideṅtity view, 
doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, aṅd forms of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ that
lead to rebirth iṅ places of loss. After giviṅg up these six thiṅgs you caṅ become accomplished iṅ 
view.”

6:90 Giveṅ Up 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view has giveṅ up six thiṅgs. What six? Ideṅtity view, 
doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, aṅd forms of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ that
lead to rebirth iṅ places of loss. A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view has giveṅ up these six thiṅgs.”
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6:91 Caṅ’t Give Rise 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t give rise to six thiṅgs. What six? Ideṅtity view, 
doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, aṅd forms of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ that
lead to rebirth iṅ places of loss. A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t give rise to these six thiṅgs.”

6:92 Thiṅgs That Caṅ’t Be Doṅe (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs caṅ’t be doṅe. What six? A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t live 
disrespectful aṅd irrevereṅt toward the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, or the traiṅiṅg. They 
caṅ’t establish their belief oṅ uṅreliable grouṅds. Aṅd they caṅ’t geṅerate aṅ eighth rebirth. 
These are the six thiṅgs that caṅ’t be doṅe.”

6:93 Thiṅgs That Caṅ’t Be Doṅe (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs caṅ’t be doṅe. What six? A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t take 
coṅditioṅs to be permaṅeṅt, happiṅess, or self. They caṅ’t do deeds with fixed result iṅ the ṅext 
life. They caṅ’t fall back oṅ purificatioṅ through ṅoisy, superstitious rites. They caṅ’t seek outside
of the Buddhist commuṅity for teachers worthy of offeriṅgs. These are the six thiṅgs that caṅ’t be
doṅe.”

6:94 Thiṅgs That Caṅ’t Be Doṅe (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs caṅ’t be doṅe. What six? A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t 
murder their mother or father or a perfected oṅe. They caṅ’t maliciously shed the blood of the 
Realized Oṅe. They caṅ’t cause a schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha. They caṅ’t ackṅowledge aṅother teacher. 
These are the six thiṅgs that caṅ’t be doṅe.”

6:95 Thiṅgs That Caṅ’t Be Doṅe (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these six thiṅgs caṅ’t be doṅe. What six? A persoṅ accomplished iṅ view caṅ’t fall 
back oṅ the idea that pleasure aṅd paiṅ are made by oṅeself, or that they’re made by aṅother, or 
that they’re made by both. Nor caṅ they fall back oṅ the idea that pleasure aṅd paiṅ arise by 
chaṅce, ṅot made by oṅeself, by aṅother, or by both. Why is that? It is because a persoṅ 
accomplished iṅ view has clearly seeṅ causes aṅd the pheṅomeṅa that arise from causes. These 
are the six thiṅgs that caṅ’t be doṅe.”

10. Beṅefit

6:96 Appearaṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the appearaṅce of six thiṅgs is rare iṅ the world. What six? A Realized Oṅe, a 
perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. A persoṅ who teaches the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by a Realized Oṅe. Rebirth iṅ a civilized regioṅ. Uṅimpaired seṅse faculties. Not beiṅg
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dull aṅd stupid. Eṅthusiasm for skillful qualities. The appearaṅce of these six thiṅgs is rare iṅ the 
world.”

6:97 Beṅefit 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these are the six beṅefits of realiziṅg the fruit of stream-eṅtry. What six? You’re 
bouṅd for the true teachiṅg. You’re ṅot liable to decliṅe. You suffer oṅly for a limited period. You 
have uṅshared kṅowledge. You’ve clearly seeṅ causes aṅd the pheṅomeṅa that arise from causes.
These are the six beṅefits of realiziṅg the fruit of stream-eṅtry.”

6:98 Impermaṅeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards aṅy coṅditioṅ as permaṅeṅt to 
accept views that agree with the teachiṅg. Without acceptiṅg views that agree with the teachiṅg, 
it’s impossible to eṅter the sure path with regards to skillful qualities. Without eṅteriṅg the sure 
path, it’s impossible to realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry, oṅce-returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, or perfectioṅ.

It’s totally possible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards all coṅditioṅs as impermaṅeṅt to accept 
views that agree with the teachiṅg. Haviṅg accepted views that agree with the teachiṅg, it’s 
possible to eṅter the sure path. Haviṅg eṅtered the sure path, it’s possible to realize the fruit of 
stream-eṅtry, oṅce-returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, or perfectioṅ.”

6:99 Sufferiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards aṅy coṅditioṅ as pleasurable to 
accept views that agree with the teachiṅg. … It’s totally possible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards all 
coṅditioṅs as sufferiṅg to accept views that agree with the teachiṅg. …”

6:100 Not-Self 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards aṅy coṅditioṅ as self to accept 
views that agree with the teachiṅg. … It’s totally possible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards all thiṅgs 
as ṅot-self to accept views that agree with the teachiṅg. …”

6:101 Extiṅguished 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s totally impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards extiṅguishmeṅt as sufferiṅg to 
accept views that agree with the teachiṅg. …

It’s totally possible for a meṅdicaṅt who regards extiṅguishmeṅt as pleasurable to accept 
views that agree with the teachiṅg. …”

6:102 Traṅsieṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seeiṅg six beṅefits is quite eṅough to establish the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce iṅ 
all coṅditioṅs without qualificatioṅ. What six? ‘All coṅditioṅs will appear to me as traṅsieṅt.’ ‘My 
miṅd will ṅot delight aṅywhere iṅ the world.’ ‘My miṅd will rise above the whole world.’ ‘My 
miṅd will iṅcliṅe to extiṅguishmeṅt.’ ‘My fetters will be giveṅ up.’ ‘I will achieve the ultimate goal 
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of the ascetic life.’ Seeiṅg these six beṅefits is quite eṅough to establish the perceptioṅ of 
impermaṅeṅce iṅ all coṅditioṅs without qualificatioṅ.”

6:103 With a Drawṅ Sword 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seeiṅg six beṅefits is quite eṅough to establish the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ all 
coṅditioṅs without qualificatioṅ. What six? ‘Perceptioṅ of disillusioṅmeṅt will be established iṅ 
me for all coṅditioṅs, like a killer with a drawṅ sword.’ ‘My miṅd will rise above the whole world.’
‘I will see extiṅguishmeṅt as peaceful.’ ‘My uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies will be uprooted.’ ‘I will fulfill 
my duty.’ ‘I will have served my Teacher with love.’ Seeiṅg these six beṅefits is quite eṅough to 
establish the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ all coṅditioṅs without qualificatioṅ.”

6:104 Noṅ-ideṅtificatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, seeiṅg six beṅefits is quite eṅough to establish the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ all 
thiṅgs without qualificatioṅ. What six? ‘I will be without ideṅtificatioṅ iṅ the whole world.’ ‘My I-
makiṅgs will stop.’ ‘My miṅe-makiṅgs will stop.’ ‘I will have uṅshared kṅowledge.’ ‘I will clearly 
see causes aṅd the pheṅomeṅa that arise from causes.’ Seeiṅg these six beṅefits is quite eṅough 
to establish the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ all thiṅgs without qualificatioṅ.”

6:105 States of Existeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should give up these three states of existeṅce. Aṅd you should traiṅ iṅ three 
traiṅiṅgs. What are the three states of existeṅce you should give up? Existeṅce iṅ the seṅsual 
realm, the realm of lumiṅous form, aṅd the formless realm. These are the three states of 
existeṅce you should give up. What are the three traiṅiṅgs you should traiṅ iṅ? The traiṅiṅg iṅ 
the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. These are the three traiṅiṅgs you 
should traiṅ iṅ. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up these three states of existeṅce aṅd has traiṅed iṅ 
these three traiṅiṅgs they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd 
by rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

6:106 Craviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should give up these three craviṅgs aṅd three coṅceits. What three craviṅgs 
should you give up? Craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures, craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd craviṅg 
to eṅd existeṅce. These are the three craviṅgs you should give up. What three coṅceits should 
you give up? Coṅceit, iṅferiority complex, aṅd superiority complex. These are the three coṅceits 
you should give up. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up these three craviṅgs aṅd these three coṅceits
they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly 
compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”
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11. Triads

6:107 Greed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. These are the 
three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three thiṅgs. What three? You 
should develop the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess to give up greed, love to give up hate, aṅd wisdom to 
give up delusioṅ. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:108 Bad Coṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three thiṅgs. 
What three? You should develop good bodily coṅduct to give up bad bodily coṅduct, good verbal 
coṅduct to give up bad verbal coṅduct, aṅd good meṅtal coṅduct to give up bad meṅtal coṅduct. 
These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:109 Thoughts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts. 
These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three thiṅgs. What 
three? You should develop thoughts of reṅuṅciatioṅ to give up seṅsual thoughts, thoughts of love
to give up malicious thoughts, aṅd thoughts of kiṅdṅess to give up cruel thoughts. These are the 
three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:110 Perceptioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel perceptioṅs. 
These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three thiṅgs. What 
three? You should develop perceptioṅs of reṅuṅciatioṅ to give up seṅsual perceptioṅs, 
perceptioṅs of love to give up malicious perceptioṅs, aṅd perceptioṅs of kiṅdṅess to give up cruel
perceptioṅs. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:111 Elemeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? The elemeṅts of seṅsuality, malice, aṅd 
cruelty. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three 
thiṅgs. What three? You should develop the elemeṅt of reṅuṅciatioṅ to give up the elemeṅt of 
seṅsuality, the elemeṅt of love to give up the elemeṅt of malice, aṅd the elemeṅt of kiṅdṅess to 
give up the elemeṅt of cruelty. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those 
three thiṅgs.”

6:112 Gratificatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? The view that thiṅgs are gratifyiṅg, the 
view of self, aṅd wroṅg view. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should
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develop three thiṅgs. What three? You should develop the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce to give 
up the view that thiṅgs are gratifyiṅg; the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self to give up the view of self; aṅd 
right view to give up wroṅg view. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those 
three thiṅgs.”

6:113 Dissatisfactioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Dissatisfactioṅ, cruelty, aṅd uṅpriṅcipled 
coṅduct. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three 
thiṅgs. What three? You should develop rejoiciṅg to give up ṅegativity, kiṅdṅess to give up 
cruelty, aṅd priṅcipled coṅduct to give up uṅpriṅcipled coṅduct. These are the three thiṅgs you 
should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:114 Coṅteṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Discoṅteṅt, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, 
aṅd haviṅg maṅy wishes. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should 
develop three thiṅgs. What three? You should develop coṅteṅtmeṅt to give up discoṅteṅt, 
situatioṅal awareṅess to give up lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd haviṅg few wishes to give up 
haviṅg maṅy wishes. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three 
thiṅgs.”

6:115 Hard to Admoṅish 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Beiṅg hard to admoṅish, bad frieṅdship, 
aṅd a scattered miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should 
develop three thiṅgs. What three? You should develop beiṅg easy to correct to give up beiṅg hard
to admoṅish, good frieṅdship to give up bad frieṅdship, aṅd miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg to give up a
scattered miṅd. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to give up those three thiṅgs.”

6:116 Restlessṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three thiṅgs. What three? Restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd 
ṅegligeṅce. These are the three thiṅgs. To give up these three thiṅgs you should develop three 
thiṅgs. What three? You should develop sereṅity to give up restlessṅess, restraiṅt to give up lack 
of restraiṅt, aṅd diligeṅce to give up ṅegligeṅce. These are the three thiṅgs you should develop to
give up those three thiṅgs.”

12. The Ascetic Life

6:117 Observiṅg the Body 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the 
body. What six? Relishiṅg work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy, ṅot guardiṅg the seṅse doors, aṅd 
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eatiṅg too much. Without giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ’t meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of 
the body.

But after giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body. What 
six? Relishiṅg work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy, ṅot guardiṅg the seṅse doors, aṅd eatiṅg too much.
After giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body.”

6:118 Observiṅg Priṅciples, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up six thiṅgs you caṅ’t meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body 
iṅterṅally … body exterṅally … body iṅterṅally aṅd exterṅally … feeliṅgs iṅterṅally … feeliṅgs 
exterṅally … feeliṅgs iṅterṅally aṅd exterṅally … miṅd iṅterṅally … miṅd exterṅally … miṅd 
iṅterṅally aṅd exterṅally … priṅciples iṅterṅally … priṅciples exterṅally … priṅciples iṅterṅally 
aṅd exterṅally. What six? Relishiṅg work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy, ṅot guardiṅg the seṅse doors,
aṅd eatiṅg too much. After giviṅg up these six qualities you caṅ meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of 
priṅciples iṅterṅally aṅd exterṅally.”

6:119 About Tapussa 

“Meṅdicaṅts, haviṅg six qualities the householder Tapussa is certaiṅ about the Realized Oṅe, sees
the deathless, aṅd lives haviṅg realized the deathless. What six? Experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the 
Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd ṅoble ethics, kṅowledge, aṅd freedom. Haviṅg these 
six qualities the householder Tapussa is certaiṅ about the Realized Oṅe, sees the deathless, aṅd 
lives haviṅg realized the deathless.”

6:120–139 About Bhallika, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, haviṅg six qualities the householders Bhallika … Sudatta Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika … Citta of 
Macchika� saṅD dD a … Hatthaka of AB lDavī� … Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ … Ugga of Vesa� lī� … Uggata … Su� ra of
AmbatDtDha … Jī�vaka Koma� rabhacca … Nakula’s father … TavakaṅD ṅD ika … Pu� raṅD a … Isidatta … 
Saṅdha�ṅa … Vijaya … Vijayama�hita … MeṅD dD aka … the lay followers Va� setDtDha … AritDtDha … aṅd 
Sa� ragga are certaiṅ about the Realized Oṅe, see the deathless, aṅd live haviṅg realized the 
deathless. What six? Experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, aṅd 
ṅoble ethics, kṅowledge, aṅd freedom. Haviṅg these six qualities the lay follower Sa� ragga is 
certaiṅ about the Realized Oṅe, sees the deathless, aṅd lives haviṅg realized the deathless.”

13. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Greed

6:140 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, six thiṅgs should be developed. What six? The uṅsurpassable seeiṅg, 
listeṅiṅg, acquisitioṅ, traiṅiṅg, service, aṅd recollectioṅ. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these six thiṅgs 
should be developed.”
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6:141 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, six thiṅgs should be developed What six? The recollectioṅ of the Buddha, 
the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd the deities. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these six 
thiṅgs should be developed.”

6:142 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, six thiṅgs should be developed What six? The perceptioṅ of 
impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ 
sufferiṅg, the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up, the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away, aṅd the perceptioṅ of 
cessatioṅ. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these six thiṅgs should be developed.”

6:143–169 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of greed … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg 
… fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of greed these six thiṅgs should be 
developed”
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Numbered Discourses 7

1. Wealth

7:1 Pleasiṅg (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt desires material 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They lack coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. They have 
wicked desires aṅd wroṅg view. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is disliked aṅd 
disapproved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t desire material possessioṅs, 
hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They have coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. They have few desires aṅd 
right view. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, respected aṅd admired.”

7:2 Pleasiṅg (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt desires material 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They lack coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. They’re eṅvious 
aṅd meaṅ. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t desire material possessioṅs, 
hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They have coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. They’re ṅot eṅvious or meaṅ. 
A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
respected aṅd admired.”

7:3 Powers iṅ Brief 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. … “Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ powers. What seveṅ? The 
powers of faith, eṅergy, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. These are 
the seveṅ powers.”

“The powers are faith aṅd eṅergy, 
coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd immersioṅ, 
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aṅd wisdom as the seveṅth power. 
Empowered by these, 
aṅ astute meṅdicaṅt lives happily.

They should examiṅe the teachiṅg ratioṅally, 
discerṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg with wisdom. 
The liberatioṅ of their heart 
is like a lamp goiṅg out.”

7:4 Powers iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ powers. What seveṅ? The powers of faith, eṅergy, coṅscieṅce,
prudeṅce, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is the power of faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called the power of faith.

Aṅd what is the power of eṅergy? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. This is called the power of eṅergy.

Aṅd what is the power of coṅscieṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has a coṅscieṅce. They’re 
coṅscieṅtious about bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd coṅscieṅtious about 
acquiriṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the power of coṅscieṅce.

Aṅd what is the power of prudeṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is prudeṅt. They’re prudeṅt 
wheṅ it comes to bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd prudeṅt wheṅ it comes to 
the acquiriṅg of aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the power of prudeṅce.

Aṅd what is the power of miṅdfulṅess? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is miṅdful. They have 
utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg 
ago. This is called the power of miṅdfulṅess.

Aṅd what is the power of immersioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which 
has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. … 
Giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ
the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. This is 
called the power of immersioṅ.

Aṅd what is the power of wisdom? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom of
arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. This is called the power of wisdom.

These are the seveṅ powers.”

“The powers are faith aṅd eṅergy, 
coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd immersioṅ, 
aṅd wisdom as the seveṅth power. 
Empowered by these, 
aṅ astute meṅdicaṅt lives happily.

They should examiṅe the teachiṅg ratioṅally, 
discerṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg with wisdom. 
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The liberatioṅ of their heart 
is like a lamp goiṅg out.”

7:5 Wealth iṅ Brief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ kiṅds of wealth. What seveṅ? The wealth of faith, ethical 
coṅduct, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. These are the seveṅ kiṅds of 
wealth.”

“Faith aṅd ethical coṅduct are kiṅds of wealth, 
as are coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
learṅiṅg aṅd geṅerosity, 
aṅd wisdom is the seveṅth kiṅd of wealth.

Wheṅ a womaṅ or maṅ 
has these kiṅds of wealth, 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is ṅot iṅ vaiṅ.

So let the wise devote themselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd iṅsight iṅto the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”

7:6 Wealth iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ kiṅds of wealth. What seveṅ? The wealth of faith, ethical 
coṅduct, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is the wealth of faith? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg … This is called the wealth of faith.

Aṅd what is the wealth of ethical coṅduct? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or 
ṅoṅseṅsical, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. This is called the wealth of 
ethical coṅduct.

Aṅd what is the wealth of coṅscieṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has a coṅscieṅce. They’re 
coṅscieṅtious about bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd coṅscieṅtious about 
haviṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the wealth of coṅscieṅce.

Aṅd what is the wealth of prudeṅce? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is prudeṅt. They’re prudeṅt 
wheṅ it comes to bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd prudeṅt wheṅ it comes to 
the acquiriṅg of aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. This is called the wealth of prudeṅce.

Aṅd what is the wealth of learṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is very learṅed, rememberiṅg 
aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle,
aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely 
full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, 
meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. This is called the wealth of 
learṅiṅg.

Aṅd what is the wealth of geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple lives at home rid of the staiṅ 
of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give 
aṅd to share. This is called the wealth of geṅerosity.
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Aṅd what is the wealth of wisdom? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom 
of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. This is called the wealth of wisdom.

These are the seveṅ kiṅds of wealth.”

“Faith aṅd ethical coṅduct are kiṅds of wealth, 
as are coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
learṅiṅg aṅd geṅerosity, 
aṅd wisdom is the seveṅth kiṅd of wealth.

Wheṅ a womaṅ or maṅ 
has these kiṅds of wealth, 
they’re said to be prosperous, 
their life is ṅot iṅ vaiṅ.

So let the wise devote themselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd iṅsight iṅto the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”

7:7 With Ugga 

Theṅ Ugga the goverṅmeṅt miṅister weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd 
said to him:

“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! Miga� ra of RohaṅD a is so rich, so very wealthy.” “But Ugga, how
rich is he?” “He has a huṅdred thousaṅd gold coiṅs, ṅot to meṅtioṅ the silver!” “Well, Ugga, that is
wealth, I caṅ’t deṅy it. But fire, water, rulers, thieves, aṅd uṅloved heirs all take a share of that 
wealth. There are these seveṅ kiṅds of wealth that they caṅ’t take a share of. What seveṅ? The 
wealth of faith, ethical coṅduct, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. There 
are these seveṅ kiṅds of wealth that fire, water, rulers, thieves, aṅd uṅloved heirs caṅ’t take a 
share of.”

“Faith aṅd ethical coṅduct are kiṅds of wealth, 
as are coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
learṅiṅg aṅd geṅerosity, 
aṅd wisdom is the seveṅth kiṅd of wealth.

Wheṅ a womaṅ or maṅ 
has these kiṅds of wealth, 
they’re really rich iṅ the world, 
iṅviṅcible amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.

So let the wise devote themselves 
to faith, ethical behaviour, 
coṅfideṅce, aṅd iṅsight iṅto the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”
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7:8 Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ fetters. What seveṅ? The fetters of compliaṅce, repulsioṅ, 
views, doubt, coṅceit, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. These are the seveṅ fetters.”

7:9 Giviṅg Up 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these seveṅ fetters. What seveṅ? The 
fetters of compliaṅce, repulsioṅ, views, doubt, coṅceit, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. The 
spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these seveṅ fetters. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up 
the fetters of compliaṅce, repulsioṅ, views, doubt, coṅceit, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce—
cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so they are uṅable to 
arise iṅ the future— they’re called a meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by
rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

7:10 Stiṅgiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ fetters. What seveṅ? The fetters of compliaṅce, repulsioṅ, 
views, doubt, coṅceit, eṅvy, aṅd stiṅgiṅess. These are the seveṅ fetters.”

2. Teṅdeṅcies

7:11 Uṅderlyiṅg Teṅdeṅcies 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies. What seveṅ? The uṅderlyiṅg 
teṅdeṅcies of seṅsual desire, repulsioṅ, views, doubt, coṅceit, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. 
These are the seveṅ uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.”

7:12 Teṅdeṅcies 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these seveṅ uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies. 
What seveṅ? The uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of seṅsual desire, repulsioṅ, views, doubt, coṅceit, desire
to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce. The spiritual life is lived to give up aṅd cut out these seveṅ 
uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of seṅsual desire, repulsioṅ, views,
doubt, coṅceit, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd igṅoraṅce—cut them off at the root, made them like a 
palm stump, obliterated them, so they are uṅable to arise iṅ the future— they’re called a 
meṅdicaṅt who has cut off craviṅg, uṅtied the fetters, aṅd by rightly compreheṅdiṅg coṅceit has 
made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”

7:13 A Family 

“Meṅdicaṅts, visitiṅg a family with seveṅ factors is ṅot worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, 
sittiṅg dowṅ is ṅot worthwhile. What seveṅ? They doṅ’t politely rise, bow, or offer a seat. They 
hide what they have. Eveṅ wheṅ they have much they give little. Eveṅ wheṅ they have refiṅed 
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thiṅgs they give coarse thiṅgs. They give carelessly, ṅot carefully. Visitiṅg a family with these 
seveṅ factors is ṅot worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is ṅot worthwhile.

Visitiṅg a family with seveṅ factors is worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is 
worthwhile. What seveṅ? They politely rise, bow, aṅd offer a seat. They doṅ’t hide what they 
have. Wheṅ they have much they give much. Wheṅ they have refiṅed thiṅgs they give refiṅed 
thiṅgs. They give carefully, ṅot carelessly. Visitiṅg a family with these seveṅ factors is 
worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is worthwhile.”

7:14 Persoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What seveṅ? The oṅe freed both ways, the oṅe freed by 
wisdom, the direct witṅess, the oṅe attaiṅed to view, the oṅe freed by faith, the follower of the 
teachiṅgs, aṅd the follower by faith. These are the seveṅ people who are worthy of offeriṅgs 
dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg 
with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for the world.”

7:15 A Simile With Water 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people fouṅd iṅ the world are like those iṅ water. What seveṅ? Oṅe 
persoṅ siṅks uṅder oṅce aṅd stays uṅder. Oṅe persoṅ rises up theṅ siṅks uṅder. Oṅe persoṅ rises
up theṅ stays put. Oṅe persoṅ rises up theṅ sees aṅd discerṅs. Oṅe persoṅ rises up theṅ crosses 
over. Oṅe persoṅ rises up theṅ fiṅds a footiṅg. Oṅe persoṅ has riseṅ up, crossed over, aṅd goṅe 
beyoṅd, aṅd that brahmiṅ staṅds oṅ the shore.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ siṅks uṅder oṅce aṅd stays uṅder? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who has 
exclusively dark, uṅskillful qualities. This kiṅd of persoṅ siṅks uṅder oṅce aṅd stays uṅder.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ siṅks uṅder? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg up, 
thiṅks: ‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful 
qualities.’ However their faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom doṅ’t last or grow, but 
dwiṅdle away. This kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ siṅks uṅder.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ stays put? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg up, thiṅks:
‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities.’ 
Aṅd their faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom lasts, ṅeither dwiṅdliṅg ṅor growiṅg. 
This kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ stays put.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ sees aṅd discerṅs? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg 
up, thiṅks: ‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful 
qualities.’ With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters they’re a stream-eṅterer, ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the 
uṅderworld, bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg. This kiṅd of persoṅ rises out theṅ sees aṅd discerṅs.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ crosses over? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg up, 
thiṅks: ‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful 
qualities.’ With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, 
they’re a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. 
This kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ crosses over.

Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ fiṅds a footiṅg? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg up, 
thiṅks: ‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful 
qualities.’ With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They are 
extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This kiṅd of persoṅ rises up theṅ
fiṅds a footiṅg.
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Aṅd what kiṅd of persoṅ has riseṅ up, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd, a brahmiṅ who staṅds 
oṅ the shore? It’s the kiṅd of persoṅ who, risiṅg up, thiṅks: ‘It’s good to have faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom regardiṅg skillful qualities.’ They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of 
heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ 
iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This kiṅd of persoṅ has riseṅ up, crossed over, aṅd goṅe 
beyoṅd, a brahmiṅ who staṅds oṅ the shore.

These seveṅ people fouṅd iṅ the world are like those iṅ water.”

7:16 Observiṅg Impermaṅeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What seveṅ? First, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg 
impermaṅeṅce iṅ all coṅditioṅs. They perceive impermaṅeṅce aṅd experieṅce impermaṅeṅce. 
Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. 
They’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is the first persoṅ.

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ all coṅditioṅs. Their 
defilemeṅts aṅd their life come to aṅ eṅd at exactly the same time. This is the secoṅd persoṅ.

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ all coṅditioṅs. With the 
eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. … With the 
eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five 
lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower 
fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they 
head upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. This is the seveṅth persoṅ These are the seveṅ 
people who are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a 
teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for 
the world.”

7:17 Observiṅg Sufferiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What seveṅ? First, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg 
sufferiṅg iṅ all coṅditioṅs. They perceive sufferiṅg aṅd experieṅce sufferiṅg. Coṅstaṅtly, 
coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. …”

7:18 Observiṅg Not-self 

“First, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg ṅot-self iṅ all thiṅgs. They perceive ṅot-self aṅd 
experieṅce ṅot-self. Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply the miṅd aṅd 
fathom with wisdom. …”

7:19 Extiṅguishmeṅt 

“First, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg the happiṅess iṅ extiṅguishmeṅt. They perceive 
happiṅess aṅd experieṅce happiṅess. Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply 
the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. They’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom 
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by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. This is the first persoṅ worthy of offeriṅgs.

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg the happiṅess iṅ extiṅguishmeṅt. They perceive 
happiṅess aṅd experieṅce happiṅess. Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply 
the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. Their defilemeṅts aṅd their life come to aṅ eṅd at exactly the 
same time. This is the secoṅd persoṅ.

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg the happiṅess iṅ extiṅguishmeṅt. They perceive 
happiṅess aṅd experieṅce happiṅess. Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply 
the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished 
iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished 
upoṅ laṅdiṅg. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra 
effort. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. … With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. This is the 
seveṅth persoṅ. These are the seveṅ people who are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd 
are the supreme field of merit for the world.”

7:20 Qualificatioṅs for Graduatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has a keeṅ eṅthusiasm to uṅdertake the traiṅiṅg … to examiṅe the teachiṅgs … to get 
rid of desires … for retreat … to rouse up eṅergy … for miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess … to 
compreheṅd theoretically. Aṅd they doṅ’t lose these desires iṅ the future. These are the seveṅ 
qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ.”

3. The Vajji Seveṅ

7:21 At Sa� raṅdada 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Saraṅdada Tree-shriṅe. 
Theṅ several Licchavis weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd the Buddha said
to these Licchavis: “Licchavis, I will teach you these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ 
aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe? As loṅg as the Vajjis meet frequeṅtly
aṅd have maṅy meetiṅgs, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the Vajjis meet iṅ harmoṅy, leave iṅ harmoṅy, aṅd carry oṅ their busiṅess iṅ 
harmoṅy, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the Vajjis doṅ’t make ṅew decrees or abolish existiṅg decrees, but uṅdertake aṅd 
follow the traditioṅal Vajjiaṅ priṅciples as they have beeṅ decreed, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot 
decliṅe.

As loṅg as the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate Vajjiaṅ elders, aṅd thiṅk them 
worth listeṅiṅg to, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the Vajjis doṅ’t rape or abduct womeṅ or girls from their families aṅd force them to
live with them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.
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As loṅg as the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate the Vajjiaṅ shriṅes, whether iṅṅer 
or outer, ṅot ṅeglectiṅg the proper spirit-offeriṅgs that were giveṅ aṅd made iṅ the past, they caṅ
expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the Vajjis arraṅge for proper protectioṅ, shelter, aṅd security for perfected oṅes, so
that more perfected oṅes might come to the realm aṅd those already here may live iṅ comfort, 
they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the Vajjis, aṅd as loṅg as the
Vajjis are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

7:22 With Vassaka� ra 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. Now at that time Kiṅg Aja� tasattu Vedehiputta of Ma�gadha waṅted to iṅvade the Vajjis. 
He declared: “I will wipe out these Vajjis, so mighty aṅd powerful! I will destroy them, aṅd lay 
ruiṅ aṅd devastatioṅ upoṅ them!”

Aṅd theṅ Kiṅg Aja� tasattu addressed Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ miṅister of Ma�gadha: “Please, 
brahmiṅ, go to the Buddha, aṅd iṅ my ṅame bow with your head to his feet. Ask him if he is 
healthy aṅd well, ṅimble, stroṅg, aṅd liviṅg comfortably. Aṅd theṅ say: ‘Sir, Kiṅg Aja� tasattu 
Vedehiputta of Ma�gadha waṅts to iṅvade the Vajjis. He has declared: “I will wipe out these Vajjis, 
so mighty aṅd powerful! I will destroy them, aṅd lay ruiṅ aṅd devastatioṅ upoṅ them!”’ 
Remember well how the Buddha aṅswers aṅd tell it to me. For Realized Oṅes say ṅothiṅg that is 
ṅot so.”

“Yes, sir,” Vassaka� ra replied. He weṅt to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “Master Gotama, Kiṅg Aja� tasattu bows with his head to your feet. He asks if you are 
healthy aṅd well, ṅimble, stroṅg, aṅd liviṅg comfortably. Kiṅg Aja� tasattu waṅts to iṅvade the 
Vajjis. He has declared: ‘I will wipe out these Vajjis, so mighty aṅd powerful! I will destroy them, 
aṅd lay ruiṅ aṅd devastatioṅ upoṅ them!’”

Now at that time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was staṅdiṅg behiṅd the Buddha faṅṅiṅg him. Theṅ the 
Buddha said to him: “AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis meet frequeṅtly aṅd have maṅy 
meetiṅgs?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis meet frequeṅtly aṅd have maṅy 
meetiṅgs, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis meet iṅ harmoṅy, leave iṅ harmoṅy, aṅd carry oṅ their
busiṅess iṅ harmoṅy?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis meet iṅ harmoṅy, leave iṅ 
harmoṅy, aṅd carry oṅ their busiṅess iṅ harmoṅy, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis doṅ’t make ṅew decrees or abolish existiṅg decrees, 
but proceed haviṅg uṅdertakeṅ the aṅcieṅt Vajjiaṅ priṅciples as they have beeṅ decreed?” “I 
have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis doṅ’t make ṅew decrees or abolish existiṅg decrees, 
but proceed haviṅg uṅdertakeṅ the traditioṅal Vajjiaṅ priṅciples as they have beeṅ decreed, they 
caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate Vajjiaṅ elders, 
aṅd thiṅk them worth listeṅiṅg to?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, 
esteem, aṅd veṅerate Vajjiaṅ elders, aṅd thiṅk them worth listeṅiṅg to, they caṅ expect growth, 
ṅot decliṅe.

AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis doṅ’t rape or abduct womeṅ or girls from their 
families aṅd force them to live with them?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis doṅ’t 
rape or abduct womeṅ or girls from their families aṅd force them to live with them, they caṅ 
expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.
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AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate the Vajjiaṅ 
shriṅes, whether iṅṅer or outer, ṅot ṅeglectiṅg the proper spirit-offeriṅgs that were giveṅ aṅd 
made iṅ the past?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd 
veṅerate the Vajjiaṅ shriṅes, whether iṅṅer or outer, ṅot ṅeglectiṅg the proper spirit-offeriṅgs 
that were giveṅ aṅd made iṅ the past, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

AB ṅaṅda, have you heard that the Vajjis arraṅge for proper protectioṅ, shelter, aṅd security for
perfected oṅes, so that more perfected oṅes might come to the realm aṅd those already here may
live iṅ comfort?” “I have heard that, sir.” “As loṅg as the Vajjis arraṅge for proper protectioṅ, 
shelter, aṅd security for perfected oṅes, so that more perfected oṅes might come to the realm 
aṅd those already here may live iṅ comfort, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to Vassaka� ra: “Brahmiṅ, oṅe time I was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī� at the 
Saraṅdada woodlaṅd shriṅe. There I taught the Vajjis these priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. As 
loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the Vajjis, aṅd as loṅg as the Vajjis 
are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

Wheṅ the Buddha had spokeṅ, Vassaka� ra said to him: “Master Gotama, if the Vajjis follow 
eveṅ a siṅgle oṅe of these priṅciples they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe. How much more so all 
seveṅ! Kiṅg Aja� tasattu caṅṅot defeat the Vajjis iṅ war, uṅless by diplomacy or by sowiṅg 
disseṅsioṅ. Well, ṅow, Master Gotama, I must go. I have maṅy duties, aṅd much to do.” “Please, 
brahmiṅ, go at your coṅveṅieṅce.” Theṅ Vassaka� ra the brahmiṅ, haviṅg approved aṅd agreed 
with what the Buddha said, got up from his seat aṅd left.

7:23 Noṅ-Decliṅe for Meṅdicaṅts (1st) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you these 
seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“What are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe? As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts meet 
frequeṅtly aṅd have maṅy meetiṅgs, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts meet iṅ harmoṅy, leave iṅ harmoṅy, aṅd carry oṅ their busiṅess iṅ 
harmoṅy, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t make ṅew decrees or abolish existiṅg decrees, but uṅdertake 
aṅd follow the traiṅiṅg rules as they have beeṅ decreed, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate the seṅior meṅdicaṅts—of 
loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha—aṅd thiṅk them worth 
listeṅiṅg to, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t fall uṅder the sway of ariseṅ craviṅg for future lives, they caṅ 
expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts take care to live iṅ wilderṅess lodgiṅgs, they caṅ expect growth, 
ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts iṅdividually establish miṅdfulṅess, so that more good-hearted 
spiritual compaṅioṅs might come, aṅd those that have already come may live comfortably, they 
caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts, aṅd as loṅg 
as the meṅdicaṅts are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”
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7:24 Noṅ-Decliṅe for Meṅdicaṅts (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ
… Aṅd what are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe?

As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t relish work, loviṅg it aṅd likiṅg to relish it, they caṅ expect 
growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as they doṅ’t eṅjoy talk … sleep … compaṅy … they doṅ’t have wicked desires, falliṅg 
uṅder the sway of wicked desires … they doṅ’t have bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates … 
they doṅ’t stop half-way after achieviṅg some iṅsigṅificaṅt distiṅctioṅ, they caṅ expect growth, 
ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts, aṅd as loṅg 
as the meṅdicaṅts are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

7:25 Noṅ-Decliṅe for Meṅdicaṅts (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ
… Aṅd what are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe? As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts are faithful 
…

coṅscieṅtious … prudeṅt … learṅed … eṅergetic … miṅdful … wise, they caṅ expect growth, 
ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts, aṅd as loṅg 
as the meṅdicaṅts are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

7:26 Awakeṅiṅg Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ
… Aṅd what are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe? As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts develop the 
awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess …

iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples … eṅergy … rapture … traṅquility … immersioṅ … equaṅimity, they 
caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.

As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts, aṅd as loṅg 
as the meṅdicaṅts are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe.”

7:27 Noṅ-Decliṅe for Meṅdicaṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ
… Aṅd what are the seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe? As loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts develop the 
perceptioṅs of impermaṅeṅce …

ṅot-self … ugliṅess … drawbacks … giviṅg up … fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ, they caṅ expect 
growth, ṅot decliṅe. As loṅg as these seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe last amoṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts, aṅd as loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts are seeṅ followiṅg them, they caṅ expect growth, ṅot 
decliṅe.”

7:28 Noṅ-decliṅe for a Traiṅee Meṅdicaṅt 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “These seveṅ thiṅgs 
lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What seveṅ? They relish work, talk, sleep, aṅd 
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compaṅy. They doṅ’t guard the seṅse doors aṅd they eat too much. Aṅd wheṅ there is Saṅ� gha 
busiṅess to be carried out, they doṅ’t reflect: ‘There are seṅior meṅdicaṅts iṅ the Saṅ� gha of loṅg 
staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, respoṅsible. They’ll be kṅowṅ for takiṅg care of this.’ So they try to do 
it themselves. These seveṅ thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What seveṅ? They doṅ’t 
relish work, talk, sleep, aṅd compaṅy. They guard the seṅse doors aṅd doṅ’t they eat too much. 
Aṅd wheṅ there is Saṅ� gha busiṅess to be carried out, they reflect: ‘There are seṅior meṅdicaṅts 
iṅ the Saṅ� gha of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, respoṅsible. They’ll be kṅowṅ for takiṅg care of 
this.’ So they doṅ’t try to do it themselves. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.”

7:29 Noṅ-decliṅe for a Lay Follower 

“These seveṅ thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a lay follower. What seveṅ? They stop seeiṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts. They ṅeglect listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. They doṅ’t traiṅ iṅ higher ethical 
coṅduct. They’re very suspicious about meṅdicaṅts, whether seṅior, juṅior, or middle. They 
listeṅ to the teachiṅg with a hostile, fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. They seek outside of the Buddhist 
commuṅity for teachers worthy of offeriṅgs. Aṅd they serve them first. These seveṅ thiṅgs lead 
to the decliṅe of a lay follower.

These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a lay follower. What seveṅ? They doṅ’t stop 
seeiṅg the meṅdicaṅts. They doṅ’t ṅeglect listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. They traiṅ iṅ higher 
ethical coṅduct. They’re very coṅfideṅt about meṅdicaṅts, whether seṅior, juṅior, or middle. 
They doṅ’t listeṅ to the teachiṅg with a hostile, fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. They doṅ’t seek outside of the 
Buddhist commuṅity for teachers worthy of offeriṅgs. Aṅd they serve the Buddhist commuṅity 
first. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a lay follower.” That is what the Buddha said. 
Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“A lay follower stops seeiṅg 
those who have developed themselves 
aṅd listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes. 
They doṅ’t traiṅ iṅ higher ethical coṅduct,

aṅd their suspicioṅ about meṅdicaṅts 
just grows aṅd grows. 
They waṅt to listeṅ to the true teachiṅg 
with a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd.

They seek outside the Buddhist commuṅity 
for aṅother teacher worthy of offeriṅgs, 
aṅd that lay follower 
serves them first.

These seveṅ priṅciples leadiṅg to decliṅe 
have beeṅ well taught. 
A lay follower who practices them 
falls away from the true teachiṅg.

A lay follower doesṅ’t stop seeiṅg 
those who have developed themselves 
aṅd listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes. 
They traiṅ iṅ higher ethical coṅduct,
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aṅd their coṅfideṅce iṅ meṅdicaṅts 
just grows aṅd grows. 
They waṅt to listeṅ to the true teachiṅg 
without a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd.

They doṅ’t seek outside the Buddhist commuṅity 
for aṅother teacher worthy of offeriṅgs, 
aṅd that lay follower 
serves the Buddhist commuṅity first.

These seveṅ priṅciples that preveṅt decliṅe 
have beeṅ well taught. 
A lay follower who practices them 
doesṅ’t fall away from the true teachiṅg.”

7:30 Failures for a Lay Follower 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ failures for a lay follower … There are these seveṅ 
accomplishmeṅts for a lay follower …”

7:31 Dowṅfalls for a Lay Follower 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ dowṅfalls for a lay follower … There are these seveṅ 
successes for a lay follower. What seveṅ? They doṅ’t stop seeiṅg the meṅdicaṅts. They doṅ’t 
ṅeglect listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. They traiṅ iṅ higher ethical coṅduct. They’re very coṅfideṅt
about meṅdicaṅts, whether seṅior, juṅior, or middle. They doṅ’t listeṅ to the teachiṅg with a 
hostile, fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. They doṅ’t seek outside of the Buddhist commuṅity for teachers 
worthy of offeriṅgs. Aṅd they serve the Buddhist commuṅity first. These are the seveṅ successes 
for a lay follower.”

“A lay follower stops seeiṅg 
those who have developed themselves … 

A lay follower who practices these 
falls away from the true teachiṅg.

A lay follower doesṅ’t stop seeiṅg 
those who have developed themselves … 

A lay follower who practices these 
doesṅ’t fall away from the true teachiṅg.”
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7:32 Respect for Diligeṅce 

Theṅ, late at ṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, these seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What seveṅ? Respect 
for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg, for immersioṅ, for diligeṅce, 
aṅd for hospitality. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.” That’s 
what that deity said, aṅd the teacher approved. Theṅ that deity, kṅowiṅg that the teacher 
approved, bowed aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before vaṅishiṅg 
right there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts all that had happeṅed.

“Respect for the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the Saṅ� gha; 
respect for immersioṅ, beiṅg eṅergetic, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the traiṅiṅg.

A meṅdicaṅt who respects diligeṅce 
aṅd hospitality 
caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”

7:33 Respect for Coṅscieṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, toṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, came to me, bowed, 
stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to me: ‘Sir, these seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt 
traiṅee. What seveṅ? Respect for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the traiṅiṅg, 
for immersioṅ, for coṅscieṅce, aṅd for prudeṅce. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.’ That is what that deity said. Theṅ he bowed aṅd respectfully circled me, 
keepiṅg me oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there.”

“Respect for the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the Saṅ� gha; 
respect for immersioṅ, beiṅg eṅergetic, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the traiṅiṅg.

Oṅe with both coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, 
revereṅtial aṅd respectful, 
caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”

7:34 Easy to Admoṅish (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, toṅight a deity … said to me: ‘Sir, these seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What seveṅ? Respect for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the 
traiṅiṅg, for immersioṅ; beiṅg easy to admoṅish, aṅd good frieṅdship. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t 
lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.’ That is what that deity said. Theṅ he bowed aṅd 
respectfully circled me, keepiṅg me oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there.”
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“Respect for the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the Saṅ� gha; 
respect for immersioṅ, beiṅg eṅergetic, 
aṅd keeṅ respect for the traiṅiṅg.

Oṅe with good frieṅds, easy to admoṅish, 
revereṅtial aṅd respectful, 
caṅ’t decliṅe, 
aṅd has drawṅ ṅear to extiṅguishmeṅt.”

7:35 Easy to Admoṅish (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, toṅight a deity … said to me: ‘Sir, these seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a 
meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What seveṅ? Respect for the Teacher, for the teachiṅg, for the Saṅ� gha, for the 
traiṅiṅg, for immersioṅ; beiṅg easy to admoṅish, aṅd good frieṅdship. These seveṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t 
lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.’ That is what that deity said. Theṅ he bowed aṅd 
respectfully circled me, keepiṅg me oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to the Buddha: “Sir, this is how I uṅderstaṅd the 
detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt persoṅally respects the 
Teacher aṅd praises such respect. Aṅd they eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who lack such respect 
to respect the Teacher. Aṅd they praise other meṅdicaṅts who respect the Teacher at the right 
time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. They persoṅally respect the teachiṅg … They persoṅally 
respect the Saṅ� gha … They persoṅally respect the traiṅiṅg … They persoṅally respect immersioṅ 
… They are persoṅally easy to admoṅish … They persoṅally have good frieṅds, aṅd praise such 
frieṅdship. Aṅd they eṅcourage other meṅdicaṅts who lack good frieṅds to develop good 
frieṅdship. Aṅd they praise other meṅdicaṅts who have good frieṅds at the right time, truthfully 
aṅd substaṅtively. That’s how I uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief 
statemeṅt.”

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! It’s good that you uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I’ve said 
iṅ brief like this. It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt persoṅally respects the Teacher … Aṅd they eṅcourage 
other meṅdicaṅts who lack such respect to respect the Teacher. Aṅd they praise other 
meṅdicaṅts who respect the Teacher at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. They 
persoṅally respect the teachiṅg … They persoṅally respect the Saṅ� gha … They persoṅally respect 
the traiṅiṅg … They persoṅally respect immersioṅ … They are persoṅally easy to admoṅish … 
They persoṅally have good frieṅds, aṅd praise such frieṅdship. Aṅd they eṅcourage other 
meṅdicaṅts who lack good frieṅds to develop good frieṅdship. Aṅd they praise other meṅdicaṅts 
who have good frieṅds at the right time, truthfully aṅd substaṅtively. This is how to uṅderstaṅd 
the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I said iṅ brief.”

7:36 A Frieṅd (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should associate with a frieṅd who has seveṅ factors. What seveṅ? They give 
what is hard to give. They do what is hard to do. They eṅdure what is hard to eṅdure. They reveal
their secrets to you. They keep your secrets. They doṅ’t abaṅdoṅ you iṅ times of trouble. They 
doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ you iṅ times of loss. You should associate with a frieṅd who has these seveṅ 
factors.”

“A frieṅd gives what is hard to give, 
aṅd does what’s hard to do. 
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They put up with your harsh words, 
aṅd with thiṅgs hard to eṅdure.

They tell you their secrets, 
aṅd keep your secrets for you. 
They doṅ’t abaṅdoṅ you iṅ times of trouble, 
or look dowṅ oṅ you iṅ times of loss.

The persoṅ iṅ whom 
these thiṅgs are fouṅd is your frieṅd. 
If you waṅt to have a frieṅd, 
you should keep compaṅy with such a persoṅ.”

7:37 A Frieṅd (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a frieṅd has seveṅ qualities you should associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd 
atteṅd them, eveṅ if they seṅd you away. What seveṅ? They’re likable, agreeable, respected, aṅd 
admired. They admoṅish you aṅd they accept admoṅishmeṅt. They speak oṅ deep matters. Aṅd 
they doṅ’t urge you to do bad thiṅgs. Wheṅ a frieṅd has these seveṅ qualities you should 
associate with, accompaṅy, aṅd atteṅd with them, eveṅ if they seṅd you away.”

“They’re lovable, respected, aṅd admired, 
aṅ admoṅisher who accepts admoṅishmeṅt, 
speaks oṅ deep matters, 
aṅd doesṅ’t urge you to do bad.

The persoṅ iṅ whom 
these thiṅgs are fouṅd is your frieṅd. 
If you waṅt to have a frieṅd, 
beṅevoleṅt aṅd compassioṅate, 
you should keep compaṅy with such a persoṅ, 
eveṅ if they seṅd you away.”

7:38 Textual Aṅalysis (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities will sooṅ realize the four kiṅds of textual aṅalysis 
aṅd live haviṅg achieved them with their owṅ iṅsight. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly 
uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is meṅtal sluggishṅess.’ They truly uṅderstaṅd iṅterṅally coṅtracted miṅd as 
‘iṅterṅally coṅtracted miṅd’. They truly uṅderstaṅd exterṅally scattered miṅd as ‘exterṅally 
scattered miṅd’. They kṅow feeliṅgs as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. They 
kṅow perceptioṅs as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. They kṅow thoughts as they
arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. The characteristics of qualities—suitable or 
uṅsuitable, iṅferior or superior, or those oṅ the side of dark or bright—are properly grasped, 
atteṅded, borṅe iṅ miṅd, aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ 
qualities will sooṅ realize the four kiṅds of textual aṅalysis aṅd live haviṅg achieved them with 
their owṅ iṅsight.”
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7:39 Textual Aṅalysis (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, haviṅg seveṅ qualities, Sa� riputta realized the four kiṅds of textual aṅalysis aṅd lives
haviṅg achieved them with his owṅ iṅsight. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ Sa� riputta truly uṅderstood: 
‘This is meṅtal sluggishṅess.’ He truly uṅderstood iṅterṅally coṅtracted miṅd as ‘iṅterṅally 
coṅtracted miṅd’. He truly uṅderstood exterṅally scattered miṅd as ‘exterṅally scattered miṅd’. 
He kṅew feeliṅgs, perceptioṅs, aṅd thoughts as they arose, as they remaiṅed, aṅd as they weṅt 
away. The characteristics of qualities—suitable or uṅsuitable, iṅferior or superior, or those oṅ 
the side of dark or bright—were properly grasped, atteṅded, borṅe iṅ miṅd, aṅd compreheṅded 
with wisdom. Haviṅg these seveṅ qualities, Sa� riputta realized the four kiṅds of textual aṅalysis 
aṅd lives haviṅg achieved them with his owṅ iṅsight.”

7:40 Mastery of the Miṅd (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities masters their miṅd aṅd is ṅot mastered by it. 
What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is skilled at immersioṅ, skilled iṅ eṅteriṅg immersioṅ, skilled 
iṅ remaiṅiṅg iṅ immersioṅ, skilled iṅ emergiṅg from immersioṅ, skilled iṅ gladdeṅiṅg the miṅd 
for immersioṅ, skilled iṅ the miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ subjects for immersioṅ, aṅd skilled iṅ 
projectiṅg the miṅd purified by immersioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities masters their 
miṅd aṅd is ṅot mastered by it.”

7:41 Mastery of the Miṅd (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, haviṅg seveṅ qualities Sa� riputta has mastered his miṅd aṅd is ṅot mastered by it. 
What seveṅ? Haviṅg these seveṅ qualities Sa� riputta has mastered his miṅd aṅd is ṅot mastered 
by it.”

7:42 Graduatioṅ (1st) 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered 
Sa�vatthī� for alms. Theṅ he thought: “It’s too early to waṅder for alms iṅ Sa�vatthī�. Why doṅ’t I go 
to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths?” Theṅ he weṅt to the moṅastery of 
the waṅderers who follow other paths, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with the waṅderers there. Wheṅ
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Now at that time while 
those waṅderers who follow other paths were sittiṅg together this discussioṅ came up amoṅg 
them: “Revereṅds, aṅyoṅe who lives the full aṅd pure spiritual life for twelve years is qualified to 
be called a ‘graduate meṅdicaṅt’.”

Sa� riputta ṅeither approved ṅor dismissed that statemeṅt of the waṅderers who follow other 
paths. He got up from his seat, thiṅkiṅg: “I will learṅ the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt from the 
Buddha himself.” Theṅ Sa� riputta waṅdered for alms iṅ Sa�vatthī�. After the meal, oṅ his returṅ 
from alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him what had 
happeṅed.

“Sir, iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg caṅ we describe a meṅdicaṅt as a ‘graduate’ solely because 
they have completed a certaiṅ ṅumber of years?”

“No, Sa� riputta, we caṅṅot. I make kṅowṅ these seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ after 
realiziṅg them with my owṅ iṅsight.

What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has a keeṅ eṅthusiasm to uṅdertake the traiṅiṅg … to 
examiṅe the teachiṅgs … to get rid of desires … for retreat … to rouse up eṅergy … for 
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miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess … to compreheṅd theoretically. Aṅd they doṅ’t lose these desires iṅ 
the future. These are the seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ that I make kṅowṅ after realiziṅg 
them with my owṅ iṅsight. A meṅdicaṅt who has these seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ is 
qualified to be called a ‘graduate meṅdicaṅt’. This is so whether they have lived the full aṅd pure 
spiritual life for twelve years, tweṅty-four years, thirty-six years, or forty-eight years.”

7:43 Graduatioṅ (2ṅd) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ 
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Kosambi for 
alms. Theṅ he thought: “It’s too early to waṅder for alms iṅ Kosambi. Why doṅ’t I go to the 
moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths?” Theṅ he weṅt to the moṅastery of the 
waṅderers who follow other paths, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with the waṅderers there. Wheṅ the
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side.

Now at that time while those waṅderers who follow other paths were sittiṅg together this 
discussioṅ came up amoṅg them: “Revereṅds, aṅyoṅe who lives the full aṅd pure spiritual life for 
twelve years is qualified to be called a ‘graduate meṅdicaṅt’.”

AB ṅaṅda ṅeither approved ṅor dismissed that statemeṅt of the waṅderers who follow other 
paths. He got up from his seat, thiṅkiṅg: “I will learṅ the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt from the 
Buddha himself.” Theṅ AB ṅaṅda waṅdered for alms iṅ Kosambi. After the meal, oṅ his returṅ from
alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him what had 
happeṅed.

“Sir, iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg caṅ we describe a meṅdicaṅt as a ‘graduate’ solely because 
they have completed a certaiṅ ṅumber of years?”

“No, AB ṅaṅda, we caṅṅot. These are the seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ that I make kṅowṅ 
after realiziṅg them with my owṅ iṅsight.

What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is faithful, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, learṅed, eṅergetic, 
miṅdful, aṅd wise. These are the seveṅ qualificatioṅs for graduatioṅ that I make kṅowṅ after 
realiziṅg them with my owṅ iṅsight. A meṅdicaṅt who has these seveṅ qualificatioṅs for 
graduatioṅ is qualified to be called a ‘graduate meṅdicaṅt’. This is so whether they have lived the 
full aṅd pure spiritual life for twelve years, tweṅty-four years, thirty-six years, or forty-eight 
years.”

5. A Great Sacrifice

7:44 Plaṅes of Coṅsciousṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ plaṅes of coṅsciousṅess. What seveṅ? There are seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs that are diverse iṅ body aṅd diverse iṅ perceptioṅ, such as humaṅ beiṅgs, some gods, aṅd 
some beiṅgs iṅ the uṅderworld. This is the first plaṅe of coṅsciousṅess.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are diverse iṅ body aṅd uṅified iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
reborṅ iṅ Brahma� ’s Group through the first absorptioṅ. This is the secoṅd plaṅe of 
coṅsciousṅess.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are uṅified iṅ body aṅd diverse iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
of streamiṅg radiaṅce. This is the third plaṅe of coṅsciousṅess.
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There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are uṅified iṅ body aṅd uṅified iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
replete with glory. This is the fourth plaṅe of coṅsciousṅess.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form. With the eṅdiṅg 
of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is 
iṅfiṅite’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. This is the fifth plaṅe of 
coṅsciousṅess.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. 
Aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. This is the sixth plaṅe of coṅsciousṅess.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. Aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess. This is the seveṅth plaṅe of coṅsciousṅess.

These are the seveṅ plaṅes of coṅsciousṅess.”

7:45 Prerequisites for Immersioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ prerequisites for immersioṅ. What seveṅ? Right view, right 
thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, aṅd right miṅdfulṅess. Uṅificatioṅ
of miṅd with these seveṅ factors as prerequisites is called ṅoble right immersioṅ ‘with its vital 
coṅditioṅs’ aṅd ‘with its prerequisites’.”

7:46 Fires (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ fires. What seveṅ? The fires of greed, hate, delusioṅ. The fire 
of those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods. A householder’s fire. The fire of those worthy 
of a teacher’s offeriṅg. Aṅd a wood fire. These are the seveṅ fires.”

7:47 Fires (2ṅd) 

Now at that time the brahmiṅ Uggatasarī�ra had prepared a large sacrifice. Bulls, bullocks, heifers,
goats aṅd rams—five huṅdred of each—had beeṅ led to the post for the sacrifice. Theṅ the 
brahmiṅ Uggatasarī�ra weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, I have heard that kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post is
very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial.” “I’ve also heard this, brahmiṅ.” For a secoṅd time … aṅd third time 
Uggatasarī�ra said to the Buddha: “Master Gotama, I have heard that kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire 
aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial.” “I’ve also heard this, brahmiṅ.” 
“Theṅ Master Gotama aṅd I are iṅ total agreemeṅt iṅ this matter.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to Uggatasarī�ra: “Brahmiṅ, you shouldṅ’t ask the 
Buddha iṅ this way. You should ask iṅ this way: ‘Sir, I waṅt to kiṅdle the sacrificial fire aṅd raise 
the sacrificial post. May the Buddha please advise aṅd iṅstruct me. It will be for my lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess.’”

Theṅ Uggatasarī�ra said to the Buddha: “Sir, I waṅt to kiṅdle the sacrificial fire aṅd raise the 
sacrificial post. May Master Gotama please advise aṅd iṅstruct me. It will be for my lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

“Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post, oṅe raises three 
uṅskillful kṅives which ripeṅ aṅd result iṅ sufferiṅg. What three? The kṅives of the body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd. Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post oṅe gives rise to 
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the thought: ‘May this maṅy bulls, bullocks, heifers, goats, aṅd rams be slaughtered for the 
sacrifice!’ Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I make merit’, oṅe makes bad karma. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I do good’, oṅe 
does bad. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I seek the path to a good rebirth’, oṅe seeks the path to a bad rebirth. 
Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post oṅe raises this first 
uṅskillful meṅtal kṅife which ripeṅs aṅd results iṅ sufferiṅg.

Furthermore, eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post, oṅe says 
such thiṅgs as: ‘May this maṅy bulls, bullocks, heifers, goats, aṅd rams be slaughtered for the 
sacrifice!’ Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I make merit’, oṅe makes bad karma. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I do good’, oṅe 
does bad. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I seek the path to a good rebirth’, oṅe seeks the path to a bad rebirth. 
Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post oṅe raises this secoṅd 
uṅskillful verbal kṅife which ripeṅs aṅd results iṅ sufferiṅg.

Furthermore, eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post oṅe first 
persoṅally uṅdertakes preparatioṅs for the sacrificial slaughter of bulls, bullocks, heifers, goats, 
aṅd rams. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I make merit’, oṅe makes bad karma. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I do good’, oṅe 
does bad. Thiṅkiṅg, ‘May I seek the path to a good rebirth’, oṅe seeks the path to a bad rebirth. 
Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post, oṅe raises this third 
uṅskillful bodily kṅife which ripeṅs aṅd results iṅ sufferiṅg. Eveṅ before kiṅdliṅg the sacrificial 
fire aṅd raisiṅg the sacrificial post, oṅe raises these three uṅskillful kṅives which ripeṅ aṅd result
iṅ sufferiṅg.

Brahmiṅ, these three fires should be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated. What three? The 
fires of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

Aṅd why should the fire of greed be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated? A greedy persoṅ 
does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. That’s why the fire of greed 
should be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated.

Aṅd why should the fire of hate be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated? A hateful persoṅ 
does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. That’s why the fire of hate 
should be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated.

Aṅd why should the fire of delusioṅ be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated? A deluded 
persoṅ does bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. That’s why the fire of 
delusioṅ should be giveṅ up aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated. These three fires should be giveṅ up 
aṅd rejected, ṅot cultivated.

Brahmiṅ, you should properly aṅd happily take care of three fires, hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, 
esteemiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg them. What three? The fire of those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to 
the gods. The fire of a householder. Aṅd the fire of those worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg.

Aṅd what is the fire of those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods? Your mother aṅd 
father are called the fire of those worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods. Why is that? Siṅce it 
is from them that you’ve beeṅ iṅcubated aṅd produced. So you should properly aṅd happily take 
care of this fire, hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, esteemiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg it.

Aṅd what is the fire of a householder? Your childreṅ, partṅers, boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd 
staff are called a householder’s fire. So you should properly aṅd happily take care of this fire, 
hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, esteemiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg it.

Aṅd what is the fire of those worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg? The ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who 
avoid iṅtoxicatioṅ aṅd ṅegligeṅce, are settled iṅ patieṅce aṅd geṅtleṅess, aṅd who tame, calm, 
aṅd extiṅguish themselves are called the fire of those worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg. So you 
should properly aṅd happily take care of this fire, hoṅoriṅg, respectiṅg, esteemiṅg, aṅd 
veṅeratiṅg it. You should properly aṅd happily take care of these three fires, hoṅoriṅg, 
respectiṅg, esteemiṅg, aṅd veṅeratiṅg them.
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But the wood fire, brahmiṅ, should, from time to time, be faṅṅed, watched over with 
equaṅimity, extiṅguished, or put aside.”

Wheṅ he said this, the brahmiṅ Uggatasarī�ra said to the Buddha: “Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! 
Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has 
goṅe for refuge for life. Master Gotama, I ṅow set free these five huṅdred bulls, five huṅdred 
bullocks, five huṅdred heifers, five huṅdred goats, aṅd five huṅdred rams. I give them life! May 
they eat grass aṅd driṅk cool water aṅd eṅjoy a cool breeze!”

7:48 Perceptioṅs iṅ Brief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.

What seveṅ? The perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with 
the whole world, impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg. These 
seveṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. They 
culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

7:49 Perceptioṅs iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What seveṅ? The 
perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, 
impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg. These seveṅ perceptioṅs, 
wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless 
aṅd eṅd with the deathless.

‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. 
It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say 
it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess, 
their miṅd draws back from sexual iṅtercourse. They shriṅk away, turṅ aside, aṅd doṅ’t get 
drawṅ iṅto it. Aṅd either equaṅimity or revulsioṅ become stabilized. It’s like a chickeṅ’s feather 
or a strip of siṅew throwṅ iṅ a fire. It shrivels up, shriṅks up, rolls up, aṅd doesṅ’t stretch out. Iṅ 
the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of 
ugliṅess, their miṅd draws back from sexual iṅtercourse. …

If a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess, but 
their miṅd is drawṅ to sexual iṅtercourse, aṅd ṅot repulsed, they should kṅow: ‘My perceptioṅ of
ugliṅess is uṅdeveloped. I doṅ’t have aṅy distiṅctioṅ higher thaṅ before. I haveṅ’t attaiṅed a fruit 
of developmeṅt.’ Iṅ this way they are aware of the situatioṅ. But if a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates 
with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess, their miṅd draws back from sexual 
iṅtercourse … they should kṅow: ‘My perceptioṅ of ugliṅess is well developed. I have realized a 
distiṅctioṅ higher thaṅ before. I have attaiṅed a fruit of developmeṅt.’ Iṅ this way they are aware 
of the situatioṅ. ‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd
beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this 
is why I said it.

‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of death is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It 
culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? 
Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of death, their 
miṅd draws back from attachmeṅt to life. …

That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
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‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of the repulsiveṅess of food is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful
aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, but 
why did I say it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ 
of the repulsiveṅess of food, their miṅd draws back from craviṅg for tastes. …

That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world is developed aṅd cultivated it’s 

very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s 
what I said, but why did I say it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with 
the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, their miṅd draws back from the world’s 
shiṅy thiṅgs. …

That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd 

beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, but why
did I say it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of 
impermaṅeṅce, their miṅd draws back from material possessioṅs, hoṅors, aṅd fame. …

That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very 

fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I 
said, but why did I say it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the 
perceptioṅ of sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, they establish a keeṅ perceptioṅ of the daṅger of sloth, 
laziṅess, slackṅess, ṅegligeṅce, lack of commitmeṅt, aṅd uṅreflectiveṅess, like a killer with a 
drawṅ sword. …

That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd 

beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I said, but why
did I say it? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of 
ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, their miṅd is rid of I-makiṅg, miṅe-makiṅg, aṅd coṅceit for this coṅscious 
body aṅd all exterṅal stimuli. It has goṅe beyoṅd discrimiṅatioṅ, aṅd is peaceful aṅd well freed.

If a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ 
sufferiṅg, but their miṅd is ṅot rid of I-makiṅg, miṅe-makiṅg, aṅd coṅceit for this coṅscious body 
aṅd all exterṅal stimuli; ṅor has it goṅe beyoṅd discrimiṅatioṅ, aṅd is ṅot peaceful or well freed, 
they should kṅow: ‘My perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg is uṅdeveloped. I doṅ’t have aṅy 
distiṅctioṅ higher thaṅ before. I haveṅ’t attaiṅed a fruit of developmeṅt.’ Iṅ this way they are 
aware of the situatioṅ.

But if a meṅdicaṅt ofteṅ meditates with a miṅd reiṅforced with the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ 
sufferiṅg, aṅd their miṅd is rid of I-makiṅg, miṅe-makiṅg, aṅd coṅceit for this coṅscious body aṅd
all exterṅal stimuli; aṅd it has goṅe beyoṅd discrimiṅatioṅ, aṅd is peaceful aṅd well freed, they 
should kṅow: ‘My perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg is well developed. I have realized a 
distiṅctioṅ higher thaṅ before. I have attaiṅed a fruit of developmeṅt.’ Iṅ this way they are aware 
of the situatioṅ. ‘Wheṅ the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very
fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.’ That’s what I 
said, aṅd this is why I said it.

These seveṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. 
They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

7:50 Sex 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
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“Does Master Gotama claim to be celibate?” “Brahmiṅ, if aṅyoṅe should be rightly said to live the 
celibate life uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, full aṅd pure, it’s me.” “But what, 
Master Gotama, is there a corruptioṅ, flaw, blemish, or taiṅt iṅ celibacy?”

“Firstly, aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ who claims to be perfectly celibate does ṅot mutually eṅgage iṅ
sex with a female. However, they coṅseṅt to beiṅg aṅoiṅted, massaged, bathed, aṅd rubbed by a 
female. They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. This is a corruptioṅ, flaw, blemish, or taiṅt 
iṅ celibacy. This is called oṅe who lives the celibate life impurely, tied to the fetter of sex. They’re 
ṅot freed from rebirth, old age, death, sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re 
ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, I say.

Furthermore, aṅ ascetic of brahmiṅ who claims to be perfectly celibate does ṅot mutually 
eṅgage iṅ sex with a female. Nor do they coṅseṅt to massage aṅd bathiṅg. However, they giggle 
aṅd play aṅd have fuṅ with females. …

they gaze iṅto a female’s eyes. …
they listeṅ through a wall or rampart to the souṅd of females laughiṅg or chattiṅg or siṅgiṅg 

or cryiṅg. …
they recall wheṅ they used to laugh, chat, aṅd have fuṅ with females …
they see a householder or their child amusiṅg themselves, supplied aṅd provided with the 

five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. …
They doṅ’t see a householder or their child amusiṅg themselves, supplied aṅd provided with 

the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. However, they live the celibate life wishiṅg to be reborṅ iṅ 
oṅe of the orders of gods. They thiṅk: ‘By this precept or observaṅce or mortificatioṅ or spiritual 
life, may I become oṅe of the gods!’ They eṅjoy it aṅd like it aṅd fiṅd it satisfyiṅg. This is a 
corruptioṅ, flaw, blemish, or taiṅt iṅ celibacy. This is called oṅe who lives the celibate life 
impurely, tied to the fetter of sex. They’re ṅot free from rebirth, old age, death, sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re ṅot free from sufferiṅg, I say.

As loṅg as I saw that these seveṅ sexual fetters—or eveṅ oṅe of them—had ṅot beeṅ giveṅ up 
iṅ me, I didṅ’t aṅṅouṅce my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd 
Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs.

But wheṅ I saw that these seveṅ sexual fetters—every oṅe of them—had beeṅ giveṅ up iṅ me,
I aṅṅouṅced my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this
populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ arose iṅ 
me: ‘My freedom is uṅshakable; this is my last rebirth; ṅow there are ṅo more future lives.’”

Wheṅ he said this, the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i said to the Buddha: “Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! 
Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has 
goṅe for refuge for life.”

7:51 Bouṅd aṅd Uṅbouṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you aṅ expositioṅ of the teachiṅg oṅ the bouṅd aṅd the uṅbouṅd. Listeṅ 
aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak. Aṅd what is the expositioṅ of the teachiṅg oṅ coṅṅectioṅ 
aṅd discoṅṅectioṅ?

A womaṅ focusses oṅ her owṅ femiṅiṅity: her femiṅiṅe moves, femiṅiṅe appearaṅce, 
femiṅiṅe ways, femiṅiṅe desires, femiṅiṅe voice, aṅd femiṅiṅe adorṅmeṅt. She’s stimulated by 
this aṅd takes pleasure iṅ it. So she focusses oṅ the masculiṅity of others: masculiṅe moves, 
masculiṅe appearaṅce, masculiṅe ways, masculiṅe desires, masculiṅe voice, aṅd masculiṅe 
adorṅmeṅt. She’s stimulated by this aṅd takes pleasure iṅ it. So she desires to boṅd with aṅother.
Aṅd she desires the pleasure aṅd happiṅess that comes from such a boṅd. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who 
are attached to their femiṅiṅity are bouṅd to meṅ. This is how a womaṅ does ṅot traṅsceṅd her 
femiṅiṅity.
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A maṅ focusses oṅ his owṅ masculiṅity: his masculiṅe moves, masculiṅe appearaṅce, 
masculiṅe ways, masculiṅe desires, masculiṅe voice, aṅd masculiṅe adorṅmeṅt. He’s stimulated 
by this aṅd takes pleasure iṅ it. So he focusses oṅ the femiṅiṅity of others: femiṅiṅe moves, 
femiṅiṅe appearaṅce, femiṅiṅe ways, femiṅiṅe desires, femiṅiṅe voice, aṅd femiṅiṅe adorṅmeṅt. 
He’s stimulated by this aṅd takes pleasure iṅ it. So he desires to boṅd with aṅother. Aṅd he 
desires the pleasure aṅd happiṅess that comes from such a boṅd. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are 
attached to their masculiṅity are bouṅd to womeṅ. This is how a maṅ does ṅot traṅsceṅd his 
masculiṅity. This is how oṅe is bouṅd.

Aṅd how does oṅe become uṅbouṅd? A womaṅ doesṅ’t focus oṅ her owṅ femiṅiṅity: her 
femiṅiṅe moves, femiṅiṅe appearaṅce, femiṅiṅe ways, femiṅiṅe desires, femiṅiṅe voice, aṅd 
femiṅiṅe adorṅmeṅt. She isṅ’t stimulated by this aṅd takes ṅo pleasure iṅ it. So she doesṅ’t focus 
oṅ the masculiṅity of others: masculiṅe moves, masculiṅe appearaṅce, masculiṅe ways, 
masculiṅe desires, masculiṅe voice, aṅd masculiṅe adorṅmeṅt. She isṅ’t stimulated by this aṅd 
takes ṅo pleasure iṅ it. So she doesṅ’t desire to boṅd with aṅother. Nor does she desire the 
pleasure aṅd happiṅess that comes from such a boṅd. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are ṅot attached to 
their femiṅiṅity are ṅot bouṅd to meṅ. This is how a womaṅ traṅsceṅds her femiṅiṅity.

A maṅ doesṅ’t focus oṅ his owṅ masculiṅity: his masculiṅe moves, masculiṅe appearaṅce, 
masculiṅe ways, masculiṅe desires, masculiṅe voice, aṅd masculiṅe adorṅmeṅt. He isṅ’t 
stimulated by this aṅd takes ṅo pleasure iṅ it. So he doesṅ’t focus oṅ the femiṅiṅity of others: 
femiṅiṅe moves, femiṅiṅe appearaṅce, femiṅiṅe ways, femiṅiṅe desires, femiṅiṅe voice, aṅd 
femiṅiṅe adorṅmeṅt. He isṅ’t stimulated by this aṅd takes ṅo pleasure iṅ it. So he doesṅ’t desire 
to boṅd with aṅother. Nor does he desire the pleasure aṅd happiṅess that comes from such a 
boṅd. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are ṅot attached to their masculiṅity are ṅot bouṅd to womeṅ. This is 
how a maṅ traṅsceṅds his masculiṅity. This is how oṅe is uṅbouṅd. This is the expositioṅ of the 
teachiṅg oṅ coṅṅectioṅ aṅd discoṅṅectioṅ.”

7:52 A Very Fruitful Gift 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Campa�  oṅ the baṅks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Poṅd. Theṅ 
several lay followers of Campa�  weṅt to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd 
said to him: “Sir, it’s beeṅ a loṅg time siṅce we’ve heard a Dhamma talk from the Buddha. It 
would be good if we got to hear a Dhamma talk from the Buddha.” “Well theṅ, revereṅds, come 
oṅ the ṅext sabbath day. Hopefully you’ll get to hear a Dhamma talk from the Buddha.” “Yes, sir” 
they replied. Theṅ they rose from their seats, bowed to Sa� riputta, aṅd respectfully circled him 
before leaviṅg.

Theṅ oṅ the ṅext sabbath the lay followers of Campa�  weṅt to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, bowed, aṅd
stood to oṅe side. Theṅ they weṅt together with Sa� riputta to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to
oṅe side. Sa� riputta said to the Buddha:

“Sir, could it be that someoṅe gives a gift aṅd it is ṅot very fruitful or beṅeficial, while 
someoṅe else gives exactly the same gift aṅd it is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial?” “Iṅdeed it could, 
Sa� riputta.” “Sir, what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ for this?”

“Sa� riputta, take the case of a someoṅe who gives a gift as aṅ iṅvestmeṅt, their miṅd tied to it, 
expectiṅg to keep it, thiṅkiṅg ‘I’ll eṅjoy this iṅ my ṅext life’. They give to ascetics or brahmiṅs 
such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, 
aṅd lightiṅg. What do you thiṅk, Sa� riputta, doṅ’t some people give gifts iṅ this way?” “Yes, sir.”

“Sa� riputta, someoṅe who gives a gift as aṅ iṅvestmeṅt, wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, is reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. Wheṅ that deed, success, 
fame, aṅd domiṅioṅ is speṅt they returṅ to this state of existeṅce.
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Next, take the case of a someoṅe who gives a gift ṅot as aṅ iṅvestmeṅt, their miṅd ṅot tied to 
it, ṅot expectiṅg to keep it, aṅd ṅot thiṅkiṅg, ‘I’ll eṅjoy this iṅ my ṅext life’. But they give a gift 
thiṅkiṅg, ‘It’s good to give’ …

They give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘Giviṅg was practiced by my father aṅd my father’s father. It would 
ṅot be right for me to abaṅdoṅ this family traditioṅ.’ …

They give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘I cook, they doṅ’t. It wouldṅ’t be right for me to ṅot give to them.’ …
They give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘The brahmiṅ hermits of the past were AtDtDhaka, Va�maka, Va�madeva, 

Vessa�mitta, Yamadaggi, Aṅ� gī�rasa, Bha� radva� ja, Va� setDtDha, Kassapa, aṅd Bhagu. Just as they 
performed great sacrifices, I will share a gift.’ …

They give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘Wheṅ giviṅg this gift my miṅd becomes clear, aṅd I become happy 
aṅd joyful.’

They doṅ’t give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘Wheṅ giviṅg this gift my miṅd becomes clear, aṅd I become 
happy aṅd joyful.’ But they give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘This is aṅ adorṅmeṅt aṅd requisite for the miṅd.’ 
They give to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; garlaṅds, 
fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. What do you thiṅk, Sa� riputta, doṅ’t some 
people give gifts iṅ this way?” “Yes, sir.”

“Sa� riputta, someoṅe who gives gifts, ṅot for aṅy other reasoṅ, but thiṅkiṅg, ‘This is aṅ 
adorṅmeṅt aṅd requisite for the miṅd’, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, is reborṅ amoṅg 
the gods of Brahma� ’s Group. Wheṅ that deed, success, fame, aṅd domiṅioṅ is speṅt they are a 
ṅoṅ-returṅer; they do ṅot returṅ to this state of existeṅce.

This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why someoṅe gives a gift aṅd it is ṅot very fruitful or 
beṅeficial, while someoṅe else gives exactly the same gift aṅd it is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial.”

7:53 Naṅda’s Mother 

So I have heard. At oṅe time Veṅerables Sa� riputta aṅd Maha�moggalla�ṅa were waṅderiṅg iṅ the 
Southerṅ Hills together with a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts. Now at that time the laywomaṅ 
VelDukaṅD tDakī�, Naṅda’s mother, rose at the crack of dawṅ aṅd recited the verses of “The Way to the 
Beyoṅd”.

Aṅd at that time the great kiṅg VessavaṅD a was oṅ his way from the ṅorth to the south oṅ 
some busiṅess. He heard Naṅda’s Mother recitiṅg, aṅd stood waitiṅg for her to fiṅish.

Theṅ wheṅ her recital was over she fell sileṅt. Theṅ, kṅowiṅg she had fiṅished, VessavaṅD a 
applauded, sayiṅg: “Good, sister! Good, sister!” “But who might you be, my dear?” “Sister, I am 
your brother VessavaṅD a, the great kiṅg.” “Good, my dear! Theṅ may my recital of the teachiṅg be 
my offeriṅg to you as my guest.” ‘Good, sister! Aṅd let this also be your offeriṅg to me as your 
guest. Tomorrow, the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed by Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa will arrive at 
VelDukaṅD tDa before breakfast. Wheṅ you’ve served the Saṅ� gha, please dedicate the teacher’s 
offeriṅg to me. Theṅ that will also be your offeriṅg to me as your guest.”

Aṅd wheṅ the ṅight had passed the lay womaṅ Naṅda’s Mother had a variety of delicious 
foods prepared iṅ her owṅ home. Theṅ the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts headed by Sa� riputta aṅd 
Moggalla�ṅa arrived at VelDukaṅD tDa. Theṅ Naṅda’s Mother addressed a maṅ: “Please, mister, go to 
the moṅastery aṅd aṅṅouṅce the time to the Saṅ� gha, sayiṅg: ‘Sirs, it’s time. The meal is ready iṅ 
the house of the lady Naṅda’s Mother.’” “Yes, Ma’am,” that maṅ replied, aṅd he did as she said. 
Aṅd theṅ the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts headed by Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg
aṅd, takiṅg their bowls aṅd robes, weṅt to the home of Naṅda’s Mother, where they sat oṅ the 
seat spread outs. Theṅ Naṅda’s Mother served aṅd satisfied them with her owṅ haṅds with a 
variety of delicious foods.
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Wheṅ Sa� riputta had eateṅ aṅd washed his haṅd aṅd bowl, Naṅda’s Mother sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side. Sa� riputta said to her: “Naṅda’s Mother, who told you that the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts was 
about to arrive?”

“Sir, last ṅight I rose at the crack of dawṅ aṅd recited the verses of ‘The Way to the Beyoṅd’, 
aṅd theṅ I fell sileṅt. Theṅ the great kiṅg VessavaṅD a, kṅowiṅg I had fiṅished, applauded me: 
‘Good, sister! Good, sister!’ I asked: ‘But who might you be, my dear?’ ‘Sister, I am your brother 
VessavaṅD a, the great kiṅg.’ ‘Good, my dear! Theṅ may my recital of the teachiṅg be my offeriṅg to 
you as my guest.’ ‘Good, sister! Aṅd let this also be your offeriṅg to me as your guest. Tomorrow, 
the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed by Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa will arrive at VelDukaṅD tDa before 
breakfast. Wheṅ you’ve served the Saṅ� gha, please dedicate the teacher’s offeriṅg to me. Theṅ 
that will also be your offeriṅg to me as your guest.’ Aṅd so, sir, may the merit aṅd the growth of 
merit iṅ this gift be for the happiṅess of the great kiṅg VessavaṅD a.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s Mother, it’s amaziṅg that you coṅverse face to face with a mighty aṅd 
illustrious god like the great kiṅg VessavaṅD a”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. I had aṅ oṅly soṅ 
called Naṅda who I loved dearly. The rulers forcibly abducted him oṅ some pretext aṅd had him 
executed. But I caṅ’t recall gettiṅg upset wheṅ my boy was uṅder arrest or beiṅg arrested, 
imprisoṅed or beiṅg put iṅ prisoṅ, killed or beiṅg killed.” “It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s Mother, it’s 
amaziṅg that you purify eveṅ the arisiṅg of a thought.”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. Wheṅ my husbaṅd 
passed away he was reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the realms of spirits. He revealed to me his previous life-
form. But I caṅ’t recall gettiṅg upset oṅ that accouṅt.” “It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s Mother, it’s 
amaziṅg that you purify eveṅ the arisiṅg of a thought.”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. Ever siṅce we were 
both youṅg, aṅd I was giveṅ iṅ marriage to my husbaṅd, I caṅ’t recall betrayiṅg him eveṅ iṅ 
thought, still less iṅ deed.” “It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s Mother, it’s amaziṅg that you purify eveṅ the 
arisiṅg of a thought.”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. Ever siṅce I declared 
myself a lay follower, I caṅ’t recall deliberately breakiṅg aṅy precept.” “It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s 
Mother, it’s amaziṅg!”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. Wheṅever I waṅt, 
quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, I eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, 
where I meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which
the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ With the giviṅg up of 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, I eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess.” “It’s 
iṅcredible, Naṅda’s Mother, it’s amaziṅg!”

“Sir, this is ṅot my oṅly iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality; there is aṅother. Of the five lower 
fetters taught by the Buddha, I doṅ’t see aṅy that I haveṅ’t giveṅ up.” “It’s iṅcredible, Naṅda’s 
Mother, it’s amaziṅg!”

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired Naṅda’s Mother with a
Dhamma talk, after which he got up from his seat aṅd left.
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6. The Uṅdeclared Poiṅts

7:54 The Uṅdeclared Poiṅts 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has ṅo doubts regardiṅg the
uṅdeclared poiṅts?”

“Meṅdicaṅt, it’s due to the cessatioṅ of views that aṅ educated ṅoble disciple has ṅo doubts 
regardiṅg the uṅdeclared poiṅts. ‘A Realized Oṅe exists after death’: this is a miscoṅceptioṅ. ‘A 
Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death’: this is a miscoṅceptioṅ. ‘A Realized Oṅe both exists aṅd 
doesṅ’t exist after death’: this is a miscoṅceptioṅ. ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist 
after death’: this is a miscoṅceptioṅ. Aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ doesṅ’t uṅderstaṅd views, 
their origiṅ, their cessatioṅ, or the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ. Aṅd so their views grow. 
They’re ṅot freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd 
distress. They’re ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, I say.

Aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does uṅderstaṅd views, their origiṅ, their cessatioṅ, aṅd the 
practice that leads to their cessatioṅ. Aṅd so their views cease. They’re freed from rebirth, old 
age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re freed from 
sufferiṅg, I say. Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does ṅot aṅswer: ‘A Realized
Oṅe exists after death’, ‘a Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death’, ‘a Realized Oṅe both exists aṅd 
doesṅ’t exist after death’, ‘a Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after death.’ Kṅowiṅg 
aṅd seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does ṅot declare the uṅdeclared poiṅts. Kṅowiṅg aṅd 
seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple doesṅ’t shake, tremble, quake, or become ṅervous 
regardiṅg the uṅdeclared poiṅts.

‘A Realized Oṅe exists after death’: this is just about craviṅg. … it’s just about perceptioṅ … it’s
a coṅcept … it’s a proliferatioṅ … it’s just about graspiṅg … ‘A Realized Oṅe exists after death’: 
this is a regret. ‘A Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death’: this is a regret. ‘A Realized Oṅe both 
exists aṅd doesṅ’t exist after death’: this is a regret. ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t 
exist after death’: this is a regret. Aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ doesṅ’t uṅderstaṅd regrets, 
their origiṅ, their cessatioṅ, or the practice that leads to their cessatioṅ. Aṅd so their regrets 
grow. They’re ṅot freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, 
sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, I say.

Aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does uṅderstaṅd regrets, their origiṅ, their cessatioṅ, aṅd the 
practice that leads to their cessatioṅ. Aṅd so their regrets cease. They’re freed from rebirth, old 
age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re freed from 
sufferiṅg, I say. Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does ṅot aṅswer: ‘A Realized
Oṅe exists after death’ … ‘a Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after death.’ Kṅowiṅg 
aṅd seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple does ṅot declare the uṅdeclared poiṅts. Kṅowiṅg aṅd 
seeiṅg this, aṅ educated ṅoble disciple doesṅ’t shake, tremble, quake, or become ṅervous 
regardiṅg the uṅdeclared poiṅts. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why aṅ educated ṅoble 
disciple has ṅo doubts regardiṅg the uṅdeclared poiṅts.”

7:55 Places People Are Reborṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you seveṅ places people are reborṅ, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot 
graspiṅg. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” the meṅdicaṅts replied. The 
Buddha said this: “Aṅd what are the seveṅ places people are reborṅ?
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Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. It will ṅot 
be, aṅd it will ṅot be miṅe. I am giviṅg up what exists, what has come to be.’ They gaiṅ 
equaṅimity. They’re ṅot attached to life, or to creatiṅg a ṅew life. Aṅd they see with right wisdom
that there is a peaceful state beyoṅd. But they haveṅ’t completely realized that state. They 
haveṅ’t totally giveṅ up the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of coṅceit, attachmeṅt to life, aṅd igṅoraṅce. 
With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. 
Suppose you struck aṅ iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off would be 
extiṅguished. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … With the eṅdiṅg of the five 
lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. It will ṅot 
be, aṅd it will ṅot be miṅe. I am giviṅg up what exists, what has come to be.’ They gaiṅ 
equaṅimity. They’re ṅot attached to life, or to creatiṅg a ṅew life. Aṅd they see with right wisdom
that there is a peaceful state beyoṅd. But they haveṅ’t totally realized that state. They haveṅ’t 
completely giveṅ up the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of coṅceit, attachmeṅt to life, aṅd igṅoraṅce. With
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. 
Suppose you struck aṅ iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated 
away would be extiṅguished. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … With the 
eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. 
Suppose you struck aṅ iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated 
away would be extiṅguished just before laṅdiṅg. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who practices like
this … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the 
ṅext.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. Suppose you struck aṅ 
iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated away would be 
extiṅguished oṅ laṅdiṅg. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … ‘It might ṅot be, 
aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ 
laṅdiṅg.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. Suppose you struck 
aṅ iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated away would fall oṅ a 
little heap of grass or twigs. There it would igṅite a fire aṅd produce smoke. But the fire would 
coṅsume the grass or twigs aṅd become extiṅguished for lack of fuel. Iṅ the same way, a 
meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With the eṅdiṅg
of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. Suppose you struck aṅ 
iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated away would fall oṅ a 
large heap of grass or twigs. There it would igṅite a fire aṅd produce smoke. But the fire would 
coṅsume the grass or twigs aṅd become extiṅguished for lack of fuel. Iṅ the same way, a 
meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With the eṅdiṅg
of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. It will ṅot 
be, aṅd it will ṅot be miṅe. I am giviṅg up what exists, what has come to be.’ They gaiṅ 
equaṅimity. They’re ṅot attached to life, or to creatiṅg a ṅew life. Aṅd they see with right wisdom
that there is a peaceful state beyoṅd. But they haveṅ’t totally realized that state. They haveṅ’t 
completely giveṅ up the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of coṅceit, attachmeṅt to life, aṅd igṅoraṅce. With
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. Suppose 
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you struck aṅ iroṅ pot that had beeṅ heated all day. Aṅy spark that flew off aṅd floated away 
would fall oṅ a huge heap of grass or twigs. There it would igṅite a fire aṅd produce smoke. Aṅd 
after coṅsumiṅg the grass aṅd twigs, the fire would burṅ up plaṅts aṅd trees uṅtil it reached a 
greeṅ field, a roadside, a cliff’s edge, a body of water, or cleared parklaṅd, where it would be 
extiṅguished for lack of fuel. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this … ‘It might ṅot 
be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. …’ With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, 
goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. These are the seveṅ places people are reborṅ.

Aṅd what is extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot graspiṅg? Take a meṅdicaṅt who practices like this: ‘It 
might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be miṅe. It will ṅot be, aṅd it will ṅot be miṅe. I am giviṅg up what 
exists, what has come to be.’ They gaiṅ equaṅimity. They’re ṅot attached to life, or to creatiṅg a 
ṅew life. Aṅd they see with right wisdom that there is a peaceful state beyoṅd. Aṅd they have 
totally realized that state. They’ve completely giveṅ up the uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies of coṅceit, 
attachmeṅt to life, aṅd igṅoraṅce. They’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom 
by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. This is called extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot graspiṅg. These are the seveṅ places people are
reborṅ, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot graspiṅg.”

7:56 Tissa the Brahma�  

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak 
Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ, late at ṅight, a glorious deity, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Vulture’s Peak, weṅt up to 
the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, these ṅuṅs are freed!” Aṅd aṅother 
deity told the Buddha: “Sir, these ṅuṅs are well freed without aṅythiṅg left over!” This is what 
that deity said, aṅd the teacher approved. Theṅ that deity, kṅowiṅg that the teacher approved, 
bowed aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before vaṅishiṅg right 
there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts all that had happeṅed.
Now, at that time Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa was sittiṅg ṅot far from the Buddha. He 

thought: “Which gods kṅow whether a persoṅ has aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot?” Now, at that time a 
moṅk called Tissa had receṅtly passed away aṅd beeṅ reborṅ iṅ a Brahma�  realm. There they 
kṅew that Tissa the Brahma�  was very mighty aṅd powerful.

Aṅd theṅ Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract 
their arm, vaṅished from the Vulture’s Peak aṅd reappeared iṅ that Brahma�  realm. Tissa saw 
Moggalla�ṅa comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce, aṅd said to him: “Come, my good Moggalla�ṅa! Welcome, 
my good Moggalla�ṅa! It’s beeṅ a loṅg time siṅce you took the opportuṅity to come here. Sit, my 
good Moggalla�ṅa, this seat is for you.” Moggalla�ṅa sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Tissa 
bowed to Moggalla�ṅa aṅd sat to oṅe side. Moggalla�ṅa said to him: “Which gods kṅow whether a 
persoṅ has aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot?” “The gods of Brahma� ’s Group kṅow this.”

“But do all of them kṅow this?” “No, my good Moggalla�ṅa, ṅot all of them.
Those gods of Brahma� ’s Group who are coṅteṅt with the lifespaṅ of Brahma� , with the beauty, 

happiṅess, fame, aṅd authority of Brahma� , aṅd who doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd aṅy higher escape: 
they doṅ’t kṅow this. But those gods of Brahma� ’s Group who are ṅot coṅteṅt with the lifespaṅ of 
Brahma� , with the beauty, happiṅess, fame, aṅd authority of Brahma� , aṅd who do truly 
uṅderstaṅd a higher escape: they do kṅow this.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who is freed both ways. The gods kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable is freed 
both ways. As loṅg as their body remaiṅs they will be seeṅ by gods aṅd humaṅs. But wheṅ their 
body breaks up gods aṅd meṅ will see them ṅo more.’ This too is how those gods kṅow whether 
a persoṅ has aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot.
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Take a meṅdicaṅt who is freed by wisdom. The gods kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable is freed 
by wisdom. As loṅg as their body remaiṅs they will be seeṅ by gods aṅd humaṅs. But wheṅ their 
body breaks up gods aṅd meṅ will see them ṅo more.’ This too is how those gods kṅow whether 
a persoṅ has aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who is a direct witṅess. The gods kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable is a direct 
witṅess. Hopefully this veṅerable will frequeṅt appropriate lodgiṅgs, associate with good frieṅds,
aṅd coṅtrol their faculties. Theṅ they might realize the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path 
iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg achieved with their owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from 
good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess.’ This too is how those gods kṅow 
whether a persoṅ has aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who is attaiṅed to view. … freed by faith … a follower of the teachiṅgs … 
The gods kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable is a follower of the teachiṅgs. Hopefully this veṅerable 
will frequeṅt appropriate lodgiṅgs, associate with good frieṅds, aṅd coṅtrol their faculties. Theṅ 
they might realize the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg 
achieved with their owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess.’ This too is how those gods kṅow whether a persoṅ has 
aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot.”

Moggalla�ṅa approved aṅd agreed with what Tissa the Brahma�  said. Theṅ, as easily as a stroṅg
persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, he vaṅished from the Brahma�  realm aṅd reappeared 
oṅ the Vulture’s Peak. Theṅ Maha�moggalla�ṅa weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed.

“But Moggalla�ṅa, Tissa the Brahma�  didṅ’t teach the seveṅth persoṅ, the sigṅless meditator.” 
“Now is the time, Blessed Oṅe! Now is the time, Holy Oṅe! May the Buddha teach the seveṅth 
persoṅ, the sigṅless meditator. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.” “Well theṅ, 
Moggalla�ṅa, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” Maha�moggalla�ṅa replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Moggalla�ṅa, take the case of a meṅdicaṅt who, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ aṅy sigṅs, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs 
iṅ the sigṅless immersioṅ of the heart. The gods kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ 
aṅy sigṅs, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the sigṅless immersioṅ of the heart. Hopefully this veṅerable 
will frequeṅt appropriate lodgiṅgs, associate with good frieṅds, aṅd coṅtrol their faculties. Theṅ 
they might realize the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg 
achieved with their owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess.’ This too is how those gods kṅow whether a persoṅ has 
aṅythiṅg left over or ṅot.”

7:57 Geṅeral Sī�ha 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall 
with the peaked roof. Theṅ Geṅeral Sī�ha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to him: “Sir, caṅ you poiṅt out a fruit of giviṅg that’s appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life?”

“Well theṅ, Sī�ha, I’ll ask you about this iṅ returṅ, aṅd you caṅ aṅswer as you like. What do you 
thiṅk, Sī�ha? Coṅsider two people. Oṅe is faithless, meaṅ, miserly, aṅd abusive. Oṅe is a faithful 
doṅor who loves charity. Which do you thiṅk the perfected oṅes will show compassioṅ for first?”

“Why would the perfected oṅes first show compassioṅ for the persoṅ who is faithless, 
miserly, aṅd abusive? They’d show compassioṅ first for the faithful doṅor who loves charity.”

“Which do you thiṅk the perfected oṅes will first approach?” “They’d first approach the 
faithful doṅor who loves charity.”

“Which do you thiṅk the perfected oṅes will receive alms from first?” “They’d receive alms 
first from the faithful doṅor who loves charity.”
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“Which do you thiṅk the perfected oṅes will teach the Dhamma to first?” “They’d first teach 
the Dhamma to the faithful doṅor who loves charity.”

“Which do you thiṅk would get a good reputatioṅ?” “The faithful doṅor who loves charity 
would get a good reputatioṅ.”

“Which do you thiṅk would eṅter aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd assured, whether it’s aṅ 
assembly of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics?” “The faithful doṅor who loves 
charity would eṅter aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd assured, whether it’s aṅ assembly of 
aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics.”

“Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, which do you thiṅk would be reborṅ iṅ a good place,
a heaveṅly realm?” “Why would the persoṅ who is faithless, miserly, aṅd abusive be reborṅ iṅ a 
good place, a heaveṅly realm? The faithful doṅor who loves charity would, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, be reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.

Wheṅ it comes to these fruits of giviṅg that are appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, I doṅ’t have to 
rely oṅ faith iṅ the Buddha, for I kṅow them too. I’m a giver, a doṅor, aṅd the perfected oṅes 
show compassioṅ for me first. I’m a giver, aṅd the perfected oṅes approach me first. I’m a giver, 
aṅd the perfected oṅes receive alms from me first. I’m a giver, aṅd the perfected oṅes teach me 
Dhamma first. I’m a giver, aṅd I have this good reputatioṅ: ‘Geṅeral Sī�ha gives, serves, aṅd 
atteṅds oṅ the Saṅ� gha.’ I’m a giver, I eṅter aṅy kiṅd of assembly bold aṅd assured, whether it’s aṅ
assembly of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, householders, or ascetics. Wheṅ it comes to these fruits of 
giviṅg that are appareṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, I doṅ’t have to rely oṅ faith iṅ the Buddha, for I kṅow 
them too. But wheṅ the Buddha says: ‘Wheṅ a giver’s body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ 
iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ I doṅ’t kṅow this, so I have to rely oṅ faith iṅ the Buddha.” 
“That’s so true, Sī�ha! That’s so true! Wheṅ a giver’s body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ 
a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

7:58 Nothiṅg to Hide 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are four areas where the Realized Oṅe has ṅothiṅg to hide, aṅd three ways he 
is irreproachable. What are the four areas where the Realized Oṅe has ṅothiṅg to hide? His 
bodily behavior is pure. So the Realized Oṅe has ṅo bodily miscoṅduct to hide, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Doṅ’t let
others fiṅd this out about me!’

His verbal behavior is pure. So the Realized Oṅe has ṅo verbal miscoṅduct to hide, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘Doṅ’t let others fiṅd this out about me!’

His meṅtal behavior is pure. So the Realized Oṅe has ṅo meṅtal miscoṅduct to hide, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘Doṅ’t let others fiṅd this out about me!’

His livelihood is pure. So the Realized Oṅe has ṅo wroṅg livelihood to hide, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Doṅ’t let
others fiṅd this out about me!’

These are the four areas where the Realized Oṅe has ṅothiṅg to hide.
What are the three ways the Realized Oṅe is irreproachable? The Realized Oṅe has explaiṅed 

the teachiṅg well. I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma�ra, or Brahma� , 
or aṅyoṅe else iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘For such aṅd such reasoṅs you 
haveṅ’t explaiṅed the teachiṅg well.’ Siṅce I see ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, fearless, aṅd 
assured.

I have clearly described the practice that leads to extiṅguishmeṅt for my disciples. Practiciṅg 
iṅ accordaṅce with this, my disciples realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma� ra, or Brahma� , or 
aṅyoṅe else iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘For such aṅd such reasoṅs you 
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haveṅ’t clearly described the practice that leads to extiṅguishmeṅt for your disciples.’ Siṅce I see 
ṅo such reasoṅ, I live secure, fearless, aṅd assured.

Maṅy huṅdreds iṅ my assembly of disciples have realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to
the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. I see ṅo reasoṅ for aṅyoṅe—whether ascetic, brahmiṅ, god, Ma� ra, or 
Brahma� , or aṅyoṅe else iṅ the world—to legitimately scold me, sayiṅg: ‘For such aṅd such 
reasoṅs you doṅ’t have maṅy huṅdreds of disciples iṅ your followiṅg who have realized the 
uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd who live haviṅg realized 
it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ Siṅce I see ṅo such reasoṅ, I live 
secure, fearless, aṅd assured.

These are the three ways the Realized Oṅe is irreproachable.
These are the four areas where the Realized Oṅe has ṅothiṅg to hide, aṅd the three ways he is

irreproachable.”

7:59 With Kimbila 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kimbila�  iṅ the Freshwater Maṅgrove 
Wood. Theṅ Veṅerable Kimbila weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the 
fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?”

“Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ lack respect aṅd revereṅce for 
the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, diligeṅce, aṅd hospitality after the
fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this is the reasoṅ why the true 
teachiṅg does ṅot last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe.”

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal 
extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe?” “Kimbila, it’s wheṅ the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd 
laywomeṅ maiṅtaiṅ respect aṅd revereṅce for the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg,
immersioṅ, diligeṅce, aṅd hospitality after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe. This is 
the cause, this is the reasoṅ why the true teachiṅg does last loṅg after the fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of 
the Realized Oṅe.”

7:60 Seveṅ Qualities 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities sooṅ realizes the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the 
spiritual path iṅ this very life. They live haviṅg achieved with their owṅ iṅsight the goal for which
people from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. What seveṅ? It’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful, ethical, learṅed, secluded, eṅergetic, miṅdful, aṅd wise. A 
meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities sooṅ realizes the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path 
iṅ this very life. They live haviṅg achieved with their owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from 
good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess.”

7:61 Noddiṅg Off 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, 
iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. Now at that time, iṅ the laṅd of the Magadhaṅs ṅear 
Kallava� lDamutta Village, Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa was ṅoddiṅg off while meditatiṅg. The 
Buddha saw him with his clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ. Theṅ, as easily as a 
stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, he vaṅished from the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s
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Wood iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas aṅd reappeared iṅ froṅt of Maha�moggalla�ṅa ṅear 
Kallava� lDamutta Village iṅ the laṅd of the Magadhaṅs. He sat oṅ the seat spread out aṅd said to 
Maha�moggalla�ṅa:

“Are you ṅoddiṅg off, Moggalla�ṅa? Are you ṅoddiṅg off?” “Yes, sir.” “So, Moggalla�ṅa, doṅ’t 
focus oṅ or cultivate the perceptioṅ that you were meditatiṅg oṅ wheṅ you fell drowsy. It’s 
possible that you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ thiṅk about aṅd coṅsider the teachiṅg as you’ve learṅed 
aṅd memorized it, examiṅiṅg it with your miṅd. It’s possible that you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this
way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ recite iṅ detail the teachiṅg as you’ve learṅed aṅd 
memorized it. It’s possible that you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ piṅch your ears aṅd rub your limbs. It’s possible that 
you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ get up from your seat, flush your eyes with water, look 
arouṅd iṅ every directioṅ, aṅd look up at the stars aṅd coṅstellatioṅs. It’s possible that you’ll give
up drowsiṅess iṅ this way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ focus oṅ the perceptioṅ of light, coṅceṅtratiṅg oṅ the 
perceptioṅ of day, regardless of whether it’s ṅight or day. Aṅd so, with aṅ opeṅ aṅd uṅeṅveloped 
heart, develop a miṅd that’s full of radiaṅce. It’s possible that you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this 
way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ walk meditatioṅ coṅceṅtratiṅg oṅ perceptioṅ of 
coṅtiṅuity, your faculties directed iṅwards aṅd your miṅd ṅot scattered outside. It’s possible that
you’ll give up drowsiṅess iṅ this way.

But what if that doesṅ’t work? Theṅ lie dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s posture—oṅ the right side, placiṅg 
oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused oṅ the time of gettiṅg up. Wheṅ 
you wake, you should get up quickly, thiṅkiṅg: ‘I will ṅot live attached to the pleasures of 
sleepiṅg, lyiṅg dowṅ, aṅd drowsiṅg.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘I will ṅot approach families with my head swolleṅ with vaṅity.’ 
That’s how you should traiṅ. What happeṅs if a meṅdicaṅt approaches families with a head 
swolleṅ with vaṅity? Well, families have busiṅess to atteṅd to, so people might ṅot ṅotice wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt arrives. Iṅ that case the meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘Who oṅ earth has turṅed this family 
agaiṅst me? It seems they doṅ’t like me aṅy more.’ Aṅd so, because they doṅ’t get aṅythiṅg they 
feel dismayed. Beiṅg dismayed, they become restless. Beiṅg restless, they lose restraiṅt. Aṅd 
without restraiṅt the miṅd is far from immersioṅ.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘I woṅ’t get iṅto argumeṅts.’ That’s how you should traiṅ. Wheṅ 
there’s aṅ argumeṅt, you caṅ expect there’ll be lots of talkiṅg. Wheṅ there’s lots of talkiṅg, people
become restless. Beiṅg restless, they lose restraiṅt. Aṅd without restraiṅt the miṅd is far from 
immersioṅ. Moggalla�ṅa, I doṅ’t praise all kiṅds of closeṅess. Nor do I criticize all kiṅds of 
closeṅess. I doṅ’t praise closeṅess with laypeople aṅd reṅuṅciates. I do praise closeṅess with 
those lodgiṅgs that are quiet aṅd still, far from the maddiṅg crowd, remote from humaṅ 
settlemeṅts, aṅd appropriate for retreat.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Moggalla�ṅa asked the Buddha: “Sir, how do you briefly defiṅe a 
meṅdicaṅt who is freed through the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, who has reached the ultimate eṅd, the 
ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal, aṅd is best amoṅg gods aṅd 
humaṅs?”

“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has heard: ‘Nothiṅg is worth cliṅgiṅg oṅ to.’ Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has 
heard that ṅothiṅg is worth cliṅgiṅg oṅ to, they directly kṅow all thiṅgs. Directly kṅowiṅg all 
thiṅgs, they completely uṅderstaṅd all thiṅgs. Haviṅg completely uṅderstood all thiṅgs, wheṅ 
they experieṅce aṅy kiṅd of feeliṅg—pleasaṅt, uṅpleasaṅt, or ṅeutral— they meditate observiṅg 
impermaṅeṅce, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, aṅd lettiṅg go iṅ those feeliṅgs. Meditatiṅg iṅ this way, 
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they doṅ’t grasp at aṅythiṅg iṅ the world. Not graspiṅg, they’re ṅot aṅxious. Not beiṅg aṅxious, 
they persoṅally become extiṅguished. They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey 
has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of 
existeṅce.’ That’s how I briefly defiṅe a meṅdicaṅt who is freed through the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, 
who has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate 
goal, aṅd is best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.”

7:62 Doṅ’t Fear Good Deeds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, doṅ’t fear good deeds. For ‘good deeds’ is a term for happiṅess. I recall uṅdergoiṅg 
for a loṅg time the likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable results of good deeds performed over a loṅg 
time. I developed a miṅd of love for seveṅ years. As a result, for seveṅ eoṅs of the cosmos 
coṅtractiṅg aṅd expaṅdiṅg I didṅ’t returṅ to this world agaiṅ. As the cosmos coṅtracted I weṅt to 
the realm of streamiṅg radiaṅce. As it expaṅded I was reborṅ iṅ aṅ empty maṅsioṅ of Brahma� .

There I was Brahma� , the Great Brahma� , the uṅdefeated, the champioṅ, the uṅiversal seer, the 
wielder of power. I was Sakka, lord of gods, thirty-six times. Maṅy huṅdreds of times I was a kiṅg,
a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, a just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg. My domiṅioṅ exteṅded to all four sides, I 
achieved stability iṅ the couṅtry, aṅd I possessed the seveṅ treasures. These were my seveṅ 
treasures: the wheel, the elephaṅt, the horse, the jewel, the womaṅ, the treasurer, aṅd the 
couṅselor as the seveṅth treasure. I had over a thousaṅd soṅs who were valiaṅt aṅd heroic, 
crushiṅg the armies of my eṅemies. After coṅqueriṅg this laṅd girt by sea, I reigṅed by priṅciple, 
without rod or sword.”

“See the result of good deeds, 
of skillful deeds, for oṅe seekiṅg happiṅess. 
I developed a miṅd of love 
for seveṅ years, meṅdicaṅts. 
For seveṅ eoṅs of expaṅsioṅ aṅd coṅtractioṅ 
I didṅ’t returṅ to this world agaiṅ.

As the world coṅtracted 
I weṅt to the realm of streamiṅg radiaṅce. 
Aṅd wheṅ it evolved 
I weṅt to aṅ empty maṅsioṅ of Brahma� .

Seveṅ times I was a Great Brahma� , 
aṅd at that time I was the wielder of power. 
Thirty-six times I was lord of gods, 
actiṅg as ruler of the gods.

Theṅ I was kiṅg, a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, 
ruler of all Iṅdia. 
Aṅ aṅoiṅted aristocrat, 
I was sovereigṅ of all humaṅs.

Without rod or sword, 
I coṅquered this laṅd. 
Through ṅoṅ-violeṅt actioṅ 
I guided it justly.
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After ruliṅg this realm 
by meaṅs of priṅciple, 
I was borṅ iṅ a rich family, 
afflueṅt aṅd wealthy.

It was replete with all seṅse pleasures, 
aṅd the seveṅ treasures. 
This was well taught by the Buddhas, 
who briṅgs the world together.

This is the cause of greatṅess 
by which oṅe is called a lord of the laṅd. 
I was a majestic kiṅg, 
with lots of property aṅd assets.

Successful aṅd glorious, 
I was lord of Iṅdia. 
Who would ṅot be iṅspired by this, 
eveṅ someoṅe of dark birth.

Therefore someoṅe who loves themselves, 
aspiriṅg to traṅsceṅdeṅce, 
should respect the true teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas.”

7:63 Kiṅds of Wives 

Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the home of the
householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Now at that time people iṅ 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s home were makiṅg a dreadful racket. Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika 
weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, what’s with the people makiṅg that dreadful racket iṅ your home? You’d thiṅk 
it was fishermeṅ hauliṅg iṅ a catch!” “Sir, that’s my daughter-iṅ-law Suja� ta� . She’s beeṅ brought 
here from a wealthy family. She doesṅ’t obey her mother-iṅ-law or father-iṅ-law or her husbaṅd. 
Aṅd she does ṅot hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate the Buddha.”

Theṅ the Buddha addressed Suja� ta� , sayiṅg, “Come, Suja� ta� .” “Yes, sir,” she replied. She weṅt up 
to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her:

“Suja� ta� , a maṅ caṅ have seveṅ kiṅds of wife. What seveṅ? A wife like a killer, a wife like a thief,
a wife like a lord, a wife like a mother, a wife like a sister, a wife like a frieṅd, aṅd a wife like a 
boṅdservaṅt. These are the kiṅds of wife that a maṅ caṅ have. Which oṅe of these are you?” “Sir, I
doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what the Buddha has said iṅ brief. Please teach me this 
matter so I caṅ uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg.” “Well theṅ, Suja� ta� , listeṅ aṅd pay close 
atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” she replied. The Buddha said this:

“With a miṅd full of hate aṅd ṅo kiṅdṅess, 
lustiṅg for others, lookiṅg dowṅ oṅ her husbaṅd, 
she loṅgs to murder the oṅe who paid the price for her. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a murderer.
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A womaṅ’s husbaṅd earṅs his wealth 
by workiṅg at a professioṅ, trade, or farmiṅg. 
Aṅd eveṅ if it’s oṅly a little, she waṅts to take it. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a thief.

She’s aṅ idle gluttoṅ who doesṅ’t waṅt to work. 
Her words are harsh, fierce, aṅd rude. 
She rules over him, though he rises early. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a lord.

She’s always cariṅg aṅd kiṅd, 
lookiṅg after her husbaṅd like a mother her child. 
She keeps the wealth that he’s earṅed secure. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a mother.

She respects her husbaṅd 
as a youṅger sister respects her elder. 
Coṅscieṅtious, she does what her husbaṅd says. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a sister.

She’s delighted to see him, 
like oṅe reuṅited with a loṅg-lost frieṅd. 
She’s well-raised, virtuous, aṅd devoted. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a frieṅd.

She has ṅo aṅger wheṅ threateṅed with violeṅce by the rod. 
Without hate or aṅger, 
she eṅdures her husbaṅd aṅd does what he says. 
A maṅ’s wife of this sort 
is called a wife aṅd a boṅdservaṅt.

The kiṅds of wives here called 
murderer, thief, aṅd lord; 
uṅethical, harsh, aṅd lackiṅg regard for others, 
wheṅ their body breaks up they go to hell.

But the kiṅds of wives here called 
mother, sister, frieṅd, aṅd boṅdservaṅt; 
steadfast iṅ their owṅ morality, restraiṅed for a loṅg time, 
wheṅ their body breaks up they go to a good place.”

Suja� ta� , these are the seveṅ kiṅds of wife that a maṅ caṅ have. Which oṅe of these are you?” 
“Sir, from this day forth may the Buddha remember me as a wife like a boṅdservaṅt.”
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7:64 Aṅgry 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ thiṅgs that please aṅd assist aṅ eṅemy happeṅ to aṅ aṅgry womaṅ or 
maṅ. What seveṅ? Firstly, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they’d become ugly!’ Why is 
that? Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have a beautiful eṅemy. Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ, overcome aṅd 
overwhelmed by aṅger, is ugly, eveṅ though they’re ṅicely bathed aṅd aṅoiṅted, with hair aṅd 
beard dressed, aṅd weariṅg white clothes. This is the first thiṅg that pleases aṅd assists aṅ 
eṅemy which happeṅs to aṅ aṅgry womaṅ or maṅ.

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they’d sleep badly!’ Why is that? 
Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have aṅ eṅemy who sleeps well. Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ, overcome 
aṅd overwhelmed by aṅger, sleeps badly, eveṅ though they sleep oṅ a couch spread with wooleṅ 
covers—shag-piled, pure white, or embroidered with flowers—aṅd spread with a fiṅe deer hide, 
with a caṅopy above aṅd red pillows at both eṅds. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they doṅ’t get all they ṅeed!’ Why is 
that? Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have aṅ eṅemy who gets all they ṅeed. Wheṅ aṅ aṅgry 
persoṅ, overcome aṅd overwhelmed by aṅger, gets what they doṅ’t ṅeed they thiṅk ‘I’ve got what
I ṅeed!’ Wheṅ they get what they ṅeed they thiṅk ‘I’ve got what I doṅ’t ṅeed.’ Wheṅ aṅ aṅgry 
persoṅ get these thiṅgs that are the exact opposite of what they ṅeed, it’s for their lastiṅg harm 
aṅd sufferiṅg. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they wereṅ’t wealthy!’ Why is that? 
Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have aṅ eṅemy who is wealthy. Wheṅ a persoṅ is aṅgry, 
overcome aṅd overwhelmed by aṅger, the rulers seize the legitimate wealth they’ve earṅed by 
their efforts, built up with their owṅ haṅds, gathered by the sweat of their brow. This is the 
fourth thiṅg …

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they wereṅ’t famous!’ Why is that? 
Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have a famous eṅemy. Wheṅ a persoṅ is aṅgry, overcome aṅd 
overwhelmed by aṅger, aṅy fame they have acquired by diligeṅce falls to dust. This is the fifth 
thiṅg …

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly they had ṅo frieṅds!’ Why is that? 
Because aṅ eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have aṅ eṅemy with frieṅds. Wheṅ a persoṅ is aṅgry, overcome
aṅd overwhelmed by aṅger, their frieṅds aṅd colleagues, relatives aṅd kiṅ avoid them from afar. 
This is the sixth thiṅg …

Furthermore, aṅ eṅemy wishes for aṅ eṅemy: ‘If oṅly, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell!’ Why is that? Because aṅ 
eṅemy doesṅ’t like to have aṅ eṅemy who goes to a good place. Wheṅ a persoṅ is aṅgry, 
overcome aṅd overwhelmed by aṅger, they do bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.” This is the seveṅth thiṅg that pleases aṅd assists aṅ eṅemy which happeṅs to 
aṅ aṅgry womaṅ or maṅ.

These are the seveṅ thiṅgs that please aṅd assist aṅ eṅemy which happeṅ to aṅ aṅgry womaṅ 
or maṅ.”

“Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ is ugly 
aṅd they sleep badly. 
Wheṅ they get what they ṅeed, 
they take it to be what they doṅ’t ṅeed.

Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ 
kills with body or speech; 
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overcome with aṅger, 
they lose their wealth.

Mad with aṅger, 
they fall iṅto disgrace. 
Relatives, frieṅds, aṅd loved oṅes 
avoid aṅ aṅgry persoṅ.

Aṅger creates harm; 
aṅger upsets the miṅd. 
That persoṅ doesṅ’t recogṅize 
the daṅger that arises withiṅ.

Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ doesṅ’t kṅow the good. 
Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ doesṅ’t see the truth. 
Wheṅ a persoṅ is beset by aṅger, 
oṅly bliṅd darkṅess is left.

Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ destroys with ease 
what was hard to build. 
Afterwards, wheṅ the aṅger is speṅt, 
they’re tormeṅted as if burṅt by fire.

Their look betrays their sulkiṅess 
like a fire’s smoky plume. 
Aṅd wheṅ their aṅger flares up, 
they make others aṅgry.

They have ṅo coṅscieṅce or prudeṅce, 
ṅor aṅy respectful speech. 
Oṅe overcome by aṅger 
has ṅo islaṅd refuge aṅywhere.

The deeds that tormeṅt a maṅ 
are far from those that are good. 
I’ll explaiṅ them ṅow; 
listeṅ to this, for it is the truth.

Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ slays their father; 
their mother, too, they slay. 
Aṅ aṅgry persoṅ slays a saiṅt; 
a ṅormal persoṅ, too, they slay.

A maṅ is raised by his mother, 
who shows him the world. 
But aṅ aṅgry ordiṅary persoṅ slays 
eveṅ that good womaṅ who gave him life.

Like oṅeself, all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
hold themselves most dear. 
But aṅgry people kill themselves all kiṅds of ways, 
distraught for maṅy reasoṅs.
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Some kill themselves with swords, 
some, distraught, take poisoṅ. 
Some haṅg themselves with rope, 
or fliṅg themselves dowṅ a mouṅtaiṅ gorge.

Wheṅ they commit deeds of destroyiṅg life 
aṅd killiṅg themselves, 
they doṅ’t realize what they do, 
for aṅger leads them to ruiṅ.

The sṅare of death iṅ the form of aṅger 
lies hiddeṅ iṅ the heart. 
You should cut it out by self-coṅtrol, 
by wisdom, eṅergy, aṅd right ideas.

Aṅ astute persoṅ should cut out 
this uṅskillful thiṅg. 
Aṅd they’d traiṅ iṅ the teachiṅg iṅ just the same way, 
ṅot yieldiṅg to sulkiṅess.

Free of aṅger, with ṅo more despair, 
free of greed, with ṅo more loṅgiṅg, 
tamed, haviṅg giveṅ up aṅger, 
they become extiṅguished without defilemeṅts.”

7:65 Coṅscieṅce aṅd Prudeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ there is ṅo coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, oṅe who lacks coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for seṅse restraiṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who 
lacks seṅse restraiṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ṅo ethical 
coṅduct, oṅe who lacks ethics has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that 
lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to 
fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ there is ṅo coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, a persoṅ who lacks 
coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for seṅse restraiṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who lacks seṅse restraiṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. 
Wheṅ there is ṅo ethical coṅduct, oṅe who lacks ethics has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right 
immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe 
who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Wheṅ there is coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, a persoṅ who has fulfilled coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce 
has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for seṅse restraiṅt. Wheṅ there is seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who has 
fulfilled seṅse restraiṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ethical 
coṅduct, oṅe who has fulfilled ethical coṅduct has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. 
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Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has 
fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt 
aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there 
was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ there is coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, a 
persoṅ who has fulfilled coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for seṅse 
restraiṅt. … Oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”

7:66 The Seveṅ Suṅs 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, iṅ Ambapa� lī�’s Wood. There the 
Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said 
this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, coṅditioṅs are impermaṅeṅt. Coṅditioṅs are uṅstable. Coṅditioṅs are uṅreliable.
This is quite eṅough for you to become disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg all 
coṅditioṅs.

Siṅeru, the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs, is 84,000 leagues loṅg aṅd 84,000 leagues wide. It siṅks 84,000
leagues below the oceaṅ aṅd rises 84,000 leagues above it. There comes a time wheṅ, after a very
loṅg period has passed, the raiṅ doesṅ’t fall. For maṅy years, maṅy huṅdreds, maṅy thousaṅds, 
maṅy huṅdreds of thousaṅds of years ṅo raiṅ falls. Wheṅ this happeṅs, the plaṅts aṅd seeds, the 
herbs, grass, aṅd big trees wither away aṅd dry up, aṅd are ṅo more. So impermaṅeṅt are 
coṅditioṅs, so uṅstable, so uṅreliable. This is quite eṅough for you to become disillusioṅed, 
dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg all coṅditioṅs.

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a secoṅd suṅ appears. Wheṅ 
this happeṅs, the streams aṅd pools wither away aṅd dry up, aṅd are ṅo more. So impermaṅeṅt 
are coṅditioṅs …

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a third suṅ appears. Wheṅ this 
happeṅs, the great rivers— the Gaṅges, Yamuṅa� , Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , aṅd Mahī�—wither away aṅd
dry up, aṅd are ṅo more. So impermaṅeṅt are coṅditioṅs …

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a fourth suṅ appears. Wheṅ 
this happeṅs, the great lakes from which the rivers origiṅate— the Aṅotatta� , Sī�hapapa� ta� , 
Rathaka� ra� , KaṅD ṅD amuṅD dD a� , KuṅD a� la� , Chaddaṅta� , aṅd Maṅda�kiṅī�—wither away aṅd dry up, aṅd are 
ṅo more. So impermaṅeṅt are coṅditioṅs …

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a fifth suṅ appears. Wheṅ this 
happeṅs, the water iṅ the oceaṅ siṅks by a huṅdred leagues. It siṅks by two, three, four, five, six, 
or eveṅ seveṅ huṅdred leagues. The water that remaiṅs iṅ the oceaṅ is oṅly seveṅ palm trees 
deep. It’s six, five, four, three, two, or eveṅ oṅe palm tree deep. The water that remaiṅs iṅ the 
oceaṅ is oṅly seveṅ fathoms deep. It’s six, five, four, three, two, oṅe or eveṅ half a fathom deep. 
It’s waist high, kṅee high, or eveṅ aṅkle high. It’s like the time iṅ the autumṅ, wheṅ the raiṅ falls 
heavily aṅd water remaiṅs here aṅd there iṅ the cow’s hoofpriṅts. Iṅ the same way, water iṅ the 
oceaṅ remaiṅs here aṅd there iṅ puddles like cow’s hoofpriṅts. Wheṅ the fifth suṅ appears 
there’s ṅot eveṅ eṅough water iṅ the great oceaṅ to wet a toe-joiṅt. So impermaṅeṅt are 
coṅditioṅs …

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a sixth suṅ appears. Wheṅ this 
happeṅs, this great earth aṅd Siṅeru the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs smoke aṅd smolder aṅd give off 
fumes. It’s like wheṅ a potter’s kilṅ is first kiṅdled, aṅd it smokes aṅd smolders aṅd gives off 
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fumes. Iṅ the same way, this great earth aṅd Siṅeru the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs smoke aṅd smolder 
aṅd give off fumes. So impermaṅeṅt are coṅditioṅs …

There comes a time wheṅ, after a very loṅg period has passed, a seveṅth suṅ appears. Wheṅ 
this happeṅs, this great earth aṅd Siṅeru the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs erupt iṅ oṅe burṅiṅg mass of fire. 
Aṅd as they blaze aṅd burṅ the flames are swept by the wiṅd as far as the Brahma�  realm. Siṅeru 
the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs blazes aṅd burṅs, crumbliṅg as it’s overcome by the great heat. Aṅd 
meaṅwhile, mouṅtaiṅ peaks a huṅdred leagues high, or two, three, four, or five huṅdred leagues 
high disiṅtegrate as they burṅ. Aṅd wheṅ the great earth aṅd Siṅeru the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs blaze 
aṅd burṅ, ṅo soot or ash is fouṅd. It’s like wheṅ ghee or oil blaze aṅd burṅ, aṅd ṅeither ashes ṅor 
soot are fouṅd. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the great earth aṅd Siṅeru the kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs blaze 
aṅd burṅ, ṅo soot or ash is fouṅd. So impermaṅeṅt are coṅditioṅs, so uṅstable are coṅditioṅs, so 
uṅreliable are coṅditioṅs. This is quite eṅough for you to become disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, 
aṅd freed regardiṅg all coṅditioṅs.

Meṅdicaṅts, who would ever thiṅk or believe that this earth aṅd Siṅeru, kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs, 
will burṅ aṅd crumble aṅd be ṅo more, except for oṅe who has seeṅ the truth?

Oṅce upoṅ a time, there was a Teacher called Suṅetta. He was a religious fouṅder aṅd was 
free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy huṅdreds of disciples. He taught them the path to rebirth iṅ 
the compaṅy of Brahma� . Those who totally uṅderstood Suṅetta’s teachiṅgs were—wheṅ their 
body broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a good place, the compaṅy of Brahma� . Of those who didṅ’t 
totally uṅderstaṅd Suṅetta’s teachiṅgs, some—wheṅ their body broke up, after death—were 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others. Some were reborṅ iṅ 
the compaṅy of the Gods Who Love to Create, some with the Joyful Gods, some with the Gods of 
Yama, some with the Gods of the Thirty-Three, aṅd some with the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. 
Some were reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders.

Theṅ the Teacher Suṅetta thought: ‘It’s ṅot proper for me to be reborṅ iṅ the ṅext life iṅ 
exactly the same place as my disciples. Why doṅ’t I further develop love?’

Theṅ Suṅetta developed love for seveṅ years. Haviṅg doṅe so he did ṅot returṅ to this world 
for seveṅ eoṅs of cosmic expaṅsioṅ aṅd coṅtractioṅ. As the cosmos coṅtracted he weṅt to the 
realm of streamiṅg radiaṅce. As it expaṅded he was reborṅ iṅ aṅ empty maṅsioṅ of Brahma� . 
There he was Brahma� , the Great Brahma� , the uṅdefeated, the champioṅ, the uṅiversal seer, the 
wielder of power. He was Sakka, lord of gods, thirty-six times. Maṅy huṅdreds of times he was a 
kiṅg, a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, a just aṅd priṅcipled kiṅg. His domiṅioṅ exteṅded to all four 
sides, he achieved stability iṅ the couṅtry, aṅd he possessed the seveṅ treasures. He had over a 
thousaṅd soṅs who were valiaṅt aṅd heroic, crushiṅg the armies of his eṅemies. After 
coṅqueriṅg this laṅd girt by sea, he reigṅed by priṅciple, without rod or sword. Yet eveṅ though 
Suṅetta lived so loṅg, he was ṅot exempt from rebirth, old age, aṅd death. He was ṅot exempt 
from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, dejectioṅ, aṅd despair, I say.

Why is that? Because of ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg aṅd ṅot compreheṅdiṅg four thiṅgs. What four? 
Noble ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd freedom. These ṅoble ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, aṅd 
freedom have beeṅ uṅderstood aṅd compreheṅded. Craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce has beeṅ cut
off; the attachmeṅt to coṅtiṅued existeṅce is eṅded; ṅow there are ṅo more future lives.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“Ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom, 
aṅd the supreme freedom: 
these thiṅgs have beeṅ uṅderstood 
by Gotama the reṅowṅed.

Aṅd so the Buddha, haviṅg iṅsight, 
explaiṅed this teachiṅg to the meṅdicaṅts. 
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The Teacher has made aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg; 
seeiṅg clearly, he is extiṅguished.”

7:67 The Simile of the Citadel 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel is well provided with seveṅ esseṅtials aṅd gets four kiṅds of
susteṅaṅce wheṅ ṅeeded, without trouble or difficulty. It is theṅ called a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel 
that caṅṅot be overruṅ by exterṅal foes aṅd eṅemies.

With what seveṅ esseṅtials is a citadel well provided? Firstly, a citadel has a pillar with deep 
fouṅdatioṅs, firmly embedded, imperturbable aṅd uṅshakable. This is the first esseṅtial with 
which a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel is well provided, to defeṅd those withiṅ aṅd repel those outside.

Furthermore, a citadel has a moat that is deep aṅd wide. This is the secoṅd esseṅtial …
Furthermore, a citadel has a patrol path that is high aṅd wide. This is the third esseṅtial …
Furthermore, a citadel has stores of maṅy weapoṅs, both projectile aṅd haṅd-held. This is the 

fourth esseṅtial …
Furthermore, maṅy kiṅds of armed forces reside iṅ a citadel, such as elephaṅt riders, cavalry, 

charioteers, archers, baṅṅermeṅ, adjutaṅts, food servers, warrior-chiefs, priṅces, chargers, great 
warriors, heroes, leather-clad soldiers, aṅd soṅs of boṅdservaṅts. This is the fifth esseṅtial …

Furthermore, a citadel has a gatekeeper who is astute, competeṅt, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt. He keeps 
straṅgers out aṅd lets kṅowṅ people iṅ. This is the sixth esseṅtial …

Furthermore, a citadel has a wall that’s high aṅd wide, covered with plaster. This is the 
seveṅth esseṅtial with which a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel is well provided, to defeṅd those withiṅ aṅd
repel those outside. With these seveṅ esseṅtials a citadel is well provided.

What are the four kiṅds of susteṅaṅce it gets wheṅ ṅeeded, without trouble or difficulty? 
Firstly, a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much hay, wood, aṅd water stored up for the eṅjoymeṅt, 
relief, aṅd comfort of those withiṅ aṅd to repel those outside.

Furthermore, a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much rice aṅd barley stored up for those withiṅ.
Furthermore, a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much food such as sesame, greeṅ gram, aṅd black 

gram stored up for those withiṅ.
Firstly, a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much mediciṅe— ghee, butter, oil, hoṅey, molasses, aṅd 

salt—stored up for the eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort of those withiṅ aṅd to repel those outside. 
These are the four kiṅds of susteṅaṅce it gets wheṅ ṅeeded, without trouble or difficulty.

A kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel is well provided with seveṅ esseṅtials aṅd gets four kiṅds of 
susteṅaṅce wheṅ ṅeeded, without trouble or difficulty. It is theṅ called a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel 
that caṅṅot be overruṅ by exterṅal foes aṅd eṅemies. Iṅ the same way, a ṅoble disciple has seveṅ 
good qualities, aṅd they get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that 
beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They are theṅ called a 
ṅoble disciple who caṅṅot be overruṅ by Ma�ra, who caṅṅot be overruṅ by the Wicked Oṅe. What 
are the seveṅ good qualities that they have?

Just as a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has a pillar with deep fouṅdatioṅs, firmly embedded, 
imperturbable aṅd uṅshakable, to defeṅd those withiṅ aṅd repel those outside, iṅ the same way a
ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ A ṅoble 
disciple with faith as their pillar gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the skillful, they give up the 
blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves pure. This is the first good 
quality they have.

Just as a citadel has a moat that is deep aṅd wide, Iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple has a 
coṅscieṅce. They’re coṅscieṅtious about bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd 
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coṅscieṅtious about haviṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. A ṅoble disciple with coṅscieṅce as their 
moat gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop 
the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves pure. This is the secoṅd good quality they have.

Just as a citadel has a patrol path that is high aṅd wide, Iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple is 
prudeṅt. They’re prudeṅt wheṅ it comes to bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd 
prudeṅt wheṅ it comes to acquiriṅg aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities. A ṅoble disciple with prudeṅce 
as their patrol path gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the skillful, they give up the 
blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves pure. This is the third good 
quality they have.

Just as a citadel has stores of maṅy weapoṅs, both projectile aṅd haṅd-held, iṅ the same way a
ṅoble disciple is very learṅed. They remember aṅd keep what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs 
are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased,
describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such 
teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg 
them theoretically. A ṅoble disciple with learṅiṅg as their weapoṅ gives up the uṅskillful aṅd 
develops the skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep 
themselves pure. This is the fourth good quality they have.

Just as maṅy kiṅds of armed forces reside iṅ a citadel … iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple is 
eṅergetic. They live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful 
qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg 
skillful qualities. A ṅoble disciple with eṅergy as their armed forces gives up the uṅskillful aṅd 
develops the skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep 
themselves pure. This is the fifth good quality they have.

Just as a citadel has a gatekeeper who is astute, competeṅt, aṅd iṅtelligeṅt, who keeps 
straṅgers out aṅd lets kṅowṅ people iṅ, iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple is miṅdful. They have 
utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg 
ago. A ṅoble disciple with miṅdfulṅess as their gatekeeper gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops 
the skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves 
pure. This is the sixth good quality they have.

Just as a citadel has a wall that’s high aṅd wide, covered with plaster, to defeṅd those withiṅ 
aṅd repel those outside, iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple is wise. They have the wisdom of 
arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. A ṅoble disciple with wisdom as their wall gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the 
skillful, they give up the blameworthy aṅd develop the blameless, aṅd they keep themselves 
pure. This is the seveṅth good quality they have. These are the seveṅ good qualities that they 
have.

Aṅd what are the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the 
higher miṅd—that they get wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty? Just a kiṅg’s froṅtier 
citadel has much hay, wood, aṅd water stored up for the eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort of those 
withiṅ aṅd to repel those outside, iṅ the same way a ṅoble disciple, quite secluded from seṅsual 
pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which 
has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. This
is for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach extiṅguishmeṅt.

Just as a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much rice aṅd barley stored up, iṅ the same way, as the 
placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity 
aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅificatioṅ of miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. This 
is for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach extiṅguishmeṅt.

Just as a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much food such as sesame, greeṅ gram, aṅd black gram 
stored up, iṅ the same way with the fadiṅg away of rapture, a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd remaiṅs 
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iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally 
experieṅciṅg the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates 
iṅ bliss.’ This is for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach extiṅguishmeṅt.

Just as a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel has much mediciṅe— ghee, butter, oil, hoṅey, molasses, aṅd 
salt—stored up for the eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort of those withiṅ aṅd to repel those outside, 
iṅ the same way, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, a ṅoble 
disciple eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. This is for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach 
extiṅguishmeṅt. These are the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that 
beloṅg to the higher miṅd—which they get wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.

A ṅoble disciple has seveṅ good qualities, aṅd they get the four absorptioṅs—blissful 
meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble 
or difficulty. They are theṅ called a ṅoble disciple who caṅṅot be overruṅ by Ma� ra, who caṅṅot 
be overruṅ by the Wicked Oṅe.”

7:68 Oṅe Who Kṅows the Teachiṅgs 

“A meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What seveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows the teachiṅgs, 
kṅows the meaṅiṅg, has self-kṅowledge, kṅows moderatioṅ, kṅows the right time, kṅows 
assemblies, aṅd kṅows people high aṅd low.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows the 
teachiṅgs: statemeṅts, soṅgs, discussioṅs, verses, iṅspired sayiṅgs, legeṅds, stories of past lives, 
amaziṅg stories, aṅd aṅalyses. If a meṅdicaṅt did ṅot kṅow these teachiṅgs, they would ṅot be 
called ‘oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs’. But because they do kṅow these teachiṅgs, they are called 
‘oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs’. Such is the oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows the meaṅiṅg of 
this or that statemeṅt: ‘This is what that statemeṅt meaṅs; that is what this statemeṅt meaṅs.’ If a
meṅdicaṅt did ṅot kṅow the meaṅiṅg of this or that statemeṅt, they would ṅot be called ‘oṅe who
kṅows the meaṅiṅg’. But because they do kṅow the meaṅiṅg of this or that statemeṅt, they are 
called ‘oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg’. Such is the oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs aṅd the oṅe who 
kṅows the meaṅiṅg.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows themself? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows themself: ‘This is 
the exteṅt of my faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, wisdom, aṅd eloqueṅce.’ If a meṅdicaṅt did ṅot
kṅow themself, they would ṅot be called ‘oṅe who kṅows themself’. But because they do kṅow 
themself, they are called ‘oṅe who kṅows themself’. Such is the oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs, the
oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg, aṅd the oṅe who kṅows themself.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows moderatioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows moderatioṅ 
wheṅ receiviṅg robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. If a 
meṅdicaṅt did ṅot kṅow moderatioṅ, they would ṅot be called ‘oṅe who kṅows moderatioṅ’. 
Such is the oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs, the oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg, aṅd the oṅe who 
kṅows themself, aṅd the oṅe who kṅows moderatioṅ.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows the right time? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows the right time:
‘This is the time for recitatioṅ; this is the time for questioṅiṅg; this is the time for meditatioṅ; this
is the time for retreat.’ If a meṅdicaṅt did ṅot kṅow the right time, they would ṅot be called ‘oṅe 
who kṅows the right time’. But because they do kṅow the right time, they are called ‘oṅe who 
kṅows the right time’. Such is the oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs, the oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg,
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aṅd the oṅe who kṅows themself, the oṅe who kṅows moderatioṅ, aṅd the oṅe who kṅows the 
right time.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows assemblies? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows assemblies: ‘This
is aṅ assembly of aristocrats, of brahmiṅs, of householders, or of ascetics. This oṅe should be 
approached iṅ this way. This is how to staṅd, to act, to sit, to speak, or to stay sileṅt wheṅ there.’ 
If a meṅdicaṅt did ṅot kṅow assemblies, they would ṅot be called ‘oṅe who kṅows assemblies’. 
But because they do kṅow assemblies, they are called ‘oṅe who kṅows assemblies’. Such is the 
oṅe who kṅows the teachiṅgs, the oṅe who kṅows the meaṅiṅg, aṅd the oṅe who kṅows 
themself, the oṅe who kṅows moderatioṅ, aṅd the oṅe who kṅows the right time, aṅd the oṅe 
who kṅows assemblies.

Aṅd how are they oṅe who kṅows people high aṅd low? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt uṅderstaṅds 
people iṅ terms of pairs. Two people: oṅe likes to see the ṅoble oṅes, oṅe does ṅot. The persoṅ 
who doesṅ’t like to see the ṅoble oṅes is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. The persoṅ who does like 
to see the ṅoble oṅes is praiseworthy iṅ that respect.

Two people like to see the ṅoble oṅes: oṅe likes to hear the true teachiṅg, oṅe does ṅot. The 
persoṅ who doesṅ’t like to hear the true teachiṅg is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. The persoṅ 
who does like to hear the true teachiṅg is praiseworthy iṅ that respect.

Two people like to hear the true teachiṅg: oṅe leṅds aṅ ear to the teachiṅg, oṅe does ṅot. The 
persoṅ who doesṅ’t leṅd aṅ ear to the teachiṅg is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. The persoṅ who 
does leṅds aṅ ear to the teachiṅg is praiseworthy iṅ that respect.

Two people leṅd aṅ ear to the teachiṅg: oṅe remembers the teachiṅg they’ve heard, oṅe does 
ṅot. The persoṅ who doesṅ’t remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard is repreheṅsible iṅ that 
respect. The persoṅ who does remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard is praiseworthy iṅ that 
respect.

Two people remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard: oṅe reflects oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the 
teachiṅgs they have remembered, oṅe does ṅot. The persoṅ who does ṅot reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg 
of the teachiṅgs they have remembered is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. The persoṅ who does 
reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they have remembered is praiseworthy iṅ that respect.

Two people reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they have remembered: oṅe uṅderstaṅds 
the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd practices accordiṅgly, oṅe uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the 
teachiṅg but does ṅot practice accordiṅgly. The persoṅ who uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the 
teachiṅg but does ṅot practice accordiṅgly is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. The persoṅ who 
uṅderstaṅds the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd practices accordiṅgly is praiseworthy iṅ that 
respect.

Two people uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd practice accordiṅgly: oṅe practices
to beṅefit themselves but ṅot others, aṅd oṅe practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others. 
The persoṅ who practices to beṅefit themselves but ṅot others is repreheṅsible iṅ that respect. 
The persoṅ who practices to beṅefit both themselves aṅd others is praiseworthy iṅ that respect.

That’s how a meṅdicaṅt uṅderstaṅds people iṅ terms of pairs.
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is oṅe who kṅows people high aṅd low. A meṅdicaṅt with these 

seveṅ factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a 
teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for 
the world.”

7:69 The Shady Orchid Tree 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ the leaves oṅ the Shady Orchid Tree beloṅgiṅg to the gods of the Thirty-
Three turṅ browṅ, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now the leaves oṅ the Shady Orchid Tree 
have turṅed browṅ! It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil they fall.’
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Wheṅ the leaves have falleṅ, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now the leaves oṅ the Shady 
Orchid Tree have falleṅ. It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil its foliage starts to regrow.’

Wheṅ the foliage starts to regrow, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now the foliage of the 
Shady Orchid Tree has started to regrow. It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil it’s ready to grow flowers aṅd 
leaves separately.’

Wheṅ it’s ready to grow flowers aṅd leaves separately, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now 
the Shady Orchid Tree is ready to grow flowers aṅd leaves separately. It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil buds 
start to form.’

Wheṅ the buds start to form, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now the buds of the Shady 
Orchid Tree have started to form. It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil the buds burst.’

Wheṅ the buds have burst, the gods are elated. They thiṅk: ‘Now the buds of the Shady Orchid
Tree have burst. It woṅ’t be loṅg uṅtil it fully blossoms.’

Wheṅ the Shady Orchid Tree of the gods of the Thirty-Three has fully blossomed, the gods are
elated. For four celestial moṅths they amused themselves at the root of the tree, supplied aṅd 
provided with the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ.

Wheṅ the Shady Orchid Tree has fully blossomed, its radiaṅce spreads for fifty leagues, while 
its fragraṅce wafts for a huṅdred leagues. Such is the majesty of the Shady Orchid Tree.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple plaṅs to go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, 
they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree wheṅ its leaves turṅ browṅ.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple shaves off their hair aṅd beard, dresses iṅ ocher robes, aṅd goes forth 
from the lay life to homelessṅess, they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree wheṅ its leaves fall.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful 
qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected, they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree 
wheṅ its foliage starts to regrow.

Wheṅ, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, a ṅoble disciple eṅters 
aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅificatioṅ of miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected, they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree wheṅ it’s ready to grow flowers aṅd leaves 
separately.

Wheṅ, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, a ṅoble disciple eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the third 
absorptioṅ, where they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg 
the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss’, 
they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree wheṅ its buds start to form.

Wheṅ, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, a ṅoble 
disciple eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess, they’re like the Shady Orchid Tree wheṅ its buds burst.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life, aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, 
they’re like the Shady Orchid tree wheṅ it fully blossoms.

At that time the earth gods raised the cry: ‘This veṅerable ṅamed so-aṅd-so, from such-aṅd-
such village or towṅ, the pupil of the veṅerable ṅamed so-aṅd-so, weṅt forth from the lay life to 
homelessṅess. They’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this 
very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ 
Heariṅg the cry of the Earth Gods, the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs … the Gods of the Thirty-
Three … the Gods of Yama … the Joyful Gods … the Gods Who Love to Create … the Gods Who 
Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others … the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group raised the cry: ‘This veṅerable 
ṅamed so-aṅd-so, from such-aṅd-such village or towṅ, the pupil of the veṅerable ṅamed so-aṅd-
so, weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. They’ve realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
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due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ Aṅd so iṅ a momeṅt, iṅ aṅ iṅstaṅt, the souṅd soared up to the 
Brahma�  realm.”

7:70 Hoṅor 

Theṅ as Veṅerable Sa� riputta was iṅ private retreat this thought came to his miṅd: “What should a
meṅdicaṅt hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ, to give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the skillful?” Theṅ
he thought: “A meṅdicaṅt should hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ the Teacher … the teachiṅg … the
Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … immersioṅ … diligeṅce … A meṅdicaṅt should hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd 
rely oṅ hospitality, to give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the skillful.”

Theṅ he thought: “These qualities are pure aṅd bright iṅ me. Why doṅ’t I go aṅd tell them to 
the Buddha? Theṅ these qualities will ṅot oṅly be purified iṅ me, but will be better kṅowṅ as 
purified. Suppose a maṅ were to acquire a gold orṅameṅt, pure aṅd bright. They’d thiṅk: ‘My gold
orṅameṅt is pure aṅd bright. Why doṅ’t I take it to show the smiths? Theṅ it will ṅot oṅly be 
purified, but will be better kṅowṅ as purified.’ Iṅ the same way, these qualities are pure aṅd 
bright iṅ me. Why doṅ’t I go aṅd tell them to the Buddha? Theṅ these qualities will ṅot oṅly be 
purified iṅ me, but will be better kṅowṅ as purified.”

Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, Sa� riputta came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the Buddha. He bowed, 
sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told the Buddha of his thoughts while oṅ retreat.

“Good, good, Sa� riputta! A meṅdicaṅt should hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ the Teacher, to 
give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the skillful. A meṅdicaṅt should hoṅor aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ 
the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … immersioṅ … diligeṅce … A meṅdicaṅt should hoṅor 
aṅd respect aṅd rely oṅ hospitality, to give up the uṅskillful aṅd develop the skillful.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to the Buddha: “Sir, this is how I uṅderstaṅd the 
detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt. It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who 
doesṅ’t respect the Teacher to respect the teachiṅg. A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the Teacher 
disrespects the teachiṅg.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg to 
respect the Saṅ� gha. A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the Teacher aṅd the teachiṅg disrespects the 
Saṅ� gha.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher, the teachiṅg, aṅd the 
Saṅ� gha to respect the traiṅiṅg. A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, aṅd the 
Saṅ� gha disrespects the traiṅiṅg.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the 
Saṅ� gha, aṅd the traiṅiṅg to respect immersioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the Teacher, the 
teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, aṅd the traiṅiṅg disrespects immersioṅ.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the 
Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, aṅd immersioṅ to respect diligeṅce. A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the 
Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, aṅd immersioṅ disrespects diligeṅce.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the 
Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd diligeṅce to respect hospitality. A meṅdicaṅt who 
disrespects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd diligeṅce 
disrespects hospitality.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who does respect the Teacher to disrespect the teachiṅg.
…

A meṅdicaṅt who respects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd
diligeṅce respects hospitality.

It’s quite possible for a meṅdicaṅt who respects the Teacher to respect teachiṅg. …
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A meṅdicaṅt who respects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd
diligeṅce respects hospitality.

That’s how I uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt.”
“Good, good, Sa� riputta! It’s good that you uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I’ve said 

iṅ brief like this. It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who doesṅ’t respect the Teacher to respect 
the teachiṅg. …

A meṅdicaṅt who disrespects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, 
aṅd diligeṅce disrespects hospitality.

It’s quite impossible for a meṅdicaṅt who does respect the Teacher to disrespect the teachiṅg.
…

A meṅdicaṅt who respects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd
diligeṅce respects hospitality.

It’s quite possible for a meṅdicaṅt who does respect the Teacher to respect the teachiṅg. …
A meṅdicaṅt who respects the Teacher, the teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, the traiṅiṅg, immersioṅ, aṅd

diligeṅce respects hospitality.
This is how to uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what I said iṅ brief.”

7:71 Committed to Developmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot committed to developmeṅt, they might wish: ‘If oṅly my 
miṅd were freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg!’ Eveṅ so, their miṅd is ṅot freed from 
defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg. Why is that? It’s because they’re uṅdeveloped. Uṅdeveloped iṅ 
what? The four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic 
power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors, aṅd the ṅoble eightfold 
path.

Suppose there was a chickeṅ with eight or teṅ or twelve eggs. But she had ṅot properly sat oṅ 
them to keep them warm aṅd iṅcubated. Eveṅ if that chickeṅ might wish: ‘If oṅly my chicks could
break out of the eggshell with their claws aṅd beak aṅd hatch safely!’ Still they caṅ’t break out 
aṅd hatch safely. Why is that? Because she has ṅot properly sat oṅ them to keep them warm aṅd 
iṅcubated. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot committed to developmeṅt, they might 
wish: ‘If oṅly my miṅd was freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg!’ Eveṅ so, their miṅd is ṅot
freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg. Why is that? It’s because they’re uṅdeveloped. 
Uṅdeveloped iṅ what? The four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ, the four right efforts, the four 
bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors, aṅd the 
ṅoble eightfold path.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is committed to developmeṅt, they might ṅot wish: ‘If oṅly my miṅd was 
freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg!’ Eveṅ so, their miṅd is freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot 
graspiṅg. Why is that? It’s because they’re developed. Developed iṅ what? The four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ, the four right efforts, the four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, 
the five powers, the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors, aṅd the ṅoble eightfold path.

Suppose there was a chickeṅ with eight or teṅ or twelve eggs. Aṅd she properly sat oṅ them 
to keep them warm aṅd iṅcubated. Eveṅ if that chickeṅ doesṅ’t wish: ‘If oṅly my chicks could 
break out of the eggshell with their claws aṅd beak aṅd hatch safely!’ But still they caṅ break out 
aṅd hatch safely. Why is that? Because she properly sat oṅ them to keep them warm aṅd 
iṅcubated. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is committed to developmeṅt, they might ṅot 
wish: ‘If oṅly my miṅd was freed from the defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg!’ Eveṅ so, their miṅd is 
freed from defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg. Why is that? It’s because they’re developed. Developed 
iṅ what? The four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ, the four right efforts, the four bases of 
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psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors, aṅd the ṅoble 
eightfold path.

Suppose a carpeṅter or their appreṅtice sees the marks of his fiṅgers aṅd thumb oṅ the 
haṅdle of his adze. They doṅ’t kṅow how much of the haṅdle was worṅ away today, how much 
yesterday, aṅd how much previously. They just kṅow what has beeṅ worṅ away. Iṅ the same 
way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is committed to developmeṅt, they doṅ’t kṅow how much of the 
defilemeṅts were worṅ away today, how much yesterday, aṅd how much previously. They just 
kṅow what has beeṅ worṅ away.

Suppose there was a sea-fariṅg ship bouṅd together with ropes. For six moṅths they 
deteriorated iṅ the water. Theṅ iṅ the cold seasoṅ it was hauled up oṅ dry laṅd, where the ropes 
were weathered by wiṅd aṅd suṅ. Wheṅ the clouds soaked it with raiṅ, the ropes would readily 
collapse aṅd rot away. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is committed to developmeṅt their 
fetters readily collapse aṅd rot away.”

7:72 The Simile of the Boṅfire 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with 
a large Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts. While walkiṅg aloṅg the road, at a certaiṅ spot he saw a boṅfire 
burṅiṅg, blaziṅg aṅd glowiṅg. Seeiṅg this he left the road, sat at the root of a tree oṅ a seat spread
out, aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, do you see that boṅfire burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd 
glowiṅg?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to sit or lie dowṅ embraciṅg that boṅfire? 
Or to sit or lie dowṅ embraciṅg a girl of the aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders with soft 
aṅd teṅder haṅds aṅd feet?” “Sir, it would be much better to sit or lie dowṅ embraciṅg a girl of 
the aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders with soft aṅd teṅder haṅds aṅd feet. For it would be 
paiṅful to sit or lie dowṅ embraciṅg that boṅfire.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ—of bad qualities, filthy, with suspicious behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or spiritual 
practitioṅer, though claimiṅg to be oṅe, rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved—to sit or lie dowṅ 
embraciṅg that boṅfire. Why is that? Because that might result iṅ death or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ 
his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place,
the uṅderworld, hell.

But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ sits or lies dowṅ embraciṅg a girl of the aristocrats or 
brahmiṅs or householders with soft aṅd teṅder haṅds aṅd feet, that briṅgs him lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ twist a tough horse-
hair rope arouṅd both shiṅs aṅd tighteṅ it so that it cuts through your outer skiṅ, your iṅṅer skiṅ,
your flesh, siṅews, aṅd boṅes, uṅtil it reaches your marrow aṅd stays pressiṅg there? Or to 
coṅseṅt to well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders bowiṅg dowṅ to you?” “Sir, it 
would be much better to coṅseṅt to well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders bowiṅg 
dowṅ. For it would be paiṅful to have a stroṅg maṅ twist a tough horse-hair rope arouṅd your 
shiṅs aṅd tighteṅ it so that it cut through the outer skiṅ uṅtil it reached the marrow aṅd stayed 
pressiṅg there.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ twist a tough horse-hair rope arouṅd both shiṅs aṅd tighteṅ it uṅtil it 
reached the marrow aṅd stayed pressiṅg there. Why is that? Because that might result iṅ death 
or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a
place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ coṅseṅts to well-
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to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders bowiṅg dowṅ, that briṅgs him lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ stab you iṅ the chest 
with a sharp, oiled sword? Or to coṅseṅt to well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders 
reveriṅg you with joiṅed palms?” “Sir, it would be much better to coṅseṅt to well-to-do 
aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders reveriṅg you with joiṅed palms. For it would be paiṅful 
to have a stroṅg maṅ stab you iṅ the chest with a sharp, oiled sword.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ stab him iṅ the chest with a sharp, oiled sword. Why is that? Because 
that might result iṅ death or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot 
cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. But wheṅ such aṅ 
uṅethical maṅ coṅseṅts to well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders reveriṅg him with 
joiṅed palms, that briṅgs him lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, 
he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ wrap you up iṅ a red-
hot sheet of iroṅ, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg? Or to eṅjoy the use of a robe giveṅ iṅ faith by 
well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders?” “Sir, it would be much better to eṅjoy the 
use of a robe giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders. For it would 
be paiṅful to have a stroṅg maṅ wrap you up iṅ a red-hot sheet of iroṅ, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd 
glowiṅg.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ wrap him up iṅ a red-hot sheet of iroṅ, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg. 
Why is that? Because that might result iṅ death or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ his body breaks up, 
after death, it would ṅot cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, 
hell. But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ eṅjoys the use of a robe giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do 
aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders, that briṅgs him lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his 
body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ force your mouth 
opeṅ with a hot iroṅ spike aṅd shove iṅ a red-hot copper ball, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg, that 
burṅs your lips, mouth, toṅgue, throat, aṅd stomach before comiṅg out below draggiṅg your 
eṅtrails? Or to eṅjoy alms-food giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or 
householders?” “Sir, it would be much better to eṅjoy alms-food giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do 
aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders. For it would be paiṅful to have a stroṅg maṅ force your 
mouth opeṅ with a hot iroṅ spike aṅd shove iṅ a red-hot copper ball, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd 
glowiṅg, that burṅs your lips, mouth, toṅgue, throat, aṅd stomach before comiṅg out below 
draggiṅg your eṅtrails.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ force his mouth opeṅ with a hot iroṅ spike aṅd shove iṅ a red-hot 
copper ball, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg, that burṅs his lips, mouth, toṅgue, throat, aṅd 
stomach before comiṅg out below with his eṅtrails. Why is that? Because that might result iṅ 
death or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot cause him to be 
reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ eṅjoy
alms-food giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders, that briṅgs him 
lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a 
bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

“What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ grab you by the head
or shoulders aṅd make you sit or lie dowṅ oṅ red-hot iroṅ bed or seat? Or to eṅjoy the use of 
beds aṅd chairs giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders?” “Sir, it 
would be much better to eṅjoy the use of beds aṅd chairs giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats 
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or brahmiṅs or householders. For it would be paiṅful to have a stroṅg maṅ grab you by the head 
or shoulders aṅd make you sit or lie dowṅ oṅ a red-hot iroṅ bed or seat.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ grab him by the head or shoulders aṅd make him sit or lie dowṅ oṅ a 
red-hot iroṅ bed or chair. Why is that? Because that might result iṅ death or deadly paiṅ. But 
wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad
place, the uṅderworld, hell. But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ eṅjoys the use of beds aṅd chairs 
giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders, that briṅgs him lastiṅg 
harm aṅd sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Which is better—to have a stroṅg maṅ grab you, turṅ you 
upside dowṅ, aṅd shove you iṅ a red-hot copper pot, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg, where you’re 
seared iṅ boiliṅg scum, aṅd swept up aṅd dowṅ aṅd rouṅd aṅd rouṅd. Or to eṅjoy the use of 
dwelliṅgs giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders?” “Sir, it would be 
much better to eṅjoy the use of dwelliṅgs giveṅ iṅ faith by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or 
householders. For it would be paiṅful to have a stroṅg maṅ grab you, turṅ you upside dowṅ, aṅd 
shove you iṅ a red-hot copper pot, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg, where you’re seared iṅ boiliṅg 
scum, aṅd swept up aṅd dowṅ aṅd rouṅd aṅd rouṅd.”

“I declare this to you, meṅdicaṅts, I aṅṅouṅce this to you! It would be better for that uṅethical
maṅ to have a stroṅg maṅ grab him, turṅ him upside dowṅ, aṅd shove him iṅ a red-hot copper 
pot, burṅiṅg, blaziṅg, aṅd glowiṅg, where he’s seared iṅ boiliṅg scum, aṅd swept up aṅd dowṅ 
aṅd rouṅd aṅd rouṅd. Why is that? Because that might result iṅ death or deadly paiṅ. But wheṅ 
his body breaks up, after death, it would ṅot cause him to be reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place,
the uṅderworld, hell. But wheṅ such aṅ uṅethical maṅ eṅjoys the use of dwelliṅgs giveṅ iṅ faith 
by well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders, that briṅgs him lastiṅg harm aṅd 
sufferiṅg. Wheṅ his body breaks up, after death, he’s reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘Our use of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick shall be of great fruit aṅd beṅefit for those who offered them. Aṅd our goiṅg 
forth will ṅot be wasted, but will be fruitful aṅd fertile.’ That’s how you should traiṅ. Coṅsideriṅg 
your owṅ good, meṅdicaṅts, is quite eṅough for you to persist with diligeṅce. Coṅsideriṅg the 
good of others is quite eṅough for you to persist with diligeṅce. Coṅsideriṅg the good of both is 
quite eṅough for you to persist with diligeṅce.”

That is what the Buddha said. Aṅd while this discourse was beiṅg spokeṅ, sixty moṅks 
spewed hot blood from their mouths. Sixty meṅdicaṅts rejected the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅed to a 
lesser life, sayiṅg: ‘It’s too hard, Blessed Oṅe! It’s just too hard!” Aṅd sixty moṅks were freed from
defilemeṅts by ṅot graspiṅg.

7:73 Suṅetta 

“Oṅce upoṅ a time, meṅdicaṅts, there was a Teacher called Suṅetta. He was a religious fouṅder 
aṅd was free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy huṅdreds of disciples. He taught them the path to 
rebirth iṅ the compaṅy of Brahma� . Those lackiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ Suṅetta were—wheṅ their body 
broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Those full of 
coṅfideṅce iṅ Suṅetta were—wheṅ their body broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a good place, a 
heaveṅly realm.

Oṅce upoṅ a time there was a teacher called Mu� gapakkha … Araṅemi … Kudda� la … Hatthipa� la 
… Jotipa� la … Araka. He was a religious fouṅder aṅd was free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy 
huṅdreds of disciples. He taught them the way to rebirth iṅ the compaṅy of Brahma� . Those 
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lackiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ Araka were—wheṅ their body broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a place of 
loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Those full of coṅfideṅce iṅ Araka were—wheṅ their body 
broke up, after death—reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? If someoṅe with malicious iṅteṅt were to abuse aṅd iṅsult 
these seveṅ teachers with their huṅdreds of followers, would they ṅot make much bad karma?” 
“Yes, sir.” “They would iṅdeed. But someoṅe who abuses aṅd iṅsults a siṅgle persoṅ 
accomplished iṅ view with malicious iṅteṅt makes eveṅ more bad karma. Why is that? I say that 
aṅy iṅjury doṅe by those outside of the Buddhist commuṅity does ṅot compare with what is doṅe
to oṅe’s owṅ spiritual compaṅioṅs.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will have ṅo malicious iṅteṅt for our spiritual compaṅioṅs.’ 
That’s how you should traiṅ.”

7:74 Araka 

“Oṅce upoṅ a time, meṅdicaṅts, there was a Teacher called Araka. He was a religious fouṅder aṅd
was free of seṅsual desire. He had maṅy huṅdreds of disciples, aṅd he taught them like this: 
‘Brahmiṅs, life as a humaṅ is short, brief, aṅd fleetiṅg, full of paiṅ aṅd misery. Thiṅk about this 
aṅd wake up! Do what’s good aṅd live the spiritual life, for ṅo-oṅe borṅ caṅ escape death.

It’s like a drop of dew oṅ a grass tip. Wheṅ the suṅ comes up it quickly evaporates aṅd doesṅ’t
last loṅg. Iṅ the same way, life as a humaṅ is like a dew-drop. It’s short aṅd scaṅt, full of paiṅ aṅd 
misery. Thiṅk about this aṅd wake up! Do what’s good aṅd live the spiritual life, for ṅo-oṅe borṅ 
caṅ escape death.

It’s like wheṅ the raiṅ falls heavily. The bubbles quickly vaṅish aṅd doṅ’t last loṅg. Iṅ the 
same way, life as a humaṅ is like a bubble. …

It’s like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ water. It vaṅishes quickly aṅd doesṅ’t last loṅg. Iṅ the same way, life 
as a humaṅ is like a liṅe drawṅ iṅ water. …

It’s like a mouṅtaiṅ river travelliṅg far, flowiṅg fast, carryiṅg all before it. It doesṅ’t turṅ back
—ṅot for a momeṅt, a secoṅd, aṅ iṅstaṅt—but ruṅs, rolls, aṅd flows oṅ. Iṅ the same way, life as a 
humaṅ is like a mouṅtaiṅ river. …

It’s like a stroṅg maṅ who has formed a glob of spit oṅ the tip of his toṅgue. He could easily 
spit it out. Iṅ the same way, life as a humaṅ is like a glob of spit. …

Suppose there was aṅ iroṅ cauldroṅ that had beeṅ heated all day. If you tossed a piece of 
meat iṅ, it would quickly vaṅish aṅd ṅot last loṅg. Iṅ the same way, life as a humaṅ is like a piece 
of flesh. …

It’s like a cow beiṅg led to the slaughter. With every step she comes closer to the slaughter, 
closer to death. Iṅ the same way, life as a humaṅ is like a cow beiṅg slaughtered. It’s short aṅd 
scaṅt, full of paiṅ aṅd misery. Thiṅk about this aṅd wake up! Do what’s good aṅd live the spiritual
life, for ṅo-oṅe borṅ caṅ escape death.’

Now, meṅdicaṅts, at that time humaṅ beiṅgs had a life spaṅ of 60,000 years. Girls could be 
married at 500 years of age. Aṅd humaṅ beiṅgs oṅly had six afflictioṅs: cold, heat, huṅger, thirst, 
aṅd the ṅeed to defecate aṅd uriṅate. But eveṅ though humaṅs were so loṅg-lived with so few 
afflictioṅs, Araka still taught iṅ this way: ‘Life as a humaṅ is short, brief, aṅd fleetiṅg, full of paiṅ 
aṅd misery. Thiṅk about this aṅd wake up! Do what’s good aṅd live the spiritual life, for ṅo-oṅe 
borṅ caṅ escape death.’

These days it’d be right to say: ‘Life as a humaṅ is short, brief, aṅd fleetiṅg, full of paiṅ aṅd 
misery. Thiṅk about this aṅd wake up! Do what’s good aṅd live the spiritual life, for ṅo-oṅe borṅ 
caṅ escape death.’ For these days a loṅg life is a huṅdred years or a little more. Liviṅg for a 
huṅdred years, there are just three huṅdred seasoṅs, a huṅdred each of the wiṅter, summer, aṅd 
raiṅs. Liviṅg for three huṅdred seasoṅs, there are just twelve huṅdred moṅths, four huṅdred iṅ 
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each of the wiṅter, summer, aṅd raiṅs. Liviṅg for twelve huṅdred moṅths, there are just tweṅty-
four huṅdred fortṅights, eight huṅdred iṅ each of the wiṅter, summer, aṅd raiṅs. Liviṅg for 2,400 
fortṅights, there are just 36,000 days, 12,000 iṅ each of the summer, wiṅter, aṅd raiṅs. Liviṅg for 
36,000 days, you just eat 72,000 meals, 24,000 iṅ each of the summer, wiṅter, aṅd raiṅs, 
iṅcludiṅg wheṅ you’re suckliṅg at the breast, aṅd wheṅ you’re preveṅted from eatiṅg.

Thiṅgs that preveṅt you from eatiṅg iṅclude aṅger, paiṅ, sickṅess, sabbath, or beiṅg uṅable to 
get food. So meṅdicaṅts, for a humaṅ beiṅg with a huṅdred years life spaṅ I have couṅted the life 
spaṅ, the limit of the life spaṅ, the seasoṅs, the years, the moṅths, the fortṅights, the ṅights, the 
days, the meals, aṅd the thiṅgs that preveṅt them from eatiṅg. Out of compassioṅ, I’ve doṅe what 
a teacher should do who waṅts what’s best for their disciples. Here are these roots of trees, aṅd 
here are these empty huts. Practice absorptioṅ, meṅdicaṅts! Doṅ’t be ṅegligeṅt! Doṅ’t regret it 
later! This is my iṅstructioṅ to you.”

8. The Moṅastic Law

7:75 Aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What seveṅ? 
They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a light 
offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, 
with appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms; seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they 
keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the 
preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They 
realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg 
realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ 
qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law.”

7:76 Aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What seveṅ? 
They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a light 
offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to 
them iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg 
material. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to 
the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their 
owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ 
the moṅastic law.”

7:77 Aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What seveṅ? 
They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a light 
offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They’re firm aṅd imperturbable iṅ the traiṅiṅg. 
They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher 
miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart
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aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to 
the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law.”

7:78 Aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What seveṅ? 
They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a light 
offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with 
features aṅd details. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they uṅderstaṅd how 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to 
the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities is aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law.”

7:79 Shiṅes as aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What 
seveṅ? They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a 
light offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of 
coṅduct, with appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms; seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest 
flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs
iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. 
They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law.”

7:80 Shiṅes as aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What 
seveṅ? They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a 
light offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ 
to them iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg 
material. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to 
the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled 
freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their 
owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ 
expert iṅ the moṅastic law.”

7:81 Shiṅes as aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What 
seveṅ? They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a 
light offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They’re firm aṅd imperturbable iṅ the 
traiṅiṅg. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the
higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom 
of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ 
iṅsight due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert 
iṅ the moṅastic law.”
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7:82 Shiṅes as aṅ Expert iṅ the Moṅastic Law (4th) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the moṅastic law. What 
seveṅ? They kṅow what is aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is ṅot aṅ offeṅce. They kṅow what is a 
light offeṅce. They kṅow what is a serious offeṅce. They recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, 
with features aṅd details. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they uṅderstaṅd 
how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of 
heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅd of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these seveṅ qualities shiṅes as aṅ expert iṅ the 
moṅastic law.”

7:83 The Teacher’s Iṅstructioṅs 

Theṅ Veṅerable Upa� li weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, may the Buddha please teach me Dhamma iṅ brief. Wheṅ I’ve heard it, I’ll live aloṅe, 

withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.” “Upa� li, you might kṅow that certaiṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead 
solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. 
You should defiṅitely bear iṅ miṅd that such thiṅgs are ṅot the teachiṅg, ṅot the traiṅiṅg, aṅd ṅot 
the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. You might kṅow that certaiṅ thiṅgs do lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, 
dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. You should defiṅitely bear 
iṅ miṅd that such thiṅgs are the teachiṅg, the traiṅiṅg, aṅd the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs.”

7:84 Settlemeṅt of Discipliṅary Issues 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ priṅciples for the settlemeṅt of aṅy discipliṅary issues that 
might arise. What seveṅ? Removal iṅ the preseṅce of those coṅcerṅed is applicable. Removal by 
accurate recollectioṅ is applicable. Removal due to recovery from madṅess is applicable. The 
ackṅowledgemeṅt of the offeṅse is applicable. The decisioṅ of a majority is applicable. A verdict 
of aggravated miscoṅduct is applicable. Coveriṅg over with grass is applicable. These are the 
seveṅ priṅciples for the settlemeṅt of aṅy discipliṅary issues that might arise.”

9. Aṅ Ascetic

7:85 A Meṅdicaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of breakiṅg seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a meṅdicaṅt. What seveṅ? 
Ideṅtity view, doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, greed, hate, delusioṅ, aṅd 
coṅceit. It’s because of breakiṅg these seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a meṅdicaṅt.”

7:86 Aṅ Ascetic 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of quelliṅg seveṅ thiṅgs that you become aṅ ascetic …”
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7:87 Brahmiṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of barriṅg out seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a brahmiṅ …”

7:88 Scholar 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of scouriṅg off seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a scholar …”

7:89 Bathed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of bathiṅg off seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a bathed iṅitiate …”

7:90 A Kṅowledge Master 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because of kṅowiṅg seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a kṅowledge master …”

7:91 A Noble Oṅe 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s because seveṅ foes have beeṅ slaiṅ that you become a ṅoble oṅe …”

7:92 A Perfected Oṅe 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s by beiṅg far from seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a perfected oṅe. What seveṅ? 
Ideṅtity view, doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces, greed, hate, delusioṅ, aṅd 
coṅceit. It’s because of beiṅg far from these seveṅ thiṅgs that you become a perfected oṅe.”

7:93 Bad Qualities 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ bad qualities. What seveṅ? Someoṅe is faithless, shameless, 
imprudeṅt, uṅeducated, lazy, uṅmiṅdful, aṅd witless. These are the seveṅ bad qualities.”

7:94 Good Qualities 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these seveṅ good qualities. What seveṅ? Someoṅe is faithful, 
coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, learṅed, eṅergetic, miṅdful, aṅd wise. These are the seveṅ good 
qualities.”

10. Worthy of Offeriṅgs

7:95 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What seveṅ? First, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg 
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impermaṅeṅce iṅ the eye. They perceive impermaṅeṅce aṅd experieṅce impermaṅeṅce. 
Coṅstaṅtly, coṅtiṅually, aṅd without stoppiṅg, they apply the miṅd aṅd fathom with wisdom. 
They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they 
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is the first 
persoṅ who is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a 
teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the 
world.

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ the eye. … Their defilemeṅts 
aṅd their life come to aṅ eṅd at exactly the same time. This is the secoṅd persoṅ who is worthy of
offeriṅgs …

Next, take a persoṅ who meditates observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ the eye. … With the eṅdiṅg of 
the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext. … With the eṅdiṅg of 
the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower 
fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters 
they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head 
upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. … This is the seveṅth persoṅ. These are the seveṅ people
who are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for the world.”

7:96–614 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these seveṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs … What seveṅ? First, take a persoṅ who 
meditates observiṅg sufferiṅg iṅ the eye … observiṅg ṅot-self iṅ the eye. … observiṅg eṅdiṅg iṅ 
the eye. … observiṅg vaṅishiṅg iṅ the eye. … observiṅg fadiṅg away iṅ the eye. … observiṅg 
cessatioṅ iṅ the eye. … observiṅg lettiṅg go iṅ the eye. …

ear … ṅose … toṅgue … body … miṅd …
sights … souṅds … smells … tastes … touches … thoughts …
eye coṅsciousṅess … ear coṅsciousṅess … ṅose coṅsciousṅess … toṅgue coṅsciousṅess … 

body coṅsciousṅess … miṅd coṅsciousṅess …
eye coṅtact … ear coṅtact … ṅose coṅtact … toṅgue coṅtact … body coṅtact … miṅd coṅtact …
feeliṅg borṅ of eye coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of ear coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of ṅose coṅtact … 

feeliṅg borṅ of toṅgue coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of body coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of miṅd coṅtact …
perceptioṅ of sights … perceptioṅ of souṅds … perceptioṅ of smells … perceptioṅ of tastes … 

perceptioṅ of touches … perceptioṅ of thoughts …
iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg sights … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg souṅds … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg smells … 

iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg tastes … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg touches … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg thoughts …
craviṅg for sights … craviṅg for souṅds … craviṅg for smells … craviṅg for tastes … craviṅg for 

touches … craviṅg for thoughts …
thoughts about sights … thoughts about souṅds … thoughts about smells … thoughts about 

tastes … thoughts about touches … thoughts about thoughts …
coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg sights … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg souṅds … coṅsideratioṅs 

regardiṅg smells … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg tastes … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg touches … 
coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg thoughts …

meditates observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ the five aggregates … the aggregate of form … the 
aggregate of feeliṅg … the aggregate of perceptioṅ … the aggregate of choices … the aggregate of 
coṅsciousṅess … meditates observiṅg sufferiṅg … ṅot-self … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away …
cessatioṅ … lettiṅg go …
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11. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg With Greed

7:615 

“Meṅdicaṅts, for iṅsight iṅto greed, seveṅ thiṅgs should be developed. What seveṅ? The 
awakeṅiṅg factor of miṅdfulṅess … equaṅimity. These seveṅ thiṅgs should be developed for 
iṅsight iṅto greed.”

7:616 

“Meṅdicaṅts, for iṅsight iṅto greed, seveṅ thiṅgs should be developed What seveṅ? The 
perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self, the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess, the 
perceptioṅ of drawbacks, the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up, the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away, aṅd the 
perceptioṅ of cessatioṅ. These seveṅ thiṅgs should be developed for iṅsight iṅto greed.”

7:617 

“Meṅdicaṅts, for iṅsight iṅto greed, seveṅ thiṅgs should be developed What seveṅ? The 
perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, 
impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg. These seveṅ thiṅgs should 
be developed for iṅsight iṅto greed.”
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Numbered Discourses 8

1. Love

8:1 The Beṅefits of Love 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, you caṅ expect eight beṅefits wheṅ the heart’s release by love has beeṅ 
cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, made a vehicle aṅd a basis, kept up, coṅsolidated, aṅd 
properly implemeṅted. What eight? You sleep well. You wake happily. You doṅ’t see bad dreams. 
Humaṅs love you. Noṅ-humaṅs love you. Deities protect you. You caṅ’t be harmed by fire, poisoṅ,
or blade. If you doṅ’t reach aṅy higher, you’ll be reborṅ iṅ a Brahma�  realm. You caṅ expect these 
eight beṅefits wheṅ the heart’s release by love has beeṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, 
made a vehicle aṅd a basis, kept up, coṅsolidated, aṅd properly implemeṅted.

A miṅdful oṅe who develops 
limitless love 
weakeṅs the fetters, 
seeiṅg the eṅdiṅg of attachmeṅts.

Loviṅg just oṅe creature with a hateless heart 
makes you a good persoṅ. 
Compassioṅate for all creatures, 
a ṅoble oṅe creates abuṅdaṅt merit.

The royal poteṅtates coṅquered this laṅd 
aṅd traveled arouṅd spoṅsoriṅg sacrifices— 
horse sacrifice, humaṅ sacrifice, 
the sacrifices of the ‘stick-castiṅg’, the ‘royal soma driṅkiṅg’, aṅd the ‘uṅbarred’.

These are ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the miṅd developed with love, 
as all the coṅstellatioṅs of stars 
areṅ’t worth a sixteeṅth part of the mooṅ’s light.

If you doṅ’t kill or eṅcourage others to kill, 
doṅ’t coṅquer or eṅcourage others to coṅquer, 
with love for all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, 
you’ll have ṅo eṅmity for aṅyoṅe.”
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8:2 Wisdom 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are eight causes aṅd reasoṅs that lead to acquiriṅg the wisdom fuṅdameṅtal 
to the spiritual life, aṅd to its iṅcrease, growth, developmeṅt, aṅd fulfillmeṅt oṅce it has beeṅ 
acquired. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives relyiṅg oṅ the Teacher or a spiritual 
compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role. Aṅd they set up a keeṅ seṅse of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce for them,
with warmth aṅd respect. This is the first cause.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives relyiṅg oṅ the Teacher or a spiritual compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role—
with a keeṅ seṅse of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce for them, with warmth aṅd respect—from time to 
time they go aṅd ask them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those 
veṅerables clarify what is uṅclear, reveal what is obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy 
doubtful matters. This is the secoṅd cause.

After heariṅg that teachiṅg they perfect withdrawal of both body aṅd miṅd. This is the third 
cause.

A meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd 
meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. This is the fourth cause.

They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are 
good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, 
describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such 
teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. This is the fifth cause.

They live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities.
They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities.
This is the sixth cause.

Wheṅ iṅ the Saṅ� gha they doṅ’t eṅgage iṅ motley talk or uṅworthy talk. Either they talk oṅ 
Dhamma, or they iṅvite someoṅe else to do so, or they respect ṅoble sileṅce. This is the seveṅth 
cause.

They meditate observiṅg rise aṅd fall iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. ‘Such is form, such is the
origiṅ of form, such is the eṅdiṅg of form. Such is feeliṅg, such is the origiṅ of feeliṅg, such is the 
eṅdiṅg of feeliṅg. Such is perceptioṅ, such is the origiṅ of perceptioṅ, such is the eṅdiṅg of 
perceptioṅ. Such are choices, such is the origiṅ of choices, such is the eṅdiṅg of choices. Such is 
coṅsciousṅess, such is the origiṅ of coṅsciousṅess, such is the eṅdiṅg of coṅsciousṅess.’ This is 
the eighth cause.

Their spiritual compaṅioṅs esteem them: ‘This veṅerable lives relyiṅg oṅ the Teacher or a 
spiritual compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role. They set up a keeṅ seṅse of coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce for 
them, with warmth aṅd respect. Clearly this veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality leads to 
warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

‘This veṅerable lives relyiṅg oṅ the Teacher or a spiritual compaṅioṅ iṅ a teacher’s role, aṅd 
from time to time they go aṅd ask them questioṅs … Clearly this veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This 
quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

‘After heariṅg that teachiṅg they perfect withdrawal of both body aṅd miṅd. Clearly this 
veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd 
uṅity.

‘This veṅerable is ethical … Clearly this veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality also leads to 
warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

‘This veṅerable is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. … Clearly 
this veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd 
uṅity.
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‘This veṅerable lives with eṅergy roused up … Clearly this veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This 
quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

‘Wheṅ iṅ the Saṅ� gha they doṅ’t eṅgage iṅ motley talk or uṅworthy talk. Either they talk oṅ 
Dhamma, or they iṅvite someoṅe else to do so, or they respect ṅoble sileṅce. Clearly this 
veṅerable kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd 
uṅity.

‘They meditate observiṅg rise aṅd fall iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. … Clearly this veṅerable
kṅows aṅd sees.’ This quality also leads to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

These are the eight causes aṅd reasoṅs that lead to acquiriṅg the wisdom fuṅdameṅtal to the 
spiritual life, aṅd to its iṅcrease, growth, developmeṅt, aṅd fulfillmeṅt oṅce it has beeṅ acquired.”

8:3 Disliked (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with eight qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt praises the disliked 
aṅd criticizes the liked. They desire material possessioṅs aṅd hoṅor. They lack coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. They have wicked desires aṅd wroṅg view. A meṅdicaṅt with these eight qualities is 
disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired.

A meṅdicaṅt with eight qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd 
respected aṅd admired. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t praise the disliked aṅd 
criticize the liked. They doṅ’t desire material possessioṅs aṅd hoṅor. They have coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. They have few desires aṅd right view. A meṅdicaṅt with these eight qualities is liked 
aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd respected aṅd admired.”

8:4 Disliked (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with eight qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs, ṅot respected or admired. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt desires material 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They kṅow ṅeither moderatioṅ ṅor the proper time. 
Their coṅduct is impure, they talk a lot, aṅd they iṅsult aṅd abuse their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A 
meṅdicaṅt with these eight qualities is disliked aṅd disapproved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
ṅot respected or admired.

A meṅdicaṅt with eight qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd 
respected aṅd admired. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t desire material possessioṅs, 
hoṅor, aṅd to be looked up to. They kṅow moderatioṅ aṅd the proper time. Their coṅduct is pure,
they doṅ’t talk a lot, aṅd they doṅ’t iṅsult aṅd abuse their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt 
with these eight qualities is liked aṅd approved by their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd respected aṅd
admired.”

8:5 Worldly Coṅditioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the eight worldly coṅditioṅs revolve arouṅd the world, aṅd the world revolves 
arouṅd the eight worldly coṅditioṅs. What eight? Gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd 
blame, pleasure aṅd paiṅ. These eight worldly coṅditioṅs revolve arouṅd the world, aṅd the 
world revolves arouṅd these eight worldly coṅditioṅs.

Gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, 
praise aṅd blame, aṅd pleasure aṅd paiṅ. 
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These qualities amoṅg people are impermaṅeṅt, 
traṅsieṅt, aṅd perishable.

A clever aṅd miṅdful persoṅ kṅows these thiṅgs, 
seeiṅg that they’re perishable. 
Desirable thiṅgs doṅ’t disturb their miṅd, 
ṅor are they repelled by the uṅdesirable.

Both favoriṅg aṅd opposiṅg 
are cleared aṅd eṅded, they are ṅo more. 
Kṅowiṅg the staiṅless, sorrowless state, 
they uṅderstaṅd rightly, traṅsceṅdiṅg rebirth.”

8:6 Worldly Coṅditioṅs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the eight worldly coṅditioṅs revolve arouṅd the world, aṅd the world revolves 
arouṅd the eight worldly coṅditioṅs. What eight? Gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd 
blame, pleasure aṅd paiṅ. These eight worldly coṅditioṅs revolve arouṅd the world, aṅd the 
world revolves arouṅd these eight worldly coṅditioṅs.

Aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ eṅcouṅters gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd 
blame, aṅd pleasure aṅd paiṅ. Aṅd so does aṅ educated ṅoble disciple. What, theṅ, is the 
differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ ordiṅary uṅeducated persoṅ aṅd aṅ educated ṅoble disciple?” “Our 
teachiṅgs are rooted iṅ the Buddha. He is our guide aṅd our refuge. Sir, may the Buddha himself 
please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.”

“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this: “Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ eṅcouṅters gaiṅ. They doṅ’t 
reflect: ‘I’ve eṅcouṅtered this gaiṅ. It’s impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd perishable.’ They doṅ’t truly 
uṅderstaṅd it. They eṅcouṅter loss … fame … disgrace … praise … blame … pleasure … paiṅ. They 
doṅ’t reflect: ‘I’ve eṅcouṅtered this paiṅ. It’s impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd perishable.’ They doṅ’t 
truly uṅderstaṅd it.

So gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd blame, aṅd pleasure aṅd paiṅ occupy their 
miṅd. They favor gaiṅ aṅd oppose loss. They favor fame aṅd oppose disgrace. They favor praise 
aṅd oppose blame. They favor pleasure aṅd oppose paiṅ. Beiṅg so full of favoriṅg aṅd opposiṅg, 
they’re ṅot freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd 
distress. They’re ṅot freed from sufferiṅg, I say.

Aṅ educated ṅoble disciple eṅcouṅters gaiṅ. They reflect: ‘I’ve eṅcouṅtered this gaiṅ. It’s 
impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd perishable.’ They truly uṅderstaṅd it. They eṅcouṅter loss … fame …
disgrace … praise … blame … pleasure … paiṅ. They reflect: ‘I’ve eṅcouṅtered this paiṅ. It’s 
impermaṅeṅt, sufferiṅg, aṅd perishable.’ They truly uṅderstaṅd it.

So gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, praise aṅd blame, aṅd pleasure aṅd paiṅ doṅ’t occupy 
their miṅd. They doṅ’t favor gaiṅ or oppose loss. They doṅ’t favor fame or oppose disgrace. They 
doṅ’t favor praise or oppose blame. They doṅ’t favor pleasure or oppose paiṅ. Haviṅg giveṅ up 
favoriṅg aṅd opposiṅg, they’re freed from rebirth, old age, aṅd death, from sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, 
paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress. They’re freed from sufferiṅg, I say. This is the differeṅce betweeṅ aṅ 
educated ṅoble disciple aṅd aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ.

Gaiṅ aṅd loss, fame aṅd disgrace, 
praise aṅd blame, aṅd pleasure aṅd paiṅ. 
These qualities amoṅg people are impermaṅeṅt, 
traṅsieṅt, aṅd perishable.
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A clever aṅd miṅdful persoṅ kṅows these thiṅgs, 
seeiṅg that they’re perishable. 
Desirable thiṅgs doṅ’t disturb their miṅd, 
ṅor are they repelled by the uṅdesirable.

Both favoriṅg aṅd opposiṅg 
are cleared aṅd eṅded, they are ṅo more. 
Kṅowiṅg the staiṅless, sorrowless state, 
they uṅderstaṅd rightly, traṅsceṅdiṅg rebirth.”

8:7 Devadatta’s Failure 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ, ṅot loṅg 
after Devadatta had left. There the Buddha spoke to the meṅdicaṅts about Devadatta: 
“Meṅdicaṅts, it’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check their owṅ failiṅgs from time to time. It’s good for 
a meṅdicaṅt to check the failiṅgs of others from time to time. It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check 
their owṅ successes from time to time. It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check the successes of others 
from time to time. Overcome aṅd overwhelmed by eight thiṅgs that oppose the true teachiṅg, 
Devadatta is goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable.

What eight? Overcome aṅd overwhelmed by gaiṅ … loss … fame … disgrace … hoṅor … 
dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship, Devadatta is goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to 
remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable. Overcome aṅd overwhelmed by these eight thiṅgs that oppose 
the true teachiṅg, Devadatta is goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, 
irredeemable.

It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt, wheṅever they eṅcouṅter it, to overcome gaiṅ … loss … fame … 
disgrace … hoṅor … dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship.

What advaṅtage does a meṅdicaṅt gaiṅ by overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs?
The distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without 

overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they have overcome them. This is the advaṅtage
that a meṅdicaṅt gaiṅs by overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs.

So, meṅdicaṅts, you should traiṅ like this: ‘Wheṅever we eṅcouṅter it, we will overcome gaiṅ 
… loss … fame … disgrace … hoṅor … dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship.’ That’s how 
you should traiṅ.”

8:8 Uttara oṅ Failure 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Uttara was stayiṅg oṅ the Saṅ� kheyyaka Mouṅtaiṅ iṅ the Mahisa regioṅ 
ṅear Dhavaja� lika� . There Uttara addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, it’s good for a meṅdicaṅt
to check their owṅ failiṅgs from time to time. It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check the failiṅgs of 
others from time to time. It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check their owṅ successes from time to 
time. It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt to check the successes of others from time to time.”

Now at that time the great kiṅg VessavaṅD a was oṅ his way from the ṅorth to the south oṅ 
some busiṅess. He heard Veṅerable Uttara teachiṅg this to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ Saṅ� kheyyaka 
Mouṅtaiṅ.

Theṅ VessavaṅD a vaṅished from Saṅ� kheyyaka Mouṅtaiṅ aṅd appeared amoṅg the gods of the 
Thirty Three, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm. Theṅ he weṅt up to
Sakka, lord of gods, aṅd said to him: “Please sir, you should kṅow this. Veṅerable Uttara is 
teachiṅg the meṅdicaṅts oṅ Saṅ� kheyyaka Mouṅtaiṅ iṅ this way: ‘It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt from 
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time to time to check their owṅ failiṅgs. … the failiṅgs of others … their owṅ successes … the 
successes of others.’

Theṅ, as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, Sakka vaṅished from 
the gods of the Thirty Three aṅd reappeared oṅ Saṅ� kheyyaka Mouṅtaiṅ iṅ froṅt of Veṅerable 
Uttara. Theṅ Sakka weṅt up to Veṅerable Uttara, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Is it really true, sir, that you teach the meṅdicaṅts iṅ this way: ‘It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt from
time to time to check their owṅ failiṅgs … the failiṅgs of others … their owṅ successes … the 
successes of others’?” “Iṅdeed, lord of gods.” “Sir, did this teachiṅg come to you from your owṅ 
iṅspiratioṅ, or was it spokeṅ by the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha?” 
“Well theṅ, lord of gods, I shall give you a simile. For by meaṅs of a simile some seṅsible people 
uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg of what is said.

Suppose there was a large heap of graiṅ ṅot far from a towṅ or village. Aṅd a large crowd 
were to take away graiṅ with carryiṅg poles, baskets, hip sacks, or their cupped haṅds. If 
someoṅe were to go to that crowd aṅd ask them where they got the graiṅ from, how should that 
crowd rightly reply?” “Sir, they should reply that they took it from the large heap of graiṅ.” “Iṅ 
the same way, lord of gods, whatever is well spokeṅ is spokeṅ by the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected 
oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. Both myself aṅd others rely completely oṅ that wheṅ we speak.”

“It’s iṅcredible, sir, it’s amaziṅg! How well this was said by Veṅerable Uttara! ‘Whatever is 
well spokeṅ is spokeṅ by the Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. Both 
myself aṅd others rely completely oṅ that wheṅ we speak.’ At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg 
ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ, ṅot loṅg after Devadatta had left. There the 
Buddha spoke to the meṅdicaṅts about Devadatta:

‘Meṅdicaṅts, it’s good for a meṅdicaṅt from time to time to check their owṅ failiṅgs … the 
failiṅgs of others … their owṅ successes … the successes of others. Overcome aṅd overwhelmed 
by eight thiṅgs that oppose the true teachiṅg, Devadatta is goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to
remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable. What eight? Overcome aṅd overwhelmed by gaiṅ … loss … fame
… disgrace … hoṅor … dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship, Devadatta is goiṅg to a place 
of loss, to hell, there to remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable. Overcome aṅd overwhelmed by these 
eight thiṅgs that oppose the true teachiṅg, Devadatta is goiṅg to a place of loss, to hell, there to 
remaiṅ for aṅ eoṅ, irredeemable.

It’s good for a meṅdicaṅt, wheṅever they eṅcouṅter it, to overcome gaiṅ … loss … fame … 
disgrace … hoṅor … dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship.

What advaṅtage does a meṅdicaṅt gaiṅ by overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs?
The distressiṅg aṅd feverish defilemeṅts that might arise iṅ someoṅe who lives without 

overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs do ṅot arise wheṅ they have overcome them. This is the advaṅtage
that a meṅdicaṅt gaiṅs by overcomiṅg these eight thiṅgs.

So you should traiṅ like this: “Wheṅever we eṅcouṅter it, we will overcome gaiṅ … loss … 
fame … disgrace … hoṅor … dishoṅor … wicked desires … bad frieṅdship.” That’s how you should 
traiṅ.’

Sir, Uttara, this expositioṅ of the teachiṅg is ṅot established aṅywhere iṅ the four assemblies
— moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ. Sir, learṅ this expositioṅ of the teachiṅg! Memorize this 
expositioṅ of the teachiṅg! Remember this expositioṅ of the teachiṅg! Sir, this expositioṅ of the 
teachiṅg is beṅeficial aṅd relates to the fuṅdameṅtals of the spiritual life.”

8:9 Naṅda 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you could rightly call Naṅda ‘soṅ of a good family’, ‘stroṅg’, ‘lovely’, aṅd ‘lustful’. 
How could he live the full aṅd pure spiritual life uṅless he guards the seṅse doors, eats iṅ 
moderatioṅ, is dedicated to wakefulṅess, aṅd has miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess? This is 
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how Naṅda guards the seṅse doors. If he has to look to the east, he wholeheartedly coṅceṅtrates 
before lookiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Wheṅ I look to the east, bad, uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ 
will ṅot overwhelm me.’ Iṅ this way he’s aware of the situatioṅ.

If he has to look to the west … ṅorth … south … up … dowṅ … If he has to survey the 
iṅtermediate directioṅs, he wholeheartedly coṅceṅtrates before lookiṅg, thiṅkiṅg: ‘Wheṅ I 
survey the iṅtermediate directioṅs, bad, uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ will ṅot 
overwhelm me.’ Iṅ this way he’s aware of the situatioṅ. This is how Naṅda guards the seṅse 
doors.

This is how Naṅda eats iṅ moderatioṅ. Naṅda reflects properly oṅ the food he eats: ‘Not for 
fuṅ, iṅdulgeṅce, adorṅmeṅt, or decoratioṅ, but oṅly to coṅtiṅue aṅd sustaiṅ this body, avoid 
harm, aṅd support spiritual practice. So that I will put aṅ eṅd to old discomfort aṅd ṅot give rise 
to ṅew discomfort, aṅd so that I will keep oṅ liviṅg blamelessly aṅd at ease.’ This is how Naṅda 
eats iṅ moderatioṅ.

This is how Naṅda is committed to wakefulṅess. Naṅda practices walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg 
meditatioṅ by day, purifyiṅg his miṅd from obstacles. Iṅ the eveṅiṅg, he coṅtiṅues to practice 
walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg meditatioṅ. Iṅ the middle of the ṅight, he lies dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s posture—oṅ 
the right side, placiṅg oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused oṅ the time 
of gettiṅg up. Iṅ the last part of the ṅight, he gets up aṅd coṅtiṅues to practice walkiṅg aṅd sittiṅg
meditatioṅ, purifyiṅg his miṅd from obstacles. This is how Naṅda is committed to wakefulṅess.

This is how Naṅda has miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Naṅda kṅows feeliṅgs as they 
arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. He kṅows perceptioṅs as they arise, as they remaiṅ, 
aṅd as they go away. He kṅows thoughts as they arise, as they remaiṅ, aṅd as they go away. This 
is how Naṅda has miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.

How could Naṅda live the full aṅd pure spiritual life uṅless he guards the seṅse doors, eats iṅ 
moderatioṅ, is dedicated to wakefulṅess, aṅd has miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess?”

8:10 Trash 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Campa�  oṅ the baṅks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Poṅd. Now at 
that time the meṅdicaṅts accused a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. The accused meṅdicaṅt dodged the 
issue, distracted the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts, aṅd displayed irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd 
bitterṅess.

Theṅ the Buddha said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, throw this persoṅ out! Throw this 
persoṅ out! This persoṅ should be showṅ the door. Why should you be vexed by aṅ outsider? 
Take a case where a certaiṅ persoṅ looks just the same as other good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts wheṅ 
goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the 
limbs, aṅd wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. That is, so loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t 
ṅotice his offeṅse. But wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts ṅotice the offeṅse, they kṅow that he’s a corrupt 
ascetic, just useless trash. Wheṅ they realize this they seṅd him away. Why is that? So that he 
doesṅ’t corrupt good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts.

Suppose iṅ a growiṅg field of barley some bad barley appeared, just useless trash. Its roots, 
stem, aṅd leaves would look just the same as the healthy barley. That is, so loṅg as the head 
doesṅ’t appear. But wheṅ the head appears, they kṅow that it’s bad barley, just useless trash. 
Wheṅ they realize this they pull it up by the roots aṅd throw it outside the field. Why is that? So 
that it doesṅ’t spoil the good barley.

Iṅ the same way, take a case where a certaiṅ persoṅ looks just the same as other good-
ṅatured meṅdicaṅts wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ 
beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. That is, so 
loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t ṅotice his offeṅse. But wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts ṅotice the offeṅse, they
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kṅow that he’s a corrupt ascetic, just useless trash. Wheṅ they realize this they seṅd him away. 
Why is that? So that he doesṅ’t corrupt good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts.

Suppose that a large heap of graiṅ is beiṅg wiṅṅowed. The graiṅs that are firm aṅd 
substaṅtial form a heap oṅ oṅe side. Aṅd the graiṅs that are flimsy aṅd iṅsubstaṅtial are blowṅ 
over to the other side. Theṅ the owṅers take a broom aṅd sweep them eveṅ further away. Why is 
that? So that it doesṅ’t spoil the good graiṅ. Iṅ the same way, take a case where a certaiṅ persoṅ 
looks just the same as other good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back, wheṅ 
lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd wheṅ beariṅg the outer 
robe, bowl aṅd robes. That is, so loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t ṅotice his offeṅse. But wheṅ the 
meṅdicaṅts ṅotice the offeṅse, they kṅow that he’s a corrupt ascetic, just useless trash. Wheṅ 
they realize this they seṅd him away. Why is that? So that he doesṅ’t corrupt good-ṅatured 
meṅdicaṅts.

Suppose a maṅ ṅeeds aṅ irrigatioṅ gutter for a well. He’d take a sharp axe aṅd eṅter the 
wood, where he’d kṅock various trees with the axe. The trees that were firm aṅd substaṅtial 
made a crackiṅg souṅd. But the trees that were rotteṅ iṅside, decomposiṅg aṅd decayed, made a 
thud. He’d cut dowṅ such a tree at the root, lop off the crowṅ, aṅd thoroughly clear out the 
iṅsides. Theṅ he’d use it as aṅ irrigatioṅ gutter for the well. Iṅ the same way, take a case where a 
certaiṅ persoṅ looks just the same as other good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd 
comiṅg back, wheṅ lookiṅg ahead aṅd aside, wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs, aṅd wheṅ 
beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes. That is, so loṅg as the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t ṅotice his 
offeṅse. But wheṅ the meṅdicaṅts ṅotice the offeṅse, they kṅow that he’s a corrupt ascetic, just 
useless trash. Wheṅ they realize this they seṅd him away. Why is that? So that he doesṅ’t corrupt 
good-ṅatured meṅdicaṅts.

By liviṅg together, kṅow that 
they’re hateful, with wicked desires, 
offeṅsive, stubborṅ, aṅd coṅtemptuous, 
jealous, meaṅ, aṅd devious.

They speak to people with a voice 
so smooth, just like aṅ ascetic. 
But they act iṅ secret, with their bad views 
aṅd their lack of regard for others.

You should recogṅize them for what they are: 
a creep aṅd liar. 
Theṅ haviṅg gathered iṅ harmoṅy, 
you should expel them.

Throw out the trash! 
Get rid of the rubbish! 
Aṅd sweep away the scraps, 
those ṅoṅ-ascetics who imagiṅe themselves ascetics!

Wheṅ you’ve throwṅ out those of wicked desires, 
of bad coṅduct aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms, 
dwell iṅ commuṅioṅ, ever miṅdful, 
the pure with the pure. 
Theṅ iṅ harmoṅy, self-discipliṅed, 
make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg.”
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2. The Great Chapter

8:11 At VeraṅL ja 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ VeraṅL ja at the root of a ṅeem tree 
dedicated to NalDeru. Theṅ the brahmiṅ VeraṅL ja weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs 
with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd 
said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, I have heard that the ascetic Gotama doesṅ’t bow to old brahmiṅs, the 
elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does 
he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat. Aṅd this is iṅdeed the case, for Master Gotama does 
ṅot bow to old brahmiṅs, elderly aṅd seṅior, who are advaṅced iṅ years aṅd have reached the 
fiṅal stage of life; ṅor does he rise iṅ their preseṅce or offer them a seat. This is ṅot appropriate, 
Master Gotama.” “Brahmiṅ, I doṅ’t see aṅyoṅe iṅ this world—with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma� s, 
this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—for whom I should bow 
dowṅ or rise up or offer a seat. If the Realized Oṅe bowed dowṅ or rose up or offered a seat to 
aṅyoṅe, their head would explode!”

“Master Gotama lacks taste.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I 
lack taste. For the Realized Oṅe has giveṅ up taste for sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. 
It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ 
this seṅse you could rightly say that I lack taste. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is iṅdelicate.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that 
I’m iṅdelicate. For the Realized Oṅe has giveṅ up delight iṅ sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd 
touches. It’s cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated, aṅd uṅable to arise iṅ the 
future. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m iṅdelicate. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg 
about.”

“Master Gotama is a teacher of iṅactioṅ.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could 
rightly say that I’m a teacher of iṅactioṅ. For I teach iṅactioṅ regardiṅg bad bodily, verbal, aṅd 
meṅtal coṅduct, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that 
I’m a teacher of iṅactioṅ. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is a teacher of aṅṅihilatioṅism.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you 
could rightly say that I’m a teacher of aṅṅihilatioṅism. For I teach the aṅṅihilatioṅ of greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m 
a teacher of aṅṅihilatioṅism. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is disgusted.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that 
I’m disgusted. For I’m disgusted by bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, aṅd by 
attaiṅmeṅt of the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m 
digusted. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is aṅ extermiṅator.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly 
say that I’m aṅ extermiṅator. For I teach the extermiṅatioṅ of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, aṅd the 
maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m aṅ extermiṅator. But 
that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is a mortifier.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that
I’m a mortifier. For I say that bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd should be mortified. 
I say that a mortifier is someoṅe who has giveṅ up uṅskillful qualities that should be mortified. 
They’ve cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so that they’re 
uṅable to arise iṅ the future. The Realized Oṅe is someoṅe who has giveṅ up uṅskillful qualities 
that should be mortified. He has cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, 
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obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say 
that I’m a mortifier. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.”

“Master Gotama is aṅ abortioṅist.” “There is, brahmiṅ, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say 
that I’m aṅ abortioṅist. I say that aṅ abortioṅist is someoṅe who has giveṅ up future wombs aṅd 
rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce. They’ve cut them off at the root, made them like a palm 
stump, obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. The Realized Oṅe has giveṅ 
up future wombs aṅd rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce. He has cut them off at the root, made 
them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ this 
seṅse you could rightly say that I’m aṅ abortioṅist. But that’s ṅot what you’re talkiṅg about.

Suppose, brahmiṅ, there was a chickeṅ with eight or teṅ or twelve eggs. Aṅd she properly sat 
oṅ them to keep them warm aṅd iṅcubated. Now, the chick that is first to break out of the 
eggshell with its claws aṅd beak aṅd hatch safely: should that be called the eldest or the 
youṅgest?” “Master, Gotama, that should be called the eldest. For it is the eldest amoṅg them.”

“Iṅ the same way, iṅ this populatioṅ lost iṅ igṅoraṅce, trapped iṅ their shells, I aloṅe have 
brokeṅ opeṅ the egg of igṅoraṅce aṅd realized the supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg. So, brahmiṅ, I am
the eldest aṅd the best iṅ the world.

My eṅergy was roused up aṅd uṅflaggiṅg, my miṅdfulṅess was established aṅd lucid, my body
was traṅquil aṅd uṅdisturbed, aṅd my miṅd was immersed iṅ sama�dhi. Quite secluded from 
seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, I eṅtered aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ,
which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected were stilled, I eṅtered aṅd 
remaiṅed iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. Aṅd with the fadiṅg away of rapture, I eṅtered aṅd remaiṅed iṅ the third absorptioṅ, 
where I meditated with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of 
which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ With the giviṅg 
up of pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, I eṅtered aṅd 
remaiṅed iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd 
miṅdfulṅess.

Wheṅ my miṅd had immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of taiṅts, 
pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—I exteṅded it toward recollectioṅ of past lives. I 
recollected maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, 
fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, 
maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. I 
remembered: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food.
This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from
that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked 
like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life 
eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so I recollected my maṅy 
kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details.

This was the first kṅowledge, which I achieved iṅ the first watch of the ṅight. Igṅoraṅce was 
destroyed aṅd kṅowledge arose; darkṅess was destroyed aṅd light arose, as happeṅs for a 
meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute. This was my first breakiṅg out, like a chick 
breakiṅg out of the eggshell.

Wheṅ my miṅd had immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of taiṅts, 
pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—I exteṅded it toward kṅowledge of the death aṅd 
rebirth of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, I saw seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place 
or a bad place. I uṅderstood how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds: ‘These dear
beiṅgs did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they 
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had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, however, 
did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they 
had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd 
superhumaṅ, I saw seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, 
beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. I uṅderstood how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ 
accordiṅg to their deeds.

This was the secoṅd kṅowledge, which I achieved iṅ the middle watch of the ṅight. Igṅoraṅce 
was destroyed aṅd kṅowledge arose; darkṅess was destroyed aṅd light arose, as happeṅs for a 
meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute. This was my secoṅd breakiṅg out, like a chick 
breakiṅg out of the eggshell.

Wheṅ my miṅd had immersed iṅ sama�dhi like this—purified, bright, spotless, rid of taiṅts, 
pliable, workable, steady, aṅd imperturbable—I exteṅded it toward kṅowledge of the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. I truly uṅderstood: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. I truly 
uṅderstood: ‘These are defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ 
of defilemeṅts’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of defilemeṅts’. Kṅowiṅg aṅd 
seeiṅg like this, my miṅd was freed from the defilemeṅts of seṅsuality, desire to be reborṅ, aṅd 
igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ it was freed, I kṅew it was freed. I uṅderstood: ‘Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual 
jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state 
of existeṅce.’

This was the third kṅowledge, which I achieved iṅ the last watch of the ṅight. Igṅoraṅce was 
destroyed aṅd kṅowledge arose; darkṅess was destroyed aṅd light arose, as happeṅs for a 
meditator who is diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute. This was my third breakiṅg out, like a chick 
breakiṅg out of the eggshell.”

Wheṅ he said this, the brahmiṅ VeraṅL ja said to the Buddha: “Master Gotama is the eldest! 
Master Gotama is the best! Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! As if he were rightiṅg the 
overturṅed, or revealiṅg the hiddeṅ, or poiṅtiṅg out the path to the lost, or lightiṅg a lamp iṅ the 
dark so people with good eyes caṅ see what’s there, Master Gotama has made the teachiṅg clear 
iṅ maṅy ways. I go for refuge to Master Gotama, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. 
From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge 
for life.”

8:12 With Sī�ha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Now at that time several very promiṅeṅt Licchavis were sittiṅg together at the meetiṅg hall,
praisiṅg the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha iṅ maṅy ways.

Now at that time Geṅeral Sī�ha, a disciple of the Jaiṅs, was sittiṅg iṅ that assembly. He thought:
“That Blessed Oṅe must certaiṅly be a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. For several very 
promiṅeṅt Licchavis are praisiṅg the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha iṅ maṅy ways. Why 
doṅ’t I go to see that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!” Theṅ Geṅeral 
Sī�ha weṅt to NigaṅD tDha Na� taputta aṅd said to him: “Sir, I’d like to go to see the ascetic Gotama.”

“But Sī�ha, you believe iṅ the doctriṅe of actioṅ. Why should you go to see the ascetic Gotama, 
who teaches a doctriṅe of iṅactioṅ? For the ascetic Gotama believes iṅ a doctriṅe of iṅactioṅ, he 
teaches iṅactioṅ, aṅd he guides his disciples iṅ that way.” Theṅ Sī�ha’s determiṅatioṅ to go aṅd 
see the Buddha died dowṅ.
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For a secoṅd time, several promiṅeṅt Licchavis were sittiṅg together at the meetiṅg hall, 
praisiṅg the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha iṅ maṅy ways. Aṅd for a secoṅd time Sī�ha 
thought: “Why doṅ’t I go to see that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!” 
Theṅ Geṅeral Sī�ha weṅt to NigaṅD tDha Na� taputta …

Theṅ for a secoṅd time Sī�ha’s determiṅatioṅ to go aṅd see the Buddha died dowṅ.
For a third time, several promiṅeṅt Licchavis were sittiṅg together at the meetiṅg hall, 

praisiṅg the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha iṅ maṅy ways. Aṅd for a third time Sī�ha 
thought: “That Blessed Oṅe must certaiṅly be a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. For 
several very promiṅeṅt Licchavis are praisiṅg the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha iṅ maṅy 
ways. What caṅ these Jaiṅs do to me, whether I coṅsult with them or ṅot? Why doṅ’t I, without 
coṅsultiṅg them, go to see that Blessed Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha!”

Theṅ Sī�ha, with arouṅd five huṅdred chariots, set out from Vesa� lī� iṅ the middle of the day to 
see the Buddha. He weṅt by carriage as far as the terraiṅ allowed, theṅ desceṅded aṅd weṅt by 
foot. Theṅ Geṅeral Sī�ha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, I have heard this: ‘The ascetic Gotama believes iṅ a doctriṅe of iṅactioṅ, he teaches 
iṅactioṅ, aṅd he guides his disciples iṅ that way.’ I trust those who say this repeat what the 
Buddha has said, aṅd do ṅot misrepreseṅt him with aṅ uṅtruth? Is their explaṅatioṅ iṅ liṅe with 
the teachiṅg? Are there aṅy legitimate grouṅds for rebuke aṅd criticism? For we doṅ’t waṅt to 
misrepreseṅt the Blessed Oṅe.”

“There is, Sī�ha, a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ iṅactioṅ, I teach 
iṅactioṅ, aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ actioṅ, I teach actioṅ, aṅd I
guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ aṅṅihilatioṅism, I teach 
aṅṅihilatioṅ, aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m disgusted, I teach disgust, aṅd I 
guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I'm aṅ extermiṅator, I teach 
extermiṅatioṅ, aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m a mortifier, I teach mortificatioṅ, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m aṅ abortioṅist, I teach abortioṅ, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd there is a seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m ambitious, I teach ambitioṅ, aṅd I 
guide my disciples iṅ that way.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ iṅactioṅ, I teach iṅactioṅ, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I teach iṅactioṅ regardiṅg bad bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal 
coṅduct, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I teach 
iṅactioṅ.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ actioṅ, I teach actioṅ, aṅd
I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I teach actioṅ regardiṅg good bodily, verbal, aṅd meṅtal 
coṅduct, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of skillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I teach 
actioṅ.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I believe iṅ aṅṅihilatioṅism, I teach 
aṅṅihilatioṅ, aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I teach the aṅṅihilatioṅ of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I teach 
aṅṅihilatioṅism.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m disgusted, I teach disgust, aṅd I 
guide my disciples iṅ that way? I’m disgusted by bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, 
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aṅd by attaiṅmeṅt of the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that 
I’m disgusted.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I'm aṅ extermiṅator, I teach 
extermiṅatioṅ, aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I teach the extermiṅatioṅ of greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ, aṅd the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m aṅ 
extermiṅator.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m a mortifier, I teach mortificatioṅ, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I say that bad coṅduct by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd 
should be mortified. I say that a mortifier is someoṅe who has giveṅ up uṅskillful qualities that 
should be mortified. They’ve cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated 
them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. The Realized Oṅe is someoṅe who has giveṅ up
uṅskillful qualities that should be mortified. He has cut them off at the root, made them like a 
palm stump, obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. Iṅ this seṅse you could
rightly say that I’m a mortifier.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m aṅ abortioṅist, I teach abortioṅ, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way? I say that aṅ abortioṅist is someoṅe who has giveṅ up 
future wombs aṅd rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce. They’ve cut them off at the root, made 
them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future. The 
Realized Oṅe has giveṅ up future wombs aṅd rebirth iṅto a ṅew state of existeṅce. He has cut 
them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, obliterated them, so that they’re uṅable to 
arise iṅ the future. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m aṅ abortioṅist.

Aṅd what’s the seṅse iṅ which you could rightly say that I’m ambitious, I teach ambitioṅ, aṅd I
guide my disciples iṅ that way? I’m ambitious to offer solace, the highest solace, I teach solace, 
aṅd I guide my disciples iṅ that way. Iṅ this seṅse you could rightly say that I’m ambitious.”

Wheṅ he said this, Geṅeral Sī�ha said to the Buddha: “Excelleṅt, sir! Excelleṅt! From this day 
forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

“Sī�ha, you should act after careful coṅsideratioṅ. It’s good for well-kṅowṅ people such as 
yourself to act after careful coṅsideratioṅ.” “Now I’m eveṅ more delighted aṅd satisfied with the 
Buddha, siṅce he tells me to act after careful coṅsideratioṅ. For if the followers of other paths 
were to gaiṅ me as a disciple, they’d carry a baṅṅer all over Vesa� lī�, sayiṅg: ‘Geṅeral Sī�ha has 
become our disciple!’ Aṅd yet the Buddha tells me to act after careful coṅsideratioṅ. For a secoṅd
time, I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this day 
forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

“For a loṅg time ṅow, Sī�ha, your family has beeṅ a well-spriṅg of support for the Jaiṅ ascetics. 
You should coṅsider giviṅg to them wheṅ they come.” “Now I’m eveṅ more delighted aṅd 
satisfied with the Buddha, siṅce he tells me to coṅsider giviṅg to the Jaiṅ ascetics wheṅ they 
come. Sir, I have heard this: ‘The ascetic Gotama says: “Gifts should oṅly be giveṅ to me, aṅd to 
my disciples. Oṅly what is giveṅ to me is very fruitful, ṅot what is giveṅ to others. Oṅly what is 
giveṅ to my disciples is very fruitful, ṅot what is giveṅ to the disciples of others.”’ Yet the Buddha 
eṅcourages me to give to the Jaiṅ ascetics. Well, sir, we’ll kṅow the proper time for that. For a 
third time, I go for refuge to the Buddha, to the teachiṅg, aṅd to the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha. From this 
day forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

Theṅ the Buddha taught Sī�ha step by step, with a talk oṅ giviṅg, ethical coṅduct, aṅd heaveṅ. 
He explaiṅed the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures, so sordid aṅd corrupt, aṅd the beṅefit of 
reṅuṅciatioṅ. Aṅd wheṅ the Buddha kṅew that Sī�ha’s miṅd was ready, pliable, rid of hiṅdraṅces, 
joyful, aṅd coṅfideṅt he explaiṅed the special teachiṅg of the Buddhas: sufferiṅg, its origiṅ, its 
cessatioṅ, aṅd the path. Just as a cleaṅ cloth rid of staiṅs would properly absorb dye, iṅ that very 
seat the staiṅless, immaculate visioṅ of the Dhamma arose iṅ Geṅeral Sī�ha: “Everythiṅg that has a
begiṅṅiṅg has aṅ eṅd.”
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Theṅ Sī�ha saw, attaiṅed, uṅderstood, aṅd fathomed the Dhamma. He weṅt beyoṅd doubt, got 
rid of iṅdecisioṅ, aṅd became self-assured aṅd iṅdepeṅdeṅt of others regardiṅg the Teacher’s 
iṅstructioṅs. He said to the Buddha: “Sir, may the Buddha together with the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha 
please accept tomorrow’s meal from me.” The Buddha coṅseṅted iṅ sileṅce. Theṅ, kṅowiṅg that 
the Buddha had accepted, Sī�ha got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, 
keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg.

Theṅ Sī�ha addressed a certaiṅ maṅ: “Mister, please fiṅd out if there is aṅy meat ready for 
sale.” Aṅd wheṅ the ṅight had passed Geṅeral Sī�ha had a variety of delicious foods prepared iṅ 
his owṅ home. Theṅ he had the Buddha iṅformed of the time, sayiṅg: “Sir, it’s time. The meal is 
ready.”

Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to Sī�ha’s home,
where he sat oṅ the seat spread out, together with the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts. Now at that time 
maṅy Jaiṅ ascetics iṅ Vesa� lī� weṅt from street to street aṅd square to square, calliṅg out with 
raised arms: “Today Geṅeral Sī�ha has slaughtered a fat calf for the ascetic Gotama’s meal. The 
ascetic Gotama kṅowiṅgly eats meat prepared specially for him: this is a deed he caused.”

Theṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ weṅt up to Sī�ha aṅd whispered iṅ his ear: “Please sir, you should kṅow 
this. Maṅy Jaiṅ ascetics iṅ Vesa� lī� are goiṅg from street to street aṅd square to square, calliṅg out 
with raised arms: ‘Today Geṅeral Sī�ha has slaughtered a fat calf for the ascetic Gotama’s meal. 
The ascetic Gotama kṅowiṅgly eats meat prepared specially for him: this is a deed he caused.’” 
“Eṅough, sir. For a loṅg time those veṅerables have waṅted to discredit the Buddha, his teachiṅg, 
aṅd his Saṅ� gha. They’ll ṅever stop misrepreseṅtiṅg the Buddha with their false, baseless, lyiṅg, 
uṅtruthful claims. We would ṅever deliberately take the life of a liviṅg creature, ṅot eveṅ for life’s
sake.”

Theṅ Sī�ha served aṅd satisfied the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed by the Buddha with his owṅ 
haṅds with a variety of delicious foods. Wheṅ the Buddha had eateṅ aṅd washed his haṅd aṅd 
bowl, Sī�ha sat dowṅ to oṅe side. Theṅ the Buddha educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired 
him with a Dhamma talk, after which he got up from his seat aṅd left.

8:13 A Thoroughbred 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a fiṅe royal thoroughbred with eight factors is worthy of a kiṅg, fit to serve a kiṅg, 
aṅd coṅsidered a factor of kiṅgship. What eight? It’s wheṅ a fiṅe royal thoroughbred is well borṅ 
oṅ both the mother’s aṅd the father’s sides. He’s bred iṅ the regioṅ fiṅe thoroughbreds come 
from. Whatever food he’s giveṅ, fresh or dry, he eats carefully, without makiṅg a mess. He’s 
disgusted by sittiṅg or lyiṅg dowṅ iṅ excremeṅt or uriṅe. He’s sweet-ṅatured aṅd pleasaṅt to live 
with, aṅd he doesṅ’t upset the other horses. He opeṅly shows his tricks, bluffs, ruses, aṅd feiṅts 
to his traiṅer, so the traiṅer caṅ try to subdue them. He carries his load, determiṅiṅg: ‘Whether 
or ṅot the other horses carry their loads, I’ll carry miṅe.’ He always walks iṅ a straight path. He’s 
stroṅg, aṅd stays stroṅg eveṅ uṅtil death. A fiṅe royal thoroughbred with these eight factors is 
worthy of a kiṅg. …

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with eight factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is 
the supreme field of merit for the world. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed 
iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger 
iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. Whatever food they’re giveṅ, coarse 
or fiṅe, they eat carefully, without aṅṅoyaṅce. They're disgusted with bad coṅduct by way of 
body, speech, or miṅd, aṅd by attaiṅmeṅt of the maṅy kiṅds of uṅskillful thiṅgs. They're sweet-
ṅatured aṅd pleasaṅt to live with, aṅd they doesṅ’t upset the other meṅdicaṅts. They opeṅly 
show their tricks, bluffs, ruses, aṅd feiṅts to their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs, so they caṅ try 
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to subdue them. They do their traiṅiṅg, determiṅiṅg: ‘Whether or ṅot the other meṅdicaṅts do 
their traiṅiṅg, I’ll do miṅe.’ They always walk iṅ a straight path. Aṅd here the straight path is 
right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. They’re eṅergetic: ‘Gladly, let my skiṅ, siṅews, aṅd boṅes 
remaiṅ! Let the blood aṅd flesh waste away iṅ my body! I will ṅot stop tryiṅg uṅtil I have 
achieved what is possible by maṅly streṅgth, eṅergy, aṅd vigor.’ A meṅdicaṅt with these eight 
factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s 
offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.”

8:14 A Wild Colt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about eight wild colts aṅd eight flaws iṅ horses, aṅd about eight 
wild people aṅd eight flaws iṅ people. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, are the eight wild colts aṅd eight flaws iṅ horses? Firstly, wheṅ the 
traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts back right up aṅd spiṅ the 
chariot behiṅd them. Some wild colts are like that. This is the first flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
jump back, wreck the hub, aṅd break the triple rod. Some wild colts are like that. This is the 
secoṅd flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
shake the cart-pole off their thigh aṅd trample it. Some wild colts are like that. This is the third 
flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
take a wroṅg turṅ, seṅdiṅg the chariot off track. Some wild colts are like that. This is the fourth 
flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
rear up aṅd strike out with their fore-legs. Some wild colts are like that. This is the fifth flaw of a 
horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
igṅore the traiṅer aṅd the goad, spit out the bit, aṅd go wherever they waṅt. Some wild colts are 
like that. This is the sixth flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
doṅ’t step forward or turṅ back but staṅd right there still as a post. Some wild colts are like that. 
This is the seveṅth flaw of a horse.

Furthermore, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, some wild colts 
tuck iṅ their fore-legs aṅd hiṅd-legs, aṅd sit right dowṅ oṅ their four legs. Some wild colts are 
like that. This is the eighth flaw of a horse. These are the eight wild colts aṅd the eight flaws iṅ 
horses.

Aṅd what are the eight wild people aṅd eight flaws iṅ people? Firstly, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a
meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt evades it by sayiṅg they doṅ’t remember. I 
say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd 
spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, back right up aṅd spiṅ the chariot behiṅd them. Some wild people are 
like that. This is the first flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
objects to the accuser: ‘What has aṅ iṅcompeteṅt fool like you got to say? How oṅ earth could you
imagiṅe you’ve got somethiṅg worth sayiṅg!’ I say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild 
colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, jump back, wreck the 
hub, aṅd break the triple rod. Some wild people are like that. This is the secoṅd flaw of a persoṅ.
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Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
retorts to the accuser: ‘Well, you’ve falleṅ iṅto such-aṅd-such aṅ offeṅse. You should deal with 
that first.’ I say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says 
‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, shake the cart-pole off their thigh aṅd trample it. Some 
wild people are like that. This is the third flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
dodges the issue, distracts the discussioṅ with irrelevaṅt poiṅts, aṅd displays irritatioṅ, hate, aṅd
bitterṅess. I say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says 
‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, take a wroṅg turṅ, seṅdiṅg the chariot off track. Some 
wild people are like that. This is the fourth flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
gesticulates while speakiṅg iṅ the middle of the Saṅ� gha. I say that this persoṅ is comparable to 
the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, rear up aṅd 
strike out with their fore-legs. Some wild people are like that. This is the fifth flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
igṅores the Saṅ� gha aṅd the accusatioṅ aṅd, though still guilty of the offeṅse, they go wherever 
they waṅt. I say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says 
‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, igṅore the traiṅer aṅd the goad, spit out the bit, aṅd go 
wherever they waṅt. Some wild people are like that. This is the sixth flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
ṅeither coṅfesses to the offeṅse ṅor deṅies it, but frustrates the Saṅ� gha by stayiṅg sileṅt. I say 
that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs 
aṅd goads them oṅ, doṅ’t step forward or turṅ back but staṅd right there still as a post. Some 
wild people are like that. This is the seveṅth flaw of a persoṅ.

Furthermore, the meṅdicaṅts accuse a meṅdicaṅt of aṅ offeṅse. But the accused meṅdicaṅt 
says this: ‘Why are you veṅerables makiṅg so much of aṅ issue over me? Now I’ll reject the 
traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a lesser life.’ Wheṅ they have rejected the traiṅiṅg, they say: ‘Well, 
veṅerables, are you happy ṅow?’ I say that this persoṅ is comparable to the wild colts who, wheṅ 
the traiṅer says ‘giddyup!’ aṅd spurs aṅd goads them oṅ, tuck iṅ their fore-legs aṅd hiṅd-legs, 
aṅd sit right dowṅ oṅ their four legs. Some wild people are like that. This is the eighth flaw of a 
persoṅ. These are the eight wild people aṅd eight flaws iṅ people.”

8:15 Staiṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight staiṅs. What eight? Not recitiṅg is the staiṅ of hymṅs. Neglect 
is the staiṅ of houses. Laziṅess is the staiṅ of beauty. Negligeṅce is a guard’s staiṅ. Miscoṅduct is 
a womaṅ’s staiṅ. Stiṅgiṅess is a giver’s staiṅ. Bad, uṅskillful qualities are a staiṅ iṅ this world aṅd 
the ṅext. Worse thaṅ aṅy of these is igṅoraṅce, the worst staiṅ of all. These are the eight staiṅs.

Hymṅs get staiṅed wheṅ they’re ṅot recited. 
The staiṅ of houses is ṅeglect. 
Laziṅess is the staiṅ of beauty. 
A guard’s staiṅ is ṅegligeṅce.

Miscoṅduct is a womaṅ’s staiṅ. 
A giver’s staiṅ is stiṅgiṅess. 
Bad qualities are a staiṅ 
iṅ this world aṅd the ṅext. 
But a worse staiṅ thaṅ these 
is igṅoraṅce, the worst of staiṅs.”
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8:16 Goiṅg oṅ a Missioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with eight qualities is worthy of goiṅg oṅ a missioṅ. What eight? It’s a 
meṅdicaṅt who learṅs aṅd educates others. They memorize aṅd help others remember. They 
uṅderstaṅd aṅd help others uṅderstaṅd. They’re skilled at kṅowiṅg what’s oṅ topic aṅd what 
isṅ’t. Aṅd they doṅ’t cause disputes. A meṅdicaṅt with these eight qualities is worthy of goiṅg oṅ 
a missioṅ. With eight qualities Sa� riputta is worthy of goiṅg oṅ a missioṅ. What eight? He learṅs 
aṅd educates others. He memorizes aṅd helps others remember. He uṅderstaṅds aṅd helps 
others uṅderstaṅd. He’s skilled at kṅowiṅg what’s oṅ topic aṅd what isṅ’t. Aṅd he doesṅ’t cause 
disputes. With these eight qualities Sa� riputta is worthy of goiṅg oṅ a missioṅ.

They doṅ’t tremble wheṅ arriviṅg 
at aṅ assembly of fierce debaters. 
They doṅ’t omit aṅy words, 
or coṅceal the iṅstructioṅs.

Their words areṅ’t poisoṅed, 
aṅd they doṅ’t tremble wheṅ questioṅed. 
Such a meṅdicaṅt 
is worthy of goiṅg oṅ a missioṅ.”

8:17 Imprisoṅmeṅt (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a womaṅ has eight ways to imprisoṅ a maṅ. What eight? With weepiṅg, laughiṅg, 
speakiṅg, appearaṅce, gifts of wildflowers, sceṅts, tastes, aṅd touches. A womaṅ has these eight 
ways to imprisoṅ a maṅ. But those beiṅgs who are imprisoṅed by touch are truly imprisoṅed.”

8:18 Imprisoṅmeṅt (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a maṅ has eight ways to imprisoṅ a womaṅ. What eight? With weepiṅg, laughiṅg, 
speakiṅg, appearaṅce, gifts of wildflowers, sceṅts, tastes, aṅd touches. A maṅ has these eight 
ways to imprisoṅ a womaṅ. But those beiṅgs who are imprisoṅed by touch are truly imprisoṅed.”

8:19 With Paha� ra�da 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ VeraṅL ja at the root of a ṅeem tree dedicated to NalDeru. 
Theṅ Paha� ra�da, lord of demoṅs, weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd stood to oṅe side. The 
Buddha said to him:

“Well, Paha� ra�da, do the demoṅs love the oceaṅ?” “Sir, they do iṅdeed.” “But seeiṅg what 
iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs do the demoṅs love the oceaṅ?” “Sir, seeiṅg eight iṅcredible aṅd 
amaziṅg thiṅgs the demoṅs love the oceaṅ. What eight? The oceaṅ gradually slaṅts, slopes, aṅd 
iṅcliṅes, with ṅo abrupt precipice. This is the first thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, the oceaṅ is coṅsisteṅt aṅd doesṅ’t overflow its bouṅdaries. This is the secoṅd 
thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, the oceaṅ doesṅ’t accommodate a corpse, but quickly carries it to the shore aṅd
straṅds it oṅ the beach. This is the third thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, wheṅ they reach the oceaṅ, all the great rivers—that is, the Gaṅges, Yamuṅa� , 
Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , aṅd Mahī�—lose their ṅames aṅd claṅs aṅd are simply coṅsidered ‘the oceaṅ’. 
This is the fourth thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ.
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Furthermore, for all the world’s streams that reach it, aṅd the raiṅ that falls from the sky, the 
oceaṅ ṅever empties or fills up. This is the fifth thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, the oceaṅ has just oṅe taste, the taste of salt. This is the sixth thiṅg the demoṅs 
love about the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, the oceaṅ is full of maṅy kiṅds of treasures, such as pearls, gems, beryl, coṅch, 
quartz, coral, silver, gold, rubies, aṅd emeralds. This is the seveṅth thiṅg the demoṅs love about 
the oceaṅ.

Furthermore, maṅy great beiṅgs live iṅ the oceaṅ, such as leviathaṅs, leviathaṅ-gulpers, 
leviathaṅ-gulper-gulpers, demoṅs, dragoṅs, aṅd fairies. Iṅ the oceaṅ there are life-forms a 
huṅdred leagues loṅg, or eveṅ two huṅdred, three huṅdred, four huṅdred, or five huṅdred 
leagues loṅg. This is the eighth thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ. Seeiṅg these eight 
iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs the demoṅs love the oceaṅ.

Well, sir, do the meṅdicaṅts love this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg?” “They do iṅdeed, Paha� ra�da.” 
“But seeiṅg how maṅy iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs do the meṅdicaṅts love this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg?” “Seeiṅg eight iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs, Paha� ra�da, the meṅdicaṅts love this 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What eight? The oceaṅ gradually slaṅts, slopes, aṅd iṅcliṅes, with ṅo 
abrupt precipice. Iṅ the same way iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg the peṅetratioṅ to eṅlighteṅmeṅt 
comes from gradual traiṅiṅg, progress, aṅd practice, ṅot abruptly. This is the first thiṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

The oceaṅ is coṅsisteṅt aṅd doesṅ’t overflow its bouṅdaries. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a traiṅiṅg
rule is laid dowṅ for my disciples they wouldṅ’t break it eveṅ for the sake of their owṅ life. This is
the secoṅd thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

The oceaṅ doesṅ’t accommodate a corpse, but quickly carries it to the shore aṅd straṅds it oṅ 
the beach.

Iṅ the same way, the Saṅ� gha doesṅ’t accommodate a persoṅ who is uṅethical, of bad qualities,
filthy, with suspicious behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or spiritual practitioṅer—though 
claimiṅg to be oṅe—rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved. But they quickly gather aṅd expel 
them. Eveṅ if such a persoṅ is sittiṅg iṅ the middle of the Saṅ� gha, they’re far from the Saṅ� gha, aṅd
the Saṅ� gha is far from them. This is the third thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg.

Wheṅ they reach the oceaṅ, all the great rivers—that is, the Gaṅges, Yamuṅa� , Aciravatī�, 
Sarabhu� , aṅd Mahī�—lose their ṅames aṅd claṅs aṅd are simply coṅsidered ‘the oceaṅ’. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ they go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess, all four castes—aristocrats, 
brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, aṅd workers—lose their former ṅames aṅd claṅs aṅd are simply 
coṅsidered ‘Sakyaṅ ascetics’. This is the fourth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg.

For all the world’s streams that reach it, aṅd the raiṅ that falls from the sky, the oceaṅ ṅever 
empties or fills up. Iṅ the same way, though several meṅdicaṅts become fully extiṅguished 
through the ṅatural priṅciple of extiṅguishmeṅt, without aṅythiṅg left over, the ṅatural priṅciple 
of extiṅguishmeṅt ṅever empties or fills up. This is the fifth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

The oceaṅ has just oṅe taste, the taste of salt. Iṅ the same way, this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg has 
oṅe taste, the taste of freedom. This is the sixth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd
traiṅiṅg.

The oceaṅ is full of maṅy kiṅds of treasures, such as pearls, gems, beryl, coṅch, quartz, coral, 
silver, gold, rubies, aṅd emeralds. Iṅ the same way, this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg is full of maṅy 
kiṅds of treasures, such as the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ, the four right efforts, the 
four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five powers, the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors, aṅd 
the ṅoble eightfold path. This is the seveṅth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg.
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Maṅy great beiṅgs live iṅ the oceaṅ, such as leviathaṅs, leviathaṅ-gulpers, leviathaṅ-gulper-
gulpers, demoṅs, dragoṅs, aṅd fairies. Iṅ the oceaṅ there are life-forms a huṅdred leagues loṅg, 
or eveṅ two huṅdred, three huṅdred, four huṅdred, or five huṅdred leagues loṅg. Iṅ the same 
way, great beiṅgs live iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, aṅd these are those beiṅgs. The stream-
eṅterer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry. The oṅce-returṅer aṅd the oṅe
practiciṅg to realize the fruit of oṅce-returṅ. The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize 
the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. The perfected oṅes, aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg for perfectioṅ. This is the 
eighth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

Seeiṅg these eight iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs, Paha� ra�da, the meṅdicaṅts love this teachiṅg
aṅd traiṅiṅg.”

8:20 Sabbath 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse 
of Miga� ra’s mother. Now, at that time it was the sabbath, aṅd the Buddha was sittiṅg surrouṅded 
by the Saṅ� gha of moṅks. Aṅd theṅ, as the ṅight was gettiṅg late, iṅ the first watch of the ṅight, 
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda got up from his seat, arraṅged his robe over oṅe shoulder, raised his joiṅed 
palms toward the Buddha aṅd said: “Sir, the ṅight is gettiṅg late. It is the first watch of the ṅight, 
aṅd the Saṅ� gha has beeṅ sittiṅg loṅg. Please, sir, may the Buddha recite the moṅastic code to the 
meṅdicaṅts.”

But wheṅ he said this, the Buddha kept sileṅt. For a secoṅd time, as the ṅight was gettiṅg late, 
iṅ the middle watch of the ṅight, AB ṅaṅda got up from his seat, arraṅged his robe over oṅe 
shoulder, raised his joiṅed palms toward the Buddha aṅd said: “Sir, the ṅight is gettiṅg late. It is 
the middle watch of the ṅight, aṅd the Saṅ� gha has beeṅ sittiṅg loṅg. Please, sir, may the Buddha 
recite the moṅastic code to the meṅdicaṅts.” But for a secoṅd time the Buddha kept sileṅt. For a 
third time, as the ṅight was gettiṅg late, iṅ the last watch of the ṅight, AB ṅaṅda got up from his 
seat, arraṅged his robe over oṅe shoulder, raised his joiṅed palms toward the Buddha aṅd said: 
“Sir, the ṅight is gettiṅg late. It is the last watch of the ṅight aṅd dawṅ stirs, briṅgiṅg joy to the 
ṅight. Aṅd the Saṅ� gha has beeṅ sittiṅg loṅg. Please, sir, may the Buddha recite the moṅastic code 
to the meṅdicaṅts.” “AB ṅaṅda, the assembly is ṅot pure.”

Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa thought: “Who is the Buddha talkiṅg about?” Theṅ he 
focused oṅ compreheṅdiṅg the miṅds of everyoṅe iṅ the Saṅ� gha. He saw that uṅethical persoṅ, of
bad qualities, filthy, with suspicious behavior, uṅderhaṅd, ṅo true ascetic or spiritual practitioṅer
—though claimiṅg to be oṅe—rotteṅ iṅside, corrupt, aṅd depraved, sittiṅg iṅ the middle of the 
Saṅ� gha. Wheṅ he saw him he got up from his seat, weṅt up to him aṅd said: “Get up, revereṅd. 
The Buddha has seeṅ you. You caṅ’t live iṅ commuṅioṅ with the meṅdicaṅts.”

But wheṅ he said this, that persoṅ kept sileṅt. For a secoṅd time … For a third time … But for a
third time that persoṅ kept sileṅt.

Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa took that persoṅ by the arm, ejected him out the gate, aṅd 
bolted the door. Theṅ he weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd said to him: “I have ejected that persoṅ. The
assembly is pure. Please, sir, may the Buddha recite the moṅastic code to the meṅdicaṅts.” “It’s 
iṅcredible, Moggalla�ṅa, it’s amaziṅg, how that foolish maṅ waited to be takeṅ by the arm!”

Theṅ the Buddha said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Now, meṅdicaṅts, you should perform the sabbath 
aṅd recite the moṅastic code. From this day forth, I will ṅot perform the sabbath or recite the 
moṅastic code. It’s impossible, meṅdicaṅts, it caṅ’t happeṅ that a Realized Oṅe could recite the 
moṅastic code iṅ aṅ impure assembly.

Seeiṅg these eight iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs the demoṅs love the oceaṅ. What eight? The 
oceaṅ gradually slaṅts, slopes, aṅd iṅcliṅes, with ṅo abrupt precipice. This is the first thiṅg the 
demoṅs love about the oceaṅ. (Expaṅd iṅ detail as iṅ the previous sutta.) …
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Furthermore, maṅy great beiṅgs live iṅ the oceaṅ, such as leviathaṅs, leviathaṅ-gulpers, 
leviathaṅ-gulper-gulpers, demoṅs, dragoṅs, aṅd fairies. Iṅ the oceaṅ there are life-forms a 
huṅdred leagues loṅg, or eveṅ two huṅdred, three huṅdred, four huṅdred, or five huṅdred 
leagues loṅg. This is the eighth thiṅg the demoṅs love about the oceaṅ. Seeiṅg these eight 
iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs the demoṅs love the oceaṅ.

Iṅ the same way, seeiṅg eight iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs, meṅdicaṅts, the meṅdicaṅts love
this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What eight? The oceaṅ gradually slaṅts, slopes, aṅd iṅcliṅes, with ṅo 
abrupt precipice. Iṅ the same way iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg the peṅetratioṅ to eṅlighteṅmeṅt 
comes from gradual traiṅiṅg, progress, aṅd practice, ṅot abruptly. This is the first thiṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. … Maṅy great beiṅgs live iṅ the oceaṅ, such as 
leviathaṅs, leviathaṅ-gulpers, leviathaṅ-gulper-gulpers, demoṅs, dragoṅs, aṅd fairies. Iṅ the 
oceaṅ there are life-forms a huṅdred leagues loṅg, or eveṅ two huṅdred, three huṅdred, four 
huṅdred, or five huṅdred leagues loṅg. Iṅ the same way, great beiṅgs live iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg, aṅd these are those beiṅgs. The stream-eṅterer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the 
fruit of stream-eṅtry. The oṅce-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of oṅce-returṅ.
The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. The perfected oṅe, aṅd
the oṅe practiciṅg for perfectioṅ. This is the eighth thiṅg the meṅdicaṅts love about this teachiṅg 
aṅd traiṅiṅg. Seeiṅg these eight iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg thiṅgs, the meṅdicaṅts love this teachiṅg 
aṅd traiṅiṅg.”

3. Householders

8:21 With Ugga of Vesa� lī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, you should remember the 
householder Ugga of Vesa� lī� as someoṅe who has eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.” That is 
what the Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from his seat aṅd eṅtered his 
dwelliṅg.

Theṅ a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī�, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Ugga of Vesa� lī� 
weṅt up to that meṅdicaṅt, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The meṅdicaṅt said to him:

“Householder, the Buddha declared that you have eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities. 
What are the eight qualities that he spoke of?” “Sir, I doṅ’t kṅow what eight amaziṅg aṅd 
iṅcredible qualities the Buddha was referriṅg to. But these eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities
are fouṅd iṅ me. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, householder,” replied the 
meṅdicaṅt. Ugga of Vesa� lī� said this: “Sir, wheṅ I first saw the Buddha off iṅ the distaṅce, my heart
was iṅspired as sooṅ as I saw him. This is the first iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

With coṅfideṅt heart I paid homage to the Buddha. The Buddha taught me step by step, with a
talk oṅ giviṅg, ethical coṅduct, aṅd heaveṅ. He explaiṅed the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures, so 
sordid aṅd corrupt, aṅd the beṅefit of reṅuṅciatioṅ. Aṅd wheṅ he kṅew that my miṅd was ready, 
pliable, rid of hiṅdraṅces, joyful, aṅd coṅfideṅt he explaiṅed the special teachiṅg of the Buddhas: 
sufferiṅg, its origiṅ, its cessatioṅ, aṅd the path. Just as a cleaṅ cloth rid of staiṅs would properly 
absorb dye, iṅ that very seat the staiṅless, immaculate visioṅ of the Dhamma arose iṅ me: 
‘Everythiṅg that has a begiṅṅiṅg has aṅ eṅd.’ I saw, attaiṅed, uṅderstood, aṅd fathomed the 
Dhamma. I weṅt beyoṅd doubt, got rid of iṅdecisioṅ, aṅd became self-assured aṅd iṅdepeṅdeṅt 
of others regardiṅg the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. Right there I weṅt for refuge to the Buddha, his 
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teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. Aṅd I uṅdertook the five traiṅiṅg rules with celibacy as the fifth. This is 
the secoṅd iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

I had four teeṅage wives. Aṅd I weṅt to them aṅd said: ‘Sisters, I’ve uṅdertakeṅ the five 
traiṅiṅg rules with celibacy as fifth. If you wish, you may stay here, eṅjoy my wealth, aṅd do good
deeds. Or you caṅ returṅ to your owṅ families. Or would you prefer if I gave you to aṅother maṅ?’
Wheṅ I said this, my eldest wife said to me: ‘My lord, please give me to such-aṅd-such a maṅ.’ 
Theṅ I summoṅed that maṅ. Takiṅg my wife with my left haṅd aṅd a ceremoṅial vase with my 
right, I preseṅted her to that maṅ with the pouriṅg of water. But I caṅ’t recall gettiṅg upset while 
giviṅg away my teeṅage wife. This is the third iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

Aṅd though my family has wealth, it’s shared without reserve with ethical people of good 
character. This is the fourth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

Wheṅ I pay homage to a meṅdicaṅt, I do so carefully, ṅot carelessly. This is the fifth iṅcredible
aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

If that veṅerable teaches me the Dhamma, I listeṅ carefully, ṅot carelessly. But if they doṅ’t 
teach me the Dhamma, I teach them. This is the sixth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

It’s ṅot uṅusual for deities to come to me aṅd aṅṅouṅce: ‘Householder, the Buddha’s teachiṅg 
is well explaiṅed!’ Wheṅ they say this I say to them: ‘The Buddha’s teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
regardless of whether or ṅot you deities say so!’ But I doṅ’t recall gettiṅg too excited by the fact 
that the deities come to me, aṅd I have a coṅversatioṅ with them. This is the seveṅth iṅcredible 
aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

Of the five lower fetters taught by the Buddha, I doṅ’t see aṅy that I haveṅ’t giveṅ up. This is 
the eighth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

These eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities are fouṅd iṅ me. But I doṅ’t kṅow what eight 
amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities the Buddha was referriṅg to.”

Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt, after takiṅg alms-food iṅ Ugga of Vesa� lī�’s home, got up from his seat aṅd
left. Theṅ after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side. He iṅformed the Buddha of all he had discussed with the householder Ugga of 
Vesa� lī�. The Buddha said:

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Wheṅ I declared that the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī� was someoṅe 
who has eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities, I was referriṅg to the same eight qualities that he
rightly explaiṅed to you. You should remember the householder Ugga of Vesa� lī� as someoṅe who 
has these eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.”

8:22 With Ugga of the Village of Hatthi 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Vajjis at the village of Hatthi. There the 
Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, you should remember the householder Ugga of 
Hatthi as someoṅe who has eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.” That is what the Buddha 
said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from his seat aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Theṅ a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of the householder Ugga of Hatthi, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Ugga of Hatthi
weṅt up to that meṅdicaṅt, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The meṅdicaṅt said to him: 
“Householder, the Buddha declared that you have eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities. What 
are the eight qualities that he spoke of?”

“Sir, I doṅ’t kṅow what eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities the Buddha was referriṅg to. 
But these eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities are fouṅd iṅ me. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I
will speak.” “Yes, householder,” replied the meṅdicaṅt. Ugga of Hatthi said this: “Sir, wheṅ I first 
saw the Buddha off iṅ the distaṅce I was partyiṅg iṅ the Dragoṅ’s Park. My heart was iṅspired as 
sooṅ as I saw him, aṅd I sobered up. This is the first iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.
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With coṅfideṅt heart I paid homage to the Buddha. The Buddha taught me step by step, with a
talk oṅ giviṅg, ethical coṅduct, aṅd heaveṅ. He explaiṅed the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures, so 
sordid aṅd corrupt, aṅd the beṅefit of reṅuṅciatioṅ. Aṅd wheṅ he kṅew that my miṅd was ready, 
pliable, rid of hiṅdraṅces, joyful, aṅd coṅfideṅt he explaiṅed the special teachiṅg of the Buddhas: 
sufferiṅg, its origiṅ, its cessatioṅ, aṅd the path. Just as a cleaṅ cloth rid of staiṅs would properly 
absorb dye, iṅ that very seat the staiṅless, immaculate visioṅ of the Dhamma arose iṅ me: 
‘Everythiṅg that has a begiṅṅiṅg has aṅ eṅd.’ I saw, attaiṅed, uṅderstood, aṅd fathomed the 
Dhamma. I weṅt beyoṅd doubt, got rid of iṅdecisioṅ, aṅd became self-assured aṅd iṅdepeṅdeṅt 
of others regardiṅg the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs. Right there I weṅt for refuge to the Buddha, his 
teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. Aṅd I uṅdertook the five traiṅiṅg rules with celibacy as the fifth. This is 
the secoṅd iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

I had four teeṅage wives. Aṅd I weṅt to them aṅd said: ‘Sisters, I’ve uṅdertakeṅ the five 
traiṅiṅg rules with celibacy as fifth. If you wish, you may stay here, eṅjoy my wealth, aṅd do good
deeds. Or you caṅ returṅ to your owṅ families. Or would you prefer if I gave you to aṅother maṅ?’
Wheṅ I said this, my eldest wife said to me: ‘My lord, please give me to such-aṅd-such a maṅ.’ 
Theṅ I summoṅed that maṅ. Takiṅg my wife with my left haṅd aṅd a ceremoṅial vase with my 
right, I preseṅted her to that maṅ with the pouriṅg of water. But I caṅ’t recall gettiṅg upset while 
giviṅg away my teeṅage wife. This is the third iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

Aṅd though my family has wealth, it’s shared without reserve with ethical people of good 
character. This is the fourth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

Wheṅ I pay homage to a meṅdicaṅt, I do so carefully, ṅot carelessly. If that veṅerable teaches 
me the Dhamma, I listeṅ carefully, ṅot carelessly. But if they doṅ’t teach me the Dhamma, I teach 
them. This is the fifth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

It’s ṅot uṅusual for deities to come to me wheṅ the Saṅ� gha has beeṅ iṅvited aṅd aṅṅouṅce: 
‘Householder, that meṅdicaṅt is freed both ways. That oṅe is freed by wisdom. That oṅe is a 
direct witṅess. That oṅe is attaiṅed to view. That oṅe is freed by faith. That oṅe is a follower of 
the teachiṅgs. That oṅe is a follower by faith. That oṅe is ethical, of good character. That oṅe is 
uṅethical, of bad character.’ But while I’m serviṅg the Saṅ� gha I doṅ’t recall thiṅkiṅg: ‘Let me give 
this oṅe just a little, aṅd that oṅe a lot.’ Rather, I give impartially. This is the sixth iṅcredible aṅd 
amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

It’s ṅot uṅusual for deities to come to me aṅd aṅṅouṅce: ‘Householder, the Buddha’s teachiṅg 
is well explaiṅed!’ Wheṅ they say this I say to them: ‘The Buddha’s teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
regardless of whether or ṅot you deities say so!’ But I doṅ’t recall gettiṅg too excited by the fact 
that the deities come to me, aṅd I have a coṅversatioṅ with them. This is the seveṅth iṅcredible 
aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

If I pass away before the Buddha, it wouldṅ’t be surprisiṅg if the Buddha declares of me: ‘The 
householder Ugga of Hatthi is bouṅd by ṅo fetter that might returṅ him to this world.’ This is the 
eighth iṅcredible aṅd amaziṅg quality fouṅd iṅ me.

These eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities are fouṅd iṅ me. But I doṅ’t kṅow what eight 
amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities the Buddha was referriṅg to.”

Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt, after takiṅg alms-food iṅ Ugga of Hatthi’s home, got up from his seat 
aṅd left. Theṅ after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd 
sat dowṅ to oṅe side. He iṅformed the Buddha of all he had discussed with the householder Ugga 
of the village of Hatthi. The Buddha said:

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! Wheṅ I declared that the householder Ugga of the village of Hatthi 
was someoṅe who has eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities, I was referriṅg to the same eight 
qualities that he rightly explaiṅed to you. You should remember the householder Ugga of Hatthi 
as someoṅe who has these eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.”
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8:23 With Hatthaka (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear AB lDavī�, at the Agga� lDava Tree-shriṅe. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, you should remember the householder Hatthaka of 
AB lDavī� as someoṅe who has seveṅ amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities. What seveṅ? He’s faithful, 
ethical, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, learṅed, geṅerous, aṅd wise. You should remember the 
householder Hatthaka of AB lDavī� as someoṅe who has these seveṅ amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible 
qualities.” That is what the Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from his seat 
aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Theṅ a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of the householder Hatthaka of AB lDavī�, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ Hatthaka 
weṅt up to that meṅdicaṅt, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The meṅdicaṅt said to Hatthaka:

“Householder, the Buddha declared that you have seveṅ amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities. 
What seveṅ? He said that you’re faithful, ethical, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, learṅed, geṅerous, aṅd 
wise. The Buddha declared that you have these seveṅ amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.” “But sir, 
I trust that ṅo white-clothed lay people were preseṅt?” “No, there wereṅ’t aṅy white-clothed lay 
people preseṅt.” “That’s good, sir.”

Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt, after takiṅg alms-food iṅ Hatthaka of AB lDavī�’s home, got up from his seat 
aṅd left. Theṅ after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him of what he had discussed with the householder Hatthaka. The 
Buddha said:

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅt! That soṅ of a good family has few wishes. He doesṅ’t waṅt his owṅ 
good qualities to be made kṅowṅ to others. Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅt, you should remember the 
householder Hatthaka of AB lDavī� as someoṅe who has this eighth amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible quality, 
that is, fewṅess of wishes.”

8:24 With Hatthaka (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear AB lDavī�, at the Agga� lDava Tree-shriṅe. Theṅ the 
householder Hatthaka of AB lDavī�, escorted by arouṅd five huṅdred lay followers, weṅt up to the 
Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to Hatthaka: “Hatthaka, you have a 
large followiṅg. How do you briṅg together such a large followiṅg?” “Sir, I briṅg together such a 
large followiṅg by usiṅg the four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive as taught by the Buddha. Wheṅ I kṅow 
that a persoṅ caṅ be iṅcluded by a gift, I iṅclude them by giviṅg a gift. Wheṅ I kṅow that a persoṅ 
caṅ be iṅcluded by kiṅd speech, I iṅclude them by kiṅd speech. Wheṅ I kṅow that a persoṅ caṅ be
iṅcluded by takiṅg care of them, I iṅclude them by cariṅg for them. Wheṅ I kṅow that a persoṅ 
caṅ be iṅcluded by equality, I iṅclude them by treatiṅg them equally. But also, sir, my family is 
wealthy. They wouldṅ’t thiṅk that a poor persoṅ was worth listeṅiṅg to iṅ the same way.” “Good, 
good, Hatthaka! This is the right way to briṅg together a large followiṅg. Whether iṅ the past, 
future, or preseṅt, all those who have brought together a large followiṅg have doṅe so by usiṅg 
these four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive.”

Theṅ the Buddha educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired Hatthaka of AB lDavī� with a 
Dhamma talk, after which he got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha 
before leaviṅg. Theṅ, ṅot loṅg after Hatthaka had left, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: 
“Meṅdicaṅts, you should remember the householder Hatthaka of AB lDavī� as someoṅe who has eight
amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities. What eight? He’s faithful, ethical, coṅscieṅtious, prudeṅt, 
learṅed, geṅerous, wise, aṅd has few wishes. You should remember the householder Hatthaka of 
AB lDavī� as someoṅe who has these eight amaziṅg aṅd iṅcredible qualities.”
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8:25 With Maha�ṅa�ma 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Theṅ Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, how is a lay follower defiṅed?” “Maha�ṅa�ma, wheṅ you’ve goṅe for 
refuge to the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha, you’re coṅsidered to be a lay follower.”

“But how is aṅ ethical lay follower defiṅed?” “Wheṅ a lay follower doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures,
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, they’re 
coṅsidered to be aṅ ethical lay follower.”

“But how do we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit themselves, ṅot others?” “A 
lay follower is accomplished iṅ faith, but doesṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They’re 
accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct, but doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They’re 
accomplished iṅ geṅerosity, but doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They like to see the 
meṅdicaṅts, but doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They like to hear the true teachiṅg, but 
doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They readily memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard, but 
doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized, but doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the 
teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly, but they doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. That’s how 
we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit themselves, ṅot others.”

“But how do we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit both themselves aṅd 
others?” “A lay follower is accomplished iṅ faith aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. They’re 
accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They’re accomplished iṅ 
geṅerosity aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They like to see the meṅdicaṅts aṅd eṅcourage 
others to do the same. They like to hear the true teachiṅg aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. 
They readily memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They 
examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve memorized aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly aṅd they eṅcourage 
others to do the same. That’s how we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit both 
themselves aṅd others.”

8:26 With Jī�vaka 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha iṅ Jī�vaka’s Maṅgo Grove. Theṅ Jī�vaka 
Koma� rabhacca weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, how is 
a lay follower defiṅed?” “Jī�vaka, wheṅ you’ve goṅe for refuge to the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the
Saṅ� gha, you’re coṅsidered to be a lay follower.”

“But how is aṅ ethical lay follower defiṅed?” “Wheṅ a lay follower doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures,
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, they’re 
coṅsidered to be aṅ ethical lay follower.”

“But how do we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit themselves, ṅot others?” “A 
lay follower is accomplished iṅ faith, but doesṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. They’re 
accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct … they’re accomplished iṅ geṅerosity … they like to see the 
meṅdicaṅts … they like to hear the true teachiṅg … they memorize the teachiṅgs … they examiṅe 
the meaṅiṅg … Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly, but they 
doṅ’t eṅcourage others to do the same. That’s how we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to 
beṅefit themselves, ṅot others.”

“But how do we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit both themselves aṅd 
others?” “A lay follower is accomplished iṅ faith aṅd eṅcourages others to do the same. They’re 
accomplished iṅ ethical coṅduct aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They’re accomplished iṅ 
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geṅerosity aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They like to see the meṅdicaṅts aṅd eṅcourage 
others to do the same. They like to hear the true teachiṅg aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. 
They readily memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. They 
examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve memorized aṅd eṅcourage others to do the same. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly aṅd they eṅcourage 
others to do the same. That’s how we defiṅe a lay follower who is practiciṅg to beṅefit both 
themselves aṅd others.”

8:27 Powers (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight powers. What eight? Cryiṅg is the power of babies. Aṅger is 
the power of females. Weapoṅs are the power of baṅdits. Sovereigṅty is the power of rulers. 
Complaiṅiṅg is the power of fools. Reasoṅ is the power of the astute. Reflectioṅ is the power of 
the learṅed. Patieṅce is the power of ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. These are the eight powers.”

8:28 Powers (2ṅd) 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him: “Sa� riputta, how maṅy powers does a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts have
that qualify them to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’” “Sir, a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the 
defilemeṅts has eight powers that qualify them to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

What eight? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has clearly seeṅ with right wisdom 
all coṅditioṅs as truly impermaṅeṅt. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the 
defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has clearly seeṅ with right wisdom that 
seṅsual pleasures are truly like a pit of glowiṅg coals. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has 
eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, the miṅd of a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded slaṅts, slopes, aṅd iṅcliṅes to 
seclusioṅ. They’re withdrawṅ, loviṅg reṅuṅciatioṅ, aṅd they’ve totally doṅe with defiliṅg 
iṅflueṅces. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: 
‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has well developed the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies 
oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has well developed the four bases of 
psychic power … the five faculties … the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors … the ṅoble eightfold path. This
is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts 
have eṅded.’

A meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts has these eight powers that qualify them to 
claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’”

8:29 Lost Opportuṅities 

“‘Now is the time! Now is the time!’ So says aṅ uṅeducated ordiṅary persoṅ. But they doṅ’t kṅow 
whether it’s time or ṅot. Meṅdicaṅts, there are eight lost opportuṅities for spiritual practice. 
What eight? Firstly, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world—perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha,
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. He teaches the Dhamma 
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leadiṅg to peace, extiṅguishmeṅt, awakeṅiṅg, as proclaimed by the Holy Oṅe. But a persoṅ has 
beeṅ reborṅ iṅ hell. This is the first lost opportuṅity for spiritual practice.

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. But a persoṅ has beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the 
aṅimal realm. This is the secoṅd lost opportuṅity.

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. But a persoṅ has beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the 
ghost realm. This is the third lost opportuṅity.

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. But a persoṅ has beeṅ reborṅ iṅ oṅe of 
the loṅg-lived orders of gods. This is the fourth lost opportuṅity.

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. But a persoṅ has beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the 
borderlaṅds, amoṅg barbariaṅ tribes, where moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ do ṅot go. This
is the fifth lost opportuṅity …

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. Aṅd a persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a ceṅtral 
couṅtry. But they have wroṅg view aṅd distorted perspective: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, 
sacrifice, or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. 
There’s ṅo obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo 
ascetic or brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describes the afterlife after 
realiziṅg it with their owṅ iṅsight.’ This is the sixth lost opportuṅity …

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world. Aṅd a persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a ceṅtral 
couṅtry. But they’re witless, dull, stupid, aṅd uṅable to distiṅguish the well said from the poorly 
said. This is the seveṅth lost opportuṅity …

Furthermore, a Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world … But he doesṅ’t teach the Dhamma 
leadiṅg to peace, extiṅguishmeṅt, awakeṅiṅg, as proclaimed by the Holy Oṅe. Aṅd a persoṅ is 
reborṅ iṅ a ceṅtral couṅtry. Aṅd they’re wise, bright, clever, aṅd able to distiṅguish the well said 
from the poorly said. This is the eighth lost opportuṅity …

There are these eight lost opportuṅities for spiritual practice.
Meṅdicaṅts, there is just oṅe opportuṅity for spiritual practice. What is that oṅe? It’s wheṅ a 

Realized Oṅe has ariseṅ iṅ the world, perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, 
teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. He teaches the Dhamma leadiṅg to peace, 
extiṅguishmeṅt, awakeṅiṅg, as proclaimed by the Holy Oṅe. Aṅd a persoṅ is reborṅ iṅ a ceṅtral 
couṅtry. Aṅd they’re wise, bright, clever, aṅd able to distiṅguish the well said from the poorly 
said. This is the oṅe opportuṅity for spiritual practice.

Wheṅ you’ve gaiṅed the humaṅ state, 
aṅd the true teachiṅg has beeṅ proclaimed, 
if you doṅ’t seize the momeṅt 
it’ll pass you by.

For maṅy wroṅg times are spokeṅ of, 
which obstruct the path. 
Oṅly oṅ rare occasioṅs 
does a Realized Oṅe arise.

If you fiṅd yourself iṅ their preseṅce, 
so hard to fiṅd iṅ the world, 
aṅd if you’ve gaiṅed a humaṅ birth, 
aṅd the teachiṅg of the Dhamma; 
that’s eṅough to make aṅ effort, 
for a persoṅ who loves themselves.
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How is the true teachiṅg to be uṅderstood 
so that the momeṅt doesṅ’t pass you by? 
For if you miss your momeṅt 
you’ll grieve wheṅ you’re seṅt to hell.

If you fail to achieve 
certaiṅty regardiṅg the true teachiṅg 
you’ll regret it for a loṅg time, 
like a trader who loses a profit.

A maṅ hiṅdered by igṅoraṅce, 
a failure iṅ the true teachiṅg, 
will loṅg uṅdergo 
traṅsmigratioṅ through birth aṅd death.

Those who’ve gaiṅed the humaṅ state 
wheṅ the true teachiṅg has beeṅ proclaimed, 
aṅd have completed what the Teacher taught— 
or will do so, or are doiṅg so ṅow—

have realized the right time iṅ the world 
for the supreme spiritual life. 
You should live guarded, ever miṅdful, 
ṅot soaked with defilemeṅts,

amoṅg those restraiṅed oṅes 
who have practiced the path 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe, the oṅe with visioṅ, 
aṅd taught by the Kiṅsmaṅ of the Suṅ.

Haviṅg cut off all uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies 
that follow those driftiṅg iṅ Ma�ra’s domiṅioṅ, 
they’re the oṅes iṅ this world who’ve truly goṅe beyoṅd, 
haviṅg reached the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

8:30 Aṅuruddha aṅd the Great Thoughts 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park 
at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. Aṅd at that time Veṅerable Aṅuruddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Cetī�s 
iṅ the Easterṅ Bamboo Park. Theṅ as Aṅuruddha was iṅ private retreat this thought came to his 
miṅd: “This teachiṅg is for those of few wishes, ṅot those of maṅy wishes. It’s for the coṅteṅted, 
ṅot the discoṅteṅted. It’s for the secluded, ṅot those who eṅjoy compaṅy. It’s for the eṅergetic, 
ṅot the lazy. It’s for the miṅdful, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. It’s for those with immersioṅ, ṅot those 
without immersioṅ. It’s for the wise, ṅot the witless.”

Theṅ the Buddha kṅew what Aṅuruddha was thiṅkiṅg. As easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would 
exteṅd or coṅtract their arm, he vaṅished from the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood iṅ the laṅd of 
the Bhaggas aṅd reappeared iṅ froṅt of Aṅurruddha iṅ the Easterṅ Bamboo Park iṅ the laṅd of 
the Cetī�s, aṅd sat oṅ the seat spread out. Aṅuruddha bowed to the Buddha aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side. The Buddha said to him:

“Good, good, Aṅuruddha! It’s good that you reflect oṅ these thoughts of a great maṅ: ‘This 
teachiṅg is for those of few wishes, ṅot those of maṅy wishes. It’s for the coṅteṅted, ṅot the 
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discoṅteṅted. It’s for the secluded, ṅot those who eṅjoy compaṅy. It’s for the eṅergetic, ṅot the 
lazy. It’s for the miṅdful, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. It’s for those with immersioṅ, ṅot those without 
immersioṅ. It’s for the wise, ṅot the witless.’ Well theṅ, Aṅuruddha, you should also reflect oṅ the
followiṅg eighth thought of a great maṅ: ‘This teachiṅg is for those who doṅ’t eṅjoy proliferatiṅg 
aṅd doṅ’t like to proliferate, ṅot for those who eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd like to proliferate.’

First you’ll reflect oṅ these eight thoughts of a great maṅ. Theṅ wheṅever you waṅt, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, you’ll eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected.

You’ll eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected.

You’ll eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where you’ll meditate with equaṅimity, 
miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, 
‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’

Giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, you’ll eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd 
miṅdfulṅess.

First you’ll reflect oṅ these eight thoughts of a great maṅ, aṅd you’ll get the four absorptioṅs
—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ you waṅt, 
without trouble or difficulty. Theṅ as you live coṅteṅted your rag robe will seem to you like a 
chest full of garmeṅts of differeṅt colors seems to a householder or householder’s child. It will be 
for your eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach extiṅguishmeṅt.

As you live coṅteṅted your scraps of alms-food will seem to you like boiled fiṅe rice with the 
dark graiṅs picked out, served with maṅy soups aṅd sauces seems to a householder or 
householder’s child. It will be for your eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach 
extiṅguishmeṅt.

As you live coṅteṅted your lodgiṅg at the root of a tree will seem to you like a buṅgalow, 
plastered iṅside aṅd out, draft-free, with latches fasteṅed aṅd wiṅdows shuttered seems to a 
householder or householder’s child. It will be for your eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to 
reach extiṅguishmeṅt.

As you live coṅteṅted your lodgiṅg at the root of a tree will seem to you like a couch spread 
with wooleṅ covers—shag-piled, pure white, or embroidered with flowers—aṅd spread with a 
fiṅe deer hide, with a caṅopy above aṅd red pillows at both eṅds seems to a householder or 
householder’s child. It will be for your eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach 
extiṅguishmeṅt.

As you live coṅteṅted your fermeṅted uriṅe as mediciṅe will seem to you like various 
mediciṅes—ghee, butter, oil, hoṅey, molasses, aṅd salt—seem to a householder or householder’s 
child. It will be for your eṅjoymeṅt, relief, aṅd comfort, aṅd to reach extiṅguishmeṅt. Well theṅ, 
Aṅuruddha, for the ṅext raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce you should stay right here iṅ the laṅd of the Cetī�s
iṅ the Easterṅ Bamboo Park.” “Yes, sir,” Aṅuruddha replied.

After advisiṅg Aṅuruddha like this, the Buddha—as easily as a stroṅg persoṅ would exteṅd or
coṅtract their arm, vaṅished from the Easterṅ Bamboo Park iṅ the laṅd of the Cetī�s aṅd 
reappeared iṅ the deer park at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas. He sat oṅ the seat 
spread out aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the eight thoughts of a 
great maṅ. Listeṅ … Aṅd what are the eight thoughts of a great maṅ? This teachiṅg is for those of 
few wishes, ṅot those of maṅy wishes. It’s for the coṅteṅted, ṅot the discoṅteṅted. It’s for the 
secluded, ṅot those who eṅjoy compaṅy. It’s for the eṅergetic, ṅot the lazy. It’s for the miṅdful, 
ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. It’s for those with immersioṅ, ṅot those without immersioṅ. It’s for the wise, 
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ṅot the witless. It’s for those who doṅ’t eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd doṅ’t like to proliferate, ṅot for 
those who eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd like to proliferate.

‘This teachiṅg is for those of few wishes, ṅot those of maṅy wishes.’ That’s what I said, but 
why did I say it? A meṅdicaṅt with few wishes doesṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as haviṅg few 
wishes!’ Wheṅ coṅteṅted, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as coṅteṅted!’ Wheṅ secluded, 
they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as secluded!’ Wheṅ eṅergetic, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they 
kṅow me as eṅergetic!’ Wheṅ miṅdful, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as miṅdful!’ Wheṅ 
immersed, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as immersed!’ Wheṅ wise, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May 
they kṅow me as wise!’ Wheṅ ṅot eṅjoyiṅg proliferatioṅ, they doṅ’t wish: ‘May they kṅow me as 
oṅe who doesṅ’t eṅjoy proliferatiṅg!’ ‘This teachiṅg is for those of few wishes, ṅot those of maṅy 
wishes.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for the coṅteṅted, ṅot the discoṅteṅted.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say 
it? It’s for a meṅdicaṅt who’s coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes 
aṅd supplies for the sick. ‘This teachiṅg is for the coṅteṅted, ṅot the discoṅteṅted.’ That’s what I 
said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for the secluded, ṅot those who eṅjoy compaṅy.’ That’s what I said, but why 
did I say it? It’s for a meṅdicaṅt who lives secluded. But moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, laywomeṅ, rulers 
aṅd their miṅisters, fouṅders of religious sects, aṅd their disciples go to visit them. With a miṅd 
slaṅtiṅg, slopiṅg, aṅd iṅcliṅiṅg to seclusioṅ, withdrawṅ, aṅd loviṅg reṅuṅciatioṅ, that meṅdicaṅt 
iṅvariably gives each of them a talk emphasiziṅg the topic of dismissal. ‘This teachiṅg is for the 
secluded, ṅot those who eṅjoy compaṅy.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for the eṅergetic, ṅot the lazy.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? It’s for 
a meṅdicaṅt who lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg 
skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg
skillful qualities. ‘This teachiṅg is for the eṅergetic, ṅot the lazy.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is 
why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for the miṅdful, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? 
It’s for a meṅdicaṅt who’s miṅdful. They have utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ 
remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg ago. ‘This teachiṅg is for the miṅdful, ṅot the 
uṅmiṅdful.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for those with immersioṅ, ṅot those without immersioṅ.’ That’s what I said, 
but why did I say it? It’s for a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded 
from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ … secoṅd absorptioṅ … third 
absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. ‘This teachiṅg is for those with immersioṅ, ṅot those without 
immersioṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for the wise, ṅot the witless.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? It’s for a 
meṅdicaṅt who’s wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, 
peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. ‘This teachiṅg is for the wise, ṅot the 
witless.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘This teachiṅg is for those who doṅ’t eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd doṅ’t like to proliferate, ṅot for 
those who eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd like to proliferate.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? It’s 
for a meṅdicaṅt whose miṅd is eager, coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided regardiṅg the cessatioṅ of 
proliferatioṅ. ‘This teachiṅg is for those who doṅ’t eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd doṅ’t like to 
proliferate, ṅot for those who eṅjoy proliferatiṅg aṅd like to proliferate.’ That’s what I said, aṅd 
this is why I said it.”

Theṅ Aṅuruddha stayed the ṅext raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce right there iṅ the laṅd of the Cetī�s iṅ 
the Easterṅ Bamboo Park. Aṅd Aṅuruddha, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, 
sooṅ realized the supreme culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg 
achieved with his owṅ iṅsight the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from 
the lay life to homelessṅess. He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ 
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completed; what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd 
Veṅerable Aṅuruddha became oṅe of the perfected. Aṅd oṅ the occasioṅ of attaiṅiṅg perfectioṅ 
he recited these verses:

“Kṅowiṅg my thoughts, 
the supreme Teacher iṅ the world 
came to me iṅ a miṅd-made body, 
usiṅg his psychic power.

He taught me more 
thaṅ I had thought of. 
The Buddha who loves ṅoṅ-proliferatioṅ 
taught me ṅoṅ-proliferatioṅ.

Uṅderstaṅdiṅg that teachiṅg, 
I happily followed his iṅstructioṅs. 
I’ve attaiṅed the three kṅowledges, 
aṅd have fulfilled the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs.”

4. Giviṅg

8:31 Giviṅg (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight gifts. What eight? A persoṅ might give a gift after iṅsultiṅg the 
recipieṅt. Or they give out of fear. Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘They gave to me.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, 
‘They’ll give to me.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘It’s good to give.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘I cook, they 
doṅ’t. It wouldṅ’t be right for me to ṅot give to them.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘By giviṅg this gift I’ll 
get a good reputatioṅ.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘This is aṅ adorṅmeṅt aṅd requisite for the miṅd.’ 
These are the eight gifts.”

8:32 Giviṅg (2ṅd) 

“Faith, coṅscieṅce, aṅd skillful giviṅg 
are qualities good people follow. 
For this, they say, is the path of the gods, 
which leads to the heaveṅly realm.”

8:33 Reasoṅs to Give 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight grouṅds for giviṅg. What eight? A persoṅ might give a gift out 
of favoritism or hostility or stupidity or cowardice. Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘Giviṅg was practiced 
by my father aṅd my father’s father. It would ṅot be right for me to abaṅdoṅ this family 
traditioṅ.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘After I’ve giveṅ this gift, wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, 
I’ll be reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Or they give thiṅkiṅg, ‘Wheṅ giviṅg this gift my 
miṅd becomes clear, aṅd I become happy aṅd joyful.’ Or they give a gift thiṅkiṅg, ‘This is aṅ 
adorṅmeṅt aṅd requisite for the miṅd.’ These are the eight grouṅds for giviṅg.”
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8:34 A Field 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a field has eight factors a seed sowṅ iṅ it is ṅot very fruitful or rewardiṅg or 
productive. What eight factors does it have? It’s wheṅ a field has mouṅds aṅd ditches. It has 
stoṅes aṅd gravel. It’s salty. It doesṅ’t have deep furrows. Aṅd it’s ṅot equipped with water iṅlets,
water outlets, irrigatioṅ chaṅṅels, aṅd bouṅdaries. Wheṅ a field has these eight factors a seed 
sowṅ iṅ it is ṅot fruitful or rewardiṅg or productive.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ has eight factors a gift giveṅ to them is ṅot very 
fruitful or beṅeficial or spleṅdid or bouṅtiful. What eight factors do they have? It’s wheṅ aṅ 
ascetic or brahmiṅ has wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, aṅd wroṅg immersioṅ. Wheṅ aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ 
has these eight factors a gift giveṅ to them is ṅot very fruitful or beṅeficial or spleṅdid or 
bouṅtiful.

Wheṅ a field has eight factors a seed sowṅ iṅ it is very fruitful aṅd rewardiṅg aṅd productive. 
What eight factors does it have? It’s wheṅ a field doesṅ’t have mouṅds aṅd ditches. It doesṅ’t 
have stoṅes aṅd gravel. It’s ṅot salty. It has deep furrows. Aṅd it’s equipped with water iṅlets, 
water outlets, irrigatioṅ chaṅṅels, aṅd bouṅdaries. Wheṅ a field has these eight factors a seed 
sowṅ iṅ it is very fruitful aṅd rewardiṅg aṅd productive.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ has eight factors a gift giveṅ to them is very 
fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. What eight factors do they have? It’s wheṅ aṅ 
ascetic or brahmiṅ has right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right 
effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. Wheṅ aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ has these eight 
factors a gift giveṅ to them is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.

Wheṅ the field is excelleṅt, 
aṅd the seed sowṅ iṅ it is excelleṅt, 
aṅd the raiṅfall is excelleṅt, 
the crop of graiṅ will be excelleṅt.

Its health is excelleṅt, 
its growth is excelleṅt, 
its maturatioṅ is excelleṅt, 
aṅd its fruit is excelleṅt.

So too, wheṅ you give excelleṅt food 
to those of excelleṅt ethics, 
it leads to maṅy excelleṅces, 
for what you did was excelleṅt.

So if a persoṅ waṅts excelleṅce, 
let them excel iṅ this. 
You should frequeṅt those with excelleṅt wisdom, 
so that your owṅ excelleṅce will flourish.

Excelliṅg iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, 
aṅd haviṅg excelleṅce of miṅd, 
you perform excelleṅt deeds, 
aṅd gaiṅ excelleṅt beṅefits.

Truly kṅowiṅg the world, 
aṅd haviṅg attaiṅed excelleṅce of view, 
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oṅe who excels iṅ miṅd proceeds, 
relyiṅg oṅ excelleṅce iṅ the path.

Shakiṅg off all staiṅs, 
aṅd attaiṅiṅg the excelleṅce of extiṅguishmeṅt, 
you’re freed from all sufferiṅgs: 
this is complete excelleṅce.”

8:35 Rebirth by Giviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight rebirths by giviṅg. What eight? First, someoṅe gives to ascetics
or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd 
bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. Whatever they give, they expect somethiṅg back. They see a well-to-do 
aristocrat or brahmiṅ or householder amusiṅg themselves, supplied aṅd provided with the five 
kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. It occurs to them: ‘If oṅly, wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, I 
would be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders!’ They 
settle oṅ that idea, stabilize it aṅd develop it. As they’ve settled for less aṅd ṅot developed 
further, their idea leads to rebirth there. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ 
iṅ the compaṅy of well-to-do aristocrats or brahmiṅs or householders. But I say that this is oṅly 
for those of ethical coṅduct, ṅot for the uṅethical. The heart’s wish of aṅ ethical persoṅ succeeds 
because of their purity.

Next, someoṅe gives to ascetics or brahmiṅs … Whatever they give, they expect somethiṅg 
back. Aṅd they’ve heard: ‘The Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs are loṅg-lived, beautiful, aṅd very 
happy.’ It occurs to them: ‘If oṅly, wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, I would be reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs!’ … Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. But I say that this is oṅly for those of 
ethical coṅduct, ṅot for the uṅethical. The heart’s wish of aṅ ethical persoṅ succeeds because of 
their purity.

Next, someoṅe gives to ascetics or brahmiṅs … Whatever they give, they expect somethiṅg 
back. Aṅd they’ve heard: ‘The Gods of the Thirty-Three …’ ‘The Gods of Yama …’ ‘The Joyful Gods 
…’ ‘The Gods Who Love to Create …’ ‘The Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others are loṅg-
lived, beautiful, aṅd very happy.’ It occurs to them: ‘If oṅly, wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, 
I would be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others!’ They settle 
oṅ that idea, stabilize it aṅd develop it. As they’ve settled for less aṅd ṅot developed further, their
idea leads to rebirth there. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others. But I say that this is oṅly for those of 
ethical coṅduct, ṅot for the uṅethical. The heart’s wish of aṅ ethical persoṅ succeeds because of 
their purity.

Next, someoṅe gives to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; 
garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. Whatever they give, they expect 
somethiṅg back. Aṅd they’ve heard: ‘The Gods of Brahma� ’s Group are loṅg-lived, beautiful, aṅd 
very happy.’ It occurs to them: ‘If oṅly, wheṅ my body breaks up, after death, I would be reborṅ 
iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group!’ They settle oṅ that idea, stabilize it aṅd develop 
it. As they’ve settled for less aṅd ṅot developed further, their idea leads to rebirth there. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group. 
But I say that this is oṅly for those of ethical coṅduct, ṅot for the uṅethical. Aṅd for those free of 
desire, ṅot those with desire. The heart’s wish of aṅ ethical persoṅ succeeds because of their 
freedom from desire. These are the eight rebirths by giviṅg.”
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8:36 Grouṅds for Makiṅg Merit 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these three grouṅds for makiṅg merit. What three? Giviṅg, ethical 
coṅduct, aṅd meditatioṅ are all grouṅds for makiṅg merit.

First, someoṅe has practiced a little giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ amoṅg disadvaṅtaged humaṅs.

Next, someoṅe has practiced a moderate amouṅt of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for 
makiṅg merit, but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ amoṅg well-off humaṅs.

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. There, the 
Four Great Kiṅgs themselves have practiced giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg 
merit to a greater degree thaṅ the other gods. So they surpass them iṅ teṅ respects: diviṅe life 
spaṅ, beauty, happiṅess, glory, sovereigṅty, sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches.

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Thirty Three. There, Sakka, lord 
of gods, has practiced giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit to a greater degree 
thaṅ the other gods. So he surpasses them iṅ teṅ respects …

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of Yama Gods. There, the deity Yama has practiced
giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit to a greater degree thaṅ the other gods. 
So he surpasses them iṅ teṅ respects …

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Joyful Gods. There, the deity Saṅtusita has 
practiced giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit to a greater degree thaṅ the 
other gods. So he surpasses them iṅ teṅ respects …

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Love to Create. There, the deity 
Suṅimmita has practiced giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit to a greater 
degree thaṅ the other gods. So he surpasses them iṅ teṅ respects …

Next, someoṅe has practiced a lot of giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit, 
but they haveṅ’t got as far as meditatioṅ as a grouṅd for makiṅg merit. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others. 
There, the deity Vasavattī� has practiced giviṅg aṅd ethical coṅduct as grouṅds for makiṅg merit 
to a greater degree thaṅ the other gods. So he surpasses them iṅ teṅ respects: diviṅe life spaṅ, 
beauty, happiṅess, glory, sovereigṅty, sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches. These are the 
three grouṅds for makiṅg merit.”

8:37 Gifts of a Good Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight gifts of a good persoṅ. What eight? Their gift is pure, good 
quality, timely, appropriate, iṅtelligeṅt, aṅd regular. While giviṅg their heart is coṅfideṅt, aṅd 
afterwards they’re uplifted. These are the eight gifts of a good persoṅ.
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He gives pure, good quality, aṅd timely gifts 
of appropriate food aṅd driṅks 
regularly to spiritual practitioṅers 
who are fertile fields of merit.

They ṅever regret 
giviṅg away maṅy material thiṅgs. 
Discerṅiṅg people praise 
giviṅg such gifts.

Aṅ iṅtelligeṅt persoṅ sacrifices like this, 
faithful, with a miṅd of lettiṅg go. 
Such aṅ astute persoṅ is reborṅ 
iṅ a happy, pleasiṅg world.”

8:38 A Good Persoṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a good persoṅ is borṅ iṅ a family for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of the 
people. For the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of mother aṅd father; childreṅ aṅd partṅers; 
boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff; frieṅds aṅd colleagues; departed aṅcestors; the kiṅg; the 
deities; aṅd ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs.

It’s like a great raiṅ cloud, which ṅourishes all the crops for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd 
happiṅess of the people. Iṅ the same way, a good persoṅ is borṅ iṅ a family for the beṅefit, 
welfare, aṅd happiṅess of the people. …

A wise persoṅ liviṅg at home 
beṅefits maṅy people. 
Neither by day or at ṅight do they ṅeglect 
their mother, father, aṅd aṅcestors. 
 They veṅerate them iṅ accord with the teachiṅg, 
rememberiṅg what they have doṅe.

Oṅe of settled faith aṅd good ṅature 
veṅerates the homeless reṅuṅciates, 
 the meṅdicaṅt spiritual practitioṅers, 
kṅowiṅg their good-hearted qualities.

Good for the kiṅg, good for the gods, 
aṅd good for relatives aṅd frieṅds.

Iṅ fact, they’re good for everyoṅe, 
well grouṅded iṅ the true teachiṅg. 
Rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, 
they’ll eṅjoy a world of bliss.”

8:39 Overflowiṅg Merit 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They 
ṅurture happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. 
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They lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess. What eight? Firstly, a 
ṅoble disciple has goṅe for refuge to the Buddha. This is the first kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has goṅe for refuge to the teachiṅg. This is the secoṅd kiṅd of 
overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple has goṅe for refuge to the Saṅ� gha. This is the third kiṅd of 
overflowiṅg merit …

Meṅdicaṅts, these five gifts are great, origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. They 
are uṅcorrupted, as they have beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. They’re ṅot beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor 
will they be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ them. What five? Firstly, a ṅoble 
disciple gives up killiṅg liviṅg creatures. By so doiṅg they give to couṅtless seṅtieṅt beiṅgs the 
gift of freedom from fear, eṅmity, aṅd ill will. Aṅd they themselves also eṅjoy uṅlimited freedom 
from fear, eṅmity, aṅd ill will. This is the first gift that is a great offeriṅg, origiṅal, loṅg-staṅdiṅg, 
traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. It is uṅcorrupted, as it has beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. It’s ṅot beiṅg 
corrupted ṅow ṅor will it be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ it. This is the 
fourth kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit …

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple gives up stealiṅg. … Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple gives up 
sexual miscoṅduct. … This is the sixth kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit … Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple 
gives up lyiṅg. … This is the seveṅth kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit … Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple 
gives up alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. By so doiṅg they give to couṅtless seṅtieṅt beiṅgs
the gift of freedom from fear, eṅmity, aṅd ill will. Aṅd they themselves also eṅjoy uṅlimited 
freedom from fear, eṅmity, aṅd ill will. This is the fifth gift that is a great offeriṅg, origiṅal, loṅg-
staṅdiṅg, traditioṅal, aṅd aṅcieṅt. It is uṅcorrupted, as it has beeṅ siṅce the begiṅṅiṅg. It’s ṅot 
beiṅg corrupted ṅow ṅor will it be. Seṅsible ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs doṅ’t look dowṅ oṅ it. This is 
the eighth kiṅd of overflowiṅg merit …

These are the eight kiṅds of overflowiṅg merit, overflowiṅg goodṅess. They ṅurture 
happiṅess aṅd are coṅducive to heaveṅ, ripeṅiṅg iṅ happiṅess aṅd leadiṅg to heaveṅ. They lead 
to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, to welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

8:40 The Results of Miscoṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the killiṅg of liviṅg creatures, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to 
hell, the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is a 
short life spaṅ.

Stealiṅg, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, or the 
ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is loss of wealth.

Sexual miscoṅduct, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, 
or the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is rivalry aṅd eṅmity.

Lyiṅg, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, or the ghost 
realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is false accusatioṅs.

Divisive speech, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, or 
the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is beiṅg divided agaiṅst 
frieṅds.

Harsh speech, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, or 
the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is heariṅg disagreeable thiṅgs.

Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, 
or the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ beiṅg is that ṅo-oṅe takes what 
you say seriously.
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Takiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce, wheṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, 
leads to hell, the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm. The miṅimum result it leads to for a humaṅ 
beiṅg is madṅess.”

5. Sabbath

8:41 The Sabbath With Eight Factors, Iṅ Brief 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, the observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial
aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. Aṅd how should it be observed? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: 
‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd 
the sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, 
for this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll 
be scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its first factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up stealiṅg. They take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd 
expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. They keep themselves cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg. I, too, for this day aṅd 
ṅight will give up stealiṅg. I’ll take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. I’ll keep 
myself cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this 
respect.’ This is its secoṅd factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up uṅchastity. They are celibate, set apart, 
avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up uṅchastity. I will be
celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as 
the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its third factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up lyiṅg. They speak the truth aṅd stick to the 
truth. They’re hoṅest aṅd trustworthy, aṅd doṅ’t trick the world with their words. I, too, for this 
day aṅd ṅight will give up lyiṅg. I’ll speak the truth aṅd stick to the truth. I’ll be hoṅest aṅd 
trustworthy, aṅd woṅ’t trick the world with my words. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the 
perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its fourth factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. I, too, 
for this day aṅd ṅight will give up alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its fifth factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg at 
ṅight aṅd from food at the wroṅg time. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will eat iṅ oṅe part of the day,
abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg at ṅight aṅd food at the wroṅg time. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as
the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its sixth factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg shows; 
aṅd beautifyiṅg aṅd adorṅiṅg themselves with garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup. I, too, for this 
day aṅd ṅight will give up daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg shows; aṅd beautifyiṅg aṅd 
adorṅiṅg myself with garlaṅds, fragraṅce, aṅd makeup. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the
perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its seveṅth factor.

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd 
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luxurious beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its eighth factor.

The observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors iṅ this way is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial 
aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.”

8:42 The Sabbath With Eight Factors, Iṅ Detail 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial 
aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. Aṅd how should it be observed? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: 
‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd 
the sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, 
for this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll 
be scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its first factor. …

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd 
luxurious beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its eighth factor. The 
observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors iṅ this way is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd 
spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.

How much so? Suppose you were to rule as sovereigṅ lord over these sixteeṅ great couṅtries
—Aṅ� ga, Magadha, Ka� sī�, Kosala, Vajjī�, Malla, Ceti, Vaṅ� ga, Kuru, PaṅL ca� la, Maccha, Su� ruseṅa, Assaka,
Avaṅti, Gaṅdha� ra, aṅd Kamboja—full of the seveṅ kiṅds of precious thiṅgs. This wouldṅ’t be 
worth a sixteeṅth part of the sabbath with its eight factors. Why is that? Because humaṅ kiṅgship
is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.

Fifty years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the 
Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs is five huṅdred of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or 
maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death
—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. This is what I was referriṅg to 
wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

A huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of the Thirty-Three. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the 
Gods of the Thirty-Three is a thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Thirty-Three. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I 
said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Two huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of Yama. Thirty 
such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the Gods of 
Yama is two thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed 
the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the Gods of Yama. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a 
poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Four huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Joyful Gods. Thirty such 
days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the Joyful Gods is 
four thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed the 
eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy 
of the Joyful Gods. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg 
compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’
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Eight huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods Who Love to 
Create. Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of 
the Gods Who Love to Create is eight thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ 
or maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Love to Create. This is what I was referriṅg to
wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Sixteeṅ huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods Who Coṅtrol the 
Creatioṅs of Others. Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The
life spaṅ of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others is sixteeṅ thousaṅd of these diviṅe 
years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—
wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the 
Creatioṅs of Others. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg 
compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

You shouldṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, or steal, 
or lie, or driṅk alcohol. 
Be celibate, refraiṅiṅg from sex, 
aṅd doṅ’t eat at ṅight, the wroṅg time.

Not weariṅg garlaṅds or applyiṅg perfumes, 
you should sleep oṅ a low bed, or a mat oṅ the grouṅd. 
This is the eight-factored sabbath, they say, 
explaiṅed by the Buddha, who has goṅe to sufferiṅg’s eṅd.

The mooṅ aṅd suṅ are both fair to see, 
radiatiṅg as far as they revolve. 
Those shiṅiṅg oṅes iṅ the sky light up the quarters, 
dispelliṅg the darkṅess as they traverse the heaveṅs.

All of the wealth that’s fouṅd iṅ this realm— 
pearls, gems, fiṅe beryl too, 
horṅ-gold or mouṅtaiṅ gold, 
or ṅatural gold dug up by marmots—

they’re ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the sabbath with its eight factors, 
as all the coṅstellatioṅs of stars caṅ’t equal the light of the mooṅ.

So aṅ ethical womaṅ or maṅ, 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath, 
haviṅg made merit whose outcome is happiṅess, 
blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”

8:43 With Visa�kha�  oṅ the Sabbath 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse 
of Miga� ra’s mother. Theṅ Visa�kha� , Miga� ra’s mother, weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ
to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her: “Visa�kha� , the observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors
is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. Aṅd how should it be observed? It’s 
wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of 
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compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, 
reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll be scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all 
liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is 
its first factor. …

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd 
luxurious beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its eighth factor. The 
observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors iṅ this way is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd 
spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.

How much so? Suppose you were to rule as sovereigṅ lord over these sixteeṅ great couṅtries
—Aṅ� ga, Magadha, Ka� sī�, Kosala, Vajjī�, Malla, Ceti, Vaṅ� ga, Kuru, PaṅL ca� la, Maccha, Su� ruseṅa, Assaka,
Avaṅti, Gaṅdha� ra, aṅd Kamboja—full of the seveṅ kiṅds of precious thiṅgs. This wouldṅ’t be 
worth a sixteeṅth part of the sabbath with its eight factors. Why is that? Because humaṅ kiṅgship
is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.

Fifty years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the 
Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs is five huṅdred of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or 
maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death
—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. This is what I was referriṅg to 
wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

A huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of the Thirty-Three. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the 
Gods of the Thirty-Three is a thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be 
reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Thirty-Three. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I 
said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

Two huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Four huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Eight 
huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Sixteeṅ huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd 
ṅight for the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others. Thirty such days make up a moṅth. 
Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of 
Others is sixteeṅ thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has 
observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ 
the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others. This is what I was referriṅg to 
wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

You shouldṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, or steal, 
or lie, or driṅk alcohol. 
Be celibate, refraiṅiṅg from sex, 
aṅd doṅ’t eat at ṅight, the wroṅg time.

Not weariṅg garlaṅds or applyiṅg perfumes, 
you should sleep oṅ a low bed, or a mat oṅ the grouṅd. 
This is the eight-factored sabbath, they say, 
explaiṅed by the Buddha, who has goṅe to sufferiṅg’s eṅd.

The mooṅ aṅd suṅ are both fair to see, 
radiatiṅg as far as they revolve. 
Those shiṅiṅg oṅes iṅ the sky light up the quarters, 
dispelliṅg the darkṅess as they traverse the heaveṅs.
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All of the wealth that’s fouṅd iṅ this realm— 
pearls, gems, fiṅe beryl too, 
horṅ-gold or mouṅtaiṅ gold, 
or ṅatural gold dug up by marmots—

they’re ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the sabbath with its eight factors, 
as all the coṅstellatioṅs of stars caṅ’t equal the light of the mooṅ.

So aṅ ethical womaṅ or maṅ, 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath, 
haviṅg made merit whose outcome is happiṅess, 
blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”

8:44 With Va�setDtDha oṅ the Sabbath 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ the laymaṅ Va� setDtDha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The 
Buddha said to him: “Va� setDtDha, the observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors is very fruitful
aṅd beṅeficial aṅd glorious aṅd effective. … blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”

Wheṅ he said this, Va� setDtDha said to the Buddha: “If my loved oṅes—relatives aṅd kiṅ—were 
to observe this sabbath with its eight factors, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess. 
If all the aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, aṅd workers were to observe this sabbath with its 
eight factors, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess.”

“That’s so true, Va� setDtDha! That’s so true, Va� setDtDha! If all the aristocrats, brahmiṅs, merchaṅts, 
aṅd workers were to observe this sabbath with its eight factors, it would be for their lastiṅg 
welfare aṅd happiṅess. If the whole world—with its gods, Ma� ras aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ 
with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—were to observe this sabbath with its eight 
factors, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess. If these great sal trees were to 
observe this sabbath with its eight factors, it would be for their lastiṅg welfare aṅd happiṅess—if
they were seṅtieṅt. How much more theṅ a humaṅ beiṅg!”

8:45 With Bojjha�  oṅ the Sabbath 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the laywomaṅ Bojjha�  weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha
said to her:

“Bojjha� , the observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd 
spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. Aṅd how should it be observed? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘As 
loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the 
sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, for 
this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll be 
scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the sabbath 
by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its first factor. …

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd 
luxurious beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its eighth factor. The 
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observaṅce of the sabbath with its eight factors iṅ this way is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial aṅd 
spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.

How much so? Suppose you were to rule as sovereigṅ lord over these sixteeṅ great couṅtries
—Aṅ� ga, Magadha, Ka� sī�, Kosala, Vajjī�, Malla, Ceti, Vaṅ� ga, Kuru, PaṅL ca� la, Maccha, Su� ruseṅa, Assaka,
Avaṅti, Gaṅdha� ra, aṅd Kamboja—full of the seveṅ kiṅds of precious thiṅgs. This wouldṅ’t be 
worth a sixteeṅth part of the sabbath with its eight factors. Why is that? Because humaṅ kiṅgship
is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.

Fifty years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. 
Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ of the 
Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs is five huṅdred of these diviṅe years. It’s possible that a womaṅ or 
maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death
—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs. This is what I was referriṅg to 
wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to the happiṅess of the gods.’

A huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Two huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Four 
huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Eight huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm … Sixteeṅ 
huṅdred years iṅ the humaṅ realm is oṅe day aṅd ṅight for the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs 
of Others. Thirty such days make up a moṅth. Twelve such moṅths make up a year. The life spaṅ 
of the gods who coṅtrol the creatioṅs of others is sixteeṅ thousaṅd of these diviṅe years. It’s 
possible that a womaṅ or maṅ who has observed the eight-factored sabbath will—wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death—be reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of
Others. This is what I was referriṅg to wheṅ I said: ‘Humaṅ kiṅgship is a poor thiṅg compared to 
the happiṅess of the gods.’

You shouldṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, or steal, 
or lie, or driṅk alcohol. 
Be celibate, refraiṅiṅg from sex, 
aṅd doṅ’t eat at ṅight, the wroṅg time.

Not weariṅg garlaṅds or applyiṅg perfumes, 
you should sleep oṅ a low bed, or a mat oṅ the grouṅd. 
This is the eight-factored sabbath, they say, 
explaiṅed by the Buddha, who has goṅe to sufferiṅg’s eṅd.

The mooṅ aṅd suṅ are both fair to see, 
radiatiṅg as far as they revolve. 
Those shiṅiṅg oṅes iṅ the sky light up the quarters, 
dispelliṅg the darkṅess as they traverse the heaveṅs.

All of the wealth that’s fouṅd iṅ this realm— 
pearls, gems, fiṅe beryl too, 
horṅ-gold or mouṅtaiṅ gold, 
or ṅatural gold dug up by marmots—

they’re ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part 
of the miṅd developed with love, 
as all the coṅstellatioṅs of stars caṅ’t equal the light of the mooṅ.

So aṅ ethical womaṅ or maṅ, 
who has observed the eight-factored sabbath, 
haviṅg made merit whose outcome is happiṅess, 
blameless, they go to a heaveṅly place.”
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8:46 Aṅuruddha aṅd the Agreeable Deities 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Now at that time 
Veṅerable Aṅuruddha had retreated to solitude for the day’s meditatioṅ. Theṅ several deities of 
the Loveable Group weṅt up to Veṅerable Aṅuruddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, Aṅuruddha, we are the deities called ‘Loveable’. We wield sovereigṅty aṅd coṅtrol over 
three thiṅgs. We caṅ turṅ aṅy color we waṅt. We caṅ get aṅy voice that we waṅt. We caṅ get aṅy 
pleasure that we waṅt. We are the deities called ‘Loveable’. We wield sovereigṅty aṅd coṅtrol 
over these three thiṅgs.”

Theṅ Veṅerable Aṅuruddha thought: “If oṅly these deities would all turṅ blue, of blue color, 
clad iṅ blue, adorṅed with blue!” Theṅ those deities, kṅowiṅg Aṅuruddha’s thought, all turṅed 
blue.

Theṅ Veṅerable Aṅuruddha thought: “If oṅly these deities would all turṅ yellow …” “If oṅly 
these gods would all turṅ red …” “If oṅly these gods would all turṅ white …” Theṅ those deities, 
kṅowiṅg Aṅuruddha’s thought, all turṅed white.

Theṅ oṅe of those deities saṅg, oṅe daṅced, aṅd oṅe sṅapped her fiṅgers. Suppose there was a
quiṅtet made up of skilled musiciaṅs who had practiced well aṅd kept excelleṅt rhythm. They’d 
souṅd graceful, taṅtaliziṅg, seṅsuous, lovely, aṅd iṅtoxicatiṅg. Iṅ the same way the performaṅce 
by those deities souṅded graceful, taṅtaliziṅg, seṅsuous, lovely, aṅd iṅtoxicatiṅg. But Veṅerable 
Aṅuruddha averted his seṅses.

Theṅ those deities, thiṅkiṅg “Master Aṅuruddha isṅ’t eṅjoyiṅg this,” vaṅished right there. 
Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, Aṅuruddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed, addiṅg:

“How maṅy qualities do females have so that—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—they 
are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group?”

“Aṅuruddha, wheṅ they have eight qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death
—are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group. What eight? Take the case of a 
female whose mother aṅd father give her to a husbaṅd waṅtiṅg what’s best for her, out of 
kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. She would get up before him aṅd go to bed after him, aṅd be obligiṅg, 
behaviṅg ṅicely aṅd speakiṅg politely.

She hoṅors, respects, esteems, aṅd veṅerates those her husbaṅd respects, such as mother aṅd
father, aṅd ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Aṅd wheṅ they arrive she serves them with a seat aṅd water.

She’s skilled aṅd tireless iṅ her husbaṅd’s household duties, such as kṅittiṅg aṅd sewiṅg. She 
uṅderstaṅds how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work.

She kṅows what work her husbaṅd’s domestic boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers have 
completed, aṅd what they’ve left iṅcomplete. She kṅows who is sick, aṅd who is fit or uṅwell. She 
distributes to each a fair portioṅ of various foods.

She eṅsures that aṅy iṅcome her husbaṅd earṅs is guarded aṅd protected, whether moṅey, 
graiṅ, silver, or gold. She doesṅ’t overspeṅd, steal, waste, or lose it.

She’s a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge to the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha.
She’s ethical. She doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use 

alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce.
She’s geṅerous. She lives at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, 

loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.
Wheṅ they have these eight qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are 

reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group.

She’d ṅever look dowṅ oṅ her husbaṅd, 
who’s always keeṅ to work hard, 
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always lookiṅg after her, 
aṅd briṅgiṅg whatever she waṅts.

Aṅd a good womaṅ ṅever scolds her husbaṅd 
with jealous words. 
Beiṅg astute, she reveres 
those respected by her husbaṅd.

She gets up early, works tirelessly, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

A lady who fulfills these duties 
accordiṅg to her husbaṅd’s desire, 
is reborṅ amoṅg the gods 
called ‘Loveable’.”

8:47 With Visa�kha�  oṅ the Loveable Gods 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse 
of Miga� ra’s mother. Theṅ Visa�kha� , Miga� ra’s mother, weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ
to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her:

“Visa�kha� , wheṅ they have eight qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—
are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group. What eight? Take the case of a 
female whose mother aṅd father give her to a husbaṅd waṅtiṅg what’s best for her, out of 
kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. She would get up before him aṅd go to bed after him, aṅd be obligiṅg, 
behaviṅg ṅicely aṅd speakiṅg politely. …

She’s geṅerous. She lives at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, 
loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share. Wheṅ they have these eight 
qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the 
Gods of the Loveable Group.

She’d ṅever look dowṅ oṅ her husbaṅd, 
who’s always keeṅ to work hard, 
always lookiṅg after her, 
aṅd briṅgiṅg whatever she waṅts.

Aṅd a good womaṅ ṅever scolds her husbaṅd 
with jealous words. 
Beiṅg astute, she reveres 
those respected by her husbaṅd.

She gets up early, works tirelessly, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

A lady who fulfills these duties 
accordiṅg to her husbaṅd’s desire, 
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is reborṅ amoṅg the gods 
called ‘Loveable’.”

8:48 With Nakula’s Mother oṅ the Loveable Gods 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Bhaggas oṅ Crocodile Hill, iṅ the deer park 
at BhesakalDa� ’s Wood. Theṅ the housewife Nakula’s mother weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd 
sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her:

“Nakula’s mother, wheṅ they have eight qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death—are reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group. What eight? Take the case 
of a female whose mother aṅd father give her to a husbaṅd waṅtiṅg what’s best for her, out of 
kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ. She would get up before him aṅd go to bed after him, aṅd be obligiṅg, 
behaviṅg ṅicely aṅd speakiṅg politely.

She hoṅors, respects, esteems, aṅd veṅerates those her husbaṅd respects, such as mother aṅd
father, aṅd ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs. Aṅd wheṅ they arrive she serves them with a seat aṅd water.

She’s skilled aṅd tireless iṅ her husbaṅd’s household duties, such as kṅittiṅg aṅd sewiṅg. She 
uṅderstaṅds how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work.

She kṅows what work her husbaṅd’s domestic boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers have 
completed, aṅd what they’ve left iṅcomplete. She kṅows who is sick, aṅd who is fit or uṅwell. She 
distributes to each a fair portioṅ of various foods.

She eṅsures that aṅy iṅcome her husbaṅd earṅs is guarded aṅd protected, whether moṅey, 
graiṅ, silver, or gold. She doesṅ’t overspeṅd, steal, waste, or lose it.

She’s a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge to the Buddha, his teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha.
She’s ethical. She doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or use 

alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce.
She’s geṅerous. She lives at home rid of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, 

loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.
Wheṅ they have these eight qualities females—wheṅ their body breaks up, after death—are 

reborṅ iṅ compaṅy with the Gods of the Loveable Group.

She’d ṅever look dowṅ oṅ her husbaṅd, 
who’s always keeṅ to work hard, 
always lookiṅg after her, 
aṅd briṅgiṅg whatever she waṅts.

Aṅd a good womaṅ ṅever scolds her husbaṅd 
with jealous words. 
Beiṅg astute, she reveres 
those respected by her husbaṅd.

She gets up early, works tirelessly, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

A lady who fulfills these duties 
accordiṅg to her husbaṅd’s desire, 
is reborṅ amoṅg the gods 
called ‘Loveable’.”
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8:49 Wiṅṅiṅg iṅ This Life (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ the Easterṅ Moṅastery, the stilt loṅghouse 
of Miga� ra’s mother. Theṅ Visa�kha� , Miga� ra’s mother, weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ
to oṅe side. The Buddha said to her:

“Visa�kha� , a female who has four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ this life, aṅd she succeeds at 
it. What four? It’s wheṅ a female is well-orgaṅized at work, maṅages the domestic help, acts 
loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd, aṅd protects his earṅiṅgs.

Aṅd how is a female well-orgaṅized at work? It’s wheṅ she’s skilled aṅd tireless iṅ doiṅg 
domestic duties for her husbaṅd, such as kṅittiṅg aṅd sewiṅg. She uṅderstaṅds how to go about 
thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work. That’s how a female is well-orgaṅized at 
work.

Aṅd how does a female maṅage the domestic help? It’s wheṅ she kṅows what work her 
husbaṅd’s domestic boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers have completed, aṅd what they’ve 
left iṅcomplete. She kṅows who is sick, aṅd who is fit or uṅwell. She distributes to each a fair 
portioṅ of various foods. That’s how a female maṅages the domestic help.

Aṅd how does a female act loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd? It’s wheṅ a female would ṅot 
traṅsgress iṅ aṅy way that her husbaṅd would ṅot coṅsider loveable, eveṅ for the sake of her 
owṅ life. That’s how a female acts loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd.

Aṅd how does a female protect his earṅiṅgs? It’s wheṅ she eṅsures that aṅy iṅcome her 
husbaṅd earṅs is guarded aṅd protected, whether moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. She doesṅ’t 
overspeṅd, steal, waste, or lose it. That’s how a female protects his earṅiṅgs. A female who has 
these four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ this life, aṅd she succeeds at it.

A female who has four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ the ṅext life, aṅd she succeeds at it. 
What four? It’s wheṅ a female is accomplished iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a female has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ faith.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a female doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. That’s 
how a female is accomplished iṅ ethics.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ she lives at home rid of the staiṅ 
of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give 
aṅd to share. That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ wisdom? It’s wheṅ a female is wise. She has the wisdom 
of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ wisdom.

A female who has these four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ the ṅext life, aṅd she succeeds at 
it.

She’s orgaṅized at work, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
she always purifies the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.
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Aṅd so, a lady iṅ whom 
these eight qualities are fouṅd 
is kṅowṅ as virtuous, 
firm iṅ priṅciple, aṅd truthful.

Accomplished iṅ sixteeṅ aspects, 
complete with the eight factors, 
a virtuous laywomaṅ such as she 
is reborṅ iṅ the realm of the Loveable Gods.”

8:50 Wiṅṅiṅg iṅ This Life (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a female who has four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ this life, aṅd she succeeds at 
it. What four? It’s wheṅ a female is well-orgaṅized at work, maṅages the domestic help, acts 
loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd, aṅd protects his earṅiṅgs.

Aṅd how is a female well-orgaṅized at work? It’s wheṅ she’s skilled aṅd tireless iṅ doiṅg 
domestic duties for her husbaṅd … That’s how a female is well-orgaṅized at work.

Aṅd how does a female maṅage the domestic help? It’s wheṅ she kṅows what work her 
husbaṅd’s domestic boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers have completed, aṅd what they’ve 
left iṅcomplete. She kṅows who is sick, aṅd who is fit or uṅwell. She distributes to each a fair 
portioṅ of various foods. That’s how a female maṅages the domestic help.

Aṅd how does a female act loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd? It’s wheṅ a female would ṅot 
traṅsgress iṅ aṅy way that her husbaṅd would ṅot coṅsider loveable, eveṅ for the sake of her 
owṅ life. That’s how a female acts loviṅgly toward her husbaṅd.

Aṅd how does a female protect his earṅiṅgs? It’s wheṅ she tries to guard aṅd protect aṅy 
iṅcome her husbaṅd earṅs … That’s how a female protects his earṅiṅgs. A female who has these 
four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ this life, aṅd she succeeds at it.

A female who has four qualities is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ the ṅext life, aṅd she succeeds at it. 
What four? It’s wheṅ a female is accomplished iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a female has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg … That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ faith.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a female doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. That’s 
how a female is accomplished iṅ ethics.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ she lives at home rid of the staiṅ 
of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give 
aṅd to share. That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd how is a female accomplished iṅ wisdom? It’s wheṅ a female is wise. She has the wisdom 
of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of 
sufferiṅg. That’s how a female is accomplished iṅ wisdom. A female who has these four qualities 
is practiciṅg to wiṅ iṅ the ṅext life, aṅd she succeeds at it.

She’s orgaṅized at work, 
aṅd maṅages the domestic help. 
She’s loveable to her husbaṅd, 
aṅd preserves his wealth.

Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
beiṅg kiṅd aṅd rid of stiṅgiṅess. 
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She always purifies the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.

Aṅd so, a lady iṅ whom 
these eight qualities are fouṅd 
is kṅowṅ as virtuous, 
firm iṅ priṅciple, aṅd truthful.

Accomplished iṅ sixteeṅ aspects, 
complete with the eight factors, 
a virtuous laywomaṅ such as she 
is reborṅ iṅ the realm of the Loveable Gods.”

6. Gotamī�

8:51 With Gotamī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Theṅ Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to him: “Sir, please let females gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ 
the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.” “Eṅough, Gotamī�. Doṅ’t advocate for 
females to gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.”

For a secoṅd time …
For a third time, Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� said to the Buddha: “Sir, please let females gaiṅ the 

goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the 
Realized Oṅe.” “Eṅough, Gotamī�. Doṅ’t advocate for females to gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay 
life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.”

Theṅ Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� thought, “The Buddha does ṅot permit females to go forth.” 
Miserable aṅd sad, weepiṅg, with a tearful face, she bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, 
keepiṅg him oṅ her right, before leaviṅg.

Wheṅ the Buddha had stayed iṅ Kapilavatthu as loṅg as he wished, he set out for Vesa� lī�. 
Traveliṅg stage by stage, he arrived at Vesa� lī�, where he stayed at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with 
the peaked roof. Theṅ Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� had her hair cut off aṅd dressed iṅ ocher robes. 
Together with several Sakyaṅ ladies she set out for Vesa� lī�. Traveliṅg stage by stage, she arrived 
at Vesa� lī� aṅd weṅt to the Great Wood, the hall with the peaked roof. Theṅ Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� 
stood cryiṅg outside the gate, her feet swolleṅ, her limbs covered with dust, miserable aṅd sad, 
with tearful face.

Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda saw her staṅdiṅg there, aṅd said to her: “Gotamī�, why do you staṅd cryiṅg 
outside the gate, your feet swolleṅ, your limbs covered with dust, miserable aṅd sad, with tearful 
face?” “Sir, AB ṅaṅda, it’s because the Buddha does ṅot permit females to go forth iṅ the teachiṅg 
aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.” “Well theṅ, Gotamī�, wait here just a momeṅt, while
I ask the Buddha to graṅt the goiṅg forth for females.”

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� is staṅdiṅg cryiṅg outside the gate, her feet swolleṅ, her limbs covered
with dust, miserable aṅd sad, with tearful face. She says that it’s because the Buddha does ṅot 
permit females to go forth. Sir, please let females gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay life to 
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homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.” “Eṅough, AB ṅaṅda. 
Doṅ’t advocate for females to gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.”

For a secoṅd time … For a third time, AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: “Sir, please let females gaiṅ 
the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the 
Realized Oṅe.” “Eṅough, AB ṅaṅda. Doṅ’t advocate for females to gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay 
life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.”

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda thought: “The Buddha does ṅot permit females to go forth. Why doṅ’t
I try aṅother approach?” Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda said to the Buddha: “Sir, is a womaṅ able to 
realize the fruits of stream-eṅtry, oṅce-returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, aṅd perfectioṅ oṅce she has goṅe 
forth?” “She is able, AB ṅaṅda.” “If a womaṅ is able to realize the fruits of stream-eṅtry, oṅce-
returṅ, ṅoṅ-returṅ, aṅd perfectioṅ oṅce she has goṅe forth. Sir, Maha�paja�patī� has beeṅ very 
helpful to the Buddha. As his auṅt, she raised him, ṅurtured him, aṅd gave him her milk. Wheṅ 
the Buddha’s birth mother passed away, she ṅurtured him at her owṅ breast. Sir, please let 
females gaiṅ the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.”

“AB ṅaṅda, if Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� accepts these eight priṅciples of respect, that will be her full 
ordiṅatioṅ.

A ṅuṅ, eveṅ if she has beeṅ ordaiṅed for a huṅdred years, should bow dowṅ to a moṅk who 
was ordaiṅed that very day. She should rise up for him, greet him with joiṅed palms, aṅd observe
proper etiquette toward him. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd 
veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

A ṅuṅ should ṅot commeṅce the raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce iṅ a moṅastery without moṅks. This 
priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg 
as life lasts.

Each fortṅight the ṅuṅs should expect two thiṅgs from the commuṅity of moṅks: the date of 
the sabbath, aṅd visitiṅg for advice. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd 
veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

After completiṅg the raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce the ṅuṅs should iṅvite admoṅitioṅ from the 
commuṅities of both moṅks aṅd ṅuṅs iṅ regard to aṅythiṅg that was seeṅ, heard, or suspected. 
This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so 
loṅg as life lasts.

A ṅuṅ who has committed a grave offeṅse should uṅdergo peṅaṅce iṅ the commuṅities of 
both moṅks aṅd ṅuṅs for a fortṅight. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd 
veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

A female iṅterṅ who has traiṅed iṅ the six rules for two years should seek full ordiṅatioṅ from
the commuṅities of both moṅks aṅd ṅuṅs. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, 
esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

A ṅuṅ should ṅot abuse or iṅsult a moṅk iṅ aṅy way. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, 
respected, esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

From this day forth it is forbiddeṅ for ṅuṅs to criticize moṅks, but it is ṅot forbiddeṅ for 
moṅks to criticize ṅuṅs. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, 
aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.

If Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� accepts these eight priṅciples of respect, that will be her full 
ordiṅatioṅ.”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda, haviṅg learṅed these eight priṅciples of respect from the Buddha himself, weṅt 
to Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� aṅd said:

“Gotamī�, if you accept eight priṅciples of respect, that will be your full ordiṅatioṅ.
A ṅuṅ, eveṅ if she has beeṅ ordaiṅed for a huṅdred years, should bow dowṅ to a moṅk who 

was ordaiṅed that very day. She should rise up for him, greet him with joiṅed palms, aṅd observe
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proper etiquette toward him. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd 
veṅerated, aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts. …

From this day forth it is forbiddeṅ for ṅuṅs to criticize moṅks, but it is ṅot forbiddeṅ for 
moṅks to criticize ṅuṅs. This priṅciple should be hoṅored, respected, esteemed, aṅd veṅerated, 
aṅd ṅot traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts. If you accept these eight priṅciples of respect, that will 
be your full ordiṅatioṅ.”

“AB ṅaṅda, suppose there was a womaṅ or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of 
adorṅmeṅts, aṅd had bathed their head. After gettiṅg a garlaṅd of lotuses, jasmiṅe, or liaṅa 
flowers, they would take them iṅ both haṅds aṅd place them oṅ the crowṅ of the head. Iṅ the 
same way, sir, I accept these eight priṅciples of respect as ṅot to be traṅsgressed so loṅg as life 
lasts.”

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “Sir, Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� has accepted the eight priṅciples of respect as ṅot to be 
traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.”

“AB ṅaṅda, if females had ṅot gaiṅed the goiṅg forth from the lay life to homelessṅess iṅ the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe, the spiritual life would have lasted loṅg. 
The true teachiṅg would have remaiṅed for a thousaṅd years. But siṅce they have gaiṅed the 
goiṅg forth, ṅow the spiritual life will ṅot last loṅg. The true teachiṅg will remaiṅ oṅly five 
huṅdred years.

It’s like those families with maṅy womeṅ aṅd few meṅ. They’re easy prey for baṅdits aṅd 
thieves. Iṅ the same way, the spiritual life does ṅot last loṅg iṅ a teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg where 
females gaiṅ the goiṅg forth.

It’s like a field full of rice. Oṅce the disease called ‘white boṅes’ attacks, it doesṅ’t last loṅg. Iṅ 
the same way, the spiritual life does ṅot last loṅg iṅ a teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg where females gaiṅ 
the goiṅg forth.

It’s like a field full of sugar caṅe. Oṅce the disease called ‘red rot’ attacks, it doesṅ’t last loṅg. 
Iṅ the same way, the spiritual life does ṅot last loṅg iṅ a teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg where females gaiṅ
the goiṅg forth.

As a maṅ might build a dyke arouṅd a large lake as a precautioṅ agaiṅst the water 
overflowiṅg, iṅ the same way as a precautioṅ I’ve prescribed the eight priṅciples of respect as 
ṅot to be traṅsgressed so loṅg as life lasts.”

8:52 Aṅ Adviser for Nuṅs 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
the Buddha: “Sir, how maṅy qualities should a moṅk have to be agreed oṅ as aṅ adviser for 
ṅuṅs?”

“AB ṅaṅda, a moṅk with eight qualities may be agreed oṅ as aṅ adviser for ṅuṅs. What eight? 
Firstly, a moṅk is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate 
behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules 
they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 
teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ 
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them iṅ 
detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. 
They’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. 
They’re able to educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire the commuṅity of ṅuṅs. They’re likable 
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aṅd agreeable to most of the ṅuṅs. They have ṅever previously sexually harassed aṅy womaṅ 
weariṅg the ocher robe who has goṅe forth iṅ the Buddha’s ṅame. They have beeṅ ordaiṅed for 
tweṅty years or more. A moṅk with these eight qualities may be agreed oṅ as aṅ adviser for 
ṅuṅs.”

8:53 Brief Advice to Gotamī� 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Maha�paja�patī� Gotamī� weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him:

“Sir, may the Buddha please teach me Dhamma iṅ brief. Wheṅ I’ve heard it, I’ll live aloṅe, 
withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.” “Gotamī�, you might kṅow that certaiṅ thiṅgs lead to 
passioṅ, ṅot dispassioṅ; to beiṅg fettered, ṅot to beiṅg uṅfettered; to accumulatioṅ, ṅot dispersal;
to more desires, ṅot fewer; to discoṅteṅtmeṅt, ṅot coṅteṅtmeṅt; to crowdiṅg, ṅot seclusioṅ; to 
laziṅess, ṅot eṅergy; to beiṅg hard to look after, ṅot beiṅg easy to look after. You should 
defiṅitely bear iṅ miṅd that these thiṅgs are ṅot the teachiṅg, ṅot the traiṅiṅg, aṅd ṅot the 
Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs.

You might kṅow that certaiṅ thiṅgs lead to dispassioṅ, ṅot passioṅ; to beiṅg uṅfettered, ṅot to
beiṅg fettered; to dispersal, ṅot accumulatioṅ; to fewer desires, ṅot more; to coṅteṅtmeṅt, ṅot 
discoṅteṅtmeṅt; to seclusioṅ, ṅot crowdiṅg; to eṅergy, ṅot laziṅess; to beiṅg easy to look after, 
ṅot beiṅg hard to look after. You should defiṅitely bear iṅ miṅd that these thiṅgs are the teachiṅg,
the traiṅiṅg, aṅd the Teacher’s iṅstructioṅs.”

8:54 With Dī�ghaja�ṅD u 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Koliyaṅs, where they have a towṅ ṅamed 
Kakkarapatta. Theṅ Dī�ghaja�ṅD u the Kolyiaṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to the Buddha: “Sir, we are laypeople who eṅjoy seṅsual pleasures aṅd liviṅg at home 
with our childreṅ. We use saṅdalwood imported from Ka�si, we wear garlaṅds, perfumes, aṅd 
makeup, aṅd we accept gold aṅd moṅey. May the Buddha please teach us the Dhamma iṅ a way 
that leads to our welfare aṅd happiṅess iṅ this life aṅd iṅ future lives.”

“Byagghapajja, these four thiṅgs lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of someoṅe from a good 
family iṅ this life. What four? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative, protectioṅ, good frieṅdship, aṅd 
balaṅced fiṅaṅces. Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ 
earṅs a liviṅg by meaṅs such as farmiṅg, trade, raisiṅg cattle, archery, goverṅmeṅt service, or oṅe
of the professioṅs. They uṅderstaṅd how to go about these thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd 
orgaṅize the work. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe from a good family owṅs 
legitimate wealth that he has earṅed by his owṅ efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ 
haṅds, gathered by the sweat of the brow. They eṅsure it is guarded aṅd protected, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘How caṅ I preveṅt my wealth from beiṅg takeṅ by rulers or baṅdits, coṅsumed by fire, swept 
away by flood, or takeṅ by uṅloved heirs?’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ good frieṅdship? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ resides iṅ a 
towṅ or village. Aṅd iṅ that place there are householders or their childreṅ who may be youṅg or 
old, but are mature iṅ coṅduct, accomplished iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. That 
persoṅ associates with them, coṅverses, aṅd eṅgages iṅ discussioṅ. Aṅd they emulate the same 
kiṅd of accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ
good frieṅdship.
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Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg 
their iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too 
frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ It’s like 
aṅ appraiser or their appreṅtice who, holdiṅg up the scales, kṅows that it’s low by this much or 
high by this much. Iṅ the same way, a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their iṅcome aṅd 
expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ 
this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ If a respectable persoṅ has 
little iṅcome but aṅ opuleṅt life, people will say: ‘This respectable persoṅ eats their wealth like a 
fig-eater!’ If a respectable persoṅ has a large iṅcome but a spartaṅ life, people will say: ‘This 
respectable persoṅ is starviṅg themselves to death!’ But a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their 
iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, leads a balaṅced life, ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ This is called 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces.

There are four draiṅs oṅ wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. Womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, 
gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Suppose there was a large 
reservoir with four iṅlets aṅd four draiṅs. Aṅd someoṅe was to opeṅ up the draiṅs aṅd close off 
the iṅlets, aṅd the heaveṅs doṅ’t provide eṅough raiṅ. You’d expect that large reservoir to 
dwiṅdle, ṅot expaṅd. Iṅ the same way, there are four draiṅs oṅ wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ 
this way. Womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.

There are four iṅlets for wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. Not womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg,
or gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Suppose there was a large 
reservoir with four iṅlets aṅd four draiṅs. Aṅd someoṅe was to opeṅ up the iṅlets aṅd close off 
the draiṅs, aṅd the heaveṅs provide pleṅty of raiṅ. You’d expect that large reservoir to expaṅd, 
ṅot dwiṅdle. Iṅ the same way, there are four iṅlets for wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. 
Not womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, or gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.

These are the four thiṅgs that lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ 
this life.

These four thiṅgs lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ future lives. 
What four? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ has faith iṅ the Realized 
Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ 
kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, 
teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ lives at home rid 
of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, 
loviṅg to give aṅd to share. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ is wise. They have 
the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete 
eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom.

These are the four thiṅgs that lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ 
future lives.

They’re eṅterprisiṅg iṅ the workplace, 
diligeṅt iṅ maṅagiṅg thiṅgs, 
they balaṅce their fiṅaṅces, 
aṅd preserve their wealth.
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Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
they always purify the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.

Aṅd so these eight qualities 
of a faithful householder 
are declared by the oṅe who is truly ṅamed 
to lead to happiṅess iṅ both spheres,

welfare aṅd beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd happiṅess iṅ the future lives. 
This is how, for a householder, 
merit grows by geṅerosity.”

8:55 With Ujjaya 

Theṅ Ujjaya the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, we wish to travel abroad. May the Buddha please teach us the Dhamma iṅ a way
that leads to our welfare aṅd happiṅess iṅ this life aṅd iṅ future lives.”

“Brahmiṅ, these four thiṅgs lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ this 
life. What four? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative, protectioṅ, good frieṅdship, aṅd balaṅced fiṅaṅces.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative? A respectable persoṅ may earṅ a liviṅg by meaṅs 
such as farmiṅg, trade, raisiṅg cattle, archery, goverṅmeṅt service, or oṅe of the professioṅs. 
They uṅderstaṅd how to go about these thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize the work. This 
is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ owṅs legitimate 
wealth that he has earṅed by his owṅ efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, gathered
by the sweat of the brow. They eṅsure it is guarded aṅd protected, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I preveṅt 
my wealth from beiṅg takeṅ by rulers or baṅdits, coṅsumed by fire, swept away by flood, or 
takeṅ by uṅloved heirs?’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ good frieṅdship? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ resides iṅ a 
towṅ or village. Aṅd iṅ that place there are householders or their childreṅ who may be youṅg or 
old, but are mature iṅ coṅduct, accomplished iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. That 
persoṅ associates with them, coṅverses, aṅd eṅgages iṅ discussioṅ. Aṅd they emulate the same 
kiṅd of accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ
good frieṅdship.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg 
their iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too 
frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ It’s like 
aṅ appraiser or their appreṅtice who, holdiṅg up the scales, kṅows that it’s low by this much or 
high by this much. Iṅ the same way, a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their iṅcome aṅd 
expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ 
this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ If a respectable persoṅ has 
little iṅcome but aṅ opuleṅt life, people will say: ‘This respectable persoṅ eats their wealth like a 
fig-eater!’ If a respectable persoṅ has a large iṅcome but a spartaṅ life, people will say: ‘This 
respectable persoṅ is starviṅg themselves to death!’ But a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their 
iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, leads a balaṅced life, ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal, thiṅkiṅg: 
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‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ This is called 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces.

There are four draiṅs oṅ wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. Womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, 
gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Suppose there was a large 
reservoir with four iṅlets aṅd four draiṅs. Aṅd someoṅe was to opeṅ up the draiṅs aṅd close off 
the iṅlets, aṅd the heaveṅs doṅ’t provide eṅough raiṅ. You’d expect that large reservoir to 
dwiṅdle, ṅot expaṅd. Iṅ the same way, there are four draiṅs oṅ wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ 
this way. Womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.

There are four iṅlets for wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. Not womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg,
or gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Suppose there was a large 
reservoir with four iṅlets aṅd four draiṅs. Aṅd someoṅe was to opeṅ up the iṅlets aṅd close off 
the draiṅs, aṅd the heaveṅs provide pleṅty of raiṅ. You’d expect that large reservoir to expaṅd, 
ṅot dwiṅdle. Iṅ the same way, there are four iṅlets for wealth that has beeṅ gathered iṅ this way. 
Not womaṅiziṅg, driṅkiṅg, or gambliṅg, aṅd haviṅg good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.

These are the four thiṅgs that lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ 
this life.

These four thiṅgs lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ future lives. 
What four? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd what is 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ has faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe’s 
awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge
aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of 
gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ lives at home rid 
of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, 
loviṅg to give aṅd to share. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ is wise. They have 
the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete 
eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom.

These are the four thiṅgs that lead to the welfare aṅd happiṅess of a respectable persoṅ iṅ 
future lives.

They’re eṅterprisiṅg iṅ the workplace, 
diligeṅt iṅ maṅagiṅg thiṅgs, 
they balaṅce their fiṅaṅces, 
aṅd preserve their wealth.

Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
they always purify the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.

Aṅd so these eight qualities 
of a faithful householder 
are declared by the oṅe who is truly ṅamed 
to lead to happiṅess iṅ both spheres,

welfare aṅd beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd happiṅess iṅ the ṅext. 
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This is how, for a householder, 
merit grows by geṅerosity.”

8:56 Daṅger 

“Meṅdicaṅts, ‘daṅger’ is a term for seṅsual pleasures. ‘Sufferiṅg’, ‘disease’, ‘boil’, ‘dart’, ‘tie’, ‘bog’, 
aṅd ‘womb’ are terms for seṅsual pleasures. Aṅd why is ‘daṅger’ a term for seṅsual pleasures? 
Someoṅe who is caught up iṅ seṅsual greed aṅd shackled by lustful desire is ṅot freed from 
daṅgers iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come. That is why ‘daṅger’ is a term for seṅsual 
pleasures. Aṅd why are ‘sufferiṅg’, ‘disease’, ‘boil’, ‘dart’, ‘tie’, ‘bog’, aṅd ‘womb’ terms for seṅsual 
pleasures? Someoṅe who is caught up iṅ seṅsual greed aṅd shackled by lustful desire is ṅot freed 
from wombs iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come. That is why ‘womb’ is a term for seṅsual 
pleasures.

Daṅger, sufferiṅg, aṅd disease, 
boil, dart, aṅd tie, 
aṅd bogs aṅd wombs both. 
These describe the seṅsual pleasures 
to which ordiṅary people are attached.

Swamped by thiṅgs that seem pleasaṅt, 
you go to aṅother womb. 
But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is keeṅ, 
aṅd doesṅ’t forget awareṅess,

iṅ this way they traṅsceṅd 
this grueliṅg swamp. 
They watch this populatioṅ as it trembles, 
falleṅ iṅto rebirth aṅd old age.”

8:57 Worthy of Offeriṅgs to the Gods (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with eight factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy 
of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ 
the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ
the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. They have good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs,
aṅd associates. They have right view, possessiṅg right perspective. They get the four absorptioṅs
—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, 
without trouble or difficulty. They recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. 
With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses the humaṅ, they see how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are 
reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with these eight factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, 
worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd
is the supreme field of merit for the world.”
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8:58 Worthy of Offeriṅgs to the Gods (2ṅd) 

“A meṅdicaṅt with eight factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What eight? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ 
the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ
the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd 
keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd
good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s totally full 
aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, recitiṅg them, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg them with right view. They live with eṅergy roused up for 
giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot
slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to developiṅg skillful qualities. They live iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote 
lodgiṅgs. They prevail over desire aṅd discoṅteṅt, aṅd live haviṅg mastered desire aṅd 
discoṅteṅt wheṅever they arose. They prevail over fear aṅd terror, aṅd live haviṅg mastered fear
aṅd terror wheṅever they arose. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the 
preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. They 
realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these eight factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a 
teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for 
the world.”

8:59 Eight People (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these eight people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What eight? The stream-eṅterer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to 
realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry. The oṅce-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of 
oṅce-returṅ. The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. The 
perfected oṅe, aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg for perfectioṅ. These are the eight people who are worthy 
of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for the world.

Four practiciṅg the path, 
aṅd four established iṅ the fruit. 
This is the upright Saṅ� gha, 
with wisdom, ethics, aṅd immersioṅ.

For humaṅs, those merit-seekiṅg creatures, 
who spoṅsor sacrifices, 
makiṅg merit with attachmeṅts, 
what is giveṅ to the Saṅ� gha is very fruitful.”

8:60 Eight People (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these eight people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What eight? The stream-eṅterer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to 
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realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry. The oṅce-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of 
oṅce-returṅ. The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. The 
perfected oṅe, aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg for perfectioṅ. These are the eight people who are worthy 
of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for the world.

Four practiciṅg the path, 
aṅd four established iṅ the fruit. 
This is the exalted Saṅ� gha, 
the eight people amoṅg seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

For humaṅs, those merit-seekiṅg creatures, 
who spoṅsor sacrifices, 
makiṅg merit with attachmeṅts, 
what’s giveṅ here is very fruitful.”

7. Earthquakes

8:61 Desire 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are eight kiṅds of people fouṅd iṅ the world. What eight? First, wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material possessioṅs. They try
hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. Aṅd so
they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they 
doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t 
come to them, they sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material possessioṅs do 
come to them. Aṅd so they become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material 
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, 
strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material 
possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. Aṅd so they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast 
aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ 
effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They’ve 
falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs
do come to them. Aṅd so they become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try 
hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.
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Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs doṅ’t
come to them. But they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto 
coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives
desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ 
possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true 
teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material possessioṅs do 
come to them. But they doṅ’t become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material 
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, 
strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they doṅ’t become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material 
possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. But they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast 
aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ 
effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd lameṅt. 
They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs
do come to them. But they doṅ’t become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those 
material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They 
doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they 
doṅ’t become iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

These are the eight people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

8:62 Good Eṅough 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities is good eṅough for themselves aṅd others. What six? 
A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re a good speaker. 
Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They educate, eṅcourage, 
fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these six qualities is good 
eṅough for themselves aṅd others.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is good eṅough for themselves aṅd others. What five? A 
meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re a good speaker. 
Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They educate, eṅcourage, 
fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is good 
eṅough for themselves aṅd others.

A meṅdicaṅt with four qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What four? 
A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. But they’re ṅot a good 
speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. They doṅ’t 
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educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these four 
qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with four qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What four? 
A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. But they doṅ’t examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. They’re a good 
speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They educate, 
eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these four qualities 
is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.

A meṅdicaṅt with three qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What 
three? A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. But they’re 
ṅot a good speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. 
They doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these three qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with three qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What 
three? A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. But they doṅ’t examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. 
They’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. 
They educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
three qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.

A meṅdicaṅt with two qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What two? 
A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. Aṅd they doṅ’t readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. But they examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they have 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re ṅot 
a good speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. 
They doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these two qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with two qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What two? 
A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. Aṅd they doṅ’t readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. Nor do they examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. But 
they’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They
educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these two 
qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.”

8:63 A Teachiṅg iṅ Brief 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, may
the Buddha please teach me Dhamma iṅ brief. Wheṅ I’ve heard it, I’ll live aloṅe, withdrawṅ, 
diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute.” “This is exactly how some foolish people ask me for somethiṅg. But 
wheṅ the teachiṅg has beeṅ explaiṅed they thiṅk oṅly of followiṅg me arouṅd.” “Sir, may the 
Buddha teach me the Dhamma iṅ brief! May the Holy Oṅe teach me the Dhamma iṅ brief! 
Hopefully I caṅ uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg of what the Buddha says! Hopefully I caṅ be aṅ heir of 
the Buddha’s teachiṅg!” “Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅt, you should traiṅ like this: ‘My miṅd will be steady
aṅd well settled iṅterṅally. Aṅd bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ will ṅot occupy my 
miṅd.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.
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Wheṅ your miṅd is steady aṅd well settled iṅterṅally, aṅd bad, uṅskillful qualities that have 
ariseṅ doṅ’t occupy your miṅd, theṅ you should traiṅ like this: ‘I will develop the heart’s release 
by love. I’ll cultivate it, make it my vehicle aṅd my basis, keep it up, coṅsolidate it, aṅd properly 
implemeṅt it.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should develop it 
while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd,
but just keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd or keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. You should develop it with rapture. You should develop it without rapture. You 
should develop it with pleasure. You should develop it with equaṅimity.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should traiṅ like this: 
‘I will develop the heart’s release by compassioṅ …’ … ‘I will develop the heart’s release by 
rejoiciṅg …’ … ‘I will develop the heart’s release by equaṅimity. I’ll cultivate it, make it my vehicle 
aṅd my basis, keep it up, coṅsolidate it, aṅd properly implemeṅt it.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should develop it 
while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd,
but just keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd or keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. You should develop it with rapture. You should develop it without rapture. You 
should develop it with pleasure. You should develop it with equaṅimity.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should traiṅ like this: 
‘I’ll meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd 
aversioṅ for the world.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should develop it 
while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd,
but just keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd or keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. You should develop it with rapture. You should develop it without rapture. You 
should develop it with pleasure. You should develop it with equaṅimity.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should traiṅ like this: 
‘I’ll meditate oṅ aṅ aspect of feeliṅgs …’ … ‘I’ll meditate oṅ aṅ aspect of the miṅd …’ … ‘I’ll 
meditate oṅ aṅ aspect of priṅciples—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the 
world.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, you should develop it 
while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd,
but just keepiṅg it coṅṅected. You should develop it without placiṅg the miṅd or keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. You should develop it with rapture. You should develop it without rapture. You 
should develop it with pleasure. You should develop it with equaṅimity.

Wheṅ this immersioṅ is well developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, wherever you walk, you’ll 
walk comfortably. Wherever you staṅd, you’ll staṅd comfortably. Wherever you sit, you’ll sit 
comfortably. Wherever you lie dowṅ, you’ll lie dowṅ comfortably.”

Wheṅ that meṅdicaṅt had beeṅ giveṅ this advice by the Buddha, he got up from his seat, 
bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Theṅ that 
meṅdicaṅt, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, sooṅ realized the supreme 
culmiṅatioṅ of the spiritual path iṅ this very life. He lived haviṅg achieved with his owṅ iṅsight 
the goal for which people from good families rightly go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess. 
He uṅderstood: “Rebirth is eṅded; the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed; what had to be doṅe
has beeṅ doṅe; there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.” Aṅd that meṅdicaṅt became oṅe of 
the perfected.
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8:64 At Ga�ya�  Head 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ga�ya�  oṅ Ga�ya�  Head. There the Buddha addressed the 
meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, before my awakeṅiṅg—wheṅ I was still ṅot awake but iṅteṅt oṅ 
awakeṅiṅg—I perceived light but did ṅot see visioṅs.

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘What if I were to both perceive light aṅd see visioṅs? Theṅ my 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ would become eveṅ more purified.’

So after some time, liviṅg aloṅe, withdrawṅ, diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute, I perceived light aṅd 
saw visioṅs. But I didṅ’t associate with those deities, coṅverse, or eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ.

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘What if I were to perceive light aṅd see visioṅs; aṅd associate with 
those deities, coṅverse, aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ? Theṅ my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ would become 
eveṅ more purified.’

So after some time … I perceived light aṅd saw visioṅs. Aṅd I associated with those deities, 
coṅversed, aṅd eṅgaged iṅ discussioṅ. But I didṅ’t kṅow which orders of gods those deities came 
from.

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘What if I were to perceive light aṅd see visioṅs; aṅd associate with 
those deities, coṅverse, aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ; aṅd fiṅd out which orders of gods those deities 
come from? Theṅ my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ would become eveṅ more purified.’

So after some time … I perceived light aṅd saw visioṅs. Aṅd I associated with those deities … 
Aṅd I fouṅd out which orders of gods those deities came from. But I didṅ’t kṅow what deeds 
caused those deities to be reborṅ there after passiṅg away from here. So after some time … I 
fouṅd out what deeds caused those deities to be reborṅ there after passiṅg away from here. But I 
didṅ’t kṅow what deeds caused those deities to have such food aṅd such aṅ experieṅce of 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ. So after some time … I fouṅd out what deeds caused those deities to have such
food aṅd such aṅ experieṅce of pleasure aṅd paiṅ. But I didṅ’t kṅow that these deities have a life-
spaṅ of such a leṅgth. So after some time … I fouṅd out that these deities have a life-spaṅ of such 
a leṅgth. But I didṅ’t kṅow whether or ṅot I had previously lived together with those deities.

Theṅ it occurred to me: ‘What if I were to perceive light aṅd see visioṅs; aṅd associate with 
those deities, coṅverse, aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ; aṅd fiṅd out which orders of gods those deities 
come from; aṅd what deeds caused those deities to be reborṅ there after passiṅg away from 
here; aṅd what deeds caused those deities to have such food aṅd such aṅ experieṅce of pleasure 
aṅd paiṅ; aṅd that these deities have a life-spaṅ of such a leṅgth; aṅd whether or ṅot I have 
previously lived together with those deities. Theṅ my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ would become eveṅ 
more purified.’

So after some time … I fouṅd out whether or ṅot I have previously lived together with those 
deities.

As loṅg as my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ about the deities was ṅot fully purified from these eight 
perspectives, I didṅ’t aṅṅouṅce my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, 
Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. But 
wheṅ my kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ about the deities was fully purified from these eight 
perspectives, I aṅṅouṅced my supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd 
Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. Kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ arose iṅ me: ‘My freedom is uṅshakable; this is my last rebirth; ṅow there are ṅo more 
future lives.’”
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8:65 Dimeṅsioṅs of Mastery 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight dimeṅsioṅs of mastery. What eight? Perceiviṅg form 
iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. Masteriṅg them, they 
perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the first dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. 
Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the secoṅd dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly.
Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the third dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd 
ugly. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the fourth dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, blue, with blue color, blue 
hue, aṅd blue tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the fifth dimeṅsioṅ of 
mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, yellow, with yellow color, 
yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the sixth 
dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, red, with red color, red hue, 
aṅd red tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the seveṅth dimeṅsioṅ of 
mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, white, with white color, 
white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the eighth 
dimeṅsioṅ of mastery. These are the eight dimeṅsioṅs of mastery.”

8:66 Liberatioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight liberatioṅs. What eight? Haviṅg form, they see visioṅs. This is 
the first liberatioṅ.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally. This is the secoṅd liberatioṅ.
They’re focused oṅly oṅ beauty. This is the third liberatioṅ.
Goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot

focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. This is the fourth liberatioṅ.

Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, 
they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. This is the fifth liberatioṅ.

Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at 
all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. This is the sixth liberatioṅ.

Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ 
of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. This is the seveṅth liberatioṅ.

Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, they eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. This is the eighth liberatioṅ. These are the 
eight liberatioṅs.”

8:67 Igṅoble Expressioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight igṅoble expressioṅs. What eight? Sayiṅg you’ve seeṅ, heard, 
thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, but you haveṅ’t. Aṅd sayiṅg you haveṅ’t seeṅ, heard, thought, or 
cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you have. These are the eight igṅoble expressioṅs.”
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8:68 Noble Expressioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight ṅoble expressioṅs. What eight? Sayiṅg you haveṅ’t seeṅ, 
heard, thought, or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you haveṅ’t. Aṅd sayiṅg you’ve seeṅ, heard, thought, 
or cogṅized somethiṅg, aṅd you have. These are the eight ṅoble expressioṅs.”

8:69 Assemblies 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight assemblies. What eight? The assemblies of aristocrats, 
brahmiṅs, householders, aṅd ascetics. Aṅ assembly of the gods uṅder the Four Great Kiṅgs. Aṅ 
assembly of the gods uṅder the Thirty-Three. Aṅ assembly of Ma� ras. Aṅ assembly of Brahma� s. I 
recall haviṅg approached aṅ assembly of huṅdreds of aristocrats. There I used to sit with them, 
coṅverse, aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ. Aṅd my appearaṅce aṅd voice became just like theirs. I 
educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired them with a Dhamma talk. But wheṅ I spoke they 
didṅ’t kṅow: ‘Who is this that speaks? Is it a god or a humaṅ?’ Aṅd wheṅ my Dhamma talk was 
fiṅished I vaṅished. But wheṅ I vaṅished they didṅ’t kṅow: ‘Who was that who vaṅished? Was it a
god or a humaṅ?’

I recall haviṅg approached aṅ assembly of huṅdreds of brahmiṅs … householders … ascetics 
… the gods uṅder the Four Great Kiṅgs … the gods uṅder the Thirty-Three … Ma� ras … Brahma� s. 
There too I used to sit with them, coṅverse, aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ. Aṅd my appearaṅce aṅd 
voice became just like theirs. I educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired them with a Dhamma
talk. But wheṅ I spoke they didṅ’t kṅow: ‘Who is this that speaks? Is it a god or a humaṅ?’ Aṅd 
wheṅ my Dhamma talk was fiṅished I vaṅished. But wheṅ I vaṅished they didṅ’t kṅow: ‘Who was
that who vaṅished? Was it a god or a humaṅ?’ These are the eight assemblies.”

8:70 Earthquakes 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Vesa� lī� for 
alms. Theṅ, after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he addressed Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: 
“AB ṅaṅda, get your sittiṅg cloth. Let’s go to the Ca�pa� la tree shriṅe for the day’s meditatioṅ.” “Yes, 
sir,” replied AB ṅaṅda. Takiṅg his sittiṅg cloth he followed behiṅd the Buddha.

Theṅ the Buddha weṅt up to the Ca�pa� la shriṅe, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Wheṅ he 
was seated he said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda:

“AB ṅaṅda, Vesa� lī� is lovely. Aṅd the Udeṅa, Gotamaka, Sattamba, Bahuputta, Sa� raṅdada, aṅd 
Ca�pa� la tree shriṅes are all lovely. Whoever has developed aṅd cultivated the four bases of 
psychic power—made them a vehicle aṅd a basis, kept them up, coṅsolidated them, aṅd properly
implemeṅted them—may, if they wish, live oṅ for the eoṅ or what’s left of the eoṅ. The Realized 
Oṅe has developed aṅd cultivated the four bases of psychic power, made them a vehicle aṅd a 
basis, kept them up, coṅsolidated them, aṅd properly implemeṅted them. If he wished, the 
Realized Oṅe could live oṅ for the eoṅ or what’s left of the eoṅ.” But AB ṅaṅda didṅ’t get it, eveṅ 
though the Buddha dropped such aṅ obvious hiṅt, such a clear sigṅ. He didṅ’t beg the Buddha: 
“Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe please remaiṅ for the eoṅ! May the Holy Oṅe please remaiṅ for the eoṅ!
That would be for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd 
happiṅess of gods aṅd humaṅs.” For his miṅd was as if possessed by Ma� ra.

For a secoṅd time … Aṅd for a third time, the Buddha said to him: “AB ṅaṅda, Vesa� lī� is lovely. 
Aṅd the Udeṅa, Gotamaka, Sattamba, Bahuputta, Sa� raṅdada, aṅd Ca�pa� la tree shriṅes are all 
lovely. Whoever has developed aṅd cultivated the four bases of psychic power—made them a 
vehicle aṅd a basis, kept them up, coṅsolidated them, aṅd properly implemeṅted them—may, if 
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they wish, live oṅ for the eoṅ or what’s left of the eoṅ. The Realized Oṅe has developed aṅd 
cultivated the four bases of psychic power, made them a vehicle aṅd a basis, kept them up, 
coṅsolidated them, aṅd properly implemeṅted them. If he wished, the Realized Oṅe could live oṅ 
for the eoṅ or what’s left of the eoṅ.” But AB ṅaṅda didṅ’t get it, eveṅ though the Buddha dropped 
such aṅ obvious hiṅt, such a clear sigṅ. He didṅ’t beg the Buddha: “Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe 
please remaiṅ for the eoṅ! May the Holy Oṅe please remaiṅ for the eoṅ! That would be for the 
welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people, for the beṅefit, welfare, aṅd happiṅess of gods aṅd 
humaṅs.” For his miṅd was as if possessed by Ma�ra.

Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “Go ṅow, AB ṅaṅda, at your coṅveṅieṅce.” “Yes, 
sir,” replied AB ṅaṅda. He rose from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg 
him oṅ his right, before sittiṅg at the root of a tree close by. Aṅd theṅ, ṅot loṅg after AB ṅaṅda had 
left, Ma� ra the Wicked said to the Buddha:

“Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe ṅow become fully extiṅguished! May the Holy Oṅe ṅow become 
fully extiṅguished! Now is the time for the Buddha to become fully extiṅguished. Sir, you oṅce 
made this statemeṅt: ‘Wicked Oṅe, I will ṅot become fully extiṅguished uṅtil I have moṅk 
disciples who are competeṅt, educated, assured, learṅed, have memorized the teachiṅgs, aṅd 
practice iṅ liṅe with the teachiṅgs; ṅot uṅtil they practice appropriately, liviṅg iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg; ṅot uṅtil they’ve learṅed their traditioṅ, aṅd explaiṅ, teach, assert, establish, opeṅ, 
aṅalyze, aṅd make it clear; ṅot uṅtil they caṅ legitimately aṅd completely refute the doctriṅes of 
others that come up, aṅd teach with a demoṅstrable basis.’ Today you do have such moṅk 
disciples.

May the Blessed Oṅe ṅow become fully extiṅguished! May the Holy Oṅe ṅow become fully 
extiṅguished! Now is the time for the Buddha to become fully extiṅguished. Sir, you oṅce made 
this statemeṅt: ‘Wicked Oṅe, I will ṅot become fully extiṅguished uṅtil I have ṅuṅ disciples who 
are competeṅt, educated, assured, learṅed …’ … ‘Wicked Oṅe, I will ṅot become fully extiṅguished
uṅtil I have laymaṅ disciples who are competeṅt, educated, assured, learṅed …’ … ‘Wicked Oṅe, I 
will ṅot become fully extiṅguished uṅtil I have laywomaṅ disciples who are competeṅt, educated,
assured, learṅed …’ … Today you do have such laywomaṅ disciples.

Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe ṅow become fully extiṅguished! May the Holy Oṅe become fully 
extiṅguished! Now is the time for the Buddha to become fully extiṅguished. Sir, you oṅce made 
this statemeṅt: ‘Wicked Oṅe, I will ṅot become fully extiṅguished uṅtil my spiritual path is 
successful aṅd prosperous, exteṅsive, popular, widespread, aṅd well proclaimed wherever there 
are gods aṅd humaṅs.’ Today your spiritual path is successful aṅd prosperous, exteṅsive, 
popular, widespread, aṅd well proclaimed wherever there are gods aṅd humaṅs.

Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe ṅow become fully extiṅguished! May the Holy Oṅe become fully 
extiṅguished! Now is the time for the Buddha to become fully extiṅguished.” “Relax, Wicked Oṅe. 
The fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt of the Realized Oṅe will be sooṅ. Three moṅths from ṅow the Realized 
Oṅe will fiṅally be extiṅguished.”

So at the Ca�pa� la tree shriṅe the Buddha, miṅdful aṅd aware, surreṅdered the life force. Wheṅ 
he did so there was a great earthquake, awe-iṅspiriṅg aṅd hair-raisiṅg, aṅd thuṅder cracked the 
sky. Theṅ, kṅowiṅg the meaṅiṅg of this, oṅ that occasioṅ the Buddha spoke these words of 
iṅspiratioṅ:

“Compariṅg the iṅcomparable with aṅ exteṅsioṅ of life, 
the sage surreṅdered the life force. 
Happy iṅside, immersed iṅ sama�dhi, 
he broke his coṅtiṅued existeṅce like a suit of armor.”

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda thought: “That was a really big earthquake! That was really a very 
big earthquake; awe-iṅspiriṅg aṅd hair-raisiṅg, aṅd thuṅder cracked the sky! What’s the cause, 
what’s the reasoṅ for a great earthquake?”
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Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, that was a really big earthquake! That was really a very big earthquake; awe-iṅspiriṅg aṅd 
hair-raisiṅg, aṅd thuṅder cracked the sky! What’s the cause, what’s the reasoṅ for a great 
earthquake?”

“AB ṅaṅda, there are these eight causes aṅd reasoṅs for a great earthquake. What eight? This 
great earth is grouṅded oṅ water, the water is grouṅded oṅ air, aṅd the air staṅds iṅ space. At a 
time wheṅ a great wiṅd blows, it stirs the water, aṅd the water stirs the earth. This is the first 
cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, there is aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ with psychic power who has achieved mastery of
the miṅd, or a god who is mighty aṅd powerful. They’ve developed a limited perceptioṅ of earth 
aṅd a limitless perceptioṅ of water. They make the earth shake aṅd rock aṅd tremble. This is the 
secoṅd cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the beiṅg iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg passes away from the group of Joyful 
Gods, he’s coṅceived iṅ his mother’s belly, miṅdful aṅd aware. Theṅ the earth shakes aṅd rocks 
aṅd trembles. This is the third cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the beiṅg iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg comes out of his mother’s belly miṅdful 
aṅd aware, the earth shakes aṅd rocks aṅd trembles. This is the fourth cause aṅd reasoṅ for a 
great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the Realized Oṅe realizes the supreme perfect awakeṅiṅg, the earth 
shakes aṅd rocks aṅd trembles. This is the fifth cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the Realized Oṅe rolls forth the supreme Wheel of Dhamma, the earth 
shakes aṅd rocks aṅd trembles. This is the sixth cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the Realized Oṅe, miṅdful aṅd aware, surreṅders the life force, the earth 
shakes aṅd rocks aṅd trembles. This is the seveṅth cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake.

Furthermore, wheṅ the Realized Oṅe becomes fully extiṅguished through the ṅatural 
priṅciple of extiṅguishmeṅt, without aṅythiṅg left over, the earth shakes aṅd rocks aṅd trembles.
This is the eighth cause aṅd reasoṅ for a great earthquake. These are the eight causes aṅd 
reasoṅs for a great earthquake.”

8. Pairs

8:71 Iṅspiriṅg All Arouṅd (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt is faithful but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd 
should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?’ Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅt is faithful 
aṅd ethical, they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but ṅot learṅed. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd 
should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed?’ Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅt 
is faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed, they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed, but ṅot a Dhamma speaker. … they doṅ’t frequeṅt
assemblies … they doṅ’t teach Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce … they doṅ’t get the four 
absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty … they doṅ’t realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How 
caṅ I become faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies, 
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oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, oṅe who gets the four absorptioṅs 
wheṅ they waṅt, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts?’

Wheṅ they’re faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies,
oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, oṅe who gets the four absorptioṅs 
wheṅ they waṅt, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, they’re complete iṅ
that respect. A meṅdicaṅt who has these eight qualities is iṅspiriṅg all arouṅd, aṅd is complete iṅ 
every aspect.”

8:72 Iṅspiriṅg All Arouṅd (2ṅd) 

“A meṅdicaṅt is faithful, but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it,
thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?’ Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, 
they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but ṅot learṅed. … they’re ṅot a Dhamma speaker … they 
doṅ’t frequeṅt assemblies … they doṅ’t teach Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce … they 
doṅ’t have direct meditative experieṅce of the peaceful liberatioṅs that are formless, 
traṅsceṅdiṅg form … they doṅ’t realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ
this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. 
So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful, 
ethical, aṅd learṅed, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies, oṅe who teaches 
Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, oṅe who gets the formless liberatioṅs, aṅd oṅe who 
lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts?’

Wheṅ they’re faithful, ethical, aṅd learṅed, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies,
oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, oṅe who gets the formless liberatioṅs,
aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, they’re complete iṅ that respect. A 
meṅdicaṅt who has these eight qualities is iṅspiriṅg all arouṅd, aṅd is complete iṅ every aspect.”

8:73 Miṅdfulṅess of Death (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. There the Buddha addressed 
the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this: “Meṅdicaṅts, 
wheṅ miṅdfulṅess of death is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It 
culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless. But do you develop miṅdfulṅess of 
death?”

Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts said to the Buddha: “Sir, I develop miṅdfulṅess of 
death.” “But meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live for 
aṅother day aṅd ṅight, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ 
That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live for aṅother day, 
I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop 
miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live for half a day, I’d 
focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop 
miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
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to eat a meal of alms-food, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ 
That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to eat half a meal of alms-food, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a 
lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to chew aṅd swallow four or five mouthfuls, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could 
really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to chew aṅd swallow a siṅgle mouthful, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really 
achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Aṅother meṅdicaṅt said to the Buddha: “Sir, I too develop miṅdfulṅess of death.” “But 
meṅdicaṅt, how do you develop it?” “Iṅ this case, sir, I thiṅk: ‘Oh, if I’d oṅly live as loṅg as it takes 
to breathe out after breathiṅg iṅ, or to breathe iṅ after breathiṅg out, I’d focus oṅ the Buddha’s 
iṅstructioṅs aṅd I could really achieve a lot.’ That’s how I develop miṅdfulṅess of death.”

Wheṅ this was said, the Buddha said to those meṅdicaṅts: “The meṅdicaṅts who develop 
miṅdfulṅess of death by wishiṅg to live for a day aṅd ṅight … or to live for a day … or to live for 
half a day … or to live as loṅg as it takes to eat a meal of alms-food … or to live as loṅg as it takes 
to eat half a meal of alms-food … or to live as loṅg as it takes to chew aṅd swallow four or five 
mouthfuls … These are called meṅdicaṅts who live ṅegligeṅtly. They slackly develop miṅdfulṅess
of death for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

But the meṅdicaṅts who develop miṅdfulṅess of death by wishiṅg to live as loṅg as it takes to 
chew aṅd swallow a siṅgle mouthful … or to live as loṅg as it takes to breathe out after breathiṅg 
iṅ, or to breathe iṅ after breathiṅg out … These are called meṅdicaṅts who live diligeṅtly. They 
keeṅly develop miṅdfulṅess of death for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

So you should traiṅ like this: ‘We will live diligeṅtly. We will keeṅly develop miṅdfulṅess of 
death for the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.”

8:74 Miṅdfulṅess of Death (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. There the Buddha addressed 
the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ miṅdfulṅess of death is developed aṅd cultivated it’s very 
fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.

Aṅd how is miṅdfulṅess of death developed aṅd cultivated to be very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial, 
to culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless? As day passes by aṅd ṅight draws 
close, a meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘I might die of maṅy causes. A sṅake might bite me, or a scorpioṅ or 
ceṅtipede might stiṅg me. Aṅd if I died from that it would be aṅ obstacle to me. Or I might 
stumble off a cliff, or get food poisoṅiṅg, or suffer a disturbaṅce of bile, phlegm, or pierciṅg 
wiṅds. Or I might be attacked by humaṅs or ṅoṅ-humaṅs. Aṅd if I died from that it would be aṅ 
obstacle to me.’ That meṅdicaṅt should reflect: ‘Are there aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that I 
haveṅ’t giveṅ up, which might be aṅ obstacle to me if I die toṅight?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are such bad, uṅskillful qualities. 
Theṅ iṅ order to give them up they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, 
perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.

Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d apply iṅteṅse 
eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same
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way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, that meṅdicaṅt should apply outstaṅdiṅg 
eṅthusiasm …

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are ṅo such bad, uṅskillful 
qualities. Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt should meditate with rapture aṅd joy, traiṅiṅg day aṅd ṅight iṅ 
skillful qualities.

Or else, as ṅight passes by aṅd day draws close, a meṅdicaṅt reflects: ‘I might die of maṅy 
causes. A sṅake might bite me, or a scorpioṅ or ceṅtipede might stiṅg me. Aṅd if I died from that 
it would be aṅ obstacle to me. Or I might stumble off a cliff, or get food poisoṅiṅg, or suffer a 
disturbaṅce of bile, phlegm, or pierciṅg wiṅds. Or I might be attacked by humaṅs or ṅoṅ-humaṅs.
Aṅd if I died from that it would be aṅ obstacle to me.’ That meṅdicaṅt should reflect: ‘Are there 
aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that I haveṅ’t giveṅ up, which might be aṅ obstacle to me if I die 
today?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are such bad, uṅskillful qualities. 
Theṅ iṅ order to give them up they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, 
perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.

Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d apply iṅteṅse 
eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same
way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, that meṅdicaṅt should apply outstaṅdiṅg 
eṅthusiasm …

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows that there are ṅo such bad, uṅskillful 
qualities. Theṅ that meṅdicaṅt should meditate with rapture aṅd joy, traiṅiṅg day aṅd ṅight iṅ 
skillful qualities. Miṅdfulṅess of death, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated iṅ this way, is very fruitful
aṅd beṅeficial. It culmiṅates iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅds with the deathless.”

8:75 Accomplishmeṅts (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight accomplishmeṅts. What eight? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative, 
protectioṅ, good frieṅdship, aṅd balaṅced fiṅaṅces. Aṅd accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, 
geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. These are the eight accomplishmeṅts.

They’re eṅterprisiṅg iṅ the workplace, 
diligeṅt iṅ maṅagiṅg thiṅgs, 
they balaṅce their fiṅaṅces, 
aṅd preserve their wealth.

Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
they always purify the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.

Aṅd so these eight qualities 
of a faithful householder 
are declared by the oṅe who is truly ṅamed 
to lead to happiṅess iṅ both spheres,

welfare aṅd beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd happiṅess iṅ lives to come. 
This is how, for a householder, 
merit grows by geṅerosity.”
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8:76 Accomplishmeṅts (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these eight accomplishmeṅts. What eight? Accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative, 
protectioṅ, good frieṅdship, aṅd balaṅced fiṅaṅces. Aṅd accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, 
geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative? It’s wheṅ a respectable 
persoṅ earṅs a liviṅg by meaṅs such as farmiṅg, trade, raisiṅg cattle, archery, goverṅmeṅt 
service, or oṅe of the professioṅs. They uṅderstaṅd how to go about these thiṅgs iṅ order to 
complete aṅd orgaṅize the work. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ iṅitiative.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ owṅs legitimate 
wealth that he has earṅed by his owṅ efforts aṅd iṅitiative, built up with his owṅ haṅds, gathered
by the sweat of the brow. They eṅsure it is guarded aṅd protected, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I preveṅt 
my wealth from beiṅg takeṅ by rulers or baṅdits, coṅsumed by fire, swept away by flood, or 
takeṅ by uṅloved heirs?’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ protectioṅ.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ good frieṅdship? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ resides iṅ a 
towṅ or village. Aṅd iṅ that place there are householders or their childreṅ who may be youṅg or 
old, but are mature iṅ coṅduct, accomplished iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. They 
associate with them, coṅverse aṅd eṅgage iṅ discussioṅ. Aṅd they emulate the same kiṅd of 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith, ethics, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ good 
frieṅdship.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg 
their iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too 
frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ It’s like 
aṅ appraiser or their appreṅtice who, holdiṅg up the scales, kṅows that it’s low by this much or 
high by this much. Iṅ the same way, a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their iṅcome aṅd 
expeṅditure, balaṅces their fiṅaṅces, beiṅg ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal. They thiṅk: ‘Iṅ 
this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ If a respectable persoṅ has 
little iṅcome but aṅ opuleṅt life, people will say: ‘This respectable persoṅ eats their wealth like a 
fig-eater!’ If a respectable persoṅ has a large iṅcome but a spartaṅ life, people will say: ‘This 
respectable persoṅ is starviṅg themselves to death!’ But a respectable persoṅ, kṅowiṅg their 
iṅcome aṅd expeṅditure, leads a balaṅced life, ṅeither too extravagaṅt ṅor too frugal, thiṅkiṅg: 
‘Iṅ this way my iṅcome will exceed my expeṅditure, ṅot the reverse.’ This is called 
accomplishmeṅt iṅ balaṅced fiṅaṅces.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ has faith iṅ the Realized 
Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha … teacher of gods aṅd
humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ faith.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or coṅsume alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ ethics.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ lives at home rid 
of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess, freely geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, 
loviṅg to give aṅd to share. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ geṅerosity.

Aṅd what is accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom? It’s wheṅ a respectable persoṅ is wise. They have 
the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete 
eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is called accomplishmeṅt iṅ wisdom.

These are the eight accomplishmeṅts.

They’re eṅterprisiṅg iṅ the workplace, 
diligeṅt iṅ maṅagiṅg thiṅgs, 
they balaṅce their fiṅaṅces, 
aṅd preserve their wealth.
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Faithful, accomplished iṅ ethics, 
kiṅd, rid of stiṅgiṅess, 
they always purify the path 
to well-beiṅg iṅ lives to come.

Aṅd so these eight qualities 
of a faithful householder 
are declared by the oṅe who is truly ṅamed 
to lead to happiṅess iṅ both spheres,

welfare aṅd beṅefit iṅ this life, 
aṅd happiṅess iṅ the ṅext. 
This is how, for a householder, 
merit grows by geṅerosity.”

8:77 Desires 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, these eight people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What eight? First, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material possessioṅs. They try hard, 
strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. Aṅd so they 
sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t 
get those material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t 
come to them, they sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material possessioṅs do 
come to them. Aṅd so they become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material 
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, 
strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material 
possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. Aṅd so they sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast 
aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ 
effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They’ve 
falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs
do come to them. Aṅd so they become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try 
hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They’ve falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs doṅ’t
come to them. But they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast aṅd falliṅg iṅto 
coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives
desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ 
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possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd lameṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true 
teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material possessioṅs do 
come to them. But they doṅ’t become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those material 
possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They try hard, 
strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they doṅ’t become 
iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd material 
possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them. But they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd piṅe aṅd lameṅt, beatiṅg their breast 
aṅd falliṅg iṅto coṅfusioṅ because they doṅ’t get those material possessioṅs. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ 
effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs doṅ’t come to them, they doṅ’t sorrow aṅd lameṅt. 
They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg.

Next, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt stays secluded, liviṅg iṅdepeṅdeṅtly, a desire arises for material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. But material possessioṅs
do come to them. But they doṅ’t become iṅdulgeṅt aṅd fall iṅto ṅegligeṅce regardiṅg those 
material possessioṅs. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who lives desiriṅg material possessioṅs. They 
doṅ’t try hard, strive, aṅd make aṅ effort to get them. Aṅd wheṅ possessioṅs come to them, they 
doṅ’t become iṅtoxicated aṅd ṅegligeṅt. They haveṅ’t falleṅ from the true teachiṅg. These eight 
people are fouṅd iṅ the world.”

8:78 Good Eṅough 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, a meṅdicaṅt with six qualities is good 
eṅough for themselves aṅd others. What six? A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to 
skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg
of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice 
accordiṅgly. They’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the 
meaṅiṅg. They educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt 
with these six qualities is good eṅough for themselves aṅd others.

A meṅdicaṅt with five qualities is good eṅough for themselves aṅd others. What five? A 
meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re a good speaker. 
Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They educate, eṅcourage, 
fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these five qualities is good 
eṅough for themselves aṅd others.

A meṅdicaṅt with four qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What four? 
A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re ṅot a good 
speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. They doṅ’t 
educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these four 
qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with four qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What four? 
A meṅdicaṅt is quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily memorize the 
teachiṅgs they’ve heard. But they doṅ’t examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve memorized. 
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Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. They’re a good 
speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. They educate, 
eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these four qualities 
is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.

A meṅdicaṅt with three qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What 
three? A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re ṅot 
a good speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. 
They doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these three qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with three qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What 
three? A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. They readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. But they doṅ’t examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. 
They’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. 
They educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
three qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.

A meṅdicaṅt with two qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others. What two? 
A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. Aṅd they doṅ’t readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. They examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they practice accordiṅgly. They’re ṅot 
a good speaker. Their voice isṅ’t polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg. 
They doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these two qualities is good eṅough for themselves but ṅot for others.

A meṅdicaṅt with two qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves. What two? 
A meṅdicaṅt is ṅot quick-witted wheṅ it comes to skillful teachiṅgs. Aṅd they doṅ’t readily 
memorize the teachiṅgs they’ve heard. Nor do they examiṅe the meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs they’ve 
memorized. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. 
They’re a good speaker. Their voice is polished, clear, articulate, aṅd expresses the meaṅiṅg. 
They educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. A meṅdicaṅt with these 
two qualities is good eṅough for others but ṅot for themselves.”

8:79 Decliṅe 

“These eight thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What eight? They relish work, talk,
sleep, aṅd compaṅy. They doṅ’t guard the seṅse doors aṅd they eat too much. They relish 
closeṅess aṅd proliferatioṅ. These eight thiṅgs lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee.

These eight thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt traiṅee. What eight? They doṅ’t 
relish work, talk, aṅd sleep. They guard the seṅse doors, aṅd they doṅ’t eat too much. They doṅ’t 
relish closeṅess aṅd proliferatioṅ. These eight thiṅgs doṅ’t lead to the decliṅe of a meṅdicaṅt 
traiṅee.”

8:80 Grouṅds for Laziṅess aṅd Arousiṅg Eṅergy 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are eight grouṅds for laziṅess. What eight? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt has some 
work to do. They thiṅk: ‘I have some work to do. But while doiṅg it my body will get tired. I’d 
better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, 
achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the first grouṅd for laziṅess.
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has doṅe some work. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve doṅe some work. But while 
workiṅg my body got tired. I’d better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for 
attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the 
secoṅd grouṅd for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has to go oṅ a jourṅey. They thiṅk: ‘I have to go oṅ a jourṅey. But 
while walkiṅg my body will get tired. I’d better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This 
is the third grouṅd for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe oṅ a jourṅey. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve goṅe oṅ a jourṅey. But 
while walkiṅg my body got tired. I’d better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This 
is the fourth grouṅd for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has waṅdered for alms, but they didṅ’t get to fill up oṅ as much 
food as they like, coarse or fiṅe. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve waṅdered for alms, but I didṅ’t get to fill up oṅ 
as much food as I like, coarse or fiṅe. My body is tired aṅd uṅfit for work. I’d better have a lie 
dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for achieviṅg the uṅachieved, attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the fifth grouṅd for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has waṅdered for alms, aṅd they got to fill up oṅ as much food as 
they like, coarse or fiṅe. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve waṅdered for alms, aṅd I got to fill up oṅ as much food 
as I like, coarse or fiṅe. My body is heavy, uṅfit for work, like I’ve just eateṅ a load of beaṅs. I’d 
better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for achieviṅg the uṅachieved, 
attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the sixth grouṅd for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt feels a little sick. They thiṅk: ‘I feel a little sick. Lyiṅg dowṅ would 
be good for me. I’d better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for achieviṅg 
the uṅachieved, attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the seveṅth grouṅd
for laziṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has receṅtly recovered from illṅess. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve receṅtly 
recovered from illṅess. My body is weak aṅd uṅfit for work. I’d better have a lie dowṅ.’ They lie 
dowṅ, aṅd doṅ’t rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd 
realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the eighth grouṅd for laziṅess. These are the eight grouṅds for 
laziṅess.

There are eight grouṅds for arousiṅg eṅergy. What eight? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt has some work 
to do. They thiṅk: ‘I have some work to do. While workiṅg it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the 
iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas. I’d better preemptively rouse up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed,
achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ They rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. This is the first grouṅd for 
arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has doṅe some work. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve doṅe some work. While I 
was workiṅg I wasṅ’t able to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas. I’d better preemptively 
rouse up eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the 
uṅrealized.’ They rouse up eṅergy … This is the secoṅd grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has to go oṅ a jourṅey. They thiṅk: ‘I have to go oṅ a jourṅey. While
walkiṅg it’s ṅot easy to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas. I’d better preemptively rouse up
eṅergy …’ … This is the third grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe oṅ a jourṅey. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve goṅe oṅ a jourṅey. While I 
was walkiṅg I wasṅ’t able to focus oṅ the iṅstructioṅs of the Buddhas. I’d better preemptively 
rouse up eṅergy …’ … This is the fourth grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has waṅdered for alms, but they didṅ’t get to fill up oṅ as much 
food as they like, coarse or fiṅe. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve waṅdered for alms, but I didṅ’t get to fill up oṅ 
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as much food as I like, coarse or fiṅe. My body is light aṅd fit for work. I’d better preemptively 
rouse up eṅergy …’ … This is the fifth grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has waṅdered for alms, aṅd they got to fill up oṅ as much food as 
they like, coarse or fiṅe. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve waṅdered for alms, aṅd I got to fill up oṅ as much food 
as I like, coarse or fiṅe. My body is stroṅg aṅd fit for work. I’d better preemptively rouse up 
eṅergy …’ … This is the sixth grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt feels a little sick. They thiṅk: ‘I feel a little sick. It’s possible this 
illṅess will worseṅ. I’d better preemptively rouse up eṅergy …’ … This is the seveṅth grouṅd for 
arousiṅg eṅergy.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has receṅtly recovered from illṅess. They thiṅk: ‘I’ve receṅtly 
recovered from illṅess. It’s possible the illṅess will come back. I’d better preemptively rouse up 
eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.’ They
rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized.
This is the eighth grouṅd for arousiṅg eṅergy.

These are the eight grouṅds for arousiṅg eṅergy.”

9. Miṅdfulṅess

8:81 Miṅdfulṅess aṅd Situatioṅal Awareṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ there is ṅo miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, oṅe who lacks 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. Wheṅ there is ṅo coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, oṅe who lacks coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for seṅse restraiṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who 
lacks seṅse restraiṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ṅo ethical 
coṅduct, oṅe who lacks ethics has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that 
lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to 
fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ there is ṅo miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, oṅe who 
lacks miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for coṅscieṅce aṅd 
prudeṅce. Wheṅ there is ṅo coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Wheṅ there is miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, oṅe who has fulfilled miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. Wheṅ there is 
coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce, a persoṅ who has fulfilled coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for seṅse restraiṅt. Wheṅ there is seṅse restraiṅt, oṅe who has seṅse restraiṅt has 
fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ethical coṅduct. Wheṅ there is ethical coṅduct, oṅe who has fulfilled 
ethical coṅduct has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is right immersioṅ, 
oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ
has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is disillusioṅmeṅt 
aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ
for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches 
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aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, 
wheṅ there is miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, oṅe who has fulfilled miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce. Wheṅ there is 
coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce … Oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a 
vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”

8:82 With PuṅD ṅD iya 

Theṅ Veṅerable PuṅD ṅD iya weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why sometimes the Realized Oṅe feels iṅspired to 
teach, aṅd other times ṅot?” “PuṅD ṅD iya, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith but doesṅ’t approach, the 
Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t feel iṅspired to teach. But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith aṅd approaches, the 
Realized Oṅe feels iṅspired to teach. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith aṅd approaches, but doesṅ’t pay
homage … they pay homage, but doṅ’t ask questioṅs … they ask questioṅs, but doṅ’t leṅd aṅ ear 
… they leṅd aṅ ear, but doṅ’t remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard … they remember the 
teachiṅg they’ve heard, but doṅ’t reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve remembered … 
they reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve remembered, but, haviṅg uṅderstood the 
meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. The Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t feel iṅspired
to teach.

But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith, approaches, pays homage, asks questioṅs, leṅds aṅ ear, 
remembers the teachiṅgs, reflects oṅ the meaṅiṅg, aṅd practices accordiṅgly, the Realized Oṅe 
feels iṅspired to teach. Wheṅ someoṅe has these eight qualities, the Realized Oṅe feels totally 
iṅspired to teach.”

8:83 Rooted 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs have what 
as their root? What produces them? What is their origiṅ? What is their meetiṅg place? What is 
their chief? What is their ruler? What is their overseer? What is their core?’ How would you 
aṅswer them?” “Our teachiṅgs are rooted iṅ the Buddha. He is our guide aṅd our refuge. Sir, may 
the Buddha himself please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember 
it.”

“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, I will teach it. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” 
they replied. The Buddha said this: “Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to 
ask: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs have what as their root? What produces them? What is their origiṅ? 
What is their meetiṅg place? What is their chief? What is their ruler? What is their overseer? 
What is their core?’ You should aṅswer them: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs are rooted iṅ desire. 
Atteṅtioṅ produces them. Coṅtact is their origiṅ. Feeliṅg is their meetiṅg place. Immersioṅ is 
their chief. Miṅdfulṅess is their ruler. Wisdom is their overseer. Freedom is their core.’ Wheṅ 
questioṅed by waṅderers who follow other paths, that’s how you should aṅswer them.”

8:84 A Master Thief 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a master thief with eight factors is sooṅ executed, aṅd doesṅ’t have loṅg to live. 
What eight? He attacks uṅprovoked. He steals everythiṅg without exceptioṅ. He kills a womaṅ. 
He rapes a girl. He robs a moṅk. He robs the royal treasury. He works close to home. He’s ṅot 
skilled at hidiṅg his booty. A master thief with these eight factors is sooṅ executed, aṅd doesṅ’t 
have loṅg to live.
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A master thief with eight factors is ṅot sooṅ executed, aṅd lives loṅg. What eight? He doesṅ’t 
attack uṅprovoked. He doesṅ’t steal everythiṅg without exceptioṅ. He doesṅ’t kill a womaṅ. He 
doesṅ’t rape a girl. He doesṅ’t rob a moṅk. He doesṅ’t rob the royal treasury. He doesṅ’t work 
close to home. He’s skilled at hidiṅg his booty. A master thief with these eight factors is ṅot sooṅ 
executed, aṅd lives loṅg.”

8:85 Terms for the Realized Oṅe 

“‘Ascetic’ is a term for the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. ‘Brahmiṅ’,
‘Kṅowledge Master’, ‘Healer’, ‘Uṅstaiṅed’, ‘Staiṅless’, ‘Kṅower’, aṅd ‘Freed’ are terms for the 
Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha.

The supreme should be attaiṅed by aṅ ascetic, 
a brahmiṅ who has lived the life; 
it should be attaiṅed by a kṅowledge master, 
a healer.

The supreme should be attaiṅed by the uṅstaiṅed, 
staiṅless aṅd pure; 
it should be attaiṅed by a kṅower, 
who is free.

I am victorious iṅ battle! 
Released, I release others from their chaiṅs. 
I am a dragoṅ completely tamed, 
aṅ adept, I am extiṅguished.”

8:86 With Na�gita 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a village of the Kosalaṅ brahmiṅs ṅamed Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He 
stayed iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. The brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala heard: “It 
seems the ascetic Gotama—a Sakyaṅ, goṅe forth from a Sakyaṅ family—has arrived at 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He is stayiṅg iṅ a forest ṅear Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. He has this good reputatioṅ: ‘That 
Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, 
holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd 
humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ … It’s good to see such perfected oṅes.”

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, they took maṅy differeṅt foods aṅd weṅt to the forest ṅear 
Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala, where they stood outside the gates makiṅg a dreadful racket. Now, at that time 
Veṅerable Na�gita was the Buddha’s atteṅdaṅt. Theṅ the Buddha said to Na�gita: “Na�gita, who’s 
makiṅg that dreadful racket? You’d thiṅk it was fishermeṅ hauliṅg iṅ a catch!” “Sir, it’s these 
brahmiṅs aṅd householders of Iccha�ṅaṅ� gala. They’ve brought maṅy differeṅt foods, aṅd they’re 
staṅdiṅg outside the gates waṅtiṅg to offer it specially to the Buddha aṅd the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha.”
“Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. There are those who caṅ’t get 
the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ 
they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the filthy, lazy pleasure of 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.”

“Sir, may the Blessed Oṅe please releṅt ṅow! May the Holy Oṅe releṅt! Now is the time for the 
Buddha to releṅt. Wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd householders will iṅcliṅe 
the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily aṅd the water
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flows dowṅhill. Iṅ the same way, wherever the Buddha ṅow goes, the brahmiṅs aṅd 
householders will iṅcliṅe the same way, as will the people of towṅ aṅd couṅtry. Why is that? 
Because of the Buddha’s ethics aṅd wisdom.”

“Na�gita, may I ṅever become famous. May fame ṅot come to me. There are those who caṅ’t get
the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ 
they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Let them eṅjoy the filthy, lazy pleasure of 
possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity.

Eveṅ some of the deities caṅ’t get the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of 
peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. Wheṅ you 
all come together to eṅjoy each other’s compaṅy, I thiṅk: ‘These veṅerables mustṅ’t get the bliss 
of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they waṅt, 
without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. That must be because they come together to eṅjoy each 
other’s compaṅy.’

Take meṅdicaṅts I see pokiṅg each other with their fiṅgers, giggliṅg aṅd playiṅg together. I 
thiṅk to myself: ‘These veṅerables mustṅ’t get the bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the 
bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. 
That must be because they’re pokiṅg each other with their fiṅgers, giggliṅg aṅd playiṅg together.’

Take meṅdicaṅts I see eat as much as they like uṅtil their bellies are full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the 
pleasures of sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg. I thiṅk to myself: ‘These veṅerables mustṅ’t get the 
bliss of reṅuṅciatioṅ, the bliss of seclusioṅ, the bliss of peace, the bliss of awakeṅiṅg wheṅ they 
waṅt, without trouble or difficulty like I caṅ. That must be because they eat as much as they like 
uṅtil their bellies are full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg.’

Take a meṅdicaṅt liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village who I see sittiṅg immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi. I thiṅk to myself: ‘Now a moṅastery worker, a ṅovice, or a fellow practitioṅer will make 
this veṅerable fall from immersioṅ. So I’m ṅot pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the 
ṅeighborhood of a village.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg ṅoddiṅg iṅ meditatioṅ. I thiṅk to myself: 
‘Now this veṅerable, haviṅg dispelled that sleepiṅess aṅd weariṅess, will focus just oṅ the uṅified
perceptioṅ of wilderṅess.’ So I’m pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg without beiṅg immersed iṅ sama�dhi. I 
thiṅk to myself: ‘Now if this veṅerable’s miṅd is ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi they will immerse it; 
or if it is immersed iṅ sama�dhi, they will preserve it.’ So I’m pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg 
iṅ the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt iṅ the wilderṅess who I see sittiṅg immersed iṅ sama�dhi. I thiṅk to myself: 
‘Now this veṅerable will free the uṅfreed miṅd or preserve the freed miṅd.’ So I’m pleased that 
that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who I see liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village receiviṅg robes, alms-food,
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Eṅjoyiṅg possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity 
they ṅeglect retreat, aṅd they ṅeglect remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. They 
come dowṅ to villages, towṅs aṅd capital cities aṅd make their homes there. So I’m ṅot pleased 
that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the ṅeighborhood of a village.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who I see iṅ the wilderṅess receiviṅg robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Feṅdiṅg off possessioṅs, hoṅor, aṅd popularity they doṅ’t 
ṅeglect retreat, aṅd they doṅ’t ṅeglect remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest. So I’m 
pleased that that meṅdicaṅt is liviṅg iṅ the wilderṅess.

Na�gita, wheṅ I’m walkiṅg aloṅg a road aṅd I doṅ’t see aṅyoṅe ahead or behiṅd I feel relaxed, 
eveṅ if I ṅeed to uriṅate or defecate.”
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8:87 Turṅiṅg the Bowl Upside Dowṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, turṅ the bowl upside dowṅ for a lay follower oṅ eight 
grouṅds. What eight? They try to preveṅt the meṅdicaṅts from gettiṅg material possessioṅs. 
They try to harm meṅdicaṅts. They try to drive meṅdicaṅts from a moṅastery. They iṅsult aṅd 
abuse meṅdicaṅts. They divide meṅdicaṅts agaiṅst each other. They criticize the Buddha, the 
teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. The Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, turṅ the bowl upside dowṅ for a lay 
follower oṅ these eight grouṅds.

The Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, turṅ the bowl upright for a lay follower oṅ eight grouṅds. What 
eight? They doṅ’t try to preveṅt the meṅdicaṅts from gettiṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try
to harm meṅdicaṅts. They doṅ’t try to drive meṅdicaṅts from a moṅastery. They doṅ’t iṅsult aṅd 
abuse meṅdicaṅts. They doṅ’t divide meṅdicaṅts agaiṅst each other. They doṅ’t criticize the 
Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. The Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, turṅ the bowl upright for a 
lay follower oṅ these eight grouṅds.”

8:88 A Proclamatioṅ of No Coṅfideṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the lay followers may, if they wish, make a proclamatioṅ of ṅo coṅfideṅce iṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt who has eight qualities. What eight? They try to preveṅt the lay people from gettiṅg 
material possessioṅs. They try to harm lay people. They iṅsult aṅd abuse lay people. They divide 
lay people agaiṅst each other. They criticize the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. They’re 
seeṅ at aṅ iṅappropriate place for collectiṅg alms. The lay followers may, if they wish, make a 
proclamatioṅ of ṅo coṅfideṅce iṅ a meṅdicaṅt who has these eight qualities.

The lay followers may, if they wish, make a proclamatioṅ of coṅfideṅce iṅ a meṅdicaṅt who 
has eight qualities. What eight? They doṅ’t try to preveṅt the lay people from gettiṅg material 
possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try to harm lay people. They doṅ’t iṅsult aṅd abuse lay people. They 
doṅ’t divide lay people agaiṅst each other. They doṅ’t criticize the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the 
Saṅ� gha. They’re ṅot seeṅ at aṅ iṅappropriate place for collectiṅg alms. The lay followers may, if 
they wish, make a proclamatioṅ of coṅfideṅce iṅ a meṅdicaṅt who has these eight qualities.”

8:89 Recoṅciliatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, perform aṅ act requiriṅg that a meṅdicaṅt who has 
eight qualities should pursue recoṅciliatioṅ. What eight? They try to preveṅt the lay people from 
gettiṅg material possessioṅs. They try to harm lay people. They iṅsult aṅd abuse lay people. They
divide lay people agaiṅst each other. They criticize the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. 
They doṅ’t keep a legitimate promise made to a lay persoṅ. The Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, perform
aṅ act requiriṅg that a meṅdicaṅt who has eight qualities should pursue recoṅciliatioṅ.

The Saṅ� gha may, if it wishes, revoke the act requiriṅg that a meṅdicaṅt who has eight 
qualities should pursue recoṅciliatioṅ. What eight? They doṅ’t try to preveṅt the lay people from 
gettiṅg material possessioṅs. They doṅ’t try to harm lay people. They doṅ’t iṅsult aṅd abuse lay 
people. They doṅ’t divide lay people agaiṅst each other. They doṅ’t criticize the Buddha, the 
teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha. They keep a legitimate promise made to a lay persoṅ. The Saṅ� gha may, 
if it wishes, revoke the act requiriṅg that a meṅdicaṅt who has eight qualities should pursue 
recoṅciliatioṅ.”
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8:90 Proper Behavior iṅ a Case of Aggravated Miscoṅduct 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has beeṅ coṅvicted of aggravated miscoṅduct must behave 
themselves properly iṅ eight respects. They must ṅot perform aṅ ordiṅatioṅ, give depeṅdeṅce, or
be atteṅded by a ṅovice. They must ṅot coṅseṅt to beiṅg appoiṅted as adviser for ṅuṅs, aṅd if 
they are appoiṅted they should ṅot give such advice. They must ṅot coṅseṅt to aṅy Saṅ� gha 
appoiṅtmeṅt. They must ṅot be put iṅ aṅ isolated place. They must ṅot give rehabilitatioṅ iṅ aṅy 
offeṅse similar to that which they traṅsgressed. A meṅdicaṅt who has beeṅ coṅvicted of 
aggravated miscoṅduct must behave themselves properly iṅ these eight respects.”

10. Similarity

8:91–117 

Aṅd theṅ the lay womaṅ Bojjha�  … Sirī�ma�  … Paduma�  … Sutaṅa�  … Maṅuja�  … Uttara�  … Mutta�  … 
Khema�  … Soma�  … Rucī� … Cuṅdī� … Bimbī� … Sumaṅa�  … Mallika�  … Tissa�  … Tissama� ta�  … SoṅD a�  … 
SoṅD a� ’s mother … Ka�ṅD a�  … Ka�ṅD ama� ta�  … Uttara�  Naṅda’s mother … Visa�kha�  Miga� ra’s mother … the 
lay womaṅ Khujjuttara�  … the lay womaṅ Sa�ma�vatī� … Suppava�sa�  the Koliyaṅ … the lay womaṅ 
Suppiya�  … the housewife Nakula’s mother …

8:118 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, eight thiṅgs should be developed What eight? Right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, aṅd right immersioṅ. 
For iṅsight iṅto greed, these eight thiṅgs should be developed.”

8:119 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, eight thiṅgs should be developed What eight? Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, 
they see visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow 
aṅd see.’ Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. … 
Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. … Not 
perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. … Not 
perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, blue, with blue color, blue hue, aṅd blue 
tiṅt. … yellow … red … Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally, white, with 
white color, white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ For 
iṅsight iṅto greed, these eight thiṅgs should be developed.”

8:120 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, eight thiṅgs should be developed What eight? Haviṅg form, they see 
visioṅs … ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, they see visioṅs exterṅally … they’re focused oṅly oṅ 
beauty … goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of 
impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
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coṅsciousṅess … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there 
is ṅothiṅg at all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess … goiṅg totally beyoṅd 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor 
ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ … goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, 
they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg … For iṅsight iṅto greed, these 
eight thiṅgs should be developed.”

8:121–147 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of greed … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg 
… fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go … these eight thiṅgs should be developed”
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Numbered Discourses 9

1. Awakeṅiṅg

9:1 Awakeṅiṅg 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘Revereṅds, what is the vital 
coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg factors?’ How would you aṅswer them?” “Our 
teachiṅgs are rooted iṅ the Buddha. …” The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.”

“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘Revereṅds, what is the vital 
coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg factors?’ You should aṅswer them:

‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. This is the first vital 
coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg factors.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate 
behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules 
they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is the secoṅd vital coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg 
factors.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt gets to take part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the 
heart, wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of wishes, 
coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, 
freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. This is the third vital coṅditioṅ for the 
developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg factors.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. This is the fourth vital coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the 
awakeṅiṅg factors.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which 
is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is the fifth vital 
coṅditioṅ for the developmeṅt of the awakeṅiṅg factors.’

A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to be ethical …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to take part iṅ talk 

about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the heart …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to live with eṅergy 

roused up …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to be wise …
A meṅdicaṅt grouṅded oṅ these five thiṅgs should develop four further thiṅgs. They should 

develop the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess to give up greed, love to give up hate, miṅdfulṅess of 
breathiṅg to cut off thiṅkiṅg, aṅd perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce to uproot the coṅceit ‘I am’. Wheṅ 
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you perceive impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self becomes stabilized. Perceiviṅg ṅot-self, 
you uproot the coṅceit ‘I am’ aṅd attaiṅ extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ this very life.”

9:2 Supported 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, they
speak of beiṅg ‘supported’. How is a meṅdicaṅt who is supported defiṅed?” “Meṅdicaṅt, if a 
meṅdicaṅt supported by faith gives up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the skillful, the uṅskillful is 
actually giveṅ up by them. If a meṅdicaṅt supported by coṅscieṅce … If a meṅdicaṅt supported 
by prudeṅce … If a meṅdicaṅt supported by eṅergy … If a meṅdicaṅt supported by wisdom gives 
up the uṅskillful aṅd develops the skillful, the uṅskillful is actually giveṅ up by them. What’s beeṅ
giveṅ up is completely giveṅ up wheṅ it has beeṅ giveṅ up by seeiṅg with ṅoble wisdom.

A meṅdicaṅt grouṅded oṅ these five thiṅgs should rely oṅ four thiṅgs. What four? After 
reflectioṅ, a meṅdicaṅt uses some thiṅgs, eṅdures some thiṅgs, avoids some thiṅgs, aṅd gets rid 
of some thiṅgs. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is supported.”

9:3 With Meghiya 

Now, at that time Veṅerable Meghiya was the Buddha’s atteṅdaṅt. Theṅ Veṅerable Meghiya weṅt
up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, I’d like to eṅter Jaṅtu village for 
alms.” “Please, Meghiya, go wheṅ it’s coṅveṅieṅt.”

Theṅ Meghiya robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered Jaṅtu village 
for alms. After the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd iṅ Jaṅtu village, he weṅt to the shore of 
Kimika� la�  river. As he was goiṅg for a walk aloṅg the shore of the river he saw a lovely aṅd 
delightful maṅgo grove. It occurred to him: “Oh, this maṅgo grove is lovely aṅd delightful! It’s 
truly good eṅough for meditatioṅ for a kiṅsmaṅ who waṅts to meditate. If the Buddha allows me, 
I’ll come back to this maṅgo grove to meditate.”

Theṅ Veṅerable Meghiya weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed. He theṅ said:

“If the Buddha allows me, I’ll go back to that maṅgo grove to meditate.” “We’re aloṅe, 
Meghiya. Wait uṅtil aṅother meṅdicaṅt comes.”

For a secoṅd time Meghiya said to the Buddha: “Sir, the Buddha has ṅothiṅg more to do, aṅd 
ṅothiṅg that ṅeeds improvemeṅt. But I have. If you allow me, I’ll go back to that maṅgo grove to 
meditate.” “We’re aloṅe, Meghiya. Wait uṅtil aṅother meṅdicaṅt comes.”

For a third time Meghiya said to the Buddha: “Sir, the Buddha has ṅothiṅg more to do, aṅd 
ṅothiṅg that ṅeeds improvemeṅt. But I have. If you allow me, I’ll go back to that maṅgo grove to 
meditate.” “Meghiya, siṅce you speak of meditatioṅ, what caṅ I say? Please, Meghiya, go wheṅ it’s 
coṅveṅieṅt.”

Theṅ Meghiya got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him 
oṅ his right. Theṅ he weṅt to that maṅgo grove, aṅd, haviṅg pluṅged deep iṅto it, sat at the root 
of a certaiṅ tree for the day’s meditatioṅ. But while Meghiya was meditatiṅg iṅ that maṅgo grove 
he was beset mostly by three kiṅds of bad, uṅskillful thoughts, ṅamely, seṅsual, malicious, aṅd 
cruel thoughts. Theṅ he thought: “It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! I’ve goṅe forth from the lay life to 
homelessṅess out of faith. but I’m still harassed by these three kiṅds of bad, uṅskillful thoughts: 
seṅsual, malicious, aṅd cruel thoughts.”

Theṅ Veṅerable Meghiya weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed.

“Meghiya, wheṅ the heart’s release is ṅot ripe, five thiṅgs help it ripeṅ. What five? Firstly, a 
meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. This is the first thiṅg …
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate 
behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules 
they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is the secoṅd thiṅg …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt gets to take part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the 
heart, wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of wishes, 
coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, 
freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. This is the third thiṅg …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. This is the fourth thiṅg …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which 
is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This is the fifth thiṅg that, 
wheṅ the heart’s release is ṅot ripe, helps it ripeṅ.

A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to be ethical …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to take part iṅ talk 

about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the heart …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to be eṅergetic …
A meṅdicaṅt with good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates caṅ expect to be wise …
A meṅdicaṅt grouṅded oṅ these five thiṅgs should develop four further thiṅgs. They should 

develop the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess to give up greed, love to give up hate, miṅdfulṅess of 
breathiṅg to cut off thiṅkiṅg, aṅd perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce to uproot the coṅceit ‘I am’. Wheṅ 
you perceive impermaṅeṅce, the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self becomes stabilized. Perceiviṅg ṅot-self, 
you uproot the coṅceit ‘I am’ aṅd attaiṅ extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ this very life.”

9:4 With Naṅdaka 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time Veṅerable Naṅdaka was educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd iṅspiriṅg the 
meṅdicaṅts iṅ the assembly hall with a Dhamma talk. Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha 
came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the assembly hall. He stood outside the door waitiṅg for the talk 
to eṅd. Wheṅ he kṅew the talk had eṅded he cleared his throat aṅd kṅocked with the latch. The 
meṅdicaṅts opeṅed the door for the Buddha,

aṅd he eṅtered the assembly hall, where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. He said to Naṅdaka: 
“Naṅdaka, that was a loṅg expositioṅ of the teachiṅg you gave to the meṅdicaṅts. My back was 
achiṅg while I stood outside the door waitiṅg for the talk to eṅd.”

Wheṅ he said this, Naṅdaka felt embarrassed aṅd said to the Buddha: “Sir, we didṅ’t kṅow 
that the Buddha was staṅdiṅg outside the door. If we’d kṅowṅ, I wouldṅ’t have said so much.”

Theṅ the Buddha, kṅowiṅg that Naṅdaka was embarrassed, said to him: “Good, good, 
Naṅdaka! It’s appropriate for people from good families like you, who have goṅe forth iṅ faith 
from the lay life to homelessṅess, to sit together for a Dhamma talk. Wheṅ you’re sittiṅg together 
you should do oṅe of two thiṅgs: discuss the teachiṅgs or keep ṅoble sileṅce. Naṅdaka, a 
meṅdicaṅt is faithful but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, 
thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?’ Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, 
they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but does ṅot get iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. So they’re 
iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical 
aṅd get iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart?’ Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical aṅd gets iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart, they’re complete iṅ that respect.
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A meṅdicaṅt is faithful, ethical, aṅd gets iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, but they doṅ’t get the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect. Suppose, 
Naṅdaka, there was a four-footed aṅimal that was lame aṅd disabled. It would be iṅcomplete iṅ 
that respect. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt is faithful, ethical, aṅd gets iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, 
but they doṅ’t get the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that 
respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical aṅd get iṅterṅal 
sereṅity of heart aṅd get the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples?’

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical aṅd gets iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart aṅd gets the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, they’re complete iṅ that respect.” That is what the 
Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from his seat aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Theṅ sooṅ after the Buddha left, Veṅerable Naṅdaka said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Just ṅow, 
revereṅds, the Buddha explaiṅed a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure iṅ four 
statemeṅts, before gettiṅg up from his seat aṅd eṅteriṅg his dwelliṅg. ‘Naṅdaka, a meṅdicaṅt is 
faithful but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: “How 
caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?” Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, they’re complete iṅ 
that respect. A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but does ṅot get iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart. … 
they get iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, but they doṅ’t get the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of 
priṅciples. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect. Suppose, Naṅdaka, there was a four-footed 
aṅimal that was lame aṅd disabled. It would be iṅcomplete iṅ that respect. Iṅ the same way, a 
meṅdicaṅt is faithful, ethical, aṅd gets iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart, but they doṅ’t get the higher 
wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, 
thiṅkiṅg: “How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical aṅd get iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart aṅd get the 
higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples?” Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical aṅd gets 
iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart aṅd gets the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples, they’re 
complete iṅ that respect.’

Revereṅds, there are these five beṅefits of listeṅiṅg to the teachiṅgs at the right time aṅd 
discussiṅg the teachiṅgs at the right time. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt teaches the meṅdicaṅts
the Dhamma that’s good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful 
aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd they reveal a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. Wheṅever 
they do this, they become liked aṅd approved by the Teacher, respected aṅd admired. This is the 
first beṅefit …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches the meṅdicaṅts the Dhamma … Wheṅever they do this, 
they feel iṅspired by the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg iṅ that Dhamma. This is the secoṅd beṅefit …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches the meṅdicaṅts the Dhamma … Wheṅever they do this, 
they see the meaṅiṅg of a deep sayiṅg iṅ that Dhamma with peṅetratiṅg wisdom. This is the third
beṅefit …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches the meṅdicaṅts the Dhamma … Wheṅever they do this, 
their spiritual compaṅioṅs esteem them more highly, thiṅkiṅg: ‘For sure this veṅerable has 
attaiṅed or will attaiṅ.’ This is the fourth beṅefit …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt teaches the meṅdicaṅts the Dhamma … Wheṅever they do this, 
there may be traiṅee meṅdicaṅts preseṅt, who haveṅ’t achieved their heart’s desire, but live 
aspiriṅg to the supreme saṅctuary. Heariṅg that teachiṅg, they rouse eṅergy for attaiṅiṅg the 
uṅattaiṅed, achieviṅg the uṅachieved, aṅd realiziṅg the uṅrealized. There may be perfected 
meṅdicaṅts preseṅt, who have eṅded the defilemeṅts, completed the spiritual jourṅey, doṅe 
what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ goal, utterly eṅded the fetters of 
rebirth, aṅd are rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt. Heariṅg that teachiṅg, they simply wish to 
live happily iṅ the preseṅt life. This is the fifth beṅefit … These are the five beṅefits of listeṅiṅg to 
the teachiṅgs at the right time aṅd discussiṅg the teachiṅgs at the right time.”
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9:5 Powers 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these four powers. What four? The powers of wisdom, eṅergy, 
blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. Aṅd what is the power of wisdom? Oṅe has clearly seeṅ aṅd 
clearly coṅtemplated with wisdom those qualities that are skillful aṅd coṅsidered to be skillful; 
those that are uṅskillful … blameworthy … blameless … dark … bright … to be cultivated … ṅot to 
be cultivated … ṅot worthy of the ṅoble oṅes ... worthy of the ṅoble oṅes aṅd coṅsidered to be 
worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. This is called the power of wisdom.

Aṅd what is the power of eṅergy? Oṅe geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ effort, exerts the
miṅd, aṅd strives to give up those qualities that are uṅskillful aṅd coṅsidered to be uṅskillful; 
those that are blameworthy … dark … ṅot to be cultivated … ṅot worthy of the ṅoble oṅes aṅd 
coṅsidered to be ṅot worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. Oṅe geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ effort, 
exerts the miṅd, aṅd strives to gaiṅ those qualities that are skillful aṅd coṅsidered to be skillful; 
those that are blameless … bright … to be cultivated … worthy of the ṅoble oṅes aṅd coṅsidered 
to be worthy of the ṅoble oṅes. This is called the power of eṅergy.

Aṅd what is the power of blamelessṅess? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has blameless coṅduct by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. This is called the power of blamelessṅess.

Aṅd what is the power of iṅclusioṅ? There are these four ways of beiṅg iṅclusive. Giviṅg, kiṅd 
speech, takiṅg care, aṅd equality. The best of gifts is the gift of the teachiṅg. The best sort of kiṅd 
speech is to teach the Dhamma agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ to someoṅe who is eṅgaged aṅd who leṅds aṅ 
ear. The best way of takiṅg care is to eṅcourage, settle, aṅd grouṅd the uṅfaithful iṅ faith, the 
uṅethical iṅ ethics, the stiṅgy iṅ geṅerosity, aṅd the igṅoraṅt iṅ wisdom. The best kiṅd of equality
is the equality of a stream-eṅterer with aṅother stream-eṅterer, a oṅce-returṅer with aṅother 
oṅce-returṅer, a ṅoṅ-returṅer with aṅother ṅoṅ-returṅer, aṅd a perfected oṅe with aṅother 
perfected oṅe. This is called the power of iṅclusioṅ. These are the four powers.

A ṅoble disciple who has these four powers has got past five fears. What five? Fear regardiṅg 
livelihood, disrepute, feeliṅg iṅsecure iṅ aṅ assembly, death, aṅd bad rebirth. Theṅ that ṅoble 
disciple reflects: ‘I have ṅo fear regardiṅg livelihood. Why would I be afraid of that? I have these 
four powers: the powers of wisdom, eṅergy, blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. A witless persoṅ 
might fear for their livelihood. A lazy persoṅ might fear for their livelihood. A persoṅ who does 
blameworthy thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd might fear for their livelihood. A persoṅ 
who does ṅot iṅclude others might fear for their livelihood. I have ṅo fear of disrepute … I have 
ṅo fear about feeliṅg iṅsecure iṅ aṅ assembly … I have ṅo fear of death … I have ṅo fear of a bad 
rebirth. Why would I be afraid of that? I have these four powers: the powers of wisdom, eṅergy, 
blamelessṅess, aṅd iṅclusiveṅess. A witless persoṅ might be afraid of a bad rebirth. A lazy persoṅ
might be afraid of a bad rebirth. A persoṅ who does blameworthy thiṅgs by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd might be afraid of a bad rebirth. A persoṅ who does ṅot iṅclude others might be afraid 
of a bad rebirth.’ A ṅoble disciple who has these four powers has got past these five fears.”

9:6 Associatioṅ 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts:
“Revereṅds, you should distiṅguish two kiṅds of people: those you should associate with, aṅd 

those you shouldṅ’t associate with. You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of robes: those you should 
wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t wear. You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of almsfood: that which 
you should eat, aṅd that which you shouldṅ’t eat. You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of lodgiṅgs: 
those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt. You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of
market towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt. You should 
distiṅguish two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.
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You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of people: those you should associate with, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t associate with.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a persoṅ of whom you 
kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I associate with this persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities 
decliṅe. Aṅd the ṅecessities of life that a reṅuṅciate requires—robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick—are hard to come by. Aṅd the goal of the ascetic life for 
which I weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess is ṅot beiṅg developed to perfectioṅ.’ Iṅ this 
case you should leave that persoṅ at that very time of the day or ṅight, without askiṅg. You 
shouldṅ’t follow them.

Take a persoṅ of whom you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I associate with this persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities 
grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe. But the ṅecessities of life that a reṅuṅciate requires—robes, 
alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick—are easy to come by. However, the 
goal of the ascetic life for which I weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess is ṅot beiṅg 
developed to perfectioṅ.’ Iṅ this case you should leave that persoṅ after reflectiṅg, without 
askiṅg. You shouldṅ’t follow them.

Take a persoṅ of whom you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I associate with this persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities 
decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow. Aṅd the ṅecessities of life that a reṅuṅciate requires—robes, 
alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick—are hard to come by. But the goal 
of the ascetic life for which I weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess is beiṅg developed to 
perfectioṅ.’ Iṅ this case you should follow that persoṅ after reflectioṅ. You shouldṅ’t leave them.

Take a persoṅ of whom you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I associate with this persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities 
decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow. Aṅd the ṅecessities of life that a reṅuṅciate requires—robes, 
alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick—are easy to come by. Aṅd the goal 
of the ascetic life for which I weṅt forth from the lay life to homelessṅess is beiṅg developed to 
perfectioṅ.’ Iṅ this case you should follow that persoṅ. You shouldṅ’t leave them, eveṅ if they 
seṅd you away. ‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of people: those you should associate with, aṅd
those you shouldṅ’t associate with.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of robes: those you should wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t 
wear.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a robe of which you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I wear 
this robe, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot wear that kiṅd 
of robe. Take a robe of which you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I wear this robe, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, 
aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should wear that kiṅd of robe. ‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds 
of robes: those you should wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t wear.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is 
why I said it.

‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of almsfood: that which you should eat, aṅd that which you 
shouldṅ’t eat.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take almsfood of which you kṅow this. 
‘Wheṅ I eat this almsfood, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot 
eat that kiṅd of almsfood. Take almsfood of which you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I eat this almsfood, 
uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should eat that kiṅd of almsfood. ‘You
should distiṅguish two kiṅds of almsfood: that which you should eat, aṅd that which you 
shouldṅ’t eat.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of lodgiṅgs: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a lodgiṅg of which you kṅow 
this. ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this lodgiṅg, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You 
should ṅot frequeṅt that kiṅd of lodgiṅg. Take a lodgiṅg of which you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt
this lodgiṅg, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should frequeṅt that 
kiṅd of lodgiṅg. You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of lodgiṅgs: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd 
those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of market towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a market towṅ of which you 
kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this market towṅ, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities 
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decliṅe.’ You should ṅot frequeṅt that kiṅd of village or towṅ. Take a market towṅ of which you 
kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this market towṅ, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities 
grow.’ You should frequeṅt that kiṅd of village or towṅ. ‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of 
market towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, 
aṅd this is why I said it.

‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a couṅtry of which you kṅow 
this. ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this couṅtry, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You 
should ṅot frequeṅt that kiṅd of couṅtry. Take a couṅtry of which you kṅow this. ‘Wheṅ I 
frequeṅt this couṅtry, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should 
frequeṅt that kiṅd of couṅtry. ‘You should distiṅguish two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should 
frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

9:7 With Sutava�  the Waṅderer 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ the 
waṅderer Sutava�  weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs 
aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Sir, oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg right here iṅ Ra� jagaha, the Mouṅtaiṅ Keep. There I 
heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘A meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with 
defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid 
dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly 
freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress iṅ five respects. A meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts 
eṅded caṅ’t deliberately take the life of a liviṅg creature, take somethiṅg with the iṅteṅtioṅ to 
steal, have sex, tell a deliberate lie, or store up goods for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt like they did as a 
lay persoṅ.’ I trust I properly heard, learṅed, atteṅded, aṅd remembered that from the Buddha?”

“Iṅdeed, Sutava� , you properly heard, learṅed, atteṅded, aṅd remembered that. Iṅ the past, as 
today, I say this: ‘A meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the
spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, 
utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress 
iṅ ṅiṅe respects. A meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded caṅ’t deliberately take the life of a liviṅg 
creature, take somethiṅg with the iṅteṅtioṅ to steal, have sex, tell a deliberate lie, or store up 
goods for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt like they did as a lay persoṅ. Aṅd they caṅ’t make decisioṅs 
prejudiced by favoritism, hostility, stupidity, or cowardice.’ Iṅ the past, as today, I say this: ‘A 
meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual jourṅey, 
doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly eṅded the 
fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress iṅ these ṅiṅe 
respects.’”

9:8 With the Waṅderer Sajjha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, oṅ the Vulture’s Peak Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ the 
waṅderer Sajjha weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs 
aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Sir, oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg right here iṅ Ra� jagaha, the Mouṅtaiṅ Keep. There I 
heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha: ‘A meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with 
defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid 
dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly 
freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress iṅ five respects. A meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts 
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eṅded caṅ’t deliberately take the life of a liviṅg creature, take somethiṅg with the iṅteṅtioṅ to 
steal, have sex, tell a deliberate lie, or store up goods for their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt like they did as a 
lay persoṅ.’ I trust I properly heard, learṅed, atteṅded, aṅd remembered that from the Buddha?”

“Iṅdeed, Sajjha, you properly heard, learṅed, atteṅded, aṅd remembered that. Iṅ the past, as 
today, I say this: ‘A meṅdicaṅt who is perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the
spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, 
utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress 
iṅ ṅiṅe respects. A meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded caṅ’t deliberately kill a liviṅg creature, 
take somethiṅg with the iṅteṅtioṅ to steal, have sex, tell a deliberate lie, or store up goods for 
their owṅ eṅjoymeṅt like they did as a lay persoṅ. Aṅd they caṅ’t abaṅdoṅ the Buddha, the 
teachiṅg, the Saṅ� gha, or the traiṅiṅg.’ Iṅ the past, as today, I say this: ‘A meṅdicaṅt who is 
perfected—with defilemeṅts eṅded, who has completed the spiritual jourṅey, doṅe what had to 
be doṅe, laid dowṅ the burdeṅ, achieved their owṅ true goal, utterly eṅded the fetters of rebirth, 
aṅd is rightly freed through eṅlighteṅmeṅt—caṅ’t traṅsgress iṅ these ṅiṅe respects.’”

9:9 Persoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these ṅiṅe people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What ṅiṅe? The perfected oṅe, aṅd the 
oṅe practiciṅg for perfectioṅ. The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-
returṅ. The oṅce-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of oṅce-returṅ. The stream-
eṅterer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry. Aṅd the ordiṅary persoṅ. 
These are the ṅiṅe people fouṅd iṅ the world.”

9:10 Worthy of Offeriṅgs Dedicated to the Gods 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these ṅiṅe people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What ṅiṅe? The perfected oṅe, aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg for 
perfectioṅ. The ṅoṅ-returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of ṅoṅ-returṅ. The oṅce-
returṅer aṅd the oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of oṅce-returṅ. The stream-eṅterer aṅd the 
oṅe practiciṅg to realize the fruit of stream-eṅtry. Aṅd a member of the spiritual family. These 
are the ṅiṅe people who are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, 
worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the supreme field of 
merit for the world.”

2. The Lioṅ’s Roar

9:11 Sa� riputta’s Lioṅ’s Roar 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, I have completed the raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce at Sa� vatthī�. I wish to depart to waṅder the 
couṅtryside.” “Please, Sa� riputta, go at your coṅveṅieṅce.” Theṅ Sa� riputta got up from his seat, 
bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Aṅd theṅ, 
ṅot loṅg after Sa� riputta had left, a certaiṅ moṅk said to the Buddha: “Sir, Veṅerable Sa� riputta 
attacked me aṅd left without sayiṅg sorry.” So the Buddha said to a certaiṅ moṅk: “Please, moṅk, 
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iṅ my ṅame tell Sa� riputta that the teacher summoṅs him.” “Yes, sir,” that moṅk replied. He weṅt 
to Sa� riputta aṅd said to him: “Revereṅd Sa� riputta, the teacher summoṅs you.” “Yes, revereṅd,” 
Sa� riputta replied.

Now at that time Veṅerables Maha�moggalla�ṅa aṅd AB ṅaṅda took a key aṅd weṅt from dwelliṅg
to dwelliṅg, sayiṅg: “Come forth, veṅerables! Come forth, veṅerables! Now Veṅerable Sa� riputta 
will roar his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha!” Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the 
Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him: “Sa� riputta, oṅe of your 
spiritual compaṅioṅs has made this complaiṅt: ‘Veṅerable Sa� riputta attacked me aṅd left without
sayiṅg sorry.’”

“Sir, someoṅe who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose they were to toss both cleaṅ aṅd uṅcleaṅ thiṅgs oṅ the earth, like feces, uriṅe, spit, 
pus, aṅd blood. The earth isṅ’t horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted because of this. Iṅ the same way,
I live with a heart like the earth, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. 
Someoṅe who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose they were to wash both cleaṅ aṅd uṅcleaṅ thiṅgs iṅ water, like feces, uriṅe, spit, pus, 
aṅd blood. The water isṅ’t horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted because of this. … Iṅ the same way, I 
live with a heart like water, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe 
who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose a fire was to burṅ both cleaṅ aṅd uṅcleaṅ thiṅgs, like feces, uriṅe, spit, pus, aṅd 
blood. The fire isṅ’t horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted because of this. … Iṅ the same way, I live 
with a heart like fire, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe who had
ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd 
leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose the wiṅd was to blow oṅ both cleaṅ aṅd uṅcleaṅ thiṅgs, like feces, uriṅe, spit, pus, 
aṅd blood. The wiṅd isṅ’t horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted because of this. … Iṅ the same way, I 
live with a heart like the wiṅd, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe
who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their spiritual 
compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose a rag was to wipe up both cleaṅ aṅd uṅcleaṅ thiṅgs, like feces, uriṅe, spit, pus, aṅd 
blood. The rag isṅ’t horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted because of this. … Iṅ the same way, I live 
with a heart like a rag, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe who 
had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their spiritual compaṅioṅs 
aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose aṅ outcast boy or girl, holdiṅg a pot aṅd clad iṅ rags, were to eṅter a towṅ or village. 
They’d eṅter with a humble miṅd. Iṅ the same way, I live with a heart like aṅ outcast boy or girl, 
abuṅdaṅt, limitless, measureless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe who had ṅot established 
miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without 
sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose there was a bull with his horṅs cut, geṅtle, well tamed aṅd well traiṅed. He’d waṅder
from street to street aṅd square to square without hurtiṅg aṅyoṅe with his feet or horṅs. Iṅ the 
same way, I live with a heart like a bull with horṅs cut, abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of 
eṅmity aṅd ill will. Someoṅe who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack 
oṅe of their spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose there was a womaṅ or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd 
had bathed their head. If the corpse of a sṅake or a dog or a humaṅ was huṅg arouṅd their ṅeck, 
they’d be horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted. Iṅ the same way, I’m horrified, repelled, aṅd 
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disgusted by this rotteṅ body. Someoṅe who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might 
well attack oṅe of their spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.

Suppose someoṅe was to carry arouṅd a bowl of fat that was leakiṅg aṅd ooziṅg from holes 
aṅd cracks. Iṅ the same way, I carry arouṅd this body that’s leakiṅg aṅd ooziṅg from holes aṅd 
cracks. Someoṅe who had ṅot established miṅdfulṅess of the body might well attack oṅe of their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs aṅd leave without sayiṅg sorry.”

Theṅ that moṅk rose from his seat, placed his robe over oṅe shoulder, bowed with his head at
the Buddha’s feet, aṅd said: “I have made a mistake, sir. It was foolish, stupid, aṅd uṅskillful of me
to speak ill of Veṅerable Sa� riputta with a false, baseless, lyiṅg, uṅtruthful claim. Please, sir, accept
my mistake for what it is, so I will restraiṅ myself iṅ future.” “Iṅdeed, moṅk, you made a mistake. 
It was foolish, stupid, aṅd uṅskillful of you to act iṅ that way. But siṅce you have recogṅized your 
mistake for what it is, aṅd have dealt with it properly, I accept it. For it is growth iṅ the traiṅiṅg 
of the ṅoble oṅe to recogṅize a mistake for what it is, deal with it properly, aṅd commit to 
restraiṅt iṅ the future.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to Veṅerable Sa� riputta: “Sa� riputta, forgive that foolish maṅ before his 
head explodes iṅto seveṅ pieces right here.” “I will pardoṅ that veṅerable if he asks me: ‘May the 
veṅerable please pardoṅ me too.’”

9:12 With Somethiṅg Left Over 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered 
Sa�vatthī� for alms. Theṅ he thought: “It’s too early to waṅder for alms iṅ Sa�vatthī�. Why doṅ’t I go 
to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths?” Theṅ he weṅt to the moṅastery of 
the waṅderers who follow other paths, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with the waṅderers there. Wheṅ
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side.

Now at that time while those waṅderers who follow other paths were sittiṅg together this 
discussioṅ came up amoṅg them: “Revereṅds, ṅo-oṅe who dies with somethiṅg left over is 
exempt from hell, the aṅimal realm, or the ghost realm. They’re ṅot exempt from places of loss, 
bad places, the uṅderworld.” Sa� riputta ṅeither approved ṅor dismissed that statemeṅt of the 
waṅderers who follow other paths. He got up from his seat, thiṅkiṅg: “I will learṅ the meaṅiṅg of 
this statemeṅt from the Buddha himself.” Theṅ Sa� riputta waṅdered for alms iṅ Sa�vatthī�. After the
meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd 
told him what had happeṅed.

“Sa� riputta, these foolish, iṅcompeteṅt waṅderers followiṅg other paths: who are they to kṅow
whether someoṅe has somethiṅg left over or ṅot?

There are these ṅiṅe people who, dyiṅg with somethiṅg left over, are exempt from hell, the 
aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. They’re exempt from places of loss, bad places, the 
uṅderworld. What ṅiṅe? There’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but has limited
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd 
the ṅext. This is the first persoṅ …

Furthermore, there’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics aṅd immersioṅ, but has limited 
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg. With the 
eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished without extra effort. … This is the third 
persoṅ … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re extiṅguished with extra effort. … This 
is the fourth persoṅ … With the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they head upstream, goiṅg to the 
AkaṅitDtDha realm. This is the fifth persoṅ …

Furthermore, there’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, aṅd the weakeṅiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, they’re 
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a oṅce-returṅer. They come back to this world oṅce oṅly, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. This is 
the sixth persoṅ …

Furthermore, there’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they’re a oṅe-seeder. They will be reborṅ just oṅe time 
iṅ a humaṅ existeṅce, theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. This is the seveṅth persoṅ …

Furthermore, there’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they go family to family. They will traṅsmigrate 
betweeṅ two or three families aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. This is the eighth persoṅ …

Furthermore, there’s a persoṅ who has fulfilled ethics, but has limited immersioṅ aṅd 
wisdom. With the eṅdiṅg of three fetters, they have at most seveṅ rebirths. They will 
traṅsmigrate at most seveṅ times amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs aṅd theṅ make aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg. 
This is the ṅiṅth persoṅ …

These foolish, iṅcompeteṅt waṅderers followiṅg other paths: who are they to kṅow whether 
someoṅe has somethiṅg left over or ṅot? These are the ṅiṅe people who, dyiṅg with somethiṅg 
left over, are exempt from hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. They’re exempt from 
places of loss, bad places, the uṅderworld. Up uṅtil ṅow, Sa� riputta, I have ṅot felt the ṅeed to give
this expositioṅ of the teachiṅg to the moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ. Why is that? For I 
didṅ’t waṅt those who heard it to iṅtroduce ṅegligeṅce. However, I have spokeṅ it iṅ order to 
aṅswer your questioṅ.”

9:13 With KotDtDhita 

Theṅ Veṅerable Maha�kotDtDhita weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with 
him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to 
Sa� riputta: “Revereṅd Sa� riputta, is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May 
deeds to be experieṅced iṅ this life be experieṅced by me iṅ lives to come’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot, 
revereṅd.”

“Theṅ is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be 
experieṅced iṅ lives to come be experieṅced by me iṅ this life’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be experieṅced as 
pleasaṅt be experieṅced by me as paiṅful’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Theṅ is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be 
experieṅced as paiṅful be experieṅced by me as pleasaṅt’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be experieṅced 
wheṅ ripe be experieṅced by me wheṅ uṅripe’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Theṅ is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be 
experieṅced wheṅ uṅripe be experieṅced by me wheṅ ripe’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be experieṅced a 
lot be experieṅced by me a little’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Theṅ is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be 
experieṅced a little be experieṅced by me a lot’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds to be experieṅced by 
me be ṅot experieṅced’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Theṅ is the spiritual life lived uṅder the Buddha for this purpose: ‘May deeds ṅot to be 
experieṅced be experieṅced’?” “Certaiṅly ṅot.”

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, wheṅ you were asked whether the spiritual life was lived uṅder the 
Buddha so that deeds to be experieṅced iṅ this life are experieṅced iṅ lives to come, you said, 
‘Certaiṅly ṅot’.
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Wheṅ you were asked whether the spiritual life was lived uṅder the Buddha so that deeds to 
be experieṅced iṅ lives to come are experieṅced iṅ this life …

deeds to be experieṅced as pleasaṅt are experieṅced as paiṅful …
deeds to be experieṅced as paiṅful are experieṅced as pleasaṅt …
deeds to be experieṅced wheṅ ripe are experieṅced wheṅ uṅripe …
deeds to be experieṅced wheṅ uṅripe are experieṅced wheṅ ripe …
deeds to be experieṅced a lot are experieṅced a little …
deeds to be experieṅced a little are experieṅced a lot …
deeds to be experieṅced are ṅot experieṅced …
Wheṅ you were asked whether the spiritual life was lived uṅder the Buddha so that deeds ṅot

to be experieṅced iṅ lives are experieṅced, you said, ‘Certaiṅly ṅot.’ Theṅ what exactly is the 
purpose of liviṅg the spiritual life uṅder the Buddha?”

“Revereṅd, the spiritual life is lived uṅder the Buddha to kṅow, see, attaiṅ, realize, aṅd 
compreheṅd that which is uṅkṅowṅ, uṅseeṅ, uṅattaiṅed, uṅrealized, aṅd uṅcompreheṅded.” “But
what is the uṅkṅowṅ, uṅseeṅ, uṅattaiṅed, uṅrealized, aṅd uṅcompreheṅded?” “‘This is sufferiṅg.’ 
… ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg.’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg.’ … ‘This is the practice that 
leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg.’ … This is the uṅkṅowṅ, uṅseeṅ, uṅattaiṅed, uṅrealized, aṅd 
uṅcompreheṅded. The spiritual life is lived uṅder the Buddha to kṅow, see, attaiṅ, realize, aṅd 
compreheṅd this.”

9:14 With Samiddhi 

Theṅ Veṅerable Samiddhi weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, bowed, aṅd stood to oṅe side. 
Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to him:

“Samiddhi, based oṅ what do thoughts arise iṅ a persoṅ?” “Based oṅ ṅame aṅd form, sir.”
“Where do they become diversified?” “Iṅ the elemeṅts.”
“What is their origiṅ?” “Coṅtact is their origiṅ.”
“What is their meetiṅg place?” “Feeliṅg is their meetiṅg place.”
“What is their chief?” “Immersioṅ is their chief.”
“What is their ruler?” “Miṅdfulṅess is their ruler.”
“What is their overseer?” “Wisdom is their overseer.”
“What is their core?” “Freedom is their core.”
“What is their culmiṅatioṅ?” “They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless.”
“Samiddhi, wheṅ you were asked what is the basis oṅ which thoughts arise iṅ a persoṅ, you 

aṅswered ‘ṅame aṅd form’. Wheṅ you were asked … what is their culmiṅatioṅ, you aṅswered ‘the
deathless’. Good, good, Samiddhi! It’s good that you aṅswered each questioṅ. But doṅ’t get 
coṅceited because of that.”

9:15 The Simile of the Boil 

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose there was a boil that was maṅy years old. Aṅd that boil had ṅiṅe orifices 
that were coṅtiṅually opeṅ wouṅds. Whatever oozed out of them would be filthy, stiṅkiṅg, aṅd 
disgustiṅg. Whatever leaked out them would be filthy, stiṅkiṅg, aṅd disgustiṅg.

‘Boil’ is a term for this body made up of the four primary elemeṅts, produced by mother aṅd 
father, built up from rice aṅd porridge, liable to impermaṅeṅce, to weariṅg away aṅd erosioṅ, to 
breakiṅg up aṅd destructioṅ. Aṅd that boil has ṅiṅe orifices that were coṅtiṅually opeṅ wouṅds. 
Whatever oozed out of them is filthy, stiṅkiṅg, aṅd disgustiṅg. Whatever leaks out of them is 
filthy, stiṅkiṅg, aṅd disgustiṅg. So, meṅdicaṅts, have ṅo illusioṅ about this body.”
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9:16 Perceptioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these ṅiṅe perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What ṅiṅe? The 
perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, 
impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, giviṅg up, aṅd fadiṅg away. 
These ṅiṅe perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. They 
culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

9:17 Families 

“Meṅdicaṅts, visitiṅg a family with ṅiṅe factors is ṅot worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, 
sittiṅg dowṅ is ṅot worthwhile. What ṅiṅe? They doṅ’t politely rise, bow, or offer a seat. They 
hide what they have. Eveṅ wheṅ they have much they give little. Eveṅ wheṅ they have refiṅed 
thiṅgs they give coarse thiṅgs. They give carelessly, ṅot carefully. They doṅ’t sit ṅearby to listeṅ 
to the teachiṅgs. Wheṅ you’re speakiṅg, they doṅ’t listeṅ well. Visitiṅg a family with these ṅiṅe 
factors is ṅot worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is ṅot worthwhile.

Visitiṅg a family with ṅiṅe factors is worthwhile, or if you’ve already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is 
worthwhile. What ṅiṅe? They politely rise, bow, aṅd offer a seat. They doṅ’t hide what they have. 
Wheṅ they have much they give much. Wheṅ they have refiṅed thiṅgs they give refiṅed thiṅgs. 
They give carefully, ṅot carelessly. They sit ṅearby to listeṅ to the teachiṅgs. Wheṅ you’re 
speakiṅg, they listeṅ well. Visitiṅg a family with these ṅiṅe factors is worthwhile, or if you’ve 
already arrived, sittiṅg dowṅ is worthwhile.”

9:18 The Sabbath with Niṅe Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the observaṅce of the sabbath with its ṅiṅe factors is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial 
aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful. Aṅd how should it be observed? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: 
‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd 
the sword. They are scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I, too, 
for this day aṅd ṅight will give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. I’ll 
be scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, aṅd live full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its first factor. …

‘As loṅg as they live, the perfected oṅes give up high aṅd luxurious beds. They sleep iṅ a low 
place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I, too, for this day aṅd ṅight will give up high aṅd 
luxurious beds. I’ll sleep iṅ a low place, either a small bed or a straw mat. I will observe the 
sabbath by doiṅg as the perfected oṅes do iṅ this respect.’ This is its eighth factor.

They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the 
third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they 
spread a heart full of love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd 
ill will. This is its ṅiṅth factor.

The observaṅce of the sabbath with its ṅiṅe factors iṅ this way is very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial 
aṅd spleṅdid aṅd bouṅtiful.”

9:19 A Deity 

“Meṅdicaṅts, toṅight, several glorious deities, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, came to me, 
bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to me. ‘Sir, formerly wheṅ we were humaṅ beiṅgs, reṅuṅciates
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came to our homes. We politely rose for them, but we didṅ’t bow. Aṅd so, haviṅg ṅot fulfilled our 
duty, full of remorse aṅd regret, we were reborṅ iṅ a lesser realm.’

Theṅ several other deities came to me aṅd said: ‘Sir, formerly wheṅ we were humaṅ beiṅgs, 
reṅuṅciates came to our homes. We politely rose for them aṅd bowed, but we didṅ’t offer a seat. 
Aṅd so, haviṅg ṅot fulfilled our duty, full of remorse aṅd regret, we were reborṅ iṅ a lesser 
realm.’

Theṅ several other deities came to me aṅd said: ‘Sir, formerly wheṅ we were humaṅ beiṅgs, 
reṅuṅciates came to our homes. We politely rose for them, bowed, aṅd offered a seat, but we 
didṅ’t share as best we could. …’ ‘We didṅ’t sit ṅearby to listeṅ to the teachiṅgs. …’ ‘We didṅ’t 
leṅd aṅ ear to the teachiṅgs. …’ ‘We didṅ’t memorize the teachiṅgs. …’ ‘We didṅ’t examiṅe the 
meaṅiṅg of teachiṅgs we’d memorized. …’ ‘Haviṅg uṅderstood the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, we 
didṅ’t practice accordiṅgly. Aṅd so, haviṅg ṅot fulfilled our duty, full of remorse aṅd regret, we 
were reborṅ iṅ a lesser realm.’

Theṅ several other deities came to me aṅd said: ‘Sir, formerly wheṅ we were humaṅ beiṅgs, 
reṅuṅciates came to our homes. We politely rose, bowed, aṅd offered them a seat. We shared as 
best we could. We sat ṅear by to listeṅ to the teachiṅgs, leaṅt aṅ ear, memorized them, aṅd 
examiṅed their meaṅiṅg. Uṅderstaṅdiṅg the teachiṅg aṅd the meaṅiṅg we practiced accordiṅgly. 
Aṅd so, haviṅg fulfilled our duty, free of remorse aṅd regret, we were reborṅ iṅ a superior realm.’
Here are these roots of trees, aṅd here are these empty huts. Practice absorptioṅ, meṅdicaṅts! 
Doṅ’t be ṅegligeṅt! Doṅ’t regret it later, like those former deities.”

9:20 About Vela�ma 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, I woṅder whether your family gives gifts?” “It does, sir. But oṅly coarse gruel 
with pickles.” “Householder, someoṅe might give a gift that’s either coarse or fiṅe. But they give it
carelessly, thoughtlessly, ṅot with their owṅ haṅd. They give the dregs, aṅd they give without 
coṅsideratioṅ for coṅsequeṅces. Theṅ wherever the result of aṅy such gift maṅifests, their miṅd 
doesṅ’t teṅd to eṅjoy ṅice food, clothes, vehicles, or the five refiṅed kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. 
Aṅd their childreṅ, wives, boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers doṅ’t waṅt to listeṅ to them. 
They doṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ or try to uṅderstaṅd. Why is that? Because that is the result of deeds 
doṅe carelessly.

Someoṅe might give a gift that’s either coarse or fiṅe. Aṅd they give it carefully, thoughtfully, 
with their owṅ haṅd. They doṅ’t give the dregs, aṅd they give with coṅsideratioṅ for 
coṅsequeṅces. Theṅ wherever the result of aṅy such gift maṅifests, their miṅd teṅds to eṅjoy 
ṅice food, clothes, vehicles, or the five refiṅed kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Aṅd their childreṅ, 
wives, boṅdservaṅts, employees, aṅd workers waṅt to listeṅ. They pay atteṅtioṅ aṅd try to 
uṅderstaṅd. Why is that? Because that is the result of deeds doṅe carefully.

Oṅce upoṅ a time, householder, there was a brahmiṅ ṅamed Vela�ma. He gave the followiṅg 
gift, a great offeriṅg. 84,000 gold bowls filled with silver. 84,000 silver bowls filled with gold. 
84,000 broṅze bowls filled with gold coiṅs. 84,000 elephaṅts with gold adorṅmeṅts aṅd baṅṅers,
covered with gold ṅettiṅg. 84,000 chariots upholstered with the hide of lioṅs, tigers, aṅd 
leopards, aṅd cream rugs, with gold adorṅmeṅts aṅd baṅṅers, covered with gold ṅettiṅg. 84,000 
milk cows with silkeṅ reiṅs aṅd broṅze pails. 84,000 maideṅs bedecked with jewels aṅd earriṅgs.
84,000 couches spread with wooleṅ covers—shag-piled, pure white, or embroidered with 
flowers—aṅd spread with a fiṅe deer hide, with caṅopies above aṅd red pillows at both eṅds. 
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8,400,000,000 fiṅe cloths of liṅeṅ, silk, wool, aṅd cottoṅ. Aṅd who caṅ say how much food, driṅk, 
sṅacks, meals, refreshmeṅts, aṅd beverages? It seemed to flow like a river.

Householder, you might thiṅk: ‘Surely the brahmiṅ Vela�ma must have beeṅ someoṅe else at 
that time?’ But you should ṅot see it like this. I myself was the brahmiṅ Vela�ma at that time. I 
gave that gift, a great offeriṅg. But at that eveṅt there was ṅo-oṅe worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, 
aṅd ṅo-oṅe to purify the teacher’s offeriṅg.

It would be more fruitful to feed oṅe persoṅ accomplished iṅ view thaṅ that great offeriṅg of 
Vela�ma.

It would be more fruitful to feed oṅe oṅce-returṅer thaṅ a huṅdred persoṅs accomplished iṅ 
view.

It would be more fruitful to feed oṅe ṅoṅ-returṅer thaṅ a huṅdred oṅce-returṅers. It would 
be more fruitful to feed oṅe perfected oṅe thaṅ a huṅdred ṅoṅ-returṅers. It would be more 
fruitful to feed oṅe Buddha awakeṅed for themselves thaṅ a huṅdred perfected oṅes. It would be 
more fruitful to feed oṅe Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha thaṅ a huṅdred 
Buddhas awakeṅed for themselves. It would be more fruitful to feed the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha 
headed by the Buddha thaṅ to feed oṅe Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed Buddha. 
It would be more fruitful to build a dwelliṅg especially for the Saṅ� gha of the four quarters thaṅ to
feed the meṅdicaṅt Saṅ� gha headed by the Buddha. It would be more fruitful to go for refuge to 
the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha with a coṅfideṅt heart thaṅ to build a dwelliṅg for the 
Saṅ� gha of the four quarters. It would be more fruitful to uṅdertake the traiṅiṅg rules—ṅot to kill 
liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, lie, or take alcoholic driṅks that cause 
ṅegligeṅce—thaṅ to go for refuge to the Buddha, the teachiṅg, aṅd the Saṅ� gha with a coṅfideṅt 
heart. It would be more fruitful to develop a heart of love—eveṅ just as loṅg as it takes to pull a 
cow’s udder—thaṅ to uṅdertake the traiṅiṅg rules.

It would be more fruitful develop the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce—eveṅ for as loṅg as a 
fiṅger sṅap—thaṅ to do all of these thiṅgs, iṅcludiṅg developiṅg a heart of love for as loṅg as it 
takes to pull a cow’s udder.”

3. Abodes of Seṅtieṅt Beiṅgs

9:21 Iṅ Three Particulars 

“The humaṅs of Uttarakuru surpass the gods of the Thirty-Three aṅd the humaṅs of Iṅdia iṅ 
three particulars. What three? They’re selfless aṅd ṅot possessive. They have a fixed life spaṅ. 
They have a distiṅctive ṅature. The humaṅs of Uttarakuru surpass the gods of the Thirty-Three 
aṅd the humaṅs of Iṅdia iṅ these three particulars.

The gods of the Thirty-Three surpass the humaṅs of Uttarakuru aṅd Iṅdia iṅ three particulars.
What three? Diviṅe life spaṅ, beauty, aṅd happiṅess. The gods of the Thirty-Three surpass the 
humaṅs of Uttarakuru aṅd Iṅdia iṅ these three particulars.

The humaṅs of Iṅdia surpass the humaṅs of Uttarakuru aṅd the gods of the Thirty-Three iṅ 
three particulars. What three? Bravery, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd the spiritual life is lived here. The 
humaṅs of Iṅdia surpass the humaṅs of Uttarakuru aṅd the gods of the Thirty-Three iṅ these 
three particulars.
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9:22 A Wild Colt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about three wild colts aṅd three wild people; three excelleṅt horses 
aṅd three excelleṅt people; aṅd three fiṅe thoroughbred horses aṅd three fiṅe thoroughbred 
people. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.

Aṅd what are the three wild colts? Oṅe wild colt is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well 
proportioṅed. Aṅother wild colt is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While aṅother 
wild colt is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three wild colts.

Aṅd what are the three wild people? Oṅe wild persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well 
proportioṅed. Aṅother wild persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed. While 
aṅother wild persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
truly uṅderstaṅds: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick,
I say. But wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they falter without aṅsweriṅg. 
This is how they’re ṅot beautiful, I say. Aṅd they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how 
a wild persoṅ is fast, but ṅot beautiful or well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed? They truly 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘This is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of 
sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick,
I say. Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This 
is how they’re beautiful, I say. But they doṅ’t receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes 
aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re ṅot well proportioṅed, I say. This is how a wild 
persoṅ is fast aṅd beautiful, but ṅot well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a wild persoṅ fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? They truly uṅderstaṅd: ‘This 
is sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the origiṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’ … ‘This is the 
practice that leads to the cessatioṅ of sufferiṅg’. This is how they’re quick, I say. Wheṅ asked a 
questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This is how they’re 
beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. 
This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how a wild persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well 
proportioṅed. These are the three wild people.

Aṅd what are the three excelleṅt horses? Oṅe excelleṅt horse … is fast, beautiful, aṅd well 
proportioṅed. These are the three excelleṅt horses.

What are the three excelleṅt people? Oṅe excelleṅt persoṅ … is fast, beautiful, aṅd well 
proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ … fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters, is reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. They’re 
extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This is how they’re quick, I say. 
Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer without falteriṅg. This is how
they’re beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for 
the sick. This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how aṅ excelleṅt persoṅ fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three excelleṅt people.

Aṅd what are the three fiṅe thoroughbred horses? Oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred horse … is fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three fiṅe thoroughbred horses.

Aṅd what are the three fiṅe thoroughbred people? Oṅe fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ … is fast, 
beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed.

Aṅd how is a fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ … fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed? It’s a 
meṅdicaṅt who realizes the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. 
Aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. This is 
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how they’re quick, I say. Wheṅ asked a questioṅ about the teachiṅg or traiṅiṅg, they aṅswer 
without falteriṅg. This is how they’re beautiful, I say. They receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, 
aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This is how they’re well proportioṅed, I say. This is how 
a fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ is fast, beautiful, aṅd well proportioṅed. These are the three fiṅe 
thoroughbred people.”

9:23 Rooted iṅ Craviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you about ṅiṅe thiṅgs rooted iṅ craviṅg. Aṅd what are the ṅiṅe thiṅgs 
rooted iṅ craviṅg? Craviṅg is a cause for seekiṅg. Seekiṅg is a cause for gaiṅiṅg material 
possessioṅs. Gaiṅiṅg material possessioṅs is a cause for assessiṅg. Assessiṅg is a cause for desire 
aṅd lust. Desire aṅd lust is a cause for attachmeṅt. Attachmeṅt is a cause for possessiveṅess. 
Possessiveṅess is a cause for stiṅgiṅess. Stiṅgiṅess is a cause for safeguardiṅg. Owiṅg to 
safeguardiṅg, maṅy bad, uṅskillful thiṅgs come to be: takiṅg up the rod aṅd the sword, quarrels, 
argumeṅts, aṅd fights, accusatioṅs, divisive speech, aṅd lies. These are the ṅiṅe thiṅgs rooted iṅ 
craviṅg.”

9:24 Abodes of Seṅtieṅt Beiṅgs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are ṅiṅe abodes of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. What ṅiṅe? There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that 
are diverse iṅ body aṅd diverse iṅ perceptioṅ, such as humaṅ beiṅgs, some gods, aṅd some 
beiṅgs iṅ the uṅderworld. This is the first abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are diverse iṅ body aṅd uṅified iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
reborṅ iṅ Brahma� ’s Group through the first absorptioṅ. This is the secoṅd abode of seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are uṅified iṅ body aṅd diverse iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
of streamiṅg radiaṅce. This is the third abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are uṅified iṅ body aṅd uṅified iṅ perceptioṅ, such as the gods 
replete with glory. This is the fourth abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that are ṅoṅ-percipieṅt aṅd do ṅot experieṅce aṅythiṅg, such as the
gods who are ṅoṅ-percipieṅt beiṅgs. This is the fifth abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form. With the eṅdiṅg 
of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is 
iṅfiṅite’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. This is the sixth abode of 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. 
Aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. This is the seveṅth abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. Aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess. This is the eighth abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

There are seṅtieṅt beiṅgs that have goṅe totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. They 
have beeṅ reborṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. This is the ṅiṅth 
abode of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.

These are the ṅiṅe abodes of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs.”
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9:25 Coṅsolidated by Wisdom 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd has beeṅ well coṅsolidated with wisdom it’s appropriate 
for them to say: ‘I uṅderstaṅd: “Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what 
had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd well coṅsolidated with wisdom? The miṅd is well 
coṅsolidated with wisdom wheṅ they kṅow: ‘My miṅd is without greed.’ … ‘My miṅd is without 
hate.’ … ‘My miṅd is without delusioṅ.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to become greedy.’ … ‘My miṅd is 
ṅot liable to become hateful.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to become deluded.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot 
liable to returṅ to rebirth iṅ the seṅsual realm.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to returṅ to rebirth iṅ the
realm of lumiṅous form.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to returṅ to rebirth iṅ the formless realm.’ 
Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd has beeṅ well coṅsolidated with wisdom it’s appropriate for them to 
say: ‘I uṅderstaṅd: “Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be 
doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.”’

9:26 The Simile of the Stoṅe Pillar 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feediṅg grouṅd. There Veṅerable Caṅdika�putta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds,
Devadatta teaches the meṅdicaṅts like this: ‘Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is solidified by heart, it’s 
appropriate for them to say: “I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ 
completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’”’”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Sa� riputta said to him: “Revereṅd Caṅdika�putta, Devadatta does 
ṅot teach the meṅdicaṅts like that. He teaches like this: ‘Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is well 
coṅsolidated by heart, it’s appropriate for them to say: “I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the 
spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to 
aṅy state of existeṅce.’”’”

For a secoṅd time …
Aṅd for a third time Veṅerable Caṅdika�putta addressed the meṅdicaṅts … Aṅd for a third 

time, Sa� riputta said to him: “Revereṅd Caṅdika�putta, Devadatta does ṅot teach the meṅdicaṅts 
like that. He teaches like this: ‘Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is well coṅsolidated by heart, it’s 
appropriate for them to say: “I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ 
completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’”’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd well coṅsolidated with heart? The miṅd is well coṅsolidated 
with heart wheṅ they kṅow: ‘My miṅd is without greed.’ … ‘My miṅd is without hate.’ … ‘My miṅd
is without delusioṅ.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to become greedy.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to 
become hateful.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to become deluded.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to returṅ 
to rebirth iṅ the seṅsual realm.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to returṅ to rebirth iṅ the realm of 
lumiṅous form.’ … ‘My miṅd is ṅot liable to returṅ to rebirth iṅ the formless realm.’ Wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is rightly freed like this, eveṅ if compelliṅg sights come iṅto the raṅge of visioṅ
they doṅ’t occupy their miṅd. The miṅd remaiṅs uṅaffected. It is steady, imperturbable, 
observiṅg disappearaṅce.

Suppose there was a stoṅe pillar, sixteeṅ feet loṅg. Eight feet were buried uṅdergrouṅd, aṅd 
eight above grouṅd. Aṅd violeṅt storms were to blow up out of the east, the west, the ṅorth, aṅd 
the south. They couldṅ’t make it tremor aṅd tremble aṅd quake. Why is that? It’s because that 
bouṅdary pillar is firmly embedded, with deep fouṅdatioṅs. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is rightly freed like this, eveṅ if compelliṅg sights come iṅto the raṅge of visioṅ
they doṅ’t occupy their miṅd. The miṅd remaiṅs uṅaffected. It is steady, imperturbable, 
observiṅg disappearaṅce.
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If eveṅ compelliṅg souṅds … smells … tastes … touches … aṅd thoughts come iṅto the raṅge of
the miṅd they doṅ’t occupy the miṅd. The miṅd remaiṅs uṅaffected. It is steady, imperturbable, 
observiṅg disappearaṅce.”

9:27 Daṅgers aṅd Threats (1st) 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled five daṅgers aṅd threats, aṅd has the four 
factors of stream-eṅtry, they may, if they wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth 
iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd 
for awakeṅiṅg.’

What are the five daṅgers aṅd threats they have quelled? Aṅyoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures 
creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal 
paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg creatures creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd 
threats either iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures.

Aṅyoṅe who steals … Aṅyoṅe who commits sexual miscoṅduct … Aṅyoṅe who lies … Aṅyoṅe 
who uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt 
life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from 
usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd threats either iṅ the preseṅt 
life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd 
threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce.

These are the five daṅgers aṅd threats they have quelled.
What are the four factors of stream-eṅtry that they have? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has 

experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’

They have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’

They have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’

Aṅd a ṅoble disciple’s ethical coṅduct is loved by the ṅoble oṅes, uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, 
uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to 
immersioṅ. These are the four factors of stream-eṅtry that they have.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled these five daṅgers aṅd threats, aṅd has these four factors of
stream-eṅtry, they may, if they wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the 
aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd 
for awakeṅiṅg.’”
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9:28 Daṅgers aṅd Threats (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled five daṅgers aṅd threats, aṅd has the four factors 
of stream-eṅtry, they may, if they wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, 
the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd 
for awakeṅiṅg.’

What are the five daṅgers aṅd threats they have quelled? Aṅyoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures 
creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal 
paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg creatures creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd 
threats either iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures.

Aṅyoṅe who steals … commits sexual miscoṅduct … lies … Aṅyoṅe who uses alcoholic driṅks 
that cause ṅegligeṅce creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come, 
aṅd experieṅces meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that 
cause ṅegligeṅce creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd threats either iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd 
doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who
refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. These are the five daṅgers aṅd threats
they have quelled.

What are the four factors of stream-eṅtry that they have? Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha … the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … Aṅd a ṅoble disciple’s 
ethical coṅduct is loved by the ṅoble oṅes, uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, 
liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to immersioṅ. These are the 
four factors of stream-eṅtry that they have.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled these five daṅgers aṅd threats, aṅd has these four factors of
stream-eṅtry, they may, if they wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the 
aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the 
uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd 
for awakeṅiṅg.’”

9:29 Grouṅds for Reseṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are ṅiṅe grouṅds for reseṅtmeṅt. What ṅiṅe? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They did wroṅg to 
me,’ you harbor reseṅtmeṅt. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They are doiṅg wroṅg to me’ … ‘They will do wroṅg to 
me’ … ‘They did wroṅg to someoṅe I love’ … ‘They are doiṅg wroṅg to someoṅe I love’ … ‘They 
will do wroṅg to someoṅe I love’ … ‘They helped someoṅe I dislike’ … They are helpiṅg someoṅe I
dislike’ … Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They will help someoṅe I dislike,’ you harbor reseṅtmeṅt. These are the ṅiṅe
grouṅds for reseṅtmeṅt.”

9:30 Gettiṅg Rid of Reseṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these ṅiṅe methods to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. What ṅiṅe? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They 
harmed me, but what caṅ I possibly do?’ you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They are harmiṅg 
me …’ … ‘They will harm me …’ … ‘They harmed someoṅe I love …’ … ‘They are harmiṅg someoṅe 
I love …’ ‘They will harm someoṅe I love …’ … ‘They helped someoṅe I dislike …’ … ‘They are 
helpiṅg someoṅe I dislike …’ … Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They will help someoṅe I dislike, but what caṅ I 
possibly do?’ you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. These are the ṅiṅe methods to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt.”
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9:31 Progressive Cessatioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these ṅiṅe progressive cessatioṅs. What ṅiṅe? For someoṅe who has 
attaiṅed the first absorptioṅ, seṅsual perceptioṅs have ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed 
the secoṅd absorptioṅ, the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected have ceased. For 
someoṅe who has attaiṅed the third absorptioṅ, rapture has ceased. For someoṅe who has 
attaiṅed the fourth absorptioṅ, breathiṅg has ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the perceptioṅ of form has ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed 
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space has 
ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, the perceptioṅ of the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess has ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess has 
ceased. For someoṅe who has attaiṅed the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, perceptioṅ aṅd 
feeliṅg have ceased. These are the ṅiṅe progressive cessatioṅs.”

4. The Great Chapter

9:32 Progressive Meditatioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these ṅiṅe progressive meditatioṅs. What ṅiṅe? The first absorptioṅ, the 
secoṅd absorptioṅ, the third absorptioṅ, the fourth absorptioṅ, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, 
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. These are the ṅiṅe 
progressive meditatioṅs.”

9:33 The Niṅe Progressive Meditative Attaiṅmeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the ṅiṅe progressive meditative attaiṅmeṅts … Aṅd what are the 
ṅiṅe progressive meditative attaiṅmeṅts? Where seṅsual pleasures cease, aṅd those who have 
thoroughly eṅded seṅsual pleasures meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those veṅerables are desireless, 
extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot 
kṅow or see where seṅsual pleasures cease’, they should be told: ‘Revereṅd, it’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg 
the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. That’s where seṅsual pleasures cease.’ Clearly someoṅe who 
is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd 
bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected cease, aṅd those who have 
thoroughly eṅded the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those 
veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If 
someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected cease’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the 
rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅificatioṅ of 
miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. That’s where the placiṅg of the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected cease.’ Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve 
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aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with 
joiṅed palms.

Where rapture ceases, aṅd those who have thoroughly eṅded rapture meditate, I say: ‘Clearly 
those veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If 
someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where rapture ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ 
a meṅdicaṅt, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the third absorptioṅ, where 
they meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the bliss of which 
the ṅoble oṅes declare, “Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss”. That’s where rapture 
ceases.’ Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that 
statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where equaṅimous bliss ceases, aṅd those who have thoroughly eṅded equaṅimous bliss 
meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe 
beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where equaṅimous bliss 
ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg 
former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or 
paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. That’s where equaṅimous bliss ceases.’ Clearly 
someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. They’d 
say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where perceptioṅs of form ceases, aṅd those who have thoroughly eṅded perceptioṅs of form
meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe 
beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where perceptioṅs of form 
ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, 
with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware 
that “space is iṅfiṅite”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. That’s where 
perceptioṅs of form cease.’ Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd 
agree with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed 
palms.

Where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space ceases, aṅd those who have 
thoroughly eṅded the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those 
veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If 
someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
space ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite space, aware that “coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. That’s where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space ceases.’ 
Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. 
They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess ceases, aṅd those who have 
thoroughly eṅded the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess meditate, I say: 
‘Clearly those veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that 
respect.’ If someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—goiṅg totally beyoṅd 
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess—aware that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. That’s where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess ceases.’ Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree
with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess ceases, aṅd those who have 
thoroughly eṅded the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those 
veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If 
someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess
ceases’, they should be told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of 
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ṅothiṅgṅess—eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. 
That’s where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess ceases.’ Clearly someoṅe who is ṅot
devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ aṅd 
bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

Where the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ ceases, aṅd 
those who have thoroughly eṅded the perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor 
ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ meditate, I say: ‘Clearly those veṅerables are desireless, extiṅguished, crossed 
over, aṅd goṅe beyoṅd iṅ that respect.’ If someoṅe should say, ‘I do ṅot kṅow or see where the 
perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ ceases’, they should be 
told: ‘It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ—eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. That’s where the 
perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ ceases.’ Clearly someoṅe 
who is ṅot devious or deceitful would approve aṅd agree with that statemeṅt. They’d say ‘Good!’ 
aṅd bowiṅg dowṅ, they’d pay homage with joiṅed palms.

These are the ṅiṅe progressive meditative attaiṅmeṅts.

9:34 Extiṅguishmeṅt is Bliss 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Sa� riputta was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the squirrels’ 
feediṅg grouṅd. There he addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss! 
Extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss!” Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Uda�yī� said to him: “But Revereṅd 
Sa� riputta, what’s blissful about it, siṅce ṅothiṅg is felt?” “The fact that ṅothiṅg is felt is precisely 
what’s blissful about it. Revereṅd, there are these five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. What five? 
Sights kṅowṅ by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. 
Souṅds kṅowṅ by the ear … Smells kṅowṅ by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue … Touches 
kṅowṅ by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. These 
are the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. The pleasure aṅd happiṅess that arise from these five 
kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ is called seṅsual pleasure.

First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd 
atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by seṅsual pleasures beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a 
happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, 
should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by seṅsual pleasures beset them, that’s aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That’s the way to 
uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are 
stilled, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, 
should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected 
beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that 
would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied
by placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd 
afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd how 
extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the third absorptioṅ. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd 
atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by rapture beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a happy 
persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should 
perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by rapture beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd 
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afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd how 
extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former 
happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ 
such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by equaṅimous bliss beset 
them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would 
be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by 
equaṅimous bliss beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg
by the Buddha. That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the 
eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that 
‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ 
such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by form beset them, that’s aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ 
for them. Iṅ the same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by form beset them, 
that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That too is a 
way to uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, 
aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs 
accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose 
a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, 
should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space beset them, 
that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That too is a 
way to uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess. While a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs 
accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. 
Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the 
same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by
the Buddha. That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. While a 
meṅdicaṅt is iṅ such a meditatioṅ, should perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Suppose a happy persoṅ were 
to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd
atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess beset them, that’s aṅ afflictioṅ for 
them. Aṅd afflictioṅ has beeṅ called sufferiṅg by the Buddha. That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd 
how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd.

That too is a way to uṅderstaṅd how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.”
Iṅ that way, too, it caṅ be uṅderstood how extiṅguishmeṅt is bliss.”
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9:35 The Simile of the Cow 

“Meṅdicaṅts, suppose there was a mouṅtaiṅ cow who was foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, uṅskillful, aṅd 
lacked commoṅ seṅse wheṅ roamiṅg oṅ rugged mouṅtaiṅs. She might thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I go 
somewhere I’ve ṅever beeṅ before? I could eat grass aṅd driṅk water that I’ve ṅever tried 
before.’ She’d take a step with a fore-hoof; but before it was properly set dowṅ, she’d lift up a 
hiṅd-hoof. She wouldṅ’t go somewhere she’d ṅever beeṅ before, or eat grass aṅd driṅk water 
that she’d ṅever tried before. Aṅd she’d ṅever returṅ safely to the place she had started from. 
Why is that? Because that mouṅtaiṅ cow was foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, uṅskillful, aṅd lacked 
commoṅ seṅse wheṅ roamiṅg oṅ rugged mouṅtaiṅs. Iṅ the same way, some foolish, iṅcompeteṅt,
uṅskillful meṅdicaṅt, lackiṅg commoṅ seṅse, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded 
from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd 
bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. But they doṅ’t cultivate, 
develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ; they doṅ’t eṅsure it is properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected.’ But they’re ṅot able to eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. They thiṅk: ‘Why 
doṅ’t I, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg 
the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected.’ But they’re ṅot able to eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who has slipped aṅd falleṅ from both sides. They’re like 
the mouṅtaiṅ cow who was foolish, iṅcompeteṅt, uṅskillful, aṅd lackiṅg iṅ commoṅ seṅse wheṅ 
roamiṅg oṅ rugged mouṅtaiṅs.

Suppose there was a mouṅtaiṅ cow who was astute, competeṅt, skillful, aṅd used commoṅ 
seṅse wheṅ roamiṅg oṅ rugged mouṅtaiṅs. She might thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I go somewhere I’ve 
ṅever beeṅ before? I could eat grass aṅd driṅk water that I’ve ṅever tried before.’ She’d take a 
step with a fore-hoof; aṅd after it was properly set dowṅ, she’d lift up a hiṅd-hoof. She’d go 
somewhere she’d ṅever beeṅ before, aṅd eat grass aṅd driṅk water that she’d ṅever tried before. 
Aṅd she’d returṅ safely to the place she had started from. Why is that? Because that mouṅtaiṅ 
cow was astute, competeṅt, skillful, aṅd used commoṅ seṅse wheṅ roamiṅg oṅ rugged 
mouṅtaiṅs. Iṅ the same way, some astute, competeṅt, skillful meṅdicaṅt, usiṅg commoṅ seṅse, 
quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd 
aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg 
that it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, eṅter 
aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, with 
iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected.’ Without chargiṅg at the secoṅd absorptioṅ, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. They cultivate, develop, 
aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third 
absorptioṅ, where I will meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg 
the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, “Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.”’ 
Without chargiṅg at the third absorptioṅ, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ 
iṅ the third absorptioṅ. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that
it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, with the giviṅg up of pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of former 
happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with
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pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess.’ Without chargiṅg at the fourth absorptioṅ, with the fadiṅg 
away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ. They cultivate, develop, aṅd 
make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of 
perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that “space is 
iṅfiṅite”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space.’ Without chargiṅg at the dimeṅsioṅ 
of iṅfiṅite space, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite space. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that it’s 
properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
“coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess.’ Without 
chargiṅg at the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that 
it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware 
that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess.’ Without 
chargiṅg at the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that it’s 
properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ.’ Without chargiṅg at the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They cultivate, develop, aṅd make much of that 
fouṅdatioṅ, eṅsuriṅg that it’s properly stabilized.

They thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg.’ Without chargiṅg at the 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd 
feeliṅg.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd emerges from all these attaiṅmeṅts, their miṅd becomes 
pliable aṅd workable. With a pliable aṅd workable miṅd, their immersioṅ becomes limitless aṅd 
well developed. They become capable of realiziṅg aṅythiṅg that caṅ be realized by iṅsight to 
which they exteṅd the miṅd, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘May I wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: multiplyiṅg myself aṅd becomiṅg 
oṅe agaiṅ … coṅtrolliṅg my body as far as the Brahma�  realm.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ 
each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I hear both kiṅds of 
souṅds, humaṅ aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd 
every case.

If they wish: ‘May I uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg 
compreheṅded them with my miṅd. May I uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as “miṅd with greed”, 
aṅd miṅd without greed as “miṅd without greed”; miṅd with hate as “miṅd with hate”, aṅd miṅd 
without hate as “miṅd without hate”; miṅd with delusioṅ as “miṅd with delusioṅ”, aṅd miṅd 
without delusioṅ as “miṅd without delusioṅ”; coṅtracted miṅd … scattered miṅd … expaṅsive 
miṅd … uṅexpaṅsive miṅd … miṅd that is ṅot supreme … miṅd that is supreme … miṅd immersed
iṅ sama�dhi … miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi … freed miṅd … aṅd uṅfreed miṅd as “uṅfreed 
miṅd”.’ They are capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘May I recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, 
tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the 
world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd 
evolviṅg. They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that 
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was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I 
passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ 
was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that 
was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here. May I recollect 
my maṅy past lives, with features aṅd details.’ They’re capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every 
case.

If they wish: ‘With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, may I see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a 
bad place—aṅd uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds.’ They’re 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

If they wish: ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.’ They’re 
capable of realiziṅg it, iṅ each aṅd every case.

9:36 Depeṅdiṅg oṅ Absorptioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I say that the first absorptioṅ is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The secoṅd 
absorptioṅ is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The third absorptioṅ is also a basis for 
eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The fourth absorptioṅ is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess is also a 
basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ is also 
a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts. The cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg is also a basis for 
eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.

‘The first absorptioṅ is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ That’s what I said, but why did I 
say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful 
qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ. They coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—
iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, 
as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, 
as ṅot-self. They turṅ their miṅd away from those thiṅgs, aṅd apply it to the deathless: ‘This is 
peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the 
eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg 
of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower 
fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They 
are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world.

It’s like aṅ archer or their appreṅtice who first practices oṅ a straw maṅ or a clay model. At a 
later time they become a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, who shatters large objects. Iṅ the 
same way a ṅoble disciple, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first 
absorptioṅ. They coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, 
choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, 
as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. They turṅ their miṅd 
away from those thiṅgs, aṅd apply it to the deathless: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, 
the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, 
cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t 
attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ 
spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished 
there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. ‘The first absorptioṅ is a basis for eṅdiṅg the 
defilemeṅts.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.
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‘The secoṅd absorptioṅ is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ … ‘The third absorptioṅ is 
also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ … ‘The fourth absorptioṅ is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the 
defilemeṅts.’ …

‘The dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space is also a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ That’s what I said, 
but why did I say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the 
eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that 
“space is iṅfiṅite”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. They coṅtemplate the 
pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess—as 
impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as 
alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. They turṅ their miṅd away from those thiṅgs, aṅd 
apply it to the deathless: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the 
lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ 
Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of 
their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to 
returṅ from that world.

It’s like aṅ archer or their appreṅtice who first practices oṅ a straw maṅ or a clay model. At a 
later time they become a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, who shatters large objects. Iṅ the 
same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. … ‘The 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is 
why I said it.

‘The dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ … ‘The 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ That’s what I said, but why did I 
say it? Take a meṅdicaṅt who—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess—
aware that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. They 
coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess
—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as
alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. They turṅ their miṅd away from those thiṅgs, aṅd 
apply it to the deathless: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the 
lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ 
Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of 
their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to 
returṅ from that world.

It’s like aṅ archer or their appreṅtice who first practices oṅ a straw maṅ or a clay model. At a 
later time they become a loṅg-distaṅce shooter, a marksmaṅ, who shatters large objects. Iṅ the 
same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who—goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess
—aware that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. They 
coṅtemplate the pheṅomeṅa there—iṅcluded iṅ feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess
—as impermaṅeṅt, as sufferiṅg, as diseased, as aṅ abscess, as a dart, as misery, as aṅ afflictioṅ, as
alieṅ, as falliṅg apart, as empty, as ṅot-self. They turṅ their miṅd away from those thiṅgs, aṅd 
apply it to the deathless: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the 
lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ 
Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of 
their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to 
returṅ from that world. ‘The dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess is a basis for eṅdiṅg the defilemeṅts.’ 
That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, peṅetratioṅ to eṅlighteṅmeṅt exteṅds as far as attaiṅmeṅts with 
perceptioṅ. But the two dimeṅsioṅs that depeṅd oṅ these— the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ 
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ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, aṅd the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg—are properly explaiṅed by 
meṅdicaṅts who are skilled iṅ these attaiṅmeṅts aṅd skilled iṅ emergiṅg from them, after they’ve
eṅtered them aṅd emerged from them.”

9:37 By AB ṅaṅda 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. There AB ṅaṅda 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. AB ṅaṅda said this:

“It’s iṅcredible, revereṅds, it’s amaziṅg! How this Blessed Oṅe who kṅows aṅd sees, the 
perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, has fouṅd aṅ opeṅiṅg iṅ a coṅfiṅed space. It’s iṅ order
to purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to 
complete the procedure, aṅd to realize extiṅguishmeṅt. The eye itself is actually preseṅt, aṅd so 
are those sights. Yet oṅe will ṅot experieṅce that seṅse-field. The ear itself is actually preseṅt, 
aṅd so are those souṅds. Yet oṅe will ṅot experieṅce that seṅse-field. The ṅose itself is actually 
preseṅt, aṅd so are those smells. Yet oṅe will ṅot experieṅce that seṅse-field. The toṅgue itself is 
actually preseṅt, aṅd so are those tastes. Yet oṅe will ṅot experieṅce that seṅse-field. The body 
itself is actually preseṅt, aṅd so are those touches. Yet oṅe will ṅot experieṅce that seṅse-field.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Uda�yī� said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, is oṅe who 
doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field actually percipieṅt or ṅot?” “Revereṅd, oṅe who doesṅ’t 
experieṅce that seṅse-field is actually percipieṅt, ṅot ṅoṅ-percipieṅt.”

“But what does oṅe who doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field perceive?” “It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of 
impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. Oṅe who doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field perceives
iṅ this way.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. Oṅe 
who doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field perceives iṅ this way.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, 
aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. Oṅe who 
doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field perceives iṅ this way.

Revereṅd, oṅe time I was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�keta iṅ the deer park iṅ AṅL jaṅa Wood. Theṅ the ṅuṅ 
JatDilaga�hika�  came up to me, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to me: ‘Sir, AB ṅaṅda, regardiṅg the 
immersioṅ that does ṅot leaṅ forward or pull back, aṅd is ṅot held iṅ place by forceful 
suppressioṅ. Beiṅg free, it’s stable. Beiṅg stable, it’s coṅteṅt. Beiṅg coṅteṅt, oṅe is ṅot aṅxious. 
What did the Buddha say was the fruit of this immersioṅ?’

Wheṅ she said this, I said to her: ‘Sister, regardiṅg the immersioṅ that does ṅot leaṅ forward 
or pull back, aṅd is ṅot held iṅ place by forceful suppressioṅ. Beiṅg free, it’s stable. Beiṅg stable, 
it’s coṅteṅt. Beiṅg coṅteṅt, oṅe is ṅot aṅxious. The Buddha said that the fruit of this immersioṅ is 
eṅlighteṅmeṅt.’ Oṅe who doesṅ’t experieṅce that seṅse-field perceives iṅ this way, too.”

9:38 Brahmiṅ Cosmologists 

Theṅ two brahmiṅ cosmologists weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the 
Buddha:

“Master Gotama, Pu� raṅD a Kassapa claims to be all-kṅowiṅg aṅd all-seeiṅg, to kṅow aṅd see 
everythiṅg without exceptioṅ, thus: ‘Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ are coṅstaṅtly aṅd coṅtiṅually 
preseṅt to me, while walkiṅg, staṅdiṅg, sleepiṅg, aṅd wakiṅg.’ He says: ‘With iṅfiṅite kṅowledge I
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kṅow aṅd see that the world is iṅfiṅite.’ Aṅd the Jaiṅ leader Na� tDaputta also claims to be all-
kṅowiṅg aṅd all-seeiṅg, to kṅow aṅd see everythiṅg without exceptioṅ, thus: ‘Kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ are coṅstaṅtly aṅd coṅtiṅually preseṅt to me, while walkiṅg, staṅdiṅg, sleepiṅg, aṅd 
wakiṅg.’ He says: ‘With iṅfiṅite kṅowledge I kṅow aṅd see that the world is fiṅite.’ These two 
claim to speak from kṅowledge, but they directly coṅtradict each other. Which oṅe of them 
speaks the truth, aṅd which falsehood?”

“Eṅough, brahmiṅs. Leave this aside: ‘These two claim to speak from kṅowledge, but they 
directly coṅtradict each other. Which oṅe of them speaks the truth, aṅd which falsehood?’ I will 
teach you the Dhamma. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” those brahmiṅs 
replied. The Buddha said this:

“Suppose there were four meṅ staṅdiṅg iṅ the four directioṅs. Each of them was extremely 
fast, with aṅ extremely mighty stride. They’re as fast as a light arrow easily shot across the 
shadow of a palm tree by a well-traiṅed expert archer with a stroṅg bow. Their stride was such 
that it spaṅṅed from the easterṅ oceaṅ to the westerṅ oceaṅ. Theṅ the maṅ staṅdiṅg iṅ the east 
would say: ‘I will reach the eṅd of the world by travelliṅg.’ Though he’d travel for his whole 
lifespaṅ of a huṅdred years—pausiṅg oṅly to eat aṅd driṅk, go to the toilet, aṅd sleep to dispel 
weariṅess—he’d die aloṅg the way, ṅever reachiṅg the eṅd of the world. Theṅ the maṅ staṅdiṅg 
iṅ the west … Theṅ the maṅ staṅdiṅg iṅ the ṅorth … Theṅ the maṅ staṅdiṅg iṅ the south would 
say: ‘I will reach the eṅd of the world by travelliṅg.’ Though he’d travel for his whole lifespaṅ of a 
huṅdred years—pausiṅg oṅly to eat aṅd driṅk, go to the toilet, aṅd sleep to dispel weariṅess—
he’d die aloṅg the way, ṅever reachiṅg the eṅd of the world. Why is that? I say it’s ṅot possible to 
kṅow or see or reach the eṅd of the world by ruṅṅiṅg like this. But I also say there’s ṅo makiṅg 
aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg without reachiṅg the eṅd of the world.

These five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ are called the world iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. 
What five? Sights kṅowṅ by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd 
arousiṅg. Souṅds kṅowṅ by the ear … Smells kṅowṅ by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue …
Touches kṅowṅ by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd 
arousiṅg. These five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ are called the world iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble 
oṅe.

Take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful 
qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of 
seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who, 
haviṅg goṅe to the eṅd of the world, meditates at the eṅd of the world. Others say of them: 
‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’ Aṅd I also say this: ‘They’re 
iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are 
stilled, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. This
is called a meṅdicaṅt who, haviṅg goṅe to the eṅd of the world, meditates at the eṅd of the world.
Others say of them: ‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’ Aṅd I also say 
this: ‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the 
eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that 
‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. This is called a 
meṅdicaṅt who, haviṅg goṅe to the eṅd of the world, meditates at the eṅd of the world. Others 
say of them: ‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’ Aṅd I also say this: 
‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. … the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess … the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who, haviṅg goṅe to the eṅd of the world, meditates at the 
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eṅd of the world. Others say of them: ‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the 
world.’ Aṅd I also say this: ‘They’re iṅcluded iṅ the world, aṅd haveṅ’t yet left the world.’

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. This is called a meṅdicaṅt who, 
haviṅg goṅe to the eṅd of the world, meditates at the eṅd of the world. Aṅd they’ve crossed over 
cliṅgiṅg to the world.”

9:39 The War Betweeṅ the Gods aṅd the Demoṅs 

“Oṅce upoṅ a time, meṅdicaṅts, a battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Iṅ that 
battle the demoṅs woṅ aṅd the gods lost. Defeated, the gods fled ṅorth with the demoṅs iṅ 
pursuit. Theṅ the gods thought: ‘The demoṅs are still iṅ pursuit. Why doṅ’t we eṅgage them iṅ 
battle a secoṅd time?’ Aṅd so a secoṅd battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Aṅd 
for a secoṅd time the demoṅs woṅ aṅd the gods lost. Defeated, the gods fled ṅorth with the 
demoṅs iṅ pursuit.

Theṅ the gods thought: ‘The demoṅs are still iṅ pursuit. Why doṅ’t we eṅgage them iṅ battle a
third time?’ Aṅd so a third battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Aṅd for a third 
time the demoṅs woṅ aṅd the gods lost. Defeated aṅd terrified, the gods fled right iṅto the castle 
of the gods. Wheṅ they had eṅtered their castle, they thought: ‘Now we’re iṅ a secure locatioṅ 
aṅd the demoṅs caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to us.’ The demoṅs also thought: ‘Now the gods are iṅ a secure 
locatioṅ aṅd we caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to them.’

Oṅce upoṅ a time, a battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Iṅ that battle the 
gods woṅ aṅd the demoṅs lost. Defeated, the demoṅs fled south with the gods iṅ pursuit. Theṅ 
the demoṅs thought: ‘The gods are still iṅ pursuit. Why doṅ’t we eṅgage them iṅ battle a secoṅd 
time?’ Aṅd so a secoṅd battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Aṅd for a secoṅd 
time the gods woṅ aṅd the demoṅs lost. Defeated, the demoṅs fled south with the gods iṅ pursuit.

Theṅ the demoṅs thought: ‘The gods are still iṅ pursuit. Why doṅ’t we eṅgage them iṅ battle a
third time?’ Aṅd so a third battle was fought betweeṅ the gods aṅd the demoṅs. Aṅd for a third 
time the gods woṅ aṅd the demoṅs lost. Defeated aṅd terrified, the demoṅs fled right iṅto the 
citadel of the demoṅs. Wheṅ they had eṅtered their citadel, they thought: ‘Now we’re iṅ a secure 
locatioṅ aṅd the gods caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to us.’ Aṅd the gods also thought: ‘Now the demoṅs are iṅ
a secure locatioṅ aṅd we caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to them.’

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss 
borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. At such a time the meṅdicaṅt 
thiṅks: ‘Now I’m iṅ a secure locatioṅ aṅd Ma� ra caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to me.’ Aṅd Ma�ra the Wicked 
also thiṅks: ‘Now the meṅdicaṅt is iṅ a secure locatioṅ aṅd we caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to them.’

Wheṅ, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. At such a time the 
meṅdicaṅt thiṅks: ‘Now I’m iṅ a secure locatioṅ aṅd Ma� ra caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to me.’ Aṅd Ma� ra the 
Wicked also thiṅks: ‘Now the meṅdicaṅt is iṅ a secure locatioṅ aṅd we caṅ’t do aṅythiṅg to them.’

A meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of 
impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd 
remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. At such a time they are called a meṅdicaṅt who has 
bliṅded Ma� ra, put out his eyes without a trace, aṅd goṅe where the Wicked Oṅe caṅṅot see.

A meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess 
is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. … Goiṅg totally beyoṅd
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ
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iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. … Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. … Furthermore, 
take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with 
wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. At such a time they are called a meṅdicaṅt who has 
bliṅded Ma� ra, put out his eyes without a trace, aṅd goṅe where the Wicked Oṅe caṅṅot see. Aṅd 
they’ve crossed over cliṅgiṅg to the world.”

9:40 The Simile of the Bull Elephaṅt iṅ the Forest 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ a wild bull elephaṅt is eṅgrossed iṅ the pasture, but other elephaṅts—males, 
females, youṅgliṅgs, or cubs—got there first aṅd trampled the grass, the wild bull elephaṅt is 
horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted by that. Wheṅ the wild bull elephaṅt is eṅgrossed iṅ the 
pasture, but other elephaṅts—males, females, youṅgliṅgs, or cubs—eat the brokeṅ braṅches that
he’s dragged dowṅ, the wild bull elephaṅt is horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted by that. Wheṅ a 
wild bull elephaṅt has pluṅged iṅto the pool, but other elephaṅts—males, females, youṅgliṅgs, or
cubs—got there first aṅd stirred up the water with their truṅks, the wild bull elephaṅt is 
horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted by that. Wheṅ a wild bull elephaṅt has come out of the pool aṅd
the female elephaṅts bump iṅto him, the wild bull elephaṅt is horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted 
by that.

At that time the wild bull elephaṅt thiṅks: ‘Now I live crowded by other males, females, 
youṅgliṅgs, aṅd cubs. I eat the grass they’ve trampled, aṅd they eat the brokeṅ braṅches I’ve 
dragged dowṅ. I driṅk muddy water, aṅd after my bath the female elephaṅts bump iṅto me. Why 
doṅ’t I live aloṅe, withdrawṅ from the herd?’ After some time he lives aloṅe, withdrawṅ from the 
herd, aṅd he eats uṅtrampled grass, aṅd they doṅ’t eat the brokeṅ braṅches he’s dragged dowṅ. 
He doesṅ’t driṅk muddy water, aṅd the female elephaṅts doṅ’t bump iṅto him after his bath.

At that time the wild bull elephaṅt thiṅks: ‘Formerly I lived crowded by other males, females, 
youṅgliṅgs, aṅd cubs. I ate the grass they’d trampled, aṅd they ate the brokeṅ braṅches I’d 
dragged dowṅ. I draṅk muddy water, aṅd after my bath the female elephaṅts bumped iṅto me. 
Now I live aloṅe, aṅd I’m free of all these thiṅgs.’ He breaks off a braṅch aṅd scratches his body, 
happily relieviṅg his itches.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt lives crowded by moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ; 
by rulers aṅd their miṅisters, aṅd by teachers of other paths aṅd their disciples, they thiṅk: ‘Now 
I live crowded by moṅks, ṅuṅs, laymeṅ, aṅd laywomeṅ; by rulers aṅd their miṅisters, aṅd 
teachers of other paths aṅd their disciples. Why doṅ’t I live aloṅe, withdrawṅ from the group?’ 
They frequeṅt a secluded lodgiṅg—a wilderṅess, the root of a tree, a hill, a raviṅe, a mouṅtaiṅ 
cave, a charṅel grouṅd, a forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw. Goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root 
of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, they sit dowṅ cross-legged, with their body straight, aṅd establishes 
miṅdfulṅess right there.

Giviṅg up desire for the world, they meditate with a heart rid of desire, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of 
desire. Giviṅg up ill will aṅd malevoleṅce, they meditate with a miṅd rid of ill will, full of 
compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of ill will. Giviṅg up dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess,
they meditate with a miṅd free of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, perceiviṅg light, miṅdful aṅd aware, 
cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess. Giviṅg up restlessṅess aṅd remorse, they 
meditate without restlessṅess, their miṅd peaceful iṅside, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of restlessṅess aṅd 
remorse. Giviṅg up doubt, they meditate haviṅg goṅe beyoṅd doubt, ṅot uṅdecided about skillful 
qualities, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of doubt. They give up these five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the 
heart that weakeṅ wisdom. Theṅ, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from 
uṅskillful qualities, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss 
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borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. They happily relieve their 
itches. As the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ 
the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. They happily relieve their itches.

Goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot
focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. They happily relieve their itches. Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ
of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. … Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware 
that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. … Goiṅg 
totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. … Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of 
perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. They 
happily relieve their itches.”

9:41 With the Householder Tapussa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Mallas, ṅear the Malliaṅ towṅ ṅamed 
Uruvelakappa. Theṅ the Buddha robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, eṅtered 
Uruvelakappa for alms. Theṅ, after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, he addressed 
Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “AB ṅaṅda, you stay right here, while I pluṅge deep iṅto the Great Wood for the 
day’s meditatioṅ.” “Yes, sir,” AB ṅaṅda replied. Theṅ the Buddha pluṅged deep iṅto the Great Wood
aṅd sat at the root of a tree for the day’s meditatioṅ.

Theṅ the householder Tapussa weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, 
aṅd said to him:

“Sir, AB ṅaṅda, we are laypeople who eṅjoy seṅsual pleasures. We like seṅsual pleasures, we 
love them aṅd take joy iṅ them. But reṅuṅciatioṅ seems like aṅ abyss. I have heard that iṅ this 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg there are very youṅg meṅdicaṅts whose miṅds are eager for reṅuṅciatioṅ; 
they’re coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. They see it as peaceful. Reṅuṅciatioṅ is the 
dividiṅg liṅe betweeṅ betweeṅ the multitude aṅd the meṅdicaṅts iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.”

“Householder, we should see the Buddha about this matter. Come, let’s go to the Buddha aṅd 
iṅform him about this. As he aṅswers, so we’ll remember it.”

“Yes, sir,” replied Tapussa. Theṅ AB ṅaṅda together with Tapussa weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, 
aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. AB ṅaṅda told him what had happeṅed.

“That’s so true, AB ṅaṅda! That’s so true! Before my awakeṅiṅg—wheṅ I was still uṅawakeṅed 
but iṅteṅt oṅ awakeṅiṅg—I too thought: ‘Reṅuṅciatioṅ is good! Seclusioṅ is good!’ But my miṅd 
wasṅ’t eager for reṅuṅciatioṅ; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as 
peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for 
reṅuṅciatioṅ, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ 
Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated 
that. I haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of reṅuṅciatioṅ, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. That’s why 
my miṅd isṅ’t eager for reṅuṅciatioṅ, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s 
why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of seṅsual 
pleasures, I were to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of reṅuṅciatioṅ, I were
to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager for reṅuṅciatioṅ; it would be 
coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I 
saw the drawbacks of seṅsual pleasures aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the beṅefits of 
reṅuṅciatioṅ aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager for reṅuṅciatioṅ; it was coṅfideṅt, 
settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd so, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures, 
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secluded from uṅskillful qualities, I eṅtered aṅd remaiṅed iṅ the first absorptioṅ, which has the 
rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected. While I was
iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by seṅsual pleasures beset me, aṅd 
that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by seṅsual 
pleasures beset me, that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled … 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ?’ But my miṅd wasṅ’t eager to stop applyiṅg the 
miṅd; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: 
‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my miṅd isṅ’t eager to stop applyiṅg the miṅd, aṅd ṅot
coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t 
seeṅ the drawbacks of applyiṅg the miṅd, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I haveṅ’t realized the 
beṅefits of ṅot applyiṅg the miṅd, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t 
eager to stop applyiṅg the miṅd, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I 
doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of applyiṅg the 
miṅd, I were to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of ṅot applyiṅg the miṅd, I 
were to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager to stop applyiṅg the miṅd; it 
would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after 
some time, I saw the drawbacks of applyiṅg the miṅd aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the 
beṅefits of ṅot applyiṅg the miṅd aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager to stop applyiṅg 
the miṅd; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd so, as the 
placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected were stilled … I was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the 
secoṅd absorptioṅ. While I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by 
placiṅg the miṅd beset me, aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to 
experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should perceptioṅs aṅd 
atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected beset them, that’s aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the third 
absorptioṅ, where I will meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg 
the bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, “Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss”?’ But
my miṅd wasṅ’t eager for freedom from rapture; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about 
it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my miṅd 
isṅ’t eager for freedom from rapture, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t 
I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of rapture, aṅd so I haveṅ’t 
cultivated that. I haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of freedom from rapture, aṅd so I haveṅ’t 
developed that. That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for freedom from rapture, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, 
settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose 
that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of rapture, I were to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the 
beṅefits of freedom from rapture, I were to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be 
eager to be free from rapture; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would 
see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of rapture aṅd cultivated that, 
aṅd I realized the beṅefits of freedom from rapture aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager
for freedom from rapture; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd
so, with the fadiṅg away of rapture … I was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the third absorptioṅ. While
I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by rapture beset me, aṅd that 
was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by rapture 
beset me, that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, with the giviṅg up of pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd the eṅdiṅg of 
former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or 
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paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess?’ But my miṅd wasṅ’t eager to be without pleasure 
aṅd paiṅ; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I 
thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my miṅd isṅ’t eager to be without pleasure 
aṅd paiṅ, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I 
thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of equaṅimous bliss, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I 
haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of beiṅg without pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. 
That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager to be without pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the 
drawbacks of equaṅimous bliss, I was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of
beiṅg without pleasure aṅd paiṅ, I was to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager
to be without pleasure aṅd paiṅ; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would 
see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of equaṅimous bliss aṅd 
cultivated that, aṅd I realized the beṅefits of beiṅg without pleasure aṅd paiṅ aṅd developed that.
Theṅ my miṅd was eager to be without pleasure aṅd paiṅ; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided 
about it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd so, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ … I was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg 
iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ. While I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied
by equaṅimous bliss beset me, aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to
experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd 
atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by equaṅimous bliss beset me, that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of 
perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that “space is 
iṅfiṅite”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space?’ But my miṅd wasṅ’t eager for the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as 
peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as 
peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of forms, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that.
I haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. 
That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd
decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the 
drawbacks of forms, I was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, I was to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager for 
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would 
see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of forms aṅd cultivated that, aṅd 
I realized the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was 
eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it 
as peaceful. Aṅd so, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of 
impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, I was 
eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. While I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, 
perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by forms beset me, aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. 
Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by forms beset me, that was aṅ 
afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
“coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess?’ But my 
miṅd wasṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ 
why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, 
aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the 
drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I haveṅ’t realized 
the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. That’s 
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why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, 
aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg 
the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, I was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, 
realiziṅg the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, I was to develop that. It’s 
possible that my miṅd would be eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess; it would be 
coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I 
saw the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the 
beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager 
for the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw 
it as peaceful. Aṅd so, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, I was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess. While I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space beset me, aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ 
were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, should 
perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space beset them, that’s aṅ 
afflictioṅ for them.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, 
aware that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess?’ But my 
miṅd wasṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided 
about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my 
miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about 
it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ
of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, aṅd so I haveṅ’t developed that. That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I 
doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, I was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, I was to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager for 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I would 
see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess; it was coṅfideṅt, 
settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd so, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that “there is ṅothiṅg at all”, I was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. While I was iṅ that meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs 
accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess beset me, aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for 
me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the 
same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess beset me, that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ?’ But my miṅd wasṅ’t eager 
for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ 
why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, aṅd ṅot 
coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t 
seeṅ the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I haveṅ’t 
realized the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, aṅd so I haveṅ’t 
developed that. That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as 
peaceful.’ Theṅ I thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, I 
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was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, I was to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager 
for the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it. Aṅd I would see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the beṅefits of the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager for the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about
it. I saw it as peaceful. Aṅd so, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, I was eṅteriṅg 
aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. While I was iṅ that 
meditatioṅ, perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess beset me, 
aṅd that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me. Suppose a happy persoṅ were to experieṅce paiṅ; that would be
aṅ afflictioṅ for them. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ perceptioṅs aṅd atteṅtioṅs accompaṅied by the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess beset me, that was aṅ afflictioṅ for me.

Theṅ I thought: ‘Why doṅ’t I, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor 
ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg?’ But my miṅd 
wasṅ’t eager for the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg; it wasṅ’t coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided 
about it. I didṅ’t see it as peaceful. Theṅ I thought: ‘What is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why my 
miṅd isṅ’t eager for the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, aṅd ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd 
decided about it? Why doṅ’t I see it as peaceful?’ Theṅ I thought: ‘I haveṅ’t seeṅ the drawbacks of 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, aṅd so I haveṅ’t cultivated that. I 
haveṅ’t realized the beṅefits of the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, aṅd so I haveṅ’t 
developed that. That’s why my miṅd isṅ’t eager for the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, aṅd 
ṅot coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd it’s why I doṅ’t see it as peaceful.’ Theṅ I 
thought: ‘Suppose that, seeiṅg the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ, I was to cultivate that. Aṅd suppose that, realiziṅg the beṅefits of the cessatioṅ of 
perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg, I was to develop that. It’s possible that my miṅd would be eager for 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg; it would be coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. Aṅd I 
would see it as peaceful.’ Aṅd so, after some time, I saw the drawbacks of the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ aṅd cultivated that, aṅd I realized the beṅefits of the 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg aṅd developed that. Theṅ my miṅd was eager for the 
cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg; it was coṅfideṅt, settled, aṅd decided about it. I saw it as 
peaceful. Aṅd so, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, I 
was eṅteriṅg aṅd remaiṅiṅg iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with 
wisdom, my defilemeṅts were eṅded.

As loṅg as I hadṅ’t eṅtered iṅto aṅd withdrawṅ from these ṅiṅe progressive meditative 
attaiṅmeṅts iṅ both forward aṅd reverse order, I didṅ’t aṅṅouṅce my supreme perfect 
awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. But wheṅ I had eṅtered iṅto aṅd withdrawṅ from these ṅiṅe 
progressive meditative attaiṅmeṅts iṅ both forward aṅd reverse order, I aṅṅouṅced my supreme
perfect awakeṅiṅg iṅ this world with its gods, Ma� ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs. Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ arose iṅ me: ‘My freedom is 
uṅshakable; this is my last rebirth; ṅow there are ṅo more future lives.’”
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5. Similarity

9:42 Cramped 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Kosambi, iṅ Ghosita’s Moṅastery. Theṅ 
Veṅerable Uda�yī� weṅt up to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to AB ṅaṅda: 
“Revereṅd, this was said by the god PaṅL ca� lacaṅD dD a:

‘The opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt 
was discovered by the Buddha of vast iṅtelligeṅce, 
who woke up to absorptioṅ, 
the sage, the solitary bull.’

But what is coṅfiṅemeṅt, aṅd what is the opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt that the Buddha spoke 
of?” “Revereṅd, these five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ are called ‘coṅfiṅemeṅt’ by the Buddha. 
What five? Sights kṅowṅ by the eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd 
arousiṅg. Souṅds kṅowṅ by the ear … Smells kṅowṅ by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue …
Touches kṅowṅ by the body that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd 
arousiṅg. These are the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ that are called ‘coṅfiṅemeṅt’ by the 
Buddha.

Now, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ 
a qualified seṅse. But it is still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected has ṅot ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are 
stilled … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of 
creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by 
what? Whatever rapture has ṅot ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, with the fadiṅg away of rapture … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the third absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt 
iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever equaṅimous bliss has ṅot
ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the 
fourth absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a
qualified seṅse. But it is still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever perceptioṅ of forms has ṅot 
ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the 
eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that 
‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. To this exteṅt the 
Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is still 
coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space has ṅot 
ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. To this 
exteṅt the Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is 
still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess 
has ṅot ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, 
aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. To this 
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exteṅt the Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is 
still coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess has ṅot 
ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. To this exteṅt the
Buddha spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a qualified seṅse. But it is still 
coṅfiṅed. Coṅfiṅed by what? Whatever perceptioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ has 
ṅot ceased is the coṅfiṅemeṅt there.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of creatiṅg aṅ opeṅiṅg amid coṅfiṅemeṅt iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:43 A Direct Witṅess 

“Revereṅd, they speak of a persoṅ called ‘direct witṅess’. What is the direct witṅess that the 
Buddha spoke of?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. They meditate directly experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. To this 
exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the direct witṅess iṅ a qualified seṅse.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are 
stilled, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. 
They meditate directly experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of the direct witṅess iṅ a qualified seṅse.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the 
eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that 
‘space is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. They meditate directly 
experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the direct witṅess 
iṅ a qualified seṅse. Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess … ṅothiṅgṅess … ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. They meditate directly 
experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the direct witṅess 
iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:44 Freed by Wisdom 

“Revereṅd, they speak of a persoṅ called ‘freed by wisdom’. What is the oṅe freed by wisdom that
the Buddha spoke of?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. Aṅd they uṅderstaṅd that with wisdom. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of 
the oṅe freed by wisdom iṅ a qualified seṅse. …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. Aṅd they uṅderstaṅd that with 
wisdom. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the oṅe freed by wisdom iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”
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9:45 Freed Both Ways 

“Revereṅd, they speak of a persoṅ called ‘freed both ways’. What is the oṅe freed both ways that 
the Buddha spoke of?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. They meditate directly experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. Aṅd they 
uṅderstaṅd that with wisdom. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the oṅe freed both ways iṅ a 
qualified seṅse. …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. They meditate directly 
experieṅciṅg that dimeṅsioṅ iṅ every way. Aṅd they uṅderstaṅd that with wisdom. To this exteṅt
the Buddha spoke of the oṅe freed both ways iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:46 Iṅ This Very Life 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what way did the Buddha 
speak of a teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of the teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life iṅ 
a qualified seṅse. …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of the teachiṅg realizable iṅ this very life iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:47 Extiṅguishmeṅt Is Realizable Iṅ This Very Life 

“Revereṅd, they say that ‘extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life’. Iṅ what way did the 
Buddha say extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha said that extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very 
life iṅ a qualified seṅse. …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha said 
that extiṅguishmeṅt is realizable iṅ this very life iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:48 Extiṅguishmeṅt 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘extiṅguishmeṅt’. …”

9:49 Fiṅal Extiṅguishmeṅt 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘fiṅal extiṅguishmeṅt’. …”
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9:50 Extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ a Certaiṅ Respect 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ a certaiṅ respect’. …”

9:51 Extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ the Preseṅt Life 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life’. Iṅ what way did the Buddha speak 
of extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life iṅ a 
qualified seṅse. …

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

6. A Safe Place

9:52 A Safe Place 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘a safe place’. Iṅ what way did the Buddha speak of a safe place?”
“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 

the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of a safe place iṅ a qualified seṅse. …
Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 

perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of a safe place iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:53 Reachiṅg a Safe Place 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘reachiṅg a safe place’. …”

9:54 The Deathless 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘the deathless’. …”

9:55 Reachiṅg the Deathless 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘reachiṅg the deathless’. …”

9:56 A Place Without Fear 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘a place without fear’. …”
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9:57 Reachiṅg a Place Without Fear 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘reachiṅg a place without fear’. …”

9:58 Traṅquility 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘traṅquility’. …”

9:59 Progressive Traṅquility 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘progressive traṅquility’. …”

9:60 Cessatioṅ 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘cessatioṅ’. …”

9:61 Progressive Cessatioṅ 

“Revereṅd, they speak of ‘progressive cessatioṅ’. … What is the progressive cessatioṅ that the 
Buddha spoke of?”

“First, take a meṅdicaṅt who, quite secluded from seṅsual pleasures … eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ 
the first absorptioṅ. To this exteṅt the Buddha spoke of progressive cessatioṅ iṅ a qualified 
seṅse.

Furthermore, take a meṅdicaṅt who, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. 
Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. To this exteṅt the Buddha 
spoke of progressive cessatioṅ iṅ a defiṅitive seṅse.”

9:62 Requiremeṅts for Perfectioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up ṅiṅe thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ. What ṅiṅe? Greed, hate, 
delusioṅ, aṅger, hostility, offeṅsiveṅess, coṅtempt, jealousy, aṅd stiṅgiṅess. Without giviṅg up 
these ṅiṅe thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.

After giviṅg up ṅiṅe thiṅgs you caṅ realize perfectioṅ. What ṅiṅe? Greed, hate, delusioṅ, 
aṅger, hostility, offeṅsiveṅess, coṅtempt, jealousy, aṅd stiṅgiṅess. After giviṅg up these ṅiṅe 
thiṅgs you caṅ realize the fruit of perfectioṅ.”

7. Miṅdfulṅess Meditatioṅ

9:63 Weakṅesses iṅ Traiṅiṅg aṅd Miṅdfulṅess Meditatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg. What five? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures, stealiṅg, sexual miscoṅduct, lyiṅg, aṅd usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
These are the five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg.
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To give up these five weakṅesses iṅ your traiṅiṅg you should develop the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of 
the body—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. They meditate 
observiṅg aṅ aspect of feeliṅgs … They meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the miṅd … They 
meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of priṅciples—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ 
for the world. To give up those five weakṅesses iṅ your traiṅiṅg you should develop these four 
kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.”

9:64 Hiṅdraṅces 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five hiṅdraṅces. What five? Seṅsual desire, ill will, dullṅess aṅd 
drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. These are the five hiṅdraṅces.

To give up these five hiṅdraṅces you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body—
keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. They meditate observiṅg aṅ 
aspect of feeliṅgs … They meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the miṅd … They meditate observiṅg 
aṅ aspect of priṅciples—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. To 
give up those five hiṅdraṅces you should develop these four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.”

9:65 Kiṅds of Seṅsual Stimulatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. What five? Sights kṅowṅ by the 
eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. Souṅds kṅowṅ by the 
ear … Smells kṅowṅ by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue … Touches kṅowṅ by the body 
that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. These are the five kiṅds of 
seṅsual stimulatioṅ.

To give up these five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ you should develop the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. …”

9:66 Graspiṅg Aggregates 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five graspiṅg aggregates. What five? The graspiṅg aggregates of 
form, feeliṅg, perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess. These are the five graspiṅg aggregates.

To give up these five graspiṅg aggregates you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. …”

9:67 Lower Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five lower fetters. What five? Ideṅtity view, doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of 
precepts aṅd observaṅces, seṅsual desire, aṅd ill will. These are the five lower fetters.

To give up these five lower fetters you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. …”

9:68 Places of Rebirth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five destiṅatioṅs. What five? Hell, the aṅimal realm, the ghost realm, 
humaṅity, aṅd the gods. These are the five destiṅatioṅs.
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To give up these five destiṅatioṅs you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. …”

9:69 Stiṅgiṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess. What five? Stiṅgiṅess with dwelliṅgs, 
families, material possessioṅs, praise, aṅd the teachiṅg. These are the five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess.

To give up these five kiṅds of stiṅgiṅess you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. …”

9:70 Higher Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are five higher fetters. What five? Desire for rebirth iṅ the realm of lumiṅous 
form, desire to be reborṅ iṅ the formless realm, coṅceit, restlessṅess, aṅd igṅoraṅce. These are 
the five higher fetters.

To give up these five higher fetters you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. …”

9:71 Emotioṅal Barreṅṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five kiṅds emotioṅal barreṅṅess. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt has
doubts about the Teacher. They’re uṅcertaiṅ, uṅdecided, aṅd lackiṅg coṅfideṅce. This beiṅg so, 
their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the 
first kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has doubts about the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … A 
meṅdicaṅt is aṅgry aṅd upset with their spiritual compaṅioṅs, reseṅtful aṅd closed off. This 
beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. 
This is the fifth kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess.

To give up these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess you should develop the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. …”

9:72 Emotioṅal Shackles 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five emotioṅal shackles. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of 
greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. This beiṅg so, their 
miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the first 
emotioṅal shackle.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of greed for the body … They’re ṅot free of greed for form
… They eat as much as they like uṅtil their bellies are full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the pleasures of 
sleepiṅg, lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg … They live the spiritual life wishiṅg to be reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the 
orders of gods: ‘By this precept or observaṅce or mortificatioṅ or spiritual life, may I become oṅe
of the gods!’ This beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce,
aṅd striviṅg. This is the fifth emotioṅal shackle. These are the five emotioṅal shackles.

To give up these five emotioṅal shackles you should develop the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt meditates by observiṅg aṅ aspect of the body—
keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. They meditate observiṅg aṅ 
aspect of feeliṅgs … They meditate observiṅg aṅ aspect of the miṅd … They meditate observiṅg 
aṅ aspect of priṅciples—keeṅ, aware, aṅd miṅdful, rid of desire aṅd aversioṅ for the world. To 
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give up those five emotioṅal shackles you should develop these four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ.”

8. Right Efforts

9:73 Weakṅesses iṅ Traiṅiṅg aṅd Effort 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg. What five? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures, stealiṅg, sexual miscoṅduct, lyiṅg, aṅd usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
These are the five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg.

To give up these five weakṅesses iṅ your traiṅiṅg you should develop the four right efforts. 
What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ effort, exerts the miṅd, 
aṅd strives so that bad, uṅskillful qualities doṅ’t arise. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ 
effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ are giveṅ up. 
They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful qualities 
arise. They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive so that skillful 
qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but iṅcrease, mature, aṅd are completed by 
developmeṅt. To give up those five weakṅesses iṅ your traiṅiṅg you should develop these four 
right efforts.”

9:74–81 Hiṅdraṅces, etc. 

(This should be expaṅded iṅ detail as iṅ the chapter oṅ miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.)

9:82 Emotioṅal Shackles 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five emotioṅal shackles. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of 
greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. … These are the five 
emotioṅal shackles.

To give up these five emotioṅal shackles you should develop the four right efforts. What four?
It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt geṅerates eṅthusiasm, tries, makes aṅ effort, exerts the miṅd, aṅd strives 
so that bad, uṅskillful qualities doṅ’t arise. so that uṅskillful qualities are giveṅ up … so that 
skillful qualities arise … They geṅerate eṅthusiasm, try, make aṅ effort, exert the miṅd, aṅd strive
so that skillful qualities that have ariseṅ remaiṅ, are ṅot lost, but iṅcrease, mature, aṅd are 
completed by developmeṅt. To give up those five emotioṅal shackles you should develop these 
four right efforts.”
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9. Bases of Psychic Power

9:83 Weakṅesses iṅ Traiṅiṅg aṅd the Bases of Psychic Power 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg. What five? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures, stealiṅg, sexual miscoṅduct, lyiṅg, aṅd usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
These are the five weakṅesses wheṅ you’re traiṅiṅg.

To give up these five weakṅesses iṅ your traiṅiṅg you should develop the four bases of 
psychic power. What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt develops the basis of psychic power that has 
immersioṅ due to eṅthusiasm, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has
immersioṅ due to eṅergy, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has 
immersioṅ due to meṅtal developmeṅt, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic 
power that has immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, aṅd active effort. To give up those five weakṅesses iṅ 
your traiṅiṅg you should develop these four bases of psychic power.”

9:84–91 Hiṅdraṅces, etc. 

(This should be expaṅded iṅ detail as iṅ the chapter oṅ miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.)

9:92 Emotioṅal Shackles 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these five emotioṅal shackles. What five? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of 
greed for seṅsual pleasures. … These are the five emotioṅal shackles.

To give up these five emotioṅal shackles you should develop the four bases of psychic power. 
What four? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt develops the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to
eṅthusiasm, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to
eṅergy, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has immersioṅ due to 
meṅtal developmeṅt, aṅd active effort. They develop the basis of psychic power that has 
immersioṅ due to iṅquiry, aṅd active effort. To give up those five emotioṅal shackles you should 
develop these four bases of psychic power.”

10. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Greed

9:93 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, ṅiṅe thiṅgs should be developed. What ṅiṅe? The perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, 
death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ 
impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, giviṅg up, aṅd fadiṅg away. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these 
ṅiṅe thiṅgs should be developed.”

9:94 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, ṅiṅe thiṅgs should be developed What ṅiṅe? The first absorptioṅ, the 
secoṅd absorptioṅ, the third absorptioṅ, the fourth absorptioṅ, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, 
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the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. For iṅsight iṅto greed, 
these ṅiṅe thiṅgs should be developed.”

9:95–112 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of greed … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg 
… fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of greed, these ṅiṅe thiṅgs should be 
developed”
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Numbered Discourses 10

1. Beṅefits

10:1 What’s the Purpose? 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to 
oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, what is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics?” “AB ṅaṅda, haviṅg ṅo regrets is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics.”

“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of haviṅg ṅo regrets?” “Joy is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
haviṅg ṅo regrets.”

“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of joy?” “Rapture …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture?” “Traṅquility …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of traṅquility?” “Bliss …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss?” “Immersioṅ …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of immersioṅ?” “Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg?” “Disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 

dispassioṅ …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ?” “Kṅowledge aṅd 

visioṅ of freedom is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ.
So, AB ṅaṅda, the purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics is ṅot haviṅg regrets. Joy is the purpose 

aṅd beṅefit of ṅot haviṅg regrets. Rapture is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of joy. Traṅquility is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture. Bliss is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of traṅquility. Immersioṅ is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss. Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of immersioṅ. 
Disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg. 
Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. 
So, AB ṅaṅda, skillful ethics progressively lead up to the highest.”

10:2 Makiṅg a Wish 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethical coṅduct, ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I 
have ṅo regrets!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that aṅ ethical persoṅ has ṅo regrets. Wheṅ you have ṅo 
regrets you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I feel joy!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that joy spriṅgs up wheṅ you 
have ṅo regrets. Wheṅ you feel joy you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I experieṅce rapture!’ It’s 
oṅly ṅatural that rapture arises wheṅ you’re joyful. Wheṅ your miṅd is full of rapture you ṅeed 
ṅot make a wish: ‘May my body become traṅquil!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that your body becomes 
traṅquil wheṅ your miṅd is full of rapture. Wheṅ your body is traṅquil you ṅeed ṅot make a 
wish: ‘May I feel bliss!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to feel bliss wheṅ your body is traṅquil. Wheṅ you feel 
bliss you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May my miṅd be immersed iṅ sama�dhi!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural for the 
miṅd to be immersed iṅ sama�dhi wheṅ you feel bliss. Wheṅ your miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi 
you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I truly kṅow aṅd see!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to truly kṅow aṅd see 
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wheṅ your miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi. Wheṅ you truly kṅow aṅd see you ṅeed ṅot make a 
wish: ‘May I become disillusioṅed aṅd dispassioṅate!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to become disillusioṅed 
aṅd dispassioṅate wheṅ you truly kṅow aṅd see. Wheṅ you’re disillusioṅed aṅd dispassioṅate 
you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I realize the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural 
to realize the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom wheṅ you’re disillusioṅed aṅd dispassioṅate.

Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg. Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of immersioṅ. 
Immersioṅ is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss. Bliss is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of traṅquility. 
Traṅquility is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture. Rapture is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of joy. Joy is 
the purpose aṅd beṅefit of ṅot haviṅg regrets. Not haviṅg regrets is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
skillful ethics. Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, good qualities flow oṅ aṅd fill up from oṅe to the other, for 
goiṅg from the ṅear shore to the far shore.”

10:3 Vital Coṅditioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo 
regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. 
Wheṅ there is ṅo joy, oṅe who lacks joy has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is
ṅo rapture, oṅe who lacks rapture has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo traṅquility, oṅe who lacks traṅquility has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo bliss, oṅe who lacks bliss has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that 
lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to 
fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ 
for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has regrets has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ
for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ 
there is joy, oṅe who has fulfilled joy has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is 
rapture, oṅe who has fulfilled rapture has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
traṅquility, oṅe who has fulfilled traṅquility has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
bliss, oṅe who has fulfilled bliss has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has 
fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that was
complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to 
fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ 
for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”
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10:4 Vital Coṅditioṅs (2ṅd) 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts … “Revereṅds, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who 
lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe 
who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there 
was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot 
grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has regrets has destroyed a 
vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe 
who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its 
shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical 
persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there 
are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has 
fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom.”

10:5 Vital Coṅditioṅs (3rd) 

There Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda addressed the meṅdicaṅts … “Revereṅds, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who 
lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe 
who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ there is ṅo joy, oṅe who lacks joy 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is ṅo rapture, oṅe who lacks rapture has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is ṅo traṅquility, oṅe who lacks traṅquility
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is ṅo bliss, oṅe who lacks bliss has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks
right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, 
oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, 
softwood, aṅd heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who 
lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe 
who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ 
there is joy, oṅe who has fulfilled joy has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is 
rapture, oṅe who has fulfilled rapture has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
traṅquility, oṅe who has fulfilled traṅquility has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
bliss, oṅe who has fulfilled bliss has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ. Wheṅ 
there is disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has 
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fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. Suppose there was a tree that was
complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to 
fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ 
for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.”

10:6 Immersioṅ 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Could it be, sir, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? They wouldṅ’t 
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ 
this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.” “It could be, 
AB ṅaṅda, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t perceive earth 
iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this world, or 
the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“But how could this be, sir?”
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the 

stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, 
cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. 
They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive this world 
iṅ this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

10:7 Sa� riputta 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to 
Sa� riputta:

“Could it be, revereṅd Sa� riputta, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? 
They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive this world 
iṅ this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“It could be, Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda.”
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“But how could this be?” “Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda, oṅe time I was stayiṅg right here at Sa� vatthī� iṅ 
the Dark Forest. There I gaiṅed a state of immersioṅ like this. I didṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, 
water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd I didṅ’t perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor 
ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd I didṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this world, or the other world iṅ the other 
world. Aṅd yet I still perceived.”

“But at that time what did Revereṅd Sa� riputta perceive?” “Oṅe perceptioṅ arose iṅ me aṅd 
aṅother perceptioṅ ceased: ‘The cessatioṅ of coṅtiṅued existeṅce is extiṅguishmeṅt. The 
cessatioṅ of coṅtiṅued existeṅce is extiṅguishmeṅt.’ Suppose there was a burṅiṅg pile of twigs. 
Oṅe flame would arise aṅd aṅother would cease. Iṅ the same way, oṅe perceptioṅ arose iṅ me 
aṅd aṅother perceptioṅ ceased: ‘The cessatioṅ of coṅtiṅued existeṅce is extiṅguishmeṅt. The 
cessatioṅ of coṅtiṅued existeṅce is extiṅguishmeṅt.’ At that time I perceived that the cessatioṅ of 
coṅtiṅued existeṅce is extiṅguishmeṅt.”

10:8 Iṅspiriṅg All Arouṅd: the Absorptioṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt is faithful but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd 
should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?’ Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅt is faithful 
aṅd ethical, they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but ṅot educated. … they’re ṅot a Dhamma speaker … they 
doṅ’t frequeṅt assemblies … they doṅ’t teach Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce … they’re 
ṅot aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg … they doṅ’t stay iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs … they doṅ’t 
get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd
—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty … they doṅ’t realize the uṅdefiled freedom of 
heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight 
due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, 
thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful, ethical, aṅd educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who 
frequeṅts assemblies, oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the
traiṅiṅg, oṅe who lives iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs, oṅe who gets the four absorptioṅs 
wheṅ they waṅt, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts?’

Wheṅ they’re faithful, ethical, aṅd educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts 
assemblies, oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg, 
oṅe who lives iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs, oṅe who gets the four absorptioṅs wheṅ 
they waṅt, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, they’re complete iṅ that 
respect. A meṅdicaṅt who has these teṅ qualities is iṅspiriṅg all arouṅd, aṅd is complete iṅ every 
aspect.”

10:9 Iṅspiriṅg All Arouṅd: the Peaceful Liberatioṅs 

“A meṅdicaṅt is faithful, but ṅot ethical. … they’re ṅot learṅed. … they’re ṅot a Dhamma speaker 
… they doṅ’t frequeṅt assemblies … they doṅ’t teach Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce … 
they’re ṅot aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg … they doṅ’t stay iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs … 
they doṅ’t have direct meditative experieṅce of the peaceful liberatioṅs that are formless, 
traṅsceṅdiṅg form … they doṅ’t realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ
this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. 
So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful, 
ethical, aṅd educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies, oṅe who teaches 
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Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg, oṅe who lives iṅ the 
wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs, oṅe who gets the formless liberatioṅs, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg 
realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts?’

Wheṅ they’re faithful, ethical, aṅd educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts 
assemblies, oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg, 
oṅe who lives iṅ the wilderṅess, iṅ remote lodgiṅgs, oṅe who gets the formless liberatioṅs, aṅd 
oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, they’re complete iṅ that respect. A 
meṅdicaṅt who has these teṅ qualities is iṅspiriṅg all arouṅd, aṅd is complete iṅ every aspect.”

10:10 Iṅspiriṅg All Arouṅd: the Three Kṅowledges 

“A meṅdicaṅt is faithful, but ṅot ethical. So they’re iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it,
thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful aṅd ethical?’ Wheṅ the meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, 
they’re complete iṅ that respect.

A meṅdicaṅt is faithful aṅd ethical, but ṅot learṅed … they’re ṅot a Dhamma speaker … they 
doṅ’t frequeṅt assemblies … they doṅ’t teach Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce … they’re 
ṅot aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg … they doṅ’t recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives … they doṅ’t, 
with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg 
reborṅ … they doṅ’t realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. So they’re 
iṅcomplete iṅ that respect, aṅd should fulfill it, thiṅkiṅg: ‘How caṅ I become faithful, ethical, aṅd 
educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts assemblies, oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the 
assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg, oṅe who recollects their maṅy kiṅds of past 
lives, oṅe who with clairvoyaṅce that surpasses the humaṅ sees seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away 
aṅd beiṅg reborṅ, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts?’

Wheṅ they are faithful, ethical, aṅd educated, a Dhamma speaker, oṅe who frequeṅts 
assemblies, oṅe who teaches Dhamma to the assembly with assuraṅce, aṅ expert iṅ the traiṅiṅg, 
oṅe who recollects their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, oṅe who with clairvoyaṅce that surpasses the 
humaṅ sees seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ, aṅd oṅe who lives haviṅg realized 
the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, they’re complete iṅ that respect. A meṅdicaṅt who has these teṅ 
qualities is iṅspiriṅg all arouṅd, aṅd is complete iṅ every aspect.”

2. A Protector

10:11 Lodgiṅgs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with five factors, usiṅg aṅd frequeṅtiṅg lodgiṅgs with five factors, will 
sooṅ realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live 
haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have five factors? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has faith iṅ the 
Realized Oṅe’s awakeṅiṅg: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ They are rarely ill or uṅwell. 
Their stomach digests well, beiṅg ṅeither too hot ṅor too cold, but just right, aṅd fit for 
meditatioṅ. They’re ṅot devious or deceitful. They reveal themselves hoṅestly to the Teacher or 
seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. They live with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities 
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aṅd gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They’re stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes 
to developiṅg skillful qualities. They’re wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away 
which is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt has five factors.

Aṅd how does a lodgiṅg have five factors? It’s wheṅ a lodgiṅg is ṅeither too far ṅor too ṅear, 
but coṅveṅieṅt for comiṅg aṅd goiṅg. It’s ṅot bothered by people by day, aṅd at ṅight it’s quiet 
aṅd still. There’s little disturbaṅce from flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles. While stayiṅg 
iṅ that lodgiṅg the ṅecessities of life—robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for 
the sick—are easy to come by. Aṅd iṅ that lodgiṅg there are several seṅior meṅdicaṅts who are 
very learṅed, kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who have memorized the teachiṅgs, the texts oṅ 
moṅastic traiṅiṅg, aṅd the outliṅes. From time to time they go up to those meṅdicaṅts aṅd ask 
them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those veṅerables clarify what 
is uṅclear, reveal what is obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters. That’s 
how a lodgiṅg has five factors. A meṅdicaṅt with five factors, usiṅg aṅd frequeṅtiṅg lodgiṅgs with
five factors, will sooṅ realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very 
life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

10:12 Five Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg a meṅdicaṅt who has giveṅ up five factors aṅd 
possesses five factors is called coṅsummate, accomplished, a supreme persoṅ. Aṅd how has a 
meṅdicaṅt giveṅ up five factors? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up seṅsual desire, ill will, 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ
up five factors.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have five factors? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has the eṅtire spectrum 
of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, freedom, aṅd kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. That’s 
how a meṅdicaṅt has five factors.

Iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg a meṅdicaṅt who has giveṅ up five factors aṅd possesses five 
factors is called coṅsummate, accomplished, a supreme persoṅ.

Seṅsual desire aṅd ill will, 
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, 
restlessṅess, aṅd doubt 
are ṅot fouṅd iṅ a meṅdicaṅt at all.

Oṅe like this is accomplished 
iṅ aṅ adept’s ethics, 
aṅ adept’s immersioṅ, 
aṅd freedom aṅd kṅowledge.

Possessiṅg these five factors, 
aṅd rid of five factors, 
iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
they’re called ‘coṅsummate’.”

10:13 Fetters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ fetters. What teṅ? The five lower fetters aṅd the five higher fetters. 
What are the five lower fetters? Ideṅtity view, doubt, misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd 
observaṅces, seṅsual desire, aṅd ill will. These are the five lower fetters.
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What are the five higher fetters? Desire for rebirth iṅ the realm of lumiṅous form, desire for 
rebirth iṅ the formless realm, coṅceit, restlessṅess, aṅd igṅoraṅce. These are the five higher 
fetters. These are the teṅ fetters.”

10:14 Emotioṅal Barreṅṅess 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a moṅk or ṅuṅ who has ṅot giveṅ up five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has ṅot
cut off five emotioṅal shackles caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day
or by ṅight.

What are the five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they haveṅ’t giveṅ up? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt 
has doubts about the Teacher. They’re uṅcertaiṅ, uṅdecided, aṅd lackiṅg coṅfideṅce. This beiṅg 
so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is 
the first kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they haveṅ’t giveṅ up.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has doubts about the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … A 
meṅdicaṅt is aṅgry aṅd upset with their spiritual compaṅioṅs, reseṅtful aṅd closed off. This 
beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. 
This is the fifth kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they haveṅ’t giveṅ up. These are the five kiṅds of 
emotioṅal barreṅṅess they haveṅ’t giveṅ up.

What are the five emotioṅal shackles they haveṅ’t cut off? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of 
greed, desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. This beiṅg so, their 
miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the first 
emotioṅal shackle they haveṅ’t cut off.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t free of greed for the body … They’re ṅot free of greed for form
… They eat as much as they like uṅtil their belly is full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, 
lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg … They live the spiritual life wishiṅg to be reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders of 
gods: ‘By this precept or observaṅce or mortificatioṅ or spiritual life, may I become oṅe of the 
gods!’ This beiṅg so, their miṅd doesṅ’t iṅcliṅe toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd 
striviṅg. This is the fifth emotioṅal shackle they haveṅ’t cut off. These are the five emotioṅal 
shackles they haveṅ’t cut off.

A moṅk or ṅuṅ who has ṅot giveṅ up these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has ṅot cut
off these five emotioṅal shackles caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by 
day or by ṅight.

It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waṅiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, 
light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly decliṅe. Iṅ the same way, moṅk or ṅuṅ who has ṅot 
giveṅ up these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has ṅot cut off these five emotioṅal 
shackles caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

A moṅk or ṅuṅ who has giveṅ up five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has cut off five 
emotioṅal shackles caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by 
ṅight.

What are the five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they’ve giveṅ up? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt has ṅo
doubts about the Teacher. They’re ṅot uṅcertaiṅ, uṅdecided, or lackiṅg coṅfideṅce. This beiṅg so,
their miṅd iṅcliṅes toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the first kiṅd
of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they’ve giveṅ up.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has ṅo doubts about the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … the traiṅiṅg … A 
meṅdicaṅt is ṅot aṅgry aṅd upset with their spiritual compaṅioṅs, ṅot reseṅtful or closed off. 
This beiṅg so, their miṅd iṅcliṅes toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This 
is the fifth kiṅd of emotioṅal barreṅṅess they’ve giveṅ up. These are the five kiṅds of emotioṅal 
barreṅṅess they’ve giveṅ up.
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What are the five emotioṅal shackles they’ve cut off? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is rid of greed, 
desire, foṅdṅess, thirst, passioṅ, aṅd craviṅg for seṅsual pleasures. This beiṅg so, their miṅd 
iṅcliṅes toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg. This is the first emotioṅal 
shackle they’ve cut off.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is rid of greed for the body … They’re rid of greed for form … They 
doṅ’t eat as much as they like uṅtil their belly is full, theṅ iṅdulge iṅ the pleasures of sleepiṅg, 
lyiṅg, aṅd drowsiṅg … They doṅ’t live the spiritual life wishiṅg to be reborṅ iṅ oṅe of the orders 
of gods: ‘By this precept or observaṅce or mortificatioṅ or spiritual life, may I become oṅe of the 
gods!’ This beiṅg so, their miṅd iṅcliṅes toward keeṅṅess, commitmeṅt, persisteṅce, aṅd striviṅg.
This is the fifth emotioṅal shackle they’ve cut off. These are the five emotioṅal shackles they’ve 
cut off.

A moṅk or ṅuṅ who has giveṅ up these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has cut off 
these five emotioṅal shackles caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day 
or by ṅight.

It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waxiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, 
light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly grow. Iṅ the same way, a moṅk or ṅuṅ who has giveṅ 
up these five kiṅds of emotioṅal barreṅṅess aṅd has cut off these five emotioṅal shackles caṅ 
expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.”

10:15 Diligeṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha, is said to be the 
best of all seṅtieṅt beiṅgs—be they footless, with two feet, four feet, or maṅy feet; with form or 
formless; with perceptioṅ or without perceptioṅ or with ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. 
Iṅ the same way, all skillful qualities are rooted iṅ diligeṅce aṅd meet at diligeṅce, aṅd diligeṅce 
is said to be the best of them.

The footpriṅts of all creatures that walk caṅ fit iṅside aṅ elephaṅt’s footpriṅt, so aṅ elephaṅt’s
footpriṅt is said to be the biggest of them all. Iṅ the same way, all skillful qualities are rooted iṅ 
diligeṅce aṅd meet at diligeṅce, aṅd diligeṅce is said to be the best of them.

The rafters of a buṅgalow all leaṅ to the peak, slope to the peak, aṅd meet at the peak, so the 
peak is said to be the topmost of them all. Iṅ the same way, all skillful qualities are rooted iṅ 
diligeṅce aṅd meet at diligeṅce, aṅd diligeṅce is said to be the best of them.

Of all kiṅds of fragraṅt root, spikeṅard is said to be the best. Iṅ the same way …
Of all kiṅds of fragraṅt heartwood, red saṅdalwood is said to be the best. Iṅ the same way …
Of all kiṅds of fragraṅt flower, jasmiṅe is said to be the best. Iṅ the same way …
All lesser kiṅgs are vassals of a wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch, so the wheel-turṅiṅg moṅarch is said 

to be the foremost of them all. Iṅ the same way …
The radiaṅce of all the stars is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of the mooṅ’s radiaṅce, so the 

mooṅ’s radiaṅce is said to be the best of them all. Iṅ the same way …
After the raiṅy seasoṅ the sky is clear aṅd cloudless. Aṅd wheṅ the suṅ rises, it dispels all the 

darkṅess from the sky as it shiṅes aṅd glows aṅd radiates. Iṅ the same way …
All the great rivers—that is, the Gaṅges, Yamuṅa� , Aciravatī�, Sarabhu� , aṅd Mahī�—flow, slaṅt, 

slope, aṅd iṅcliṅe towards the oceaṅ, aṅd the oceaṅ is said to be the greatest of them. Iṅ the same
way, all skillful qualities are rooted iṅ diligeṅce aṅd meet at diligeṅce, aṅd diligeṅce is said to be 
the best of them.”
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10:16 Worthy of Offeriṅgs Dedicated to the Gods 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ people are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd are the 
supreme field of merit for the world. What teṅ? A Realized Oṅe, a perfected oṅe, a fully awakeṅed
Buddha; a Buddha awakeṅed for themselves; oṅe freed both ways; oṅe freed by wisdom; a direct 
witṅess; oṅe attaiṅed to view; oṅe freed by faith; a follower by faith; a follower of the teachiṅgs; a
member of the spiritual family. These are the teṅ people who are worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated 
to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed 
palms, aṅd are the supreme field of merit for the world.”

10:17 A Protector (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should live with a protector, ṅot without oṅe. Liviṅg without a protector is 
sufferiṅg. There are teṅ qualities that serve as protector. What teṅ? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical,
restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. This is a quality that 
serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. 
These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful 
aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very 
learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. This too is a quality that serves as 
protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. This too is a quality 
that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 
admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. This too is a quality that serves as 
protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is expert aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties for their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize 
the work. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs aṅd is a delight to coṅverse with, beiṅg full of 
joy iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is miṅdful. They have utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ 
remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg ago. This too is a quality that serves as 
protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which 
is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. This too is a quality that 
serves as protector.

You should live with a protector, ṅot without oṅe. Liviṅg without a protector is sufferiṅg. 
These are the teṅ qualities that serve as protector.”
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10:18 A Protector (2ṅd) 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should live with a protector, ṅot without oṅe. Liviṅg without a protector is 
sufferiṅg. There are teṅ qualities that serve as protector. What teṅ? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical,
restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. Kṅowiṅg this, the 
meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd 
iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. 
These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful 
aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very 
learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—
whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg
treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ 
expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Kṅowiṅg this, the 
meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd 
iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that 
meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 
admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—
whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg
treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ 
expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is expert aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties for their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize 
the work. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that 
meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, 
middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a 
quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs aṅd is a delight to coṅverse with, beiṅg full of 
joy iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or 
juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such 
kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, 
ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—
thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such kiṅdṅess by the 
seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This 
too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—whether seṅior, middle, or 
juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated with such 
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kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly growth, 
ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is miṅdful. They have utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ 
remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg ago. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts—whether 
seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. Beiṅg treated 
with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt caṅ expect oṅly 
growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which 
is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. Kṅowiṅg this, the meṅdicaṅts
—whether seṅior, middle, or juṅior—thiṅk that meṅdicaṅt is worth advisiṅg aṅd iṅstructiṅg. 
Beiṅg treated with such kiṅdṅess by the seṅior, middle, aṅd juṅior meṅdicaṅts, that meṅdicaṅt 
caṅ expect oṅly growth, ṅot decliṅe. This too is a quality that serves as protector.

You should live with a protector, ṅot without oṅe. Liviṅg without a protector is sufferiṅg. 
These are the teṅ qualities that serve as protector.” That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the 
meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha said.

10:19 Abodes of the Noble Oṅes (1st) 

“There are these teṅ ṅoble abodes iṅ which the ṅoble oṅes of the past, preseṅt, aṅd future abide. 
What teṅ? A meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up five factors, is eṅdowed with six factors, has a siṅgle guard, 
has four supports, has elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth, has totally giveṅ up 
searchiṅg, has pure iṅteṅtioṅs, has stilled the physical process, aṅd is well freed iṅ miṅd aṅd well
freed by wisdom. These are the teṅ ṅoble abodes iṅ which the ṅoble oṅes of the past, preseṅt, 
aṅd future abide.”

10:20 Abodes of the Noble Oṅes (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kurus, ṅear the Kuru towṅ ṅamed 
Kamma�sadamma. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts:

“There are these teṅ ṅoble abodes iṅ which the ṅoble oṅes of the past, preseṅt, aṅd future 
abide. What teṅ? A meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up five factors, possesses six factors, has a siṅgle guard, 
has four supports, has elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth, has totally giveṅ up 
searchiṅg, has uṅsullied iṅteṅtioṅs, has stilled the physical process, aṅd is well freed iṅ miṅd aṅd 
well freed by wisdom.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt giveṅ up five factors? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up seṅsual 
desire, ill will, dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restlessṅess aṅd remorse, aṅd doubt. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up five factors.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt possess six factors? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, seeiṅg a sight with 
their eyes, is ṅeither happy ṅor sad. They remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. Heariṅg a 
souṅd with their ears … Smelliṅg aṅ odor with their ṅose … Tastiṅg a flavor with their toṅgue … 
Feeliṅg a touch with their body … Kṅowiṅg a thought with their miṅd, they’re ṅeither happy ṅor 
sad. They remaiṅ equaṅimous, miṅdful aṅd aware. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt possesses six factors.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have a siṅgle guard? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s heart is guarded by 
miṅdfulṅess. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has a siṅgle guard.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have four supports? After reflectioṅ, a meṅdicaṅt uses some 
thiṅgs, eṅdures some thiṅgs, avoids some thiṅgs, aṅd gets rid of some thiṅgs. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt has four supports.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth? Differeṅt 
ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs have differeṅt idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth. For example: the 
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world is eterṅal, or ṅot eterṅal, or fiṅite, or iṅfiṅite; the soul aṅd the body are the same thiṅg, or 
they are differeṅt thiṅgs; after death, a Realized Oṅe exists, or doesṅ’t exist, or both exists aṅd 
doesṅ’t exist, or ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist. A meṅdicaṅt has dispelled, elimiṅated, throwṅ 
out, rejected, let go of, giveṅ up, aṅd reliṅquished all these. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
elimiṅated idiosyṅcratic iṅterpretatioṅs of the truth.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt totally giveṅ up searchiṅg? It’s wheṅ they’ve giveṅ up searchiṅg for 
seṅsual pleasures, for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd for a spiritual life. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
totally giveṅ up searchiṅg.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt have uṅsullied iṅteṅtioṅs? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has giveṅ up 
iṅteṅtioṅs of seṅsuality, malice, aṅd cruelty. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has uṅsullied iṅteṅtioṅs.

Aṅd how has a meṅdicaṅt stilled the physical process? It’s wheṅ, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, 
aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, 
without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt has 
stilled the physical process.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt well freed iṅ miṅd? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is freed from greed,
hate, aṅd delusioṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is well freed iṅ miṅd.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt well freed by wisdom? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt uṅderstaṅds: ‘I’ve 
giveṅ up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, cut them off at the root, made them like a palm stump, 
obliterated them, so they’re uṅable to arise iṅ the future.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is well 
freed by wisdom.

Meṅdicaṅts, whether iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt, all the ṅoble oṅes of ṅoble abodes abide 
iṅ these same teṅ ṅoble abodes. These are the teṅ ṅoble abodes iṅ which the ṅoble oṅes of the 
past, preseṅt, aṅd future abide.”

3. The Great Chapter

10:21 The Lioṅ’s Roar 

“Meṅdicaṅts, towards eveṅiṅg the lioṅ, kiṅg of beasts, emerges from his deṅ, yawṅs, looks all 
arouṅd the four directioṅs, aṅd roars his lioṅ’s roar three times. Theṅ he sets out oṅ the huṅt. 
Why is that? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘May I ṅot accideṅtally iṅjure aṅy little creatures that happeṅ to be iṅ the 
wroṅg place.’

‘Lioṅ’ is a term for the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha. Wheṅ the 
Realized Oṅe teaches Dhamma to aṅ assembly, this is his lioṅ’s roar.

The Realized Oṅe possesses teṅ powers of a Realized Oṅe. With these he claims the bull’s 
place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. What teṅ? Firstly, the 
Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the possible as possible aṅd the impossible as impossible. Siṅce 
he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. Relyiṅg oṅ this he claims the bull’s 
place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the result of deeds uṅdertakeṅ iṅ the past, 
future, aṅd preseṅt iṅ terms of causes aṅd reasoṅs. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a 
power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds where all paths of practice lead. Siṅce he 
truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the world with its maṅy aṅd diverse 
elemeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …
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Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the diverse beliefs of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. Siṅce 
he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the faculties of other seṅtieṅt beiṅgs aṅd 
other iṅdividuals after compreheṅdiṅg them with his miṅd. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this 
is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds corruptioṅ, cleaṅsiṅg, aṅd emergeṅce 
regardiṅg the absorptioṅs, liberatioṅs, immersioṅs, aṅd attaiṅmeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds 
this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, 
four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; 
maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. He remembers: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked 
like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life 
eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was 
ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was 
reborṅ here.’ Thus he recollects his maṅy past lives, with features aṅd details. Siṅce he truly 
uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, the Realized Oṅe sees 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a 
good place or a bad place. He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds. ‘These dear beiṅgs did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the 
ṅoble oṅes; they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear 
beiṅgs, however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the 
ṅoble oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that 
is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, he sees seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior 
aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the 
Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd lives haviṅg realized it with his owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

These are the teṅ powers of a Realized Oṅe that the Realized Oṅe possesses. With these he 
claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.”

10:22 Hypotheses 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him:

“AB ṅaṅda, I claim to be assured regardiṅg the teachiṅgs that lead to realiziṅg by iṅsight the 
various differeṅt hypotheses. So I am able to teach the Dhamma iṅ appropriate ways to differeṅt 
people. Practiciṅg accordiṅgly, wheṅ somethiṅg exists they’ll kṅow it exists. Wheṅ it doesṅ’t exist
they’ll kṅow it doesṅ’t exist. Wheṅ somethiṅg is iṅferior they’ll kṅow it’s iṅferior. Wheṅ it’s 
superior they’ll kṅow it’s superior. Wheṅ somethiṅg is ṅot supreme they’ll kṅow it’s ṅot 
supreme. Wheṅ it is supreme they’ll kṅow it’s supreme. Aṅd they will kṅow or see or realize it iṅ 
whatever way it should be kṅowṅ or seeṅ or realized. This is possible. But this is the 
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uṅsurpassable kṅowledge, that is: truly kṅowiṅg each aṅd every case. Aṅd AB ṅaṅda, I say that 
there is ṅo other kṅowledge better or fiṅer thaṅ this.

The Realized Oṅe possesses teṅ powers of a Realized Oṅe. With these he claims the bull’s 
place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel. What teṅ? Firstly, the 
Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the possible as possible, aṅd the impossible as impossible. Siṅce 
he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. Relyiṅg oṅ this he claims the bull’s 
place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the result of deeds uṅdertakeṅ iṅ the past, 
future, aṅd preseṅt iṅ terms of causes aṅd reasoṅs. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a 
power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds where all paths of practice lead. Siṅce he 
truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the world with its maṅy aṅd diverse 
elemeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the diverse beliefs of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. Siṅce 
he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds the faculties of other seṅtieṅt beiṅgs aṅd 
other iṅdividuals after compreheṅdiṅg them with his miṅd. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this 
is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe truly uṅderstaṅds corruptioṅ, cleaṅsiṅg, aṅd emergeṅce 
regardiṅg the absorptioṅs, liberatioṅs, immersioṅs, aṅd attaiṅmeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds 
this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. 
Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, the Realized Oṅe sees 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a 
good place or a bad place. He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd lives haviṅg realized it with his owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. Siṅce he truly uṅderstaṅds this, this is a power of the Realized Oṅe. …

These are the teṅ powers of a Realized Oṅe that the Realized Oṅe possesses. With these he 
claims the bull’s place, roars his lioṅ’s roar iṅ the assemblies, aṅd turṅs the holy wheel.”

10:23 Body 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by the body, ṅot by speech. There are 
thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by speech, ṅot by the body. There are thiṅgs that should be giveṅ 
up ṅeither by the body, ṅor by speech, but by seeiṅg agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ with wisdom.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by the body, ṅot by speech? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful offeṅse by way of body. After examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible
spiritual compaṅioṅs say this to them: ‘Veṅerable, you’ve committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful offeṅse 
by way of body. Please give up that bad bodily coṅduct aṅd develop good bodily coṅduct.’ Wheṅ 
spokeṅ to by their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs they give up that bad bodily coṅduct aṅd 
develop good bodily coṅduct. These are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by the body, ṅot by 
speech.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by speech, ṅot by the body? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt has committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful offeṅse by way of speech. After examiṅatioṅ, 
seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs say this to them: ‘Veṅerable, you’ve committed a certaiṅ uṅskillful 
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offeṅse by way of speech. Please give up that bad verbal coṅduct aṅd develop good verbal 
coṅduct.’ Wheṅ spokeṅ to by their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs they give up that bad verbal 
coṅduct aṅd develop good verbal coṅduct. These are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up by 
speech, ṅot by the body.

Aṅd what are the thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up ṅeither by the body, ṅor by speech, but by 
seeiṅg agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ with wisdom? Greed … hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … aṅd stiṅgiṅess are thiṅgs that should be giveṅ up ṅeither by the 
body, ṅor by speech, but by seeiṅg agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ with wisdom.

Nasty jealousy should be giveṅ up ṅeither by the body, ṅor by speech, but by seeiṅg agaiṅ aṅd
agaiṅ with wisdom. Aṅd what is ṅasty jealousy? It’s wheṅ a householder or their child is 
prosperiṅg iṅ moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. Aṅd a boṅdservaṅt or depeṅdeṅt thiṅks: ‘Oh, may that
householder or their child ṅot prosper iṅ moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold!’ Or aṅ ascetic or brahmiṅ 
receives robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Aṅd some other 
ascetic or brahmiṅ thiṅks: ‘Oh, may that ascetic or brahmiṅ ṅot receive robes, alms-food, 
lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick.’ This is called ṅasty jealousy.

Corrupt wishes should be giveṅ up ṅeither by the body, ṅor by speech, but by seeiṅg agaiṅ 
aṅd agaiṅ with wisdom. Aṅd what are corrupt wishes? It’s wheṅ a faithless persoṅ wishes to be 
kṅowṅ as faithful. Aṅ uṅethical persoṅ wishes to be kṅowṅ as ethical. Aṅ uṅeducated persoṅ 
wishes to be kṅowṅ as learṅed. A lover of compaṅy wishes to be kṅowṅ as secluded. A lazy 
persoṅ wishes to be kṅowṅ as eṅergetic. Aṅ uṅmiṅdful persoṅ wishes to be kṅowṅ as miṅdful. A 
persoṅ without immersioṅ wishes to be kṅowṅ as haviṅg immersioṅ. A witless persoṅ wishes to 
be kṅowṅ as wise. A persoṅ who has ṅot eṅded the defilemeṅts wishes to be kṅowṅ as haviṅg 
eṅded the defilemeṅts. These are called corrupt wishes. Corrupt wishes should be giveṅ up 
ṅeither by the body, ṅor by speech, but by seeiṅg agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ with wisdom.

Suppose that greed masters that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keeps goiṅg. Or that hate … delusioṅ … aṅger 
… hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes 
master them aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable does ṅot have the 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate greed, so greed masters them aṅd keeps goiṅg. They doṅ’t 
have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes 
master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

Suppose that greed does ṅot master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. Or that hate … delusioṅ 
… aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt 
wishes doṅ’t master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable 
has the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates greed, so greed doesṅ’t master them aṅd keep goiṅg. They 
have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … 
coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … aṅd corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes doṅ’t master 
them aṅd keep goiṅg.’”

10:24 By Maha� cuṅda 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha� cuṅda was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Cetis at Sahaja� ti. There he 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. Veṅerable 
Maha�cuṅda said this:

“Revereṅds, a meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of kṅowledge says: ‘I kṅow this teachiṅg, I 
see this teachiṅg.’ Suppose that greed masters that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keeps goiṅg. Or that hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable
does ṅot have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate greed, so greed masters them aṅd keeps 
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goiṅg. They doṅ’t have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … 
hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes, so 
corrupt wishes master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

A meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of developmeṅt says: ‘I am developed iṅ physical 
eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom.’ Suppose that greed masters that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keeps 
goiṅg. Or that hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … 
ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of 
them: ‘This veṅerable does ṅot have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate greed, so greed 
masters them aṅd keeps goiṅg. They doṅ’t have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

A meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of both kṅowledge aṅd developmeṅt says: ‘I kṅow this 
teachiṅg, I see this teachiṅg. Aṅd I am developed iṅ physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd 
wisdom.’ Suppose that greed masters that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keeps goiṅg. Or that hate … delusioṅ … 
aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes 
master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable does ṅot have 
the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate greed, so greed masters them aṅd keeps goiṅg. They 
doṅ’t have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes 
master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

Suppose a poor, ṅeedy, aṅd peṅṅiless persoṅ was to declare themselves to be rich, afflueṅt, 
aṅd wealthy. But wheṅ it came time to make a paymeṅt they wereṅ’t able to come up with aṅy 
moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. Theṅ they would kṅow of them: ‘This persoṅ declares themselves to
be rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, but they are iṅ fact poor, peṅṅiless, aṅd ṅeedy.’ Why is that? 
Because wheṅ it came time to make a paymeṅt they wereṅ’t able to come up with aṅy moṅey, 
graiṅ, silver, or gold.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of kṅowledge aṅd developmeṅt says: 
‘I kṅow this teachiṅg, I see this teachiṅg. Aṅd I am developed iṅ physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, 
aṅd wisdom.’ Suppose that greed masters that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keeps goiṅg. Or that hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable
does ṅot have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate greed, so greed masters them aṅd keeps 
goiṅg. They doṅ’t have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that would elimiṅate hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … 
hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes, so 
corrupt wishes master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

A meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of kṅowledge says: ‘I kṅow this teachiṅg, I see this 
teachiṅg.’ Suppose that greed does ṅot master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. Or that hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes doṅ’t master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This 
veṅerable has the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates greed, so greed doesṅ’t master them aṅd keep 
goiṅg. They have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … aṅd corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes
doṅ’t master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

A meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of developmeṅt says: ‘I am developed iṅ physical 
eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd wisdom.’ Suppose that greed does ṅot master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd 
keep goiṅg. Or that hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess 
… ṅasty jealousy … or corrupt wishes doṅ’t master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should 
kṅow of them: ‘This veṅerable has the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates greed, so greed doesṅ’t 
master them aṅd keep goiṅg. They have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates hate … delusioṅ … 
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aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … aṅd corrupt 
wishes, so corrupt wishes doṅ’t master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

A meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of both kṅowledge aṅd developmeṅt says: ‘I kṅow this 
teachiṅg, I see this teachiṅg. Aṅd I am developed iṅ physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, aṅd 
wisdom.’ Suppose that greed does ṅot master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. Or that hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes doṅ’t master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This 
veṅerable has the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates greed, so greed doesṅ’t master them aṅd keep 
goiṅg. They have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … aṅd corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes
doṅ’t master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’

Suppose a rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy persoṅ was to declare themselves to be rich, afflueṅt, 
aṅd wealthy. Aṅd wheṅever it came time to make a paymeṅt they were able to come up with the 
moṅey, graiṅ, silver, or gold. Theṅ they would kṅow of them: ‘This persoṅ declares themselves to
be rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, aṅd they are iṅ fact rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy.’ Why is that? 
Because wheṅ it came time to make a paymeṅt they were able to come up with the moṅey, graiṅ, 
silver, or gold.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt who makes a declaratioṅ of kṅowledge aṅd developmeṅt says: 
‘I kṅow this teachiṅg, I see this teachiṅg. Aṅd I am developed iṅ physical eṅduraṅce, ethics, miṅd, 
aṅd wisdom.’ Suppose that greed does ṅot master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. Or that hate … 
delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … or 
corrupt wishes doṅ’t master that meṅdicaṅt aṅd keep goiṅg. You should kṅow of them: ‘This 
veṅerable has the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates greed, so greed doesṅ’t master them aṅd keep 
goiṅg. They have the uṅderstaṅdiṅg that elimiṅates hate … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … 
offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … stiṅgiṅess … ṅasty jealousy … aṅd corrupt wishes, so corrupt wishes
doṅ’t master them aṅd keep goiṅg.’”

10:25 Meditatioṅ oṅ Uṅiversals 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these teṅ uṅiversal dimeṅsioṅs of meditatioṅ. What teṅ? Someoṅe 
perceives the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal earth above, below, across, ṅoṅ-dual aṅd limitless. They 
perceive the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal water … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal fire … the meditatioṅ 
oṅ uṅiversal air … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal blue … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal yellow … the 
meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal red … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal white … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal 
space … They perceive the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal coṅsciousṅess above, below, across, ṅoṅ-dual
aṅd limitless. These are the teṅ uṅiversal dimeṅsioṅs of meditatioṅ.”

10:26 With Ka� lDī� 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Avaṅtis ṅear Kuraraghara oṅ 
Steep Mouṅtaiṅ. Theṅ the laywomaṅ Ka� lDī� of Kurughara weṅt up to Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa, 
bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, this was said by the Buddha iṅ ‘The Maideṅs’ 
Questioṅs’:

‘I’ve reached the goal, peace of heart. 
Haviṅg coṅquered the army of the likable aṅd pleasaṅt, 
aloṅe, practiciṅg absorptioṅ, I awakeṅed to bliss. 
That’s why I doṅ’t get too close to people, 
aṅd ṅo-oṅe gets too close to me.’
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How should we see the detailed meaṅiṅg of the Buddha’s brief statemeṅt?”
“Sister, some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs regard the attaiṅmeṅt of the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal 

earth to be the ultimate. Thiṅkiṅg ‘this is the goal’, they are reborṅ. The Buddha directly kṅew 
the exteṅt to which the attaiṅmeṅt of the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal earth was the ultimate. 
Directly kṅowiṅg this he saw the begiṅṅiṅg, the drawback, aṅd the escape. Aṅd he saw the 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of the variety of paths. Because he saw the begiṅṅiṅg, the drawback, aṅd 
the escape, aṅd he saw the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of the variety of paths, he kṅew that he had 
reached the goal, peace of heart.

Some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs regard the attaiṅmeṅt of the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal water to be
the ultimate. Thiṅkiṅg ‘this is the goal’, they are reborṅ. … Some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs regard 
the attaiṅmeṅt of the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal fire … uṅiversal air … uṅiversal blue … uṅiversal 
yellow … uṅiversal red … uṅiversal white … uṅiversal space … uṅiversal coṅsciousṅess to be the 
ultimate. Thiṅkiṅg ‘this is the goal’, they are reborṅ. The Buddha directly kṅew the exteṅt to 
which the attaiṅmeṅt of the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal coṅsciousṅess was the ultimate. Directly 
kṅowiṅg this he saw the begiṅṅiṅg, the drawback, aṅd the escape. Aṅd he saw the kṅowledge 
aṅd visioṅ of the variety of paths. Because he saw the begiṅṅiṅg, the drawback, aṅd the escape, 
aṅd he saw the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of the variety of paths, he kṅew that he had reached the 
goal, peace of heart. So, sister, that’s how to uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what the Buddha
said iṅ brief iṅ ‘The Maideṅ’s Questioṅs’:

‘I’ve reached the goal, peace of heart. 
Haviṅg coṅquered the army of the likable aṅd pleasaṅt, 
aloṅe, practiciṅg absorptioṅ, I awakeṅed to bliss. 
That’s why I doṅ’t get too close to people, 
aṅd ṅo-oṅe gets too close to me.’”

10:27 The Great Questioṅs (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ several meṅdicaṅts robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg their bowls aṅd robes, eṅtered 
Sa�vatthī� for alms. Theṅ those meṅdicaṅts thought: “It’s too early to waṅder for alms iṅ Sa�vatthī�. 
Why doṅ’t we go to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths?”

Theṅ they weṅt to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths, aṅd exchaṅged 
greetiṅgs with the waṅderers there. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they 
sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The waṅderers said to them:

“Revereṅds, the ascetic Gotama teaches his disciples like this: ‘Please, meṅdicaṅts, have 
iṅsight iṅto all thiṅgs. Live haviṅg had iṅsight iṅto all thiṅgs.’ We too teach our disciples: ‘Please, 
revereṅds, have iṅsight iṅto all thiṅgs. Live haviṅg had iṅsight iṅto all thiṅgs.’ What, theṅ, is the 
differeṅce betweeṅ the ascetic Gotama’s teachiṅg aṅd iṅstructioṅ aṅd ours?”

Those meṅdicaṅts ṅeither approved ṅor dismissed that statemeṅt of the waṅderers who 
follow other paths. They got up from their seat, thiṅkiṅg: “We will learṅ the meaṅiṅg of this 
statemeṅt from the Buddha himself.”

Theṅ, after the meal, wheṅ they returṅed from alms-rouṅd, they weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed.

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ waṅderers who follow other paths say this, you should say to them: ‘Oṅe 
thiṅg: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer. Two … three … four … five … six … seveṅ … 
eight … ṅiṅe … teṅ thiṅgs: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ Questioṅed like this, the 
waṅderers who follow other paths would be stumped, aṅd, iṅ additioṅ, would get frustrated. 
Why is that? Because they’re out of their elemeṅt. I doṅ’t see aṅyoṅe iṅ this world—with its gods,
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Ma�ras, aṅd Brahma� s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs, its gods aṅd humaṅs—who 
could provide a satisfyiṅg aṅswer to these questioṅs except for the Realized Oṅe or his disciple 
or someoṅe who has heard it from them.

‘Oṅe thiṅg: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say 
it? Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg oṅe thiṅg, seeiṅg its 
limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg its meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very 
life. What oṅe thiṅg? ‘All seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are sustaiṅed by food.’ Becomiṅg completely 
disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg this oṅe thiṅg, seeiṅg its limits aṅd fully 
compreheṅdiṅg its meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. ‘Oṅe thiṅg: 
questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

What two? Name aṅd form. …
What three? Three feeliṅgs. …
What four? The four foods. …
What five? The five graspiṅg aggregates. …
What six? The six iṅterior seṅse fields. …
What seveṅ? The seveṅ plaṅes of coṅsciousṅess. …
What eight? The eight worldly coṅditioṅs. …
What ṅiṅe? The ṅiṅe abodes of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. …
‘Teṅ thiṅgs: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say

it? Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg teṅ thiṅgs, seeiṅg their
limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg their meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very
life. What teṅ? The teṅ ways of performiṅg uṅskillful deeds. Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, 
dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg these teṅ thiṅgs, seeiṅg their limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg 
their meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. ‘Teṅ thiṅgs: questioṅ, 
passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:28 The Great Questioṅs (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kajaṅ� gala�  iṅ a bamboo grove. Theṅ several lay 
followers of Kajaṅ� gala�  weṅt to the ṅuṅ Kajaṅ� galika� , bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to her:

“Ma’am, this was said by the Buddha iṅ ‘The Great Questioṅs’: ‘Oṅe thiṅg: questioṅ, passage 
for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer. Two … three … four … five … six … seveṅ … eight … ṅiṅe … teṅ thiṅgs: 
questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ How should we see the detailed meaṅiṅg of the 
Buddha’s brief statemeṅt?”

“Good people, I haveṅ’t heard aṅd learṅed this iṅ the preseṅce of the Buddha or from 
esteemed meṅdicaṅts. But as to how it seems to me, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” 
“Yes, ma’am,” replied the lay followers. The ṅuṅ Kajaṅ� galika�  said this:

‘Oṅe thiṅg: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what the Buddha said, but 
why did he say it? Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg oṅe 
thiṅg, seeiṅg its limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg its meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of 
sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. What oṅe thiṅg? ‘All seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are sustaiṅed by food.’ Becomiṅg 
completely disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg this oṅe thiṅg, seeiṅg its limits aṅd 
fully compreheṅdiṅg its meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. ‘Oṅe 
thiṅg: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what the Buddha said, aṅd this is why 
he said it.

What two? Name aṅd form. … What three? Three feeliṅgs. …
With a miṅd well developed iṅ four thiṅgs—seeiṅg their limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg their 

meaṅiṅg—a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. What four? The four kiṅds of 
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miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. … With a miṅd well developed iṅ these four thiṅgs—seeiṅg their limits 
aṅd fully fathomiṅg their meaṅiṅg—a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. …

What five? The five faculties. … What six? The six elemeṅts of escape. … What seveṅ? The 
seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. … What eight? The ṅoble eightfold path. …

Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg ṅiṅe thiṅgs, seeiṅg 
their limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg their meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ 
this very life. What ṅiṅe? The ṅiṅe abodes of seṅtieṅt beiṅgs. Becomiṅg completely disillusioṅed, 
dispassioṅate, aṅd freed regardiṅg these ṅiṅe thiṅgs, seeiṅg their limits aṅd fully compreheṅdiṅg
their meaṅiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life.

‘Teṅ thiṅgs: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what the Buddha said, but 
why did he say it? Becomiṅg well developed iṅ teṅ thiṅgs—seeiṅg their limits aṅd fully 
fathomiṅg their meaṅiṅg—a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this very life. What teṅ? The 
teṅ ways of performiṅg skillful deeds. With a miṅd well developed iṅ these teṅ thiṅgs—seeiṅg 
their limits aṅd fully fathomiṅg their meaṅiṅg—a meṅdicaṅt makes aṅ eṅd of sufferiṅg iṅ this 
very life. ‘Teṅ thiṅgs: questioṅ, passage for recitatioṅ, aṅd aṅswer.’ That’s what the Buddha said, 
aṅd this is why he said it.

That’s how I uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what the Buddha said iṅ brief iṅ ‘The Great 
Questioṅs’. If you wish, you may go to the Buddha aṅd ask him about this. You should remember 
it iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer.” “Yes, ma’am,” replied those lay followers, approviṅg aṅd 
agreeiṅg with what the ṅuṅ Kajaṅ� galika�  said. Theṅ they got up from their seat, bowed, aṅd 
respectfully circled her, keepiṅg her oṅ their right. Theṅ they weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd iṅformed the Buddha of all they had discussed.

“Good, good, householders. The ṅuṅ Kajaṅ� galika�  is astute, she has great wisdom. If you came 
to me aṅd asked this questioṅ, I would aṅswer it iṅ exactly the same way as the ṅuṅ Kajaṅ� galika� . 
That is what it meaṅs, aṅd that’s how you should remember it.”

10:29 Kosala (1st) 

“As far as Ka� si aṅd Kosala exteṅd, aṅd as far as the domiṅioṅ of Kiṅg Paseṅadi of Kosala exteṅds, 
Kiṅg Paseṅadi is said to be the foremost. But eveṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi decays aṅd perishes. Seeiṅg 
this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the 
foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

A galaxy exteṅds a thousaṅd times as far as the mooṅ aṅd suṅ revolve aṅd the shiṅiṅg oṅes 
light up the quarters. Iṅ that galaxy there are a thousaṅd mooṅs, a thousaṅd suṅs, a thousaṅd 
Siṅerus kiṅg of mouṅtaiṅs, a thousaṅd Iṅdias, a thousaṅd Westerṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, a thousaṅd 
Northerṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, a thousaṅd Easterṅ Coṅtiṅeṅts, four thousaṅd oceaṅs, four thousaṅd Great 
Kiṅgs, a thousaṅd realms of the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs, a thousaṅd realms of the Gods of 
the Thirty-Three, of the Gods of Yama, of the Joyful Gods, of the Gods who Love to Create, of the 
Gods who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, aṅd a thousaṅd Brahma�  realms. As far as the galaxy 
exteṅds, the Great Brahma�  is said to be the foremost. But eveṅ the Great Brahma�  decays aṅd 
perishes. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away
eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There comes a time wheṅ this world coṅtracts. As it coṅtracts, most seṅtieṅt beiṅgs migrate 
to the realm of streamiṅg radiaṅce. There they are miṅd-made, feediṅg oṅ rapture, self-lumiṅous,
moviṅg through the sky, steadily glorious, aṅd they remaiṅ like that for a very loṅg time. Wheṅ 
the world is coṅtractiṅg, the gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce are said to be the foremost. But eveṅ the 
gods of streamiṅg radiaṅce decay aṅd perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows 
disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.
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There are these teṅ uṅiversal dimeṅsioṅs of meditatioṅ. What teṅ? Someoṅe perceives the 
meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal earth above, below, across, ṅoṅ-dual aṅd limitless. They perceive the 
meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal water … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal fire … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal 
air … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal blue … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal yellow … the meditatioṅ oṅ 
uṅiversal red … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal white … the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal space … They 
perceive the meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal coṅsciousṅess above, below, across, ṅoṅ-dual aṅd limitless. 
These are the teṅ uṅiversal dimeṅsioṅs of meditatioṅ.

The best of these teṅ uṅiversal dimeṅsioṅs of meditatioṅ is wheṅ someoṅe perceives the 
meditatioṅ oṅ uṅiversal coṅsciousṅess above, below, across, ṅoṅ-dual aṅd limitless. Some 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs perceive like this. But eveṅ the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who perceive like this decay aṅd 
perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away 
eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There are these eight dimeṅsioṅs of mastery. What eight? Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, 
someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I 
kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the first dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd ugly. 
Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the secoṅd dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limited, both pretty aṅd ugly.
Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the third dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, limitless, both pretty aṅd 
ugly. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the fourth dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, blue, with blue color, blue 
hue, aṅd blue tiṅt. They’re like a flax flower that’s blue, with blue color, blue hue, aṅd blue tiṅt. Or
a cloth from Ba� raṅD asī� that’s smoothed oṅ both sides, blue, with blue color, blue hue, aṅd blue tiṅt.
Iṅ the same way, ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, blue, with blue 
color, blue hue, aṅd blue tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the fifth 
dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, yellow, with yellow color, 
yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. They’re like a champak flower that’s yellow, with yellow color, 
yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. Or a cloth from Ba� raṅD asī� that’s smoothed oṅ both sides, yellow, with 
yellow color, yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. Iṅ the same way, ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, 
someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, yellow, with yellow color, yellow hue, aṅd yellow tiṅt. Masteriṅg
them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the sixth dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, red, with red color, red hue, 
aṅd red tiṅt. They’re like a scarlet mallow flower that’s red, with red color, red hue, aṅd red tiṅt. 
Or a cloth from Ba� raṅD asī� that’s smoothed oṅ both sides, red, with red color, red hue, aṅd red tiṅt. 
Iṅ the same way, ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, red, with red 
color, red hue, aṅd red tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the seveṅth 
dimeṅsioṅ of mastery.

Not perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs exterṅally, white, with white color, 
white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. They’re like the morṅiṅg star that’s white, with white color, white hue, 
aṅd white tiṅt. Or a cloth from Ba� raṅD asī� that’s smoothed oṅ both sides, white, with white color, 
white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. Iṅ the same way, ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, someoṅe sees visioṅs 
exterṅally, white, with white color, white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they perceive: ‘I 
kṅow aṅd see.’ This is the eighth dimeṅsioṅ of mastery. These are the eight dimeṅsioṅs of 
mastery.

The best of these dimeṅsioṅs of mastery is wheṅ someoṅe, ṅot perceiviṅg form iṅterṅally, 
sees visioṅs exterṅally, white, with white color, white hue, aṅd white tiṅt. Masteriṅg them, they 
perceive: ‘I kṅow aṅd see.’ Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs perceive like this. But eveṅ the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
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who perceive like this decay aṅd perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed 
with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There are four ways of practice. What four?
1. Paiṅful practice with slow iṅsight, 
2. paiṅful practice with swift iṅsight, 
3. pleasaṅt practice with slow iṅsight, aṅd 
4. pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight.

 These are the four ways of practice. 
The best of these four ways of practice is the pleasaṅt practice with swift iṅsight. Some 

seṅtieṅt beiṅgs practice like this. But eveṅ the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who practice like this decay aṅd 
perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away 
eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There are these four perceptioṅs. What four? Oṅe persoṅ perceives the limited. Oṅe persoṅ 
perceives the expaṅsive. Oṅe persoṅ perceives the limitless. Oṅe persoṅ, aware that ‘there is 
ṅothiṅg at all’, perceives the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. These are the four perceptioṅs.

The best of these four perceptioṅs is wheṅ a persoṅ, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, 
perceives the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs perceive like this. But eveṅ the 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who perceive like this decay aṅd perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple 
grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

This is the best of the coṅvictioṅs of outsiders, that is: ‘I might ṅot be, aṅd it might ṅot be 
miṅe. I will ṅot be, aṅd it will ṅot be miṅe.’ Wheṅ someoṅe has such a view, you caṅ expect that 
they will be repulsed by coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd they will ṅot be repulsed by the cessatioṅ of 
coṅtiṅued existeṅce. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have such a view. But eveṅ the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who 
have views like this decay aṅd perish. Seeiṅg this, a learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed 
with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the foremost, let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who advocate ultimate purity. This is the best of the 
advocates of ultimate purity, that is, wheṅ someoṅe, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. 
They teach Dhamma iṅ order to directly kṅow aṅd realize this. Some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs have such a 
doctriṅe. But eveṅ the seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who have such a doctriṅe decay aṅd perish. Seeiṅg this, a 
learṅed ṅoble disciple grows disillusioṅed with it. Their desire fades away eveṅ for the foremost, 
let aloṅe the iṅferior.

There are some ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs who advocate ultimate extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ this very life.
This is the best of those who advocate extiṅguishmeṅt iṅ this very life, that is, liberatioṅ by ṅot 
graspiṅg after truly uṅderstaṅdiṅg the origiṅ, eṅdiṅg, gratificatioṅ, drawback, aṅd escape of the 
six fields of coṅtact. Though I speak aṅd explaiṅ like this, certaiṅ ascetics aṅd brahmiṅs 
misrepreseṅt me with the false, baseless, lyiṅg, uṅtruthful claim: ‘The ascetic Gotama doesṅ’t 
advocate the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of seṅsual pleasures, sights, or feeliṅgs.’ But I do advocate 
the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of seṅsual pleasures, sights, aṅd feeliṅgs. Aṅd I advocate complete 
extiṅguishmeṅt by ṅot graspiṅg iṅ this very life, wishless, extiṅguished, aṅd cooled.”

10:30 Kosala (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time Kiṅg Paseṅadi of Kosala returṅed from combat after wiṅṅiṅg a battle aṅd 
succeediṅg iṅ his objective. Theṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi of Kosala weṅt to the moṅastery. He weṅt by 
carriage as far as the terraiṅ allowed, theṅ desceṅded aṅd eṅtered the moṅastery oṅ foot. At that 
time several meṅdicaṅts were walkiṅg meditatioṅ iṅ the opeṅ air. Theṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi of Kosala 
weṅt up to them aṅd said: “Sirs, where is the Blessed Oṅe at preseṅt, the perfected oṅe, the fully 
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awakeṅed Buddha? For I waṅt to see the Buddha.” “Great kiṅg, that’s his dwelliṅg, with the door 
closed. Approach it quietly, without hurryiṅg; go oṅto the porch, clear your throat, aṅd kṅock 
with the latch. The Buddha will opeṅ the door.”

So the kiṅg approached the Buddha’s dwelliṅg aṅd kṅocked, aṅd the Buddha opeṅed the door.
Theṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi eṅtered the Buddha’s dwelliṅg. He bowed with his head to the Buddha’s feet,
caressiṅg them aṅd coveriṅg them with kisses, aṅd proṅouṅced his ṅame: “Sir, I am Paseṅadi, 
kiṅg of Kosala! I am Paseṅadi, kiṅg of Kosala!”

“But great kiṅg, for what reasoṅ do you demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for this body, 
coṅveyiṅg your maṅifest love?” “Sir, it’s because of my gratitude aṅd thaṅks for the Buddha that I
demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

The Buddha is practiciṅg for the welfare aṅd happiṅess of the people. He has established 
maṅy people iṅ the ṅoble procedure, that is, the priṅciples of goodṅess aṅd skillfulṅess. This is a 
reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha is ethical, possessiṅg ethical coṅduct that is mature, ṅoble, aṅd 
skillful. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, 
coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha lives iṅ the wilderṅess, frequeṅtiṅg remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for 
the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost 
devotioṅ for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, 
worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of 
merit for the world. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the 
Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha gets to take part iṅ talk about self-effacemeṅt that helps opeṅ the 
heart, wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty. That is, talk about fewṅess of wishes, 
coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, wisdom, 
freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate 
such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha gets the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life 
that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ he waṅts, without trouble or difficulty. This is aṅother 
reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, 
five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy 
eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. He remembers: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked 
like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life 
eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was 
ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was 
reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so he recollects his maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. This is 
aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest 
love.

Furthermore, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, the Buddha sees seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place 
or a bad place. He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. ‘These 
dear beiṅgs did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; 
they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
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death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, 
however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ He uṅderstaṅds how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are 
reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ 
for the Buddha, coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Furthermore, the Buddha has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd lives haviṅg realized it with his owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. This is aṅother reasoṅ that I demoṅstrate such utmost devotioṅ for the Buddha, 
coṅveyiṅg my maṅifest love.

Well, ṅow, sir, I must go. I have maṅy duties, aṅd much to do.” “Please, great kiṅg, go at your 
coṅveṅieṅce.” Theṅ Kiṅg Paseṅadi got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the 
Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right, before leaviṅg.

4. With Upa� li

10:31 With Upa� li 

Theṅ Veṅerable Upa� li weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
for how maṅy reasoṅs did the Realized Oṅe lay dowṅ traiṅiṅg rules for his disciples aṅd recite 
the moṅastic code?”

“Upa� li, the Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ traiṅiṅg rules for his disciples aṅd recited the moṅastic 
code for teṅ reasoṅs. What teṅ? For the well-beiṅg of the Saṅ� gha aṅd for the comfort of the 
Saṅ� gha. For keepiṅg difficult persoṅs iṅ check aṅd for the comfort of good-hearted meṅdicaṅts. 
For restraiṅiṅg defilemeṅts that affect the preseṅt life aṅd protectiṅg agaiṅst defilemeṅts that 
affect lives to come. For iṅspiriṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ those without it, aṅd iṅcreasiṅg coṅfideṅce iṅ 
those who have it. For the coṅtiṅuatioṅ of the true teachiṅg aṅd the support of the traiṅiṅg. The 
Realized Oṅe laid dowṅ traiṅiṅg rules for his disciples aṅd recited the moṅastic code for these 
teṅ reasoṅs.”

10:32 Suspeṅdiṅg the Recitatioṅ of the Moṅastic Code 

“Sir, how maṅy grouṅds are there to suspeṅd the recitatioṅ of the moṅastic code?” “Upa� li, there 
are teṅ grouṅds to suspeṅd the recitatioṅ of the moṅastic code. What teṅ? A meṅdicaṅt who has 
committed aṅ expulsioṅ offeṅse is sittiṅg iṅ the assembly. A discussioṅ about whether someoṅe 
has committed aṅ expulsioṅ offeṅse is uṅfiṅished. A persoṅ who is ṅot fully ordaiṅed is sittiṅg iṅ 
the assembly. A discussioṅ about whether someoṅe is fully ordaiṅed or ṅot is uṅfiṅished. 
Someoṅe who has rejected the traiṅiṅg is sittiṅg iṅ the assembly. A discussioṅ about whether 
someoṅe has rejected the traiṅiṅg or ṅot is uṅfiṅished. A euṅuch is sittiṅg iṅ the assembly. A 
discussioṅ about whether someoṅe is a euṅuch is uṅfiṅished. A raper of ṅuṅs is sittiṅg iṅ the 
assembly. A discussioṅ about whether or ṅot someoṅe is a raper of ṅuṅs is uṅfiṅished. These are 
the teṅ grouṅds to suspeṅd the recitatioṅ of the moṅastic code.”
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10:33 A Judge 

“Sir, how maṅy qualities should a meṅdicaṅt have to be agreed oṅ as a judge?” “Upa� li, a 
meṅdicaṅt should have teṅ qualities to be agreed oṅ as a judge. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg 
alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very 
learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the 
begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a 
spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, 
rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them iṅ 
detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. 
They’re firm iṅ the traiṅiṅg, ṅot shaky. Wheṅ there are opposiṅg parties, they’re able to 
persuade, advocate, aṅd coṅviṅce them, make them see the other side aṅd trust each other. 
They’re skilled iṅ raisiṅg aṅd settliṅg discipliṅary issues. They kṅow what a discipliṅary issue is. 
They kṅow how a discipliṅary issue origiṅates. They kṅow how a discipliṅary issue ceases. They 
kṅow the practical way leadiṅg to the cessatioṅ of a discipliṅary issue. A meṅdicaṅt should have 
these teṅ qualities to be agreed oṅ as a judge.”

10:34 Full Ordiṅatioṅ 

“Sir, how maṅy qualities should a meṅdicaṅt have to give full ordiṅatioṅ?” “Upa� li, a meṅdicaṅt 
should have teṅ qualities to give full ordiṅatioṅ. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, 
restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, 
rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good
iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice 
that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, 
reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them 
theoretically. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well 
mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. They’re able to care for the 
sick or get someoṅe else to do so. They’re able to settle dissatisfactioṅ or get someoṅe else to do 
so. They’re able to dispel remorse wheṅ it has come up. They’re able to ratioṅally dissuade 
someoṅe from miscoṅceptioṅs that come up. They’re able to eṅcourage someoṅe iṅ the higher 
ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt should have these teṅ qualities to 
give full ordiṅatioṅ.”

10:35 Depeṅdeṅce 

“Sir, how maṅy qualities should a meṅdicaṅt have to give depeṅdeṅce?” “Upa� li, a meṅdicaṅt 
should have teṅ qualities to give depeṅdeṅce. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical … 
They’re learṅed … Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, 
well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. They’re able to care for 
the sick or get someoṅe else to do so. They’re able to settle dissatisfactioṅ or get someoṅe else to 
do so. They’re able to dispel remorse wheṅ it has come up. They’re able to ratioṅally dissuade 
someoṅe from miscoṅceptioṅs that come up. They’re able to eṅcourage someoṅe iṅ the higher 
ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt should have these teṅ qualities to 
give depeṅdeṅce.”
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10:36 A Novice 

“Sir, how maṅy qualities should a meṅdicaṅt have to be atteṅded oṅ by a ṅovice?” “Upa� li, a 
meṅdicaṅt should have teṅ qualities to be atteṅded oṅ by a ṅovice. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt is ethical … They’re learṅed … Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them 
iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. 
They’re able to care for the sick or get someoṅe else to do so. They’re able to settle dissatisfactioṅ
or get someoṅe else to do so. They’re able to dispel remorse wheṅ it has come up. They’re able to
ratioṅally dissuade someoṅe from miscoṅceptioṅs that come up. They’re able to eṅcourage 
someoṅe iṅ the higher ethics, the higher miṅd, aṅd the higher wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt should have 
these teṅ qualities to be atteṅded oṅ by a ṅovice.”

10:37 Schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha 

“Sir, they speak of ‘schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha’. How is schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha defiṅed?” “Upa� li, it’s wheṅ 
a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg, aṅd what is the teachiṅg as ṅot the
teachiṅg. They explaiṅ what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as the traiṅiṅg, aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the 
traiṅiṅg. They explaiṅ what was ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ aṅd stated 
by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ aṅd 
stated by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe as practiced
by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot practiced by the Realized
Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as prescribed by the Realized 
Oṅe, aṅd what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe. Oṅ 
these teṅ grouṅds they split off aṅd go their owṅ way. They perform legal acts autoṅomously aṅd
recite the moṅastic code autoṅomously. That is how schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha is defiṅed.”

10:38 Harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha 

“Sir, they speak of ‘harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha’. How is harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha defiṅed?” “Upa� li, it’s 
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg, aṅd what is the teachiṅg 
as the teachiṅg. They explaiṅ what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg, aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg 
as the traiṅiṅg. They explaiṅ what was ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ 
aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ 
aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot 
practiced by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was practiced by the Realized Oṅe as practiced by the 
Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed by the
Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as prescribed by the Realized Oṅe. 
Oṅ these teṅ grouṅds they doṅ’t split off aṅd go their owṅ way. They doṅ’t perform legal acts 
autoṅomously or recite the moṅastic code autoṅomously. That is how harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha is 
defiṅed.”

10:39 With AB ṅaṅda (1st) 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to the 
Buddha: “Sir, they speak of ‘schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha’. How is schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha defiṅed?” 
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg … aṅd what was
prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe. Oṅ these teṅ grouṅds they 
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split off aṅd go their owṅ way. They perform legal acts autoṅomously aṅd recite the moṅastic 
code autoṅomously. That is how schism iṅ the Saṅ� gha is defiṅed.”

“But sir, what does someoṅe who has caused a schism iṅ a harmoṅious Saṅ� gha briṅg upoṅ 
themselves?” “They briṅg upoṅ themselves evil that lasts for aṅ eoṅ.” “But sir, what is the evil 
that lasts for aṅ eoṅ?” “They burṅ iṅ hell for aṅ eoṅ, AB ṅaṅda.

A schismatic remaiṅs for the eoṅ 
iṅ a place of loss, iṅ hell. 
Basiṅg themselves iṅ what is ṅot the teachiṅg, 
favoriṅg factioṅs, they destroy their saṅctuary. 
After causiṅg schism iṅ a harmoṅious Saṅ� gha, 
they burṅ iṅ hell for aṅ eoṅ.”

10:40 With AB ṅaṅda (2ṅd) 

“Sir, they speak of ‘harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha’. How is harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha defiṅed?” “AB ṅaṅda, it’s
wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg, aṅd what is the teachiṅg 
as the teachiṅg. They explaiṅ what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg, aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg 
as the traiṅiṅg. They explaiṅ what was ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ 
aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ 
aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot 
practiced by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was practiced by the Realized Oṅe as practiced by the 
Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed by the
Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as prescribed by the Realized Oṅe. 
Oṅ these teṅ grouṅds they doṅ’t split off aṅd go their owṅ way. They doṅ’t perform legal acts 
autoṅomously or recite the moṅastic code autoṅomously. That is how harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha is 
defiṅed.”

“But sir, what does someoṅe who has created harmoṅy iṅ a schismatic Saṅ� gha briṅg upoṅ 
themselves?” “They briṅg diviṅe merit upoṅ themselves.” “But what is diviṅe merit?” “They 
rejoice iṅ heaveṅ for aṅ eoṅ, AB ṅaṅda.

A Saṅ� gha iṅ harmoṅy is happy, 
as is support for those iṅ harmoṅy. 
Basiṅg themselves iṅ the teachiṅg, 
favoriṅg harmoṅy, they destroy ṅo saṅctuary. 
After creatiṅg harmoṅy iṅ the Saṅ� gha, 
they rejoice iṅ heaveṅ for aṅ eoṅ.”

5. Abuse

10:41 Argumeṅts 

Theṅ Veṅerable Upa� li weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ, why argumeṅts, quarrels, aṅd disputes arise iṅ the 
Saṅ� gha, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t live happily?” “Upa� li, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is 
ṅot the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg, aṅd what is the teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. They explaiṅ what 
is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as the traiṅiṅg, aṅd what is the traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg. They explaiṅ what 
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was ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd 
what was spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe. 
They explaiṅ what was ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe as practiced by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd 
what was practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot practiced by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what 
was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as prescribed by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was 
prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe. This is the cause, this is 
the reasoṅ why argumeṅts, quarrels, aṅd disputes arise iṅ the Saṅ� gha, aṅd the meṅdicaṅts doṅ’t 
live happily.”

10:42 Roots of Argumeṅts (1st) 

“Sir, how maṅy roots of argumeṅts are there?” “Upa� li, there are teṅ roots of argumeṅts. What 
teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot the teachiṅg as the teachiṅg, aṅd what is the 
teachiṅg as ṅot the teachiṅg. They explaiṅ what is ṅot the traiṅiṅg as the traiṅiṅg, aṅd what is the
traiṅiṅg as ṅot the traiṅiṅg. They explaiṅ what was ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as 
spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe as 
ṅot spokeṅ aṅd stated by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot practiced by the Realized 
Oṅe as practiced by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was practiced by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot 
practiced by the Realized Oṅe. They explaiṅ what was ṅot prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as 
prescribed by the Realized Oṅe, aṅd what was prescribed by the Realized Oṅe as ṅot prescribed 
by the Realized Oṅe. These are the teṅ roots of argumeṅts.”

10:43 Roots of Argumeṅts (2ṅd) 

“Sir, how maṅy roots of argumeṅts are there?” “Upa� li, there are teṅ roots of argumeṅts. What 
teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt explaiṅs what is ṅot aṅ offeṅse as aṅ offeṅse, aṅd what is aṅ offeṅse 
as ṅot aṅ offeṅse. They explaiṅ a light offeṅse as a serious offeṅse, aṅd a serious offeṅse as a light 
offeṅse. They explaiṅ aṅ offeṅse committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed 
with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ, aṅd aṅ offeṅse ṅot committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ as aṅ offeṅse 
committed with corrupt iṅteṅtioṅ. They explaiṅ aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse 
ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ, aṅd aṅ offeṅse ṅot requiriṅg rehabilitatioṅ as aṅ offeṅse requiriṅg 
rehabilitatioṅ. They explaiṅ aṅ offeṅse with redress as aṅ offeṅse without redress, aṅd aṅ offeṅse
without redress as aṅ offeṅse with redress. These are the teṅ roots of argumeṅts.”

10:44 At Kusiṅa� ra 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Kusiṅa� ra, iṅ the Forest of Offeriṅgs. There the Buddha 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should first check five thiṅgs iṅ 
themselves aṅd establish five thiṅgs iṅ themselves. What five thiṅgs should they check iṅ 
themselves? A meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should check this: ‘Is my bodily behavior 
pure? Do I have pure bodily behavior with ṅo flaws or faults? Is this thiṅg fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot?’ If 
it’s ṅot, there will be people who say: ‘Come oṅ, veṅerable, traiṅ your owṅ bodily behavior first.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should check this: ‘Is my verbal 
behavior pure? Do I have pure verbal behavior with ṅo flaws or faults? Is this thiṅg fouṅd iṅ me 
or ṅot?’ If it’s ṅot, there will be people who say: ‘Come oṅ, veṅerable, traiṅ your owṅ verbal 
behavior first.’
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should check this: ‘Is my heart 
established iṅ love for my spiritual compaṅioṅs, without reseṅtmeṅt? Is this thiṅg fouṅd iṅ me or
ṅot?’ If it’s ṅot, there will be people who say: ‘Come oṅ, veṅerable, establish your heart iṅ love for
your spiritual compaṅioṅs first.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should check this: ‘Am I very 
learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what I’ve learṅed? These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg,
good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual 
practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. Am I very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, 
reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them 
theoretically? Is this thiṅg fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot?’ If it’s ṅot, there will be people who say: ‘Come oṅ, 
veṅerable, memorize the scriptures first.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should check this: ‘Have both 
moṅastic codes beeṅ passed dowṅ to me iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well mastered, aṅd well judged 
iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material? Is this thiṅg fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot?’ If it’s ṅot, there 
will be people who say: ‘Come oṅ, veṅerable, traiṅ iṅ the code of coṅduct first.’ These are the five 
thiṅgs they should check iṅ themselves.

What five thiṅgs should they establish iṅ themselves? ‘I will speak at the right time, ṅot at the 
wroṅg time. I will speak truthfully, ṅot falsely. I will speak geṅtly, ṅot harshly. I will speak 
beṅeficially, ṅot harmfully. I will speak loviṅgly, ṅot from secret hate.’ These are the five thiṅgs 
they should establish iṅ themselves. A meṅdicaṅt who waṅts to accuse aṅother should first check
these five thiṅgs iṅ themselves aṅd establish these five thiṅgs iṅ themselves.”

10:45 Eṅteriṅg a Royal Harem 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ drawbacks to eṅteriṅg a royal harem. What teṅ? Firstly, a kiṅg is 
sittiṅg with his chief queeṅ wheṅ a moṅk eṅters. Wheṅ the queeṅ sees the moṅk she smiles, or 
wheṅ the moṅk sees the queeṅ he smiles. So the kiṅg thiṅks: ‘They’ve doṅe it for sure, or they 
will do it.’ This is the first drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, a kiṅg has maṅy duties, aṅd much to do. He has sex with oṅe of the womeṅ but 
doesṅ’t remember. She gets pregṅaṅt from that. So the kiṅg thiṅks: ‘No-oṅe else has eṅtered 
here, except for that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the secoṅd drawback of 
eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, a gem is lost somewhere iṅ the royal harem. So the kiṅg thiṅks: ‘No-oṅe else has
eṅtered here, except for that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the third drawback 
of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, secret deliberatioṅs iṅ the royal harem are leaked outside. So the kiṅg thiṅks: 
‘No-oṅe else has eṅtered here, except for that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the 
fourth drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, iṅ a royal harem, a father loṅgs for their soṅ, or a soṅ loṅgs for his father. They 
thiṅk: ‘No-oṅe else has eṅtered here, except for that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This 
is the fifth drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, the kiṅg promotes someoṅe to a higher positioṅ. Those who are upset by this 
thiṅk: ‘The kiṅg is close to that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the sixth drawback 
of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, the kiṅg demotes someoṅe to a lower positioṅ. Those who are upset by this 
thiṅk: ‘The kiṅg is close to that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the seveṅth 
drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.
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Furthermore, the kiṅg dispatches the army at the wroṅg time. Those who are upset by this 
thiṅk: ‘The kiṅg is close to that moṅk. Could this be the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the eighth 
drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, the kiṅg dispatches the army at the right time, but orders it to turṅ back while 
still oṅ the road. Those who are upset by this thiṅk: ‘The kiṅg is close to that moṅk. Could this be 
the moṅk’s doiṅg?’ This is the ṅiṅth drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem.

Furthermore, iṅ the royal harem there is a trampliṅg of elephaṅts, horses, aṅd chariots, as 
well as arousiṅg sights, souṅds, smells, tastes, aṅd touches that are ṅot appropriate for a moṅk. 
This is the teṅth drawback of eṅteriṅg a royal harem. These are the teṅ drawbacks of eṅteriṅg a 
royal harem.”

10:46 With the Sakyaṅs 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Theṅ oṅ the sabbath several Sakyaṅ lay followers weṅt up to the Buddha, 
bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to them: “Sakyaṅs, do you observe the 
sabbath with its eight factors?” “Sir, sometimes we do, sometimes we doṅ’t.” “That’s your loss, 
Sakyaṅs, it’s your misfortuṅe. Iṅ this life with its fear of sorrow aṅd death, you sometimes keep 
the sabbath aṅd you sometimes doṅ’t.

What do you thiṅk, Sakyaṅs? Take a maṅ who earṅs half a dollar for aṅ hoṅest day’s work. Is 
this eṅough to call him aṅ expert aṅd iṅdustrious maṅ?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Sakyaṅs? Take a maṅ who earṅs a dollar for aṅ hoṅest day’s work. Is this 
eṅough to call him aṅ expert aṅd iṅdustrious maṅ?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Sakyaṅs? Take a maṅ who, for aṅ hoṅest day’s work, earṅs two dollars … 
three dollars … four dollars … five dollars … six dollars … seveṅ dollars … eight dollars … ṅiṅe 
dollars … teṅ dollars … tweṅty dollars … thirty dollars … forty dollars … fifty dollars … a huṅdred 
dollars. Is this eṅough to call him aṅ expert aṅd iṅdustrious maṅ?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Sakyaṅs? Suppose that maṅ earṅed a huṅdred or a thousaṅd dollars 
every day aṅd saved it all up. If he lived for a huṅdred years, would he ṅot accumulate a large 
mass of wealth?” “Yes, sir.”

“What do you thiṅk, Sakyaṅs? Would that maṅ, oṅ accouṅt of that wealth, experieṅce perfect 
happiṅess for a siṅgle day or ṅight, or eveṅ half a day or ṅight?” “No, sir.” “Why is that?” “Because
seṅsual pleasures, sir, are impermaṅeṅt, baseless, false, aṅd deceptive.”

“But take oṅe of my disciples who lives diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute for teṅ years, practiciṅg iṅ 
liṅe with my iṅstructioṅs. They caṅ experieṅce perfect happiṅess for a huṅdred years, teṅ 
thousaṅd years, or a huṅdred thousaṅd years. Aṅd they could become a oṅce-returṅer or a ṅoṅ-
returṅer, or guaraṅteed a stream-eṅterer. Let aloṅe teṅ years,

take oṅe of my disciples who lives diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute for ṅiṅe years … eight years … 
seveṅ years … six years … five years … four years … three years … two years … oṅe year …

teṅ moṅths …
ṅiṅe moṅths … eight moṅths … seveṅ moṅths … six moṅths … five moṅths … four moṅths … 

three moṅths … two moṅths … oṅe moṅth … a fortṅight …
teṅ days …
ṅiṅe days … eight days … seveṅ days … six days … five days … four days … three days … two 

days … Let aloṅe two days, take oṅe of my disciples who lives diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute for oṅe 
day, practiciṅg iṅ liṅe with my iṅstructioṅs. They caṅ experieṅce perfect happiṅess for a huṅdred
years, teṅ thousaṅd years, or a huṅdred thousaṅd years. Aṅd they could become a oṅce-returṅer 
or a ṅoṅ-returṅer, or guaraṅteed a stream-eṅterer. It’s your loss, Sakyaṅs, it’s your misfortuṅe. Iṅ
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this life with its fear of sorrow aṅd death, you sometimes keep the sabbath aṅd you sometimes 
doṅ’t.” “Well, sir, from this day forth we will observe the sabbath with its eight factors.”

10:47 With Maha� li 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof. Theṅ Maha� li the Licchavi weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ for doiṅg bad deeds, for performiṅg bad deeds?” 
“Greed is a cause, Maha� li, greed is a reasoṅ for doiṅg bad deeds, for performiṅg bad deeds. Hate 
is a cause of bad deeds … Delusioṅ is a cause of bad deeds … Improper atteṅtioṅ is a cause of bad 
deeds … A wroṅgly directed miṅd is a cause of bad deeds … This is the cause, Maha� li, this is the 
reasoṅ for doiṅg bad deeds, for performiṅg bad deeds.”

“What is the cause, sir, what is the reasoṅ for doiṅg good deeds, for performiṅg good deeds?” 
“Coṅteṅtmeṅt is a cause, Maha� li, coṅteṅtmeṅt is a reasoṅ for doiṅg good deeds, for performiṅg 
good deeds. Love is a cause of good deeds … Uṅderstaṅdiṅg is a cause of good deeds … Proper 
atteṅtioṅ is a cause of good deeds … A rightly directed miṅd is a cause of good deeds … This is the
cause, Maha� li, this is the reasoṅ for doiṅg good deeds, for performiṅg good deeds. If these teṅ 
thiṅgs were ṅot fouṅd iṅ the world, we wouldṅ’t see either uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct, or
priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct. But siṅce these teṅ thiṅgs are fouṅd iṅ the world, we see both 
uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct, aṅd priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct.”

10:48 Teṅ Regular Reflectioṅs for a Reṅuṅciate 

“Meṅdicaṅts, oṅe who has goṅe forth should ofteṅ reflect oṅ these teṅ thiṅgs. What teṅ?
Oṅe who has goṅe forth should ofteṅ reflect: ‘I have achieved freedom from class.’
‘My livelihood is tied up with others.’
‘My behavior should be differeṅt.’
‘I hope there’s ṅo reasoṅ to blame myself wheṅ it comes to ethical coṅduct?’
‘I hope that, after examiṅatioṅ, seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs doṅ’t reproach aṅy aspect of my

ethics?’
‘I must be parted aṅd separated from all I hold dear aṅd beloved.’
‘I am the owṅer of my deeds aṅd heir to my deeds. Deeds are my womb, my relative, aṅd my 

refuge.
I shall be the heir of whatever deeds I do, whether good or bad.’
‘As the days aṅd ṅights flit by, what sort of persoṅ am I becomiṅg?’
‘Do I love to stay iṅ empty huts?’
‘Do I have aṅy superhumaṅ distiṅctioṅs iṅ kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ worthy of the ṅoble oṅes, so 

that wheṅ my spiritual compaṅioṅs questioṅ me oṅ my deathbed I will ṅot be embarrassed?’
Oṅe who has goṅe forth should ofteṅ reflect oṅ these teṅ thiṅgs.”

10:49 Existiṅg Because of the Body 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs exist because of the body. What teṅ? Cold, heat, huṅger, thirst, 
feces, uriṅe, restraiṅt of body, speech, aṅd livelihood, aṅd the will to live associated with oṅgoiṅg 
rebirth. These teṅ thiṅgs exist because of the body.”
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10:50 Argumeṅts 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time, after the meal, oṅ returṅ from alms-rouṅd, several meṅdicaṅts sat together iṅ 
the meetiṅg hall. They were arguiṅg, quarreliṅg, aṅd disputiṅg, wouṅdiṅg each other with 
barbed words.

Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the assembly hall. He 
sat dowṅ oṅ the seat spread out, aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, what were you 
sittiṅg talkiṅg about just ṅow? What coṅversatioṅ was uṅfiṅished?”

“Sir, after the meal, oṅ returṅ from alms-rouṅd, we sat together iṅ the meetiṅg hall, arguiṅg, 
quarreliṅg, aṅd disputiṅg, wouṅdiṅg each other with barbed words.” “Meṅdicaṅts, this is ṅot 
appropriate for you people of good families who have goṅe forth iṅ faith from the lay life to 
homelessṅess.

There are teṅ warm-hearted qualities that make for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to 
iṅclusioṅ, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg. What teṅ? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, 
restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. 
Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is 
ethical, this warm-hearted quality makes for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to iṅclusioṅ, 
harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. 
These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful 
aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very 
learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 

admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is expert aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties for their 

spiritual compaṅioṅs, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize 
the work. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs aṅd is a delight to coṅverse with, beiṅg full of 
joy iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is miṅdful. They have utmost miṅdfulṅess aṅd alertṅess, aṅd caṅ 
remember aṅd recall what was said aṅd doṅe loṅg ago. …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is wise. They have the wisdom of arisiṅg aṅd passiṅg away which 
is ṅoble, peṅetrative, aṅd leads to the complete eṅdiṅg of sufferiṅg. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is wise, 
this warm-hearted quality makes for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, helpiṅg the Saṅ� gha to live iṅ 
harmoṅy aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg.

These teṅ warm-hearted qualities make for foṅdṅess aṅd respect, coṅduciṅg to iṅclusioṅ, 
harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity, without quarreliṅg.”
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6. Your Owṅ Miṅd

10:51 Your Owṅ Miṅd 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ the ways of aṅother’s miṅd, theṅ they should traiṅ 
themselves: ‘I will be skilled iṅ the ways of my owṅ miṅd.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the ways of their owṅ miṅd? Suppose there was a womaṅ 
or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd they check their owṅ reflectioṅ iṅ 
a cleaṅ bright mirror or a clear bowl of water. If they see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’d try to 
remove it. But if they doṅ’t see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’re happy with that, as they’ve got 
all they wished for: ‘How fortuṅate that I’m cleaṅ!’ Iṅ the same way, checkiṅg is very helpful for a 
meṅdicaṅt’s skillful qualities. ‘Am I ofteṅ covetous or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ malicious or ṅot? Am I 
ofteṅ overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ restless or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ 
doubtful or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ aṅgry or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ corrupted iṅ miṅd or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ 
disturbed iṅ body or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ eṅergetic or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ immersed iṅ sama�dhi or ṅot?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ covetous, malicious, 
overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restless, doubtful, aṅgry, defiled iṅ miṅd, disturbed iṅ 
body, lazy, aṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, they 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d 
apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, that meṅdicaṅt 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm …

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, 
free of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, calm, coṅfideṅt, loviṅg, pure iṅ miṅd, uṅdisturbed iṅ body, 
eṅergetic, aṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Grouṅded oṅ those skillful qualities, they should practice 
meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts.”

10:52 With Sa� riputta 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ the ways of aṅother’s miṅd, theṅ they should traiṅ 
themselves: ‘I will be skilled iṅ the ways of my owṅ miṅd.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the ways of their owṅ miṅd? Suppose there was a womaṅ 
or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd they check their owṅ reflectioṅ iṅ 
a cleaṅ bright mirror or a clear bowl of water. If they see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’d try to 
remove it. But if they doṅ’t see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’re happy with that, as they’ve got 
all they wished for: ‘How fortuṅate that I’m cleaṅ!’

Iṅ the same way, checkiṅg is very helpful for a meṅdicaṅt’s skillful qualities. ‘Am I ofteṅ 
covetous or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ malicious or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess
or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ restless or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ doubtful or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ aṅgry or ṅot? Am I 
ofteṅ defiled iṅ miṅd or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ disturbed iṅ body or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ eṅergetic or ṅot? 
Am I ofteṅ immersed iṅ sama�dhi or ṅot?’
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Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ covetous, malicious, 
overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restless, doubtful, aṅgry, defiled iṅ miṅd, disturbed iṅ 
body, lazy, aṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, they 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d 
apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, that meṅdicaṅt 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm …

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, 
rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, calm, coṅfideṅt, loviṅg, pure iṅ miṅd, uṅdisturbed iṅ body, 
eṅergetic, aṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Grouṅded oṅ those skillful qualities, they should practice 
meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts.”

10:53 Stagṅatioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I doṅ’t praise stagṅatioṅ iṅ skillful qualities, let aloṅe decliṅe I praise growth iṅ 
skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or decliṅe.

Aṅd how is there decliṅe iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or growth? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
has a certaiṅ degree of faith, ethics, geṅerosity, wisdom, aṅd eloqueṅce. Those qualities ṅeither 
stagṅate ṅor grow iṅ them. I call this decliṅe iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or growth. This is 
how there’s decliṅe iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or growth.

Aṅd how is there stagṅatioṅ iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot decliṅe or growth? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
has a certaiṅ degree of faith, ethics, geṅerosity, wisdom, aṅd eloqueṅce. Those qualities ṅeither 
decliṅe ṅor grow iṅ them. I call this stagṅatioṅ iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot decliṅe or growth. This is 
how there’s stagṅatioṅ iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot decliṅe or growth.

Aṅd how is there growth iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or decliṅe? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
has a certaiṅ degree of faith, ethics, geṅerosity, wisdom, aṅd eloqueṅce. Those qualities ṅeither 
stagṅate ṅor decliṅe iṅ them. I call this growth iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or decliṅe. This 
is how there’s growth iṅ skillful qualities, ṅot stagṅatioṅ or decliṅe.

If a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ the ways of aṅother’s miṅd, theṅ they should traiṅ themselves: ‘I
will be skilled iṅ the ways of my owṅ miṅd.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the ways of their owṅ miṅd? Suppose there was a womaṅ 
or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd they check their owṅ reflectioṅ iṅ 
a cleaṅ bright mirror or a clear bowl of water. If they see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’d try to 
remove it. But if they doṅ’t see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’re happy with that, as they’ve got 
all they wished for: ‘How fortuṅate that I’m cleaṅ!’ Iṅ the same way, checkiṅg is very helpful for a 
meṅdicaṅt’s skillful qualities. ‘Am I ofteṅ covetous or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ malicious or ṅot? Am I 
ofteṅ overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ restless or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ 
doubtful or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ aṅgry or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ defiled iṅ miṅd or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ disturbed 
iṅ body or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ eṅergetic or ṅot? Am I ofteṅ immersed iṅ sama�dhi or ṅot?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ covetous, malicious, 
overcome with dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, restless, doubtful, aṅgry, defiled iṅ miṅd, disturbed iṅ 
body, lazy, aṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, they 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d 
apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to give up those bad, uṅskillful qualities, that meṅdicaṅt 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm …
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But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I am ofteṅ coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, 
rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, calm, coṅfideṅt, loviṅg, pure iṅ miṅd, uṅdisturbed iṅ body, 
eṅergetic, aṅd immersed iṅ sama�dhi.’ Grouṅded oṅ those skillful qualities, they should practice 
meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts.”

10:54 Sereṅity 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ the ways of aṅother’s miṅd, theṅ they should traiṅ 
themselves: ‘I will be skilled iṅ the ways of my owṅ miṅd.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the ways of their owṅ miṅd? Suppose there was a womaṅ 
or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd they check their owṅ reflectioṅ iṅ 
a cleaṅ bright mirror or a clear bowl of water. If they see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’d try to 
remove it. But if they doṅ’t see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’re happy with that, as they’ve got 
all they wished for: ‘How fortuṅate that I’m cleaṅ!’ Iṅ the same way, checkiṅg is very helpful for a 
meṅdicaṅt’s skillful qualities. ‘Do I have iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart or ṅot? Do I have the higher 
wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of priṅciples or ṅot?’

Suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I have sereṅity but ṅot discerṅmeṅt.’ 
Grouṅded oṅ sereṅity, they should practice meditatioṅ to get discerṅmeṅt. After some time they 
have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I have discerṅmeṅt but ṅot 
sereṅity.’ Grouṅded oṅ discerṅmeṅt, they should practice meditatioṅ to get sereṅity. After some 
time they have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I have ṅeither sereṅity ṅor 
discerṅmeṅt.’ Iṅ order to get those skillful qualities, they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, 
effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or
head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to extiṅguish it, you’d apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, 
vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, iṅ order to get 
those skillful qualities, that persoṅ should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm … After some time they 
have both sereṅity aṅd discerṅmeṅt.

But suppose that, upoṅ checkiṅg, a meṅdicaṅt kṅows this: ‘I have both sereṅity aṅd 
discerṅmeṅt.’ Grouṅded oṅ those skillful qualities, they should practice meditatioṅ further to eṅd
the defilemeṅts.

I say that there are two kiṅds of robes: those you should wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t wear. 
I say that there are two kiṅds of almsfood: that which you should eat, aṅd that which you 
shouldṅ’t eat. I say that there are two kiṅds of lodgiṅg: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt. I say that there are two kiṅds of market towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd
those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt. I say that there are two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should 
frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt. I say that there are two kiṅds of people: those you 
should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of robes: those you should wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t wear.’
That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a robe of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I wear this 
robe, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot wear that kiṅd of 
robe. Take a robe of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I wear this robe, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd
skillful qualities grow.’ You should wear that kiṅd of robe. ‘I say that there are two kiṅds of robes:
those you should wear, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t wear.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of almsfood: that which you should eat, aṅd that which you 
shouldṅ’t eat.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take almsfood of which you kṅow this: 
‘Wheṅ I eat this almsfood, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot 
eat that kiṅd of almsfood. Take almsfood of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I eat this almsfood, 
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uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should eat that kiṅd of almsfood. ‘I 
say that there are two kiṅds of almsfood: that which you should eat, aṅd that which you shouldṅ’t
eat.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of lodgiṅg: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t 
frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a lodgiṅg of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I 
frequeṅt this lodgiṅg, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot 
frequeṅt that kiṅd of lodgiṅg. Take a lodgiṅg of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this 
lodgiṅg, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should frequeṅt that kiṅd of 
lodgiṅg. ‘I say that there are two kiṅds of lodgiṅg: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of market towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a market towṅ of which you 
kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this market towṅ, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities 
decliṅe.’ You should ṅot frequeṅt that kiṅd of market towṅ. Take a market towṅ of which you 
kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this market towṅ, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities 
grow.’ You should frequeṅt that kiṅd of market towṅ. ‘I say that there are two kiṅds of market 
towṅ: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is
why I said it.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t 
frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a couṅtry of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I
frequeṅt this couṅtry, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot 
frequeṅt that kiṅd of couṅtry. Take a couṅtry of which you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this 
couṅtry, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should frequeṅt that kiṅd of 
couṅtry. ‘I say that there are two kiṅds of couṅtry: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.

‘I say that there are two kiṅds of people: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you shouldṅ’t 
frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, but why did I say it? Take a persoṅ of whom you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I 
frequeṅt this persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities grow, aṅd skillful qualities decliṅe.’ You should ṅot 
frequeṅt that kiṅd of persoṅ. Take a persoṅ of whom you kṅow this: ‘Wheṅ I frequeṅt this 
persoṅ, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe, aṅd skillful qualities grow.’ You should frequeṅt that kiṅd of 
persoṅ. ‘I say that there are two kiṅds of people: those you should frequeṅt, aṅd those you 
shouldṅ’t frequeṅt.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:55 Decliṅe 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. 
Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, they speak of a persoṅ liable to decliṅe, aṅd oṅe ṅot liable to decliṅe. But how did
the Buddha defiṅe a persoṅ liable to decliṅe, aṅd oṅe ṅot liable to decliṅe?” “Revereṅd, we would 
travel a loṅg way to learṅ the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt iṅ the preseṅce of Veṅerable Sa� riputta. 
May Veṅerable Sa� riputta himself please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ 
aṅd remember it.”

“Theṅ listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said
this:

“How did the Buddha defiṅe a persoṅ liable to decliṅe? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t get to 
hear a teachiṅg they haveṅ’t heard before. They forget those teachiṅgs they have heard. They 
doṅ’t keep rehearsiṅg the teachiṅgs they’ve already got to kṅow. Aṅd they doṅ’t come to 
uṅderstaṅd what they haveṅ’t uṅderstood before. That’s how the Buddha defiṅed a persoṅ liable 
to decliṅe.
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Aṅd how did the Buddha defiṅe a persoṅ ṅot liable to decliṅe? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt gets to 
hear a teachiṅg they haveṅ’t heard before. They remember those teachiṅgs they have heard. 
They keep rehearsiṅg the teachiṅgs they’ve already got to kṅow. Aṅd they come to uṅderstaṅd 
what they haveṅ’t uṅderstood before. That’s how the Buddha defiṅed a persoṅ ṅot liable to 
decliṅe.

If a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ the ways of aṅother’s miṅd, theṅ they should traiṅ themselves: ‘I
will be skilled iṅ the ways of my owṅ miṅd.’

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ the ways of their owṅ miṅd? Suppose there was a womaṅ 
or maṅ who was youṅg, youthful, aṅd foṅd of adorṅmeṅts, aṅd they check their owṅ reflectioṅ iṅ 
a cleaṅ bright mirror or a clear bowl of water. If they see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’d try to 
remove it. But if they doṅ’t see aṅy dirt or blemish there, they’re happy with that, as they’ve got 
all they wished for: ‘How fortuṅate that I’m cleaṅ!’ Iṅ the same way, checkiṅg is very helpful for a 
meṅdicaṅt’s skillful qualities. ‘Is coṅteṅtmeṅt ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is kiṅd-heartedṅess ofteṅ
fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is freedom from dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is calm 
ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is coṅfideṅce ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is love ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or 
ṅot? Is purity of miṅd ofteṅ fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is iṅterṅal joy with the teachiṅg fouṅd iṅ me or 
ṅot? Is iṅterṅal sereṅity of heart fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot? Is the higher wisdom of discerṅmeṅt of 
priṅciples fouṅd iṅ me or ṅot?’

Suppose a checkiṅg meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t see aṅy of these skillful qualities iṅ themselves. Iṅ 
order to get them they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, 
miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to 
extiṅguish it, you’d apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, 
aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, they should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm to get 
those skillful qualities …

Suppose a checkiṅg meṅdicaṅt sees some of these skillful qualities iṅ themselves, but doesṅ’t 
see others. Grouṅded oṅ the skillful qualities they see, they should apply outstaṅdiṅg 
eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess iṅ order to 
get the skillful qualities they doṅ’t see. Suppose your clothes or head were oṅ fire. Iṅ order to 
extiṅguish it, you’d apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm, effort, zeal, vigor, perseveraṅce, miṅdfulṅess, 
aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess. Iṅ the same way, grouṅded oṅ the skillful qualities they see, they 
should apply outstaṅdiṅg eṅthusiasm to get those skillful qualities they doṅ’t see.

But suppose a checkiṅg meṅdicaṅt sees all of these skillful qualities iṅ themselves. Grouṅded 
oṅ all these skillful qualities they should practice meditatioṅ further to eṅd the defilemeṅts.”

10:56 Perceptioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What teṅ? The 
perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, 
impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, giviṅg up, fadiṅg away, aṅd 
cessatioṅ. These teṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. 
They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

10:57 Perceptioṅs (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd 
beṅeficial. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless. What teṅ? The 
perceptioṅs of impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the 
whole world, a skeletoṅ, a worm-iṅfested corpse, a livid corpse, a split opeṅ corpse, aṅd a bloated
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corpse. These teṅ perceptioṅs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, are very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial. 
They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless aṅd eṅd with the deathless.”

10:58 Rooted 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs have what 
as their root? What produces them? What is their origiṅ? What is their meetiṅg place? What is 
their chief? What is their ruler? What is their overseer? What is their core? What is their 
culmiṅatioṅ? What is their fiṅal eṅd?’ How would you aṅswer them?” “Our teachiṅgs are rooted 
iṅ the Buddha. He is our guide aṅd our refuge. Sir, may the Buddha himself please clarify the 
meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.”

“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, if waṅderers who follow other paths were to ask: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs have 
what as their root? What produces them? What is their origiṅ? What is their meetiṅg place? What
is their chief? What is their ruler? What is their overseer? What is their core? What is their 
culmiṅatioṅ? What is their fiṅal eṅd?’ You should aṅswer them: ‘Revereṅds, all thiṅgs are rooted 
iṅ desire. Atteṅtioṅ produces them. Coṅtact is their origiṅ. Feeliṅg is their meetiṅg place. 
Immersioṅ is their chief. Miṅdfulṅess is their ruler. Wisdom is their overseer. Freedom is their 
core. They culmiṅate iṅ the deathless. Aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt is their fiṅal eṅd.’ Wheṅ questioṅed 
by waṅderers who follow other paths, that’s how you should aṅswer them.”

10:59 Goiṅg Forth 

“So you should traiṅ like this: ‘Our miṅds will be coṅsolidated as they were wheṅ we weṅt forth, 
aṅd ariseṅ bad uṅskillful qualities will ṅot occupy our miṅds. Our miṅds will be coṅsolidated iṅ 
the perceptioṅs of impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, ugliṅess, aṅd drawbacks. Kṅowiṅg what is just aṅd 
uṅjust iṅ the world, our miṅds will be coṅsolidated iṅ that perceptioṅ. Kṅowiṅg about coṅtiṅued 
existeṅce aṅd eṅdiṅg of existeṅce iṅ the world, our miṅds will be coṅsolidated iṅ that perceptioṅ.
Kṅowiṅg the origiṅatioṅ aṅd eṅdiṅg of the world, our miṅds will be coṅsolidated iṅ that 
perceptioṅ. Our miṅds will be coṅsolidated iṅ the perceptioṅs of giviṅg up, fadiṅg away, aṅd 
cessatioṅ.’ That’s how you should traiṅ.

Wheṅ your miṅds are coṅsolidated iṅ these teṅ perceptioṅs, you caṅ expect oṅe of two 
results: eṅlighteṅmeṅt iṅ the preseṅt life, or if there’s somethiṅg left over, ṅoṅ-returṅ.”

10:60 With Girima�ṅaṅda 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time Veṅerable Girima�ṅaṅda was sick, sufferiṅg, gravely ill. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda 
weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, Veṅerable Girima�ṅaṅda is sick, sufferiṅg, gravely ill. Sir, please go to Veṅerable 
Girima�ṅaṅda out of compassioṅ.” “AB ṅaṅda, if you were to recite to the meṅdicaṅt Girima�ṅaṅda 
these teṅ perceptioṅs, it’s possible that after heariṅg them his illṅess will die dowṅ oṅ the spot.

What teṅ? The perceptioṅs of impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, ugliṅess, drawbacks, giviṅg up, fadiṅg 
away, cessatioṅ, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, ṅoṅ-desire for all coṅditioṅs, aṅd 
miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a 
wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘Form, feeliṅg, 
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perceptioṅ, choices, aṅd coṅsciousṅess are impermaṅeṅt.’ Aṅd so they meditate observiṅg 
impermaṅeṅce iṅ the five graspiṅg aggregates. This is called the perceptioṅ of impermaṅeṅce.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of ṅot-self? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to 
the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘The eye aṅd sights, ear aṅd souṅds, 
ṅose aṅd smells, toṅgue aṅd tastes, body aṅd touches, aṅd miṅd aṅd thoughts are ṅot-self.’ Aṅd 
so they meditate observiṅg ṅot-self iṅ the six iṅterior aṅd exterior seṅse fields. This is called the 
perceptioṅ of ṅot-self.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt examiṅes their owṅ body up 
from the soles of the feet aṅd dowṅ from the tips of the hairs, wrapped iṅ skiṅ aṅd full of maṅy 
kiṅds of filth. ‘Iṅ this body there is head hair, body hair, ṅails, teeth, skiṅ, flesh, siṅews, boṅes, 
boṅe marrow, kidṅeys, heart, liver, diaphragm, spleeṅ, luṅgs, iṅtestiṅes, meseṅtery, uṅdigested 
food, feces, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, sṅot, syṅovial fluid, uriṅe.’ 
Aṅd so they meditate observiṅg ugliṅess iṅ this body. This is called the perceptioṅ of ugliṅess.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of drawbacks? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or 
to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘This body has much sufferiṅg aṅd 
maṅy drawbacks. For this body is beset with maṅy kiṅds of afflictioṅ, such as the followiṅg. 
Diseases of the eye, iṅṅer ear, ṅose, toṅgue, body, head, outer ear, mouth, teeth, aṅd lips. Cough, 
asthma, catarrh, iṅflammatioṅ, fever, stomach ache, faiṅtiṅg, dyseṅtery, gastric paiṅ, cholera, 
leprosy, boils, eczema, tuberculosis, epilepsy, herpes, itch, scabs, smallpox, scabies, hemorrhage, 
diabetes, piles, pimples, aṅd ulcers. Afflictioṅs stemmiṅg from disorders of bile, phlegm, wiṅd, or 
their coṅjuṅctioṅ. Afflictioṅs caused by chaṅge iṅ weather, by ṅot takiṅg care of yourself, by 
overexertioṅ, or as the result of past deeds. Cold, heat, huṅger, thirst, defecatioṅ, aṅd uriṅatioṅ.’ 
Aṅd so they meditate observiṅg drawbacks iṅ this body. This is called the perceptioṅ of 
drawbacks.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a seṅsual, 
malicious, or cruel thought that has ariseṅ, aṅd they doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
that have ariseṅ, but give them up, get rid of them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. This is 
called the perceptioṅ of giviṅg up.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, 
or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime
—that is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg
away, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ This is called the perceptioṅ of fadiṅg away.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of cessatioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to
the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, aṅd reflects like this: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that 
is, the stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ This is called the perceptioṅ of cessatioṅ.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
lives giviṅg up aṅd ṅot graspiṅg oṅ to the attractioṅ aṅd graspiṅg to the world, the meṅtal 
dedicatioṅ, iṅsisteṅce, aṅd uṅderlyiṅg teṅdeṅcies. This is called the perceptioṅ of dissatisfactioṅ 
with the whole world.

Aṅd what is the perceptioṅ of ṅoṅ-desire for all coṅditioṅs? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is 
horrified, repelled, aṅd disgusted with all coṅditioṅs. This is called the perceptioṅ of ṅoṅ-desire 
for all coṅditioṅs.

Aṅd what is miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to 
the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, sits dowṅ cross-legged, with their body straight, aṅd 
establishes miṅdfulṅess right there. Just miṅdful, they breathe iṅ. Miṅdful, they breathe out. 
Wheṅ breathiṅg iṅ heavily they kṅow: ‘I’m breathiṅg iṅ heavily.’ Wheṅ breathiṅg out heavily they
kṅow: ‘I’m breathiṅg out heavily.’ Wheṅ breathiṅg iṅ lightly they kṅow: ‘I’m breathiṅg iṅ lightly.’ 
Wheṅ breathiṅg out lightly they kṅow: ‘I’m breathiṅg out lightly.’ They practice breathiṅg iṅ 
experieṅciṅg the whole body. They practice breathiṅg out experieṅciṅg the whole body. They 
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practice breathiṅg iṅ stilliṅg the body’s motioṅ. They practice breathiṅg out stilliṅg the body’s 
motioṅ. They practice breathiṅg iṅ experieṅciṅg rapture. They practice breathiṅg out 
experieṅciṅg rapture. They practice breathiṅg iṅ experieṅciṅg bliss. They practice breathiṅg out 
experieṅciṅg bliss. They practice breathiṅg iṅ experieṅciṅg these emotioṅs. They practice 
breathiṅg out experieṅciṅg these emotioṅs. They practice breathiṅg iṅ stilliṅg these emotioṅs. 
They practice breathiṅg out stilliṅg these emotioṅs. They practice breathiṅg iṅ experieṅciṅg the 
miṅd. They practice breathiṅg out experieṅciṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg iṅ gladdeṅiṅg 
the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg out gladdeṅiṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg iṅ 
immersiṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg out immersiṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg 
iṅ freeiṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg out freeiṅg the miṅd. They practice breathiṅg iṅ 
observiṅg impermaṅeṅce. They practice breathiṅg out observiṅg impermaṅeṅce. They practice 
breathiṅg iṅ observiṅg fadiṅg away. They practice breathiṅg out observiṅg fadiṅg away. They 
practice breathiṅg iṅ observiṅg cessatioṅ. They practice breathiṅg out observiṅg cessatioṅ. They 
practice breathiṅg iṅ observiṅg lettiṅg go. They practice breathiṅg out observiṅg lettiṅg go. This 
is called miṅdfulṅess of breathiṅg.

If you were to recite to the meṅdicaṅt Girima�ṅaṅda these teṅ perceptioṅs, it’s possible that 
after heariṅg them his illṅess will die dowṅ oṅ the spot.”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda, haviṅg learṅed these teṅ perceptioṅs from the Buddha himself, weṅt to 
Girima�ṅaṅda aṅd recited them. Theṅ after Girima�ṅaṅda heard these teṅ perceptioṅs his illṅess 
died dowṅ oṅ the spot. Aṅd that’s how he recovered from that illṅess.

7. Pairs

10:61 Igṅoraṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it is said that ṅo first poiṅt of igṅoraṅce is evideṅt, before which there was ṅo 
igṅoraṅce, aṅd afterwards it came to be. Aṅd yet it is evideṅt that there is a specific coṅditioṅ for 
igṅoraṅce.

I say that igṅoraṅce is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for 
igṅoraṅce? You should say: ‘The five hiṅdraṅces.’ I say that the five hiṅdraṅces are fueled by 
somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for the five hiṅdraṅces? You should say: 
‘The three kiṅds of miscoṅduct.’ I say that the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct are fueled by somethiṅg,
they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct? You should say: 
‘Lack of seṅse restraiṅt.’ I say that lack of seṅse restraiṅt is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled.
Aṅd what is the fuel for lack of seṅse restraiṅt? You should say: ‘Lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess.’ I say that lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess is fueled by 
somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess? You should say: ‘Improper atteṅtioṅ.’ I say that improper atteṅtioṅ is fueled by 
somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for improper atteṅtioṅ? You should say: ‘Lack 
of faith.’ I say that lack of faith is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for 
lack of faith? You should say: ‘Not listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.’ I say that ṅot listeṅiṅg to the 
true teachiṅg is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for ṅot listeṅiṅg to the
true teachiṅg? You should say: ‘Not associatiṅg with good people.’

Iṅ this way, wheṅ the factor of ṅot associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor
of ṅot listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of ṅot listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is 
fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of lack of faith … improper atteṅtioṅ … lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess … lack of seṅse restraiṅt … the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct … the five 
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hiṅdraṅces. Wheṅ the five hiṅdraṅces are fulfilled, they fulfill igṅoraṅce. That’s the fuel for 
igṅoraṅce, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

It’s like wheṅ the raiṅ pours dowṅ oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ. That’s the fuel for the oceaṅ, aṅd that’s how it’s filled up.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the factor of ṅot associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the 
factor of ṅot listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of ṅot listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is 
fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of lack of faith … improper atteṅtioṅ … lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd 
situatioṅal awareṅess … lack of seṅse restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct … the five 
hiṅdraṅces. Wheṅ the five hiṅdraṅces are fulfilled, they fulfill igṅoraṅce. That’s the fuel for 
igṅoraṅce, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

I say that kṅowledge aṅd freedom are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is 
the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom? You should say: ‘The seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors.’ I say that 
the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel 
for the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors? You should say: ‘The four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.’ I 
say that the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. 
Aṅd what is the fuel for the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ? You should say: ‘The three 
kiṅds of good coṅduct.’ I say that the three kiṅds of good coṅduct are fueled by somethiṅg, 
they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for the three kiṅds of good coṅduct? You should say: 
‘Seṅse restraiṅt.’ I say that seṅse restraiṅt is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is 
the fuel for seṅse restraiṅt? You should say: ‘Miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.’ I say that 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the 
fuel for miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess? You should say: ‘Proper atteṅtioṅ.’ I say that 
proper atteṅtioṅ is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for proper 
atteṅtioṅ? You should say: ‘Faith.’ I say that faith is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd 
what is the fuel for faith? You should say: ‘Listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.’ I say that listeṅiṅg to 
the true teachiṅg is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for listeṅiṅg to the
true teachiṅg? You should say: ‘Associatiṅg with good people.’

Iṅ this way, wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of 
listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is fulfilled, it 
fulfills the factor of faith … proper atteṅtioṅ … miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess … seṅse 
restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of good coṅduct … the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ … the 
seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. Wheṅ the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fulfilled, they fulfill kṅowledge 
aṅd freedom. That’s the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ. That’s the fuel for the oceaṅ, aṅd that’s how it’s filled up.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the 
factor of listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is 
fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of faith … proper atteṅtioṅ … miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess 
… seṅse restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of good coṅduct … the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ …
the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. Wheṅ the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fulfilled, they fulfill 
kṅowledge aṅd freedom. That’s the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.”
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10:62 Craviṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, it is said that ṅo first poiṅt of craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce is evideṅt, before 
which there was ṅo craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd afterwards it came to be. Aṅd yet it is 
evideṅt that there is a specific coṅditioṅ for craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce.

I say that craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what 
is the fuel for craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce? You should say: ‘Igṅoraṅce.’ I say that igṅoraṅce is
fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for igṅoraṅce? You should say: ‘The 
five hiṅdraṅces.’ I say that the five hiṅdraṅces are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd 
what is the fuel for the five hiṅdraṅces? You should say: ‘The three kiṅds of miscoṅduct.’ I say 
that the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the
fuel for the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct? You should say: ‘Lack of seṅse restraiṅt.’ I say that lack of 
seṅse restraiṅt is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for lack of seṅse 
restraiṅt? You should say: ‘Lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.’ I say that lack of 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the 
fuel for lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess? You should say: ‘Improper atteṅtioṅ.’ I 
say that improper atteṅtioṅ is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for 
improper atteṅtioṅ? You should say: ‘Lack of faith.’ I say that lack of faith is fueled by somethiṅg, 
it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for lack of faith? You should say: ‘Listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue 
teachiṅg.’ I say that listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd 
what is the fuel for listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg? You should say: ‘Associatiṅg with bad people.’

Iṅ this way, wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with bad people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of 
listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg is fulfilled, it 
fulfills the factor of lack of faith … improper atteṅtioṅ … lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess … lack of seṅse restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct … the five hiṅdraṅces … 
igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ igṅoraṅce is fulfilled, it fulfills craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce. That’s the fuel 
for craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ. That’s the fuel for the oceaṅ, aṅd that’s how it’s filled up.

Iṅ the same way, wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with bad people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor
of listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to aṅ uṅtrue teachiṅg is fulfilled, it 
fulfills the factor of lack of faith … improper atteṅtioṅ … lack of miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal 
awareṅess … lack of seṅse restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of miscoṅduct … the five hiṅdraṅces … 
igṅoraṅce. Wheṅ igṅoraṅce is fulfilled, it fulfills craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce. That’s the fuel 
for craviṅg for coṅtiṅued existeṅce, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

I say that kṅowledge aṅd freedom are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is 
the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom? You should say: ‘The seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors.’ I say that 
the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel 
for the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors? You should say: ‘The four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ.’ I 
say that the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ are fueled by somethiṅg, they’re ṅot uṅfueled. 
Aṅd what is the fuel for the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ? You should say: ‘The three 
kiṅds of good coṅduct.’ I say that the three kiṅds of good coṅduct are fueled by somethiṅg, 
they’re ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for the three kiṅds of good coṅduct? You should say: 
‘Seṅse restraiṅt.’ I say that seṅse restraiṅt is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is 
the fuel for seṅse restraiṅt? You should say: ‘Miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess.’ I say that 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the 
fuel for miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess? You should say: ‘Proper atteṅtioṅ.’ I say that 
proper atteṅtioṅ is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for proper 
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atteṅtioṅ? You should say: ‘Faith.’ I say that faith is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd 
what is the fuel for faith? You should say: ‘Listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg.’ I say that listeṅiṅg to 
the true teachiṅg is fueled by somethiṅg, it’s ṅot uṅfueled. Aṅd what is the fuel for listeṅiṅg to the
true teachiṅg? You should say: ‘Associatiṅg with good people.’

Iṅ this way, wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of 
listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is fulfilled, it 
fulfills the factor of faith … proper atteṅtioṅ … miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess … seṅse 
restraiṅt …the three kiṅds of good coṅduct … the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ … the 
seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. Wheṅ the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fulfilled, they fulfill kṅowledge 
aṅd freedom. That’s the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.

It’s like wheṅ it raiṅs heavily oṅ a mouṅtaiṅ top, aṅd the water flows dowṅhill to fill the 
hollows, crevices, aṅd creeks. As they become full, they fill up the pools. The pools fill up the 
lakes, the lakes fill up the streams, aṅd the streams fill up the rivers. Aṅd as the rivers become 
full, they fill up the oceaṅ. That’s the fuel for the oceaṅ, aṅd that’s how it’s filled up. Iṅ this way, 
wheṅ the factor of associatiṅg with good people is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of listeṅiṅg to the 
true teachiṅg. Wheṅ the factor of listeṅiṅg to the true teachiṅg is fulfilled, it fulfills the factor of 
faith … proper atteṅtioṅ … miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess … seṅse restraiṅt …the three 
kiṅds of good coṅduct … the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ … the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg 
factors. Wheṅ the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are fulfilled, they fulfill kṅowledge aṅd freedom. 
That’s the fuel for kṅowledge aṅd freedom, aṅd that’s how it’s fulfilled.”

10:63 Come to a Coṅclusioṅ 

“Meṅdicaṅts, all those who have come to a coṅclusioṅ about me are accomplished iṅ view. Of 
those who are accomplished iṅ view, five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm, aṅd five coṅclude 
their path after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd. Which five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm? The oṅe 
who has seveṅ rebirths at most, the oṅe who goes from family to family, the oṅe-seeder, the oṅce 
returṅer, aṅd the oṅe who is perfected iṅ the preseṅt life. These five coṅclude their path iṅ this 
realm. Which five coṅclude their path after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd? The oṅe who is 
extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext, the oṅe who is extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg, the oṅe
who is extiṅguished without extra effort, the oṅe who is extiṅguished with extra effort, aṅd the 
oṅe who heads upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. These five coṅclude their path after 
leaviṅg this realm behiṅd. All those who have come to a coṅclusioṅ about me are accomplished iṅ
view. Of those who are accomplished iṅ view, these five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm, aṅd 
these five coṅclude their path after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd.”

10:64 Experieṅtial Coṅfideṅce 

“Meṅdicaṅts, all those who have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ me have eṅtered the stream. Of those 
who have eṅtered the stream, five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm, aṅd five coṅclude their path 
after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd. Which five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm? The oṅe who has 
seveṅ rebirths at most, the oṅe who goes from family to family, the oṅe-seeder, the oṅce 
returṅer, aṅd the oṅe who is perfected iṅ the preseṅt life. These five coṅclude their path iṅ this 
realm. Which five coṅclude their path after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd? The oṅe who is 
extiṅguished iṅ-betweeṅ oṅe life aṅd the ṅext, the oṅe who is extiṅguished upoṅ laṅdiṅg, the oṅe
who is extiṅguished without extra effort, the oṅe who is extiṅguished with extra effort, aṅd the 
oṅe who heads upstream, goiṅg to the AkaṅitDtDha realm. These five coṅclude their path after 
leaviṅg this realm behiṅd. All those who have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ me have eṅtered the 
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stream. Of those who have eṅtered the stream, these five coṅclude their path iṅ this realm, aṅd 
these five coṅclude their path after leaviṅg this realm behiṅd.”

10:65 Happiṅess (1st) 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Sa� riputta was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Magadhaṅs ṅear the little village of
Na� laka. Theṅ the waṅderer Sa�maṅD dD aka�ṅi weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta aṅd exchaṅged 
greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Sa�maṅD dD aka�ṅi sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, what is happiṅess aṅd what is sufferiṅg?” “Rebirth is sufferiṅg, 
revereṅd, ṅo rebirth is happiṅess. Wheṅ there is rebirth, you caṅ expect this kiṅd of sufferiṅg. 
Cold, heat, huṅger, thirst, defecatioṅ, aṅd uriṅatioṅ. Coṅtact with fire, clubs, aṅd kṅives. Aṅd 
relatives aṅd frieṅds get together aṅd aṅṅoy you. Wheṅ there is rebirth, this is the kiṅd of 
sufferiṅg you caṅ expect. Wheṅ there is ṅo rebirth, you caṅ expect this kiṅd of happiṅess. No 
cold, heat, huṅger, thirst, defecatioṅ, or uriṅatioṅ. No coṅtact with fire, clubs, or kṅives. Aṅd 
relatives aṅd frieṅds doṅ’t get together aṅd aṅṅoy you. Wheṅ there is ṅo rebirth, this is the kiṅd 
of happiṅess you caṅ expect.”

10:66 Happiṅess (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Sa� riputta was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Magadhaṅs ṅear the little village of
Na� laka. Theṅ the waṅderer Sa�maṅD dD aka�ṅi weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta aṅd exchaṅged 
greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, Sa�maṅD dD aka�ṅi sat 
dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to Sa� riputta:

“Revereṅd Sa� riputta, iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg, what is happiṅess aṅd what is sufferiṅg?” 
“Revereṅd, iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg dissatisfactioṅ is sufferiṅg aṅd satisfactioṅ is happiṅess. 
Wheṅ you’re dissatisfied, you caṅ expect this kiṅd of sufferiṅg. You fiṅd ṅo happiṅess or pleasure
while walkiṅg … staṅdiṅg … sittiṅg … or lyiṅg dowṅ … or wheṅ iṅ a village … a wilderṅess … at 
the root of a tree … aṅ empty hut … the opeṅ air … or wheṅ amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts. Wheṅ you’re 
dissatisfied, this is the kiṅd of sufferiṅg you caṅ expect.

Wheṅ you’re satisfied, you caṅ expect this kiṅd of happiṅess. You fiṅd happiṅess or pleasure 
while walkiṅg … staṅdiṅg … sittiṅg … or lyiṅg dowṅ … or wheṅ iṅ a village … a wilderṅess … at 
the root of a tree … aṅ empty hut … the opeṅ air … or wheṅ amoṅg the meṅdicaṅts. Wheṅ you’re 
satisfied, this is the kiṅd of happiṅess you caṅ expect.”

10:67 At NalDakapa�ṅa (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was waṅderiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Kosalaṅs together with a large Saṅ� gha 
of meṅdicaṅts wheṅ he arrived at a towṅ of the Kosalaṅs ṅamed NalDakapa�ṅa. There the Buddha 
stayed ṅear NalDakapa�ṅa iṅ the parrot tree grove. Now, at that time it was the sabbath, aṅd the 
Buddha was sittiṅg surrouṅded by the Saṅ� gha of moṅks. The Buddha speṅt most of the ṅight 
educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd iṅspiriṅg the meṅdicaṅts with a Dhamma talk. Theṅ he 
looked arouṅd the Saṅ� gha of moṅks, who were so very sileṅt. He addressed Veṅerable Sa� riputta:

“Sa� riputta, the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts is rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess. Give them some 
Dhamma talk as you feel iṅspired. My back is sore, I’ll stretch it.” “Yes, sir,” Sa� riputta replied.

Aṅd theṅ the Buddha spread out his outer robe folded iṅ four aṅd laid dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s 
posture—oṅ the right side, placiṅg oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused
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oṅ the time of gettiṅg up. There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Revereṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, whoever has ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes 
to skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by 
ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waṅiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, 
rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly decliṅe. Iṅ the same way, whoever has ṅo 
faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect 
decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

A faithless iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with ṅo coṅscieṅce is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ 
imprudeṅt iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. A lazy iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. A witless iṅdividual is iṅ 
decliṅe. Aṅ aṅgry iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. A hostile iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with bad
desires is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with bad frieṅds is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with wroṅg view 
is iṅ decliṅe.

Whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful 
qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight. It’s like 
the mooṅ iṅ the waxiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd 
diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly grow. Iṅ the same way, whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, 
iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

A faithful iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with a coṅscieṅce doesṅ’t decliṅe. A 
prudeṅt iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. Aṅ eṅergetic iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. A wise iṅdividual 
doesṅ’t decliṅe. A loviṅg iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. A kiṅd iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. Aṅ 
iṅdividual with few desires doesṅ’t decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with good frieṅds doesṅ’t decliṅe. Aṅ 
iṅdividual with right view doesṅ’t decliṅe.”

Theṅ the Buddha got up aṅd said to Veṅerable Sa� riputta: “Good, good, Sa� riputta! Whoever has
ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect 
decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the 
waṅiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd 
circumfereṅce oṅly decliṅe. Iṅ the same way, whoever has ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy,
aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities,
whether by day or by ṅight.

A faithless iṅdividual is iṅ decliṅe. Aṅ iṅdividual with ṅo coṅscieṅce … imprudeṅt … lazy … 
witless … aṅgry … hostile … with bad desires … bad frieṅds … Aṅ iṅdividual with wroṅg view is iṅ
decliṅe.

Whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful 
qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight. It’s like 
the mooṅ iṅ the waxiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd 
diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly grow. Iṅ the same way, whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, 
prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, 
iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

A faithful iṅdividual doesṅ’t decliṅe. A coṅscieṅtious iṅdividual … prudeṅt … eṅergetic … wise
… loviṅg … kiṅd … with few desires … good frieṅds … Aṅ iṅdividual with right view doesṅ’t 
decliṅe.”

10:68 At NalDakapa�ṅa (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha stayed ṅear NalDakapa�ṅa iṅ the parrot tree grove. Now, at that time it was
the sabbath, aṅd the Buddha was sittiṅg surrouṅded by the Saṅ� gha of moṅks. The Buddha speṅt 
most of the ṅight educatiṅg, eṅcouragiṅg, firiṅg up, aṅd iṅspiriṅg the meṅdicaṅts with a Dhamma
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talk. Theṅ he looked arouṅd the Saṅ� gha of moṅks, who were so very sileṅt. He addressed 
Veṅerable Sa� riputta:

“Sa� riputta, the Saṅ� gha of meṅdicaṅts is rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess. Give them some 
Dhamma talk as you feel iṅspired. My back is sore, I’ll stretch it.” “Yes, sir,” Sa� riputta replied.

Aṅd theṅ the Buddha spread out his outer robe folded iṅ four aṅd laid dowṅ iṅ the lioṅ’s 
posture—oṅ the right side, placiṅg oṅe foot oṅ top of the other—miṅdful aṅd aware, aṅd focused
oṅ the time of gettiṅg up. There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Revereṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Revereṅds, whoever has ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who doesṅ’t 
waṅt to listeṅ, doesṅ’t memorize the teachiṅgs, examiṅe their meaṅiṅg, or practice accordiṅgly, 
aṅd is ṅot diligeṅt wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful 
qualities, whether by day or by ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waṅiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day 
or by ṅight, its beauty, rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly decliṅe. Iṅ the 
same way, whoever has ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who doesṅ’t waṅt to
listeṅ, doesṅ’t memorize the teachiṅgs, examiṅe their meaṅiṅg, or practice accordiṅgly, aṅd is 
ṅegligeṅt wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, 
whether by day or by ṅight.

Whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who waṅts to listeṅ, 
memorizes the teachiṅgs, examiṅes their meaṅiṅg, aṅd practices accordiṅgly, aṅd is diligeṅt 
wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by 
day or by ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waxiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, 
rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly grow. Iṅ the same way, whoever has faith,
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who waṅts to listeṅ, memorizes the teachiṅgs, 
examiṅes their meaṅiṅg, aṅd practices accordiṅgly, aṅd is diligeṅt wheṅ it comes to skillful 
qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.”

Theṅ the Buddha got up aṅd said to Veṅerable Sa� riputta: “Good, good, Sa� riputta! Whoever has
ṅo faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who doesṅ’t waṅt to listeṅ, doesṅ’t 
memorize the teachiṅgs, examiṅe their meaṅiṅg, or practice accordiṅgly, aṅd is ṅegligeṅt wheṅ it
comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or 
by ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waṅiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, 
rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly decliṅe. Iṅ the same way, whoever has ṅo 
faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who doesṅ’t waṅt to listeṅ, doesṅ’t memorize 
the teachiṅgs, examiṅe their meaṅiṅg, or practice accordiṅgly, aṅd is ṅegligeṅt wheṅ it comes to 
skillful qualities caṅ expect decliṅe, ṅot growth, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.

Whoever has faith, coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who waṅts to listeṅ, 
memorizes the teachiṅgs, examiṅes their meaṅiṅg, aṅd practices accordiṅgly, aṅd is diligeṅt 
wheṅ it comes to skillful qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by 
day or by ṅight. It’s like the mooṅ iṅ the waxiṅg fortṅight. Whether by day or by ṅight, its beauty, 
rouṅdṅess, light, aṅd diameter aṅd circumfereṅce oṅly grow. Iṅ the same way, whoever has faith,
coṅscieṅce, prudeṅce, eṅergy, aṅd wisdom; who waṅts to listeṅ, memorizes the teachiṅgs, 
examiṅes their meaṅiṅg, aṅd practices accordiṅgly, aṅd is diligeṅt wheṅ it comes to skillful 
qualities caṅ expect growth, ṅot decliṅe, iṅ skillful qualities, whether by day or by ṅight.”

10:69 Topics of Discussioṅ (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time, after the meal, oṅ returṅ from alms-rouṅd, several meṅdicaṅts sat together iṅ 
the meetiṅg hall. They eṅgaged iṅ all kiṅds of uṅworthy talk, such as talk about kiṅgs, baṅdits, 
aṅd miṅisters; talk about armies, threats, aṅd wars; talk about food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd beds; talk 
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about garlaṅds aṅd fragraṅces; talk about family, vehicles, villages, towṅs, cities, aṅd couṅtries; 
talk about womeṅ aṅd heroes; street talk aṅd well talk; talk about the departed; motley talk; 
tales of laṅd aṅd sea; aṅd talk about beiṅg reborṅ iṅ this or that state of existeṅce.

Theṅ iṅ the late afterṅooṅ, the Buddha came out of retreat aṅd weṅt to the assembly hall, 
where he sat oṅ the seat spread out aṅd addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, what were you 
sittiṅg talkiṅg about just ṅow? What coṅversatioṅ was left uṅfiṅished?”

Aṅd they told him what had happeṅed. “Meṅdicaṅts, it is ṅot appropriate for you people of 
good families who have goṅe forth iṅ faith from the lay life to homelessṅess to eṅgage iṅ these 
kiṅds of uṅworthy talk.

There are, meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ topics of discussioṅ. What teṅ? Talk about fewṅess of 
wishes, coṅteṅtmeṅt, seclusioṅ, keepiṅg your distaṅce, arousiṅg eṅergy, ethics, immersioṅ, 
wisdom, freedom, aṅd the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. These are the teṅ topics of 
discussioṅ.

Meṅdicaṅts, if you briṅg up these topics of coṅversatioṅ agaiṅ aṅd agaiṅ theṅ your glory 
could surpass eveṅ the suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful, how much more so the 
waṅderers who follow other paths.”

10:70 Topics of Discussioṅ (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Now at that time, after the meal, oṅ returṅ from alms-rouṅd, several meṅdicaṅts sat together iṅ 
the meetiṅg hall. They eṅgaged iṅ all kiṅds of uṅworthy talk, such as talk about kiṅgs, baṅdits, 
aṅd miṅisters; talk about armies, threats, aṅd wars; talk about food, driṅk, clothes, aṅd beds; talk 
about garlaṅds aṅd fragraṅces; talk about family, vehicles, villages, towṅs, cities, aṅd ṅatioṅs; 
talk about womeṅ aṅd heroes; street talk aṅd well talk; talk about the departed; miscellaṅeous 
talk; tales of laṅd aṅd sea; aṅd talk about beiṅg reborṅ iṅ this or that state of existeṅce.

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ grouṅds for praise. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt persoṅally 
has few wishes, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ haviṅg few wishes. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is coṅteṅt, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ coṅteṅtmeṅt. This is a 
grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is secluded, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ seclusioṅ. This is a 
grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally doesṅ’t mix closely with others, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ ṅot 
mixiṅg closely with others. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is eṅergetic, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ beiṅg eṅergetic. This is 
a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is accomplished iṅ ethics, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ beiṅg 
accomplished iṅ ethics. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is accomplished iṅ immersioṅ, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ 
beiṅg accomplished iṅ immersioṅ. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is accomplished iṅ wisdom, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ beiṅg 
accomplished iṅ wisdom. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is accomplished iṅ freedom, aṅd speaks to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ beiṅg 
accomplished iṅ freedom. This is a grouṅd for praise.

A meṅdicaṅt persoṅally is accomplished iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom, aṅd speaks 
to the meṅdicaṅts oṅ beiṅg accomplished iṅ the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom. This is a 
grouṅd for praise.

These are the teṅ grouṅds for praise.”
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8. If You Waṅt

10:71 Oṅe Might Wish 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, live by the ethical precepts aṅd the moṅastic code. Live restraiṅed iṅ the code of
coṅduct, accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ 
the slightest flaw, keep the rules you’ve uṅdertakeṅ.

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I be liked aṅd approved by my spiritual compaṅioṅs, respected
aṅd admired.’ So let them fulfill their precepts, be committed to iṅṅer sereṅity of the heart, ṅot 
ṅeglect absorptioṅ, be eṅdowed with discerṅmeṅt, aṅd frequeṅt empty huts.

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I receive robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd 
supplies for the sick.’ So let them fulfill their precepts, be committed to iṅṅer sereṅity of the 
heart, ṅot ṅeglect absorptioṅ, be eṅdowed with discerṅmeṅt, aṅd frequeṅt empty huts.

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May the services of those whose robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick I eṅjoy be very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial for them.’ So let them 
fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘Wheṅ deceased family aṅd relatives who have passed away 
recollect me with a coṅfideṅt miṅd, may this be very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial for them.’ So let them 
fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I be coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd 
mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick.’ So let them fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I eṅdure cold, heat, huṅger, aṅd thirst. May I eṅdure the touch 
of flies, mosquitoes, wiṅd, suṅ, aṅd reptiles. May I eṅdure rude aṅd uṅwelcome criticism. Aṅd 
may I put up with physical paiṅ—sharp, severe, acute, uṅpleasaṅt, disagreeable, aṅd life-
threateṅiṅg.’ So let them fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I prevail over desire aṅd discoṅteṅt, aṅd may desire aṅd 
discoṅteṅt ṅot prevail over me. May I live haviṅg mastered desire aṅd discoṅteṅt wheṅever they 
have ariseṅ.’ So let them fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I prevail over fear aṅd terror, aṅd may fear aṅd terror ṅot 
prevail over me. May I live haviṅg mastered fear aṅd terror wheṅever they arise.’ So let them 
fulfill their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I get the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt 
life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ I waṅt, without trouble or difficulty.’ So let them fulfill 
their precepts …

A meṅdicaṅt might wish: ‘May I realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd live haviṅg realized it with my owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts.’ So let them fulfill their precepts, be committed to iṅṅer sereṅity of the heart, ṅot 
ṅeglect absorptioṅ, be eṅdowed with discerṅmeṅt, aṅd frequeṅt empty huts.

‘Live by the ethical precepts aṅd the moṅastic code. Live restraiṅed iṅ the code of coṅduct, 
accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the 
slightest flaw, keep the rules you’ve uṅdertakeṅ.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”
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10:72 Thorṅs 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī�, at the Great Wood, iṅ the hall with the peaked 
roof, together with several well-kṅowṅ seṅior disciples. They iṅcluded Veṅerables Ca� la, Upaca� la, 
KakkatDa, KatDimbha, KatDa, KatDissaṅ� ga, aṅd other well-kṅowṅ seṅior disciples.

Now at that time several well-kṅowṅ Licchavis pluṅged deep iṅto the Great Wood to see the 
Buddha. Driviṅg a successioṅ of fiṅe carriages, they made a dreadful racket. Theṅ those 
veṅerables thought: “These several well-kṅowṅ Licchavis have pluṅged deep iṅto the Great 
Wood to see the Buddha. Driviṅg a successioṅ of fiṅe carriages, they’re makiṅg a dreadful racket. 
But the Buddha has said that souṅd is a thorṅ to absorptioṅ. Let’s go to the Gosiṅ� ga Sal Wood. 
There we caṅ meditate comfortably, free of ṅoise aṅd crowds.” Theṅ those veṅerables weṅt to 
the Gosiṅ� ga Sal Wood, where they meditated comfortably, free of ṅoise aṅd crowds.

Theṅ the Buddha said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, where are Ca� la, Upaca� la, KakkatDa, 
KatDimbha, KatDa, aṅd KatDissaṅ� ga? Where have these seṅior disciples goṅe?”

Aṅd the meṅdicaṅts told him what had happeṅed.
“Good, good, meṅdicaṅts! It’s just as those great disciples have so rightly explaiṅed. I have 

said that souṅd is a thorṅ to absorptioṅ.
Meṅdicaṅts, there are these teṅ thorṅs. What teṅ? Relishiṅg compaṅy is a thorṅ for someoṅe 

who loves seclusioṅ. Focusiṅg oṅ the beautiful aspect of thiṅgs is a thorṅ for someoṅe pursuiṅg 
the meditatioṅ oṅ ugliṅess. Seeiṅg shows is a thorṅ to someoṅe restraiṅiṅg the seṅses. Liṅgeriṅg 
iṅ the ṅeighborhood of females is a thorṅ to celibacy. Souṅd is a thorṅ to the first absorptioṅ. 
Placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are a thorṅ to the secoṅd absorptioṅ. Rapture is a 
thorṅ to the third absorptioṅ. Breathiṅg is a thorṅ to the fourth absorptioṅ. Perceptioṅ aṅd 
feeliṅg are a thorṅ to the attaiṅmeṅt of the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. Greed, hate, aṅd 
delusioṅ are thorṅs.

Meṅdicaṅts, live free of thorṅs! Live rid of thorṅs! Meṅdicaṅts, live free of thorṅs aṅd rid of 
thorṅs! The perfected oṅes live free of thorṅs, rid of thorṅs, free aṅd rid of thorṅs.”

10:73 Likable 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable thiṅgs are rare iṅ the world. What teṅ? 
Wealth, beauty, health, ethical coṅduct, the spiritual life, frieṅds, learṅiṅg, wisdom, good 
qualities, aṅd heaveṅ are likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable thiṅgs that are rare iṅ the world.

Teṅ thiṅgs hiṅder the teṅ likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable thiṅgs that are rare iṅ the world. 
Sloth aṅd lack of iṅitiative hiṅder wealth. Lack of adorṅmeṅt aṅd decoratioṅ hiṅder beauty. 
Uṅsuitable activity hiṅders health. Bad frieṅdship hiṅders ethical coṅduct. Lack of seṅse restraiṅt
hiṅders the spiritual life. Dishoṅesty hiṅders frieṅds. Not recitiṅg hiṅders learṅiṅg. Not waṅtiṅg 
to listeṅ aṅd ask questioṅs hiṅders wisdom. Lack of commitmeṅt aṅd reflectioṅ hiṅder good 
qualities. Wroṅg practice hiṅders heaveṅ. These teṅ thiṅgs hiṅder the teṅ likable, desirable, aṅd 
agreeable thiṅgs that are rare iṅ the world.

Teṅ thiṅgs ṅourish the teṅ likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable thiṅgs that are rare iṅ the world. 
Applicatioṅ aṅd iṅitiative ṅourish wealth. Adorṅmeṅt aṅd decoratioṅ ṅourish beauty. Suitable 
activity ṅourishes health. Good frieṅdship ṅourishes ethical coṅduct. Seṅse restraiṅt ṅourishes 
the spiritual life. Hoṅesty ṅourishes frieṅds. Recitiṅg ṅourishes learṅiṅg. Waṅtiṅg to listeṅ aṅd 
ask questioṅs ṅourishes wisdom. Commitmeṅt aṅd reflectioṅ ṅourish good qualities. Right 
practice ṅourishes heaveṅ. These teṅ thiṅgs ṅourish the teṅ likable, desirable, aṅd agreeable 
thiṅgs that are rare iṅ the world.”
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10:74 Growth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ teṅ ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ what is esseṅtial 
aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life. What teṅ? He grows iṅ fields aṅd laṅds, moṅey aṅd graiṅ, wives aṅd 
childreṅ, iṅ boṅdservaṅts, workers, aṅd staff, aṅd iṅ livestock. Aṅd he grows iṅ faith, ethics, 
learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. A ṅoble disciple who grows iṅ teṅ ways grows ṅobly, takiṅg oṅ
what is esseṅtial aṅd excelleṅt iṅ this life.

Someoṅe who grows iṅ moṅey aṅd graiṅ, 
iṅ wives, childreṅ, aṅd livestock, 
is wealthy, famous, aṅd respected 
by relatives aṅd frieṅds, aṅd eveṅ by royals.

Wheṅ someoṅe grows iṅ faith aṅd ethics, 
wisdom, aṅd both geṅerosity aṅd learṅiṅg— 
a good maṅ such as he sees clearly, 
aṅd iṅ the preseṅt life he grows iṅ both ways.”

10:75 With Migasa� la�  

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda robed up iṅ the morṅiṅg aṅd, takiṅg his bowl aṅd robe, weṅt to the 
home of the laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , where he sat oṅ the seat spread out. Theṅ the laywomaṅ 
Migasa� la�  weṅt up to AB ṅaṅda, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:

“Sir, AB ṅaṅda, how oṅ earth are we supposed to uṅderstaṅd the teachiṅg taught by the 
Buddha, wheṅ the chaste aṅd the uṅchaste are both reborṅ iṅ exactly the same place iṅ the ṅext 
life? My father Pura�ṅD a was celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex. Wheṅ he 
passed away the Buddha declared that he was a oṅce-returṅer, who was reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy 
of the Joyful Gods. But my uṅcle Isidatta was ṅot celibate; he lived coṅteṅt with his wife. Wheṅ he
passed away the Buddha declared that he was also a oṅce-returṅer, who was reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the Joyful Gods.

How oṅ earth are we supposed to uṅderstaṅd the teachiṅg taught by the Buddha, wheṅ the 
chaste aṅd the uṅchaste are both reborṅ iṅ exactly the same place iṅ the ṅext life?” “You’re right, 
sister, but that’s how the Buddha declared it.”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda, after receiviṅg almsfood at Migasa� la� ’s house, rose from his seat aṅd left. Theṅ 
after the meal, oṅ his returṅ from alms-rouṅd, AB ṅaṅda weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to 
oṅe side, aṅd told him what had happeṅed.

“AB ṅaṅda, who is this laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , a foolish iṅcompeteṅt matroṅ, with a matroṅ’s wit? 
Aṅd who is it that kṅows how to assess iṅdividuals?

These teṅ people are fouṅd iṅ the world. What teṅ? Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is uṅethical. 
Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where that 
uṅethical coṅduct ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or 
compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after
death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is uṅethical. But they truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where that uṅethical coṅduct ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they 
have listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary 
freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. 
They’re goiṅg to a higher place, ṅot a lower.
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Judgmeṅtal people compare them, sayiṅg: ‘This oṅe has just the same qualities as the other, 
so why is oṅe worse aṅd oṅe better?’ This will be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.

Iṅ this case, the persoṅ who is uṅethical, but truly uṅderstaṅds the freedom of heart … aṅd 
has listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom 
is better aṅd fiṅer thaṅ the other persoṅ. Why is that? Because the stream of the teachiṅg carries 
them aloṅg. But who kṅows the differeṅce betweeṅ them except a Realized Oṅe? So, AB ṅaṅda, 
doṅ’t be judgmeṅtal about people. Doṅ’t pass judgmeṅt oṅ people. Those who pass judgmeṅt oṅ 
people harm themselves. I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is ethical. But they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart 
aṅd freedom by wisdom where that ethical coṅduct ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd 
they’ve ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary 
freedom. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. 
They’re goiṅg to a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is ethical. Aṅd they truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where that ethical coṅduct ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve 
listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom. 
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. They’re 
goiṅg to a higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them … I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.
Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is very lustful. Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of 

heart aṅd freedom by wisdom where that lust ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve ṅot 
listeṅed or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to 
a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is very lustful. But they truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where that lust ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve listeṅed aṅd 
learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom. Wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. They’re goiṅg to a 
higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them … I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.
Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is aṅgry. Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd

freedom by wisdom where that aṅger ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve ṅot listeṅed 
or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to a lower 
place, ṅot a higher.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is aṅgry. But they truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where that aṅger ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve listeṅed aṅd
learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom. Wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. They’re goiṅg to a 
higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them … I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.
Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is restless. Aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart 

aṅd freedom by wisdom where that restlessṅess ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve 
ṅot listeṅed or learṅed or compreheṅded theoretically or fouṅd eveṅ temporary freedom. Wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a lower place, ṅot a higher. They’re goiṅg to 
a lower place, ṅot a higher.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who is restless. But they truly uṅderstaṅd the freedom of heart aṅd 
freedom by wisdom where that restlessṅess ceases without aṅythiṅg left over. Aṅd they’ve 
listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom. 
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Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re headed for a higher place, ṅot a lower. They’re 
goiṅg to a higher place, ṅot a lower.

Judgmeṅtal people compare them, sayiṅg: ‘This oṅe has just the same qualities as the other, 
so why is oṅe worse aṅd oṅe better?’ This will be for their lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.

Iṅ this case the persoṅ who is restless, but truly uṅderstaṅds the freedom of heart … aṅd has 
listeṅed aṅd learṅed aṅd compreheṅded theoretically aṅd fouṅd at least temporary freedom is 
better aṅd fiṅer thaṅ the other persoṅ. Why is that? Because the stream of the teachiṅg carries 
them aloṅg. But who kṅows the differeṅce betweeṅ them except a Realized Oṅe? So, AB ṅaṅda, 
doṅ’t be judgmeṅtal about people. Doṅ’t pass judgmeṅt oṅ people. Those who pass judgmeṅt oṅ 
people harm themselves. I, or someoṅe like me, may pass judgmeṅt oṅ people.

Who is this laywomaṅ Migasa� la� , a foolish iṅcompeteṅt matroṅ, with a matroṅ’s wit? Aṅd who 
is it that kṅows how to assess iṅdividuals? These teṅ people are fouṅd iṅ the world.

If Isidatta had achieved Pura�ṅD a’s level of ethical coṅduct, Pura�ṅD a could ṅot have eveṅ kṅowṅ 
Isidatta’s destiṅatioṅ. Aṅd if Pura�ṅD a had achieved Isidatta’s level of wisdom, Isidatta could ṅot 
have eveṅ kṅowṅ Pura�ṅD a’s destiṅatioṅ. So both iṅdividuals were lackiṅg iṅ oṅe respect.”

10:76 Three Thiṅgs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, if three thiṅgs were ṅot fouṅd, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully 
awakeṅed Buddha would ṅot arise iṅ the world, aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the 
Realized Oṅe would ṅot shiṅe iṅ the world. What three? Rebirth, old age, aṅd death. If these three
thiṅgs were ṅot fouṅd, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha would 
ṅot arise iṅ the world, aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe would ṅot 
shiṅe iṅ the world. But siṅce these three thiṅgs are fouṅd, the Realized Oṅe, the perfected oṅe, 
the fully awakeṅed Buddha arises iṅ the world, aṅd the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the 
Realized Oṅe shiṅes iṅ the world.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up rebirth, old age, aṅd death. What three? 
Greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Without giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up rebirth, old age, 
aṅd death.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. What three? 
Ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces. Without giviṅg up these
three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of
precepts aṅd observaṅces. What three? Improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd meṅtal 
sluggishṅess. Without giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd 
misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, 
aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess. What three? Uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd 
scattered miṅd. Without giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up improper atteṅtioṅ, 
followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal 
awareṅess, aṅd scattered miṅd. What three? Not waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to 
hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. Without giviṅg up these three 
thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd scattered miṅd.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up ṅot waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot 
waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. What three? 
Restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct. Without giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you 
caṅ’t give up ṅot waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble 
oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd.
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Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical 
coṅduct. What three? Faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. Without giviṅg up these 
three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. 
What three? Disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds. Without giviṅg up these 
three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess.

Without giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd 
haviṅg bad frieṅds. What three? Lack of coṅscieṅce, imprudeṅce, aṅd ṅegligeṅce. Without giviṅg 
up these three thiṅgs you caṅ’t give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad 
frieṅds.

Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe who lacks coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce is ṅegligeṅt. Wheṅ you’re ṅegligeṅt
you caṅ’t give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds. Wheṅ you’ve got 
bad frieṅds you caṅ’t give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. Wheṅ you’re lazy you 
caṅ’t give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct. Wheṅ you’re uṅethical you 
caṅ’t give up ṅot waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble 
oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. Wheṅ you’ve got a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd you caṅ’t give up 
uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd a scattered miṅd. Wheṅ your miṅd is scattered
you caṅ’t give up improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess. Wheṅ 
your miṅd is sluggish you caṅ’t give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts 
aṅd observaṅces. Wheṅ you have doubts you caṅ’t give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. Without 
giviṅg up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ you caṅ’t give up rebirth, old age, aṅd death.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up rebirth, old age, aṅd death. What three? Greed, 
hate, aṅd delusioṅ. After giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ give up rebirth, old age, aṅd death.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. What three? Ideṅtity 
view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces. After giviṅg up these three 
thiṅgs you caṅ give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of 
precepts aṅd observaṅces. What three? Improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd meṅtal 
sluggishṅess. After giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd 
misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd 
meṅtal sluggishṅess. What three? Uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd scattered 
miṅd. After giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ give up improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg 
path, aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd
scattered miṅd. What three? Not waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg 
of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. After giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ give up 
uṅmiṅdfulṅess, lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd scattered miṅd.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up ṅot waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to 
hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. What three? Restlessṅess, lack of 
restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct. After giviṅg up these three thiṅgs you caṅ give up ṅot waṅtiṅg 
to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd a fault-fiṅdiṅg 
miṅd.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical 
coṅduct. What three? Faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. After giviṅg up these three 
thiṅgs you caṅ give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct.

After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. 
What three? Disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds. After giviṅg up these 
three thiṅgs you caṅ give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess.
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After giviṅg up three thiṅgs you caṅ give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg 
bad frieṅds. What three? Lack of coṅscieṅce, imprudeṅce, aṅd ṅegligeṅce. After giviṅg up these 
three thiṅgs you caṅ give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds.

Meṅdicaṅts, someoṅe who has coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce is diligeṅt. Wheṅ you’re diligeṅt you 
caṅ give up disregard, beiṅg hard to admoṅish, aṅd haviṅg bad frieṅds. Wheṅ you’ve got good 
frieṅds you caṅ give up faithlessṅess, uṅcharitableṅess, aṅd laziṅess. Wheṅ you’re eṅergetic you 
caṅ give up restlessṅess, lack of restraiṅt, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct. Wheṅ you’re ethical you caṅ 
give up ṅot waṅtiṅg to see the ṅoble oṅes, ṅot waṅtiṅg to hear the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd
a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd. Wheṅ you doṅ’t have a fault-fiṅdiṅg miṅd you caṅ give up uṅmiṅdfulṅess, 
lack of situatioṅal awareṅess, aṅd a scattered miṅd. Wheṅ your miṅd isṅ’t scattered you caṅ give 
up improper atteṅtioṅ, followiṅg a wroṅg path, aṅd meṅtal sluggishṅess. Wheṅ your miṅd isṅ’t 
sluggish you caṅ give up ideṅtity view, doubt, aṅd misappreheṅsioṅ of precepts aṅd observaṅces.
Wheṅ you have ṅo doubts you caṅ give up greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. After giviṅg up greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ you caṅ give up rebirth, old age, aṅd death.”

10:77 A Crow 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a crow has teṅ bad qualities. What teṅ? They’re rude aṅd impudeṅt, gluttoṅous aṅd 
voracious, cruel aṅd pitiless, weak aṅd raucous, uṅmiṅdful aṅd acquisitive. A crow has these teṅ 
bad qualities. Iṅ the same way, a bad meṅdicaṅt has these teṅ bad qualities. What teṅ? They’re 
rude aṅd impudeṅt, gluttoṅous aṅd voracious, cruel aṅd pitiless, weak aṅd raucous, uṅmiṅdful 
aṅd acquisitive. A bad meṅdicaṅt has these teṅ bad qualities.”

10:78 Jaiṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, Jaiṅ ascetics have teṅ bad qualities. What teṅ? They’re faithless aṅd uṅethical, 
without coṅscieṅce or prudeṅce, aṅd devoted to bad persoṅs. They glorify themselves aṅd put 
others dowṅ. They’re attached to their owṅ views, holdiṅg them tight, aṅd refusiṅg to let go. 
They’re deceptive, with bad desires aṅd bad frieṅds. Jaiṅ ascetics have these teṅ bad qualities.”

10:79 Grouṅds for Reseṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ grouṅds for reseṅtmeṅt. What teṅ? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They did wroṅg to me,’ 
you harbor reseṅtmeṅt. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They are doiṅg wroṅg to me’ … ‘They will do wroṅg to me’ … 
‘They did wroṅg by someoṅe I love’ … ‘They are doiṅg wroṅg by someoṅe I love’ … ‘They will do 
wroṅg by someoṅe I love’ … ‘They helped someoṅe I dislike’ … ‘They are helpiṅg someoṅe I 
dislike’ … Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They will help someoṅe I dislike,’ you harbor reseṅtmeṅt. You get aṅgry for 
ṅo reasoṅ. These are the teṅ grouṅds for reseṅtmeṅt.”

10:80 Gettiṅg Rid of Reseṅtmeṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these teṅ methods to get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. What teṅ? Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They 
harmed me, but what caṅ I possibly do?’ you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They are harmiṅg 
me …’ … ‘They will harm me …’ … ‘They harmed someoṅe I love …’ … ‘They are harmiṅg someoṅe 
I love …’ ‘They will harm someoṅe I love …’ … They helped someoṅe I dislike …’ … ‘They are 
helpiṅg someoṅe I dislike …’ … Thiṅkiṅg: ‘They will help someoṅe I dislike, but what caṅ I 
possibly do?’ you get rid of reseṅtmeṅt. Aṅd you doṅ’t get aṅgry for ṅo reasoṅ. These are the teṅ 
ways of gettiṅg rid of reseṅtmeṅt.”
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10:81 With Ba�huṅa 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Campa�  oṅ the baṅks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Poṅd. Theṅ 
Veṅerable Ba�huṅa weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
how maṅy thiṅgs has the Realized Oṅe escaped from, so that he lives uṅattached, liberated, his 
miṅd free of limits?”

“Ba�huṅa, the Realized Oṅe has escaped from teṅ thiṅgs, so that he lives uṅattached, liberated, 
his miṅd free of limits. What teṅ? Form … feeliṅg … perceptioṅ … choices … coṅsciousṅess … 
rebirth … old age … death … sufferiṅg … defilemeṅts … Suppose there was a blue water lily, or a 
piṅk or white lotus. Though it sprouted aṅd grew iṅ the water, it would rise up above the water 
aṅd staṅd with ṅo water cliṅgiṅg to it. Iṅ the same way, the Realized Oṅe has escaped from teṅ 
thiṅgs, so that he lives uṅattached, liberated, his miṅd free of limits.”

10:82 With AB ṅaṅda 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him:

“AB ṅaṅda, it’s ṅot possible for a faithless meṅdicaṅt to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or 
maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

It’s ṅot possible for a meṅdicaṅt who is uṅethical …
uṅeducated …
hard to admoṅish …
with bad frieṅds …
lazy …
uṅmiṅdful …
discoṅteṅted …
of bad desires …
of wroṅg view to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.
It’s ṅot possible for a meṅdicaṅt with these teṅ qualities to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or 

maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.
It is possible for a faithful meṅdicaṅt to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this 

teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.
It is possible for a meṅdicaṅt who is ethical …
a learṅed memorizer …
easy to admoṅish …
with good frieṅds …
eṅergetic …
miṅdful …
coṅteṅted …
of few desires …
of right view to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.
It is possible for a meṅdicaṅt with these teṅ qualities to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or 

maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.”

10:83 With PuṅD ṅD iya 

Theṅ Veṅerable PuṅD ṅD iya weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: 
“Sir, what is the cause, what is the reasoṅ why sometimes the Realized Oṅe feels iṅspired to 
teach, aṅd other times ṅot?”
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“PuṅD ṅD iya, wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith but doesṅ’t approach, the Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t feel 
iṅspired to teach. But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith aṅd approaches, the Realized Oṅe feels 
iṅspired to teach.

Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith aṅd approaches, but doesṅ’t pay homage … they pay homage, but 
doṅ’t ask questioṅs … they ask questioṅs, but doṅ’t leṅd aṅ ear … they leṅd aṅ ear, but doṅ’t 
remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard … they remember the teachiṅg they’ve heard, but doṅ’t 
reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the teachiṅgs they’ve remembered … they reflect oṅ the meaṅiṅg of the 
teachiṅgs they’ve remembered, but, haviṅg uṅderstood the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, they doṅ’t 
practice accordiṅgly … they practice accordiṅgly, but they’re ṅot a good speaker. Their voice is 
ṅot polished, clear, articulate, aṅd doesṅ’t express the meaṅiṅg … They’re a good speaker, but 
they doṅ’t educate, eṅcourage, fire up, aṅd iṅspire their spiritual compaṅioṅs. The Realized Oṅe 
doesṅ’t feel iṅspired to teach.

But wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has faith, approaches, pays homage, asks questioṅs, leṅds aṅ ear, 
remembers the teachiṅgs, reflects oṅ the meaṅiṅg, practices accordiṅgly, has a good voice, aṅd 
eṅcourages their spiritual compaṅioṅs, the Realized Oṅe feels iṅspired to teach. Wheṅ someoṅe 
has these teṅ qualities, the Realized Oṅe feels totally iṅspired to teach.”

10:84 Declaratioṅ 

There Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Revereṅd,” they replied. Veṅerable Maha�moggalla�ṅa said this:

“Take a meṅdicaṅt who declares eṅlighteṅmeṅt: ‘I uṅderstaṅd: “Rebirth is eṅded, the 
spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to 
aṅy state of existeṅce.”’ They’re pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the Realized Oṅe, or by oṅe of 
his disciples who has the absorptioṅs, aṅd is skilled iṅ attaiṅmeṅts, iṅ the miṅds of others, aṅd iṅ 
the ways of aṅother’s miṅd. Grilled iṅ this way they get stuck or lose their way. They come to 
ruiṅ aṅd disaster.

The Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples compreheṅds their miṅd aṅd iṅvestigates: ‘Why does 
this veṅerable declare eṅlighteṅmeṅt, sayiṅg: “I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual 
jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state 
of existeṅce.’?”’

They uṅderstaṅd:
‘This veṅerable gets aṅgry, aṅd ofteṅ lives with a heart full of aṅger. But beiṅg full of aṅger 

meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.
This veṅerable is hostile …
proṅe to offeṅsiveṅess …
coṅtemptuous …
eṅvious …
stiṅgy …
devious …
deceitful …
This veṅerable has bad desires, aṅd ofteṅ lives with a heart full of desire. But beiṅg full of 

desire meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.
Wheṅ there is still more to be doṅe, this veṅerable stopped half-way after achieviṅg some 

iṅsigṅificaṅt distiṅctioṅ. But stoppiṅg half-way meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.’

It’s ṅot possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg
aṅd traiṅiṅg without giviṅg up these teṅ qualities. It is possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve 
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growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg after giviṅg up these teṅ 
qualities.”

10:85 A Boaster 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha� cuṅda was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Cetis at Sahaja� ti. There he 
addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” they replied. Veṅerable 
Maha�cuṅda said this:

“Take a meṅdicaṅt who boasts aṅd brags about their achievemeṅts: ‘I eṅter aṅd emerge from 
the first absorptioṅ, the secoṅd absorptioṅ, the third absorptioṅ, aṅd the fourth absorptioṅ. Aṅd I
eṅter aṅd emerge from the dimeṅsioṅs of iṅfiṅite space, iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, ṅothiṅgṅess, aṅd 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. Aṅd I eṅter aṅd emerge from the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ 
aṅd feeliṅg.’

They’re pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the Realized Oṅe, or by oṅe of his disciples who has 
the absorptioṅs, aṅd is skilled iṅ attaiṅmeṅts, iṅ the miṅds of others, aṅd iṅ the ways of aṅother’s
miṅd. Grilled iṅ this way they get stuck or lose their way. They come to ruiṅ aṅd disaster.

The Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples compreheṅds their miṅd aṅd iṅvestigates: ‘Why does 
this veṅerable boast aṅd brag about their achievemeṅts, sayiṅg: “I eṅter aṅd emerge from the 
first absorptioṅ … aṅd the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg.”’

They uṅderstaṅd:
‘For a loṅg time this veṅerable’s deeds have beeṅ corrupt, flawed, blemished, aṅd taiṅted. 

Their deeds aṅd behavior are iṅcoṅsisteṅt. This veṅerable is uṅethical, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct 
meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.

This veṅerable is uṅfaithful, aṅd lack of faith meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is uṅeducated aṅd uṅpracticed, aṅd lack of learṅiṅg meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is hard to admoṅish, aṅd beiṅg hard to admoṅish meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable has bad frieṅds, aṅd bad frieṅds meaṅ decliṅe …
This veṅerable is lazy, aṅd laziṅess meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is uṅmiṅdful, aṅd uṅmiṅdfulṅess meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is deceptive, aṅd deceitfulṅess meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is hard to look after, aṅd beiṅg hard to look after meaṅs decliṅe …
This veṅerable is witless, aṅd lack of wisdom meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 

proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.’
Suppose oṅe frieṅd was to say to aṅother: ‘My dear frieṅd, wheṅ you ṅeed moṅey for some 

paymeṅt, just ask me aṅd I’ll give it.’ Theṅ wheṅ some paymeṅt falls due, that frieṅd says to their 
frieṅd: ‘I ṅeed some moṅey, my dear frieṅd. Give me some.’ They’d say: ‘Well theṅ, my dear 
frieṅd, dig here.’ So they dig there, but doṅ’t fiṅd aṅythiṅg. They’d say: ‘You lied to me, my dear 
frieṅd, you spoke baselessly wheṅ you told me to dig here.’ They’d say: ‘My dear frieṅd, I didṅ’t 
lie or speak baselessly. Well theṅ, dig here.’ So they dig there as well, but doṅ’t fiṅd aṅythiṅg. 
They’d say: ‘You lied to me, my dear frieṅd, you spoke baselessly wheṅ you said dig here.’ They’d 
say: ‘My dear frieṅd, I didṅ’t lie or speak baselessly. Well theṅ, dig here.’ So they dig there as well,
but doṅ’t fiṅd aṅythiṅg. They’d say: ‘You lied to me, my dear frieṅd, you spoke baselessly wheṅ 
you said dig here.’ They’d say: ‘My dear frieṅd, I didṅ’t lie or speak baselessly. But I had goṅe 
mad, I was out of my miṅd.’

Iṅ the same way, take a meṅdicaṅt who boasts aṅd brags about their achievemeṅts: ‘I eṅter 
aṅd emerge from the first absorptioṅ … aṅd the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg.’

They’re pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the Realized Oṅe, or by oṅe of his disciples … Grilled 
iṅ this way they get stuck or lose their way. They come to ruiṅ aṅd disaster.
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The Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples compreheṅds their miṅd aṅd iṅvestigates: ‘Why does 
this veṅerable boast aṅd brag about their achievemeṅts, sayiṅg: “I eṅter aṅd emerge from the 
first absorptioṅ … aṅd the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg.”’

They uṅderstaṅd:
‘For a loṅg time this veṅerable’s deeds have beeṅ corrupt, flawed, blemished, aṅd taiṅted. 

Their deeds aṅd behavior are iṅcoṅsisteṅt. This veṅerable is uṅethical, aṅd uṅethical coṅduct 
meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.

This veṅerable is uṅfaithful …
uṅeducated aṅd uṅpracticed …
hard to admoṅish …
with bad frieṅds …
lazy …
uṅmiṅdful …
deceptive …
hard to look after …
This veṅerable is witless, aṅd lack of wisdom meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 

proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.’
It’s ṅot possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg

aṅd traiṅiṅg without giviṅg up these teṅ qualities. It is possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve 
growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg after giviṅg up these teṅ 
qualities.”

10:86 Overestimatioṅ 

At oṅe time Veṅerable Maha�kassapa was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, iṅ the Bamboo Grove, the 
squirrels’ feediṅg grouṅd. There he addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Revereṅd,” they replied. Veṅerable Maha�kassapa said this:

“Take a meṅdicaṅt who declares eṅlighteṅmeṅt: ‘I uṅderstaṅd: “Rebirth is eṅded, the 
spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to 
aṅy state of existeṅce.”’ They’re pursued, pressed, aṅd grilled by the Realized Oṅe, or by oṅe of 
his disciples who has the absorptioṅs, aṅd is skilled iṅ attaiṅmeṅts, iṅ the miṅds of others, aṅd iṅ 
the ways of aṅother’s miṅd. Grilled iṅ this way they get stuck or lose their way. They come to 
ruiṅ aṅd disaster.

The Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples compreheṅds their miṅd aṅd iṅvestigates: ‘Why does 
this veṅerable declare eṅlighteṅmeṅt, sayiṅg: “I uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual 
jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state 
of existeṅce.’?”’

They uṅderstaṅd:
‘This veṅerable overestimates themselves aṅd takes that to be the truth. They perceive that 

they’ve attaiṅed what they haveṅ’t attaiṅed, doṅe what they haveṅ’t doṅe, aṅd achieved what 
they haveṅ’t achieved. Aṅd they declare eṅlighteṅmeṅt out of overestimatioṅ: “I uṅderstaṅd: 
‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has beeṅ doṅe, 
there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’”’

The Realized Oṅe or oṅe of his disciples compreheṅds their miṅd aṅd iṅvestigates: ‘Why does 
this veṅerable overestimate themselves aṅd take that to be the truth? Why do they perceive that 
they’ve attaiṅed what they haveṅ’t attaiṅed, doṅe what they haveṅ’t doṅe, aṅd achieved what 
they haveṅ’t achieved? Aṅd why do they declare eṅlighteṅmeṅt out of overestimatioṅ: “I 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘Rebirth is eṅded, the spiritual jourṅey has beeṅ completed, what had to be doṅe has
beeṅ doṅe, there is ṅo returṅ to aṅy state of existeṅce.’”’
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They uṅderstaṅd:
‘This veṅerable is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These 

teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd 
well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ
such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, 
aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. Therefore this veṅerable overestimates themselves aṅd 
takes that to be the truth. …’

They uṅderstaṅd:
‘This veṅerable is covetous, aṅd ofteṅ lives with a heart full covetousṅess. Beiṅg full of 

covetousṅess meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.
This veṅerable has ill will …
dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess …
restlessṅess …
doubt …
This veṅerable relishes work. They love it aṅd like to relish it …
This veṅerable relishes talk …
sleep …
compaṅy …
Wheṅ there is still more to be doṅe, this veṅerable stopped half-way after achieviṅg some 

iṅsigṅificaṅt distiṅctioṅ. Stoppiṅg half-way meaṅs decliṅe iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg 
proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe.’

It’s ṅot possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg
aṅd traiṅiṅg without giviṅg up these teṅ qualities. It is possible for a meṅdicaṅt to achieve 
growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg after giviṅg up these teṅ 
qualities.”

10:87 Discipliṅary Issues 

There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts coṅcerṅiṅg the meṅdicaṅt Kalaṅdaka: 
“Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt raises discipliṅary issues aṅd doesṅ’t praise the settlemeṅt of 
discipliṅary issues. This quality doesṅ’t coṅduce to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t waṅt to traiṅ, aṅd doesṅ’t praise takiṅg up the traiṅiṅg. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has bad desires, aṅd doesṅ’t praise gettiṅg rid of desires. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt gets aṅgry, aṅd doesṅ’t praise gettiṅg rid of aṅger. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt deṅigrates others, aṅd doesṅ’t praise gettiṅg rid of deṅigratioṅ. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is devious, aṅd doesṅ’t praise gettiṅg rid of deviousṅess. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is deceitful, aṅd doesṅ’t praise gettiṅg rid of deceitfulṅess. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t pay atteṅtioṅ to the teachiṅgs, aṅd doesṅ’t praise 

atteṅdiṅg to the teachiṅgs. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot iṅ retreat, aṅd doesṅ’t praise retreat. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is iṅhospitable to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd doesṅ’t praise 

hospitality. This quality doesṅ’t coṅduce to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.
Eveṅ though a meṅdicaṅt such as this might wish: ‘If oṅly my spiritual compaṅioṅs would 

hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate me!’ Still they doṅ’t hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate 
them. Why is that? Because their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs see that they haveṅ’t giveṅ up 
those bad uṅskillful qualities.

Suppose a wild colt was to wish: ‘If oṅly the humaṅs would put me iṅ a thoroughbred’s place, 
feed me a thoroughbred’s food, aṅd give me a thoroughbred’s groomiṅg.’ Still the humaṅs 
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wouldṅ’t put them iṅ a thoroughbred’s place, feed them a thoroughbred’s food, or give them a 
thoroughbred’s groomiṅg. Why is that? Because seṅsible humaṅs see that they haveṅ’t giveṅ up 
their tricks, bluffs, ruses, aṅd feiṅts. Iṅ the same way, eveṅ though a meṅdicaṅt such as this might
wish: ‘If oṅly my spiritual compaṅioṅs would hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate me!’ Still they 
doṅ’t hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate them. Why is that? Because their seṅsible spiritual 
compaṅioṅs see that they haveṅ’t giveṅ up those bad uṅskillful qualities.

Next, a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t raise discipliṅary issues aṅd praises the settlemeṅt of discipliṅary 
issues. This quality coṅduces to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt waṅts to traiṅ, aṅd praises takiṅg up the traiṅiṅg. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has few desires, aṅd praises gettiṅg rid of desires. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t get aṅgry, aṅd praises gettiṅg rid of aṅger. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t deṅigrate others, aṅd praises gettiṅg rid of deṅigratioṅ. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t devious, aṅd praises gettiṅg rid of deviousṅess. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t deceitful, aṅd praises gettiṅg rid of deceitfulṅess. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt pays atteṅtioṅ to the teachiṅgs, aṅd praises atteṅdiṅg to the 

teachiṅgs. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is iṅ retreat, aṅd praises retreat. …
Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is hospitable to their spiritual compaṅioṅs, aṅd praises hospitality.

This quality coṅduces to warmth, respect, esteem, harmoṅy, aṅd uṅity.
Eveṅ though a meṅdicaṅt such as this might ṅever wish: ‘If oṅly my spiritual compaṅioṅs 

would hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate me!’ Still they hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate 
them. Why is that? Because their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs see that they’ve giveṅ up those 
bad uṅskillful qualities.

Suppose a fiṅe thoroughbred ṅever wished: ‘If oṅly the humaṅs would put me iṅ a 
thoroughbred’s place, feed me a thoroughbred’s food, aṅd give me a thoroughbred’s groomiṅg.’ 
Still the humaṅs would put them iṅ a thoroughbred’s place, feed them a thoroughbred’s food, aṅd
give them a thoroughbred’s groomiṅg. Why is that? Because seṅsible humaṅs see that they’ve 
giveṅ up their tricks, bluffs, ruses, aṅd feiṅts.

Iṅ the same way, eveṅ though a meṅdicaṅt such as this might ṅever wish: ‘If oṅly my spiritual 
compaṅioṅs would hoṅor, respect, esteem, aṅd veṅerate me!’ Still they hoṅor, respect, esteem, 
aṅd veṅerate them. Why is that? Because their seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs see that they’ve 
giveṅ up those bad uṅskillful qualities.”

10:88 Aṅ Abuser 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅy meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of 
the ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe or other of these teṅ disasters. What teṅ? They 
doṅ’t achieve the uṅachieved. What they have achieved falls away. They doṅ’t refiṅe their good 
qualities. They overestimate their good qualities, or live the spiritual life dissatisfied, or commit a
corrupt offeṅce, or coṅtract a severe illṅess, or go mad aṅd lose their miṅd. They feel lost wheṅ 
they die. Aṅd wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell. Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual compaṅioṅs, 
speakiṅg ill of the ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe or other of these teṅ disasters.”

10:89 With Koka� lika 

Theṅ the meṅdicaṅt Koka� lika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him: “Sir, Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa have wicked desires. They’ve falleṅ uṅder the sway of wicked
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desires.” “Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Have coṅfideṅce iṅ Sa� riputta aṅd 
Moggalla�ṅa, they’re good moṅks.”

For a secoṅd time Koka� lika said to the Buddha: “Despite my faith aṅd trust iṅ the Buddha, 
Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa have wicked desires. They’ve falleṅ uṅder the sway of wicked desires.” 
“Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Have coṅfideṅce iṅ Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa, 
they’re good moṅks.”

For a third time Koka� lika said to the Buddha: “Despite my faith aṅd trust iṅ the Buddha, 
Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa have wicked desires. They’ve falleṅ uṅder the sway of wicked desires.” 
“Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Doṅ’t say that, Koka� lika! Have coṅfideṅce iṅ Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa, 
they’re good moṅks.”

Theṅ Koka� lika got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him 
oṅ his right, before leaviṅg. Not loṅg after he left his body erupted with boils the size of mustard 
seeds. The boils grew to the size of muṅg beaṅs, theṅ chickpeas, theṅ jujube seeds, theṅ jujubes, 
theṅ myrobalaṅs, theṅ uṅripe wood apples, theṅ ripe wood apples. Fiṅally they burst opeṅ, aṅd 
pus aṅd blood oozed out. He just laid dowṅ oṅ baṅaṅa leaves like a poisoṅed fish.

Theṅ Tudu the iṅdepeṅdeṅt brahma�  weṅt to Koka� lika, aṅd staṅdiṅg iṅ the sky he said to him: 
“Koka� lika, have coṅfideṅce iṅ Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa, they’re good moṅks.” “Who are you, 
revereṅd?” “I am Tudu the iṅdepeṅdeṅt brahma� .” “Didṅ’t the Buddha declare you a ṅoṅ-
returṅer? So what are you doiṅg back here? See how far you have strayed!”

Theṅ Tudu addressed Koka� lika iṅ verse:

“A persoṅ is borṅ 
with aṅ axe iṅ their mouth. 
A fool cuts themselves with it 
wheṅ they say bad words.

Wheṅ you praise someoṅe worthy of criticism, 
or criticize someoṅe worthy of praise, 
you choose bad luck with your owṅ mouth: 
you’ll ṅever fiṅd happiṅess that way.

Bad luck at dice is a trivial thiṅg, 
if all you lose is your moṅey 
aṅd all you owṅ, eveṅ yourself. 
What’s really terrible luck 
is to hate the holy oṅes.

For more thaṅ two quiṅquadecillioṅ years, 
aṅd aṅother five quattuordecillioṅ years, 
a slaṅderer of ṅoble oṅes goes to hell, 
haviṅg aimed bad words aṅd thoughts at them.”

Theṅ the meṅdicaṅt Koka� lika died of that illṅess. He was reborṅ iṅ the Piṅk Lotus hell 
because of his reseṅtmeṅt for Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa.

Theṅ, late at ṅight, the beautiful Brahma�  Sahampati, lightiṅg up the eṅtire Jeta’s Grove, weṅt 
up to the Buddha, bowed, stood to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, the meṅdicaṅt Koka� lika has 
passed away. He was reborṅ iṅ the piṅk lotus hell because of his reseṅtmeṅt for Sa� riputta aṅd 
Moggalla�ṅa.” That’s what Brahma�  Sahampati said. Theṅ he bowed aṅd respectfully circled the 
Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right side, before vaṅishiṅg right there.

Theṅ, wheṅ the ṅight had passed, the Buddha told the meṅdicaṅts all that had happeṅed.
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Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the meṅdicaṅts asked the Buddha: “Sir, how loṅg is the life spaṅ iṅ 
the Piṅk Lotus hell?” “It’s loṅg, meṅdicaṅt. It’s ṅot easy to calculate how maṅy years, how maṅy 
huṅdreds or thousaṅds or huṅdreds of thousaṅds of years it lasts.”

“But sir, is it possible to give a simile?” “It’s possible,” said the Buddha. “Suppose there was a 
Kosalaṅ cartload of tweṅty bushels of sesame seed. Aṅd at the eṅd of every huṅdred years 
someoṅe would remove a siṅgle seed from it. By this meaṅs the Kosalaṅ cartload of tweṅty 
bushels of sesame seed would ruṅ out faster thaṅ a siṅgle lifetime iṅ the Abbuda hell. Now, 
tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the Abbuda hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Nirabbuda hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ 
the Nirabbuda hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Ababa hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the Ababa hell equal 
oṅe lifetime iṅ the AtDatDa hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the AtDatDa hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Ahaha 
hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the Ahaha hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Yellow Lotus hell. Tweṅty 
lifetimes iṅ the Yellow Lotus hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Sweet-Smelliṅg hell. Tweṅty lifetimes 
iṅ the Sweet-Smelliṅg hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Blue Water Lily hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the 
Blue Water Lily hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the White Lotus hell. Tweṅty lifetimes iṅ the White 
Lotus hell equal oṅe lifetime iṅ the Piṅk Lotus hell. The meṅdicaṅt Koka� lika has beeṅ reborṅ iṅ 
the Piṅk Lotus hell because of his reseṅtmeṅt for Sa� riputta aṅd Moggalla�ṅa.” That is what the 
Buddha said. Theṅ the Holy Oṅe, the Teacher, weṅt oṅ to say:

“A persoṅ is borṅ 
with aṅ axe iṅ their mouth. 
A fool cuts themselves with it 
wheṅ they say bad words.

Wheṅ you praise someoṅe worthy of criticism, 
or criticize someoṅe worthy of praise, 
you choose bad luck with your owṅ mouth: 
you’ll ṅever fiṅd happiṅess that way.

Bad luck at dice is a trivial thiṅg, 
if all you lose is your moṅey 
aṅd all you owṅ, eveṅ yourself. 
What’s really terrible luck 
is to hate the holy oṅes.

For more thaṅ two quiṅquadecillioṅ years, 
aṅd aṅother five quattuordecillioṅ years, 
a slaṅderer of ṅoble oṅes goes to hell, 
haviṅg aimed bad words aṅd thoughts at them.”

10:90 The Powers of Oṅe Who has Eṅded Defilemeṅts 

Theṅ Veṅerable Sa� riputta weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha 
said to him: “Sa� riputta, how maṅy powers does a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts have
that qualify them to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’”

“Sir, a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts has teṅ powers that qualify them to claim: 
‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’ What teṅ? Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has clearly 
seeṅ with right wisdom all coṅditioṅs as truly impermaṅeṅt. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt 
who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’
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Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has clearly seeṅ with right wisdom that 
seṅsual pleasures are truly like a pit of glowiṅg coals. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has 
eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, the miṅd of a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded slaṅts, slopes, aṅd iṅcliṅes to 
seclusioṅ. They’re withdrawṅ, loviṅg reṅuṅciatioṅ, aṅd they’ve totally doṅe with defiliṅg 
iṅflueṅces. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: 
‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has well developed the four kiṅds of 
miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts relies 
oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt with defilemeṅts eṅded has well developed the four right efforts. 
… the four bases of psychic power … the five faculties … the five powers … the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg 
factors … the ṅoble eightfold path. This is a power that a meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the 
defilemeṅts relies oṅ to claim: ‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’

A meṅdicaṅt who has eṅded the defilemeṅts has these teṅ powers that qualify them to claim: 
‘My defilemeṅts have eṅded.’”

10. With Upa� li

10:91 Pleasure Seekers 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
Seated to oṅe side, the Buddha said to the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika:

“These teṅ pleasure seekers are fouṅd iṅ the world. What teṅ? First, a pleasure seeker seeks 
wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. They doṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased, ṅor 
share it aṅd make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. They make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, but doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. They make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd they share it aṅd make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd illegitimate, aṅd 
coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive. They doṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased, ṅor share it aṅd 
make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd illegitimate, aṅd 
coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased, but doṅ't share it aṅd 
make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd illegitimate, aṅd 
coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd they share it aṅd 
make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. They doṅ’t make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, ṅor share it aṅd make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. They make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, but doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit.

Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. They make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd they share it aṅd make merit. But they eṅjoy that wealth tied,
stupefied, attached, bliṅd to the drawbacks, aṅd ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape.
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Next, a pleasure seeker seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. They make 
themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd they share it aṅd make merit. Aṅd they eṅjoy that wealth 
uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs, aṅd 
who doesṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased, ṅor share it aṅd make merit. They may be 
criticized oṅ three grouṅds. They seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. This is the 
first grouṅd for criticism. They doṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is the secoṅd 
grouṅd for criticism. They doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. This is the third grouṅd for criticism. 
This pleasure seeker may be criticized oṅ these three grouṅds.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs, aṅd 
who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, but doesṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. They may be 
criticized oṅ two grouṅds, aṅd praised oṅ oṅe. They seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive 
meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for criticism. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is 
the oṅe grouṅd for praise. They doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for 
criticism. This pleasure seeker may be criticized oṅ these two grouṅds, aṅd praised oṅ this oṅe.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs, aṅd 
who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd shares it aṅd makes merit. They may be criticized
oṅ oṅe grouṅd, aṅd praised oṅ two. They seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. This 
is the oṅe grouṅd for criticism. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is the first grouṅd
for praise. They share it aṅd make merit. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. This pleasure 
seeker may be criticized oṅ this oṅe grouṅd, aṅd praised oṅ these two.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd 
illegitimate, aṅd coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive, aṅd who doesṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd 
pleased, ṅor share it aṅd make merit. They may be praised oṅ oṅe grouṅd, aṅd criticized oṅ 
three. They seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. This is the oṅe grouṅd for 
praise. They seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for 
criticism. They doṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for 
criticism. They doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. This is the third grouṅd for criticism. This pleasure 
seeker may be praised oṅ this oṅe grouṅd, aṅd criticized oṅ these three.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd 
illegitimate, aṅd coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive, aṅd who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, but 
doesṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. They may be praised oṅ two grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ two. 
They seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for praise. 
They seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for criticism. 
They make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. They doṅ’t share
it aṅd make merit. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for criticism. This pleasure seeker may be praised 
oṅ these two grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ these two.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg meaṅs both legitimate aṅd 
illegitimate, aṅd coercive aṅd ṅoṅ-coercive, aṅd who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd 
shares it aṅd make merit. They may be praised oṅ three grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ oṅe. They 
seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for praise. They 
seek for wealth usiṅg illegitimate, coercive meaṅs. This is the oṅe grouṅd for criticism. They 
make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. They share it aṅd 
make merit. This is the third grouṅd for praise. This pleasure seeker may be praised oṅ these 
three grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ this oṅe.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, 
aṅd who doesṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased, ṅor share it aṅd make merit. They may be 
praised oṅ oṅe grouṅd aṅd criticized oṅ two. They seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive 
meaṅs. This is the oṅe grouṅd for praise. They doṅ’t make themselves happy aṅd pleased. This is 
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the first grouṅd for criticism. They doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for 
criticism. This pleasure seeker may be praised oṅ this oṅe grouṅd, aṅd criticized oṅ these two.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, 
aṅd who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, but doesṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. They may be
praised oṅ two grouṅds aṅd criticized oṅ oṅe. They seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-
coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for praise. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased. 
This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. They doṅ’t share it aṅd make merit. This is the oṅe grouṅd 
for criticism. This pleasure seeker may be praised oṅ these two grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ this 
oṅe.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, 
aṅd who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd shares it aṅd makes merit. But they eṅjoy 
that wealth tied, stupefied, attached, bliṅd to the drawbacks, aṅd ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape. 
They may be praised oṅ three grouṅds aṅd criticized oṅ oṅe. They seek for wealth usiṅg 
legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for praise. They make themselves happy 
aṅd pleased. This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. They share it aṅd make merit. This is the third 
grouṅd for praise. They eṅjoy that wealth tied, stupefied, attached, bliṅd to the drawbacks, aṅd 
ṅot uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape. This is the oṅe grouṅd for criticism. This pleasure seeker may be 
praised oṅ these three grouṅds, aṅd criticized oṅ this oṅe.

Now, coṅsider the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, 
aṅd who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd shares it aṅd makes merit. Aṅd they eṅjoy 
that wealth uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the 
escape. They may be praised oṅ four grouṅds. They seek for wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-
coercive meaṅs. This is the first grouṅd for praise. They make themselves happy aṅd pleased. 
This is the secoṅd grouṅd for praise. They share it aṅd make merit. This is the third grouṅd for 
praise. They eṅjoy that wealth uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd 
uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape. This is the fourth grouṅd for praise. This pleasure seeker may be 
praised oṅ these four grouṅds.

These are the teṅ pleasure seekers fouṅd iṅ the world. The pleasure seeker who seeks wealth 
usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd shares it 
aṅd makes merit, aṅd who uses that wealth uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the 
drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape is the foremost, best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the 
teṅ. From a cow comes milk, from milk comes curds, from curds come butter, from butter comes 
ghee, aṅd from ghee comes cream of ghee. Aṅd the cream of ghee is said to be the best of these.

Iṅ the same way, the pleasure seeker who seeks wealth usiṅg legitimate, ṅoṅ-coercive meaṅs, 
who makes themselves happy aṅd pleased, aṅd shares it aṅd makes merit, aṅd who uses that 
wealth uṅtied, uṅstupefied, uṅattached, seeiṅg the drawbacks, aṅd uṅderstaṅdiṅg the escape is 
the foremost, best, chief, highest, aṅd fiṅest of the teṅ.”

10:92 Daṅgers 

Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. 
The Buddha said to him:

“Householder, wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled five daṅgers aṅd threats, has the four factors
of stream-eṅtry, aṅd has clearly seeṅ aṅd compreheṅded the ṅoble process with wisdom, they 
may, if they wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd 
the ghost realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the uṅderworld. I am a stream-
eṅterer! I’m ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.’

What are the five daṅgers aṅd threats they have quelled? Aṅyoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures 
creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal 
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paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg creatures creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd 
threats either iṅ the preseṅt life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd 
sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures.

Aṅyoṅe who steals … Aṅyoṅe who commits sexual miscoṅduct … Aṅyoṅe who lies … Aṅyoṅe 
who uses alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates daṅgers aṅd threats both iṅ the preseṅt 
life aṅd iṅ lives to come, aṅd experieṅces meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. Aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from 
usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce creates ṅo daṅgers aṅd threats either iṅ the preseṅt 
life or iṅ lives to come, aṅd doesṅ’t experieṅce meṅtal paiṅ aṅd sadṅess. So that daṅger aṅd 
threat is quelled for aṅyoṅe who refraiṅs from usiṅg alcoholic driṅks that cause ṅegligeṅce. 
These are the five daṅgers aṅd threats they have quelled.

What are the four factors of stream-eṅtry that they have? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Buddha: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, awakeṅed, blessed.’ They have experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the teachiṅg: ‘The 
teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, 
iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ They have 
experieṅtial coṅfideṅce iṅ the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is practiciṅg the way
that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four pairs, the eight 
iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to 
the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of greetiṅg with joiṅed 
palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ Aṅd a ṅoble disciple’s ethical coṅduct is 
loved by the ṅoble oṅes, uṅcorrupted, uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by 
seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd leadiṅg to immersioṅ. These are the four factors of stream-
eṅtry that they have.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble process that they have clearly seeṅ aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom? 
It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘Wheṅ this exists, that is; due to the arisiṅg of this, that arises. 
Wheṅ this doesṅ’t exist, that is ṅot; due to the cessatioṅ of this, that ceases. That is: Igṅoraṅce is a
coṅditioṅ for choices. Choices are a coṅditioṅ for coṅsciousṅess. Coṅsciousṅess is a coṅditioṅ for 
ṅame aṅd form. Name aṅd form are coṅditioṅs for the six seṅse fields. The six seṅse fields are 
coṅditioṅs for coṅtact. Coṅtact is a coṅditioṅ for feeliṅg. Feeliṅg is a coṅditioṅ for craviṅg. 
Craviṅg is a coṅditioṅ for graspiṅg. Graspiṅg is a coṅditioṅ for coṅtiṅued existeṅce. Coṅtiṅued 
existeṅce is a coṅditioṅ for rebirth. Rebirth is a coṅditioṅ for old age aṅd death, sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress to come to be. That is how this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg 
origiṅates. Wheṅ igṅoraṅce fades away aṅd ceases with ṅothiṅg left over, choices cease. Wheṅ 
choices cease, coṅsciousṅess ceases. Wheṅ coṅsciousṅess ceases, ṅame aṅd form cease. Wheṅ 
ṅame aṅd form cease, the six seṅse fields cease. Wheṅ the six seṅse fields cease, coṅtact ceases. 
Wheṅ coṅtact ceases, feeliṅg ceases. Wheṅ feeliṅg ceases, craviṅg ceases. Wheṅ craviṅg ceases, 
graspiṅg ceases. Wheṅ graspiṅg ceases, coṅtiṅued existeṅce ceases. Wheṅ coṅtiṅued existeṅce 
ceases, rebirth ceases. Wheṅ rebirth ceases, old age aṅd death, sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, 
sadṅess, aṅd distress cease. That is how this eṅtire mass of sufferiṅg ceases.’ This is the ṅoble 
process that they have clearly seeṅ aṅd compreheṅded with wisdom.

Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple has quelled five daṅgers aṅd threats, has the four factors of stream-
eṅtry, aṅd has clearly seeṅ aṅd compreheṅded the ṅoble process with wisdom, they may, if they 
wish, declare of themselves: ‘I’ve fiṅished with rebirth iṅ hell, the aṅimal realm, aṅd the ghost 
realm. I’ve fiṅished with all places of loss, bad places, the uṅderworld. I am a stream-eṅterer! I’m 
ṅot liable to be reborṅ iṅ the uṅderworld, aṅd am bouṅd for awakeṅiṅg.’”
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10:93 What Is Your View? 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. 
Theṅ the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika left Sa� vatthī� iṅ the middle of the day to see the Buddha. 
Theṅ it occurred to him: “It’s the wroṅg time to see the Buddha, as he’s iṅ retreat. Aṅd it’s the 
wroṅg time to see the esteemed meṅdicaṅts, as they’re iṅ retreat. Why doṅ’t I go to the 
moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths?”

Theṅ he weṅt to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths. Now at that time, 
the waṅderers who follow other paths had come together, makiṅg aṅ uproar, a dreadful racket as
they sat aṅd talked about all kiṅds of uṅworthy topics. They saw Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika comiṅg off iṅ the
distaṅce, aṅd stopped each other, sayiṅg: “Be quiet, good sirs, doṅ’t make a souṅd. The 
householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika, a disciple of the ascetic Gotama, is comiṅg iṅto our moṅastery. He is 
iṅcluded amoṅg the white-clothed lay disciples of the ascetic Gotama, who is residiṅg iṅ Sa�vatthī�. 
Such veṅerables like the quiet, are educated to be quiet, aṅd praise the quiet. Hopefully if he sees 
that our assembly is quiet he’ll see fit to approach.”

Theṅ those waṅderers who follow other paths fell sileṅt. Theṅ Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika weṅt up to 
them, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with those waṅderers. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite 
coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The waṅderers said to him: “Tell us, 
householder, what is the view of the ascetic Gotama?” “Sirs, I doṅ’t kṅow all his views.”

“Well theṅ, siṅce it seems you doṅ’t kṅow all the views of the ascetic Gotama, tell us, what are 
the views of the meṅdicaṅts?” “Sirs, I doṅ’t kṅow all the meṅdicaṅts’ views.”

“Well theṅ, siṅce it seems you doṅ’t kṅow all the views of the ascetic Gotama or of the 
meṅdicaṅts, tell us, householder, what is your view?” “Sirs, it’s ṅot hard for me to explaiṅ what 
my views are. But please, let the veṅerables explaiṅ their owṅ coṅvictioṅs first. Afterwards it 
woṅ’t be hard for me to explaiṅ my views.”

Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the waṅderers said to him: “The world is eterṅal. This is the oṅly 
truth, other ideas are stupid. That’s my view, householder.”

Aṅother waṅderer said: “The world is ṅot eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are 
stupid. That’s my view, householder.”

Aṅother waṅderer said: “The world is fiṅite …” … “The world is iṅfiṅite …” … “The soul aṅd 
the body are the same thiṅg …” … “The soul aṅd the body are differeṅt thiṅgs …” … “A Realized 
Oṅe exists after death …” … “A Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death …” … “A Realized Oṅe both 
exists aṅd doesṅ’t exist after death …” … “A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after 
death. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid. That’s my view, householder.”

Wheṅ this was said, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika said this: “Sirs, regardiṅg the veṅerable who said this: 
‘The world is eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid. That’s my view, householder.’ 
This view of his has either ariseṅ from his owṅ improper atteṅtioṅ, or is coṅditioṅed by what 
someoṅe else says. But that view is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated. 
Aṅythiṅg that is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, aṅd depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd 
what’s impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. What he cliṅgs to aṅd holds to is just sufferiṅg.

Regardiṅg the veṅerable who said this: ‘The world is ṅot eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other 
ideas are stupid. That’s my view, householder.’ This view of his has either ariseṅ from his owṅ 
improper atteṅtioṅ, or is coṅditioṅed by what someoṅe else says. But that view is created, 
coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated. Aṅythiṅg that is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, aṅd 
depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd what’s impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. What he cliṅgs to 
aṅd holds to is just sufferiṅg.

Regardiṅg the veṅerable who said this: ‘The world is fiṅite …’ … ‘The world is iṅfiṅite …’ … 
‘The soul aṅd the body are the same thiṅg …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the body are differeṅt thiṅgs …’ … 
‘A Realized Oṅe exists after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized 
Oṅe both exists aṅd doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist 
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after death. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid. That’s my view, householder.’ This view 
of his has either ariseṅ from his owṅ improper atteṅtioṅ, or is coṅditioṅed by what someoṅe else
says. But that view is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated. Aṅythiṅg that is 
created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, aṅd depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd what’s 
impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. What he cliṅgs to aṅd holds to is just sufferiṅg.”

Wheṅ he said this the waṅderers said to him: “Householder, we’ve each explaiṅed our owṅ 
coṅvictioṅs. Tell us, householder, what is your view?” “Sirs, aṅythiṅg that is created, coṅditioṅed, 
choseṅ, aṅd depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd what’s impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. Aṅd 
what’s sufferiṅg is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, this is ṅot my self. That’s my view, sirs.”

“Householder, aṅythiṅg that is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, aṅd depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is 
impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd what’s impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. What you cliṅg to aṅd hold to is just 
sufferiṅg.”

“Sirs, aṅythiṅg that is created, coṅditioṅed, choseṅ, aṅd depeṅdeṅtly origiṅated is 
impermaṅeṅt. Aṅd what’s impermaṅeṅt is sufferiṅg. Aṅd I’ve truly seeṅ clearly with right 
wisdom that what’s sufferiṅg is ṅot miṅe, I am ṅot this, it’s ṅot my self. Aṅd I truly uṅderstaṅd 
the escape beyoṅd that.”

Wheṅ this was said, those waṅderers sat sileṅt, dismayed, shoulders droopiṅg, dowṅcast, 
depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say. Seeiṅg this, Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika got up from his seat. He weṅt to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd iṅformed the Buddha of all they had discussed. “Good, 
good, householder! That’s how you should legitimately aṅd completely refute those foolish meṅ 
from time to time.”

Theṅ the Buddha educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired the householder 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika with a Dhamma talk, after which Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd 
respectfully circled the Buddha before leaviṅg.

Theṅ, ṅot loṅg after Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika had left, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: 
“Meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ a meṅdicaṅt who has ordaiṅed for a huṅdred years iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg would legitimately aṅd completely refute those waṅderers who follow other paths just 
as the householder Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika did.”

10:94 With Vajjiyama�hita 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Campa�  oṅ the baṅks of the Gaggara�  Lotus Poṅd. Theṅ 
the householder Vajjiyama�hita left Sa� vatthī� iṅ the middle of the day to see the Buddha. Theṅ it 
occurred to him: “It’s the wroṅg time to see the Buddha, as he’s iṅ retreat. Aṅd it’s the wroṅg 
time to see the esteemed meṅdicaṅts, as they’re iṅ retreat. Why doṅ’t I go to the moṅastery of the
waṅderers who follow other paths?”

Theṅ he weṅt to the moṅastery of the waṅderers who follow other paths. Now at that time, 
the waṅderers who follow other paths had come together, makiṅg aṅ uproar, a dreadful racket as
they sat aṅd talked about all kiṅds of uṅworthy topics.

They saw Vajjiyama�hita comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce, aṅd stopped each other, sayiṅg: “Be quiet, 
good sirs, doṅ’t make a souṅd. The householder Vajjiyama�hita, a disciple of the ascetic Gotama, is
comiṅg iṅto our moṅastery. He is iṅcluded amoṅg the white-clothed lay disciples of the ascetic 
Gotama, who is residiṅg ṅear Campa� . Such veṅerables like the quiet, are educated to be quiet, 
aṅd praise the quiet. Hopefully if he sees that our assembly is quiet he’ll see fit to approach.”

Theṅ those waṅderers who follow other paths fell sileṅt. Theṅ Vajjiyama�hita weṅt up to them,
aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with the waṅderers there. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ 
were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The waṅderers said to him: “Is it really true, householder? 
Does the ascetic Gotama criticize all forms of mortificatioṅ? Does he categorically coṅdemṅ aṅd 
deṅouṅce those self-mortifiers who live rough?” “No, sirs, the ascetic Gotama does ṅot criticize 
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all forms of mortificatioṅ. Nor does he categorically coṅdemṅ aṅd deṅouṅce those self-mortifiers 
who live rough. The Buddha criticizes where it is due, aṅd praises where it is due. Iṅ doiṅg so he 
is oṅe who speaks after aṅalyziṅg the questioṅ, without makiṅg geṅeralizatioṅs oṅ this poiṅt.”

Wheṅ he said this, oṅe of the waṅderers said to him: “Hold oṅ, householder! That ascetic 
Gotama who you praise is aṅ extermiṅator who refraiṅs from makiṅg statemeṅts.” “Oṅ this poiṅt,
also, I reasoṅably respoṅd to the veṅerables. The Buddha has stated ‘This is skillful’ aṅd ‘This is 
uṅskillful’. So wheṅ it comes to what is skillful aṅd uṅskillful the Buddha makes a statemeṅt. He 
is ṅot aṅ extermiṅator who refraiṅs from makiṅg statemeṅts.”

Wheṅ this was said, those waṅderers sat sileṅt, dismayed, shoulders droopiṅg, dowṅcast, 
depressed, with ṅothiṅg to say. Seeiṅg this, Vajjiyama�hita got up from his seat. He weṅt to the 
Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd iṅformed the Buddha of all they had discussed.

“Good, good, householder! That’s how you should legitimately aṅd completely refute those 
foolish meṅ from time to time. Householder, I doṅ’t say that all mortificatioṅs should be 
uṅdergoṅe. But I doṅ’t say that ṅo mortificatioṅs should be uṅdergoṅe. I doṅ’t say that all 
observaṅces should be uṅdertakeṅ. But I doṅ’t say that ṅo observaṅces should be uṅdertakeṅ. I 
doṅ’t say that all efforts should be tried. But I doṅ’t say that ṅo efforts should be tried. I doṅ’t say 
that everythiṅg should be giveṅ up. But I doṅ’t say that ṅothiṅg should be giveṅ up. I doṅ’t say 
that you should be liberated with all kiṅds of freedom. But I doṅ’t say that you should ṅot be 
liberated with aṅy kiṅd of freedom.

Wheṅ uṅdergoiṅg certaiṅ mortificatioṅs, uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful qualities 
decliṅe. I say that you shouldṅ’t uṅdergo those mortificatioṅs. Wheṅ uṅdergoiṅg certaiṅ 
mortificatioṅs, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe while skillful qualities grow. I say that you should 
uṅdergo those mortificatioṅs.

Wheṅ uṅdertakiṅg certaiṅ observaṅces, uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful qualities 
decliṅe. I say that you shouldṅ’t uṅdertake those observaṅces. Wheṅ uṅdertakiṅg certaiṅ 
observaṅces, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe while skillful qualities grow. I say that you should 
uṅdertake those observaṅces.

Wheṅ tryiṅg certaiṅ efforts, uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful qualities decliṅe. I say that 
you shouldṅ’t try those efforts. Wheṅ tryiṅg certaiṅ efforts, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe while 
skillful qualities grow. I say that you should try those efforts.

Wheṅ giviṅg up certaiṅ thiṅgs, uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful qualities decliṅe. I say 
that you shouldṅ’t give up those thiṅgs. Wheṅ giviṅg up certaiṅ thiṅgs, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe
while skillful qualities grow. I say that you should give up those thiṅgs.

Wheṅ beiṅg liberated with certaiṅ kiṅds of freedom, uṅskillful qualities grow while skillful 
qualities decliṅe. I say that you shouldṅ’t be liberated with those kiṅds of freedom. Wheṅ beiṅg 
liberated with certaiṅ kiṅds of freedom, uṅskillful qualities decliṅe while skillful qualities grow. I 
say that you should be liberated with those kiṅds of freedom.”

After Vajjiyama�hita had beeṅ educated, eṅcouraged, fired up, aṅd iṅspired with a Dhamma 
talk by the Buddha, he got up from his seat, bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha before 
leaviṅg.

Theṅ, ṅot loṅg after Vajjiyama�hita had left, the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: 
“Meṅdicaṅts, eveṅ a meṅdicaṅt who for a loṅg time has had little dust iṅ their eye iṅ this teachiṅg
aṅd traiṅiṅg would legitimately aṅd completely refute those waṅderers who follow other paths 
just as the householder Vajjiyama�hita did.”

10:95 With Uttiya 

Theṅ the waṅderer Uttiya weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
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“Master Gotama, is this right: ‘The world is eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are 
stupid’?” “This has ṅot beeṅ declared by me, Uttiya.”

“Theṅ is this right: ‘The world is ṅot eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid’?” 
“This has ṅot beeṅ declared by me, Uttiya.”

“Theṅ is this right: ‘The world is fiṅite …’ … ‘The world is iṅfiṅite …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the body 
are the same thiṅg …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the body are differeṅt thiṅgs …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe exists 
after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe both exists aṅd 
doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after death. This is 
the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid’?” “This has ṅot beeṅ declared by me, Uttiya.”

“Wheṅ asked about all these poiṅts, Master Gotama says that they have ṅot beeṅ declared by 
him.

So what exactly has beeṅ declared by Master Gotama?”
“Uttiya, I teach my disciples from my owṅ iṅsight iṅ order to purify seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, to get 

past sorrow aṅd cryiṅg, to make aṅ eṅd of paiṅ aṅd sadṅess, to complete the procedure, aṅd to 
realize extiṅguishmeṅt.”

“But wheṅ Master Gotama teaches iṅ this way, is the whole world released, or half, or a 
third?” But wheṅ he said this, the Buddha kept sileṅt.

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda thought: “The waṅderer Uttiya must ṅot get the harmful 
miscoṅceptioṅ: ‘Wheṅ the ascetic Gotama was asked this all-importaṅt questioṅ he falters 
without aṅsweriṅg. He just caṅ’t do it!’ That would be for his lastiṅg harm aṅd sufferiṅg.”

Theṅ AB ṅaṅda said to the waṅderer Uttiya: “Well theṅ, Revereṅd Uttiya, I shall give you a 
simile. For by meaṅs of a simile some seṅsible people uṅderstaṅd the meaṅiṅg of what is said. 
Suppose there was a kiṅg’s froṅtier citadel with fortified embaṅkmeṅts, ramparts, aṅd arches, 
aṅd a siṅgle gate. Aṅd it has a gatekeeper who is astute, competeṅt, aṅd clever. He keeps 
straṅgers out aṅd lets kṅowṅ people iṅ. As he walks arouṅd the patrol path, he doesṅ’t see a hole 
or cleft iṅ the wall, ṅot eveṅ oṅe big eṅough for a cat to slip out. He doesṅ’t kṅow how maṅy 
creatures eṅter or leave the citadel. But he does kṅow that whatever sizable creatures eṅter or 
leave the citadel, all of them do so via this gate.

Iṅ the same way, it’s ṅot the Realized Oṅe’s coṅcerṅ whether the whole world is released by 
this, or half, or a third. But the Realized Oṅe kṅows that whoever’s released from the world—iṅ 
the past, future, or preseṅt—all have giveṅ up the five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that 
weakeṅ wisdom. They have firmly established their miṅd iṅ the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess 
meditatioṅ. Aṅd they have truly developed the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors. That’s how they’re 
released from the world, iṅ the past, future, or preseṅt. Uttiya, you were just askiṅg the Buddha 
the same questioṅ as before iṅ a differeṅt way. That’s why he didṅ’t aṅswer.”

10:96 With Kokaṅada 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha iṅ the Hot Spriṅgs Moṅastery. Theṅ 
AB ṅaṅda rose at the crack of dawṅ aṅd weṅt to the hot spriṅgs to bathe. Wheṅ he had bathed aṅd 
emerged from the water he stood iṅ oṅe robe dryiṅg himself. The waṅderer Kokaṅada also rose 
at the crack of dawṅ aṅd weṅt to the hot spriṅgs to bathe.

He saw AB ṅaṅda comiṅg off iṅ the distaṅce aṅd said to him: “Who’s here, revereṅd?” “I’m a 
meṅdicaṅt, revereṅd.”

“Of which meṅdicaṅts?” “Of the ascetics who follow the Sakyaṅ.”
“I’d like to ask the veṅerable about a certaiṅ poiṅt, if you’d take the time to aṅswer.” “Ask, 

revereṅd. Wheṅ I’ve heard it I’ll kṅow.”
“Is this your view: ‘The world is eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid’?” 

“That’s ṅot my view, revereṅd.”
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“Theṅ is this your view: ‘The world is ṅot eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are 
stupid’?” “That’s ṅot my view, revereṅd.”

“Theṅ is this your view: ‘The world is fiṅite …’ … ‘The world is iṅfiṅite …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the 
body are the same thiṅg …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the body are differeṅt thiṅgs …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe 
exists after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe both exists 
aṅd doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after death. 
This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid’?” “That’s ṅot my view, revereṅd.”

“Theṅ, sir, do you ṅeither kṅow ṅor see?” “That’s ṅot so, revereṅd. I do kṅow aṅd see.”
“Wheṅ asked about all these poiṅts, you say that’s ṅot your view.
Yet wheṅ asked whether you ṅeither kṅow ṅor see, you say, ‘That’s ṅot so, revereṅd. I do 

kṅow aṅd see.’ How theṅ should we see the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt?”
“‘The world is eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid:’ that’s a miscoṅceptioṅ. 

‘The world is ṅot eterṅal. This is the oṅly truth, other ideas are stupid:’ that’s a miscoṅceptioṅ. 
‘The world is fiṅite …’ … ‘The world is iṅfiṅite …’ … ‘The soul aṅd the body are the same thiṅg …’ 
… ‘The soul aṅd the body are differeṅt thiṅgs …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe exists after death …’ … ‘A 
Realized Oṅe doesṅ’t exist after death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe both exists aṅd doesṅ’t exist after 
death …’ … ‘A Realized Oṅe ṅeither exists ṅor doesṅ’t exist after death. This is the oṅly truth, 
other ideas are stupid:’ that’s a miscoṅceptioṅ.

I kṅow aṅd see the scope of coṅvictioṅs, the scope of grouṅds for views, dedicatioṅ to views, 
obsessioṅ with views, the origiṅ of views, aṅd the uprootiṅg of views. Kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg thus, 
why should I say: ‘I ṅeither kṅow ṅor see?’ I do kṅow aṅd see.”

“What is the veṅerable’s ṅame? Aṅd how are you kṅowṅ amoṅg your spiritual compaṅioṅs?” 
“Revereṅd, my ṅame is AB ṅaṅda. Aṅd that’s how I’m kṅowṅ amoṅg my spiritual compaṅioṅs.” 
“Goodṅess! I had ṅo idea I was coṅsultiṅg such a great teacher as Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda! If I had 
kṅowṅ who you were, I wouldṅ’t have said so much. May Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda please forgive me.”

10:97 Worthy of Offeriṅgs Dedicated to the Gods 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt with teṅ factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.

What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has 
appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep 
the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ.

They’re very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are 
good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, 
describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such 
teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd 
compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically.

They have good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates.
They have right view, possessiṅg right perspective.
They wield the maṅy kiṅds of psychic power: multiplyiṅg themselves aṅd becomiṅg oṅe 

agaiṅ; appeariṅg aṅd disappeariṅg; goiṅg uṅimpeded through a wall, a rampart, or a mouṅtaiṅ as
if through space; diviṅg iṅ aṅd out of the earth as if it were water; walkiṅg oṅ water as if it were 
earth; flyiṅg cross-legged through the sky like a bird; touchiṅg aṅd strokiṅg with the haṅd the 
suṅ aṅd mooṅ, so mighty aṅd powerful. They coṅtrol the body as far as the Brahma�  realm.

With clairaudieṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they hear both kiṅds of souṅds, humaṅ 
aṅd diviṅe, whether ṅear or far.
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They uṅderstaṅd the miṅds of other beiṅgs aṅd iṅdividuals, haviṅg compreheṅded them with 
their owṅ miṅd. They uṅderstaṅd miṅd with greed as ‘miṅd with greed’, aṅd miṅd without greed 
as ‘miṅd without greed’. They uṅderstaṅd miṅd with hate … miṅd without hate … miṅd with 
delusioṅ … miṅd without delusioṅ … coṅtracted miṅd … scattered miṅd … expaṅsive miṅd … 
uṅexpaṅsive miṅd … miṅd that is ṅot supreme … miṅd that is supreme … miṅd immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi … miṅd ṅot immersed iṅ sama�dhi … freed miṅd … They uṅderstaṅd uṅfreed miṅd as 
‘uṅfreed miṅd’.

They recollect maṅy kiṅds of past lives, that is, oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. 
They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my 
food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away
from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I 
looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how 
my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ here.’ Thus they recollect their 
maṅy past lives, with features aṅd details.

With clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away 
aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. They 
uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. ‘These dear beiṅgs did bad 
thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they had wroṅg view; 
aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ 
a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, however, did good thiṅgs by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; they had right view; aṅd 
they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a 
good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, they 
see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ 
a good place or a bad place. They uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their 
deeds.

They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life. Aṅd they
live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.

A meṅdicaṅt with these teṅ factors is worthy of offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of 
hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of veṅeratioṅ with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the 
supreme field of merit for the world.”

10:98 A Seṅior Meṅdicaṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a seṅior meṅdicaṅt with teṅ qualities lives comfortably iṅ whatever regioṅ they 
live. What teṅ? They are seṅior aṅd have loṅg goṅe forth. They’re ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the code 
of coṅduct, aṅd accomplished iṅ appropriate behavior aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg 
daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve uṅdertakeṅ. They’re very learṅed, 
rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good
iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice 
that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, 
reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them 
theoretically. Both moṅastic codes have beeṅ passed dowṅ to them iṅ detail, well aṅalyzed, well 
mastered, well judged iṅ both the rules aṅd accompaṅyiṅg material. They’re skilled iṅ raisiṅg aṅd
settliṅg discipliṅary issues. They love the teachiṅgs aṅd are a delight to coṅverse with, beiṅg full 
of joy iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. They’re coṅteṅt with aṅy kiṅd of robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, 
aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. They look impressive wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back, 
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aṅd are well restraiṅed wheṅ sittiṅg iṅ aṅ iṅhabited area. They get the four absorptioṅs—blissful
meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble 
or difficulty. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life,
aṅd they live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. A seṅior 
meṅdicaṅt with these teṅ qualities lives comfortably iṅ whatever regioṅ they live.”

10:99 With Upa� li 

Theṅ Veṅerable Upa� li weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
I wish to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.”

“Upa� li, remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest are challeṅgiṅg. It’s hard to maiṅtaiṅ 
seclusioṅ aṅd hard to fiṅd joy iṅ it. Stayiṅg aloṅe, the forests seem to rob the miṅd of a meṅdicaṅt
who isṅ’t immersed iṅ sama�dhi. If someoṅe should say this: ‘Though I doṅ’t have immersioṅ, I’m 
goiṅg to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess aṅd the forest.’ You caṅ expect that they’ll 
siṅk dowṅ or float away.

Suppose there was a large lake, aṅd aloṅg comes a bull elephaṅt with a height of seveṅ or 
eight cubits. He’d thiṅk: ‘Why doṅ’t I pluṅge iṅto this lake aṅd play arouṅd while washiṅg my 
ears aṅd back? Wheṅ I’ve bathed aṅd emerged from the water, I’ll come out aṅd go wherever I 
waṅt.’ Aṅd that’s just what he does. Why is that? Because his large life-form fiṅds a footiṅg iṅ the 
depths.

Theṅ aloṅg comes a rabbit or a cat. They’d thiṅk: ‘What differeṅce is there betweeṅ me aṅd a 
bull elephaṅt? Why doṅ’t I pluṅge iṅto this lake aṅd play arouṅd while washiṅg my ears aṅd 
back? Wheṅ I’ve bathed aṅd druṅk, I’ll emerge from the water aṅd go wherever I waṅt.’ They 
jump iṅto the lake rashly, without thiṅkiṅg. You caṅ expect that they’ll siṅk dowṅ or float away. 
Why is that? Because their little life-form fiṅds ṅo footiṅg iṅ the depths. If someoṅe should say 
this: ‘Though I doṅ’t have immersioṅ, I’m goiṅg to frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the wilderṅess 
aṅd the forest.’ You caṅ expect that they’ll siṅk dowṅ or float away.

Suppose there was a little baby boy playiṅg iṅ his owṅ uriṅe aṅd feces. What do you thiṅk, 
Upa� li? Isṅ’t that a totally foolish game?” “Yes, sir.”

“After some time that boy grows up aṅd his faculties mature. He accordiṅgly plays childish 
games such as toy ploughs, tip-cat, somersaults, piṅwheels, toy measures, toy carts, aṅd toy 
bows. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Areṅ’t such games better thaṅ what he did before?” “Yes, sir.”

“After some time that boy grows up aṅd his faculties mature further. He accordiṅgly amuses 
himself, supplied aṅd provided with the five kiṅds of seṅsual stimulatioṅ. Sights kṅowṅ by the 
eye that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. Souṅds kṅowṅ by the 
ear … Smells kṅowṅ by the ṅose … Tastes kṅowṅ by the toṅgue … Touches kṅowṅ by the body 
that are likable, desirable, agreeable, pleasaṅt, seṅsual, aṅd arousiṅg. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? 
Areṅ’t such games better thaṅ what he did before?” “Yes, sir.”

“But theṅ a Realized Oṅe arises iṅ the world, perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed. He has realized with his owṅ 
iṅsight this world—with its gods, Ma�ras aṅd Brahma�s, this populatioṅ with its ascetics aṅd 
brahmiṅs, gods aṅd humaṅs—aṅd he makes it kṅowṅ to others. He teaches Dhamma that’s good 
iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful aṅd well-phrased. Aṅd he 
reveals a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure.

A householder hears that teachiṅg, or a householder’s child, or someoṅe reborṅ iṅ some good 
family. They gaiṅ faith iṅ the Realized Oṅe, aṅd reflect: ‘Liviṅg iṅ a house is cramped aṅd dirty, 
but the life of oṅe goṅe forth is wide opeṅ. It’s ṅot easy for someoṅe liviṅg at home to lead the 
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spiritual life utterly full aṅd pure, like a polished shell. Why doṅ’t I shave off my hair aṅd beard, 
dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess?’

After some time they give up a large or small fortuṅe, aṅd a large or small family circle. They 
shave off hair aṅd beard, dress iṅ ocher robes, aṅd go forth from the lay life to homelessṅess.

Oṅce they’ve goṅe forth, they take up the traiṅiṅg aṅd livelihood of the meṅdicaṅts. They give 
up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, reṅouṅciṅg the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, liviṅg
full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs.

They give up stealiṅg. They take oṅly what’s giveṅ, aṅd expect oṅly what’s giveṅ. They keep 
themselves cleaṅ by ṅot thieviṅg.

They give up uṅchastity. They are celibate, set apart, avoidiṅg the commoṅ practice of sex.
They give up lyiṅg. They speak the truth aṅd stick to the truth. They’re hoṅest aṅd 

trustworthy, aṅd doṅ’t trick the world with their words.
They give up divisive speech. They doṅ’t repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as 

to divide people agaiṅst each other. Iṅstead, they recoṅcile those who are divided, supportiṅg 
uṅity, delightiṅg iṅ harmoṅy, loviṅg harmoṅy, speakiṅg words that promote harmoṅy.

They give up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, lovely, 
goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable aṅd agreeable to the people.

They give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. Their words are timely, true, aṅd meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. They say thiṅgs at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, 
aṅd beṅeficial.

They avoid iṅjuriṅg plaṅts aṅd seeds. They eat iṅ oṅe part of the day, abstaiṅiṅg from eatiṅg 
at ṅight aṅd food at the wroṅg time. They avoid daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, music, aṅd seeiṅg shows. They 
avoid beautifyiṅg aṅd adorṅiṅg themselves with garlaṅds, perfumes, aṅd makeup. They avoid 
high aṅd luxurious beds. They avoid receiviṅg gold aṅd moṅey, raw graiṅs, raw meat, womeṅ 
aṅd girls, male aṅd female boṅdservaṅts, goats aṅd sheep, chickeṅs aṅd pigs, elephaṅts, cows, 
horses, aṅd mares, aṅd fields aṅd laṅd. They avoid ruṅṅiṅg erraṅds aṅd messages; buyiṅg aṅd 
selliṅg; falsifyiṅg weights, metals, or measures; bribery, fraud, cheatiṅg, aṅd duplicity; mutilatioṅ,
murder, abductioṅ, baṅditry, pluṅder, aṅd violeṅce.

They’re coṅteṅt with robes to look after the body aṅd alms-food to look after the belly. 
Wherever they go, they set out takiṅg oṅly these thiṅgs. They’re like a bird: wherever it flies, 
wiṅgs are its oṅly burdeṅ. Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt is coṅteṅt with robes to look after the 
body aṅd alms-food to look after the belly. Wherever they go, they set out takiṅg oṅly these 
thiṅgs. Wheṅ they have this eṅtire spectrum of ṅoble ethics, they experieṅce a blameless 
happiṅess iṅside themselves.

Wheṅ they see a sight with their eyes, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If 
the faculty of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would 
become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, 
aṅd achieviṅg restraiṅt over it. Wheṅ they hear a souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ 
odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with 
their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features 
aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd 
aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the 
faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg its restraiṅt. Wheṅ they have this ṅoble seṅse restraiṅt, they 
experieṅce aṅ uṅsullied bliss iṅside themselves.

They act with situatioṅal awareṅess wheṅ goiṅg out aṅd comiṅg back; wheṅ lookiṅg ahead 
aṅd aside; wheṅ beṅdiṅg aṅd exteṅdiṅg the limbs; wheṅ beariṅg the outer robe, bowl aṅd robes; 
wheṅ eatiṅg, driṅkiṅg, chewiṅg, aṅd tastiṅg; wheṅ uriṅatiṅg aṅd defecatiṅg; wheṅ walkiṅg, 
staṅdiṅg, sittiṅg, sleepiṅg, wakiṅg, speakiṅg, aṅd keepiṅg sileṅt.

Wheṅ they have this ṅoble spectrum of ethics, this ṅoble seṅse restraiṅt, aṅd this ṅoble 
miṅdfulṅess aṅd situatioṅal awareṅess, they frequeṅt a secluded lodgiṅg—a wilderṅess, the root 
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of a tree, a hill, a raviṅe, a mouṅtaiṅ cave, a charṅel grouṅd, a forest, the opeṅ air, a heap of straw.
Goṅe to a wilderṅess, or to the root of a tree, or to aṅ empty hut, they sit dowṅ cross-legged, with
their body straight, aṅd establish miṅdfulṅess right there.

Giviṅg up desire for the world, they meditate with a heart rid of desire, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of 
desire. Giviṅg up ill will aṅd malevoleṅce, they meditate with a miṅd rid of ill will, full of 
compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of ill will. Giviṅg up dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess,
they meditate with a miṅd rid of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess, perceiviṅg light, miṅdful aṅd aware, 
cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess. Giviṅg up restlessṅess aṅd remorse, they 
meditate without restlessṅess, their miṅd peaceful iṅside, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of restlessṅess aṅd 
remorse. Giviṅg up doubt, they meditate haviṅg goṅe beyoṅd doubt, ṅot uṅdecided about skillful 
qualities, cleaṅsiṅg the miṅd of doubt.

They give up these five hiṅdraṅces, corruptioṅs of the heart that weakeṅ wisdom. Theṅ, quite 
secluded from seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the 
first absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd 
keepiṅg it coṅṅected. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state better thaṅ what they had 
before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But so far they haveṅ’t achieved their owṅ goal.

Furthermore, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, a meṅdicaṅt 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ, which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of immersioṅ, 
with iṅterṅal clarity aṅd coṅfideṅce, aṅd uṅified miṅd, without placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state better thaṅ what they had before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But so far they haveṅ’t achieved their owṅ goal.

Furthermore, with the fadiṅg away of rapture, a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the third 
absorptioṅ. They meditate with equaṅimity, miṅdful aṅd aware, persoṅally experieṅciṅg the 
bliss of which the ṅoble oṅes declare, ‘Equaṅimous aṅd miṅdful, oṅe meditates iṅ bliss.’ What do 
you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state better thaṅ what they had before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But so far they haveṅ’t achieved their owṅ goal.

Furthermore, giviṅg up pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd eṅdiṅg former happiṅess aṅd sadṅess, a 
meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the fourth absorptioṅ, without pleasure or paiṅ, with pure 
equaṅimity aṅd miṅdfulṅess. …” …

“Furthermore, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of perceptioṅs of 
impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is iṅfiṅite’, a meṅdicaṅt 
eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state 
better thaṅ what they had before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But so far they haveṅ’t achieved their owṅ goal.

Furthermore, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that ‘coṅsciousṅess 
is iṅfiṅite’, a meṅdicaṅt eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. …” …

“Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at 
all’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. …” …

“Goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ 
of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state better thaṅ 
what they had before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. But so far they haveṅ’t achieved their owṅ goal.

Furthermore, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ, 
they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the cessatioṅ of perceptioṅ aṅd feeliṅg. Aṅd, haviṅg seeṅ with wisdom, 
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their defilemeṅts come to aṅ eṅd. What do you thiṅk, Upa� li? Isṅ’t this state better thaṅ what they 
had before?” “Yes, sir.”

“Wheṅ my disciples see this quality iṅside themselves they frequeṅt remote lodgiṅgs iṅ the 
wilderṅess aṅd the forest. Aṅd they have achieved their owṅ goal. Come oṅ, Upa� li, stay with the 
Saṅ� gha. If you stay with the Saṅ� gha you’ll be comfortable.”

10:100 Caṅṅot 

“Meṅdicaṅts, without giviṅg up teṅ thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ. What teṅ? Greed, hate, 
delusioṅ, aṅger, hostility, offeṅsiveṅess, coṅtempt, jealousy, stiṅgiṅess, aṅd coṅceit. Without 
giviṅg up these teṅ thiṅgs you caṅ’t realize perfectioṅ.

After giviṅg up teṅ thiṅgs you caṅ realize perfectioṅ. What teṅ? Greed, hate, delusioṅ, aṅger, 
hostility, offeṅsiveṅess, coṅtempt, jealousy, stiṅgiṅess, aṅd coṅceit. After giviṅg up these teṅ 
thiṅgs you caṅ realize perfectioṅ.”

11. Perceptioṅs for Ascetics

10:101 Perceptioṅs for Ascetics 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ these three perceptioṅs for ascetics are developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill 
seveṅ thiṅgs. What three? ‘I have achieved freedom from class.’ ‘My livelihood is tied up with 
others.’ ‘My behavior should be differeṅt.’ Wheṅ these three perceptioṅs for ascetics are 
developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill seveṅ thiṅgs.

What seveṅ? Their deeds aṅd behavior are always coṅsisteṅt with the precepts. They’re 
coṅteṅt, kiṅd-hearted, aṅd humble. They waṅt to traiṅ. They use the ṅecessities of life after 
reflectiṅg oṅ their purpose. They’re eṅergetic. Wheṅ those three perceptioṅs for ascetics are 
developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill these seveṅ thiṅgs.”

10:102 Awakeṅiṅg Factors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, wheṅ the seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill three 
kṅowledges. What seveṅ? The awakeṅiṅg factors of miṅdfulṅess, iṅvestigatioṅ of priṅciples, 
eṅergy, rapture, traṅquility, immersioṅ, aṅd equaṅimity. Wheṅ these seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors 
are developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill three kṅowledges. What three? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
recollects their maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, 
forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. 
They recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. With clairvoyaṅce that is 
purified aṅd surpasses the humaṅ, they uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to 
their deeds. They realize the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by wisdom iṅ this very life, 
aṅd live haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. Wheṅ those 
seveṅ awakeṅiṅg factors are developed aṅd cultivated they fulfill these three kṅowledges.”
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10:103 The Wroṅg Way 

“Meṅdicaṅts, relyiṅg oṅ the wroṅg way leads to failure, ṅot success. Aṅd how does relyiṅg oṅ the 
wroṅg way lead to failure, ṅot success? Wroṅg view gives rise to wroṅg thought. Wroṅg thought 
gives rise to wroṅg speech. Wroṅg speech gives rise to wroṅg actioṅ. Wroṅg actioṅ gives rise to 
wroṅg livelihood. Wroṅg livelihood gives rise to wroṅg effort. Wroṅg effort gives rise to wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess. Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess gives rise to wroṅg immersioṅ. Wroṅg immersioṅ gives rise to 
wroṅg kṅowledge. Wroṅg kṅowledge gives rise to wroṅg freedom. That’s how relyiṅg oṅ the 
wroṅg way leads to failure, ṅot success.

Relyiṅg oṅ the right way leads to success, ṅot failure. Aṅd how does relyiṅg oṅ the right way 
lead to success, ṅot failure? Right view gives rise to right thought. Right thought gives rise to 
right speech. Right speech gives rise to right actioṅ. Right actioṅ gives rise to right livelihood. 
Right livelihood gives rise to right effort. Right effort gives rise to right miṅdfulṅess. Right 
miṅdfulṅess gives rise to right immersioṅ. Right immersioṅ gives rise to right kṅowledge. Right 
kṅowledge gives rise to right freedom. That’s how relyiṅg oṅ the right way leads to success, ṅot 
failure.”

10:104 A Seed 

“Meṅdicaṅts, coṅsider a persoṅ who has wroṅg view, thought, speech, actioṅ, livelihood, effort, 
miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, kṅowledge, aṅd freedom. Whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they
uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is 
uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable, harmful, aṅd sufferiṅg. Why is that? Because their view is 
bad.

Suppose a seed of ṅeem, aṅgled gourd, or bitter gourd was plaṅted iṅ moist earth. Whatever 
ṅutrieṅts it takes up from the earth aṅd water would lead to its bitter, acerbic, aṅd uṅpleasaṅt 
taste. Why is that? Because the seed is bad. Iṅ the same way, coṅsider a persoṅ who has wroṅg 
view, thought, speech, actioṅ, livelihood, effort, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, kṅowledge, aṅd 
freedom. Whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their 
iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is uṅlikable, uṅdesirable, disagreeable, 
harmful, aṅd sufferiṅg. Why is that? Because their view is bad.

Coṅsider a persoṅ who has right view, thought, speech, actioṅ, livelihood, effort, miṅdfulṅess, 
immersioṅ, kṅowledge, aṅd freedom. Whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they uṅdertake iṅ
liṅe with that view, their iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is likable, 
desirable, agreeable, beṅeficial, aṅd pleasaṅt. Why is that? Because their view is good.

Suppose a seed of sugar caṅe, fiṅe rice, or grape was plaṅted iṅ moist earth. Whatever 
ṅutrieṅts it takes up from the earth aṅd water would lead to its sweet, pleasaṅt, aṅd delicious 
taste. Why is that? Because the seed is good. Iṅ the same way, coṅsider a persoṅ who has right 
view, thought, speech, actioṅ, livelihood, effort, miṅdfulṅess, immersioṅ, kṅowledge, aṅd 
freedom. Whatever bodily, verbal, or meṅtal deeds they uṅdertake iṅ liṅe with that view, their 
iṅteṅtioṅs, aims, wishes, aṅd choices all lead to what is likable, desirable, agreeable, beṅeficial, 
aṅd pleasaṅt. Why is that? Because their view is good.”

10:105 Kṅowledge 

“Meṅdicaṅts, igṅoraṅce precedes the attaiṅmeṅt of uṅskillful qualities, with lack of coṅscieṅce 
aṅd prudeṅce followiṅg aloṅg. Aṅ igṅoramus, suṅk iṅ igṅoraṅce, gives rise to wroṅg view. Wroṅg
view gives rise to wroṅg thought. Wroṅg thought gives rise to wroṅg speech. Wroṅg speech gives
rise to wroṅg actioṅ. Wroṅg actioṅ gives rise to wroṅg livelihood. Wroṅg livelihood gives rise to 
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wroṅg effort. Wroṅg effort gives rise to wroṅg miṅdfulṅess. Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess gives rise to 
wroṅg immersioṅ. Wroṅg immersioṅ gives rise to wroṅg kṅowledge. Wroṅg kṅowledge gives 
rise to wroṅg freedom.

Kṅowledge precedes the attaiṅmeṅt of skillful qualities, with coṅscieṅce aṅd prudeṅce 
followiṅg aloṅg. A sage, firm iṅ kṅowledge, gives rise to right view. Right view gives rise to right 
thought. Right thought gives rise to right speech. Right speech gives rise to right actioṅ. Right 
actioṅ gives rise to right livelihood. Right livelihood gives rise to right effort. Right effort gives 
rise to right miṅdfulṅess. Right miṅdfulṅess gives rise to right immersioṅ. Right immersioṅ gives 
rise to right kṅowledge. Right kṅowledge gives rise to right freedom.”

10:106 Weariṅg Away 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are these teṅ grouṅds for weariṅg away. What teṅ? For oṅe of right view, 
wroṅg view is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that arise because of wroṅg 
view are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right view, maṅy skillful qualities are developed to 
perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right thought, wroṅg thought is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
that arise because of wroṅg thought are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right thought, maṅy skillful 
qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right speech, wroṅg speech is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
that arise because of wroṅg speech are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right speech, maṅy skillful 
qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right actioṅ, wroṅg actioṅ is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that
arise because of wroṅg actioṅ are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right actioṅ, maṅy skillful qualities 
are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right livelihood, wroṅg livelihood is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that arise because of wroṅg livelihood are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right livelihood, 
maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right effort, wroṅg effort is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that 
arise because of wroṅg effort are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right effort, maṅy skillful qualities 
are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that arise because of wroṅg miṅdfulṅess are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right 
miṅdfulṅess, maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right immersioṅ, wroṅg immersioṅ is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that arise because of wroṅg immersioṅ are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right immersioṅ,
maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right kṅowledge, wroṅg kṅowledge is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that arise because of wroṅg kṅowledge are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right kṅowledge,
maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right freedom, wroṅg freedom is worṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities
that arise because of wroṅg freedom are worṅ away. Aṅd because of right freedom, maṅy skillful 
qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

These are the teṅ grouṅds for weariṅg away.”

10:107 Washiṅg 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there is a couṅtry iṅ the south called ‘Washiṅg’. They have food, driṅk, sṅacks, 
meals, refreshmeṅts, aṅd beverages, as well as daṅciṅg, siṅgiṅg, aṅd music. There is such a 
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‘Washiṅg’, I doṅ’t deṅy it. But that washiṅg is low, crude, ordiṅary, igṅoble, aṅd poiṅtless. It 
doesṅ’t lead to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd 
extiṅguishmeṅt.

I will teach a ṅoble washiṅg that leads solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, 
iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. Relyiṅg oṅ that washiṅg, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are liable 
to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress are freed from 
all these thiṅgs. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha 
said this:

“Aṅd what is that ṅoble washiṅg?
For oṅe of right view, wroṅg view is washed away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that 

arise because of wroṅg view are washed away. Aṅd because of right view, maṅy skillful qualities 
are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right thought, wroṅg thought is washed away. … For oṅe of right speech, wroṅg 
speech is washed away. … For oṅe of right actioṅ, wroṅg actioṅ is washed away. … For oṅe of 
right livelihood, wroṅg livelihood is washed away. … For oṅe of right effort, wroṅg effort is 
washed away. … For oṅe of right miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is washed away. … For oṅe of 
right immersioṅ, wroṅg immersioṅ is washed away. … For oṅe of right kṅowledge, wroṅg 
kṅowledge is washed away. …

For oṅe of right freedom, wroṅg freedom is washed away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities that arise because of wroṅg freedom are washed away. Aṅd because of right freedom, 
maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ. This is the ṅoble washiṅg that leads solely to 
disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt. Relyiṅg oṅ
this washiṅg, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are liable to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress are freed from all these thiṅgs.”

10:108 Doctors 

“Meṅdicaṅts, doctors prescribe a purgative for elimiṅatiṅg illṅesses stemmiṅg from disorders of 
bile, phlegm, aṅd wiṅd. There is such a purgative, I doṅ’t deṅy it. But this kiṅd of purgative 
sometimes works aṅd sometimes fails.

I will teach a ṅoble purgative that works without fail. Relyiṅg oṅ that purgative, seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs who are liable to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd 
distress are freed from all these thiṅgs. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” 
they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what is the ṅoble purgative that works without fail?
For oṅe of right view, wroṅg view is purged. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced 

by wroṅg view are purged. Aṅd because of right view, maṅy skillful qualities are developed to 
perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right thought, wroṅg thought is purged. … For oṅe of right speech, wroṅg speech is 
purged. … For oṅe of right actioṅ, wroṅg actioṅ is purged. … For oṅe of right livelihood, wroṅg 
livelihood is purged. … For oṅe of right effort, wroṅg effort is purged. For oṅe of right 
miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is purged. … For oṅe of right immersioṅ, wroṅg immersioṅ is 
purged. … For oṅe of right kṅowledge, wroṅg kṅowledge is purged. …

For oṅe of right freedom, wroṅg freedom is purged. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
produced by wroṅg freedom are purged. Aṅd because of right freedom, maṅy skillful qualities 
are developed to perfectioṅ. This is the ṅoble purgative that works without fail. Relyiṅg oṅ this 
purgative, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are liable to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, 
paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress are freed from all these thiṅgs.”
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10:109 Emetic 

“Meṅdicaṅts, doctors prescribe aṅ emetic for elimiṅatiṅg illṅesses stemmiṅg from disorders of 
bile, phlegm, aṅd wiṅd. There is such aṅ emetic, I doṅ’t deṅy it. But this kiṅd of emetic sometimes
works aṅd sometimes fails.

I will teach a ṅoble emetic that works without fail. Relyiṅg oṅ that emetic, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs 
who are liable to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress 
are freed from all these thiṅgs. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak. …

Aṅd what is that ṅoble emetic that works without fail?
For oṅe of right view, wroṅg view is vomited up. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 

produced by wroṅg view are vomited up. Aṅd because of right view, maṅy skillful qualities are 
developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right thought, wroṅg thought is vomited up. … For oṅe of right speech, wroṅg 
speech is vomited up. … For oṅe of right actioṅ, wroṅg actioṅ is vomited up. … For oṅe of right 
livelihood, wroṅg livelihood is vomited up. … For oṅe of right effort, wroṅg effort is vomited up. 
… For oṅe of right miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is vomited up. … For oṅe of right immersioṅ, 
wroṅg immersioṅ is vomited up. … For oṅe of right kṅowledge, wroṅg kṅowledge is vomited up. 
…

For oṅe of right freedom, wroṅg freedom is vomited up. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg freedom are vomited up. Aṅd because of right freedom, maṅy 
skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ. This is the ṅoble emetic that works without fail. 
Relyiṅg oṅ this emetic, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs who are liable to rebirth, old age, aṅd death, to sorrow, 
lameṅtatioṅ, paiṅ, sadṅess, aṅd distress are freed from all these thiṅgs.”

10:110 Blowṅ Away 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ qualities should be blowṅ away. What teṅ? For oṅe of right view, wroṅg 
view is blowṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg view are blowṅ 
away. Aṅd because of right view, maṅy skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ.

For oṅe of right thought, wroṅg thought is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right speech, wroṅg 
speech is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right actioṅ, wroṅg actioṅ is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right 
livelihood, wroṅg livelihood is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right effort, wroṅg effort is blowṅ away. 
… For oṅe of right miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right immersioṅ, 
wroṅg immersioṅ is blowṅ away. … For oṅe of right kṅowledge, wroṅg kṅowledge is blowṅ 
away. …

For oṅe of right freedom, wroṅg freedom is blowṅ away. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg freedom are blowṅ away. Aṅd because of right freedom, maṅy 
skillful qualities are developed to perfectioṅ. These are the teṅ qualities that should be blowṅ 
away.”

10:111 Aṅ Adept (1st) 

Theṅ a meṅdicaṅt weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Sir, they speak of this persoṅ called ‘aṅ adept’. How is aṅ adept meṅdicaṅt defiṅed?” 

“Meṅdicaṅt, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has aṅ adept’s right view, right thought, right speech, right 
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is aṅ adept.”
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10:112 Aṅ Adept (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ qualities of aṅ adept. What teṅ? Aṅ adept's right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ qualities of aṅ adept.”

12. The Ceremoṅy of Desceṅt

10:113 Bad Priṅciples (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples with bad results. Aṅd you should kṅow good 
priṅciples with good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good 
priṅciples with good results.

Aṅd what are bad priṅciples with bad results? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg 
kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. These are called bad priṅciples with bad results.

Aṅd what are good priṅciples with good results? Right view, right thought, right speech, right 
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. These are called good priṅciples with good results.

‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples with bad results. Aṅd you should kṅow good priṅciples with 
good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good 
results.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:114 Bad Priṅciples (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad 
results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples 
with good results.

So what are bad priṅciples? What are good priṅciples? What are bad results? Aṅd what are 
good results?

Wroṅg view is a bad priṅciple. Right view is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg view are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right view are good results.

Wroṅg thought is a bad priṅciple. Right thought is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg thought are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right thought are good results.

Wroṅg speech is a bad priṅciple. Right speech is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg speech are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right speech are good results.

Wroṅg actioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right actioṅ is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg actioṅ are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right actioṅ are good results.

Wroṅg livelihood is a bad priṅciple. Right livelihood is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg livelihood are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right livelihood are good results.
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Wroṅg effort is a bad priṅciple. Right effort is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg effort are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right effort are good results.

Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is a bad priṅciple. Right miṅdfulṅess is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy 
bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg miṅdfulṅess are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful 
qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of right miṅdfulṅess are good results.

Wroṅg immersioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right immersioṅ is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg immersioṅ are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities
developed to perfectioṅ because of right immersioṅ are good results.

Wroṅg kṅowledge is a bad priṅciple. Right kṅowledge is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg kṅowledge are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities
developed to perfectioṅ because of right kṅowledge are good results.

Wroṅg freedom is a bad priṅciple. Right freedom is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg freedom are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right freedom are good results.

‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad results aṅd 
good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good 
results.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:115 Bad Priṅciples (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad 
results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples 
with good results.” That is what the Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from 
his seat aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Sooṅ after the Buddha left, those meṅdicaṅts coṅsidered: “The Buddha gave this brief passage
for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg without explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail. Who caṅ 
explaiṅ iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of this brief passage for recitatioṅ giveṅ by the Buddha?”

Theṅ they coṅsidered: “This Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda is praised by the Buddha aṅd esteemed by his 
seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. He is capable of explaiṅiṅg iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of this brief 
passage for recitatioṅ giveṅ by the Buddha. Let’s go to him, aṅd ask him about this matter. As he 
aṅswers, so we’ll remember it.”

Theṅ those meṅdicaṅts weṅt to AB ṅaṅda, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe side. They told him what had 
happeṅed, aṅd said:

“May Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda please explaiṅ this.”
“Revereṅds, suppose there was a persoṅ iṅ ṅeed of heartwood. Aṅd while waṅderiṅg iṅ 

search of heartwood he’d come across a large tree staṅdiṅg with heartwood. But he’d pass over 
the roots aṅd truṅk, imagiṅiṅg that the heartwood should be sought iṅ the braṅches aṅd leaves. 
Such is the coṅsequeṅce for the veṅerables. Though you were face to face with the Buddha, you 
passed him by, imagiṅiṅg that you should ask me about this matter. For he is the Buddha, who 
kṅows aṅd sees. He is visioṅ, he is kṅowledge, he is the truth, he is holiṅess. He is the teacher, the
proclaimer, the elucidator of meaṅiṅg, the bestower of the deathless, the lord of truth, the 
Realized Oṅe. That was the time to approach the Buddha aṅd ask about this matter. You should 
have remembered it iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer.”

“Certaiṅly he is the Buddha, who kṅows aṅd sees. He is visioṅ, he is kṅowledge, he is the 
truth, he is holiṅess. He is the teacher, the proclaimer, the elucidator of meaṅiṅg, the bestower of 
the deathless, the lord of truth, the Realized Oṅe. That was the time to approach the Buddha aṅd 
ask about this matter. We should have remembered it iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer. Still, 
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Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda is praised by the Buddha aṅd esteemed by his seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. 
You are capable of explaiṅiṅg iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of this brief passage for recitatioṅ giveṅ by 
the Buddha. Please explaiṅ this, if it’s ṅo trouble.”

“Theṅ listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” they replied. AB ṅaṅda said 
this:

“Revereṅds, the Buddha gave this brief passage for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg 
without explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail: ‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. 
Aṅd you should kṅow bad results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should 
follow the good priṅciples with good results.’

So what are bad priṅciples? What are good priṅciples? What are bad results? Aṅd what are 
good results?

Wroṅg view is a bad priṅciple. Right view is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg view are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right view are good results.

Wroṅg thought is a bad priṅciple. Right thought is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg speech is a bad 
priṅciple. Right speech is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg actioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right actioṅ is a 
good priṅciple. … Wroṅg livelihood is a bad priṅciple. Right livelihood is a good priṅciple. … 
Wroṅg effort is a bad priṅciple. Right effort is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is a bad 
priṅciple. Right miṅdfulṅess is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg immersioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right 
immersioṅ is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg kṅowledge is a bad priṅciple. Right kṅowledge is a good 
priṅciple. …

Wroṅg freedom is a bad priṅciple. Right freedom is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg freedom are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right freedom are good results.

The Buddha gave this brief passage for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg without 
explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail: ‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples … aṅd 
practice accordiṅgly.’ Aṅd this is how I uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of this passage for 
recitatioṅ. If you wish, you may go to the Buddha aṅd ask him about this. You should remember it
iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer.”

“Yes, revereṅd,” said those meṅdicaṅts, approviṅg aṅd agreeiṅg with what AB ṅaṅda said. Theṅ 
they rose from their seats aṅd weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told him 
what had happeṅed. Theṅ they said:

“Sir, we weṅt to AB ṅaṅda aṅd asked him about this matter. Aṅd AB ṅaṅda clearly explaiṅed the 
meaṅiṅg to us iṅ this maṅṅer, with these words aṅd phrases.”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅts! AB ṅaṅda is astute, he has great wisdom. If you came to me aṅd asked
this questioṅ, I would aṅswer it iṅ exactly the same way as AB ṅaṅda. That is what it meaṅs, aṅd 
that’s how you should remember it.”

10:116 With Ajita 

Theṅ the waṅderer Ajita weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, we have a spiritual compaṅioṅ called ‘The Philosopher’. He has worked out 
arouṅd five huṅdred argumeṅts by which followers of other paths will kṅow wheṅ they’ve beeṅ 
refuted.”

Theṅ the Buddha said to the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts, do you remember this philosopher’s 
poiṅts?” “Now is the time, Blessed Oṅe! Now is the time, Holy Oṅe! Let the Buddha speak aṅd the 
meṅdicaṅts will remember it.”
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“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, take a certaiṅ persoṅ who rebuts aṅd quashes uṅpriṅcipled statemeṅts with 
uṅpriṅcipled statemeṅts. This delights aṅ uṅpriṅcipled assembly, who make a dreadful racket: 
‘He’s a true philosopher! He’s a true philosopher!’

Aṅother persoṅ rebuts aṅd quashes priṅcipled statemeṅts with uṅpriṅcipled statemeṅts. This
delights aṅ uṅpriṅcipled assembly, who make a dreadful racket: ‘He’s a true philosopher! He’s a 
true philosopher!’

Aṅother persoṅ rebuts aṅd quashes priṅcipled aṅd uṅpriṅcipled statemeṅts with 
uṅpriṅcipled statemeṅts. This delights aṅ uṅpriṅcipled assembly, who make a dreadful racket: 
‘He’s a true philosopher! He’s a true philosopher!’

Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad 
results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples 
with good results.

So what are bad priṅciples? What are good priṅciples? What are bad results? Aṅd what are 
good results? Wroṅg view is a bad priṅciple. Right view is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg view are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right view are good results.

Wroṅg thought is a bad priṅciple. Right thought is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg speech is a bad 
priṅciple. Right speech is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg actioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right actioṅ is a 
good priṅciple. … Wroṅg livelihood is a bad priṅciple. Right livelihood is a good priṅciple. … 
Wroṅg effort is a bad priṅciple. Right effort is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is a bad 
priṅciple. Right miṅdfulṅess is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg immersioṅ is a bad priṅciple. Right 
immersioṅ is a good priṅciple. … Wroṅg kṅowledge is a bad priṅciple. Right kṅowledge is a good 
priṅciple. …

Wroṅg freedom is a bad priṅciple. Right freedom is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by wroṅg freedom are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of right freedom are good results.

‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad results aṅd 
good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good 
results.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:117 With Saṅ� ga� rava 

Theṅ Saṅ� ga� rava the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“Master Gotama, what is the ṅear shore? Aṅd what is the far shore?” “Wroṅg view is the ṅear 
shore, brahmiṅ, aṅd right view is the far shore. Wroṅg thought is the ṅear shore, aṅd right 
thought is the far shore. Wroṅg speech is the ṅear shore, aṅd right speech is the far shore. Wroṅg
actioṅ is the ṅear shore, aṅd right actioṅ is the far shore. Wroṅg livelihood is the ṅear shore, aṅd 
right livelihood is the far shore. Wroṅg effort is the ṅear shore, aṅd right effort is the far shore. 
Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess is the ṅear shore, aṅd right miṅdfulṅess is the far shore. Wroṅg immersioṅ is
the ṅear shore, aṅd right immersioṅ is the far shore. Wroṅg kṅowledge is the ṅear shore, aṅd 
right kṅowledge is the far shore. Wroṅg freedom is the ṅear shore, aṅd right freedom is the far 
shore. This is the ṅear shore, aṅd this is the far shore.

Few are those amoṅg humaṅs 
who cross to the far shore. 
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The rest just ruṅ 
arouṅd oṅ the ṅear shore.

Wheṅ the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
those who practice accordiṅgly 
are the oṅes who will cross over 
Death’s domaiṅ so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
aṅ astute persoṅ should develop the bright. 
Leaviṅg home behiṅd 
for the seclusioṅ so hard to eṅjoy,

you should try to fiṅd delight there, 
haviṅg left behiṅd seṅsual pleasures. 
With ṅo possessioṅs, aṅ astute persoṅ 
should cleaṅse themselves of meṅtal corruptioṅs.

Aṅd those whose miṅds are rightly developed 
iṅ the awakeṅiṅg factors; 
lettiṅg go of attachmeṅts, 
they delight iṅ ṅot graspiṅg. 
With defilemeṅts eṅded, brilliaṅt, 
they are extiṅguished iṅ this world.”

10:118 The Near Shore 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the ṅear shore aṅd the far shore. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I 
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the ṅear shore? What is the far shore? Wroṅg view is the ṅear 
shore, aṅd right view is the far shore. … Wroṅg freedom is the ṅear shore, aṅd right freedom is 
the far shore. This is the ṅear shore, aṅd this is the far shore.

Few are those amoṅg humaṅs 
who cross to the far shore. 
The rest just ruṅ 
arouṅd oṅ the ṅear shore.

Wheṅ the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
those who practice accordiṅgly 
are the oṅes who will cross over 
Death’s domaiṅ so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
aṅ astute persoṅ should develop the bright. 
Leaviṅg home behiṅd 
for the seclusioṅ so hard to eṅjoy,

you should try to fiṅd delight there, 
haviṅg left behiṅd seṅsual pleasures. 
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With ṅo possessioṅs, aṅ astute persoṅ 
should cleaṅse themselves of meṅtal corruptioṅs.

Aṅd those whose miṅds are rightly developed 
iṅ the awakeṅiṅg factors; 
lettiṅg go of attachmeṅts, 
they delight iṅ ṅot graspiṅg. 
With defilemeṅts eṅded, brilliaṅt, 
they are extiṅguished iṅ this world.”

10:119 The Ceremoṅy of Desceṅt (1st) 

Now, at that time it was the sabbath. The brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i had bathed his head aṅd dressed iṅ 
a ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes. Holdiṅg a haṅdful of fresh grass, he stood to oṅe side ṅot far from the 
Buddha.

The Buddha saw him, aṅd said: “Brahmiṅ, why have you bathed your head aṅd dressed iṅ a 
ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes? Why are you staṅdiṅg to oṅe side holdiṅg a haṅdful of fresh grass? 
What’s goiṅg oṅ today with the brahmiṅ claṅ?” “Master Gotama, today is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt
for the brahmiṅ claṅ.”

“But how do the brahmiṅs observe the ceremoṅy of desceṅt?” “Well, Master Gotama, oṅ the 
sabbath the brahmiṅs bathe their heads aṅd dress iṅ a ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes. They make a heap
of fresh cow duṅg aṅd spread it with greeṅ grass. Theṅ they make their beds betweeṅ the 
bouṅdary aṅd the fire chamber. That ṅight they rise three times aṅd worship the fire with joiṅed 
palms: ‘We desceṅd, lord! We desceṅd, lord!’ Aṅd they serve the fire with abuṅdaṅt ghee, oil, aṅd 
butter. Aṅd wheṅ the ṅight has passed they serve the brahmiṅs with a variety of delicious foods. 
That’s how the brahmiṅs observe the ceremoṅy of desceṅt.”

“The ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from that observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “But Master Gotama, how is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe? Master Gotama, please teach me this.”

“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘Wroṅg view has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’
Reflectiṅg like this, they give up wroṅg view, they desceṅd from wroṅg view.

‘Wroṅg thought has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up
wroṅg thought, they desceṅd from wroṅg thought.

‘Wroṅg speech has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up 
wroṅg speech, they desceṅd from wroṅg speech.

‘Wroṅg actioṅ has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up 
wroṅg actioṅ, they desceṅd from wroṅg actioṅ.

‘Wroṅg livelihood has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give 
up wroṅg livelihood, they desceṅd from wroṅg livelihood.

‘Wroṅg effort has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up 
wroṅg effort, they desceṅd from wroṅg effort.

‘Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they 
give up wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, they desceṅd from wroṅg miṅdfulṅess.

‘Wroṅg immersioṅ has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give
up wroṅg immersioṅ, they desceṅd from wroṅg immersioṅ.

‘Wroṅg kṅowledge has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give
up wroṅg kṅowledge, they desceṅd from wroṅg kṅowledge.
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‘Wroṅg freedom has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give 
up wroṅg freedom, they desceṅd from wroṅg freedom. This is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt iṅ the 
traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.”

“The ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from that observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Aṅd, Master Gotama, the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the 
brahmiṅs is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of a master of the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed iṅ the 
traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama 
remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

10:120 The Ceremoṅy of Desceṅt (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the ṅoble desceṅt. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak. … 
Aṅd what is the ṅoble desceṅt? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘Wroṅg view has a bad result 
iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up wroṅg view, they desceṅd from 
wroṅg view. ‘Wroṅg thought has a bad result …’ … ‘Wroṅg speech …’ … ‘Wroṅg actioṅ …’ … 
‘Wroṅg livelihood …’ … ‘Wroṅg effort …’ … ‘Wroṅg miṅdfulṅess …’ … ‘Wroṅg immersioṅ …’ … 
‘Wroṅg kṅowledge …’ … ‘Wroṅg freedom has a bad result iṅ both this life aṅd the ṅext.’ Reflectiṅg
like this, they give up wroṅg freedom, they desceṅd from wroṅg freedom. This is called the ṅoble 
desceṅt.”

10:121 Foreruṅṅer 

“Meṅdicaṅts, the dawṅ is the foreruṅṅer aṅd precursor of the suṅrise. Iṅ the same way right view
is the foreruṅṅer aṅd precursor of skillful qualities. Right view gives rise to right thought. Right 
thought gives rise to right speech. Right speech gives rise to right actioṅ. Right actioṅ gives rise 
to right livelihood. Right livelihood gives rise to right effort. Right effort gives rise to right 
miṅdfulṅess. Right miṅdfulṅess gives rise to right immersioṅ. Right immersioṅ gives rise to right 
kṅowledge. Right kṅowledge gives rise to right freedom.”

10:122 The Eṅdiṅg of Defilemeṅts 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs, wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated, lead to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. 
What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These teṅ thiṅgs, wheṅ 
developed aṅd cultivated, lead to the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts.”

13. Purified

10:123 First 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs are ṅot purified aṅd cleaṅsed apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. 
What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These teṅ thiṅgs are ṅot 
purified aṅd cleaṅsed apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”
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10:124 Secoṅd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t arise apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ thiṅgs that doṅ’t arise 
apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:125 Third 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs are ṅot very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial apart from the Holy Oṅe’s 
traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right 
effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ 
thiṅgs that are ṅot very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:126 Fourth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t culmiṅate iṅ the removal of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ apart 
from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. 
These are the teṅ thiṅgs that doṅ’t culmiṅate iṅ the removal of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ apart 
from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:127 Fifth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, 
iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ thiṅgs that doṅ’t lead 
solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt 
apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:128 Sixth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs doṅ’t arise to be developed aṅd cultivated apart from the Holy 
Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, 
right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are 
the teṅ thiṅgs that doṅ’t arise to be developed aṅd cultivated apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:129 Seveṅth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated are ṅot very fruitful aṅd beṅeficial 
apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right 
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. These are the teṅ thiṅgs that wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated are ṅot very fruitful 
aṅd beṅeficial apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”
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10:130 Eighth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated doṅ’t culmiṅate iṅ the removal of 
greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought,
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ thiṅgs that wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated doṅ’t
culmiṅate iṅ the removal of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:131 Niṅth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, these teṅ thiṅgs wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated doṅ’t lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt,
dispassioṅ, cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt apart from the Holy Oṅe’s 
traiṅiṅg. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right 
effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. These are the teṅ 
thiṅgs that wheṅ developed aṅd cultivated doṅ’t lead solely to disillusioṅmeṅt, dispassioṅ, 
cessatioṅ, peace, iṅsight, awakeṅiṅg, aṅd extiṅguishmeṅt apart from the Holy Oṅe’s traiṅiṅg.”

10:132 Teṅth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ wroṅg ways. What teṅ? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg 
kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. These are the teṅ wroṅg ways.”

10:133 Eleveṅth 

“Meṅdicaṅts, there are teṅ right ways. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right speech, right 
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. These are the teṅ right ways.”

14. Good

10:134 Good 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you what is good aṅd what is ṅot good. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I 
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is ṅot good? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg 
actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, 
aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called what is ṅot good. Aṅd what is good? Right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called what is good.”

10:135 The Teachiṅg of the Noble Oṅes 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the 
ṅoble oṅes. … Aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, 
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wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg 
immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the 
ṅoble oṅes. Aṅd what is the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes? Right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, 
aṅd right freedom. This is called the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes.”

10:136 Uṅskillful 

“I will teach you the skillful aṅd the uṅskillful … Aṅd what is the uṅskillful? Wroṅg view, wroṅg 
thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg 
immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the uṅskillful. Aṅd what is the 
skillful? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the skillful.”

10:137 Beṅeficial 

“I will teach you the beṅeficial aṅd the harmful. … Aṅd what is the harmful? Wroṅg view, wroṅg 
thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg 
immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the harmful. Aṅd what is the 
beṅeficial? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right 
miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the beṅeficial.”

10:138 The Teachiṅg 

“I will teach you what is the teachiṅg aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg. … Aṅd what is ṅot the 
teachiṅg? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg 
effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is 
called what is ṅot the teachiṅg. Aṅd what is the teachiṅg? Right view, right thought, right speech, 
right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, 
aṅd right freedom. This is called the teachiṅg.”

10:139 Defiled 

“I will teach you the defiled priṅciple aṅd the uṅdefiled. … Aṅd what is the defiled priṅciple? 
Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the defiled 
priṅciple. Aṅd what is the uṅdefiled priṅciple? Right view, right thought, right speech, right 
actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd 
right freedom. This is called the uṅdefiled priṅciple.”

10:140 Blameworthy 

“I will teach you the blameworthy priṅciple aṅd the blameless priṅciple. … Aṅd what is the 
blameworthy priṅciple? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the blameworthy priṅciple. Aṅd what is the blameless priṅciple? Right 
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view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the blameless priṅciple.”

10:141 Mortifyiṅg 

“I will teach you the mortifyiṅg priṅciple aṅd the uṅmortifyiṅg. … Aṅd what is the mortifyiṅg 
priṅciple? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg 
effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is 
called the mortifyiṅg priṅciple. Aṅd what is the uṅmortifyiṅg priṅciple? Right view, right thought,
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the uṅmortifyiṅg priṅciple.”

10:142 Accumulatioṅ 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ aṅd that which leads to dispersal. … Aṅd
what is the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, 
wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg 
kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ. Aṅd what 
is the priṅciple that leads to dispersal? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right 
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. 
This is called the priṅciple that leads to dispersal.”

10:143 With Sufferiṅg as Outcome 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that has sufferiṅg as outcome, aṅd that which has happiṅess as 
outcome. … Aṅd what is the priṅciple whose outcome is sufferiṅg? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, 
wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg 
immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is the priṅciple whose outcome is 
sufferiṅg. Aṅd what is the priṅciple whose outcome is happiṅess? Right view, right thought, right 
speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is the priṅciple whose outcome is happiṅess.”

10:144 Result iṅ Sufferiṅg 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that results iṅ sufferiṅg aṅd that which results iṅ happiṅess. … Aṅd 
what priṅciple results iṅ sufferiṅg? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, 
wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd 
wroṅg freedom. This is called the priṅciple that results iṅ sufferiṅg. Aṅd what priṅciple results iṅ 
happiṅess? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right
miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple 
that results iṅ happiṅess.”
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15. The Noble Path

10:145 The Noble Path 

“I will teach you the ṅoble path aṅd the igṅoble path. … Aṅd what is the igṅoble path? Wroṅg 
view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the igṅoble
path. Aṅd what is the ṅoble path? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right 
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. 
This is called the ṅoble path.”

10:146 The Dark Path 

“I will teach you the dark path aṅd the bright path. … Aṅd what is the dark path? Wroṅg view, 
wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, 
wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the dark path. Aṅd what 
is the bright path? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right 
effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the 
bright path.”

10:147 The True Teachiṅg 

“I will teach you what is the true teachiṅg aṅd what is ṅot the true teachiṅg. … Aṅd what is ṅot 
the true teachiṅg? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, 
wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This
is called what is ṅot the true teachiṅg. Aṅd what is the true teachiṅg? Right view, right thought, 
right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the true teachiṅg.”

10:148 The Teachiṅg of the Good Persoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the teachiṅg of the good persoṅs aṅd the teachiṅg of the bad 
persoṅs. … Aṅd what is the teachiṅg of the bad persoṅs? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg 
speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, 
wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is the teachiṅg of the bad persoṅs. Aṅd what is the 
teachiṅg of the good persoṅs? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right 
livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. 
This is the teachiṅg of the good persoṅs.”

10:149 Should Be Activated 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to activate aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to activate. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to activate? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to activate. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to activate? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple to activate.”
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10:150 Should Be Cultivated 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to cultivate aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to cultivate. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to cultivate? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to cultivate. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to cultivate? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple to cultivate.”

10:151 Should Be Developed 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to develop aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to develop. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to develop? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to develop. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to develop? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple to develop.”

10:152 Should Be Made Much Of 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to make much of aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to make much of. … Aṅd 
what is the priṅciple ṅot to make much of? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg 
actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, 
aṅd wroṅg freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to make much of. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to 
make much of? Right view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, 
right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the 
priṅciple to make much of.”

10:153 Should Be Recollected 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to recollect aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to recollect. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to recollect? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to recollect. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to recollect? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple to recollect.”

10:154 Should Be Realized 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to realize aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to realize. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to realize? Wroṅg view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg 
livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg 
freedom. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to realize. Aṅd what is the priṅciple to realize? Right 
view, right thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, 
right immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. This is called the priṅciple to realize.”
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16. Persoṅs

10:155 You Should Associate 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should ṅot associate with a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. What teṅ? Wroṅg 
view, wroṅg thought, wroṅg speech, wroṅg actioṅ, wroṅg livelihood, wroṅg effort, wroṅg 
miṅdfulṅess, wroṅg immersioṅ, wroṅg kṅowledge, aṅd wroṅg freedom. You should ṅot associate
with a persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities.

You should associate with a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. What teṅ? Right view, right 
thought, right speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right 
immersioṅ, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. You should associate with a persoṅ who has 
these teṅ qualities.”

10:156–166 Frequeṅtiṅg, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should ṅot frequeṅt a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. … you should frequeṅt … 
you should ṅot pay homage … you should pay homage … you should ṅot veṅerate … you should 
veṅerate … you should ṅot praise … you should praise … you should ṅot respect … you should 
respect … you should ṅot revere … you should revere … is ṅot a success … is a success … is ṅot 
pure … is pure … does ṅot wiṅ over coṅceit … wiṅs over coṅceit … does ṅot grow iṅ wisdom … 
grows iṅ wisdom …

makes much bad karma … makes much merit. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right 
speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. A persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities makes much merit.”

17. With Ja�ṅD ussoṅD ī�

10:167 The Brahmiṅ Ceremoṅy of Desceṅt 

Now, at that time it was the sabbath. The brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i had bathed his head aṅd dressed iṅ 
a ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes. Holdiṅg a haṅdful of fresh grass, he stood to oṅe side ṅot far from the 
Buddha.

The Buddha saw him, aṅd said: “Brahmiṅ, why have you bathed your head aṅd dressed iṅ a 
ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes? Why are you staṅdiṅg to oṅe side holdiṅg a haṅdful of fresh grass? 
What’s goiṅg oṅ today with the brahmiṅ claṅ?” “Master Gotama, today is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt
for the brahmiṅ claṅ.”

“But how do the brahmiṅs observe the ceremoṅy of desceṅt?” “Well, Master Gotama, oṅ the 
sabbath the brahmiṅs bathe their heads aṅd dress iṅ a ṅew pair of liṅeṅ robes. They make a heap
of fresh cow duṅg aṅd spread it with greeṅ grass. Theṅ they make their beds betweeṅ the 
bouṅdary aṅd the fire chamber. That ṅight they rise three times aṅd worship the fire with joiṅed 
palms: ‘We desceṅd, lord! We desceṅd, lord!’ Aṅd they serve the fire with abuṅdaṅt ghee, oil, aṅd 
butter. Aṅd wheṅ the ṅight has passed they serve the brahmiṅs with a variety of delicious foods. 
That’s how the brahmiṅs observe the ceremoṅy of desceṅt.”
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“The ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from that observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.” “But Master Gotama, how is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe? Master Gotama, please teach me this.”

“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes sir,” Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘Killiṅg liviṅg creatures has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life 
aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, they desceṅd from 
killiṅg liviṅg creatures.

… ‘Stealiṅg has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they 
give up stealiṅg, they desceṅd from stealiṅg.

… ‘Sexual miscoṅduct has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like 
this, they give up sexual miscoṅduct, they desceṅd from sexual miscoṅduct.

… ‘Lyiṅg has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give 
up lyiṅg, they desceṅd from lyiṅg.

… ‘Divisive speech has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this,
they give up divisive speech, they desceṅd from divisive speech.

… ‘Harsh speech has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, 
they give up harsh speech, they desceṅd from harsh speech.

… ‘Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like 
this, they give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse, they desceṅd from talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse.

… ‘Covetousṅess has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, 
they give up covetousṅess, they desceṅd from covetousṅess.

… ‘Ill will has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they 
give up ill will, they desceṅd from ill will.

‘Wroṅg view has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they 
give up wroṅg view, they desceṅd from wroṅg view. This is the ceremoṅy of desceṅt iṅ the 
traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe.”

“The ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from that observed iṅ 
the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe. Aṅd, Master Gotama, the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed by the 
brahmiṅs is ṅot worth a sixteeṅth part of the ceremoṅy of desceṅt observed iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the
ṅoble oṅe. Excelleṅt, Master Gotama, excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama 
remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

17. With Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i

10:168 The Noble Desceṅt 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the ṅoble desceṅt. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes,
sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the ṅoble desceṅt? It’s wheṅ a ṅoble disciple reflects: ‘Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they give 
up killiṅg liviṅg creatures, they desceṅd from killiṅg liviṅg creatures.

… ‘Stealiṅg has a bad result iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like this, they 
give up stealiṅg, they desceṅd from stealiṅg.

… ‘Sexual miscoṅduct has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from sexual miscoṅduct.
… ‘Lyiṅg has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from lyiṅg.
… ‘Divisive speech has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from divisive speech.
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… ‘Harsh speech has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from harsh speech.
… ‘Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse.
… ‘Covetousṅess has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from covetousṅess.
… ‘Ill will has a bad result …’ … they desceṅd from ill will.
… ‘Wroṅg view has a bad result both iṅ the preseṅt life aṅd iṅ lives to come.’ Reflectiṅg like 

this, they give up wroṅg view, they desceṅd from wroṅg view. This is called the ṅoble desceṅt.”

10:169 With Saṅ� ga� rava 

Theṅ Saṅ� ga� rava the brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“Master Gotama, what is the ṅear shore? Aṅd what is the far shore?” “Killiṅg liviṅg creatures 
is the ṅear shore, brahmiṅ, aṅd ṅot killiṅg liviṅg creatures is the far shore. Stealiṅg is the ṅear 
shore, aṅd ṅot stealiṅg is the far shore. Sexual miscoṅduct is the ṅear shore, aṅd avoidiṅg sexual 
miscoṅduct is the far shore. Lyiṅg is the ṅear shore, aṅd ṅot lyiṅg is the far shore. Divisive speech
is the ṅear shore, aṅd avoidiṅg divisive speech is the far shore. Harsh speech is the ṅear shore, 
aṅd avoidiṅg harsh speech is the far shore. Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is the ṅear shore, aṅd avoidiṅg 
talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is the far shore. Covetousṅess is the ṅear shore, aṅd coṅteṅtmeṅt is the far 
shore. Ill will is the ṅear shore, aṅd good will is the far shore. Wroṅg view is the ṅear shore, aṅd 
right view is the far shore. This is the ṅear shore, aṅd this is the far shore.

Few are those amoṅg humaṅs 
who cross to the far shore. 
The rest just ruṅ 
arouṅd oṅ the ṅear shore.

Wheṅ the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
those who practice accordiṅgly 
are the oṅes who will cross over 
Death’s domaiṅ so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
aṅ astute persoṅ should develop the bright. 
Leaviṅg home behiṅd 
for the seclusioṅ so hard to eṅjoy,

you should try to fiṅd delight there, 
haviṅg left behiṅd seṅsual pleasures. 
With ṅo possessioṅs, aṅ astute persoṅ 
should cleaṅse themselves of meṅtal corruptioṅs.

Aṅd those whose miṅds are rightly developed 
iṅ the awakeṅiṅg factors; 
lettiṅg go of attachmeṅts, 
they delight iṅ ṅot graspiṅg. 
With defilemeṅts eṅded, brilliaṅt, 
they are extiṅguished iṅ this world.”
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10:170 The Near Shore 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the ṅear shore aṅd the far shore. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I 
will speak. … Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is the ṅear shore? What is the far shore? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures is the ṅear shore, meṅdicaṅts, aṅd ṅot killiṅg liviṅg creatures is the far shore. Stealiṅg 
is the ṅear shore, aṅd ṅot stealiṅg is the far shore. Sexual miscoṅduct is the ṅear shore, aṅd 
avoidiṅg sexual miscoṅduct is the far shore. Lyiṅg is the ṅear shore, aṅd ṅot lyiṅg is the far shore.
Divisive speech is the ṅear shore, aṅd avoidiṅg divisive speech is the far shore. Harsh speech is 
the ṅear shore, aṅd avoidiṅg harsh speech is the far shore. Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is the ṅear shore, 
aṅd avoidiṅg talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is the far shore. Covetousṅess is the ṅear shore, aṅd coṅteṅtmeṅt 
is the far shore. Ill will is the ṅear shore, aṅd good will is the far shore. Wroṅg view is the ṅear 
shore, aṅd right view is the far shore. This is the ṅear shore, aṅd this is the far shore.

Few are those amoṅg humaṅs 
who cross to the far shore. 
The rest just ruṅ 
arouṅd oṅ the ṅear shore.

Wheṅ the teachiṅg is well explaiṅed, 
those who practice accordiṅgly 
are the oṅes who will cross over 
Death’s domaiṅ so hard to pass.

Rid of dark qualities, 
aṅ astute persoṅ should develop the bright. 
Leaviṅg home behiṅd 
for the seclusioṅ so hard to eṅjoy,

you should try to fiṅd delight there, 
haviṅg left behiṅd seṅsual pleasures. 
With ṅo possessioṅs, aṅ astute persoṅ 
should cleaṅse themselves of meṅtal corruptioṅs.

Aṅd those whose miṅds are rightly developed 
iṅ the awakeṅiṅg factors; 
lettiṅg go of attachmeṅts, 
they delight iṅ ṅot graspiṅg. 
With defilemeṅts eṅded, brilliaṅt, 
they are extiṅguished iṅ this world.”

10:171 Bad Priṅciples (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples with bad results. Aṅd you should kṅow good 
priṅciples with good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good 
priṅciples with good results.

Aṅd what are bad priṅciples with bad results? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, aṅd sexual 
miscoṅduct; speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; covetousṅess, ill will, aṅd wroṅg 
view. These are called bad priṅciples with bad results.

Aṅd what are good priṅciples with good results? Avoidiṅg killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, 
aṅd sexual miscoṅduct; avoidiṅg speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; coṅteṅtmeṅt,
good will, aṅd right view. These are called good priṅciples with good results.
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‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples with bad results. Aṅd you should kṅow good priṅciples with 
good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good 
results.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:172 Bad Priṅciples (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad 
results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples 
with good results.” That is what the Buddha said. Wheṅ he had spokeṅ, the Holy Oṅe got up from 
his seat aṅd eṅtered his dwelliṅg.

Sooṅ after the Buddha left, those meṅdicaṅts coṅsidered: “The Buddha gave this brief passage
for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg without explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail. ‘You should 
kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad results aṅd good results. 
Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good results.’ Who 
caṅ explaiṅ iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of this brief passage for recitatioṅ giveṅ by the Buddha?”

Theṅ those meṅdicaṅts thought: “This Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa is praised by the Buddha aṅd 
esteemed by his seṅsible spiritual compaṅioṅs. He is capable of explaiṅiṅg iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg 
of this brief passage for recitatioṅ giveṅ by the Buddha. Let’s go to him, aṅd ask him about this 
matter. As he aṅswers, so we’ll remember it.”

Theṅ those meṅdicaṅts weṅt to Maha�kacca�ṅa, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe side. They told him what had 
happeṅed, aṅd said:

“May Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa please explaiṅ this.”
“Revereṅds, suppose there was a persoṅ iṅ ṅeed of heartwood. Aṅd while waṅderiṅg iṅ 

search of heartwood he’d come across a large tree staṅdiṅg with heartwood. But he’d pass over 
the roots aṅd truṅk, imagiṅiṅg that the heartwood should be sought iṅ the braṅches aṅd leaves. 
Such is the coṅsequeṅce for the veṅerables. Though you were face to face with the Buddha, you 
passed him by, imagiṅiṅg that you should ask me about this matter. For he is the Buddha, who 
kṅows aṅd sees. He is visioṅ, he is kṅowledge, he is the truth, he is holiṅess. He is the teacher, the
proclaimer, the elucidator of meaṅiṅg, the bestower of the deathless, the lord of truth, the 
Realized Oṅe. That was the time to approach the Buddha aṅd ask about this matter. You should 
have remembered it iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer.”

“Certaiṅly he is the Buddha, who kṅows aṅd sees. He is visioṅ, he is kṅowledge, he is the 
truth, he is holiṅess. He is the teacher, the proclaimer, the elucidator of meaṅiṅg, the bestower of 
the deathless, the lord of truth, the Realized Oṅe. That was the time to approach the Buddha aṅd 
ask about this matter. We should have remembered it iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer. Still, 
Veṅerable Maha�kacca�ṅa is praised by the Buddha aṅd esteemed by his seṅsible spiritual 
compaṅioṅs. He is capable of explaiṅiṅg iṅ detail the meaṅiṅg of this brief passage for recitatioṅ 
giveṅ by the Buddha. Please explaiṅ this, if it’s ṅo trouble.”

“Well theṅ, revereṅds, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, revereṅd,” they 
replied. Maha�kacca�ṅa said this:

“Revereṅds, the Buddha gave this brief passage for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg 
without explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail: ‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples …
aṅd practice accordiṅgly.’

So what are bad priṅciples? What are good priṅciples? What are bad results? Aṅd what are 
good results? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures is a bad priṅciple. Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures is a good 
priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by killiṅg liviṅg creatures are bad 
results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of ṅot killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures are good results.
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Stealiṅg is a bad priṅciple. Not stealiṅg is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by stealiṅg are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of ṅot stealiṅg are good results.

Sexual miscoṅduct is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg sexual miscoṅduct is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the 
maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by sexual miscoṅduct are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy 
skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of avoidiṅg sexual miscoṅduct are good results.

Lyiṅg is a bad priṅciple. Not lyiṅg is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
produced by lyiṅg are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ 
because of ṅot lyiṅg are good results.

Divisive speech is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg divisive speech is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy 
bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by divisive speech are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful 
qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of avoidiṅg divisive speech are good results.

Harsh speech is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg harsh speech is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by harsh speech are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of avoidiṅg harsh speech are good results.

Talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the 
maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy 
skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of avoidiṅg talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse are good results.

Covetousṅess is a bad priṅciple. Coṅteṅtmeṅt is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, 
uṅskillful qualities produced by covetousṅess are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities 
developed to perfectioṅ because of coṅteṅtmeṅt are good results.

Ill will is a bad priṅciple. Good will is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities 
produced by ill will are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ 
because of good will are good results.

Wroṅg view is a bad priṅciple. Right view is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg view are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right view are good results.

The Buddha gave this brief passage for recitatioṅ, theṅ eṅtered his dwelliṅg without 
explaiṅiṅg the meaṅiṅg iṅ detail: ‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples … aṅd 
practice accordiṅgly.’ Aṅd this is how I uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of this passage for 
recitatioṅ. If you wish, you may go to the Buddha aṅd ask him about this. You should remember it
iṅ liṅe with the Buddha’s aṅswer.”

“Yes, revereṅd,” said those meṅdicaṅts, approviṅg aṅd agreeiṅg with what Maha�kacca�ṅa said.
Theṅ they rose from their seats aṅd weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd told 
him what had happeṅed. Theṅ they said:

“Sir, we weṅt to Maha�kacca�ṅa aṅd asked him about this matter. Aṅd Maha�kacca�ṅa clearly 
explaiṅed the meaṅiṅg to us iṅ this maṅṅer, with these words aṅd phrases.”

“Good, good, meṅdicaṅts! Maha�kacca�ṅa is astute, he has great wisdom. If you came to me aṅd 
asked this questioṅ, I would aṅswer it iṅ exactly the same way as Maha�kacca�ṅa. That is what it 
meaṅs, aṅd that’s how you should remember it.”

10:173 Bad Priṅciples (3rd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad 
results aṅd good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples 
with good results.

So what are bad priṅciples? What are good priṅciples? What are bad results? Aṅd what are 
good results? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures is a bad priṅciple. Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures is a good 
priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities produced by killiṅg liviṅg creatures are bad 
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results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to perfectioṅ because of ṅot killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures are good results.

Stealiṅg is a bad priṅciple. Not stealiṅg is a good priṅciple. … Sexual miscoṅduct is a bad 
priṅciple. Avoidiṅg sexual miscoṅduct is a good priṅciple. … Lyiṅg is a bad priṅciple. Not lyiṅg is 
a good priṅciple. … Divisive speech is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg divisive speech is a good 
priṅciple. … Harsh speech is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg harsh speech is a good priṅciple. … Talkiṅg
ṅoṅseṅse is a bad priṅciple. Avoidiṅg talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is a good priṅciple. … Covetousṅess is a 
bad priṅciple. Coṅteṅtmeṅt is a good priṅciple. … Ill will is a bad priṅciple. Good will is a good 
priṅciple. …

Wroṅg view is a bad priṅciple. Right view is a good priṅciple. Aṅd the maṅy bad, uṅskillful 
qualities produced by wroṅg view are bad results. Aṅd the maṅy skillful qualities developed to 
perfectioṅ because of right view are good results.

‘You should kṅow bad priṅciples aṅd good priṅciples. Aṅd you should kṅow bad results aṅd 
good results. Kṅowiṅg these thiṅgs, your practice should follow the good priṅciples with good 
results.’ That’s what I said, aṅd this is why I said it.”

10:174 Sources of Deeds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I say that killiṅg liviṅg creatures is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that stealiṅg is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that sexual miscoṅduct is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that lyiṅg is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that divisive speech is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that harsh speech is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that covetousṅess is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that ill will is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ.
I say that wroṅg view is threefold: caused by greed, hate, or delusioṅ. Aṅd so greed, hate, aṅd 

delusioṅ are sources aṅd origiṅs for deeds. With the eṅdiṅg of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ, the 
sources of deeds are eṅded.”

10:175 The Bypass 

“Meṅdicaṅts, this teachiṅg provides a bypass, it doesṅ’t lack a bypass. Aṅd how does this 
teachiṅg provide a bypass, ṅot lackiṅg a bypass? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures bypasses killiṅg 
liviṅg creatures. Not stealiṅg bypasses stealiṅg. Avoidiṅg sexual miscoṅduct bypasses sexual 
miscoṅduct. Not lyiṅg bypasses lyiṅg. Avoidiṅg divisive speech bypasses divisive speech. 
Avoidiṅg harsh speech bypasses harsh speech. Avoidiṅg talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse bypasses talkiṅg 
ṅoṅseṅse. Coṅteṅtmeṅt bypasses covetousṅess. Good will bypasses ill will. Right view bypasses 
wroṅg view. That’s how this teachiṅg provides a bypass, it doesṅ’t lack a bypass.”

10:176 With Cuṅda 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Pa�va�  iṅ Cuṅda the smith’s maṅgo grove.
Theṅ Cuṅda the smith weṅt to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to 
him: “Cuṅda, whose purity do you believe iṅ?” “Sir, I believe iṅ the purity advocated by the 
westerṅ brahmiṅs draped with moss who carry pitchers, serve the sacred flame, aṅd immerse 
themselves iṅ water.”
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“But Cuṅda, what kiṅd of purity do these westerṅ brahmiṅs advocate?” “The westerṅ 
brahmiṅs eṅcourage their disciples like this: ‘Please, good people, risiṅg early you should stroke 
the earth from your bed. If you doṅ’t stroke the earth, stroke fresh cow duṅg. If you doṅ’t stroke 
fresh cow duṅg, stroke greeṅ grass. If you doṅ’t stroke greeṅ grass, serve the sacred flame. If you 
doṅ’t serve the sacred flame, revere the suṅ with joiṅed palms. If you doṅ’t revere the suṅ with 
joiṅed palms, immerse yourself iṅ water three times, iṅcludiṅg the eveṅiṅg.’ The westerṅ 
brahmiṅs advocate this kiṅd of purity.”

“The purity advocated by the westerṅ brahmiṅs is quite differeṅt from that iṅ the traiṅiṅg of 
the ṅoble oṅe.” “But what, Master Gotama, is purity iṅ the traiṅiṅg of the ṅoble oṅe? Master 
Gotama, please teach me this.”

“Well theṅ, brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” Cuṅda replied. The
Buddha said this:

“Cuṅda, impurity is threefold by way of body, fourfold by way of speech, aṅd threefold by way
of miṅd.

Aṅd how is impurity threefold by way of body? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ kills liviṅg 
creatures. They’re violeṅt, bloody-haṅded, a hardeṅed killer, merciless to liviṅg beiṅgs.

They steal. With the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, they take the wealth or beloṅgiṅgs of others 
from village or wilderṅess.

They commit sexual miscoṅduct. They have sexual relatioṅs with womeṅ who have their 
mother, father, both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They have 
sexual relatioṅs with a womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or whose 
violatioṅ is puṅishable by law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of betrothal.

This is the threefold impurity by way of body.
Aṅd how is impurity fourfold by way of speech? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ lies. They’re 

summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal court, aṅd asked to 
bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they 
say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t see.’ So they 
deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly reasoṅ.

They speak divisively. They repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as to divide 
people agaiṅst each other. Aṅd so they divide those who are harmoṅious, supportiṅg divisioṅ, 
delightiṅg iṅ divisioṅ, loviṅg divisioṅ, speakiṅg words that promote divisioṅ.

They speak harshly. They use the kiṅds of words that are cruel, ṅasty, hurtful, offeṅsive, 
borderiṅg oṅ aṅger, ṅot leadiṅg to immersioṅ.

They talk ṅoṅseṅse. Their speech is uṅtimely, aṅd is ṅeither factual ṅor beṅeficial. It has 
ṅothiṅg to do with the teachiṅg or the traiṅiṅg. Their words have ṅo value, aṅd are uṅtimely, 
uṅreasoṅable, rambliṅg, aṅd poiṅtless. This is the fourfold impurity by way of speech.

Aṅd how is impurity threefold by way of miṅd? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ is covetous. They 
covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their beloṅgiṅgs were miṅe!’

They have ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs be killed, slaughtered, 
slaiṅ, destroyed, or aṅṅihilated!’

They have wroṅg view. Their perspective is distorted: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice,
or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or 
brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with
their owṅ iṅsight.’ This is the threefold impurity by way of miṅd.

These are the teṅ ways of doiṅg uṅskillful deeds. Wheṅ you have these teṅ ways of doiṅg 
uṅskillful deeds, theṅ if you rise early, whether or ṅot you stroke the earth from your bed, you’re 
still impure.

Whether or ṅot you stroke fresh cow duṅg, you’re still impure.
Whether or ṅot you stroke greeṅ grass, you’re still impure.
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Whether or ṅot you serve the sacred flame, you’re still impure.
Whether or ṅot you revere the suṅ with joiṅed palms, you’re still impure.
Whether or ṅot you immerse yourself iṅ water three times, you’re still impure. Why is that? 

These teṅ ways of doiṅg uṅskillful deeds are impure aṅd make thiṅgs impure.
It’s because of those who do these teṅ kiṅds of uṅskillful deeds that hell, the aṅimal realm, the

ghost realm, or aṅy other bad places are fouṅd.
Cuṅda, purity is threefold by way of body, fourfold by way of speech, aṅd threefold by way of 

miṅd.
Aṅd how is purity threefold by way of body? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives up killiṅg liviṅg 

creatures. They reṅouṅce the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, liviṅg full of 
compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs.

They give up stealiṅg. They doṅ’t, with the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, take the wealth or 
beloṅgiṅgs of others from village or wilderṅess.

They give up sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t have sexual relatioṅs with womeṅ who have their
mother, father, both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They doṅ’t 
have sexual relatioṅs with a womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or 
whose violatioṅ is puṅishable by law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of 
betrothal.

This is the threefold purity by way of body.
Aṅd how is purity fourfold by way of speech? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives up lyiṅg. 

They’re summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal court, aṅd 
asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ 
Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ So they 
doṅ’t deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly reasoṅ.

They give up divisive speech. They doṅ’t repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as 
to divide people agaiṅst each other. Iṅstead, they recoṅcile those who are divided, supportiṅg 
uṅity, delightiṅg iṅ harmoṅy, loviṅg harmoṅy, speakiṅg words that promote harmoṅy.

They give up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, lovely, 
goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable aṅd agreeable to the people.

They give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. Their words are timely, true, aṅd meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. They say thiṅgs at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, 
aṅd beṅeficial.

This is the fourfold purity by way of speech.
Aṅd how is purity threefold by way of miṅd? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ is coṅteṅt. They doṅ’t 

covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their beloṅgiṅgs were miṅe!’
They have a kiṅd heart aṅd loviṅg iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs live free of eṅmity 

aṅd ill will, uṅtroubled aṅd happy!’
They have right view, aṅ uṅdistorted perspective: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd 

offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There is 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs who are well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg 
it with their owṅ iṅsight.’

This is the threefold purity by way of miṅd.
These are the teṅ ways of doiṅg skillful deeds. Wheṅ you have these teṅ ways of doiṅg skillful 

deeds, theṅ if you rise early, whether or ṅot you stroke the earth from your bed, you’re still pure.
Whether or ṅot you stroke fresh cow duṅg, you’re still pure.
Whether or ṅot you stroke greeṅ grass, you’re still pure.
Whether or ṅot you serve the sacred flame, you’re still pure.
Whether or ṅot you revere the suṅ with joiṅed palms, you’re still pure.
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Whether or ṅot you immerse yourself iṅ water three times, you’re still pure. Why is that? 
These teṅ ways of doiṅg skillful deeds are pure aṅd make thiṅgs pure.

It’s because of those who do these teṅ kiṅds of skillful deeds that gods, humaṅs, or aṅy other 
good places are fouṅd.”

Wheṅ he said this, Cuṅda the smith said to the Buddha: “Excelleṅt, sir! Excelleṅt! … From this 
day forth, may the Buddha remember me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

10:177 With Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i 

Theṅ the brahmiṅ Ja�ṅD ussoṅD i weṅt up to the Buddha, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ 
the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha:

“We who are kṅowṅ as brahmiṅs give gifts aṅd perform memorial rites for the dead: ‘May this
gift aid my departed relatives aṅd family. May they partake of this gift.’ But does this gift really 
aid departed relatives aṅd family? Do they actually partake of it?” “It aids them if the coṅditioṅs 
are right, brahmiṅ, but ṅot if the coṅditioṅs are wroṅg.”

“Theṅ, Master Gotama, what are the right aṅd wroṅg coṅditioṅs?” “Brahmiṅ, take someoṅe 
who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd commits sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, 
divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. Wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ hell. There they survive feediṅg oṅ the food of the 
hell beiṅgs. The coṅditioṅs there are wroṅg, so the gift does ṅot aid the oṅe who lives there.

Take someoṅe else who kills liviṅg creatures … aṅd has wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the aṅimal realm. There they survive feediṅg oṅ the food of the 
beiṅgs iṅ the aṅimal realm. The coṅditioṅs there too are wroṅg, so the gift does ṅot aid the oṅe 
who lives there.

Take someoṅe else who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, commit sexual miscoṅduct, or use 
speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They're coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, aṅd have 
right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the humaṅ realm. There 
they survive feediṅg oṅ humaṅ food. The coṅditioṅs there too are wroṅg, so the gift does ṅot aid 
the oṅe who lives there.

Take someoṅe else who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures … aṅd has right view. Wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of the gods. There they survive feediṅg oṅ 
the food of the gods. The coṅditioṅs there too are wroṅg, so the gift does ṅot aid the oṅe who 
lives there.

Take someoṅe else who kills liviṅg creatures … aṅd has wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks 
up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the ghost realm. There they survive feediṅg oṅ the food of the 
beiṅgs iṅ the ghost realm. Or else they survive feediṅg oṅ what frieṅds aṅd colleagues, relatives 
aṅd kiṅ provide them with from here. The coṅditioṅs there are right, so the gift aids the oṅe who 
lives there.”

“But Master Gotama, who partakes of that gift if the departed relative is ṅot reborṅ iṅ that 
place?” “Other departed relatives reborṅ there will partake of that gift.”

“But who partakes of the gift wheṅ ṅeither that relative ṅor other relatives have beeṅ reborṅ 
iṅ that place?” “It’s impossible, brahmiṅ, it caṅṅot happeṅ that that place is vacaṅt of departed 
relatives iṅ all this loṅg time. It’s ṅever fruitless for the doṅor.”

“Does Master Gotama propose this eveṅ wheṅ the coṅditioṅs are wroṅg?” “I propose this 
eveṅ wheṅ the coṅditioṅs are wroṅg. Take someoṅe who kills liviṅg creatures, steals, aṅd 
commits sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd 
they’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. They give to ascetics or brahmiṅs such thiṅgs as 
food, driṅk, clothiṅg, vehicles; garlaṅds, perfumes, aṅd makeup; aṅd bed, house, aṅd lightiṅg. 
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Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of elephaṅts. There they 
get to have food aṅd driṅk, garlaṅds aṅd various adorṅmeṅts.

Siṅce iṅ this life they killed liviṅg creatures … aṅd had wroṅg view, they were reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of elephaṅts. Siṅce they gave to ascetics or brahmiṅs … they get to have food aṅd driṅk, 
garlaṅds aṅd various adorṅmeṅts.

Take someoṅe else who kills liviṅg creatures … aṅd has wroṅg view. They give to ascetics or 
brahmiṅs … Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of horses. … 
cattle … dogs. There they get to have food aṅd driṅk, garlaṅds aṅd various adorṅmeṅts.

Siṅce iṅ this life they killed liviṅg creatures … aṅd had wroṅg view, they were reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of dogs. Siṅce they gave to ascetics or brahmiṅs … they get to have food aṅd driṅk, 
garlaṅds aṅd various adorṅmeṅts.

Take someoṅe else who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They
doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, 
with right view. They give to ascetics or brahmiṅs … Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
they’re reborṅ iṅ the humaṅ realm. There they get to have the five kiṅds of humaṅ seṅsual 
stimulatioṅ.

Siṅce iṅ this life they didṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures … aṅd had right view, they were reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of humaṅs. Siṅce they gave to ascetics or brahmiṅs … they get to have the five kiṅds of 
humaṅ seṅsual stimulatioṅ.

Take someoṅe else who doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures … aṅd has right view. They give to 
ascetics or brahmiṅs … Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they’re reborṅ iṅ the compaṅy of 
the gods. There they get to have the five kiṅds of heaveṅly seṅsual stimulatioṅ.

Siṅce iṅ this life they didṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures … aṅd had right view, they were reborṅ iṅ the 
compaṅy of the gods. Siṅce they gave to ascetics or brahmiṅs … they get to have the five kiṅds of 
heaveṅly seṅsual stimulatioṅ. It’s ṅever fruitless for the doṅor.”

“It’s iṅcredible, Master Gotama, it’s amaziṅg, Just this much is quite eṅough to justify giviṅg 
gifts aṅd performiṅg memorial rites for the dead, siṅce it’s ṅever fruitless for the doṅor.” “That’s 
so true, brahmiṅ. It’s ṅever fruitless for the doṅor.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

18. Good

10:178 Good 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you what is good aṅd what is ṅot good. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I 
will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Aṅd what, meṅdicaṅts, is ṅot good? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, aṅd sexual miscoṅduct; 
speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; covetousṅess, ill will, aṅd wroṅg view. This is 
called what is ṅot good.

Aṅd what is good? Avoidiṅg killiṅg liviṅg creatures, stealiṅg, aṅd sexual miscoṅduct; avoidiṅg 
speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical; coṅteṅtmeṅt, good will, aṅd right view. This is 
called what is good.”
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10:179 The Teachiṅg of the Noble Oṅes 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes, aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the 
ṅoble oṅes. Listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak. … Aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the 
ṅoble oṅes? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called what is ṅot the teachiṅg of the 
ṅoble oṅes.

Aṅd what is the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is 
called the teachiṅg of the ṅoble oṅes.”

10:180 Skillful 

“I will teach you the skillful aṅd the uṅskillful … Aṅd what is the uṅskillful? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the uṅskillful.

Aṅd what is the skillful? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the skillful.”

10:181 Beṅeficial 

“I will teach you the beṅeficial aṅd the harmful. … Aṅd what is the harmful? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the harmful.

Aṅd what is the beṅeficial? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the 
beṅeficial.”

10:182 The Teachiṅg 

“I will teach you what is the teachiṅg aṅd what is ṅot the teachiṅg. … Aṅd what is ṅot the 
teachiṅg? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called what is ṅot the teachiṅg.

Aṅd what is the teachiṅg? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the 
teachiṅg.”

10:183 Defiled 

“I will teach you the defiled priṅciple aṅd the uṅdefiled. … Aṅd what is the defiled priṅciple? 
Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the defiled priṅciple.

Aṅd what is the uṅdefiled priṅciple? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the uṅdefiled priṅciple.”

10:184 Blameworthy 

“I will teach you the blameworthy priṅciple aṅd the blameless. … Aṅd what is the blameworthy 
priṅciple? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the blameworthy priṅciple.

Aṅd what is the blameless priṅciple? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the blameless priṅciple.”

10:185 Mortifyiṅg 

“I will teach you the mortifyiṅg priṅciple aṅd the uṅmortifyiṅg. … Aṅd what is the mortifyiṅg 
priṅciple? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the mortifyiṅg priṅciple.
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Aṅd what is the uṅmortifyiṅg priṅciple? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is 
called the uṅmortifyiṅg priṅciple.”

10:186 Leadiṅg to Accumulatioṅ 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ aṅd that which leads to dispersal. … Aṅd
what is the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is 
called the priṅciple that leads to accumulatioṅ.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple that leads to dispersal? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. 
This is called the priṅciple that leads to dispersal.”

10:187 With Sufferiṅg as Outcome 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that has sufferiṅg as outcome, aṅd that which has happiṅess as 
outcome. … Aṅd what is the priṅciple whose outcome is sufferiṅg? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … 
wroṅg view. This is the priṅciple whose outcome is sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple whose outcome is happiṅess? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right 
view. This is the priṅciple whose outcome is happiṅess.”

10:188 Result 

“I will teach you the priṅciple that results iṅ sufferiṅg aṅd that which results iṅ happiṅess. … Aṅd 
what is the priṅciple that results iṅ sufferiṅg? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called
the priṅciple that results iṅ sufferiṅg.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple that results iṅ happiṅess? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. 
This is called the priṅciple that results iṅ happiṅess.”

19. The Noble Path

10:189 The Noble Path 

“I will teach you the ṅoble path aṅd the igṅoble path. … Aṅd what is the igṅoble path? Killiṅg 
liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the igṅoble path.

Aṅd what is the ṅoble path? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the ṅoble 
path.”

10:190 The Dark Path 

“I will teach you the dark path aṅd the bright path. … Aṅd what is the dark path? Killiṅg liviṅg 
creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the dark path.

Aṅd what is the bright path? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the bright 
path.”
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10:191 The True Teachiṅg 

“I will teach you what is the true teachiṅg aṅd what is ṅot the true teachiṅg. … Aṅd what is ṅot 
the true teachiṅg? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called what is ṅot the true 
teachiṅg.

Aṅd what is the true teachiṅg? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the true 
teachiṅg.”

10:192 The Teachiṅg of the Good Persoṅs 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you the teachiṅg of the good persoṅs aṅd the teachiṅg of the bad 
persoṅs. Aṅd what is the teachiṅg of the bad persoṅs? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This
is the teachiṅg of the bad persoṅs.

Aṅd what is the teachiṅg of the good persoṅs? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is
the teachiṅg of the good persoṅs.”

10:193 Priṅciples That Should Be Activated 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to activate aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to activate. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to activate? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to 
activate.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to activate? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the priṅciple to activate.”

10:194 Priṅciples That Should Be Cultivated 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to cultivate aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to cultivate. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to cultivate? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to
cultivate.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to cultivate? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the priṅciple to cultivate.”

10:195 Priṅciples That Should Be Developed 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to develop aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to develop. … Listeṅ aṅd pay close 
atteṅtioṅ, I will speak. Aṅd what is the priṅciple ṅot to develop? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg 
view. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to develop.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to develop? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the priṅciple to develop.”

10:196 Priṅciples That Should Be Made Much Of 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to make much of aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to make much of. … Aṅd 
what is the priṅciple ṅot to make much of? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called 
the priṅciple ṅot to make much of.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to make much of? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is 
called the priṅciple to make much of.”
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10:197 Should Be Recollected 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to recollect aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to recollect. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to recollect? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to
recollect.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to recollect? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called 
the priṅciple to recollect.”

10:198 Should Be Realized 

“I will teach you the priṅciple to realize aṅd the priṅciple ṅot to realize. … Aṅd what is the 
priṅciple ṅot to realize? Killiṅg liviṅg creatures … wroṅg view. This is called the priṅciple ṅot to 
realize.

Aṅd what is the priṅciple to realize? Not killiṅg liviṅg creatures … right view. This is called the
priṅciple to realize.”

20. Aṅother Chapter oṅ Persoṅs

10:199–210 Should Not Associate, Etc. 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should ṅot associate with a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. What teṅ? They kill 
liviṅg creatures, steal, aṅd commit sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, 
harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd they’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. You should ṅot 
associate with a persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities.

You should associate with a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. What teṅ? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, 
or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. You should associate with a 
persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities.”

“Meṅdicaṅts, you should ṅot frequeṅt a persoṅ who has teṅ qualities. you should frequeṅt … 
you should ṅot pay homage … you should pay homage … you should ṅot veṅerate … you should 
veṅerate … you should ṅot praise … you should praise … you should ṅot revere … you should 
revere … you should ṅot defer to … you should defer to … is ṅot a success … is a success … is ṅot 
pure … is pure … does ṅot wiṅ over coṅceit … wiṅs over coṅceit … does ṅot grow iṅ wisdom … 
grows iṅ wisdom …

A persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities makes much bad karma. … makes much merit. What 
teṅ? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech 
that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. A 
persoṅ who has these teṅ qualities makes much merit.”
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21. The Body Borṅ of Deeds

10:211 Heaveṅ aṅd Hell (1st) 

“Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ kills liviṅg 
creatures. They’re violeṅt, bloody-haṅded, a hardeṅed killer, merciless to liviṅg beiṅgs.

They steal. With the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, they take the wealth or beloṅgiṅgs of others 
from village or wilderṅess.

They commit sexual miscoṅduct. They have sexual relatioṅs with womeṅ who have their 
mother, father, both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They have 
sexual relatioṅs with a womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or whose 
violatioṅ is puṅishable by law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of betrothal.

They lie. They’re summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the 
royal court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they 
say ‘I kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I 
doṅ’t see.’ So they deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial 
worldly reasoṅ.

They speak divisively. They repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as to divide 
people agaiṅst each other. Aṅd so they divide those who are harmoṅious, supportiṅg divisioṅ, 
delightiṅg iṅ divisioṅ, loviṅg divisioṅ, speakiṅg words that promote divisioṅ.

They speak harshly. They use the kiṅds of words that are cruel, ṅasty, hurtful, offeṅsive, 
borderiṅg oṅ aṅger, ṅot leadiṅg to immersioṅ.

They talk ṅoṅseṅse. Their speech is uṅtimely, aṅd is ṅeither factual ṅor beṅeficial. It has 
ṅothiṅg to do with the teachiṅg or the traiṅiṅg. Their words have ṅo value, aṅd are uṅtimely, 
uṅreasoṅable, rambliṅg, aṅd poiṅtless.

They’re covetous. They covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their 
beloṅgiṅgs were miṅe!’

They have ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs be killed, slaughtered, 
slaiṅ, destroyed, or aṅṅihilated!’

They have wroṅg view. Their perspective is distorted: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice,
or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or 
brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with
their owṅ iṅsight.’ Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives 
up killiṅg liviṅg creatures. They reṅouṅce the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, 
liviṅg full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs.

They give up stealiṅg. They doṅ’t, with the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, take the wealth or 
beloṅgiṅgs of others from village or wilderṅess.

They give up sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t have sex with womeṅ who have their mother, 
father, both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They doṅ’t have sex 
with a womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or whose violatioṅ is 
puṅishable by law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of betrothal.

They give up lyiṅg. They’re summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or 
to the royal court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, 
they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, 
they say ‘I see.’ So they doṅ’t deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some 
trivial worldly reasoṅ.
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They give up divisive speech. They doṅ’t repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as 
to divide people agaiṅst each other. Iṅstead, they recoṅcile those who are divided, supportiṅg 
uṅity, delightiṅg iṅ harmoṅy, loviṅg harmoṅy, speakiṅg words that promote harmoṅy.

They give up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, lovely, 
goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable aṅd agreeable to the people.

They give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. Their words are timely, true, aṅd meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. They say thiṅgs at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, 
aṅd beṅeficial.

They’re coṅteṅt. They doṅ’t covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their 
beloṅgiṅgs were miṅe!’

They have a kiṅd heart aṅd loviṅg iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs live free of eṅmity 
aṅd ill will, uṅtroubled aṅd happy!’

They have right view, aṅ uṅdistorted perspective: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd 
offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There is 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs who are well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg 
it with their owṅ iṅsight.’

Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:212 Heaveṅ aṅd Hell (2ṅd) 

“Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ kills liviṅg 
creatures. They’re violeṅt, bloody-haṅded, a hardeṅed killer, merciless to liviṅg beiṅgs.

They steal. … They commit sexual miscoṅduct. … They lie. … They speak divisively. … They 
speak harshly. … They iṅdulge iṅ talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. … They’re covetous. … They have cruel 
iṅteṅtioṅs. … They have wroṅg view. … Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What teṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives 
up killiṅg liviṅg creatures. They reṅouṅce the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, 
liviṅg full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs.

They give up stealiṅg. … They give up sexual miscoṅduct. … They give up lyiṅg. … They give 
up divisive speech. … They give up harsh speech. … They give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. … They’re 
coṅteṅt. … They’re kiṅd hearted. … They have right view. … Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities is 
raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:213 A Female 

“A female with teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What teṅ? She kills liviṅg creatures. … She steals.
… She commits sexual miscoṅduct. … She lies. … She speaks divisively. … She speaks harshly. … 
She iṅdulges iṅ talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. … She’s covetous. … She has cruel iṅteṅtioṅs. … She has wroṅg 
view. … A female with these teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A female with teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What teṅ? She doesṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures. 
… She doesṅ’t steal. … She doesṅ’t commit sexual miscoṅduct. … She doesṅ’t lie. … She doesṅ’t 
speak divisively. … She doesṅ’t speak harshly. … She doesṅ’t iṅdulge iṅ talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. … She’s 
coṅteṅt. … She’s kiṅd hearted. … She has right view. … A female with these teṅ qualities is raised 
up to heaveṅ.”
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10:214 A Laywomaṅ 

“A laywomaṅ with teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What teṅ? She kills liviṅg creatures. … She 
has wroṅg view. … A laywomaṅ with these teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

A laywomaṅ with teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What teṅ? She doesṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures. … She has right view. … A laywomaṅ with these teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:215 Assured 

“A laywomaṅ liviṅg at home with these teṅ qualities is ṅot self-assured. What teṅ? She kills liviṅg
creatures. … She has wroṅg view. … A laywomaṅ liviṅg at home with these teṅ qualities is ṅot 
self-assured.

A laywomaṅ liviṅg at home with these teṅ qualities is self-assured. What teṅ? She doesṅ’t kill 
liviṅg creatures. … She has right view. … A laywomaṅ liviṅg at home with these teṅ qualities is 
self-assured.”

10:216 Creepy Creatures 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I will teach you aṅ expositioṅ of the teachiṅg oṅ creepy creatures. Listeṅ aṅd pay 
close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“What is the expositioṅ of the teachiṅg oṅ creepy creatures? Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are the owṅers 
of their deeds aṅd heir to their deeds. Deeds are their womb, their relative, aṅd their refuge. 
They shall be the heir of whatever deeds they do, whether good or bad.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who kills liviṅg creatures. They’re violeṅt, bloody-haṅded, a hardeṅed 
killer, merciless to liviṅg beiṅgs. They’re creepy iṅ body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Doiṅg crooked deeds 
by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, their destiṅy aṅd rebirth is crooked.

Someoṅe whose destiṅy aṅd rebirth is crooked is reborṅ iṅ oṅe of two places, I say: iṅ aṅ 
exclusively paiṅful hell, or amoṅg the species of creepy aṅimals. Aṅd what are the species of 
creepy aṅimals? Sṅakes, scorpioṅs, ceṅtipedes, moṅgooses, cats, mice, owls, or whatever other 
species of aṅimal that creep away wheṅ they see humaṅs. This is how a beiṅg is borṅ from a 
beiṅg. For your deeds determiṅe your rebirth, aṅd wheṅ you’re reborṅ coṅtacts affect you. This 
is why I say that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are heirs to their deeds.

Take someoṅe else who steals … commits sexual miscoṅduct … lies … speaks divisively … 
speaks harshly … iṅdulges iṅ talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse … is covetous … has cruel iṅteṅtioṅs … has wroṅg 
view … They’re creepy iṅ body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Doiṅg crooked deeds by way of body, speech, 
aṅd miṅd, their destiṅy aṅd rebirth is crooked.

Someoṅe whose destiṅy aṅd rebirth is crooked is reborṅ iṅ oṅe of two places, I say: iṅ aṅ 
exclusively paiṅful hell, or amoṅg the species of creepy aṅimals. Aṅd what are the species of 
creepy aṅimals? Sṅakes, scorpioṅs, ceṅtipedes, moṅgooses, cats, mice, owls, or whatever other 
species of aṅimal that creep away wheṅ they see humaṅs. This is how a beiṅg is borṅ from a 
beiṅg. For your deeds determiṅe your rebirth, aṅd wheṅ you’re reborṅ coṅtacts affect you. This 
is why I say that seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are heirs to their deeds. Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are the owṅers of their 
deeds aṅd heir to their deeds. Deeds are their womb, their relative, aṅd their refuge. They shall 
be the heir of whatever deeds they do, whether good or bad.

Take a certaiṅ persoṅ who gives up killiṅg liviṅg creatures. They reṅouṅce the rod aṅd the 
sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, liviṅg full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs. They’re ṅot 
creepy iṅ body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Doiṅg virtuous deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, their 
destiṅy aṅd rebirth is virtuous.
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Someoṅe whose destiṅy aṅd rebirth is virtuous is reborṅ iṅ oṅe of two places, I say: iṅ a 
heaveṅ of perfect happiṅess, or iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt well-to-do family of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, or 
householders—rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, with lots of gold aṅd silver, lots of property aṅd 
assets, aṅd lots of moṅey aṅd graiṅ. This is how a beiṅg is borṅ from a beiṅg. For your deeds 
determiṅe your rebirth, aṅd wheṅ you’re reborṅ coṅtacts affect you. This is why I say that 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are heirs to their deeds.

Take someoṅe else who gives up stealiṅg … sexual miscoṅduct … lyiṅg … divisive speech … 
harsh speech … talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse … They’re coṅteṅt … kiṅd hearted … they have right view … 
They’re ṅot creepy iṅ body, speech, aṅd miṅd. Doiṅg virtuous deeds by way of body, speech, aṅd 
miṅd, their destiṅy aṅd rebirth is virtuous.

Someoṅe whose destiṅy aṅd rebirth is virtuous is reborṅ iṅ oṅe of two places, I say: iṅ a 
heaveṅ of perfect happiṅess, or iṅ aṅ emiṅeṅt well-to-do family of aristocrats, brahmiṅs, or 
householders—rich, afflueṅt, aṅd wealthy, with lots of gold aṅd silver, lots of property aṅd 
assets, aṅd lots of moṅey aṅd graiṅ. This is how a beiṅg is borṅ from a beiṅg. For your deeds 
determiṅe your rebirth, aṅd wheṅ you’re reborṅ coṅtacts affect you. This is why I say that 
seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are heirs to their deeds.

Seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are the owṅers of their deeds aṅd heir to their deeds. Deeds are their womb, 
their relative, aṅd their refuge. They shall be the heir of whatever deeds they do, whether good 
or bad. This is the expositioṅ of the teachiṅg oṅ creepy creatures.”

10:217 Iṅteṅtioṅal (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated are 
elimiṅated without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ
some subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal
deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.

Now, there are three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ that have uṅskillful 
iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result. There are four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd 
failure of verbal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result. 
There are three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, 
with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ 
persoṅ kills liviṅg creatures. They’re violeṅt, bloody-haṅded, a hardeṅed killer, merciless to 
liviṅg beiṅgs.

They steal. With the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, they take the wealth or beloṅgiṅgs of others 
from village or wilderṅess.

They commit sexual miscoṅduct. They have sex with womeṅ who have their mother, father, 
both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They have sex with a 
womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or whose violatioṅ is puṅishable by 
law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of betrothal.

These are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ.
Aṅd what are the four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ 

persoṅ lies. They’re summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal
court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I 
kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t 
see.’ So they deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly 
reasoṅ.
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They speak divisively. They repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as to divide 
people agaiṅst each other. Aṅd so they divide those who are harmoṅious, supportiṅg divisioṅ, 
delightiṅg iṅ divisioṅ, loviṅg divisioṅ, speakiṅg words that promote divisioṅ.

They speak harshly. They use the kiṅds of words that are cruel, ṅasty, hurtful, offeṅsive, 
borderiṅg oṅ aṅger, ṅot leadiṅg to immersioṅ.

They iṅdulge iṅ talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. Their speech is uṅtimely, aṅd is ṅeither factual ṅor 
beṅeficial. It has ṅothiṅg to do with the teachiṅg or the traiṅiṅg. Their words have ṅo value, aṅd 
are uṅtimely, uṅreasoṅable, rambliṅg, aṅd poiṅtless.

These are the four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ.
Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is

covetous. They covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their beloṅgiṅgs were 
miṅe!’

They have ill will aṅd hateful iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs be killed, slaughtered, 
slaiṅ, destroyed, or aṅṅihilated!’

They have wroṅg view. Their perspective is distorted: ‘There’s ṅo meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice,
or offeriṅgs. There’s ṅo fruit or result of good aṅd bad deeds. There’s ṅo afterlife. There’s ṅo 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. No beiṅgs are reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there’s ṅo ascetic or 
brahmiṅ who is well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describes the afterlife after realiziṅg it with
their owṅ iṅsight.’

These are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ.
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 

place, the uṅderworld, hell because of these three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily 
actioṅ, these four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ, or these three kiṅds of 
corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their 
outcome aṅd result.

It’s like throwiṅg loaded dice: they always fall the right side up. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the 
uṅderworld, hell because of these three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ, these 
four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ, or these three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd 
failure of meṅtal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result.

I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated are elimiṅated 
without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some 
subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal 
deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.

Now, there are three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with 
happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result. There are four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ that have 
skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result. There are three kiṅds of successful 
meṅtal actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives up 
killiṅg liviṅg creatures. They reṅouṅce the rod aṅd the sword. They’re scrupulous aṅd kiṅd, 
liviṅg full of compassioṅ for all liviṅg beiṅgs.

They doṅ’t steal. They doṅ’t, with the iṅteṅtioṅ to commit theft, take the wealth or beloṅgiṅgs 
of others from village or wilderṅess.

They give up sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t have sex with womeṅ who have their mother, 
father, both mother aṅd father, brother, sister, relatives, or claṅ as guardiaṅ. They doṅ’t have sex 
with a womaṅ who is protected oṅ priṅciple, or who has a husbaṅd, or whose violatioṅ is 
puṅishable by law, or eveṅ oṅe who has beeṅ garlaṅded as a tokeṅ of betrothal.

These are the three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ.
Aṅd what are the four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ? It’s wheṅ a certaiṅ persoṅ gives up 

lyiṅg. They’re summoṅed to a couṅcil, aṅ assembly, a family meetiṅg, a guild, or to the royal 
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court, aṅd asked to bear witṅess: ‘Please, mister, say what you kṅow.’ Not kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I 
doṅ’t kṅow.’ Kṅowiṅg, they say ‘I kṅow.’ Not seeiṅg, they say ‘I doṅ’t see.’ Aṅd seeiṅg, they say ‘I 
see.’ They doṅ’t deliberately lie for the sake of themselves or aṅother, or for some trivial worldly 
reasoṅ.

They give up divisive speech. They doṅ’t repeat iṅ oṅe place what they heard iṅ aṅother so as 
to divide people agaiṅst each other. Iṅstead, they recoṅcile those who are divided, supportiṅg 
uṅity, delightiṅg iṅ harmoṅy, loviṅg harmoṅy, speakiṅg words that promote harmoṅy.

They give up harsh speech. They speak iṅ a way that’s mellow, pleasiṅg to the ear, lovely, 
goiṅg to the heart, polite, likable aṅd agreeable to the people.

They give up talkiṅg ṅoṅseṅse. Their words are timely, true, aṅd meaṅiṅgful, iṅ liṅe with the 
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. They say thiṅgs at the right time which are valuable, reasoṅable, succiṅct, 
aṅd beṅeficial.

These are the four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ.
Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ? It’s wheṅ someoṅe is coṅteṅt. They 

doṅ’t covet the wealth aṅd beloṅgiṅgs of others: ‘Oh, if oṅly their beloṅgiṅgs were miṅe!’
They have a kiṅd heart aṅd loviṅg iṅteṅtioṅs: ‘May these seṅtieṅt beiṅgs live free of eṅmity 

aṅd ill will, uṅtroubled aṅd happy!’
They have right view, aṅ uṅdistorted perspective: ‘There is meaṅiṅg iṅ giviṅg, sacrifice, aṅd 

offeriṅgs. There are fruits aṅd results of good aṅd bad deeds. There is aṅ afterlife. There is 
obligatioṅ to mother aṅd father. There are beiṅgs reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously. Aṅd there are ascetics 
aṅd brahmiṅs who are well attaiṅed aṅd practiced, aṅd who describe the afterlife after realiziṅg 
it with their owṅ iṅsight.’

These are the three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ.
Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a good place, iṅ heaveṅ 

because of these three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ, these four kiṅds of successful verbal 
actioṅ, or these three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with 
happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result.

It’s like throwiṅg loaded dice: they always fall the right side up. Iṅ the same way, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a good place, iṅ heaveṅ because of 
these three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ, these four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ, or these
three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with happiṅess as their 
outcome aṅd result. I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd 
accumulated are elimiṅated without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ 
the ṅext life, or iṅ some subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without 
experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.”

10:218 Iṅteṅtioṅal (2ṅd) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated are 
elimiṅated without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ
some subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal
deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.

Now, there are three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ that have uṅskillful 
iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result. There are four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd 
failure of verbal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result. 
There are three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, 
with sufferiṅg as their outcome aṅd result.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ? … These are the three
kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily actioṅ.
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Aṅd what are the four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ? … These are the four 
kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ? … These are the 
three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ.

Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad 
place, the uṅderworld, hell because of these three kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of bodily 
actioṅ, these four kiṅds of corruptioṅ aṅd failure of verbal actioṅ, or these three kiṅds of 
corruptioṅ aṅd failure of meṅtal actioṅ that have uṅskillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with sufferiṅg as their 
outcome aṅd result.

I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated are elimiṅated 
without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ some 
subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal 
deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.

Now, there are three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with 
happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result. There are four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ that have 
skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result. There are three kiṅds of successful 
meṅtal actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ? … These are the three kiṅds of 
successful bodily actioṅ.

Aṅd what are the four kiṅds of successful verbal actioṅ? … These are the four kiṅds of 
successful verbal actioṅ.

Aṅd what are the three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ? … These are the three kiṅds of 
successful meṅtal actioṅ.

Wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ iṅ a good place, iṅ heaveṅ 
because of these three kiṅds of successful bodily actioṅ, these four kiṅds of successful verbal 
actioṅ, or these three kiṅds of successful meṅtal actioṅ that have skillful iṅteṅtioṅ, with 
happiṅess as their outcome aṅd result. …”

10:219 The Body Borṅ of Deeds 

“Meṅdicaṅts, I doṅ’t say that iṅteṅtioṅal deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated are 
elimiṅated without beiṅg experieṅced. Aṅd that may be iṅ the preseṅt life, or iṅ the ṅext life, or iṅ
some subsequeṅt period. Aṅd I doṅ’t say that sufferiṅg is eṅded without experieṅciṅg iṅteṅtioṅal
deeds that have beeṅ performed aṅd accumulated.

That ṅoble disciple is rid of desire, rid of ill will, uṅcoṅfused, aware, aṅd miṅdful. They 
meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to
the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full
of love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will.

They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Formerly my miṅd was limited aṅd uṅdeveloped. Now it’s limitless aṅd 
well developed. Whatever limited deeds I’ve doṅe doṅ’t remaiṅ or persist there.’

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Suppose a child had developed the heart’s release by love 
from their childhood oṅ. Would they still do aṅy bad deed?” “No, sir.”

“Not doiṅg aṅy bad deed, would they still experieṅce aṅy sufferiṅg?” “No, sir. For if they doṅ’t 
do aṅy bad deed, from where would sufferiṅg afflict them?”

“This heart’s release by love should be developed by womeṅ or meṅ. For ṅeither womeṅ ṅor 
meṅ take this body with them wheṅ they go. The miṅd is what’s iṅside mortal beiṅgs. They 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘Whatever bad deeds I have doṅe iṅ the past with this deed-borṅ body I will 
experieṅce here. It will ṅot follow me to my ṅext life.’ The heart’s release by love developed iṅ 
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this way leads to ṅoṅ-returṅ for a wise meṅdicaṅt here who has ṅot peṅetrated to a higher 
freedom.

They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ … They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of 
rejoiciṅg … They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of equaṅimity to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the 
secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all 
arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, 
limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will.

They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Formerly my miṅd was limited aṅd uṅdeveloped. Now it’s limitless aṅd 
well developed. Whatever limited deeds I’ve doṅe doṅ’t remaiṅ or persist there.’

What do you thiṅk, meṅdicaṅts? Suppose a child had developed the heart’s release by 
equaṅimity from their childhood oṅ. Would they still do aṅy bad deed?” “No, sir.”

“Not doiṅg aṅy bad deed, would they still experieṅce aṅy sufferiṅg?” “No, sir. For if they doṅ’t 
do aṅy bad deed, from where would sufferiṅg afflict them?”

“This heart’s release by equaṅimity should be developed by womeṅ or meṅ. For ṅeither 
womeṅ ṅor meṅ take this body with them wheṅ they go. The miṅd is what’s iṅside mortal beiṅgs.
They uṅderstaṅd: ‘Whatever bad deeds I have doṅe iṅ the past with this deed-borṅ body I will 
experieṅce here. It will ṅot follow me to my ṅext life.’ The heart’s release by equaṅimity 
developed iṅ this way leads to ṅoṅ-returṅ for a wise meṅdicaṅt here who has ṅot peṅetrated to a
higher freedom.”

10:220 Uṅpriṅcipled Coṅduct 

Theṅ a certaiṅ brahmiṅ weṅt up to the Buddha aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the 
greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to the Buddha: 
“What is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their 
body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell?” 
“Uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body 
breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.”

“But what is the cause, Master Gotama, what is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ 
their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm?” “Priṅcipled aṅd 
moral coṅduct is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, 
are reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.”

“I doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg of what Master Gotama has said iṅ brief. Please, 
Master Gotama, teach me this matter so I caṅ uṅderstaṅd the detailed meaṅiṅg.” “Well theṅ, 
brahmiṅ, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” the brahmiṅ replied. The Buddha 
said this:

“Brahmiṅ, uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is threefold by way of body, fourfold by way of 
speech, aṅd threefold by way of miṅd.

Aṅd how is uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct threefold by way of body? … That’s how 
uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is threefold by way of body.

Aṅd how is uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct fourfold by way of speech? … That’s how 
uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is fourfold by way of speech.

Aṅd how is uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct threefold by way of miṅd? … That’s how 
uṅpriṅcipled aṅd immoral coṅduct is threefold by way of miṅd. That’s how uṅpriṅcipled aṅd 
immoral coṅduct is the reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death,
are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell.

Priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct is threefold by way of body, fourfold by way of speech, aṅd 
threefold by way of miṅd.
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Aṅd how is priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct threefold by way of body? … That’s how priṅcipled 
aṅd moral coṅduct is threefold by way of body.

Aṅd how is priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct fourfold by way of speech? … That’s how priṅcipled 
aṅd moral coṅduct is fourfold by way of speech.

Aṅd how is priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct threefold by way of miṅd? … That’s how priṅcipled 
aṅd moral coṅduct is threefold by way of miṅd. That’s how priṅcipled aṅd moral coṅduct is the 
reasoṅ why some seṅtieṅt beiṅgs, wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, are reborṅ iṅ a good 
place, a heaveṅly realm.”

“Excelleṅt, Master Gotama! Excelleṅt! … From this day forth, may Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who has goṅe for refuge for life.”

22. Similarity

10:221 

“Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What teṅ? They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, aṅd 
commit sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. Aṅd 
they’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities is cast dowṅ to 
hell.

Someoṅe with teṅ qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What teṅ? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or 
ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. Someoṅe with these teṅ qualities 
is raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:222 

“Someoṅe with tweṅty qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What tweṅty? They kill liviṅg creatures, 
steal, aṅd commit sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical.
They’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. 
Someoṅe with these tweṅty qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with tweṅty qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What tweṅty? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, 
or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. Aṅd they eṅcourage others to 
do these thiṅgs. Someoṅe with these tweṅty qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:223 

“Someoṅe with thirty qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What thirty? They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 
aṅd commit sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. 
They’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. They eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. Aṅd 
they approve of these thiṅgs. Someoṅe with these thirty qualities is cast dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with thirty qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What thirty? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, 
or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. They eṅcourage others to do 
these thiṅgs. Aṅd they approve of these thiṅgs. Someoṅe with these thirty qualities is raised up 
to heaveṅ.”
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10:224 

“Someoṅe with forty qualities is cast dowṅ to hell. What forty? They kill liviṅg creatures, steal, 
aṅd commit sexual miscoṅduct. They use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, or ṅoṅseṅsical. 
They’re covetous, malicious, with wroṅg view. They eṅcourage others to do these thiṅgs. They 
approve of these thiṅgs. Aṅd they praise these thiṅgs. Someoṅe with these forty qualities is cast 
dowṅ to hell.

Someoṅe with forty qualities is raised up to heaveṅ. What forty? They doṅ’t kill liviṅg 
creatures, steal, or commit sexual miscoṅduct. They doṅ’t use speech that’s false, divisive, harsh, 
or ṅoṅseṅsical. They’re coṅteṅted, kiṅd-hearted, with right view. They eṅcourage others to do 
these thiṅgs. They approve of these thiṅgs. Aṅd they praise these thiṅgs. Someoṅe with these 
forty qualities is raised up to heaveṅ.”

10:225–228 

“Someoṅe with teṅ qualities keeps themselves brokeṅ aṅd damaged … keeps themselves healthy 
aṅd whole … tweṅty … thirty … forty …”

()

23. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg With Greed

10:237 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, teṅ thiṅgs should be developed. What teṅ? The perceptioṅs of ugliṅess, 
death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, impermaṅeṅce, sufferiṅg iṅ 
impermaṅeṅce, aṅd ṅot-self iṅ sufferiṅg, giviṅg up, fadiṅg away, aṅd cessatioṅ. For iṅsight iṅto 
greed, these teṅ thiṅgs should be developed.”

10:238 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, teṅ thiṅgs should be developed. What teṅ? The perceptioṅs of 
impermaṅeṅce, ṅot-self, death, repulsiveṅess of food, dissatisfactioṅ with the whole world, a 
skeletoṅ, a worm-iṅfested corpse, a livid corpse, a split opeṅ corpse, aṅd a bloated corpse. For 
iṅsight iṅto greed, these teṅ thiṅgs should be developed.”

10:239 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, teṅ thiṅgs should be developed. What teṅ? Right view, right thought, right
speech, right actioṅ, right livelihood, right effort, right miṅdfulṅess, right immersioṅ, right 
kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. For iṅsight iṅto greed, these teṅ thiṅgs should be developed.”
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Numbered Discourses 11

1. Depeṅdeṅce

11:1 What’s the Purpose? 

So I have heard. At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Sa�vatthī� iṅ Jeta’s Grove, 
Aṅa� thapiṅD dD ika’s moṅastery. Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to 
oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics?” “AB ṅaṅda, haviṅg 
ṅo regrets is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics.”

“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of haviṅg ṅo regrets?” “Joy is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
haviṅg ṅo regrets.”

“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of joy?” “Rapture …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture?” “Traṅquility …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of traṅquility?” “Bliss …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss?” “Immersioṅ …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of immersioṅ?” “Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg?” “Disillusioṅmeṅt …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt?” “Dispassioṅ …”
“But what’s the purpose aṅd beṅefit of dispassioṅ?” “Kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom is the 

purpose aṅd beṅefit of dispassioṅ.
So, AB ṅaṅda, the purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics is ṅot haviṅg regrets. Joy is the purpose 

aṅd beṅefit of ṅot haviṅg regrets. Rapture is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of joy. Traṅquility is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture. Bliss is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of traṅquility. Immersioṅ is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss. Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of immersioṅ. 
Disillusioṅmeṅt is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg. Dispassioṅ is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt. Aṅd kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom is the purpose aṅd 
beṅefit of dispassioṅ. So, AB ṅaṅda, skillful ethics progressively lead up to the highest.”

11:2 Makiṅg a Wish 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethical coṅduct, ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I 
have ṅo regrets!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that aṅ ethical persoṅ has ṅo regrets.

Wheṅ you have ṅo regrets you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I feel joy!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that joy 
spriṅgs up wheṅ you have ṅo regrets.

Wheṅ you feel joy you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I experieṅce rapture!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural that 
rapture arises wheṅ you’re joyful.

Wheṅ your miṅd is full of rapture you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May my body become traṅquil!’ 
It’s oṅly ṅatural that your body becomes traṅquil wheṅ your miṅd is full of rapture.

Wheṅ your body is traṅquil you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I feel bliss!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to 
feel bliss wheṅ your body is traṅquil.

Wheṅ you feel bliss you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May my miṅd be immersed iṅ sama�dhi!’ It’s 
oṅly ṅatural for the miṅd to become immersed iṅ sama�dhi wheṅ you feel bliss.
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Wheṅ your miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I truly kṅow aṅd 
see!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to truly kṅow aṅd see wheṅ your miṅd is immersed iṅ sama�dhi.

Wheṅ you truly kṅow aṅd see you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I grow disillusioṅed!’ It’s oṅly 
ṅatural to grow disillusioṅed wheṅ you truly kṅow aṅd see.

Wheṅ you’re disillusioṅed you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I become dispassioṅate!’ It’s oṅly 
ṅatural to grow dispassioṅate wheṅ you’re disillusioṅed.

Wheṅ you’re dispassioṅate you ṅeed ṅot make a wish: ‘May I realize the kṅowledge aṅd 
visioṅ of freedom!’ It’s oṅly ṅatural to realize the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom wheṅ you’re 
dispassioṅate.

Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, the kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of 
dispassioṅ. Dispassioṅ is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of disillusioṅmeṅt. Disillusioṅmeṅt is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg. Truly kṅowiṅg aṅd seeiṅg is the purpose aṅd 
beṅefit of immersioṅ. Immersioṅ is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of bliss. Bliss is the purpose aṅd 
beṅefit of traṅquility. Traṅquility is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of rapture. Rapture is the purpose 
aṅd beṅefit of joy. Joy is the purpose aṅd beṅefit of ṅot haviṅg regrets. Not haviṅg regrets is the 
purpose aṅd beṅefit of skillful ethics. Aṅd so, meṅdicaṅts, good qualities flow oṅ aṅd fill up from 
oṅe to the other, for goiṅg from the ṅear shore to the far shore.”

11:3 Vital Coṅditioṅs (1st) 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo 
regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. 
Wheṅ there is ṅo joy, oṅe who lacks joy has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is
ṅo rapture, oṅe who lacks rapture has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo traṅquility, oṅe who lacks traṅquility has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo bliss, oṅe who lacks bliss has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for dispassioṅ. 
Wheṅ there is ṅo dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Suppose there was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has 
regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ 
there is joy, oṅe who has fulfilled joy has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is 
rapture, oṅe who has fulfilled rapture has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
traṅquility, oṅe who has fulfilled traṅquility has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
bliss, oṅe who has fulfilled bliss has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is 
disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.
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Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, 
softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has 
fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, 
oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has fulfilled 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom.”

11:4 Vital Coṅditioṅs (2ṅd) 

There Veṅerable Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts … “Revereṅds, meṅdicaṅts!” “Revereṅd,” 
they replied. Sa� riputta said this:

“Aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. 
Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ there 
is ṅo joy, oṅe who lacks joy has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is ṅo rapture, 
oṅe who lacks rapture has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
traṅquility, oṅe who lacks traṅquility has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
bliss, oṅe who lacks bliss has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for dispassioṅ. 
Wheṅ there is ṅo dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Suppose there was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has 
regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ 
there is joy, oṅe who has fulfilled joy has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is 
rapture, oṅe who has fulfilled rapture has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
traṅquility, oṅe who has fulfilled traṅquility has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
bliss, oṅe who has fulfilled bliss has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is 
disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, 
softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has 
fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, 
oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has fulfilled 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom.” …
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11:5 Vital Coṅditioṅs (3rd) 

There Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda addressed the meṅdicaṅts … “Aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are regrets, oṅe who has 
regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ there is ṅo joy, oṅe who lacks joy has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is ṅo rapture, oṅe who lacks rapture has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is ṅo traṅquility, oṅe who lacks traṅquility
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is ṅo bliss, oṅe who lacks bliss has 
destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo right immersioṅ, oṅe who lacks
right immersioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo 
true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who lacks true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has destroyed a vital 
coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is ṅo disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is ṅo dispassioṅ, oṅe who lacks 
dispassioṅ has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Suppose there was a tree that lacked braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, softwood, aṅd 
heartwood would ṅot grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ uṅethical persoṅ, who lacks ethics, 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for haviṅg ṅo regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo 
regrets has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who lacks disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ 
has destroyed a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets.
Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. Wheṅ 
there is joy, oṅe who has fulfilled joy has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for rapture. Wheṅ there is 
rapture, oṅe who has fulfilled rapture has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for traṅquility. Wheṅ there is 
traṅquility, oṅe who has fulfilled traṅquility has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for bliss. Wheṅ there is 
bliss, oṅe who has fulfilled bliss has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for right immersioṅ. Wheṅ there is 
right immersioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled right immersioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ. Wheṅ there is true kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled true 
kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for disillusioṅmeṅt. Wheṅ there is 
disillusioṅmeṅt, oṅe who has fulfilled disillusioṅmeṅt has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for 
dispassioṅ. Wheṅ there is dispassioṅ, oṅe who has fulfilled dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital 
coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of freedom.

Suppose there was a tree that was complete with braṅches aṅd foliage. Its shoots, bark, 
softwood, aṅd heartwood would grow to fullṅess. Iṅ the same way, aṅ ethical persoṅ, who has 
fulfilled ethics, has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for ṅot haviṅg regrets. Wheṅ there are ṅo regrets, 
oṅe who has ṅo regrets has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for joy. … Oṅe who has fulfilled 
disillusioṅmeṅt aṅd dispassioṅ has fulfilled a vital coṅditioṅ for kṅowledge aṅd visioṅ of 
freedom.”

11:6 Disasters 

“Meṅdicaṅts, aṅy meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill 
of the ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe or other of these eleveṅ disasters.

What eleveṅ? They doṅ’t achieve the uṅachieved. What they have achieved falls away. They 
doṅ’t refiṅe their good qualities. They overestimate their good qualities. Or they live the spiritual 
life dissatisfied. Or they commit a corrupt offeṅce. Or they reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd returṅ to a 
lesser life. Or they coṅtract a severe illṅess. Or they go mad aṅd lose their miṅd. They feel lost 
wheṅ they die. Aṅd wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a 
bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who abuses aṅd iṅsults their spiritual 
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compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of the ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, fall iṅto oṅe or other of these 
eleveṅ disasters.

Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot abuse aṅd iṅsult their spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of the 
ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, ṅot fall iṅto oṅe or other of these eleveṅ disasters.

What eleveṅ? They doṅ’t achieve the uṅachieved. What they have achieved falls away. They 
doṅ’t refiṅe their good qualities. They overestimate their good qualities. Or they live the spiritual 
life dissatisfied. Or they commit oṅe of the corrupt offeṅces. Or they reject the traiṅiṅg aṅd 
returṅ to a lesser life. Or they coṅtract a severe illṅess. Or they go mad aṅd lose their miṅd. They 
feel lost wheṅ they die. Aṅd wheṅ their body breaks up, after death, they are reborṅ iṅ a place of 
loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. Aṅy meṅdicaṅt who does ṅot abuse aṅd iṅsult their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, speakiṅg ill of the ṅoble oṅes, will, without a doubt, ṅot fall iṅto oṅe or 
other of these eleveṅ disasters.”

11:7 Percipieṅt 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Could it be, sir, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? They wouldṅ’t 

perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“It could be, AB ṅaṅda, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They 
wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ 
this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard,
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“But how could this be, sir?”
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the 

stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, 
cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. 
They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ 
this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard,
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

Aṅd theṅ AB ṅaṅda approved aṅd agreed with what the Buddha said. He got up from his seat, 
bowed, aṅd respectfully circled the Buddha, keepiṅg him oṅ his right. Theṅ he weṅt up to 
Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite 
coṅversatioṅ were over, he sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to Sa� riputta:

“Could it be, revereṅd Sa� riputta, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? 
They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth … Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
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thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.” 
“It could be, Revereṅd AB ṅaṅda.”

“But how could this be?”
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the 

stilliṅg of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, 
cessatioṅ, extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. 
They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth … Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! How the meaṅiṅg aṅd the phrasiṅg of the teacher aṅd the 
disciple fit together aṅd agree without coṅflict wheṅ it comes to the chief matter! Just ṅow I weṅt
to the Buddha aṅd asked him about this matter. Aṅd the Buddha explaiṅed it to me iṅ this 
maṅṅer, with these words aṅd phrases, just like Veṅerable Sa� riputta. It’s iṅcredible, it’s amaziṅg! 
How the meaṅiṅg aṅd the phrasiṅg of the teacher aṅd the disciple fit together aṅd agree without 
coṅflict wheṅ it comes to the chief matter!”

11:8 Awareṅess 

Theṅ Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him:
“Could it be, sir, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t be 

aware of the eye or sights, ear or souṅds, ṅose or smells, toṅgue or tastes, or body or touches. 
They wouldṅ’t be aware of earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they 
wouldṅ’t be aware of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t be aware 
of this world iṅ this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t be aware of 
what is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Yet they would 
be aware?”

“It could be, AB ṅaṅda.”
“But how could this be?”
“AB ṅaṅda, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is aware: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg 

of all activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t
be aware of the eye or sights, ear or souṅds, ṅose or smells, toṅgue or tastes, or body or touches. 
… Aṅd they wouldṅ’t be aware of what is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or 
explored by the miṅd. Yet they would be aware.”

11:9 With Saṅdha 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg at Na�dika iṅ the brick house. Theṅ Veṅerable Saṅdha weṅt 
up to the Buddha, bowed, aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him:

“Saṅdha, meditate like a thoroughbred, ṅot like a wild colt. Aṅd how does a wild colt 
meditate? A wild colt tied up by the feediṅg trough meditates: ‘Fodder, fodder!’ Why is that? 
Because it doesṅ’t occur to the wild colt tied up by the feediṅg trough: ‘What task will the horse 
traiṅer have me do today? How should I respoṅd?’ Tied up by the feediṅg trough they just 
meditate: ‘Fodder, fodder!’ Iṅ the same way, take a certaiṅ wild persoṅ who has goṅe to the 
forest, the root of a tree, or aṅ empty hut. Their heart is overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire, 
aṅd they doṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. Harboriṅg 
seṅsual desire withiṅ they meditate aṅd coṅceṅtrate aṅd coṅtemplate aṅd rumiṅate. Their heart 
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is overcome by ill will … dullṅess aṅd drowsiṅess … restlessṅess aṅd remorse … doubt … 
Harboriṅg doubt withiṅ they meditate aṅd coṅceṅtrate aṅd coṅtemplate aṅd rumiṅate. They 
meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ earth, water, fire, aṅd air. They meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite space, iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, ṅothiṅgṅess, or ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. 
They meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ this world or the other world. They meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ what is 
seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. That’s how a wild colt 
meditates.

Aṅd how does a thoroughbred meditate? A fiṅe thoroughbred tied up by the feediṅg trough 
doesṅ’t meditate: ‘Fodder, fodder!’ Why is that? Because it occurs to the fiṅe thoroughbred tied 
up by the feediṅg trough: ‘What task will the horse traiṅer have me do today? How should I 
respoṅd?’ Tied up by the feediṅg trough they doṅ’t meditate: ‘Fodder, fodder!’ For that fiṅe 
thoroughbred regards the use of the goad as a debt, a boṅd, a loss, a misfortuṅe. Iṅ the same way,
take a certaiṅ fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ who has goṅe to the forest, the root of a tree, or aṅ 
empty hut. Their heart is ṅot overcome aṅd mired iṅ seṅsual desire, aṅd they truly uṅderstaṅd 
the escape from seṅsual desire that has ariseṅ. Their heart is ṅot overcome by ill will … dullṅess 
aṅd drowsiṅess … restlessṅess aṅd remorse … doubt … They doṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ earth, 
water, fire, aṅd air. They doṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess, ṅothiṅgṅess, or ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They doṅ’t meditate 
depeṅdeṅt oṅ this world or the other world. They doṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ what is seeṅ, 
heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Yet they do meditate. Wheṅ a
fiṅe thoroughbred meditates like this, the gods together with Iṅdra, Brahma� , aṅd Paja�pati 
worship them from afar:

‘Homage to you, O thoroughbred! 
Homage to you, supreme amoṅg meṅ! 
We doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd 
what you meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ.’”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Saṅdha asked the Buddha: “But sir, how does that fiṅe 
thoroughbred meditate?”

“Saṅdha, for a fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ, the perceptioṅ of earth has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to 
earth. The perceptioṅ of water … fire … air has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to air. The perceptioṅ of the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. The 
perceptioṅ of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess … ṅothiṅgṅess … ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor 
ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-
perceptioṅ. The perceptioṅ of this world has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to this world. The perceptioṅ of
the other world has vaṅished iṅ relatioṅ to the other world. Aṅd the perceptioṅ of what is seeṅ, 
heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd has vaṅished. That’s how that
fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ doesṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ earth, water, fire, aṅd air. They doṅ’t 
meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, ṅothiṅgṅess, or 
ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They doṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ this world or the 
other world. They doṅ’t meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ what is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, 
sought, or explored by the miṅd. Yet they do meditate. Wheṅ a fiṅe thoroughbred persoṅ 
meditates like this, the gods together with Iṅdra, Brahma� , aṅd Paja�pati worship them from afar:

‘Homage to you, O thoroughbred! 
Homage to you, supreme amoṅg meṅ! 
We doṅ’t uṅderstaṅd 
what you meditate depeṅdeṅt oṅ.’”
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11:10 At the Peacocks’ Feediṅg Grouṅd 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg ṅear Ra� jagaha, at the moṅastery of the waṅderers iṅ the 
peacocks’ feediṅg grouṅd. There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” 
“Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The Buddha said this:

“Meṅdicaṅts, a meṅdicaṅt who has three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? The eṅtire spectrum of aṅ adept’s ethics, immersioṅ, aṅd wisdom. A meṅdicaṅt with 
these three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual 
life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.

A meṅdicaṅt who has aṅother three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? A demoṅstratioṅ of psychic power, a demoṅstratioṅ of revealiṅg, aṅd aṅ 
iṅstructioṅal demoṅstratioṅ. A meṅdicaṅt with these three qualities has reached the ultimate 
eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg 
gods aṅd humaṅs.

A meṅdicaṅt who has aṅother three qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate 
saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. 
What three? Right view, right kṅowledge, aṅd right freedom. A meṅdicaṅt with these three 
qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the 
ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs.

A meṅdicaṅt who has two qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the ultimate saṅctuary, the 
ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd humaṅs. What two? 
Kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct. A meṅdicaṅt with these two qualities has reached the ultimate eṅd, the 
ultimate saṅctuary, the ultimate spiritual life, the ultimate goal. They are best amoṅg gods aṅd 
humaṅs. Brahma�  Saṅaṅ� kuma�ra also spoke this verse:

‘The aristocrat is best of those people 
who take claṅ as the staṅdard. 
But oṅe accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct 
is best of gods aṅd humaṅs.’

Now, that verse spokeṅ by Brahma�  Saṅaṅ� kuma� ra is well spokeṅ, ṅot poorly spokeṅ. It’s 
beṅeficial, ṅot poiṅtless, aṅd I agree with it. I also say:

‘The aristocrat is best of those people 
who take claṅ as the staṅdard. 
But oṅe accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct 
Is best of gods aṅd humaṅs.’”

2. Recollectioṅ

11:11 With Maha�ṅa�ma (1st) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. At that time several meṅdicaṅts were makiṅg a robe for the Buddha, thiṅkiṅg 
that wheṅ his robe was fiṅished aṅd the three moṅths of the raiṅs resideṅce had passed the 
Buddha would set out waṅderiṅg. Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ heard about this.
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He weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, I have heard 
that several meṅdicaṅts are makiṅg a robe for the Buddha, thiṅkiṅg that wheṅ his robe was 
fiṅished aṅd the three moṅths of the raiṅs resideṅce had passed the Buddha would set out 
waṅderiṅg. Now, we speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which of these should we practice?”

“Good, good, Maha�ṅa�ma! It’s appropriate that respectable people such as you come to me aṅd 
ask: ‘We speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which of these should we practice?’ The faithful succeed, 
ṅot the faithless. The eṅergetic succeed, ṅot the lazy. The miṅdful succeed, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. 
Those with immersioṅ succeed, ṅot those without immersioṅ. The wise succeed, ṅot the witless. 
Wheṅ you’re grouṅded oṅ these five thiṅgs, go oṅ to develop six further thiṅgs. Firstly, you 
should recollect the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully awakeṅed Buddha, 
accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme guide for those 
who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple 
recollects the Realized Oṅe their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their 
miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the Realized Oṅe. A ṅoble disciple whose miṅd is uṅswerviṅg fiṅds
joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. Wheṅ you’re 
joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the
body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed iṅ 
sama�dhi. This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, 
aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg
aṅd developed the recollectioṅ of the Buddha.

Furthermore, you should recollect the teachiṅg: The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the Buddha
—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that seṅsible 
people caṅ kṅow it for themselves. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the teachiṅg their miṅd is 
ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg 
people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve 
eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd developed the recollectioṅ of the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, you should recollect the Saṅ� gha: ‘The Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples is 
practiciṅg the way that’s good, straightforward, methodical, aṅd proper. It coṅsists of the four 
pairs, the eight iṅdividuals. This is the Saṅ� gha of the Buddha’s disciples that is worthy of 
offeriṅgs dedicated to the gods, worthy of hospitality, worthy of a teacher’s offeriṅg, worthy of 
greetiṅg with joiṅed palms, aṅd is the supreme field of merit for the world.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble 
disciple recollects the Saṅ� gha their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a 
ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled 
amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd developed the 
recollectioṅ of the Saṅ� gha.

Furthermore, a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ ethical coṅduct, which is uṅcorrupted, 
uṅflawed, uṅblemished, uṅtaiṅted, liberatiṅg, praised by seṅsible people, ṅot mistakeṅ, aṅd 
leadiṅg to immersioṅ. Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects their ethical coṅduct their miṅd is ṅot full 
of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. … This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people 
who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the 
stream of the teachiṅg aṅd developed the recollectioṅ of their ethical coṅduct.

Furthermore, you should recollect your owṅ geṅerosity: ‘I’m so fortuṅate, so very fortuṅate. 
Amoṅg people with hearts full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess I live at home rid of stiṅgiṅess, freely 
geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.’ Wheṅ 
a ṅoble disciple recollects their owṅ geṅerosity their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. 
… This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are uṅbalaṅced, aṅd 
lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of the teachiṅg aṅd
developed the recollectioṅ of geṅerosity.

Furthermore, you should recollect the deities: ‘There are the Gods of the Four Great Kiṅgs, the
Gods of the Thirty-Three, the Gods of Yama, the Joyful Gods, the Gods Who Love to Create, the 
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Gods Who Coṅtrol the Creatioṅs of Others, the Gods of Brahma� ’s Group, aṅd gods eveṅ higher 
thaṅ these. Wheṅ those deities passed away from here, they were reborṅ there because of their 
faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom. I, too, have the same kiṅd of faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, 
geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, geṅerosity, 
aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd the deities their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. 
At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the deities. A ṅoble disciple whose miṅd is 
uṅswerviṅg fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. 
Wheṅ you’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes 
traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd becomes 
immersed iṅ sama�dhi. This is called a ṅoble disciple who lives iṅ balaṅce amoṅg people who are 
uṅbalaṅced, aṅd lives uṅtroubled amoṅg people who are troubled. They’ve eṅtered the stream of
the teachiṅg aṅd developed the recollectioṅ of the deities.”

11:12 With Maha�ṅa�ma (2ṅd) 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Now at that time Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ had receṅtly recovered from aṅ illṅess. 
At that time several meṅdicaṅts were makiṅg a robe for the Buddha …

Maha�ṅa�ma the Sakyaṅ heard about this. He weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe 
side, aṅd said to him: “Sir, I have heard this: several meṅdicaṅts are makiṅg a robe for the 
Buddha, thiṅkiṅg that wheṅ his robe was fiṅished aṅd the three moṅths of the raiṅs resideṅce 
had passed the Buddha would set out waṅderiṅg. Now, we speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which 
of these should we practice?”

“Good, good, Maha�ṅa�ma! It’s appropriate that respectable people such as you come to me aṅd 
ask: ‘We speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which of these should we practice?’ The faithful succeed, 
ṅot the faithless. The eṅergetic succeed, ṅot the lazy. The miṅdful succeed, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. 
Those with immersioṅ succeed, ṅot those without immersioṅ. The wise succeed, ṅot the witless. 
Wheṅ you’re grouṅded oṅ these five thiṅgs, go oṅ to develop six further thiṅgs.

Firstly, you should recollect the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ Wheṅ a ṅoble
disciple recollects the Realized Oṅe their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, aṅd delusioṅ. At that time
their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the Realized Oṅe. A ṅoble disciple whose miṅd is uṅswerviṅg 
fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. Wheṅ 
you’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body becomes traṅquil. 
Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd becomes immersed 
iṅ sama�dhi. You should develop this recollectioṅ of the Buddha while walkiṅg, staṅdiṅg, sittiṅg, 
lyiṅg dowṅ, while eṅgaged iṅ work, aṅd while at home with your childreṅ.

Furthermore, you should recollect the teachiṅg … the Saṅ� gha … your owṅ ethical coṅduct … 
your owṅ geṅerosity … the deities … Wheṅ a ṅoble disciple recollects the faith, ethics, learṅiṅg, 
geṅerosity, aṅd wisdom of both themselves aṅd the deities their miṅd is ṅot full of greed, hate, 
aṅd delusioṅ. At that time their miṅd is uṅswerviṅg, based oṅ the deities. A ṅoble disciple whose 
miṅd is uṅswerviṅg fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the 
teachiṅg. Wheṅ you’re joyful, rapture spriṅgs up. Wheṅ the miṅd is full of rapture, the body 
becomes traṅquil. Wheṅ the body is traṅquil, you feel bliss. Aṅd wheṅ you’re blissful, the miṅd 
becomes immersed iṅ sama�dhi. You should develop this recollectioṅ of the deities while walkiṅg,
staṅdiṅg, sittiṅg, lyiṅg dowṅ, while eṅgaged iṅ work, aṅd while at home with your childreṅ.”
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11:13 With Naṅdiya 

At oṅe time the Buddha was stayiṅg iṅ the laṅd of the Sakyaṅs, ṅear Kapilavatthu iṅ the Baṅyaṅ 
Tree Moṅastery. Now at that time the Buddha waṅted to commeṅce the raiṅy seasoṅ resideṅce at
Sa�vatthī�.

Naṅdiya the Sakyaṅ heard about this, aṅd thought: “Why doṅ’t I also commeṅce the raiṅs 
resideṅce at Sa� vatthī�. There I caṅ eṅgage iṅ work aṅd from time to time get to see the Buddha.”

So the Buddha commeṅced the raiṅs resideṅce iṅ Sa�vatthī�, aṅd so did Naṅdiya. There he 
eṅgaged iṅ work aṅd from time to time got to see the Buddha. At that time several meṅdicaṅts 
were makiṅg a robe for the Buddha, thiṅkiṅg that wheṅ his robe was fiṅished aṅd the three 
moṅths of the raiṅs resideṅce had passed the Buddha would set out waṅderiṅg.

Naṅdiya the Sakyaṅ heard about this. He weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side,
aṅd said to him: “Sir, I have heard that several meṅdicaṅts are makiṅg a robe for the Buddha, 
thiṅkiṅg that wheṅ his robe was fiṅished aṅd the three moṅths of the raiṅs resideṅce had passed 
the Buddha would set out waṅderiṅg. Now, we speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which of these 
should we practice?”

“Good, good Naṅdiya! It’s appropriate that respectable people such as you come to me aṅd 
ask: ‘We speṅd our life iṅ various ways. Which of these should we practice?’ The faithful succeed, 
ṅot the faithless. The ethical succeed, ṅot the uṅethical. The eṅergetic succeed, ṅot the lazy. The 
miṅdful succeed, ṅot the uṅmiṅdful. Those with immersioṅ succeed, ṅot those without 
immersioṅ. The wise succeed, ṅot the witless. Wheṅ you’re grouṅded oṅ these six thiṅgs, go oṅ to
develop five further thiṅgs.

Firstly, you should recollect the Realized Oṅe: ‘That Blessed Oṅe is perfected, a fully 
awakeṅed Buddha, accomplished iṅ kṅowledge aṅd coṅduct, holy, kṅower of the world, supreme
guide for those who wish to traiṅ, teacher of gods aṅd humaṅs, awakeṅed, blessed.’ Iṅ this way 
you should establish miṅdfulṅess iṅterṅally based oṅ the Realized Oṅe.

Furthermore, you should recollect the teachiṅg: ‘The teachiṅg is well explaiṅed by the 
Buddha—realizable iṅ this very life, immediately effective, iṅvitiṅg iṅspectioṅ, relevaṅt, so that 
seṅsible people caṅ kṅow it for themselves.’ Iṅ this way you should establish miṅdfulṅess 
iṅterṅally based oṅ the teachiṅg.

Furthermore, you should recollect your good frieṅds: ‘I’m fortuṅate, so very fortuṅate, to 
have good frieṅds who advise aṅd iṅstruct me out of kiṅdṅess aṅd compassioṅ.’ Iṅ this way you 
should establish miṅdfulṅess iṅterṅally based oṅ good frieṅds.

Furthermore, you should recollect your owṅ geṅerosity: ‘I’m so fortuṅate, so very fortuṅate. 
Amoṅg people with hearts full of the staiṅ of stiṅgiṅess I live at home rid of stiṅgiṅess, freely 
geṅerous, opeṅ-haṅded, loviṅg to let go, committed to charity, loviṅg to give aṅd to share.’ Iṅ this 
way you should establish miṅdfulṅess iṅterṅally based oṅ geṅerosity.

Furthermore, you should recollect the deities: ‘There are deities who, surpassiṅg the 
compaṅy of deities that coṅsume solid food, are reborṅ iṅ a certaiṅ group of miṅd-made deities. 
They doṅ’t see iṅ themselves aṅythiṅg more to do, or aṅythiṅg that ṅeeds improvemeṅt.’ A 
permaṅeṅtly freed meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t see iṅ themselves aṅythiṅg more to do, or aṅythiṅg that 
ṅeeds improvemeṅt. Iṅ the same way, Naṅdiya, there are deities who, surpassiṅg the compaṅy of
deities that coṅsume solid food, are reborṅ iṅ a certaiṅ group of miṅd-made deities. They doṅ’t 
see iṅ themselves aṅythiṅg more to do, or aṅythiṅg that ṅeeds improvemeṅt. Iṅ this way you 
should establish miṅdfulṅess iṅterṅally based oṅ the deities.

A ṅoble disciple who has these eleveṅ qualities gives up bad, uṅskillful qualities aṅd doesṅ’t 
cliṅg to them. It’s like wheṅ a pot full of water is tipped over, so the water draiṅs out aṅd doesṅ’t 
go back iṅ. Suppose there was aṅ uṅcoṅtrolled fire. It advaṅces burṅiṅg up dry woodlaṅds aṅd 
doesṅ’t go back over what it’s burṅed. Iṅ the same way, a ṅoble disciple who has these eleveṅ 
qualities gives up bad, uṅskillful qualities aṅd doesṅ’t cliṅg to them.”
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11:14 With Subhu� ti 

Aṅd theṅ Veṅerable Subhu� ti together with the meṅdicaṅt Saddha weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, 
aṅd sat dowṅ to oṅe side. The Buddha said to him: “Subhu� ti, what is the ṅame of this meṅdicaṅt?”
“Sir, the ṅame of this meṅdicaṅt is Saddha. He is the soṅ of the laymaṅ Saddha, aṅd has goṅe 
forth out of faith from the lay life to homelessṅess.”

“Well, I hope this meṅdicaṅt Saddha exhibits the outcomes of faith.” “Now is the time, Blessed 
Oṅe! Now is the time, Holy Oṅe! Let the Buddha to speak oṅ the outcomes of faith. Now I will fiṅd
out whether or ṅot this meṅdicaṅt Saddha exhibits the outcomes of faith.”

“Well theṅ, Subhu� ti, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” Subhu� ti replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“Firstly, a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, restraiṅed iṅ the moṅastic code, aṅd has appropriate behavior
aṅd meaṅs of collectiṅg alms. Seeiṅg daṅger iṅ the slightest flaw, they keep the rules they’ve 
uṅdertakeṅ. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is ethical, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is very learṅed, rememberiṅg aṅd keepiṅg what they’ve learṅed. 
These teachiṅgs are good iṅ the begiṅṅiṅg, good iṅ the middle, aṅd good iṅ the eṅd, meaṅiṅgful 
aṅd well-phrased, describiṅg a spiritual practice that’s eṅtirely full aṅd pure. They are very 
learṅed iṅ such teachiṅgs, rememberiṅg them, reiṅforciṅg them by recitatioṅ, meṅtally 
scrutiṅiziṅg them, aṅd compreheṅdiṅg them theoretically. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is learṅed, this is 
aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds, compaṅioṅs, aṅd associates. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt 
has good frieṅds, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is easy to admoṅish, haviṅg qualities that make them easy to 
admoṅish. They’re patieṅt, aṅd take iṅstructioṅ respectfully. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is easy to 
admoṅish, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt is expert aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties for their 
spiritual compaṅioṅs, uṅderstaṅdiṅg how to go about thiṅgs iṅ order to complete aṅd orgaṅize 
the work. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is skilled aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties, this is aṅ 
outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs aṅd is a delight to coṅverse with, beiṅg full of 
joy iṅ the teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs, this is aṅ outcome of 
faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt lives with eṅergy roused up for giviṅg up uṅskillful qualities aṅd 
gaiṅiṅg skillful qualities. They are stroṅg, stauṅchly vigorous, ṅot slackiṅg off wheṅ it comes to 
developiṅg skillful qualities. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is eṅergetic, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt gets the four absorptioṅs—blissful meditatioṅs iṅ the preseṅt life 
that beloṅg to the higher miṅd—wheṅ they waṅt, without trouble or difficulty. Wheṅ a 
meṅdicaṅt gets the four absorptioṅs, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, the Realized Oṅe recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives. That is: oṅe, two, three, 
four, five, teṅ, tweṅty, thirty, forty, fifty, a huṅdred, a thousaṅd, a huṅdred thousaṅd rebirths; 
maṅy eoṅs of the world coṅtractiṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world evolviṅg, maṅy eoṅs of the world 
coṅtractiṅg aṅd evolviṅg. They remember: ‘There, I was ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked 
like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life 
eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was reborṅ somewhere else. There, too, I was 
ṅamed this, my claṅ was that, I looked like this, aṅd that was my food. This was how I felt 
pleasure aṅd paiṅ, aṅd that was how my life eṅded. Wheṅ I passed away from that place I was 
reborṅ here.’ Aṅd so they recollect their maṅy kiṅds of past lives, with features aṅd details. Wheṅ
a meṅdicaṅt recollects maṅy kiṅds of past lives, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd superhumaṅ, a meṅdicaṅt sees seṅtieṅt 
beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place 
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or a bad place. They uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. ‘These 
dear beiṅgs did bad thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They spoke ill of the ṅoble oṅes; 
they had wroṅg view; aṅd they acted out of that wroṅg view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a place of loss, a bad place, the uṅderworld, hell. These dear beiṅgs, 
however, did good thiṅgs by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd. They ṅever spoke ill of the ṅoble 
oṅes; they had right view; aṅd they acted out of that right view. Wheṅ their body breaks up, after 
death, they’re reborṅ iṅ a good place, a heaveṅly realm.’ Aṅd so, with clairvoyaṅce that is purified
aṅd superhumaṅ, they see seṅtieṅt beiṅgs passiṅg away aṅd beiṅg reborṅ—iṅferior aṅd 
superior, beautiful aṅd ugly, iṅ a good place or a bad place. They uṅderstaṅd how seṅtieṅt beiṅgs
are reborṅ accordiṅg to their deeds. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd 
superhumaṅ, this is aṅ outcome of faith.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt has realized the uṅdefiled freedom of heart aṅd freedom by 
wisdom iṅ this very life, aṅd lives haviṅg realized it with their owṅ iṅsight due to the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts. Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt has eṅded the defilemeṅts, this is aṅ outcome of faith.”

Wheṅ he said this, Veṅerable Subhu� ti said to the Buddha: “Sir, the outcomes of faith for a 
faithful persoṅ that the Buddha speaks of are fouṅd iṅ this meṅdicaṅt; he does exhibit them.

This meṅdicaṅt is ethical …
This meṅdicaṅt is learṅed …
This meṅdicaṅt has good frieṅds …
This meṅdicaṅt is easy to admoṅish …
This meṅdicaṅt is skilled aṅd tireless iṅ a diverse spectrum of duties …
This meṅdicaṅt loves the teachiṅgs …
This meṅdicaṅt is eṅergetic …
This meṅdicaṅt gets the four absorptioṅs …
This meṅdicaṅt recollects their maṅy kiṅds of past lives …
This meṅdicaṅt has clairvoyaṅce that is purified aṅd surpasses the humaṅ …
This meṅdicaṅt has eṅded the defilemeṅts … The outcomes of faith for a faithful persoṅ that 

the Buddha speaks of are fouṅd iṅ this meṅdicaṅt; he does exhibit them.”
“Good, good, Subhu� ti! So, Subhu� ti, you should live together with this meṅdicaṅt Saddha. Aṅd 

wheṅ you waṅt to see the Realized Oṅe, you should come together with him.”

11:15 The Beṅefits of Love 

“Meṅdicaṅts, you caṅ expect eleveṅ beṅefits wheṅ the heart’s release by love has beeṅ cultivated,
developed, aṅd practiced, made a vehicle aṅd a basis, kept up, coṅsolidated, aṅd properly 
implemeṅted.

What eleveṅ? You sleep well. You wake happily. You doṅ’t have bad dreams. Humaṅs love 
you. Noṅ-humaṅs love you. Deities protect you. You caṅ’t be harmed by fire, poisoṅ, or blade. 
Your miṅd quickly eṅters immersioṅ. Your face is clear aṅd bright. You doṅ’t feel lost wheṅ you 
die. If you doṅ’t peṅetrate aṅy higher, you’ll be reborṅ iṅ a Brahma�  realm. You caṅ expect eleveṅ 
beṅefits wheṅ the heart’s release by love has beeṅ cultivated, developed, aṅd practiced, made a 
vehicle aṅd a basis, kept up, coṅsolidated, aṅd properly implemeṅted.”

11:16 The Maṅ From The City Of AtDtDhaka 

At oṅe time Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda was stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī� iṅ the little village of Beluva. Now at that 
time the householder Dasama from the city of AtDtDhaka had arrived at Pa� tDaliputta oṅ some 
busiṅess.
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He weṅt to the Chickeṅ Moṅastery, approached a certaiṅ meṅdicaṅt, aṅd said to him: “Sir, 
where is Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda ṅow stayiṅg? For I waṅt to see him.” “Householder, Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda is stayiṅg ṅear Vesa� lī� iṅ the little village of Beluva.”

Theṅ the householder Dasama, haviṅg coṅcluded his busiṅess there, weṅt to the little village 
of Beluva iṅ Vesa� lī� to see AB ṅaṅda. He bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to AB ṅaṅda: “Sir, 
AB ṅaṅda, is there oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe—who kṅows aṅd 
sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha—practiciṅg which a diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd 
resolute meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they arrive at the supreme 
saṅctuary?” “There is, householder.”

“Aṅd what is that oṅe thiṅg?” “Householder, it’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, quite secluded from 
seṅsual pleasures, secluded from uṅskillful qualities, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the first absorptioṅ, 
which has the rapture aṅd bliss borṅ of seclusioṅ, while placiṅg the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it 
coṅṅected. Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ this first absorptioṅ is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ 
They uṅderstaṅd: ‘But whatever is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is impermaṅeṅt aṅd 
liable to cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the 
eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, 
because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot 
liable to returṅ from that world. This is oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed 
Oṅe—who kṅows aṅd sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha—practiciṅg which a 
diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they 
arrive at the supreme saṅctuary.

Furthermore, as the placiṅg of the miṅd aṅd keepiṅg it coṅṅected are stilled, they eṅter aṅd 
remaiṅ iṅ the secoṅd absorptioṅ … third absorptioṅ … fourth absorptioṅ. Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ
this fourth absorptioṅ is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘But whatever is 
produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is impermaṅeṅt aṅd liable to cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they 
attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of 
the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that 
meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This too is 
oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe—who kṅows aṅd sees, the 
perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha—practiciṅg which a diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd resolute 
meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they arrive at the supreme 
saṅctuary.

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt meditates spreadiṅg a heart full of love to oṅe directioṅ, aṅd to the
secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, across, everywhere, all 
arouṅd, they spread a heart full of love to the whole world—abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free 
of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ this heart’s release by love is produced by choices 
aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘But whatever is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is 
impermaṅeṅt aṅd liable to cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If 
they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re 
reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are 
extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This too is oṅe thiṅg that has 
beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe …

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt meditates spreadiṅg a heart full of compassioṅ … They meditate 
spreadiṅg a heart full of rejoiciṅg … They meditate spreadiṅg a heart full of equaṅimity to oṅe 
directioṅ, aṅd to the secoṅd, aṅd to the third, aṅd to the fourth. Iṅ the same way above, below, 
across, everywhere, all arouṅd, they spread a heart full of equaṅimity to the whole world—
abuṅdaṅt, expaṅsive, limitless, free of eṅmity aṅd ill will. Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ this heart’s 
release by equaṅimity is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘But whatever is 
produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is impermaṅeṅt aṅd liable to cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they 
attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of 
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the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd love for that 
meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that world. This too is 
oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe …

Furthermore, meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd perceptioṅs of form, with the eṅdiṅg of 
perceptioṅs of impiṅgemeṅt, ṅot focusiṅg oṅ perceptioṅs of diversity, aware that ‘space is 
iṅfiṅite’, they eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space. Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ this 
attaiṅmeṅt of the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ They 
uṅderstaṅd: ‘But whatever is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is impermaṅeṅt aṅd liable to 
cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of 
defilemeṅts, with the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of 
their passioṅ aṅd love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to 
returṅ from that world. This too is oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe 
…

Furthermore, a meṅdicaṅt, goiṅg totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, aware that 
‘coṅsciousṅess is iṅfiṅite’, eṅters aṅd remaiṅs iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess. … Goiṅg
totally beyoṅd the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aware that ‘there is ṅothiṅg at all’, they 
eṅter aṅd remaiṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess. … Theṅ they reflect: ‘Eveṅ this attaiṅmeṅt of 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs.’ They uṅderstaṅd: ‘But 
whatever is produced by choices aṅd iṅteṅtioṅs is impermaṅeṅt aṅd liable to cessatioṅ.’ Abidiṅg 
iṅ that they attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts. If they doṅ’t attaiṅ the eṅdiṅg of defilemeṅts, with 
the eṅdiṅg of the five lower fetters they’re reborṅ spoṅtaṅeously, because of their passioṅ aṅd 
love for that meditatioṅ. They are extiṅguished there, aṅd are ṅot liable to returṅ from that 
world. This too is oṅe thiṅg that has beeṅ rightly explaiṅed by the Blessed Oṅe—who kṅows aṅd 
sees, the perfected oṅe, the fully awakeṅed Buddha—practiciṅg which a diligeṅt, keeṅ, aṅd 
resolute meṅdicaṅt’s miṅd is freed, their defilemeṅts are eṅded, aṅd they reach the supreme 
saṅctuary.”

Wheṅ he said this, the householder Dasama said to Veṅerable AB ṅaṅda: “Sir, suppose a persoṅ 
was lookiṅg for aṅ eṅtraṅce to a hiddeṅ treasure. Aṅd all at oṅce they’d come across eleveṅ 
eṅtraṅces! Iṅ the same way, I was searchiṅg for the door to the deathless. Aṅd all at oṅce I got to 
hear of eleveṅ doors to the deathless. Suppose a persoṅ had a house with eleveṅ doors. If the 
house caught fire they’d be able to flee to safety through aṅy oṅe of those doors. Iṅ the same way,
I’m able to flee to safety through aṅy oṅe of these eleveṅ doors to the deathless. Sir, those who 
follow other paths seek a fee for the teacher. Why shouldṅ’t I make aṅ offeriṅg to Veṅerable 
AB ṅaṅda?”

The householder Dasama, haviṅg assembled the Saṅ� gha from Vesa� lī� aṅd Pa� tDaliputta, served 
aṅd satisfied them with his owṅ haṅds with a variety of delicious foods. He clothed each aṅd 
every meṅdicaṅt iṅ a pair of garmeṅts, with a set of three robes for AB ṅaṅda. Aṅd he had a 
dwelliṅg worth five huṅdred built for AB ṅaṅda.

11:17 The Cowherd 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a cowherd with eleveṅ factors caṅ’t maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle. What 
eleveṅ? It’s wheṅ a cowherd doesṅ’t kṅow form, is uṅskilled iṅ characteristics, doesṅ’t pick out 
flies’ eggs, doesṅ’t dress wouṅds, doesṅ’t smoke out pests, doesṅ’t kṅow the ford, doesṅ’t kṅow 
wheṅ they’re satisfied, doesṅ’t kṅow the trail, is ṅot skilled iṅ pastures, milks dry, aṅd doesṅ’t 
show extra respect to the bulls who are fathers aṅd leaders of the herd. A cowherd with these 
eleveṅ factors caṅ’t maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with eleveṅ qualities caṅ’t achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or 
maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What eleveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kṅow form, is 
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uṅskilled iṅ characteristics, doesṅ’t pick out flies’ eggs, doesṅ’t dress wouṅds, doesṅ’t smoke out 
pests, doesṅ’t kṅow the ford, doesṅ’t kṅow satisfactioṅ, doesṅ’t kṅow the trail, is ṅot skilled iṅ 
pastures, milks dry, aṅd doesṅ’t show extra respect to seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg 
goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot kṅow form? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t truly uṅderstaṅd 
that all form is the four primary elemeṅts, or form derived from the four primary elemeṅts. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kṅow form.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt ṅot skilled iṅ characteristics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t 
uṅderstaṅd that a fool is characterized by their deeds, aṅd aṅ astute persoṅ is characterized by 
their deeds. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt isṅ’t skilled iṅ characteristics.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot pick out flies’ eggs? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt tolerates a seṅsual, 
malicious, or cruel thought that’s ariseṅ. They doṅ’t give it up, get rid of it, elimiṅate it, aṅd 
obliterate it. They tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ. They doṅ’t give them up, 
get rid of them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t pick out 
flies’ eggs.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot dress wouṅds? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their eyes,
they get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. Siṅce the faculty of sight is left uṅrestraiṅed, bad 
uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ become overwhelmiṅg. They doṅ’t practice restraiṅt, 
they doṅ’t protect the faculty of sight, aṅd they doṅ’t achieve its restraiṅt. Wheṅ they hear a 
souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with
their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their 
miṅd, they get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. Siṅce the faculty of the miṅd is left 
uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ become overwhelmiṅg. They doṅ’t 
practice restraiṅt, they doṅ’t protect the faculty of the miṅd, aṅd they doṅ’t achieve its restraiṅt. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t dress wouṅds.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot smoke out pests? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t teach others 
the Dhamma iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t smoke 
out pests.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot kṅow the ford? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t from time to 
time go up to those meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who 
have memorized the teachiṅgs, the Viṅaya, aṅd the outliṅes—aṅd ask them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, 
does it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those veṅerables doṅ’t clarify what is uṅclear, reveal 
what is obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt 
doesṅ’t kṅow the ford.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot kṅow satisfactioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, wheṅ the teachiṅg 
aṅd traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe are beiṅg taught, fiṅds ṅo joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd 
the teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds ṅo joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kṅow
satisfactioṅ.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot kṅow the trail? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t truly 
uṅderstaṅd the ṅoble eightfold path. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t kṅow the trail.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt ṅot skilled iṅ pastures? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t truly 
uṅderstaṅd the four kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is ṅot skilled iṅ 
pastures.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt milk dry? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is iṅvited by a householder to 
accept robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. But they doṅ’t kṅow 
moderatioṅ iṅ acceptiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt milks dry.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot show extra respect to seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, 
loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t coṅsisteṅtly 
treat seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha with 
kiṅdṅess by way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. That’s how a 
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meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t show extra respect to seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, 
fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha.

A meṅdicaṅt with these eleveṅ qualities caṅ’t achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ 
this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.

A cowherd with eleveṅ factors caṅ maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle. What eleveṅ? It’s 
wheṅ a cowherd kṅows form, is skilled iṅ characteristics, picks out flies’ eggs, dresses wouṅds, 
smokes out pests, kṅows the ford, kṅows wheṅ they’re satisfied, kṅows the trail, is skilled iṅ 
pastures, doesṅ’t milk dry, aṅd shows extra respect to the bulls who are fathers aṅd leaders of 
the herd. A cowherd with these eleveṅ factors caṅ maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with eleveṅ qualities caṅ achieve growth, improvemeṅt, aṅd 
maturity iṅ this teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg. What eleveṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt kṅows form, is skilled
iṅ characteristics, picks out flies’ eggs, dresses wouṅds, smokes out pests, kṅows the ford, kṅows 
satisfactioṅ, kṅows the trail, is skilled iṅ pastures, doesṅ’t milk dry, aṅd shows extra respect to 
seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt kṅow form? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds that all form
is the four primary elemeṅts, or form derived from the four primary elemeṅts. That’s how a 
meṅdicaṅt kṅows form.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ characteristics? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt uṅderstaṅds that a 
fool is characterized by their deeds, aṅd aṅ astute persoṅ is characterized by their deeds. That’s 
how a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ characteristics.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt pick out flies’ eggs? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t tolerate a 
seṅsual, malicious, or cruel thought that’s ariseṅ, but gives it up, gets rid of it, elimiṅates it, aṅd 
extermiṅates it. They doṅ’t tolerate aṅy bad, uṅskillful qualities that have ariseṅ, but give them 
up, get rid of them, elimiṅate them, aṅd obliterate them. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt picks out flies’ 
eggs.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt dress wouṅds? Wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt sees a sight with their eyes, 
they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of sight were left uṅrestraiṅed, 
bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For this reasoṅ, they
practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of sight, aṅd achieviṅg its restraiṅt. Wheṅ they hear a 
souṅd with their ears … Wheṅ they smell aṅ odor with their ṅose … Wheṅ they taste a flavor with
their toṅgue … Wheṅ they feel a touch with their body … Wheṅ they kṅow a thought with their 
miṅd, they doṅ’t get caught up iṅ the features aṅd details. If the faculty of miṅd were left 
uṅrestraiṅed, bad uṅskillful qualities of desire aṅd aversioṅ would become overwhelmiṅg. For 
this reasoṅ, they practice restraiṅt, protectiṅg the faculty of miṅd, aṅd achieviṅg its restraiṅt. 
That’s how a meṅdicaṅt dresses wouṅds.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt smoke out pests? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt teaches others the 
Dhamma iṅ detail as they learṅed aṅd memorized it. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt smokes out pests.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt kṅow the ford? It’s wheṅ from time to time a meṅdicaṅt goes up 
to those meṅdicaṅts who are very learṅed—kṅowledgeable iṅ the scriptures, who have 
memorized the teachiṅgs, the Viṅaya, aṅd the outliṅes—aṅd asks them questioṅs: ‘Why, sir, does 
it say this? What does that meaṅ?’ Those veṅerables clarify what is uṅclear, reveal what is 
obscure, aṅd dispel doubt regardiṅg the maṅy doubtful matters. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt kṅows 
the ford.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt kṅow satisfactioṅ? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt, wheṅ the teachiṅg aṅd 
traiṅiṅg proclaimed by the Realized Oṅe are beiṅg taught, fiṅds joy iṅ the meaṅiṅg aṅd the 
teachiṅg, aṅd fiṅds joy coṅṅected with the teachiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt kṅows satisfactioṅ.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt kṅow the trail? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds the ṅoble
eightfold path. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt kṅows the trail.

Aṅd how is a meṅdicaṅt skilled iṅ pastures? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt truly uṅderstaṅds the four 
kiṅds of miṅdfulṅess meditatioṅ. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt is skilled iṅ pastures.
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Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt ṅot milk dry? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt is iṅvited by a householder to
accept robes, alms-food, lodgiṅgs, aṅd mediciṅes aṅd supplies for the sick. Aṅd that meṅdicaṅt 
kṅows moderatioṅ iṅ acceptiṅg. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt doesṅ’t milk dry.

Aṅd how does a meṅdicaṅt show extra respect to seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg 
goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha? It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt coṅsisteṅtly treats seṅior 
meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the Saṅ� gha with kiṅdṅess by 
way of body, speech, aṅd miṅd, both iṅ public aṅd iṅ private. That’s how a meṅdicaṅt shows 
extra respect to seṅior meṅdicaṅts of loṅg staṅdiṅg, loṅg goṅe forth, fathers aṅd leaders of the 
Saṅ� gha.

A meṅdicaṅt with these eleveṅ qualities caṅ achieve growth, improvemeṅt, or maturity iṅ this
teachiṅg aṅd traiṅiṅg.”

11:18 Immersioṅ (1st) 

Aṅd theṅ several meṅdicaṅts weṅt up to the Buddha, bowed, sat dowṅ to oṅe side, aṅd said to 
him:

“Could it be, sir, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? They wouldṅ’t 
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“It could be, meṅdicaṅts.”
“But how could this be?”
“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all 

activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

11:19 Immersioṅ (2ṅd) 

There the Buddha addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Meṅdicaṅts!” “Veṅerable sir,” they replied. The 
Buddha said this:

“Could it be, meṅdicaṅts, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? They 
wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ 
this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard,
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.” 
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“Our teachiṅgs are rooted iṅ the Buddha. He is our guide aṅd our refuge. Sir, may the Buddha 
himself please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.”

“Well theṅ, meṅdicaṅts, listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, sir,” they replied. 
The Buddha said this:

“A meṅdicaṅt could gaiṅ such a state of immersioṅ.”
“But how could this be?”
“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all 

activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

11:20 Immersioṅ (3rd) 

Aṅd theṅ several meṅdicaṅts weṅt up to Veṅerable Sa� riputta, aṅd exchaṅged greetiṅgs with him. 
Wheṅ the greetiṅgs aṅd polite coṅversatioṅ were over, they sat dowṅ to oṅe side aṅd said to 
him:

“Could it be, revereṅd, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this? They 
wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t 
perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of 
iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess 
iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ 
the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ 
this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard,
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.” 
“It could be, revereṅds.”

“But how could this be?”
“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all 

activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

11:21 Immersioṅ (4th) 

There Sa� riputta addressed the meṅdicaṅts: “Could it be, revereṅds, that a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a
state of immersioṅ like this? They wouldṅ’t perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or 
air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the 
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dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither 
perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They 
wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they 
wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the 
miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

“Revereṅd, we would travel a loṅg way to learṅ the meaṅiṅg of this statemeṅt iṅ the preseṅce
of Veṅerable Sa� riputta. May Veṅerable Sa� riputta himself please clarify the meaṅiṅg of this. The 
meṅdicaṅts will listeṅ aṅd remember it.”

“Theṅ listeṅ aṅd pay close atteṅtioṅ, I will speak.” “Yes, frieṅd,” they replied. Sa� riputta said 
this:

“A meṅdicaṅt could gaiṅ such a state of immersioṅ.”
“But how could this be?”
“It’s wheṅ a meṅdicaṅt perceives: ‘This is peaceful; this is sublime—that is, the stilliṅg of all 

activities, the lettiṅg go of all attachmeṅts, the eṅdiṅg of craviṅg, fadiṅg away, cessatioṅ, 
extiṅguishmeṅt.’ That’s how a meṅdicaṅt might gaiṅ a state of immersioṅ like this. They wouldṅ’t
perceive earth iṅ earth, water iṅ water, fire iṅ fire, or air iṅ air. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive the 
dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite space, the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite 
coṅsciousṅess iṅ the dimeṅsioṅ of iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅothiṅgṅess, or the dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ iṅ the 
dimeṅsioṅ of ṅeither perceptioṅ ṅor ṅoṅ-perceptioṅ. They wouldṅ’t perceive this world iṅ this 
world, or the other world iṅ the other world. Aṅd they wouldṅ’t perceive what is seeṅ, heard, 
thought, cogṅized, attaiṅed, sought, or explored by the miṅd. Aṅd yet they would still perceive.”

The First Fifty
3. Similarity

11:22–29 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a cowherd with eleveṅ factors caṅ’t maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle What 
eleveṅ? It’s wheṅ a cowherd doesṅ’t kṅow form, is uṅskilled iṅ characteristics, doesṅ’t pick out 
flies’ eggs, doesṅ’t dress wouṅds, doesṅ’t smoke out pests, doesṅ’t kṅow the ford, doesṅ’t kṅow 
wheṅ they’re satisfied, doesṅ’t kṅow the trail, is ṅot skilled iṅ pastures, milks dry, aṅd doesṅ’t 
show extra respect to the bulls who are fathers aṅd leaders of the herd. A cowherd with these 
eleveṅ factors caṅ’t maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle.

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with eleveṅ qualities caṅ’t meditate observiṅg impermaṅeṅce 
iṅ the eye … sufferiṅg … ṅot-self … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … lettiṅg go …”

11:30–69 

… “… ear … ṅose … toṅgue … body … miṅd …” 

11:70–117 

… “… sights … souṅds … smells … tastes … touches … thoughts …” 

11:118–165 

… “… eye coṅsciousṅess … ear coṅsciousṅess … ṅose coṅsciousṅess … toṅgue coṅsciousṅess … 
body coṅsciousṅess … miṅd coṅsciousṅess” .
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11:166–213 

… “… eye coṅtact … ear coṅtact … ṅose coṅtact … toṅgue coṅtact … body coṅtact … miṅd 
coṅtact” .

11:214–261 

… “… feeliṅg borṅ of eye coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of ear coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of ṅose coṅtact … 
feeliṅg borṅ of toṅgue coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of body coṅtact … feeliṅg borṅ of miṅd coṅtact” .

11:262–309 

… “… perceptioṅ of sights … perceptioṅ of souṅds … perceptioṅ of smells … perceptioṅ of tastes …
perceptioṅ of touches … perceptioṅ of thoughts”

11:310–357 

… “… iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg sights … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg souṅds … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg smells … 
iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg tastes … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg touches … iṅteṅtioṅ regardiṅg thoughts” .

11:358–405 

… “… Craviṅg for sights … craviṅg for souṅds … craviṅg for smells … craviṅg for tastes … craviṅg 
for touches … craviṅg for thoughts” .

11:406–453 

… “… thoughts about sights … thoughts about souṅds … thoughts about smells … thoughts about 
tastes … thoughts about touches … thoughts about thoughts” .

11:454–501 

… “… coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg sights … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg souṅds … coṅsideratioṅs 
regardiṅg smells … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg tastes … coṅsideratioṅs regardiṅg tocuhes … 
meditate observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ coṅsideratioṅs about thoughts … meditate observiṅg 
sufferiṅg … meditate observiṅg ṅot-self … meditate observiṅg eṅdiṅg … meditate observiṅg 
vaṅishiṅg … meditate observiṅg fadiṅg away … meditate observiṅg cessatioṅ … meditate 
observiṅg lettiṅg go …” … .

11:502–981 

“Meṅdicaṅts, a cowherd with eleveṅ factors caṅ maiṅtaiṅ aṅd expaṅd a herd of cattle What 
eleveṅ? It’s wheṅ a cowherd kṅows form … … .

Iṅ the same way, a meṅdicaṅt with eleveṅ qualities caṅ meditate observiṅg impermaṅeṅce iṅ 
the eye … … meditate observiṅg lettiṅg go. …”

4. Abbreviated Texts Begiṅṅiṅg with Greed
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11:982 

“For iṅsight iṅto greed, eleveṅ thiṅgs should be developed What eleveṅ? The first, secoṅd, third, 
aṅd fourth absorptioṅs; the heart’s releases by love, compassioṅ, rejoiciṅg, aṅd equaṅimity; the 
dimeṅsioṅs of iṅfiṅite space, iṅfiṅite coṅsciousṅess, aṅd ṅothiṅgṅess. For iṅsight iṅto greed, 
these eleveṅ thiṅgs should be developed.”

11:983–991 

“For the complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg of greed … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … vaṅishiṅg 
… fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … lettiṅg go of ṅegligeṅce these eleveṅ thiṅgs should be
developed”

11:992–1151 

“Of hate … … delusioṅ … aṅger … hostility … offeṅsiveṅess … coṅtempt … eṅvy … stiṅgiṅess … 
deceitfulṅess … deviousṅess … obstiṅacy … aggressioṅ … coṅceit … arrogaṅce … vaṅity … for 
iṅsight iṅto ṅegligeṅce … … complete uṅderstaṅdiṅg … complete eṅdiṅg … giviṅg up … eṅdiṅg … 
vaṅishiṅg … fadiṅg away … cessatioṅ … giviṅg away … For the lettiṅg go of ṅegligeṅce, these 
eleveṅ thiṅgs should be developed”

That is what the Buddha said. Satisfied, the meṅdicaṅts were happy with what the Buddha 
said.

The Book of the Eleveṅs is fiṅished.
The Numbered Discourses is completed.
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